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Foreword by Shenpen Dawa Rinpoche 

His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche, Jikdrel Yeshe Dorje, (1904-87) was 
appointed by His Holiness Dalai Lama XIV as the supreme head of 
the Nyingma tradition of Tibetan Buddhism. He was an enlightened 
yogin and meditation master, a discoverer of concealed treasure teach
ings (gter-stan) who was inseparable from Guru Rinpoche [Padmasam
bhava], the most prolific of contemporary Tibetan scholars, and an 
incarnate lama who had intentionally emanated for the sake of sentient 
beings through seventeen successive lives. In ancient India these ema
nations included: Buddha Sakyamuni's foremost disciple Sariputra; the 
mahasiddha Saraha; Kr~I).adhara, the religious minister of King Indra
bhuti; and the ni HUIl1kara. In Tibet, they included: Khyeucung Lo
tsawa, one of Padmasambhava's twenty-five disciples; Smrtijiianaklrti 
whose lifetime demarcated the transition from the ancient to the new 
system of translation; Rongzom PaI).9ita who was among the first to 
compose major treatises within the Nyingma tradition; Katok Tampa 
Deshek (1122-92) who founded the monastery of Katok in East Tibet; 
Chogyel Phakpa (1235-80) who established a Sakya administration in 
Central Tibet; Rikdzin Dudtil Dorje (1615-72) who is famous for his 
discovery of concealed treasure teachings (gter-ma) in the Puwo region 
of south-east Tibet; Gyelse Sonam Detsen, responsible for revitalising 
Katok; and the treasure-finder Dujom Lingpa (1835-1904) who disco
vered the "New Treasures" (gter-gsar). 

Like many of his predecessors, His Holiness was also renowned as 
a great discoverer of concealed treasure teachings which are now widely 
practised and propagated. These are primarily the direct "treasures of 
intention" or "mind treasures" (dgongs-gter) of the awareness-holders 
(vidyadhara) concerning the inner tantras of the secret mantra vehicle, 
which can bring about the unsurpassed enlightenment of the rainbow 
body in one lifetime. 

He took birth in the Pemako region on the frontier of Tibet, on the 
twenty-third day of the fourth Tibetan month, 1904. This birth occured 
while his predecessor Dujom Lingpa was still alive. DUjom Lingpa 
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himself gave the specific instructions of how to find his authentic emana
tion. His father was Ttilku Jampel Norbu, who was Prince ofKanam, a 
direct descendant of King Trhisong Detsen, and his mother, Namgyel 
DrOlma. 

In his youth His Holiness received the transmissions and direct bles
sings of Guru Rinpoche, Yeshe Tshogyel and MaI1jusrI in person. He 
received all the lineages of the Nyingma school from his lamas: Philn
gong Tillku Gyurm~ Ngedon Wangpo, Jedrung Trhinle Campa Jungne, 
Gyurme Phendei Ozer, Namdrol Gyamtso of Mindroling, Gendiln 
Gyamtso and Khenpo Aten, amongst others. He mastered every tradi
tion of Tibetan Buddhism. Astonishingly, at the age of fourteen, he 
gave the full empowerment and oral transmission of the Store of Precious 
Treasure (rin-chen gter-mdzod), which are the collected treasure texts of 
the Nyingma lineage. From that time on, he gave major empowerments 
relating to different treasure cycles, and at the same time composed 
many means for attainment (sadhana) which elucidated the profound 
teachings of the buddhadharma. He wrote commentaries both on his 
predecessor's teachings and on his own revealed treasures. When he 
was seventeen years old he composed his first celebrated treatise on 
the Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa chen-po). He became widely renowned 
as a scholar and meditation master, and was followed by many students. 
Among his students in Tibet and throughout the Himalayan regions, 
many have shown the signs of full enlightenment. 

He maintained the lineage of the Mindroling tradition in Central Tibet, 
and above all at Perna Choling [Lamaling] and his other seats in the 
Kongpo and Puwo areas of south-east Tibet. Subsequently, forseeing the 
incipient Chinese invasion, His Holiness and family left Tibet for India 
in 1958, following the prediction of Diljom Lingpa that the lineage of his 
New Treasures would spread to all continents of the world, and 
especially to the West. 

After his arrival in India, Nepal and Sikkim, he established many 
vital communities of Buddhist practitioners. These include Zangdok 
Pelri in Kalimpong, Dildill Rapten Ling in Orissa and the Buddhist 
monasteries in Tshopema [Rewalsar, Himachal Pradesh] and Bodhnath 
in Nepal. In addition, he actively encouraged the study of the Nyingma 
tradition at the Tibetan Institute for Higher Studies in Sarnath. In such 
locations, he continued to grant the empowerments and literary trans
missions for the Collected Transmitted Precepts of the Nyingmapa (rnying
ma'i bka'-ma), the Collected Tantras of the Nyingmapa (rnying-ma'i rgyud
'bum), and the Store of Precious Treasure, among others. His prolific 
scholarship is attested by the recent publication in India of his Collected 
Works, and his edition of the Collected Transmitted Precepts of the Nying
mapa, a fifty-five volume work which he began at the age of seventy-four. 
At the request of the Dalai Lama, he also wrote a Political History of 
Tibet (bod-kyi rgyal-rabs). 
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In the final phase of his teaching activity, His Holiness travelled 
widely throughout Asia, Europe and North America, where he brought 
many students to the dharma. He continued the buddha-activity of 
formal teaching, empowerment and personal supervision of meditation 
practice and retreat, which is the essence of the transmission of yajra
yana Buddhism. Med~tation. and retreat centres were ~lso e~tabhshed: 
the Vajrayana Esotenc SocIety of Hong Kong, Done NYlngpo and 
Urgyen Samye Choling in France, Yeshe Nyingpo and Orgyen Cho 
Dzong in the United States. 

His Holiness passed into parinirva'fJa, dissolving his emanational body 
into the pure space of the buddha-body of reality (dharmakiiya) on 17 
January 1987, the eighteenth day of the eleventh month of the fire tiger 
year, shortly before the advent of a new Tibetan sixty-year cycle. This 
was at his residence overlooking the Vezere valley in the Dordogne, 
France. His passing was accompanied by miraculous signs of his en
lightened realisation and buddha-attributes. His passing away in France 
is of great significance because it enacts the unification of East and 
West into a single ma1)<;iala of enlightened mind. His embalmed body 
was placed in a stiipa, constructed in Bodhnath, Nepal on 5 February 
1989, in order to continue the Bodhisattva's activity of benefitting 
sentient beings. He was a Vajra Guru whose accomplishment is to be 
seen not so much in the outward form of elaborate monastic establish
ments, but in the direct, clear awareness of the mind, free from elab
oration. This enlightened mind is displayed by many of his monastic 
and lay disciples. On this basis the purity of his lineage is established 
and maintained to this day in an unbroken succession. 

The publication of this translation was originally conceived as a ma1)<;iala 
offering to His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche and to those great teachers 
who, through their discriminative awareness and skilful method, lead 
sentient beings to the path of the dharma - what is to be abandoned 
and what is to be adopted. For twenty years Gyurme Dorje devoted 
painstaking and continuous effort to bring these translations to fruition. 
He is a modest and unswerving scholar who has accomplished a work 
of paramount importance for practitioners, scholars and those generally 
interested in Tibetan Buddhism. Matthew Kapstein has given invalu
able assistance for the later stages of these translations. Our joy is that 
this work has now come to its final form - the seed having been carefully 
planted and tended throughout, its growth has borne fruit. It will bring 
inconceivable benefit to all those who come into contact with it through 
reading, contemplation or meditation. Our regret is that we could not 
complete the project in time to make an offering of it to His Holiness 
during his lifetime. It is a work which communicates the highest wisdom 
of the Nyingma lineage to the English-speaking world. 
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I dedicate the benefit of this profound work of my father to the long 
life of His Holiness Dalai Lama XIV, the incarnation of Avalokitesvara, 
who is a benefit to the Land of Snows, and to the whole world. May 
all his actions be spontaneously accomplished. May the Tibetan people, 
under his lotus feet, never be separated from his enlightened discrimin
ative awareness and compassion. May His Holiness the Gyelwa Kar
mapa manifest swiftly to raise the victory banner of the dhanna which 
liberates sentient beings, and may the heads of the Kagyii schools 
continue to illuminate the path of those wandering in the six realms. 
May His Holiness the Sakya Trhizin powerfully safeguard and nourish 
the faultless tradition of the Sakyapa. Mayall other lineage-holders 
flourish, and their dhanna activities increase like the waxing moon. 

May His Majesty King Jikme Senge Wangcuk of Bhutan live long, 
bringing happiness, prosperity and spiritual growth to his people. May 
His Majesty King Birendra Bir Bikram Shah Dev of Nepal fulfil all the 
aspirations and wishes of his people. May the government and people of 
India, the land of the sublime ones, prosper and sustain their spiritual 
heritage. 

May our dhanna patrons, the Royal Grandmother of Bhutan, HRH 
Phiintsok Chodron, M. Gerard Godet, Dr L. Y. Soo, Ms Emily Stevens 
and Jonathan Altman, enjoy both causal and wisdom merits and may 
their ability to benefit others never be exhausted. Tiilku Perna Wangyel 
and Tiilku RangdrOi selflessly served His Holiness - may their activities 
in the West be crowned with success. 

To you, my physical and spiritual father and root guru, on behalf of 
my mother Rikzin Wangmo, my sisters Chime Wangmo and Tsering 
Penzom, my niece Lhanzey Wangmo, and my prophesied wife Sonam 
Chhuskit; on behalf of my sons Namgyel Dawa and Wangchen Dawa, 
and on behalf of all your disciples, I bow at your lotus feet and offer 
homage for your unrepayable kindness and guidance in making our 
lives wholesome and meaningful. May the victorious sound of the drum 
of the dhanna penetrate all the levels of existence, bringing joy and 
happiness. Mayall be auspicious. 

Taking a humble position, rich with the treasure of 
contentment, 

Free from the binds of the eight worldly concerns, 
firm and strong-hearted in practice, 

Receiving the Guru's blessing, realisation becomes 
equal to space. 

May we attain the kingdom of the All-Good. 

HIS EMINENCE SHENPEN DA W A RINPOCHE 

Lineage-holder of the New Treasures 
Dordogne, 1990 

Preface 

Two treatises form the present volume, namely, the Fundamentals of 
the Nyingma School (bstan-pa'i rnam-gzhag) and the History of the 
Nyingma School (rnying-ma'i chos-'byung). Among the most widely read 
of all His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche's works, these treatises were 
composed during the years immediately following his arrival in India 
as a refugee. His intention in writing them, as the concluding verses 
of the History state, was to preserve the precise structure of the 
Nyingma philosophical view within its own historical and cultural con-
text, in a period of great uncertainty and instability. . 

Since the early sixties, His Holiness had appreciated the growIng 
interest in the meditation practices and philosophical views of the 
Nyingma tradition, which is now evident both in universities and in 
the large number of Buddhist meditation centres throughout the world. 
He knew that, despite the vastness of the Tibetan literature, very few 
texts had actually been translated into other languages, and he recog
nised an urgent need for the presentation in English of traditional works 
which precisely define, stage by stage, the entire range of Buddhist 
experience and thought, and the authentic history of its transmission 
from antiquity to the present. Therefore, in 1971, he authorised and 
encouraged me to translate into English his History of the Nyingma 
School, which constitutes the latter part of this volume. Then, in 1980, 
he further authorised the translation of his Fundamentals of the Nyingma 
School. 

Prior to 1971, partial Chinese and Hindi translations of the History 
had already been published in Hong Kong and Nalanda respectively. 
Working from the original Tibetan and its Hindi version, I prepared 
an annotated English translation in manuscript form at the monastery 
of Orgyen Kunzang Chokhorling in Darjeeling and at the sacred place 
of the Nyingmapa known as Tshopema, or Rewalsar, in Himachal 
Pradesh, between 1971 and 1977. The typing of the first draft was 
completed by Sheona Gunnat Bodhnath, Nepal, during the winter of 
1977 to 1978. In the summer of 1979, the Author asked Matthew 
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Kapstein to edit the manuscript, and consequently in 1981 we met to 
revise the edited translation and to standardise the English terminology. 
Then, between 1980 and 1982, I prepared a translation of the Funda
mentals in the Dordogne region of France and met again with Matthew 
Kapstein in New York during the summer of 1983, where he helped 
edit the Fundamentals. Both texts were prepared for publication with 
the assistance of many volunteer typists at Orgyen Cho Dzong, Green
ville, New York. 

The Fundamentals is written in the terse, highly structured style of 
the grub-mtha' genre, and is by no means an easy text to comprehend. 
A synopsis of the treatise has been included in the Translator's Intro
duction so that the reader can form an overall view of its structure and 
become familiar with the English terminology. Those unfamiliar with 
even the basic categories of Buddhist thought are recommended to start 
by reading the History, Parts One and Two, where these concepts are 
introduced in the clear narrative context of the origins of Indian Buddh
ism, as understood in the Nyingma tradition. 

The annotations, glossaries and indexes for both texts, which are 
published here in the second section as a resource for the reader, were 
compiled after consulting materials at the library of the School of Ori
ental and African Studies, University of London, between 1982 and 
1983. The bibliographies were initially prepared in the Dordogne and 
London over the same period, and their sources thoroughly researched 
and documented at Brown University, Rhode Island, USA, from 1985 
to 1986. All of this reference material was revised, updated and ex
panded into its present form with the help of our editor Sarah Thresher 
during the final editorial work in London, New York and Boston 
throughout 1989 and 1990. 

The general problems of translation are compounded in the case of 
the Tibetan language. In the past, Tibetan scholars of the calibre of 
Vairocana and Kawa Peltsek could translate the Sanskrit Buddhist texts 
with great accuracy because they had fully realised the essence of en
lightened mind. By contrast, in the present circumstances, despite our 
total absence of inner realisation, we are obliged to translate the great 
works of Tibetan literature in order to preserve and propagate them 
for the benefit of posterity. It is therefore hoped that the well informed 
reader will exercise some restraint in the knowledge that the translator 
accepts full responsibility for errors which inevitably exist. These in 
no way reflect on the realisation or scholarship of the Author. 

At this juncture Matthew Kapstein and I wish to express our gratitude 
to all who helped bring about the publication of the English version 
of these texts. Above all, His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche suggested 
the task and inspired the work of translation at every stage of its develop
ment. Specifically, he gave attention to many textual problems in the 
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Dordogne, France, during the summer of 1982 and in New York during 
the summer of 1983. His wife, Lady Rikdzin Wangmo (Sangyum 
Kusho), and his dharma heir, Shenpen Dawa Rinpoche, have also given 
constant support. The late Kangyur Rinpoche and his family facilitated 
the project during its formative years in Darjeeling from 1971 to 1976, 
and gave invaluable subsequent assistance. During this period, the 
project was also funded and staunchly supported by Eric and Joan 
McLennan. Then, from 1977 to 1983, Gerard Godet of the Kangyur 
Rinpoche Foundation sponsored the translation with dedicated generos
ity. Some financial support was also provided by Tom Stickland in 
1978, Georgina and Etienne De Swarte in 1982, and Mr C. T. Chen 
of the Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religions during 1979 
and 1980. Moreover, for the past twelve years enormous practical help 
has been given by Rigzin Dolma, who, keeping in the background, 
has sustained those working on the project. 

Several scholars devoted many concentrated hours to clarify obscure 
points of dharma or translation. In chronological order, these were: 
Perna Dorje, the artist, and Khenpo Perna Sherab who dedicated them
selves to the task at Clement Town during the winter and spring of 
1978 to 1979; Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche and Khenpo Tsewang Don
gyel who offered similar assistance during the autumn and winter of 
1979 in Nepal; and Lama Sonam Topgyel, Ttilku Perna Wangyel, 
Khenpo Palden Sherap and Nyoshul Khen Rinpoche, who applied 
themselves to the editing problems in France from 1980 to 1982. I also 
wish to thank Professor David Snellgrove for his interest and support, 
Mr Hugh Richardson, Dr Michael Aris and Kalon Jikme Taring, who 
helped clarify specific points; and Mr Michael Farmer, who prepared 
our new maps with great thoroughness and care. Matthew Kapstein 
wishes to thank Khenpo Sangye Tenzin of Serlo Gumba, Nepal, for 
the profound kindness with which he introduced' him to the historical 
and doctrinal traditions of the Nyingmapa. 

Finally, we wish to express gratitude to all the staff of Wisdom 
Publications for their sustained efforts, editorial care and strong com
mitment to the preservation of the important works of Tibetan Buddh
ism. The publishers wish to thank Brian Boland for his assistance 
during the latter stages of production. 

GYURME DOR]E 

London, 1990 



Preface to the Second Edition 

After H.H. Dudjom Rinpoche's The Nyingma School of Tibetan Buddhism: 
Its Fundamentals and History first appeared in English in 1991, many 
expressed to us the desire for a more moderately priced edition that 
would be readily available to the broad range of students of Buddhism in 
the West and in Asia. We are therefore grateful to Wisdom Publications 
for now undertaking to bring out a new edition that will fulfill this 
demand. Our thanks are also due to the Venerable Sogyal Rinpoche and 
to the Rigpa Fellowship, whose encouragements have greatly facilitated 
these efforts. 

The present volume reproduces in full the text of the two volumes of 
the original publication, the Translations, and Reference Materials. It dif
fers in that it offers a reduced selection of the photographic plates that 
illustrated the first edition; and it corrects, without comment, a number of 
errors and infelicities that were found in the text after careful review. A list 
of addenda to the bibliography of works referred to by the translators has 
also been added so as to reflect pertinent developments in Tibetan Bud
dhist Studies during the past decade. 

As promised in the original version, an exhaustive Tibetan-English 
glossary of the material treated in volume two is being prepared, and we are 
happy to announce that it is nearing completion. Remarks on new 
researches concerning the identification and availability of primary textual 
sources, which we have not been able to incorporate here, will be included 
in that forthcoming work, intended as an aid to Tibetological scholarship. 

In concluding our present task, we wish to honour once again the 
memory of our magnificent teacher, H.H. the late Dudjom Rinpoche. We 
have been greatly privileged to assist in bringing these treasures of his 
intention to interested readers throughout the world. dge legs 'phel! May 
virtue and goodness increase! 

Gyurme Dorje and Matthew Kapstein 
June 2002 
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LINE DRAWINGS 

The series of line drawings in Section One was compiled from a number 
of sources and redrawn by Chris Conlon. The majority were commis
sioned and drawn under the guidance of Dudjom Rinpoche for the 
original publication of the History in its Tibetan version in 1962, and 
later redrawn by Gomchen Oleshey for publication in Kailash. We also 
acknowledge Professor Lokesh Chandra's Buddhist Iconography of Tibet, 
which was an invaluable resource, and thank all those who obtained 
or commissioned rare drawings, namely, Khenpo Perna Sherap, 
Nyoshul Khen Rinpoche, Ttilku Perna Wangyel, Dr Yo shiro lmaeda, 
Dr Michael Aris, Chris Fynn and the Rigpa Meditation Centre, London. 
The completed line drawings were shown to Dilgo Khyentse Rinpoche 
in the summer of 1990, who then instructed Ttilku Perna Wangyel to 
review them for accuracy. Several revisions were undertaken on the 
basis of the latter's valuable advice. 

MAPS 

The maps in Section Two were compiled by Michael Farmer and 
extracted from the Tibetan mapping database currently being used to 
generate the forthcoming Wisdom map of Tibet . He wishes to thank YRM 
pIc for the extensive use of their lntergraph CAD system, without which 
the project would not have been possible; and also Robbie Barnett, 
Jeremy Schmidt, John Cannon, Bradley Rowe, Anders Andersen and 
Urgyen Norbu, who generously provided valuable and rare maps from 
their own collections. 

Technical Note 

The two treatises presented here are works of great breadth and com
plexity. For this reason, extensive annotations, glossaries and indexes 
have been compiled to assist the reader, and these constitute Section 
Two. The introduction to the second volume details the reference mater
ial at the disposal of the reader - this brief note is intended to introduce 
only those conventions commonly used within Section One. 

Each book is preceded by a detailed list of contents which includes 
a complete breakdown of all the sections and subsections of the original 
work. For the benefit of the reader, chapter and section headings have 
also been inserted within the texts themselves whenever possible even 
though these do not always appear in the original Tibetan. None of the 
inserted headings have been enclosed within square brackets or paren
theses. 

Square brackets have been used in the text where the terse character 
of the Tibetan language necessitates short explanations by the trans
lators. They are also employed where, at the beginning of each section 
of the translation, the pagination of the original Tibetan text is given 
for the convenience of scholars wishing to locate specific passages in 
the original. Parentheses have been used where technical terms and 
book titles given in the original text have been retained, either in their 
Tibetan or Sanskrit versions. In those instances where these conventions 
would require the running together of square brackets and parentheses 
only the former have been employed. 

Tibetan and Sanskrit book titles have been given in English transla
tion and after their first occurence are followed by the Tibetan title (in 
the case of indigenous Tibetan works) or a Sanskrit title (in the case 
of works of lndic origin). The translated title always represents the 
form in which it is given in the Tibetan text and so may not always 
correspond to the known Sanskrit title. Abbreviated bibliographical 
data for texts occuring in certain well-known collections, such as the 
Kangyur, has also been provided, along with precise identification of 
the original sources of citations from major Indian Buddhist works 
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wherever possible. When the readings of the text and Sanskrit original 
diverge, the translators have remained faithful to the Tibetan. Full 
bibliographical information for texts cited by the Author or referred to 
by the translators is provided in Section Two. 

Sanskrit has generally been used for the names of persons and places 
in India, and for the names of many of the deities. Sanskrit equivalents 
of Tibetan technical terms have also occasionally been given, though 
this is mostly reserved for the glossaries of Section Two. Where a 
technical term given in Sanskrit is not documented in the original 
Sanskrit sources that are presently available, this fact is indicated by 
the use of an asterisk (*) preceding the term in question. To avoid 
typographical clutter, however, we have not followed this convention 
with respect to personal and place names. 

Numerical categories are not indicated in the body of the text and 
seldom in the Notes but are listed in the Glossary of Enumerations in 
Section Two, which should be directly consulted whenever enumera
tions occur. Similarly, Tibetan and/or Sanskrit equivalents for all the 
technical terminology employed in the body of the translations are given 
in the Index of Technical Terms. 

Finally, readers are referred to the Guide to Pronunciation which 
follows, for an explanation of the system of romanisation and simplified 
spelling adopted for personal and place names in Section One. In 
particular, the conventions governing the use of the letters c and e may 
seem unnatural to an English speaker and so require special attention. 
Technical terms and book titles occuring parenthetically have been 
transcribed according to their proper Tibetan orthography. 

Guide to Pronunciation 

Readers should familiarise themselves at the outset with the following 
four rules of pronunciation for Tibetan and Sanskrit: 

(1) A final e is never silent, but is always pronounced in the manner 
of the French e. Thus, Sanskrit vane is pronounced vane, and the 
Tibetan Ghare, Kore and Dorje are pronounced, respectively, Gha

re, Kore and Dorje. 

(2) C is pronounced somewhat like the English ch, but withou~ aspira
tion. Sanskrit cakra and citta thus resemble chakra and chuta, and 
Tibetan Co-se, Campa and Koca are rather like Cho-se, Champa and 
Kocha. 

(3) Ph is never pronounced like an English j, but like a p with strong 
aspiration, for example in Sanskrit phala and Tibetan photrang. 

(4) Th is never pronounced like the English th in think or that, but 
always resembling a t with strong aspiration, for example in Sanskrit 
tathtigata and Tibetan thuk. 

The following remarks explain the conventions adopted for the trans
cription of Sanskrit and Tibetan in greater detail: 

SANSKRIT 

The Sanskrit vowels in actual use here are as follows: 

a, ii, i, f, u, U, f, e, ai, 0, au 

A, i, u, e and 0 are pronounced as in Italian. A, f and u are not to be 
pronounced like the so-called "long vowels" in English, but like the a 
in father, the ea in seat and the 00 in boot respectively. Ai is similar to 
the y-sound of English by, and au to the ow of now. ~ resembles the 
ri-sound of brick. Vowels may be followed by 1?l and IJ, which respectively 
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indicate the nasalisation and aspiration of the vowel to which they are 
affixed. 

The transcribed Sanskrit consonants are: 

k, kh, g, gh, it 
c, ch, j, jh, ii 
t, th, 4, 4h, 7J 
t, th, d, dh, n 
p, ph, b, bh, m 
y, r, I, v 
S, ~, s, h 

Of these, k, ch, j, t, d, n, p, b, m, y, r, I, v, s, and h indicate roughly 
the same sounds as they do in English, and c, ph and th have been 
explained above. The series t, th, d, dh, n is distinguished from the 
series t, th, 4, 4h, 7J in that the latter or "retroflex" series is pronounced 
with the tongue striking the roof of the mouth, and the former or 
"dental" series, with the tongue striking the upper incisors. Kh, gh, 
jh, dh, 4h and bh are similar to k, g, j, d, 4 and b respectively, but with 
strong aspiration. N resembles the ng in English sing, and ii the ny in 
canyon. Sand s are both similar to the English sh-sound, but the tongue 
is positioned further back when pronouncing the former. 

TIBETAN 

The transcription of Tibetan in English introduces special problems 
owing to the fact that the pronunciation of the spoken language does 
not closely correspond to the orthography of the literary language. For 
this reason a transliteration of the Tibetan spellings is of little use to 
the ordinary reader, who will have no way of knowing that, for example, 
bsgrubs and dbyings are currently pronounced as drup and ying respect
ively. On the other hand, students of the classical Tibetan language 
usually prefer the literal transcriptions to simplified phonetic schemes. 
The solution adopted in the present work has been to give all Tibetan 
personal and place names occurring in the text in just such a simplified 
system, relegating the precise transliterations to the indexes. At the 
same time, book titles, technical terms and peculiarities of language 
which are given parenthetically or discussed in the annotations have 
been given in a formal transliteration of the classical Tibetan, the system 
used being based upon that of the late Turrell V. Wylie, which will be 
familiar to specialists. 

Our simplified phonetic transcription approximates the pronuncia
tion of modern Central Tibetan, but without the subtlety 0r precision 
of a formal phonetic transcription, such as that developed by Chang 
and Shefts. Our intention here is merely to minimise the difficulties 
with which Tibetan names confront the reader. 

Guide to Pronunciation XXXIX 

In addition to the five vowels a, i, u, e and 0, which have the same 
values here that they do in Sanskrit, Tibetan introduces two more - o· 
and il - which are pronounced as in German. 

The following additional consonants are used, along with those also 
found in Sanskrit: ng, ny, tr, trh, dr, ts, tsh, dz, w, sh, z, zh. Of these, 
ng, ny, tr, dr, w, sh and z are similar to their English values. Trh is 
like tr, but with strong aspiration. Ts resembles the ts-sound in English 
bets, and dz the sound in adze. Tsh is the strongly aspirated version of 
ts. Zh is similar to the s in leisure, or the j of French words such as jamais. 

Specialists will note that this system does not reflect tone, an import
ant feature of modern spoken Tibetan, and that we have dropped the 
aspirate in cases where it is not usually pronounced, even if it occurs 
in the classical orthography. Following a vowel, I is often silent, the 
preceding vowel being lengthened by way of compensation. 
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Note 

This detailed list of contents has been compiled as a resource for the reader 
showing the entire structure and framework of the teachings as they are 
presented in Book One . Headings have been added which do not appear in 
the actual translation to give a more precise and full idea of the subjects 
mentioned in the text, and these have been included in square brackets. The 
actual nesting of subject categories within the original Tibetan treatise is 
indicated by the small figures in square brackets which follow each heading. 

Detailed Contents of Book One 

TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION 11 

THE TEXT 

VERSES OF INVOCATION 45 

INTRODUCTION 47 

PART ONE: DOCTRINES OF SAMSARAAND NIRVA~A [1] 

1 THE ESSENCE AND DEFINITION OF DHARMA 51 

[Essence] [11] 51 
[Verbal Definition] [12] 51 
[Classification] [13] 53 

2 DOCTRINES OF SA¥SARA [131] 54 

The Characteristics of Saqlsara [131.1] 54 
The Mundane Vehicle and the Brahma Vehicle [131.2] 57 

The Mundane Vehicle [131.21] 57 
The Brahma Vehicle [131.22] 61 

Those of No Understanding and Those of Wrong 
Understanding [131.3] 62 

Those of No Understanding [131.31] 63 
The Apathetic [131.311] 63 
The Materialists [131.312] 64 

Those of Wrong Understanding [131.32] 64 
Siirrzkhya [131.321] 64 
AiSvara [131.322] 65 
Vai~1Java [131.323] 65 
Jainism [131.324] 66 
Nihilism [131.325] 66 

Conclusion [131.4] 67 
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3 DOCTRINES OF NIRVA~A [132] 70 

The Superiority of the Supramundane Vehicle [132.1] 70 
A Detailed Account of the Supramundane Vehicle 

[132.2] 71 
Realisation of the True Doctrine [132.21] 71 
Transmission of the True Doctrine [132.22] 72 

4 TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS [132.221] 73 

[The Characteristics of Transmitted Precepts] 
[132.221.1] 73 
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Transmitted Precepts according to Buddha's Personality 
[132.221.31] 74 

[Those Given in Oral Teaching] [132.221.311] 74 
[Those Given by Blessing] [132.221.312] 75 
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[132.221.321] 76 
[The Second Promulgation of the Doctrinal Wheel] 

[132.221.322] 76 
[The Third Promulgation of the Doctrinal Wheel] 

[132.221.323] 76 
Transmitted Precepts according to Sections 

[132.221.33] 76 
[The Twelve Branches of Scripture] [132.221.331] 76 
[The Nine Branches of Scripture] [132.221.332] 76 
[The Three Pitaka] [132.221.333] 76 

Transmitted Precepts according to their Function as 
Antidotes [132.221.34] 77 

[The Eightyjour Thousand Components of the Doctrine] 
[132.221.341] 77 

[The Four Pitaka] [132.221.342] 78 
Transmitted Precepts according to their Power 

[132.221.35] 80 
[One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Nine Vehicles] 

[132.221.351] 80 

5 TREATISES [132.222] 88 

[The Characteristics of Treatises] [132.222.1] 88 
[Pure Treatises] [132.222.11] 88 
[Ostensible Treatises] [132.222.12] 88 

[Verbal Definition of Treatises] [132.222.2] 88 

Detailed Contents of Book One ) 

[Classification of Treatises] [132.222.3] 89 .. 
Treatises according to the Standard of COmpOSltlOn 

[132.222.31] 89 
[The Four Kinds of Treatise] [132.222.311] 89 
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[Those Composed after Prophetic Declarations] 

[132.222.334] 91 
[Those Composed by Ordinary Pa1Jqitas] 

[132.222.335] 91 
Treatises according to the Manner of their Composition 

[132.222.34] 91 
[Commentaries on Specific Transmitted Precepts] 

[132.222.341] 92 
[Independent Commentaries on their Meaning] 

[132.222.342] 92 
Treatises according to the Transmitted Precepts they 

Explain [132.222.35] 92 
[Commentaries on General Transmitted Precepts] 

[132.222.351] 92 
[Commentaries on Particular Promulgations] 

[132.222.352] 93 
Treatises according to the Meaning they Express 

[132.222.36] 96 

6 QUANTITATIVE TREATISES [132.222.361] 97 

Common Quantitative Treatises [132.222.361.1] 97 
Uncommon Quantitative Treatises [132.222.361.2] 97 

Outer Sciences [132.222.361.21] 97 
The Arts [132.222.361.211] 98 
Medicine [132.222.361.212] 99 
Grammar [132.222.361.213] 99 
Logic [132.222.361.214] 101 
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Astrology [132.222.361.221] 104 
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INTRODUCTION 113 

SAMANTABHADRA, THE BUDDHA-BODY OF REALITY [21] 115 

2 V AJRADHARA, THE EMANATION OF SAMANTABHADRA 

[22] 120 

3- THE TWO BUDDHA-BODIES OF FORM [23] 123 

The Buddha-body of Perfect Rapture [231] 123 
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Emanations of Natural Expression [232.1] 128 
Emanations who Train Living Beings [232.2] 129 
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Translator's Introduction 

The Nyingma School of Tibetan Buddhism represents the original 
Buddhist teachings as they were translated, principally from Sanskrit 
but also from Burushaski and other languages into Tibetan, until the 
period of the Indian scholar Sm.rtijiianaklrti (late tenth or early eleventh 
century) and prior to that of Locen Rincen Zangpo (958-1055). It is 
also known as the Ancient Translation School (snga-'gyur) in contrast 
to the other lineages of Indian origin such as the Kagytipa, the Sakyapa, 
and the Kadampa, which subsequently arrived in Tibet and became 
known as the new traditions (gsar-ma) or the later translation schools 
(phyi-'gyur). 

The original promulgator of the doctrines brought together within 
the Nyingma tradition is held to be Samantabhadra, who is the primor
dial buddha-body of reality (chos-sku, Skt. dharmakaya). However, there 
are also a considerable number of teachings which derive from Vajra
dhara and the Buddhas of the Five Families, who are the buddha-body 
of perfect rapture (longs-spyod rdzogs-pa'i sku, Skt. sambhogakaya), and 
from the emanational bodies (sprul-pa'i sku, Skt. nirmalJakaya) , such 
as Sakyamuni in the world of men, Munlndra in the god realms and 
so on. 

All Buddhist teachings may be presented in accordance with the 
threefold approach of theoretical view (lta-ba), meditational experience 
(bsgom-pa), or conduct (spyod-pa). In the Fundamentals of the Nyingma 
School, His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche precisely delineates the entire 
range of the Buddhist spiritual and philosophical systems from the 
standpoint of the view. It is traditionally held that once the view has 
been comprehended, it is then to be experientially cultivated through 
meditation, and practically applied in all everyday situations which 
arise during the aftermath of meditation. 

The Buddhist spiritual and philosophical systems form what is essen
tially a dynamic gradation of experience from the most mundane level 
of cyclical existence (sarrzsara) to that of the Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa 
chen-po). As the text explains (p.80): 
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When the transmitted precepts are classified according to 
their power, they form a vehicle, because it appears that 
therein higher and higher paths are traversed, in the manner 
of a "vehicle". 

And again: 

Riding on that, which is the best of vehicles, 
Manifestly attaining to delightful bliss, 
All sentient beings pass into nirvaQ.a. 

The Fundamentals expands upon these systems, which are known in 
the Nyingma tradition as the nine sequences of the vehicle (theg-pa'i 
rim-pa dgu), in extraordinarily intricate detail. To facilitate the reader's 
understanding, a summary now follows. 

SUMMARY OF THE TEXT 

The Fundamentals consists of four parts. The first expounds the doc
trines of cyclical existence or sarpsara and the supramundane doctrines 
of nirvana. The second explains the nature of the teachers who are 
endowed with the three buddha-bodies of reality, perfect rapture, and 
emanation. The third is an analysis of the causal vehicles of dialectics. 
And, finally, there is a detailed account of the resultant vehicles of 
indestructible reality (Vajrayana) which are held to be supreme by all 
schools of Tibetan Buddhism. 

Within these four parts the distinctions of entrance ()'ug-sgo) , 
empowerment (dbang-bskur) , view (lta-ba), moral discipline 
(tshul-khrims), meditation (bsgom-pa), conduct (spyod-pa), and result 
(,bras-bu) are clarified as they apply to each stage of the Buddhist 
experience. 

PART ONE: DOCTRINES OF SA~SARA AND NIRVANA 

At the outset, the Author differentiates between mundane doctrines 
which do not transcend the suffering of cyclical existence and the supra
mundane doctrines which do so by relyiag on the continuum of en
lightenment. 

Doctrines of Sarrzsara 

The basis of the mundane doctrines is held to be ignorance which, in 
three interrelated aspects, generates a sense of bewilderment. This, in 
turn, gives rise to consciousness of the ground-of-all (kun-gzhi rnam-shes, 
Skt. iilayavijfilina), the six conflicting emotions of ignorance, delusion, 
hatred, pride, desire, and envy, and also all sensory perception, the 
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eighteen psychophysical bases, the five components and the twelve 
activity fields. l All these are said to be compounded internally by the 
mind, their apparent aspect and support being the five gross elements 
compounded by external objects. In this way, the three world realms of 
desire (kamadhatu), form (rilpadhiitu) and the formless (arilpyadhiitu) are 
nothing but apparitional modes of the bewildered intellect of living 
beings. They do not appear in the pure vision of the buddhas, and the 
sufferings sustained within them are prolonged by karma or world
forming deeds. 

The Mundane Vehicle and the Brahma Vehicle 

The mundane vehicle which is followed by gods and human beings 
(lha-mi jig-rten-gyi theg-pa) is the basis on which the nine specifically 
Buddhist sequences of the vehicle develop. By regulating world-form
ing deeds, renouncing the ten non-virtues and observing good deeds 
with piety and humility, one is said to progress to the status of a god of 
the desire realm within cyclical existence. As the text says (pp.60-1): 

It either forms the foundation of, or is preliminary to, all 
vehicles, because the vehicle which is not retained by the cor
rect view and which does not observe the deeds and path of the 
ten virtues as its actual foundation is nowhere to be found. 

As an extension of this mundane vehicle, the vehicle of Brahma (tshangs
pa'i theg-pa) generates the experience of all the twenty-one higher realms 
within cyclical existence. These include seventeen realms of form, which 
are experienced through the four meditative concentrations of form, and 
four formless realms at the summit of cyclical existence, which are to be ex
perienced through the four formless absorptions. These meditative 
techniques employ both tranquillity (zhi-gnas, Skt. famatha) and higher in
sight (lhag-mthong, Skt. vipafyana), and are accompanied by the practice of 
the four immeasurables (loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy and 
equanimity). The chart on the following pages indicates the stages and 
o."erall structure of the three realms of cyclical existence with their subdivi
SIons and their corresponding meditative states. 

Since the vehicles of gods and human beings and the vehicle of 
Brahma possess qualities which are basic to any Buddhist experience, 
they are regarded as a means of entering into the true vehicle of Buddhist 
experience. 

Those of No Understanding and Those of Wrong 
Understanding 

T~e sentient beings who are considered to be ensnared within cyclical 
eXIstence and subject to continuous rounds of suffering are traditionally 
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divided into those who have no understanding (ma-rtogs-pa) and those 
who have wrong understanding (log-par rtogs-pa). The former include 
the apathetic who lack understanding of deeds and causality, and so 
fail to respond to any philosophical system, observing neither renun
ciation nor commitment; and the materialists (Lokayata) who refer only 
to the present life and set their trust in the mysterious calculations of 
worldly wisdom. 

Those of wrong understanding are traditionally said to comprise four 
schools of eternalistic extremism and one of nihilistic extremism. The 
former are the Sarpkhya, the Aisvara, the Vai~1)ava, and Jainism. The 
Sarpkhya hold all that is knowable to consist of twenty-five existent 
categories, which are said to be dissolved when sublimation of the self 
(purusa) occurs. The Aisvara, who include the adherents of Nyaya logic 
and Vaisesika analysis of substances, hold that an eternally existent 
lord or Is~ara controls the destiny of all beings regardless of deeds. 
The Vai~1)ava uphold the authenticity of the Veda, along with the 
eternal status of Vi~1)u, Brahma and other deities. And Jainism holds 
all the knowable to be divided into nine categories, among which anim
ate substances (jiva) are eternally existent. The nihilistic extremists are 
the Barhaspatya hedonists of ancient India who negate causality, past 
and future lives, the existence of invisible beings and the possibility of 
progress beyond suffering into nirva1)a. 

All these are said to lack a means of achieving liberation from the 
suffering of cyclical existence - those of no understanding because they 
are roused by no philosophical view and those of wrong understanding 
because they either cling to the concept of an eternal self or become 
totally negative. Even so, the Author maintains, there are certain ~ir
cumstances when a buddha may teach in the manner of the eternahsts 
for a specific purpose or in that of the nihilists when scepticism may 
be transmuted into Madhyamaka dialectic. 3 

Doctrines of N irvalJa 

The true doctrine of nirvana which transcends the suffering of cyclical 
existence is said to surpass' mundane doctrines because it seeks refuge 
in the Buddha, the doctrines of Buddhism and the community of prac
titioners. There are four seals or hallmarks indicative of such transmitted 
precepts, namely, all that is compounded is impermanent, all that is 
corrupt is suffering, all things are without self, and nirva1)a is peace. 
By the practice of the Buddhist teachings all cyclical existence and 
rebirth are opposed. 

In general, the Buddhist teaching is divided according to realisation 
(rtogs-pa, Skt. adhigama) and literary transmission (lung, Skt. agama). 
The former includes the realisation which has been achieved by bud
dhas, or the truth of cessation, as well as the active or dynamic means 
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to attain that realisation - the truth of the path which removes obscu
ration and reveals the intrinsic awareness of buddhahood, bringing 
about the truth of cessation. The literary transmissions comprise both 
the transmitted precepts (legs-bshad bka', Skt. subha$itapravacana) and 
the treatises (bstan-bcos, Skt. sastra). 

Transmitted Precepts 

Transmitted precepts are the sutra and tantra texts which origi
nated from buddhas such as Sakyamuni. They comprise those given 
in the form of oral teaching, those given by the blessing or con
secration of the buddha-body, speech and mind, and those given by a 
buddha's mandate (pp. 74-6). They may also be classified according to 
the three successive promulgations of the doctrinal wheel, the twelve 
branches of the scriptures, the eighty-four thousand doctrinal com
ponents including the Vinayapi!aka, Sutrapi!aka, Abhidhar
mapi!aka, and Vidyadharapi!aka,4 or according to the nine sequences 
of the vehicle. 

The Author indicates at some length that enumerations such as two 
vehicles, three vehicles, four vehicles, or five vehicles are merely differ
ent ways of categorising the single vehicle. In fact there may be as 
many vehicles as there are thoughts. As the Sutra of the Descent to 
Lanka (Lankavatarasutra, T 107)5 says: 

As long as there is perception 
The culmination of vehicles will never be 

reached. 

In the Nyingma tradition the vehicle is said to have nine se
quences, which are differentiated according to the acumen of those 
who require training through them. Each lower sequence is also in
cluded in the higher. Thus the All-Accomplishing King (kun-byed rgyal
po, T 828) states: 

Existentially there is only one 
But empirically there are nine vehicles. 

Thes~ nine sequences are the vehicles of the pious attendants (nyan-thos, 
Skt. sravaka) , self-centred buddhas (rang-rgyal, Skt. pratyekabuddha) 
and bodhisattvas (byang-chub sems-dpa'); the vehicles of Kriyatantra (bya
ba), Ubhayatantra (gnyis-ka), and Yogatantra (rnal-'byor); and those of 
Mahayoga (rnal-'~yorchen-po), Anuyoga (rjes-su rnal-'byor) and Atiyoga, 
the <?reat PerfectIOn (rdzogs-chen shin-tu rnal-'byor). However, it is em
phaSIsed that the transmitted precepts in the form of a vehicle are a 
means of attaining realisation,and that, in the words of the Siltra of 
the Descent to Lanka: 
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When the mind becomes transformed 
There is neither vehicle nor mover. 

Treatises 

Treatises are commentaries composed by sublime beings such as Nagar
juna, Asati.ga and Longcen Rapjampa to elucidate the intention of the 
transmitted precepts. 

In Buddhist terms, treatises are defined as compositions which are made 
so as to counteract the three poisons of delusion, desire and hatred, and 
to protect the mind from the suffering of cyclical existence (pp.88ff). 
They require four special attributes, namely, a motivation based on com
passion and discriminative awareness, expressive words i~ ve:se, a~ expres
sed meaning which reveals the means for those who deSIre lIberatIon, and 
a purposeful composition. Treatises are then classified in six ways accord
ing to: the purpose of the composer, the qualitative stan~ard of the com
position, the status of the composer (i.e. budd.ha, bodhI~~ttva, arh~t or 
paQC;tita), the specific or general manner of theIr composlt~on, the VIew, 
conduct and integration of view and conduct as revealed III each of the 
three successive promulgations of the transmitted precepts, and finally 
the meaning they express, which may be quantitative, qualitative or 
conducive to liberation and omniscience. 

The quantitative treatises, in which diverse categories are enumerated, 
include general treatises on ethics, and specialised treatises on grammar, 
logic, art, medicine, astrology, poetics, prosody, syno~ymics and ~rama, 
Qualitative treatises include those on Madhyamaka phIlosophY,which es
tablish the selflessness of the individual and of phenomena. Fmally, the 
treatises conducive to liberation and omniscience include esoteric instruc
tions of five kinds, which are condensed in order to generate liberation 
from cyclical existence in those who require training through them. 

PART TWO: BUDDHA NATURE ACCORDING TO THE 

BUDDHA-BODIES 

Having distinguished between the doctrines which cause one to remain 
in cyclical existence and those which transcend such suffering, what ~hen 
is the nature of the buddha or the teacher who is said to commumcate 
the means of attaining liberation? This is the subject-matter of Part Two. 

Buddha (literally, the "awakened one") is rendered in Tibetan as sa~gs
rgyas: sangs meaning purified of all conflicting emotions and rgyas n:eamng 
vast in enlightened attributes. Thus a buddha is one who has punfied a~l 
sufferings of cyclical existence and is endowed with the enligh~ened attn
butes of buddha-body and pristine cognition. The buddha-bodIes are held 
to number three or five, although they have many other aspects. Lower 
sequences of the vehicle speak of the two bodies of reality and form, or 
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of three or four. Here in the Nyingma tradition there are five, namely, 
the buddha-bodies of reality, perfect rapture, emanation, awakening and 
indestructible reality. 

The Buddha-body of Reality 

The buddha-body of reality (chos-sku, Skt. dharmakaya) , which is also 
known as Samantabhadra (kun-tu bzang-po), is considered to be the prime 
mover of the highest teachings of the Great Perfection or Atiyoga. 

The Nyingmapa hold that buddhahood is attained when intrinsic 
awareness is liberated just where it is through having recognised the 
nature of Samantabhadra, the primordially pure body of reality. This 
buddhahood is endowed with the pristine cognition of the expanse of reality 
(chos-dbyings ye-shes, Skt. dharmadhatujfiana) , for it is free from all 
conceptual elaborations, and the pristine cognition of sameness (mnyam
nyid ye-shes, Skt. samatajfiana) which remains pure through the extent 
of saqlsara and nirvaQa. 

Reality (chos-nyid, Skt. dharmata) in Buddhism refers to the emptiness 
which is the inherent nature of phenomena. The apparitional aspect of 
this reality is known as chos-can (dharmin), and that which is real (the 
phenomena themselves) are known as chos (dharma). Since it is held 
to be the foundation of all genuine experience, the body of reality is 
the basis of the buddha-bodies of form. It is also known as the youthful 
vase body (gzhon-nu bum-pa'i sku) because the pristine cognition remains 
inwardly radiant within it, in the manner of light within a crystal prism, 
even when it emanates as the buddha-body of form. 

Through the blessing of this youthful vase body, the Buddha-field 
of the Bounteous Array (GhanavYithabuddhak$etra) becomes manifest, 
and therein the Teachers of Five Enlightened Families, including the 
Buddha Vairocana, assume the body of perfect rapture. This is the 
great play of undifferentiated buddha-body and pristine cognition, 
which also acts out of compassion for the sake of sentient beings who 
are perceived to be bewildered without cause; for they wander in cyclical 
existence without recognising the nature of the primordial ground. 

These teachers emanate all the buddha-fields within and around the 
body of Vairocana in order to guide beings to liberation. The fields are 
arrayed in three dimensions, namely, the Indestructible Nucleus of 
Inner Radiance Cod-gsal rdo-1'je snying-po) , Brahma's Drumbeat (tshangs
pa mga-sgra) and the Aeon of Great Brahma (tshangs-chen-gyi bskal-pa), 
which correspond, respectively, to the body of reality, the body of 
perfect rapture and the emanational body. The last of these comprises 
all the realms of cyclical existence outlined in the chart above. It is said 
that in the space of a single atomic particle there are measureless fields 
of sentient beings being trained·by the buddhas, and that on the surface 
of a single atom there are fields containing atoms of oceanic infinity. 
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As the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas (Buddhavataytlsaka, T 44) 
says: 

On the surface of a single atom 
There are as many buddhas 
As there are atoms. 

However, as our text emphasises (p.1l9): 

These fields are said to be radiant apparitions, not existing 
in reality because, in the expanse of reality, relative appear
ances have not existed from the beginning. 

The Buddha-body of Perfect Rapture 

The buddha-body of perfect rapture (longs-spyod rdzogs-pa'i sku, Skt. 
sambhogakiiya) is said to act within all those fields connected with 
Vairocana. It is endowed with seven attributes of natural expression, 
and the thirty-two major and eighty minor marks of the buddhas. These 
marks may appear outwardly, as the external form of the buddha-body; 
inwardly, as the network of energy channels, currents and seminal 
points (rtsa dung thig-le) within the buddha-body; secretly, as present 
in the seed which is enlightened mind, or the nucleus of the tathagata 
(de-gshegs snying-po, Skt. tathagatagarbha); and, most secretly, as the 
rapture of the Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa chen-po) which is experienced 
when the energy channels and seminal points are naturally expressed 
as supreme bliss. 

As such, the five components of mundane cyclical existence find 
their true natural expression in the Teachers of the Five Enlightened 
Families, namely, Vairocana, Ak~obhya, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha, 
and Amoghasiddhi; while the five elemental properties of space, cohe
sion, solidity, warmth and movement find their true natural expression 
as the five consorts: DhatvIsvarI, Locana, MamakI, PaIfcjaravasinI, and 
Samayatara. The four sensations of seeing, hearing, tasting and smel
ling, as well as the four sense objects, the four sense organs, the four 
temporal dimensions, the four aspects of sexual contact, and the four 
extremes of permanence, decay, self and character all find their true 
natural expression in the deities of the surrounding maIfcjalas. This 
pure vision, it is emphasised, lies within the perceptual range of the 
buddhas' pristine cognition alone, and remains invisible even to 

bodhisattvas of the highest level who are not liberated from all obscur
ations. It is maintained that all these elements of mundane cyclical 
existence are transmuted into the pure, divine nature through experien
tial cultivation of the Buddhistteachings. As the Extensive Magical Net 
(sgyu-'phrul rgyas-pa, NGB Vol. 14) says: 
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If there is no understanding of intrinsic awareness or 
genuine perception, 

The field of SukhavatI is even seen as a state of evil 
existence. 

If the truth which is equivalent to the supreme of vehicles 
is realised, 

Even states of evil existence are Akani~tha and Tu~ita. 

The Emanational Body 

The emanational body (sprul-pa'i sku, Skt. nirmiilJakiiya), which discip
lines those who require training on the path to liberation, is of three 
types. First, there are the emanations of natural expression (rang-bzhin 
sprul-pa'i sku) who are the above-mentioned Teachers of the Five En
lightened Families appearing in their lower role before bodhisattvas of 
the highest level, in the manner of rainbow light. In this situation, 
when they are compounded by the minds of others, they are said to 
be endowed with a semi-manifest natural expression, half-way between 
the true body of perfect rapture and the emanational body. 

Secondly, there are the supreme emanational bodies (mchog-gi sprul
pa'i sku) or emanations of the body of reality who train living beings 
through their twelve deeds in myriads of world systems. Within this 
world system of ours, which is known as the world system of Patient 
Endurance (mi-mjed 'jig-rten-gyi khams, Skt. Sahalokadhatu), the sup
reme emanational body appears as a sage embodying awareness of the 
true buddha nature in each of the six classes of living beings - gods, 
antigods, humans, animals, tormented spirits and hells. In the human 
world, for example, he appears as Sakyamuni Buddha, and, as the text 
explains (p.131): 

In these realms, the supreme emanational body projects the 
lamp of instruction for those requiring training in as many 
ways as they have psychophysical bases, sense organs and 
modes of conduct, and acts on behalf of sentient beings 
through four kinds of instruction. 

These four are instruction by the great merits of the buddha-body's 
twelve deeds, instruction by the direct perception of the buddha-mind 
which is endowed with six supernormal cognitive powers (mngon-shes 
drug, Skt. ~a4abhijfia), instruction by inconceivable miraculous abilities 
~hich are the mysteries of the buddha's body, speech and mind, and 
mstruction by knowledge conveyed in speech. 

Thirdly, there are the diversified emanations (sna-tshogs sprul-sku) 
appearing as oases, food, and medicine, which are of benefit to living 
bemgs, and as the emanations of birth (skyes-sprul) and artistry (bzo
S?rul) assumed, for example, by Sakyamuni Buddha in his previous 
lIves and recorded in the Jataka Tales. 
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The Nyingma tradition in particular holds that twelve teachers of 
the emanational body have appeared as the blessing of the body of 
perfect rapture in this world system to disclose the three emanational 
teachings of the buddha-body, speech and mind. A hand-sized vajra 
(rdo-rje) is said to be the actuality of the body of reality, a four-inch 
book is said to be the actuality of the body of perfect rapture, and the 
physical form, exemplified in those twelve teachers, is the actuality of 
the emanational body. The emanational body, in the Nyingma view, 
is endowed with sixty attributes; for each of those twelve teachers is 
connected with the five excellences of place, teacher, retinue, doctrine 
and time. A single emanational body also possesses ninety-six doctrines 
with respect to enlightened activity . Yet this enumeration is not regarded 
as a limitation because (p.138): 

The Sugata, learned in skilful means, manifests the body of 
form in ways which correspond to the number of atoms in 
the myriad fields of those requiring training, which are of 
oceanic extent. 

The Buddha-body of Awakening 

The buddha-body of awakening (mngon-par byang-chub-kyi sku, Skt. 
abhisambodhikaya), which is derived from the distinct apparitional func
tions of the aforementioned three bodies, possesses the four fearless
nesses, the eighteen distinct attributes of the buddhas, great compassion 
and the ten powers. These are all enumerated in the Mahavyutpatti, 
the great glossary of technical terms composed by the Tibetan trans
lators, probably during the reign of Senalek. 

The Buddha-body of Indestnlctible Reality 

Finally, the buddha-body of indestructible reality (rdo-rje sku, Skt. 
vajrakaya), which derives from the indivisible essence of the first three 
bodies, is the original unchanging expanse of reality in which all paths 
are concluded and all conceptual elaboration transcended. It is the 
taintless buddha nature pure from the beginning. 

The Five Pristine Cognitions 

The five pristine cognitions (ye-shes lnga) Skt. paiicajiiana), which are 
among the buddhas' attributes, are also discussed here. They are the 
pristine cognition of the expanse of reality (chos-dbyings ye-shes, Skt. 
dhannadhiitujiiana) , which is the perception of the buddha-body of 
reality; the mirror-like pristine cognition (me-long ye-shes, Skt. adarsa
jiiiina) , which is the unbroken causal basis of all pristine cognition; the 
pristine cognition of sameness (mnyam-nyid ye-shes, Skt. samatiijiiiina), 
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which continuously abides in tranquillity, loving kindness and compas
sion without falling into the extremes of cyclical existence or nirval).a; 
and the pristine cognition of discernment (sor-rtogs ye-shes, Skt. 
pratyavek~a1Jajiiana), which is unimpeded with regard to the knowable, 
and refers to contemplations, dharal).l and other attributes. These last 
three are the perceptions of the body of perfect 'rapture. Finally, the 
pristine cognition of accomplishment (bya-grub ye-shes, Skt. krtyanu
sthanajiiana) is diversified in all realms, within the emanations who act 
~n behalf of living beings. Thus it is the perception of the emanational 
body. 

The Author asserts that the nature of the buddhas who have purified 
obscurations and become vast in enlightened attributes of buddha-body 
and pristine cognition is to be experientially cultivated through the 
Buddhist teachings - both indirectly, through the sutra texts, and di
rectly through the mantra texts which are respectively a long and a 
short path to the same goal. 

He concludes Part Two by distinguishing between the attributes of 
the buddha-bodies as they are revealed in the causal vehicles of dialec
tics, and in the resultant vehicles of secret mantra. The sutras of the 
causal vehicles require one to undertake a long path of causal gradation, 
whereby conflicting emotions are abandoned, and merits and pristine 
cognition are accumulated. The resultant vehicles of the way of mantras, 
however, begin from the ultimate view of the buddha nature and insist 
that the whole of cyclical existence and nirval).a conform to the pattern 
of the three buddha-bodies. 

PART THREE: CAUSAL VEHICLES OF DIALECTICS 

The causal vehicles of dialectics (rgyu mtshan-nyid-kyi theg-pa, Skt. 
*hetulak~a1Jayana)6 are classified either according to the three successive 
promulgations of the doctrinal wheel or according to the philosophical 
systems included within the lesser vehicle (theg-pa chung-ba, Skt. 
Hfnayana) and the greater vehicle (theg-pa chen-po, Skt. Mahayana). 

The Three Promulgations of the Doctrinal Wheel 

In the first promulgation the Buddha expounded the four truths of 
~uffering, its origin, the path and the cessation of suffering, with the 
Intention that sentient beings should forsake cyclical existence. In the 
second promulgation he expounded the teaching on the transcendental 
perfection of discriminative awareness (shes-rab-kyi pha-rol-tu phyin
Palma, Skt. prajiiaparamita) with the intention that the buddha nature 
should be comprehended through topics of emptiness, signlessness and 
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aspirationlessness, and that consequently the ultimate truth which is 
referred to by synonyms in order to bring about the partial cessation 
of conceptual elaboration might become the foundation for those who 
enter the greater vehicle. 

Then, in the third promulgation he excellently analysed all things 
from form to omniscience in accord with the three essential natures, 
namely, the imaginary (parikalpita), the dependent (paratantra), and 
the absolute (parini$panna), and disclosed the nucleus of the tathagata 
(tathagatagarbha), intending that the ultimate truth for which there is 
no synonym should become the nucleus of the path of the greater 
vehicle. Such were the three promulgations delivered by Sakyamuni 
Buddha. 

The Lesser Vehicle 

Among the philosophical systems of the causal vehicles of dialectics, 
those which belong to the lesser vehicle are the Vaibha~ika and the 
Sautrantika systems. 

Vaibha$ika 

The pious attendants of the Vaibha~ika school classify the knowable 
into five categories: perceptual forms, mind, mental events, disjunct 
conditions unassociated with mental events, and uncompounded en
tities. They hold that consciousness ultimately exists as a series of time
moments and that the material substances composing the world are an 
association of indivisible atomic particles unified by vital energy. They 
claim the subject-object dichotomy to be created through the recognition 
of objects by consciousness, but that there is no intrinsic awareness 
apart from this consciousness. 

Through the vehicle of the pious attendants (sravaka), the status of 
an arhat is realised by meditation on the sixteen aspects of the four 
truths, so that the obscurations of the three poisons and ignorance are 
destroyed. As it is said in the Sequence a/the Path (Mayajalapathakrama, 
P 4736): 

If, without realising non-duality, 
Everything is viewed to exist substantially 
In terms of the four truths, 
And one resorts to renunciation and non-renunciation, 
This is the level of the pious attendants. 

S autrantika 

The self-centred buddhas and pious attendants ofthe Sautrantika school 
hold ultimate reality to agree with consciousness, which is a series of 
time moments. They also hold that, although consciousness refers to 
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b
· cts external objects are not actually perceived, a single, uncom-

o Je , . . d' h f fl . nded sensum bemg transmltte m t e manner 0 a re ectlOn on a 
p~uror The subject-object dichotomy therefore becomes a subjective 
ml~ces~, conventionally known as the recognition of objects. They are 
prid to surpass the Vaibha~ika in holding the conglomerate of atoms to 
~e unknown and in their appreciation of an intrinsic awareness. 

Through the vehicle of the self-centred buddhas (pratyekabuddha), 
the twelve modes of dependent origination are meditated on and re
versed. Whereas pious attendants hold the individual self to be aban
doned in ultimate truth, the self-centred buddhas hold external objects 
to be ultimately fallacious and subjective consciousness to exist 
genuinely. They are said to be realised in one and a half parts of what 
is implied by selflessness. This is because they realise selflessness with 
reference to the individual and understand that the atomic particles df 
external phenomena do not independently exist, but still hold time 
moments of consciousness or internal phenomena to be ultimately real. 

The Greater Vehicle 

Among the philosophical systems of the greater causal vehicle, there 
are the Vijfianavada or proponents of consciousness, and the Madh
yamika or adherents of the middle path. 

Vijfianavada 

The Vijfianavada confirm the Sautrantika view that objects are not 
perceived. All things are held to be apparitional aspects of mind, definit
ively ordered according to three essential natures: the imaginary which 
includes both phenomena and characteristics such as the concept of 
selfhood; the dependent which includes the five impure components 
of mundane existence and the pure attributes of buddha-body and 
pristine cognition; and the absolute which includes the unchanging 
abiding nature of reality and the incontrovertible absence of conflicting 
emotions. 

The Mind Only school, which emphasises the ontological aspect of 
the Vijfianavada, is divided into those who hold sensa to be veridical 
(Sakaravada), and those holding sensa to be false, admitting only con
s~iousness to be genuine (Nirakaravada). These have many subdivi
sl~ns: While the VijiHinavada is held to surpass the Vaibha~ika and Sau
t~antlka of the lower vehicle, it fails to understand the absolute nature, 
SInce it holds consciousness to exist absolutely in the ultimate truth. 

Madhyamaka 

The Madhyamika or adherents of the middle path are either those who 
uphold the coarse outer Madhyamaka or the subtle inner Great 
Madhyamaka (dbu-ma chen-po). 
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Outer M adhyamaka 

The Outer Madhyamaka include the Svatantrika (rang-rgyud-pa) who 
employ independent reasoning, and the Prasangika (tlzal-'gyur-ba) who 
employ reductio ad absurdum. 

The Svatantrika surpass the previous philosophical systems which 
adhere to substantiality and subjective conceptual elaboration, and they 
avoid both extremes. All things which appear are said to exist in relative 
truth, which is either correct or incorrect in conventional terms, but 
are inherently empty and non-existent in the ultimate truth, which cuts 
through conceptual elaboration. All relative appearances can be refuted 
by logical arguments, but it is also proven that no scrutiny or judgement 
can be made in relation to ultimate truth. 

The Prasangika distinguish between the unbewildered intellect or 
pristine cognition of the buddhas, in which relative phenomena never 
appear, and the bewildered intellect of sentient beings. Ultimate truth, 
the reality of the unbewildered intellect of the buddhas, is vitiated by 
bewilderment, and so mundane cyclical existence appears and is as
signed conventionally to the relative truth, though not really admitted. 

The Prasangika also employ the five kinds of logical axioms used by 
the Svatantrika, but unlike them do not seek to prove their conclusions 
positively with reference to relative appearances and conceptual elabora
tion, having refuted them. Rather they refute all possible views which 
lie within the range of the four extremes of being, non-being, both 
being and non-being, and neither being nor non-being. Ultimate truth 
is thus the pristine cognition of the buddhas, free from all conceptual 
elaboration of the subject-object dichotomy. It is said that the two truths 
form the Madhyamaka of the ground; the two provisions of merit and 
pristine cognition form the Madhyamaka of the path; and that the 
coalescence of the two buddha-bodies of reality and form is the 
Madhyamaka of the result. 

Great Madhyamaka 

The Great Madhyamaka (dbu-ma chen-po) is aloof from the reasoning 
of the Outer Madhyamaka which is based upon dialectics, and instead 
must be experientially cultivated in meditation. In accord with the 
analysis of all things made by Sakyamuni in the third promulgation of 
the doctrinal wheel with respect to the aforementioned essential natures, 
it holds the imaginary to imply that attributes are without substantiality, 
the dependent to imply that creation is without substantiality, and the 
absolute to imply that ultimate reality is without substantiality. Absolute 
reality is thus empty of all the imaginary objects which are to be refuted 
and all conceptual elaboration of cyclical existence, bu~ it. is not e~?ty 
of the enlightened attributes of buddha-body and pnstme cogmtlon 
which are spontaneously present from the beginning. 
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The Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Mahayanottaratantra
iastra, T 4024) says: 

The seed which is empty of suddenly arisen 
phenomena, 

Endowed with divisive characteristics, 
Is not empty of the unsurpassed reality, 
Endowed with indivisible characteristics. 

The Great Madhyamaka therefore maintains that the conceptual area 
of the subject-object dichotomy is intrinsically empty (rang-stong), while 
the buddha-body of reality endowed with all enlightened attributes is 
empty of that extraneous conceptual area which forms the subject-object 
dichotomy (gzhan-stong). If enlightened attributes were themselves in
trinsically empty oftheir own essence, the entire structure ofthe ground, 
path and result would be negated and one would be in the position of 
the nihilistic extremists who deny causality, progress on the path to 
liberation and so forth. 

This expanse of reality, the ultimate truth, is said to pentade all 
beings without distinction and is known as the nucleus of the tathagata 
(tathagatagarbha) or the nucleus of the sugata (sugatagarblza). It is held 
to be only fully developed and qualitatively perceived according to its 
true nature by buddhas, and yet equally present in ordinary sentient 
beings and bodhisattvas who are partially purified on the path to liber
ation. It is when the obscurations covering this seed of the buddha 
nature are removed that liberation is said to occur. Now, there are two 
kinds of renunciation of obscurations which have been expounded, one 
that is a naturally pure, passive fait accompli, and another which actively 
removes the obscurations by applying an appropriate antidote. Although 
the nucleus of the tathagata is held to be present from the beginning 
in all beings, it is not therefore claimed that all beings are buddhas 
free from all obscuration. Similarly there are two kinds of realisation, 
one that is naturally present and passive, and another that is dependently 
produced and active. They are equivalent to the truths of cessation and 
of the path described above in Part One. 

While the second and the third promulgations of the doctrinal wheel 
give authenticity to the view of Great Madhyamaka, it is the third or 
final promulgation which extensively reveals the nucleus of the 
tathagata. Certain scholars of the past have, as the Author states, errone
ously linked the views of Great Madhyamaka and Vijfianavada. How
e~er, the former is concerned with absolute reality, and the latter is 
dIrected towards consciousness. There is held to be a great distinction 
between the pristine cognition of the buddhas and the consciousness 
of. the ground-of-all. The proponents of Mind Only maintain that c~n
~CIousness is not transcended in ultimate truth, but this is a view which 
IS bound within cyclical existence. According to Great Madhyamaka, 
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the ultimate truth is the obscurationless pristine cognition, the uncor
rupted expanse of reality transcending consciousness. This is because 
subjective consciousness is only dependently real, and pristine cognition 

is free from the subject-object dichotomy. 
This view of the Great Madhyamaka is revealed in the compositions 

of Nagarjuna,7 Asanga and others, whether they belong to the second 
or third promulgation of the doctrinal wheel, for both refer to the three 
essential natures. Once Mind Only has been provisionally taught, the 
apparitionless Madhyamaka is taught, and when that has been trans
cended, the apparitional Madhyamaka is revealed. Without reaching 
that, the profound meaning of the greater vehicle is not perceived. 

Those who actually and experientially cultivate the path to liberation 
do not differentiate the two modes of Madhyamaka (rang-stong and 
gzhan-stong), as is attested by the writings of Nagarjuna, Asanga and 
other pa1).Qitas who commented on the intention of the definitive mean
ing (nges-don). While the second promulgation is generally confined to 
an outright negation of conceptual elaboration, this is merely a step in 
the experiential cultivation of Madhyamaka, which must subsequently 
transcend the Prasangika and Svatantrika reasoning. 

When meditational experiences have been established, it is the Great 
Madhyamaka, as taught in the third promulgation, which is profound 
and vast; and the vehicles of the secret mantra which are even more 
extensive. The purposes of the lower sequences of the vehicle are 
gathered within the higher. Otherwise the buddhas would not have 
given the three promulgations and nine sequences of the vehicle in that 

appropriate order. 

Provisional and Definitive Meaning 

Thus, in the Nyingma view, the first and second promulgations may 
be allocated provisional meaning (drang-don, Skt. neyiirtha) because 
they are a basis for debate, respectively rousing the mind from cyclical 
existence by teaching impermanence and destroying by means of the 
three approaches to liberation the reductionist view which adheres to 
the selfhood of phenomena. The third promulgation, however, is allo
cated definitive meaning (nges-don, Skt. nitiirtha) because it teaches that 
all relative appearances are intrinsically empty (rang-stong) and that all 
enlightened attributes are empty of those same extraneous appearances 
(gzhan-stong). The range of the buddhas' pristine cognition is therebY 
revealed and debate is surpassed by experiential cultivation, Yet, as 
the Author asserts, there is no difference between the transcendental 
perfection of discriminative awareness (prajfiiiparamita) revealed in the 
second promulgation and the pristine cognition revealed in the third. 
The distinction merely concerns the extent to which ultimate reality is 

revealed. 
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The Enlightened or Buddha Family 

Since all beings are endowed with the nucleus of the t th- h f h b ddh a agata, t e seed 
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The Two Truths according to Great Madhyamaka 
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climax of the philosophical systems according to the causal vehicles of 
dialectics. 

Through the vehicle of the bodhisattvas who uphold the Vijfianavada 
and Madhyamaka philosophies, the ten levels and five paths are gradu
ally traversed, and liberation is finally attained in the buddha-body of 
reality on the eleventh level (Samantaprablui). Manifesting the two 
bodies of form, the bodhisattva then acts on behalf of others until all 
beings have been liberated from cyclical existence. It is therefore held 
that the vehicle of the bodhisattvas is the first of the nine sequences of 
the vehicle which may be conducive to total liberation. 

Key to the Appraisal oFCausal Vehicle Texts 

Texts belonging to the causal vehicles of dialectics are firstly divided bet
ween those of the definitive third promulgation and their commentaries 
which reveal the full extent of the buddha nature, and those of the provi
sional earlier promulgations and their commentaries which partially re
veal the buddha nature. There are also four kinds of intention with which 
buddhas deliver the teaching, unknown to the listener, and four kinds of 
covert intention which buddhas are said to employ in order for their 
precise meaning to be eventually understood by the listener. 

Recapitulation of the Causal Vehicles 

To facilitate comprehension of the above philosophical systems, Part 
Three is completed by a recapitulation of the three causal vehicles of 
dialectics, namely, those of the pious attendants, self-centred buddhas 
and bodhisattvas, within the context oftheir respective entrances, views, 
moral disciplines, meditations, modes of conduct and results. 

PART FOUR: RESULTANT VEHICLES OF SECRET MANTRA 

Part Four concerns the resultant vehicles of secret mantra, on which 
subject our text says (p.244): 

.. .in the vehicle of dialectics, mind-as-such [or pristine cog
nition] is merely perceived as the causal basis of buddha hood. 
Since it is held that buddhahood is obtained under the con
dition whereby the two provisions increasingly multiply, and 
since the purifying doctrines which form the causal basis of 
nirvaQ.a are made into the path, it is called the causal vehicle. 
Therein a sequence in which cause precedes result is admit
ted. According to the vehicle of mantras, on the other hand, 
mind-as-such abides primordially and intrinsically as the 
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essence of the result, identified as the buddha-bodies and 
pristine cognitions. Mind-as-such is thereby established as 
the ground which exists within oneself from the present 
moment as the object to be attained. It is then established 
as the path through its functions of bringing about recogni-
tion and removing the provisional stains which suddenly 
arise by means of inducing the perception of just what is, 
and it is established as the result through its function of 
actualising this very ground. Since a sequence in which cause 
precedes result is not really distinguished therein, it is called 
the resultant vehicle and the vehicle of indestructible reality. 

Superiority of Secret Mantra 

The resultant vehicles are said to surpass the causal vehicles in many 
ways. They are held to be unobscured, endowed with many means, 
without difficulties, and referred to by those of highest acumen; or to 
be swift, blissful, and endowed with skilful means. The Tantra of 
Inconceivable Rali Cakrasarrzvara (Srfcakrasarrzvaraguhyacintyatantra
raja, T 385) speaks of fifteen such superior qualities. Above all, the 
resultant vehicles are said to transcend all conceptual elaboration and 
logical reasoning, and to establish pristine cognition as the nucleus of 
the buddha-body of reality, the coalescence of appearance and empti
ness, within one lifetime and so forth. Since a sameness with respect 
to all things is to be experienced, they are capable of making relative 
appearances into the path, without requiring them to be renounced as in 
the causal vehicles. Thus one meditates through the outer mantras of 
Kriyarantra, Ubhayatantra and Yogatantra with reference to the 
deity's body, speech and mind, and according to the inner mantras all 
things are realised and experienced as the maQ.galas of the buddha-body, 
speech and mind. 

Essence and pefinition of Secret Mantra 

Mantra is defined as an attribute of buddha-body, speech and mind 
which protects the mind with ease and swiftness. It also includes the 
deities in which emptiness and appearances are coalesced, symbolised 
by the seed-syllables E-VA~, because they too protect the mind from 
rebirth in the three realms of cyclical existence. Those who attain 
realisation through the mantras are known as awareness-holders (rig
'dzin, Skt. vidyadhara) and the texts which convey the mantra teaching 
are known as the Pi!aka of Awareness-holders. There are said to be 
three kinds of mundane awareness-holder and enumerations of either four 
or seven kinds of supramundane awareness-holder. The resultant veh
icle is also known as the vehicle of indestructible reality (rdo-rje theg-pa, 
Skt. Vajrayana) because pristine cognition or mind-as-such is imperishable 
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and unchanging, despite the divergent apparitional modes of cyclical 
existence and nirval).a. 

The Three Continua 

Again, the resultant vehicle is also known as tantra, which is defined 
both as a means for protecting the mind and as the continuum extending 
from ignorance to enlightenment. There are said to be three such con
tinua - those of the ground, path and result. 

The continuum of the ground is another name for the nucleus of the 
tathagata, the buddha-body of reality, the family in which the natural 
expression of enlightenment abides and the pristine cognition of the 
ground-of-all - which have previously been explained in the context of 
Great Madhyamaka. However, the same continuum of the ground is 
also spoken of in Kriyatantra as one's own real nature (bdag-gi de-kho-na
nyid) , in Ubhayatantra as the blessing of that reality, which is the 
ultimate truth without symbols (don-dam mtshan-ma med-pa'i byin
rlabs) , and in Yogatantra as a deity of the expanse of indestructible 
reality, who relatively appears (kun-rdzob rdo-rje dbyings-kyi lha). 

Similarly, it is also spoken of in Mahayoga as the superior and great 
body of reality in which the two truths are indivisible (bden-gnyis dbyer
med lhag-pa'i chos-sku chen-po), in Anuyoga as the fundamental mal).<;lala 
of enlightened mind, the offspring of the non-duality of the expanse 
and pristine cognition (dbyings-dangye-shes gnyis-su med-pa'i sras rtsa-ba 
byang-chub sems-kyi dkyil-'khor), and in the Great Perfection of Atiyoga 
as the ground conventionally known as essence, natural expression and 
spirituality (ngo-bo rang-bzhin thugs-rje). 

The continuum of the path refers to the skilful means which purify 
the obscurations covering the ground, and cause all cyclical existence 
to be experienced as an array of deities and their fields of rapture. The 
continuum of the result is actualised when those obscurations have 
been removed, although it is essentially identical to the continuum of 
the ground. All accomplishments are therein actualised . .It is said that 
when the ground and result are indivisible, the truth of the origin of 
cyclical existence appears as the truth of the path to its cessation, and 
that the truth of suffering appears as the truth of its cessation. 

The Four Tantrapitaka 

The texts in which the teachings of the resultant vehicles of the secret 
mantra are expressed are divided into four tantrapi!aka, namely, 
Kriyatantra, Ubhayatantra (or Caryatantra), Yogatantra, and Unsurpas
sed Yogatantra (Anuttarayogatantra) , which are taught as the means 
respectively for those oflowest, middling, superior and highest acumen 
who require training. According to the Nyingma tradition, the first 
three of these are known as the vehicle of austere awareness (dka'-thub 
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rig-pa'i theg-pa) because they all, to a greater or lesser extent, include 
rnal observances of body and speech. The last one is known as the 

eX~cle of overpowering means (dbang-bsgyur thabs-kyi theg-pa) , in '? 
:hich skilful means and discriminative awareness are coalesced. 

Kriyatantra 

Kriyatantra (bya-ba'i rgyud) , or the tantra of action, emphasises external 
observances of body and speech, while continuing the subject-object 
dichotomy. It holds that meditation is required alternately on an ulti
mate truth, which is one's own real nature, and on a deity of relative 
appearance endowed with pristine cognition, distinct from that reality, 
who externally confers the accomplishments. By aspiring towards ac
complishment, regarding the deity as a servant would his master, and 
by practising ablutions, fasting and other austerities which delight the 
deity, one may be granted the realisation of a holder of indestructible 
reality (rdo-rje ' dzin-pa) within seven lifetimes. 

Ubhayatantra 

Ubhayatantra (gnyis-ka'i rgyud), or the tantra which gives equal em
phasis to the view and conduct, includes both symbolic meditation on 
the seed-syllables, seals and form of the deity and non-symbolic medi
tation on ultimate reality, the blessing of which may confer accomplish
ment as a holder of indestructible reality within five lifetimes. 

Yoga tan tra 

Yogatantra (mal-'byor-gyi rgyud), or the tantra of union, emphasises 
meditation. The blessing of ultimate reality relatively appears as a deity 
of the expanse of indestructible reality. Persevering in the acceptance 
and rejection of positive and negative attributes in relation to this deity, 
one may attain the accomplishment of a holder of indestructible reality 
belonging to the five enlightened families within three lifetimes. Sym
bolic meditation in this context includes the experiences of the five 
awakenings (mngon-byang lnga), the four yogas (mal-'byor bzhi), and 
the four seals (phyag-rgya bzhi) associated with the deity, and non-sym
bolic contemplation concerns the real nature of the mind. External 
observances are not, however, rejected. 

Unsurpassed Yogatantra 

The Unsurpassed Y ogatantra (bla-na med-pa'i rgyud, Skt. Anuttara
~ogatantra) emphasises the coalescence of skilful means and discriminat-
1ve awareness, and is said to surpass the lower tantras which have not 
abandoned duality. The three poisons are carried on the path - desire 
as the essence of bliss and emptiness, hatred as the essence of radiance 
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and emptiness, and delusion as the essence of awareness and emptiness 
- and the result may be achieved within a single lifetime. In the Nyingma 
tradition, the Unsurpassed Yogatantra is divided into Mahayoga, 
Anuyoga and Atiyoga. 

Mahayoga 

Mahayoga (rnal-'byor chen-po) unites the mind in the superior body of 
reality, in which the two truths are indivisible. The continuum of the 
ground is established as the genuine view to be realised by means of 
four axioms. The continuum of the path has two stages, among which 
the path of skilful means (thabs-Iam) carries the three poisons on to the 
path by means of practices concerning the network of energy channels, 
currents and seminal points (rtsa rlung thig-Ie) within the body. The 
path of liberation (grol-lam) comprises a ground of discriminative aware
pess, a path of contemplation and, as its result, the status of an awareness 
holder (rig-'dzin) is attained. Contemplation chiefly refers to the five 
contemplative experiences of the divine mal)9alas in their creation and 
perfection phases (bskyed-rim-dang rdzogs-rim) , which purify the rebirth 
process including the moment of death, the intermediate state after 
death (bar-do), and the three phases of life (skye-ba rim-gsum). At the 
successful. conclusion of this practice one is said to become an awareness
holder and to actualise twenty-five resultant realities of the buddha level. 

Anuyoga 

Anuyoga (rjes-su rnal-'byor), or subsequent yoga, emphasises the perfec
tion phase, and so forms a bridge between the creation phase of 
Mahayoga and the Great Perfection of Atiyoga. The ground or view of 
Anuyoga is that the expanse of reality, which is the primordial mal)9ala 
of SamantabhadrI, and pristine cognition, which is the spontaneously 
present mal)9ala of Samantabhadra, are indivisible in the fundamental 
mal)9ala of enlightened mind. 

The path of Anuyoga comprises these three mal)9alas of the ground, 
along with all the nine sequences of the vehicle. Among them the 
specific Anuyoga practices include the definitive path of skilful means 
(nges-pa'i thabs-Iam) in which the co-emergent pristine cognition of 
melting bliss is realised through the perfection of the energy channels, 
currents and seminal points within the body (see p.286); and the liberat
ing path of discriminative awareness (shes-rab grol-Iam) which establishes 
the view that all things are of the nature of the three mal)9alas, and 
employs both a non-symbolic contemplation of reality and a contempla
tion of the symbolic deity. While the divine mal)9alas of Mahayoga 
and the lower sequences are gradually created or generated, those of 
Anuyoga arise spontaneously in a perfect manner. The result is that 
the five paths and ten levels known to Anuyoga are traversed, all the 
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btle propensities which lead to rebirth in cyclical existence are refined, 
s~d the rank of Samantabhadra is realised along with the twenty-five 
:esultant realities of the buddha level. 

Key to the Appraisal of Secret Mantra Texts 

At this point, Dudjom Rinpoche discusses the criteria by which the 
texts of the resultant vehicles of secret mantra are to be appraised. The 
language of the texts is said to observe six limits and their styles of 
presentation are said to number four. Each line or verse of the teaching 
of indestructible reality (vajrapada) is to be analysed in terms of these 
criteria before the meaning can be ascertained. 

Atiyoga 

According to the Nyingma tradition, the Great Perfection of Atiyoga 
(rdzogs-chen shin-tu rnal-'byor) or "highest yoga" is the climax of the 
nine sequences of the vehicle. The expanse of reality, the naturally 
present pristine cognition, is herein held to be the ground of great 
perfection. The eight lower sequences of the vehicle have intellectually 
contrived and obscured by their persevering activities the pristine cog
nition which intrinsically abides. Accordingly, the text says (pp.294-5): 

In this way the pious attendants and self-centred buddhas 
among the lower vehicles, with reference to the selflessness 
which they realise, hold consciousness and atomic matter to J 

be the ultimate realities; and the proponents of consciousness 
who hold consciousness, self-cognisant and self-radiant in 
nature, to be the absolute characteristic of ultimate reality, 
do not transcend [the view of] mind and mental events har-
boured by mundane beings. The Madhyamika adhere to a 
truth of cessation scrutinised by four great axioms and the 
like, concerning the absence of creation, absence of cessation, 
absence of being and absence of non-being, which are ap-
praised according to the two truths, and they adhere to an 
emptiness which is, for example, like the sky, free from 
extremes and free from conceptual elaboration. The 
Kriyatantra among the lower ways of mantra hold that ac
c~mplishments are attained which delight the deity endowed 
WIth the three purities, by means of cleanliness and other 
such austerities. The Ubhayatantra are attached to super
ficialities in their equation of the higher view and the lower 
co~duct. The Y ogatantra, having regarded the blessing of 
ultImate reality as a deity, objectively refer to the yoga of 
~he four seals. The Mahayoga holds that pristine cognition 
IS generated by incisive application of the creation stage, and 
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[practices associated with] the energy channels, currents and 
seminal points according to the perfection stage. The 
Anuyoga regards the expanse of reality and pristine cognition 
as mal).Qalas of the deity which are either to be created or 
are in the process of creation. 

Since these lower sequences are all drawn together by the intellect, 
they are said to be points of great deviation (gol-sa) from the Great 
Perfection, as the long quotation from the Tantra o/the All-Accomplishing 
King (pp.295-7) clearly demonstrates. They are said to have been de
signed and so intended for the differing degrees of acumen in those 
requiring training through the vehicle, or as stepping-stones to Atiyoga. 

The Great Perfection, on the other hand, refers not to consciousness 
but to pristine cognition. It is the intrinsic awareness of mind-as-such 
(sems-nyid-kyi rang-rig), transcending the mind, and buddhahood is said 
to emerge not through compounded provisions but through realisation 
of pristine cognition without activity. Thus the nucleus of all Buddhist 
teachings, in the Nyingma view, is pristine cognition, and the establish
ment of it through intrinsic awareness is the path of the Great Perfection. 
While the structure of the buddha level was revealed in the third pro
mulgation by Sakyamuni, the path or means by which it is actualised 
was not revealed to the adherents of the causal vehicles. The lower 
mantras, too, are not considered to be definitive since they persevere 
with intellectually contrived activities. If the nucleus of pristine cogni
tion is not realised in accordance with the Great Perfection, all aspects 
of the path, such as the six transcendental perfections (pha-rol-tu ph yin
pa drug), the creation stage and the perfection stage, will not transcend 
the ideas and scrutiny of one's own mind. Yet these aspects of the path 
are not, it is emphasised, to be renounced, since they are spontaneously 
perfect in the ground. So the text declares (p.307): 

.. .in this abiding nature that is free from all activity, all 
things belonging to the truth of the path are naturally com
plete, without effort, in the manner of a hundred rivers 
converging under a bridge. 

Great Perfection is therefore defined as the naturally present pristine 
cognition, or as a sameness throughout the extent of cyclical existence 
and nirval).a, in which all lower sequences of the vehicle are perfected 
in a single essence. 

The Divisions of Atiyoga 

Within the teachings of Atiyoga, there are three modes of experiencing 
the goal of Great Perfection according to the nature of those who aspire 
to it. The text explains (p.319): 
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There is the Mental Class (sems-sde), which teaches that all 
things are liberated from the extreme of renunciation, be
cause they are not separated from mind-as-such. There is 
the Spatial Class (klong-sde), which teaches that all appari
tions of reality are free from activity and liberated from the 
extreme of the antidote, because they are perfectly gathered 
in SamantabhadrI, the space of reality. And there is the 
profound Esoteric Instructional Class (man-ngag-sde), which 
teaches that the particular characteristics of truth itself are 
liberated from both extremes of renunciation and antidote, 
because they are established according to the modes of reality 
(yin-lugs). 

The spiritual and philosophical goal of the Mental Class transcends the 
subject-object dichotomy. The compounded truth of the path as taught 
in the causal vehicles and lower mantras is determined in the great 
expanse of reality to be a pristine cognition of great purity and sameness. 
When the Mental Class is analysed, there are seven categories or areas 
of mind (sems-phyogs) in which this determination is made. 

While the Mental Class holds the apparitions of reality to appear as 
the expressive power of mind-as-such, the spiritual and philosophical 
goal of the Spatial Class is the establishment of a great infinity of 
primordial liberation unscrutinised by mind. All that appears in the 
vast space of SamantabhadrI is an adornment of that array, free from 
all activities. The Spatial Class is divided into teachings concerning the 
Black Space propounded as Absence of Cause (klong nag-po rgyu-med-du 
smra-ba), the Variegated Space propounded as Diversity (klong khra-ba 
sna-tshogs-su smra-ba), the White Space propounded as the Mind (klong 
dkar-po sems-su smra-ba), and the Infinite Space in which Cause and 
Result are Determined (klong rab-'byams rgyu-'bras la-bzla-ba). 

While the Mental Class, referring to mind-as-such, mostly achieves 
profundity rather than radiance, and almost clings to mental scrutiny 
because it does not recognise the expressive power of radiance to be 
reality, and while the Spatial Class almost falls into the deviation of 
emptiness although it achieves both radiance and profundity, the 
~soteric Instructional Class is considered to be superior to both because 
~t gathers all apparitions of reality within reality itself. It is classified 
Into ~he three categories of the Random (kha-'thor), in which pristine 
cognnion instantly arises without regard for formal structure, the Oral 
T d·· ra nIOn (kha-gtam), which naturally shatters the source of all concep-
tualisation and remains indefinite in character, and the Teaching which 
accords with its own Textual Tradition ofTantras (rgyud rang-gzhung-du 
~~an-pa), that is, the Seventeen Tantras of the Esoteric Instructional Class 

. GB Vols.9-10), which turn to the origin of all transmitted precepts, 
WIthout renunciation or acceptance, saIPsara or nirval).a, or disputations 
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regarding emptiness. These have their various subdivisions, and further 
subdivisions. 

So in Atiyoga the awareness which transcends the mind is said to be 
a primordial liberation (ye-grol), a natural liberation (rang-grol) , a direct 
liberation (cer-grol), and a liberation from extremes (mtha'-grol). Once 
this intrinsic awareness or pristine cognition has been ascertained to 
be the distinctive doctrine, there are said to be two means of realising 
it, which are known as Cutting Through Resistance (khregs-chod) and 
AU-Surpassing Realisation (lhod-rgal). 

The former, Cutting Through Resistance, is oriented towards the 
emptiness-aspect, or primordially pure awareness without conceptual 
elaboration, and so causes the cessation of inherently empty phenomena. 
The latter, All-Surpassing Realisation, clarifies the apparitional aspect, 
which includes material objects, into inner radiance in a spontaneously 
present manner, and so causes the cessation of apparitional reality. It 
is said that when firm experience in Cutting Through Resistance has 
come about, one dissolves finally into a great primordially pure point 
of liberation. The coarse atoms of the four elements are transformed 
into pristine cognition and vanish. If, however, activity on behalf of 
others is resorted to, the dissolving atoms emanate as, and leave behind, 
relics of four kinds, while the awareness centred in the buddha-body 
of reality acts on behalf of beings through unceasing emanation. 

While it is held that Cutting Through Resistance directly liberates 
the bewildering appearance of objects in fundamental reality, the All
Surpassing Realisation brings about the liberation of all apparitional 
aspects of the three world realms of desire, form and the formless (see 
chart, pp.14-1S) in the inner radiance or luminosity of a seminal point 
of five-coloured light which is the natural tone of awareness. Thus, the 
expanse of reality and its appearances, which are known as indes
tructible chains [of light, rdo-rye lu-gu rgyud], are the mature awareness 
itself. At the successful conclusion of this practice, it is held that the 
outer and inner elements of the three world realms all dissolve into 
inner radiance through a succession of four visionary appearances 
(snang-ba bzhi), and so all cyclical existence is reversed. The awareness 
enters a formless disposition, as in Cutting Through Resistance, but 
the buddha-body of form continues to appear in the manner of rainbow 
light, and to act on behalf of sentient beings. As such, it is known as 
the body of supreme transformation (,pho-ba chen-po'i sku, Skt. *maha
sankrantikaya), and this is recognised to be the buddha level attained 
by Padmasambhava, Vimalamitra, Siiamafiju and others. If, for the 
while, there is no one requiring to be trained, the buddha-body of 
supreme transformation is absorbed into the body of reality or the 
youthful vase body (gzhon-nu bum-pa'i sku), the emanational basis 
of all pristine cognition, and the intrinsic awareness abides radiantly 
within it. 
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Furthermore, according to the esoteric instructions (man-ngag, Skt. 
amnaya/upadesa) of the Gr~at _Perfection sy~tem, all thi~gs belonging 
to cyclical existence and mrval).a are establIshed ~s a dIsplay of .four 
. termediate states (bar-do, Skt. antarabhava), WhICh are respectIvely 
~nown as the intermediate state of the birthplace, the intermediate state 
of the moment of death, the intermediate state of reality and the inter
mediate state of rebirth. Each of these transformations is provided with 
particular guidance, so that being~ may b~ conveyed to t~e P?int of 
original liberation at any stage or III any CIrcumstance. It IS SaId that 
through the power of the descent of pristine cognition and the experien
tial cultivation of it in continuous yoga, the recollection of signs on the 
path, and the removal of obstacles, the result may be actualised within 
one lifetime. 

Recapitulation of the Vehicles of Secret Mantra 

Having detailed the overall meaning of the resultant vehicles of the 
secret mantra, Dudjom Rinpoche recapitulates them succinctly, 
categorising each sequence according to its entrance, view, moral dis
cipline, meditation, conduct and result. 

This concludes the summary of the contents of the Fundamentals of the 
Nyingma School. The history of their transmission in India by Garap 
Dorje, Maiijusrlmitra, Jiianasutra, King Ja, Kukkuraja, Lllavajra and 
others, along with an account of their introduction to Tibet by Pad
masambhava, Vimalamitra, Buddhaguhya and so forth, has been 
recorded by Dudjom Rinpoche, in his History of the Nyingma School 
(mying-ma'i chos-'byung), which is published here in conjunction with 
the Fundamentals. 

The History elaborately traces the distant lineage of transmitted pre
cepts (ring-brgyud bka'-ma) and the close lineage of concealed teachings 
or treasures (nye-brgyud gter-ma) from their first appearance in Tibet 
until the present century, and clearly indicates that the Nyingmapa for 
the most part remained aloof from the sectarianism which has so often 
been divisive in Tibetan history. Indeed, as the Author demonstrates, 
the destiny and propagation of all schools of Buddhism in Tibet have 
been interlinked from the earliest times. 

THE LITERARY TRADITION REPRESENTED IN THE 
FUNDAMENTALS 

The literary heritage of the Nyingma tradition includes both tantras 
and siitras, along with the treatises or commentaries composed upon 
their intention over the centuries. 
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The tantras and sutras which emphasise the particular Nyingma 
teachings of Mahayoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga are found in the canonical 
transmitted precepts of the Kangyur (bka'-'gyur) and in the Collected 
Tantras of the Nyingmapa (rnying-ma'i rgyud-'bum). Among them, those 
which focus on Mahayoga are exemplified by the Tantra of the Secret 
Nucleus (rgyud gsang-ba'i snying-po, T 832, NGB Vol. 14), those which 
focus on Anuyoga are exemplified by the Siltra which Gathers All Inten
tions (mdo dgongs-pa 'dus-pa, T 829, NGB Vol.ll), and those which 
focus on Atiyoga are exemplified by the Tantra of the All-Accomplishing 
King (kun-byed rgyal-po, T 828, NGB Vol. I). However, there are many 
other texts which elaborate on each of these three categories. Among 
those which refer to the entire nine sequences of the vehicle there are 
the Tantra of the Great Natural Arising of Awareness (rig-pa rang-shar 
chen-po'i rgyud, NGB Vol. 10) and the Miraculous Key to the Storehouse 
(bang-mdzod 'phrul-lde, NGB Vol.2). 

The treatises composed by Indian scholars of the past on those trans
mitted precepts include long commentaries on specific texts such as 
those on the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus by LIlavajra (Srfguhyagarbha
mahatantraraja(fka, P 4718) and by Suryaprabhasirpha (Srfguhya
garbhatattvanirrJayavyakhyana(fka, P 4719). Yet they also include a tradi
tion of short, pithy explanations of the nine sequences of the vehicle, 
among which one should note the Garland of Views: A Collection of 
Esoteric Instructions (Upadesadarsanamala, P 4726) by Padmasambhava, 
the Sequence of the Path (Mayajalapathakrama, P 4736) by Bud
dhaguhya, the Lock of the Heart (Cittatdlaka, P 4758) by SrI Sirpha, and 
the Turquoise Display (gYu-thang-ma kras-dgu, P 4729) attributed to 
Nagarjuna. 

When the Nyingma tradition was introduced to Tibet, the concise 
exegetical style was maintained by authors such as Kawa Peltsek who 
wrote the Seventeen/old Appearance of the Sequence of the View (Ita-rim 
snang-ba bcu-bdun-pa, T 4356). 

During the medieval period of Tibetan history which followed the 
persecution of the Buddhist doctrine by Langdarma and its subsequent 
restoration, long treatises were composed concerning these "ancient 
translations" by Rongzom Pa1)<;iita (eleventh century), Yungtbnpa 
Dorjepel (1284-1365), Longcen Rapjampa (1308-63) and others. 
Longcenpa in particular was encouraged by his teacher Kumaradza 
(1266-1343) to compose the Seven Treasuries (mdzod-bdun) which 
definitively structured the entire Buddhist experience from the 
Nyingma point of view. These include his Treasury of Spiritual and 
Philosophical Systems (grub-mtha'i mdzod) which has had a profound in
fluence on later interpretations of the nine sequences of the vehicle. 
Among his other works, one should note the General Exposition [of the Sec
ret Nucleus, entitled] Dispelling Mental Darkness (spyi-don yid-kyi mun-pa 
sel-ba) which is a basic source-book for much of the present treatise. 
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Subsequently, Perna Trhinle (1641-1717) and Locen DharmasrI 
(1654-1717) have commented on the range of the B~ddhist teachi~gs in 
h 'r respective Collected Works, and have explored III depth the dIstant 
r e~age of transmitted precepts (ring-brgyud bka'-ma) and the meaning of 
t~e Anuyoga Siltra which Gathers All Intentions (mdo dgongs-pa 'dus-pa, 
T 829, NGB Vol. 1 I). The latter's Oral Teaching of the Lord of Secrets 
(gsang-bdag zhal-lung) is a primary source for the recapitulations found 
in Parts Three and Four of the present work. 

In the eighteenth century, Jikme Lingpa (1730-98) intricately stated 
the view of the Nyingmapa tantras and the nine sequences of the vehicle 
in his nine volumes of Collected Works, particularly in the Treasury of En
lightened Attributes (yon-tan mdzod); and Gyurme Tshewang Chokdrup 
of Katok catalogued the Collected Tantras of the Nyingmapa in his 
Discourse Resembling a Divine Drum (rgyud-'bum dkar-chag lha'i ~mga-bo
che lta-bu), the first part of which corresponds closely to our present 
text. 

During the nineteenth century, under the inspiration of his teacher 
the great Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo, Jamgon Kongtrtil (1813-99) com
piled five anthologies (kong-spntl mdzod-lnga) which integrated the most 
important teachings from all schools of Buddhism. 

More recently, Zhecen Gyeltsap and others have followed in this ec
lectic (ris-med) tradition, and Mipham Rinpoche (1846-1912) has com
posed elaborate exegeses on Madhyamaka, on the mind in its natural 
state (gnyugs-sems), and on the integration of the views of intrinsic empti
ness (rang-stong) and extrinsic emptiness (gzhan-stongi within the 
sphere of the causal vehicles of dialectics. These are all included in the 
four cycles of his Collected Works, His Summary of the Spiritual and 
Philosophical Systems from Longcenpa's Wish-fulfilling Treasury (yid
bzhin mdzod-kyi grub-mtha' bsdus-pa) has been partially translated into 
English by H.V. Guenther. 9 

These prominent texts and authors serve to illustrate the literary 
tradition which Dudjom Rinpoche has inherited. Looking back upon 
the development of the Nyingma exegetical tradition from the Indian 
period until the eclectic movement, he has produced a treatise, the 
Fu~damentals, which conforms to contemporary circumstances and re
~uIrements. Many Tibetans who currently practise the doctrine do so 
In a refugee environment, and so lack the time and resources which 
:vere once available for the detailed study of vast commentaries. Captur
Ing, the elegance of traditional versification, and the scholarly insights 
whIch have gradually been acquired over the centuries, he has con
?ensed the writings of past masters, presenting their reasoning in an 
I~mediate, contemporary manner, and at the same time has substan
tIated ,this summarisation with copious quotations from the concise 
eXegetIcal tradition of both Indian and Tibetan origin, which epitomises 
the Ancient Translation School. 



4 2 Fundamentals 

The formal title of this work is An Abridged Definitive Ordering of the 
Nyingma Teaching, the Ancient Translation School of Secret Mantra, enti
tled Feast in which Eloquence Appears (gsang-sngags snga-'gyur rnying-ma
ba'i bstan-pa'i rnam-gzhag mdo-tsam brjod-pa legs-bshad snang-ba'i dga'
ston). Its two hundred and thirty-two Tibetan folios were composed dur
ing the summer of 1966. The xylographs for the first edition of the text 
were prepared in Kalimpong, West Bengal, India, where they are pre
served at the monastery of Zangdok Pelri. The text was subsequently re
printed in the Collected Works of Dudjom Rinpoche (Kalimpong, 1979). 

GYURME DORJE 

The Text 

An Abridged Definitive Ordering of the Nyingma Teaching, 
the Ancient Translation School of Secret Mantra, 

entitled Feast in which Eloquence Appears 

gsang-sngags snga-'gyurrnying-ma-ba'i bstan-pa'i rnam-gzhag 
mdo-tsam brjod-pa legs-bshad snang-ba'i dga '-ston 



Verses of Invocation 

May you who are the indestructible reality 
Of the speech of all conquerors, 
Having attained supreme accomplishment, 
A level whose wonder cannot even be grasped, 
And arisen embodied as an awareness-holder, 
Powerfully transforming the three spheres of existence, 
Orgyen Dorje Chang,lO confer your blessings. 

May you who bind the entire network 
Of the supreme skilful means, 
Which appears as great bliss, 
In the seal of discriminative awareness, 
Which is emptiness in its natural state, 
Heruka, completely present 
In mobile and motionless creatures, 
All-pervading lord and guru, 
Grant protection until enlightenment. 

When the brilliant, attractive lotus of eloquent discourse 
Born from the taintless ocean of doctrinal tradition 
Exudes honey drops of excellent meaning, 
The feast of the discerning bee increases in all ways. 



Introduction 

[2b.3-3a.l] On the basis of the unsurpassed aspiration and enlightened 
activity of the three ancestral religious kingsll who emanated in the 
land of snow mountains [Tibet], the field of the sublime and supreme 
Lokesvara,12 the Teaching of the Conqueror [Buddhism] was estab
lished. Its foundation was clearly made secure by the preceptors, mas
ters, pa1).Qitas, accomplished masters, bodhisattvas and translators who 
were representatives of the Teacher [Buddha] through their translations, 
exegeses, teachings, study, meditation, and attainment. Subsequently, 
an immeasurable number of accomplished awareness-holders manifestly 
equal to the Conqueror himself emerged, such as Nupcen Sangye Yeshe 
and his nephew [Nup Khulungpa Yon ten Gyamtso], the generations 
of the Zur family, Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer, Rok Sherap-o, Rongzompa 
Choki Zangpo and Longcen Rapjampa. 13 Therefore, I wish to sum
marise and briefly explain the fundamentals of that body of teaching 
renowned as the Nyingma tradition or Ancient Translation School of 
the secret mantra, the exegesis, attainment and enlightened activity of 
which continue to be maintained without decline until the present day. 



Part One 
Doctrines of Sarrzsara and Nirvana 



1 The Essence and Definition of Dharma 

[3a.1-4b.5] At the outset, the doctrines of sarpsara and nirval)a must 
be recognised in general and their characteristics established. This has 
three aspects: essence, verbal definition and classification. 

The essence is as follows: Mundane doctrines are characterised as 
those which, when referred to objectively, cause one to wander in the 
three realms by the power of corrupt deeds, and as those whose nature 
is flawed in such a way that suffering alone is experienced. Supramun
dane doctrines are characterised as those which destroy the two obscura
tions when founded upon the continuum of the mind, and which are 
endowed with positive attributes affording protection from the suffering 
of saqlsara. As it is said [in the Rational System of Exposition, Vyakhya
yukti, T 4061]: 

The true doctrine (saddhanna) is that which removes all 
suffering and every obscuration. 

The verbal definition is that the term dhanna, which is derived from 
the root dhr14 "to hold", holds or conveys ten meanings. The Wish
fulfiller (Amaratfkakamadhenu, T 4300) explains: 

Because it holds everything 
It is the dhanna. 1S 

In the Rational System of Exposition the ten meanings emerge as follows: 

D~anna is that which is knowable, the path, nirval)a, an 
object of mind, merit, life, the scriptures, material objects, 
regulation, and the doctrinal traditions. 

Accordingly, there are quotations from the siitras illustrating the 
~ord dhanna when it conveys the meaning of that which is knowable, 
or example: 

Some things (dhanna) are compounded, 
Others are uncompounded. 
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And, 

All things (dharma) should be known in that way. 

When dharma conveys the meaning of the path, it may be illustrated 
by the words: 

o monks, the wrong view is not the doctrine (dharma), but 
the correct view is the doctrine. 

When it conveys the meaning of nirvu1).a, it may be illustrated by the 
words: 

He took refuge in the doctrine (dharma). 

When conveying the meaning of an object of mind, it may be illustrated 
by the expression "activity field of phenomena" (dharmayatana). When 
conveying the meaning of merit, it may be illustrated by the words: 

He practised the doctrine (dharma) in the company of a 
retinue of queens and maidens, 

When conveying the meaning oflife, it may be illustrated by the words: 

A childish person dearly holds to the things (dharma) which he sees. 

When conveying the meaning of the scriptures, it may be illustrated 
by the words: 

o monks, that which is called the doctrine (dharma) includes 
for instance the pitaka of the sutras and the pitaka of prose 
and verse combined. 

When conveying the meaning of emergent objects, it may be illustrated 
by the words: 

and: 

As for compounded substances, this is their reality (dharma). 

Even I have not transcended the phenomenon (dharma) of 
death and the reality of death. 

When conveying the meaning of regulation, it may be illustrated by 
the term "four doctrines (dharma) of a spiritual ascetic" ,16 and by the 
words: 

o monks, to kill is not the doctrine, but to renounce killing 
is the doctrine (dharma). 

And so forth. When it conveys the meaning of tradition, it may be 
illustrated by "national traditions" (dharma) and "ethnic traditions" 
(dharma). 

If one then wonders how these [ten definitions] relate to the sense 
of the term "to hold", then the things which are knowable hold both 
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. d'vidual and general characteristics. Individual characteristics are 
:l~ as illustrated, for example, in the following words: 

Earth is hard, water wet, fire hot 
And wind is light and mobile. 

And the manner in which general characteristics are held may be illus
trated by the words: 

All that is compounded is impermanent. 
All that is corrupt is suffering. 
All things are devoid of self. 
N irvu1).a is peace. 

By the path and nirvu1).a one is held from falling into sarpsura. By the 
object of mind the mind is held. By merit one is held from falling into 
evil existences. By the life-span or life itself one holds the body or its 
appropriate stations. The scriptures hold the unmistakable truth. Emer
gent objects hold that which has a transient basis. Regulations hold 
the precise foundation. Traditions uphold an idiosyncratic conduct; 
and by awareness [of all these] one is held a part from the area of 
bewilderment. Such analogies may be inferred by reason. 

The classification is twofold, consisting of the doctrine of sarpsura 
and the doctrine of nirvu1).a. Concerning the distinction between these 
two, the [Long] Mother [i.e. the Transcendental Perfection of Discrimina
tive Awareness in One Hundred Thousand Lines] says: 

Liberality is possessed by both mundane and supramundane 
beings. What, you may ask, is mundane liberality? That 
which, by the act of having made some offering, neither 
moves beyond, nor sublimates, nor transcends the world, 
is said to be mundane liberality. That which does move 
beyond, sublimate, or transcend the world, by the act of 
having made some offering, is called supramundane liber
ality. 

According to such quotations, when one has reached a conclusion 
through any method, the result is distinguished by having or lacking 
the power to sublimate the world. 



2 Doctrines of Samsara 

[4b.5-16a.3] First, the doctrines of sarpsara are explained under three 
headings: (1) the characteristics of sarpsara, (2) the mundane vehicle 
[and the Brahma vehicle], and (3) an ensuing discussion of the views 
held by those of no understanding and by those of wrong understanding. 

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SA1\1sARA 

The doctrines or phenomena of sarpsara are originally caused by ignor
ance which arises in three interrelated aspects. Firstly, the ignorance 
of individual selfhood (bdag-nyid gcig-pu'i ma-rig-pa) arises as conscious
ness, but it is not recognised as such. Secondly, through the co-emergent 
ignorance (lhan-cig skyes-pa'i ma-rig-pa) , the unconsciousness of the 
true essence and that consciousness emerge together. Yet it is thirdly, 
through the ignorance of the imaginary (kun-tu brtag-pa'i ma-rig-pa), 
that one's own perceptions are externally discerned. Since these three 
aspects arise diversely from a single essence, they arise from the ground 
as the appearance of the ground; and since this is not known to have 
been self-originated, the threefold ignorance which subjectively discerns 
objects is the causal condition [of sarpsara]. The objective appearances, 
which arise like one's own reflection in a mirror, through clinging to 
externals apart from oneself, are the referential condition [of sarpsara]. 
The consciousness which holds to the [concepts] of "I" and "mine" is 
the possessive condition, and since these three [conditions] are simul
taneous, they form the immediate condition. Bewilderment originates. 
from the impure referential aspect containing these four conditions [of 
samsara] and is maintained by divisively clinging externally to objective 
ph~nomena, and internally to subjective consciousness. As it is said in 
the Penetration of Sound (sgra thal-'gyur, NGB Vol. 10): 

The basis of bewilderment is ignorance. 
Ignorance has three forms. 

And: 
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Owing to that root which is the single indivisible!7 cause, 
The true essence is not perceived; 
This, therefore, is the beginning of sarpsara. 

And in the Great Array (bkod-pa chen-po): 

Spontaneous presence arises as an object, 
Which is emptiness. 
At that time, from the cycle of bewilderment 
Which has four conditions, 
The snare of clinging comes into being. 

From the very moment of bewilderment, that same bewilderment 
arises as the ground-of-all (kun-gzhi, Skt. alaya) in its role as the ignorance, 
the naturally obscuring expressive power, which is the unconsciousness 
of the true essence. Dependent upon that [ground-of-all] is the mind 
which is the consciousness of the ground-of-all and the six conflicting 
emotions which originate from it. These are [ignorance, the basis on 
which bewildering thoughts are grasped]; 18 delusion, the bewilderment 
in the area of discriminative awareness; hatred, the bewilderment in 
the area of creative phases;!9 pride, the bewilderment in the area of the 
view; desire, the bewilderment in the area of appearances; and envy, 
the bewilderment in the area of non-understanding [in relation to these]. 
Eighty-four thousand phenomena (dhanna) then emerge through the 
gradual accumulation of ideas, beginning with the mind which ap
prehends emotionally conflicted thoughts such as the above, the intellect 
which apprehends all memories, the ideas which form the ground of 
connecting propensities and doubts, and that area [of mind] which 
clings to objects and entities. 

In this way then, the five sensory perceptions originate together with 
the consciousness of the intellect wherein the twenty-one thousand 
ph~nomena [in each of four categories], namely, the three poisons and 
theIr equ~1 combination, arise dispositionally. 
Th~ object which maintains the continuity of any of these six active 

CO?SCIOusnesses
20 

at the moment of objectification the immediate con-
SCIOUsness h' h h' '.. ~ W IC at t e same Instant apprehends the object and Its 

- orm, and any of the three subsequent feelings of pleasure suffering 
or neutrality h . ' 
th' ' are toget er called the sensatlon of contact. So it is that 
o/s~~~teen Psychophysical bases originate, divided into three groups 

a [.T?ereupon, the evolution of] the five components the twelve 
e~tlVlty fields, the six sense organs and karma or [world-fo;ming] deeds 
whs.uehs .. The five components are, namely, the component of form, 

Ie IS an a I' f and' ccumu atIOn 0 atoms and is capable of being destroyed 
spIlt; the component of feelings, which are the source of enjoyment 
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and desire; the component of perceptions, which are dynamic and 
object-oriented; the component of habitual tendencies which create and 
accumulate propensities; [and the component of consciousness which 
is aware and objectifying]. 22 

As for the twelve activity fields which cause any accumulation of 
ideas to be sensed, there are six objective modes, such as form, the 
object apprehended by the eye, which causes both the continuity [of 
the object of perception] in the subsequent instant and the apprehending 
consciousness to be sensed; and there are also six subjective modes, 
such as the consciousness of the eye,23 which arises in that subsequent 
instant and perceives as form that form which may be objectively sensed. 
There are five organs of sense, such as the eye, which have the power 
to apprehend objects, or six with the inclusion of the sense organ of 
the intellect, which originates from the possessive condition of the initial 
apperceptive consciousness. 

Deeds may be of three types: virtuous, unvirtuous or neutral. The 
first includes the ten virtues which produce worldly happiness as their 
result. The second comprises the contrary deeds which cast [beings] 
into evil existences. The third refers to those [neutral] deeds24 which 
cast beings into higher realms. 

Although all these phenomena are compounded internally by the 
mind, their apparitional aspect and supporting foundation are the five 
gross elements of which external objects are compounded, and which 
are caused, conditioned, supported and substantiated by the fourfold 
process of creation, duration, destruction and dissolution. As the 
number of mental propensities through which they appear as objects 
expands, the world realm of desire containing the four continents, 
Mount Sumeru and perimeter appears like a dream, along with the 
realm of form, like self-radiating rainbow light of five colours, and the 
formless realm, which originates from the contemplation of the summit 
of existence, and so on. 25 In brief, the entire array of the inanimate 
container and animate creatures, mobile and motionless, subsumed by 
the three world realms, does not appear in the ultimate vision of sublime 
beings. Rather, it is an apparitional mode of the bewildered intellect 
of sentient beings, which appears by the power of the subject-object 
dichotomy lapsing into delusion, like water in a mirage, and into errone
ous perception, like seing a multicoloured rope as a snake. As it is said 
in the Pearl Necklace (mu-tig phreng-ba, NGB Vol. 9): 

In this way, the diverse appearances 
Resemble a rope when seen as a snake. 
Though not so, by clinging to them as such 
The outer container and inner essence 
Are established as a duality. 
The rope itself, on further investigation, 
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Is primordially empty of container and essence. 
The ultimate takes form as the relative. 
That perception of the snake is visually true, 
The perception of the rope is genuinely true. 
Enduring, for example, as a bird relates to a scarecrow, 
The independent existence of the two truths 
Refers only to the relative world. 
It has no relation to genuine reality. 
Because of the expanse of emptiness 
The essence of that [reality] is that all is free. 

And in the Oral Instructions of Mafijusrf(MafijuSrfmukhagama, T 1853-4) 
it says: 

All things of sarpsara are held to be non-existent 
Like the multicoloured rope when perceived as a snake. 

Moreover, the creator of the happiness and suffering of sarpsara, the 
high and the low and all such apparitional modes, is karma or [world
forming] deeds, corrupted by all-conflicting emotions, which are of 
three types. Without exception these modes are created by deeds, em
anated by deeds, matured by deeds, and they appear through the power 
of deeds. Accordingly, it is said in the Hundred Parables on Deeds 
(Karmasatakasutra, T 340): 

The diversity of the world is developed through deeds. 
Happiness and suffering are created by deeds. 
Deeds originate from an accumulation of conditions 
And by deeds happiness and suffering are made. 

And in the I~troduction to the Madhyamaka (Madhyamakavatara, T 3861, 
Ch.6, v.89) It explains: 

By mind itself the diverse 
Sentient and inanimate worlds 
Are allocated their share of deeds 
Living creatures without exceptio~ 
Are said to be created through deeds. 

THE MUND 
ANE VEHICLE AND THE BRAHMA VEHICLE 

The Mundane Vehicle 

[7b.2-10a 3] Th· .' 
god . e mundane vehIcle or the basic vehicle followed by 

S and human b . . I . 
Verbal d . . emgs IS exp amed under three headings: essence, 

efimtlOn and classification. 
The essence is a h d f' . of g d ny met 0 0 progressmg to the conclUSIve happiness 

o s and hum b' h" hI' an emgs w IC acks the power to subhmate sarpsara. 
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It is verbally defined as a vehicle because it can merely unite with, and 
progress towards, the result of happiness experienced by gods and 
human beings. Its classifications are sixfold, namely, entrance, view, 
moral discipline, meditation, conduct and result. 

Firstly, concerning the entrance: After having seen the three evil 
existences, which are naturally endowed with suffering, one enters by 
means of renouncing the unvirtuous deeds, which are the cause of birth 
therein. As it is said in the Heruka Galpo (he-ru-kagal-po, NGB Vol.25): 

Non-virtue is renounced by the vehicle of gods and humans. 

In this context the ten non-virtues consist of three physical deeds - to 
kill, to steal and to commit sexual misconduct; four verbal deeds - to 
lie, to slander, to talk irresponsibly and to utter abuse; and three mental 
deeds - to covet, to be malicious and to hold wrong views. 

Secondly, concerning the view: The correct view is the conviction 
that there are such things as a future world and the cause and fruition 
of deeds. It says in the Collection of Meaningful Expressions (Udanavarga, 
T 326, Ch.4, v.9): 

The great one who possesses 
The correct view for a mundane being 
Even in a thousand lifetimes 
Will not turn to evil existences. 

Conversely, with a wrong view, even though one may have practised 
other virtuous deeds, such as abstaining from murder, one will reap 
the fruit of suffering. As it is said in the Letter to a Friend (Suhrllekha, 
T 4182, v.46): 

Even though an individual may have practised well, 
with a wrong view 

All that matures will be unbearable. 

Therefore, it is important that the correct view be retained. 
Thirdly, moral discipline is nothing but the moral discipline of re

nouncing the ten non-virtues. It has been said in the above-mentioned 
[Letter to a Friend, v ,11]: 

The [eight vows of the] purificatory fast 
Cause the pleasant body of the gods who act as they desire 
To be bestowed upon lay people. 

This being the case, is not the moral discipline derived from correct 
commitment explained to be necessary for one who would progress to 
the rank of the gods? Though indeed mentioned, it is spoken of only 
with reference to [the attainment of] the extraordinary [form] realms. 
For the ordinary [form] realms, its necessity is uncertain. 26 Therefore, 
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I tter realms are held to be attained simply by enacting the deeds 
th

e
d
se 

ath of the ten virtues, along with their concomitants, which are an pa . 
retained by the correct VIew. h . f h . 

Furthermore, concepts sue as punty 0 t e graspmg components 
dhered to, and one who has been motivated by the possession of 

are a . . 11 d hI' b' fi fi ' cience and humilIty IS ca e a 0 y or supenor emg or per ormmg 
~~;~r her duties of b~dy a,nd sp~ech with prop~iety, And t~e conv~rse 
. t ue for an evil or mfenor bemg. The Treatlse on BehavlOur entUled 
IS r k . b b d ,. ) 27 the Holy Ornament (lugs- yz stan- cos am-pa z rgyan says: 

To honour well those who are worthy of reverence, 
To be especially benevolent to those who are unprotected, 
And not to forget to repay kindness 
Is the conduct of a holy being, 
The holy person actually chooses death, 
Rather than a life which has forsaken conscience, 
Experiences which are tainted with sin, 
And power gained 1 y the deception of friends. 

And again: 

An evil creat~re delights in sin, 
Shows ingratitude and casts away 
Conscience like an enemy. 
That one will do anything 
To achieve his or her own purpose. 

And in the Short Chapter on Discrimination ('byed-pa le'u chung) sixteen 
pure human laws (mi-chos gtsang-ma bcu-drug) are taught as follows: 

Develop faith in the Three Precious Jewels without sorrow 
or weariness; search ultimately for the true doctrine; skilfully 
study the excellent sciences; first recollect and then appraise 
anything that is to be undertaken; do not hanker after unas
signed work; look to a higher level and emulate the ancients 
and those of superior conduct; repay kindness to one's par
ents of the past, present and future; be broad-minded and 
hospitable in one's dealings with elder and younger siblings 
and paternal relatives; ensure that the young respect their 
elders by degrees; show loving kindness to one's neighbours; 
arduously assist one's acquaintances who are spiritual bene
factors; perfectly fulfil the needs of those nearby who are 
connected through the worldly round; help others through 
o?e's skill in science and the arts; provide a refuge with 
kmdness to those who depend upon it; resist bad advice and 
establish advice which will increase the happiness of the 
COuntry; and, entrusting one's deeds to the doctrine, one 
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should bring one's spouse to obtain the ground of enlighten
ment in future lives. 

Fourth, meditation: There is training until one has the power to 
bring about the proper result. 

Fifth, conduct: One enacts the deeds and path of the ten virtues 
"endowed with corruption" along with their concomitants, which [vir
tues] are so named after their function which is [merely] to renounce 
the ten non-virtues. The positive virtues of such physical actions as 
prostration, verbal actions as praise and mental actions which benefit 
others by virtuous thoughts are also included. However, one might 
object, is it not said in the Heruka Galpo that on the vehicle of gods 
and humans, the ten modes of doctrinal conduct such as writing [scrip
tures] and making offerings are necessary? Here, as before, there is a 
distinction between [the attainment of] the extraordinary realms, and 
the ordinary realms. 

Sixth, the result is as follows: By the extent of the power of one's 
virtuous deeds, one is born in the ten higher levels of the desire realm, 
namely, among the human beings of the four continents or among the 
six species of Kama divinities. Accordingly, the Tantra of the Extensive 
Magical Net says: 

The practice of the ten virtues and the renunciation of non
virtues 

Are the basis for birth among the gods and humans of the 
desire realm. 

And in Buddhaguhya's28 Sequence of the Path it says: 

By emphasising the ten virtues 
And not equating virtue with non-virtue, 
One is born among the gods and human beings. 
Without understanding sameness, one wanders in the 

desire realm. 

Since this vehicle progresses to the culmination of the happiness desired 
in this life either as an emperor among men, or as a fYlaster of the 
Paranirmitavasavartin29 realm of the gods, the Satra of the Descent to 
Lanka speaks of it as the divine vehicle, after the name of the highest 
realm to which it progresses. It has been said of this vehicle in the 
Sequence of the Path: 

It is definitively arranged 
As the first of the fundamental vehicles. 

Accordingly, it either forms the foundation of, or is preliminary to, all 
the vehicles, because the vehicle which is not retained by the correct 
view and which does not observe the deeds and path of the ten virtues 
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its actual foundation is nowhere to be found. The Hevajra Tantra 
~~ 417-18, Pt.2, Ch.2, v.18cd) also states: 

Having commenced from the ten virtues 
His doctrine is disclosed. 

The Brahma Vehicle 

[lOa.3-lIb.3] The Siitra of the Descent to Lanka also speaks of the 
vehicle of Brahma. Here Brahma does not only apply to the three 
realms which begin with the Brahmakayika,30 but the meanings of 
chaste, clean and pure are also conveyed by the word Brahma; for the 
conflicting emotion of desire is cleansed and purified. In this way the 
above siitra refers to the whole range of the word Brahma. All twenty
one higher realms, including the seventeen form realms of the gods 
and the four formless realms, are expressed by the word Brahma, and 
the path, along with its concomitants, which progresses to these realms 
is called the vehicle ofBrahma. 31 It also says that one who has renounced 
the conflicting emotions of the lower level will be born in a higher 
realm by the power of having meditated with tranquillity, and with 
higher insight which perceives as coarse the level below one's own and 
perceives as subtle one's own level. Therefore, one will not be born in 
the higher realms without obtaining an actual foundation in the four 
me?itative concentrations and the four formless absorptions on the path 
whIch removes attachment to the level below one's own. So it is that 
the meditative concentrations and absorptions are held to be the actual 
vehicle of Br~~ma and the four immeasurables and five mundane super
nor~al co?muve powers to be the extraordinary path of enlightened 
attnbutes III the vehicle of Brahma. 

These attributes also require a view which accepts the [doctrine of] 
de~ds and their result; an entrance and a moral discipline through 
WhIC~ the ten non-virtues are renounced; a conduct through which the 
ten ~lrtues are observed as before, but through which in addition the 
~our Immeasu~ab.les, namely, loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic 
~oy and equammny are practised; and a meditation which includes both 
?rmal and formless absorptions. The formal ones are the four medita-

-tIVe c~ncentrations which are characteristically disillusioned with the 
sensatIOns of d' A h . 
t · . eSIre. s t e Intennedzate Mother [Transcendental perl'ec-
lOn of D " . '. J! 

vim' . _lscnn:l~atl~e Awareness zn Twenty-five Thousand Lines, Pafica-
. satlsahasrzkapraJiiaparamita, T 9] says: 

That which possesses both ideas and scrutiny is the first 
conce~tration. That which possesses no ideas but scrutiny 
alone IS the d . '. b' secon concentratIOn. Mental actIOn devOId of 
o~h Ideas and scrutiny is the third concentration, and mental 

actIon united with delight is the fourth concentration. 
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The latter [i.e. the formless ones] are the four absorptions which are 
characteristically disillusioned with the cognition of the four concentra
tions. These are the absorptions into the activity field infinite as the 
sky, into the activity field of infinite consciousness, into the activity 
field of nothing at all, and into the activity field where there is neither 
perception nor non-perception. They are the culmination of the path 
to the summit of existence. 32 Concerning these, the Tantra of the Ex
tensive Magical Net also says: 

One whose conduct is the four immeasurables 
And whose meditation is unwavering 
Will be born in the Brahma realms and so forth. 

The result [in this context] refers to both the form and formless 
realms. As regards the former, one takes birth in the three realms which 
begin with Brahmakayika through having meditated respectively on 
the weak, middling, and strong aspects of the actual foundation of the 
first concentration, and [by applying the second, third and fourth con
centrations] in the same way, altogether there are twelve such ordinary 
realms in which one revolves. During the fourth concentration the 
uncorrupted discriminative awareness of the sublime beings increases 
and one takes birth in the Five Pure Abodes beginning with Avrha 
through meditation in five respective stages. Yet, one does not obtain 
freedom from attachment to form, and one continues to wander in 
sarpsara through attachment to the flavour of concentration. As the 
Sequence of the Path says: 

Holding to individual selfhood through the stages 
Of the four immeasurables and four concentrations, 
And imputing self in all forms, 
One takes birth successively in the Brahma realms. 

As regards the latter [type of result], one takes birth as a formless god 
by clinging to [the idea of] self during the contemplation endowed with 
four nominal components33 in which the discriminative awareness of 
higher insight is absent. The same text [Sequence of the Path] says: 

Without understanding sameness and that which is 
formless, 

One does not know the four names to be non-existent. 
When one abides in the four activity fields, 
One is born on the level of the summit of existence. 

THOSE OF NO UNDERSTANDING AND THOSE OF WRONG 

UNDERSTANDING 

[llb.3-16a.3] The ensuing discussion of the views held by those of no 
understanding and by those of wrong understanding is explained as 
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c: 11 ws: on this topic the opinions of past masters slightly differ. The 
10 0 . h 34 l' h h f d . tef Suryaprabhasirp a CaIrns t at t ose 0 no un erstandmg are 
%:Strio of the apatheti~ C?~y~l-ba), th~ materialists (rgyang-Jphen-pa, Skt. 
Lokayata) and the mhilIstlc extremIsts (mur stug-pa), while those of 
wrong understanding are the eternalistic extremists (mu stegs-paJ Skt. 
tfrthika). Master LIlavajra35 claims that those of no understanding are 
the apathetic and those of wrong understanding the extremists, both 
eternalistic and nihilistic. Vimalamitra36 has said: 

The apathetic and materialists 
Have no understanding, 
The nihilistic and eternalistic extremists 
Have wrong understanding. 

Since a similar account also is found in the great master Padmasam
bhava's Garland of Views: A Collection of Esoteric Instructions, I shall 
adopt the same approach here. 

Those of No Understanding 

[12a .1-12a.4] Among those of no understanding and those of wrong 
understanding, the former are both interpreted and classified as follows. 
They are interpreted to be ordinary individuals whose attitudes have 
not been changed by a philosophical system. They are classified into 
two groups: the actual and the incidental. 

The Apathetic 

First, those who actually have no understanding, the mundane apathetic 
are I' d' ' . exp ame under three headmgs: essence, verbal definition and clas-
SIficatIOn. 

. Their essence is that they are totally deluded because from the begin
nmg they have not understood [the relationship] between the causes 
~nd results of deeds. The verbal definition is that they are called apathetic 

f
ecdause. they do not act in response to the existence or non-existence 

o octnnes con . . d . h cernmg mter ependent causes and results and observe 
nea er renunc' t'. ' the S la IOn nor commItment. As the Parkap Commentary [on 

ecret Nucleus) Guhyagarbhamahatantrarajatfka, P 4718] says: 

He who understands nothing at all 
Is a mundane apathetic being. 

Their classificat' " " in£ . Ion IS mto an mfenor type and a dubious type. The 
enor type have d b d . II . lllent of 0" a ~ ase mte ect ,:hlch does not consider the attain-

and res P SHIve attnbutes. The dubIOUS type are both good and evil, 
emble those described below. 
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The Materialists 

[l2a.4-12b.4] Secondly, those who are incidentally classed with those 
of no understanding, the materialists, are also explained under three 
headings. Their essence is that without understanding the existence or 
non-existence of previous and future lives, they are inclined to achieve 
only the slight temporal and spiritual well-being of one lifetime. The 
verbal definition is that they are called materialists because, rejecting 
the future as remote, their achievements depend upon the mysterious 
expressions, oracles, dreams and calculations of mundane beings, such 
as those who are mighty and powerful in this life. Their classification 
is into two types: the cut-off and the perceptive. The former includes 
those cut off by nature and by conditions. Since [the view that there 
are cut-off beings] is not held by those who uphold the philosophy of 
the greater vehicle (Mahayana), they may be known in detail from 
other sources. 37 The perceptive type is fourfold. As a great siitra (mdo 
chen-po) says: 

The four perceptive types, 
Known as the attached, the distracted, 
The fearful, and the aspiring, 
Appear as the field 
Capable of retaining the seed [of enlightenment]. 

Respectively, these four are unable to resist lustful attachment to objects 
of desire, distracted by the duties of man-made laws in this life, success
ful in power and wealth through evil means, and the type which aspires 
to renounce the ten non-virtues and attain liberation. 

Those of Wrong Understanding 

[12b.4-16a.3] Secondly, those of wrong understanding are interpre~ed 
and classified as follows. They are interpreted to be any receptive 
individuals whose attitudes have been changed by wrong philosophy. 
They are classified as the five sophistic schools of the extremist masters 
of the past, who turn outwards rather than inwards.

38 
Included among 

them are four schools of the eternalist view, the first being the Sarpkhya. 

Sarrzkhya 

[12b.5-13a.3] During the age when living beings had a life-span of 
twenty thousand years,39 the sage Kapila attained accomplishment 
through the austerities of the eternalistic extremists a~d com~osed many 
treatises. There were two students who upheld his phIlosophIcal syste~, 
Bharadvaja and Patafijali. Those who follow the tenet of Bharadva)a, 
that all that is knowable is divided into twenty-five categories, are the 
Sarpkhya. Those based on the tenet ofPatafijali, that the abiding natu.re 
of the twenty-five categories is empty, are the Followers of Kapiia 
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[Kapila, the Yoga ~chool]. As the Compendium of the Nucleus of Pristine 
Cognition (]fianasarasamuccaya, T 3851) says: 

The Sarpkhya speak of attributes; 
The Followers of Kapila maintain they are empty. 

So it is that they are called the SaIpkhya, the Followers of Kapila and 
Adherents of the Three Attributes (TraigulJya). 

Aisvara 

[13a.3-13b.1] The_ second school holding ~n eternalistic view is that of 
the Followers of ISvara [Siva]. The god ISvara, the teacher of many 
tantrapitaka , had two students who attained accomplishment, namely, 
Ak~apada and Kal).ada. The adherents of Nyaya (Naiyayika) depend 
on the View of Reason (Nyayadarsana) which was composed by 
Ak~apada, while the Vaise~ika depend on the Clear Distinction (bye-brag 
gsal-ba, Skt. Vaise~ikadarsana) which was composed by Kal).ada. This 
school holds that all the bondage and liberation of sentient beings is 
created by Isvara: 

Having no consciousness, these living creatures 
Lack control over their own happiness and sorrow. 
But when dispatched by Isvara, 
They become creatures who exclusively inhabit 
The abyss [of evil existences] 
Or the higher realms [of gods and humans].4o 

Thus they are called Followers of Isvara, Followers of the Owl (Au-
111kya)41 and Adherents of the Six Categories (Sa4padarthavaise~ika). 

Vai~lJava 

[B.b .1-13 b. 6] The third school holding an eternalist view is the I 
VaI~l).ava. Vi~l).u composed the Anthology of Vedic Treatises. The four
faced Brahma was born from the lotus of his navel, and after emanating th . , 

e entIre world and its contents, he recollected the great Four Veda, 
~amelY,. the ~gveda, the Samaveda, the Yajurveda and the Atharvaveda. 
d .at.e~ hIs exegeses were compiled by the sages and the following five 

- VI.VIsIOns emerged: 42 the grammarians (Vaiyakarana) who rely on 
lsnu' . . . . 
" ~ ,treatIse entItled Lzght Rays of Grammatical Speech (brda'-sprod 

nhgag-~z od-zer); the logicians including Aviddhakarna43 who rely on 
t e rsz A . , TVT • • 

" gm s weapons of Expresswn (smra-ba'i mtshon-cha)' the mystics 
aifmohng accomplished meditators who rely on the rsi Satya'~ Nine O"cles 
o t eM d' . .. '..J' 

t e ltatwnal Sequence (bsgom-rim skor-dgu)' those proponents of 
extual ex . h ' 
J d 

egesls w 0 emphasise ritual, relying on the rsi Bhrgu's Clear 
U gem ( .. . 

ph '. ent rnam-dpyod gsal-ba); and the followers of Caraka who are 
YSlclans relying on the Anthology of Caraka (Carakasarrzhita), which 
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was composed by the ni Atreya and others. All of these uphold the 
authenticity of the Four Veda. When classified, they are known as the 
Followers of Vi~l)u CVai~~lava), the Followers of Brahma and the Fol
lowers of the Veda. 

Jainism 

[13 b. 6-14a. 2] The fourth school holding an eternalistic view is the J aina 
(rgyal-ba-pa). In the Ornamental Mirror of Categories (tshig-don rgyan-gyi 
snang-ba)44 it says: 

The great god [I~~abha], holiest of conquerors 
Ascertains that which is knowable 
In the following nine categories: 
Animate substance (/iva), inanimate substance 

(ajfva)45 and commitments (saytlvara), 
Rejuvenation (nirjara), bondage (bandha) and deeds 

(karmasrava) , 
Evil (Papa), virtue (pulJya) and liberation (mok~a). 

Consequently, it is held that liberation has form and colour, while trees 
are animate. They are called the Followers of the Conqueror (Jaina), 
Adherents ofthe Nine Categories and the Naked Ascetics (Nirgrantha). 

Nihilism 

[14a.2-14b.3] The fifth school is the only one which holds a nihilistic 
view. In Trayatrirp.sa, the heaven of the Thirty-three Gods, Brhaspati, 
who had become the accomplished guru of the gods, composed the 
treatise entitled Essence of the View which Negates Everything (thams-cad
la skur-pa 'debs-pa'i lta-ba'i snying-po )46 in order that the gods might 
develop enthusiasm for their struggle against the antigods. Later it was 
propagated in the human world by Valmlki. The treatise negates past 
and future births, saying [cf. Sarvadarsanasaytlgraha, Ch.l, v.l]: 

Act joyously, good lady, 
While you are not dead, 
For nothing is not in death's range. 
Even your body will vanish like powder. 
Where can there be rebirths? 

It then negates the existence of invisible beings, saying: 

As many creatures as there are, 
They exist solely 
Within the range of the senses. 
Alas, whatever the learned say 
Resembles the tracks of a deceiving wolf. 
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It ~oes on to negate buddhahood as the result of progress on the path, 
saymg: 

The intellect is the body's soul, 
It is the body's fruit and the body's attribute' 
Depending on three modes such as these ' 
There is no possibility of progress [to enlightenment]. 

It negates logic, saying: 

Because it exaggerates 
There is no logic. 

And it also negates causality, with the words [Summation of the R 
Tattvasaytlgraha, T 4266, vv.1l1-12ab]: eal, 

Who made the anthers of a lotus? 
Who designed the markings of a peacock? 
Who sharpened the point of a thorn? 
All things emerge substantially without cause. 

So it is that they are called the Followers of B h . _ 
the materialists, hedonists,47 and those who h r l~SP:tl CS.arhaspatya), 
from space. 0 t at mmd emerges 

CONCLUSION 

Since these four views of n d . 
exclusively originate f ? un erstandmg and wrong understanding 
has been said in the G r~mdlgnO~ance, they are mundane views. Such 
from the passage b ~r ~n of Vzews: A Collection of Esoteric Instructions 

egmnmg: 

The countless sl1tras h' h h 
views of senti . w ~c gat er together the erroneous 
four cat . ent bemgs m the mundane realm fall within 

egones namely th h· h 
nihilistic extr '. ,e apat etlc, t e materialists, the 

d 
emlsts and the eternalistic extremists. 

OWn to: 

All these are ignorant views. 

h~mong these, the two who h h 
P I1osophical view H IC ave no understanding represent no 
[SUch a View] be . owever, they are explained to be associated with 
Th cause they are subs d· h· 

e two Which h ume wIt m the status of the mind ch ave wrong und d' . 
ange the attitUde thr .erstan mg do represent views which 

extremes which ough a phIlosophical system, but by clinging to 
tremes, they have e~aggerate and depreciate the reality free from ex
of liberation from :aco~e erron~ous. Therefore, they are not the means 

rpsara. ThiS applies not only to the n'h'l' . 
I IIStlC ex-
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tremists who are the worst among those professing philosophy, but to 
the eternalistic extremists as well, because, maintaining a self, they are 
bound by clinging to a self, which is the root of saqlsara. Accordingly, 
the Exposition of Valid Cognition (Pramar;avarttika, T 4210, Ch. 1 , 
v.193cd) says: 

As long as one actually clings to a self, 
One will turn to saqlsara. 

And in the Sequence of the Path: 

Anyone who inclines towards 
The duality of eternalism and nihilism 
Is said to deviate from the reality 
Of the genuine essence. 

On this occasion, I have not written about the texts and so forth 
which they individually uphold. One wishing to know them should 
look elsewhere. Some may well ask at this point whether it is not most 
inappropriate to explain the philosophical systems of the Outsiders,48 
etc., while analysing the Conqueror's transmitted precepts. Yet there 
is no fault, because having recognised the downfalls and things to be 
renounced on the path with reference to the eternalistic extremists who 
follow their own independent course, one has reason not to delay [in 
following] our own path, which is the supramundane vehicle. It says 
in the Heruka Galpo: 

When the vehicle of the eternalistic extremists is well 
ascertained, 

It is explained to you so that 
You will not practise but renounce it. 

Furthermore, with reference to those eternalistic extremists who are 
[the buddhas'] emanations, [there is no fault] because in addition to 
that aforementioned reason [for pursuing the path of the supramundane 
vehicle], they are said to represent the enlightened activity of the con
querors who train each in accord with his or her needs. It is said in 
the Rite which Ties by the Rope of Compassion of the Gathering of the 
Sugatas (bde-'dus-kyi thugs-rje dpyang-thag gnas-kyi lung, P 4781), which 
was composed by the bodhisattva Vajradharma: 

By the diverse inroads of compassion, 
Training in whatever manner may be suitable, 
The Teacher speaks of this [true doctrine] 
And whatever appears therein 
To the schools of the Outsiders. 

In the very same way, one might well wonder how the development 
of such a negative view as that of the nihilistic extremists could appro-
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. tely be within the conquerors' skilful means, since it is an extremely 
pflaI·ble wrong view. None the less, it is appropriate because the nihilistic 
terr d· h h· bl . extremists, too, a mIt muc t at IS reasona e. When one exammes 
he scriptures or meets the arguments of those who established the pure 

t . 49 . fi f 11 . 1 Prasailgika dialectIc, one IS Irst 0 a sceptIca, and subsequently 
having seen the pure proof to the contrary, one comes to develop the 
correct logic. Therefore [the nihilists] are nearer to developing the 
correct view than the fools who have never entertained philosophy. 

Again, if one asks how these [views] are explained to form an ensuing 
discussion that is derived from the vehicle of gods and human beings, 
they are so called because the receptive individuals who make progress 
through the vehicle of gods and humans are both Outsiders and Insiders. 
With reference to the Outsiders, as Sura says: 

The beings who do not side with your teaching are blinded 
by ignorance. 

Though they have reached the summit of existence, 
They will achieve a rebirth in which suffering re-emerges. 

And with reference to the Insiders, even though they may hold to the 
refuge with a will to perform their duties on behalf of the Three Precious 
Jewels (dkon-mchog gsum), they are referred to as remaining only on 
the mundane path, unless their intellects aspire to liberation. As the 
Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.1, v.19) says: 

With reference to differing volitions, 
The threefold refuge is laid down. 
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[16a.3-17b.3] Secondly, the supramundane vehicle is explained in two 
parts: its superiority over [the vehicle of] the Outsiders and a detailed 
account of its own nature. 

THE SUPERIORITY OF THE SUPRAMUNDANE VEHICLE 

The true doctrine of nirva1).a,so which affords protection from the suf
fering of sarp.sara, is the best of all doctrines, supreme, perfect and 
more special than others. Therefore, it is expressed by the word "true". 
Grasping the Three Precious Jewels as the focus of refuge, it admits 
to, or is included within, four seals indicative of the transmitted pr~cepts 
which concern the view. By the study of the three correct trainings, it 
has a superior result because it can surpass the summit of existence. 
These [attributes] do not exist in the path of the Outsiders. 

Among these [attributes], going for refuge must be the foundation 
and support of the path since that is the basis of the vows which support 
the aspiration for nirval)a. Therefore, one who has not gone for refuge 
does not develop the vows, and if one has not been bound by the vows, 
the correct path does not exist. The Seventy Verses on Going for Refuge 
(Trisara1Jasaptati, T 3971) says: 

And: 

For the three kinds of layman, 
Going for refuge is the root 
Of [their] eight vows. 

Though one may keep all the vows, 
None exist for one who has 
Not gone for refuge. 

The four seals are [the axioms that] all that is compounded is imper-
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ent all that is corrupt is suffering, all things are without self, and man , 
nirval)a is peace. 

The three trainings are superior moral discipline, mind,sl and dis-
riminative awareness, and it is the study of these through listening, 

c eflection and meditation for which the doctrine is respectively termed 
~virtuous in the beginning, middle and end". As the Sun Commentmy 
(Srama1Jerakarikavrttiprabhavatz, T 4125) says: 

The learned realise that the Buddha's speech 
Teaches well the three trainings, 
Is correctly endowed with the three seals, 
And is virtuous in the beginning, middle and end. 

The result, which can surpass the summit of existence, is described by 
Sura as follows: 

One who follows your teaching, 
Even without obtaining the actual foundation of 

concentration, 
Opposes rebirths as if they were the vision of Mara. 

A DETAILED ACCOUNT OF THE SUPRAMUNDANE VEHICLE 

The detailed account of the nature of this [supramundane vehicle] has 
two parts. Master Vasubandhu says [in the Treasury of the Abhidhanna) 
Abhzdhannakosa, T 4089, Ch.8, v.39ab]: 

The two kinds of the Teacher's true doctrine 
Are transmission and realisation. 

Acco~dingly, there is both the doctrine which realises his expressed 
meanmg and the doctrine which transmits his expressive words. 

Realisation of the True Doctrine 

~?a.2-17b.3] The former, the doctrine of realisation, also has two parts. 
. Irstly , there is that doctrine attained through the attributes of realisa

tion, ~venly absorbed in the expanse [of reality]. This is the truth of 

WcehSSatI.on to which the sublime beings have departed, the great nirvana 
erem all' f '. . 

ob' SIgns 0 dualIstIC appearance have vanished, which is beyond 
WhJ~chts of conception and expression. Secondly, there is that doctrine 

IC become th f' . cog . . s e essence 0 realIsatIOn, the uncorrupted pristine nnIOn along . h . . . . 
wh' h wit Its concomitants. ThIS IS the truth of the path by 

IC any [bI' b' [cov' su Ime emg] departs, and which remedies the obscuration 
Il1Us;r~ng] t~e naturally pure nucleus of inner radiance whose range 

e realIsed by each one individually. 
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The first aspect is the desireless essence, or the unborn, pristine 
cognition in which the mind-streams of the four classes of sublime being 
have finished renouncing what must be renounced. And the second 
aspect is the natural expression of that pristine cognition or the antidote 
by which renunciation and desirelessness are achieved. As the sublime 
Ajita [in the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle, Ch. 1, vv.10-ll] 
has said: 

The doctrine is that which is without thought, 
Without duality and without ideas, 
And which is pure, distinct and an antidote; 
Thus it is both that which is and by which 
There is freedom from desire, 
Endowed with the characteristic of two truths. 
The reality of freedom from desire is subsumed 
By the truths of the cessation [of obscurations] 
And of the [correct] path. 

Transmission of the True Doctrine 

Secondly, the doctrine which transmits the expressive words [concern
ing that realisation] also has two aspects: the transmitted precepts of 
[the Buddha's] excellent teaching and the treatises which comment 
upon their intention. 

4 Transmitted Precepts 

[17b.3-28a.4] Firstly, [the transmitted precepts] are explained under 
three headings: characteristic, verbal definition and classification. 

The transmitted precepts are characteristically the conquerors' scrip
tures preserved in the sutrapitaka and tantrapitaka which are endowed 
with four special qualities originating personally from our extraordinary 
Teacher, the Buddha. The doctrinal wheel of transmission means 
exactly this and is a synonym [for the term "transmitted precepts"]. 
The four special qualities are said in the Siltra which Encourages Superior 
Aspiration (Adhyasayasaficodanasutra, T 69) to be the possession of ex
pressed meaning, immaculate words of expression, a function of re
nouncing rather than engaging in the conflicting emotions of the three 
realms, and a result which teaches the benefit of peace. Accordingly, 
the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.5, v.18) says: 

The speech which is closely connected 
With meaningful doctrine 
And causes the all-conflicting emotions of 
The three realms to be renounced, 
And that which teaches the benefit of peace, 
Is the Sage'sS2 speech. 
Others are its opposite. 

It is furth 1 . 
h ermore exp amed that the four [qualities] are to teach the 
tree trainin h . . 

. gs as t e expressed [meamng], to possess Immaculate words 
as Its expression t h h . 
ad' 0 possess t e tree kmds of valid cognition as proof, 
T~ to hav~ a result that is virtuous in the beginning, middle and end. 

erefore It is said: 

~eaching the three trainings with immaculate words, 
A ndo,:ed with the three kinds of valid cognition 
T nd VIrtuous in the beginning, middle and end: 

hese are the transmitted precepts 
Which the Conqueror taught in the greater [vehicle]. 
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Their opposite should be known as 
The texts of others. 

The verbal definition of the term transmitted precept is as follows: 
Derived from the [Sanskrit] subha~ita, [the prefix] su conveys the five 
meanings of noble, beautiful, happy, best and excellent, among which 
in this context it means excellent. Bha~ita means that which has been 
taught. It is because they are excellently taught that they are "transmitted 
precepts". 

If one wonders how they are excellently taught, it is through ten 
aspects. As it is said in the Rational System of Exposition: 53 

If one asks how they are excellently taught, they are so in 
ten ways, namely, through the nature oftheir genuine source, 
through the nature of their scope, through the nature of 
their approach, through the nature of their sound teaching, 
through the nature of their classification, through the nature 
of their support, through the nature of their causing com
prehension, through the nature of their titles, through the 
nature of their time, and through the nature of their complete 
grasp of enlightened attributes. 

The transmitted precepts are classified in five ways: (1) through the 
personality [of the Buddha], (2) through time, (3) through sections, (4) 
through their function as antidotes and (5) through their power. 

TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS ACCORDING TO BUDDHA'S 

PERSONALITY 

Firstly, when classified according to [the Buddha's] personality, there 
are three kinds of transmitted precept: those given in oral teaching, by 
blessing and by mandate. 

Among these, [the transmitted precepts] given in oral teaching are 
also twofold. The teachings delivered impromptu by the Teacher at 
receptions are exemplified by the Verse Summation of the Transcendental 
Perfection of Discriminative Awareness (Prajfiaparamitasan:zcayagatha, 
T 13) in which it is said (Ch.l, intro.): 

Then, in order to delight correctly these four assemblies, 
the Transcendent Lord taught this further Transcendental 
Perfection of Discriminative Awareness, and at that time pro
nounced these verses ... 

The teachings which he gave at the request of an assembly are 
exemplified by the Litany of the Names of Mafijusrl (Mafijusrlnama~ 
san:zgfti, T 360). Therein it is stated (v.13): 
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The Great Tantra of the Magical Net says that 
Immeasurable great Vajradharas, holders of secret 

mantra, 
Joyfully beseeched him to explain 
That which is the excellent teaching. 

The transmitted precepts given by blessing are threefold. The trans
mitte~ precepts given by the ~less~ng. of his body are exemplified by 
the Sutra of the Ten Levels (Dasabhumzkasutra, T 44) which was taught 
by Vajragarbha and Vimukticandra who had developed the brilliance 
to explain an~ request it after the Teacher had placed his hand on the 
crowns of theIr heads. The transmitted precepts given by the blessi 

. h l·fi ng 
of. h~s s~eec are exemp I I~d by the Transcendental Perfection of Dis-
cnmznatzve Awareness zn Ezght Thousand Lines (Astasahasrikap . - -_ 
paramita, T ~2), which was explained by Subhuti afte~·the Transce~~;~t 
Lord had saId: 

S~bh.ut~, b~ginning from the transcendental perfection of 
dIscr.Immauve awareness of the great bodhisattvas, spiritual 
warnors, ~ay you develop brilliance in the manner of the 
gre.at bodhI.sattvas, spiritual warriors, who become disil
l~sIOned .[wI~h .saIp.sara] through the transcendental perfec
tIOn of dIscnmmative awareness. 

~a~ee ~~nsmitte~ ~r~cepts given by the blessing of his mind are said to 
. free subdIVIsIOns. Those transmitted precepts given by the bless
~;g ~. th~ c.ont~mplation of his mind are exemplified by the Heart Sutra 

h· :cnmmat~ve Awareness (Bhagavatfprajfiaparamitahrdaya T 21) 
~r~c b ~~s delIvered through the dialogue of Sariputra a~d A~alokites~ 
platio y f e p~wer of the Teacher's meditative equipoise in the contem
given ~: t~robfun.d appearances. Then again, the transmitted precepts 
the Sound o~ thes~ng ~f the t~ue power of his mind are exemplified by 
birds trees d e octnne WhICh emerges even from the sky, and from 
And :h an ~o forth through the accomplished power of the Buddha 

e transmItted p . b . 
great spiritu 1· recepts gIven y the blessing of the power of his 
of mantra s al:t~tre exe~plified by the collected transmitted precepts 
and others thr~u ~'th:hICh were spoken by pious a~tendants, yak~as 
granting ext ;. power of the Buddha and whIch are capable of 

Co . raor mary results. 
p. ncermng the tran . d . 

mal Nirvan (M _ s~It~e _ precepts gIVen by mandate, the Siltra of 
_ . a ahapannzrva1Jasutra, T 120) says: 

Ananda when ·1 
into fi '1 . _ CounCI s are convened after I have passed 
duc dIna. mrval).a, let the teachings be compiled and intro-

e WIth the wo d "Th h I h sion" w· r . s us ~ve eard on a certain occa-
, Ith connectmg verses m the middle; and let them 
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be concluded with the words "Manifest praise to the teaching 
given by the Transcendent Lord". 

In accordance with such advice, the compilers included the sayings 
which had been transmitted in that way. 

TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS ACCORDING TO TIME 

Secondly, when classified according to time, the transmitted precepts 
comprise the three successive promulgations of the doctrinal wheel. 54 
The first of these promulgations was concerned with the four truths, 
the second with signlessness, and the third with the definitive meaning 
of ultimate [reality]. 

TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS ACCORDING TO SECTIONS 

Thirdly, when classified according to sections, [the transmitted pre
cepts] form the twelve or nine branches of the scriptures. The enumera
tion of twelve is cited in the Great Commentary on the Transcendental 
Perfection of Discriminative Awareness in Eight Thousand Lines (AHasaha
srikaprajflaparamittlvyakhyabhisamayala1!lkaraloka, T 3791): 55 

Sutras, aphorisms in prose and verse, and prophetic 
declarations, 

Verses, meaningful expressions and narratives, 
Parables and legends, 
Extensive teachings and tales of past lives, 
Established instructions and marvellous events: 
These twelve are the twelve branches of the scriptures. 

The enumeration of nine branches excludes the three sections of narra
tives, parables and established instructions. Such is also said in the 
Clearly Worded Commentary (Mftlamadhyamakavrttiprasannapada, T 3860): 

Including the sutra section of the buddhas and so forth, 
The teaching dependent on the two truths has nine 

branches. 

The twelve sections are also condensed into the three pi!aka. As it is 
said in the Minor Transmissions (Vinayak$udragama, T 6): 

The five sections of the sutras, aphorisms in prose 
and verse, 

Prophetic declarations, verses and meaningful 
expressions 

Are subsumed within the Sutrapiraka . 
The four sections of legends and narratives, 
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Parables and tales of past lives 
Are subsumed within the Vinayapi!aka. 
The three sections of extensive teaching, 
Marvellous events and established instructions 
Are subsumed within the Abhidharmapi!aka. 

As far as the secret mantra (gsang-sngags) texts are concerned in this 
context, most ancients claim that they belong to the section of extensive 
teaching because they are said to be the Bodhisattvapi!aka of extensive 
teaching (Mahavaipulyabodhisattvapitaka) in the Mahayoga tantra en
titled the Magical Net of Mafljusrf[i.e. Namasa1!liiti, T 360]. The learned 
N arton Senge-o,5.6 however, h.as sai~ that [the secret mantra texts] belong 
either to the sectIOn of establIshed mstructions or to that of marvellous 
events. 

TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS ACCORDING TO THEIR FUNCTION AS 
ANTIDOTES 

Fourth: when classified according to their function as antidotes, [the 
transmItted precepts] consist of the eighty-four thousand doctrinal com
ponents. As the Dialogue with the Four Goddesses (Caturdevfpariprccha 
T 446) says: . , 

The Great Sage [divided] the doctrines into 
Eighty-four thousand components. 

I' 1 . 
t IS a .so SaId that the antidotes for each of the twenty-one thousand kinds 0: desIre., hatred and delusion, and for conduct which results from these 

~h ree POIsons in equal proportion, are respectively each of the twenty-one 
ou.sand components of the Vinayapitaka, Sutrapitaka and Abhidhar-

ma pItaka d f '.' 
S 

'd : ,an 0 the Mantrapitaka of the Awareness-holders As it is 
al In the R l·.t . . 

eve atzon OJ Endless Treasure (mi-zad-pa'i gter bstan-pa): 
Th 'd Of e a~tI ote for the twenty-one thousand kinds 

deSIre, hatred, and delusion 
And of cond . h' ' A uct In w Ich all three poisons 

re of equal proportion 
Is said to b . e as many doctnnal components. 

Elsewh . 
ere, In other [t t] h " the mant '. ex s , t e great paIf9Ita VImalamitra subsumed 

ras WIthIn the Abh'dh . 1 " endowed . h 1 armapqa <a, saymg In the Great Perfection 
that am Wlt hCo~ch-SYllables (rdzogs-pa chen-po dung-yig-can NYZ)57 

. ong t e PIt 1 h b . ' 
KYI NYima D . 5: <a t ey elong to the Abhldharma. Accordingly, 
Illapitak ~fJe and others also have claimed that the Abhidhar-

. a ContaInS b th d . tras form th' 0 outer an mner aspects, among which the man-
e Inner Abhidharma. Others such/as master Santipa59 and 
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Narton Senge-o have said that, subsuming the profound meaning, the 
Teacher included the mantras in the Sutrapitaka; for the Tantra of the 
Summation of the Real (Tattvasal?lgraha, T 479) says: 

This sutra is excellently explained. 

And the VajravidaraYJa (T 750) says: 

On listening to this sutra. 

Although our own tradition60 does not contradict [masters] such as 
these, who subsumed [the mantras] within the Abhidharma[pitaka] and 
the Sutra[pitaka] because they determined their positions in accord 
with one or another tantra text, still, with reference to the tantrapitaka 
in general, it is best if they are allocated an independent pitaka, called 
either the Pitaka of the Awareness-holders, or the Fourth Pitaka. There
fore, the All-Accomplishing King says: 

That spoken of as the antidote which cures everything 
Is the Fourth Pitaka teaching twenty-one thousand 

components. 

And also in the Tantra of the Dialogue with Subahu (Subahupariprccha-
namatantra, T 805): . 

Thirty million five hundred thousand teachings 
Were given by the conquerors 
In the Pit aka of Awareness-holders. 

Furthermore, the Indestructible Peak (Vajrasekharamahaguhyayoga
tantra, T 480) speaks of: 

The pratimok~a, bodhisattva and inner vows 
Of the awareness-holders ... 

Hence, there is another way of subsuming [all the transmitted precepts] 
within three [sections], known as the pitaka of the pious attendants, 
bodhisattvas and awareness-holders, which respectively teach these 
three vows. 

The Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater Vehicle (Mahayanasutralan:z-
karakarika, T 4020, Ch.ll, v.lab) also says: 

The pitaka appropriately number three or two 
Because they are compilations, 
And owing to nine basic conditions. 

Accordingly, if all the doctrinal components are subsumed, it is appro
priate to subsume them either under the three pitaka of the Vinaya, 
Satra and Abhidharma, or under the two pitaka of the pious attendants 
and bodhisattvas. 
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with reference to the threefold subsumption, the reason for 
Here,. e number given is that the nine basic conditions are allocated 

h precIS. . 
t e the three p1taka, three for each, by attendmg to what must be 
betWeen d studied and known. [The basic conditions] allocated to the 
reno:n~t:ka by attending to what mus.t be renounced .are said t? be the 
th!e p. the antidote for doubt, the Vmaya as the antIdote for mvolve
Sutra ~s the twO extremes, and the Abhidharma as the antidote for 
ment m f'· B d· h 

Id
· to the supremacy 0 one s own VIew. y atten mg to w at 

ho mg h b· d··] h h h . . be studied, [t e aslC con ItlOnS are t at t e tree trammgs are 
mu~t ined by the Sutra, superior moral discipline and mind are attained 
~p t~e Vinaya, and superior discriminative awareness is attained by 
t:e Abhidharma. Then, by attendi.ng to w?at mus~ be known, .[the 
basic conditions] are that the doctnne and Its meanmg are explamed 
by the Sutra, attained by the Vinaya, and that, by the Abhidharma, 
one becomes skilled in the formulation of discourses. 61 

These nine basic conditions are allocated between the three pitaka, 
but the importance of such a distribution is also that, by studying the 
three pitaka, propensities are left in the mind, by reflecting upon them 
the meaning is realised, and by meditating upon them, conflicting 
emotions are pacified through tranquillity, and one is liberated by 
means of properly realising just what is, through higher insight. As it 
is said in the Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.ll, v.lcd): 

By understanding and pacifying propensities 
And by their proper realisation, 
These are the cause of liberation. 

Incidentally, [the pitaka] are verbally defined as follows: Aphorisms 
[or siitras] are so named because they are derived from [the Sanskrit] 
sutra [Tib. mdo]. As that same text [Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater 
Vehicle, Ch.l1, v.3ab] says: ' 

Because they describe situations and characteristics, 
The doctrines and their meanings, 
They are the Sutra[pitaka]. 

Hence the section of the slUras. 
t [T;e Sanskrit word] abhi means manifest [or clear], and when added 

rna ot.cer sYllables such as [the Sanskrit] mukhya, comes to mean "growing 
anhest" . As [the above-cited text, Ch.ll v.3cd] says: 

~eeause it is manifest or clear, 
eeause it is repetitive, 

~e~ause of its overpowering realisation, 
18 the Abhidharma. 

lienee th . 
e Abhidharma [Tib. chos mngon-pa]. 
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[The Sanskrit] Vinaya [Tib. 'dul-ba] means discipline. By syllabic 
variation it comes to mean moral downfall (vipatti)62 and so forth. As 
it is said [Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater Vehicle, Ch.ll, vA]: 

It is the Vinaya 
Because it sets forth downfalls, 
The source of negativity, 
Its rejection and renunciation, 
Individuals and the affirmation of vows, 
And the classification and ascertainment of vows. 

[The Tibetan] sde-snod derived from the [Sanskrit] word pitaka con
veys the meanings of a collection, [Sanskrit] pi1J,q,aka, and of a large 
measuring basket, [Sanskrit] pitaka. The pitaka are so called because 
they subsume all objects of knowledge in an expressible form, or gather 
many meanings within them. 

TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS ACCORDING TO THEIR POWER 

Fifth, when the transmitted precepts are classified according to their 
power, they form a vehicle because it appears that therein higher and 
higher paths are traversed, in the manner of a "vehicle". This notion is 
derived from the [Sanskrit] wordyana (theg-pa) , which generally conveys 
the meaning of "transportation". Therefore it is said in the Verse Sum
mation of the Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness 
(Ch.l, vv.2lcd-22ab) also: 

This vehicle is the great celestial palace. 
Riding on that, which is the best of vehicles, 
Manifestly attaining to delightful bliss, 
All sentient beings pass into nirvaI).a. 

When this vehicle is classified, one cannot say with absolute certainty 
that only such and such an enumeration is precise. This is because it 
was taught by the compassion of the Buddha in order to train each in 
accord with his or her needs, in a manner which suited the intellects 
of those requiring training. Such has also been saidin the Sutra of the 
Descent to Lanka, (Ch.2, v.203acd and Ch.lO, vA45abc): 

In order to guide sentient beings completely, 
I have explained the entire vehicle. 
As such it is not an object of reference. 

This is expressed more briefly in the Lotus Siltra ~(Saddharma
pU1J,qarfkasiltra, T 113, Ch.2, v.54ab): 

The vehicle is one. 
It is not divided into three. 
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According to such intentions, it is established that there is a single 
culminating vehicle. Yet, [other enumerations are also given]. There 
is a twofold classification into the lesser vehicle and the greater vehicle 
with its causal and resultant aspects;63 and a threefold classification 
either into the vehicles of the pious attendants, self-centred buddhas 
and bodhisattvas or, as it is said in the General Sutra which Gathers All 
Intentions, into the "vehicles of direction from the cause of suffering, 
austere awareness and overpowering means". Then, there is a fourfold 
classification which combines the three causal vehicles with the resultant 
vehicle, as stated in the Magical Net of Mafijusrl (v.l35cd): 

Attaining disillusionment through the three vehicles, 
One abides in the result through the single vehicle. 

Five vehicles are also given when the single vehicle of the higher realms 
[of saq1sara] is added as a path leading to these four vehicles. The Secret 
Nucleus (Ch.3, v.6) says: ,,~ 

[Through] the vehicle of gods and humans, 
The vehicle of the pious attendants, 
The vehicle of the self-centred buddhas, 
The vehicle of the bodhisattvas 
And the unsurpassed vehicle ... 

Again, there are nine successive vehicles when the "vehicle of direction 
from the cause of suffering" is divided into the trio of the vehicles of 
pious attendants, self-centred buddhas and bodhisattvas; the "vehicle 
of austere awareness" into the trio of the Kriyatantra, Caryatantra and 
Yogatantra; and the "vehicle of overpowering means" into the 
Mahayoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga. Therefore it is said in the All-Ac
complishing King: 

Existentially there is only one, 
But empirically there are nine vehicles. 

In brief, it is said that the vehicle is inconceivable because its culmination 
cannot be reached until the degrees of the intellect have been exhausted. -
As it is found in the Siltra of the Descent to Lanka (Ch.2, v.202ab and 
Ch.lO, vA58ab): 

As long as there are perceptions, 
The culmination of the vehicles will never be reached. 

From the standpoint of the essentially pure intellect, the path onwhiCh 
movement relies and the one by whom movement is made are not 
objective referents of even the word "vehicle". So [the same text, Ch.2, 
V.202cd and Ch.lO, vA58cd] says: 

When the mind becomes transformed 
There is neither vehicle nor mover" 
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As for the following statement found in the Commentary on the Nucleus 
of Indestructible Reality (V ajrahrdayalartZkaratantrapafijika, T 2515): 

For those who are Buddhists, 
Neither the fourth nor the fifth 
Are the Sage's intention. 

There are some who affirm this to imply that only the enumeration of 
the three vehicles is valid. The actual meaning of this authoritative 
passage, however, is that the secret mantra texts are also subsumed 
within the vehicles of the pious attendants, self-centred buddhas and 
bodhisattvas and, on this occasion, only indicated in a general way. 
That statement, in particular, was purposefully made in order that the 
force of the verse beginning: 

For those who are Buddhists ... 

might refute any equation with the five basic philosophical systems of 
wrong view held by the Outsiders and other such enumerations. Indeed, 
if that passage were [considered to be] a refutation of precise enumera
tions other than three vehicles, how then could one understand the 
Satra of the Descent to Lanka (Ch.2, v.201 and Ch.lO, v.457) which 
does speak of five vehicles? 

The vehicle of gods and the vehicle of Brahma, 
And likewise the vehicles of the pious attendants, 
Tathagatas and self-centred buddhas were explained by me. 

The Magical Net of Mafijufri (v.135) also speaks of this [resultant] 
vehicle in the following words: 

One who strives to benefit living beings 
By means of the diverse vehicles 
Attains disillusionment through the three vehicles 
And abides in the single vehicle's resuit. 

It is inappropriate to think that some pious attendant or self-centred 
buddha, who has achieved disillusionment from saIpsara, starting from 
then develops the aspiration and application of the greater vehicle in 
his mind and attains omniscience, because [such texts] refer to the 
disillusionment of all three vehicles. Again, if one were to think that a 
bodhisattva who has attained disillusionment from the two extremes 
[of eternalism and nihilism] manifests the sublime buddha level through 
his own path of the causal greater vehicle, the above-cited statement 
[from the Magical Net of Mafijufrf] that the single vehicle [of the result] 
follows after the three vehicles would be meaningless. 

If one asks what system is followed here: Though the definitive 
ordering of many vehicles has been made provisionally, these vehicles, 
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their circumstances and the varying degrees of their emphasis were 
revealed as a means of guiding those who require training. It is intended 
that when these vehicles have each arrived at the result oftheir respective 
paths, they are continued still higher in the supreme teaching of the 
vehicle of indestructible reality (Vajrayana), the unique path on which 
all buddhas have progressed. Those others are revealed merely as paths 
leading to this vehicle, and the paths which are to be traversed until 
perfect enlightenment are positioned like the rungs of a ladder. There
fore Nagarjuna has said: 

This method has been taught by the perfect Buddha in the 
manner of the rungs of a ladder. 

And in the Lotus Satra (Ch.2, v.54): 

The teaching of the three vehicles of the sages 
Is the skilful means of the guiding [buddhas]. 
Though apart from the single vehicle, 
A second does not exist, 
The three vehicles are taught for the sake of guidance. 

And similarly in the Satra of the Descent to Lanka: 

Those who are worn out by the path of rebirth 
Will not find the meaning of respite therein 

[i. e. in lesser vehicles]. 

Furthermore, it is said in the Pagoda of Precious Jewels (Ratnaku{a, 
T 45-93): 

Kasyapa, there are two vehicles, 
The lesser and the greater. 

According to such passages the arrangment of only three vehicles is 
not exclusively observed. In this [Vajrayana] tradition of ours, there is 
a precise enumeration of four, namely, the vehicles of the pious attend
~nts, self-centred buddhas, bodhisattvas and mantras, the last of which 
IS classified into the three lower classes of tantra and the three aspects 
of creation and perfection belonging to the Unsurpassed Tantra (bla-na 
med-paJi rgyud). Therefore, there is no room for contradiction in this 
orderly succession of the vehicle. It is appropriate either to apply the 
name "single vehicle" to all the doctrines subsumed by the buddha 
level, or to apply the names of the individual vehicles to each in particu
lar, because they are the path which brings about progress towards 
all-knowing [enlightenment]. 

Among them, firstly the three outer vehicles of dialectics (mtshan-nyid 
theg-Pa gsum) are called vehicles because they respectively reach the 
~oal of an arhat, a self-centred buddha [whose enlightenment is attained] 
10 the manner of a parrot [i.e. in a group] or in the manner of a 
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rhinoceros [i.e. in solitude], and the eleventh level64 which is called 
Universal Light (Samantaprabha). 

Secondly, the three vehicles of the outer tantras of austere awareness 
(phyi-rgyud dka'-thub rig-pa'i theg-pa-gsum) are vehicles because they 
respectively cause one to reach the level of a Holder of Indestructible 
Reality belonging to Three Enlightened Families (rigs-gsum rdo-rje 'dzin
pa), the level of a Sky-farer belonging to Four Enlightened Families 
(rigs-bzhi mkha'-spyod-pa), and the level of the Bounteous Array of Five 
Enlightened Families (rigs-lnga stug-po bkod-pa, Skt. Ghanavyuha). 

Thirdly, thethreevehiclesofinnertantras of skilful means (nang-rgyud 
thabs-kyi theg-pa gsum) are explained by the word "vehicle" because 
they respectively cause one to reach the level of the Great Mass of 
Rotating Syllables (yi-ge 'khor-lo tshogs-chen), the level of Great Bliss 
(bde-ba chen-po) and the level of Unsurpassed Pristine Cognition (ye-shes 
bla-ma). 

With an intention directed towards this, it is said in the Sutra of the~ 
Descent to Lanka (Ch.2, v.202 and Ch.lO, v.458): 

As long as sentient beings manifest 
There will be no end to the vehicles. 

Therefore, it is said that there are as many approaches to the vehicle 
as accord with the number of thoughts in the mind. 

In the context of this [tradition of ours] also, the higher and lower 
mantra vehicles are proportionately revealed to those of middling and 
highest acumen with an intention directed towards appraising the intel
lects of those requiring training, which are classified into three groups 
of three. In addition, in the fundamental path of each [vehicle] the 
view, meditation, conduct and result are completely explained, one by 
one, but only in the context of the individual capacity of their respective 
paths. Then, the culmination in which intellect and all things have 
ceased is established as the literal truth of the sublime path. 

Furthermore, with regard to this point, the nirvaI).a of the vehicles 
of the pious attendants and self-centred buddhas does not reach the 
culmination except in a merely provisional way. Having actualised the 
result of their own paths, in order that the nirvaI).a of liberation might 
be attained, they are actually gathered in the greater vehicle because, 
starting from then, they are required to enter the greater vehicle. 

In the causal aspect of the greater vehicle, and in the three lower 
classes of tantra, the'definitive order of the result is taught as an enum
eration. However, the distinctive attributes of profound hidden meaning 
[contained] in the path which causes progress toward this result are 
not revealed in them, and the actual result makes a great distinction 
between perfection and imperfection. For these reasons, it is in the 
unsurpassed vehicle that the skilful means is perfectly revealed. All the 
modes of the path and result contained in the lower [vehicles] are 
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fulfilled and gathered in this unsurpassed vehicle because its uncommon 
doctrines are neither included nor represented in those [lower vehicles]. 

However, even within the unsurpassed [vehicle] there are some paths 
of both the creation and perfection [stages] in which the means of 
attainment is no more than an intellectual contrivance. Since the object 
of their attainment becomes compounded, they differ from the vision 
of pristine cognition in an extreme way. This being the case, the Great 
Perfection, where there is no room for contact with intellectually con
trived doctrines, is the uncorrupted pristine cognition, the truth of the 
path subsumed by sublime minds and attained by the power of realisa
tion, which accords with the abiding nature of the truth of reality. This 
is because the unerring reality, which the lower paths reveal through 
many enumerations as still to be actualised, is actually perceived here. 

Because the vehicles, without exception, are gathered in this unsur
passed greater vehicle, it is also explained to be the "vehicle of pristine 
cognition". The Sutra of the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas says: 

Deeply involved in the vehicle of pristine cognition and in 
the greater vehicle, the mind dedicates the merit of those 
fundamental virtues. 

And in the Sutra Requested by the Devaputra Suvikrantacinta (Suvikran
tacintaparipfcchasutra, T 161): 

This vehicle of the greater vehicle, 
The inconceivable vehicle of the buddhas, 
Giving sentient beings a chance, 
Is the unsurpassed greater vehicle. 
Among all the vehicles that there are, 
This is intended to be supreme. 
So it is that, derived from the greater vehicle, 
All vehicles are well classified. 

In the Sublime Seal of Great Realisation ('phags-pa rtogs-chen phyag-rgya, 
T 265)65 it is said: 

Certainly there is only one vehicle. 
It does not exist as two or three. 

And in its commentary: 

[The vehicles] of the pious attendants, self-centred buddhas, 
and the greater vehicle, are revealed in order to discipline 
those who require training by the three vehicles. In reality, 
there is but a single vehicle, the resultant vehicle of the 
indestructible reality. 

And also in the Intermediate Mother: 

Subhuti, there is only one vehicle, 
The unsurpassed vehicle of the buddhas. 
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And in the Sutra of the Descent to Lanka: 

Apart from the single vehicle, no second exists, 
And the third never exists except in the world 
When diverse living beings are trained. 

Thus, on certain occasions such as these, the single vehicle is mentioned. 
None the less, in certain [passages] there are also statements in which 

no limits such as two, three or five [vehicles] and so forth are enumer
ated. As it is said [in the same text, Ch.2, v.203cd and Ch.10, v.445cd]: 

In order to guide the childlike, 
I have explained the different vehicles. 

Or: 

The vehicle of the gods and the vehicle of Brahma ... 

And they are sometimes also said to be countless, for example [in the 
same text, Ch.2, v.202b and Ch.lO, v.458b]: 

As long as the mind manifests .... 

Then, with an intention directed toward the individual who sees the 
unbewildered abiding nature of reality, it is also said that there is no 
vehicle. As the same Surra of the Descent to Lanka (Ch.2, v.202cd and 
Ch.lO, v.458cd) says: 

When the mind becomes transformed 
There is neither vehicle nor mover. 

Therefore, one should know that the statement of an exact, definitive 
order, saying "all such teachings necessarily have this but not that as 
their sole limit" is an indication that the manifestations of the intellect 
have not been turned in the direction of the genuine abiding reality. 

In this [Nyingmapa tradition], for the while, the vehicle is precisely 
enumerated in nine sequences. Accordingly, the Tantra of the Great 
Natural Arising of Awareness says: 

There are siltras and extensive teachings 
And extremely extensive teachings. 
The extremely extensive teachings 
Are the inconceivable eighty-four thousand 

[com ponen ts] , 
An exceedingly vast number, 
Inconceivable and immeasurable, 
Ineffable and most unthinkable. 
The extensive teachings, in the same way)-
Are held to have nine divisions: 
Those of pious attendants and self-centred buddhas, 

And similarly bodhisattvas, 
The Kriya and the Ubhaya 
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And likewise the Yoga vehicles are explained; 
Then the Mahayoga and the Anuyoga 
And likewise the Great Perfection, Atiyoga. 
Explained in nine such divisions 
Is the great teaching of the doctrine. 

So this is the way that the vehicle which disciplines those requiring 
training was proportionately revealed, divided into three groups of 
three for situations involving those of lowest, middling and superior 
acumen. 

It is said in the Great Array of the Highest: 

The doctrines of my teaching 
Were revealed in two stages 
Through greater and lesser distinctions 
Among the intellectual degrees of sentient beings. 
Each has its own view and basic position. 

These respective views are classified into the erroneous and the genuine, 
the latter of which is outlined as follows in the same text: 

The genuine [view] has three stages. 
For those of lesser and greater intellect, 
And likewise for those of middling intellect, 
It is revealed in three stages. 
The three lesser kinds 
Are the doctrines corresponding to the following 

intellects: 
That of the pious attendants for those polluted by ideas, 
That of self-centred buddhas for the perceptive, 
And that of bodhisattvas for those who penetrate ideas. 
As for the teaching given to those of the three middling 

[intellects] , 
The KriyiHantra is for the lowest, 
The Caryatantra is for the low, 
And the Y ogatantra for those endowed with [higher] 

consciousness. 
For those endowed with the three greater degrees [of 

intelligence], ' 
The creation [of Mahayoga] is for those who have 

transcended mind, 
The perfection [of Anuyoga] is for those having the 

essence of mind[-as-such], 
And Great Perfection is for [those intent on] 
That which is supreme and most secret. 



5 Treatises 

[28a.S-41a.6] The definitive order of the treatises which comment on 
the intention [of these transmitted precepts] is explained under three 
headings: characteristic, verbal definition and classification. 

Primarily, for one who is motivated by the thought of composing 
treatises, a mere treatise is characterised as an authoritative doctrine 
set forth in order that the philosophical system of one's own inclination 
might be revealed to others. Some which possess four special attributes 
are characterised as pure treatises, while those lacking any of the four 
special attributes are characterised as ostensible treatises. 

The four special attributes are the attribute of motivation, when a 
composer of undistracted mind is motivated by discriminative awareness 
realised in words and their meaning, and by compassion which desires 
to benefit others; the attribute of expressive words which form refined 
metrical verses; the attribute of the expressed meaning which teaches 
the essential means for those requiring training, who aspire to liberation; 
and the attribute of purposeful composition which has the power [to 
inspire] the attainment of liberation by study of and reflection upon 
those words. The Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.S, 
v.19) says: 

There are some who teach with undistracted mind, 
Referring solely to the Conqueror, the Teacher, 
Conforming to the path which attains to liberation. 
Let them be reverently accepted 
Like the Sage's transmitted precepts. 

Concerning the verbal definition, the [Tibetan] word bstan-bcos [or 
treatise] is derived from [the Sanskrit] sastra, which is a compound of 
sasana, to refine [or instruct], and of traya, to protect. A treatise is so 
called because in its causal aspect it refines the three poisonous conflict
ing emotions into the possession of the three trainings, and in its result
ant aspect it offers protection from the suffering of evil existences and 
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rebirth. In other ~~rds, bec~use it pos~esse~ t~e attribute~ of refinement 
d protection, It IS a treatIse. Such IS SaId In the Ratzonal System of 

an .' 66 
EXposltlOn: 

That which refines the enemies, conflicting emotions, 
without exception, 

And affords protection from rebirth in evil existences, 
Is a treatise, for it has the attributes of refinement and 

protection. 
Treatises having both these attributes do not exist in 

other traditions. 

The treatises are classified in six ways according to: (1) the standard 
of their composition, (2) the purpose of their composition, (3) their 
individual composers, (4) the manner of their composition, (S) the 
transmitted precepts which they explain, and (6) the meaning which 
they express. 

TREATISES ACCORDING TO THE STANDARD OF COMPOSITION 

Firstly, when classified according to the standard of their composition, 
there are four kinds of treatise. As the Binding of the Chapters of the 
Gathering of the Sugatas (bde-'dus-kyi sa-gcod tshoms-kyi chings) says: 

One should know that there are four kinds of treatise: The 
meaningless, the low in meaning, the erroneous, and the 
meaningful. 

The meaningless [treatises] are exemplified by a treatise on dentistry 
~or crows (~akadantaparfk$asastra),67 those which are low in meaning 

y t~e treatIses of the four common sciences, the erroneous by the 
~reatIses of the eternalistic extremists who are Outsiders, and the mean
Ingful by the treatises of the inner science of the Buddhists. 

[oihen,. in the Yogacara Lez:el (Yogacarabhami, T 403S), nine kinds 
treatIse] are explained: 

The meaningless, erroneous and the meaningful; 
The hypocritical, the merciless and those which renounce 

suffering; 

~hose devoted to worldly study, polemics and attainment: 
hese are the nine kinds of treatise. 

When divid d . 
of ea h e Into these three groups of three, the first two members 
lllel11~ group are ostensible treatises of low standard, while the last 

er of each group is a genuine treatise of high standard. 
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TREATISES ACCORDING TO THE PURPOSE OF COMPOSITION 

Secondly, when classified according to the purpose of their composition, 
there are three sorts of treatise: those which summarise the vast meaning 
of the transmitted precepts, those which rectify disorder [concerning 
the doctrine], and those which disclose profundity. Basic examples of 
these three are respectively the Compendium of the Abhidharma 
(Abhidharmasamuccaya, T 4049), the Root Sutra of the Vinaya (Vinaya
mulasutra, T 4117), and the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle. 

TREATISES ACCORDING TO THEIR INDIVIDUAL COMPOSERS 

Thirdly, when classified according to their individual composers, there 
are five kinds. The treatises composed upon the teaching given by 
perfect buddhas are exemplified by the Five Transmissions of the Gather
ing of the Sugatas (bde-'dus-kyi lung-Inga) , which were composed by 
Vajradharma,68 and the Five Doctrines of Maitreya (byams-chos sde-Inga). 

The treatises composed upon the teaching given by arhats are 
exemplified by the Seven Sections of the Abhidharma (mngon-pa sde
bdun). Concerning the Seven Sections, the Commentaries on the Treasury 
of the Abhidharma (A bhidharmakosabhiisya )69 says: 

It is reported that the Components of the Doctrine 
(Dharmaskandha) is by Sariputra, 

The Treatise on Description (Prajiiaptisiistra) is by 
Ma udgalyayana, 

The Body of the Elemental Bases (Dhiitukiiya) 
is by purl).a, 

The Body of Consciousness (Vijiiiinakiiya) is by 
Devasarman, 

The Entrance to Knowledge (Jiiiinaprasthiina) is by 
Katyayanaputra, 

The Dissertation (Prakara1Japiida) is by Vasumitra, 
And the Enumeration of Classes (San:zgftiparyiiya) is by 

Mahakau~thila. 70 

According to the tradition of the Vaibha~ika, since the teachings given 
in fragments by the Teacher in different places and times to different 
individuals were compiled by the likes of Sariputra, they are transmitted 
precepts similar to the Collection of Meaningful Expression. Therefore, 
they say that the Treasury of Detailed Exposition (Vibhii~iikosa) is earliest 
among the commentaries. According to the Sautrantika; however, the 
Seven Sections of the Abhidharma were formulated by ordinary pious 
attendants. They hold the compilation of these words of the Teacher 
by arhats to be an ill rumour and say therefore that the Seven Sections 
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are earliest among the commentaries. But this is doubtful for the follow
ing reason: Just as there is a distinct Abhidharmapitaka in the greater 
vehicle, so also the pious attendants must have had one, and the doubt 
arises that there is surely no reason for [the pious attendants] to have 
had the other two pitaka in their separate volumes but not the 
Abhidharma. Hence, the tradition of the Vaibha~ika would seem to be 
correct. 

Supreme scholars say that the great master Vasubandhu71 maintained 
the Sautrantika view and therefore held these [Seven Sections] to be 
basic examples of treatises composed by arhats. Elsewhere, there are 
some who talk meaninglessly, saying the Seven Sections are not transmit
ted precepts because they cont~in many errors, and that rather they 
were composed by the likes of Sariputra. Such talk would seem to be 
extremely foolish, for if such great arhats as the Supreme Pair [Sariputra 
and Maudgalyayana] who had been produced by the Teacher himself, 
through his emanational power, had misinterpreted the transmitted 
precepts, there would be no referential basis for recognising any genuine 
witness [to the Buddha's teaching] because the genuine witness would 
have all but come to an end. And if even the arhats had not seen the 
truth, it is implicit that there would have been no individual who saw 
the truth in the tradition of the pious attendants. 

Furthermore, the treatises composed upon the teaching given by 
sublime bodhisattvas are exemplified by the extensive treatises of the 
Five Sections of the Levels,72 and the abbreviated treatises known as the 
Two Summations, namely, the Compendium of the Abhidharma and the 
Collection of the Greater Vehicle (Mahiiyiinasan:zgraha, T 4048), all of 
which were composed by the sublime Asailga who was abiding on the 
third level. 73 

The treatises which were composed after prophetic declarations had 
been obtained from the meditational deities are exemplified by Dig
naga's74 Compendium of Valid Cognition (Pramii1Jasamuccaya, T 4203) 
and the Seven Treasuries of the Scriptures (gsung-rab mdzod-bdun) by the 
great all-knowing Longcen Rapjampa. 

The treatises which were composed by ordinary learned panditas to 
advocate their own philosophical systems and to reject the wro~g ideas 
of others are exemplified by the Eight Dissertations (Astaprakarana/5 
composed by the best of scholars Vasubandhu. .. . 

Therefore, when the tr~atises are classified according to the individu
als who composed them, they are gathered into these five divisions. 

TREATISES ACCORDING TO THE MANNER OF THEIR COMPOSITION 

FOUrth, when treatises are classified according to the manner of their 
composition, they fall into two categories: those which are labelled as 
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commentaries on the transmitted precepts themselves, and those which 
are composed independently on the meaning of the transmitted pre
cepts. 

The former treatises are also of four kinds. Those which establish 
both word and meaning in detail are the extensive commentaries such 
as the Commentary on the Priitimok~a Satra in Fifty Sections 
(Priitimok~asatratfka, T 4106), and the great commentary on the 
Kalacakra Tantra entitled the Taintless Light (Vimalaprabha, T 845). 
Those which explain the words in conjunction with annotations are 
verbal commentaries such as the Commentary on the Collection of Mean
ingful Expressions (Udanavargavrtti, T 4100), and the Commentary on 
the Secret Nucleus entitled Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions (snying
'grel phyogs-bcu mun-sel). Those which disclose points which are hard 
to understand are the commentaries on difficulties such as the Comment
ary on the Verse Summation of the Transcendental Perfection of Discriminat
ive Awareness (Saficayagiithapafijika, T 3798 or T 3792). And those 
which subsume and establish the primary meaning are the commentaries 
of summarised meaning such as Vimalamitra's Condensed Commentary 
on the Secret Nucleus (GuhyagarbhapirJejartha, P 4755), and the Chapter
less Commentary on the Supplementary Magical Net (le-Iag-gi sa-rna 'grel) 
by the great Rongzompa. 

The latter category of treatises composed independently on the mean
ing of the transmitted precepts are of three kinds. Those which com
pletely teach the meaning of one transmitted precept are exemplified 
by the Root Sutra of the Vinaya, the Ornament of Emergent Realisation 
(Abhisamayala1?lkara, T 3786), and Buddhaguhya's Sequence of the Path 
of the Magical Net. Those which teach the meaning of a fragmentary 
transmitted precept are exemplified by the Stanzas on the Novitiate 
(Sramanerakarika, T 4124). And those which teach the meaning of 
many transmitted precepts are exemplified by Santideva's76 Com
pendium of Lessons (Sik~asamuccaya, T 3939-40) and the all-knowing 
Jikme Lingpa's77 Precious Treasury of Enlightened Attributes (yon-tan 
mdzod). 

TREATISES ACCORDING TO THE TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS THEY 

EXPLAIN 

Fifth, when classified according to the transmitted precepts which they 
explain, those treatises which comment on the transmitted precepts as 
a whole include commentaries on their verbal structure such as the 
grammatical treatises of the Kalapasutra (T 4282) and"the Grammar of 
Candragomin (CandravyakararJa, T 4269), and Gommentaries on their 
meaning such as the Seven Sections of Valid Cognition [by Dharmaklrtif8 
and the Sutra [i.e. the Compendium of Valid Cognition by Dignaga]. 
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Then, there are those which comment on the intention of the different 
particular promulgations of the transmitted precepts. Commentaries 
on the intention of the first promulgation of the doctrinal wheel are 
divided into those which establish the view, those which establish con
duct and those which establish the integration of view and conduct. 

The first [those which establish the view] are exemplified by the 
Treasury of the Abhidharma. After an introduction which gives the de
finitive order of the body [of the text], the first of its eight chapters 
teaches the objects of perception, the components, psychophysical 
bases and activity fields. The second teaches the nature of the sense organs 
and the manner in which things that are compounded arise, along with 
their causal basis, conditions and results. The third teaches the truth 
of origination of the world, the container and its contents, [which 
experience] the truth of suffering. The fourth teaches of [world-forming] 
deeds, and the fifth the definitive order of the conflicting emotions. 
The sixth, teaching of paths and individuals, reveals how the path is 
experientially cultivated. The seventh reveals the manner in which 
complete knowledge of the result is attained; and the eighth teaches 
the definitive order of the concentrative absorptions and so forth, be
cause they are necessary to support the truth of the path which is the 
antidote expounded previously in the sixth chapter. 

Secondly, those commentaries which teach the aspect of conduct are 
exemplified by the Root Sutra of the Vinaya. This text details the seven
teen pada [of the Vinayavastu, T 1], the first of which teaches the 
ordination of a renunciate (pravrajya). Thereafter, based on the sixteen 
remaining pada and the Two Analyses [of the Vows of Monks and Nuns 
- Bhik~uvibhanga, T 3 and Bhik~urJfvibhanga, T 5], it explains the 
Vinaya instructions of the Supreme Text (Vinaya-uttaragrantha, T 7), 
the Analyses, and so forth, with suitable excerpts from the chapters of 
the Minor Transmissions. These commentaries are also exemplified by 
the Flower Garland o/the Vinaya (Vinayapu$pamala, T 4123) which, 
based on the Analyses, explains the Vinaya in conjunction with various 
other quotations. 

Thirdly, those commentaries which teach the integration of view and 
~onduct are exemplified by the Great Treasury of Detailed Exposition, 
III which it is the meaning of the philosophy of the Vaibhasika that is 
explained in detail. This text is said to have been composed in the time 
of Upagupta

79 
by all the arhats in common, and there are also some 

~?o hold it to be the work of Yasal)., Sarvakamin and others. The 
Ibetans have confused these two reports, claiming that it was composed 

b~ five hundred arhats such as Sarvakamin and Kubjita at the Narttaka 
Vlhara in the Northern Vindhya Mountains. Actually, it would seem 
correct to say that the words of these arhats were transmitted by the 
elders (sthavira) from ear to ear in one continuous arrangement and 
later written down. ' 
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Again, the commentaries on the intention of the intermediate promul
gation of the doctrinal wheel are also divided into treatises which estab
lish the view, those which establish conduct and those which establish 
the integration of view and conduct. 

First, [those which establish the view] are exemplified by Nagar
juna's80 Collection of Madhyamaka Reasoning (dbu-ma rigs-tshogs). There 
are four such collections of reasoning which refute the elaborate ex
tremes that others seek to prove, namely, the Root Stanzas on the 
Madhyamaka entitled Discriminative Awareness (Prajiianamamula
madhyamakakarika, T 3824), the Sixty Verses on Reason (Yukti~aHika, 
T 3825), the Seventy Verses on Emptiness (Sunyatasaptati, T 3827), and 
the Refutation of Disputed Topics (Vigrahavyavartanf, T 3828). Then, 
with the inclusion of the Technique of Pulverisation (Vaidalyasutra, T 
3826), a collection of reasons which refute the arguments of sophists, 
there are reputed to be five collections of reasoning; or six with the 
further addition of the Vindication of Conventional Truth (Vyavaharasid
dhi) which teaches that, although ultimately there is no substantial 
existence, conventions are valid with reference to relative appearances. 
None the less, according to the intention ofthe Clearly Worded Comment
ary, the enumeration of five collections of reasoning is said to be 
correct. 81 

Secondly, those commentaries which teach conduct are exemplified 
by the Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva (Bodhisattvacaryava
tara, T 3871) by Santideva. This text teaches in ten chapters: the 
beneficial attributes of the enlightened mind; the importance of the 
repentance of sins; the seizing of the enlightened mind; vigilance with 
respect to [the enlightened mind]; the guarding of awareness of the 
present; [the transcendental perfections of] patience; perseverance; 
meditation; and discriminative awareness; and the dedication of merit. 

Thirdly, those commentaries which teach the integration of view and 
conduct are exemplified by the Ornament of Emergent Realisation. This 
text affirms (Ch.1, v.4) that: 

The transcendental perfection of discriminative 
awareness 

Is correctly explained through eight topics. 

Accordingly, the eight topics are the three concerned with the entry into 
objective understanding [namely, understanding all aspects of omnis
cience - rnam-mkhyen, Skt. sarvakarajiulna; the understanding of the path 
_ lam-shes-nyid, Skt. margajiiata; and understanding all bases of omni
science - thams-cad shes-pa-nyid, Skt. sarvajiiata]; the four concerned with 
the entry into the properties of the doctrine [namely, manifestly realizing 
all aspects of omniscience - rnam-kun mngon-rdzogs rtogs-pa, Skt. sar
vakarabhisambodha; the reaching of the summit of existence - rtse-mor 
phyin-pa, Skt. murdhabhisamaya; the culmination of sarpsara - mthar-
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gyis-pa, Skt. anupurvabhisamaya; and the instantaneous perfect en
lightenment - skad-cig-ma-gcig-gis mngon-rdzogs byang-chub-paJi sbyor
ba, Skt. ekak~ar;abhisamaya]; and the buddha-body of reality (chos-sku, 
Skt. dharmakaya) which is the result of these entrances. These eight 
topics are established through seventy points. 

Then, the commentaries on the intention of the final transmitted pre
cepts, the third promulgation of the doctrinal wheel, are also divided 
into treatises which establish the view, those which establish conduct 
and those which establish the integration of view and conduct. 

First, [those which establish the view] are exemplified by the Supreme 
Continuum of the Greater Vehicle and the Two Analyses [the Analysis of 
the Middle and Extremes, Skt. Madhyantavibhanga, T 4021, and the 
Analysis of Phenomena and Reality, Skt. Dharmadharmatavibhanga, 
T 4022]. In the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.1, v.1), 
it is stated that: 

Buddha, doctrine, community, seed and enlightenment, 
Enlightened attributes and finally activities of the 

Buddha: 
The body of this entire treatise when condensed 
Consists of these seven topics of indestructible reality. 

Accordingly, this text establishes seven topics: the Three Precious 
Jewels, their causal basis or seed which is the nucleus of the tathagata 
(tathagatagarbha), its result which consists of enlightenment, the sixty
four enlightened attributes, and the enlightened activities of the buddhas. 
The Analysis of the Middle and Extremes dispels the extremes of existence 
and non-existence, or of eternalism and nihilism, and then teaches the 
~iddle path. The Analysis of Phenomena and Reality teaches the distinct
Hons between the apparitional reality or phenomena of samsara and 
t~e reality of nirva1).a. 82 In this way, these two are analyti~al te~ts or 
vzbhanga. 

Secondly, those commentaries which teach conduct are exemplified 
by the Twenty Verses on the Bodhisattva Vow (Bodhisattvasam
varavirrzsaka, T 4081). This text establishes the four root downfal"ts 
and forty-six transgressions which confront a bodhisattva of average 
ability. 

Thirdly, those which teach the integration of view and conduct are 
exemplified by the Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater Vehicle. Its 
twenty-one chapters, beginning with the "Proof of the Transmitted 
~r~cepts of t?e Greater .vehicle" (Mahay~nasiddhyadhikara), establish 
[ hIS mtegratIOn] accordmg to ten categones such as [the gradation of] 
the families (gotra) , volition with respect to the doctrine (dharma
Paryegya) and so on. 
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Similarly, with reference to the Fourth PiTaka, or the PiTaka of the 
Awareness-holders, also, there are treatises which comment on the 
intention of the four or six classes of tantra. For example, the master 
Padmasambhava's Garland of Views: A Collection of Esoteric Instructions 
and Kawa Peltsek's83 Seventeenfold Appearance of the Sequence of the 
View are representative of those which teach the view. LIlavajra's Clarifi
cation of Commitments (Samayavivyakti, P 4744) exemplifies those which 
teach conduct, and the master Buddhaguhya's Sequence of the Path of 
the Magical Net84 exemplifies those which teach the integration of view 
and conduct. 

TREATISES ACCORDING TO THE MEANING THEY EXPRESS 

Sixth when the treatises are classified according to the meaning they 
expre~s, there are those which teach quantitatively, th~s~ wh~ch te~ch 
qualitatively, and those which teach the means for attammg lIberation 
and omniscience. 

6 Quantitative Treatises 

The treatises which teach quantitatively are both common and uncom
mon. 

COMMON QUANTITATIVE TREATISES 

The common sort are exemplified by the treatise on worldly behaviour 
entitled the Point of Human Sustenance (Nftisastrajantupo~a7Jabindu, 

T 4330) and CaJ)akya's85 Treatise on the Behaviour of Kings 
(Ca7Jakyarajanftisastra, T 4334). Although these are actually the causal 
bases for birth in the higher realms [of gods and humans], one may 
still proceed through them to [a rebirth which is] receptive to liberation. 
It is said in the Hundred Verses on Discriminative Awareness (Prajiia
satakanamaprakara7Ja, T 4328): 

If human traditions are well practised, 
Progress to the god realms is not far distant. 
If one ascends the stairway of the gods and men, 
One is close to liberation. 

The common treatises also include the eight subjects of scrutiny, con
cerning which [Rongzompa]86 says: 

These are the scrutiny of precious gems, land, 
Garments, trees, horses, elephants, men and women. 

UNCOMMON QUANTITATIVE TREATISES 

The Outer Sciences 

[34?2-40b.4] The uncommon sort of [quantitative] treatises are those 
whIch emphatically establish the first four sciences. In the Sutra Repaid 
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with Gratitude (thabs-mkhas-pa chen-po sangs-rgyas drin-Ian bsab-pa'i 
mdo, T 353) it is said: 

If a bodhisattva does not study the five sciences, he can 
never obtain all-knowing pristine cognition in the unsurpas
sed, genuine and perfect enlightenment. This being the case, 
in order to obtain unsurpassed enlightenment, the five sci
ences should be studied. 

And in the Yogacara Level: 

If one were to ask what are the five sciences, they are as 
follows: the sciences of medicine, logic, grammar and ar
tistic crafts, in addition to the inner science [of Buddhism]. 

The necessity of training in the first four of these sciences is also 
mentioned by the regent Ajita [Maitreya, in the Ornament of the SLltras 
of the Greater Vehicle, Ch. 11, v. 60c]: 

In this way they eradicate [the faults] of others 
And bring them into the fold. 

Thus grammar and logic are the two sciences which respectively eradi
cate wrong understanding in the words and meaning of others, while 
art and medicine are the two which respectively bring into the fold 
seekers of many useful skills in general, and the advantage of sound 
heal th in particular. 

The Arts 

Since the arts gather within them the other three, it is opportune first 
to explain the science of the arts. If one were to wonder how this 
gathering comes about, then it has been said: 

Through emphasising the body, the speech or neither, 
The arts are divided into those of body, of speech and of 

mind. 

Accordingly, those emphasising movements of the body and expressions 
of speech, which are related to the mind, are assigned to the arts of 
body and speech, while those in which the mind refers to thought 
alone, unrelated to those two, are called the arts of the mind. For this 
reason, the arts contain infinite means of attaining many useful skills 
such as the sixty-four crafts explained in the commentaries on the Scam 
of Extensive Play (Lalitavistarasfitra, T 95) and the Minor Transmissions, 
the thirty designated arts, the eighteen appendages of music such as 
dancing and drama, the seven harmonious tones beginning with the 
middle tone and the tone of the sages, and the nine dramatic airs such 
as erotic grace - all of which are explained in the Mahavyutpatti 
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(T 4~46);~7 t~e eighteen artistic techniques explained in the sutras; and 
the eIght subjects of scrutiny. 

Supreme .among the arts of the body, in particular, are the methods 
of constuctmg the receptacles and contents which represent the 
Tathagata's body, speech and mind [i.e. images, books and stlipas]. 
Supreme among the arts of speech are the songs of praise in the form 
of offerings to the conquerors, and supreme among the arts of the mind 
are the extraordinary aspects of discriminative awareness88 produced 
by processes of thought such as study, reflection and meditation. The 
textual traditi?n .which teaches these art forms comprises the Slltra 
Requested by Sarzputra (Sariputra$?aka, P 5812), scriptures such as the 
Kala~akra Tantra (T 3621 and the Emergence of Cakrasarrlvara (Srf
mahasarrzvarodayatantraraja, T 373), along with their commentaries 
the. Notebook on Iconomeuy (Prqtibimbamanalak~a7.zanama, T 4316) 
whIch was composed by the r~i Atreya, the Alchemical Transmutation 
into Gold (Rasayanasastroddhrti, T 4314) and other such artistic treatises. 

Medicine 

The second of the sCienc.es, medicine, is exemplified by Yutokpa's 
Co.mmentary on the Intentwn of the Four Glorious Tamras of Aledical 
SCIence. (dpal-ldan rgyud-bzhi'i dgongs-pa bkral-pa, SP Vol. 72). 89 The 
Exegetzcal Tantra on the Eight Divisions of Medicine ryan-lag bshad-rgyud, 
the second of the Four Tantras] says: 

In order to maintain health and heal sickness in the 
human body, 

Superior a~ong the ~ix classes of living creature~, 
And to attam longevIty, the wealth of the doctrine and 

happiness, 

The topics of medical science, when condensed 
Are explained under these four headings: ' 
That which is to be healed and the remedy which heals 
The mode of healing and the healer. ' 

~cc~rdingly, that which is to be healed includes the disease and the 
lllv~hd, the remedy which heals includes regimen, medication and diag
~OSIS, the ~odes of healing or therapy include the prolonging of life 
h
ree 

from dIsease and the healing of sickness when it occurs and the 
ealer includes the doctor and the nurses. These are also s~bsumed 

and taught in S- , E· h D· .. h d . ura s Ig t IVIswns of Medical Science [Astanga-
r ayasarrzhua, T 4310 by Vagbhata].9o .. 

Grammar 

The third f th . '. g . 0 e SCIences, grammar, IS exemplIfied by the eight great 
rammatical sl1tras which, as explained in the Cornmentary of Panini 
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(Par;inivyakarar;asutra, T 4420), were known in India, or, in particular, 
by the treatises and instructions of the Kalapasutra and the Grammar 
of Can drago min which are known here in Tibet like the sun and moon. 

The common purpose of grammar is [the utilisation of] nouns, words 
and syllables. As the Ornamental Flower of Speech (smra-ba rgyan-gyi 
me-tog) says: 

The support for the teaching of both 
The essence alone and its distinctive attributes 
Comprises nouns, words and syllables. 

Then, the distinctive meaning [ of grammar] is stated in the Clear Nucleus 
Grammar (brda'-sprod snying-po gsal-ba): 

Natural stems, affixation and morphological changes 
Are the concepts to be expressed in grammatical texts. 

Now, the basis on which various morphological changes (rnam-'gyttr) 
are made by means of affixation (rkyen) is the natural stem (rang-bzhin). 
And when it is classified: 

There are natural roots and nouns among which 
The former contains the meaning of the verb. 
[The latter] comprises the three genders, 
With final vowels and consonants. 

Both of these natural grammatical forms [roots and nouns] are subject 
to affixation or the adjuncts of grammar which cause nouns, words and 
phrases to be appropriately formed. There are in this respect seven 
kinds of affixation through which the root takes form as gender, the 
root takes form as an inflected word, the root takes form as a root, 
gender takes form as gender, nominal stems take form as nominal 
stems, gender takes form as a root, and gender takes form as an inflected 
word. Among them, the second and seventh [through which the root 
takes form as an inflected word and gender takes form as an inflected 
wordt l together are the common substratum (samanadhikarar;a) of 
affixation and the declensions (vibhakti). Tense and meaning are dif
ferentiated by means of the second kind of inflection through which 
roots endowed with tense-affixes (ti-adi) take form as words. Mor
phological change therefore includes strengthening and elision which 
result from the conjunction of natural stems and inflections, or of the 
interconnecting syllables. As the great Pang Lotsawa [Lodro Tenpa] 
has said: 

Strengthening and elision are morphological changes 
Which occur by conjunction of natural stems and affixes, 
Or by conjunction of the syllables alone. 

Furthermore, the basic paradigms are revealed by the rules for euphonic 
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conjunction (sandhi), the tables of nouns, the rules for syllabic quantity 
(vrtta) and so forth, while their branches include the paradigms of the 
verbal roots, prepositional prefixes (upasarga) and suffixes (ur;adi).92 

Dignaga 

Logic 

The fourth of the sciences, logic, is explained according to eight cate
gories of dialectics. As the Compendium of Valid Cognition (Prama-
1Jasamuccayavrtti, T 4204, Ch.l, v.2) says: 

Direct perception and inference, 
Along with their invalid forms, 
Are for one's own understanding. 
Proof and refutation 
Along with their invalid forms 
Cause others to understand. 93 

In this way, each of the four - direct perception, inference, formal 
argument and reductio ad absurdum - is ascertained to have both valid 
and invalid forms, [making eight categories]. When they are condensed, 
they are gathered under two headings: the means of comprehending 
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that which is to be appraised by oneself, and the means of communicat
ing that comprehension to others. 

Now since the same text says: 

The characteristic is one of infallible knowledge94 

logic is characteristically said to be reason which is infallible with 
respect to the objects of one's own experience as they newly arise. 
Therefore, it establishes an epistemic standard for making appraisals, 
in the manner of a measuring container or a scale-balance. There are 
three kinds of objects to be appraised, namely, the directly evident, 
the indirectly evident, and the indirectly evident to an extreme degree. 
As for their means of appraisal: There are three kinds of direct percep
tions for appraising directly evident objects, namely, the direct percep
tion of the sense organs, the direct perception of intrinsic awareness, ' 
and the direct perception of yoga. There are three logical axioms of 
implicit inference for the appraisal and proof of the indirectly evident 
objects, namely, the axiom of the result, the axiom of identity and the 
axiom of absence of the objective referent. 95 The axiom concerning 
those objects of appraisal which are indirectly evident to an extreme 
degree necessarily relies on scriptural authority of which the purity is 
established by three types of scrutiny, for it is not proven by the [other] 
two kinds of axiom - direct perception and implicit inference. 

The treatises of logic are exemplified by the Sutra of Valid Cognition 
which was composed by the master Dignaga, and the commentaries 
on its intention, the Seven Sections of Valid Cognition, which were 
composed by the glorious Dharmaklrti. Among them, the dissertations 
(prakararJ,a) of the Seven Sections include three treatises which are com
parable to the main body [of the Sutra] , namely, the extensive Exposition 
of Valid Cognition, the intermediate Ascertainment of Valid Cognition 
(PramarJ,aviniscaya, T 4211), and the condensed Point of Reason (Nya
yabindu, T 4212). And they also include four treatises which proceed 
from them, comparable to the separate limbs, namely, the Point of the 
Axioms (Hetubindu, T 4213) and the Inquiry into Relations (Sam ban
dhaparfk~a, T 4214), which proceed from [the topic] concerning infer
ence for one's own sake; and the Proof of Other Minds (Salfltanantarasid
dhi, T 4219) and the Reasoning of Polemics (Vadanyaya, T 4218), which 
proceed from [the topic] concerning inference for others' sake. 

Again, there are certain great scholars who say that the logical treatises 
are treatises of the inner science [of the true doctrine] because they 
belong to the Abhidharmapitaka, but this would appear to be incor
rect. 96 We think as much because in many sources statements are found 
resembling the following quotation from the Compendium of Valid Cog
nition (Ch.6): 

By means of the true expression of logic and of objects which 
are to be appraised, the tenets of the extremists are [seen to 
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be] without essence. This [treatise] has been composed in 
order to oppose those who cling to their view . Yet <: h· . . , lor t IS 
very reason, It IS not concerned with providing an entrance 
to the ~athagata's teaching; for his doctrine is not an object 
of SophIstry. 

And also [PramarJ,asamuccayakarika, T 4203, Ch.6]: 

The idea that one is lead to reality 
By the path of sophistry 
Is very remote from the teaching of the Sage. 

Dharmakfrti 
Minor Sciences 

[38aA-40b.4] Th . . . 
nated as branches ~r; ~t1l1 remam. fi:e mmor sciences which are desig
been said: eIther the artIstIc or the grammatical sciences. It has 

As for the quintet of astrology, poetics, 
Prosody, synonymics and drama 
Their reputa~ion in India as the "five sciences" 
Resounded lIke a banner in the wind. 
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Astrology 

Among these five, concerning astrology: There are ten planets demarcat
ing celestial longitude, along with the moving band of constellations and 
lunar mansions97 with reference to the objective basis [of space], and the 
years, months, days, and two-hour periods98 with reference to time, on 
which basis celestial longitude is determined. Astrology is a procedure 
for correctly determining the degrees of celestial longitude demarcated by 
these [planets and constellations] and their quarterly aspects (rkang-pa). 
As a direct result of this, with reference to their cyclical motion, the cal
culations of the ascendent conjunctions in the sky are explained along 
with the calendrical cycle of the four seasons on earth, the rising and set
ting of the planets through their respective aspects, the eclipsing of the sun 
and moon through orbital direction, and the fading and rising of malign 
circumstances which occur in accordance with the respective celestial 
longitudes [of the planets and constellations]. 

When abbreviated, astrology is gathered under the two headings of 
that which is to be calculated and the calculation. Such are the astrolo
gical treatises which follow the Commentary on the Kalacakra Tantra, 
the Commentary on the Four Seats (Catu~pfthatantrarajasmrtinibandha, 
T 1607), and other such uncommon treatises of the Teacher's [doctrine], 
as well as those treatises which are held in common with the Outsiders, 
including the Astrological Treatise entitled Martial Conquest (Yud
dhajayanamatantrarajasvarodaya, T 4322). 

Other than astrology, the science of elemental divination or geomancy 
(' byung-rtsis) , also known as Chinese divination because it originated 
from China, is very necessary for the scrutiny of individual awareness. 
Among the cycle of texts concerning the five elements, which are the 
object of the calculation, there are two sets of techniques - those con
cerning the natural basic calculation, and those concerned with the 
appearances bewildered by ignorance which are subsumed within four 
kaptse or diagrams. The latter depict the discrete entities of the elements, 
the objective appearances, the acting intellect and the grasping mind. 
The method of calculation comprises nine topics: 

Bases (khams), years, numbers (sme-ba) and trigrams 
(spar-kha) ,99 

Months, days, two-hour periods, planets and stars. 

The treatises which explain elemental divination are mentioned in the 
tantras, and would appear to be taught in their esoteric instructions 
such as the Mother and Son of the Clarifying Lamp (gsal-sgron ma-bu).lOO 

Poetics 

The treatises of poetics are exemplified by the Mirror of Poetics 
(Kavyadarsa, T 4301) of Da1).<;lin,101 an exegesis which, in two special 
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topics, subsumes the techniques throu h h' h 
formed the meaning desired in all poeti~al w IC t?e masters of the past 
that body of verse prose and m' d expreSSIOns, and embellished 

, Ixe verse and prose I th M' 
Poetics(Ch.l,vv.lO-llab)itsays: . n e zrrorof 

They excellently reveal the body 
And also the ornaments of poetics. 
The body is the string of words 
Determining the desired meaning' 
It consists both of verse and pros~ 
Or of a blend of verse and prose. 

And (Ch.2, v.lab): 

The features which embellish poetry 
Are well expressed as ornaments. 

Accordin,gly, ,when classified, these ornaments include th 
sort, whIch IS divided b h ' , e uncommon 
darbha] 102 and th etween t e ~radItIOnS [of GaU(;ia and Vai-

, e common sort whIch consist f h' fi 
ments of sense (arthalamkara) 'h sot Irty- Ive orna-
brjod-pa), simile (dpe) an'd meta s~c as natural description (rang-bzhin 
(sabdala1?lkara) of which it is s~d~r (gzugs), and of phonetic ornaments 

There a~e many such enumerations 
Of preCIse composition which are hard to execute 
Such as al1iteration and geometric poetrv 103 ' 

Assonance and so forth. ~ , 

And there are sixteen orna f' " 
prahelika). ments 0 emgmatic mnuendo (gab-tshig, Skt. 

Prosody 

The treatises of pro sod ' 
(C~andoratnakara, T X 3a;;_~~e~p~fied by the f~re~io_us S ouree of Prosody 
whIch in general is the b ' ~o t e mast~r Santlpa [Ratnakarasanti], 
those who, followin thea~s uor ~ny metncal composition. There are 
SK Vol 5) which g 0 ectzon of Prosody (sdeb-sbyor-gyi tshoms 
disagre~ with th ~s c?mposed by the doctrine master Sakya Pandita 104 

CUt the flow of e reczo~s,Sou:ce, claiming that Sakya Pandita d~es ~ot 
h ' cOmpOSItIOn mto pada . I I' " 

t mk the intentions [ f h or metnca meso However I 
th M' 0 t e two works] do agre b ". ' 

e zrror of Poetics (Ch 1 80 e, ecause It IS saId in 
. ,VV. -1): 

When there are rna 
The t' ,ny compounded expressions, 
E ~xt IS sus tamed by passages of prose 

ven m verse with th ' . 
Thi " e eXCeptIOn of the southerners 105 

, S Custom alone IS observed: ' 
WItness the heavy and light syllables, 
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The varying number of syllables, 
The undulations in form, 
I ts expression and so forth. 

Such an arrangement would appear to be a basis for investigation for 
those who have said that no such thing has been mentioned in this text 
on poetics [Mirror of Poetics], and it is clearly necessary to explain that 
the teaching in the Precious Source refers to the prosody of verse alone. 

With reference to this text [Precious Source], verse is the basis of any 
metrical composition. When classified it consists of rules concerning 
syllabic quantity (vrtta) and metrical feet[jati, groups of morae]. As 
the text says [cf. Mirror of Poetics, Ch.l, v.llcd]: 

These four pada [i.e. lines] of verse 
Are classified according to syllabic quantities 
Or in metrical feet. 
Vrtta is the counting of syllables, 
And jati is the counting of morae. 

Syllabic quantities are of three types: those in which the syllables form 
lines of equal length, those which form semi-equal lines, and those 
which form unequal lines. Metrical feet, on the other hand, form the 
arya or sublime metre, the matra or morae metres, and lines of equal feet. 

Synonymics 

The treatises of synonymics are exemplified by the Treasury of 
AmarasirtZha (Amarakosa, T 4299). This text contains homonyms such 
as the [Sanskrit] word go, and synonyms such as the epithets for the 
sun which include "green-horsed", "hot-rayed" and more than a 
hundred others. As the text says: 

There are single words conveying many meanings, 
clearly expressed. 

The very word go has ten such meanings, 
Including: a topic for discussion, light rays and 

cattle. 
There are also many words conveying a single 

meaning: 
The sun itself is known as "green-horsed" and 

"hot-rayed" , 
And as "gem of the sky", "friend of the lotus", and 

so on. 

Drama 

The treatises on drama are exemplified by the Dramatical Treatise 
(Natyasastra) of Bharata and the Utter Delight of the Nagas (Naganan-
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danamanataka~ T 4154). Drama means that certain works of verse 
prose and a mIxture of ~erse and prose are presented in a blend of th~ 
four langu~ges [Sansknt, Prakrit, PaisacI, and Apabhra11lsa]. These 
~orks ~lso mcl~de five ~equences of dramatic juncture (sandhi) begin
mng WIth th~ mtroduc~lOn, a.lon.g with four dramatic manners (vrti) 
such as t~e dIa~og.ue, WIth theIr SIxteen aspects such as the elucidation 
(pra~ocana). WIthm these, there are interwoven [dramatic features] in
cludmg t~e seven harmonious tones, the thirty-six characteristics such 
as embellIshment and abbreviation and artistI'C sk'll h f d d - ' I S suc as grace ul 
song a~ . ance (lasya), the wearing of garlands, and aspects of othe 
dramatIc Junctures. r 
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QUALITATIVE TREATISES 

[40b.4] The treatises which teach qualitatively are exemplified by thos( 
of Madhyamaka which emphatically establish the two kinds of selfless 
ness [of individuals and phenomena]. 

TREATISES TEACHING LIBERATION AND OMNISCIENCE 

[40b.5-41a.6] The treatises which teach the means of attaining libera
tion and omniscience are exemplified by the Bodhisattva Level 
(Bodhisattvabhumi, T 4037) and the Introduction to the Conduct of a 
Bodhisattva. If one were to wonder what sort of character the masters 
who compose such treatises have, the superior type includes masters 
who perceive the truth of reality, such as the glorious lord Nagarjuna 
and the sublime Asanga. The middling type includes masters, such as 
Dignaga and Candragomin,106 to whom permission has been actually 
granted by the meditational deities, and the lesser type includes those 
who are learned in the five sciences and possess the esoteric instructions 
of the lineage of the gurus, such as masters Srlgupta and Sakyamati. 107 

Then, the instructions of the lineage which they possess have five 
aspects. As the Rational System of Exposition says (cf. BST 4, p.277): 

To those who wish to explain the sutras 
I must give instructions. 
The following are the aspects of instruction 
Which are to be explained: 
One must give exegeses by relating 
The purpose and the condensed meaning, 
The words along with the meaning, 
And also with response to objections, 
And the outline which connects the text. 
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Alternatively., they are to be explained through five calculated ap
pr?ach.es .which con~or~ to five headings given [by the Teacher]. As 
It IS saId In the Clarifyzng Lamp (Pradfpodyotana, T 1785); 

What is this tantra's title? 
For whose benefit is it composed? 
Who is the composer? 
What is its scope? 
And what is its purpose? 

This ~ompletes the anthology through which the doctrines of samsara 
and mrval).a are recognised in general and their characteristics ~stab
lis~ed,.the first ~~rt ofthi~ book, the Feast in which Eloquence Appears, 
:vh1ch IS a. defimtt~e ordenng of the precious teaching of the vehicle of 
mdestructtble realIty according to the Ancient Translation School. 



Part Two 
The Nature of the Teacher endowed 

with the Buddha-bodies 



Introduction 

[41 b .1-41 b.4] Having recognised the respective doctrines of sarpsara 
and nirva1).a, and generally outlined the structure of the true doctrine, 
now I shall reveal the structure of the Teacher endowed with the three 
buddha-bodies (trikiiya), the Conqueror who is the ground from which 
that profound, true doctrine originated. 

This is divided into four sections, namely, (1) the mode of awakening 
in the buddha-body of reality which is the Primordial Lord [Saman
tabhadra], (2) the manner in which his emanation Vajradhara attained 
the quiescence [ofnirva1).a] in this'field [of the trichiliocosm] ,108 (3) the 
manner in which the two buddha-bodies of form emanate from him, 
and (4) the distinctive attributes of the buddha-bodies and pristine 
cognitions as revealed in the causal and resultant vehicles. 



Samantabhadra, the Buddha-body 
of Reality 

[41b.4-45a.4] In general, it is the opinion of the lower vehicles that 
one such as this teacher of ours [Sakyamuni Buddha], after accumulating 
the provisions [of merit and pristine cognition] conducive to liberation 
over three "countless" aeons109 as an ordinary person, in his final existence 
subjugated Mara at dusk in Vajrasana, the Point of Enlightenment. 110 

Developing the path of connection in his mind at midnight by means of 
the actual foundation of the four meditative concentrations, he manifested 
the six transcendental perfections at the very moment when the pale light 
of dawn appeared, and attained buddhahood endowed with the bodies of 
reality and form. Apart from his promulgation of the doctrinal wheel to 
[the five noble companions]l11 - from Ajfiatakau:t;lc;linya to Bhadrika and 
so forth - [these lower vehicles] do not admit the complete definitive 
structure of [the Teacher's] three buddha-bodies. 

Then, in the sutras of the greater vehicle the three buddha-bodies 
are taught, while the mantra texts also refer to the five outer and inner 
awakenings, as well as to the holder of indestructible reality who em
bodies cause and result, the emanational buddha-body (ninna7Jakaya) 
which comprises the physical form and energy channels [of that 
Teacher], the buddha-body of perfect rapture (sambhagakaya) which 
is his speech and vital energy, the buddha-body of reality (dhannakaya) 
which is his mind and seed in the form of nectar, the essential body 
(svabhavikakaya) which is his nucleus and the vital energy of pristine 
cognition, and so forth. These, however, have all been revealed only 
according to the acumen of those requiring training and the volition of 
the yogin on the path . 

.In this [Nyingmapa tradition], however, it is explained in accordance 
WIth the uncommon transmission of the Indestructible Nucleus of Inner 
Radiance (' ad-gsa I rda-rje snying-pa) , 112 supreme and unsurpassed among 
~?e vehicles, that pristine cognition itself, or intuitive awareness, is 
Iberated right where it is through having recognised is nature as Saman
ta?hadra to be self-manifesting - at the very moment when the ground 
artses as phenomena from the primordial ground. Samantabhadra is 
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h h · whom both samsara and nirvana are indivisible, the 
t e teac er III . .' d' . 
antecedent of all, who holds sway ovefr ex~~tenceda~e ;~~~:~~n~;t~~ 
h' tiret and who is the expanse 0 rea lty an . . 

t elr
t 
en Th!s' buddhahood is attained in the naturally prese~t pnstIne 

~~:~i~ion without thoughts of the three times, beginni~g, I~l1ddle, ;~d 
end, or of all else that can be known. As the Supreme ontmuum 0 e 

Greater Vehicle (Ch.2, v.38ab) says: 

Without beginning, middle, or end, and i~divisible, 
It is neither two, nor three,l13 taintless and WIthout thought. 

Samantabhadra and Consort 

And in the Magical Net of Maiijufri (vv.99cd-100ab): 

Spontaneously present without thought, . 
Is the agent of the buddhas of the three urnes; 
Buddha without beginning or end, 
He is the original, impartial Buddha. 

.' b e the two kinds of 
This buddhahood is supreme renunCl~tI?n, eca~s at which 
suddenly arisen obscuration [of confllCtlng emotlOns and th 
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is knowable], along with their propensities which are bewildering ap
pearances non-existent in reality, are totally purified in that intrinsic 
essence. It is also supreme realisation because great pristine cognition, 
which does not divide consciousness and its object in two, sees existence 
and quiescence all-pervasively and without partiality. And it is supreme 
mind which naturally performs spontaneously present enlightened ac
tivity by means of [the aforementioned renunciation and realisation] 
for the sake of all living beings without qualification. As it is said in 
the Ornament of Emergent Realisation (Ch.l, v.43): 

Inasmuch as three supreme qualities are present 
In the trio of mind, renunciation and realisation, 
Which are supreme among all sentient beings, 
This purposeful activity of the self-emergent ones 

should be known. 

Now, this buddhahood is the pristine cognition of the expanse of reality 
(dharmadhatujfiiina), which is without object of reference and free from 
all elaborate extremes, and the pristine cognition of sameness (samata
jiiana) which does not abide in the extremes of existence and quiescence 
because it sees neither good nor evil throughout the extent of sarpsara 
and nirvaJ)a equally. The hollowness of mere explanations through 
which the causal vehicles explain how all that is manifest abides in the 
expanse of reality, firm in the cessation of quiescent [nirvaJ)a], is sur
passed by mastery over that pristine cognition which qualitatively knows 
[the view, ji-lta-ba mkhyen-pa~i ye-shes] ~ 14 The subtle natural expression 
of that pristine cognition continues to abide in the great field of the 
inwardly radiant youthful vase body (gzhon-nu bum-pa sku), llS as if it 
were the light contained within a crystal. It is also unobscured when 
formally absorbed as the ground or causal basis of the range of objects 
perceived by the tathagatas' pristine cognition of discernment. These 
are, namely: the buddha-body of form (rnpakaya) which appears before 
the eyes of the conquerors' sons or lords of the tenth level,116 and of 
the host of those to be trained; the buddha-speech which is heard by 
their ears; the fragrance of sublime moral discipline which they scent; 
the savour of the doctrine which they relish; the bliss of contemplation 
Which they feel; the appraisal of the doctrine which they make through 
their discriminative awareness endowed with ideas and scrutiny; and 
so forth. 

Then, in the spontaneously present Realm of the Bounteous Array 
(Ghanavyuha) , a field which is manifest in and of itself through the 
bl~ssing or consecration of this [youthful vase body], far removed from 
objects of thought, expression and symbolism, and which is unlimited 
an? without direction, the Teachers of the Five Enlightened Families 
abIde in a great display of undifferentiated buddha-body and pristine 
Cognition. These teachers are identified with the ma1).<;iala of the body 
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of perfect rapture (sambhogaktiya) which manifests in ~n~ of itse~f: is 
endowed with five certainties and is subsumed by the pnstIne cogmtIOn 
of buddhahood. 

However at other times, they perceive that when the expressive 
power by ~hich the ground arises as phenomena from th~ primor?ial 
ground is not intrinsically recognised, there ar~ dream-lIke sent.lent 
beings who, bewildered without cause for bewtlderm~nt, move In a 
cycle of ostensible suffering. Generating loving compaSSIOn fo~ the s~ke 
of these beings, they emanate an extensive array of fields IncludIng 
those situated on the contemplative hand gesture of Vairocana the Great 
Glacial Lake (gangs-chen mtsho), who embodies the five kinds of pristine 
cognition and the self-manifesting body of perfect rapture. II7 Th~s array 
also includes the great fields which extensively fill all the space In each 
ofVairocana's pores occupied by indivisible atomic particles of the f~ur 
elements, and which are absolutely beyond all objects of expreSSIOn 
such as shape, extent and altitude. . . 

All these fields have distinct features; for the expanse of reahty IS 
filled with oceans of fields and buddha-bodies which do not intermingle, 
take birth or change into other forms, alter or decline, and which are 
not even slightly covered by extraneous matter. As it is said in the 
Sutraofthe Arrayed Bouquet (Ga1Jejavyuhasutra, T 44, cf. Ch.34, v.28): 

Even on a single hair-tip, 
Is an unthinkable array of fields. 
Though they have various shapes, 
They do not differ, 
And they do not become intermingled. 

And in the Sutra of Inconceivable Secrets (Tathtigatacintyaguhyanir
desasutra, T 47): 

Santamati, all that is pervaded by space 
Is pervaded by the tathagatas' fields and bodies. 

Similarly, these fields are arrayed in three dissimilar dimensio~s wh~ch 
are respectively occupied by the buddhas' three bodies. In the dImensIOn 
of the buddha-body of reality they are called Fields of the Inde~truct
ible Nucleus of Inner Radiance (,od-gsal rdo-rje snying-po). In the dImen
sion of the buddha-body of perfect rapture, manifest in and of itself, 
they are called the Fields of Brahm a's Drumbeat (tshangs-pa'i rnga-sgra). 
And in the dimension of the emanational body they are called the Aeon 
of Great Brahma (tshangs-chen-gyi bskal-pa). Oceans of budd has who 
are emanations of the Primordial Lord [Samantabhadra] himself, appear 
in these dimensions throughout the three times, and there are also 
oceans of world systems of sentient beings which exist, but their e~ti~e 
extent, encompassed by the four elements and space, is confined wlthlll 
this Aeon of Great Brahma. 
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In .this aeon, diverse appearances of happiness and suffering are 
expenenced; for example, the impure sentient beings transfer conscious
ness at death and emerge at birth, buddhas pass into nirvana the 
~eaching endures and de~lines,.the path is attained and so on. Si~il~rly, 
lll. the spac~ of each atomIC partIcle, measureless fields containing moun
talllS, contInents and oceans appear, and in addition, each atomic par
ticle of the world on the surface of a single atom consists of measureless 
world systems of sentient beings well furnished with causes and condi
tions .. These in~lu~e emanations of the sugatas, the most powerful of 
bodhIsattva aspIratIOns to purify lands [into buddha-fields], the accumu
latio.n of d~eds manifestly gathered by the bewildered perceptions of 
sen~Ie~t b~I~gS, and excellent attainments which spring from reality. 
As It IS saId In the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas: 

Since the object of the buddhas' pristine cognition is 
unthinkable, 

So are these emanations of their blessing. 
Teaching in oceans of fields, without extreme or centre 
Vairocana has totally purified them through the doctrin~. 
In accord with enlightened mind, which is the thought of all 
He has purified unthinkable oceans of aspirations. ' 
Since the oceans of deeds of sentient beings are 

unthinkable, 

All the oceans of fields in all directions emerge. 
The emanations of all the bodhisattvas and 
The approach to all-knoWing reality 

. Have.been actually attained by all the oceans of aspirations, 
And III the expanse of space, infinite fields emerge. 
By oceans of conduct, beings without extreme or centre 

practise, 

And enter the range of measureless sugatas. 
Purifying all the oceans of fields in the directions 
They purify each field for infinite aeons. ' 
All the oceans of fields of deeds 
Which ~re the thoughts of sentient beings, 
InconceIVable in expanse, emerge. 

And in th A . " if G 
T e spzratlOn 0 ood Conduct (Bhadracaryapranidhanaraja 

44 and T 1095, v.29bcd): ., 

The three times are measured in the space of a hair, 
By oceans of buddhas in oceans of fields p ". , 

ractisIllg and manifesting for oceans of aeons. 

~oreover, these fields are radiant apparitions, not existing in reality 
ecause III the ex f 1" " , 

ft " "panse 0 rea Ity relatIve appearances have not existed om the begInmng. 



2 Vajradhara, the Emanation of 
S amantabhadra 

[45a.4-46b.4] Secondly, concerning the manner in which Vajradhara 
-attained buddhahood in this field [of the trichiliocosm]. For the sake 
of those requiring training in this field, the original buddha Saman
tabhadra gave teaching through his great emanation who is learned in 
skilful means, illustrating the manner in which ordinary, indifferent 
persons would generate the enlightened mind, and so he sent forth a 
display of the modes and actions of buddhahood. Such modes [of 
emanation] are also known in the ordinary vehicle. As it is said in the 
Sutra of the Meeting of Father and Son (Pitiiputrasamiigamanasiltra, T 60): 

Great Warrior, learned in skilful means, 
You have been the Conqueror in one billion aeons 
In order to mature sentient beings, 
And though you have revealed yourself as the Buddha, 
Even today, my Guide, 
You reveal yourself as manifold buddhas. 

And in the Sublime Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas: 

Though they have well attained oceans of enlightenment, 
In order to mature fully oceans of sentient beings, 
They continually reveal their oceanic cultivation of 

enlightened mind, 
And at all times teach oceans of unobscured conduct. 
Such are the emanations of the sugatas. 

Immeasureable aeons ago,118 in the field which is called Array of 
Natural Expression (rang-bzhin mam-par bkod-pa) , the emanation of 
the Primordial Lord [i.e. Vajradhara, the emanation ofSamantabhadra] 
offered a golden vajra to the Buddha Pu~pa Maharoca (me-tog mdzes-pa 
chen-po), and so first aspired to supreme enlightenment. Then, after 
two such lifetimes in which he became the son of a householder, Sudana 
(legs-sbyin), who was named MaI)imalya (nor-bu'i phreng-ba) , he listened 
to the doctrine in the presence of the Buddha Sucaritacakra Ckhor-lo 
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legs-par spyod-?~); and thereafter, manifesting as the son of one Vidyut
prabha (glog-gz od), who was named the brahman youth Sudatta (bram
ze'i khye'u legs-byin) , he studied the doctrine under the Buddha 
KalyaI)amati (dge-ba'i blo-gros) and abided in contemplation for seven 
years. Finally after seventy-five [years], on the summit of the mountain 
called Array of Gem Cluste.rs (rin-po-che'i phung-po mam-par bkod-pa), 
he revealed the way of mamfest, perfect buddhahood and continued to 
abide in the intention of the buddha-body of reality for one great aeon. 

Vajradhara 

Then he naturally appeared as the buddha-body of perfect rapture in 
a cycle of ornaments and colours, and from its nature, self-manifesting 
mal).<;lalas of the Conquerors of the Five Enlightened Families emerged 
~f their own accord beyond number. However, among these appari-
tIonal forms h' . h b . dow .' IS eI?ergence ~n t e ody of VaJradhara, perfectly en-
f ed WIth the major and mmor marks,119 derived from that offering 

o the .vajra, which was the supporting basis of his aspiration. 
h WhIle these [deities] also have mastery over the thirty-six actions of 

t ~ wheel of the inexhaustible ornaments of buddha-body speech and 
mInd h' h C' . ' l' ,w IC lorm one aspect of the teachmg on the Innermost Spiritu-
a lty (snying-thig) , 120 in reality, as explained above, they are no different 
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from that magical emanation of the Primordial Lord, who is. lear~ed 
in skilful means. For there are numerous names which descnbe hIm, 
including: Vajradhara, who teaches most tantras of the way of s.ec.ret 
mantra; Samantabhadra, who is the teacher of the profound ab~d.mg 
nature or indestructible reality of the utterly secret Innermost Spintu
ality; and elsewhere he is referred to as t~e Origin~l ~rue Buddha, 
Vajrasattva and so on. So it is that the CollectlOn of RealzsatlOn (Sarvakal
pasamuccayasarvabuddhasamayogottaratantra, T 367) says: 

Supreme among all the purest, 
Primordially liberated tathagata, 
Samantabhadra, the lord of all, 
Is certainly the enlightened mind itself. 

And again: 

Spiritual warrior without beginning or end, 
Vajrasattva, supreme delight, 
Samantabhadra, the lord of all, 
Indestructible nucleus, highest of the high -
Since he is primordial and without end, 
He is considered the first of the true [buddhas]. 
Since he is the centre of all ma1).Qalas, 
He is the true lord of the true [buddhas]. 

3 The Two Buddha-bodies of Form 

[46b.4] Thirdly, there is the buddha-body of form (rapakaya) which 
has two apparitional modes - namely, the body of perfect rapture 
(sambhogakaya) and the emanational body (nirmalJakaya). 

THE BUDDHA-BODY OF PERFECT RAPTURE 

[46b.4-50a.5] As to the former, there is an explanation in Buddha
guhya's Sequence of the Path: 

The fields and celestial palaces 
With their thrones and ornaments, 
Which are the self-manifesting 
And spontaneously perfect awareness 
Appear as manifold light rays. 

Accordingly, the great buddha-body of reality which abides within the 
nature of inwardly radiant reality, in the manner of the five-coloured 
light radiated within a crystal prism by the sun's rays, has an apparitional 
aspect of pristine cognition, which extends outward radiance to an 
object manifest [only] in and of itself. In this way it is experienced as 
measureless buddha-bodies and fields of rapture. 

Among them, in this emanational array which comprises twenty-five 
different fields situated one above the other on the petals and anthers 
of a lotus stem growing on the palms of Vairocana the Great Glacial 
Lake, and in the sixteen different fields within the streams of fragrant 
Water which flow beneath his crossed legs, uncountable [bodies of] 
rapture are projected in a constant cycle, endowed with oceans of major 
and minor marks. This natural expression of the Buddhas of the Five 
Enlightened Families, endowed with the five certainties, is the charac
teristic basis of the great body of rapture, the array of fields and buddha
bOdies present within Vairocana, the Great Glacial Lake of Pristine 
COgnitioI). (ye-shes gangs-chen mtsho). 
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It should be known that the indestructible play of these magical 
emanations is inconceivably secret. For example, it is by no means 
contradictory that fields containing atoms of oceanic infinity exist on 
the surface of a single atom, bodies of oceanic infinity are gathered in 
a single body and each body also covers an oceanic infinity of fields. 
Such is said in the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus (Ch.9, v.13): 

In the manner of the trichiliocosm 
Absorbed in a mustard seed, 
One should make offerings 
After inviting the ma1)<;iala from the expanse. 121 

And in the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas: 122 

On the surface of a single atom 
Are as many buddhas as there are atoms. 

This buddha-body of rapture, the teacher who holds sway over these 
fields, is also endowed with seven particular attributes of natural expres
sion. These are, namely: the natural expression which has fully matured 
in the nature of just what is; the natural expression which is spontane
ously present without seeking for enlightened attributes; the natural 
expression which is pristine cognition without extremes or centre; the 
natural expression which, even though the result be mastered, does 
not reveal its true essence [i.e. it manifests only in and of itself]; the 
natural expression which, even when sameness has been disclosed, 
remains free from the range of objective qualification; the natural expres
sion which is liberated from [concepts of] one and many; and the natural 
expression which is without conjunction and disjunction throughout 
the three times. 

In the [buddhas] who greatly embody these seven [attributes of 
natural expression], spontaneous presence refers to the ordinary major 
and minor marks through which the diverse symbols of their body, 
speech and mind appear in accordance with the acumen of those requir
ing training. This transformation includes the thirty-two excellent major 
marks such as the wheel-marked hands and feet, and the eighty minor 
marks such as the copper-coloured nails which appear on their bodies, 
blazing with the major and minor marks. It also refers to the [major 
and minor marks], disclosed by the Teacher's mind through four kinds 
of pristine cognition, namely, the outer major and minor marks derived 
from his expressive power, the inner major and minor marks derived 
from the purity of his energy channels and centres, and the secret major 
and minor marks derived from the purified aspect of the seed that is 
the enlightened mind. Then, in the Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa chen
pO),123 the rapture of equal savour, experienced when the network of 
energy channels is naturally expressed as purified supreme bliss, is 
explained to be the supreme embellishment among the ornaments. The 
Oceanic Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul rgya-mtsho, NGB Vol. IS) says: 
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Know that the twofold bliss of vowels and consonants 
Intermingles and becomes one; 
The sixteen [delights] by their dual movement 
Possess the major marks. 
One series of them is endowed with five pristine 

cognitions, 
And becomes the eighty minor marks. 
Superior are they to the feeling of receptiveness and other 

ca usal [teachings]. 124 

The .five components - namely, the one [component] which perceives 
the lIberated ~nd uncorrupted pristine cognition, utterly transcending 
accumulated I~eas; the component of moral discipline; the component 
of contemplatIon; the component of discriminative awareness· and the 
component of liberation - are also naturally expressed as ~he Five 
[Conquerors] - Vairocana, Ak~obhya, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha and 
Amoghasi~dhi, w~o are supre~e embodiments of the tathagatas' body, 
speech, mInd, enhghtened attnbutes and activities. 

The five elemental properties [of space, cohesion, solidity, warmth, 
and movement], too, are naturally expressed as [the divine consorts of 
those conquerors] - DhatvIsvarI, Locana, MamakI, Pa1)daravasinI and 
~amay~tar~. Purified as such, [the components and ele~ental pr~per
tIes] abIde III a coalescence of unchanging supreme bliss and emptiness 
endowed with all supreme aspects. 125 

~n this. way, the pristine cognition which transcends subject and 
object . d~splays amazing ma1)<;iala arrays through its [rapturous] 
appreCIatIOn. of all. self-manifesting objects. These arrays include the 
ma1)<;ialas WIth theIr centre, periphery and clusters [of deities], their 
father consort and mother consort, body-colours, symbolic hand imple
ments, passionate and passionless forms - male and female tathagatas 
male ~n~ female bodhisattvas, and male and female wrathful deities. ' 

So It IS that the four sensations of seeing hearing smelling and 
tas( fi d . '" In~ In theIr natural expression respectively as the four 
f~o~h!sattvas] K~itigarbha, Vajrapa1)i, Akasagarbha and Ava
a knesvara, and the fou.r sense o~je~ts of form, sound, smell and taste 
t~ t~e four female bodhisattvas Lasya, Mala, GIta and N artI. Similarly 

e Our sens~ organs of eye, ear, nose and tongue find natural expression 
as [the bodhisattvas] Maitreya, Nivaranaviskambhin Samantabhadra and M _. ,- .., 
a . anJus~I, a?d the four temporal di~ensions of past, future, present 
n~ In?efimte tIme as Pu~pa, Dhupa, Aloka and Gandha.126 

gaIn, the common savour of supreme delight experienced through 
cOh~tact., the subject of contact, object of contact and sensation of contact 
w Ich t h ' . In eract w en the secret [sexual] sense objects organs and con-
~ClOusness are united in meditative equipoise with th~ Vajra Queen 127 
IS naturally expressed as the Four Mahakrodha [or "most wrathful 
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male"] deities, "lords of death". The four [extremes] of permanence, 
decay, self and character are also naturally expressed as the Four Mah~
krodhI [or "most wrathful female"] deities. Yet, the forms present m 
such infinite retinues are nothing but the display of the Teacher himself, 
the wheel of inexhaustible ornament which appears as the centre and 
periphery of the mal).Qala. So it is explained in the Tantra of the [Secret] 
Nucleus: 

The centre without extremes or middle is intrinsic 
awareness. 

The four pristine cognitions emanate around it in the 
manner of a wheel. 

And in the Illuminating Lamp of the Fundamental Text (khog-gzhung 
gsal-sgron, P 4739): 

Having reached the culmination of the result in 
Akanistha, 

He abid~~ as the centre and periphery of the mal).Qala. 

The fields of these [mal).Qala deities] are present in every form bec.ause 
they are the pristine cognition of the buddhas manifest in and of ltself 
and the display of the magical net, which is the nature of all forms. 
Their thrones are everywhere, their celestial palaces are everywhere, 
they arise everywhere, their zenith is everywhere, their nadir is every
where, their spheres are everywhere, their squares are ever,Ywhere, 
their triangles are everywhere, their faces are everywhere, theIr hands 
are everywhere, their feet are everywhere, their eyes are everywhere, 
and they face in every direction. Each sense organ, too: p~rf?rms. the 
function of all sense organs, because the expanse of realIty IS mfimtely 
covered and enveloped by the unimpeded expressive power of pristine 
cognition. Accordingly, the Lion's Perfect Expressive Power (seng-ge 
rtsal-rdzogs chen-po'i rgyud, NGB Vo1.9) says: 

The face of Samantabhadra sees in all ten directions. 
The body of the all-seeing, all-positive [Samantabhadra] 
Has neither front nor back. 
With an eye which fills the ten directions, 
He sees form. 

And also in the Kalacakra Tantra: 

With hands and feet everywhere, 
With eyes, head and face everywhere, 
Possessing ears everywhere, 
He who remains pervading all the world's limits ... 

Since these perceptual objects of the buddhas are subsumed by the 
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minds of the buddhas alone, they are invisible even to the lords of the 
tenth level; for the latter are not liberated from all obscurations and 
have not attained the eye of pristine cognition, which, without even a 
mote [of obscuration], qualitatively knows [the view] and quantitatively 
knows [phenomena]. So the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle 
(Ch.2, v.69) says: 

Because it is not an object of speech, 
Is subsumed by ultimate reality, 
Is not within reason's domain, 
Is beyond exemplification, 
Is unsurpassed and is subsumed neither by existence nor 

quiescence, 

The objective range of the Conqueror is inconceivable, 
Even to sublime beings. 

These perfect supramundane fields in which the cycle of myriad pure 
worlds and their contents arise, forming the apparitional aspect of the 
great inner radiance of the ground, manifest in and of itself, are equi
valent to the purest of dreams. For, in situations where the subject-ob
ject dichotomy and its propensities are purified, there are not thought 
to be any material substances with independent attributes existing 
elsewhere apart from that apparition. As the Tantra of the Extensive 
Magical Net says: 

If there is no understanding of intrinsic awareness or 
genuine perception, 

The field of SukhavatI is even seen as a state of evil 
existence. 

If the truth which is equivalent to the supreme of 
vehicles is realised, 

Even states of evil existence are Akani~~ha and Tu~ita. 

THE EMANATIONAL BODY 

[50a.5-60a.~] The Teacher who instructs [sentient beings] appears as 
the .eman~tlOnal body (ninna'fJakaya) in response to the degrees of im
punty, s11ght purity and utter purity of the stains which obscure the 
nucl~us of the sugata within the minds of those to be trained. Without 
~ov~ng from the expanse of ultimate reality, for both sam sara and 
nIrvana ha . ' 

.' ve one great common savour m the utterly pure body of 
~~allty, his buddha-body of form sends forth a varied, unimpeded 
IS~lay of emanations of effortless, great spirituality. Among these, 

realIty reflect . . 
s as many aSpIratIons as there are shapes of the moon in 

vessels of unsullied water, dependent on the ostensible dichotomy of 
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b 
. t ted and the instruction itself. As Ajita [in the Supreme 

those to e ms ruc . 4 29] h said' 
Continuum of the Greater Vehzcle, Ch. ,v. as . 

Just as in the pure terrain of beryl 
The reflection of Surendra's ~ody a~pears, 
So in the pure terrain of sentIen~ bemgs 128 

Th . f Munlndra's body IS reflected. e Image 0 

And in a sutra: 
Having comprehended that the reality of the 

Conqueror d . h ut 
Is without body, tranquil, not twO, an WIt 0 

substantial existence, . . 
The body of form adorned with dIgnified marks 

continues to teach, . 
Fulfilling the hopes of all living bemgs. . 

. . 1 bod is of three types: emanatIO~S of 
When classlfie~, the emana.tIona h ~ain living beings and diversIfied 
natural expressIOn, emanatIons w 0 t 
emanations. 

Emanations of Natural Expression 
. h emanations of natural expression: Just as the 

Firstly, concerning t e b ddha body of perfect rapture who 
aforementio?~d teacher, thea~::a~ ofurealit~], appears to those lords of 
is an appantIOn of the exp h t ure among those to be trained, he 
the tenth level who are somew

f 
a flP ted l' mage in clear crystal within 

. the manner 0 a re ec 1 
also appears m . 1 b dy of natural expression, name y, 
the five fie~ds of the emanadtIOA~~' ~. Srlmat Padmakula and Karma-
Akanistha m the centre, an Ira 1, . .'. 

. . . ' h £ cardmal dIreCtIOns. 
prasiddhi respectIve~y m t de ou~ the doctrines through his body of 

Therein he appraIses an tea~u~Stransformations, in the form of the 
measureless peaceful and wrath f major and minor marks 
Five Teachers, who are iden:ified by °hceak~s °ofform 129 As an antidote 
.' . h T thagata Valrocana, t e lng '. . 

begmnIng WIt . a . . f those who require trammg, he turns 
to the five conflIctmg emotIOnS 0 d . 1 heel by means of his five 
the inexpressible and. untfihink~bl~ri~~~n~~e ~ristine cognitions and so 
great fields, five bodIes, Ive oc , 

forth. . d f erfect rapture and its retinue, 
Since this Teacher, who. IS the bo t~e~s p he is classified in the Tantra 

is compounded by the mmds of 0 '. ma dang zla-ba kha-sbyor-ba 
of the Great Coalescence of Sun and Moon.(nyz- ·(.'est pmanation of natural 

. d NGB V 1 9) as a seml-manll' oJ- . ' 

chen-po~z rgyu , 0.. hiloso her Dh2.rmamitra has, m un 1-

expreSSIOn. The Madhyamaka P . ~ . d explanation [in the Clear 
formity with this, given the followmg UCl . 
Word, Prasphurapada, T 37961: 
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Manifestly perfect buddha hood is to be attained in only a 
single realm of Akani~1ha, which is disclosed to bodhisattvas 
as far as the path of insight by this body explained to be the 
imputed body of perfect rapture that appears to them, and 
by aspiration, the residual force of the accumulations, or 
mere intention. Therefore, the buddha-body of perfect rap-
ture endowed with a multitude of forms has extensively ap
peared only as the emanational body in the Akani~1ha 
realms. 130 

And on the same subject, the Sutra of the Descent to Lanka (Ch.IO, 
v.774) says: 

In the desire and formless realms 
The Buddha does not become enlightened. 
In Akani~1ha among the realms of form, 
Without desire, you will attain buddhahood. 

Through such quotations, authoritative passages do explain that the 
supreme emanational body attains buddhahood in Akani~1ha before 
becoming a buddha in the human world, and thus confirm the meaning 
expressed in this section. 

Emanations who Train Living Beings 

Secondly, concerning the emanations who train living beings: From 
the nature of this [Teacher], the emanational body who instructs living 
beings reveals inconceivable modes of display through skilful means in 
order to mature fully the mass of those to be trained in all world systems. 
The venerable Ajita [or Maitreya, in the Supreme Continuum of the 
Greater Vehicle, Ch.4, v.54] has said: 

Diversified in all realms, 
By measureless emanations beyond thought, 
He benefits all sentient beings. 

Accordingly, the supreme emanational body simultaneously reveals 
the way of twelve deeds in myriad world systems of the ten directions, 
since it is skilled in remaining in the Tu~ita realm, in passing from that 
realm, in taking birth, renouncing the world, practising asceticism, 
reaching the point of enlightenment, vanquishing Mara's host, attaining 
perfect enlightenment, turning the doctrinal wheel, passing into final 
nirval).a, and teaching the duration and the decline of the doctrine. In 
each of these [world systems] it emanates as the Six Sages Embodying 
~wareness, who act on behalf of the six classes of beings to be trained, 
Instructing them in accord with their differing sense perceptions and 
respective classes. So it is said in the Sutra which Resembles the Elephant's 
Expre,ssive Power (Hastikak~yasutra, T 207): 
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MafijusrI, at this, when a great bodhisattva has become 
evenly absorbed in the contemplation named Great Lotus 
(Mahiipadma), he has taken into his following or takes into 
his following the hellish domains of sentient beings, and 
causes all these beings to experience the bliss of the gods, 
however slight. These sentient beings also perceive him as 
a denizen of hell in the hells, and through that guise he 
teaches the doctrine to the sentient denizens of hell in order 
that they might become free from the hells. 

And in the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas: 

Son of the enlightened family, the emanations of the 
tathagatas are immeasurable. They act on behalf of living 
beings by training each in accord with his needs, and by 
their forms, colours and names. 

Now, if one were to ask just how these sages act on behalf of beings 
in this realm with its six classes of sentient creatures, the Superior 
Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul bla-ma, NGB Vol. 14, T 837) says: 

In the realms of the gods he is Lord Sakra, 
Among the antigods he is Vemacitra, 
Among men he is the Lord of the Sakyas who subdues 

Mara, 
In the domain of tormented spirits he is Jvalamukha, 
To animals he is called Sirpha, 
And in the hells he is Yama, lord of deeds. 131 

Such a sixfold classification of realms applies in this world system of 
Patient Endurance (mi-mjed 'jig-rten-gyi khams, Skt. Sahalokadhiitu) , 
the thirteenth among the series of twenty-five world syste~s which, as 
has already been explained, are situated one above the other upon the 
heart of a lotus on the palms of [V air ocana ] the Great Glaciai Lake of 
Pristine Cognition, at the centre of his buddha-fields which are as 
infinite in extent as atomic particles. In this context, the [Tibetan] word 
mi-mjed ["endurable"] is explained to mean patient or intrepid. The 
sentient beings of this field endure desire, endure hatred, endure 
delusion and endure fetters of conflicting emotion. Thus, it is so called 
because the [Sanskrit] word saha conveys the sense of endurance or 
ca pa bili ty . 

The living beings [inhabiting this world] appear also to have their 
own respective world-forming deeds. The Great Bounteousness of the 
Buddhas says: 

The distinctions of deeds are inconceivable. 
The world of the hells slopes downwards. 
The world of Yama is topsy-turvy. 
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The animals and antigods move upwards and 
downwards. 

Or alte~natively, the celestia! beings face upwards, the animal beings 
face honzontally, and the hellIsh and tormented beings face downwards. 

These six [classes of beings] are complete within a single trichilio
cosmo As the Short Commentary on the Secret Nucleus (Srfguhyagar
bhapirJ4iirthatfkii, P 4755) says: 

The six kinds of creatures in a single trichiliocosm 
Are said to be the field of a single emanational body. 

The world system of the four continents comprises everything from 
the energy field [below the earth]132 upwards as far as Akanistha. The 
chiliocosm has a circumference which encloses one thousand s~~h world 
systems. The d~chiliocos~ is encircled by a second perimeter enclosing 
o~e thou~and tImes that m extent. The trichiliocosm is encircled by a 
thIrd penmeter one thousand times the dichiliocosm in extent. The 
frontier limits of one myriad world systems are one billion times that 
in extent; a series of myriad world systems one billion times that· a 
myriad oceanic world systems one billion times that; and one billi~n 
of these equals a single Buddha-field whose Foundation and Centre are 
Ador~ed with Flowers (Kusumatalagarbhiilarrzkiirak$etra) , which is 
explamed to be the field of a supreme emanational body. 

~n these. realms, [the supreme emanational body] projects the lamp 
of mstructlOn for those requiring training in as many ways as they have 
psychophysical bases, sense organs and modes of conduct, and acts on 
beh~lf of sentient beings through four kinds of instruction. These four 
are mst:uction ~y the great merit of the body, instruction by the direct 
perc~pt1on ~f mmd, instruction by inconceivable miraculous abilities, 
and mstructlOn by knowledge conveyed in speech. 

Concerning the first of these [which instructs by the great merit of 
the b d ] . . . . 

o y , It IS ImpossIble to enumerate exactly, or otherwise to qualify, 
the deeds of the Teacher's emanational body for it is a topic beyond 
con . I - ' 

u ce~~lOn. n the. sutras o~ the greater vehicle, too, all manner of 
q antItles are mentlOned whIch contradict one another and do not lend 
themselves to summarisation; but here when his principle activities are 
SUbsumed . t . h , ms ructlOn t rough the great merit of the body refers to 
the deeds of t k b· h . b. . a mg lrt ,renouncmg the world, practising asceticism 
~~ Jug~tmg Mara, attaining buddhahood, turning the doctrinal wheel: 
b ISplaymg great miracles and passing into final nirvana. It is so called 

ecause those requiring training who actually see them possess im
measurable merit. 

Secondly conc .. . b· . 
the .-.' ~~nmg mstructlOn y the dIrect perceptIon of mind, 

hpnstme cogmtlOn [of the supreme emanational body] which is 
un It:ldered and unimpeded in respect of the three times: does not 
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discriminate between the three times while entering into all that is 
knowable. Accordingly, there are six supernormal cognitive powers 
which accompany his mind. These are the supernormal cognitive power 
which knows time totally without obscuration, the supernormal cogni
tive power which knows the minds of others totally unobscured, the 
supernormal cognitive power of clairvoyance which totally perceives 
everything, the supernormal cognitive power of clairaudience which 
totally hears everything, the supernormal cognitive power which mean
ingfully enacts rites of total benefit to sentient beings, and the supernor
mal cognitive power with respect to the cessation of corruption, in 
which obscurations have been purified. Since these directly perceive 
and overpower all that is knowable, they are instruction by the direct 
perception of his mind. 

Thirdly, concerning instruction by miraculous abilities, the supreme 
emanational body acts on behalf of those who require training through 
the totally inconceivable [mystery] of his buddha-body, the totally in
conceivable [mystery] of his buddha-speech, and the totally inconceiv
able mystery of his buddha-mind. The mystery of buddha-body refers 
to his emanations who train living beings in accord with their class, 
such as Brahma and lsvara 133 among the gods, a universal emperor 
among men, and Vemacitra among the antigods;134 and similarly as a 
woodpecker (shing-rta-mo) for the sake of birds, 135 Drdhasamadana, the 
king of lions, for the sake of wildlife,136 and so on. It refers, too, to 
the revelations of the maI).Qala of his visage which appropriately mani
fests in and of itself as the peaceful and wrathful deities, pisacf and so 
on, and to his revelations at various times, as when taking birth, trans
ferring realms, living, passing away, and residing [in other realms], 
which accord with the respective fortunes [of those requiring training]. 

The mystery of his bUddha-speech refers to the fact that the/revelation 
of the doctrine, which manifests according to those requiring training 
and their intelligence, is also understood by means of different languages 
and symbols. As the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas [i.e. the Aspi
ration of Good Conduct, v.18] says: 

In the language of gods, the languages of nagas and yak~as, 
In the languages of trolls and of humans, 
In as many languages as there are among living beings, 
I teach the doctrine in the languages of all. 

The mystery of his buddha-mind refers to the pristine cognition, 
free from all corruptions, which manifests appropriately for all by qual
itatively knowing the attitudes and minds of those requiring training. 
This threefold mystery is instruction through inconceivable miraculous 
abilities. 

Fourth, concerning instruction by knowledge conveyed in speech, 
the supreme emanational body gives abbreviated teaching by means of 
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the five vehicles which correspond to the perception of th . . . . h ose reqUInng 
trammg,. w 0 are .of five families or types (gotra). He gives detailed 
explanatI~n, teachIng t~e eighty-four thousand doctrinal components 
as an antIdote for the eIghty-four thousand conflI·ctI·ng emot· d 
h I d h · . IOns, an 

e conc u es I~ teac~I~g corresponding to the degree of acumen [in 
those wh~ reqUIre tra~mng]. All these are instruction by knowledge 
conveyed In speech whIch conveys understanding beyond the attributes 
of mere. soun~s an.d. words, to the realms of sentient beings in an 
appropnately IntellIgIble form through the tathagatas' bl . A 
- f d fi . . essIng. s a sutra 0 e InItlVe meaning says: 

Co~cerning all these teachings, 
I dId not teach a single syllable. 

Diversified Emanations 

Thirdl~, the diver~ified eI?anations include all things basic to the greater 
well-beIn~ of s~n~Ient beIngs. As such, [the Teacher] reveals physical 
forms ,:hIC~ ongInate both naturally and through deliberate efforts _ 
emanatIons III the form of mansions verdant meadows ghandh l . d .. . ' ,0 a spIres, 
an cI~Ies. on the plaInS of suffering; as well as material objects such as 
th~ WIshmg Tree (Kalpavrk$~), the Wish-fulfilling Gem (Cintama1}i), 
b~Idges, wagon~, food, clothIng and medicine. It also includes other 
dIverse eman.atlOns. of artistry and birth such as a great fish which 
appeared dun~g a ~I~~8 of famine, ~37 a noble creature which appeared 
[to ~~9re] an epIdemIc, the horse Ajaneyabalaha in the island of ogres
ses, and a golden bee in a swampy marsh. 140 

Extensi~e descriptions [of these diversified emanations] are found 
s~ch dahs_ In _ the Sutra of the Lamp of Precious Jewels (Ratnolka~ 
nama ara1}zmahayanasutra, T 145): 

EverYWhere I reveal many forms: 
As kings among bards composing verses, 
As dancers, drummers, athletes and musicians 
As dancers wearing beautiful ornaments ' 

adornments and garlands, ' tnd as masters of magical display. 
become villagers, headmen and governors, 

And merchants, captains and landlords. b become kings, ~inisters, priests and messengers, 
octors learned m the rites of worldly treatises 

And a vast oasis in a wilderness. ' 
I beco~e unending treasures of medicine and 

precIOUS gems, 

The Wish-~ulfilling Gem and the Tree which Brin s 
Forth WIshes; g 
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And I reveal the path to those who deviate from the 

path. 

Emanations According to the Great Perfection 

According to one method of expl~ining ~he emanational bO~y, th;tt~! 
the uncommon Great Perfection In partIcular, t~e.lve tebac dedrh

s 
°b d 

d f om the appantIonal u a- 0 y 
emanational body have emanate r d b h If 
of erfect ra ture in twelve different realms, and have acte on e a 
of ~ving cre~tures by simultaneously manifesting ~he t~fee great ema
national teachings of buddha-body, speech and mmd. 

Vajra on Lotus 

In this world [Jambudvlpaj, the actuality o;~:n~:~~i;!~i~:eg~::' 
of reality is a hand-sIzed vaJra produced fron: £ d by the Great 
which is naturally arisen through the. b1es:I~~ ~~~;r~; perfect rapture 
Perfection. The actuality of the teachIng 0 It nd of reality produced 

. k 1· ing the natura sou '. is a four-mch boo ,proc aIm. hich is naturally ansen 
from one hundred and one precIoUS ge~s,;. fke an Only Son (rang
through the blessing of the Naturally Present eac zng z . 1 body l·S the 

. NYZ 1 7) The emanatlOna byung-ba bstan-pa bu-gczg-pa, vo . . 
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physical form, equal in size to the body of a living being, naturally 
produced from one hundred and one precious gems, which naturally 
arises through the blessing of the twelve teachers. Since these three 
[actualities] are uncompounded, they are subject neither to creation 
nor destruction, and since they arise naturally through blessing, they 
have immeasurable miraculous abilities and enlightened attributes. 
Therefore, no matter who encounters them, they are the support which 
causes the teaching of the body, speech and mind of the emanational 
bodies of past and future buddhas to multiply in the world systems. 
They also embody the enlightened activities [of those emanations] which 
are seen, heard and felt, and which subsequently cause corporeal reality 
to vanish of its own accord. 

As for the realms in which [these actualities] reside, while they are 
naturally expressed in a perpetual cycle, they reside in different realms 
according to the times for instruction through the teachings of buddha
body, speech and mind. The vajra, during the time for teaching through 
buddha-body, remains on an island in the country of O<;i<;iiyana and 
generates light, sound and countless emanational monks endowed with 
miraculous abilities. During the time for teaching through buddha
speech, the vajra is wielded by the yak~a kings on Mount Malaya, the 
abode of Vajrapa1).i; and during the time for teaching through buddha
mind, it abides in space above the Vajrasana. 142 

The book, during the time for teaching through buddha-body, is 
kept by the <;iakinls in the sublime space five hundred yojana above 
the Vajrasana; and during the time for teaching through buddha-speech, 
it remains with these same [<;iakinls]. Then during the time for teaching 
through buddha-mind, the book remains in the Cave of the Most Wrath
ful Sage (rab-tu khros-pa drang-srong-gi phug-pa). 

The physical form, during the time for teaching through buddha
body, abides as the actual bodies of the buddhas, along with their 
emanations and further emanations through the blessing [of the 
aforementioned twelve teachers], and manifests the ma1).<;iala of their 
visage. During the time for teaching through buddha-speech, the phys
ical form roams indefinitely throughout Jambudvlpa and becomes a 
focus of worship for all extraordinary assemblies of gods and humans. 
On occasions when harm comes to the teaching, the physical form 
emits light from its bodies, the syllable HOM from their mouths and 
the fire of pristine cognition from their eyes. Then during the time for 
teaching which instructs through buddha-mind, it performs prostra
tions to the great glorious [Samantabhadra] whose natural expression 
remains the same, in the highest storey of Vajrapa1).i's palace in the 
celestial heaven of the Thirty-three Gods (Trayatrirrzsa), and it is the 
embodiment of oceanic miracles. 

Simultaneously, the twelve teachers of the emanational body, too, 
appeared within their twelve realms. During the first aeon inhabited 
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by those who require training, in the place called Pagoda of Tu~ita 
(dga'-ldan brtsegs-pa), the teacher Acintyaprabhasa [appeared] to a re
tinue of the Thousand Buddhas,143 and revealed the Penetration of 
Sound which is the basis of all teachings. It was compiled by the son 
of the ~ods Gaje Wangcuk assisted by the son of the god~ Nyima Ra~tu 
Nangje during the period when sentient beings had a hfe-span of Im-

measurable years. 
In the world system of Patient Endurance (Sahalokadhatu) , the 

teacher Ak~obhyaprabha [appeared to] a retinue of ~wo hundred 
thousand dakinls and revealed the teaching of the Fzve Tantras of 
Buddha-body, Sp;ech, Mind, Enlightened Attribut~s and Activ.ities (sku
gsung-thugs yon-tan phrin-las-kyi rgyud lnga) dUrIng the perIod when 
sentient beings had a life-span of ten million years. 

In the realm of the Moisture Gathering Light Mass (drod-gsher 'od-kyis 
spungs-pa), the teacher Pel Jikpa Kyopei Yi [appeared t~] a retinue of six 
hundred thousand bodhisattvas, and revealed the teachmg of the tantras 
Churner ofSarrzsara's Depths ('khor-ba dong-sprugs) , Crossing the Peacock's 
Neck (rma-bya mjing-bsnol, NGB Vol.2), and the Glorious Tantra of the 
Cessation of the Four Elements (dpal 'byung-bzhi zad-pa'i rgyud) during 
the period when the life-span was one hundred thousand years. 

In the realm of Appearance in the Womb of Conception (chags-'byung 
mngal-du snang-ba) , the teacher Zhonu Rolpa Nampali Tsewa [appeared 
to] a retinue of one thousand yak~as and ogre~ (rak~asa), and revealed 
the teaching of the Five Basic Tantras and Szx Branch Tantras of the 
Mental Class (sems-sde rtsa-ba'i rgyud-lnga-dang yan-lag-gi rgyud-drug) 
during the period when the life-span was eighty thousand years. . 

In the realm of the Garden of Sustaining Youth (,tsho-byed gzhon-nu'l 
ldum-ra) , the sixth teacher Vajradhara144 appeared to a r~tinue including 
the Seven Generations of Buddhas, and revealed teachmgs such as the 
six transcendental perfections during the period when the life-span was 

seventy thousand years. 
In the realm of the Blazing Fire Mountain Charnel Ground of Most 

Secret Display (gsang-chen rol-pa dur-khrod me-ri 'bar-b~), the. teacher 
Kumaravlrabalin appeared to a retinue of seven mcludm~ the 
bodhisattva Balahaka, and revealed the doctrine of many tantrapqaka, 
including those of the Father Tantra (pha-rgyud) and Mother Tantra (ma
rgyud) during the period when the life-span was sixty thousand years. 

In the realm of the Ogre Cave endowed with the Sound of the Rulu 
Mantra (srin-phug ru-Iu'i sgra-dang-ldan-pa) , the teacher Drangsong 
Trhopei Gyelpo [appeared to] a retinue often million ogres, and r~vealed 
doctrines such as the Ten Tantras on the Discipline of Coarse Defilements 
(rags-pa 'dul-ba'i rgyud-bcu) during the period when the life-span was 

ten thousand years. ,. 
In the realm of Rajagrha near Vulture Peak _(bya-rgo~ phung-po 1 

rgyaZ-po'i khab), the teacher Arhat SuvafJ)aprabhasa (gser- od dam-pa) 
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appeared to a retinue of immeasurable sublime pious attendants en
dowed with miraculous abilities and revealed immeasurable myriads 
of true doctrines on the Vinaya (,dul-ba) during the period when sentient 
beings had a life-span of five thousand years. 

In the realm of the Turquoise Eyebrow in Mongolia (sog-po gYu'i 
smin-ma-can) near the victorious tree of enlightenment, 145 the teacher 
Tsewe Rolpei Lodro [appeared to] a retinue of eighth level bod hi
sattvas146 and revealed the Seven Tantras of Subtle Meaning (phra-rgyud 
bdun-pa) and so forth during the period when the life-span was one 
thousand years. 

In the realm of Vulture Peak (Grdhrakara) , the teacher, the elder 
Kasyapa, appeared to a retinue of seven long-living r~i and revealed 
true doctrines which included the slUras, the Kriyatantra, and eighty 
thousand doctrines of the Anuyoga transmission during the period 
when the life-span was five hundred years. 

In the realm of Vajrasana, near the forthcoming Tree of Enlighten
ment,147 the teacher Yab Ngondzok Gyelpo appeared to a retinue of 
the Lords of the Three Families and revealed only doctrines of definitive 
meaning during the period when the life-span was three hundred years. 

Then in the realm of AnathapiQc;lada's Pleasure Grove (kun-dga' ra
ba), the teacher Sakyamuni [appeared to] a retinue of the four orders, 
and promulgated the doctrinal wheel of the four truths twelve times 
during the period when the life-span was one hundred years. 

Since these events in the twelve realms are each connected with the 
five excellences [of place, teacher, retinue, doctrine and time], an enum
eration of sixty doctrines emerges. 

Concerning the approach [of the Great Perfection] to enlightened 
activities also, many special attributes have been explained. The twelve 
deeds of the body are as follows: In the twelve different realms, the 
Teacher himself appeared, emanated in twelve forms endowed with 
different colours and symbolic implements. He came forth in order to 
propagate the teaching of the body, relying on the charisma of the 
buddha-body which is said to perform twelve different deeds of im
measurable benefit to different gatherings of those requiring training 
Who belong to twelve dissimilar classes or types (gotra). 

Then, while [emanating] these bodies, he delivered twelve different 
doctrinal wheels of speech and so came forth in order to propagate the 
te~ching of speech, which is said to perform deeds which liberate living 
bemgs from the twelve different fetters of speech. During the time of 
that same speech, through the twelve different intentions of his mind, 
he came forth in order to propagate the teaching of mind which is said 
to perform deeds which liberate the different classes of living beings 
from their twelve thought patterns. So it is that a single emanational 
body who establishes the teaching in this way requires an enumeration 
of ninety-six doctrines. One who possesses these doctrines is said to be 
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a master of the teaching, and if one does not possess them it is said 
that the partial teaching of the Buddha has appeared, in the w?rld; for 
these doctrines have emerged from the perfect generatIon of enhghtened 

mind in the past, 
It is said in the Great Array: 

Through nine aspects beginning with the outer, 
The details of his deeds must be distinguished, 

Therefore, deeds are spoken of in many ways. For example, dee,ds of 
body, speech and mind are each classified into three outer and mner 
aspects and each of these is also classified into fo;ur. Howev~r, I shall 
not enlarge upon this here. They are all evident m o~e sP~C1al area of 
[the Teacher's] intention, and the Sugata, lear~ed m skIlful means, 
manifests the buddha-body of form in ways whIch correspond to ~he 
number of atoms in the myriad fields of those requiring training, whIch 

are of oceanic extent. 
Concerning the revelation of the buddhas' deeds, o~~ should not 

think that there is a contradiction even if within one tra?ItIO~ there ~re 
differences. Since the emanational power of the buddhas IS an mconcelV
able object, it is not even within the range of the i~tellect ?f ~reat 
sublime [bodhisattvas], let alone ordinary persons. Smce theIr tImes 
and those who require to be trained by them and so fort~ ~annot be 
exactly enumerated, one should not, having seen one of theI~ aspects, 
disparage the others. For this reaso~ it is sa~d in _the Sublzme Su~r~ 
which Genuinely Comprises the Entzre Doctrme (Aryadharmasan:zgztz, 

T 238): 

Sentient beings who will an aeon of dissolution to become 
an aeon of evolution can indeed transform an aeon of dissolu
tion into an aeon of evolution; and they experience an aeon 
of evolution. Sentient beings who will an aeon of evolution 
to become an aeon of dissolution can indeed transform an 
aeon of evolution into an aeon of dissolution; and they experi
ence an aeon of dissolution. But really the evolution and the 
dissolution do not change into one another; for it is the will 
which changes in this way. Similarly, sentient beings. who 
will one aeon to become just one morning may expenence 
one aeon in one morning. And sentient beings who will o~e 
morning to become one aeon may experience j.ust th~t. ~hIS 
is called the miraculous ability born of the bodhIsattva swIll. 

4 The Five Buddha-bodies and 
Five Pristine Cognitions 

[60a.3-63a.5] When these three buddha-bodies [which have just been 
outlined] are classified according to the five buddha-bodies, there are 
two exegetical traditions. Scholars of the Zur tradition148 claim that 
there are five buddha-bodies with the addition of the body of awakening 
(abhisambodhikaya) , which derives from the distinct apparitional 
functions of the three bodies; and the body of indestructible reality 
(vajrakaya) which derives from the function of their indivisible essence. 
These scholars assert therefore that the three bodies of reality, perfect 
rapture and emanation are the characteristic nature of the buddha
body, while the other two are the conventional buddha-body because, 
among them, the former is determined by the function of the form 
of the three bodies and the latter by the function of their indivisible 
essence. 

The ~ll-knowing Longcenpa claims that the three bodies of reality, 
awakenmg and indestructible reality are the characteristic nature of the 
bud~ha-body that manifests in and of itself (rang-snang), while the 
bodIes of perfect rapture and emanation are conventional because they 
are c?mpounded by the external perception (gzhan-snang) of those who 
req Ulre training. 

Though no contradiction is discerned whichever of these explanations 
one follows, none the less when the buddha-body is definitively ordered 
according to its characteristic nature, it is the original expanse, the 
naturally pure point of liberation, primordially pure, in which all 
bUddhas are of a single expanse, the reality in which all paths are 
cO~c1usively traversed, that is called the unchanging buddha-body 
of Indestructible reality. This is because it is perpetual, stable, and 
~n~ompounded without changing or turning into all manner offorms. 
bt I~ al,so called "natural purity" because it is taintless from the 
, egmnlng, and "the buddha endowed with two purities" because it 
IS une,rly pure with respect to the two aspects of suddenly arisen ob
SCUratIOn. As the Net of Pristine Cognition (ye-shes drva-ba, NGB Vol. IS) 
says: . 
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The pure expanse is the body of indestructible reality. 
It is unchanging, undecaying and beyond thought. 

The buddha-body of awakening is so called because it possesses the 
attributes of knowledge, love and power such as the ten powers 
(dasatathagatabala, Mvt. 119-29), the four fearlessnesses (catur
vaisaradya, Mvt. 130-34), the eighteen distinct attributes of the buddhas 
(aHadasaverJikabuddhadharma, Mvt. 135-53) and great compassion 
(mahakarurJa, Mvt. 154-86). It abides as the basis for the arising of all 
distinct doctrines and its attributes are free from obscuration owing to 
the unimpeded expression of [all-]knowing pristine cognition which is 
the apparitional aspect [of the above-mentioned body of indestructible 
reality] endowed with the two purities. As the above-cited [Net of 
Pristine Cognition] says: 

Because it is taintless, it is pure. 
Vast in attributes, it is consummate. 
Permeated by non-duality, it is coalescent. 
Such is called the body of awakening. 

Then, when the buddha-body is definitively ordered according to 
pristine cognition, it is explained that the pristine cognition of the 
expanse of reality (dharmadhatujiiana) is the pristine cognition which 
qualitatively knows [the view, ji-lta-ba mkhyen-pa'i ye-shes] , and the 
four subsequent pristine cognitions through their functions of support
ing and depending on [the former] comprise the pristine cognition 
which quantitatively knows [phenomena, ji-snyed-pa mkhyen-pa'i ye
shes]. The great scholars who taught the definitive meaning during the 
later period of doctrinal propagation [in Tibet]149 meant the same when 
they explained the pristine cognition of the expanse of reality to refer 
to ultimate reality and the four subsequent pristine cognitions to be 
intermingled with various aspects of relative appearance. 

Moreover, among those pristine cognitions, the former is held to be 
[the perception characterizing] the buddha-body of reality. As the Supreme 
Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.2, v.38) says: 

Without beginning, middle or end, and indivisible, 
It is neither two, nor three, taintless and without thought. 

The four subsequent pristine cognitions are respectively described in 
the following quotations from the Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater 
Vehicle (Ch.9, vv.68-9): 

The selfless mirror-like pristine cognition 
Is completely unbroken and permanent. 
Undeluded with regard to all [things] that are knowable, 
It is never directed upon them. 
Since it is the causal basis of all pristine cognitions, 
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As if the supreme source of pristine cognition, 
It is the buddhahood of perfect rapture. 

And (Ch.9, vv.70-1): 

The pristine cognition of sameness 
Is held to be purity of meditation 
With respect to sentient beings. 
That which abides dynamically and at peace 
Is held to be the pristine cognition of sameness. 
At all times endowed with loving kindness 
And pure, consummate spirituality, 
The buddha-body is definitively revealed 
For all sentient beings in accord with their devotion. 

And again (Ch.9, vv.72-3): 

The pristine cognition of discernment, 
Ever unimpeded with regard to all that is knowable, 
Is solely like a treasure store 
Of the contemplations and the dharaJ).Is. 
In all the surrounding maJ).Qalas, 
As the revealer of all excellent attributes, 
It causes a downpour of the supreme doctrine, 
Cutting off all doubts. 

Thus these three pristine cognitions refer to the buddha-body of perfect 
rapture. 

Then, [the pristine cognition of accomplishment] refers to the emana
tional body. As the same text says (Ch.9, v.74): 

The pristine cognition of accomplishment 
Is diversified in all realms. 
Through measureless, unthinkable emanations 
It acts on behalf of all sentient beings. ISO 

In this context, the great all-knowing Longcenpa has explained that 
the two pristine cognitions of the expanse of reality and sameness are 
the pristine cognition which qualitatively knows [the view] because 
their function is to perceive the abiding nature [of reality], while the 
~ther three pristine cognitions are the pristine cognition which quantita
tIvely knows [phenomena] because their functions are respectively to 
be the ground for the arising [of all forms], to discern objects and to 
act on behalf ofliving beings. As it is said in the Penetration of Sound: 

By the actuality of qualitatively knowing [the view] 
The abiding nature of reality is known for one's own 

sake. 
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By that of quantitatively knowing [phenomena] 
The mental condition of those requiring training is 

known. 
The body which instructs the different beings who 

req uire training 
Is none other than the reflection of such 

compassion. 

The siitras speak of the rank of the great [emanations] ,:ho po~sess 
these three buddha-bodies and five pristine cognitions as [bemg attamed 
when] the empowerment of great light rays is conferred by the myriad 
tathagatas of the ten directions on a bodhisattva. This happens as the 
bodhisattva attains buddhahood, having relied on the unobstructed 
path at the end of the continuum, culminating the fi~e paths and ten 
levels according to the causal phase of the greater vehIcle. Thereby the 
two obscurations [covering] the bodhisattva's own level are purified. 
However, it is variously explained in the Unsurpassed Tantras of the 
way of mantras and their commentaries that there is no method of 
purifying the subtle propensities which transfer consciou~ness to the 
three appearances of the variable [desire realm], the bhs~ful [form 
realm] and the experiential [formless realm] through [the umon of] the 
white and red seminal points [sperm and ovum] and the vital energy 
without relying on the empowerment of supreme desire. lSI The Magical 
Net of Mafijusrf (v.135cd) is of the same opinion when it says: 

Attaining disillusionment through the three vehicles, 
One abides in the result through the single vehicle. 

Thus, the necessity of attaining the culmination of the causal ~ehicle 
by relying on the mantras can be known from the very names gIVen to 
the causal and resultant vehicles. 

One might then object that the definitive structure of the result which 
is taught in the causal phase of the greater vehicle would become mean
ingless; and yet there is no fault. Though that [structure] has ~een 
revealed to those dull persons who aspire through the causal vehl~le, 
it is in the mantras that the culmination of the siitras' definitive meamng 
abides. It does not follow that the buddhahood of the mantras does not 
refer to the buddhahood of the path of siitras. After the result had been 
spoken of in the siitras under such generaliti~s as the absolute natu~e, 
inner radiance of reality and the true self,ls- then the most extensIve 
abiding nature of reality and the complete means which realise it were 
revealed in the mantras. Just as, when the end of the long path .enco~n
ters the short path, wherever they originated, they are both IdentIcal 
in their purpose. 

Again, if one were to object that the path of the siitras w~uld then 
become a meaningless teaching apart from the mantras, that IS 110t the 
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case. Just as none but a person of powerful physique and intelligence 
can set out on a path of deep ravines and precipices, even though the 
distance be very short, there are great risks for all those who require 
training through the mantras apart from those of highest acumen and 
most potent intelligence. Then, just as one feeble in body and intelli
gence sets out on a journey which, though long, is without the fear of 
deep ravines and the like, and so encounters few risks by proceeding 
slowly, such is the teaching of the long path of the siitras. It is therefore 
a most essential point that one should know [the Teacher's] methods 
of teaching the doctrine to be unsurpassed; for the All-knowing One 
is learned in skilful means. If it were otherwise, the two vehicles of 
cause and result would deviate from his basic intention, they would 
not be gathered together in the single culminating vehicle, the definitive 
meaning would also be divided in two, and other great flaws such as 
these would exist. One must learn therefore that the Conqueror's en
lightened activity is never to be wasted. 



5 Distinctive Attributes of the Buddha
bodies and Pristine Cognitions 

[63a.5-66b.2] As for the distinctive attributes of the buddha-bodie~ and 
pristine cognitions which are revealed in the causal and resultant vehIcles: 
In order to classify intellectually the distinctive attributes of the causal 
and resultant vehicles, the great scholars of supreme discernment in the 
past have examined the distinctive attributes of the buddhas as assessed 
in the sutra and the mantra texts in the following way. 

The buddha-body of reality has three distinctive attributes of essence, 
characteristic and blessing, among which the first, the essence, is that 
the body of reality according to the vehicle of dialectics is sky-like 
unelaborate emptiness. As it is said in the Introduction to the Madhya-

maka (Ch.l1, v.16): 

When the dry brushwood of all that is knowable is 
burnt, 

The peace which results is the body of reality of the 
conquerors. 

At that time there is neither creation nor cessation, 
For the cessation of mind has been actualised by that body. 

The buddha-body of reality according to the mantras, however, ~s. the 
natural expression of the expanse [of reality] and pristine cognItIOn, 
the coalescence of appearance and emptiness. As it is said in the Tantra 

of the Extensive Magical Net: 

In the world with its moving and motionless 
creatures, 

In the nature of all such appearances, 
There is no substantial existence. 

Secondly, as for its characteristic: The body of realit~ according ~o 
the vehicle of dialectics has fallen into the extreme of emptmess, whereas 
the body of reality according to the mantras does not fall into extremes 
of eternalism and nihilism since there is no dichotomy between appear-
ance and emptiness. 
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Third, the blessing which arises from the body of reality according 
to the vehicle of dialectics is nothing but the two buddha-bodies of 
form; but as for the body of reality according to the mantras, the five 
bodies and various other apparitions arise from its blessing, which is 
the expanse [ of reality] and pristine cognition, the coalescence of appear
ance and emptiness. 

The buddha-body of perfect rapture and the body of emanation 
similarly have their distinctive attributes, which are outlined as follows. 
The vehicle of dialectics holds that the two buddha-bodies of form are 
created by causes and conditions, while the body of form according to 
the mantras is not created by causes and conditions. As the above 
[Extensive Magical Net] says: 

For it does not depend on causes and conditions ... 

When classified, [the buddha-body of form] has two aspects, namely, 
the distinctive attributes of the body of perfect rapture and those of the 
emanational body. 

The distinctive attributes of the buddha-body of perfect rapture are 
also twofold. Concerning the distinctive attributes of the rapture that is 
experienced, the body of perfect rapture according to the vehicle of dialec
tics experiences rapture in positive areas, but not in negative areas. The 
body of perfect rapture according to the mantras experiences rapture in 
both areas. Then there are distinctive attributes of the means of the experi
ence. In the vehicle of dialectics there are no means of experiencing rapture 
in negative areas, whereas the mantras do have means of experiencing 
rapture in both positive and negative areas. 

Then, the distinctive attributes of the emanational body are also 
twofold. The distinctive attribute of its object, the one who requires 
the training, is that, according to the vehicle of dialectics, the emana
tional body only instructs those requiring training who are positively 
disposed, but not those of a negative character; whereas the emanational 
body according to the mantras is impartial regarding the character of 
those requiring to be trained. The distinctive attributes of their methods 
o~ instruction are such that the emanational body in the vehicle of 
dIalectics has no means of instructing those of negative disposition, 
whereas the emanational body of the mantras is endowed with the 
means of instructing those of both positive and negative dispositions 
who require training. 

In addition, one should know that other distinctions also exist. For 
example, the body of reality is distinguished by utterly unchanging 
supreme bliss. The body of perfect rapture endowed with the five 
certain~ies is the apparitional aspect consisting of all the fields, teachers 
and retmues, which is spontaneously present in the great inner radiance 
of the ground, manifest in and of itself (rang-snang), but it is not com
POunded by external perception (gzhan-snang). The emanational body 
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has power to act on behalf of those who require training, ,having 
mastered the myriad ways that are suitable for the four k~nds of 
enlightened activity to be applied by means of the four kInds of 

instruction. , , ' b h' 
Then as for the actions performed on behalf of lIvmg bemgs y t, IS 

[emanational] body: Whenever a tathagata ma~ifests, his all-knowl~g 
level, the oceans of the myriad realms of the sentlent bemgs v:ho req~lre 
training and all the distinctive attributes of the m~ans of mstru~tlon, 
which are derived from his own essence, are nothmg but the dIsplay 
of great compassion. All [those requiring training and the me~ns of 
training] are of a common savour and are spontaneously pn~s~nt wltho~t 
effort, disregarding causes and conditions such a~ t~e p,rovlslon of ment 
accumulated by those requiring training and dlstmctlOns of the, Con
queror's aspiration. Therefore, the natural expression o~ the mm~ of 
all sentient beings, and the all-pervasive natural expressIOn of realIty, 
which is the pristine cognition of the buddhas and the, nucleus of, the 
sugata, are inseparable from each other, without commg and gomg, 
transferring and changing, as the oil that pervades the sesame seed. 
Enlightened activity is present therein, pervadi,ng the fun~a~ental na
ture of reality, and its uncompounded essence IS charactenstlcally per-
manent, pervasive and spontaneous. 

It says in the Sutra of the Introduction to the Development of the Power 
of Faith (Sraddhabaladhanavataramudnisutra, T 201): 

MafijusrI, in all the myriad world systems of the ten direc
tions all the domains of the extremists and all the mundane 
and ;upramundane activities which occur originate through 
the spontaneously present pristine cognition of the 
Tathagata. If you ask why it is so, it is because he possesses 

distinct attributes. 

Commenting on the meaning of [the buddhas'] permanence, the Su
preme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.4, v.12) says: 

Since he is disillusioned with dependence, 
Perceives himself and sentient beings equally, 
And has not completed his deeds, 
He does not cease to act for the duration of sarpsara. 

Then, commenting on the meaning of his pervasiveness and spontane
ous presence, it says (Ch.1, v.76): 

Ever spontaneously present to living beings ~ 
Throughout infinite space, 
Endowed with unimpeded intelligence, 
He genuinely proceeds to benefit sentient beings. 

And in the Hundred Parables on Deeds: 

The ocean domain of sea monsters 
May well pass beyond time, 
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But for the sake of his sons requiring training, 
The Buddha will not pass beyond time. 

Accordingly, this spontaneously present enlightened activity has re
gard for the awakening of the different minds requiring training in 
accord with their fortune, but is non-conceptual with respect to the 
effort amassed by the continuum of nirvaI).a. It is an encounter between 
the expressive power of the nucleus of the tathagata and the phenomena 
which suddenly arise in the manner of sarpsara. As a result, those who 
have matured the sprout of enlightenment, those who are in the process 
of maturing it and the means which brings about maturation are the 
amazing play of the sugatas' enlightened activity and compassion. These 
are, respectively, the spiritual benefactors who reveal the path of liber
ation, the adherents of the path and the antidotes which purify the 
stains arising on the path. 

It is said in the Tantra of the Extensive Magical Net: 

Through the blessing of his great compassion 
In all the worlds of the ten directions, 
As many as there are atoms, 
The enlightened activities on behalf of living beings 

are inconceivable. 
Through body, speech, mind, attributes 
And activities which are spontaneously present, 
Those requiring training, inexhaustible in extent, 
Are purified of evil existences and enlightened. 
The perfect provision of pristine cognition is 

everywhere revealed. 

It is additionally maintained that [the buddhas], without moving from 
the pristine cognition of meditative equipoise, act on behalf of sentient 
beings during the aftermath of their meditation. As has been explained 
[in the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle, Ch.2, v.7cd]: 

Both the non-conceptualising state 
And its aftermath are held to be pristine cognition. 

Then, concerning the claim that the benefit of living creatures is 
basically caused by the increase in positive attributes of those requiring 
training, and conditioned by the former aspiration of the buddhas, the 
Introduction to the Madhyamaka (Ch.ll, v.17) says: 

The fields and bodies are radia~1t like the Wishing Tree, 
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They are non-conceptual ising in the manner of the 
Wish-fulfilling Gem; 

Ever remaining to guide the world until beings have 
been liberated, 

They appear to those who are free from elaboration. 

Yet it is difficult to say that even these words reach the culmination of 
the definitive meaning, apart from their mere reference to a single 
aspect of the revelation [of buddha nature] for the sake of ordinary 
beings who require training. 

This completes the anthology explaining the appearance of the Con
queror or Teacher endowed with the three buddha-bodies, the second 
part of this book, the Feast in which Eloquence Appears, which is a 
definitive ordering of the precious teaching of the vehicle of indestruct
ible reality according to the Ancient Translation School. 

Part Three 
Causal Vehicles of Dialectics 



Introduction 

[66b.2-66b.4] Having briefly described the appearance of the Conqueror 
as the teachers endowed with the three buddha-bodies in the world 
system of Patient Endurance, now, among the promulgations of the 
doctrinal wheel delivered by these teachers, I shall first explain the 
definitive structure of the three turnings of the doctrinal wheel according 
to the causal [vehicles]. This includes a statement of the overall meaning 
according to classifications and a recapitulation of the meaning sub
sumed in their particular sections. 



1 The Three Promulgations of the 
Doctrinal Wheel 

[66b.4-68b.l] At the outset, the doctrinal wheel of the causal vehicle 
was promulgated in three successive stages by [Sakyamuni], the su
preme emanational buddha-body and sage. The first commenced with 
the four truths, the second concerned the absence of attributes, and 
the third the excellent analysis [of reality]. 

THE FIRST PROMULGATION 

The first is as follows: After discerning the utterly impure realms of 
sentient beings, the Teacher who promulgated the first turning of the 
doctrinal wheel intended to encourage these beings by the disturbing 
topics of impermanence, impurity, suffering, selflessness, ugliness, and 
so forth, and then cause them to forsake the attitude which actually 
clings to sarpsara. For in this way they would achieve appropriate 
insight into ultimate truth and adhere to the path of the greater vehicle. 

At the Deer Park of R~ipatana in the district of VaraI!asI, he repeated 
the four [truths] of suffering, its origin, the path and cessation [of 
sarpsara] three times to an assembly consisting of his five noble com
panions. 

The modes of the doctrine revealed in this context include the Four 
Transmissions of the Pitaka of the pious attendants and self-centred 
buddhas who belong to the lesser vehicle. 

THE SECOND PROMULGATION 

Concerning the second: The Tathagata's perseverance was not inter
rupted merely by that first promulgation of the doctrinal wheel. Sub
sequently, the Teacher promulgated the intermediate turning of the 
doctrinal wheel, intending that the realisation of the ultimate truth, 
Which is referred to by synonyms in order to bring about the partial 
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cessation of conceptual elaboration, should become the actual founda
tion for the path of the greater vehicle. In this way egotism would be 
averted once beings had comprehended the buddha nature through the 
extensive topics of emptiness, signlessness, and aspirationlessness in 
relation to all things. 

In places such as Vulture Peak near Rajagrha and chiefly to the 
communities of bodhisattvas, he revealed the Bodhisattvapiraka of the 
greater vehicle, which extensively teach the ineffable, unthinkable, 
inexpressible reality of just what is, whereby all things from form to 
omniscience are totally divorced from substantial existence. 

The long versions [of these piraka] are the Billion Lines on the Trans
cendental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness C*Satakotiprajfta
paramita) and the Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness 
in One Hundred Thousand Lines. The intermediate versions include the 
Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness in Twenty-five 
Thousand Lines, and the short versions include the Transcendental Per-
fection of Discriminative Awareness in Eight Thousand Lines; however, 
one should know there are an inconceivable number in addition to these. 

THE THIRD PROMULGATION 

Concerning the third: The Tathagata's perseverance was not interrupted 
merely by that second promulgation of the doctrinal wheel. Sub
sequently the Teacher promulgated the final turning of the doctrinal 
wheel, directing his intention towards the nucleus of the path of the 
greater vehicle, and actually revealed the ultimate truth for which there 
is no synonym. This he did after opposing all bases for the views 
concerning being and non-being and the like by causing sentient beings 
to penetrate the objective range of the Buddha through the topics of 
that irreversible promulgation 153 and through topics concerning the 
utter purity of the three spheres [of subject, object and their interaction]. 

In places such as Mount Malaya, the Point of Enlightenment154 and 
VaisalI, at indeterminate times and to the host of great bodhisattvas 
who required the essential training, he excellently analysed all things 
from form to omniscience in accord with the three essential natures of 
the imaginary (parikalpita), the dependent (paratantra) and the absolute 
(parini~panna);ISS and having established the nature of the ground, path 
and result, he extensively revealed the abiding reality of the ~lUcleus 
of the tathagata. 

Included in this promulgation are the Billion Verses of the Great 
Collection of the Most Extensive Siitras according to the Greater Vehicle 
(* Mahavaipulyamahayanasutrantamahasalflgraha) , the Great Bounteous
ness of the Buddhas, the Sutra of the Descent to Lanka, the Sutra of the 
Bounteous Array (Ghanavyuhasutra, T 110), the Great Satra of Final 
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Nzrva1Ja and the Satra which Decisively R I h J . 
mocanasutra, T 106). evea s t e ntentzon CSandhinir-

The Vaibha~ika hold that the doctrinal wh I' . 
sions were given comprise eXclusivel the ee s m :vh~ch these transmis-
tika hold that the three paths of insi ht m~~~h ~f mSIght. The Sautran
ing are comprised in the doctrinal w~ '1 I~atlOn and no-more-Iearn
vehicle claim all five paths to be ee. s, ;~Ile followers of the greater 

This causal vehicle when cIa c?fintdame m ~he doctrinal wheels. 
, SSI Ie accordmg t . t h·l . 

systems, has two divisions, namel t . 0 1 S P 1 osophlcal 
ants and self-centred buddha y, he ~ess~r vehIcle of the pious attend-

bodh~sat~vas. The former also i~cl~~es ~ e h greater. ve_h~cle of the 
Sautrantlka. ot the Valbha~lka and the 



2 The Lesser Vehicle 

VAIBHA~IKA 

[68b.1-69a.6] The Vaibha~ika, among the pious attendants, hold all 
that is knowable to be comprised in five categories. These are, namely, 
the basic category of apparent forms, the dominant mind, the concomit
ant mental events, the relational conditions and the uncompounded 
entities. 

Of these five basic categories the first is as follows. Apparent forms 
are characterised as relatively true with reference to things, the idea of 
which can be lost when their gross material substance composed of 
indivisible atomic particles is destroyed, or when analysed by the intel
lect. They are characterised as ultimately C true when the idea which 
apprehends them cannot be lost upon their destruction or analysis. As 
it is said in the Treasury of the Abhidharma (Ch.6, v.4): 

Whatever, on its destruction or intellectual analysis, 
Ceases to convey an idea, like a vase or water, 
Is relatively existent; all else is ultimately real. 

The Vaibha~ika hold that the relative truth, while not existing in an 
ultimate sense, is veridic ally existent; for they admit that all substances 
are exclusively veridical. 

The second basic category, [that of the dominant mind], refers to 
the consciousnesses of the five senses, along with the mental faculty, 
which perceive external objects. 

The third refers to all the fifty-one mental events, such as feeling 
and perception, which, together with the dominant consciousness, ap
prehend objects. When the sense organs regard their objects, [mind 
and mental events] are held to have the same reference, the same 
scrutiny, and to occur at the same time with the same sensory basis, 
and the same substance. In this way, the comprehension of objects by 
consiousness and the comprehension of the specific qualities of objects 
by mental events arise simultaneously with the objects which they 
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apprehend. Therefore, there is held to be no intrinsic awareness but 
only mind and mental events, which are both aware of external objects. 

The f~ur~h basic cat~gory is that of the disjunct conditions including 
the medItatIve absorptIOns and including nouns, words, and syllables, 
which are held to exist substantially throughout the three times. For 
example, a vase exists during the past time of the vase, yet it also exists 
during the future and the present times. It is held that any action, even 
when completed, has inexhaustible substantiality. 

Vasubandhu 

~ifth, the uncompounded entities .are three in number - space ces-
satIOn [ f . . ". ' 
the futuO co~r~ptlon] due t~ md~vldual scrutmy: a~d. the cessation [of 
i h re ansmg of any object] mdependent of mdlvldual scrutiny. It 
as deld that, together with the truth of the path and its concomitants 
n the cons . f h a CIOusness 0 t e mental faculty with its concomitants these 

a~e free from corruption, whereas all the remaining entities [men~ioned 
Ove] are corrupt. 
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SA UTRANTIKA 

[69a.6-70a.3] Most of the Sautrantika tenets are identical to those of 
the Vaibha~ika, the distinctions between them being that, while accept
ing, for example, the imperceptible forms which maintain [a behavioural 
pattern resulting from] an attitude of renunciation 156 - which are held 
by the Vaibha~ika to be form - the Sautrantika hold they are merely 
given the name form because they originate from form, and they deny 
that the three times have substantial existence. The sense organs are 
held to have consciousness as their possessor and the sense objects, 
too, are held to be the referential condition by which a sensum is 
transmitted to perception. The basic categories of mind and mental 
events, which are the consciousnesses of the five senses and their con
comitant mental events, refer to objects such as form, yet external 
objects such as form and sound are not actually perceived, a sensum 
being transmitted in the manner of the reflection on a mirror. Accord
ingly, the sensum of an object such as form transmitted prior to the 
present moment is covertly transmitted so that the sensum correspond
ing to the object such as form arises at the present moment. After that 
moment, when the present transmitter of the sensum is transmitted in 
the subsequent moment, an external sensum is perceived to arise, and 
is then referred to as an object. The subject-object dichotomy thus 
becomes a subjective process and is called the comprehension of objects. 
As it is said in the Ascertainment of Valid Cognition eCh.l): 

An object is said to be experienced 
When its resemblance is experienced. 

The Sautrantika maintain that, while appearances are essentially con
sciousness, they are deceptive because the sensa which are transmitted 
are not externally existing [objects]. However the intrinsic awareness 
which clearly experiences all perceptual objects is not erroneous. They 
deny that relational conditions have substance apart from being mere 
functions of form, mind and mental events, and they profess that the 
three uncompounded entities are insubstantial like the son of a barren 
woman. 

PIOUS ATTENDANTS 

[70a.3-70a.6] Now, those who definitely adhere to these p~ttern~ of 
the pious attendants observe in their conduct all the appropnate elght 
priitimok~a vows. And by meditating on the four moments ac~ they ~ac~ 
apply to the four truths, beginning with impermanence, LJ/ the l~dl
vidual is realised to be divorced from [the concept] of a substantially 
existing independent self. 
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As a result of this experience, the two kinds of obscuration, [that is, 
those of the three poisons with their seeds and of ignorance apart from 
conflicting emotions] are destroyed on the culmination of the five paths 
through the vajra-like contemplation (vajropamasamadhi)158 on the path 
of meditation. Obscuration is abandoned in such a way that it ceases 
to be acquired. Then, the result of an arhat with or without residual 
[impurity] is actualised. 

SELF-CENTRED BUDDHAS 

[70a.6-70b.6] The self-centred buddhas, on the other hand, in addition 
to [the moments] beginning with impermanence as they apply to the 
four truths, meditate on the twelve modes of dependent origination. 
While their progression on the path is generally identical to that of the 
pious attendants, [the difference between them is that] the pious attend
ants hold self with respect to the individual subject to be abandoned 
but the indivisible atomic matter of objects to continue in ultimate 
reality. The self-centred buddhas, _however, hold all these objects to 
be fallacious and non-existent in ultimate reality apart from mere mental 
phenomena. And they are partially identical to the Mind Only (Cit
tamatra)159 position in their opinion that the internal subjective con
sciousness genuinely does exist. As it is said in the Ornament of Emergent 
Realisation (Ch.2, v.8): 

Since they renounce the idea of objects 
And since they do not renounce the subject, 
One must know the path genuinely subsumed therein 
Is that of a rhinoceros-like160 recipient. 

Havi.n?" meditated in this way on selflessness as far as the great path of 
provlslons, every attainment from the feeling of warmth on the path 
o.f ~onnection to the path of no-more-learning is actualised in a single 
SIttmg. 

Thus, the two vehicles of the pious attendants and the self-centred 
bUddhas are differentiated according to the degree of [their adherents'] 
:cumen,. an? yet there ~s no great difference in their pattern of thought 
nd reahsation, for whlch reason they possess the same pi~aka. 



3 The Greater Vehicle 

The greater vehicle or the vehicle of the bodhisattvas has two divisions 
which are made also on the basis of its philosophical schools, namely, 

the Vijfianavada and the Madhyamaka. 

VIJNANAVADA 

[71a.1-72b.3] The Vijfianavadin merely confirms that objects are not 
perceived and indeed that substance is covert in accordance with the 
Sautrantika refutation which, on analysis, did not find the temporal 
parts of consciousness and the spatial parts of atoms postulated by the 
Vaibhasika. For this reason the Sutra of the King of Contemplation 

(Samad'hirajasutra, T 127) says: 161 

o sons of the Conqueror, this threefold realm is only 

mind. 

This philosophical school is therefore called the Vijfianavada [proponen~s 
of consciousness] because it maintains all, things to be merely the appan-

tiona 1 aspect of mind. 
The Vijfianavadin also admits, in conformity with the transmission 

of the final turning of the doctrinal wheel, that all things are definitively 
ordered according to three [essential natures] of reality, namely, the 
imaginary, the dependent and the absolute. 

Among these, the essential category of the imaginary is classified 
into the nominal imaginary and the imaginary of delimited character
istics. The former, since it indicates the conventional, includes the 
essential features of, or the particular names and symbols applied to, 
all things, which are exaggerated by the intellect despite being non
existent in reality. The latter is exemplified by the'two [postulated] 
selves [of individuals and phenomena]. The essential nature of the 
dependent is also divided into both impure dependence and pure de
pendence. The former includes everything subsumed by the five basic 
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compon~nt~ which arouse corrupt states, in accordance with the quota
tion begmnmg: 

All things originate interdependently. 
They are compounded by the conditions of ignorance. 

And continuing down to: 

Thus only this great mass of suffering has arisen. 

The latter includes the buddha-bodies, pristine cognitions and fields 
of the utterly pure conquero.r~. The former are so called because they 
depend on extraneous COndItIOnS of deeds and propensities, and the 
latter because they originate from the condition of obscurationless 
power. 

Then, the essential nature of the absolute is classified into both 
the unchanging and the incontrovertible. The former consists of the 
nucleus of inne.r radiance, the unchanging natural expression of the 
expanse of reahty, or the truth which is the abiding nature. As the 
Sutra of the Bounteous Array says: 

This nucleus is well defined 
As the ground-of-all. 

Concerni~g ,the latt~r, when the e~d of the uncorrupted path has been 
reac.hed, It IS explamed that this same nucleus is incontrovertibly ac
tuahsed because the conflicting emotions which cover the genuine 
resultant ground-of-all are entirely purified. ' 
, This philosophical system of Mind Only (Cittamdtra) is classified 
mto ?oth those who hold sensa to be veridical (Sakaravada) and those 
~oldmg s~nsa to be false (Nirakaravada). The former profess that, to 
he con~cIOusness of the eye which apprehends the colour blue the 

blue eXIst bl' , ' s as ue, Just as It appears, The latter are slightly superior 
~o the former in holding that everything such as the appearance of 
lue~ess has no substantiality of either object or intellect and that 

nothm 'I' ' g matena eXIsts apart from consciousness through which the 
pro ' , f' ' penSItIes 0 Ignorance are exaggerated and appearances then vitiated 
Or enhanced by the ignorance of the intellect. 
d,:hen, further classified, [those holding sensa to be veridical] are 

1 erentIated according to the categories of objects and consciousness 
So that ther hI" ' b" e are t ose c aImmg perception has an equal number of 
o )ectlVe and subjective factors, those claiming there is a diversity of 
sensa but n t f ' , , , 0 0 conSCIOusness, and those claImmg that [sensa and 
~onsclOUSness] resemble the two halves of one egg. 162 Those holding 
1:;sa ,to be false, too, are divided between the maculate and the immacu
b e hsmce, they hold that the essence of mind is either vitiated or not 
y t e stams ofig , , ent 'I norant prOpenSItIeS, Among those claiming perception 

al s an equal number of objective and subjective factors, there are 
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adherents of the eight aggregates of consciousness, and adherents of 
the six aggregates of consciousness. And among those claiming there 
is diversity of sensa but not of consciousness, there are some who hold 
to the six aggregates of consciousness and others who hold to a single 
consciousness. Such classifications become limitless. 

While this school is somewhat superior to the vehicles of the pious 
attendants and the self-centred buddhas, it does not correctly under
stand the nature of the absolute category which is the ultimate truth. 
This is because, although both those holding sensa to be veridical and 
those holding sensa to be false realise that the sensa of external objects 
are not true, they do admit the intrinsic awareness which is naturally 
radiant, non-dual perception to exist absolutely as the ultimate truth. 163 

MADHYAMAKA 

Secondly, the Madhyamika are divided into both adherents of the 
coarse, Outer Madhyamaka which claims there is no substantial exist
ence, and the subtle, inner Great Madhyamaka of the definitive mean
ing. The former includes both the Svatantrika-Madhyamaka and the 
Prasangika -Madhyamaka systems. 

Outer Madhyamaka 

Svatantrika-Madhyamaka 

[72b.4-73b.4] The philosophical systems of the Vaibha~ika, Sautrantika 
and Mind Only (Cittamatra) fall into the extreme of clinging to substan
tial existence, and so do not depart from conceptual elaboration, which 
is subjectively oriented. However, the Svatantrika system occupies the 
centre (madhyama) because therein all things are held to be of the nature 
of the middle way which does not fall into either of the two extremes. 

Moreover, the tenet that all things exist in the perceptual aspect of 
the bewildered intellect of relative appearance, but are ultimately non
existent in the awareness of the unbewildered intellect is claimed by 
the Svatantrika-Madhyamika. 

'Vhen these [two truths] are classified, there is held to be both a 
correct relative (tathyasart7:vfti) in which appearances are causally 
effective, and an erroneous relative (mithyasan:zvfti) in which app~ar
ances are not causally effective. On the ultimate level, too, there is 
held to be an ultimate truth which is referred to by synonyms 
(paryayaparamarthasatya) in order to cut through. a single aspect of 
conceptual elaboration, such as the view that a shoot is not self-pro
duced, and an ultimate truth without synonyms (aparyayaparamartha
satya) which cuts through conceptual elaboration of the four extremes, 
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beginning with the view that a shoot is produced neither from itself, 
nor from another source and so on. Their characteristic nature is that 
the relative [truth] does not resist scrutiny inasmuch as it can be refuted 
by the scrutinising intellect, and the ultimate truth does resist scrutiny 
inasmuch as it cannot be refuted by the intellect. 

Nagarjuna 

Accordingly, in order to realise that the relative or phenomenal ap
pearances which cannot be denied are not [inherently] existent one is 
made to perceive that they do not exist as veridical substanc~s. The 
substances of external objects and of consciousness are held to be empty 
a.nd only a pristine cognition undifferentiated into any of the exaggera-
tIon and de .. f [ . o. 

o • preciatlOn 0 VIews concermng] bemg and non-being is 
admItted. So it is that the Short Commentary (Sphu{artha, T 3793) begins: 

By the pristine cognition which is individual, intrinsic 
awareness ... 

The refutati f h h O h· .. 
f . on 0 t at w IC IS to be refuted [I.e. the mherent existence 

OJ. relatIve ]. I s h appe~rances IS a so proven by reason and logical axioms, 
cue as the Valra Fragments (rdo-rje'i gzegs-ma) which scrutinises 
~uses; the Refutation of Production from Entities or Non-Entities 

od-med skye-'gog) which scrutinises results; the Refutation of the Four 
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Limits of Production (mu-bzhi skye-'gog) which scutinises [both causes 
and results]; the Supreme Relativity (rten-'brel chen-po), arranged in 
syllogisms of implicitly affirmative negation (ma-yin dgag); and the 
Absence of the Singular and the Multiple (gcig-dang du-bral) arranged 
in syllogisms of explicit negation (med-dgag).164 

As a result, illusion and so forth, which are the objects of proof [in 
this system], are not proven by means of implicitly affirmative nega
tion which delimits their scope,165 but they are adduced by means of 
explicit negation which excludes166 through mere negation [the possibil
ity of] genuine substantial existence. In this way, a hypothetically con
ceived unborn nature is claimed by the Svatantrika-Madhyamika to be 
a characteristic of ultimate truth, unelaborate as the sky. 

In addition, by proving that which does not ultimately exist to be 
relatively existent, this system continues the flaws of the eternalist
nihilist dichotomy. Their understanding of mere explicit negation, a 
hypothetically conceived freedom from conceptual elaboration, abides 
not in the definitive meaning, and even the intellectual reasoning which 
refutes conceptual elaboration does not transcend the details of concep
tual elaboration. 

Prasaitgika-M adhyamaka 

[73b.5-77a.4.] Secondly, the Prasangika-Madhyamika demarcate the 
two truths by distinguishing between the bewildered intellect and the 
unbewildered intellect. The dichotomy between subjective conscious
ness and objective data never appears within the range of the meditative 
absorptions of sublime bodhisattvas and the all-knowing pristine cogni
tion of the buddhas, just as dreams are not perceived when one is not 
asleep. As the master Nagarjuna says: 

Just as, for example, on falling asleep, 
A man sees by the power of dreams 
His son, wife, mansion and lands, 
But sees them not upon awakening, 
So it is that when those who know relative 

appearance 
Open the eyes of intelligence, 
Part from the sleep of unknowing, 
And wake up, they no longer perceive it. 

The subjective entry into pristine cognition is also called quies<;ence, 
and when all the conceptual elaborations of mind and mental events 
have been interrupted and obstructed, that which abides in the cessation 
of supreme quiescence, the expanse of reality free from all thoughts 
and expressions, is called the reality of unbewildered intelligence. As 
Candraklrti has explained [in his Introduction to the Madhyamaka, 
Ch.ll, v.13]: 

Thus, because reality is uncreated, 
Intellects too are uncreated. 
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Therefore the reality known within the contents 
of these [intellects] 

Is known conventionally, in the manner, 
For example, of the mind 
Which correctly cognises its object 
On the emergence of objective sensa. 

Aryadeva 

Andalso[Ch.1l,v.16]: 

When the dry brushwood of all that is knowable is 
burnt, 

The peace which results is the body of reality 
of the conquerors. 

At that time there "is neither creation nor cessation, 
For the cessation of mind has been actualised by that 

body. 

So it is that this state is called the realisation of ultimate truth and the 
object of this [realisation] is the fundamental abiding nature, the natur
ally pure expanse of reality. 
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However the bewildered intellect of false perception vitiates [this 
reality] thr~ugh its propensities of common ignorance. In the manner 
of a person with a certain eye disease clinging to the t~uth ?f dark~ess 
and the vision of combed-out hairs, the sensa of the bewlldenn~ subJect
object dichotomy which appear as the various r~alms of the SIX clas~es 
of beings along with their experiences of happmess .and s~rrow, h~gh 
and low, and the different sensa which appear to su~hme bemgs dunng 
the aftermath of meditation, that is, the world and ItS contents as t~ey 
are generally known, are both assigned to the two aspect~ of ~elatIve 
appearance, according to whether th~y are the sensa of ImpaIred or 
unimpaired faculties. As the Introductwn to Madhyamaka (Ch.6, v.24) 

says: 
There are two kinds of false perception, 
One endowed with clear sense faculties, 
The other with impaired faculties. 
The perception of the impaired faculties 
Is deemed wrong observation by those of excellent 

faculties. 

By virtue of this, all the things of sarpsara, along :with mind, the ment~l 
events and their objective sensations, are relative appeara~ces. T~lS 
also applies to the attainment of the [bodhisatt~a] levels associated ~lth 
the impure forms 167 which are within the .u.mmpeded range .of mmd 
and mental events and to other such appantIOnS among the SIX aggr~
gates of consciousness. In short, all that is renounce~ or undertal~en IS 
amassed on the side of relative appearance and estabhshed as bewlld~r
ment. Relative appearances are also divided into the erroneous relat~ve 
which appears to those of impaired faculties, ~nd the correct. relative 
which appears as the object of unimpaired faculties. The former mcludes 
the perceptiort of two moons and dreams which are reputed to ~e untrue 
even when they appear within the range of mundane perceptIOn. The 
latter includes the perception of one moon which is reputed to be true 
when it appears within the range of mundane ~ercept~on. 

Now, that which diversely appears to the bewl~dered l~tellect, oste~s~ 
ibly true under the circumstances of t.he bewllde~ed. mtelle~t ,:hl

c
of 

clings to duality, is never referred to m ~he meditative eqmpOlSe 0 

sublime beings or in a buddha whose bewlld~rment has .c~ased and ~_ 
whom bewildering appearances never appear, Just as the VISIon of com 
ed-out hairs experienced by one of impaired eyesight never appe~rs.to 
one of good eyesight. Accordingly it is scvid in the above [IntroductW

n 

to the Madhyamaka, Ch.6, v.29]: 

Having investigated any erroneous objects 
Such as the vision of hairs in blindness, 
One should know the [relative truth] also to include 
Anything seen by anyone of pure vision. 
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And in the Destruction of Bewilderment by Nagarjuna [Madhyamaka
bhramaghtita by A.ryadeva, T 3850]: 168 

When genuiqe scholars have accordingly 
Destroyed all the propensities of ignorance 
By the sun of knowledge, without exception, 
The objective mind and mental events are not seen. 

In this way, the ultimate truth is characterised as the essence free from 
all conceptual elaborations of the subject-object dichotomy, in which 
all the stains of the mind and its mental events are quiescent in the 
expanse of reality, and which is not extraneously perceived because it 
is not discursive thought, or words, phrases and other such particular 
existents. Ultimate truth is also characterised as the abiding nature of 
reality which is beyond thought, free from all conceptual elaborations, 
and untouched by philosophical systems. As explained in the Root 
Stanzas on the Madhyamaka entitled Discriminative Awareness (cf. Ch.25, 
v.24): 

It is characterised as quiescent 
Without being extraneously perceived, 
Unelaborated by conceptual elaborations, 
And not different from non-conceptualisation. 

To sum up: The expanse that is characterised as the profound, calm 
mind of the sublimest of buddhas free from all obscurations, the all
knowing pristine cognition which realises that [expanse], the essence 
of the pristine cognition of sublime bodhisattvas' meditative equipoise, 
and the sensations of higher insight which appear during the aftermath 
[of meditation] are all the ultimate truth. 

. Although the Prasarigika also appraise things to have no independent 
existence through the five logical axioms, they do not, in the manner 
of the Svatantrika, alternately prove relative appearances to be false 
~aving once refuted them, or prove freedom from conceptual elabora
tion. having once refuted conceptual elaboration with respect to ultimate 
realIty and so forth. Rather, this unbewildered intention of the 
Pra~arigika dialectic escorts the inexpressible, inconceivable abiding 
re~llty, in which no things are differentiated according to theories of 
be~ng, non-being, both being and non-being or neither being nor non
bemg. It has refuted all the philosophical systems which have been 
upheld. Accordingly, the Refutation of Disputed Topics (v.29) says: 

If I were to possess some proposition, 
I would at that time be at fault. 
Since I am without propositions, 
I am entirely without fault. 
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And in the Four Hundred Verses (Catu~sataka, T 3846, Ch.16, v.25): 

One who adheres to no standpoint, 
Of being, non-being, both being and non-being, 
Or neither being nor non-being, 
Over a very long period cannot be censured. 

And also in the Jewel Lamp of the iVIadhyamaka (Madhyamakaratna
pradfpa, T 3854): 

Substances which are postulated 
Do not even subtly exist. 
Since they have been uncreated from the beginning, 
They are as the son of a barren woman. 

If it is objected that [in the Prasailgika view] the very definitive 
structure of the two truths would become non-existent, it is the case 
that in the abiding nature of reality all dualistic doctrines such as the 
two truths are transcended. The Prasailgika do label the apparitional 
world according to its mere exaggerated status, but they do not adhere 
to it in the manner of those philosophical systems which cling to it as 
[inherently] true. As it is said in the Introduction to the Madhyamaka 
(Ch.6 v.18ab): 

Just as you hold substances to have dependent 
existence, 

I have not admitted even relative existence. 

And in the Sutra of the King of Contemplation: 

As for the unwritten doctrines [of emptiness], 
Those which are heard and revealed 
Are indeed heard and revealed 
After the unchanging [reality] has been exaggerated. 

Therefore, wh~n the provision of pristine cognition has been accumu
lated through meditation which coalesces meditative equipoise in ~eal
ity, or discriminative awareness, and the great compassion of skIlful 
means and when the provision of merit has been accumulated by 
percei~ing all things as an apparition during the aftermat.h of meditation, 
finally the buddha-body of reality and the two bodIes of form are 
obtained. As it is said in the Jewel Garland (Ratniivalf, T 4158, Ch.3, 
v.12): 

This body of form of the buddhas 
Originated from the provision of merit. 
The body of reality, to be brief, 
Springs from the provision of kingly pristine 

cognition. 
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Thus the Madhyamaka of the ground refers to the two truths, the 
Madhyamaka of the path to the provisions, and the Madhyamaka of 
the result to the coalesence of the two buddha-bodies. 

Great Madhyamaka 

[77a.4-84a.4] Secondly, concerning the subtle, inner Great Madh
yam aka of definitive meaning, it is stated in the Jewel Lamp of the 
Madhyamaka by the master Bhavya (skal-Idan): 

The Madhyamaka of the Prasailgika and the Svatantrika is 
the coarse, Outer Madhyamaka. It should indeed be expres
sed by those who profess well-informed intelligence during 
debates with [extremist] Outsiders, during the composition 
of great treatises, and while establishing texts which concern 
supreme reasoning. However, when the subtle, inner 
Madhyamaka is experientially cultivated, one should medi
tate on the nature of Yogacara-Madhyamaka. 169 

Asanga 
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In this way, two Madhyamaka are spoken of, one outer and coarse, 
the other inner and subtle. 

Concerning the latter, the regent Ajita [Maitreya] has extensively 
analysed the meaningful intention of the topics of vast significance 
which revealed all things in terms of the three essential natures. This 
he did by means of discourses connected with the irreversible intention 
of the final turning of the doctrinal wheel and with the utter purity of 
the three spheres [of subject, object and their interaction]. 

Whereas in the aforementioned tradition of Mind Only, the depend
ent nature is the ground of emptiness and is explained to be the 
absolute, empty of imaginary objects of refutation, here it is the absolute 
reality (chos-nyid yongs-grub) that is claimed to be empty of imaginary 
objects of refutation. Accordingly, the components, psychophysical 
bases and activity fields, which are dependently conceived, are said to 
be a ground which is empty of the imaginary self and its properties; 
and the ground which is empty of that dependent ground of emptiness 
is absolute reality. This ground of emptiness never comes into existence 
because it is empty of the phenomena of sarpsara, which are charac
terised as suddenly arisen and which are divided according to essential 
stains and substantial faults. However this ground is not empty of the 
amassed enlightened attributes of nirvaI).a which spontaneously abide 
from the beginning. 

Accordingly, it is said in the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle 
(Ch.1, v.1SS): 

The seed which is empty of suddenly arisen 
phenomena 

Endowed with divisive characteristics 
Is not empty of the unsurpassed reality 
"Endowed with indivisible characteristics. 

And in the Commentary [on the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle, 
Mahiiyiinottaratantrasiistravyiikhyii, T 402S, p.76]: 

If one asks what is revealed by this passage, the reason for 
there being no basis of all-conflicting emotions requiring t.o 
be clarified in this naturally pure seed of the tathagata IS 
that it is naturally free from suddenly arisen stains. It conta~ns 
nothing at all which can be established as a basis for punfi
cation for its nature is reality, pure of divisive phenomena. 
So it i~ that the nucleus of the tathagata is empty of divisions .. 
which may be removed and of the entire nest of confl~cting 
emotions, but it is not empty of the inconceivable attnb~tes 
of the buddhas which outnumber all the sands of the RIver 
Ganges and are non-divisive and inalienable. 

Now it is also said that the imaginary implies that attributes are without 
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substantial existence, the dependent that creation is without substantial 
existence and the absolute that ultimate reality is without substantial 
existence. The first two of these [indicate] that the conceptual aspects 
of the subject-object dichotomy, which are suddenly arising fictions, 
are empty of their own essence, and the latter refers to emptiness as 
the naturally expressed, fundamental essence itself which has no sub
stantiality. Since this [ultimate reality] is naturally pure, it abides, 
through its function of emptiness, as the enlightened attributes of the 
buddha-body of reality, and through its apparitional function as the 
ground on which the buddha-bodies, fields, celestial mansions and so 
forth arise. Through its function of awareness, it is spontaneously pres- , 
ent from the beginning, free from causes and free from results, because 
it is the supporting ground of the ten powers, the four fearlessnesses 
and the like. This natural expression of the buddhas, which is called 
the nucleus of the sugata, does not abide as the seed of creation, destruc
tion, transformation, change, increase or decrease, cause or condition, 
and so forth, and it is ever uncovered, without being an object of 
metaphor, thought or expression. It is said in the Play of Maiijusrf 
(Maiijusrfvikrftjitamahiiyiinasutra, T 96): 

Sister, although suddenly arising conflicting emotions do 
emerge in relation to the natural inner radiance, the natural 
inner radiance cannot be defiled by those suddenly arisen 
all-conflicting emotions. 

And the regent Ajita has said [in the Supreme Continuum of the Greater 
Vehicle, Ch.l, v.S]: 

Uncompounded and spontaneously present, 
Unrealised through external conditions, 
Endowed with knowledge, love and power 
Is the buddhahood possessing the two benefits. 

If one were otherwise to apprehend all things as being exclusively 
empty of their own essence, in the manner ofthe proponents of intrinsic 
emptiness (rang-stong-pa) , then it is said that according to the same 
ext~eme [argument] the buddha-body of reality would also be empty 
of Itself. The buddha-bodies, pristine cognitions, fields and so forth 
wO~ld be non-existent, the accumulation of the provisions and purifi
ca~lOn of obscurations, which depend upon these, would also be non
eXIstent, and indeed the teachings through which the causal and result
~~t. vehicles reveal all th~ ~e.ans of purifying stains, whatever their 

SIS or path, would be dImInIshed. The ground of purification being 
non-existent, there would be no need to effect purification. Being empty 
of pristine cognition, there would be no work on behalf of others and 
n~ [enlightened] understanding. There being nothing existent, even 
WIth respect to the relative appearances of the impure dependent 
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nature, there would also be no enlightened attributes to transform~these 
impurities into the pure dependent nature. There would be no self to 
become the ground of bondage and liberation, and there would be no 
doctrine to be realised by each one individually. Many such faults 
would persist and by nature give rise to the source of unbearable views. 
This can be known from quotations such as the following from the 
Sutra of the Dialogue with Kasyapa from the Sublime Pagoda of Precious 
Jewels (Aryaratnakutakasyapaparivartas11tra, T 87): 

o Ka§yapa, whoever, referring to emptiness, relies upon 
emptiness deviates from this discourse of mine; theirs is said 
to be a great deviation. 0 Kasyapa, it is better to abide in 
a view [which clings to] individual existence to the extent 
of Mount Sumeru, than with manifest egotism to adopt a 
view to emptiness. If you ask why, 0 Kasyapa, I have 
explained that although that which arises from all views is 
emptiness, Kasyapa, that which exclusively regards empti
ness is untenable. 

If one were, on the other hand, to object that this would not be 
emptiness, it is not the case, as the Sublime Siitra of the Descent to Lanka 
says: 

If you ask what is the emptiness which is the ultimate reality 
of all things, the great pristine cognition of the sublime 
beings, it is as follows. The attainment of the pristine cogni
tion of the sublime beings, which is one's own intrinsic 
awareness, is empty of the propensities of all views and 
faults. This is called the emptiness which is the ultimate 
reality of all things, the great pristine cognition of sublime 
beings. 

This ultimate reality that is empty of extraneous entities (gzhan-stong), 
is similarly found in siltras belonging to the intermediate promulgation 
of the doctrinal wheel. It is said in the Transcendental Perfection of 
Discriminative Awareness in Twenty-five Thousand Lines: 

In this context, if you ask what is the emptiness of other 
substances, it applies whether the tathagatas have appeared 
or not. As the abiding nature of reality, as reality itself, the 
expanse of reality, the faultlessness of reality, the nature of .. 
just what is, the unmistakable nature of just what is, the 
unalterable nature of just what is, and as the genuine goal, 
it abides as just what is. Therefore, this reality, which is 
empty of extraneous entities, is called the emptiness of other 
substances. Subhl1ti, this is the greater vehicle of the 
bodhisattvas, great spiritual warriors. 
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And it is extensively mentioned in the Supreme Continuum o+the G t . I ' '} rea er 
Vehzc e, as CIted above in the passage eCh.l, v.lss) which begins: 

The seed which is empty of suddenly arisen phenomena 
Endowed with divisive characteristics ... 

The nature of, this expanse in the minds of sentient beings is like a 
treasure o~ precIOUS gems within the earth, uncovered by stains in 
respect ~f Its own essence, and yet it simultaneously assumes the sud
denly an sen for~s of sarpsara, in the manner, for example, of water 
and Ice. It says m the Sutra of the King of Contemplation: 

Pure, clear and inwardly radiant, 
Undisturbed and uncompounded 
Is the nucleus of the sugata. 
It is the reality that abides from the beginning. 

And in the master Nagarjuna's Eulogy to the Expanse of Reality (v.23): 

The water that lies within the earth 
Remains immaculately pure. 
The pristine cognition within conflicting 

emotions, too, 
Remains similarly immaculate. 

Such q,uotations maint~i,n that the status of the nucleus [of the tathagata] 
accor?mg to the defimtlve meaning is inconceivable. 

ThIs nucleus of the tathagata, with respect to its own essence, is the 
sa~e, throughout sarpsara and nirvat:la, without good or evil. As it is 
saId [m the Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater Vehicle, Ch. 9, v.37]: 

The nature of just what is, in all things, is 
undifferentiated. 

When purified, it is the nature of the tathagata. 
Therefore all living beings possess that nucleus. 

fUCh extensive quotations have an intention directed towards the abso
~te nature, which is unchanging reality. Therefore the Supreme Con

tznuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.l, v. 51) says: 

Subsequently just as it was before 
Is the unchanging reality. 

h
':Vhen beings are circumstantially classified in relation to the stains 

w lch suddenly' h [; 11 ' " , in t ans:, t ey a mto three categones. As It IS explained 
he Supreme Contmuum of the Greater Vehicle eCh.l, v.47): 

. ~cc?r~ing to thei~ re~p~ctive order of being impure, 
unfymg that WhlC~ IS Impure and being utterly pure, 

They are called sentIent beings, bodhisattvas and 
tathagatas. 
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And in the Commentary [on the Supreme Continum of the Greater Vehicle, 
p.40]: 

Therefore, those in the circumstance of being impure are 
called sentient beings, those in the circumstance of purifying 
that which is impure are called bodhisattvas and those in 
the circumstance of being utterly pure are called tathagatas. 

Similarly, everything appears according to distinctions such as the 
three vehicles, to diffLfentiations based upon hierarchical classifications 
such as the ten levels and the five paths, and likewise to ethical hierar
chies such as good and evil sentient beings, pious attendants and self
centred buddhas, and sublime bodhisattvas and buddhas. However, 
the natural inner radiance, which is the expanse of reality and the 
ultimate truth, pervades everything without [distinctions between] good 
and evil or decrease and increase, just as, for example, vases appear to 
be distinguished according to their quality, there being clay vases, 
wooden vases, vases of precious gems and so on, while the space within 
these vases is identical in that it is without qualities. Accordingly, the 
Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.1, vv.49-50) says: 

Just as space is omnipresent, 
Having a thoughtless nature, 
So the natural expression of mind, 
The immaculate expanse, is all-pervasive. 
Its general characteristic pervades the limits 
Of negative and positive attributes, 
In the manner of the space 
Within inferior, mediocre and superior material forms. 

If one then asks what exactly the three circumstances just mentioned 
are, beings are separated between sarpsara and nirval).a according to 
the distinction of whether they are liberated or not liberated from the 
stains that obscure the nucleus. As the same text says: 

One covered by the net of conflicting emotions 
Is truly called a sentient being. 
On becoming free from conflicting emotions 
One is called a buddha. 

Regarding this threefold circumstance, ordinary persons who are 
obscured by the great darkness of obscuration have nothing but_a 
portion of enlightened attributes. By contrast, the arh~ts among the 
pious attendants and self-centred buddhas are more subhme than th~I11 
in enlightened attributes since they have gradually reduced the stamS 
covering the nucleus by the greater or lesser potency of the antidotes 
which have power to remove them. Then, the bodhisattvas appear to 
be even more sublime, having attained the levels, and surpassed those 
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who have not renounced all aspects of ignorance. Beyond that, the 
buddhas free from all obscurations appear yet more sublime. 

Therefore, this ultimate truth which is the expanse [of reality] is not 
qualitatively perceived according to its abiding nature by the three 
lower kinds of sublime being, namely, the pious attendants, self-centred 
buddhas and bodhisattvas. It is not manifestly perceived by one who 
abides on the paths of provision and connection except as a mere volition 
of the scrutinising intellect. Again, although it is partially perceived on 
the paths of insight and meditation, the expanse cannot be perfectly 
perceived through these paths, apart from a mere proportion of its 
enlightened attributes, just as a small child does not perceive the all-en
compassing sun apart from the mere glimpse of its rays through an 
aperture. 

As has previously been cited [from the Supreme Continuum of the 
Greater Vehicle, Ch.2, v.68]: 

Because it is not an object of speech, 
Is subsumed by ultimate reality, 
Is not within reason's domain, 
Is beyond exemplification, 
Is unsurpassed and is subsumed neither by existence 

nor quiescence, 

The objective range of the Conqueror is inconceivable 
Even to sublime beings. 

It is on the buddha level that the natural expression [ of reality] is 
directly and perfectly perceived. As explained in the Commentary on 
the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (p.77): 

Just as the sun in the sky appears 
Through an aperture in the clouds, 
In this situation you are not fully perceived 
Even by sublime beings endowed with pure eyes of 
Intelligence; for their intelligence is partial. 
However, Transcendent Lord, you who are the pure 

body of reality, 
Pervading the spacious expanse of limitless knowledge 
Are totally perceived by those whose intelligence is 

limitless. 

Would it then be, one ·might object, that sentient beings become 
bUddhas who have accumulated the two provisions and renounced the 
two obscurations by means of this naturally radiant expanse, which is 
effortlessly present in the nature of sentient beings? That is not so, 
because there are two kinds of renunciation, one that is naturally pure 
and the other that becomes free from the suddenly arisen stains. The 
former is the reality which, in respect of its own essence, abides without 
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changing in the fundamental nature of great primordial purity. It is 
said in the Sutra of the Adornment of Pristine Cognition's Appearance 
which Penetrates the Scope of All Buddhas (Sarvabuddhavi~ayiivatiira
jiiiiniilokiilarrzkiirasutra, T 100): 

MafijusrI, since the mind is naturally radiant, it is naturally 
undefiled by all-conflicting emotions, and is only [provision
ally] defiled by all the subsidiary conflicting emotions which 
suddenly arise. That which is naturally radiant is the very 
absence of all-conflicting emotions. For one who is without 
all-conflicting emotions, there is no antidote through which 
all-conflicting emotions should be renounced. 

And in the Transcendental Pelfection of Discriminative Awareness m 
Twenty-five Thousand Lines: 

"Kausika, what do you think of this? Are sentient beings 
created or do they expire?" He replied, "Venerable Subhiiti, 
that is not the case. If you ask why, it is because sentient 
beings are pure from the beginning." 

And also in the same text: 

Since form is naturally radiant, it is pure without all-conflict
ing emotions. Since feeling, perception, habitual tendencies 
and consciousness are naturally radiant, they are pure with
out all-conflicting emotions. Since all manifestations up to 
omniscience are naturally radiant, they are pure and without 
all-conflicting emotions. 

According to such extensive quotations, natural renunciation is that 
which transcends the phenomena of consciousness and is a genuine 
liberation from all obscurations. It is complete from the beginning in 
ultimate truth because absolute reality is naturally pure. 

The second kind of renunciation is the removal of the suddenly 
arising obscurations by an appropriate antidote. Although, as previously 
explained, the unactualised enlightened attributes which exist in the· 
ground unrefined by the path are present in the situation of sentient 
beings, no defect is thereby introduced to this philosophical system 
because it is not claimed that sentient beings are buddhas free from all 
obscurations. • 

In the same way, there are also two kinds of realisation, namely, the 
naturally present pristine cognition realised through the intrinsic aware
ness of primordial reality, and the dependently produced pristine cog
nition realised through the power of meditating on the path. The former 
is characterised as supramundane, being the naturally present pristine 
cognition or discernment through individual intuitive awareness which 
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realises the ultimate reality. Thus [the Litany of the Names of Maiijusrf, 
v.155ab] says: 

It is awareness of itself, awareness of others, 
And awareness of all. 
It is the all-knowing sacred total awareness. 

The two fundamental kinds of renunciation and realisation are complete 
in their own essence, which is the abiding nature of ultimate reality. 
As the venerable Maitreya [in the Supreme Continuum of the Greater 
Vehicle, Ch.l, v.154]17o says: 

Therein there is nothing to be clarified 
And nothing to be minutely established. 
Genuinely regarding that genuine reality, 
Genuinely perceiving it, one will be free. 

The second kind of realisation is that pattern of realisation which is 
expanded by the power of meditating on the path. It is called the 
absolute which is incontrovertible because enlightened attributes of 
obscurationless power are actualised once the two provisions of pristine 
cognition have been accumulated through meditative equipoise and merit 
during the aftermath. As the Ornament of the Satras of the Greater Vehicle , 
Ve~icle (Ch.9, v.22abd) says: 

Though there is no distinction 
Between the former and the latter, 
It is the nature of just what is, 
Untainted by all obscurations, 
That is held to be the buddha. 



4 The Superiority of Great 
Madhyamaka to Mind Only 

[84a.4-92a.6] This system, according to which the relative is.,empty of 
its own essence and the ultimate empty of other entities, is variously 
revealed in both the intermediate and final promulgations. However, 
in particular, the presence of profound, radiant and non-dual pristine 
cognition, the nucleus of the sugata, as the ground of emptiness is 
extensively taught in the piIaka of the final transmitted precepts, and 
in those which speak of all things as merely apparitional aspects of mind. 

Derived from these [precepts], certain masters of the past have been 
obliged to admit that the mind is ultimately real and thereby originated 
the school of the VijfUinavada [proponents of consciousness], which is 
one of those known at the present day as the four philosophical systems. 
While not reaching the genuine intention, that mind described as the 
mind of which all things are merely apparitional aspects partakes of 
two circumstances, one under which its intention is directed to the 
consciousness of the ground-of-all, and the other under which its inten
tion is directed to the absolute reality (chos-nyid yongs-gnlb). 

When the former is intended, it is said not to be the ultimate truth 
because it is impermanent, the bewildered subject and object being 
relative appearances. For example, the Siitra of the Adornment of Pristine 
Cognition's Appearance which Penetrates the Scope of All Buddhas says: 

SaradvatIputra, that which is called mind includes the con
sciousness of mind and intellect, the mental body, the faculty 
of the intellect and the base of the intellect. This is what is 
called the mind. If you ask how emptiness relates with it, 
SaradvatIputra, the mind is empty of the mind. In it there 
is no actor. If there were some actor, then its actions would 
be experienced as such by others. The mind is not manifestly 
conditioned even by the mind. 

Though it is taught that all things are merely apparitional aspects of 
mind, there is no occasion so to speak in connection with the ultimate 
truth, for the pristine cognition transcending mind, intellect and all 
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aspects of consciousness is revealed in the ultimate truth A d' 1 .' 'd' h . . ccor mg y, 
It IS sal m t e Sublzme Siitra of the Descent to Lanka: 

One who ha~ become without mind, intellect, the conscious
~ess of .the mtellect, conceptualising thoughts and percep
tIOn, _ wIll. be~ome receptive to the un created doctrine. 0 
0ahamatl, smce the doctrine which is apparitionless and 
~Ivorced fr.om. con.ceptualising thoughts is revealed, this ul
tImate reahty IS WIthout order or orderly intervals. 

Maitreya 

And also [Ch.3, vv.40-1]: 

Having renounced the mind and intellect 
Consciousness, perception and thoughts ' 
Th . , 

e pIOUS attendants who have obtained the 
conceptualising doctrine 

Become the sons of the Conqueror. 
Through the distinctions of [buddha-]field 

and [bodhisattvas'] receptiveness 
[Th .]. , 

ey gam the VIrtuous pristine cognition of the Tathagata. 
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There are, in addition, proponents of the Mind Onl~ philoso~hical 
system who hold that consciousness is not tr~nscended I~ the ultimate 
truth. But this is simply a subjective perception of sarp.sara, unable to 
sublimate the world. The ultimate truth is c~aracterised as. t.he unc?r
rupted expanse, and as the obscurationle~s. pristi~e C?~mtlOn WhICh 
realises it, namely, the supramundane, indIVIdual, mtUitIVe awareness 
of the sublime beings. 

The distinction between these two [views] has been extensively taught 
in passages such as the following from that [same] sutra of the greater 
vehicle [Descent to Lanka, p. 64] : 

In this context, Mahamati, pristine cognition is of three 
kinds: mundane, supramundane and most supramundan~. 0 

Of these, that which having been created is destroyed IS 
consciousness; and that which is neither created n~r de
stroyed is pristine cognition. Moreover, MahamatI, that 
which falls into the dichotomy of being symbolic or non-sym
bolic that which falls into the dichotomy of being and non
bein~, and that which is created from caus.es ~f diverse 
character, is consciousness; whereas that WhICh IS chara~
terised as utterly transcending the dichotomy of symbol.Ic 
and non-symbolic is pristine cognition. And y~t agam 
Mahamati that which is characterised as accumulatmg them 
is conscio~sness, and that which is characterised as diminish-
ing them is pristine cognition. . . . 

Now these three kinds [of pristine cogmtIon respectIvely] 
generate the realisation of individual and general characteris
tics, the realisation of that which is created and destroyed 
and the realisation of that which is neither created nor ceases. 
The mundane pristine cognition is that of the extremists 
who manifestly cling to theses of being or non-being a~d. of 
all ordinary childish persons. The supramundane pnstme 
cognition is that of all pious attendants and sel.f-ce~tre~ .bud
dhas who openly cling to thoughts which fall mto mdIv.Id~al 
and general characteristics. The most supra mundane pnstme 
cognition is the analytical insight of the buddhas ~nd 
bodhisattvas into apparitionless reality. It is seen to be WIth
out creation or cessation, for they comprehend the selfl~ss 
level of the Tathagata who is free from theses concernmg 
being and non-being. . 

Furthermore, Mahamati, that which is charactensed as 
unattached is pristine cognition, and that w~ich is charac
teristically attached to various objects is c~nsclOusn~ss. And 
again, Mahamati, that which is charactens~d as be~ng pro
duced from the triple combination [of subject, object and 
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their interaction]l?l is consciousness and that characterised 
as the essential nature which is not so produced is pristine 
cognition. Then again, Mahamati, that which is charac
terised as not to be attained is pristine cognition, since 
each one's own sublime pristine cognition does not emerge 
as a perceptual object of realisation, [but is present] in the 
manner of the moon's reflection in water. On this it must 
be said [Ch.3, vv.38-9]: 

The mind accrues deeds and so forth) 
But pristine cognition breaks them down)· 
By discriminative awareness) too) the apparitionless 
Reality and powers are well obtained. 
It is the mind which objectifies. 

And similarly it is said in the Sublime Sutra of Clouds of Precious Jewels 
(Aryaratnameghasutra, T 231): 

This doctrine genuinely transcends all written and spoken 
words. It genuinely transcends the entire range of expres
sions. It genuinely transcends all verbalisation. It is free 
from all conceptual elaboration and free from all that is 
accepted or rejected. It is free from all opening and closing, 

. and free from all sophistry. It is not to be analysed and is 
not within the range of sophistry. It genuinely transcends 
the range of sophistry. It is non-symbolic, free from sym-. 
bolism and genuinely transcends the range of symbolism. It 
genuinely transcends the range of the childish. It genuinely 
transcends the range of all demons, and genuinely transcends 
the range of all conflicting emotions. It genuinely transcends 
the range of consciousness. It does, however, lie within the 
range of the indetermin'ate, dynamic, quiescent and sublime 
pristine cognition. The individual, intrinsic awareness of 
these attributes is a topic which is taintless, uncovered, pure, 
bountiful, supreme, sacred, perfect, permanent, firm, en
during and imperishable. Whether the tathagatas have ap
peared or not, this expanse of reality is exclusively present. 

The inconceivability of the ultimate, sublime pristine cognition, ex
tensively revealed by such quotations, does not lie within the path 
[followed] by the proponents of the Mind Only system. It is admitted 
that this naturally radiant, intuitive awareness, the perception free from 
the subject-object dichotomy, is itself the true basis of buddha hood 
and it is held that the subject is dependently real. It is therefore difficul~ 
for anyone holding consciousness to exist substantially in ultimate reality 
to understand literally the selflessness of phenomena. In the same vein 
the Sutra of the Descent to Lanka (Ch.10, vv.359 and 358) also says: 
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Being mind only, it is apparitionless. 
Being apparitionless, it is uncreated. 
These middle paths 
Have been explained by myself, and others too. 
Realising that there is only mind, 
External substances are clarified. 
By reversing the pattern of conceptualising thought, 
That path becomes the middle one. 

So it is that this intention of the final transmitted precepts, abiding 
in the Great Madhyamaka of definitive meaning, is clearly revealed in 
the commentaries of great bodhisattvas172 and in the compositions of 
the two promulgators who were masters of the greater vehic~e [Nagar
juna and Asailga] along with their followers. Although certam masters 
may well have developed other systems and tenets e.lsewhere ou~ of 
necessity, it is difficult to estimate whether they are ordmary or sublIme 
beings. There may well be occasion to speak in the manner [of these 
masters] owing to various basic intentions once one has reached the 
level of the sublime ones, but childish persons like ourselves should 
understand the importance of not accumulating evil deeds which re
nounce the doctrine, having clung to a single extreme [view]. 

If this system [of Great Madhyamaka] were also to be desc~ibed as 
Mind Only because the three essential natures are taught t~ereln,. then 
the three essential natures are extensively revealed, too, m the mter
mediate transmitted precepts such as the Intermediate Mother: 

Maitreya, regard any imaginary form as not substantially 
existent. One might regard any conceptualised form as sub
stantially existent because thoughts exist substantially, but 
do not confer independent status upon it. Then you should 
regard the very form of reality as being disclosed by ultimate 
reality, for it is neither substantially existent nor not substan
tially existent. 

And again in the Epitome of the Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative 
Awareness in Eight Thousand Lines (AHasahasrikapirJ,qartha, T 3809, 
vv.27-9): 

The transcendental perfection of discriminative awareness 
Genuinely depends on three teachings: 
The imaginary, dependent and absolute alone. 
By negative expressions and the like 
All that is imaginary is refuted. 
By apparition and other such similes 
The dependent is correctly revealed. 

'fi . 173 Through the fourfold pun lcatlOn 
The absolute is well known. 
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Other than the transcendental perfection 
Of discriminative awareness, 
The buddhas have no teaching. 

Similarly, in the master Nagamitra's Introduction to the Three Bodies 
(Kayatrayavataramukha, T 3890), the three essential natures are also 
summarised as the causal basis for the attainment of the three buddha
bodies, and in the Commentary [on the Introduction to the Three Bodies . , 
Kayatrayavrttz , T 3891] composed by the proponent of the Great 
Madhyamaka, ]fianacandra, the same point is explained. Despite all 
the definitive structures of the three essential natures which have been 
set forth in all such texts of Great Madhyamaka, those who propound 
that they belong not to the Madhyamaka tradition but just to that of 
Mind Only have not even seen these relevant texts. As the Siltra of the 
Descent to Lanka (Ch.10, vv.256-7) says: 

One who relies on Mind Only, 
Does not discern external objects. 
Relying on the apparitionless, 
Mind Only should be transcended. 
Relying on the genuine object of reference, 
The apparitionless should be transcended. 
A yogin who abides in the apparitionless 
Does not perceive the greater vehicle. 

Accordingly, after Mind Only has been provisionally taught and then 
genuinely transcended, the apparitionless Madhyamaka is taught; and 
when that too has been transcended, the apparitional Madhyamaka is 
revealed. If that is not reached, it is said that the profound meaning 
of th~ greater vehicle is not perceived. It is, in general, erroneous to 
descr~be everything expressed by the word mind as the Mind Only 
doctnne; for there are occasions when the abiding nature free from all 
extremes, [known] inclusively as the nature of just what is, the genuine 
goa~, the natural nirval).a, the expanse of reality, the mind of inner 
ra?lance, and the intellect of Samantabhadra, is indicated by the word 
mznd. The Long Mother says: 

Subhuti, that mind is not the mind. 
The nature of that mind is inner radiance. 

One should not therefore mistake that which is spoken of as mind-as
SUch, the inner radiance transcending the mind of samsara and its 
ment~l events, for the Mind Only system which does ~ot transcend 
~O~SclOusness. The latter is characterised in the Satra of the Descent to 

anka (Ch.3, v.32 and Ch.10, v.486) as follows: 

Conne.cted ,with propensities of conceptualising thought, 
The diVerSIty which arises from the mind 
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And appears externally to mankind, 
Is the mundane Mind Only [view]. 

There is indeed a distinction between the mundane and the supra- (j.~ 

mundane Mind Only which is identical in meaning to the distinction 
between consciousness and pristine cognition, as previously explained. 
Similarly, those terms revealed in the most profound [sutras] of the 
greater vehicle which are synonyms of mind should be likewise kno~n. 
It would indeed be a grave error to equate the tenets of mundane Mmd 
Only with the Great Sage's buddha-body of reality and the mass of its 
inseparable enlightened attributes, exceeding all the sands of the River 
Ganges, which are inclusively known as the uncorrupted expanse, .the 
inconceivable expanse, ultimate virtue, unchanging and firm reahty, 
truth in the ultimate abiding nature of reality, the primordially liberated 
buddha-body, freedom from all conceptual elaborations of the four 
extremes, and renunciation of the two concepts of selfhood. These are 
spontaneously present, utterly transcending the phenomena of con
sciousness. 

In general, those whose intelligence is authoritative, without f~lling 
into prejudice, do not differentiate between the two modes of empt~ness 
[rang-stong and gzhan-stong] when abiding in the Madhyamaka [VIew], 
which is the summit of the four philosophical systems dependent on 
different traditions of promulgation which have been precisely enumer
ated. This is clearly understood through the respective treatises of the 
two great masters, Nagarjuna and Asanga, whom the Conqueror .~ad 
prophetically declared would comment o? the intenti~n ?fthe defin~t1ve 
meaning; and in conformity with them, It has been SImIlarly explamed 
by the all-knowing dialectician Ratnakarasanti, the venerable Bhavya, 
the Guru of Suvan)advlpa, 17-+ the lord Atisa and others. Even the master 
Haribhadra gives confirmation of it because, when explaining the inten
tion of the Ornament of Emergent Realisation [in his AJin'or Commentary, 
T 3791], he resolves that this non-dual pristine cognition alone is the 
genuinely existing essence. He then asserts this resolution to be made 
through the sequence of [discriminative awareness] produced by r~flec
tion, or through the yoga produced by the meditation of a y~gm on 
the third level. 175 And he additionally confirms this by explaIm~g. the 
recognition of just what is to be pristine cognition, and by eXplal?I?g, 
in his commentary on the essential buddha-body, that the remammg 
three buddha-bodies, through which it abides, are reality. . 

In this way, the emptiness directly revealed through t?e intermed?ate 
promulgation is claimed to have the definitive meanm.g of ou~ngh~ 
explicit negation in order that it might cut through the egotIsm that IS ~o 
emergent with intellect in corporeal beings; as well as through the VIeW 
of self, which is newly postulated by the philosophical systems of the 
eternalistic extremists; and through the subjective, conceptual elabora-
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tions of those of our own [Buddhist] philosophical systems which pro
pound substantial existence. 176 Since [this intermediate promulgation] 
teaches that one meditates on emptiness when meditating on nothing 
at all, and realises just what is when nothing at all is perceived, that 
[reality] and its significance are indeed perceived. The view of this 
[promulgation] is therefore in the range of understanding or proper 
realisation of selflessness. 

It is difficult to destroy attachment to superficial characteristics 
(mtshan-'dzin).I77 However, in order for the discriminative awareness 
born of study and thought to refute it, the Prasangika and Svatantrika 
reasoning which cuts through conceptual elaboration is sharp. But when 
the experiences of meditation are established, it is this tradition of the 
Great Madhyamaka, as taught in the third promulgation, which is 
supre~ely profound and vast. This naturally present pristine cognition, 
the ultImate tru.th of the naturally pure expanse, is the original abiding 
nat~re. o! all t?m~s? and it is the pristine cognition to be experienced 
by mdlvldual mtultIve awareness. As it is said in Rahula's Praise of the 
Mother [yum-Ia bstod-pa, T 1127, attributed to Nagarjuna]: 

Homage to the Mother of the conquerors of the three 
times, 

Who is the ineffable, unthinkable, inexpressible 
Transcendental perfection of discriminative awareness 
Es~e~tial nature uncreated and unceasing as the sky, ' 
Wlthm range of the individual intuitive awareness 
That is pristine cognition. 

And [in the Sutra of Extensive Play, Ch.25, v.l]: 

I have found a nectar-like doctrine 
Profound, calm, unelaborate, radiant and uncompounded. 

By such quotations, the inconceivable pristine cognition has been illus
tr~ted, and through the vision of its nature the ultimate truth is per
ceIved. It is wrong to refer to the mere emptiness, which is nothing at 
all, as the ultimate truth. 

of ~hus, abs~lute r.ea!itY.is the pristine cognition of the non-dual nature 
J s~ what IS. It IS mdicated by the words buddha-body of reality or 

essen~Ial buddha-body which genuinely transcends the phenomena of 
ConSCIOusness. Yet, also comprised within this doctrine, which is mis
;~~r~sent~~ as the philosophical systen1 known as the Mind Only, are: 

efinltlVe order of the three continua as taught in the way of secret mantr .178 h d fi .. 
p' . a, tee mltlVe order of the ground, path and result of 
v ~~fica~lOn and so forth which are adhered to by followers of the greater 
t e I~le m both its causal and resultant aspects, and which include [the 
Seurnllnology] of deities, mantras, embodiments of indestructible reality 

preme bl··. , 
ISS, emptmess endowed WIth all supreme aspects, the im-
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perishable seminal point which is the fundamental support of body, 
speech and mind; and also the uncommon definitive order of the 
ground, path and result. . 

One should know that the intention of the final promulgation, even 
though not within the path upheld by the proponents of intrinsic emp
tiness (rang-stong-pa) , is without contradiction by examining, one by 
one, the commentaries of the great lords of the tenth level and the 
teachings belonging to the tantrapiraka of the way of secret mantra. 

Therefore, while the intention of the final transmitted precepts is 
not the same as that of the mundane Mind Only system in any of its 
forms, the purposes of the lower phases of the vehicle are gradually 
gathered within the higher, so that [Mind Only and the like] are not 
contradictory apart from their vindication of an extreme position. In
deed, one must truly comprehend that the great distinction ofthe higher 
over the lower phases is a feature of the precious teaching of the sublime 
Sugata. Otherwise, after one had been given teaching on suffering, 
selflessness, impurity and impermanence according to the first pro
mulgation and everything had been established as emptiness according 
to the intermediate transmitted precepts, if one were then to grasp 
literally the meaningful intention revealed according to the final trans
mitted precepts concerning bliss, purity, permanence and true self,179 
without knowing how to accept them with an attitude confident in the 
four kinds of reliance, one would engage in conceptualising thoughts 
which would confuse those who require training and wrongly scrutinise 
the teaching. 

With an intention directed toward this, the Commentary on the 
Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (p.74) says accordingly: 

To sum up, there are four kinds of individuals who do not 
possess the eye which perceives the nucleus of the tathagata. 
If you ask who these four are, they are as follows: ordinary 
persons, pious attendants, self-centred buddhas and 
bodhisattvas who have newly entered the vehicle. As it has 
been said,180 "0 Transcendent Lord, this nucleus of the 
tathagata is not within the range of those who fall into views 
concerning worldly existence, who openly delight in decep
tion and whose minds waver towards emptiness." 

This same point can also be proven thoroughly from all the transmitted 
precepts and treatises, but here one will suffice. 

5 The Provisional and Definitive 
Meaning of the Transmitted 
Precepts 

[92a.6-95b.6] When these teachings are allocated between the provi
sional meaning (drang-don) and the definitive meaning (nges-don), the 
three successive promulgations of the doctrinal wheel have the same 
common purpose, that is, to purify the stains covering the single nucleus 
of the tathagata. They differ only in the greatness of their means which 
respectively purify the gross, subtle and very subtle stains that suddenly 
arise to obscure it. Thus, by teachings such as impermanence, the first 
promulgation arouses the mind from sarpsara and causes it to approach 
nirval).a. In the second, t.he three approaches to liberation become an 
antidote to attachment to superficial characteristics, which include the 
mundane view of self; and the third intends that the extensive way of 
the sugatas be comprehended through the topics of that irreversible 
promulgation. This is extensively mentioned in passages such as the 
following from the Sutra of the Dialogue with King Dhara'fJfsvara 
(Dhara'fJfsvaraparipfcchasutra, T 147): 

Son of the enlightened family, it is in the same way as, for 
example, a skilled jeweller, who knows well how gems are 
refined, takes an impure stone from a species of precious 
gemstones and, after wetting it in dirty salt water, has it 
cleaned with goats' hair, and similarly after then wetting it 
in a beverage has it cleaned with a woollen cloth, and after
wards, in the very same way, wets it in a herbal solution 
and has it cleaned with fine clean linen; when it is well 
refined, the stainless gem is said to be "a great gemstone of 
the species beryl". Likewise, when a sentient being has first 
been induced to enter the Vinaya by the disturbing topics 
such as suffering and impermanence, and has then been 
made to realise the way of the tathagatas by means of 
the three approaches to liberation, he subsequently is 
made to enter the objective range of the tathagatas by the 
topics of the irreversible promulgation. To enter in this 
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way and realise reality is to become an unsurpassed object of 
offering. 

Thus, the three successive [promulgations] of transmitted precepts are 
classified into those 1)f provisional meaning and those of definitive 
meaning. It says in the Sutra which Decisively Reveals the Intention 
(Sandhininnocanasutra, T 106): 

The first promulgation of the doctrinal wheel by the Tran
scendent Lord, through which the four sublime truths were 
taught to those who enter the vehicle of the pious attendants, 
is surpassed, circumstantial, of provisional meaning and con
tinues to be a basis for debate. Then, beginning with the 
Transcendent Lord's teaching that things have no essence, 
the second promulgation of the doctrinal wheel which teaches 
emptiness to those who correctly enter the greater vehicle is 
surpassed, circumstantial, of provisional meaning and con
tinues to be a basis for debate. And then, beginning with 
the Transcendent Lord's teaching that things have no es
sence, the third promulgation of the wheel of the exceedingly 
wondrous and amazing doctrine, which is well distinguished, 
was revealed to those correctly entering the entire vehicle. 
That promulgation of the doctrinal wheel is unsurpassed, 
not circumstantial, of definitive meaning and does not be
come a basis for debate. 

The allocation of provisional and definitive meaning is determined in 
ways such as these. 

The intermediate promulgation has accordingly been allocated pro
visional meaning because in this turning of the doctrinal wheel the 
enlightened attributes of ultimate reality, such as the powers of the 
sugatas, are mostly revealed to be empty of their own essence (rang
stong), though they are not actually empty of their own essence, and 
because it does not teach that these attributes are well distinguished 
and without inherent contradiction. For such reasons it is said to be 
surpassed and so on. Definitive meaning, on the other hand, is allocated 
to the third promulgation because [therein] things of relative appearance 
are empty of their own essence and the ultimate reality is empty of 
extraneous entities, so that the nature ofthese [attributes] is qualitatively 
well distinguished and then revealed. 

If there are those who say that definitive meaning is contained in the 
intermediate promulgation because it teaches the transcendental perfec
tion of discriminative awareness, but that the final promulgation has 
an intention of provisional meaning because it teaches the contrary, 
then they have not made an accurate examination. The attributes, such 
as uncreated and unceasing original quiescence, which are terms relating 
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to the transcendental perfection of discriminative aw 
extensively revealed in the final promulgation and a~eerness, afire mdolst 

I d· h h· . Y pro oun y revea e m t e ve .Icle of mdestructible reality. 
However, there IS no distinction in the essence of the tra d I 
i'. fd· . . . nscen enta 

penectlon 0 Iscnmmatlve awareness which is said to b d·· . h 
d ' e IstmgUls ed 

as surpasse or unsurpassed depending on wheth . . 
I I er It IS unclearly 

clear y or very c early revealed; for all the limitless [attributes] which 
are revealed by names such as the nucleus of the h 1" h· . sugata, t e expanse 
of r~a Ity, t e n:md of mner radiance, the naturally pure enlightened 
famIly, the genume goal and the emptiness which is the esse t· I 
d . d f b .. . n Ia nature 
e~o~ 0 su .s~antlaIIty, are Identical in the naturally present, non-dual 

pnstme cognItIOn. ThIS same [pristine cognition] I·S the t d 
fi · f· . . . ranscen ental 

per ectIOn 0 dlscnmmatlve awareness Therefiore th D·-. h· E . . e master Ignaga 
[m IS pztome of the Transcendental Perfection of Discrimin t' A 
ness, v. 1] has said: a Ive ware-

Being the transcendental perfection of 
Discriminative awareness , 
~his ~on-dual pristine cognition is the Tathagata. 
Sm~e It. possesses the meaning 
WhIch IS to be accomplished 
This term applies to the cent;al texts and path.I81 

Th.e. final tr~nsmitted precepts are ~onclusively proven to be the 
?efin~~ve meanmg by ~ll [scriptural] transmissions and [logical] reason
~n~ ... e Conq~eror hImself made the classification of provisional and 

e lnItlVe meamng, and moreover, in his own words said: 

A monk who is called Asanga 
Le.arn~d in the meaning of these treatises, 
WIll dIfferentiate in many categories 
The siitras of provisional and definitive meaning. 

The final [tra . d 
defi .. ns.mItte precepts] were accordingly allocated conclusive 
pro~~~~~a~eanmg by this subl~me [As~nga], whom the Conqueror had 
meanings. y declared would dlfferentlate the provisonal and definitive 

There are on the th h d . . 
the inter '. 0 .er an, no authontatlve passages declaring 
the final7tedlate ~transmItted precept~]. to have definitive meaning and 
the p ransmItted precepts] provIsIOnal meaning. Indeed even if 

roponents of the Vi( - -d ld ' 
transmitt d nanava a cou have composed these final 
sequence ere!:~~~P~s as such, th~y .would have mistaken the correct 
and by oth .. y th~ above SImIle of the refinement of gemstones 
and the stu~r S}7lles wn~ch refer to the medical treatment of ill-health 
order made ~ 0 ~tt~s. There ,:ould be no need even for the definitive 
there w y ~ ~ onqueror hImself and the sublime [Asailga] and 

ould be lImItless other such faults. In addition, after first tea~hing 

~ 
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the provisional meaning and intermediately the definitive meaning to 
those who require training, the provisional meaning would then be 
repeated, so that one would be obliged to consider just what is the 
BuddHa's intention vis-a-vis the teaching. It should be known that by 
proceeding in this way, there would be all kinds of unbearable evils, 
such as allocating the conclusive definitive meaning to philosophical 
systems which propound substantial existence, slandering the buddhas 
and great bodhisattvas as holders of a relative teaching, and abandoning 
this doctrine of the nucleus. 

Furthermore, since the three vehicles have reference to the definitive 
meaning gathered in the final promulgation, the definitive meaning is 
conclusively proven. This is extensively mentioned in passages such as 
the following from the Siitra of the Irreversible Wheel (Avaivartacakra
sutra, T 240): 

Then, in reverence to the Transcendent Lord, the great 
bodhisattva Madhuranirgho~a arose from his lotus posture 
and asked, "Transcendent Lord, what is the dimension of 
this world system of Patient Endurance?" 

He replied, "Son of the enlightened family, in the western 
direction of this world system there is a world system which 
outnumbers the sands of the River Ganges." 

Then he asked, "Transcendent Lord, in that world system 
which Transcendent Lord teaches the doctrine?" 

"He is called the Tathagata Sakyamuni." 
"What manner of doctrine does he teach?" 
"He begins from the three vehicles." 
"What are the three vehicles?" 
"He reveals the doctrine beginning with the three vehicles, 

which are the vehicle of the pious attendants, the vehicle of 
the self-centred buddhas and the greater vehicle." 

"Do these conform to the doctrine revealed by the Trans
cendent Lord Buddha?" 

"Son of the enlightened family, the doctrines revealed by 
the [different] Transcendent Lord Buddhas do conform." 

"Just in what respect do the doctrines revealed by the 
Transcendent Lord Buddhas conform?" 

And he replied, "The doctrines revealed by the Transcen
dent Lord Buddhas conform to the irreversible promulga
tion." 

6 The Enlightened or Buddha Family 

[95 ~. 6- ~ 06 b.4 ~ When this buddha family of the unsurpassed greater 
vehIcle IS clasSIfied, the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.1 
v.149) says: ' 

One s?o~ld know this enlightened family to be twofold: 
One SImIlar to treasure and the other to a fruit tree 
The [first] is that which naturally abides from the . 

beginning, 

And the [second] is supreme through having been 
genuinely nurtured. 

So .there is both. an e~lig~tened family which naturally abides and an 
enh~htene~ famIly whIch IS nurtured. Concerning the former, the Sutra 
of Fmal Nzrva1Ja says: 

?on of the ~nlightened family, the reality of the mind which 
IS nat~ral, I~ner radiance, and naturally without essence is 
not dIfferent.Iated by t~e naturally pure mind as it appears, 
decora~ed WIth the enlIghtened attributes of blazing major 
and mInor marks, but it is differentiated by its nature of 
appearance and emptiness. 183 

owYherefo.re, whe~ this enli?"htened family is classified, it is threefold 
thre~g bto Its funct.IOn of beIng the ~round in which the culminating 
Ii ht uddha~bo?Ies of the result anse. It consists of [firstly] the en
. g ened famIly In which reality naturally abides which resembles an 
lInage made of' . . . ' 
causal b' precIOUS gems In that It IS the spontaneously present 
(sv -bh - a.sIs 0= ground separating (bral-rgyu) the essential buddha-body 
[s a aVlkakaya). or the uncorrupted expanse [from obscuration]' 
naet~~~~IY] ~~e enhgh.tened family in wh~ch the apparition of this realit; 
cau I ~ a. Ides, whIch resembles a unIversal emperor in that it is the 
ob sa .asis separating the buddha-body of perfect rapture from 

a gscludratl?n; and [thirdly] its apparitional reflection, which resembles 
o en 1m . h " age In t at It IS the causal basis separating the emanational 
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body from obscuration. In actuality, however, the reality in which these 
three are of an inseparable essence is the great, naturally present, un
compounded buddha-body of reality, the pris.tine cog.nition of supreme 
sameness coalescing appearance and emptmess without conceptual 
elaborati~n. Since it is the great, indivisible reality in ~hi~h the gro.und 
differentiating appearance and emptiness has cease?, It IS exemplIfied 
by the nature of the Tathagata. As the Supreme Contznuum of the Greater 
Vehicle (Ch.1, v.146) says: 

Since it is supramundane, in the world 
There are no examples to which it may be referred. 
Therefore the nature of the Tathagata 
Is revealed to be similar to the seed [of buddhahood]. 

When this enlightened family is actualised without obscu~atio~, the 
conclusive truth of cessation according to the greater vehIcle IS the 
essential buddha-body endowed with two purities. . . 

The [second] enlightened family, the one in which [reahty] IS nur~re?, 
includes those who awaken to the [aforementioned] twofold famIly, In 

which the expanse, or reality, and pristine cognition, or [rea~ity's] 

apparition, naturally abide, and those who con~eq~e~tly ~tudy to mteg
rate the two provisions of skilful means and dIscnmmat~v~ awareness. 
These two provisions in turn are subsumed by the ~rovisIOna~ path of 
learning (saik$amarga)184 which includes the.generat1~n of enlIghtened 
mind, in order that the suddenly arisen stams covenng [the nucleus] 
might be removed. The Sutra of the Arrayed Bouquet says: 

Sons of the Conqueror, this which is called the enlightened 
family is devoted to the expanse of reality. It is one in which, 
having seen the natural, inner radiance vast as ~h.e sky, 
studies are pursued in furtherance of the great prOVISIOns of 
merit and pristine cognition. 

So the former enlightened family is the ground of separation fr?m 
obscuration and the latter is the path which removes the stains covenng 
[the nucleus]. It is said that though the truth of t?e path de~ends on 
the ground-of-all and is subsumed in the causal basIs of se~arat1on froI? 
obscurations it does bring about the basis of unchangmg authentic 
liberation. This is because its function of attainment which effects th~ 
result of separation [from obscurations] depends on the enhghtene 
family or the nucleus. . . it 

For anyone to know that this enlightened famIly, ~hIch ~a~ura . Y 
abides, does exist, it is inferred to exist through the sIgns [VISIble 1D 

those who] awaken to it, just as one, in general, infers fire from sn:-0k~f 
The signs that one has awakened to the natural enlightened. famIly 
the buddha-body of reality are indicated in the IntmductlOn to the 
Madhyarnaka (Ch.6, vv.4-Sc): 
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One who, having heard about emptiness even as an 
ordinary person, 

Experiences within, sheer delight again and again, 
And who, owing to this delight, is brought to tears, 
And whose body-hair stands erect, 
Has the seed of intelligence which attains to perfect 

buddhahood. 
That one is a vessel for this very instruction, 
To whom the ultimate truth should be revealed. 

The signs that one has awakened to the enlightened family of the 
buddha-body of form, which is the apparition of reality, are indicated 
in the Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.3, v.S): 

Even prior to practice, 
Correct conduct with respect to compassion, 
Volition, patience and virtue, 
Is truly explained to be a sign of that family. 

Then, the benefits which result when one awakens to that enlightened 
family are mentioned, too, in the same text (Ch.3, v.8): 

Though a long time has been passed in evil existences, 
Liberation will swiftly be attained; 
There, too, less suffering will be experienced, 
And being disillusioned, one will mature sentient beings. 

As long as one has once awakened to this enlightened family, one 
will not be born in evil existences, and even if one is so born, one will 
be liberated in merely the time it takes to bounce a ball of yarn. There, 
too, suffering will diminish, and through strong disillusionment [with 
~arpsara], one will indeed bring sentient beings to maturity. In this way 
It is said that when the Teacher himself [Sakyamuni] became the 
strongest of charioteers in the hells, he was instantly liberated by awakening 
to that enlightened family which embodies great compassion, and was 
born as a god in Trayatrirpsa. 185 He subsequently became the boy 
Bhaskara, the son of a potter, in Jambudvlpa and aspired to enlighten
m~nt in the presence of the Tathagata Sakyamuni. 186 Similar things are 
saId about the series of his [ordinary] lives in which he took birth as 
the daughter of a friend and so on. 

lf living beings were without this enlightened family, those who ex . 
penence suffering would not even feel regret. It would be reasonable 

for some not to think that samsara should be rejected and nirvana 
acquired, and even the desire for liberation would not arise in th~ir 
minds. However, untaught by anyone, some persons feel compassion 
When others experience suffering, and are disturbed by the experience 
of suffering. One should know such phenomena to be the virtuous 
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power of the seed of beginningless reality. It says in the Supreme Con
tinuum of the Greater Vehicle eCh.l, vv.40-1): 

Without the seed of buddhahood, 
One would not feel regret for suffering; 
One would have neither the desire, 
Nor the prayer, nor the aspiration for nirva1)a. 
This perception of suffering as a negative 
And happiness as a positive attribute, 
In relation to existence and nirva1)a, 
Is present owing to the existence of the enlightened 

family; 
For it is not found in those lacking that family. 

Passages which speak of beings belonging to no family or to a cut -off 
family are rhetorical devices which indicate through negation the base
ness in those who have not awakened to the enlightened family. Indeed, 
there are no living beings who do not belong to the enlightened family 
which naturally abides. The Sutra of the Nucleus of the Tathagata 
(Tathagatagarbhasutra, T 258) says: 

Son of the enlightened family, this is the reality of all things. 
Whether the tathagatas have appeared or not, these sentient 
beings always possess the nucleus of the tathagata. 

And in the Sutra of Queen Srfmala eSrfmaladevfsirrzhanadasutra, T 92): 

The nucleus of the sugata 
Completely pervades living beings. 

Therefore, the mind is developed in the enlightened attitude of the 
greater vehicle consequent on awakening into the [first] enlightened 
family, which has two aspects and is the causal basis. Subsequently, 
the stains which obscure the buddha-body of reality are removed by 
experiencing, above all, the non-conceptualising pristine cognition dur
ing meditative equipoise; and the stains obscuring the two buddha
bodies of form are skilfully removed by conduct that is relevant to the 
two provisions with the assistance of illusion-like compassion during 
the aftermath [of that meditation]. 

Then, there is obtained the culminating result of this separation from 
obscuration (bral-'bras), the essential buddha-body. It is defined as al) 
expanse encompassed by inconceivable, uncorrupted, enlightened attri
butes, or the ground in which the buddha-body of form that appears 
to others is reflected like the moon in the sky. It naturally manifests 
as pristine cognition itself, without being extraneously sought, and is 
endowed with the three bodies of the buddhas manifest in and of them
selves. The Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.2, v.3) says: 
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T~at which is called natural inner radiance is as the sky 
I t IS uno bscured by the dense clouds . 
Of suddenly arisen conflicting emotions 
And ignorance of the knowable. 
This ~uddhahood endowed with all enlightened 

attnbutes of the taintless Buddha 
Constant, steadfast and eternal, is a~tained 
Dep~ndent on the pristine cognition which discerns 

thIngs non-conceptually. 

And [Ch.2, vv.38-9]: 

Wi~hout beginning, middle, or end and indivisible, 
NeIther two, nor three, taintless and non

conceptualising, 

That ~ealisation, which is the natural expanse of 
realIty, 

Is perceived by the yogin during meditative 
equipoise. 

E~dowed with enlightened attributes that are 
Immeasurable, 

That out.number the sands of the Ganges, limitless 
and wIthout peer, 

This taintless expanse of the Tathagata 
Has r~nounced the entire range of faults, along with 

theIr propensities. 

Arising from that [essential body], the two buddha-bodies of form 
have the same uncorrupted pristine cognition. They become naturally 
present throug~ a co-emergent cause, consisting of the basis of the pure 
;~:sel of th~ b~Ings requiring training, as well as the conditions of their 

me~ aspIratIOns and their experience of the two provisions The 
~atunng re~ult (smi~-'bras) of these bodies of form is then estabiished 
~e r~~gh t~eI: fu~ctIOn of teaching in forms manifest to others who 

q re traInIng, In the manner, for example, of the moon reflected in 
wat4eOf. As the above [Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle Ch 2 
VV. -1] says: ) ., 

W' h 
It a budd~a-body which manifests the diverse rays of the 
true doctnne, 

Perse~ering so that the liberation of living beings be 
achIeved, 

Their .deeds, like the king of wish-fulfilling gems 
Are h . h' , 
Allh w I~ out In er~nt eXIstence despite their diverse forms. 

t elr forms whIch cause [beings] 
To t' . en er. Into, npen and prophetically declare the path 

by whIch the world is pacified 
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Also constantly abide therein, 
Just as form occupies space. 

And as Nagarjuna [in the Eulogy to the Expanse of Reality, v .101] says: 

Since within the taintless body of reality 
An ocean of pristine cognition abides, 
The benefit of sentient beings emerges therefrom 
In the manner of diverse gemstones. 

In short, as [Longcenpa has said] in the Great Chariot (shing-rta chen

mo): 
In this context, one should know that, among the three 
buddha-bodies, the body of reality, which is an expanse 
invisible to those requiring training outside the range of the 
Buddha alone, is present as subtle pristine cognition, the 
inner expanse that is unique and of a single savour. The two 
buddha-bodies ofform endowed with pure enlightened activ
ity, which are the pristine cognition that manifests to others, 
outwardly radiate through its blessing and the aspiration of 
those requiring training. They appear in the manner of the 
moon in the sky [body of perfect rapture] and the moon in 
water [body of emanation]. 

And in the Treasury of Philosophical Systems: 

Since the three buddha-bodies are primordially present as 
the twofold enlightened family, the apparitional aspect of 
the buddha level or [the enlightened family] of inner growth 
is the body of perfect rapture and its empty aspect or [the 
enlightened family] which naturally abides is the body of 
reality. From the indivisible blessing of these two, the em
anational body gives teaching in form manifest to others who 
require training, and is exemplified as the reflection of a 
universal emperor (cakravartin) shining on a golden moun-

tain. 

One who, without knowing this, is attracted to the concept that a 
single uncompounded emptiness of explicit negation is the e.nligh~ened 
family which naturally abides, and that the enlightened famIly of mner 
growth is exclusively compounded and newly produced by the path, 
is found to interrupt the realisation which belongs to the path~ of 
learning as a conclusive result and so to adhere to the cessation of t~e 
pious attendants' tradition, which resembles an expired butter lamp m 
that it establishes no order of buddha-body, pristine cognition and so 
forth. If one were to take this view, one would not even savour the 
fragrance of the truth of cessation according to the greater vehicle: In 
the ground, one would fall into the extreme of conceptual elaborauon . 
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On the path, one would not require the two provisions of the greater 
vehicle. In the result, one would not distinguish between the nirvana 
of the three vehicles; and as a conclusive result, one could not cro·ss 
beyond the abyss of nihilism. The refuge of ultimate reality would 
never be found. 

It was with an intention directed toward this mode [of the nucleus] 
that the all-knowing doctrinal master [Longcenpa] said in the Precious 
Wish-fulfilling Treasury (yid-bzhin rin-po-che'i mdzod): 

One who without knowing this mode [of the nucleus] 
determines emptiness verbally 

As free from extremes of being and non-being 
Harbours the view of the summit of existence, 
Ignorant of the causal basis of separation from obscuration. 
Since he is outside this teaching, 
He may as well cover himself with ashes, 
Like those who hold the mind to emerge from space. I87 

Such a wrong view is gathered within [the nihilism of] the Followers 
of Brhaspati [Barhaspatya]. The Doha also says: 

The Archer I88 says: 
"Those who hold the mind to emerge from space 
Never attain to liberation." 

If one were to think that on the paths of learning one develops anew, 
by the two causal provisions, what was previously non-existent, then 
the body of reality, or essential body of the buddha, and the body of 
perfect rapture would be compounded and impermanent. If one were 
to hold this view, it is said one would harbour the immeasurable defects 
of looking upon the continuum [of enlightened mind] as an ephemeral 
compo~nd; the suffering of change as something unrenounceable; the 
~ossesslOn of the body of indestructible reality, which is pristine cogni
tlOn. v~st as the sky, as non-existent; and the body of indestructible 
real~ty Itself as impermanent. Because of such limitless faults, one would 
deVIate from the meaning of the greater vehicle. 

So: rather than merely differentiate the twofold enlightened family 
~s bemg the apparitional and emptiness aspects of a single expanse, it 
~~ the fla,:les.s intention. of the all-knowing doctrinal master [Longcenpa] 
is ~st~b~l~h It to be thIS supreme essence or natural expression which 

mdivisible, uncorrupted and uncompounded. In the Great Chariot 
he says: 

There are nine similes which reveal as spontaneously present 
the enlightened attributes of the Buddha's body of form, 
d~riving from the naturally radiant apparitional aspect of the 
tamtless mind-as-such, the naturally pure essence, the mind 
in which the genuine pristine cognition of the Buddha ori-
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ginally abides. And the comparison of its emptiness aspect, 
the enlightened attributes of the body of reality, with the 
sky is explained in all the sl1tras and tantras. However, these 
two are inseparable in the virtuous seed of beginningless 
reality. This [seed] firstly is called the enlightened family 
which naturally abides because it is unchanging, and se
condly is called the enlightened family of inner growth be
cause enlightened attributes are extensively manifest after 
the stains have been purified. Yet its root is inner radiance, 
the pristine cognition which is intuitive awareness. 

Similarly, in the Extensive Sutra of the Commitments (dam-tshig mdo
rgyas), a teaching of the all-seeing Rongzompa, the naturally present 
pristine cognition in which the ground, path and result are inseparable, 
is said to be the mind or family of enlightenment: 

That which is imperishable like a vajra is the mind of Saman
tabhadra, unchanging like a vajra, because it naturally con
tains no distinction between [firstly] the enlightened mind 
of beginningless time [i. e. the ground], [ secondly] the pro
visional mind which is the causal situation [of the path ex
tending] from the development of enlightened mind to the 
attainment of the vajra-like contemplation, and [thirdly] the 
mind of the body of reality along with its actions which is 
the essence of the result, similar to the Wish-granting Tree 
and the precious Wish-fulfilling Gem. 

These quotations serve to illustrate that all the paQ.Qitas and ac
complished masters of the Ancient Translation School, including the 
king of the doctrine Terdak Lingpa 189 and his brother, have affirmed 
the same system exclusively. This can be known in detail from the 
Lecture Notes on the Nucleus of the Sugata (bde-gshegs snying-po'i stong
thun), the Lion's Roar in Affirmation of Extrinsic Emptiness (gzhan-stong 
khas-len seng-ge'i nga-ro) and the Proof of Mind in its Natural State 
(gnyug-sems sgrub-pa) along with its branches, which are all teachings 
of the all-knowing Mipham jampel Gyepa. 190 

The lord of living beings Atisa,191 too, has determined in conformity 
with them that the uncompounded expanse of reality, the coalescence 
of appearance and emptiness, which is empty of imaginary deeds and 
defilements, and inseparable from the uncorrupted enlightened attri
butes is the enlightened family [or the nucleus of the tathagata]. In his 
Song with a View to the Expanse of Reality (Dharmadhtitudarsanagfti, 
T 2314) he says: 

Just as the son of a pregnant woman is within her womb 
But is not perceived, 
So, covered by conflicting emotions, 
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The expanse of reality is also unperceived. 
Since the expanse of reality is not a self, 
It [resembles] neither woman nor man; 
One should examine just how one clings subjectively 
To that which is liberated from all objects. 
When the mind is purified by all three actions, 
Namely, [the meditations on] impurity, impermanence 

and suffering, 
The sl1tras which point out emptiness 
Are accordingly spoken by the Conqueror. 
Conflicting emotions are reversed by all these topics, 
But this seed [of reality] is not diminished. 

And also: 

The natural expression of reality's expanse, 
Like space is without cause or condition: 
Without birth, old age, duration and destruction, 
Without being compounded, 
The inseparable attributes of the Buddha 
And, similarly, the attainment of this enlightened family 
Are not false, deceptive or harmful. 
They are the original, natural quiescence. 

Then, among the esoteric instructions of the dakin! entitled Valid 
Co~nition of the Transmitted Precepts (Ajiiasamy~kprama1Ja, T 2331) 
whIch were introduced from Akani~tha by Tilopa,192 it is said: 

Just as a butter lamp within a vase 
Does not appear outside, 
But if the vase is broken, 
The lamplight is visible thereafter, 
So is one's own body like the vase 
And inner radiance like the butter lamp: 
When well broken by the guru's instruction, 
The pristine cognition of the buddhas becomes radiant. 

~~d ~n. the Ganges Great Seal (phyag-chen ganga-ma, T 2303) which 
hOp a Imparted to Naropa: 193 

Just as, for example, the nature of space transcends 
colour and form, 

And is uncovered and unchanged by positive and 
negative values, 

So does the nucleus of one's own mind transcend 
colour and form, 

And is uncovered by positive and negative doctrines 
of virtue and sin. 
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As the nucleus of the sun, for example, radiant and clear, 
Is not obscured by the darkness of a thousand aeons, 
So the inner radiance of the nucleus which is one's own 

mind 
Cannot be obscured by the sarpsara of aeons. 

Then, in the Teaching Cycle of Lord Maitripa (mnga'-bdag mai-tri-pa'i 
gdams-skor) there is the Ten Verses on the Real (Tattvadasaka, T 2236) 
composed by master Advayavajra,194 which says: 

Since you desire to know, the nature of just what is 
Is neither represented nor representationless; 
Unadorned by the guru's speech, 
Even the Madhyamaka is mediocre. 

The great brahman [Saraha]195 in his Song of Instruction Given to Lord 
Marpa 196 (mnga'-bdag mar-pa-Ia gdams-pa'i mgur, DZ Vol. 5) has also 
said: 

Emptiness and compassion are indivisible. 
The uninterrupted mind in its natural state 
Is the original purity of just what is: 
Space is seen in union with space. 

The venerable Milarepa 197 has also revealed this in general in Il
luminating the Substance of the Aural Lineage (snyan-brgyud dngos-po 
gsal-byed, DZ Vol. 5 , pp.443-55) which he gave to Nyiwa Rincen [Gam
popa]:198 

In every corporeal being 
This truth of the nucleus originally abides. 
Through it sentient beings have the basis of buddhahood. 
When one arrives at the result from the cause, 
It is reached primordially, not just presently. 

Then, particularly in his Song of Indestructible Reality in Answer to 
Questions Posed in a Trilogy by the Goddess of Longevity, which is the 
Root of the Aural Lineage of Ngamdzong (ngams-rdzong snyan-brgyud 
rtsa-ba tshe-ring skor-gsum-gyi zhus-Ian rdo-rje'i mgur, mgur-'bum, 
Ch.29),199 he differentiates between the two truths, which provisionally 
have synonyms, beginning as follows: 

And: 

With reference to the ultimate truth, 
Due to negation there is not even buddhahood ... 

With reference to the relative truth, 
The Sage has said everything exists, 
Both sarpsara and nirvaI).a. 
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Be then conclusively evokes the expressive power of ultimate reality 
for which there are no synonyms as follows: 

Since appearances in the form of existing substances 
And reality which is non-existing emptiness 
Are essentially inseparable and of a single savour, 
There is not just intrinsic awareness or extrinsic 

awareness, 
But a vast coalescence of everything. 

And finally, he literally reveals the way in which the taintless, sublime, 
pristine cognition is directly perceived in the following verses: 

So, one skilled in realisation 
Perceives not consciousness but pristine cognition, 
Perceives not the apparition of reality, but reality itself, 
And thence the force of compassion emerges. 
The enlightened attributes of the buddhas, 
Including power, fearlessness and retention, 
Emerge in the manner of a precious gemstone. 
They are the measure of my realisation as a yogin. 

Zhang Rinpoche20o in his Culmination of the Supreme Path (lam-mchog 
mthar-thug, DZ Vol.5, pp.744-77) has said: 

The buddha-body of reality, or the nucleus 
Which is the culmination of definitive meaning, 
Is the essentially pure expanse of inner radiance. 
Whether the conquerors of the three times appear or not, 
Whether it is realised by the sublime assembly or not, 
Whether it is spoken of by the sages or not, 
Whether it is delivered by learned commentators or 

not, 
This reality which is pure un elaborate inner radiance, 
Abides from the beginning, spontaneously present, 
Without increase or decrease. 
Though the skies have been ravaged over many 

immeasurable aeons 
By the conflagrations, whirlwinds and the like 
Which create and destroy the world, 
The sky is unharmed, without increase or decrease. 
Similarly, the radiant sunlight obscured by clouds 
Ostensibly varies in the intensity of its radiance 
When the thick darkness and cloud mass dissolve, 
And yet the nucleus of the sun neither increases nor 

decreases. 
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This unchanging buddha-body of reality, which so 

abides, 
Is nothing other than one's own mind. 
The diversity of sarpsara without exception arises 

from the mind. 
When one's own mind is not realised, 
The suffering of the world of sarpsara and its contents 

increases 
Through the confusion [caused] by erroneous, 

bewildered appearances. 
When one's own mind is genuinely realised, 
The limitless pristine cognition of nirva1)a arises as 

supreme bliss. 
Thus, everything without exception issues from one's 

own mind-as-such. 
If one knows reality in relation to oneself, 
One will know reality in relation to all sentient 

beings. 
One who knows that knows all things including 

nirvana. 
One wh~ knows all things completely transcends the 

three realms. 
If that one thing is known, one becomes learned in all 

things. 

The Lord of Conquerors, the venerable Karmapa [III], Rangjung 
Dorje,201 has additionally given an extensive explanation of the clas.sifi
cation of the enlightened family in accordance with the transmissIOns 
of the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle and the Collection. of 
the Greater Vehicle in his auto commentary on the Profound Inner Meanmg 
(zab-mo nang-don). Therein he says that the enlightened family of inner 
growth is not to be regarded as newly arising, as is the opinion of some. 
In such ways he clearly reveals [the family] to comprise both the.ex~anse 
[of reality] and pristine cognition. That is, the expanse of reahty ~s.the 
enlightened family which naturally abides, and the pristine cogmtlOn , 
pure in respect of the eight aggregates [of consciousness], is the en
lightened family of inner growth. Indeed, he proves both of t~ese to 

be naturally pure in accord with the transmission of the AnaLysIs of the 
Middle and Extremes (Ch.1, v .17) which he quotes as follows: 

Just as water, gold and the sky are pure, 
So are [these families] held to be pure. 

The same point is also clearly revealed in his Two Short Treatises (gzhung
chung gnyis). 
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The venerable Karmapa VII [Chodrak Gyamtso f02 asserts, too, that 
the expanse or emptiness in which the sixty-four enlightened attributes 
are inseparable is the emptiness endowed with all supreme aspects. 
These and the statements made by the All-Knowing Situ [VIII, Dhar
makara]203 and others are renowned among the Kagyupa traditions. 

Again, in the Commentary on the Eulogy [entitled Taintless Gem RosalY, 
i.e. bstod- 'grel, SK Vol. 5]204 which is his culminating personal statement, 
Sakya Pa1)gita first establishes the way in which the character of the 
mind is obscured by suddenly arisen stains despite the mind's naturally 
pure reality. He then establishes the ways in which the stains can be 
purified since they are suddenly arisen and buddhahood attained by 
their removal. At this point, he sets forth the intention of the Collection 
of Madhyamaka Reasoning (Yuktikaya) T 3824-8) that, with reference 
to reality, there is no transformation at this moment [of buddhahood], 
and the intention of the Collection of Eulogies (Stavakaya, T 1118-36) 
which is that, with reference to the apparitional mode of enlightened 
attributes, there is transformation [of consciousness into pristine cogni
tion]. Then, after setting forth the viewpoints, one of which holds that 
these two [intentions] are essentially not contradictory and the other of 
which holds that there is no pristine cognition in buddhahood, he offers 
his personal statement, refuting the assertions that there is neither the 
pristine cognition nor the body of buddhahood, and says that these 
two [intentions] are inseparable. 

Furthermore, in his Answers to the Questions of Nyemo Gomchen (snyi-
mo sgom-chen-gyi dris-lan, SK Vol. 5)205 it is said by way of illustration: 

When the mind is realised to be empty, it cannot be estimated 
according to [the standards set in] the three piIaka and the 
four tantrapiIaka, for that is equivalent to the cessation of 
the pious attendants; but when it is realised to be coalescence, 
such an estimation can be made. In the exclusively empty 
aspect of mind, the Three Precious Jewels are incomplete. 
In the coalescence of awareness and emptiness, the seed [of 
buddhahood] is complete, and if the meaning of that coales
cence is well realised, [buddhahood] is actualised completely. 

He then states that: 

After freedom from conceptual elaboration has been estab
lished, the coalescence is experientially cultivated. 

And also that: 

The view assumed during the causal phase is 
poisonous, 

The view assumed during the resultant phase is 
poisonless ... 
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Regarding this passage, he claims that the former refers merely to 
freedom from conceptual elaboration, or the emptiness which is analyt
ically appraised by study and thought. The latter, having no use for 
that, is identical in essence to the pristine cognition of the buddha level, 
which arises from the empowerment and the two stages [of creation 
and perfection] and results in the coalescence of bliss and emptiness, 
and of awareness and emptiness. Such statements are renowned among 
the glorious Sakyapa. 

Again, in the Three Emphases of the Path (lam-gyi gtso-bo mam-gsum, 
P 6087) of the great being Tsongkapa,206 the expressive power of ulti
mate reality without synonyms, in which appearances and emptiness 
are coalesced, is brought into relief as follows: 

Whoever perceives the cause and result 
Of all things of saq1sara and nirv3I).a, 
To be always infallible, 
And destroys all their referential bases, 
At that time enters the path pleasing to the buddhas. 
As long as one continues to differentiate 
Between the two understandings of 
Appearances which are infallibly interdependent 
And emptiness which is free from assertions, 
One will not yet realise the Sage's intention. 
But when [these understandings] are simultaneous, 

without alternation, 
And if, having merely seen interdependence to be 

infallible, 
True conviction has destroyed all postures of 

objective clinging, 
At that time, the scrutiny of the view is perfected. 

Similar passages are found in the all-knowing Talpo Sangye's207 Ocean 
of Definitive Meaning on Retreat Practice (ri-chos nges-don rgya-mtsho), 
and in other works. 

Despite the mere subtle distinctions provisionally asserted in these 
[various] philosophical systems, such as concern the degree to which 
appearances and emptiness are respectively emphasised, and the differ
ent delineations of the two truths, in actuality the secret activities
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which are the intention of great sublime beings who perceive the truth _ 
of reality are of a common savour. They are inseparable like water and 
salt; for, within the space of the supreme pristine cognition, the conclU
sive ultimate reality which is without synonyms and free from the 
intellect, the two truths have a common savour. Therefore, [their sys
tems] are not objects to be appraised by the childish intellects of inhib
ited perception. 
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The lord Atisa has said: 

Since, in the manner of an ocean, 
Its depths and other shores are not found 
By words, examples and the intellect, 
It is the great, profound reality. 

And also: 

Do not be critical of the doctrine; 
One should aspire to what one reveres. 

Remembering this, as well as the points expressed in the Short Tantra 
of Cakrasan,-zvara (Tantrardjasrflaghusan,-zvara, T 368), the Texts of Mai
treya, the Jewel Garland, and other sources, it is clearly of extreme 
importance that one personally preserve this [understanding]. 



7 The Two Truths according to 
Great Madhyamaka 

[106b.4-116b.l] Nothing that is explained in accordance with the lexical, 
general, concealed or conclusive [exegetical styles, see pp. 292-3] is errone
ous. Yet when the crucial meaning is briefly expressed: In the situation 
of the coarse, Outer Madhyamaka of the Prasailgika and Svatantrika, one 
establishes, in accord with the provisional emphasis revealed in the inter
mediate promulgation, that there is no contradiction between all things 
being without independent existence and the modes of relative appearance, 
which are dependently originated; and then one is united in the conclusive 
ultimate reality for which there is no synonym. During the subtle, inner 
Madhyamaka, however, the only distinction made over and above this 
same basic structure is that the objective expanse of reality, established 
by the view revealed and realised in the final promulgation, is not merely 
the bare emptiness of one-sided explicit negation, but is the naturally 
present, uncorrupted, uncompounded [abiding nature] which is not dif
ferentiated from the appearances adorned by the buddha-body and pristine 
cognition. During meditative absorption, when balanced in the expanse 
of reality without conditions to be clarified or established, both modes of 
Madhyamaka make no distinction regarding the cessation of all elaborate 
signs of the subject-object dichotomy therein. However, during the after
math of meditative absorption, they are distinguished between the former 
[Outer Madhyamaka] which classifies the two truths, allocating emptiness 
to the ultimate and appearances to the relative, and the latter [Great 
Madhyamaka] which determines the two truths to be [respectively] the 
harmony and disharmony of the abiding and apparitional natures (gnas
snang mthun mi-mthun). 

None the less, since the reality of the latter cannot be established 
unless the former has been established, the conclusive ultimate reality 
without synonyms is to be established at the outset in accordance with 
the Prasailgika intention of the Collection of Madhyamaka Reasoning. 
This reality lies within the range of the coalescent, sublime, pristine 
cognition, and in it things are uncreated, unimpeded, peaceful from 
the start and naturally beyond sorrow [i.e. in nirvat:laJ. 
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Once this has been determined, then in accordance with the intention 
of the Texts of Maitreya, the Collection of Eulogies, and other works 
there ~s no longer reason to deny that the uncorrupted appearances: 
includmg the buddha-body and pristine cognition, are naturally present 
and uncompounded, because they do not essentially differ from the 
expanse of reality. 

This conclusive reasoning, which scrutinises the two truths, proves 
that the expanse of reality is the coalescence of appearance and emptiness 
without contradiction. If it were otherwise, the Prasailgika view itself 
would be disproved. Therefore it is proven, according to the logic of 
conventional truth, that the actual appearance of this reality is invisible 
to sentient beings at the present but visible on the buddha level, and 
the manifestation of this bewildering apparition of present propensities 
is visible to sentient beings but invisible to buddhas. The former is 
similar to that which appears respectively when one is asleep and when 
one is not asleep, and the latter resembles the dreams which respectively 
occur when one is not awake and do not occur when one is awake. As 
such, this subsequent delineation of the two truths can easily be known. 

One should know that because this allocation of truth and falsehood 
and so forth is made conventionally, it is not proven to have veridical 
existence when the truth is investigated according to the essential view 
of the apologists for extrinsic emptiness (gzhan-stong-pa). 

This system also holds that the ultimate reality without synonyms, 
~he expanse of reality in which appearances and emptiness are coalesced, 
IS the ground attained in the single, conclusive vehicle. Therefore it is 
spoken of in the mantra texts as E-VA¥, the continuum of the basis, 
the embodiment of indestructible reality, the great seal, the emptiness 
endowed with all supreme aspects, the mind in its natural state, 
the naturally present pristine cognition and so forth. If known as 
such, no one can contradict that this reality is the conclusive definitive 
meaning. 

This mode [of ultimate reality] is identical in meaning to those modes 
mentioned in the outer tantras of the way of mantras, namely, one's 
own real nature (bdag-gi de-kho-na-nyid), the blessing which is the ulti
mate truth. without symbols (don-dam mtshan-ma med-paJi byin-rlabs) 
~nd the deny of the expanse of indestructible reality (rdo-rje dbyings-kyi 
ha) .. 209 It is also identical to those modes of the inner tantras namely 
the d··· , , 
Ma~~ IVIsible t~ut~ ~r~e fro~ t?e range of the intellect according to 

ay.oga, the mdivisible pnstme cognition and expanse of reality 
acc~rdmg to Anuyoga, and the original ground in which primordial 
p.unty and spontaneous presence are coalesced according to the conclu
SIve Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa chen-po). 

If, at the outset, this mode of ultimate reality is not established these 
Subsequent modes will not become established. But if this mode is well 
understood, one acquires the power to discern that the later modes are 
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gradually established without difficulty. Therefore, it is important to 
know this mode [of ultimate reality] by whatever means. 

If a thorough examination is made in this way, the character of the 
two truths is well distinguished by relying on the coarse Outer 
Madhyamaka, which is the basis of discriminative awareness. Then, 
once the meaning of the two kinds of selflessness has been ascertained, 
and if a certainty free from the darkness of doubt is developed, one is 
gradually united with and experiences the truth of the great non-dual 
pristine cognition of the subtle inner Madhyamaka, which is the result of 
coalescence, during periods of meditative equipoise. Thus, there is not 
the slightest disharmony between the two kinds of Madhyamaka of defini
tive meaning with respect to the conclusive intention [of the buddhas]. 

The Prasangika do not claim that the ultimate reality referred to by 
synonyms, which lies within the range of the dualising intellect or 
consciousness, is conclusive other than as a provisional introduction. 
They do, however, say that the coalescent ultimate reality without 
synonyms, which is within the range of the genuine pristine cognition 
of individual intuitive awareness, is the unique ultimate truth, charac
terised as the ineffable, unthinkable and inexpressible perfection of 
discriminative awareness. 

The proponents of extrinsic emptiness, in the same way, convention
ally assign consciousness and its objects to the deceptive, false, relative 
appearance, making them as false on the conventional level as lightning 
and clouds. Yet they assign pristine cognition and its objects to the 
ultimate truth by virtue of their infallible conclusive reality, which is 
free from conditions to be clarified and established because it is perman
ent, steadfast and unchanging. 

Therefore, when one meditates [according to these two kinds of 
Madhyamaka], they are found to make the same essential point. When 
the pristine cognition or ultimate reality experienced during sublime 
meditative equipoise according to the greater vehicle, which the a11-
knowing great Longcenpa expressed within our own [Nyingma] tradi
tion, is objectified, it is impossible for conceptual elaborations such as 
the postures of clinging to explicit negation and implicitly affirmative 
negation to exist therein, regardless of the concepts of being and non
being upheld by philosophical systems. 

There is no philosophical system to be upheld during this great 
sameness, which is a coalescence free from conceptual activity. How
ever, when the aftermath of that meditative equipoise is conventionally 
objectified, the structure of the ground, path and result and so forth 
is differentiated in accordance with quotations from the authentic liter
ary transmissions. 

This essential point which is indubitably upheld is not contradicted 
in either of the two kinds of Madhyamaka [for the following twO 
reasons]. Firstly, both of them refute all signs and ideas of conceptual 
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elaboration, including being and non-being, in relation to the experience 
of meditative equipoise or the investigation of the truth, and afterwards 
are determined and balanced in a great sameness free from conceptual 
elaborations, without conditions to be clarified or established. Secondly, 
they both differentiate and uphold the two truths professed according 
to their respective philosophical systems in the situation of the relative 
or conventional truth during the aftermath of that meditative absorption. 
One should not, therefore, be exhausted by the conceptual elaboration 
of refutati~n and proof, pursuing mere words instead of relying on 
their meanmg. 

One who is attracted and adheres to any agreeable standpoint concern
ing appearances and emptiness cannot reverse the evil view of clinging 
to extremes. This is why the expanse of reality, the conclusive ultimate 
truth without synonyms in which appearances and emptiness are 
coalesced, should be well established as sameness throughout the extent 
of existence and quiescence. 

The mode of establishing this [sameness] is also taught in the 
eighteenth chapter of [Longcenpa's] Wish-fulfilling Treasury. Accord
ingly, though all relative things that conventionally appear are non-exist
ent in fact, bewildering apparitions appear by the power of the bewil
derment of propensities, without past, without future, without existence 
during the present interval between them. However, these are empty 
forms which have never existed in reality, like the combed-out hairs 
that appear to the vision of one drugged by datura. Appearances and 
emptiness are not differentiated because the ground that differentiates 
between appearances and emptiness has ceased to exist, and attributes 
such as the naturally radiant buddha-body and pristine cognition of 
ultimate reality are free from the flux of the three times. For they are 
an uncorrupted expanse and original sameness, neither different nor 
distinct by nature. 

One should know that even the two truths designated by the intellect 
are of a supremely pure, indivisible sameness, throughout the extent 
of existence and quiescence, because they are merely names and words, 
not existing independently in reality. As the text [Wish-fulfilling Treas
ury] says: 

Since it is beyond the interrupted and classified 
objects of relative appearance, 

And transcends the two designated truths, 
All elaboration is pacified. 
The indivisible truth is neither proven nor 

disproven; 
Since, in the expanse, appearances and emptiness 

are naturally without duality, 
This truth is also said to be indivisible. 
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And when the two truths are allocated through their abiding and appari
tional natures, which depend on the universal logic of conventions, the 
text says: 

Thus all things of sarpsara which are bewildering 
appearances 

Are the relative truth because they are false and 
fallacious. 

The reality of nirvat:la which is profound, calm inner 
radiance, 

Is held to be the ultimate truth of unchanging 
natural expression. 

So it is that, after precedence has been given to the establishment of 
the two truths as an indivisible great sameness without conceptual 
elaborations, as described above, the objects and subjects, in which 
the abiding and apparitional modes are in total harmony, are then both 
allocated to the ultimate reality, and the objects and subjects in which 
the abiding and apparitional modes are in a state of disharmony, are 
both allocated to relative appearances. This determination should be 
made according to their infallibility in conventional terms; otherwise, 
the whole structure of conventional truth would be deranged, because 
one would not know whether the apprehension of a conch-shell as white 
or yellow would be veracious. 

It is appropriate, therefore, that all things of nirvat:la attained through 
the power of the abiding and apparitional modes in harmony be assigned 
to the ultimate reality, and all things of sarpsara which originate through 
the power of their disharmony, to the relative appearance. If scrutinised 
according to conventional analysis, all the apparitions of buddha-body 
and pristine cognition are uncreated by the bewilderment of deeds and 
defilements, and are proven to be true and not fallacious because they 
originate from the power of genuine pristine cognition, and are unpol
luted by obscurations. The things of sarpsara, on the other hand, are 
said not to be true because they are the opposite. Their respective truth 
and falsehood is proven by the logic which conventionally analyses 
them to be fallacious or not. In this respect, the subject in which the 
abiding and apparitional modes are in harmony is called pristine cog
nition because it is without the dichotomy of apprehending subject and 
apprehended object. The subject which apprehends them as dishar
mony is called consciousness because it is endowed with the dichotomy . 
of subject and object. The object of which the abiding and apparitional 
modes are in harmony is reliable because it is never reversed by reve
lations of invalid cognition. To give a mundane example: It resembles 
the intellect which apprehends a rope as a rope. The object of which 
the abiding and apparitional modes are disharmonious, on the other 
hand, is not reliable because, like the intellect which apprehends a rope 
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as ~ s?ake, it is. reversed on b~ing perceived as an invalid cognition. 
ThIs IS th~ p01~t expressed In the Sutra Revealed by Aksayamati 
(Ak$ayamatzmrdesasutra, T 175) when it says: . 

Pristine cognition is permanent 
And consciousness is impermanent. 

In this way, this expanse and non-dual pristine cognition are perman
ent because they are no different from reality. The Sutra of the Arrayed 
Bouquet says: 

Though a multitude of world systems, 
Inconceivable in number, have been incinerated, 
The sky remains undestroyed: 
Such is the naturally present pristine cognition. 

And in t~e Tantra of the Supreme Radiance of Truth without Conceptual 
ElaboratlOns (spros-bral don-gsal chen-po'i rgyud, NGB Vo1.6): 

In all the tantras and transmissions I have revealed 
When the words "unchanging" and "uncompound~d" 
And "like indestructible reality" are expressed, 
The~ a~e expla~~tions of the naturally present, pure, 

pnstIne cognItIon. 

An? i~ the Commentary on the Nucleus of Indestructible Reality [rdo-rye 
snymg- grel, T2515; or the Cammentary(onHevajra) by Vajragarbha, T1180]: 

Just as, though a vase has been destroyed, 
T.he. space [within] remains undamaged, 
Sl1:l1~arly, though the mind has been destroyed, 
PnstIne cognition remains undamaged. 

T~e~,. [in the Eulogy to the Expanse of Reality, vv.20-1] the sublime 
Nagafjuna has said: 

As cloth that may be purified by fire, 
When soiled with various stains, 
Is placed in the midst of fire 
The stains are burnt, but no; the cloth, 
So, too, when the mind that is inner radiance 
Possesses stains such as attachment 
These stain~ a~e burnt by the fire of pristine cognition, 
But not so its Inner radiance. 21o 

ce Wi~h reference to this apparition of reality, though creation and 
d SSatIOn are indeed ostensible, they cannot harm the ultimate unbewil 
ered funda I h···· ,-ap :. menta nature w lch IS reahty itself, because they are 
pan tIOna 1 modes' I' h b . ex In re atIOn to t e ewlldered consciousness. For 

th aT~le, though space ostensibly expands and contracts depending on 
e SIze of the] vessel, it cannot be proven that space is compounded 
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and impermanent. In its own essence, this reality or pristine cognition 
possesses four enlightened attributes of hidden meaning beyond the 
range of the childish intellects of inhibited perception. Namely, it is 
pure because it is originally uncovered by minute blemishes, permanent 
because it is naturally without change, blissful because it is never oppres
sed by suffering, and true self because it pervades all sarpsara and 
nirvaI).a and pacifies elaborate concepts of self and selflessness. The 
lord Maitreya has said in the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle 

(Ch.1, v.35): 

Owing to its purity, self, bliss and permanence, 
The transcendental perfection of enlightened attributes 

is the result. 

And in the Litany of the Names of Maiijusn (v.46) accordingly: 

Purest of the pure by nature, 
It is beginninglessly 
The self free from elaborations. 

Furthermore, all the outer and inner phenomena subsumed by the 
components, psychophysical bases and activity fields are apparitions 
which arise from reality, and yet, by the power of its natural purity, 
with reference to the conclusive abiding mode, they do not stray from 
the natural sameness of the Original Buddha [Samantabhadra] and are 
of the nature of the buddha-body and pristine cognition. They are seen 
as such by the conclusive buddha-eye which is free from all obscura
tions. Therefore it says in the Satra of the Arrayed Bouquet: 

Those who well abide in natural sameness 
With respect to self and sentient beings, 
And are dynamic and non-acquisitive, 
Are said to be the sugatas. 
With purity of form and feeling, 
Of perception, consciousness and attention, 
The countless tathagatas 
Become the supreme sages. 

And in the Kalacakra Tantra: 

Sentient beings are buddhas. 
There are no other great buddhas 
In this world system. 

And in the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus (Ch.2, v.4): 

Emaho! The chiliocosms of the ten directions are originally 

void. 
The three spheres of existence are. pure buddha-fields. 
The reality of the five impurities is the blissful abode. 
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The reality of the five components is the perfect Buddha. 
Since he possesses the nucleus of all that is supreme, 
The Conqueror does not search elsewhere for the doctrine. 
A doctrine which is said to be other than that, 
Though searched for, is not found by the Conqueror. 

If one were, on the other hand, to think that the Buddha would not 
even speak of the characteristic bases of suffering and its origin, such 
as the components, he does, by dint of necessity. As Maitreya says:211 

Self is revealed, 
And selflessness is also taught. 
The conquerors reveal both self 
And the total absence of self. 

Accordingly, while buddhas have no thought of self, it is not contradic
tory, as known in the greater vehicle as a whole, for them to enter into 
the mundane consensus that speaks of an ego and its possessions, 
or to perceive that a personal self, though not really existing, 
appears as such to the childish. Although they perceive phenomenal 
existence as buddha-body and pristine cognition, it is not contradictory 
for them to teach in that way having seen that ostensible suffering and 
its origin are unimpeded in the face of the impure bewilderment of 
sentient beings. 

It is similarly not proven that, if sentient beings are buddhas, a 
buddha implicitly suffers when a sentient being suffers in the hells and 
so forth. There is no flaw because ultimately sarpsara does not exist, 
an? one who is born therein, in the relative apparitional mode, not 
beIng a buddha whose obscurations have been purified, experiences 
?ewildering dream-like appearances by the power of obscuration which 
Inheres in one's own mind. In the abiding mode, on the other hand 
suffering and so forth do not exist. It says in the Tantra of the Extensiv; 
Magical Net: 

If there is no understanding of intrinsic awareness or genuine 
perception, 

The field of SukhavatI212 is even seen as a state of 
evil existence. 

If the truth which is equivalent to the supreme of 
vehicles is realised, 

Even states of evil existence are Akani~!ha and Tu~ita. 

th~ne ,should know,that t?ese two [modes] are prove~ exclusively by 
lOgIC of conventIOn, SInce all the appearances of Impure sam sara 

are b 'ld ' . eWI enng appearances which do not correspond to [the buddhas'] 
per ' , b CeptIOn, ~n~ all the appearances of pure mrval)a such as the buddha-

ody and pnstIne cogmtIOn are unbewildered. 
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Now, concerning all these appearances of impure sarpsara, including 
the hells which appear to one's own bewildered perception by the power 
of having an evil mind, it is said in the Introduction to the Conduct of a 
Bodhisattva (Ch.5, vv.7-8): 

Who made the [hellish] core of molten iron? 
Whence originated these infernos? 
The Sage has said that all these 
Are [products of] an evil mind. 

The intentions of the siitras and the tantras agree that the pure array 
of the buddhas' fields and bodies and so forth appears through the 
purity of one's own mind. This can also be known from the debate 
between Brahma Sikhin and Sariputra concerning the purity of this 
field [which contains our own world]. 213 

It is said particularly in the tantrapiraka of the unsurpassed way of 
mantras that [the buddha-bodies and fields] originate through the purity 
of the internal structure of the energy channels, currents and seminal 
points and of mind-as-such. Therefore, while all things are not truly 
existent apart from being mere labels designated by the ideas of one's 
own mind, the infallibility with which these very objects designated by 
thought appear in circumstances dependent on different intellects, is 
called proof by the logic of convention. Not one of us at the present 
time, who has gathered the appropriate deeds and awakened to the 
appropriate propensities, can contradict in the case of fire, for example, 
the statement that fire is hot, since it is validly proven that the nature 
of fire does appear to be hot; and the same would appear to be true 
for virtue, evil and the like. Ultimately, however, no such one-sided 
determination can be made. This is known because fire does not appear 
to be hot to the creature Agnisud214 and so forth, and because em
powered beings can display various emanations and transformations of 
substances. 

It is said [in the Collection of the Greater Vehicle, Ch.8, para.20, v.a]: 

Since a single substance is differentiated by minds, 
It appears to be non-existent in reality. 

Therefore, on thorough scrutiny, when this, one's own unique body, 
is observed by the organisms within it, by vultures without, by those 
who desire it and those who do not, by oneself and others, and by 
many such enemies and friends, it is said to be seen and apprehen~e~ 
in different ways - as a dwelling place, as food, as purity or impunty, 
as the possession of oneself or of another, as ugliness, beauty or an 
object of indifference and so on. If it is perceived by sublime beings the 
body is said to be without independent existence and so forth, and on the 

. h 1 conclusive buddha level it is said that the pure physical component IS t e ' 
essence ofVairocana. Statements of this kind are not contradictory. 
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Then, if scrutinised even further, when one searches for that which is 
called the body, it can be known by penetrating analysis even now that it 
is not an object of reference and that it does not inherently exist even to 
the extent of the minutest atomic particle. Therefore, when this 
[analysis] is applied to all outer and inner phenomena, including the 
bodies of others, they can be established to be without independent exist
ence. In ultimate reality, all things should be known as the great same
ness of reality, naturally without divisions and [the need for] clarifica
tions. Conventionally, however, one ought to ascertain that the 
phenomena which appear to ordinary sentient beings at the present time 
are false in comparison with those which appear in the face of that [ulti
mate reality], because they are impure, bewildered appearances. One 
also ought to ascertain that even the appearances [discerned by] 
bodhisattvas on the path are impotent in the face of that [ultimate real
ity], because there is a pure basis for perception which is progressively 
higher than theirs. The abiding mode is conclusively proven because 
nothing is to be gained beyond the perception of the conclusive buddha 
level. In short, the goal of that which is expressed is inexpressible, the 
goal of ideas is non-conceptualising, the goal of consciousness is pristine 
cognition, and the goal of the apparition of reality is reality itself. There
fore, the inconceivable pristine cognition that is reality is a great purity 
of natural expression, transcending the symbolic range of the subject
object dichotomy. 

However, if one were to object that there would then be no point in 
med~tating on the path, this is not the case. Since sentient beings 
medItate on the path in order to purify these bewildering appearances 
which arise suddenly as in a dream through their lack of realisation, 
and the propensities of the bewildering thoughts which cling to them, 
there need be no clinging to the idea that the doctrines of the path and 
result are truly existent. It is as when a sorceror removes fears on the 
path by an army of his emanations, or when a phlegmatic eye disease 
IS cured. 

Therefore, with reference to the conclusion that is to be realised all thO , 
. mgs subsumed by the relative and ultimate truths should be estab-

lIshed as naturally indivisible, in the" great pure sameness free from 
Conceptual elaborations, the original natural expression of the buddhas. 
Yet one should not be attracted to or fall into any elaborate viewpoint 
regard' d l' . mg. ua IStlC concepts such as being and non-being, appearance 
and emptlne . d '. . h' . . ss, or punty an Impunty, as are partially appraised by 
C 11diSh mtellects of inhibited vision. 

To sum up, the Transcendent Lord has said: 

Rely not upon individuals but upon the doctrine, 
Rely not upon words but upon their meaning, 
Rely not upon the provisional but the definitive meaning , ~ 
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Rely not upon consciousness but upon pristine cognition. 

This is why, in the context of the abiding mode of the two truths which 
are to be known, the result is incontrovertibly appraised by the logic 
of scriptural authority, reason and esoteric instructions. One should 
know that the entire intention of the sutras and the tantras, which are 
the scriptures of the Tathagata, is subsumed in a single nucleus, just 
as butter is condensed from milk, and cream from butter, so that the 
climax of the philosophical systems, according to the causal vehicle of 
dialectics, is this Great Madhyamaka, supreme among vehicles. Its 
meaning is revealed in the texts of Maitreya, such as the Supreme 
Continuum of the Greater Vehicle, and in the sublime Nagarjuna's Col
lection of Eulogies, which subsume the essence of the definiJive meaning 
of both the intermediate and final promulgations of the transmitted 
precepts. 

It says in the Sutra of the Descent to Lahka (Ch.6, v.S): 

In the five doctrines and three essential natures, 
In the eight aggregates of consciousness 
And in the two kinds of selflessness, 
The entire greater vehicle is subsumed. 215 

And in the Intermediate Mother: 

Maitreya, regard any imaginary form as not substantially 
existent. One might regard any conceptualised form as sub
stantially existent because thoughts exist substantially, but 
do not confer independent status upon it. Then you should 
regard the very form of reality as being disclosed by ultimate 
reality, for it is neither substantially existent nor non
existent. 

8 !(ey to the Appraisal of Causal 
Vehicle Texts 

[116b.3] Having distinguished between the relative truth or apparitional 
nature, and the ultimate truth or abiding nature, the definitive order 
of the precious treasure store of the true doctrine that is to be appraised 
has been established. The precious key to its appraisal is structured in 
two parts, of which the first concerns the provisional and definitive 
meanmgs. 

THE PROVISIONAL AND DEFINITIVE MEANING OF THE TRUE 
DOCTRINE 

[116b.3-118a.2] The reality of all things, the expanse of just what is, 
the inner radiant intention of mind-as-such, which is of the essence of 
space, naturally pure and unchanging, beyond creation, cessation and 
duration, is the definitive meaning; and all the transmitted precepts 
and treatises which reveal it are subsumed within the definitive meaning. 
All the apparitions of reality that appear, dream-like and manifesting 
as the diverse, successive forms such as those of creation, cessation, 
coming and going, purity and impurity, components, psychophysical 
?as~s and activity fields, which are all appraised and exaggeratedly 
IndIcated by a succession of words, thoughts and expressions, are called 
theyrovisional meaning; and all the transmitted precepts and treatises 
whIch reveal them are subsumed within the relative truth. For example, 
those which boast in word, expression and thought that mind-as-such 
rese:nbles space are relative, whereas the fundamental nature of ultimate 
~allty, being the definitive meaning, is genuine. Such is said in the 
T ulogy to the Inconceivable Madhyamaka (Madhyamakacintyastava, 

1128, vv.S6c-S7c): 

The emptiness of all things 
Is indeed revealed as the definitive meaning. 
That in which creation, cessation and so on, 
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And living beings, life itself and so on are revealed, 
Is the relative truth of provisional meaning. 

The Sublime Sutra of the King of Contemplation says: 

As spoken by the Teacher, the Sugata, 
Know the details of the siltras of definitive meaning; 
All doctrines which teach of sentient beings, 
Individuals2I6 or creatures 
Should be known as the provisional meaning. 

And in the Sublime Sutra Revealed by Ak~ayamati: 

If one asks what are the siltras of definitive meaning and 
what are the siltras of provisional meaning, those siltras " 
which are taught in order that one might enter the path are 
called the provisional meaning, and those siltras which are 
taught in order that one might enter the result are called the 
definitive meaning. Those siltras which teach of self, sentient 
beings, life itself, creatures, individuals, personalities, per
sonal selves, actors, subjects of sensation, explanations ac
cording to diverse terms, and of that which is not a possessor 
as a possessor, are called the provisional meaning. The siltras 
which teach of emptiness, of that which is signless, aspira
tionless, not manifestly conditioned, uncreated, unorigi
nated, insubstantial, without self, without sentient beings, 
without life itself, without individuals, without a possessor 
and without any properties even as far as the approach to 
liberation, are called the definitive meaning. This text is said 
to rely on the siltras of definitive meaning, but not to rely 
on the siltras of provisional meaning. 

In short, the fundamental abiding nature and the siltras which reveal 
it are said to be the definitive meaning and its siltras, while all those 
doctrines which guide the intellect of sentient beings by many methods 
to the means of entering that fundamental nature, and reveal the impure 
bewilderment, its classifications and so on, are called the provisional 
meaning and the doctrine of the provisional meaning. 

THE INTENTION AND COVERT INTENTION OF THE TRUE 

DOCTRINE 

[l18a.2-121a.4] The second part concerns the [buddhas'] intention 
(dgongs-pa, Skt. abhipraya) and covert intention (ldem-dgongs, Skt. 
abhisandhi). The former, intention, applies to those teachings which 
are included within slightly exaggerated explanations and reveal indirect 
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methods and purposes. The Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater Vehicle 
(Ch.12, v.18) says: 

Passages directed towards sameness and other 
meanings, 

And similarly towards other times, 
And towards the thoughts of individuals 
Should be known as the four kinds of intention. 

Accordingly, the [buddhas'] intention is directed towards sameness, as 
is exemplified in the following words spoken with an intention directed 
towards the sameness of the body of reality: 

At that time, I became the Tathagata Vipasyin. 

When this intention is directed towards other meanings it is exemplified 
by the following words which were spoken with an intention directed 
towards the three essenceless natures: 

All things are without essence. 

Now, the imaginary is without essence in respect of attributes, because 
in truth it definitely does not exist. The dependent is without essence 
in respect of creation, because creation from the four alternative limits 
does not exist: Things are not created from themselves because both 
that which was created and creation itself consist of instantaneous time 
moments, which renders them mutually exclusive substances. Nor are 
things created from something else, because the specific characteristics 
of that something else do not, on analysis, exist. Then, things are not 
created from both [themselves and other causes], because they are 
mutually exclusive substances; and, [finally], without a cause, creation 
is impossible. The creation of whatever is apparitional and so forth 
instantly appears inasmuch as it is dependently originated, in the man
ner of a mere dream or illusion. Such is said in the Sutra o/the Adornment 
of Pristine Cognition's Appearance from: 

MafijusrI, dreams appear but do not exist. Similarly all 
things, too, appear but do not exist. 

down to: 

They are illusory, like a mirage, a castle in the sky, the moon 
in water, a reflected image and an emanation. 

b Then, the absolute is without essence in respect of ultimate reality 
. e~ause therein [the views that] ultimate reality exists, or that the self 
~s Impure, and other such conceptual elaborations are essenceless. Such 
IS said in the Sutra which Decisively Reveals the Intention: 

With an intention directed towards essencelessness of attri-
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butes, essencelessness of creation and essencelessness of ul
timate reality, I reveal all things to be without essence. 

The [buddhas'] intention is also directed towards other times, as exem
exemplified in the words: 

By merely grasping the name of the Tathagata Vimalacan
draprabha, you will attain buddhahood. 

Although buddhahood is not attained by that alone, [the intention is 
that] one who has accumulated many provisions in the past will at some 
time become a buddha. 

The intention directed towards the thoughts of individuals is 
exemplified by [the buddhas'] downgrading of moral discipline and 
praise of liberality in the presence of certain individuals who are con
ceited with respect to their own moral discipline. 

Secondly, concerning the covert intention: It is explained that in 
order to induce another party, who delights in any view whatsoever, 
to enter into the correct path or meaning, [the buddhas] adopt a style 
conforming to the needs of that person by relying somewhat on that 
one's vocabulary and mannerisms, but their meaning does not so con
form. It is said in the Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater Vehicle 
(Ch.12, vv.16-17): 

The covert intention in respect of entry, 
And, in addition, the covert intention in respect of 

attributes, 
The covert intention in respect of antidotes, 
And the covert intention in respect of interpretation, 
Directed respectively towards pious attendants 

and the essence, 
And similarly towards the discipline of faults, 
And towards profundity of expression, 
Are the four kinds of covert intention. 

The covert intention in respect of entry is illustrated as follows. In 
order that certain members of the family of the pious attendants who 
have not entered the greater vehicle out of fear of emptiness may so 
enter, [the buddhas] would say that form does exist therein, and thereby 
the listener would enter assuming that [form] really exists, while the 
speakers [the buddhas] would intend that all appearance is like a dream, • 

The covert intention in respect of attributes is exemplified as follows. 
In order that the essenceless abiding nature [of reality] may be known, 
[the buddhas] reveal all things to be essenceless. The three essenceless 

natures, namely, the imaginary, the dependent and the absolute, have 
previously been explained. 
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The covert intention in respect of antidotes is exemplified by the 
following words which were spoken with an intention directed towards 
those beings who would think that, "Sakyamuni is inferior to other 
teachers because he is smaller in body, shorter in life-span and so on": 

At that time, I [Sakyamuni] became the Tathagata Vairocana. 

In this way, the listener understands their buddha-bodies of form to 
be the same, while the speaker [Sakyamuni] intends that their provisions 
are equally perfect, that their attainments of the body of reality are 
equal, and that their deeds on behalf of living beings are equal. As it 
is said in the Treasury of the Abhidharma (Ch. 7, v.34): 

All buddhas are identical in their provisions, 
Their body of reality and their conduct 
On behalf of beings, 
But not so in their life-span, 
Race and physical stature. 

The covert intention with respect to interpretation refers to teachings 
given in a form which is extremely difficult to understand in order to 
pacify the faults of those who think: 

This doctrine is inferior to others 
Because it is easy to understand. 

For example, it is said in the Collection of Meaningful Expressions (Ch.33, 
v.62): 

He should kill his father and mother, 
And if he destroys the king and the two purities, 
The country and its surroundings, 
This man will become pure in nature. 

Now, the father and mother are lust and acqUISItIOn because they 
compound sarpsara. The king is the ground-of-all because this becomes 
the support or ground of diverse propensities. The two purities are the 
Brahmal).a view of mundane aggregates,217 and the view of those who 
are conceited with respect to virtuous moral discipline and ascetic dis
cipline. The country and its surroundings are the eight aggregates of 
consciousness, along with the subject-object dichotomy of the inner 
activity fields. If all these are destroyed and purified, one becomes a 
bUddha. 

T,he various kinds of intention and covert intention [of the scriptures] 
are Identical in essence. Yet they do differ in details. On the distinction 
?etween the two, the translator [Ngok] Loden Sherap218 claims that 
~ntention implies that another meaning apart from the meaning thought 

Y the speaker is understood by the listener from the speaker's words, 
and covert intention implies that the very meaning thought by the 
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speaker is [subsequently] understood by the listener. And it is said in 
the Exegetical Commentary on the Collection of the Greater Vehicle 
(A1ahayanasaytlgrahopanibandhana, T 4051): 

Intention is not held to refer to apprehension by another 
party, but only to a determination in the mind. Covert inten
tion does refer to apprehension by another party. 

These two are indeed known to be without contradiction. That which 
is partially explained with reference to something is intention, disregard
ing whether it is apprehended by another or not; and it is called intention 
because at times when it is questioned by others all incompletely [un
derstood] meanings still remain in the ground of the intention. That 
which is revealed in order to benefit others, relying somewhat on inti
mation, and in conformity with the perception of other persons is called 
[the buddhas'] covert intention, because they understand the words of 
the speaker and, by entering thereafter [into the greater vehicle], now 
at last become receptive to the perfect understanding of other meanings 
and never turn to falsehood. 

Such are the keys through which the scriptures are viewed. Since 
the profound texts possess many situations of word , meaning, intention 
and purpose, it is extremely important to know that they are disclosed 
in this manner. 

9 A Recapitulation of the Causal Vehicles 

[121a.4-121b.1] Having outlined the overall meaning [of the causal 
vehicles], I shall recapitulate the meaning that is subsumed in their 
particular sections. It is said in the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus (Ch.13, 
v.2): 

There are those of only partial realisation 
And those who do not [fully] realise genuine reality. 

Accordingly, the lesser vehicle confers only partial realisation of the 
approach to the truth of liberation; and the bodhisattva vehicle, while 
acting in accord with the approach to inconceivable liberation, does 
not [fully] confer realisation of the genuine reality because the meaning 
of the vehicle of indestructible reality (Vajrayana) is not understood 
therein. The former [the lesser vehicle or Hlnayana] includes both the 
pious attendants and the self-centred buddhas. 

VEHICLE OF PIOUS ATTENDANTS 

[121b.1-124a.6] Firstly, the vehicle of pious attendants is explained 
under the three headings of essence, verbal definition and classifications. 
The essence is that with an intellect desirous of liberating itself from 
sarpsara one resorts to the means of realising selflessness with reference 
to the individual. 
T.The verbal definition is that the [Sanskrit] sravaka is rendered [in 
( Ibetan] as nyan-thos or pious attendant because it means both to listen 
~yan-pa) and to hear attentively (thos-pa), while in one respect, it is 
~ so rendered as thos-sgrogs [or preacher of what has been attentively 
t eard] because, having attentively heard (thos-pa) one object [i.e. the 
each~r], the pious attendant preaches (sgrags) to another. 
. ThIrdly, [the vehicle of pious attendants] is classified according to 

~!X topics, namely, its entrance, view, moral discipline, meditation, 
onduct and result. Concerning the entrance: The pious attendants, 
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being disillusioned by the suffering of sarpsara, enter through the four 
truths with the thought of aspiring towards their own peace and happi_ 
ness. As it is said in the Tantra of the Great Natural Arising of Awareness: 

Concerning the entrance, the four truths 
Are the entrance for pious attendants in general. 

Now the truth of suffering resembles a disease, the truth of its origi
nation resembles the cause of a disease, the truth of cessation resembles 
the happiness when one is freed from a disease, and the truth of the 
path resembles the medicine which is the antidote for a disease. There
fore: 

Suffering is to be known, 
Its origin is to be renounced, 
Cessation is to be obtained, 
And the path is to be relied on. 

Therefore, the pious attendants enter by renouncing and accepting the 
causes and results to which the four truths refer. 

Secondly, concerning the view: Selflessness with reference to the 
individual is realised [firstly] because the apprehended object which 
appears as coarse substances can be broken down and destroyed by an 
antidote or the intellect, [secondly] because the continuity of the ap
prehending subject which is the mind can be broken down by the three 
temporal dimensions, and [thirdly] because this coarse subject-object 
dichotomy has no independent existence apart from its mere relative 
appearance. 

However, [the concept of] self with reference to phenomenal things 
is not understood because they hold that the substratum of indivisible 
atomic particles, which compose the objective appearance of coarse 
substances, cannot be destroyed by an antidote or by the intellect, and 
that the subjective mind is inseparable219 from the series of indivisible 
time moments. The subtle subject-object dichotomy is therefore held 
to be ultimately real. As it is said in the Garland of Views: A Collection 
of Esoteric Instructions: 

All things are considered imaginary since they are exagger
ated and depreciated by eternalistic extremists and the like. 
The nihilist view of no origin and the views concerl1ing 
permanence and so forth are [considered] as non-existent as 
the snake which is perceived in place of a rope. Yet the 
indivisible atomic particles of the four gross elements, includ
ing the components, psychophysical bases and activity fields, 
and consciousness also, are viewed to have ultimate reality. 

When [this view of the pious attendants] is classified, it is as KaWa 

Peltsek says in his SeventeenfoldAppearance of the Sequence of the View: 
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The pious attendants who consider merely phenomena 
Are both the Sautrantika and the Vaibhasika. 
They dispute the nature of external atom~ 
And agree that consciousness appears 
As a series of time moments. 

Th~ Vaibha~ika ho~d that though this coarse relative truth appears as 
a sI~gle aggre.gate In th~ manner of an alpine meadow, ultimately it 
conSIsts of mInute partIcles because indivisible atomic particles are 
surrounded without intervening spaces. In his Turquoise Display, Nagar-
. says·220 Juna . 

Concerning the relative, the Vaibha~ikas' central tenet is 
That these material substances composing the world 
Are an association of atomic particles, 
But that [undivided] they appear in the manner of an 

alpine meadow. 

[These coarse substances] are held to be compounded by the force or 
power of the active vital energy of sentient beings. Then: 

Concerning the ultimate, consciousness is held 
To exist as a series of distinct time moments. 

The Sautrantika, on the other hand, hold that indivisible atomic 
particl~s are without cohesion but have no intervening spaces between 
th~m, III the manner of a heap of grain. As the above text [the Turquoise 
Dzsplay] says: 

Sautrantikas, concerning the atoms of relative appearance 
Hold them to form a single, compounded sensum. ' 
And they claim that ultimate reality is agreement of 

consciousness [wi th its 0 bj ect]. 

Thus they are superior to the Vaibha~ika because they realise that the 
conglomerate composed of atoms is indeed partless, and so are similar 
t~ those who do not admit the existence of atoms on the grounds that 
t ey are not actually visible. 221 

In sho t '. '. d' h r '. one IS a pIOUS attendant If one VIews the subject-object 
lC

I 
otomy III relation to the self of phenomenal things to be ultimately 

rea and adh h" '. eres to t e rejectIOn and acceptance of causes and results 
~tO~pr~se? by the four truths which refer to sarpsara and nirvana. As 

saId III the Sequence of the Path: . 

If, without realising non-duality, 
Everything is viewed to exist substantially 
In terms of the four truths, 
An? ?ne resorts to renunciation and non-renunciation, 
ThIS IS the level of the pious attendants. 
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Thirdly, concerning moral discipline, one should rely on the eight 
classes of priitimok$a vows, or particularly the supreme vows of a monk, 
because training which follows [the example of] the Buddha is essential. 
It says in the Treasury of the Abhidharma (Ch.4, vv.14-1S): 

The eight classes [of vow] called pratimok$a 
Substantially refer to the four orders. 
Since their titles vary, depending on the [adherent's] 

sex,222 
It is no error to differentiate [the four into eight]. 
Dependent on the vows which renounce 
Respectively five, eight, ten and all things that are 

to be renounced 223 
Are the lay vows (upasaka) and the vows of the 

purificatory fast (upavasa), 
The novitiate (srammJera) and the actual vows of 

a monk (bhik$u). 

Fourthly, concerning meditation, the same text says (Ch.6, v .Sab): 

One who abides in moral discipline 
And has studied and pondered 
Should properly undertake meditation. 

Relying in this way on the pure basis of moral discipline, one is required 
to study the pilaka of the pious attendants under [the guidance] of a 
spiritual benefactor. Then, the meaning that has been studied shoul? 
be pondered, and the meaning that has been pondered should be medI-

tated upon. 
Now, meditation initially requires that one makes the mind capable 

of action through tranquillity, which begins with meditation on ugliness 
as an antidote for attachment; and subsequently, one meditates with 
higher insight on the sixteen minor truths, four of which are differen-
tiated in each of the four truths. 

On this basis, one begins with renunciation by perceiving the confl~ct-
ing emotions of the three realms, and then the mode of renunci.a~lOn 
is effected in a succession of sixteen moments of pristine cogmtlOn. 
The sixteen minor truths are the four which are aspects of the truth of 
suffering, namely, impermanence, suffering, emptiness and selfless
ness; the four which are aspects of the truth of originatio~, namelY, 
causal basis, origin, production and condition; the four whIch are a~
pects of the truth of cessation, namely, cessation, quiescence, excellence 
and disillusionment with samara; and the four which are aspects of th

e
f . 0 

truth of the path, namely, the path, reason, attainment and the .act 
becoming disillusioned with sarpsara; sixteen in all. Then, the SIxteen 
moments of pristine cognition are the perception of the doctrine (dhar
majiiiina) , receptiveness to the perception of the doctrine (dharma-
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"fiiinak$anti), the after-effect of this perception (anvayajfiiina) and recep
{iveness to the after-effect of this perception (anvayajiianak$anti) , as 
they apply to each of the four truths, making sixteen in all. 

Fifth, concerning their conduct: Pious attendants perform acts which 
emphasise their own benefit by abiding in the twelve ascetic virtues. 
It says in the Turquoise Display: 

Their conduct is exclusively for their own benefit. 

Sixth, as for the result: Pious attendants obtain the provisional results 
of entering the stream [to nirvaI).a], of being tied to a single rebirth and 
of not returning [to sarpsara]. And then, as the culmination, they become 
arhats either with or without a residue, who are endowed with the 
twofold pristine cognition, which perceives the cessation [of corruption] 
and perceives that it is not recreated. 

There is also an enumeration of eight results when each of these four 
is distinguished according to those who enter it and those who are 
firmly established in it. It is said that there are four pairs of sacred 
beings with reference to the ground of this classification, and eight 
kinds of individual [pious attendant] with reference to the properties 
so classified. Of these, the Tantra of the Extensive Magical Net says: 

One who is well pacified by training 
In the sixteen-faceted pristine cognition, 
Which understands the meaning, 
And is well renounced in respect of the four truths, 
And who has been trained through the succession of 

[results], 
Such as entering the stream, 
Proceeds to the level on which the enemy, 
Conflicting emotion, is pacified. 

VEHICLE OF SELF-CENTRED BUDDHAS 

[124a.6-127a.2] Secondly, the vehicle of self-centred buddhas is also 
classified under three headings of essence, verbal definition and classifi
cation. The essence is that, without relying on a master, during one's 
final life in the world, one meditates on the path of dependent origination 
as a means for attaining manifest enlightenment, through the realisation 
of one-and -a -half parts of [the concept of] selflessness. 224 

Secondly, the verbal definition: The [Sanskrit] pratyekabuddha is 
fhendered as self-centred buddha [Tib. rang-rgyal] because it implies 
t at one' l' h " . s own en Ig tenment IS realised by oneself. The enlightenment 
IS attained individually, that is, for oneself alone. 
h Thirdly, there are six classifications as above, of which the first is 

t e entrance. The Tantra of the Great Natural Arising of Awareness says: 
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The entrance is through the twelvefold dependent origina
tion. 

In this way, a self-centred buddha enters through the twelve modes of 
dependent origination. As for dependent origination, it says in the 
H eruka Galpo: 

The doctrine of self-centred buddhas, 
In order to purify the intellect~ 
Includes the doctrines of outer and inner 
Dependent origination. 

Accordingly, the twelve modes of dependent origination are both out
ward and inward. 

If one were to ask in what way these [twelve] revolve, the outward 
dependent origination [of physical elements] revolves quantitatively, 
and the inward dependent origination revolves as propensities in non
corporeal beings and concretely in respect of corporeal beings. 

Concerning the procedure for entering therein: In general a self
centred buddha of the highest acumen, in the [solitary] manner of a 
rhinoceros, has accumulated the path of provisions over a period of 
one hundred aeons. One of mediocre acumen and great conduct in 
respect of the provisions has accumulated the provisions as far as the 
middling degree of receptiveness (bzod- Jbringi25 over a hundred human 
lives. And one who is of inferior acumen and low in conduct relating 
to the provisions has accumulated the provisions subsumed by the 
fifteenth moment [of pristine cognition] on the path of insight over 
thirteen human lives. Knowing that there is no chance of attaining 
enlightenment on this basis [alone], with prayers of aspiration they take 
birth in a world which is entirely unoccupied by buddhas and pious 
attendants. As the Root Stanzas on the Madhyamaka (Ch.18, v.12) says: 

If buddhas do not emerge 
And pious attendants have ceased to be, 
The pristine cognition of the self-centred buddha 
Is well developed without support. 

On this basis and without preceptor or master, [the would-be self
centred buddhas] become natural monks. Going to a charnel ground, 
they become disillusioned with sarp.sara immediately after seeing t~j 
bones, and when they investigate the source from which these bone 
originated, it is realised that they originated from old age and death 
that these in turn originated from birth, and in this way it is gradually: 
realised that the root of sarp.sara is ignorance. Then, wondering hoW 
to attain liberation from this, they enter by realising the trend in which 
dependent origination is reversed, namely, that if ignorance is 
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abolished, habitual tendencies cease and so on down to the cessation 
of old age and death. 

Secondly, in their view [the self-centred buddhas] are similar to the 
piouS atten?~nts who real~se selflessn~ss ~i~h. referenc~ to the individual, 
but in addItIon they realIse that the mdivisible atomIC particles which 
are the objective aspect of selfhood as it relates to phenomena do not 
independently exist. However, since they still regard the time moments 
forming the subjective mind to be ultimately real, and hold that the 
cause and result of sarp.sara and nirva1)a are found in dependent origi
nation, they are said to be realised in one-and-a-half parts of what is 
implied by selflessness. It says in the Ornament of Emergent Realisation 
(Ch.2, v.8): 

Since they renounce the idea of objects, 
And since they do not renounce the subject, 
One must know the path genuinely subsumed therein 
Is that of a rhinoceros-like recipient. 

And in the Sequence of the View: 

Similarly, the vehicle of the self-centred buddhas 
Concerns the mere illusion of the twelve outer 

[links of dependent origination]; 
It is superior in holding atoms not to exist 
In any spatial dimension,226 
But agrees that consciousness 
Is a series of time moments. 

So also in the Sequence of the Path: 

If one does not perceive deeds and all the conflicting 
emotions 

To be in fact sameness, 
And entirely clings to the cause and result of 

dependent origination, 
This is the level of the self-centred buddhas. 

~hen this: o~e _m!~ht object, contradicts t.he passage from the Thirty 
erses (Trzrrzszkakarzka, T 4055, v.28d) WhICh says: 

If there is no object, there is no subject. 

!here is, however, no flaw. This passage explains that, if that which 
IS ~pprehended by direct perception is realised to have no independent 
eXIstence th b· . 1 . I . ' e su Ject IS a so necessanly understood [in the same way]. 

til ht.hlS [vehicle], on the other hand, it is said that the object is realised 
o ave . d d . a no Ill. epen ent eXIstence because objects which conceptually 

a p~ear to the mtellect are realised to be without independent existence, 
t~ because during such realisation, the ignorance which has become 

e root of the three poisons is reversed. 227 
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Thirdly, in moral discipline, [the self-centred buddhas] are s~milar 
to the pious attendants. It says in the Miraculous Key of Further Dzscern
ment (yang-'byed-'phrul-gyi Ide-mig, NGB Vol.2): 

The limits which pious attendants 
And self-centred buddhas sustain 
Are the two hundred and fifty disciplines of the Vinaya. 

Fourth, on meditation, the Yogacara Level says: 

It should be known to be just like that of the pious 
attendants, 

Because these two are similar in the nature of their 
paths. 

Despite this claim that the [self-centred buddhas] meditate on the path 
referring to the piJaka of the pious attendants, masters of the past have 
said that in the SzUra which Dispels the Grief of Ajatasatru (Ajatasat
rukaukrtyavinodanasutra, T 216) the piJaka of the self-~entred bud~has 
are briefly and distinctly explained in contrast to the pIJaka of the pIOUS 
attendants. Also, in other texts, such as the Ornament of Emergent 
Realisation and its commentaries [Abhisamayalarrzkaravrtti, etc. T 3787-
9, 3791, 3793-6], their path is claimed to differ from that of the pi~us 
attendants. This is because, over and above the sixteen moments begm
ning with impermanence such as apply to the four truths, ~t~e s~lf
centred buddhas] obstruct the trend in which dependent ongmatIon 
arises and meditate in the correct order on the twelve [antidotes], that 
is, the emptinesses belonging to the trend in which it i~ rever~ed. 

Fifth, in conduct, [the self-centred buddhas] commUnIcate WIth those 
who require training through symbolic gestures, which are perfor~ed 
through the miraculous abilities of their bodies, and without teachmg 
the doctrine by their speech. It says in the Ornament of Emergent Real
isation (Ch.2, v.7): 

To those respective persons 
Who require training, 
Whatever they wish to hear, 
The respective meanings just appear, 
Without even a sound being uttered. 

And in the Turquoise Display: 

By conduct that is the miraculous ability of their bodies, 
They variously act on behalf of others. 

Sixth as for the result, the self-centred buddha of sharp acumen 
who re~ains in solitude like a rhinoceros, after perfecting the five pat~S 
in a single sitting, becomes manifest, through the supreme bliss of hIS 
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purpose, as an arhat who is conscious that the cessation [of corruption] 
has come about and that it will not be recreated. The Treasury of the 
Abhidhanna (Ch.6, v.24) says: 

The Teacher and the self-centred buddha, similar to a 
rhinoceros, 

Become entirely enlightened on the sole basis of the final 
contemplation, 

And, before that, they are in accord with liberation. 

Those of greater and lesser conduct with respect to the provisions, who 
flock together in the manner of parrots, respectively make manifest the 
first four and the first three paths. 228 

Again, on the subject of these self-centred buddhas, the Extensive 
Magical Net says: 

Knowing outer and inner dependent origination 
[To be] in the manner of an illusion and a mirage, 
They thoroughly penetrate substantial forms 

without impediment, 
They become realised through intrinsic awareness, 

untaught by a spiritual benefactor, 
And, with supreme bliss of purpose, proceed to an 

enlightened level. 

VEHICLE OF BODHISATTVAS 

[l27a.2-131b.2] The latter of the causal vehicles, the vehicle of 
bodhisattvas, is explained under two headings: its superiority over the 
lesser vehicle and the particular nature of this sublime vehicle. First, 
[the bodhisattva] is superior through an ability to realise the two kinds 
?f selflessness as the fundamental nature by means of great discriminat
Ive awareness, and an ability to act exclusively on behalf of others by 
~eans of great compassion. This is because these qualities are absent 
III the lesser vehicle. As stated in the Tantm of the Army of Pristine 
Cognition (ye-shes rnam-par bkod-pa'i rgyud): 

That which refers to sentient beings with compassion 
And pervades the expanse of reality with discriminative 

awareness 
Is explained to be the greater vehicle. 
The others are its opposite. 

And the master Aro [Yeshe J ungne f29 has said: 

The distinguishing features of the vehicles are 
Exclusively discriminative awareness and compassion; 
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The distinction between the vehicles is made 
In accordance with their greater or lesser extent. 

And in the Verse Summation of the Transcendental Perfection of Dis
criminative Awareness: 

One who has no skilful means 
And is without discriminative awareness 
Falls into the position of the pious attendants. 

Secondly, the vehicle of bodhisattvas endowed with this particularly 
superior doctrine is explained under the three headings of essence , 
verbal definition and classification. The essence is that one realises all 
things to be without self and then firmly resorts to the means of perform
ing great benefits on behalf of others through great compassion. 

As to the verbal definition, a bodhisattva [spiritual warrior set on 
enlightenment]23o is so called because the [Sanskrit] bodhisattva indicates 
one who is totally unafraid to attain the unsurpassed enlightenment by 
means of great mental power. 

Thirdly, among the six aforementioned classifications, first the en
trance is effected through the two truths. The Tantra of the Great 
Natural Arising of Awareness says: 

The vehicle of the bodhisattvas 
Is entered through the two truths. 

According to the texts of the Madhyamika, after the intellect, which 
perceives unanalysed and unexamined appearances to be without real 
essence in the manner of an illusion despite their appearance, has been 
grasped by the enlightened mind of loving kindness and compassion, 
[a bodhisattva] enters the relative truth by inducing virtue and opposing 
non-virtue. But when the abiding nature of ultimate, fundamental re
ality is known to be free from conceptual elaborations, the bodhisattva 
enters by means of the coalescence [of the two truths]. 

Concerning the two truths, the Heruka Galpo says: 

The doctrine revealed by the buddhas 
Is genuinely gathered in the two truths. 

Now, the extent of the knowable which forms the ground of this clas
sification is polarised between the apparitional mode or relative truth, 
and the abiding mode or ultimate truth. Therefore, the same text says: 

In the appearances which form the knowable alone, 
The scope of the two truths indeed exists. 

Of these, the relative truth refers to the symbolic apparition of reality 
which is the object perceived by the intellect. As [the Heruka GaZpoJ 
again says: 
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Deception and objectification of the intellect 
Are the general characteristics of relative appearances. 

Then, when classified, there is the correct relative which is causally 
effective in terms of phenomenal appearance, as when a man appears 
as a man, and the erroneous relative which is causally ineffective in 
terms of phenomenal appearance, as when a cairn of stones appears as 
a man. From the same text: 

The divisions of relative appearance 
Are called the correct and the erroneous relative. 
The characteristics of each should be well explained: 
The erroneous one is causally ineffective 
In terms of what appears, 
And the correct one is causally effective 
In terms of what appears. 

And also from the Analysis of the Two Truths (Satyadvayavibhangaktirikti, 
T 3881, v.12): 

Since they are similarly apparent 
And since they are respectively 
Causally effective and ineffective, 
The classification of the correct and erroneous 
Relative has been made. 

The ultimate truth, on the other hand, is free from all conceptual 
elaborations, as it is said in the Heruka Galpo: 

Ultimate reality is characteristically 
Free from all conceptual elaborations. 

And in ]etari'sAnalysis of the Sugata's Texts (Sugatamatavibhangaktirikti 
T 3899): ' 

Neither is it being, non-being, 
Or neither being nor non-being, 
Nor indeed an embodiment of them both 
But it is genuinely liberated from the fou; extremes. 

Wh~n classified, there is the ultimate truth with synonyms which is 
partIally free from conceptual elaboration, and the ultimate truth with
O;:t synonyms which is free from all conceptual elaboration. As the 

eruka Galpo says: 

Its classific~tions are the ultimate truth with synonyms, 
And that WIthout synonyms which is free from the eight 

extremes. 

Then, one might ask, are these two truths the same or different? They 
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are identical in their nature but different in their aspects, conventionally 
similar to the moon and the reflections of the moon in water, respec
tively. It says in the Commentary on Enlightened Mind (Bodhicitta-

vivara1J,a, T 1800, v.57): 

Just as molasses is naturally sweet 
And fire is naturally hot, 
The nature of all things 
Similarly abides in emptiness. 

Yet the ultimate reality can be expressed as neither an identity nor a 
difference. The Dialogue with Maitreya (MaitreyapariPfcchii , T 85-6) 

says: 
The expanse, which cannot be expressed through the sy~
bolic forms of habitual tendencies, is not this at all, and It 
is not anything else. 

Although the Madhyamika do not differ in their m~thods of determin
ing the ultimate reality, with reference to the relatIve tr~th t?ere are 
the Svatantrika who hold appearances to exist as a mere IllUSIOn, and 
the Prasailgika who maintain that from the very moment of appearance 
there is freedom from conceptual elaborations. . 

The Mind Only (Cittamiitra) system holds the objects and subjects 
which are dualistic appearances of the subject-o~jec~ d~choto~y to be 
the relative truth, and the intrinsic awareness, mtnnsiC :adiance, or 
the consciousness which is without duality, to be the ultImate .tr~th. 
When they are classified, there are those holding sensa to be .vendlCal, 
who hold the sensa through which external objects are perceIved to be 
veridical, and those holding sensa to be false, who claim that the status 
of appearances is exaggerated by conscious~ess. .. . 

Secondly, the view [of the bodhisattva vehIcle] IS the m~ontrovert.Ible 
realisation of the two kinds of selflessness. Although relatIvely al~ thmgs 

appear in the manner of [the reflection of] the moon in water, ult~matelY 
the abiding nature of the two truths is realised by ~nderstandmg t~f 
quiescence of all conceptual elaborations. It says m the Garland 

Views: A Collection of Esoteric Instnlctions: 

Ultimately all things, including all-conflicting e~otions and 
pure [phenomena], are without independent ~xIstence, but 
relatively the attributes of each exist distinctly m the manner 

of an illusion. 

And in the Sequence of the Path: 

Without knowing the meaning of sameness, 
The relative and ultimate truths are polarised; 
But if there is no self with respect to individuals, 

or phenomena, 
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This is the level of enlightenment. 

Thirdly, on the subject of moral discipline, there are three aspects: 
the moral discipline of gathering the virtuous doctrine; that of acting 
on behalf of sentient beings; and that of controlling malpractices. The 
first refers to the attainment of the virtuous provisions of excellent 
conduct which are subsumed by the two provisions and six transcend
ental perfections; the second implies that all one's aspirations and ap
plications are acted upon for the benefit of sentient beings. As for the 
third, though in the Madhyamaka tradition the necessity of holding 
prdtimok~a vows as a support for the cultivation of enlightened mind 
is uncertain, the moral discipline which controls malpractices on the 
level of the bodhisattvas includes the mind which aspires towards en
lightenment, and the mind which enters into union with the provisions 
and necessary actions for that enlightenment, in addition to a basis in 
which training according to the seven classes of priitimok~a vows231 is 
established. 

These aspects of [moral discipline] are adopted by the proponents 
of Madhyamaka and Mind Only in their rites, and training in them is 
pursued. Mind Only holds that there are four root downfalls. As the 
Twenty Verses on the Bodhisattva Vow says: 

These are to praise oneself and disparage others 
Out of attachment to profit and fame; 
Not to give the spiritual wealth of the doctrine, out of 

avarice, 
To one who suffers without protection; 
To find fault with others out of anger, 
Without heeding the repentance of others; 
And to renounce the greater vehicle 
And teach an imitation of the true doctrine. 

According to the Madhyamika, on the other hand, nineteen or twenty 
precepts are upheld. It is explained in the Compendium of Lessons that 
according to the Sutra of Akiisagarbha (Akiisagarbhasutra, T 260) there 
are nineteen root downfalls, namely, five which are certain for kings, 
five which are certain for ministers, eight which are certain for common 
~eople, and [the nineteenth] to abandon the mind of enlightened aspira
~on which is common to all. It is then said in the Pagoda of Precious 
liewels that .they number twenty when, in additi.on to these, ~he en-
ghtened mmd of engagement is abandoned and VIrtue not applIed. 
if Concerning these bodhisattvas, too, the Introduction to the Conduct 

o a Bodhisattva (Ch.5, v.23) says: 

I fold my hands in the prayer 
That those wishing to protect the mind 
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May guard mindfulness and awareness of the present 
Even at the cost of their lives. 

Thus, a bodhisattva untiringly endeavours, with undiminished mindful
ness and awareness of the present, to sustain [the precepts] by renoun
cing the four negative doctrines, accepting the four positive doctrines 
and so forth. 

Fourth, in meditation, a bodhisattva generally meditates on the thirty
seven aspects of enlightenment during the four paths of learning. 
That is he meditates on the four essential recollections during the lesser , . 
path of provisions, upon the four correct trainings during the middling 
[path of provisions], on the four supports for miraculous ability during 
the greater [path of provisions], on the five faculties during the feeling 
of warmth and its climax on the path of connection, on the five powers 
during the feeling of receptiveness and the supreme phenomenon [on 
the path of connection],232 on the seven branches of enlightenment 
during the path of insight, and on the sublime eightfold path as far as 
the ninth level233 during the path of meditation. 

In particular, with reference to experiential cultivation from the be
ginning [of the path], as it is revealed in the sutras of definitive meaning 
which belong to the final promulgation: When [a bodhisattva] has 
comprehended the nature of the nucleus of the tathagata, and developed 
his mind in supreme enlightenment, being of the enlightened family, 
he meditates by combining tranquillity and higher insight. These are, 
namely, the tranquillity born of contemplation in which subjective 
thoughts concerned with unimpeded objective appearances are paci~ed, 
and the higher insight which views appearances according to the eight 
similes of illusion. This higher insight determines both the subtle and 
coarse subject-object dichotomies to be empty and then inspects rea~ity 
as emptiness itself. It also includes meditative equipoise and absorptlon 
in the meaning of the Madhyamaka, free from extremes. As the Intro
duction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva (Ch.8, v.4) also says: 

One should know that conflicting emotions are subdued 
By higher insight excellently endowed with tranquillity. 

Fifth in conduct a bodhisattva acts on behalf of sentient beingsi 
regardi~g others as 'more dear than himself during the aftermath .[0 
meditation]. As the natural expression of his conduct, he acts accordlD~ 
to the six or ten transcendental perfections in the manner of a m~r~ 
illusion. The enumeration of six [transcendental per~ections] W~lC 1 
begins with liberality, and the enumeration of ten which adds s~tlf~ 

.. d" . . 11 thered wlthlI1 means, power, asplratlOn an pnstme cogmtlon, are a ga . __ 
the transcendental perfection of discriminative awareness (pra}na-
pdramitii) . 
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Sixth, concerning the result, when a bodhisattva has gradually 
traversed the ten levels and five paths, on the eleventh level of Universal 
Light (Samantaprabhd) during the path of no-more-Iearning, he is lib
erated for his own sake in the buddha-body of reality, and relying on 
the twO buddha-bodies of form for the sake of others, he acts on behalf 
of sentient beings until sarpsara has been emptied. 

Furthermore, on this topic the Extensive Magical Net says: 

The yogin who has perfected the transcendental 
perfections, 

Who has realised the two kinds of selflessness, 
And who has gradually traversed the ten levels, 
Will excellently attain, by means of the two truths, 
The path through which the buddha level is reached 
And its status is attained. 

This completes the anthology which explains the definitive order of the 
causal vehicles of dialectics, the third part of this book, the Feast in 
which Eloquence Appears, which is a definitive ordering of the precious 
teaching of the vehicle of indestructible reality according to the Ancient 
Translation School. 



Part Four 
Resultant Vehicles of Secret Mantra 



Introduction 

[131b.2-131b.4] Having briefly described the structure of the causal 
vehicles of dialectics, now the definitive order of the pitaka of the 
resultant secret mantra (gsang-sngags) , the vehicles of indestructible 
reality, shall be expounded in two parts: the superiority [of the secret 
mantra] over the causal vehicles and an explanation of the nature of 
these extraordinary vehicles. 



1 The Superiority of Secret Mantra 

[131b.4-143a.6] This [vehicle] which makes the result into the path is 
superior to the vehicle of the transcendental perfections234 which makes 
the cause into the path. There are adherents of the dialectical vehicle 
who object that, "When you proponents of the way of secret mantra 
make the result your path, it must either be a mature [result] which is 
made into the path, or an immature result which is made into the path. 
In the first case, this would lead to infinite regress because even after 
maturation, [the result] would be made into the path. You have accepted 
this logical entailment and it is proven that [the present instance] must 
be included therein, just as, for example, last year's fruit becomes the 
present's seed. So if this view is held, it is implied that the way of 
secret mantra is itself a long path. In the second case, it is not the result 
which is made into the path because this is immature. If this view were 
held, your own assertion would be refuted, and it is consistently proven 
that anything immature is not a conclusive result; witness for example 
a shoot and a stem." 

If this argument were raised, the reply would be that, from the 
standpoint of being, the genuine essence which is to be obtained abides 
intrinsically, and yet, because it is not understood from the standpoint 
of realisation, it is merely the means of realising it which is said to be 
made into the path. As it is said in the Sequence of the Path: 

In this way, the pristine cognition 
Which intrinsically abides 
Is the essence of all the paths and results. 
In order that the connection with it may be purified, 
The supreme means which make it manifest 

emerge intrinsically. 

b If it is sai? that when the intrinsically abiding result is manifested 
Y the path, It must either have been produced on the basis of a previous 

result or not, then with reference to the essence, there is nothing to be 
produced. This is just as when a prince who wanders among the 
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populace is recognised as a prince his status does not essentially improve. 
Yet with reference to the manifest clarity [of the essence], it has been 
produced, just as when [the identity of] the prince has been confirmed 
he can hold sway over the populace. This vehicle of secret mantra 
should be known as such. It says in the Heruka Galpo: 

Through the causal vehicle of dialectics 
Mind-as-such is perceived as the cause of buddhahood. 
Through the resultant vehicle of mantras 
Mind-as-such is meditated upon as buddhahood. 
So, too, one should know well the tendency 
Of any cause or result. 

Therefore, in the vehicle of dialectics mind-as-such is merely perceived 
as the causal basis of buddhahood. Since it is held that buddhahood is 
obtained under the condition whereby the two provisions increasingly 
multiply, and since the purifying doctrines which form the causal basis 
of nirv31)a are made into the path, it is called the causal vehicle (rgyu'i 
theg-pa). Therein, a sequence in which cause precedes result is admitted. 

According to the vehicle of mantras, on the other hand, mind-as-such 
abides primordially and intrinsically as the essence of the result, iden
tified in the buddha-bodies and pristine cognitions. Mind-as-such is 
thereby established as the ground which exists within oneself from the 
present moment as the object to be attained. It is then established as 
the path through its functions of bringing about recognition and remov
ing the provisional stains which suddenly arise by means of inducing 
the perception of just what is, and it is established as the result through 
its function of actualising this very ground. Since a sequence in which 
cause precedes result is not really distinguished therein, it is called the 
resultant vehicle ('bras-bu'i theg-pa) and the vehicle of indestructible 
reality (rdo-rje theg-pa). It is said in the Secret Nucleus (Ch.12, v.14): 

From any of the four times and ten directions 
The perfect Buddha will not be found. 
Mind-as-such is the perfect Buddha. 
Do not search for the Buddha elsewhere. 

And (Ch.13, v.19): 

The result, definitive and most secret, 
Has been turned into the path. 

And also (Ch.9, v.29): 

This wondrous, marvellous, amazing reality 
Does not come into existence from elsewhere. 
But it emerges in those dispositions 
Which have the nature of discriminative awareness, 
Steadfast in skilful means. 
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Then, in the Tantra of the Extensive Magical Net it is said: 

Since cause and result are primordially without 
sequence, 

When the result has been turned into the path, 
They are simultaneously united. 

Similarly, with reference to the outer tantras, the Sequence of the Path 
says: 

Through discriminative awareness 
And all branches of ritual 
According to the tradition of Kriyatantra, 
The Sugata made the result into the path. 

And with reference to the inner tantras, the same text says accordingly: 

Other than this there is nothing to be obtained. 
When everything indeed has been ripened, 
There is nothing to be reached. 
This reality is the essence of the path. 

Our predecessors, too, have claimed that there exists a distinction be
tween [the resultant vehicle] which can make the relative appearances 
into the path and [the causal vehicle] which cannot. Through the tran
scendental perfections, the ultimate reality is to be attained and the 
relative appearances are to be renounced, but through the ~antras 
relative appearances are also made into the path without being re
nounced, since sameness with respect to all things is experienced. 
!herefore, the mantra vehicles are superior because they do not fall 
mto biased tendencies with respect to the two truths. The Sequence of 
the Path says: 

Within the unsurpassed vehicle, there are those 
Holding ultimate reality to be indivisible 
And relative appearances to include everything, 
Both the pure and the impure. 
The great vehicle of skilful means, however, 
Does not divide even relative appearances 
According to purity and suffering. 
The higher and lower views are just SO.235 

Accor~ing to this system [i.e. the vehicle of skilful means] also, the 
result IS made into the path because the essence of the result in which 
all ~hings are indivisible, is regarded as the buddha-body of reality in 
w~lch appearances and emptiness are coalesced, and experienced by 
skIlful means. It says in the Tantra of the Extensive Magical Net: 
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In the nature of appearances, 
Including the animate and inanimate world, 
There is no inherent essence. 
This itself is the great body of reality, 

The way of secret mantra is verbally defined as that which makes 
the result into the path and as the vehicle of indestructible reality 
because, through the outer mantras, one meditates with referen~e to 
the body, speech and mind of the deity and, according to the mner 
mantras all things are realised and then experienced as the natural 
expressi~n of the maI).<;ialas of buddha-body, speech and mind. The 
Miraculous Key to the Storehouse says: 

Concerning the resultant vehicle of indestructible reality: 
When the maI).<;iala of the seals236 has been made into the 

path, 
The result itself is then carried on the path. 
One's own body, speech and mind 
Are united in the indestructible reality of 
Buddha-body, speech and mind. 
Such is indicative of the vehicle of indestructible reality. 

Yet [the way of secret mantra] also has other distinctive features, as it 
is said in the Lamp of the Three Modes (Nayatrayapradfpa, T 3707): 

Though they are identical in purpose, 
The vehicle of the mantras is superior; 
For it is unobscured and endowed with many means, 
It is without difficulty 
And refers to those of highest acumen. 

Although both the causal and resultant phases of the greater vehicle 
are identical in their purpose of seeking enlightenment with the aim of 
benefitting sentient beings, the mantras are superior through four dis
tinctive features. [First,] they are unobscured in the area of skilful 
means which includes meditation on the deity and the recitation of 
mantras. [Second,] they are manifold because there are limitless ap
proaches among the tantrapi!aka, beginning with the Kriyatantra and 
Caryatantra, which correspond to the degrees of acumen [in th~se who 
require training], without being confined to a single methodIcal ap
proach. [Third,] they are without difficulty because they are easIly 
accomplished without requiring that three "countless" aeons and the 
like be arduously passed as in the causal path. [Fourth,] they are taught 
with an intention directed towards those of highest acumen who actually 
require training through the vehicle of these very mantras. So the 
mantras are superior in these four ways. 
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Moreover, if a somewhat detailed explanation is given according to 
the intention of the uncommon, inner tantras in this [Nyingma tradi
tion]: When the profound and vast abiding nature of inconceivable 
realit/37 is appraised according to the dialectical vehicle, ultimate truth 
is established through the valid cognition of inference by means of 
perceptive judgements made according to logical syllogisms, and so is 
an intellectually created ground. Tranquillity is then secured by means 
of efforts directed to the birth of intellectual certainty, and it is the 
ideas and scrutiny in relation to that [ground] which are merely labelled 
as higher insight. The mere profundity [of this dialectical vehicle] refers 
to the result as that which lies in the direction of attainment through 
causes compounded of countless provisions over a long period of time, 
and its vastness comprises the components, psychophysical bases and 
activity fields. All of these, having been established as the relative truth, 
are nothing but the rigid ensnarement of the perception which accepts 
and rejects. 

The mantra [vehicle], on the other hand, does not refer to logical 
syllogisms and the intellectually contrived discriminative awareness 
produced by thought. Pristine cognition uncreated by the intellect is 
established as the non-conceptual ising reality or nucleus of the buddha
body of reality by the third empowerment,238 by the irresistible descent 
of pristine cognition,239 and by incisively applying oneself to [practices 
associated with] the energy channels, currents and seminal points which 
depend on the body of indestructible reality. Then enlightenment is 
actualised in one lifetime, and so forth, after the ultimate truth has 
been realised by the intellect abiding naturally in this state. 

In this way, the continuum of the ground (gzhi'i rgyud) is established 
both through that actual development of profundity and also through 
the vastness which is the expanse [of reality], primordially abiding as 
a maI).<;iala of inner radiance. Subsequently, it is revealed that the con
tinua of the path (lam-kyi rgyud-rnams) are to be experientially cultivated 
by realising that the entire world and its contents, along with the com
~onents, psychophysical bases and activity fields, which are the osten
Sl~l~ relative appearances dependent on that [ground], are an array of 
de,Itle~, celestial mansions and buddha-fields free from acceptance and 
re)ectl,on. And the continuum of the result ('bras-bu'i rgyud) is thereby 
estabhshed, including the eight common accomplishments and the un
common accomplishments which extend from the path of insight as far 
as the path of no-more-Iearning. Therefore, [the way of mantras] is 
unobscured with respect to profound and vast meaning. 

In ot~er respects also, the mantras are superior through their swift
ne~s, blIss and skilful means. If one inquires into the quality of their 
~:Vlftn,ess, it is that enlightenment is attained through them within this 
,Ife, SIxteen rebirths, three aeons or eight aeons. And if one inquires 
Into the reasons for their swiftness, it is that the mantras possess merit 
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which originates from total enjoyment because, through their special 
rites, the offerings which are made are actually accepted by the deities; 
it is that by the power of mantras even a single drop of water is multiplied 
to the extent of the sands of the River Ganges and gives rise to as many 
merits; and it is that the contemplation of purifying [lands into] buddha
fields in which impure appearances have ceased is actualised by a 
novice. Moreover, through each particular quality of the mantras and 
contemplations, those extraordinary causes which bring sentient beings 
to maturity exist even in one who has just entered this vehicle, and 
through their range of contemplation, [the mantras] possess, from first 
to last, the discriminative awareness which refers to form as an aspect 
of the result in terms of the two truths. 

If one inquires into the quality of their bliss, it is the absence of coarse 
physical and mental sensations. And if one inquires into the reasons for 
their bliss, it is that in this [vehicle] even a body which endures for six 
aeons may be achieved, that many miraculous abilities and contemplations 
are obtained, that through the power of the mantras the buddhas become 
actually present, and that through the application of the mantras and the 
tantras all the wishes of sentient beings are attained. 

Then, if one inquires into the nature of their skilful means, [the 
mantras] include the training in moral disciplines such as the unchang
ing bliss, the training in contemplations which are both symbolic and 
non-symbolic, the training in discriminative awareness through which 
the two truths are realised to be primordially of indivisible nature, and 
they include all else that enters the range of experience. 

Moreover, it is revealed in the Tantra of the Inconceivable Rali Cakra-
saJ'!'lvara: 

In the lesser vehicle which includes the pious attendants, 
There are no esoteric instructions. 
The vehicle of the awareness-holders is superior 
Through fifteen· distinctive features: 
The distinctions of its view, conduct and mind control, 
Of its cause, result, path and level, 
Of its time, rapture and yoga, 
Of its self- and other-oriented benefits, and its intention, 
Its renunciation of laborious extremes, and its ease, 
And its accumulation of the provisions. 

Concerning superiority [of the mantras] through the view, mind-as
such is essentially and spontaneously present from the beginning as the 
ultimate truth, which has seven aspects of spiritual wealth, as follows. 
Through its function of being the naturally pure essence, it is the 
ultimate truth of the expanse. Through its function of abiding as the 
ground in which all things of nirvaJ).a arise, clear and radiant without 
all obscurations and veils, it is the ultimate truth of pristine cognition. 
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Then, it is the ultimate truth of the result, which unimpededly abides, 
whatever enlightened attributes of buddha-body and pristine cognition 
arise. The resultant doctrines which are the great mystery of the 
buddha's fivefold body, speech, mind, enlightened attributes and ac
tivities, being spontaneously present within the latter, are the ultimate 
truth of natural, original cessation. 240 

The expressive power of this ultimate reality which is mind-as-such, 
otherwise [known as] the apparitional array ofthe world and its contents 
which, to childish persons, are ostensible relative appearances, is mani
fest in and of itself as a great maJ).Q.ala of buddha-body and pristine 
cognition. Thus, the relative truth is perfect in that sameness where 
saqlsara and nirvaIfa or good and evil are not distinguished. It is the 
great, superior body of reality wherein the truth is indivisible, and in 
which these two truths [both ultimate and relative] abide from the 
beginning as the identity of a single essence, coalesced in the manner 
of gold and the colour gold, or of a butter lamp and the light of a butter 
lamp, without alternating between acceptance and rejection. Only in 
conventional terms is [this body of reality] called the indivisible truth, 
transcending thought and expression. Indeed, it genuinely transcends 
the thoughts and expressions which apprehend it. It is neither improved 
by buddhas, nor worsened by sentient beings, because this doctrine of 
primordial origin, not being a contrived doctrine which suddenly arises, 
abides in the fundamental, natural state of mind-as-such. It is said in 
the Sequence of the Path by Buddhaguhya: 

Since it is neither created nor contrived 
By the conquerors or living beings, 
Its natural expression is intrinsically indivisible, 
And in order to loosen attachment to its descriptions 
It is unthinkable and inexpressible 
Within the two conventional truths. 

Although this abiding mode of the two truths is the superior view 
of th.e mantras, certain scholars of Tibet hold that, in general, there is 
~o dIstinction between the view of the vehicle of transcendental perfec
hons and that of the way of secret mantra. In particular, they disapprove 
of relative appearances being held within the view, and profess instead 
t~at [the pure divine appearances] are similar to meditations on loving 
kIndness, compassion, enlightened mind and so forth because they are 
the conceptual aspects of meditation [performed] by a subject with 
ref~rence to a relative object. This, however, is the prattle of minds 
whI~h are disinclined to the spiritual and philosophical systems of the 
vehIcle of indestructible reality. It is of crucial importance that the 
above explanation be known as the view of the mantras and it is also 
;xcee.dingly important to .meditate o~ it. This is becau;e, concerning 
he vIew, when the meanmg of the VIew appears to the unbewildered 
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pristine cognition of sublime beings, through the eye of discriminative 
awareness which accords with the primordial abiding nature of all 
things, it is the abiding nature of all things, the measure of the ultimate 
truth. This is also because the things which appear as the objects of 
consciousness, which is the bewildered intellect of sentient beings, are 
false in that they are the apparitional nature or relative truth. For 
example, the six classes of living beings perceive the same water in 
many apparitional modes, but to the buddhas it appears as the expanse 
of the consort MamakI. 241 

The abiding nature [ of reality] is also exclusively free from the con
ceptual elaboration of any objective referent. If it is said in this Context 
that there is no difference between the views of the sutras and mantra 
texts because the dialectics explained in the sutras are not erroneous, 
they are similar in the sense that it is the aspect of the buddha-body 
of reality, derived from the expanse free from all conceptual elabora
tions, which is made into the path according to the explanations in the 
causal phase of the greater vehicle. However, in that freedom from 
conceptual elaborations, which is exclusively one of explicit negation, 
the emptiness endowed with all supreme aspects, the ground in which 
all uncorrupted things arise, and also the enlightened attributes of 
supreme bliss distinguished by the way of mantras, are incomplete. 
Therefore it says in the Taintless Light: 

The emptiness of all aspects in space and the things which 
are uncreated are genuinely perceived in the manner of im
ages on a mirror. This is remote from the emptiness of empty 
nihilism which scrutinises the properties of the self, compris
ing the aggregate of atomic particles, in order to equate the 
conceptual elaborations manifested by one's own mind with 
dreams. The inner bliss, a phenomenon of which one is 
intrinsically aware, is passionately adhered to, and the bliss
ful phenomena of which one is aware through the external 
sense organs are totally abandoned. 

And so it is explained in the Brief Teaching on the Tenets of the View 
(Pradarsantinumatoddesaparfk~ti, P 4610): 

The emptiness which scrutinises the components, 
Coreless as a plantain tree, 
Is dissimilar242 to this emptiness 
Which is endowed with all supreme aspects. 
Uncreated and unceasing, 
The knowable appearances discerned therein 
Are emptiness in the sense that they are substantially 

empty, 
And not in the sense of a scrutiny of the components. 
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The proponent of dialectics, apart from merely establishing that the 
characteristics of relative appearance are non-existent, does not know 
the essence which abides from the beginning as great purity and same
ness; and by not knowing that, he does not know the meditation which 
makes the precise aspects of the auspicious coincidence of the two 
buddha-bodies of form into the path. 243 By not knowing that, in turn, 
he does not know the means of accumulating the extraordinary provi
sions through which the desired qualities244 are rapturously experi
enced, so that, being bound by the antidote of renunciation, he is 
obliged to aspire to a goal within three "countless" aeons. In the way 
of mantras, however, this utterly pure, original abiding nature of reality, 
in which the truest of results - that of the non-dual essence of the 
expanse and pristine cognition, the coalescence of bliss and emptiness 
- is spontaneously present from the beginning, is known as the object 
of the view. And thereafter meditation is the training which relates to 
this real disposition or enters into the experience of it. In this way, the 
intellect is purified by making that reality and its aspects into the path 
during the illusion-like creation stage (utpattikrama) and during the 
extraordinary perfection stage (sampannakrama) in which [practices as
sociated with] the energy channels, currents and seminal points are 
incisively applied. 

When all the apparitional modes of suddenly arisen deluded thoughts, 
originating from impure dependence - including the world, its contents, 
components, psychophysical bases and activity fields - have gradually 
:anished, the essence is present, in which the primordial abiding nature 
IS actualised as a malfc;lala of utterly pure buddha-body and pristine 
cognition. So, it is because the view and meditation of the mantras are 
superior that it is proven to be the resultant vehicle. As it is said in the 
Lotus Peak (Padmasekhara): 

Concerning the natural expression of the taintless expanse, 
Along with the three bodies and four kinds of pristine cognition: 
When, in that pure state, 
An image of actualised intrinsic radiance 
Is made into the path, 
It is correctly called the resultant vehicle. 

r As for the meditations of loving kindness, compassion and en-
Ightened mind: There is no occasion to identify them with the uncom

l11?n view and meditation of the mantras because the subjective con
SCIOusness by which they refer to their appropriate appearances is a 
sUddenly' . fi' I . , h" ,ansen, Impure IctlOn. t can be SImply realIsed even by 
~e~dIsh Intellects ~hat these ~meditatio~s] are details ,concerning the 
, elopment of enlIghtened mInd accordIng to the relatIve truth which IS t h' - , 
o aug t In the sutra texts. Therefore, as previously cited, the Sequence 
if the Path of the Magical Net says: 
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Within the unsurpassed vehicle, there are those 
Holding ultimate reality to be perfect in sameness245 

And relative appearances to include everything, 
Both the pure and the impure. 
The great vehicle of skilful means, however, 
Does not divide even relative appearances 
According to purity and suffering. 
The higher and lower views are just so. 

Still greater than that is the distinction between the following two kinds 
of view. First, there is the view that pristine cognition, the great intrinsic 
abiding reality which is the naturally pure inner radiance of the expanse, 
remains incontrovertibly as the abiding nature of immaculate awareness, 
transcending the three times and free from all conceptual elaborations, 
present as a naturally occurring fundamental nature, liberated from the 
bondage of created doctrines, and pure from the start without requiring 
to be artificially contrived by an intellectually applied analysis. The 
second view is laboriously created, adhering to extremes which accept 
or reject the mind and its mental events since, through the intellect 
and analysis, it claims to clarify eternalist and nihilist extremes. The 
distinction between these two views is similar to that between heaven 
and earth, and with reference to the abiding nature of the view, the 
former would appear to be genuine and the latter conventional. 

Therefore, when a deity is observed [through the mantra vehicles]: 
according to the Kriyarantra, a deity of pure reality is realised; according 
to the Yogatantra, a deity blessed with great dynamic pristine cognition 
is additionally realised; and according to the Unsurpassed Yogatantra, 
in addition to both of these, [the deity] is realised within the spontane
ously present maJ).<;iala. Otherwise, there would be no basis for purifi
cation in the abiding nature of the ground, there would be no need for 
the coincidence of the object of purification and of the act of purification, 
and one would instead cling to that which does not exist as if it did. 
It would be equivalent to meditation on the horns of a hare. 

Now this refers to the distinction of the view [in the way of mantras]. 
Yet the master Indrabhuti has also explained that: 

There is a distinction of guru, a distinction of vessel, a dis
tinction of ritual, a distinction of ritual action, a distinction 
of commitment, a distinction of view and a distinction of 
conduct. 

And [in his Point of Liberation) Muktitilaka, T 1859], Buddhajiianapada 
has also said: 

This vehicle is uncommon in three respects: the one who 
becomes accomplished through it, its path and its result. 
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In thi.s ~ay, the latter, who explains that [mantras] have distinctions 
in theIr VIew an~ result, also makes a distinction between the attainment 
of buddhahood m the causal and resultant [vehicles]. 

E.lse~here, [the mantras] are revealed to be superior through three 
distInctIve. feature~. _These are elucidated in the Definitive Order of the 
Three Vehzcles (Trzyanavyavasthana, T 3712): 

The vehicle pure in its visualisation , 
Its power of assistance and level of conduct , 
To those who are endowed with intelligence 
Is well known to be the greatest. 

Accordingly, [the mantras] are revealed to be superior because therein 
?ne. e.x~erientially culti~ates three maJ).<;ialas246 in which all things are 
mdivisible, namely: a VIew pure in its visualisation, for it regards the 
natural bu~dha-fields and their utterly pure range of activity; a power 
endowed WIth the vows of uncommon commitment to assist it; and the 
deeds of the Tathagata as conduct. 

Again, it is revealed in the Sublime Lasso of Skilful Means (,phags-pa 
thabs-kyi zhags-pa, T 835): 

The mantras are superior through four greatest qualities, 
namely, the greatest of visualisations, and similarly, the 
greatest of attainments, the greatest of pristine cognitions 
and the greatest of skilful means. 

And 1)0mbI Heruka has also said: 

In this [tradition], the vehicle of mantras is superior 
Through the distinction of its recipients, 
Through the properties which mark its recipients, 
Through the distinction of its texts and paths, 
And through the distinction of its results. 

Th~s, the resultant view is one which realises the abiding nature of 
realIty d d·· . ,an IstmctIOns are revealed within it. For these reasons it is 
proven th h . , 
th at t .e VIew [of the mantras] holds distinction [over that of 

e causal vehIcle]. 

h 
Similarly, concerning [the second distinction of the mantras] 247 

trough th . d· . . ' 
and . ~Ir con uct. The pro~onent of dIalectIcs continues to accept 
i reJect.m terms of a corruptIble moral discipline because he abides 
b
n 

perCeptIOns which abandon and obstruct the five poisons that are to 
v~·renounced: The mantras, however, are superior through their pro
th Ions, offenngs, unchanging moral discipline and so forth because 

e SOurce [of s -]. d 
nature . . arpsara IS tur?~ into the path by means of its [true] 

The' whIch IS ~ne of appa~ItIOn~1 purity and sameness. 
111· d n, concermng [the thIrd dIstmction of the mantras], through 

In -control: The proponent of dialectics requires that the contempla-
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tions of tranquillity and higher insight be attained over a long period 
of time by the most exhaustive of efforts in mind-control. The mant.ras, 
however, are superior because pristine cognition is instantly reahsed 
through the extraordinary yoga of the two stages and their coalescence. 

Concerning [the fourth distinction of the mantras], through their 
causal basis: The proponent of dialectics holds that ultimate reality is 
seen by one who has previously gone through the provisions a~d s.o 
forth, whereas the mantras are superior because the truth of realIty IS 
realised by one who has been forcibly introduced to pristine cognition, 
which intrinsically abides as the causal basis of separation from obscura
tions (bral-rgyu). 

As for [the fifth distinction of the mantras], through their path: The 
proponent of dialectics requires that the path be t.raverse~ over many 
great aeons by the alternation of meditative absorptIon and ItS afterm~th 
once the provisions have been accumulated. The mantras are supenor 
since one who enters the path in which meditative absorption and its 
aftermath are indivisible progresses swiftly. 

Also, concerning [the sixth distinction of the mantras], through their 
result: In the dialectics [the result] is considered to emerge after a long 
period of time, whereas the mantras are superior because it is held that 
the ground and result are indivisible and spontaneously present here 
and now. 

Concerning [the seventh distinction of the mantras], throug.h their 
levels: In the dialectics [the levels] are held to number eleven by dIfferen
tiating the successive renunciations and antidotes. 248 The mantras, how
ever are superior because [they progress] to the twelfth level of the 
Una~tached Lotus Endowed (ma-chags padma-can) , the thirteenth level 
of the Holder of Indestructible Reality (rdo-rje 'dzin-pa) and so on. 

As for [the eighth distinction of the mantras], that of time: The 
proponent of dialectics loiters for three great, "countless" aeons a~d 
the like, whereas the mantras are superior because one whose commIt
ments are unimpaired achieves [the goal] in one lifetime and so forth .. 

Concerning [the ninth distinction], that of rapture: In dialectics attaIn
ment comes after desired qualities have been renounced, while the man
tras are su perior because the friendship [of desired q uali ties] is cuI tivated. 

Concerning [the tenth distinction], that of yoga: The prop.onent of 
dialectics differentiates between meditative absorption and ItS after
math, whereas the mantras are superior because the inconceivable yoga 
in which they are indivisible is made into th~ path. . elf-

Then concerning [the eleventh], that of theIr benefits WhICh are s 
and other-oriented: The proponent of dialectics does not achiev~ mobre 

r ethan provisional slight benefits, whereas the mantras are supeno 
cause through them one acts on behalf of oneself and others by many 
approaches which cut off [evil] and bring [others] into the fold, 
whichever deeds are appropriate. 
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Concerning [the twelfth], that of intention: In dialectics nothing is 
known apart from the mere causal vehicle, whereas the mantras are 
superior since they ascertain the great mystery of the result. 

[By the thirteenth distinction] the mantras are superior to dialectics 
because the fault of fatigue is easily renounced, and [by the fourteenth] 
the~ are so becaus~ great benefit is achieved with little hardship. 

Fmally, concernmg [the fifteenth distinction], that of the accumula
tion of provisions: The proponent of dialectics requires that the conduct 
of the six transcendental perfections, beginning with liberality be ex
tensively .a~cumulated over countless aeons. In the mantras, 'though 
[the provlsIO~S] are somewhat smaller, they are vast because liberality 
~s to be practIsed after [the provisions of offering] have been multiplied 
In the storehouse of space through the blessing or consecration of the 
mantras. All. objects are perceived as buddha-fields, all raptures are 
transfo~med mto ~east offerings and conflicting emotions are naturally 
pure without havmg been renounced. The provisions of merit and 
pristine cognition are swiftly contracted and perfected. Therefore the 
mantras are superior. 

Furthermore, according to the dialectics the appearance of the 
bu~dha-body has an illusory nature and, by means of the ordinary 
actIOns of the body, one does no more than enter into virtue. According 
to. th.e mantras the m~stery of the buddha-body is that all appearances 
wlthm the world and Its contents are deities and celestial mansions and 
~y perfe~ting the maI)<;iala of buddha-body, the emanation and absorp~ 
Hon [of lIght] from the deity's seal are not bypassed. 249 Therefore [the 
mantras] are superior. 

According to the dialectics, buddha-speech is empty in the manner 
of an ~cho, and when ordinary speech is cut off one does no more than 
enter mto virtue. The mantras, on the other hand, are superior because 
the mystery of buddha-speech is a raincloud of doctrine. It is perceived 
as the natural expression of a great, imperishable vibration of melody 
and 11 d . , 

a soun s, words and tones anse as the natural intonation of 
mantras, because ordinary speech abides from the beginning in the 
maI)<;iala of buddha-speech. Thereby all that is said is potent and unim
pededly effective. 

th The proponen: of dialectics seals the buddha-mind with the [view] 
an~t ~l ~ecollectIOn and thought are without independent existence, 
Ill" avmg obstructed the ebb and flow of thoughts in the ordinary 
an~~i does .no. more than cling to the contemplations of tranquillity 
bUddh g~e~ ms~g?t. The mantras are superior because the mystery of 
remel a mmd ar~ses as the ~atural expression of reality, where sup
su Y unchangmg great blIss and the emptiness endowed with all 

Preme aspect h' h . . . 
ar s, w IC IS essentIally deVOId of substantial existence 
s e Coalesced. All recollections and thoughts of the ordinary mind ar~ 
Pontaneously present, without the duality of meditative absorption 
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and its aftermath, in the maQQala of the non-conceptualising yoga, a 
continuous stream of contemplation, which is reality'S display. 

This alone serves to illustrate that one should know the other distinc
tive features [of the mantras] to be inconceivable. But if th~y are ab
breviated, they should be condensed according to the followmg words 
from the Prophetic Declaration of Intention (Sandhivyakara1Jatantra, 

T 444): 

That which is known by the buddhas 
Over utterly countless aeons 
Is the perfect enlightenment attained in one moment 
And within one lifetime by the mantrins. 

Vajrasattva 

2 The Essence and Definition 
of Secret Mantra 

[143a.6-147b.l] The extraordinary vehicles are expounded in two parts, 
one giving a detailed exegesis of the overall meaning according to their 
general classifications and the other recapitulating the meaning sub
sumed in their particular sections. 

The first is outlined under the three headings of the essence, verbal 
definition and classification. First, [the essence] is that the Mantrapi~aka 
of the greater vehicle, which was taught by the Teacher, Vajradhara, 
observes that the ground and result are indivisible and spontaneously 
present, owing to which the natural expression of the truth of the origin 
[of sarpsara] appears as the truth of the path, and the natural expression 
of the truth of suffering appears as the truth of cessation. Thus, in 
respect of action, the result is swiftly accomplished by experientially 
cultivating the abiding nature of the ground, without rejection and 
acceptance. 

Secondly, concerning the verbal definitions: The [Sanskrit] mana(s), 
which conveys the meaning of mind, and traya, which conveys that of 
protection, become "mantra" by syllabic contraction, and therefrom 
the sense of protecting the mind fyid-skyob in Tibetan] is derived. It 
says in the Guhyasamaja Tantra: 

Whatever has arisen through the conditions 
Of sense organs and objects is the mind. 
This mind is explained by [the term] man, 
And tra has the sense of granting protection. 

And also, in the Great All-Radiating Seminal Point which is an Ancient 
Translation (snga-'gyur thig-le kun-gsal chen-po, NGB Vo1.5): 

Concerning the verbal definition of the three kinds of mantra, 
They are so called because they protect consciousness. 

According to such explanations, mantras are [so called] because they 
easily and swiftly protect the consciousness of the mind. 

On the subject of protection by their ease, it says in the Mahamaya 
Tantra (T 425): 
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As for the five sensual raptures: 
It is by freely indulging therein 
That accomplishment is attained. 

And on the subject of protection by their swiftness: Without r~ferring 
to provisions amassed over three "countless" [aeons] and the lIke, t~e 
result can be actualised through the skilful means [of the mant~as] m 
one lifetime, and so forth. Hence they are establi~het;s. the':~lf~ and 
resultant vehicle. As it is said in the Glorious Semzna oznt OJ m race 
(Srfsarrzputatilaka, T 382): 

Though over many millions of aeons. .. . 
There are buddhas who have difficulty m a~taI.mng thIS, 
It is granted [by the mantras] in this very lIfetIme. 
Hence they are called the resultant vehicle. 

And in the Buddhasamayoga (T 366-7): 

Through countless millions of aeons. . 
All the buddhas do not obtain actual [enlIghtenment], 
The secret mantras, by the rites of this life, 
Obtain it in this very lifetime. 

Then again, the great seal of [the deity's] bodily form, reflecting the. 
emptiness endowed with all supreme aspects (mam-kun mch?g-ldan-gyz 
stong-gzugs phyag-rgya chen-po), is introduced by [the expen~nce~ ~f a 
melting bliss, which is symbolised by [the syllables] E-VA~. T?IS pn~t1ne 
cognition or unchanging supreme bliss, which coalesces m a smgl~ 
essence the emptiness and co-emer.gent ~1iss arising' from the pu;;oe I~ 
the seminal point of great desire, IS oblIgatory for al.l buddhas, h' 
too is [ defined as] mantra because it easily and sWIftly protects t e 
mi~d, and constrains the objects to be renounced, namely, the prope~~ 
sities symbols and ideas which respectIVely transfer conscIOusn~ss h 
the v;riable [desire realm] and the blissful [form realm]. It says m t e 
Kalacakra Tantra: 

The collection of vowels and consonants is not unchan~i~g. 
The unchanging sound refers to ~ajras~tt~a, the, pnstI~e 
cognition of supreme, unchanging blIss. SImIlarly, smce th y 
are the reality which protects the min?, ,the man.t~as, too, 
are called the supreme, unchanging pnstme cogmtIOn. 

And in the Indestructible Peak (Vajrasekhara, T 480): 

The characteristic of all the mantras 
Is the mind of all the buddhas. . 
Since they cause the nucleus of reality to be attamed, 
They are genuinely endowed with reality's expanse. 
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The collection of transmitted precepts which extensively teach this 
[way of mantras] is called the Piraka of the Awareness-holders or the 
Pitaka of the Vehicle of Indestructible Reality. Derived from the 
[s~nskrit] pitaka, which conveys the meanings of a container or a 
measuring basket, the most extensive piraka is so called because it 
establishes in accord with the abiding nature and reveals in detail all 
conditions which are knowable, from the doctrine concerning the com
ponents, psychophysical bases and activity fields to the buddha-body 
and pristine cognition. Because all the meanings of the three lower 
piraka are gathered and perfected in this, it is also called the source of 
all the piraka. The Tantra of the Extensive Magical Net says: 

Concerning the king of intrinsic awareness, 
Which realises the meaning of sameness: 
Just as all rivers flow into the great ocean, 
In these most skilful means, 
Which realise the unsurpassed meaning, 
The inconceivable vehicles of liberation are all 

gathered. 

Then, concerning the expression "awareness-holder" (rig-'dzin, Skt. 
vidyadhara), [when referring to the realized exponents of secret mantra,] 
there are three [mundane] kinds. First, there is the lesser one who holds 
the awareness of the accomplishment of eight great activities. These are: 

Medicinal pills, eye-salve and swift feet, 
The penetration of matter 
And accomplishment of the enchanted sword, 
Sky-faring and invisibility, 
And that of immortality and the supression of 

disease. 2S 1 

The middling one is the common sort who holds the awareness of the 
desire realms; and the greater one holds the awareness of the desire 
and form realms. The life-span, rapture and so forth of the latter endure 
for either six aeons or immeasurably. 

The supramundane awareness-holders are either the coalescent be
ings (Yuganaddhasattva) who abide on the level [of the paths] of learning 
beginning with the path of insight, or those who possess the taintless 
bOdy of pristine cognition. 

,Also, there are those [awareness-holders] who are endowed with the 
ram bow body but do not possess a body of form belonging to the three 
realms, and these have seven distinctions of enlightened attributes, 
namely, they abide in contemplation, possess the five supernormal 
Cognitive powers, act in various fields on behalf of living beings, are 
Without desire or covetousness, enJoy limitless desires as supreme bliss, 
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transcend the span of life, and abide in a mental body. However, those 
in whom the basket of the components [i.e. the physical body] has not 
diminished possess only the body of pristine cognition, and when it 
has been diminished by deeds and contemplation, it is called the aware
ness-holders' body of pristine cognition. 

In the Mahayoga, [awareness-holders} are classifie? i~to, fo~r kinds: 
those holding the awareness of maturatlO.n (rnam-smzn rzg- dZ2~)" th?se 
holding the awareness of power over the hfe-span (tshe-db~n~ rz~- dzzn), 
those holding the awareness of the great seal (phyag-chen rzg- dzzn), a~d 
those holding the awareness of spontaneous presence (lhun-grub ~g
'dzin). And, in the Buddhasamayoga Tantra, the [above] enumeratIOn 
of seven is given. . 

The Pit aka of the Awareness-holders is thus named eIther because 
it is the g~ound to be studied by these [awareness-holders] or because 
one who enters this vehicle comes to attain these common and supreme 
accomplishments. As explained in the Commentary on the Tantra of the 
Dialogue with Subahu (Subahuparipfcchiitantrapi1JeJiirtha, T 2671): 

That which is called the Pi1aka of the Awareness-holders is 
the ground studied by the holders of gnostic mantras. Its 
teaching accords with this spiritual and philosophical system 
f .. . th . 252 o transmIssIons concermng e vIew. 

N ow this [way of mantras] is also known as the vehicle of indestruc
tible reality (rdo-rye theg-pa, Skt. Vajrayana). By definition, this ten~ 
conveys the sense of "undivided" (mi-phyed) and "imperishable" (mz
shigs). That which is not divided into anything differe~t never .wavers 
from mind-as-such in the abiding nature of reality, despIte the dIfferent 
apparitional modes of both saI11sara and nirvaJ)a. Therefore, as it is 
said [H evajra Tantra, Pt. 1, Ch. 1, v.4a]: 

It is the undifferentiated nature that is expressed in the 
word vajra. 

The mind of all the buddhas is imperishable because it is the essence 
of reality which cannot be destroyed by any symbolic doctrine. Since 
it is similar to a vajra, the so-called indestructible mind of all budd has 
abides, as previously explained,. as the ess:nce of mantra .. T?e ~er:r 
"vehicle" is used both metaphoncally and lIterally because It IS eIth 
the support for the attainment of this [reality] or else the [path] through 
which it is traversed. It is explained in the Commentary on the 
Guhyasamaja: 

Concerning that which is called the vehicle of indestructib~e 
reality: The entire greater vehicle is subsumed by the SIX 
transcendental perfections. They in turn are subsumed by 
skilful means and discriminative awareness, and the common 
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savour of the enlightened mind subsumes these. Now this 
is the contemplation of Vajrasattva [the spiritual warri~r of 
indestructible reality] and this nature is the indestructible 
reality. The vehicle of indestructible reality, inasmuch as it 
is both the indestructible reality and a vehicle, means the 
same as the mantra vehicle. It is called unsurpassed because 
it is the supreme reality of all vehicles. 

In the Taintless Light Avalokitesvara says: 

And: 

Tha~ :vhich !s . said to be the indestructible reality is the 
~ndIvId~d pnstme cognition, the indestructible reality of the 
mconceIVable buddha-mind. Whatever possesses it is en
dowed with indestructible reality. 

I~~estructible reality is supreme indivisibility and insepara
bilIty, and the vehicle which leads to it is the vehicle of 
indestructible reality. The style of the mantras and the style 
of the transcendental perfections which [respectively] are 
identified as the result and the cause are blended together 
[in it]. 

And also: 

The vehicle of indestructible reality is the vehicle of the 
genuine~y perfect buddhas. Since it cannot be changed by 
the vehIcles of the extremists, pious attendants and self
c:ntred buddhas, it is the vehicle of indestructible reality. 
Sl~ce one proceeds through it to liberation, it is the vehicle 
of Indestructible reality. 

In such ways [the definition of the vehicle of indestructible reality] has 
been extensively taught. 

F.urthermore, the [Sanskrit] tantra also conveys the meaning of pro
tectmg the mind, for cetana has the sense of mind and traya of protection. 
~ ~he Commen~ary on Diff~~~tlti~: entitled Endowed with Pristine Cognition 

nbuddhakapalatantrapanJzkaJnanavatl) T 1652) says: 

Tantra is so called because it protects the mind from 
conceptual thoughts. 

Tantrapiraka are so called because they form the 
collection or class of the tantras. 

The Word t I· h 
th antra a so, In t e manner of the strings of the lute conveys e sen f .. . , 
PUre se? contInuIty: It IS so called because it subsumes the naturally 

realIty of the mmdfrom sentient being to buddha within the 
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continuum of ground, path and result, continuously abiding without 
interruption. The Guhyasamaja Tantra says: 

Tantra is defined as a continuity. 
This tantra is of three kinds: 
It is divided according to the ground, 
Its natural expression and its inalienableness .. 
Thus the natural expression is the causal basIs, 
The ground is defined as skilf~l means, 
And similarly inalienableness IS the result. 
The meaning of tantra is subsumed by these three. 

And the Subsequent Tantra of the Secret Nucleus (sgyu-'phrul phyi-ma, 

NGB Vol. 14) says: 

Tantra is explained as continuity: . 
From its skilful means and causal basIs, 
The result is derived. 

3 The Three Continua of Ground, 
Path and Result 

[147b.l-lSOb.S] [The way of secret mantra] is classified according to 
two divisions, one which generally reveals the definitive order of the 
three kinds of tantra or continuum comprising the expressed meaning 
(brjod-bya rgyud-gsum) and the other explaining, in particular, the divi
sions of the four tantrapi!aka which form their literary expression (ljod
byed rgyud-sde bzhi). 

The former consists of three kinds of continuum, namely, the con
tinuum of the ground or basis which is to be realised, the continuum 
of skilful means or the path through which realisation and progress are 
acquired, and the continuum ofthe result wherein the goal is reached. 

CONTINUUM OF THE GROUND 

Concerning the first of these: The ground is that which is primordially 
present as the abiding nature without bondage or liberation. It is the 
enlightened mind of intrinsic awareness, the natural inner radiance 
wherein truth is indivisible and which is free from the range of the 
intellect. It is endowed with four extraordinary attributes, namely: it 
is distinguished by harmony with the resultant realities of buddha-fields, 
bodies, pristine cognitions and so forth; it is supreme bliss by nature; 
it is uninterrupted; and it is attained through [the nature of] reality.253 
Although it becomes the ground or basis of both saq1sara and nirval).a 
depending on whether it is realised or not, it is defined as the continuum 
of the basis because its natural expression continues without change. 

As the essence of the buddhas, [the continuum of the ground] is the 
nucleus of the sugata. As emptiness, it gives rise to the enlightened 
a~tributes of the buddha-body of reality, and as appearance, it gives 
~Ise to the buddha-body of form. Because [the continuum] is present 
In that way, it is the enlightened family which naturally abides. As the 
o~i?inating ground of both saq1sara and nirvu1)a, it is the pristine cog
nItIon of the ground-of-all. It is one's own real nature according to 
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Kriyatantra. It is the blessing without symbols which is ultimate reality, 
and the deity of the expanse of indestructible reality which is relative 
appearance according to Ubhayatantra and Yogatantra [respectively]. 
It is the superior, great buddha-body of reality in which the two truths 
are indivisible according to Mahayoga. It is the fundamental offspring 
mal)9ala of the enlightened mind in which the expanse and pristine 
cognition are non-dual according to Anuyoga; and it is the ground 
which is conventionally expressed as essence, natural expression and 

great spirituality according to Atiyoga. 
It is explained, in particular, that the support for the continuum of 

the basis is the buddha-body of reality, the enlightened mind-as-such 
which is naturally present in the heart centre

254 
of corporeal beings as 

an imperishable seminal point within a pure essence (dvangs-ma) of five 
colours. Furthermore, it emanates as the six pure essences, those of 
the five elements and the mind, which [are divided into three] groups 
of two, each with an identical savour, and as such it abides primor
dially in the nature of the three imperishable, indestructible realities 
of the most subtle three media [i.e. the body, speech and mind], with
out straying in any respect. It says in the lizjra Garland [lizjramala, 

T 445]: 
That which abides in the heart of corporeal beings, 
As the form of the naturally present, uncorrupted 

pristine cognition, 
The imperishable seminal point which is supreme bliss, 
All-pervasive in the manner of the sky, 
Is the natural expression of the dynamic body of reality. 

And in the Glorious Kalacakra: 

Just as, if water is poured into a vase, the space within it 
does not vanish, that which is endowed with the indestruct
ible reality of all-encompassing space is similarly present 
within the body, without regard to any object. 

As such passages extensively indicate, this ground of liberation, the 
spontaneously present reality that is the pristine cognition abiding in 
oneself, is definitively the basis which brings about the continuum of 
the result. Therefore, the Blossom of Esoteric Instructions (Srfsan:zputatan-
trarajatfkamnayamafijariphala, T 1198) says: 

The essence, which is the emptiness of substances, does not 
mean anything other than one's own nature or feature; it 
has the meaning of one's own essence. This is both the basis, 
and the holder of indestructible reality who effects [the re
sult]. The same buddhahood, accomplished from beginning
less time through the essential nature uncovered by stains, 
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is t~e basis of that buddhahood which is characterised as an 
attamment of the immaculate [reality]. 

The ostensible. phe~omena of sarpsara are the stains obscurin 
ground of punficatIOn through which the continuum of th g lth~t 
f~ ted Th b' e resu t IS 
~n~c est~blis~~;r~ tOth e pur,lfied beca,use they are specifically designated 

y e ernng conSCIOusness which apprehends them 
although they have no true existence as obJ'ects S' " b ' b h [ h . mce It IS 0 scured 

y t em, t e _gr_o~nd] abides in the manner of a gemstone in a filth 
~::~~dAS Nagarjuna [in the Eulogy to the Expanse of Reality, v.2~ 

The water that lies within the earth 
Remains immaculately pure. 
The p,risti~e ~ognition within conflicting emotions, too, 
Remams SImIlarly immaculate. 

CONTINUUM OF THE PATH 

Sec?;dly , the c~ntinuum .of the path refers to the skilful means which 
pU,n y these stams covenng the continuum of the ground S' , 
abides as the connecting activity between the ground and the ~~~~l;t 
causmg the ground to be, perceived through its downward connectio~ 
and ~he result to be obtamed through its upward connection it is the 
~~~lnuum of the path. In the Great Master [Padmasam bhava' s 1 Garland 
'J zews, A Coliectzon of Esoterzc Instrzlctions it says: 

Concerning this, the goal is conclusively reached by means 
?f t~ree ~haracteristics . Awareness, or the four kinds of real
Isat~on, IS th,e ~haracteristic of perception, the repeated ex
pene~ce ?f It IS the characteristic of the entrance, and the 
act~a~lsatIon of it by the power of experience is the charac
tenstIc of the result, 

~~r~rdtin~l~, t?e basis [of the continuum of the path] is the view whose 
c enstIc IS perception it d" , charact ' , , ' s con ItIon IS the contemplation whose 

isation e~~tIc I,S th~ entrance, and its result is characterised as the actual
object ~h' ~ ~Iew IS established with reference to the perception of the 
of medita;~nls~o be enter~d by experi~ntial cultivation, or to the object 
entrance or a~t °tte~~lat,IOn IS establIshed with reference to the actual 
result is establ'°h mde IhtatIOn through experiential cultivation; and the 

b 
IS e w en the object of m d' , , 

eing actualised Th I ' e ItatIOn IS referred to as 
has actualised ail th e ,atter ~ompr~ses both the conclusive result which 
isation has b at ~s,to e realIsed, and the result in which actual
the form ,e~~ tu~ne. mto the path only to a certain extent of which 

er IS I entIcal to the continuum of the result and the latter is 
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the third characteristic during the continuum of the path. The definitive 
order of these shall be briefly explained below. 

Having generally indicated the fundamentals of the path, the actual 
subject-matter of tantra, which is required for its implementation, is 
then revealed in accordance with its particular classifications. The path 
is said to be clearly divided into the following ten categories: a view of 
the real, determinate conduct, ma1).~ala array, successive gradation of 
empowerment, commitment which is not transgressed, enlightened ac
tivity which is displayed, fulfilment of aspiration, unwavering contem
plation, offering which brings the goal to fruition, and mantra recitation 
accompanied by the seals which bind [the practitioner to realisation]. 

CONTINUUM OF THE RESULT 

Thirdly, concerning the continuum of the result: The result refers to 
the enlightened attributes which are qualitatively present in the ground 
and actualised after those stains which obscure the continuum of the 
ground have been purified by the power of meditating on the path. In 
the commentary on the Secret Nucleus entitled [Illuminating Lamp of 
the] Fundamental Text it is said: 

When accomplishment has been perfected 
It is called the result. 

It is the result, therefore, because in it the thoughts of those who aspire 
to the unsurpassed, supreme result are entirely perfected, and it is the 
continuum (tantra) because its continuity is never broken. 

Although within the pi!aka of the greater vehicle which concerns 
transcendental perfection, the result of supreme enlightenment is re
vealed in detail, there is a great distinction between the two kinds of 
buddhahood, one of which is explained therein and the other in the 
unsurpassed mantra texts. The former is attained through aspiration 
and conduct with respect to the two provisions and the latter is that in 
which the whole extent of the natural continuum of the ground is 
qualitatively actualised. Since it is incorrect [to say] that the uncommon 
result of this [buddhahood] is accomplished without relying on the 
uncommon path of the secret mantras, only the awareness-holder of 
spontaneous presence on the final path is conventionally descr~b.ed 2~~ 
a buddha. Indeed, the great adherents of the glorious Zur tradItIOn 
claim that the actual buddhahood of the mantra path must be obtained 
even after that. 

When the doctrines of the result are classified, they are manifold, 
including the ten powers and [four] fearlessnesses which are generallY 
known, and including the seven branches of union (saptasamputa) which 
are known only in the unsurpassed [mantras]. And then according to 
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the text of the Tantra of the [Secret} Nucleus . 
twenty-five resultant realities which gather Withi~~~e are saId t~ .be 
structure of the supporting buddha-bodies em t?e. definItIve 
tions and enlightened activities. ' supported prIstIne cogni-



4 The Four Tantrapitaka 

[lS0b.S-1S2a.2] Secondly, concerning the detaile~ explanation ~f the 
divisions of the four tantrapi~aka which form the hterary expreSSIOn of 
the mantra vehicles, it is said, in t~e Tantra of th~. Array ~f the Nucleus 
of Indestructible Reality (rdo-r}e snymg-po bkod-pa z rgyud). 

The tantras intended by the Sugata 
Are correctly explained to be of four kinds: 
Kriya, Carya, Yoga and Unsurpassed Tantra. 

While there are many dissimilar ways of dividing them, the reas?n for 
this division into the four tantrapi~aka, which are well known: IS ~hat 
they are taught as the paths respectively for those of lowest, mIddhng, 
superior and highest acumen [who require training], and as the means 
by which those beings are gradually led. t~ the .result. In the [Indestruct
ible} Tent (Vajrapafijaratantra, T 419) It IS Said: 

The Kriyatantra is for the basest, . 
And Caryatantra256 is for those who are supen~r, . 
The Yogatantra is for the supreme among sentIent bemgs, 
And U nsurpassed Yoga is for those who are yet more 

superior. 

The four tantrapitaka are also said to be taught with reference to the 
four temporal age~, as found in the following words [from the Tantra 
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The Kriyatantra is [emphasised] during the first age or 

the Krtayuga, .' r 
The Caryatantra is emphasIsed dunng the second age 0 

the Tretayuga, . 
The Yogatantra is emphasised during the thIrd age or 

the Dvaparayuga, .' 
And the Unsurpassed Tantra is emphasIsed dunng the 

fourth age or the Kaliyuga. 
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It is with an intention directed toward the four ages258 

That the tantras are explained to be of four kinds. 

Teaching is also said to be given in the form of the four tantrapi~aka 
because they instruct those to be trained who have four kinds of desire, 
but I shall not treat this separately because its import is actually included 
in this [analysis]. 259 

The first three of these four tantrapi~aka, which are specifically enu
merated, are known as "the vehicle of austere awareness" and are 
established as the three outer tantrapi~aka because their teachings re
spectively emphasise the external observances of body and speech, 
equate both external observances and the inner mind, and emphasise 
the inner mind without abandoning the external observances. The last 
pi~aka is superior to these and is therefore established as "the vehicle 
of overpowering means", the Unsurpassed Yoga of skilful means and 
discriminative awareness in coalescence. 

The former comprises the three [vehicles] of the Kriyatantra, 
Caryatantra and Yogatantra, referring to which the Commentary which 
Epitomises the Hevajra [TantraJ (Hevajrapi'tJq,artha(fka, T ll80) says: 

And: 

If one has little ability to meditate on the real, there is the 
Kriyatantra which mostly teaches external conduct for those 
who openly delight in symbolic conduct. 

For those who are devoted to the distinctions of activity but 
are disinclined to abandon the inner identification which 
indeed unites with the vast conduct of skilful means and 
discriminative awareness, there is the Ubhayatantra [i.e. 
Caryatantra] which is derived in common from both the 
Kriyatantra and Yogatantra. 

And so on. Then in the Commentary on the Tantra of the Awakening of 
Great Vairocana (Mahavairocanabhisambodhitantra(fka, T 2663) it says: 

The [Yogatantra] including the Sublime Tantra of the Summa
tion of the Real emphasises inner union, and yet it is not 
without external conduct. 

KRIY AT ANTRA 

~152a.2-153a.4] The first of these [tantrapi~aka], Kriya, means action, 
. ecause it emphatically teaches the actions of body and speech. Its view 
IS that ultimately there are enlightened attributes through which one's 
~wn real nature is realised to be pure and without conceptual elabora
tIons of the four: extremes, and, distinct from these, there are relative 
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appearances which have the characteristics of an utterly pure deity. 
Through this view, one resorts to skilful means, aspiring and striving 
towards an accomplishment externally [conferred by the deity]. It is 
explained in Buddhaguhya's Sequence of the Path: 

Since they are not known to be the same, without duality, 
The level of action requires alternate meditation 
On an ultimate truth which is simply the pure reality 
And a deity of relative appearance endowed with 
The enlightened attributes of pristine cognition. 

Meditation in this context therefore refers to the yoga associated with 
three enlightened families of pure deities of relative appearance. By 
means of the deity's six modes, namely, the deity of emptiness, the 
deity of syllables, the deity of sound, the deity of form, the deity of 
seals and the deity of symbols,260 whether one is oneself visualised as 
the deity or not, one aspires towards accomplishment, relating to the 
Being of Pristine Cognition (jiianasattva) as a master, and [considering] 
oneself as a servant. The Tantra of the Great Natural Arising of Awareness 
says: 

The deity and the pure yogin 
Are seen respectively as master and servant. 

The deity is delighted by ablutions, cleanliness, fasting and other 
such austerities in conduct, and, by maintaining the appropriate ascetic 
discipline, the mind becomes immersed in the sound which is the reality 
of [mantra] recitation, in [the deity's] mind and in the ground.The reality of 
this concentration also has three aspects, as explained in the following 
passage: 

Abiding in the flame of secret mantra, 
Accomplishment is given; 
Abiding in its sound, the yoga is conferred; 
And at the limit of sound, freedom is granted. 

As a result of having made these [meditations and conduct] into the 
path, one becomes provisionally accomplished as a sky-faring aware
ness-holder who is equal in fortune to a god of the desire realm, and, 
having practised the conduct of the mantras on that basis, the level of 
the Holder of Indestructible Reality belonging to the Three Enlightened 
Families (rigs-gsum rdo-rje 'dzin-pa), which is explained in this Kriya
tantra, is conclusively actualised. The Heruka Galpo says: 

Within seven lifetimes on the buddha level 
The Lords of the Three Families instruct living beings. 

The pilaka which reveals these [practices of Kriyatantra] includes 
the Tantra of the Dialogue with Subahu, the Tantra of the Emergence of 
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Tani (Sarvatathagatamatrtaravisvakannabhavatantra T 726) th K' 
of t~e T~ree Commitments (Trisamayavyuharajatantr~, T 502) a~d :~! 
SubJugatzon of Dem.ons (Bhutaejamaratantra, T 747). 

T.h.en, when Kn~atantra is classified according to its enlightened 
famIlIes, there are SIX types namely those of th T h- L 
V . W I h . ' , e at agata, otus 

aqa, . ea t , Ennchment and ~undane enlightened families. Each 
of these IS further analysed accordmg to its cent 1 d . 

- ra eIty, master, female 
consort, u$1Jz$a, male and female wrathful d 't' I . d" el Ies, ma e and female 
mterme lanes, and male and female servants 'Yet all [K . -

h b d . nya tantras] 
w en su sum~ ,are gathered within the two classes of the secret mant ' 
and the gnostIc mantra.261 ra 

UBHAYATANTRA 

[.15~a .. 4-153b.5] Secon~ly, the Ubhayatantra [or Caryatantra] is prac
t1S~ _ In accordance WIth the view of Yogatantra and the conduct of 
~r~atantra. ~ence it is called the tantra of equal parts or the tantra 
o oth, formIng the connecting link between those two The Y; t 
of the Great Natural Arising of Awareness says: . an ra 

The Ubhayatantra is as follows: 
The view is seen as in Yogatantra 
And conduct performed as in Kriyatantra. 
Therefore it is known as the tantra of both. 

o h" 
is nce~. IS .vlew and conduct have been established as the ground there 
ble~e It~tIOn. O~e. should meditate definitively on the symboli; sylla
tion' t~a s a~d deItIes. of form, a~d t.hen become steadfast in contempla
Vair roug on:-P?Inted_ a~phcatIOn. As the Awakening of [Great] 

ocana (Mahavazrocanabhzsambodhitantra, T 494) says: 

When the syllables are conjoined with syllables262 
And the g~ou.nd of reality is made into the ground 

[of medItatIOn], 
With utmost mental concentration 
One should make a hundred thousand recitations. 

Then When the vog . h '. 
in the nat f 1'· a WIt out symbols, In whIch the mind is absorbed 

ure 0 u tlmate reality and h b 
are provisional 1 so on, as een experienced, there 
awareness_holde:es~nts su~~ as the accomplishment of the body of an 
Reality bel .' addItIOn: the level of a Holder of Indestructible 
Pa) is c 01 n~Ingl to Four EnlIghtened Families (rigs-bzhi rdo-rie 'dzin-

onc USlve y actualised b h' . 
basis either' fi I'''' Y avmg practIsed the mantras on that 
. In Ive lletlmes or if I' . h SIngle Th ' , one oIters, In tree aeons, or in a 

aeon. e Heruka Galpo says: 
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One abides on the level of Vajradhara 
Endowed with the four enlightened families. 

The pitaka in which these [Ubhayatantra] are revealed, inclu~es t~~ 
Awakening of Great Vairocana and the Empowerment of VaJrapa'f}l 

(Vajrapii'f}yabhi~ekamahiitantra, T 496). 

YOGATANTRA 

[153b.5-l54b.5] Thirdly, concerning the Yogatantra (rnal-'byor), the 

master Anandagarbha says: 

This Yogatantra emphasises meditation, for therein recita

tion is optionally revealed. 

And in his Epitome of the Illumination of the Real (Tattviilokiipi'f}qiirtha, 

T 2510) also: 
This tantra is called Yogatantra because it emphasises con
templative meditation. 

The view of Y ogatantra is therefore that t~e blessi~g of pristine cogni
tion, which ultimately realises the natural mner ~adIan~e, free fron: the 
conceptual elaboration of all things, to ?e empt~ness, IS seen relatively 
as a deity of the expanse of indestructIble reah.ty. Consequently, the 
result is held to be attained by perseverance [m the accept~nce and 
rejection] of positive and negative ideas in relation to that [deny]. The 

Sequence of the Path says: 
Since they are not realised to be spontaneously 

present and the same, . 
The blessing of pristine cognition, the punty of all 

things, 
Becomes an emanational deity of the expanse of 

indestructible reality, 
And the level of action is one of acceptance and 

rejection. 
The meditation of Yogatantra emphasises the yoga of. skilful mea~s. 

One meditates on oneself as a deity with his or her retmue throu.
g 

lya 
. d C' 263 hich are progressIVe 

sequence of five awakemngs an lour yogas w . em-
connected with the four seals. Inner contemplat~o~s are al.s~ or 

P
hasised including meditative equipoise in the pnstme ~ogmtlOnl'tY , r th d's rea 1 . 

individual intuitive awareness, which actually rea.Ises e mm'd in the 
Then by relying on conduct such as cleanhness as an a1 '. d

manner' of the previous [vehicles], there are provisional ~esults, ~~:eat 
ing that of a sky-faring awareness-holder .. Then, ~on.clusIVely, th. eel1 
Seal (phyag-rgya chen-po i 64 is accomplIshed wnhm three or Sixt 
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lifetimes, after which buddhahood is gradually attained on the level of 
the Bounteous Array of the Five Enlightened Families (rigs-Inga stug-po 
bkod-pa) , in the essence of the five pristine cognitions and by means 
of the five awakenings. The All-Accomplishing King says: 

One who desires the Bounteous Array of Yogatantra 
Is held to be liberated within three lifetimes. 

The pit aka in which this [Yogatantra] is revealed includes the Sum
mation of the Real and the Glorious Paramiidya (5rfparamiidya, T 487-8). 
Then, if Yogatantra is classified according to its enlightened 
families, they comprise the Fundamental Enlightened Family, along 
with the following five: the Buddha, Vajra, Jewel, Doctrine and Activity 
enlightened families. Each of these is also subdivided into five minor 
families; and there is an additional eightfold division when [the major 
and minor families] are each divided into their four parts - nucleus, 
seal, secret mantra and gnostic mantra. 

If these Yoga tantras are then condensed, they are gathered into skilful 
means and discriminative awareness. For example, the term "male 
consort" [i.e. skilful means] is expressed in the Summation of the Real 
and the term "female consort" [i.e. discriminative awareness] is expres
sed in the Hundred and Fifty Verses on the Modes of Discriminative 
Awareness (Nayasatapaficasatika, T 17). 

UNSURPASSED YOGATANTRA 

[l54b.5-156a.2] Concerning the vehicle of overpowering means or the 
Unsurpassed Yoga (Anuttarayogatantra): The three lower tantrapitaka 
are established as the three outer tantrapitaka, or the lower tantrapitaka. 
This is because they are mostly in harmony with the vehicle of dialectics, 
in that they are guided by the perceptions of purity and impurity which 
entail acceptance, rejection, renunciation, antidotes and so forth. They 
are deluded with respect to the abiding nature of supreme bliss by their 
separation of skilful means and discriminative awareness and so forth. 
This extraordinary path of Unsurpassed Yoga, on the other hand, is 
known as the short path and also the tantra of skilful means because, 
W?en one has entered into it, one is united in the result by this alone, 
Without having to extend into other vehicles. Whereas in other vehicles 
th: three poisons are to be renounced, here, by having driven in the 
naII.of the view which is without objectification, the three poisons are 
~a~f1ed on the path without being renounced - desire as the essence of 
hss and emptiness, hatred as the essence of radiance and emptiness, 
~d d~lusion as the essence of awareness and emptiness. In this way, 
~ e skIlful means which achieves the extraordinary rank of coalescence 
In a single lifetim~ is amazing. The three outer tantrapitaka are therefore 
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said to be a long path. Although they do belong to the path of mantra 
in general, and so are contained within the swift path, they are explained 
to be long in relation to this vehicle, because adherents of them are 
finally obliged to enter into this unsurpassed path. 

The Unsurpassed Yoga is, in addition, superior through many dis
tinctions. For example, it reveals the embracing union of the father 
and mother deities, which symbolises the coalescence of the naturally 
present pristine cognition that is skilful means and the emptiness that 
is discriminative awareness, and it reveals the extraordinary yoga of 
skilful means through which the five meats, the five nectars and so 
forth are rapturously enjoyed. It says in the Guhyasamaja Tantra 
(Guhyasamajatantra, T 442-3, Ch.18, v.32): 

The meditative equipoise in skilful means and 
discriminative awareness 

Is explained to be yoga. 
The non-substantiality of anything is discriminative 

awareness 
And substantiality is the characteristic of skilful means. 

When the Unsurpassed Yoga is classified, it comprises the Father 
Tantra of Skilful Means (thabs pha-yi rgyud), the Mother Tantra of 
Discriminative Awareness (shes-rab ma-yi rgyud) and the Coalescent 
Non-Dual Tantra (zung-'jug gnyis-med-kyi rgyud). When these are clas
sified according to their enlightened families, the Father tantras are 
sixfold, comprising the enlightened families of Ak~obhya, Vairocana, 
Ratnasambhava, Amitabha, Amoghasiddhi and Vajradhara. In the same 
way, the Mother tantras are assuredly classified into the six enlightened 
families of Vaj rasattva , Vairocana, Vajraditya, Padmanartesvara, Asvot
tam a and Heruka. Thus there are twelve excellent divisions of the 
Unsurpassed Tantra. Then on further classification, there are said to 
be limitless enlightened families, and just as many tantras. 

If [the Unsurpassed Yoga tantras] are subsumed, they are gathered 
into skilful means and discriminative awareness, and these, too, are 
without exception gathered within both the creation and perfection 
stages, which are then actually gathered into the Great Perfection. So 
it is that the unsurpassed vehicle of overpowering means is classified 
[by the Nyingmapa] into the three subdivisions of creation, perfection 
and great perfection, among which the first, the creation phase oftantra, 
is the Mahayoga. 

5 Mahayoga 

THE GROUND OR VIEW OF MAHAYOGA 

[I56a.2-I57a.5] Mahayoga or Great Yo ( l' . 
because it unites the mind in the non-du~~ t;:~h- by~r c~en-po) IS so cal~ed 
to the outer Yogatantra. Although th .;hICh IS grea~ly supenor 

~:;a~O~a~;s:~u~~::~~a h~nd ~ans f~r S:r~~:nl~e:~U~~~a~:e~ e~:b~~~ 
general [Mahayoga] T~ntra o~et~e %aa:;a;ho~nded ac.c~rding to the 
the .continuum of the ground is estab~shed ae:·t~he. abIdm~ n~ture of 
realIsed, but it is not established by the ostensibl vIe~ WhfICh IS ,to be 
Rather it is established by the th k d e reasonmg 0 S,ophIstry. 
cognition and should be realised b re~ ~~ s of all-e~bracI~g ~alid 
awareness. y t e Irect perceptIOn of mtrmsic 

th;:~:~~;t~:ef~~~kfOI'nudrSaxOIf'omsl:Vhi.Ch establish this [ground], namely, 
h ' rea IsatIOn the axio f h h ' , t e aXIOm of th (' d ' mot e tree pun tIes , e lour mo es of samen d h' , 

Identity. Among them the fir ' , es~ an , t e aXIOm of supreme 
from the Tantra of th '[.5 jstNaxIOm IS gIven m the following passage 

e ecret ucleus (Ch.l1, v.2): 
The si 1 b ' 
Th b ng ~ aSIS and the manner of seed-syllables 
T e lessIng and the direct perception' ' 
A~roh~gh [these] four kinds of excellen~ realisation 

T t mgs are the great king, manifestly perfect. ' 
hrough the axiom of th ' 1 b . 

naturally present d e smg e aSIS, all things are established as 
an uncreated' thr h h ' seed-syllables all th' , , oug t e aXIOm of the manner of 

the axiom of ~he blmg~ are establIshed as an unceasing display; through 
essence; and throu e~sI~g, all, things a~e established as the indivisible 
established to be Wit~out ,e t a~IOm ~f hdIrect ~er,ception, all things are 
of the four kinds f I,m ~ ectua c aractenstICS. Such are the axioms 
Corea IsatIOn. 

oncerning the second . [ h 
(Ch.lI, v.I5): . aXIOm, t at of the three purities,] it says 
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The world, its contents and the mind-stream 
Are realised to be pure. 

So through the axiom of the three purities, the outer world, its i~~er 
contents and all the components, psychophysical bases and actIVIty 
fields are established as a great purity. 

Concerning the third axiom, [that of sameness,] it says (Ch.ll, v.lS): 

266 
Through the two samenesses 
And the two superior samenesses 
The ma1).9ala is the field of Samantabhadra. 

So through the axiom of the four modes of s~meness all things subsumed 
by the relative and ultimate truths are estabhshed as a gr.eat sa.men~ss. 

Concerning the fourth axiom, [that of supreme Identity,] It says 

(Ch.9, v.3s): 

The naturally present pristine cognition 
Appears without abiding. 

Thus, through the axiom of supreme identity, al~ things are established 
as primordially abiding in the identity of a smgle, gre~t,. naturally 
present, pristine cognition, which i~ min~-a~-su~h. The ab.ldmg nature 
of the natural continuum of the baSIS whIch IS dIrectly reahs~d thro~gh 
these axioms of appraisal is the uncommon spiritual a~d phI~Osophlcal 
goal of the Mahayoga. Such is also said in the Oceamc MagIcal Net: 

In the manner of a clear reflection in the ocean, 
Without making an echo in the mind, 
The intrinsic awareness of direct perception 
That is without objective referent, 
Intrinsically radiant, without the three [times] and 

without wavering, 
Which is confident in its certainty, 
Concludes the view of study, reflection and meditation. 

And in the Flash of Splendour (]niiniiscaryadyuticakrasutra, T 830): 

If direct awareness is determined, 
The level of yoga is reached. 

THE PATH OF MAH.AYOGA 

. d fi ., . ng of the 
[lS7a.S-lS8b.6] Having so estabhshed the e mlt1Ve mea~1 eans 
view as the ground, the path comprises th~ tw~ ~tage.s o~ skIlful ~eanic 
and liberation, concerning the first of wh1ch 1t 1S Said [m the 0 

Magical Net]: 
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The path to liberation is taught as skilful means. 

Through the path of skilful means, one who has practised deeds which 
bind one [to sarpsara] obtains the result of liberation. Above all, the 
distinctive feature of skilful means is that if one has practised the dis
cipline of conduct which directly overpowers the three poisons without 
renouncing them, one is endowed with the foundation of the view , 
and, in consequence, is not only unfettered but also swiftly obtains the 
result of liberation. If, on the other hand, one who is not so endowed 
were to practise [this discipline], liberation would not be obtained and 
there would indeed be a great risk of falling into evil existences, so that 
there is great danger, as in the [alchemical use of] mercury [for the 
sudden transformation of iron into gold]. 267 

This path of skilful means (thabs-lam) is twofold, as it is said [in the 
above text]: 

Its oral instructions concern the upper 
And lower doors [of the body]. 268 

Concerning the former: In a gradual manner the pristine cognition 
of supreme bliss is experienced through union [resulting from] the 
blazing and secretion [of seminal points]. 269 This depends on [practices 
associated with] the six centres which form the "upper door of one's own 
body" (rang-Ius steng-sgo), as indicated in the Exegetical Tantra of the 
Oceanic Magical Net. 

And concernmg the latter: In an immediate manner, the pristine 
cognition of bliss and emptiness is irresistibly generated in a single 
~oment through the four unions of ritual service, further ritual service, 
ntes of attainment and rites of great attainment. 270 These depend on 
[practices associated with] "the lower door of one's partner's body" j'~ 
(gzhan-lus 'og-sgo) in which the two secret [or sexual] centres (mkha'
gsang gnyis) of the male and female consorts are united, as indicated in 
the Penetrating Exegetical Tantra a/the Magical Net (bshad-rgyud thal-ba, 
NGB Vol. IS). 

The second path, that of liberation (grol-lam), is above all established 
through the three kinds of discriminative awareness: After the bondage 
~f one's own mind has been naturally cleansed by realisation, one is 
lIberated in the space of reality. Though it contains no distinctive feature 
?f speed, as does the path of skilful means, there is no difference 
I~as.much as one is united in the result, and the danger is less. It is 
SImIlar to the Kaustubha gemstone [which gradually draws gold from 
ore].271 

. !he path of liberation is also divided into two modes, one of which 
IS Immediately attained and the other gradually attained, according to 
the degree of acumen [of those requiring training]. The first is 
eXemplified by Indrabhuti who attained liberation at the time of his 
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t The latter is described as follows in the Tantra of the empower men . 
[Secret] Nucleus (Ch.12, vv.8-9): 

Retention which is endowed with the characteristics 
Of discriminative awareness and entrance 
Is the basis and condition 
Which brings the result to maturity. 
Those who transform it into a potent force 
Are known as awareness-holders 
In the fields of the Conqueror. 

The path ofliberation therefore has three aspects: th~ ~asis character~sed 
as [discriminative] awareness is the view; the COn~ItIOnS charactensed 
as the entrance are contemplation; and the result whIch has been bro~ght 
about by the path is the awareness-holder. The first has been descnbed 

above. . ' I' . 
The second aspect of the path of hberatIon, t~~ contemp ~tIon, In-

cludes meditation through devotion and. defimtIve perfection. The 
former is referred to as meditation because n ~~kes the general features 
of some [divine] object and devotion toward~ n lllto th.e path. The latter 
refers to training until the five contemplative expenences of ~e t7~ 
sta es [of creation and perfection] have been co~cl~~ed. In _ Im~ a 
mi~ra's Meditative Absorption in the Mudra (Maya}alamudradhyana, 

P 4732) iris said: 

Wavering, attainment, skill, firmness and co~clusion: 
These five are the modes in which the expenence of 

meditative absorption arises. 
. d" the Tantra 

Concerning the paths that are the object of thIS me nation, 
of the [Secret] Nucleus explains: 

Through their maturation during the sequence of 

rebirth, . 
The aspects of the entranc~ ar~ ~sta~lis.hed to be five. 
Because all that is substantial IS llltnnsic awareness, 
Death is [the moment of] the .ult~mate ~ruth, 
The intermediate state before hfe IS relatIve 

appearance 
And the three phases of life are the non-dual truth. 

h h h which the 
In this way Mahayoga perfectly reveals the ~at s t roug d h three 

, h' d ate state an t e 
rebirth process including death, t. ~ lllterme 1 h h which corres~ 
phases of life, is i~mediately punfIed. NO~d~a:hPi~t great emptinesS 
ponds to inner radiance at the moment 0 . diate state 
(stong-pa chen-po), the path whi~h corre~pon?s to t~e lllter~e the pathS 
[after death] is great compaSSIOn (snyzn~-YJe chen PO!, ~n I (phyag~ 
which correspond to the three phases of hfe are the Slllg e sea 
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rgya gcig-pa), the elaborate seal (phyag-rgya spros-bcas) and the attain
ment of the mal).gala clusters (tshom-bu tshogs-sgrub), making five in all. 

The Creation Stage of Mahayoga 

[l58b.6-160a.3] Within this [framework of meditation] there are two 
modes of purification, one through the coarse creation stage (rags-pa 
bskyed-rim) and the other through the subtle perfection stage (phra-ba 
rdzogs-rim). Concerning the first of these, when the consciousness of 
corporeal beings is transferred at the moment of death, after the outer 
and inner sequences of dissolution have been completed,272 the condi
tion of death arises as the inner radiance of the buddha-body of reality. 
In order that this [inner radiance] may be carried on the path, there is 
meditation on the contemplation of just what is, according to which all 
things subsumed in sensory phenomena (snang-grags) are the unelabor
ate buddha-body of reality. 

If this nature of inner radiance is not recognised, there is the all-per
vasive meditation on great compassion, the essence of contemplation 
on all that appears, without objective qualification, which purifies the 
provisional propensities of the apparitional mental body273 during the 
intermediate state [after death]. 

So long as, on this basis, one is not liberated in the intermediate 
state, there are both the subtle and coarse aspects of the single seal 
which purifies the propensities from conception in the womb to the 
moment of birth. Now, the essence of the subtle contemplation of the 
causal basis, which purifies the rebirth situation immediately prior to 
entering into any birthplace conditioned by the growth of craving, is 
a training in the seed-syllables which have eight dimensions of radiance 
and constancy. And the coarse [contemplation], which purifies the 
situations from the moment [of conception], when [consciousness] in
termingles with the male and female seminal fluids, to the moment 
When it awakens to the external sense organs and objects, is a training 
which, corresponding to the four kinds of birthplace, generates the 
body of a deity through the four awakenings (mngon-byang bzhi), the 
three kinds of rite (cho-ga gsum) and so forth. 

Then there are four aspects of the training in the elaborate seal which 
Purifies the propensities from the moment of birth to adult maturity. 
As explained in the Sequence of the Path: 

These are mal)galas, clusters, numbers, 
And faces and arms [of the deities]. 

The elaborate seal therefore comprises an emanation of mal)galas, an 
emanation of mal)gala clusters, an emanation of a number [of deities] 
~nd an emanation of the [deities'] faces and arms. These four respect
Ively comprise: the expansive, middling and condensed mal)<;lalas of 
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, , 't' or quintet of mandala 

the peaceful and ~rathful deIt~~S~u~a~~l,t't::~tY_four thousand ~~d a 
clusters; enumerauons , of o?e eaceful deities, and of one thousand 
spontaneously present mfimty of ~ th usand eight hundred and fifty, 
four hundred and fifty, seve~tYfisl~ o~ wrathful deities; and the faces 
and a spontaneously ~~ese]nt hl~ ~l ~so have extensive, middling and 
and arms [of the delues w lC 

condensed formatio,ns, , t of the mandala clusters, which 
[Finally], there l,S, th~ atta;~~;~aturity to old ~ge, This has limitless 

purifies the prop,enslues rom d der the three headings: apprehend
subdivisions whIch ~re ~u~sum~ t~~ five excellences; straightening the 
ing the ground attame t ~Ug h f ritual service and rites of attain
path by means, of ~he fohur , ran~ e~:e accomplishment of the result as 
ment; and indlcatmg t e ume or 

an awareness-holder, h t d with corrupt states downwardly 
Thus, these five pat s con~~~ :nd its propensities are refined and 

correspond to saJ.1lsara so tha, h three buddha-bodies along with 
'fi d U dly they sustam t e 

pun Ie, pwar, ' d conduct so that the result is perfected; 
the ~ower of ,theIr actlons :~lish a foundation through which those on 
and mtermedlately th~y est h' h th for which reason they are 
a lower path can meditate on a 19, er pa , 
a means of progressing to maturauon, 

The Perfection Stage of Mahayoga 
I fi corresponding modes of 

[160a,3-61a.4] Sec?ndly, there ~re a ;~ct::~ stage (phra-ba rdzogs-rim), 
purification aCCOr?l~g to t~e sub~ e per conclusion the [aforementioned] 
The first is the trammg w~lch,b~mgs ~~ t'ng through the fusion of day 
five experiences by expenentla ,y cu Iva ~hich is a training in non-con
and night, the unio~ of the ~ayume y~;~~o methods of absorption, and 
ceptual conte,mplatlon ,by either of ~lee of the night. The twO methods 
the inner radiance dunng the deep Pless ("";g-pa spl .. ,i-blugs), 

, h' d'acy of tota awaren ,. J d) 
of absorptIOn are t e lmme 1, h t' I of the body (lus-gna 

, h d wed with t e essen Ia f] 
through WhlC one en 0 , 'Whl' ch [the prick 0 a 

b d d ' g a concentraUon m , d 
becomes absor e, urm" ' fresh and uncontnve , 

i' I' t t m whIch awareness IS " 
thorn is not le t, In a s ~ e f' 'ht (mthong-ba'i rjes-la )og-
and the absorption whIch follow~ ather mSlg f that [awareness] after 

P
a) in which one is absorbed m t ~ state 0 d d 

, 'h t dIed and pon ere ' d 
recalling the view whIch on~fi as ,s u]' the sealing which is execute 

The second [mode of pun lcat,lOn IS d' by clinging neither to 
during this state of emptin~ss or dm~er;~ l:~~at disposition in which 
the formal images of emptmess ]enve ro 11 the appearances of inner 
the mind has ceased [to operate nor to a 
radiance which arise b~ night, arances arise by means, of 

The third is the seahng of whatever, a~pe ted with the meltIng 
d ' , b dy ThIs IS connec the single seal of the elty so' 
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blisS274 [experienced] through the contemplation in which great compas
sion is projected to appearances without partiality, 

The fourth is the entry into the experience of the deity's body, the 
maf,lQala centre, periphery and clusters, in which all appearances are 
coalesced, and which become distinct and perfect through the increasing 
magnitude of that divine apparition, And the fifth is meditation which 
relies on any maf,lQala cluster in harmony with either the elaborate 
creation stage or the unelaborate [perfection stage], in which the male 
and female yogins and the male and female central deities are assem
bled/75 or on the extremely unelaborate phase in which there is the 
coalescent union of the father consort or unchanging, supreme bliss 
and the mother consort or emptiness endowed with all supreme aspects, 

During these meditations, conduct consists of either the conduct of 
[overpowering] discipline during the path of skilful means, or the con
duct of self-restraint during the path of liberation, The former is 
explained to be direct and the latter to have eight divisions, namely, 
the conduct of faithful perseverance, the conduct which is in harmony 
with discriminative awareness, that which is in harmony with compas
sion, the conduct which is one-sided, that which is elaborate, that which 
concerns the feast offerings, that which consists of miraculous abilities 
and that which is immediate, 

Since these [methods of the Mahayoga] are classified according to 
the superior, middling and inferior degrees of intelligence [in those 
who require training], one is united in the uncorrupted path of insight 
over a period of six months, one year and two months, or one year and 
four months, It says in the Sequence of the Path: 

The supreme accomplishment of empowered 
awareness276 

Will be achieved in six or twelve months, 
Or in fourteen or sixteen, 

THE RESULT OF MAHAYOGA: THE AWARENESS-HOLDER 

[I61a.4-162a,6] As to the third [aspect of the path of liberation], the 
result, or the awareness-holder who is brought forth by the path: 
Through having meditated in this way, the four kinds of awareness-hol
der subsumed in the three uncorrupted paths of insight, meditation 
and conclusion are actualised, On the path of insight, through the 
greater or lesser power of intelligence, one becomes either an awareness
holder of maturation (rnam-smin rig-'dzin) whose mature body has not 
been transformed into a body of pure essence, or an awareness-holder 
With power over the life-span (tshe-dbang rig-'dzin) who has perfected 
the supreme path and transformed [the coarse physical body] into a 
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body of pure essence. The remaining nine [bodhisattva] levels and the 
path of meditation are subsumed by the a,,:arenes~-~older of th~ great 
seal (phyag-rgya chen-po'i rig-'dzin), who IS SUb~Ivided ac~ordmg .to 
deeds and conduct into the awareness-holder of mdestructible ~eahty 
(rdo-rje'i rig-'dzin) on the second to the fift~ [bodhi,~at~v~] l~vels mclu
sively, the awareness-holder of the wheel ( khor-Io 1 rzg~ dzzn) on both 
the sixth and seventh levels, the awareness-holder of precIOUS gemstones 
(rin-po-che'i rig-'dzin) on the eighth level, the awareness-holder of the 
lotus (padma'i rig-'dzin) on the ninth level, and the awareness.-~o~der 
of the sword (ral-gri'i rig-'dzin) on the tenth level. These subdIVIsIons 
as far as the path to the liberation of the tenth level are all subsumed 
under [the awareness-holder] of the great seal. Then the path of conclu
sion or the path which is distinguished over and above the tenth level 
[results in] the awareness-holder of spontaneous presenc~ (l~un-~ru.b 
rig-'dzin), exemplified by the Lord of Secrets [~uhyapa~I Va}rapal).l] 
who acts as the sixth regent,277 assuming the gUIse of Va}radhara, the 
spontaneous presence of the five buddha-bodies.. . 

Although the limits of the levels [traversed] by subllI~e [bod~Isattvas] 
of the causal vehicle and the awareness-holders of thIS M.ah.ayoga are 
identical, the intentions [of these beings] differ greatly. ThIs IS because 
the first level of the causal vehicle and the awareness-holder of matura
tion are equal in their intention, as are the eighth level .of the causal 
vehicle and the awareness-holder with power over the hfe-span, and 
the tenth level and the awareness-holder of the great seal. Furthermore, 
the level of Universal Light (Samantaprabha) , which corresponds to 
[the path of] no-more-Iearning, an~ t~e aw~reness-~older ~f sp~ntan~ 
eous presence are also equal in theIr mtentIOn. As IS explamed m th 
Lesser Path (sgyu-'phrul drva-ba lam rnam-bshad chung-ba, DZ Vol.l, 
pp.12-13): 

Now the first [level bodhisattva] and first 
[awareness-holder] have the same fortu~e, 

The second holder of the enlightened famIly 
And the spiritual warrior of the eighth [level] have 

the same fortune, 
The third and [the spiritual warrior of] the tenth 

[level] have the same fortune. 
By oceans of conduct and intention, [the fourth 

and eleventh] are superior [to these]. 

After finally being united on the highest path, the. rank of one wh~ 
embodies the twenty-five resultant realities is actuahsed .. These ~:y 
prise: the five buddha-bodies, namely, the body of real.lty, the ctibl

e of perfect rapture, the body of emanation, the body of mdestru h 
reality and the body of awakening; the five modes of budd~a-sP~~~al 
namely, the speech of un created meaning, the speech of mtentl 
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symbols, the speech of expressive words, the speech of indivisible 
indestructible reality and the speech of the blessing of awareness' th~ 
five kinds of buddha-mind, namely, the pristine cognitions of th~ ex
panse of reality, of sameness, of accomplishment, of discernment and 
the mirror-like pristine cognition; the five enlightened attributes, 
namely, the pure buddha-field, the dimensionless celestial palace, the 
radiant and pure rays of light, the exalted thrones and the rapturous 
enjoyment of acting as desired; and the five enlightened activities 
namely, pacifying suffering along with its causes, enriching the excellen~ 
provisions, overpowering those who require training, forcefully uproot
ing those that are difficult to train and spontaneously accomplishing 
whatever emerges without effort. 

THE TEXTS OF MAHAYOGA 

[162b.I-162b.4] The pilaka in which these [Mahayoga teachings] are 
revealed comprises both the class oftantras (NGB Vols. 14-19) and the 
class of means for attainment (NGB Vols. 20-33),278 of which the former 
includes the Eight Sections of the Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul sde-brgyad, 
NGB Vols. 14-15), including the Tantras of the Magical Net of Vaj
rasattva, and the latter, the eight general and particular classes of means 
for attainment. These are [the cycles of]: MafijusrI the Body ('iam-dpal 
sku, NGB Vols. 20-2), Lotus the Speech (padma-gsung, NGB Vols. 
23-4), Yangdak the Mind (yang-dag thugs, NGB Vol. 25), Nectar the 
Enl~ghtened Attributes (bdud-rtsiyon-tan, NGB Vol. 26), VajrakIla the 
E~hghtened Activity (phur-ba phrin-las, NGB Vols. 27-9) Matarah the 
LIberating Sorcery (ma-mo rbod-gtong, NGB Vols. 30-1, 33), the Mun
dane Praise ('iig-rten mchod-bstod, NGB Vol. 32), and the Malign Mantra 
(dmod-pa drag-sngags, NGB Vol. 32).279 In addition, there are Father 
tantras such as the Guhyasamaja, the Red) Black and Bhairava Tantras 
fn Yamantaka (gshin-lje-?shed d~r-nag-)'igs gsum, T 468-70, 473-5, 478), 

d those such as the Hzdden Poznt of the Moon (Candraguhyatilakatantra 
1 _477), a~~o Mother tantras such as the Cakrasarrtvara (1 368) and 
kalacakra, which should also be subsumed within [Mahiiyoga]. 



6 Anuyoga 

[162.b.4-163.a.2] Secondly, concerning the Anuyog.a transmissions 
[which emphasise] the perfection [stage]: The [Sansknt] Anuyoga con
veys the sense of subsequent yoga. It forms the connecting link between 
the Mahayoga of the creation [stage] and the vehicle of extremely perfect 
yoga [i.e. Atiyoga]. The view which is to be realised according ~o t?is 
[Anuyoga] is that all things are buddhahood from the very b~gmnmg 
in the fundamental maI).Qala of enlightened mind, charactensed as a 
coalescence of the expanse [of reality] and pristine cognition, in which 
the three kinds of maI).Qala are indivisible. It says in the General Sutra 

which Gathers All Intentions: 

Since everything is therein identical, 
The supreme bliss of primordial buddhahood 
Is the nucleus without creation or cessation. 
The three maI).Qalas, where there is no activity, 
Are accomplished from the beginning, 

spontaneously present. 

THE GROUND OF ANUYOGA 

[163a.2-164b.1] Now the three kinds of maI).Qala are, firstly, the ~rimor
dial maI).Qala (ye ji-bzhin-pa'i dkyil-'k~or) wh~ch gathers all thmg

s .~! 
phenomenal existence, sarpsara and mrvaI).a, m the natural expres

sl 

power of the mind, and which is uncreated mind-as-~uch, free fro~ 
all extremes of conceptual elaboration, the pure spaclOus expanse 
the mother consort SamantabhadrI: The second. is the spontan.eous~~ 
present mandala of natural expresslOn (rang-bzhm lhun-grub-kyz dky 
'khor), the ~~turally present pristine cognition that is Samantab~a~ra, 
which all-pervasively arises manifest in and of itself, without part1ah~Yd 
unimpeded throughout the entire extent of this [expanse]. The thl! . 
is the fundamental maI).9ala of enlightened mind (rtsa-ba byang-chub-~Yt 
dkyil-'khor), the supreme bliss or offspring in whom there is no duahty 
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of the expanse and pristine cognition, and in whom both of these 
[rnaI).Qalas] abide in coalescence, essentially without differentiation. 

These form the ground which is to be realised and, together with 
the path through which it is realised, are all subsumed and then 
explained under three yogas. The General Sutra which Gathers All In
tentions says: 

Friends! what, one might ask, is the inconceivable form? 
One unites with the form of all things, which is inconceiv
able, through three kinds of yoga. Just what are these three? 
Th~y are the yoga which is an object of activity, the yoga 
WhICh performs that activity and the yoga which is not an 
object of activity. 

In the Root Tantra of All-Gathering Awareness (rtsa-rgyud kun-'dus rig-pa, 
T 83.1~ these are also spoken of as the yoga of the basis, the yoga of 
condltlOnS and the yoga of the result. 

Subsuming and teaching the intention of both these tantras, the root 
and the exegesis,281 in a single meaning, the Summation of the Meaning 
of the Secret Sutra (GuhyasutrapirJ4artha, P 4751) says: 

Der~ved from the definitive vehicle of ultimate reality, 
WhIch, with all-positive compassion on behalf of living 

beings, 
Instructs through the appearance of three vehicles, 
The truth of the siitras and tantras, 
Which illustrate the secret approach, 
Should be known to be of three kinds: 
The yoga of the basis which is an object of activity, 
That of the conditions which perform the activity, 
And that of the result which is free from activity, 
Are explained to be the root of all things. 

. In thi~ way, there are three yogas, namely, those of the basis which 
IS an object of activity, of the conditions which perform the activity 
and of the result which is free from activity, among which the first i~ 
as follows. The abiding nature of all things is the reality which abides 
r;rfectlyand distinctly, as the nature of the three ma\l~alas. This sam~ 

ummatwn of the Meaning] says: 

All things, as many as there are outer and inner 
distinctions, 

Primordially abide in the disposition of enlightened 
mind. 

This is the meaning of tantra which is to be known. 

. Concerning the second of these yogas: Rebirth in mundane existence 
IS transcended .by persevering on the path. This refers to the three 
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vehicles of pious attendants, self-centred buddhas and bodhisattvas 
which cause one to enter into the provisional result of tranquillity. As 

the above text says: 

This vehicle, in which guidance is effected 
By conduct endowed with perseverance, 
Is the condition which performs the activity. 

As for the third of these yogas: It refers to the outer and inner vehicles 
of the mantras which are without the hopes and doubts connected with 
the laborious attainment that seeks the result extraneously, because the 
reality of the mind is naturally pure from the beginning. This same 

text again says: 

Without hoping or striving for a result elsewhere, 
The path abides in that which is to be attained. 
So it is that this vehicle of supreme skilful means 
Is free from activity. 

THE PATH OF ANUYOGA 

[164b.1-16Sb.l] The two latter kinds of yoga are called the path which 
is common to all, and if, among them, the path of this extraordinary 
[Anuyoga] is classified, it comprises both the definitive path of skilful 
means (thabs-kyi nges-pa'i lam) and the liberating path of discriminative 
awareness (shes-rab rnam-par grol-ba'i lam). As the same text says: 

Its essence is of skilful means 
And discriminative awareness. 

The former path is the skilful means whereby the supreme, unchan~
ing bliss, or the co-emergent pristine cognition of melting bliss, IS 
attained. It includes both esoteric instructions concerning the "upp~r 
door of skilful means" (thabs steng-sgo'i man-ngag) through which medI
tation connected with the four centres gradually leads to the co-emergent 
pristine cognition, and esoteric instructions concerning the "lower door 
of skilful means" (thabs 'og-sgo'i man-ngag) which immediately lead to 

the co-emergent pristine cognition by relying on the meditative absorp
tion connected with the secret [or sexual] centre [of the consort]. That 
[Summation of the Meaning of the Secret Sutra] says: 

Through skilful means of esoteric instruction, 
Such as concerns the "source of all display" ,282 
One enters therein. 

Concerning the latter, [the liberating path of discriminative aware
ness], the above-cited passage continues: 
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Proceeding through study, thought and meditation, 
One enters in three ways: 
The mind [pursues] ideas and scrutiny, 
Truth, and syllables. 

First, [the mind] which pursues ideas and scrutiny establishes the 
view that ne~essarily precedes the path. The spiritual and philosophical 
system of t~IS [Anuyoga] holds the apparitions of reality as the objects 
to be cogmsed, and, by a particularising analysis through the axioms 
f 283 h' h . h h .. o aw~reness w I.C cogmse t em, t e abIdmg nature of all things is 

establIshed as the meffable, unthinkable, inexpressible nature of the 
three primordial maI)qalas of reality. 

Concerning the second [way of entering the liberating path of discrimina
tiv~ awareness]: The n:i~d which pursues the truth abides in the non-sym
bolIc, non-conceptualIsIllg contemplation. The meditating intellect is es
tablished just as it is in the corresponding disposition of reality which is 
the object of meditation. The Siltra which Gathers All Intentions says: 

Having established the intellect just as it is284 

In the corresponding reality, 
There is an unwavering recollection 
Derived from that inexpressible disposition. 

As for the third [way of entering the liberating path of discriminative 
awa~en~ss]: The mind which pursues syllables refers to contemplative 
medItatIOn on the symbolic deity. The uncommon distinction of this 
pat? is that, by the mere recitation of the seed-syllables or mantras, 
wh~c~ cr~ate the different supporting [celestial palaces] and supported 
[denI~s] III the manner of a fish leaping from the water,285 there is an 
expenential cultivation which emphasises clear, distinct meditation on 
all worlds and their contents as the deity's celestial palace and the circle 
of the maI)qala. 

THE RESULT OF ANUYOGA 

[l6Sb.1-166a.6] Concerning the result which is accomplished through 
the attainment of these [paths]: Beings of great intellectual power be
~ome free from the effort involved in traversing the sequence of levels 
a.nd paths because they have all at once reached the limit of all realisa-

h
tIons and experiences. Those of middling and inferior intelligence who 

av . h ' 
I

e .en er gradually or all-surpassingly traversed the four paths of 
earn h' h clu . mg w IC correspond to the ten levels, are united with the con-

Slve result of the path of no-more-Iearning. 
Now the first level, that of indefinite transformation (,gyur-ba ma-nges-

Pa'i s ) 286 d h . . a, an t ~ second level, that of the basIs of rehance (brten-pa 
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gzhi'i sa), are subsumed by the yoga of the spiritual warrior who aspires 
on the path of provisions (tshogs-Iam 'dun-pa sems-'dpa'i mal-'byor) and 
bring the accomplishment of the divine body of devoted conduct, the 
clairvoyance of common accomplishment, supernormal cognitive POWer 
and so forth. 

The next three levels [the third, fourth and fifth], which are called 
the level of important purification (gal-chen sbyong-ba'i sa), the level of 
the continuity of training (bslab-pa rgyun-gyi sa) and the level of suPpOrt
ing merit (bsod-nams rten-gyi sa), are subsumed by the yoga which 
reveals the great enlightened family of the path of connection (sbyor-Iam 
rigs-chen 'byed-pa'i mal-'byor), and bring accomplishment of the divine 
body [which coalesces] vital energy and mind. 

After all corruption has then ceased and the coarse, transitory bliss 
which depends on progress in conduct connected with the provisions 
has been destroyed, the [sixth] level of superior progress through re
liance (brten-pas khyad-par-du 'gro-ba'i sa) is subsumed by the yoga 
which confers the great liberating inspiration of the path of insight 
(mthong-Iam dbugs-chen 'byin-pa'i mal-'byor), and brings the accomplish
ment of the divine body in which bliss and emptiness [are coalesced] 
in inner radiance. 

Then, there is the [seventh] level which gives birth to the result with 
reference to the aftermath of inner radiance on the path of insight (mthong
lam 'od-gsal-las langs-pa'i rjes-la dmigs-pa 'bras-bu skye-ba'i sa). This is 
subsumed by the yoga which obtains the great prophetic declaration of 
the path of meditation (sgom-lam lung-chen thob-pa'i rnal_'byor),287 and 
brings the uninterrupted accomplishment of the divine body in which 
pristine cognition and the pure [path of] learning are coalesced. 

The next three levels, that is, the [eighth] level of unchanging abode 
(gnas-pa mi-'gyur-ba'i sa), the [ninth] level of expanding reality (bdal-ba 
chos-nyid-kyi sa) and the [tenth] level of riding on perfection (rdzogs-pa 
ci-chibs-kyi sa), are subsumed by the yoga which perfects the great 
expressive power of the final path (mthar-Iam rtsal-chen rdzogs-pa'i rnal
'byor). 

Thereafter, the resultant empowerment is conferred according to the 
path of great desire ('dod-chags chen-po'i lami88 which depends on the 
unobstructed path at the conclusion of the path of no-more-Iearning, 
and the subtle propensities which transfer consciousness to the three 
appearances (snang-gsum) are also purified. 289 The rank of the glorioUS 
Samantabhadra, who is the identity of the four buddha-bodies and five 
pristine cognitions, is mastered. This is the essence in which the twenty
five resultant realities are indivisible and spontaneously present, 
coalesced in the path of no-more-learning, and it is thereby that deeds 
on behalf of those requiring training are performed through enlightened 
activity which is permanent, pervasive and spontaneously aCCOlnp
lished. It is said in the Summation of the Meaning of the Secret Sutra: 
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Concerning the nature of the result: 
The perfect Buddha is an infinity 
Subsumed in the twenty-five aspects 
Of b~d~: speech, mind, enlightened attributes and 

aCtIVitIes; 
This is a spontaneously perfect omniscience. 

THE TEXTS OF ANUYOGA 

~166a.6-166b.l] Now the pitaka in which this [Anuyoga] is revealed 
lllc1~d~s the.Four Root S~tras (rtsa-ba'i mdo bzhi, NGB Vols. 11-12) 
begm.mn~ ":lth All-Gatherzng Awareness, the Six Tantras which Clarify 
the Szx Lzmzts (mtha'-drug gsal-bar byed-pa'i rgyud-drug, NGB Vol. 13), 
the Twelv~ Rare Tantra~ (~kon-rgyud bcu-gnyis, NGB Vol. 13) and the 
Seventy Lzterary Transmzsszons (lung-gi yi-ge bdun-cu). 



7 Key to the Appraisal of Secret 
Mantra Texts 

[166b.l-166b.2] The uncommon tantras, literary transmissions, esoteric 
instructions and definitively secret tantras in which phrases of in
destructible reality (vajrapada) are most profoundly contained, are never 
established by the scriptural authority and reasoning of pretentious 
sophistry, but they are to be understood by means of the six limits and 

the four styles of appraisal. 

THE SIX LIMITS 

[166b.2-168a.l] It is said in the Root Tantra of the Kiilacakra (Kiilacakra

mulatantra) T 362): 

Tantras are characterised by these six limits: 
There are those which employ the language of [hidden] 

intention 
And likewise those which do not, 
Those which are literal and likewise those which are not, 
And those of provisional meaning and of definitive meaning. 

A single string of phrases of indestructible reality (vajrapada) reveals 
different meanings with an intention directed toward those who l~ck 
and those who possess the fortune to understand the meaning of genUln

e 

reality. Among these [vajrapada] there are those of provisional meaning 
which refer to skilful means and its aspects and introduce the inner 
structure of the mandalas including those made of coloured powder, 
of offerings, symbol~ ~nd hand gestures or seals, and of burnt offerings, 
the creation stage and the attainment of ritual feast offerings and SO 

forth. There are also those of definitive meaning, referring to the textS 
which teach the binding of the energy channels, currents and "en
lightened mind" [i.e. seminal points] according to the perfection stage, 
and the abiding nature of the naturally radiant mind which is the 
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continuu.m of the basis, the nucleus of the tathagata and the supreme, 
unchangmg Great Seal. For example, it is said in the Hevajra Tantra 
(Pt. 1, Ch. 1, v. 12): 

The great ~ristine cognition abides in the body; 
It has genumely renounced all conceptions 
And it pervades all substances. ' 
It abides in the body but is not born from the body. 

Intention is explained to be that which is understood with reference 
to the intentional b~sis of the meaning, when bound by the use of 
[apparently] contradIctory expressions. This is because there are differ
~nt phrases of i~destructible reality which express a single point pertain
mg to the creatIOn and perfection stages. And there are also intentions 
o~ diverse meaning e~pressed in a single phrase of indestructible reality, 
wIth reference to whIch there is an intention directed towards time an 
intention directed towards meaning and an intention directed tow~rds 
thought. The first. kind of intention is exemplified by the following 
words [fr~m the Lztany of the Names of Manju§rf, v.141c] which were 
spoken wIth an intention directed to events in future time: 

Perfect buddhahood is attained in an instant. 

. The sec?nd kind of intention [that which is directed towards meaning] 
IS ~xemphfie~ by t?e fo~lowing quotation from the Mahamaya Tantra 
whIch has an mtentIon duected t? the necessity of permanently enjoying 
~he moth~r of al~ buddhas, .PraJfiaparamita, who, in the manner of a 
eflected Image, IS the emptmess endowed with all supreme aspects: 

Having been snatched away from all the buddhas, 
The daughter born from the supreme deity 
Should be enjoyed. 

is ;he thi:d kind of intention [that which is directed towards thought] 

h
. xemp.hfied by the following quotation from the H evajra Tantra 

w lch wIth a . t . d' d ' , n mentIOn Irecte toward the necessity of slaying egotism 
r~veale~. under the name of the "vital energy of great life-breath" (smg
c en-po 1 rlung) says: 

You should slay living creatures (smg-chags). 290 

th~~w:ver, there are ~ther passages which are clearly understood 
regarJ ~ the m~re rev.elatIOn o~ their actual words of expression, without 
and ar or the l?tent~onal basIs of meaning. These are not intentional, 

e exemplIfied m the following quotation: 

You should not slay living creatures. 
You should. not speak words of falsehood. 
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Those texts which are literal are the rituals including maJ)Qalas, burnt 
offerings and torma offerings, which are taught through the language 
familiar in treatises, and so forth, mundane in word and meaning. 
Those which are not literal are unknown in the mundane treatises and 
bound by the mysterious, symbolic language of the Tathagata, as 
exemplified by kotiikhyii and so forth among the names for the ten 
kinds of vital energy, and by iilikiili ["vowels and .consonants"]: which 
is employed as a name for the rites concerned WIth sexual umon and 
"liberation,,291 in the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus. Since all secret expres
sions and meanings do not bypass these, they are called the six limits. 

THE FOUR STYLES 

[168a.1-169.4] Secondly, concerning the four styles [employed ~n the 
exegesis of these texts], it is said in the Tantra of the CompendIum of 
the Indestructible Reality of Pristine Cognition (Vajrajiiiinasamuccaya-

tantra, T 447): 

The four styles of exegesis are the lexical, 
The general, the concealed and the conclusive. 

The first among them, [the lexical style,] refers to the e~egeses whi~h 
appraise merely the meaning of the syllables: Arranged m conformIty 
with the texts of grammar and logic, they are said to be lexical or, 

according to the Henlka Galpo, semantical. 
The second, the general style, is of three kinds. The first of these 

counters the regret felt by one entering [the vehicles of] the sutras and 
so forth. If one who first enters the sutra [vehicles] or the Kriyatantra 
and Caryatantra without having ent.ered into this easy an,~ s~if~ pat~ 
of the inner mantras feels regret WIth the thought that, ThIS IS no 
good", [according to the general style of exegesis] these [le.sser waY~d 
are supports for the path of this [way of inner mantras]. It IS also sal 

in the SiUra [which Gathers All Intentions]: 

One endowed with the supreme skilful means 
Transforms conflicting emotions 
Into aspects of enlightenment. 

This is said to be general because the sutras and so forth also ~1.aiI11 
that among other features of the easy and swift path, the provislOnds , f .. ecte 
of many aeons can be amassed by a single wave 0 aCt1Vlt~ conn. 1 
with the provisions if one is endowed with the extraordmary skilfu 

means of sharp acumen. e 
The second [general style of exegesis] counters the regret felt by on 

entering the inner mantras. If one feels regret with thoughts that .t~e 
conduct in this [vehicle] resembles that of dogs and pigs because It IS 
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without abl~tions, c~eanliness and other aspects of purity, and that it 
is an extremIst doctnne because it propounds dangerous rites of sexual 
union and "~iberation" within the doctrine, then these [rites and con
du~t~ are SaId to be general because they are a common object of 
tr~mI?g; for the sutras and so forth also claim that one who practises, 
thmkmg to renounce attachment, even after practising rites of sexual 
union and "liberation" with a virtuous mind such as killing an evil 

d ·1 292 d ..' , arme assaI ant an sleepmg WIth a merchant's daughter, 293 is un-
covered by faults and that one's merit immeasurably increases. This is 
because, if attachment to filth and purity has not been renounced the 
meaning of reality is not realised. ' 

The third general st~le.of exegesis is that of the creation stage. It is 
so called ?~cause medItatIOn on the supporting celestial palaces, sup
ported deItIes a?d other aspects connected with the creation stage are 
the co~mon objects of training according to both the creation and the 
perfectIOn stages. 

Thirdl~, th~ concealed style applies to concealed doctrines, such as 
those w?Ich dIsplay the action seal (karmamudrii) and rites of meditative 
absor~tIon, bec~use it is improper for them to emerge in public as
semblIes. There I~ also the concealed style of the relative truth, including 
that of th~ perfe~tIOn stage, which refers to the energy channels, currents. 
and semmal pomts as a blessing for oneself (sviidhi$thiina). These are 
concealed because they are like a kernel, entering between the two 
extremes [of skilful means and discriminative awareness]. 

~ourth, [the c?nclusive style refers to] the perfection stage of inner 
rad~anc.e, the ultImat~ reality in which these [experiences] are sealed, 
~hIC~ IS the conclUSIOn of the path. And [it refers to] the realisation 
In whIch the two truths are coalesced, that is, the conclusion of the result. 

.~hese four styles. are known as the four styles of exegesis. They are 
utIlIse~ because a smgle phrase of indestructible reality has to be dif-
[ere t d· d . n Iat~ In accor ance WIth the lower and superior degrees of acu-
me~. WIthout possessing these esoteric instructions, however refined 
the I?eaS and scrutiny of one's thoughts may be, one cannot realise the 
crUCIal secret of genuine [reality]; and one who does possess them easily 
co~es to realise the secret intention of the vehicle of indestructible 
realIty. 



8 The Superiority of Atiyoga, 
the Great Perfection 

[169a.4-183a.6] Thirdly, [following Mahayoga and Anuyoga,] there is 
the explanation of the definitive order of Atiyoga, the Great Perfection, 
which is the climax of all vehicles and the culmination of all [paths] to 
be traversed. This is revealed in two parts: its superiority over the 
lower [vehicles] and its divisions. 

As to the first: This king among vehicles holds the expanse [ of reality], 
the originally pure mind-as-such whose natural expression is inner 
radiance, and the naturally present, unchanging, pristine cognition that 
spontaneously abides in oneself to be the ground of great perfection. 
In the estimation [of Atiyoga], the vehicles of the eight lower sequences 
have intellectually contrived and altered that which is unchanging ex
clusively through their suddenly arisen ideas which never experience 
what in fact is so. They have applied an antidote to and abandoned 
that which is not to be renounced. They have referred to as flawed that 
in which there is nothing to be clarified, with an intellect which desires 
clarification. They have induced dissension with respect to that which 
is not to be obtained by their hopes and doubts that it is to be elsewhere 
obtained; and they have obscured the pristine cognition, which intrins
ically abides, by their strenuous efforts, with respect to that which is 
effortlessly present. Hence, they have had no occasion to make contact 
with the reality of the fundamental nature. 

In this way, the pious attendants and self-centred buddhas among 
the lower vehicles, with reference to the selflessness which they realise, 
hold consciousness and atomic matter to be the ultimate realities; and 
the proponents of consciousness (Vijfiiinaviida) who hold consciousness, 
self-cognisant and self-radiant in nature, to be the absolute characteristic 
of ultimate reality, do not transcend [the view of] mind and mental 
events harboured by mundane beings. The Madhyamika adhere to a 
truth of cessation scrutinised by four great axioms and the like, concern
ing the absence of creation, absence of cessation, absence of being and 
absence of non-being, which are appraised according to the two truths. 
And they adhere to an emptiness which is, for example, like the sky, 
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represe~tative of freedom from extremes and freedom from conceptual 
elaboratIon and so forth .. The Kriyatantra among the lower ways of 
mantra hol~ that accomplIs~ments are attained which delight the deity 
endowed with the three puntes, by means of cleanliness and other such 
austerities. The Ubhayatantra294 are attached to superficialities in their 
equ~tion of the higher vi~w and the lower conduct. The Yogatantra, 
havmg regarded the blessmg of ultimate reality as a deity, objectively 
refer. t? t~e yoga of the four seals. The Mahayoga holds that pristine 
cognItIOn IS generated by incisive application of the creation stage and 
[practices associated with] the energy channels, currents and seminal 
points according. to the perfection stage. And the Anuyoga regards the 
ex~anse [of. realIty] and pristine cognition as maQ.~alas of the deity 
whICh are either to be created or are in the process of creation. 

In short, all th~se sequ~~ces [of the vehicle], from Anuyoga down
wards, are ~xclusIvely spIntual and philosophical systems contacted 
through the mtelle~~. ~ll ?fthem, ~n the surface of the intellect, produce 
such thoughts. as, thIS IS non-eXIstent, this empty, and this is true". 
Apart fro~ thIS and their convictions and their boasting through ideas 
and scrutmy .that realit~ !ies within the subject-object dichotomy, they 
do not pe~celve the abIdmg nature of the natural state, just as it is. 

Accordmgly, it is said in the Sutra of the Nucleus of the Tathiigata: 

The king assembled many blind men and, showing them an 
elephant, commanded, "Describe its particular characteris
tics." Those among them who felt the elephant's nose said 
that it resembled an iron hook. Those who felt the eyes said 
that they resembled bowls. Those who felt the ears said they 
~esembled winnowing baskets. Those who felt the back said 
~t resembled a sedan chair, and those who felt the tail said 
It resembled a string. Indeed, though they did not describe 
the elephant as anything else, they were lacking in overall 
~nd~rstanding. Similarly, though the nature of the Buddha 
IS ~Iversely described as emptiness, as illusory, as inner 
radIance and so forth, there is no overall understanding. 

·f These paths have obscured the meaning of the Great Perfection and 
~e~~ec ~evel?p~ their r.ealisations while abiding in the path of the Great 
Ac tI~n,. It IS explamed to be a point of deviation (gal-sa). The All-

comp/zshzng King says: 

The six vehicles of definitive attainment 
Are taught to be deviation points, according to the 

Great Perfection. 
If one asks how this is the case 
The sl1tras of the bodhisattava [vehicle] 
Uphold the .level of Universal Light. 
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. . the twO truths 

Through ideas and scrutmy concermng 
They hold reality to be empty as the sky. 

The supr~me bli~ o~ A;i~r~~:~::;~;e;deas and scrutiny. 

~~~ew~~~~;:~~ce:;~ideas and scrutiny is obscured by the 

sutras. . ding to the Great Perfection, 
Ideas and scruuny, accor . _ 

I · d to be the deviation m the sutras. 
Are exp ame 'bl lity 

. - h Ids the holder of indestrucu e rea . 
Knyatantra up 0 . d f 'ty 
H vin entered through the thre~ km. s 0 pun '. 
T~e s~bject-object dichotomy abIdes m a pure object. 

The supreme bliss o~ AdtiYOga, ho~~;e;he subject-object 
Is the enlightened mm transcen 

Thd:~~~~~~~'anscends subject-object dichotomy is obscured 

by Kriya. . d' to the 
Objectification and subjectificauon, accor mg 

Great Perfection, ..' _ 
Are explained to be the deviatIOn m Knyatantra. . 

. d conduct of the Ubhayatantra. 
Concerning t~e vle.w K

an 
.. _ d the attainment as in Yoga. 

Th d ct IS as m nya an . 
Sin~~~~e~ is no point in [artificially] connecting VIew 

and conduct, 
They do not realise the ~on-dual truth. 
The supreme bliss of Auyoga, howev~r, 

. h d 'nd without duahty. 
Is the enhg tene ml dr' bscured by Ubhayatantra. 
That which is free from ua tty IS 0 . Great 
That which creates duality, accordmg to the 

Perfection, . 
Is explained to be the deviation m Ubhayatantra. 

h ld the Bounteous Array. 
The Yogatantra ~p 0 s h bolic and non-symbolic 
Having entered tt throug sym 

methods ,295 

The four seals are emphasised. and rejection. 
It cannot be entered without acceptance 

bl ' f Atiyoga however, . 
The supreme ISS 0 .' ce and rejeCtion. 
Is the enlightened mind wIthout acced~~ection is 
That which is without acceptance an 

obscured by ~ og~tantra. d' to the Great Perfection, 
Accepting and reJ ectmg, acc~r ~ng. Yoga tan tra. 
Are explained to be the deViatIOn m 

h Ids the Vajradhara. . 
The Mahayoga up 0 h kIf I means and discriminatIve 
Having entered throug s 1 u 

awareness, 
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In the pure maQQala of one's own mind, 
The four branches of ritual service and rites of attainment 

are achieved. 
The supreme bliss of Atiyoga, however, 
Is the enlightened mind transcending perseverance. 
That which transcends perseverance is obscured by 

Mahayoga. 
Perseverance, according to the Great Perfection, 
Is explained to be the deviation in Mahayoga. 

The Anuyoga upholds indivisibility. 
Having entered through the expanse and pristine 

cognition, 
The things which accordingly appear include 
The cause, which is the view of the pure expanse, 
And the result, which is viewed as the maQQala of 

pristine cognition. 
The supreme bliss of Atiyoga, however, 
Is the enlightened mind transcending cause and 

result. 
That which transcends cause and result is obscured 

by Anuyoga. 
To behold a duality of cause and result, according to the 

Great Perfection, 
Is explained to be the deviation in Anuyoga. 

These [sequences of the vehicle] are created and fabricated by the 
mind, and yet [they hold that] the mind inclusive of the ideas present 
in all eight aggregates [of consciousness] is a stain to be rejected. This 
natural Great Perfection, on the other hand, refers to mind-as-such 
transcending the mind, the uncompounded inner radiance of pristine 
cognition which is the natural presence of awareness, in which all the 
enlightened attributes of fundamental nature are spontaneously present. 
Apart from that, its essential point is that the abiding nature, charac
terised in the manner of the sky as unchanging, does not need to refer 
to causes and results that are either to be created or are in the process 
of creation, or to extraneous conditions and such elements, because it 
is naturally free from them. Thereby, [the Great Perfection] teaches 
that the nature of the Primordial Lord, Samantabhadra, is the buddha
hood attained without contrivance, by realising in one's own nature 
the naturally present pristine cognition, and that it does not otherwise 
emerge through extraneous conditions such as study, reflection and the 
accumulations of compounded provisions. 

It is said in the Sutra of the Adornment of Pristine Cognition's Appear
ance which Penetrates the Scope of All Buddhas: 
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Nothing at all is seen by the buddhas, nor heard, nor in
tended, nor known, nor is the object of omniscience. Nothing 
has been said or expressed by the buddhas. The buddhas 
neither speak nor make expression. The buddhas will not 
resort to speech and they will not resort to expression. The 
buddhas do not become manifestly, perfectly enlightened. 
The buddhas have not caused anything to become mani
festly, perfectly enlightened. The buddhas have not re
nounced conflicting emotions. The buddhas have not actu
ally disclosed purity. Nothing at all is seen by the buddhas, 
nor heard, nor tasted, nor smelt, nor known, nor cognised. 
If you ask why this is the case, MafijusrI, it is because all 
things are utterly pure from the beginning. 

The lord Maitreya [in the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle, 
Ch.l, v.S I] has also said: 

Subsequently, just as it was before, 
Is the unchanging reality. 

And also [Ch.l, v.S]: 

Uncompounded and spontaneously present, 
It is not realised through other conditions. 

According to such quotations, the natural expression or abiding nature, 
the fundamental nature or the reality of all things is uncompounded 
and uncreated through causes and conditions. It is not dependent on 
others, is not realised through extraneous conditions, and does not 
abide in a goal that is attained by the intellect. 

It is said in the Sutra of the Dialogue with Kasyapa from the Sublime 
Pagoda of Precious Jewels: 

That which is uncompounded is the enlightened family of 
the sublime ones. That which is the enlightened family of 
the sublime ones neither adheres to the training, nor tran
scends the training. That which neither adheres to the train
ing, nor transcends the training neither moves, nor rests, 
nor rushes. That which neither moves, nor rests, nor rushes, 
has neither mind, nor the properties which emerge from 
mind. That which has neither mind, nor the properties which 
emerge from mind possesses neither deeds, nor the ripening 
of deeds. That which possesses neither deeds, nor the ripen
ing of deeds knows neither pleasure nor pain. That which 
knows neither pleasure nor pain is the enlightened family 
of the sublime ones. That which is the enlightened family 
of the sublime ones possesses neither deeds, nor deed-form
ing volition. 
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Thep, in the Sutra of the Greater Vehicle which Decisively Reveals the 
Intention it is said: 

The inexpressible and manifestly perfect buddhahood which 
is at~ained by the Sublime Ones through their sublime per
ceptIOn and sublime vision, is called uncompounded because 
it is this inexpressible reality which is to be perfectly realised. 

And in the Root Stanzas on the Madhyamaka eCh.IS, vv.I-2): 

It is incorrect that independent existents 
Emerge from causes and conditions. 
That which has emerged from causes and conditions 
Would be a created independent existent. 
In what way would it be admissable 
To speak of a created independent existent? 
For an independent existent must be uncontrived 
And not dependent on any other. 

Extensive quotations, such as these, visibly set the tone in accordance 
with which the abiding nature of fundamental reality, the uncom
pounded pristine cognition transcending causes and conditions which 
is the spiritual and philosophical goal of the Great Perfection, is mani
festly realised. 

Concerning the way in which this reality is established to be free 
from extremes also, it is said [in the same text, Ch. IS, v. 6] : 

Whoever views independent existents, dependent 
existents, 

Substantiality and non-substantiality, 
Has not seen the reality 
Of the teaching of the Buddha. 

And c . h 
ous ~nce~~mg t e sequence ?f. the path of t~e Great Perfection, glori-
h Naropa s Means for Attaznzng the Real (de-kho-na-nyid sgrub-pa'i 
tabs zhes-bya-ba rdzogs-pa-chen-po'i lam-gyi rim-pa) says: 

Bu~dhas and sentient beings have a single nature. 
ThIS mystery of the mind's pristine cognition 
Is more amazing than the truth of the nucleus. 
T~e ?ody in which the naturally present greatness 

IS Identified 
Is the supreme, perfect bliss of intrinsic awareness. 
The emanational body in which spirituality appears 
Is .the secret mind, not essentially existing. 
It IS the indivisibility of the apparent and the 

invisible .. 
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Then concerning the fact that this [Atiyoga] does not objectively 
refer to 'a path as do the lower [vehicles], that same text says: 

In the nucleus of perfect pristine cognition 
The goal is reached without a sequential path. 

Now, if one were to ask just what ~s. t~e purpos~ of the. teaching of 
these lower sequences [of the vehicle], a IS m~ende~ e.lther wah reference 
to the intellectual degrees of those who reqUIre trammg, ~r as the means 
by which one on a lower [path], having trained the mmd, gradually 

. thO path [of Atiyoga] or else as a support for the path. The enters mto IS , .' '. 
nucleus of all the Sugata's teachings, the culmm~tIonfodf. me.an~ng,. IS 

. . 't'on alone the transcendental perfection 0 IscnmmatlVe pnstme cogm 1, . d h ~ 

the natural state which is just what IS; an t e perlect awareness, . f . . . 
establishment of it through the direct perceptIOn 0 mtnnslC awareness 
is none other than the path of Great Per~ection. The three vows, ~he 
six transcendental perfections, the creation stage and ~~e perfection 
stage; all of these, indeed, are taught as the means of realIsmg the Gre.at 
Perfection and as mere rest-stations for those who progress towards It. 
The Secret Nucleus (Ch. 22, v.3) says: 

Distinctions are indeed arrayed in the levels, 
But these are paths which progress to the secret 

nucleus. 

And in Indrabhuti's Esoteric Instructions. o~ th~ Empowerment Circle 
(Ratnacakrabhi$ekopadesakrama, T 2472) a IS Said: 

This is only spoken as the means to attain 
That which is inner radiance by nature, . 
And the culmination of the Great Perfection, . 
The supreme among the supreme of all esotenc 

instructions. 

And Santideva [in the Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva, Ch.9, 

v.l] has also explained: 

All these aspects were taught by the Sage 
For the sake of discrimative awareness. 

. f h G at Perfection: The 
Now concerning this natural expressIOn 0 t e re . d pre-

Sugata during the intermediate promulgation of the ~ran~~ltt~hOUgh 
cepts did not reveal the structure of the fundamenta rea It~ 'h ut re-

, h . . ble abiding nature WIt 0 
he did extensively teach t e mconcelva, . h fi I prorn-
ferring to symbols of elaborate conception. A~dh d~nn~a~:nl~~ reality, 
ulgation, though he did reveal the structure 0 t e u.n .' ctualised . 
he did not teach the characteristic path through whIch It IS ~96 tually 
Therefore, the conclusive intention of the Two Promulgators ac 
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abides without contradiction in the nature of the Great Perfection. This 
intention comprises the unaltered intention of the Collection of 
Madhyamaka Reasoning, which consists of the commentaries on the 
intermediate promulgation by the sublime and supreme Nagarjuna; 
and his [Collection of Eulogies] including the Eulogy to the Expanse of 
Reality, and the commentaries by the regent Maitreya, the sublime and 
supreme Asailga, and his brother [Vasubandhu] and so forth, which 
together form the intention of the final [promulgation]. If one were to 
ask why this is the case, it is because these masters did not claim 
anything other than the profound abiding nature of natural reality, and 
because the Great Perfection itself is none other than that. 

Although the path through which this reality is actualised is superior 
only in the mantras, on further examination the lower ways of mantra 
consist of merely the symbolic and non-symbolic stages [of meditation]. 
The Six-limbed Yoga of the Kalacakra (Kalacakra~a4aizgayoga, T 1367) 
which is renowned as supreme among the Unsurpassed tantras, the Five 
Stages (Paficakrama, T 1802) and others,297 too, merely explain the ten 
signs of inner radiance and the form of emptiness which is a reflection of 
the three spheres of existence within a black outline. 298 These are perceived 
by controlling the activity of the energy channels, currents and seminal 
points. As the experience of this perception increases and decreases, even 
one who has meditated appropriately cannot attain the body of indestruc
tible reality in which the elements have dissolved into light. Thus, those 
of lowly fortune contact herein not the definitive meaning but merely the 
provisional meaning. So it is said by Naropa: 

The single definitive means is the truth of the nucleus. 
The four successive seals and the six-limbed yoga, 
The diverse vehicles of thought, 
Have resorted to the provisional and not the definitive. 
The essential nature is neither high nor low. 
It ends the thoughts conceived by those who devoutly 

enter. 

Furthermore, the meditation of the creation stage according to the 
lower [paths] merely effects the ripening of the perfection stage, and, 
through that meditation, nothing but [the result] of a sky-farer is ac
complished by an awareness-holder of the desire realm or an awareness
holder of the form realm, whichever is appropriate in accord with the 
distinctions between the action seal and the seal of pristine cognition 
(kannamudra and jnanamudra).299 Again, though one may desire to 
develop pristine cognition through the flexibility of the energy channels, 
currents and seminal points in accordance with the perfection stage, 
the conditions of tiresome efforts are not transcended. Even one who 
desires to develop the pristine cognition of bliss and emptiness in accord
ance with the thi.rd empowerment,300 subsequent on the delight experi-
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enced when the two sexual organs are in union, is not liberated from 
the three realms [of saqlsara]. Therefore, the supre.me,. unchanging 
pristine cognition which is the supreme, unfading ?hss, IS n~t taught 
to be realised by these methods, and the above practices e~pla1n ~erely 
the meditative absorptions in bliss. As it is said in the glonous Naropa's 
Means for Attaining the Real: 

The naturally present mind, 
That is definitively free from elaboration, 
Is not known through the path of desire. 
This nucleus of naturally present, inner radiance, 
Through its non-symbolic natural expression, 
Is free from desire for discriminative awareness and 

skilful means. 
It is without the arduous emanation and absorption 

. h . I . 301 of desire connected with t e semma pomts. 
Evenly absorbed in discriminative awareness and 

skilful means, 
It is the supreme blissful concentration. 
Without attachment to the savour of apparition, 
It is the perfect path of unattached pristine cognition. 

Without realising the natural and utterly pure discrimi?ative aware
ness, which is the abiding nature of the Great Perfection, by such 
attainments, the aspects of the truth of the path do not transce~d the 
compounded fundamental virtues attained by the ide~s and scrutmy of 
discrete recollections and thoughts. These aspects mclude the th~ee 
vows the six transcendental perfections and the creation and perfection 
stage~ which all refer to objects of the intellect, and the.ir various means 
by which the mass of conflicting emotions are [respectively] renounced 
by pious attendants and self-centred buddhas, obstructed by 
bodhisattvas, and transmuted into the path by the secret mantra and 
so forth. Accordingly, it is said in the Ornament of the Madhymaka 

eM adhyamakalan:zkarakarika, T 3884): 

The essence which is uncompounded 
Is not anything anywhere. 

If having had the opportunity to realise the reality of the abiding 
natdre one continues to cling to extremes of conduct such as ren~n-

, . ' . d egatlve 
ciation and acceptance as they are apphed to pOSitIVe a? n. t 

attributes and to virtue and evil, it is explained to be a firm l~pedllnent 
in the way of the provision of pristine cognition and a pomt of grea 
deviation. It says in the Pagoda of Precious Jewels: 

One should enter into this enumeration of the tathagatas' 
intention. One should not actually cling to either virtuoUS 
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or non-virtuous doctrines. One who actually clings to non
virtuous doctrines will continue to cling actually to non-vir
tuous doctrines. The phenomena of suffering and unease 
which emerge through actual attachment to non-virtuous 
doctrines are called the sublime truth of suffering. Thus the 
tathagatas revealed them within the enumeration of non-vir
tuous doctrines. The absence of actual clinging to virtue and 
non-virtue, and the cessation of craving are to be realised 
as the renunciation of the origin [of suffering] and as the 
twofold sublime truth. Thus the tathagatas revealed them 
within the enumeration of virtuous doctrines. 

And in the same text: 

There, virtue is empty and non-virtue, too, is empty. Virtue 
is void and non-virtue, too, is void. Virtue is unadulterated 
by non-virtue and non-virtue, too, is unadulterated by vir
tue. There is neither basis nor cause for hankering after virtue 
and non-virtue. 

And in the Sutra Requested by Jnanottara according to the Pitaka of the 
Greater Vehicle (Jnanottarabodhisattvaparipfcchasutra, T 82): 

The bodhisattva Jflanaketu asked, "What is the provision 
of merit?" [The Transcendent Lord] replied, "It refers to 
the positive doctrines such as liberality, along with their 
symbols." 

"Then what is the provision of pristine cognition?" 
"It refers to non-symbolic [doctrines], such as discrimina

tive awareness." 
"Then how should these two be accumulated?" he asked, 

and [the Transcendent Lord] replied, "As for the provision 
of merit, it is called the provision of the merit of saqlsara, 
and is exemplified by the water contained in the hoofprint 
of an ox. If you ask why this is the case, it is quickly lost, 
exhausted and diminished, and, after the bliss of gods and 
humans has been experienced, it causes rebirth in evil exist
ences. As for the provision of pristine cognition, it is called 
the provision of nirva1).a and is exemplified by the water in 
a great ocean. It is not lost, not exhausted and is unfailing, 
and it causes attainment of nirva1).a. Jflanaketu, you should 
accumulate only the provision of pristine cognition." 

FUrthermore, the ten categories (dasatattva) of the outer and inner 
Il1antras have also resorted to symbolism which obscures the truth of 
fundamental reality. It is said in the All-Accomplishing King: 

There is neither meditation on the view nor guarding 
of the cOJ;nmitments. 
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There is neither purification on the levels nor 
progress on the path. 

There is neither perseverance in activity nor 
conferral of empowerment. 

There is neither perseverance in respect of the 
three media nor the creation of the maJ).9ala . 

Cause and result are without duality, in the manner 

of space. 

The sublime ManjusrI also says: 

The mandalas and burnt offerings, 
The to~~ offerings and recitations counted on 

rosaries, 
The sedentary vajra-like and dramatic postures and 

And: 

so forth 
Are fallible with respect to this freedom from 

conceptual elaboration. 
For there is nothing to be done, 
And nothing either to obstruct. 

Concerning activities, the yogin 
Apprehends them on the supreme paths, 
Just as a deer pursues a mirage: 
Though they always appear, they are not grasped. 

And in the Hevajra Tantra (Pt.l, Ch.5, v.1l): 

There is no meditation, nor meditator. 
There is no deity, nor mantra. 

Again the Secret Treasury of the I)akinf (mkha'-'gro-ma'i gsang-mdzod) 

also says: 

And: 

The objects which accordingly appear 
Abide as apparitional male and female deities.. . 
There is nothing to be bound and there is no bmdmg, 
N or are there energy channels, currents and 

seminal points. 
Accomplishment comes about through emptiness. 

Ablutions and cleanliness are not required here. 
Austerities and asceticism are not required here. 

Such quotations extensively reveal [that the symbolism of the ten 
categories of mantra is not required in Atiyoga]. 
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Now there are those of little intelligence who might ask whether the 
Kriyatantra and Caryatantra and so forth are not within the vehicle of 
indestructible reality or whether it is a contradiction that accomplish
ment is revealed through them by means of ritual and activity. Further
more, they might ask whether, among the siitras of the greater vehicle, 
those which emphatically teach the provision of merit including liber
ality to be the basis of omniscience, are in contradiction [to this supreme 
view]. However, all these teachings were intentionally given by the 
Sugatas. They were given in order to embrace those of base, childish 
intellect, those who delight in conceptual elaboration and those who 
fear topics of utter profundity. Such is said in the Introduction to the 
Real (Tattvavatdra, T 3709): 

One is liberated by the view of emptiness. 
That is the point of the remainder of 

meditation. 
All conduct of body, speech and mind 
Is taught within the lesser vehicles. 

The master Nagarjuna also says: 

Look for reality, and at the outset, 
One could say that everything exists. 
But when the objects are realised 
And there is no attachment, 
There is subsequently the truth devoid of them. 

And in addition, the Crest of Indestructible Reality (Vajro~1ff~akriyatantra) 
says: 

If one evenly abides in the real, 
There is neither commitment nor the practice of 

mantra. 
It is not necessary to hold the vajra and bell. 302 

One will become accomplished without the ten 
categories. 

These and other literary transmissions have been extensively 
~Plained b~ the master Manjusrlklrti [in his Commentary on the Magical 

et of Maii]usri, Maiijusrinamasa1?1gfti(fka, T 2534], which clearly re
veals that there is no mode of liberation by means of the creation and 
p;rfection stages or any other such doctrines of mental scrutiny unless 
t ere is realisation of the naturally liberated vast openness in which 
sarnsar d' - . ' . a an mrval).a are lIberated as fundamental reality and of a com-
~on savour; and ~nless there ~s realisation of the inexpressible reality 
I Yond the guardmg of commItments and verbal and written objects. 
n the same vein., the Magical Net of Maiijusrf says: 
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Vajrapa~i, I have revealed the distinctive features of the 
vehicle according to the differences in the intelligence of 
sentient beings and the distinctions of their class. Although 
it is revealed to some as the way of the Outsiders,303 to some 
as the vehicle of the pious attendants, to some as the vehicle 
of the self-centred buddhas, and to others still as the vehicle 
of the transcendental perfections and the immeasurable tan
tras of the awareness-holders, it should be known that bud
dhahood is indivisibly attained through the great seminal 
point304 which is unwritten and free from symbols. 

These authoritative passages [belonging to the vehicle] of indestructible 
reality set the incontrovertible tone [of Atiyoga]. 

Nor is it the case that, through such teaching in the Great Perfection, 
the areas of skilful means according to the lower paths are renounced. 
With reference to the naturally present pristine cognition or the real 
nature of the Great Perfection, this reality does not require to be sought 
out and attained elsewhere because the great enlightened attributes of 
purity are spontaneously present, and the three buddha-bodies are 
effortlessly present. It is a fact that from the very moment of the reali
sation, through the guru's esoteric instructions, of this reality, the 
natural expression of the deities and mantras is also complete in a 
ma~9ala of great purity and sameness, which is present without concep
tual elaboration. This is established totally without effort and without 
wandering from the disposition of this uncontrived, primordial reality. 
Indeed, even the area of conduct relating to the six transcendental 
perfections, which include liberality, becomes complete therein, as it 
is said in the Sutra of the Greater Vehicle which is a Dialogue with 
Brahmavise~acinti (Brahmavise~acintipariprcchtisutra, T 160): 

Without actual volition, moral discipline passes into 
nirva~a. 

Instantaneously, patience passes into nirva~a. 
Without acceptance or rejection, perseverance passes 

into nirva~a. 
Non-conceptually, concentration passes into nirva~a. 
Unimpededly, discriminative awareness passes into nirva~a. 
Since the expanse of reality is desireless, 
Desire is the limit of desirelessness. 
Since the expanse of reality is without ferocity, 
Hatred is the limit of genuine reality. 
Since real things are undeluded, 
Delusion is the limit of the undeluded. 
Without the transference of consciousness at death 

and without birth, 
Sarpsara is also nirva~a. 
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In. a ~an.ner without manifest at,chment, 
NIrvana IS also samsara \ 
By th~ view which· is b~und to co~ventions 
The truth also becomes false. ' 
To those endowed with manifest pride, 
Falsehood also becomes the truth. 
So it is known. 

And in the Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness 
Twenty-five Thousand Lines: zn 

~rom this up to .the unsurpassed, genuinely perfect en
hghtenm~nt ~her~ IS no earnest application. There is no ear-
nest apphcatI~n In the purification of [lands into] buddha
fiel~s. The:e IS no earnest application in the maturation of 
sentIent beIngs. The~e is no earnest application in regarding 
t?e buddhas. There IS no earnest application in the genera-
~1~n of the fundam:ntal virtues. If it is asked why so, Subhuti, 
It IS ~ecause all thIngs are empty of their own attributes. A 
bodhlsattv~ and great spiritual warrior does not regard any 
?f the~e thIngs as genuine, whether one refers to the object 
~n whIch earnest ap~lication is developed, that by which it 
IS developed or that In which it is to be developed. 

. According to su~h. extensive quotations, in this abiding nature that 
IS free from all actIVIty, al! things belonging to the truth of the path 
;:e naturally ~omplete, wn~out effort, in the manner of a hundred 
Ivers convergIng under a bndge. It says in the Secret Nucleus (Ch 12 

v.14): . , 

The perfect Buddha is not found 
In any of the ten directions and four times. 
Other than the perfect Buddha which is mind-as-such 
Do not seek the Buddha elsewhere. ' 

And (Ch.2, v.4): 

Even though he would search 
The Conqueror would not find it. 

And in the All-Accomplishing King: 

Mind .is the substance which is just what is. 
All thIn~s are accomplished in the nature of just 

what IS. 

go not fab~icate that which is just what is. 
o not attam anything but the essence. 

A ~o~queror who has sought it, will not find it 
Wnhm th~ expanse [of reality]. 
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Because it has already been done, 
There is no need to do so now. 
Because it has already been attained, 
One does not attain it now. . . 
Be equipoised without ideas and mtentIons. 

And in the Hevajra Tantra (Pt.I, Ch.5, v.ll): 

In nature without conceptual elaboration 
The deity and the mantra abide. 

h the sub)' ect of the perfection of all things such as 
Furt ermore, on . db' [f " t and the emanatIon an a sorptIon 0 

mantras, seals, commltmen s, k" of recollection it 
light] in the reality of awareness, the supre~e" mg . ' 
says in the glorious Naropa's Means for Attaznzng the Real. 

Unwritten, the speech of the nuc~eus 
Abides in the true enlightened mmd. 

The king does not contrive commitments, 
But keeps them unguardingly. 

The unchanging seal 
Is executed by the unchanging truth. 

In the mandala without extremes and ce~tre, " 
Pristine cog~ition radiates withou~ emanatIon or absorptIOn. 
This thoughtless natural expressIOn, 
That is the Conqueror's mind, " 
Does not transcend the enlightened mmd. 

In the same way, the area of conduct according to the causal. vehicle, 
is revealed to be complete [in Atiyoga], as the same text says. 

By possessing the truth of this nucleus " 
The mind is not induced to accumulat~ deSIres. 
Likewise the six transcendental perfectIo~s 
Abide in the naturally present, perfe~t m~nd. 
The intention without thoughts and IdeatIon: 
Endowed with the six transcendental perfectIOn~, 
Abides without thought and without apprehensIOn. 
The unwavering, uninterrupted awarene~s 
Is the unqualified transcendental perfectIon of 

discriminative awareness. 
d d I here in other texts, the 

Although this is extensively propoun e e sew 
above illustration should suffice here. " g the abiding 

This being the case, t~e ~asi~ of the vi~w c~n~~~~~ss throughout 
nature, which is just what IS, IS SaId to be a VIew °b s "t is devoid of 
the three times. It uproots the seed of sarpsara ecause 1 
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conceptualisations which are disharmonious with respect to the unquali
fied essence. It is devoid of disharmonious, symbolic appearances with 
respect to the object, and it is free from disharmonious delusion with 
respect to the subject. It transcends the dominion of the eight aggregates 
of consciousness along with their thoughts, expressions, causes and 
results, and abides in the reality of awareness, the pristine cognition 
of the natural Great Perfection. In the words of the master Aryadeva 
[in the Four Hundred Verses, Ch.8, v.8]: 

That which is abandoned by mundane beings 
Is explained to be the ultimate reality. 

And in the Commentary [on the Four Hundred Verses, Bodhisattva
yogdcdracatu~sataka?fkd, T 3865, by Candraklrti]: 

This incontrovertible reality has not been thought of by the 
ordinary, mundane being who has not realised it. It has not 
been conceived by the mind. It has not become an object 
of the sense organs. It has been abandoned unseen because 
it is darkened by a film of ignorance. The object seen by 
the pristine cognition of the sublime ones endowed with 
highest acumen is the ultimate reality. 

The Great Perfection thus refers to the sublime truth which is to be 
experienced through the pristine cognition of individual intrinsic aware
ness, free from the subject-object dichotomy, and which is described 
under various names, such as: the ultimate truth, the genuine goal, the 
emptiness of emptiness and the great emptiness. Concerning that Great 
Perfection, which possesses the matrix (spyi-gzugs) of pristine cognition, 
corresponding to the buddhas' body of reality, it is said in the Sublime 
Sutra of Clouds of Precious Jewels: 

This doctrine genuinely transcends all written and spoken 
words. It genuinely transcends the entire range of expres
sions. It genuinely transcends all verbalisation. It is free 
from all conceptual elaboration and free from all that is 
accepted or rejected. It is free from all opening and closing, 
and free from all sophistry. It is not to be analysed and is 
not within the range of sophistry. It genuinely transcends 
the range of sophistry. It is non-symbolic, free from sym
bolism and genuinely transcends the range of symbolism. It 
genuinely transcends the range of the childish. It genuinely 
transcends the range of all demons, and genuinely transcends 
the range of all conflicting emotions. It genuinely transcends 
the range of consciousness. It does, however, lie within the 
range of the indeterminate, dynamic, quiescent and sublime 
pristine cognition. The individual, intuitive awareness of 
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these [attributes] is a topic which is taintless, uncovered, 
pure, bountiful, supreme, sacred, perfect, permanent, firm, 
enduring and imperishable. 30s Wh~th~r the ta.thagatas have 
appeared or not, this expanse of reahty IS exclusIvely present. 

Through these final words, the actual meaning, pure fro~ the b~g.in
ning, ofthe abiding nature of the Great Perfection is revealed Just as It IS. 

9 The Definition of Atiyoga 

[183a.6-190a.5] Now concerning that which is implied by the name 
Great Perfection: It is so called because it refers to the naturally present 
pristine cognition, without partiality or bias, in which the meanings of 
all the vehicles abide and are perfect in a single essence; or it is so 
called because all things are pure and are perfect in the instantaneous 
disposition of reality or awareness, without deliberate analysis by means 
of intellectual apprehension. The All-Accomplishing King says: 

Perfect in one, perfect in two, perfect in mind. 
Perfect in one, it is the perfection of mind's creations. 
Perfect in two, it is the perfection of excellent attributes. 
Perfect in all, it is the perfection ofthe enlightened mind. 306 

And in the Sutra of the Dialogue with Sagaramati (Sagaramati
pariprcchasutra, T 152): 

Those who are purifying these modes of the doctrine 
And those who direct the teaching 
Concerning perfect enlightened mind 
Are pure in the supreme enlightened mind, 
And never covered by the stains of conflicting emotions. 
Just as the sky can be overcast 
And yet subsequently become visible again, 
So, the perfect enlightened mind of natural, inner 

radiance 
Can never be obscured by conflicting emotions. 

,Therefore, the Great Perfection, the natural expression of enlightened 
rn~nd, which is the inner radiance of reality, is revealed to be unbe
?~ldered ,:ith re,spect to its primordially pure attributes. The Great 

Utra of Fznal Nzrva1'}a also says in the same vein: 

In addition, that which is said to be genuine is the mundane 
middle way, and that which is said to be perfect is known 
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as definitively unsurpassed and genuinely perfect, if the mid
dle way of the final path has been earnestly applied. 

According to this teaching, the former is rationally established through 
the valid cognition of inference, and the latter, inasmuch as it is not 
an object of the intellect, actually abides in the intention of this, the 

sublime path. 
As to the verbal definition of Atiyoga: [The Sanskrit] ati [Tib. shin-tu] 

means utmost, and also conveys the sense of supreme, best, perfect, 
climax and quintessence. [The Sanskrit] yoga [Tib. rnal-'byor] means 
union. Since it is the culmination of all yogas, it is the utmost or highest 
yoga, and since it is the nucleus of all aspects of the perfection stage, 
there is nothing else to be reached higher than Atiyoga. It is qualified 
by the word "great" [Tib. chen-po] because through it the reality unborn 
like the sky, which is most profound and difficult to analyse, is directly 
revealed. The Transcendent Lord [Sakyamuni] also directed his inten
tion towards the verbal definition of this [vehicle] when he said: 

To teach the doctrine 
Which is inconceivable as the sky 
Is the greatest. 

Furthermore, concerning the perfection of all things of sarpsara and 
nirval)a in the naturally present awareness itself, Naropa has again said: 

The contemplation of uncontrived awareness is 

radiant, 
Perfect in all meanings, without activity. 
It is the ground-of-all in its naturally present state. 
It is the spontaneously present path of yoga, 

not to be traversed, 
And it is the result itself in which everything 

whatsoever is perfect. 
It is the perfect treasure of the seminal point, free 

from activity, 
The blissful pristine cognition or non-conceptualising 

mind, 
Perfected immediately by fortunate individuals, 
And it comprises the thoughts of the six classes of 

beings in sal1lsara 
And the nirval)a that is the Conqueror's pristine 

cognition. 
The disposition of this unique awareness that is bliss 

supreme, 
And naturally present, uncontrived reality, 
Is a spontaneously perfect disposition without 

conceptual elaboration. 
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The ~aster Bu~dhajfianapada has also subsumed this in his Oral 
instructzons of Sublzme Mafijusrf as follows: 

Great Perfection, the matrix of pristine cognition, 
Is the utterly pure body, the great Vajradhara. 
Having obtained, through this second stage 
Wh o h' h 307 IC IS t e essence of all the glorious ones 
The enlightenment which conforms to the frus~rating 

path of three aeons, 
And which is surpassed, 
Why does the yogin, having accumulated so little bliss 
Not meditate on this [Great Perfection]? ' 

com~entin~.o~ _ this [in his Commentary on the Oral Instructions of 
Sublzme lvlanJusn: Sukusumanamamukhagamavftti, T 1866], Vitapada 
has eloquently saId: 

That which is ca.lled the Great Perfection is the second stage 
?f the. second [~.e. p~rfection] stage. Its pristine cognition 
IncludIng the mIrror-lIke one is fivefold, and the matrix is 
the purest utter purity of these [five]. So it is called the 
u.tterly pure body. This [matrix] is called the great Vajradhara 
[I.e. the great holder of indestructible reality] because it is 
t~e resultant bu~dha-body, which is just what is. The expres
SIOn all the glonous ones applies to all the buddhas because 
they possess intrinsic discriminative awareness and this 
[Gr~~t Perfection] is the essence of the ultimate a~d relative 
realItIes of them all. In the text, this second stage refers only 
to the stage of perfection. This, the supreme skilful means 
of the long paths, which is said to be meditation, is expressed 
by words such as frustration, and frustration is said to refer 
to the paths which endure for three aeons by means of such 
acts of liberality [as sacrificing one's own] head. Though 
on~ may have acted out of faith and obtained the enlightenment 
whzch conforms to countless aeons [ of activity] - from the 
first to the seventh [level] and the eighth to the tenth308 

-

that is said to .be surpassed because the unsurpassed Buddha, 
the great VaJradhara, possesses a still higher [enlighten
m~nt]. The ?liss.of this [path], being so little in comparison 
WIth the un~on III supreme bliss, why does the yogin who 
accu~ulates It not meditate on this path through which the 
flono.us an~ m.ost auspicious beings become accomplished 
n a. SIngle lIfetIme? He should meditate on [the Great Per-

fectIOn] alone. 

no
Tt hbe. profound abiding nature of reality, which is just what is does 

a Ide a b' ·b· . ' s an 0 lect to e realIsed by the ostensIble reasoning of logic 
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and sophistry. On this topic, the Sublime Satra which Decisively Reveals 
the Intention says: 

That which is within the range of individual, 
intuitive awareness 

Is inexpressible and cut off from conventions. 
It is ultimate reality without disputation, 
And is characterised as transcending all sophistry. 

And as it is said in the Siitra of the Descent to Lanka: 

A puerile evil sophist 
Analyses it thus, in a corpse-like manner. 

The discriminative awareness produced by sophisti~al refl~ction is 
designated through ideas connected with points .of dIsputatIon, a~d 
with characteristics and objects that are charactense~, as ~ell as w.lth 
substances and attributes, and logical contrariety and mcluslO~ - :vhI~h 
are entirely developed by the mind and mental events: thmkmg m 
terms of conventional and symbolic doctrines expressed m words and 
phrases. All things are therefore established to be without in~ependent 
existence, to be without consciousness, without substance,. wlthout the 
ground-of-all, and so forth. They are established. as. emptmess by the 
intellect and the inference which is made therem IS asserted by the 
subli~e' master Nagarjuna to be merely a childish train of thought. In 
the master's own words: 

Regarding creation and cessation, 
The condition is thought alone. 
That which emerges in consciousness only 
Has no substantial, independent existence. 
If the sophist who resorts to ideas 
Should meditate only on labels, 
The terms "no independent existence" and "no 

consciousness" , 
"No substance" and "no ground-of-all" 
Could be applied as well by a child! 
They are entirely generated by evil sophists. 

Therefore with reference to the ultimate truth, objects of ide~s, scrutinY
f ' b ., Uiescence 0 and inference are utterly contradictory ecause I~ IS a q. It does 

conceptual elaboration, and an absence of symbo~Ic doctn~e~. ot felt 
not abide in the path of verbalisation and conve~tIons and I~ IS n hen 
to pursue the imagination. For these reaso~~, If the o.cc.aslOns; of 
meditative absorption in this pristine cog~ltlOn or abIdIn~ m~n e

the reality occurs are not recognised to be thIS sa~e a?SOrptlOn with 
spiritual and philosophical goal [of Atiyoga], .which .IS effortl~s~ to 
respect to fundamental reality, then all that IS studIed pertammg 
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ideas and scrutiny becomes verbal chaff; thought and understanding 
become waves of conceptualisation; meditation becomes the apprehen
sion of that; and experience the appraisal of it. It becomes extremely 
difficult even to approach the profound meaning of the abiding nature 
no matter how correctly it seems to arise in the face of the intellect. 
The Siitra of the Nucleus of the Buddha (Buddhagarbhasiitra, T 258) says: 

The nucleus of the buddha is not seen as it is by those who 
are ordinary persons, pious attendants, self-centred buddhas 
or even bodhisattvas. For example, when one who is born 
blind asks another the colour of butter and is told that it 
resembles snow, he touches snow and so apprehends the 
colour of butter to be cold. Then, when he asks what the 
colour of snow resembles and is told that it resembles the 
wings of a goose, [hearing the sound of a goose's wings] he 
apprehends the colour of snow to be flapping. And then, 
when he asks what the colour of wings resembles and [is 
told that] it resembles a conch shell, he touches a conch and, 
inasmuch as it is smooth, he apprehends [the wings] also to 
be smooth. Just as one born blind does not know colour as 
it is, whatever is described, in the same way it is very difficult 
to perceive the Buddha's natural expression. 

Similarly, it is said in the Oral Instructions of Sublime Mafijufrf for 
Attaining the Real: 

How can an ordinary person know 
Such excellent, supreme pristine cognition? 
It is not known by the pious attendants. 
It is not even known by the self-centred buddhas. 
It is not known by the philosophers of Yogacara, 
Or by the Madhyamaka philosophers among the 

bodhisattvas. 

All the buddhas of the surpassed [levels], too,309 
Do not even slightly know this. 

S~ch statements have been extensively revealed by the Conqueror and 
hIS sons. 

The difficulty of realising [pristine cognition] is also that the grasping 
components of the mind and mental events, thinking exclusively with 

hreference to effort, self-indulgence, ideas, scrutiny causes and results aVe d' 'd . , , 
. IVI ed and obscured It by hope and doubt, and apprehended it 
Inl terms of objects and subjects such as the diverse symbols of conceptual e ab . 
p ora.tIOn. Here, on the other hand, in the general path of the Great 

erfectIOn, all conceptual elaborations become quiescent in the intrinsic 
expanse through meditative equipoise, without wavering from this dis-
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position in which the presence of fundamental reality, the abiding 
nature without bondage or liberation is established. 

Other than that, nothing is contrived save that one abides constantly 
and naturally in the disposition of the supreme transcenden~e of intel
lect, which is free from all activities. All the suddenly ansen stains 
which appear through expressive power just becom~ ~aturally ~ure, 
naturally clear and naturally liberated, without.ren.un~Iat1on or antIdote 
being applied, in the unchanging space of mtnnsiC awareness, the 
primal emptiness, in the manner of water and waves. Other tha~ that, 
"meditation" and "meditative equipoise" are the labels conventIOnally 
applied to simple absorption in the intrinsic nature, just as it n~tu~ally 
occurs without looking elsewhere, without purposefully medItatIng, 
withodt being fixed on one [point], without intellectualising, without 
conceptualising, without apprehending faults, without external. clarifi
cations and without internal attainment. Therefore the essence IS emp
tiness in that it is without thought or expression; signlessness, in that 
it is without conceptualisation; and aspirationlessness, in that it is with
out acceptance, rejection, hope or doubt. The three sp~eres na~ura.lly 
abide therein in an utterly pure character because there IS no objective 
reference to the three times. This is extensively indicated, as in the 
following example from the Pitaka of the Bodhisattva (Bodhisattva
pitaka, T 56): 

In this connection, one might ask, what is the utter purity 
of the three spheres? It is the mind not entering into that 
which is past, the consciousness not pursuing the future and 
the intellect not entering into activity connected with present 
events. Since one does not abide in mind, intellect or con
sciousness, the past is not conceived of, hankering after the 
future is not active in the mind, and present events are not 
conceptually elaborated. Since this, the sameness throughout 
the three times, is the utter purity of the three spheres, the 
sentient beings who do not comprehend it should do. so. 
Thereby the great compassion of the Tathagata enters mto 
sentient beings. 

And in the Siitra of the Greater Vehicle which is a Dialogue 
Brahmavise~acinti : 

All things are utterly pure of the past dimension. All things 
are utterly pure of the future dimension. All things are utte~ly 
pure of the present dimension. This is c~lled th.e utter punty 
of the three times. This is an utter punty whIch never ~e
comes impure, and by virtue of this, its natural utte~ punty 
is the purest of all. For this reason all things are saId to be 
naturally radiant. 

with 
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What, one might ask, is it that is the nature of all things? 
The nature of all things is emptiness; they are without object
ive referent. The nature of all things is signlessness; they 
are free from idea and concept. The nature of all things is 
aspirationlessness; there is no acceptance, no rejection, no 
thought, no force and a total absence of substantial existence. 
It is naturally radiant. Whatever is the nature of samsara is 
the nature of nirvaIfa. Whatever is the nature of ni~vana is 
the nature of all things. So it is that the mind is natu~al1y 
radiant. 

And in the All-Accomplishing King: 

Since it abides in that disposition, 
It is unwavering spontaneous presence. 
Since it naturally abides, it is not contrived by 

anyone. 

This abiding in uncontrived reality 
Is revealed as the supreme among actionless deeds. 
By regarding one as two, meditation is in error. 
The single essence is not obtained by twO. 31O 

And the master Naropa has also said: 

Whatever abides in subjectivity 
Turns to the result of samsara itself. 
Without concluding one'~ desired purpose, 
The secret, blissful level of pristine cognition 
Is neither accomplished nor obtained through desire. 
It emerges from its own desireless natural expression. 
The intrinsic manner of that perception is freshness. 
It is the intention of the All-Positive King. 

In the Madhyamaka of the master Nagarjuna, also, it is clearly re
vealed that the supreme transcendence of intellect is the truth which 
requires no meditation: 

How could things which do not exist 
Number two or three and the like? 
Free from the dogmatic conceptual elaboration 
Of appearances and mind, .~ 
Reality, transcending intellect, 
Is not an object of meditation. 

1~d the ~ast~r ~agabodhi [in his Means for Meditation on Atiyoga, 
'Yogabhavananama, T 2417] Illustrates the teaching that the funda

:e
ntal 

nature is accomplished just as it naturally occurs through its 
\\Tn presence: 
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Atiyoga is without intellectual appreciation; 
It is just as it is presented. . . 
In the non-dual mind there is no eternahst VIew, 
N or is there a nihilist view. 

Through such presence, the sublime pristine co.gnition transce~ding 
the intellect, the reality which is neither to be clan~ed ~o~ determIned, 
is perfectly established in the direct perception of mtr~nsic awareness, 
and, at this moment of realisation, all the doctnnal .approac~es 
eloquently revealed by the tathagatas are gat?ered and_ abIde there~n. 
In this context, the Sutra of Candrapradfpa [l.e. the Sutra of the Kmg 
of Contemplation) SamadhirajasUtra, T 127] says: 

In thousands of world systems 
The siltras which I have explained . 
Differ in words and syllables but have the same meamng. 
It is impossible to express them all, 
But if one meditates deeply on a single word, 
One comes to meditate on them all. 
All the buddhas, as many as there are, 
Have abundantly explained phenomena. 
But if those skilled in meaning 
Were to study only the phrase: 
All things are emptiness, 
The doctrine of the Buddha would not be scarce. 

10 The Divisions of Atiyoga 

[190a. 5-190b. 3] Secondly, the esoteric instructions which possess these 
extraordinary properties are revealed in the divisions of the Atiyoga 
vehicle. There are three modes of appraising the spiritual and 
philosophical goal according to the degree of acumen [in those requiring 
training]. This is stated in the Great Array: 

Now, after I have passed into nirval).a, 
This will become manifest: 
For those who hold to the mind there will be the 

Mental Class; 
For those who hold to space there will be the Spatial 

Class; 
For those who do not strive after stages 
There will be the Esoteric Instructional Class. 

In this way Atiyoga has three divisions. There is the Mental Class 
(sems-kyi-sde), which teaches that all things are liberated from the ex
treme of renunciation, because they are not separated from mind-as
such. There is the Spatial Class (klong-gi-sde), which teaches that all 
apparitions of reality are free from activity and liberated from the ex
treme of the antidote, because they are perfectly gathered in Saman
t~bhadrI, the space of reality. And there is the profound Esoteric Instruc
tIonal Class (man-ngag-gi-sde), which teaches that the particular charac
teristics of truth itself are liberated from both extremes of renunciation 
and antidote because they are established according to the modes of 
reali ty (yin-lugs). 

1'BE MENTAL CLASS 

[l~Ob.3-195a.l] First, concerning the Mental Class: The spiritual and 
PhIlosophical goal of the Mental Class is that the compounded truth of 
the path, which is endowed with corruption and guided by firm percep-
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tions which cling to the sequence of the vehicle, the two ~ruths, th~ six 
transcendental perfections, the two stages and so forth, IS determmed 
(la-bzla-ba) in the great expanse liberated from aspects of caus~ a.nd 
result, virtue and evil, and acceptance and !ej.ection to be the pnstme 
cognition of great purity and sam~nes~. !hlS IS the natural expanse of 
reality which is the enlightened mmd m ItS natural state, or the .funda
mental reality of ultimate truth free from co~ce~tual elabo.rauon .. In 
brief, all things which dualistically appear wnhm the subject-object 
dichotomy are transcended. The following passages from the All-
Accomplishing King also touch upon this: 

In mind-as-such, which is the essence 
Of the enlightened mind, 
There is neither meditation on the view, 
Nor the performance of conduct; 
There is neither attainment of the result, 
Nor progress through levels; 
There is neither the creation of a maJ).c;iala, 
Nor recitation, nor the perfection stage; 
There is neither the conferral of empowerment, 
Nor the keeping of commitments. 
The pure reality spontaneously present from the 

beginning 
Transcends the doctrines of cause and result 

And: 

Which adventitiously strive after sequences. 

If one maintains that there is cause and effect 
For Atiyoga, the yoga of the Great Perfection, 
One has not realised the meaning of Great 

Perfection. 
If one maintains the relative and ultimate to be two, 
One's statements both exaggerate and depreciate; 
One has not realised that there are not two. 
The realisation of the buddhas of the three times 
Is gained in the sole determination that two are not 

seen. 

And in the Sublime Sutra which Reveals the Relative and Ultimate Truth 
eAryaparamarthasarrzvrtisatyanirdesasutra, T 179): 

Mafiju8rl declared: "0 son of the gods, that which is just 
what it is, the expanse of reality, and the utterly un~orn 
are ultimately equivalent; ultimately they. are. e~en equlVa~
ent to the five inexpiable sins. That whIch IS Just what ~t 
is, the expanse of reality, and the utterly unborn are ulu-
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mately equivalent; ultimately they are even equivalent to 
opinionatedness. " 

While such teachings are insistently denied by the assertion which is 
made by some of narrow intellectual vision regarding the profound abiding 
nature, that the Great Perfection depreciates deeds, causes and results 
by allowing the area of skilful means to vanish, it can none the less be 
realised even from the above-cited passages that, though the childish 
intellect truly becomes afraid of the profound abiding nature, this 
doctrine which speaks of the dominion of pristine cognition, tran
scending the objects of conscious thought, and of the uncompounded 
expanse of reality that is the ultimate truth, is not developed through 
causes and conditions. It is held essentially not to abide in the three 
world realms or their elements, which are compounded by positive 
and negative deeds, and to be completely liberated from these. 

If, however, one were to hanker for this [view of narrow intelligence], 
then as the master Nagarjuna's Root Stanzas on the Madhyamaka entitled 
Discriminative Awareness eCh.18, v.S) says: 

The conceptual elaboration of deeds and conflicting 
emotions, 

Which are elaborated through discursive thought, 
Comes to cease through emptiness. 

Thus [Nagarjuna], having said that all the causes and results of positive 
and negative deeds have emerged merely from the symbols of concep
tualising thought, then says that all these are pacified by the emptiness 
which is without conceptual elaborations. Concerning that pacification, 
too, he says (Ch.18, v.9): 

Peace which is not extraneously known 
And absence of conceptual elaboration: 
These are the attributes of this [emptiness]. 

And also (Ch.17, v.33): 

Conflicting emotions, deeds and bodies, 
Actors and results are as 
Castles in the sky, a mirage, 
An optical illusion and the moon's [reflection] in 

water. 

And then, in his Transcendence of Existence According to Madhyamaka 
CMadhyamakabhavasaizkranti, T 3840) he says: 

Empty and without any conceptualisation, 
Without activity in the mind, neither birth nor death, 
Apparitional in appearance, devoid of virtue and evil, 
Empty of 'sarpsara and nirval).a, 
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And of emptiness and compassion, . 
The radiant reality that is inexpressIble 
Apparitional radiance and. emptiness 
Is without substance and Ideas. 

d . h h passages which indicate the realisation of the 
In accor WIt suc, 1 d' 1 h 
. l' [th Mental Class] has occasion to revea uect y t at 

ultimate rea lty, e vour of go d 
the realisation which occurs in the supreme common sa . . 0 

d '1 unfettered and unliberated by all compounde~ posItIve and 
an a~~e' deeds is as previously stated, the realit~ in whIch the natu~e 
neg . . d' . d to be aspirationless m character. Such IS 
of all thmgs IS etermlne - h· -
said in the Authentic Conduct of a Bodhisattva (Aryabod lsattvacarya-

nirdesasutra, T 184): 

Ratnadatta said: 

, Such must be declared: 
Do not abandon desire. 
Subdue not hatred. 

1 
. 311 

Don't clarify de USlon. 
Do not move so as to surpass your own body. 

Practice vice. 
Do not eliminate opinion. 
Don't teach about the entanglements. 
Grasp the components as whole.. . 
Combine the psychophysical bases mto one entity. 
Indulge in the sensory activity fields. 
Do not progress beyond an infantile level. 
Think unvirtuously. 
Renounce virtue. 
Do not pay attention to the B~ddha. 
Do not reflect upon the doctnne. 
Worship not the sarrzgha. . . 
Do not properly undertake the traInIngs. 
Try not to pacify wordly existen.ce. 
Do not cross the river [of suffenng]. 

. . h h' h ovice bodhisattva Such are the instructions wIt w lC an. . 
should be instructed and advised. Why so? Because {t IS 
this abiding condition of the reality of things that a one 

abides. . Ch 18 
And it is similarly said in the glorious GuhyasamiiJa Tantra ( . , 

vv.194-S): 
. . b' sand buddhas: There is a sameness In sentIent. emg . ) 

Which is to be attained? Who IS ~he at.tamer. 
The lord of attainment, supreme IdentIty, 

Has slain all the buddhas. 
How is he untainted by sin? 
Yet if he were so tainted, 
What result would there be?312 

And eCh.18, vv.197-8): 
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All substances are like an apparition. 
One who acts to create and destroy them 
Therefore incurs no sin. 
Merits also are the same. 
Whoever is without either sin or merit 
Is said to have enlightenment. 

According to the extensive teachings given in passages such as these, 
the area of skilful means is indeed allowed to vanish. None the less, 
reality appears as a dream-like ripening of cause and result to those 
who have not realised this abiding nature and perceive dream-like 
phenomena to be the truth. Therefore it is said in the Madhyamaka 
[ef. Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva, Ch.9, v.lIcd]: 

With reference to the nature of mere illusory 
subjectivity: 

One who is endowed with an illusory mind 
Incurs both merit and sin. 
These therefore are false as a dream. 

Now the Mental Class, if classified, consists of seven categories. The 
first is the area of mind which holds the result to be the mind's point 
of origin (,bras-bu sems-kyi byung-sar 'dod-pa'i sems-phyogs). The result 
is unchanging in the original expanse [of reality], and so the mind 
does not wander from this disposition, although it does ·arise in the 
manner of sarp.sara from the apparitional, spontaneously present aspect 
of the ground that is released from the same unchanging disposition. 
Therefore the mind is empty of impure particulars, and its emergence 
from the expanse, its abiding in the expanse and its dissolving in the 
expanse in the manner of a miraculous event in the sky, which are 
derived from that apparitional aspect, are determined to be primordial 
liberation, and effortless, natural presence (ye-grol rang-gzhag 'bad-rtsol 
nzed-par la-bzla-ba'o). 

The second is the area of mind which has determined deviation and 
Obscuration (gol-sgrib la-bzla-ba'i sems-phyogs). The eight sequences [of 
the vehic1'e] from Anuyoga downwards are deviations from the ground 
because they are designated by the intellect. In this [area of the Mental 
Class], on the other hand, cause and conditions have been determined 
by the naturally present pristine cognition free from the intellect, so 
that the great, p~imordial emptiness, which is reality, is unobscured 
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in its fundamental nature, beyond recollection, thought, bias, emergent 
sensation and so forth. . 

The third is the area of mind which shatters .t~e source ofaxlO~s 
(gtan-tshigs khungs-rdib-pa'i sems-phyogs). By reahsmg the truth. whIch 
is uncontrived with respect to the ground, or the. su.preme mI~d-as
such, free from conceptual elaboration, th~ essence Is.hberated ':Ithout 
being created, and its unimpeded expreSSIve power .I~ evenly dIffused 
in a vast openness. There is no support ~or prO~enSItleS, a.n~ so there 
is no ripening of either positive or negatlve attnbutes. ThIS Is_held to 
be liberation in sameness, throughout the extent ?f sarpsara and 

. - b means of axioms [arising within]313 whIch concern the mrvana, Y . l'b' 
prim~rdial emptiness of reality, its natural punty and great 1 eratlOn 
from extremes. . 

The fourth is the area of mind which holds that ther~ IS no ~~scent 
into partiality or bias (rgya-chad phyogs-lhung-med-par d~d-?a I sem~

phyogs). Although mind-as-such, the natu~al~y pr~se?t ~nstm~ COg?l
tion, encompasses all of sarpsara and n~rva~a, It IS Imp~rtial WIth 
respect to substantial appearances, im~artlal.wIth respect to msubstan
tial emptiness, and, being without eIther, 1~ doe~ not even descen.d 
into bias with respect to their coalescence. S.Ince 1.tS empty essenc~ IS 
liberated from the extreme of eternalism a?? ItS ~~lmpeded .expr~sslve 
power is liberated from the extreme of nih1h~m, It IS the reahty WIthout 
activity, transcending happiness and suffer~ng. . 

The fifth is the area of mind concermng the level of dogm~t1c 
philosophical systems (phyogs-'dzin grub-mtha'i sa'i sems-phyo~s). W~th
out abiding and without existing anywhere, the essence of mmd ans.es 
unimpededly in any appearance whatsoever. It is said in the Supenor 
Magical Net: 

Appearing nowhere and everywhere, 
The uncreated, magical diversity appears. 
The diverse maJ).9alas of the Conqueror, too, 
Are the great miraculous display of mind. 

. b .. . d d unapprehend-Accordingly, [the mind] does anse, ut It IS ummpe e , 

ing and non-conceptual. . ncern-
The Sixth is the area of mind which transcends dogmatlsm co 'I' 

h 'd' l 'das-pa ing that which is free from the intellect (blo-bral p y,0?s- zzn-. as ee fr0111 
sems-phyogs). The naturally present pristine cogmtIOn that l~t~ ears. 
the intellect does not exist as any truth or falsehood, however , .pp nd 
It is a display of great liberation from the extremes of bemg a 

non-being. r in ref-
The seventh is the area of mind which propounds actua 1t~. 'lMs-

k . h . tu 314 smra-ba z self' erence to mind-as-such (sems- yz p yogs yzn-. e they 
phyogs). Although all these appearances appear dIversely becaus 
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are the display of mind, the diversity of appearances is essenceless 
because mind-as-such is also essenceless; and although both the sub
jective forms of the mind which arise and objective appearances which 
emerge seem to differ, they are actually indivisible in reality, the 
naturally present pristine cognition, where there is no such thing. The 
duality of sarpsara and nirvaJ).a arises from the spontaneously present 
vibration of [mind's] natural expressive power, and yet that which 
arises is without essence.The distinctive doctrine of this [Mental Class] 
is therefore that [the mind] proceeds to natural liberation at the very 
moment when it arises. It says in the All-Accomplishing King: 

Phenomenal existence, the world and its contents, 
All buddhas and sentient beings, 
Are created by the mind, 
And are one in the disposition of mind. 

The Texts and Teaching Cycles of the Mental Class (NGB Vols. 1-3) 

[l95a.1-195b.3] The tantras which express this Mental Class are said 
to number two million two hundred thousand verses. If these are sub
sumed, they comprise the Three Spaces (klong gsum-po) which are 
contained in six thousand three hundred sections (bam-po), namely, 
the Space in which Reality is Inexpressible (chos-nyid brjod-du med-pa'i 
klong), the Space in which the View is Not Absent (lta-ba min-pa med-pa'i 
klong) and the Space in which Conduct is Not Present (spyod-pa yin
pa med-pa'i klong). If further subsumed, these are gathered into the 
Three Vaults [or Appendices] ('phyong-gsum), namely, the Vault which 
Directly Reaches the Abiding Ground (gnas-pa gzhi-thog-phebs-pa'i 
'Phyong) , the Vault into the Liberation of Appearances Right Where 
They Are (snang-ba rang-sar grol-ba'i 'phyong) and the Vault into the 
Equalisation without Differentiation (ngo-mnyam tha-dad med-pa'i 
'Phyong). 

The texts of the Mental Class also comprise one thousand and three 
great tantra sections which are entitled the Fifty Nails Undeviating with 
R~spect to Reality (chos-nyid-la 'chugs-pa med-pa'i gzer-bu lnga-bcu), the 
FIve Hundred and Eleven Situations in which Objects are Viewed as Mind 
(Yul sems-la lta-ba'i gnas lnga-bgya-bcu-gcig), the Twenty Thousand Simul
taneous Distinctions between Appearances and Mind (snang-sems cig-car-du 
~han-'byed-pa khri-phrag-gnyis), the Fifty Thousand Determinations Made 
In the All-Surpassing View (lta-ba thod-rgal-du la-bzla-ba lnga-khri) and 
the Thousand Situations which Cut Through the Idea of Being in Meditation 
(sgOm-yod rtog-pa gcod-pa'i gnas cig-stong) . 

. l.f this spiritual and philosophical goal of the Mental Class is essen
t~ahsed: All the apparitions of reality which appear are perfect in reality, 
t e expanse of the enlightened mind, without having to seal all phenom
enal appearances with the seal of reality. The awareness of appearances 
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as the expressive power [of mind], or as a mer~. display [of mi~d], 
. them without deliberate recogmtlon. The glonous 

accompames 
Narotapa [Naropa] also says: 

This nature of diverse appearances 
Is reality, and thus indivisible. . ' 
Therefore, for the radiant mind-as-such or mtentlOn, 
In which [appearances and reality] ~re coales~ed, 
Nothing even slightly appears that l~ not reahty. 
This essence through which everythm~ .app~ars 
Is seen as the nucleus of pristine cogmtlon ItSelf. 
Essentially it is inexpressible. 

THE SPATIAL CLASS 

[195bA-197bA] Secondly, concerning the Spatial Class: .I~ the va~t 
s ace of SamantabhadrI, the reality of naturally present pnstme COglll
tfon, all apparitions of reality which a~pear are merely adornm~nts ~f 
that array which manifests in and of Itself. .Other t~an t~at, t deYh .0 

not exist as bondage and liberation, or as ob)~cts whIch anse an t ~lr 
actual arising. It is therefore not claimed, as m ~he Mental Class., t at 
[the apparitions of reality] appear as the e~presslve po~er and. dIsplay 
[of the mind]. The spiritual and philosophIcal ~oal o~ thl~ Spat~al Cla~~ 
is the establishment of a great infinity of pnmordla~ hberatl~n, u 
scrutinised in terms of relational proof, explicit neg~tlon of ~xlsten.ce, 
implicitly affirmative negation of existence, or punty and lmpunty. 
The master Naropa's Means for Attaining the Real also says: 

The effortless unconceived awareness, . 
An uncontriv~d, blissful space manifest in and ?f.ltself, 
Arises as the spontaneously present space of pnstme 

cognition. 
Naturally present and pervasive as .the .sky .. 
This enlightened mind of self-~a~lfestmg .d~splay 
Is a blissful space of illusory pnstme cogm~l~n. 
It actually radiates as the holders of the pnstme 

cognition t 
Of intuitive awareness, who are a naturally presen 

illusion. 
. . [of teaching]· 

If classified this Spatial Class consIsts of four categ~nes pounded 
The essence ~f the first, the teaching of the Blacdk

d 
pace ~br~) is that 

(ki g po rgyu-me - u smra , 
as the Absence of Causes ong na - .' I does not . . 'tion m Its natura state, . 
this naturally present pnstme cogm . ' r't If because it 15 
refer to either the apparitions of realIty or rea Ity 1 se 
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unchanging, naturally beyond causes and conditions, and without spa
tial parts. There are three subclassifications, namely, the Black Space 
of Deeds (mdzad-pa klong-nag) , the Black Space of Spirituality (thugs-rje 
klong-nag) and the Black Space of Emanation (spntl-pa klong-nag-gi sde). 

As for the essence of the second, the teaching of the Variegated Space 
propounded as Diversity (klong khra-bo sna-tshogs-su smra-ba): It is 
positively held that the appearances in the display of this naturally 
present pristine cognition are an adornment and display of reality, 
which appears as a naturally arisen diversity; and it is negatively held 
that the [same] display, which arises all-pervasively and without direc
tion, is beyond refutation and proof. There are three subclassifications, 
namely, the Variegated Space which propounds Being in Conformity 
with the Mental Class (yod-smra sems-sde dang mthun-pa'i klong khra-bo), 
the Variegated Space which propounds Non-Being in Accordance with 
the Natural Position [of the Spatial Class, med-smra rang-gnas dang 
mthun-pa'i klong khra-bo], and the Variegated Space which propounds 
Both Being and Non-Being in Conformity with the Esoteric Instructional 
Class (yod-med man-ngag dang mthun-pa'i klong khra-bo). 

According to the essence of the third, the teaching of the White 
Space propounded as the Mind (klong dkar-po sems-su smra-ba): It is 
held that everything which arises as outer appearance and inner aware
ness from the disposition of naturally present awareness is a display of 
mind, that appearances and conditions are pure from their basis with 
nothing to be done because they are liberated right where they are, 
and that there is nothing to be attained in the abiding nature. There 
are two subclassifications, namely, the White Space ofthe Inexpressible, 
Great Natural Arising (brjod-med rang-shar chen-po'i klong dkar-po), and 
the White Space of the Non-Duality of View and Meditation (lta-sgom 
gnyis-su-med-pa'i klong dkar-po). 

Concerning the essence of the fourth, the teaching of the Infinite 
Space in which Cause and Result are Determined Cklong rab-'byams 
rgyu-'bras la-bzla-ba); It is held that all things which arise from the 
disposition of the naturally present pristine cognition are known through 
mind inasmuch as they are apparent, and are known through the abiding 
~ature inasmuch as they are not apparent. There are four subclassifica
tIons, namely, the Outer Infinity which concerns Freedom from Activity 
(bya-ba dang bral-ba phyi'i rab-'byams), the Inner Infinity which prop
ounds the Spiritual and Philosophical Goal in accordance with the Texts 
of the Spatial Class itself (grub-mtha' rang-gzhung-du smra-ba nang-gi 
rab-'byams), the Secret Infinity which concerns the Dispelling of Obs
tac~es (gegs-bsal-ba gsang-ba'i rab-'byams), and the Infinity of the Real 
;Vhlch Unties the Essential (gnad-bkrol-ba de-kho-na-nyid-kyi rab-
bYarns). 

If these [four kinds of Spatial Class] are then subsumed, they comprise 
the teaching of the Four Spaces (klong-bzhi) concerning display (rol-pa) , 
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adornment (rgyan), reality (chos-nyid), and freedom from activity (bya
bral). As to the first, [the Space of Display]: It is present because the 
display of mind-as-such does not change or alter from the disposition 
in which it unimpededly arises; and it is absent because this display 
which is without substantiality is not apprehended as an extreme. Its 
intention is openly directed in the manner of the sky. 

As to the second, [the Space of Adornment]: Appearance, mind, 
natural presence and freedom from both artificiality and corruption, 
which successively arise as primordial adornments, arise unimpededly 
from that unborn disposition [of reality]. Appearances and mind are 
therefore neither refuted nor proven. Its intention is one of great natural 
rhythm and natural radiance. 

As to the third, [the Space of Reality]: All things, whatever their 
source, neither come about, nor abide, nor cease. Though all the expres
sive powers of their display appear from the disposition of reality, they 
remain equipoised in the disposition of reality, just as the four elements 
do not wander from space. 

Then, as to the fourth, [the Space of Freedom from activity]: Accept
ance and rejection through strenuous efforts are not required with 
reference to anything whatsoever. Everything abides in an uncom
pounded realm, in the manner of the sky, because it abides not to be 
done but primordially completed, not to be liberated but primordially 
liberated, not to be purified but primordially purified, and not to be 
attained but primordially accomplished. 

If these categories of the Spatial Class are similarly subsumed, they 
are gathered into Nine [Spaces], namely, the Space in which the View 
is Unchanging (lta-ba 'pho-'gyur med-pa'i klong), the Space in which 
Meditation is neither Present nor Absent (bsgom-pa yin-min med-pa'i 
klong) , the Space in which there is neither Hope nor Doubt for the 
Result (,bras-bu re-dogs med-pa'i klong), the Space in which the Essence 
is neither Accomplished nor Clarified (ngo-bo grub-bsal med-pa'i klong), 
the Space in which Natural Expression is Unimpeded (rang-bzhin ma
'gags-pa'i klong), the Space in which Appearance and Mind are Liberated 
with respect to Characteristics (mtshan-nyid-la snang-sems grol-ba'i klong) , the 
Space in which the Expanse is Unchanging (dbyings 'pho-'gyur med-pa'i 
klong), the Space in which Display Unimpededly and Naturally Arises 
(rol-pa 'gag-med rang-shar-gyi klong) and the Space which is the Total 
Presence of Spontaneous Sameness and Primordial Liberation (lhun
mnyam ye-grol cog-bzhag-gi klong). 

If these, in turn, are subsumed, they are gathered into Three Spaces, 
namely, the Space of Supremely Vast Spontaneous Presence (lhun
grub yangs-pa chen-po'i klong) , the Space of Effortless Intrins~c 
Radiance (rang-gsal bya-rtsol med-pa'i klong) and the Space which IS 

Primordially Accomplished though Nothing is Done (ma-byas ye-nas 

grub-pa'i klong). 
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The Texts of the Spatial Class (NGB Vols. 3-4) 

[197b.4-198a.4] There are eleven thousand chapters and six million 
four hundred thousand verses subsumed under the titles of the three 
thousand tantras, which extensively reveal these modes [of the Spatial 
Class] .. Th~se, too, are gathered into the Eighty Thousand Aspects of 
Determznatzon (la-bzla-ba khri-phrag-brgyad); these are then gathered 
in to Twenty. Thousand Aspects of Distinction (shan-' byed khri-phrag gnyis); 
and these, m turn, are then gathered into Nine Hundred Conclusions 
('gags dgu-~rgya). ~long with Two Thousand Essentials (gnad nyis-stong) 
and the ~ifty Nazis (gzer-bu lnga-bcu) , all of these, if subsumed, are 
gathere? mto.thr~e categories, namely, Liberation from Activity (byas
grol), LIberatIOn m the Establishment [of the Abiding Nature] (bzhag
grol) and Direct Liberation (cer-grol). 

It is said in the Doha Composed by Lord Maitripa (Mahamudra-
kanakamala, T 2454): 

Non-conceptual, without ideas, 
Transcending objects of ideas and scrutiny, 
Unthinking, without mind, utterly unthinkable, 
Without support or lack of support, 
Or going, coming and abiding, 
Awakening to the happiness and sorrows 
Of saqlsara and nirval).a 
In the space of supreme bliss, 
Uncontrived, unwavering and naturally relaxed, 
Is the inner radiance, free from coming or going, 
In which mental events have been interrupted. 
Its appearance is ineffable and it is without any 

master. 
It is recognised to be reality, 
The intrinsically radiant awareness, and the body of 

reality. 

Passages such as this, too, have arrived at the spiritual and philosophical 
goal of the [Spatial Class]. 

THE ESOTERIC INSTRUCTIONAL CLASS 

~~~a.4~ 2~Ob .. 3) Thirdly, there is the Esoteric Instructional Class: This 
M s dlstmctIOn over the two lower [Mental and Spatial Classes]. The 
th ental Class, by referring positively to the mind has mostly achieved 
th e area of profundity rather than radiance, and' yet by not realising 

e e~pressive power of radiance to be reality, it almo;t clings to mental 
scrutIny Th S . I C . r d' . e patla lass, though equally achIeving profundity and 
a lance, rather than the mental scrutiny which apprehends reality, 
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almost lapses into a deviation point within the rang~ of emptmess. T.he 
Esoteric Instructional Class, on the other hand, IS act_ually supenor 

. h ·thI·n the expanse of reality that is free from concep-
because It gat ers WI .. h h h 
tual elaboration, all apparitions of realIty whIch appear t .roug t e 
self-manifesting, spontaneously present and natu~al, expressIve p~wer. 
As such [these apparitions] are the tone of the pnJ?ordIally p~re, I.ne~-

·bl e the supreme transcendence of mtellect. It IS Said In pressl e essenc , . 
the Great Array of the Hzghest: 

o holder of indestructible reality, 
If this is not established, . 
There are those who cling to mental scrutIn~ 
And those who resort, in particular, to nothmg 

at all. 
Therefore this definitive, secret nucleus, 
As a butter lamp amid the darkness, 
Or as an elephant among oxen, 
A lion among wild animals, 
Or a horseman among pedestrians, 
Is superior to them all. 

The essence of this Esoteric Instructional Class is con.trary to those 
bases and doctrines which refer to the dichotomy ~f b~wIlderm~n~ ~nd 

b ·lderment or of realisation and non-reahsatIOn, by divIdmg 
non- eWI, r· h meral 
the originally liberated and primordially pure ~ea Ity mto ~p e k 
objects that are to be inspected and the conSCIOusness whIch rna es 
inspection. From the position of the intrinsi~ essence, ~ree.from con~~~~ 
tual elaboration, both the subjective perceptIOn ~~d ObjectIve foca~~n in 
of perception are equal in their lack of authentICIty, an~, other .t h a _ 
mere conventional usage, the thoughts and express~ons whI~refo~e 
prehend that dichotomy are genuinely transcended. ThIs class ~hl . t 
resembles a geomantic centre which directly reach~s t~e essentIa ~o:~d 
transcending intellect, thoughts of the mind, thmkmg processe 

mental scrutiny. It is said by MafijusrI: 

Inwardly radiant by nature, 
Primordially pure as the sky, 
The primordial realities have abandoned 

characteristics. 
They are neither things nor reality: . . 
Similar to space which is without substantIaht!', 
They are liberated from all words and phonetIc 

expressions. . 
. .. ther than thIS, 

As long as one refers to objects deSIgnate? m VIews °b b ndoned, 
.. h bjective mmd cannot e a a ] 

the posture of chngmg to t e su [corruptions 
and one who has not abandoned that comes to possess 
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which are unceasing and [continually] arising, so that the root of worldly 
existence cannot be removed. As the same text says: 

The emptiness of the conquerors 
Is said definitively to remove all views. 

If this [Esoteric Instructional Class] is classified, it comprises three 
categories, namely, the Random (kha-'thor), the Oral Tradition (kha
gtam) and the Teaching which Accords with its own Textual Tradition 
of Tantras (rgyud rang-gzhung-du bstan-pa, NGB Vols. 9-10). The es
sence of the first, [the Random category of esoteric instructions], is 
that the pristine cognition, which transcends the intellect, instantane
ously arises without regard for extraneous classifications and clarifica
tions. Its subdivisions are twofold: With reference to establishment [of 
reality], there are the Esoteric Instructions which Conclude the Path 
(bzhag-pa lam-gyi mtha'-gcod-pa'i man-ngag), and with reference to lib
eration, there are the Esoteric Instructions of Pure Power which Disclose 
the Path (grol-ba stabs dag-pa lam mngon-gyur gyi man-ngag). 

The second [category of Esoteric Instructions], those given in the 
manner of an Oral Tradition, are essentialll15 free from the intellect and 
unbewildered. They naturally shatter the source of conceptualisation 
and, characteristically, they are free from deliberate recognition. Its 
subdivisions are twofold: the Oral Tradition which Permeates All Dis
course (gleng-bayongs-la bor-ba'i kha-gtam) and the Oral Tradition which 
is Divulged in Speech at No Fixed Time (khar-phog dus-med-pa'i kha
gtam). 

The third [category of esoteric instructions], the Teaching which 
Accords with its own Textual Tradition of Tantras, is essentially the 
point of origin of all transmitted precepts. It is naturally effortless with 
respect to renunciation and acceptance because it is devoid of sarp.sara 
and nirvaI).a; and, characteristically, it is untouched by disputation 
concerning emptiness because it does not abide in sounds or words. 
Its subdivisions are fourfold: those transmitted precepts given in the 
manner of the Full Summation of the View (lta-ba sgang dril-ba), those 
given in the manner of Blood-letting which Removes Obstacles (gtar-ga 
gegs-sel) , those given in a manner which Reveals the Hidden (gab-pa 
nzngon-du phyung), and those given in the manner of Exegeses which 
are Naturally Clear (bshad-pa rang-gsal). These, too, are classified into 
many profound and vast subdivisions with respect to view, meditation 
and conduct such as: their Hidden Point (gnadgab-pa) and its Revelation 
(nzngon-du phyung-pa); the Extent of their Warmth (drod-tshad); the 
Essence which having Penetrated the Essentials of Object and Con
s~iousness Throws Open the Naked Awareness (yul-shes gnad-la bor-nas 
rzg-pa ther-la 'byin-pa'i gnad); the Opposition to Bewilderment at its 
Ground C'khrul-pa gzhi-la bzlog-pa); and the Essential Penetration of 
the Seminal Point·(thig-le gnad-la dbab-pa). 
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If these are subsumed, they comprise four [cycles], namely, the Outer 
Cycle which Resembles the Body (Ius-dang 'dra-ba phyi-skor) , the Inner 
Cycle which Resembles the Eyes (mig-dang 'dra-ba nang-skor) , the Secret 
Cycle which Resembles the Heart (snying-dang 'dra-ba gsang-skor) and 
the U nsurpassedly Secret Cycle which Resembles the Perfection of All 
(thams-cad rdzogs-pa-dang 'dra-ba yang-gsang bla-na med-pa'i skor). 

According to the first, or the Outer Cycle: Essentially, the five poisons 
are carried on the path because there are no conflicting emotions. 
Naturally, whatever appears arises as reality because there is no labori
ous accomplishment; and characteristically, emptiness is not divided 
into anything at all because there are no spatial parts. 

As for the second, the Inner Cycle: Essentially, it is the signless 
reality because it has transcended formation. Naturally, it is the pristine 
cognition which permanently and continuously abides because it neither 
goes nor comes. And characteristically, too, it resembles roots in that 
it penetrates both sarpsara and nirva1).a; it resembles a tree trunk in 
that the intrinsic face [of awareness] turns in different [directions]; it 
resembles branches in that the appearance of expressive power is exten
sive on all sides; it resembles flowers in that the range of radiance is 
unimpeded; and it resembles fruit in that its diversity is ripened into one. 

As for the third, the Secret Cycle: Essentially, it disregards the three 
kinds of discriminative awareness because introduction to reality (ngo
sprod) and realisation occur simultaneously. Naturally, it disregards the 
power of experience because the cessation ofbreathing316 and liberation 
are simultaneous; and characteristically, it disregards the two causally 
based provisions because buddhahood and the emergence of spirituality 
are simultaneous. 

Then, concerning the fourth, or the Unsurpassedly Secret Cycle: 
Essentially, it disregards the act of perception because there is nothing 
to be perceived. Naturally, this reality does not abide in mental scrutin~ 
because it is directly perceived; and characteristically, vital energy itself IS 
united in the expanse of the original ground through the four visionary 
appearances (snang-ba bzhi), without constructing the hope for a result 
in a future lifetime. 

The Texts of the Esoteric Instructional Class (NGB Vols. 5-10) 

[200b.3-202b.l] It is said [by the buddhas] in their transmitted precepts 
that the meanings and expressions contained in such [categories] of the 
Esoteric Instructional Class are equal to the limits of the sky. The~ 
include Twenty Thousand Tantras of Expressive Words (rjod-byed tshig-g1 

rgyud khri-phrag gnyis), Thirty-five Thousand Chapters (le'u stong-phrag 
sum-cu rtsa lnga), Six Million Four Hundred Thousand Verses (sva-lo-ka 

'bum-phrag drug-cu rtsa-bzhi) , Five Thousa~d Es~entials (gnad stong-phr1J~ 
lnga) , Eight Great Vaults [or Appendzces, phyong-chen-po brgya 
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One Hundred and Eighty Nails (gzer-bu brgya-dang brgyad-cu) , Nine 
Hundred Thousand Conclusions ('gags stong-phrag dgu-brgya) , Seventy 
Thousand Distinctions (shan-'byed khri-phrag-bdun), and One Hundred 
and Fifty Thousand Determinations (la-bzla-ba 'bum-phrag phyed-dang 
gnyis). 

The four [cycles] of the Esoteric Instructional Class are also gathered 
in Three Spaces, namely, the Space of Unceasing Display (rol-pa 'gags
pa med-pa'z klong), the Space in which there is Nothing Unliberated in 
the Intellect (blo-la ma-grol-ba med-pa'i klong) and the Space in which 
the Essence is Neither Good Nor Evil (ngo-bo-la bzang-ngan med-pa'i 
klong). And the nucleus of the Esoteric Instructions is also fourfold: 
namely, .that which Unties the Essential (gnad-bkrol-ba) , that which 
Brings FInal Closure [of Obstacles] ('gag-bsdam-pa), that which Intro
duces [Intrinsic Awareness] (ngo-sprad-pa) and that which Visibly Es
tablishes the Intrinsic Essential (mngon-sum rang-gnad-la dbad-pa). 

The View and Path of the Esoteric Instructional Class 

According to this tradition of the Esoteric Instructional Class of 
the Great Perfection, which is the nucleus of all teachings, the indi
vi~u~l intuiti~~ awareness is an object to be experientially cultivated as 
pnstIne cogmtIOn. It transcends the mind which possesses the nature 
of the eight aggregates of consciousness, the corrupt grasping 
component. On this, indeed, it is said in the Lion's Perfect Expressive 
Power: 

Propensities of the mind and pristine 
cognition are insubstantial 

Though pristine cognition has been freed from all 
propensities, 

The diverse propensities are collected by the mind. 
If mind and pristine cognition are not differentiated as two, 
The root of objective appearances is not cut off. 
Although the unconditioned reality is pure, 
It is difficult to realise. 

And also, in Naropa's Means for Attaining the Real: 

And: 

When this intuitive awareness of the enlightened mind 
Is under the sway of the bewilderment of propensities 
T~e di~ers~ty, although non-existent, is materialised b~ 

ImagInatIOn. 

Though the propensities of the mind outwardly appear, 
The awareness is unchanging inner radiance. 

Free from t.he movement of the conceptualising mind, 
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The inner radiance of intrinsic awareness is not 

grasped. 

In brief, all sensory appearances and objects of thought are t?e thi~gs 
of sam sara which appear through the mind and have the graspmg mmd 
as th~ir particular characteristic. The Sublime Tra~scendental Perfection 
of Discriminative Awareness in Eight Thousand Lznes ~akes the very 
same point when it says, concerning mind-as-such WhICh transcends 
the mundane mind and its mental events, that: 

In mind there exists no mind. The nature of mind is inner 

radiance. 

Furthermore, the Sublime Pagoda of Precious Jewels says: 

Free from mind, intellect and consciousness, the ~ss.ential 
of contemplation, indeed, is not abandoned. ThIS IS the 
inconceivable mystery of the Tathagata's mind. 

And the sublime Nagarjuna has also said: 

Inasmuch as there is no mind, there is nothing at all, 
There is neither body nor psychophysical base; 
Hence, according to the non-dual path, 
This is well explained as just what is. 

Extensive quotations such as these also have an intention directed to
wards the awareness which transcends the mind. 

This same awareness is also a primordial liberation (ye-grol) because 
its intrinsic face is uncovered from the beginning by the things. of 
samsara, so that the basis of the grasping components of worldly eXIst
en~e has ceased. It is a natural liberation (rang-grol) because, uncon
trived by any antidote, all that arises [is liberated] without reference 
to other liberating activities, in the manner of a snake which has naturally 
uncoiled its knots. It is a direct liberation (cer-grol) because all the 
consciousnesses of the eight aggregates are naturally liberated ,:ith grea~ 
suddenness in an instant, without a duality of subject and object. A?d 

. d t abi e 
it is a liberation from extremes (mthaJ-grol) because It oes no 
within the three times or within any perceptual object. . ' " muon 

After this intrinsic awareness, the naturally present pnstIlle ,cog , 
which abides in the dispostion of these four great modes of hb~ratl°dn, 

" . d ' f h' th III or er 
has been ascertained to be the dIstmCtlve octnne 0 t IS pa, , 

, I' d h ' t t 7 paths' CutUng that it might be appropnately rea Ise ,t ere eXIS \\0 . _ 

Through Resistance (khregs-chod), which is oriented towards the e~~_ 
tiness aspect or primordially pure awareness without conceptual ea. 
oration and so causes the cessation of [inherently] empty phenomen~, 
and All-Surpassing Realisation (thod-rgal), which clarifies the appa

fl
-
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tional aspect or corporeal objects into inner radiance in a spontaneously 
present manner, and so causes the cessation of apparitional reality. 

Cutting Through Resistance 

[202b.1-204a.5] Concerning the first of these, Cutting Through Resist
ance, which establishes the primordially pure abiding nature: The in
tention of this supreme vehicle is directed towards awareness, the fun
damental reality without bondage or liberation, the essence itself which 
is primordially pure, uncontrived and utterly impartial. It has not fallen 
into any direction whatsoever because it cannot be said that "the essence 
is intrinsically this". This naked, core-penetrating (zang-thal) aware
ness, transcending thought and expression, is itself emptiness in that 
it is free from the conceptualising intellect; it is signless in that it is 
not symbolised by verbal or written word during the path; and it is 
aspirationless in that from the standpoint of the result there is neither 
hope nor doubt concerning something that is to be obtained. Owing 
to that awareness, the attributes of enlightenment are perfected, and it 
is that awareness in which the [aforementioned] three natural ap
proaches to liberation are present as inner radiance. In it, the things 
subsumed by consciousness which refers to the view, meditation, con
duct and result either with or without thought,317 do not exist. By 
looking for [awareness] it is not seen; by meditating on it, it is not 
realised; by conduct no benefit is incurred; and the result is not to be 
o~tained. Because it is not [to be obtained], there is nothing to be done 
WIth ~espect to purification on the levels, progression on the paths, or 
refernng to the results and their respective sequences. The glorious 
Saraha [in his Song of Esoteric Instruction: An Inexhaustible Treasure 
Store, DohiikosopadesagUiJ T 2264] says: 

Listen! do not regard cause and result as two. 
There are no causes and results which arise as substances. 
If this yogin's mind is maddened 
By the mind which hopes and doubts, 
The co-emergent pristine cognition will be bound therein. 
Listen! since that is without independent existence, 
Do not say it is an object of meditation. 
If, having realised both the object of meditation 
And act of meditating, 
One were to think of it as enlightenment 
With a dualising intellect, 
One would have committed a sin against oneself. 

T~e:e are some who, not having comprehended such an abiding 
~Ond,ItlOn as this, depreciate the profundities of the perfection stage, 
:ldmg that the resultant buddha-body of form is not achieved without 

t e accumulation of the two provisions, including the causal creation 
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stage and so forth. But their action is one which abandons the doctrine. 
According to this path [of Cutting Through Resistance] the body of 
reality itself is obtained because it is the culmination of the buddhas. 
Elsewhere it is accordingly said [in the Diamond Cutter, Vajracchedika , 
T 16, para. 26, vv.1-2b]: 

Those who see me as form, 
Those who perceive me as sound, 
Those persons, who remain on the false path, 
Do not perceive me. 
It is the body of reality 
That is the Buddha's. 

In this way, the nucleus of indestructible reality, the primordially 
pure awareness, enters into the qualitative experience of the original 
body of reality's modes (yin-lugs). In the manner of the naturally radiant 
sun, it is liberated from the obscuring action of conceptual elaboration, 
and it is held to be seen in the present moment, just like the sun, once 
the overwhelming ideas of the mind, which activate the eight sequences 
[of the vehicle] and cause obscuration through their dependence on the 
symbolic creation stage, have been purified of their obscuration. Since 
it possesses such distinctions, the naturally present pristine cognition, 
uncontrived by a conceptual view, meditation, conduct, and result, is 
determined in its natural establishment. This awareness is just present 
in its natural disposition, open, uncontrived, unconstructed, unmeditat
ing, unwavering, unbewildered, without entering into ideas and 
scrutiny, aloof, naked, and relaxed; and it is only nominally called a 
view and a meditation. It says in the Tantra of the Great Natural Arising 
of Awareness: 

In the awareness that is without conceptual elaboration 
How could there be bewilderment and ignorance? 
In the pristine cognition that is without mind 
How could there be ignorance and propensities? 

So it is that, through meditative equipoise, the fundamental, uncon
trived abiding nature of great primordially pure awareness is directly 
introduced, and there can be no bondage through the subject-object 
dichotomy. The means of not contaminating it with objects of meditation 
or the act of meditating is excellently revealed by teachings such as the 
Twelve Great Laughs of Indestructible Reality (rdo-rje gad-mo chen-po 
bcu -gnyis ) . 

If firm experience in this very path has come about, finally one 
dissolves into a great, primordially pure point of liberation. The coarse 
atoms of the four elements are transformed into the power of the fire 
of pristine cognition, and, having been so purified, they vanish accom
panied by great miraculous events. If, on the other hand, activity on 
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behalf of othe~s is re~orted to, the dissolving atoms emanate as, and 
then leave behmd, relIcs of four kinds, while the awareness centred in 
the expanse of ~he body of reality then acts on behalf of living beings 
through unceasmg emanational bodies. 

All-Surpassing Realisation 

[204a.5-211b.4] Concerning the second [path] th . . . 
All S . " , e esotenc mstructIOns 

of - urpassmg RealIsatIon which establish the t 1 ' ' ,spon aneous y present 
VISIOnary appearances: Accordmg to Cutting Through R ' h 
b 'ld ' eSIstance, t e 

eWI enng appearance of apprehended obJ'ects wI'thout d d ' h ' d" ,groun an 
wIt out root, IS lfectly lIberated in fundame til' H ' 1 S ' '" n a rea Ity. owever, thIS 
[AI -, urpassmg RealIsatIOn] IS superior to that lower path b 
herem all those apparitional aspects of the th 1 ' , ecause 
, h " ree rea ms are lIberated 
III ~ e ~nner radIance of a great seminal point of five-coloured Ii ht 
WhICh IS the natural tone of awareness, It is said in the P ,g .~ 
Sound: enetratzon OJ 

This ,[view] is that, upon the display of [subtle] 
objects 

B~ the disposition [of awareness], 
WIthout, entering into the conditions of samsara, 
Penetratm~ them to the very core, ' 
Trans~endmg the [coarse] apparitional aspect 
Of objects and consciousness, 

They are directly liberated from their respective 
grounds. 318 

And the glorious Naropa also says: 

All substances by nature 

Are the ~eminal point of the expanse of reality. 
Concernmg the means for attaining this, 
Ihe nucleus, awareness itself, arises, 
n~ so t~~ darkness of extremes is purified by its 
dISPOSItIOn. 

Thro~gh this naturally present attainment, 
That IS not to be attained 
Th ' e

h 
three realms are proven to be inner radiance 

t e buddha-mind, ' 

This expla t' b' fl ' , 
ary ap na IOn ne y mdicates the path through which the vision-

pearance of the expa . d h ' 
(rdo-rje lu-gu r ud) 319 ,nse an t e mdestructible chains [of light] 
Finally th gy , ,:hIch are the nucleus or awareness are matured 
inner r~d' e oute~ and mner elements of the three realm; dissolve int~ 
their reali~an(c~ t rouidgh the ~~sionary appearance of the cessation of 

y c os-ny zad-pa 1 snang-ba). 
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Now this [path of All-Surpassing Realisation] is also subsumed in 
the Three Supportive Essentials of the Body (bca'-ba lus-kyi gnad-gsum) , 
the Three Essentials which Guide [the Eyes] towards the Expanse 
C'khrid-pa dbyings-kyi gnad-gsum) and the Three Essentials of Objective 
Appearance (snang-bayul-gyi gnad-gsum) , which are to be experientially 
cultivated. And when. [the essential of light] within the last of these 
groupings is classified according to the four lamps (sgron-ma bzhi), it 
consists of the watery lamp of the far-sighted [eyes] (rgyangs-zhag chu'i 
sgron-ma) , the lamp of the expanse of awareness (rig-pa dbyings-kyi 
sgron-ma) , the lamp of emptiness which is the seminal point (thig-le 
stong-pa'i sgron-ma), and the lamp of naturally present discriminative 
awareness (shes-rab rang-byung-gi sgron-ma). 

The first of these lamps, [the watery lamp of the far-sighted eyes], 
senses the appearances which arise because it externally perceives the 
tone of awareness. The second, [the lamp of the expanse of awareness], 
is the ground from which the inner expanse arises as a tone of external 
radiance. The third, [the lamp of emptiness which is the seminal point], 
is the support which activates the arising forms. And the fourth, [the 
lamp of naturally present discriminative awareness], is the unerring 
abiding nature of higher insight, or the face of awareness, when it arises 
as a pure essence and not as a [gross] object. 

Concerning these divisions, the Tantra of the Great Natural Arising 
of Awareness says: 

In the ma1).gala which is empty as the sky 
Four kinds of uncontrived lamp 
Radiate owing to the unimpeded reality. 
Concerning the lamp of the expanse of awareness: 
In the centre of space which is empty as the sky, 
The body of light, the natural expression of the 

expanse, 
Radiates in unimpeded, unceasing forms. 
The body of buddha-mind, endowed with five 

pristine cognitions, 
Arises as an indestructible chain [of light]. 
Its coming and going 
And its movement, too, are indeterminate. 
Penetration of this lamp of the expanse of 

awareness, 
If awareness is not disturbed, 
Is well explained to be unchanging realisation. 

If the lamp of naturally present discriminative 
awareness 

Has cut off all exaggerations, 
If the lamp of emptiness which is the seminal point, 
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Has effortlessly arisen, 
And if, by means of the watery lamp of the 

far-sighted eyes, 
It is regarded without wavering; 
That is said to be the limit of conclusive meditation. 

In this way, the awareness of higher insight regards the indestructible 
chains [ of light], and becomes skilled in the four visionary appearances 
(snang-ba bzhi) through the succession of their experiences. The en
trance to the buddha-fields is opened through the visionary appearance 
of the direct perception of reality (chos-nyid mngon-sum-gi snang-ba). 
Subsequently, the emanational body is seen through the visionary ap
pearance of ever increasing contemplative experience (nyams gong- 'phel
ba'i snang-ba) in which the seminal point is almost matured in the body. 
The body of perfect rapture is seen through the visionary appearance 
of reaching the limit of awareness (rig-pa tshad-phebs-kyi snang-ba) in 
which [the seminal point] is matured in the body. Then, all appearances 
are purified in the ma1).gala of a single, great seminal point. All the 
things that are designated by the intellect cease and the body of reality 
is seen through the visionary appearance in which [those things] cease 
to be even apprehended in reality (chos-nyid-du 'dzin-pa tsam-yang zad
pa'i snang-ba). Accordingly, it is said in the Penetration of Sound: 

Through the vision that is direct perception of reality 
The extremes which persist in mental scrutiny are 

transcended. 
Through ever increasing contemplative experience 
Bewildering appearances vanish, 
And the pristine cognition of the intermediate state 

is actualised. 
Through the visionary appearance of reaching the 

limit of awareness 
Appearances on the path which realises the three 

bodies are transcended. 
Through the visionary appearance of their cessation 

in reality 
The continuity of smpsara with its three realms 

is broken. 

An almost similar aspect of this maturation of the seminal point in 
the body is also referred to in the Kdlacakra Tantra: 

The mind which apprehends space in all directions, 
And the unclosing eye which properly enters the path 

of indestructible reality, 
Out of emptine~s come to perceive 
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Apparitions of smoke, mirage, radiance, immaculate 
sky and butter lamps, . 

Blazing flames, the moon, the sun, vajras, 
Supreme features and seminal points. 
And in their midst is the form of the buddhas, 
The manifold bodies of perfect rapture, 
Without objective appearance. 

Therefore, in this unsurpassedly secret [vehicle] it is most essential for 
one who is learned in directly making into the path the naturally present 
awareness, which transcends the sarp.sara-based mind from the begin
ning, to reach the result swiftly and directly. If it .were not S?, t?e 
samsara-based mind and mental events during the penod of expenential 
cuitivation would not be transcended. Their result would be sarp.sara 
itself. However, since cause and result are infallibly identical, there is 
no occasion for lapsing into deviation. 

In particular, the instantaneous awareness itself, which regards this 
manifest inner radiance, reverses the mind and mental events of the 
three world realms along with the ground-of-all. It is the reversal of 
the realm of desire because it regards [inner radiance] with direct per
ception and is without the ebb and flow of internal imagi~ation. I~ is 
the reversal of the realm of form because there is no antIdote whIch 
allocates radiance to the radiant disposition. It is the reversal of the 
formless realm because there is no intellect which clings in the disposi
tion of reality to one-pointed non-conceptualisation. It is the reversal 
of the ground-of-all because there is an awareness of the pure essences. 
It is the reversal of the consciousness of the ground-of-all because the 
naturally present, pristine cognition is determined. It is the reversal of 
the consciousnesses of the five senses because it does not appe.ar to 
pursue ordinary [sensations] other than the objects of appari~ional mner 
radiance; and, at that time, it is the reversal of the conSCIOusness of 
the intellect and the consciousness of conflicting emotions because there 
is no idea which scrutinises and there is an absence of all thoughts of 
desire and hatred. In brief, the pristine cognition of the buddhas, 
liberated from the mind and mental events of the three world real~s, 
is conclusive in that which is nothing other than quiescence . [1.~. 
nirvaJ)a]. Therefore, it is said in the Enumeration of Doctrines whzch zs 

the Great Pagoda of Precious Jewels: 

Santamati, this mystery of the Tathagata's mind is wi~hout 
mind intellect and consciousness; nor is the essen~Ial of 
conte~plation abandoned either. This is the inconceIvable 
mystery of the Tathagata's mind. 

t a which 
Those spiritual and philosophical systems of the secret ~an r d· nt 

hold the co-emergent pristine cognition to refer to the blIssful, ra la 
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and non-conceptual pristine cognitions, which are effected in the lower 
tantras by the entry of the vital energy from the right and left channels 
(ro-rkyang) into the central channel (dbu-ma),320 do not reverse the 
consciousnesses of the eight aggregates. This is because [in those sys
tems] the bliss of sensation is subsequently created by the intellect and 
by the intellect that is conscious of conflicting emotions. The range of 
non-conceptualising mind does not proceed elsewhere beyond the 
ground-of-all. In addition, they hold that the vital energy and the [white 
and red] seeds321 enter from the right and left pathways into the central 
channel and liberate each respective knot in the central channel; and 
that by this power the renunciations and realisations of the ten levels 
arise. This is an essential point of deviation, because [according to those 
systems] the vital energy and the mind remain in the centres (rtsa-'dab) 
which correspond to the six classes of living beings, giving rise to 
impure, bewildering appearance. 322 

In this [All-Surpassing Realisation], on the other hand, the vital 
energies are absorbed in a natural quiescence, and apart from that, do 
not enter into the central channel and so forth. When the vital energy 
of the respective centres has become naturally pure, the vital energy 
of pristine cognition (ye-shes-kyi rlung) naturally radiates right where it 
is within a channel of light. Thus, there is no occasion for impure, 
bewildering appearances to arise from the natural expression of the 
buddha-bodies, fields and light, which are appearances of pure pristine 
cognition. The channels of light within the central channel mUltiply 
and become enlightened attributes in which the knotted forms of the 
channels (rtsa-mdud) gradually vanish into light; and therefrom the 
emergent realisations of the levels arise manifest in and of themselves. 323 

Now, by the vanishing of the first pair of knotted channels into light, 
a hundred buddha-fields arise within the light which externally appears. 
Therein, rays of light are diffused, motion occurs through their re
absorption in a self-manifest manner, and the hundred buddha-fields 
vibrate through the shaking of the body. Internally also, a hundred 
non-conceptual contemplations of reality are entered and risen from, 
and other such experiences occur. 324 Therefore, it should be known 
that the higher paths exemplified by these occurrences are superior to 
the lower vehicles. 

At the time when these four visionary experiences are concluded, 
the body is dissolved into atoms by Cutting Through Resistance and 
Y~t the buddha-body of indestructible reality is not thereby achieved. 
SInce it is not achieved, there is on that basis no means of attaining 
the great benefit for the sake of others which continues until samsara 
has been emptied. . 

Therefore, [in All-Surpassing Realisation] the buddha body of form 
remains apparitional in the manner of the moon's reflection in water, 
While the awareI1ess abides in a formless state. As such, immeasurable 
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acts are performed on behalf of sentient beings. This is known as the 
buddha-body of great. transformation ('?ho-ba chen-po'i sku, maha-

I sahkrantikaya) , exemphfied by [the attamment] of the great master I 
Padmasambhava and Vimalamitra. If there is, for the while, no onel 
requiring to be trained on this basis, the body of form itself, which is 
a coalescence of outer radiance, manifest in and of itself, is absorbed 
into the inner expanse, the disposition of the body of reality free from 
conceptual elaboration, and then the subtle pristine cognition of indi
vidual intuitive awareness is centred in the inwardly radiant youthful 
vase body (gzhon-nu bum-pa'i sku). In the disposi~on of this [youthful 
vase body] and without wavering from the highest meditative absorp
tion, reality is present as the basis for the emanation of pristine cognition, 
the great unimpeded spirituality which displays instruction for those 
requiring training. It is the culmination of the buddha-body of reality, 
in which the expanse and pristine cognition are without duality. 

Therefore, it is asserted that enlightenment is the point of liberation 
in which primordial purity and spontaneous presence are without 
duality, the great primordial purity or abiding nature of the original 
ground. And it is equally asserted that [the view of] the Madhyamika 
who propound non-substantiality, though indeed a freedom from all 
extremes of conceptual elaboration, is but one extreme of emptiness 
because they deny even the buddha-bodies and pristine cognitions 
which manifest in and of themselves on the grounds that all activities 
()ug-pa) at this moment abide in the firm cessation of quiescence. 

Though distinctive opinions are variously found concerning the non
conceptuality, in terms of subject and object, of the all-knowing pristine 
cognition, the intention of the Primordial Lord [Samantabhadra] is 
particularly established as such through the proper path of the Great 
Perfection. Within the expanse of emptiness free from all conceptual 
elaborations that derives from its primordial purity, the essence abides 
through its spontaneous presence in the manner of the light which is 
radiant within a crystal but not externally manifest. This [spontaneous 
presence] comprises: three subtle pristine cognitions, forming the 
ground in which the buddha-fields and the bodies of perfect rapture 
arise manifest in and of themselves; five pristine cognitions which are 
given character through the expressive power of these [fields and 
bodies]; and the aspect of the ground in which the pristine cognition 
that knows cognitive objects arises. Since it is endowed with this pristine 
cognition itself, the essence is the source of all buddha-bodies and 
pristine cognitions. From it there emerges the power by which, without 
wavering from the body of reality, the two bodies of form appear, alon~ 
with their enlightened activities, to those who require training. If It 
were not so, the benefit of those requiring training and the immeasurable 
enlightened attributes of omniscience would not emerge through t~e 
possession of pristine cognition. This has been stated ad infinitum 1U 
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such texts as the Verse Summation of the Transcendental Perfection of 
Discriminative Awareness (Ch. 5, v. 8cd): 

If there were no pristine cognition, 
The enlightened attributes would not increase, 
Nor would there be enlightenment 
Or the oceanic attributes of the buddhas. 

And in the Illuminating of the Lamp (sgron-ma snang-byed):325 

So if there were no range of pristine cognition 
There would be no distinction [between this] 
And the outer space which is empty. 
Therefore, from the ground, pristine cognition is pervasive. 
If there were no pristine cognition 
There would be no distinction [between this] and nihilism. 

This spontaneous presence of enlightened attributes is referred to in 
eloquent explanations, such as the following from the Great Commentary 
on the Buddhasamayoga (Buddhasamayoga(fka, T 1659): 

This body of supreme bliss, characterised as skilful means 
and discriminative awareness without duality, embodies the 
essence of yoga. The hosts of Mara and the like which sym
bolise dualistic ideas are destroyed by this disposition, and, 
inasmuch as it possesses all the arrays of excellent enlightened 
attributes, there are apart from it no other details of en
lightened attributes. It is present through their natural spon
taneous presence and disclosed through realisation. 

The disposition of this body of reality gives rise to consecration or 
blessing which arises as the self-manifesting buddha-body of perfect 
rapture. Therefrom enlightened activities continuously emerge, such 
as those of the Five Enlightened Families of the Tathagatas in the pure 
buddha-fields, and such as those of the supreme emanational body in 
the impure fields. 

S~bs~quent to [these four visionary appearances of All-Surpassing 
RealIsatIOn] there are also the Esoteric Instructions of the Four Consoli
dations (mtha'-rten bzhi) which meaningfully draw [the practice] to its 
conclusion: The ground is determined in three unmoving states (mi-'gul
ba gsum), the limit [of awareness] is grasped by the three presences 
(sdod-pa gsum-gyis tshad bzung-ba), the nail is riveted by the three attain
lllents (thob-pa gsum-gyis gzer gdab-pa) and the limit of liberation is 
revealed by the four assurances (gding-bzhis grol-tshad bstan-pa). 

In brief h b·d" " " " , tea I mg nature of the Great PerfectIOn IS absolute in its 
VIew p d I" 
res ' ure an equa WIth r~spect to c~use and result, indivisible with 

pect to truth, naturally dIssolved WIth respect to the subject-object 
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dichotomy, and core-penetrating with respect to creation and cessation. 
It has not fallen into the extremes of either elaboration or non-elabora
tion, and it is uncontrived by the intellect. It neither radiates externally, 
nor is it apprehended internally, and nor does it lie in between .. For 
it the chaff-like words and conventions of the entire range of expreSSIOn, 
a~d the entire range of thought and scrutiny have become only discursive 
designations. Thus, one determines that it does not abide in the ~xtreme 
of self-affirmation. It is said in the Mirror of the Heart of VaJrasattva 
(rdo-rje sems-dpa' snying-gi me-long, NGB Vol. 10): 

It should be known that all the doctrines of awareness are 
free from the intellect involved in egocentric ideas. 

Now at all times, ancient and recent, there have been those who, 
boasting of attaining the profound reality through their intellectual 
creations have been terrified by the profound discourses concerning , . 
reality which is free from the intellect. Also, on the basis of the ostensl~le 
rejection of the lower sequences of the path by [passages such as] thIS, 
there have been those in both ancient and recent time who have been 
enthusiastic to undertake perpetual labours due to envy, and in connec
tion with their counterfeit, sophistical intelligence, which is extremely 
hostile to the [doctrine's] range of profundity and the vast abiding 
nature. However, as the sublime MafijusrI has said: 

Concerning activities, the yogin 
Apprehends them on the great paths, 
Just as a deer pursues a mirage. 
Though they always appear, they are not grasped. 
But more than that, all of these [vehicles] 
Are endowed with inauthentic intelligence. 
The intelligence of the lowest yogas 
Is surpassed by the highest. 
The intelligence of the lower 
Is rejected by the discriminative awareness of the higher. 

One should therefore know this and be skilled in pacifying motivations 
connected with disputation in the inconceivable disposition of reality. 

In addition, it is according to the esoteric instructions, which turn 
the instructions of the Great Perfection to practical application, that all 
things of samsara and nirvana are established as the display of the four 

" b' h intermediate states (bar-do). During the intermediate state of the lr~-
place (skye-gnas-kyi bar-do) exaggerated notions connected wIth 
study and reflection on the oral instructions are cut off in the man?er 
of a sandpiper [decisively] entering its nest. During the intermedIate 
state of the moment of death ('chi-kha'i bar'-do) the oral instruction~ are 
clarified in the manner of a dancing girl [ delightedly] looking 1ll a 
mirror. During the intermediate state of reality (chos-nyid bar-do) there 
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is [secure] conviction that [the deities] manifest in and of themselves 
in the manner of a child [securely] nestling into its mother's lap. And 
during the intermediate state of rebirth (srid-pa bar-do) the residual 
effect of one's [wholesome] deeds is prolonged in the manner of a 
conducting pipe being thrust into a canal which is blocked. Relying 
on these oral instructions, fortunate beings are conveyed to the point 
of original liberation. By the mere affirmation of a view which approx
imates things as they really are, one never sees, or has the occasion to 
obtain, the essential nucleus which is the pristine cognition realised in 
the abiding nature. So it is said: 

Concerning the co-emergent pristine cognition of 
ultimate reality: 

Apart from the impression made by accumulating 
provisions and purifying obscurations 

And the exclusive blessing of the guru endowed 
with realisation, 

Reliance on other methods should be known as 
delusion. 

And in the Hevajra Tantra (Pt.l, Ch.8, v.36): 

It should be known that 
The co-emergent is unexpressed by another, 
And it cannot be found anywhere, 
Save by relying on the guru's timely means 
And the provisions of one's own merit. 

And as the glorious Saraha has said: 

One who takes to heart whatever the guru has said 
Resembles one who sees a treasure 
Lying in the palm of the hand. 

!f the auspicious coincidences of the guru, the student, the world and 
Its contents accumulate, the great empowerment which pours out all 
~he ~~nq~eror's. means (rgyal-thabs spyi-blugs-kyi dbang-chen), pristine 
ognItIOn Itself, IS conferred by the power of [the guru's] blessing being 

transferred, and it manifestly and directly descends. Then the meaning 
of that descent [of pristine cognition] is experienced in continuous 
Yoga which is the flow of the effortless state's presence. Relying 
on the recognition of the details of the signs and experiences occurring 
on the path, the removal of the obstacles of clinging to pleasant 
and coar . d 

. se expenences, an the advantages granted by the enlightened 
;ttnbutes that are realised through experiential cultivation the J.Ound··, . , 
h' . atl?n IS acqUIred, through whIch the result is actualised in 

[t IS lIfetIme and in this very body, without aspiring towards it in the 
Uture. 



11 A Recapitulation of the Resultant 
Vehicles 

[211 b.4] Having ascertained the exegesis of the overall meaning [of the 
secret mantra] according to their classifications, there now follows the 
second part [see p.257 above] in which the meaning subsumed in the 
particular sections [of the secret mantra] is recapitulated in order to 
facilitate understanding. This falls into two categories, namely, the 
vehicle of the outer tantras of austere awareness (phyi thub-pa rgyud-kyi 
theg-pa) and the vehicle of the inner tantras of skilful means (nang-pa 

thabs-kyi rgyud-kyi theg-pa). 

DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE OUTER AND INNER TANTRAS 

[211b.5-213a.5] Though many dissimilar claims have been made by 
those of the past concerning the distinctions between these two vehicles, 
in this [Nyingma tradition] there are said to be five [distinctions] derived 
from the master Dropukpa who subsumed the intention of the four 
"pillars", who were the spiritual sons [of Zurcungpa]:326 

Concerning the first distinction which refers to their 
views: The inner vehicle is that of the mantras in which 
mind-as-such is realised to be the supreme identity, 
and the outer vehicle is that in which there is 
no such realisation. It is said in Indrabhuti's Array of 
the Path of the Magical Net (Mayapathavyavasthapana, 

P 4737): 

Since those who uphold 
The three enlightened families 
And the five enlightened families 
Do not realise the supreme identity, 
I have propounded them as equivalent 
To the common [vehicles]. 327 
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Concerning the second distinction which refers to their 
mod~s of a.cquiring accomplishment: The outer [vehicle] is 
that m whIch accomplishment is requested by aspiring to
war~s and attending upon a deity of pristine cognition, and 
the mner [vehicle] is that in which accomplishment is seen 
to be intrinsically present because, through realisation of the 
supreme identity, mind-as-such manifests in and of it
self as a ma1).Qala of buddha-body and pristine cognition. It 
says in the Questions and Answers ofVajrasattva (rdo-rje sems
dpa'i zhus-lan, P 5082): 

In reply to the question, "What is the distinction 
between the yogins of the outer and inner mantras 
in their acquisition of accomplishment?" he said: 

As, for example, a king commands a minister, 
The outer way is the granting of accomplishment 

from above. 
And, as a king who holds sway having been 

offered the kingdom by the people, 
The unsurpassed way is that of the naturally 

present Great Perfection. 

And as it is said in the Secret Nucleus (Ch.2, v.6): 

This wondrous, miraculous, and marvellous reality ... 

Then, concerning the third distinction which refers to 
their empowerments: The outer [vehicle] is that in which 
the three higher, supreme empowerments cannot be ob
tained, and the inner vehicle is that in which these three are 
emphatically grasped. 

As to the fourth distinction which refers to their conduct: 
The inner [vehicle] can accept conduct in which the twenty 
elements of sarpsara are retained by skilful means, and the 
outer one cannot. And as to the fifth distinction which refers 
to their results: The outer [vehicle] can unite one with the 
result within seven, five or three human lifetimes and so 
forth, and the inner one can unite one with it in this very 
lifetime. 

Lharje Kharakpa328 and Lama Rok Sherap-o have said that, with 
res~ect to the tantra texts, there is a distinction between the way in 
:vhICh the ten categories of tantra are interpreted in the outer and the 
Inner [vehicles], and that, in particular, there are distinctions as to: 
Whether, with reference to empowerment, the three profound empower
lhents can or cannot be revealed; whether, with reference to the view, 



() 
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the naturally present, pristine cognition can or cannot be propounded; 
whether, with reference to meditation, one can or cannot meditate on 
the [male and female deities] kissing one another; whether, with refer
ence to conduct, the five sacramental substances can or cannot be 
enjoyed; whether or not an entrance can be made, having regarded the 
deity and oneself as identical; and whether, with reference to ac
complishment, the acquistion takes a long or a short time, and is hoped 

ro 

for externally or internally. 
Lharje Celpa [Ktinga Dorje] ,329 too, has said that since these distinc-

tions refer merely to specific aspects [of the vehicles], they are correctly 
classified, on this occasion, into three categories, namely, the distinc
tions concerning the ground which is to be known, the distinctions 
concerning the path which is the act of knowing, and the distinctions 
concerning the result which is to be obtained. 

Lord DrOlmawa [Samdrup Dorje]330 and Yungtonpa [Dorjepel]331 

have both said that: 

The inner mantras are those which hold the view, conduct 
and contemplation to be indivisible, and the outer mantras 
are those which do not. Is there then, one might ask, no 
distinction between the causal vehicle and the outer mantras? 
Not so; there is a distinction between whether relative ap
pearances can or cannot be made into the path. 

OUTER TANTRAS OF AUSTERE AWARENESS 

If, among these [vehicles], the vehicle of the outer tantras of austere 
[awareness] is first classified, then the Tantra of the Great Natural Arising 

of Awareness says: 

The outer tantras are of three kinds: 
Kriya, Ubhaya and Yoga. 

It is therefore divided into the vehicles of the Kriyatantra, the 
Ubhayatantra and the Yogatantra. 

Kriyiitantra 

[213a.5-215b.5] The first, or Kriy~t~ntra, is refer~ed t~ under the thre~ 
headings of essence, verbal defimtlOn and classIfication. The first 0 

these, [the essence], is that, ultimately, the purity that is free from the 
four extremes is realised, and, relatively, one resorts to the skilful means 
which aspire and strive towards accomplishments externally [conferred 
by the deity]. It is said in the Sequence of the Path: 
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Since they are not known to be the same without duality, 
The level of action requires alternate meditation 
On an ultimate truth which is simply the pure reality 
And a deity of relative appearance endowed with 
The enlightened attributes of pristine cognition. 332 

Secondly, the verbal definition is that [the Sanskrit] kriya conveys 
the meaning of activity [or action] because it emphasises external activ
ity. Such is also said in the Commentary on the Final Meditation (Dhyan
ottarapatalatfka, T 2670): 

This tantra is called Kriyatantra because it emphasises 
The activities of body and speech. 

Thirdly, the Kriyatantra is classified according to six topics. Of these 
the first, the entrance, is twofold: There is the initial entrance [or 
empowerment] which effects maturation and the actual entrance itself. 
According to the former, the student is made into q worthy recipient 
[for the teaching] by the conferral of the water and crown empowerments 
along with their aspects (chu-dang cod-pan-gyi dbang 'khor-bcas bskur
ba).333 It says in the Seminal Point of Pristine Cognition (Jiianatilaka
tantra, T 422): 

The water empowerment and the crown 
Are well known in Kriyatantra. 

And as for the latter: The [actual] entrance is effected by means of 
ablutions, cleanliness, and the three purities (dag-pa gsum). The Tantra 
of the Great Natural Arising of Awareness says: 

As to the entrance, it is entered 
By the three purities, ablutions and cleanliness. 

And on the subject of the three purities, it also says: 

What, one might ask, are the three purities? 
They are the purity of the deity and the mal).9ala, 
The purity of substances and rapture, 
And the purity of mantra and contemplation. 

Secondly, the view of Kriyatantra refers to the two truths, as it is 
said in the Sequence of the View (Ita-rim, T 4356): 

According to Kriyatantra, living creatures are 
without bewilderment 

When reality is regarded as the ultimate truth, 
And when, relatively, mal).9alas of three enlightened 

families of deities appear, 
Endowed with enlightened attributes of intrinsic 

awareness. 
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Concerning the ultimate truth, it is held that mind-as-such , the pure 
pristine cognition [which coalesces] emptiness and radiance, is free 
from the four extremes of being, non-being, appearance and emptiness; 
as it is said in the Determination and Distinction (la-zla-ba-dang shan-

'byed-pa lta-ba'i sgron-me, P 4727): 

Since the mind itself is awareness, 
Without the four extremes, 
It is none other than pristine cognition. 

Now the relative truth [is held] to comprise both correct and incorrect 
modes, of which the incorrect one refers to all relative appearances 
which are considered to be both correct and incorrect [by those who 
adhere to the philosophical systems] from the Madhyamika downwards, 
and the correct relative truth is held to refer to the enlightened attributes 
which are the realisation of reality and which appear as the maJ).qala 
of deities belonging to the three enlightened families. As the previous 

text continues: 
Through the pristine cognition of the appearances 

Which creatively arise, 
The sublime, gentle and rough phenomena which appear 

Are said to be pure when seen 
In the maJ).qala of the three enlightened families.

334 

Thirdly, on the subject of moral discipline, the Miraculous Key of 

Further Discernment speaks of eleven commitments: 

The Three Precious Jewels and the enlightened mind, 
The mantras and seals - do not abandon them; 
The vajra and bell should not be abandoned, 
And similarly the deity and the guru. 
These are the subsidiary commitments. 
As for the five basic commitments: 
One should not sleep on a [high] bed, 
One should neither eat meat nor drink ale, 
And one should not eat garlic or radishes. 

Then, there is also the Secret Tantra of General Rites (Sii:r/llinyavidhfnii1fl 
guhyatantra, T 806) which explains that there are three general commit-
ments and thirteen particular commitments; and so forth. 

Fourth, meditation is both symbolic and non-symbolic. Concerning 

the former, the H eruka Galpo says: 

The meditations are on [the deities] of reality, 
Sound, syllables,335 form, buddha-mind, 
And the attainment of the perfect body of pristine 

cognition. 
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The BeIng of Commitment (samayasattva)336 
by means of the six real [sequential m d must therefore be created 
Kriyarantra, namely, the deit of em 0 .es of] the deIty a~cord~ng to the 
deity of syllables (yi-ge'i lha) Yth d ~tInefss (stong-pa-nyzd-kyz lha), the 

, e eity 0 sound ( " lh ) . 
of form (gzugs-kyi lha), the deity of seals (ph ,slf,a z a, the deIty 
of symbols (mtshan-ma'i lha) Th' , . ,yag-rgya zlha) and the deity 
words from the extensive T Tar;r ,IdS _IS sI~arly stated in the following 

v j 'J avz ara1Ja 1 antra: 

The six are [the d'f ] f . Of d Ii el Ies 0 emptIness and syllables 
soun , orm, seals and symbols. ' 

Thereafter, the Being of Pristine Co ., '- -
offerings, praises, recitations and g~ItI~n 0nanasattva) is invited; 
complishme~t is acquired ha' so ort are perf?rmed; and ac
the deity and oneself] as ~h tVI~g regarded [the relatIonship between 
Tantra of the Great Natural Aa 

?, a ~aAster and servant. It says in the 
rzszng OJ wareness: 

The deity and the yogin respectively 
Are regarded as a master and subject. 

And in the Tantra which A ' h (rigs thams-cad-pa'i dngos_grucbqulzres t"e Accomplishment of All Families 
en-pa z rgyud): 

By regarding [the deity] in the manner of a lord 
a master or a king, ' 

And perceiving oneself as a servant 
The ~ucleus of accomplishment, ' 
That IS attained through the mantras 
Is accepted as the unsurpassed boon.' 

Concerning the second [or non- b r ., 
nate meditation on the t hsym 

0 IC medItatIOn]: There is alter-
pure disposition [of realit~Ofr~:}r~n!'e~a~e absorption occurs in the 
nng to those [aforementione t e our e~tremes, WIthout refer-
symbolic deities, Seed-Synabl~~ :~~~~ea~~es ~hlch are meditated onas 
and Dzstinction: 1 e. t says In the Determznatzon 

Appeara.nces and emptiness are successively 
establIshed. 

Fifth, conduct [according to th K ' - ., 
namely, the activities connect d e. hnhat~ntra] compnses SIX activities, 
and with food, attire clea r e WIt. t ~ tI~e for entering [the vehicle], 
tion of mantras. It i; furt~ Ines~d' ~IsuahsatIOn supports and the recita-

er S31 In the Heruka Galpo: 

Concerning pIa t [ d And Ii d ,ne s or ays], stars and seasons, 
00 ,attIre and cleanliness 

The austerity, of discipline is pe;formed. 
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And in the Garland of Views: A Collection of Esoteric Instructions: 

Conduct concerns the images of [the deity's] body, 
The implements symbolic of his mind, 
Recitations and so forth. 

Sixth, concerning the result, it is held that within seven human 
lifetimes the level of a Holder of Indestructible Reality of the Three 
Enlightened Families, endowed with the essence of the three buddha
bodies and five pristine cognitions, will be obtained. The Heruka Galpo 
says: 

Within seven lifetimes on the buddha level337 

The Lords of the Three Families instruct living beings. 

Ubhayatantra 

[215b.5-216b.3] The second, the vehicle of Ubhayatantra, is referred 
to under the headings of essence, verbal definition and classification. 
First, [the essence] is that one resorts to the skilful means which attain 
accomplishment by practising the view and meditation in the manner 
of Yogatantra, and conduct in the manner of Kriyatantra. It is said in 
the Garland of Views: A Collection of Esoteric Instructions: 

Accomplishment is attained by relying on both. 

Secondly, [as to the verbal definition]: Ubhayatantra is so called 
because the [Sanskrit] word ubhaya ["both"] indicates that both the 
outer activities of body and speech and the inner yoga are equally 
performed. The Tantra of the Great Natural Arising of Awareness says: 

Ubhayatantra is as follows: 
The view is observed as in Yogatantra, 
And conduct is performed as in Kriyatantra. 
Therefore it is known as the Tantra of Both. 

Thirdly, the Ubhayatantra is classified under the six topics, of which 
the first, the entrance, has two parts. The former is empowerment, 
which here refers to the three empowerments of the vajra, bell and 
name (rdor-dril-ming-gsumi 38 in addition to those of water and crown. 
As the Seminal Point of Pristine Cognition says: 

The vajra, the bell and likewise the name 
[empowerments] 

Are well clarified in the Caryarantra. 

The actual entrance, along with the third topic, moral discipline, and 
the fifth, conduct, largely conform to Kriyatantra, whereas the second 
topic, or the view, and the fourth, meditation, largely conform to 
Yogatantra. It is said in the Turquoise Display: 
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Those who uphold the Tantra of Both 
Though conforming to Kriyatantra in ~heir conduct 
Do conform to Y ogatantra in their view. ' 
Therefore their enlightened families and view 
Are superior to those [of Kriyatantra]. 

And in the Sequence of the View: 

Those who uphold the Tantra of Both 
Conform upwards in their view -
And downwards in their conduct. 

The Ubhayat~ntra also app.ear~ to be somewhat superior [to Kriyatantra] 
bec~~se the VIew and medItatIon are directed towards four enlightened 
famIlIes of the conquerors. 

Sixth, concerning the result: It is held that within five lifetimes the 
l~vel of a Hol~~r o.f Inde~tructible Reality belonging to the Four En
h~htened FamIlIes IS obtamed. The fourth enlightened family to which 
~hIS refers. subsumes the. Enlightened Family of Activity (las-kyi rigs) 
In. th.e EnlIghtened FamIly of Precious Gems (rin-chen rigs). It is also 
s~Id m the Heruka Galpo: 

One abides on the level of Vajradhara339 
Endowed with four enlightened families. 

And in the All-Accomplishing King: 

It is a deviation which obscures 
Non-duality for five human lifetimes. 

Yogatantra 

[~16b.3-~19b.4] Thirdly, the vehicle of Yo gat antra is considered under 
~o e ~eadmgs of essence, verbal definition and classification. First, [ac
is rdmg t? the essenc~]: The blessing of the non-symbolic reality which 
. ~he ultl1~ate truth IS regarded as a deity belonging to the expanse of 
~~s~tt~uctIb~e reality, which relatively appears, and it is held that the 
re' t. IS attamed ~y p~rseverance in the acceptance of positive and the 
S )ectlOn of negatIve Ideas [in relation to that deity]. It is said in the 

equence of the Path: 

Since they are not seen to be 
Spontane~usly present and equivalent, 
The blessmg of pristine cognition 
Through which all things are pur~, 
Becomes an emanational [deity] 
Of the expanse of indestructible reality 
A d h . , 

n t e yogm .acts in terms of acceptance and rejection. 
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d 
fi ., ]" Derived from [the Sansknt] yoga, 

Secondly, [the verbal e I
b
mtIOn . 't emphasises or teaches the inner 

. so called ecause 1 . 
the Yogatantra IS V' . A C llection of Esoteric Instructwns says: 
yoga. The Garland of zews. 0 . 

Accomplishment is attained with emphasIs on yoga. 
. . d d under six topics. The first, 

Thirdly, the Y ogatantra IS C' consl ~rethe empowerment which refers, 
. twofold The lormer IS . ,. 

the entrance, IS :] fi powerments of awareness (ng-pa z 
in addition to the [prevIouS lVe

f 
et~e empowerment of the master of 

dbang lng~), to th.e co~~~r~:lsl~b_dPon_gyi dbang), the sixth empower-
indestructIble real~ty (r .1] if P" Cognition states: 
ment.340 The Semmal Pomt 0 nstme 

The empowerment of the irreversible vase 
Has been clarified in Yogatantra. h' 
This is a particular empowerment among t e SIX 
And it is called the empowerment of the master. . 

h' h is effected by means of symbohc 
The latter is the actual entra~ce 7 lC . n the All-Accomplishing King: 

and non-symbolic contemplatIOn. t says 1 

One who desires the Bounteous Array of Yo~atantra, 
Having entered by symbolic and non-symbohc 

methods ... 
. f Y atantra] concerns the twO truths. The 

Secondly, the VIew [0 o.g . ner radiance or emptiness, the 
ultimate truth refers to all thmhgs ~s m f conceptual elaboration. The 
nature of which is free from t e sIgns o. 
Tantra of the Summation of the Real says. 

Since all things are naturally radiant, . . 
They are essentially pure from the begmnmg. . . 

. . d b en an incorrect relatIve whIch 
The relative truth IS pol~nse ~t.wle and a correct relative truth, 

is similar to that of the prevIOUS [ve lC es] 'd' erned by living creatures 
h ld t efer to the appearances ISC . 

which is e not 0 r h' th t everywhere appears IS 
in their own minds because eve~yt mg . a, e which is the 

. h' the mandala of indestructIble realIty s expa~s '1 'd 'n the 
wIt In . . . . f lity Such IS a so sal 1 
blessing derived from the realIsatIon 0 rea . 

Heruka Galpo: 
One who wishes to abide in the vehicle of Yogatantra 
Should look upon Akani~!ha as the expanse of 

indestructible reality. 

And in the Sequence of the View: 

. . f reality's expanse, Within the pristine cogmtIOn 0 . 
Which is the purity of ultimate truth accordIng to 

Yogatantra, 
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The blessing of realisation appears as a deity. 
Accordingly, the perceptions of [mundane] 
Living creatures are bewilderment. 

And also in the Turquoise Display: 

Derived from the pure pristine cognition of the 
expanse, 

In which both intrinsic awareness 
And the signs of its actual vision are indivisible, 
The blessing arises as a deity of indestructible 

reality'S expanse, 
And the deity is regarded as a friend. 

Thirdly, moral discipline includes the general commitments belong
ing to the five enlightened families, which are said to be the highest. 
The enlightened mind is first generated, and subsequently training in 
the three aspects of moral discipline is earnestly applied. Then there 
are said to be fourteen particular commitments, namely, three connected 
with Vairocana, four each with Ak~obhya and Ratnasambhava, one 
with Amitabha, and two with Amoghasiddhi. The Miraculous Key of 
Further Discernment, however, claims that they number thirteen when 
two uncommon commitments are added to the eleven commitments of 
Kriyatantra. In its own words: 

The limits guarded by the Yogatantra, 
In addition to the limits guarded by the above 

[Kri ya tan tra] , 
Include [the commitments] not to drink water 
In a locality [inhabited by violators of commitments] 
And not to converse with such violators. 

Fourth, meditation is both symbolic and non-symbolic. The former 
is meditation with reference to the yoga of the male and female deities, 
which applies the four seals (phyag-rgya bzhi) by means of the five 
awakenings (mngon-byang lnga) and four miracles (cho-'phrul bzhi). The 
Garland of Views: A Collection of Esoteric Instructions says: 

Without emphasising outer paraphernalia, and by means of 
contemplation in which the male and female deities that are 
uncreated and unceasing in ultimate reality and the mind
stream in which they are represented are entirely pure, one 
becomes accomplished by emphasising the yoga of medita
tion on the sublime body of form endowed with the four seals. 

After the Being of Commitment (samayasattva) has been created and 
the Being of Pristine Cognition (jiiiinasattva) has been invited, [the 
deity] should then be regarded without the dichotomy of good or evil, 
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and in the manner of a relative or friend. Offerings, praises, recitations 
and so forth should be made. So it is also said in the Tantra of the Great 
Natural Arising of Awareness: 

The deity and oneself, the yogin, 
Are held to relate as relatives or friends. 

Now the five awakenings (mngon-byang lnga) are the awakenings 
which occur through emptiness (stong-pa-nyid), through the visualisa
tion of a- lunar throne (zla-gdan) , through seed-syllables of buddha
speech (gsung yig-'bru) , through hand implements symbolic of buddha
mind (thugs phyag-mtshan) and through the perfection of the [deity's] 
body (sku yongs-rdzogs). The four miracles (cho-'phrul bzhi) are the 
miracles of contemplation (ting-nge-'dzin), empowerment (dbang-bskur
ba), consecration or blessing (byin-gyis rlob-pa), and offerings (mchod
pa). Concerning these the Heruka Galpo says: 

Non-conceptualisation, moon, buddha-speech, 
vajra-emblem, 

And radiance of the [deity's] body during meditation 
On the emanation and absorption [of light]; 
Contemplation, blessing, empowerment and offerings: 
Such are the five awakenings and four miracles. 
Though these are the activities of meditation and offering, 
They are to be performed in order that merit might be 

possessed. 

The four seals (phyag-rgya bzhi) are so called because meditation 
ensues when the body, speech, mind and activity have been respectively 
sealed by: the great seal of buddha-body which secures the ground-of-all 
as the mirror-like pristine cognition (me-long kun-gzhi sku phyag-chen); 
the doctrinal seal of buddha-speech which secures the mental faculty as 
the pristine cognition of discernment (sor-rtog yid gsung chos-rgya); the 
commitment seal of buddha-mind which secures the mind of conflicting 
emotions as the pristine cognition of sameness (mnyam-nyid nyon-yid 
thugs dam-rgya); and the action seal of enlightened activity which secures 
the five senses as the pristine cognition of accomplishment (bya-ba 
sgo-lnga phrin-Ias las-rgya). Such are the four pristine cognitions which 
are to be actualised and with which they are connected. The [fifth] 
pristine cognition of the expanse of reality (chos-dbyings ye-shes), on the 
other hand, abides as the natural expression of them all. 

The second [or non-symbolic meditation] refers to meditative absorp
tion in the disposition where there is no dichotomy between the essential 
nature of ultimate reality which cannot be symbolised and the appear
ance of its blessing as a deity, which is the apparitional aspect of pristine 
cognition. It says in the Emergence of Indestructible Reality (Vajrodaya, 
T 2516): 
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ISPOSItIOn of the non-d 1 
Is taken as the most sacred ~a expanse of reality 

accomplishments. 0 unsurpassed 

Fifth, concerning conduct· W'th ' 
practices such as cleanliness' Id the aSSIstance of external mundane 
oth b' ,con uct effects the b fi f ers Y maIntaining above all th . ene It 0 oneself and 
Peak says: ' ,e yoga of the deity. The Indestrnctible 

Abiding in th . e contemplatIOn of th d ' 
Do not dismiss all sentient b ' e eIty, 
A1w b ' emgs. 
Al ays e mmdfu1 of the buddhas. 

ways hold offerings to the b ddh 
. u as as Supreme 

SIxth, as to the result: It is held th t ' , . 
b~ddhahood is attained on the level o/th wIthm three human lifetimes 
~Ith the essence of the three bodies and e Bo~nt.eous Array, endowed 
m the All-Accomplishing King: five pnstme cognitions. It says 

One who desires the Bounteou 
Is held to be liberated 'h' hS Array of Yo gat antra 

WIt m tree human lifetimes 
And in the Lock of'the U . 

'j neart: 

Having purified the five pr . , 
object dichotomy, openSItIes of the subject-

And, by the expressive pOwe f ' . 
cognitions rs 0 the five pnstme 

HaAving over~owered the level of the B 
rray, ounteous 

The result gathering the fiv . 
obtained. e enlIghtened families is 

I~te ~ure uncreated body of reality then 

b
s 

,m an uncreated manner on behalf of l' . 
emgs. 1 vmg 

Its perfect rapture embod ' 
Fulfils the benefit of l' , YI~g. the five kinds of seal 
And its ten thousand ~~:fg emgs a~ a bodhisattva, 
Teach everywh ,lIOn emanatIOns 

ere m the pres en f h . beings,' , ce 0 t e SIX classes of 

INNER TANT 
RAS OF SKILFUL MEANS 

[219bA-22Ia I] S 
Sk'UI 1 . econdly, there is the h' 1 
, ~ u ,means (nang-pa thabs-k i r v~ IC e of the inner tantras of 
It IS saId in the Tantra of ihe 6 gy):;,d-kYl theg,-p,a), concerning which 

reat atural Anszng of Awareness: 
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The inner [vehicle] is held to be threefold: 
Mahayoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga. 

It therefore comprises the Mahayoga tantras, the Anuyoga transmissions 
and the Atiyoga esoteric instructions. 

Concerning the distinctions between these three, the master Zur-
cungpa said in reply to a request made by Lencap Parwa:

341 

Mahayoga appears as the miracle of awareness. Anuyoga 
appears as the expressive power of intrinsic awareness. 
Atiyoga is awareness, manifest in and of itself. Therefore, 

J Ru Garap Dorje342 said: 

They refer respectively to a miracle, 
To expressive power and to the self-manifest. 

This means that [the three] are particularly distinguished according 
to their view: Mahayoga realises all things to be the miraculous events 
of mind-as-such, in which appearance and emptiness are indivisible; 
Anuyoga realises all things to be the expressive power of mind-as-such, 
in which the expanse and pristine cognition are indivisible; and Atiyoga 
realises all things to be manifest in and of themselves as mind-as-such, 
the naturally present pristine cognition which is without creation or 
cessation from the beginning. This was asserted to be the most precious 
point by both Datik [Cosak of Nakmore] and Len [Sakya Zangpo of 
Chuwar].343 

Kyo Kongbupa [Kyoton Sakye of Kongbu]344 also said that: 

They have a greater or lesser degree of emphasis: 
Mahayoga lays great emphasis on conduct, 
Anuyoga lays great emphasis on contemplation, 
And Atiyoga lays great emphasis on the view. 

Then, Lharje Rok Sherap-o has said that: 

Mahayoga is creative because the deity is gradually created 
by means of three contemplations. Anuyoga is perfecting 
because the deity is created in a perfect manner without 
relying on that [threefold creative phase]. And Atiyoga, the 
Great Perfection, is uncreatable because it is liberated from 
both the creation and perfection phases. 

Or else, Mahayoga is greatly motivated with respect to 
the ten categories of tantra, Anuyoga is so motivated to a 
lesser extent, and Atiyoga is liberated from motivation. 

And in the words of Menyak Jungdra [or Khyungdra]:345 

Though the three aspects of creation and perfection are pres
ent in them all, Mahayoga emphatically teaches the creation 
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stage, Anuyoga emphatically teaches the perfection stage, 
and the Great Perfection is effortless in both respects. 

Cel Lotsawa Ktinga Dorje also eloquently asserted this to be the distinc
tion between their verbal definitions. 

[Finally], the great, all-knowing Longcenpa [in his Great Chariot] 
has said: 

The Father tantras of Mahayoga are the natural expression 
of the skilful means of appearance, intended on behalf of 
those requiring training who are mostly hostile and possessed 
by many ideas; the Mother tantras of Anuyoga are the 
discriminative awareness of the perfection stage which is the 
reality of emptiness, intended for the benefit of those who 
are mostly desirous and delight in the tranquillity of the 
mind; and the Atiyoga is revealed as the natural expression 
of their non-duality, intended for the benefit of those who 
are mostly deluded and who are energetic. Therefore the 
Great Array says: 

For one who would transcend the mind 
There is the creative phase, 
For one who would possess the essence of mind 
There is the perfecting phase, 
And for those who are supreme and most secret 
There is the Great Perfection. 

And also in Mind at Rest (sems-nyid ngal-gso), he has said: 

Mahayoga emphasises vital energy and the skilful 
means of the creation stage. 

Anuyoga emphasises the seed and discriminative 
awareness of the perfection stage. 

Atiyoga emphasises the pristine cognition in which 
everything is without duality. 

Mahayoga 

[~21a.1-224a.2] Among them, first the vehicle of Mahayoga is con
s~dered under the three headings of essence, verbal definition and clas
SI~cation. As to [the essence]: Its nature is such that liberation is ob
tallle~ through a union of realisation and experience in the indivisible 
meanmg of the superior truth, by emphatic reliance on the creation 
stage of skilful means. 

~econ~ly, [as to the verbal definition]: The [Tibetan] rnal-'byorchen
fO .IS denved from the [Sanskrit] Mahayoga which means great union . 
. t IS so called because it unites the mind with the non-dual truth and 
IS thus superior to the ollter Yogatantra. 
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Thirdly, Mahayoga is classified according to the six topics, of which 
the first, the entrance, is twofold: The former refers to the empower_ 
ment. There are four empowerments which are to be conferred because 
three higher, supreme uncommon empowerments (thun-min mchog_ 
dbang gong-ma gsumi46 are added to the common vase empowerment 
(thun-mong-pa bum-dbang). It is said in the Subsequent Root Tantra of 
the Magical Net: 

There are the master, the secret, 
And the discriminating [empowerments], 
And, immediately afterwards, the fourth. 

Five empowerments are also enumerated when the vase empower
ment (bum-dbang) is divided into its aspects of beneficence and ability 
(phan-nus gnyis).347 The Sequence of the Activity of Indestructible Reality 
(Vajrakarmakrama, P 4761) says: 

Its aspects become fivefold 
Because [the vase empowerment] 
Confers beneficence and ability on one. 

The latter is the actual entrance which is effected by means of three 
contemplations, namely, the yoga of great emptiness which is dis
criminative awareness (shes-rab stong-pa chen-po'i rnal-'byor) , the illusory 
compassion which is skilful means (thabs snying-rje sgyu-ma), and the 
seals which are subtle and coarse (phyag-rgya phra-rags). Therefore, 
Mahayoga is the path which emphatically teaches the creation stage. 
In this respect, it is also said in the Tantra of the Great Natural Arising 
of Awareness: 

The entrance is the threefold contemplation. 

And in the Miraculous Key of Further Discernment: 

The entrance of Mahayoga 
Is effected by the threefold contemplation. 

Secondly, the view [of Mahayoga] refers to the ultimate truth as that 
in which awareness, appearing without conceptual elaboration, is held 
to be spontaneously present as the essential basis; and all the ideas 
which are the expressive power of this awareness itself are held to be 
the relative truth, manifest in and ofthemselves as a maI).<;lala ofbuddha~ 
body and pristine cognition. Neither of these truths refers in a biased 
manner to either appearance or emptiness because their essence is an 
indivisible sameness. If it is conventionally expressed by the term "in~ 
divisible", its indivisibility is free from the range of perception because 
it transcends the objects of thought and expressions which apprehend 
it. In this respect, the Array of the Path of the Magical Net says: 
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The superior, indivisible truth of sameness 
Th.ough revealed everywhere by synonyms' 
Is m truth beyond objects of speech and thought. 

And in the Sequence of the Path: 

And in order to loosen348 attachment to that d '. 
It ~s ~nthinkable and inexpressible esCnptIOn, 
WIthm the two conventional truths. 
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ma~::d~r;u:,s i:or~e~~a~~~c;~l~:: c!~~ late~ translations of the secret 
the fourteen basic violations of the c uct ~sed on the. knowledge of 

d d (b b" ommltments whIch are to be 
guar e srung- ya z dam-tshig rtsa-ltung bcu-bzhi) and to th d 
based on the knowledge of the nature of the . e con uct 
meats and the fiv . commItments of the five 
tshig sha-lnga bdu;_~~~~~~:~hICh are to be practised (spyad-bya'i dam-

In _ the terminology of the ancient translations th . 
Mahayoga are said to number twenty-eight 349 Th ~?m~Itments of 
Further Discernment says: . e lracu ous Key of 

Concerning the lim~ts guarded by Mahayoga, 
There are three baSIC commitments 
And twenty-five ancillary ones which are kept. 

an~o,,:, the three basic com~itments are those of buddha-body speech 

the ~~:~ ~~~-~~~~~-thugS-kYZ dam-tshig gsum) , As for the ancilla;y ones, 

There are those to be practised 
Those not to be renounced ' 
And those to be adopted. ' 
There are those to be known 
And those to be attained. 

F~u.rth, concerning meditation' Th .. 
phaSlsmg the class of . . ere are two tradItIOns, one em-
emphaSiSing the class r;;~ns for(attamment (sgrub-sde), and the other 
classes of means t . antra rgyud-sde). The former includes five 
namely, the Meanso~o;t~mI?~nt of the deities of pristine cognition, 
on the Four Centres ' tta~~l~g_ the Body of,the Sugatas by Relying 
bZhi-la brten-nas bde_gsOh

f Maknl~~n the Body (Jam-dpal-gyi sku 'khor-lo 
Lo egs s u 1 sgrub-pa)' th MeA " tus Speech by R 1 . , e eans lor ttammg the 
gyi rta-skad thengs- ~ YI~g on the Three Neighs of Hayagrlva (rta-mgrin-

~r Attaining the ~::s~~~~:~~~a:taf.ma-gSUn~-gi sgrub-pa); the Means 
enuine and Uniqu A . ea Ity of Mmd by Relying on the 

Present Pristine C e . ~compl~sh~ent., the Awareness and Naturally 
thugS ri ogmtIOn whIch IS Yangdak the Mind (y d . 

g-pa rang-byung-;gi ye-shes yang-dag grub-pa gcig-pu-la~~;;en~~-:: 
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thugs rdo-rje'i sgrub-pa); the Means for Attaining Nectar Attributes which 
Perfectly Reveal All Things of Sarpsara and Nirval)a as the Enlightened 
Attributes of Mahottara (che-mchog-gi 'khor-'das-kyi chos-thams-cad Yon~ 
tan-du rdzogs-par ston-pa bdud-rtsi yon-tan-gyi sgrub-pa); and the Means 
for Attaining the Enlightened Activity ofVajrakiia which Emphatically 
Teaches the Skilful Means for Training Malicious Beings by the Rites 
of Sorcery of Vajrakiia (phur-pa'i mngon-spyod-kyi las-kyis gdug-pa-can 
'dul-ba'i thabs gtso-bor ston-pa phur-ba phrin-las-kyi sgrub-pa). Also in~ 
cluded in this section are the three common classes of means for attain
ment, namely, the Means for Attaining the Liberating Sorcery of Mat~ 
aral:1 (ma-mo rbod-gtong), the Malign Mantra (drag-sngags dmod-pa) and 
the Mundane Praise ()ig-rten mchod-bstod). 

Concerning the latter [i.e. the class oftantras]: Mahayoga is generally 
classified according to three kinds of tantra, namely, Father, Mother, 
and Non-Dual. In the Father tantras such as the Guhyasamaja there 
is held to be experiential cultivation in a manner which is non-conceptual 
with respect to radiance and emptiness because they emphasise the area 
of skilful means according to the creation stage and also the vital energy 
according to the perfection stage connected with it. 

In the Mother tantras such as Cakrasarrzvara, Hevajra and Yangdak 
(NGB Vol. 25), the conceptual elaboration of the creation stage is 
diminished, and there is held to be experiential cultivation in a manner 
which is non-conceptual with respect to bliss and emptiness, and in 
which the perfection stage of discriminative awareness emphasises the 
seed or seminal point of enlightened mind. 

Then in the Neutral tantras such as the Magical Net (T 832-7, NGB 
Vols.14-16) the phases of creation and perfection are coalesced and 
there is held to be experiential cultivation in a manner which emphasises 
the blissful, radiant and non-conceptual pristine cognition that is de
veloped through the energy channels, currents and seminal points ac
cording to the perfection stage, and above all, the supreme pristine 
cognition of inner radiance. 

In this context, [meditation] is explained with reference to the Root 
Tantra of the Secret Nucleus. Accordingly, the Three Stages (rim-gsum, 
P 4742)350 says: 

There are said to be the two particular kinds of 
meditation: 

The sequence of symbolic meditation 
And the nature of just what is. 

Thus there is both symbolic and non-symbolic meditation. 
The former comprises both the creation and perfection stages. ,AS 

for the creation stage: It refers to the experiential cultivation in whIch 
the deity and ideas are meditated on as indivisible by emphasising the 
gradual creation of the mal)Qala through the three contemplations, It 
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is subdIvIded into the devotional meditation (mos-bs ' 
ive perfection (nges-rdzogs) The fio' , gom) and the defimt-
, " . rmer IS exemplIfied b th ' 

nal cUltIvatIOn which though firmn ' y e expenen-
, ' ess m contemplatio h b 

obtamed, completes the ritual branches ofth ,n as not een 
f ' e creatIon stage dur' h 

course 0 a smgle evening session of d' . ,mg t e 
form. 351 The latter refers to th fi me ItatIOn on,a [partIcular divine] 

, , e Ive yogas belongmg t [h h 
provls~on and connection which are endowed with 0 t, e pat s of] 
four kmds of awareness-holders who ' h corruP:IOn, and the 

Th fi ' are WIt out corruptIOn 
e per ectIOn stage refer t b h h ' , . 

which [the energy ch ISO ot t e esotenc mstructions through 
anne s, currents and se ' 1 ' ] 

and trained within the "upper door of ' mlbna pomts are grasped 
, one sown ody" ( t "'d 

gyl man-ngag), and the esoteric instructio . s eng-sgo J~- ul-
of the three realms through "the 10 d ns ,;Vhlch concern the dIsplay 

Partner's body] (' kh wer oor [or sexual centre of one's 
og-sgo ams-gsum rol-p " , 

in the Three Stages: a 1 man-ngag). Therefore It says 

There are oral instructions 

According to the upper and lower doors. 

~~~~~~:y;s ~~7~~ymbolic meditation refers to the contemplation of real-

Then, fifth, as to conduct· A h' b 1 ' 
practised wi h . . nyt, I~g e ongmg to sarpsara can be 
skilful mean~. ~~ts:~:a~~7:;~~nce lIt IS :;tained by the foundation of 

lracu ous l,-ey to the Storehouse: 

The Mah.ayoga of the creation phase 

~~~a~:s ~n the rites of "!iberation" and sexual practices352 
Th ~ Ive nectars whIch are sacramental substances 

, roug the conduct which observes great skilful mea~s. 
SIxth, as to the result· In th' l'fi ' , , 

[after death] the emb d' I~ I etI~e or m the mtermediate state 
spontaneousl' ,0 Imen~ m whIch the five buddha-bodies are 
v.1I8): y present IS actualIsed. It says in the Guhyasamaja (Ch.13, 

Th' o ,IS: th~ supreme nature of the Transcendent Lord 
A~Igmatmg, from the undivided three buddha-bodie~ 
Wi~r~ed WIt~ the, oce~n of pristine cognition, ' 

e obtamed m thIS very lifetime. 
And in th S ,. , 

e emmal Pomt of Pristine Cognition: 
Otherwise im d' 1 
Th ' ,me late y after abandoning [this body], 

e result WIll be accomplished without any effort. 

A.nuyoga 

[224a 2-2 
. 28a.3] The vehicle of h A 

Yoga) is Considered under h h t e n~yoga transmissions (lung anu
t e tree headmgs of essence, verbal definition 
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and classification. As to [the essence]: Its nature is such that liberation 
is obtained through a union of realisation and experience of the. truth 
in which the expanse [of reality] and pristine cognition. ar~ ":'Ith~ut 
duality, by emphatic reliance on the perfection stage of dlscnmmatlVe 
awareness. 

Secondly, [as to the verbal definition]: The [Sanskrit] Anuyoga is 
rendered [in Tibetan] as rjes-su mal-'byor or subse~uent ~og~ b~ca~se 
it emphatically reveals the path of desire in pursuIt of dlscnmmatlVe 
awareness (shes-rab ry'es-chags-kyi-lam). 

Thirdly, Anuyoga is classified according to the six topics, of wh~ch 
the first the entrance, is twofold. The former is empowerment, whIch 
refers t; the thirty-six empowerment ceremonies subsumed by th~ four 
categories of outer, inner, attaining and secret [~mpowern;~nts] m the 
mandalas of Anuyoga (phyi-nang-sgrub-gsang-bzhls bsdus-pa l dbang-chog 
sum·-~u-rtsa-drug). It says in the All-Gathering Awareness: 

The outer empowerment and the inner empowerment, 
The attaining empowerment and the secret 

empowerment 
Are respectively complete with ten aspects, 
With eleven, with thirteen and with two aspects. 

According to some, the eight hundred and thirty-one ancillary em
powerments,353 which are derived from the basic thirty-six j~st, me~
tioned, are the empowerments of the nine vehicles. Therefore, It IS saId 
in the Summation of the Meaning of Empowerment (dbang-don bsdus-pa): 

Derived from the six vehicles including Yogatantra, 
The outer empowerment is to be conferred as a 

continuous stream. 

And in the Analysis of the Meaning of Empowerment (dbang-don mam-par 
'byed-pa): 

The ten empowerments bring about 
Possession of the enlightened family, 
The eleven empowerments bring about 
The inner secret meaning, 
The thirteen empowerments are known 
As those of the "great guru", 
And the two empowerments perfect 
The empowerment of the nine vehicles. 

How is it, one might then object, that these become the par~icul]~ 
empowerments of Anuyoga [which is only one of the nine veh~cles f 
There is indeed no contradiction because, in accord with the claI~s 0 

learned gurus, they are called the empowerment of the nine vehIcles 
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(thetdgu'i dba~g) in so ,far as they correspond to nine sequences of the 
vehIcle. There IS no basIs, however, for the opinion expressed by ordin
ary e~ponents of the empowerment for the Sutra which Gathers All 
Intentwns [that they actually are the empowerments of the nine veh' I ] 
If th "b dl IC es . , ey w~re, It IS a sur y implied that one would have to admit the 
hIgher Atiyoga empowerment to be gathered within the Anuyoga em
powerment., By way of illustration, the uncommon doctrinal termino
logy of the mner [tantras] is not found in the outer tantras. The great 
awareness-holder Terdak Lingpa has therefore said: 

If one must refer to the fusion 
Of the basic rites of Anuyoga 

With the details of the particular doctrines of the eight 
[other] vehicles, 

How ~ould these [other vehicles] then define the illustrative 
basIs of Anuyoga [in particular]? 

T~e~e is therefore no contradiction inasmuch as he is of the former 
opmIOn [expressed by learned gurus]. 

~he ,latter [aspect of the entrance into Anuyoga] is the actual entrance 
WhIC? ,IS effected by means of the non-duality of the expanse and pristin~ 
cogmtIOn. It says m the All-Accomplishing King: 

Ha~ing entered into the expanse and pristine cognition 
WhIch, according to Anuyoga, are held to be 

indivisi ble ... 

What, one might ask, is the nature of the entrance? It is effected in 
the manner not of the creation but of the perfection stage. It says in 
the Lock of the Heart: 

T~e ~ncreate~, expanse itself is pristine cognition. 
Pnstme cogmtIOn, awareness, is the expanse itself. 
The supreme bliss of this non-dual display 
Is not entered gradually. 

In all the [divine] seals of apparitional existence 354 
The great seal of apparitional existence is immediately 

encountered 

In the manner of a fish leaping from the water. 

Secondly as t h ' A . 
itself is th' . 0 t e ~Iew: 11 thmgs are one's own mind, and that 
natu ' e pure celestIal space of the mother SamantabhadrI whose 

re IS uncreated and fre f· I" 
called th " e • o~. conceptua elaboratIOn. It is also 
SPect th e ~ImordIal mal)<;iala (ye Jl-bzhin-pa'i dkyil-'khor). In this re

, e eneral Satra which Gathers All Intentions also says: 

Since t~at which has emerged from the mind is 
emptmess, 

All that hfls emerged from it is empty. 
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This uncreated [reality], unceasing in all respec,ts, is th~ awareness 
" ndala of naturally present hght. It IS called the 

whIch radlat~s, as a rna: ' bhadra or the spontaneously present 
pristine cogllltIOn that IS sa~ant(a b h' lhun-grub-kyi dkyil-'khor). 
ma1f<;lala of natural expreSSIOn rang- z m 
The same text says: 

Unseen upon inspection, 
It itself appears everywhere. 

f these two mandalas, which radiate without differen-The essence 0 . . , 'h d 
'" me bliss of their offspnng wherem t e expanse an t1a~l~n, IS the .s~pre r without duality, the fundamental ma1f<;lala of 
pn~t1ne COglll~IOdn (ab e _ hub sems-kyi dkyil- 'khor). As the above-cited enhghtened mm 'Yang c 
text again says: 

That which is called the way of secret mantra is th~ real 
nature, in which appearance and non-appearance are w;rh~ut 
duality which is liberated from the essence 0 ,t at 
dichot~my, and does not objectively refer to the mIddle 
[ground]. 

Therefore, all things are regarded as primordial, bu.d?~ahood in the 
fundamental ma1f<;lala of enlightened mind, the l.ndlvlslble nature 0: 
the three kinds of ma1f<;lala. [The General Satra whzch Gathers All Inten 
tions] again says: 

Since everything is therein identical, 
The supreme bliss of primordial ?uddhahood. 
Is itself the nucleus without creatIOn or cessat~o~. 
The three ma1f<;lalas where there is neither actIVIty nor 

agent, I 
Are accomplished from the beginning, spontaneous y 

present. 

And in the Turquoise Display: 

From the celestial space of SamantabhadrI, or 
apparitional existence, . 

The uncreated ma1f<;lala, Samantabha?ra, anses. 
In its arising, there is nothing that anses. . 
The supreme bliss of father, mother and offspnng 
Is spontaneously perfect. 

f S aW ' d d xpressive power 0 am. It is further held that the Ulllmpe e e . The All-Gathertng 
tabhadra's display arises as the body of a deity. 
Awareness says: 

In the primordially evolved great perfection of 
Samantabhadra, 
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In this ma1f<;lala of the outer, inner and secret arrays, 
Apparitional existence is an expanse of pure male and 

female deities. 

And in the Miraculous Key to the Storehouse: 

According to Anuyoga, the perfection phase, 
The components, psychophysical bases and activity fields 
Are held to be uncreated, in a perfect manner, 
In the ma1f<;lala of male and female deities. 

Thirdly, concerning moral diScipline, the Summation of the Meaning 
of the Secret Satra says: 

It is commitment which apprehends the basis. 
It guards and attains 

The basic and ancillary aspects and so forth, 
In order to discipline the three media. 

In this way, there are basic and ancillary commitments and so forth 
which are to be guarded and attained by means of the three media 
[body, speech and mind]. 

When these commitments are classified, there are said, according to 
the sixty-sixth chapter of the General Satra which Gathers All Intentions 
to be nine enumerations, namely, four commitments definitive to the 
important sutras (gal-mdo nges-pa'i dam-tshig bzhi), twenty-eight com
mon commitments (thun-mongs-gi nyi-shu rtsa-brgyad) , four superior 
commitments (lhag-pa'i bzhi), twenty-three relating to discipline (brtul
zhugs-kyi nyer-gsum), twenty concerning attainment (sgrub-pa'i nyi-shu), 
four relating to continuity of the path of conduct (spyod-lam rgyun-gyi 
bzhz), five Maras which are to be renounced (bdud-Inga spang-ba), four 
enemies to be destroyed (dgra-bzhi gzhom-pa), and the commitment of 
the view (lta-ba'i dam-tshig). 

If, on the other hand, these are subsumed, they are gathered into 
the commitments which are acquired immediately with no limits to be 
guarded (bsrung-mtshams med-pa cig-car-ba'i dam-tshig) and the commit
ments which are acquired gradually and have limits to be guarded 
(bsrung-mtshams-can rim-gyis-pa'i dam-tshig). It says in the General Satra 
Which Gathers All Intentions: 

And: 

That in which there is no pledge to be guarded 
Is the firm commitment of reality. 

This commitment is most amazing, 
Since it is the most uncommon of all; 
But for all those of weak volition 
There are limits' to be 'guarded. 
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Fourth, on the subject of meditation, the Summation of the Meaning 

of the Secret Sutra says: 

Its essence is of skilful means 
And discriminative awareness. 

Meditation therefore comprises both the path of skilful means (thabs
lam) and the path of liberation (grol-Iam). The former refers to the yoga 
in which there is meditation connected with the four or six centres 
forming the "upper door" [of the body, steng-sgo], and to the skilful 
means which develops co-emergent, pristine cognition by relying on 
the meditative absorption associated with the two secret centres [of the 
male and female consorts] forming the "lower door" ('og-sgo mkha'-gsang 

gnyis). As the above text says: 

Through skilful means of esoteric instructions, 
Such as concerns the "source of all display" , 

One enters therein. 

As for the latter, [the path of liberation]: It comprises both the array 
of truth and the display of its signs (don bkod-pa-dang rtags-kyi rol-pa). 
The first refers to the non-conceptualising contemplation that is free 
from conceptual elaboration. It is an absorption derived from the dis
position of the nucleus of reality, just as it is, uncontrived by the 
meditating intellect. In this respect, the General Sutra which Gathers 

All Intentions says: 

Having established the intellect just as it is 
In the corresponding reality, 
There is an unwavering recollection 
Derived from that inexpressible disposition. 

The second, [the display of its signs], refers to contemplation of the 
deity that is endowed with conceptual elaboration. It is the experiential 
cultivation which, by the mere recitation of mantra, emphasises im
mediate meditation in which the world and its contents distinctly radiate 
as the mandala of deities, in the [immediate] manner of a fish leaping 
from the ~ater. Such is also said in the Miraculous Key to the Storehouse: 

In the vehicle of Anuyoga 
There is uncreated meditation in a perfect manner, 
After merely the nucleus [of the mantra syllables] has been 

recited. 

And in the All-Gathering Awareness: 

Pure apparitional existence is an expanse of male and female 

deities. 
The elements and elemental components 
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Are spontaneously perfect father and mother consorts. 

Concerning ~he path of definitively perfect meditation in general, 
[the Anuyoga] mcludes both corrupt and uncorrupt corms Th C . h f h .. 11 . e 10rmer 
compnses t e yoga 0 t e splntual warrior who aspires ('dun-p k . 

l
'b ) d' a sems- yz 

rna - ~or an the yoga whIch reveals the great enlightened f: '1 

(
. h 'b d ,. I ' amI y rzgs-c en ~e -pa. z rna ~ by?r); ~nd the latter comprises the yoga which 

confers the ~reat hb~rat1ng mspuation (dbugs-chen 'byin-pa'i rnal-'byor) , 
th~'yoga ,;hlCh obtams the great prophetic declaration (lung-chen thob
pa z rnal- byor) and ,the yoga which perfects great expressive power 
(rtsal-chen rdzogs-pa'z rnal-'byor). 

Fifth, as to conduct: The conduct of Anuyoga is one h' h ' I h' w IC , m 
genera, emp aSlses sameness. The Miraculous Key to the Stor h ~: e~ 

The Anuyoga of the perfection phase 
Is the perfect rapture of the expanse 
And pristine cognition. 

If clas~ified in detail, there are three kinds of conduct n I 
co_nsecratlOn or blessing, overpowering and skilful means. The ~r;,:~l 
Sutra whzch Gathers All Intentions says: 

The conduct which consecrates 
The conduct which overpowers: 
And the conduct of skilful means 
Are exemplified respectively by space and by a king 
And by the water which quenches a fire. ' 

~~xth, ~oncerning the result: Within one lifetime the essence is ac
tua Ised, In which the twenty-five resultant realities are indivisible and 
::~ta~eouslY present. This is the body of supreme bliss, which is the 
Sem ?dl/n;;n,t of t?e four buddha-bodies. The Tantra of the Supreme 

zna omt (thzg-Ie mchog-gi rgyud) says: 

M~nd-as-such or inner radiance is supreme bliss 
WIthout divid~ng the expanse and pristine cogni~ion in two. 
Whoever medItates on it will attain 
The result of perfect buddhahood in this lifetime. 

And in th M' I' . e zracu ous Key to the Storehouse: 

The vehicle of Anuyoga 
With'n rt' ' I .. one 1 etlme and without interruption, 
Defimtlvely proceeds to the buddha level. 

A.tiyoga 

[228a.3-229b.6] Th" , , consid d e vehIcle of Auyoga, the esoterIC mstructions is 
ere under th~ three headings of essence, verbal definition ~nd 
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I 'fi t' As to the first [the essence]: It is the skilful means 
c aSSI lca lon, , h d' d' tl liberated 
through which the truth of primordial buddha 00 IS lre~ ~ , 

d " d ed WI'th a nature which is free from renunCIatIon, accep-an It IS en ow 
tance, hope and doubt. , ] A ' , 

Secondly, [the verbal definition] is that [the Sansknt tlYOg~ ~s 
rendered [in Tibetan] as shin-tu rnal-'byor or highest yo~a because It IS 
the culmination of the perfection stage o~ both the c~eatIOn and perfec-
, h s and because it is the summIt of all vehIcles. tIOn p ase , , , f h' h h 

Thirdly, Atiyoga is classified according to the SIX tOPICS 0 W IC ~ e 
h ' t oJ'old The former refers to empowerment whIch first t e entrance, IS w 11 • , 

her; is the maturation effected by the empowerment 0fslhe ~x~resslVe 
ower of awareness (rig-pa'i rtsal-dbang) and so for~h. T ~ atter IS 

ihe actual entrance which is effected by not entenng anythmg. The 
All-Accomplishing King says: 

Since with respect to the doctrine 
There is nothing to be done, 
It is entered effortlessly. 

Secondly, as to the view, it is held that all things subsum~d by 
apparitional existence, sarpsara and nirva1).a, are eff?rtlessly the pnmor
dial buddhahood in the essence of a supreme seml~al. pOInt, t~~ body 
of reality, which is naturally present, supr,eme, pnst~ne C~g~~:,n;h~t 
is said in Vajrasattva the Great Space (rdo-rye sems-dpa nam m , 
NGB Vol.2): 

Having been effortlessly liberated , , 
Through the naturally present pristine cogmtIon, 
The path of liberation is indeed revealed. 

And in the Great Garucf,a (khyung-chen, NGB Vol. 1): 

The naturally present pristine cogni~ion , . . 
Universally abides, without conceptIon, Just as It IS. 

, 'r h mmitments which Thirdly, on the subject of moral dlSCIP me, t e co nded. The 
include nothingness and plainness are not to be transce 
Miraculous Key of Further Discernment says: 

The commitments of Atiyoga 
I ' 356 Are nothingness and p amness, 

Uniqueness and spontaneous presence. 
Their meaning should not be transcended. 

Fourth, as to meditation, the Great Array of the Highest says: 

For those who hold to the mind 
There will be the Mental Class; 
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For those who hold to space 
There will be the Spatial Class; 
For those who do not strive after stages 
There will be the Esoteric Instructional Class. 

In this way, there is the Mental Class (sems-sde) which pertains to 
the absorption in awareness and emptiness, the disposition of the 
buddha-body of reality. There is the Spatial Class (klong-sde) which 
pertains to the absorption in the disposition of reality without activity 
or effort; and there is the Esoteric Instructional Class (man-ngag-gi sde) 
which pertains to the absorption in the disposition of reality, primor
dially liberated and free from renunciation and acceptance. 

In general, the meditation which accords with the tradition of the 
Great Perfection is gathered into two categories, namely, Cutting 
Through Resistance (khregs-chod) and All-Surpassing Realisation (thod
rgal). It is said in the Pearl Necklace: 

Cutting Through Resistance 
And All-Surpassing Realisation 
Are experientially cultivated. 

According to the former [Cutting Through Resistance]: There is absorp
tion without wavering from the disposition of the primordially pure 
view. The Great Garucf,a says: 

It is established because it spontaneously abides. 

And the master Garap Dorje says: 

The nature of mind is primordially buddha. 
In the mind, as in the sky, 
There is no creation or cessation. 
Having realised the genuine truth 
Of the sameness of all things, 
If it is established without being sought, 
That is meditation. 

By meditating in that way there are four creative stages of the path: 

There are the abiding and unwavering states, 
Sameness and spontaneous presence. 

As for the All-Surpassing Realisation (thod-rgal): Through reliance 
on the six essentials (gnad-drug), the four visionary appearances gradu
aUy arise, and thereby the goal is reached. These [four] are, namely, 
the visionary appearance of the direct perception of reality (chos-nyid 
1rtn~on-sum), the visionary appearance of increasing contemplative ex
f.er~ence (nyams-gong-'phel), the visionary appearance of reaching the 

hllllltS of awareness (rig-pa tshad-phebs) and the visionary appearance of 
t e cessation [of 'apparitional] reality (chos-nyid zad-pa). 
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Fifth, in conduct: There is conduct without acceptance and rejection 
because all that appears arises as the display of reality. It is said in 
Vajrasattva the Great Space: 

Since there is nothing to be done, actions are terminated. 

And in the Miraculous Key to the Storehouse: 

Concerning the conduct of Atiyoga: 
The forceful conduct practised 
By one endowed with the vital force of view and 

meditation 
Resembles the conduct of a madman. 
Anything whatsoever is practised without impediment. 

Sixth, as to the result: The goal is reached, abiding from the present 
moment on the level of the spontaneously perfect Samantabhadra. By 
reaching the limit of the four assurances (gding-bzhi) , sarpsara is liberated 
in nirva1).a. This is also said in the Miraculous Key of Further Discernment: 

Concerning the result of Atiyoga, the Great 
Perfection: 

In the primordial nucleus which is enlightenment, 
The unattained result is mature in itself. 

This completes the anthology which explains the definitive order of the 
resultant secret mantra, the vehicle of indestructible reality, the fourth 
and, for the while, the last exegetical part of this book, the Feast in 
which Eloquence Appears, a definitive ordering of the precious teaching 
of the vehicle of indestructible reality according to the Ancient Trans
lation School. 

Conclusion 



1 Concluding Remarks 

[229b.6-232aA] With the hope of somewhat benefitting those persons 
who pursue the subject-matter of this book with fresh intellects, I have 
condensed and succinctly emphasised the words of the great, all-know
ing doctrinal master Longcenpa, and those of Locen [DharmasrI] 
Chopel Gyamtso of Mindroling, the pal)<;iita Gyurme Tsewang Chok
drup of Katok, Jamgon [Kongtrtil] Lodro Thaye, Dodrup Jikme Tenpei 
Nyima and Zecen Gyeltsap Gyurme Perna Namgyel. 357 

Although the definitive order of the sutras and the mantras may 
appear repetitive because it has been divided into two parts, one accord
ing to the overall meaning and the other according to the meaning 
subsumed in their particular sections, it is with a view to easy com
prehension that the opportune recapitulations have been added in a 
way which will facilitate understanding. 

As for those whose intellects are still unsatisfied by this mere [abridge
ment], who wish to thoroughly investigate the limits of study and 
reflection, the thousand petals of their intellects should be impartially 
liberated by relying on the extensive eloquent compositions of the prior 
learned and accomplished masters such as the following: the scriptures 
of the all-knowing Trime Ozer [Longcenpa] which, in the manner of 
a. treasury of precious gems containing. the numerous extraordinary 
fIches of a kingdom, excellently comment on all the definitive, profound 
essentials of tantra, transmission and esoteric instruction endowed with 
the six superiorities of the ancient translations, with an insight which 
Perceives reality independently, just as it is/58 his Mother and Son 
CYcles of Innermost Spirituality (snying-thig ma-bu'i skor);359 the writings 
o~ the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions and the Cycle of the Tantra of 
t e Magical Net (,dus-pa mdo-dang sgyu-'phrul skor-gyi yig-cha) which 
\\Tere composed by [Locen DharmasrI], the brother of the great aware
~ss-h~lder Terdak Lingpa; and the scriptures of Jamgon Mipham 

aWel Senge [Mipham Rinpoche]. 



2 Dedicatory Verses 

Again it might be said: 

From the taintless ocean, profound and wide, of the tradition 
Of the ancient translations which are the ultimate perfection 

of the Conqueror's teaching, 
I have extracted the essence, an excellent vase of exegesis, 
A nectar stream satisfying the lot of those new students 

who wish to know it. 

The Feast in which the teaching's definitive order is 
narrated 

By relying on the sacred Eloquence of the past, 
Approaching with smiles of superior aspiration, which 

Appears, 
Brings forth a springtime of supreme delight to a host of 

fortunate beings. 

If there are mistaken points herein, the fault is mine. 
May those who are learned and honest be kind to 

show restraint. 
All that is eloquent, through the grace of the guru, 
Is but my respect and service for the teaching. 

May the grievous clouds which thunder with the verses 
of indestructible reality, 360 

Profound essentials of the highest unsurpassed 
vehicle, 

And nakedly expose their mysteries and so forth, 
Be dispelled by the whirlwind of t,he three roots' 

blessing 
In the inexpressible space of reality's expanse. 
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May al~ the merit obtained herein by my labour 
Be .d~dlcated to the expansion of the teaching. 
Abldm~ long in the world, may the nucleus of the 

teachmg 

Adorn the lands with oceans of enlightened 
attributes. 

May I, too, in all my lives, 
In the manner of the spiritual warrior, Lord of 

Secrets, 

Hold the secret repository of the Conqueror's 
teaching, 

And, roaring the lion's roar of the profound truth, 
May I ~hurn the depths of existence by moving 

therem. 

May fundamental reality in its natural state, 
Free Jro.m the Fears (Jikdrel) of change, 
Pos~essmg the nucleus of Pristine Cognition (Yeshe) 
W?lch encompasses all worlds, animate and 

manimate, 
Secure all things in supreme bliss 
By the seal of imperishable mind's Indestructible 

Reality (Dorje).361 



3 Colophon 

This book, the abridged definitive ordering of the teaching of the Nying
mapa, or Ancient Translation School of the secret mantra, entitled 
Feast in which Eloquence Appears, begun by the vagabond Jikdrel Yeshe 
Dorje in his sixty-third year on Friday 3 June 1966 (fifteenth day of 
the fourth month (sa-ga) of the Fire Horse Year or zil-gnon), was com
posed with effort at all times; and it was brought to completion on 
Thursday 29 September (fifteenth day of the auspicious eighth month 
or khrum-stod) in the Citadel of Lotus Light (padma 'od-kyi grong-khyer) 
on the summit of Mount Rincen Pung, known as the supreme pilgrim
age place of Kalimpong, which is an extension of the secret land of 
Sikkim. The first draft was prepared by the scribe Rikdzin Dorje, a 
venerable mantrin from Kurelung in Bhutan. May the nucleus of the 
teaching thereby secure the destiny of abiding long without decline. 
Sarvada mangala-sri jayantu! ["May glorious good auspices ever be 
victorious. "] 

01?1 Svasti: 
This definitive order of the ocean-like teaching 
Of the Ancient Translation School, 
Which reveals the extensive meaning with few words, 
Was prepared in its final xylographic edition 
Through the unending generosity to the doctrine 
Of the faithful Pelhun Ytilgyel362 of Tingri. 
By virtue of this merit may the precious teaching 
Multiply and increase until the end of time, without 

decline. 
May the great drumbeat of the doctrine 
Of definitively secret exegesis and attainment 
Resound throughout the whole world. 
Above all, may the father and mother 
Who gave birth to this benefactor, 
Along with his relations and all living beings, 
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Become naturally liberated of the two obscurations 
And then swiftly complete the two provisions ' 
And actualise the two buddha-bodies. 
May the two benefits resplendently blaze 
With spontaneously present good auspices. . 

May these meaningful expressions of Jikdrel Yeshe DorJ'e b . . 
Th' I . e VIctOrI-

ous: IS xy ograph IS preserved at the monastery of Zangdok Pl' . 
Kahmpong. e rI III 
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Translators'Introduction 

In the traditional view, the Buddhist religion made its first appearance 
in Tibet during the reign of Lha Thotori Nyentsen at some time prior 
to the mid-fifth century of our era. According to some, a collection of 
scriptures and symbols consecrated to Avalokitesvara, the bodhisattva 
of compassion, simply fell onto the roof of the palace, but others main
tain that an Indian or Central Asian Buddhist monk made his way to 
Tibet with a translator. The country, however, was not yet ripe for the 
teaching of the Buddha's doctrine. Tibet was still not literate, much 
less prepared to import an alien civilisation. 

The fact of the matter was that in the middle part of the first millenium 
Tibet was an island in the midst of a Buddhist sea. In India the great 
monastic universities of the Gangetic plain were at the height of their 
development. In China Buddhist learning and devotion had acclimatised 
themselves to an East Asian environment, and, all along the great trade 
routes linking China to India and to the West, wealthy oases patronised 
the spread of the genuine doctrine (saddhanna). So during the seventh 
century when Tibet, under the leadership of King Songtsen Gampo, 
burst onto the international scene as a full-fledged empire, she found 
the unifying feature throughout the known civilised world to be Bud
dhism. 

Songtsen Gampo is revered in Tibet as the father of Tibetan civilisa
tion as we know it. He gave his people law and literacy, an improved 
technology and a new range of occult skills. Most of all, however, he 
gave them the basis for the growth of the universal religion of the 
Tathagata, which reached its first fruition during the reign of Songtsen 
Gampo's descendant Trhisong Detsen. He and his grandson Relpacen 
generously sponsored the missionary work of Indian, Chinese and Cent
ral Asian Buddhist masters, who, in collaboration with a growing 
Tibetan Buddhist clergy, refined the literary Tibetan language into a 
precision instrument for the expression of the profound depths of scrip
~ure and commentary. Their achievement in translating, with astonish
Ing accuracy, a vas.t literary corpus into Tibetan is certainly to be ranked 
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As Tibet passed through the first of its sixty-year calendrical cycles 
(1027-87), the political fragmentation of its society was mirrored in the 
development of a number of new independent Buddhist schools, each 
adhering to its own special system of meditative experience and tracing 
its lineage back through different masters. Most important among them 
were the Kadampa school, which based itself on the teachings of the 
saintly and accomplished Bengali scholar Atisa, who came to Tibet in 
1042 and remained there until his death in 1054, and whose teaching 
emphasised the cultivation of the pure enlightened attitude of the greater 
vehicle (Mahayana); the Path and Fruit (lam-'bras) school, which was 
introduced by the Tibetan translator Drokmi and rooted itself in the 
esoteric teachings of the accomplished master Virupa; and the Kagyti 
school, derived from the precepts of Marpa Chaki Wangcuk, who had 
mastered the innermost instructions of the yogas taught by the Indian 
adepts Naropa, Maitripa and others. These schools in their turn gave 
rise to numerous sub-schools. The Kagyti, for instance, is usually said 
to have four great and eight minor subsects within its aegis. At the 
same time other small and distinctive traditions flourished, the foremost 
among them being the Shangpa Kagyti, founded by Khyungpo Neljor; 
Pacification and the Object of Cutting, both tracing themselves back to 
the Indian master Phadampa; and various schools emphasising the 
Kalacakra Tantra. In the midst of these developments the Nyingma 
teaching maintained its own identity and its unique and treasured 
precepts. 

The pattern of religious development in Tibet gradually yielded four 
major Buddhist schools: the Nyingma, Kagyti, and Sakya schools, and, 
in addition, the Gelukpa, founded by the great Je Tsongkapa (1357-
1419), which based itself to a large extent on the teachings of the older 
Kadampa school. The first of these is here treated in detail, but like a 
gem in Indra's Net it reflects all the others as well. 

In the conflicting and often violent political currents of post-imperial 
Tibet the various spiritual traditions, for better or worse, could not but 
become to some extent entangled in mundane power struggles. Thus, 
it was for the better that the Khan family, rising to promineq.ce in 
Sakya, took a special interest in the Path and Fruit tradition, which 
has been preserved primarily by their school, the Sakyapa. But it was 
certainly for the worse that the hierarchs of Drigung, one of the Kagyti 
subsects, involved themselves in thirteenth-century Mongol politics 
only to bring about their own destruction at the hands of the Sakyapa's 
Mongol patrons. For some centuries Tibetan life was to be dominated 
by shifting alliances of religious and political parties. An unfortunate 
OUtcome has been a legacy of sporadic, bitter sectarianism. 
. At the same time greater minds saw beyond the rivalries and fac

tIonalism. Maintaining the integrity of their own traditions, they freely 
learned from anq taught adherents of other traditions as well. All of 
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the Tibetan schools can boast of such figures. In the pages of the present 
history we will encounter the likes of Rongzompa, Longcenpa, Terdak 
Lingpa and others who exemplified Nyingma ideals while affirming 
the common ground shared by all Buddhist traditions. 

None the less, the Nyingmapa did suffer in the temporal sphere 
owing to their determined aloofness from the political scene. The 
distant lineage of the transmitted precepts (ring-brgyud bka'-ma), 
which was traced back in a direct succession to the ancient period, 
grew increasingly fragile with each new genera~ion. This state of 
affairs, however, had been foreseen by the anCIent masters: Pad
masambhava, in particular, had responded by filling the land of Tibet 
with spiritual treasures which awaited rediscovery by individuals of 
appropriate vision. So it was that as the distant lineage waned there 
arose a close lineage of rediscovered spiritual treasures (nye-brgyud gter
ma) to meet the needs of a new age. Since this proved to be a per~ect 
medium for maintaining the continuity and blessing of the ancIent 
translations, most practising Nyingmapa at the present time adhere to 
meditative cycles which were revealed in this way. Moreover, from the 
seventeenth century onwards major Nyingmapa monasteries were 
founded and restored to preserve the vast array of such treasures as 
well as all that survived of the distant lineage, thereby guaranteeing 

the ongoing vitality of the tradition. . 
Thus there are now two methods of transmission through whIch the 

Nyingma teachings have been handed down. The distan~ lineage oft.he 
transmitted precepts (ring-brgyud bka'-ma) has synthesIsed the major 
texts and teaching cycles of Mahayoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga under 
the heading Trio of the Sutra, Magical Net and Mental Class (mdo-sgyu
sems-gsum). These are respectively the Anuyoga Sutra which Gathers 
All Intentions, the Mahayoga Tantra of the Magical Net, and the Men~al 
Class of Atiyoga. In addition, the close lineage of treasures or re~Is
covered teachings (nye-brgyud gter-ma) has transmitted the doctrmes 
known as the Trio of the Guru, Great Perfection and the Great Compas
sionate One (bla-rdzogs-thugs gsum) , which synthesise the teaching cycles 
relating to Guru Padmasambhava (bla), the Great Perfection (rdzog

s
) 

and the Great Compassionate One, Avalokitesvara (thugs). 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE TEXT 

The History is divided into eight parts. The first of these is a gene~al 
d · . I d· haslS-

account of the origins and development ofBu~ hism m n la, emp ·tS 
ing the life of Sakyamuni Buddha, the patrIarchs .of the teaChIng, I 
preservation, and the expansion of the greater vehIcle. _ 

Part Two describes the origins of the three inner classes of tantra 
the Mahayoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga. These are the characteristic teach-
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ings of t~e ~yingmapa par excellence, and here the beginnings of their 
th~ee m~m lmeages are surveyed: the lineage of the intention of the 
PrImordIal Buddha, Samantabhadra, the symbolic transmission of the 
a~areness holders, and the aural transmission of individual human 
bemgs. 

P.art Three ~ives an account of the introduction of Buddhism to Tibet 
dUrIng the reIgns of Songtsen Ga~po, Trhisong Detsen, and Trhi 
Relpacen ~y Pa~masambhava and Santarak~ita, along with an account 
o.f the contmu~t1on of t~e N~ingmapa tradition through to the restora
tIon of monastIc BuddhIsm m Central Tibet during the late tenth and 
early eleventh centuries. 

Part Four treats the introduction into Tibet of the three inner classes 
of tant~a, but deals primarily with the lives of the masters of the Great 
PerfectIOn, from Vairocana (circa eighth century) through to Longcenpa 
(1308-63). 
. In Part Five t~e subject-matter is the previously mentioned distant 

lmeage of t.:~nsmltted pre~epts, which was maintained at an early date 
by.Ny~k Jnanakumara (czrca late eighth century), Nup Sangye Yeshe 
(mid-nmth cent~ry) and the masters of the Zur family (eleventh century 
o~wards). The lmeage was continued by the Rong tradition in Central 
TIbe~ and the Kham tradition in the Sino-Tibetan border regions until 
the tIm~ of Terdak Lingpa (1646-1714), and descended to the pres en t 
Author m an unbroken line. 

~~rt Six outlines the history of the close lineage of the rediscovered 
spintual.treas~res, ?rovidi~g an account of their meaning and purpose 
along WIth bnef bIOgraphIes of the most important treasure-finders 
down to Mipham Rinpoche (1846-1912). 

~art Seven considers the polemical attacks which have been launched 
agamst the Nyingma tradition in the past and summarises the responses 
to t.hese in order to introduce the reader precisely to the view that the 
Nymgmapa have traditionally held. 

The eighth and final part provides a chronology for the book as a 
whole and an account of the prophecies concerning the future develop
ment of Buddhism. 

THE LITERARY TRADITION OF THE HISTORY 

It will b f h th . e seen rom t e above that the central parts are the fourth to 
an~ SIxt~, whic~ comprise some three-quarters of the work as a whole 
NYinWhich prov~de t~e ac~ual account~ of ~he history of the peculiarly 
p g~a teachmgs m TIbet. The histoncal traditions of the Great 
p erfectlOn, considered in Part Four, were redacted in much of their 
d:es.ent form as early as the fourteenth century by Longcenpa and his 
ISClples. Those of th.e distant lineage of transmitted precepts, abridged 
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in Part Five, were fairly well established by the time Golo Zhonupel 
composed his Blue Annals (1478) and reached the form in which they 
are found here in the works of such seventeenth-century authors as 
Rikdzin Pema Trhinle and Locen DharmasrI. Finally, the contents of 
Part Six were established by a succession of masters, the most recent 
being Jamgon Kongtrtil Lodro Thaye (1813-99), There were therefore 
three major historical traditions connected with the lineages of the 
Nyingma school in Tibet, and these have been masterfully anthologised 
by Dudjom Rinpoche in this work. 

The similarities at certain junctures between this and earlier histories 
have been noted by a number of contemporary scholars: Parts One to 
Five, for example, often correspond to the second part of Gyurme 
Tshewang Chokdrup's Catalogue of the Collected Tantras, and Part Seven 
to the third part of the latter, which similarly borrows from earlier 
works, It is important to recognise that Tibet was free from the concepts 
of ownership of the written word which form the bases for our copyright 
laws, and so Tibetan authors borrowed from one another with perfect 
freedom, the guiding principle being that the insights of enlightened 
masters of the past are always worthy of repetition, The works upon 
which Dudjom Rinpoche has drawn have, in accordance with tradition, 
been listed in a special section at the end of the book (pp, 965-6), 

As the foregoing remarks suggest, the Tibetan historian acts very 
much as a compiler or anthologist of material that has been handed 
down by his or her tradition, It would be wrong, however, to see in 
Tibetan religious historiography merely an uncritical repetition of old 
stories; for its canons are most certainly not those of modern western 
historiography, and any attempt to judge the former in terms of the 
latter will always lead to the conclusion that Tibetan historiography is 
defective in the manner of its pre-Renaissance counterpart in the West, 

As we read the biographies found in Dudjom Rinpoche's History, 
however, another observation forces itself upon us: many of these 
stories, which certainly do treat of historical figures, their studies, 
meditations, and actions on behalf of the Buddhist religion, function 
as allegorical accounts of the specific spiritual traditions in which they 
are written, Nyak }fHinakumara (pp, 601-5), for example, appears 
motivated in his practice by a search for vengeance, but "his intention 
turned to reality itself and he was completely unable to perform the 
[wrathful] rite", Rikdzin Terdak Lingpa (pp, 825-34) lives different 
stages of his life according to the different stages of esoteric empower
ment. The examples could be multiplied indefinitely, Viewed with 
sufficient sensitivity to the tradition it becomes clear that the spiritual 
paths taught abstractly in doctrinal texts are here mapped concretely 
through the lives of individuals, These accounts thus tell us as much 
of Tibetan religious beliefs, values and insights as can any other available 
sources, History, as understood in the contemporary West, is here 
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clearly subservient to a spiritual end b t h' 
appreciating these biographies as s ' u t /~ sh~ul~ not prevent our 
guidance for those who pursue th o~r,ces 10 InspIratIOn and practical 
equally as a record of their WOrld~ spIntua path outlined in them, and 

The historian, too, can find a wealth f d ' 
ground, education and teaching careers of ata con~ernmg the back
well as information on the ma'or 0 ,many Nymgma masters as 
text should therefore be eXPI~redmo?~stenes ~n,d retreat centres, The 
on which it is written, abandonin ~I~ receptIVIty, to the many levels 
should or should not be, g ngId preconceptIOns of what history 

The hard facts given in the Histor 
reproduced with fid l't h y - names, places, titles and dates - are 

elY to t e sources up h' h' , 
t~anslators have endeavoured to identif on w IC It IS ba~ed, The 
lIterary works concerned and t 'd y the persons, locatIOns and 
their researches This materI'al ,0 provI, e the reader with the results of 

, IS occaSIOnally gi 'h N ' 
ume Two, but the reader should 1 £ ven m t e otes m Vol-
tions, Bibliography and indexe ~o re er to ,the Glossary of Enumera-
the work with endless annotati~~ e ~ave aVOl?e? the te~ptation to fill 
required, Accordingly the ' :v ere speCIalIsed studIes are in fact 

, , annotatIOns we have 'd d ' 
pnmarily to clarify obscurities and bl ,provI e are mtended 
rare lexical items, and to direct the ~ro ems m the text, to point out 
treat specific topics in detail. eader to secondary sources which 

We have also endeavoured to conv 11 T'b 
calendar, Here some difficulties ,ert a

f 
1, etan dates to the western 

aware, The Tibetans only fixed th anse 0 w~Ich the reader should be 
cycle to begin in 1027 th ' e use of theIr characteristic sixty-year 
7' ' e year gIVen for the tra l' f h 
1 antra into the Tib tIns atIOn 0 t e Kalacakra 
1027 Tibetan ch e a~ an~uage, He~ce, for the whole period following 
where errors do r:c:~s~~y ~: a relatIvely straightforward matter, and 
readily corrected For t na ~ occur th,ey may, for the most part, be 
often utilised onl'y a twhelPenod prece

l 
dmg 1027, however, the Tibetans 

eve-year cyc e wh' h ' 
the calculation of 1 f" IC was not well suIted for 
thirteenth century ong sPdans 0 tIme, When Tibetan historians of the 
, onwar s attempted t h 
Imperial period int th ' 0, convert t e records of the 
errors arose and ,~, e sIxtr-year reckonmg many discrepancies and 
them Cont~m 1 IS not a ways a simple task to detect and correct 
Arabic and othPerorcahry s~hlola~s have made admirable use of Chinese 

rOllIC es m b' , I' h ' 
though many difficulties do r,mgmg Ig t to bear on the problem, 
lators then h b remam, The Course adopted by the trans
Period as th~y aarse ~en t? Ie have the traditional dates for the pre-I027 

gIVen m t e text and t 'd 
SUggested by recent scholarsh' .' 0 prOVI e the alternative dates 
o~casional errors in dating h Ip ~n the Notes. F~r the post-1027 period 
\\lIth the Auth ' ave een corrected In the body of the text 

or s cQnsent. 
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In addition, the precise chronological tables drawn up by Dieter 
Schuh in Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der Tibetischen Kalenderrechnung 
have permitted us to give exact calculations of dates following 1027 
which include the day and month. A word of caution is in order, 
however, because Schuh has provided us with the calculations not of 
one, but of four calendrical systems, and as he himself has noted it is 
essential that one exercise discretion in deciding, in any given case, 
which system is to be used. The four systems are Phakpa, originating 
in the thirteenth century; Tshurpu, from the early fourteenth century; 
old Phukpa, from 1447 onwards; and new Phukpa, which became the 
official system of the Tibetan government in 1696. Our procedure has 
been to follow old Phukpa for the period from 1447 until 1695 and 
new Phukpa for the period which follows unless there are very strong 
reasons for preferring one of the other systems. For the period from 
1027 until 1446 the choice of Phakpa or Tshurpu must be made on a 
case by case basis, and in some instances neither one seems quite right. 
When this problem occurs old Phukpa has been used even though it 
is anachronistic to do so, the maximum error possible being seldom 
more than one month. Future research may eventually resolve these 
difficulties. 

The formal title of this volume is A Clearly Elucidated History of the 
Precious Teachings of the Vehicle of Indestructible Reality according to the 
Earliest of All Teachings of the Conqueror in the Land of Snows, the Ancient 
Translation School, entitled Thunder from the Great Conquering Battle
Drum of Devendra (gangs-ljongs rgyal-bstan yongs-rdzogs-kyi phyi-mo snga
'gyur rdo-rje theg-pa'i bstan-pa rin-po-che ji-ltar byung-ba'i tshul dag-cing 
gsal-bar brjod-pa lha-dbang g Yul-Ias rgyal-ba'i rnga-bo-che'i sgra-dbyangs). 
Devendra is said to be the form taken by the Buddha when dwelling 
among the gods. His drum not only ensures divine victory, but rouses 
the gods from the slumber of complacency and reveals to them the 
impermanence of even their celestial condition. 

The text was composed in 1962 by His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche, 
Jikdrel Yeshe Dorje, the late head of the Nyingma school, after his 
arrival in India as a refugee. It was intended, as the Author clearly 
states, to give stability to the Nyingma tradition during that particular 
crisis situation. It has now seen many editions, the present translation 
following the third, which comprises four hundred and twenty-three 
Tibetan folios (eight hundred and forty-six pages) and occupies the 
first volume in theAuthor's Collected Works (Kalimpong, 1979). 

GYURME DORJE & MATTHEW KAPSTEIN 

The Text 

A Cle~rly Elucidated ~istory of the Precious Teachings of the 
VehIcle of Indes.tructlble Reality according to the Earliest of 

All TeachIngs of the Conqueror in the Land ofS h A .. nows, 
t e nCIent TranslatIon School, entitled Thunder from 

the Great Conquering Battle-Drum of Devendra 

ga~gs-lj·ongs :.gyal-bstan ~ongs-rdzogs-kyi phyi-mo snga- 'gyur rdo
rye theg-pa 1 bstan-pa rzn-po~cheji-ltar byung-ba'i tshul dag-cing 

gsal-bar bryod-pa lha-dbang gYul-las rgyal-ba'i 
rnga-bo-che'i sgra-dbyangs 



Verses of Invocation 

[2.1-10.6] Always frolicking in pristine cognition, 
The pure, unchanging, peaceful expanse, 
Where there is no trace of elaboration, 
May the unequalled Guru conquer the world! 

The sun of all-knowing pristine cognition alone 
Is never obscured by elaborations: 
May he protect us, for he sheds a thousand rays of spiritual and 

temporal well-being 
On the illusory city of the world, which arises dependent on causes. 363 

Cool, soothing camphor and nectar do not compare 
With this gift that cures delusion's unbearable fever, 
The panacea that destroys the plague of the world: 
May that jewel of true doctrine, transmitted and realised,364 be our 

victorious crown! 

I praise, above all, the supreme community,365 
The banner of the teaching, 
Supported by a golden shaft of superior aspiration, 
Flying the exquisite cloth of the three correct trainings, 
And beautified by the jewelled peak of exegesis and attainmclu. 

Primordially pure, just what naturally is, the supreme body of reality, 
the all-embracing nucleus - this is the essence, awareness and 
emptiness, Samantabhadra; 

Ceaseless transformation, pristine cognition's expressive play, arisen as 
a billowing, magical net - this is his natural expression, bliss and 
emptiness, Vajrasattva; 

Loving compassion, teaching each in accord with his needs at 
appropriate times, with an unqualified intention - this is his 
spirituality, appearance and emptiness,Vajradhara; 
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. I b t the gurus ofthe six lineages - intentional, symbohc, In devotIOn ow 0 h. 1 ho are 
ural and the rest - the teachers of the supreme ve lC e, w 

a , b d· 366 inseparable from these three buddha- 0 les. 

You embody everything, always delighting: in an authentic and secret 
reat mandala endowed with supreme bhs~. . . 

g rna;" disci les you respond appropnately, appeanng 10 a 
TOJ~~~g for~ bef!e wild ones, and before the peaceful and paSSIOnate 

as is fit· d l"k 
And froU-: the limitless union of yourforms ~nd a~otes \arr~ye 1

0

; the 
great thunder-clouds, you bring a satIsfymg an ertl e sower 

1· h t 367 two accomp IS men s. ., 
mi ht warrior, glorious Heruka, favour me WIth ~cceptance. 

o an~ g!ant that I accomplish the indestructible realIty of your body, 
speech, and mind. 

There is nothing at all, animate or inanimate, that is not b~und in t7-e d 
seal of this beauty, emptiness; there is no buddha who as not re Ie 

on you. . h who lust after form In the guise of a passionate lover you entIce t ose . bl.' 
for it is said that the pristine cognition ofunchangmg, supreme ISS 
may be known by this means. 1. h t 

You are a messenger to those who desire supreme accomp IS men, 
and the sole mistress of my circle, for I have good fortune, 

o Vajra Queen! h on 
Before you I bow, in the realisation of co-emergence, t e comm 

savour of all. fbi. d let us make Embrace me tightly in the alluring play 0 great ISS, an 
love! 

I give obeisant worship to the host of India's great scholars" h.ng 
The agents of the Conqueror, who reve.aled t~e_~onqueror. s :eaacn~ ~ 
And equalled the Conqueror himself, hke Nagafjuna, Asang , 

others, . d. ed at 
Who commented on [the Buddha's] intentIon, an arnv 

philosophy's limits. 

To the numberless host of accomplished ~asters I bow: 
To Saraha, Luipa, Kr~l).acarin, Ghal).tapada an.d the rest,. ath 
Who arrived at the indestructible level, by the mdestructIble p , 
So that they equalled Vajradhara's intentIon. 

o Lord ofthe World,368 renowned as Songtsen Gampo, 
You were the lord who ushered in the very first dawn of the 

Conqueror's teaching 
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In the dark Land ofSnows369 beyond the pale. 
Who is it that would leave your feet, even on becoming enlightened? 

Body complete with major and minor marks, released from a lotus bud 
in Sindhu Lake, containing the seed-syllable HRII:I, the pristine 
cognition that is the knowledge and love of the Lord ofSukhavatI 
Field: 370 

You are neither born, nor do you die, while saIpsara exists, but by the 
dance, the indestructible discipline of great bliss, 

You cut off, or take into your following, all conscious beings within the 
three spheres. 

This being the unobstructed expression of your power, you can be 
compared with yourself alone in this world. 

Although all the conquerors equally love living beings, only you, 
Skull-garlanded Master, 371 have been so kind as to protect the afflicted 
Tibetans; so I revere you with all my heart. 

You were the sole spiritual son of the 5akya King, 372 0 heroic Lord of 
Secrets,373 who strictly maintained his vows, and was renowned as 
the great Bodhisattva. 

Endowed with unlimited brilliance, retention, and mastery of the ten 
powers, you wilfully lived for nine hundred years to illuminate the 
Land of Snows. 

You planted well the banner of the Tripi~aka's teaching as the ornament 
of Central Tibet, and gave birth to a line of the Conqueror's family 
that had no precedent. 

Thinking of you , Santarak~ita, who had the meritorious fortune to 
become the first venerated priest in Tibet, I bow down in faith, time 
and time again. 

In the Cold Land that was obscured by darkest ignorance, you, whose 
sceptre is discernment's sword,374 assumed a kingly guise, 

And lit anew the illuminating lamp ofthe Conqueror's precious 
teaching, so that this frontier land achieved even greater fortune 
than India. 

If the mass of such wondrous grace were given form, the vast universe 
Would be too small a vessel! 

Knowing that here and now whatever enjoyment is found in this 
storehouse of profoundly significant, wish-granting gems is thus due 
to your power alone, lord Trhisong, I have faith. 

A hundred times I praise the Tibetan translators and Indian scholars, 
Who flawlessly translated, revised and established 
The immaCUlate scriptures of the Conqueror, and the commentaries 

on their intention, 
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And so opened for the Land of Snows a hundred doors of spiritual and 
temporal well-being. 

I give my heart's faith to the host of supreme, accomplished masters, 
awareness-holders, 

Who maintain the indestructible lineage of supreme transformation,375 
Delighting in whatever appears in the ma1).qala of supreme bliss, 
Intoxicated by the nectar of esoteric instructions, distilled from the 

intention of the three lineages. 

Moreover, in devotion I here praise 
All who appear as agents of our Guide, the Conqueror, 
Who glorify the teaching and living beings without bias 
By their liberating careers oflearning, dignity and accomplishment. 

Oakinls and protectors ofthe transmitted doctrine, bearers of secrets! 
Not wishing to divulge this profound history, 
Please understand that the teaching now nears final rest, 
And with joyful smile grant your consent. 

In this most degenerate age the sun of the Conqueror's teaching is almost 
concealed by gathering black storm-clouds of disorder; 

And the extraordinary tradition of the supremely secret vehicle, to which 
even accomplished persons take recourse, has virtually disappeared. 

At the present time there are few who have mastered the lives of those 
who attained realisation, and those few rarely repeat the account. 

For that reason I will endeavour to set this forth, so that some small part 
of the ancient tales, might be kept from disappearing. 

Th 0 . . Part One 
e ngzn of the Precious Teaching 

of the Conqueror in this World 



Introduction 

(10.6-12.3] It is my pleasure to relate briefly here, in pure and clear 
language, how the precious doctrine of the vehicle of indestructible 
reality - the unsurpassed, most secret nucleus of the entire teaching of 
our Teacher, the Sugata - originated and developed in the world at 
large and especially in the Land of Snows. So at the outset I must 
explain how, generally speaking, the precious teaching of the Conqueror 
came into the world. 

The world systems of the universe, which are like vessels, supports 
created by the oceanic extent of the buddhas' compassion and the 
deeds of sentient beings, are spread throughout the infinite reaches 
of space. Therein, the place enjoyed by the buddha-body of perfect 
rapture, Vairocana the Great Glacial Lake, is the Buddha-field whose 
Foundation and Centre are Adorned with Flowers. Within each pore 
of the conqueror [Vairocana] residing there, there appear oceanic 
systems, numerous as grains of dust. Upon the lotuses which float 
in the perfumed oceans in the palms of his hands, there are twenty-five 
world systems situated one above the other. And here, in the thir
teenth among them, the world of Patient Endurance,376 there is a 
great trichiliocosm consisting of one billion worlds, each with four 
continents. 

Of the four continents, each one of which has two subcontinents, 
the one to the south is Jambudvlpa, the Rose-Apple Continent, so 
called owing to the presence of the Jambu or rose-apple tree. 377 Its 
~entral country is Magadha, where there is the self-originated Indestruct
Ible Seat, Vajrasana. Here one thousand supreme emanational bodies 
will come forth one after the other, as if forming a rosary, attain buddha
hood and turn the wheel of the doctrine. Thus, they make of this 
Auspicious Aeon378 an illuminated world. At the present time, the light 
of the precious teaching of the Fourth Guide379 spreads throughout the 
World. 

How this came to pass may be considered in four parts: (1) the 
Coming of our Teacher, the Buddha; (2) the collection of his transmitted 
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. line of patriarchs of the teachmg, a .() 

precepts by ~ounclls; (3) th~ d the expansion of the greater vehIcle 
the preservatlon of the teaChIng an 

(Mahayana). 1 The Coming of Buddha) Teacher 
of the Doctrine 

[12.4-13.3] Concerning this topic, the different philosophical systems 
hold many conflicting opinions, for they were conceived in accord with 
the varied intellectual capacities of those who required instruction. 

THE OPINION OF THE ADHERENTS OF THE LESSER VEHICLE 

Among these, the pious attendants of the Vaibha~ika school380 main
tained that after developing a supremely enlightened attitude our 
Teacher gathered, for three "countless" aeons,381 the provisions [of 
merit and pristine cognition] such as may be gathered on the path of 
provisions. 382 Then, as prince Siddhartha, an ordinary individual who, 
in this his final birth, was still bound [to things mundane], he attained, 
on the basis of [his prior completion of] the greater path of provisions, 
the connecting path and the paths of insight, meditation, and no-more
learning during a single sitting at Vajrasana; and thus he realised bud
dhahood. So it says in the Treasury o/the Abhidhanna (Ch.6, v.24ab): 

In the last stage of meditation 
The buddha and the self-centred buddha (pratyekabuddha) 
Obtain total enlightenment seated in one position. 383 

Thus, they claim that the buddhahood of the Teacher is like [the 
enlightenment of] the self-centred buddha, who is sharp-witted and 
enjoys solitude. Though they consider the Bodhisattva in his last birth 
to have been an ordinary individual, they refer to his previous births 
as having been "in accord with liberation";384 and they say [Treasury 
of the Abhidhanna, Ch.4, v.lIS]: 

Though they are not sublime, 
Parents, invalids, teachers of religion, 
And the Bodhisattva in his last rebirth 
Are said to be worthy beyond measure. 
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THE ORDINARY OPINION OF THE GREATER VEHICLE AND OF 

THE TANTRAS 

[13.3-16.2] According to the usual opinion of the greater vehicle, how
ever, after developing an enlightened attitude and gathering the provi
sions for three "countless" aeons, the holy Svetaketu, a son of the gods 
and a bodhisattva of the tenth level385 who was bound to take birth 
once more, was born as the prince Siddhartha. He was a bodhisattva 
of the tenth level in his final birth, and he attained buddhahood in this 
world. In the Sutra of the Array of Attributes (Aryamafijusrfbuddhak~etra
gUlJavyuhasutra, T 59) it says: 

From the time I first developed the unsurpassed enlightened 
attitude I gathered the provisions with great effort for a 
period of three "countless" aeons. Then, gazing upon the 
blind, unguided creatures of this age when life endures for 
one hundred years, I attained buddhahood here in Jambu
dvlpa, and turned the inconceivable wheel of the doctrine ... 

While some works concerning the way of secret mantra are in general 
agreement with this description, they maintain, in particular, that when 
Siddhartha dwelt on the bank of the Nairafijana River absorbed in fixed 
contemplation, he was roused and summoned by the tathagatas. Leaving 
his conventional body behind, the body of his pristine cognition jour
neyed to the Akani~tha heaven,386 where he received empowerment 
from all the tathagatas. Thus, he attained buddhahood by means of the 
five awakenings, and only afterwards did he demonstrate the attainment 
of enlightenment at Vajrasana. Just so, the master Buddhajfianapada 
[in the Point of Liberation] says: 

Though Sakyamuni gathered merit for three countless 
aeons, 

He still did not realise this truth. 
At Nairafijana, then, he became absorbed 
In the contemplation of nothing at all,387 
When the sugatas of the ten directions 
Obstructed his impulsive desire, 
And bestowed the profound, clear, non-dual teaching388 

That is perfectly pure like the sky. 
At midnight he meditated on just what is, 
As have all the previous conquerors, 
And at dawn's first light he gained perfect realisation. 
Then, in order to teach living beings, 
He dwelt at the Point of Enlightenment389 

And vanquished the great host of Mara. 
To take sentient beings into his fold 
He then turned the wheel of the doctrine. 
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Moreov~r, the master Aryadeva [in the Lam' 3 

duct) Caryamelapakapradipa) T 1803] says: 'P whzch Subsumes Con-

Awakening is twofold: 
It is held to be outer and inner. 

Aryadeva thus maintains that the outer " 
buddhahood by way of des' I awakemng IS the attainment of 

, Ire essness and th ' , 
attamment of the body of I ' e mner awakenmg is the 

Coa escence whi h 
body of reality, which is inner rad' " c comes about When the 
the four kinds of desire, lance, IS made manifest by means of 

According to the special view of the ' 
attaining buddhahood in the Ak ' h Ggreater vehIcle, however, after 

amst a- hanavyuh I h reveal the attainment of buddh h "d ' a rea m t e buddhas 
- a 00 m the Pur Ab d 390 

rasana, successively, In the Sut~ ,{, h e 0 e and at Vaj-
'a OJ t e Bounteous Array it says' 

~hendthe perfect buddhas attain enlightenment ' 
ey 0 not perform the buddhas' deeds ' 

~:~~~ r~alm ~f desire until they have attained 
a ood m the supreme realm of Aka ' h 

B t h ' , mst a, 
u avmg Journeyed to the Gh -h " Th b anavyu a realm 

e uddhas create ten million emanations' ' 
A~d always absorbed in yoga they delight ' 
WIth each one of those emanations 
Just as the moon shines on all I d' 
Th ' h' an s. 
Eac~' WIt. m their domains they come forth to teach 

one m accord with his or her needs 
A . 

nd the Sutra of the Descent to Lanka(Ch. 10, vv.38ab; 39cd) says: 

Abandoning even the Pure Abode, 
The perfect Buddha attained buddhahood 
In the pleasant ~kani~tha-Ghanavyuha realm, 
And an emanatIOn attained bUddhahood h 

I ere. 
n short, all who are said to 'b d 

and form do so only to sh h attam u dhahood in the realms of desire 
oW,t e way to those who require instruction. 

TI-IE SPECIAL POS 
. ITION OF THE NYINGMA TRADITION 

[16.3-18 2] H 
i . ere, [our tradition favour] h 
s t~e essence of definitive's t e ,unsurpassed teaching that 
re~hsed enlightenment bec~~:m~g, accor~~ng to which our Teacher 
P~lstine cognition that I'S' .. ' m the ongmal expanse, or ground 
gl ' IntUItIvely aw h b ' 
th nnmgless time. In the radiant 1 are as. een free throughout be-
fre

at 
state in which the bodies [Of~~~~~~~~ahty [the .B~ddha] a.b~des in 

e from both conjunction and d' . . ~JI a~d pnstme cogllltlOn are 
ISJunctlOn, hIS mtention being of the 
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same savour as that of all the buddhas of the three times. Without de
parting from this the Tathagata appears, for the sake of sentient beings, 
as the inconceivable play of the emanational body. Thus, he trains those 
who require instruction as befits them individually, through infinite en
lightened activity which establishes them in the three degrees of en
lightenment. It says in the Tantra of the Array of Wish-granting Gems 
(yid-bzhin rin-po-che bkod-pa'i rgyud): 

The Buddha who preceded all, 
Vajradhara, Conqueror, Most Secret, 
Frolics in worlds beyond concept. 
At all times, without number, before and after, 
He benefits the world in various ways, 
In uncountable peaceful and wrathful forms, 
As a hunter, a whore, or some other. 
Now in this Auspicious Aeon 
He will become the Thousand Guides; 
And thus will he in various ways 
Benefit countless beings. 

Also, it says in the Root Tantra of the Secret Nucleus (Ch.3, vv.1-2): 

The Six Sages Embodying Awareness,392 who are said to be 
the "blessing of great spirituality", issue forth from the in
destructible body, speech and mind of the tathagatas. After 
issuing forth, each one of these great sages, transcendent 
lords, acts on behalf of the five classes of beings, by means 
of the four kinds of instructions, in each of the infinite great 
trichiliocosms in the ten directions of the six worlds, those 
ofthe lateral [cardinal points], zenith and nadir, which [exist] 
owing to the force of the [world-forming] deeds [of those 

beings]. 

This is not only said in the tantra texts of the secret mantra, but the 
profounder sutras are in agreement. The Lotus Sutra (Ch.1S, v.1) says: 

Ten billion aeons, an inconceivable number, 
And even that does not measure those past 
Since I attained supreme enlightenment. 
Thus, I am always teaching the doctrine. 

And the Sutra of the Meeting of Father and Son says: 

Great warrior, learned in skilful means, 
You have been the Conqueror in one billion aeons 
In order to mature sentient beings, 
And though you have revealed yourself thus as the Buddha, 
Even today, my Guide, 
You reveal yourself as manifold buddhas. 
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THE BODY OF EMANATION 

[18.2-20.2] Analysing the body of emanation, which responds to the 
natures of those requiring instruction, the Ornament of the Sutras of the 
Greater Vehicle (Ch.9, vv.63-4) says: 

The countless emanations of the buddhas 
Are held to be the body of emanation. 
They have perfectly accomplished both goals393 

And abide in every form, 
Constantly demonstrating artistry and birth, 
Great enlightenment and also nirval)a; 
The buddhas' body of emanation 
Is the great means to liberation. 

Thus, appearing in various guises, in the animate and inanimate 
worlds, [the forms of the body of emanation] are countless. None the 
less, if they ~ust be su~marised, three are said to be foremost, namely, 
those of. ~rtIs~ry, of bIrth, and of supreme emanation. 394 Concerning 
the way In whIch the deeds of the great and supreme bodies of emanation 
are performed, the Root Tantra of the Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul rtsa-rgyud) 
says that they benefit beings by four kinds of instruction: 

They.instruct by means of the great merits of the body, 
WhICh reveals the activities from conception until the 
attainment of nirvana. 

They.instruct by mea~s of knowledge conveyed in speech, 
whIch reveals the limitless mass of the doctrine. 

They instruct by means of direct perception of mind; for 
they benefit the world by intuiting directly all that is intelli
gible by means of the six supernormal cognitive powers. 

They instruct by means of inconceivable miraculous abilities 
the enlightened attributes and activities which reveal ' 
inconceivable emanations of body, speech, and mind, as 
befits each and everyone who requires instruction. 

Among those deeds which "instruct by means of the great merits of 
the body" it is impossible to enumerate exactly, or otherwise to qualify, 
the deeds of the Teacher's emanational body. It is a topic beyond 
conce~~ion. In thesutras of the greater vehicle, too, all manner of 
quantItIes are mentioned which contradict one another and do not lend 
themselve t .. b . . s 0 summansatIon, ut here we are pnmanly concerned with 
~ twe.lve de.eds which t~e Buddha performed here in Jambudvlpa. 
V; g~rdIng thIS, the Treatzse on the Supreme Continuum of the Greater 

ehzcle (Ch.2, vv.S3cd-S6) says: 

Not departing from the body of reality, 
Through the diverse nature of his emanations 
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He reveals these deeds to impure realms 
For the duration of the world's existence: 
He is actually born [among the gods], 
And he descends from the Tu~ita realm, 
Enters the womb and takes birth, 
Becomes proficient in the arts, 
Enjoys the company of his consorts, 
Renounces the world, practices asceticism, 
Reaches the Point of Enlightenment, 
Vanquishes Mara's host, attains 
Perfect enlightenment, [and turns] the wheel of the 

doctrine. 
He then demonstrates [final] nirva1)a. 

THE LIFE OF SAKYAMUNI395 

[20.2-40.6] Our teacher appeared in the beautiful, divine Tu~ita heaven 
as the son of the gods, the holy Svetaketu. He taught the doctrine to 
the gods and dwelt among them. Once, the courtyard [of the heavenly 
palace] spontaneously resounded with the music of verses inspiring 
him to fulfil the prophecies of Dlpaqlkara Buddha. The holy Svetaketu 
then sat on the finest throne in the exalted mansion of the doctrine 
and, in order to demonstrate the act of taking birth in Jambudvlpa, 
made five special considerations of continent, family, father, mother, 
and time. Then he consoled the gods, saying, "Having been born from 
the womb of MayadevI in Jambudvlpa, I will reveal the profound nectar 
[of the doctrine]. I will overcome eighteen sophists and establish many 
beings in liberation." . . 

Then in the form of a young, ash-gray elephant, as descnbed m the 
Veda of the Brahmans, the Bodhisattva entered the womb of his mother 
MayadevI while she was observing a purificatory fast (po$adha).396 He 
transformed the womb into a celestial palace, beautiful to behold, free 
from the propensities of mundane existence, fit to be enjoyed by ~he 
sons of the conquerors, and there he taught the doctrine of the punfi
cation of the birthplace to many hundreds of billions o~ gods and. me~f 
He spent ten full months there to illustrate the certam succeSSIOn 
the ten [bodhisattva] levels. . f 

When the time came for the LumbinI Grove to receive the ment 0 

the world his body enlightened in twenty ways and lustrous ~sha 
" . h' ng t polished golden doorbolt, emerged painlessly from hIS mot. er ~ . 

side. Then, as a son of the royal family is anointed, or as an l~dlcat:~~ 
that he had awakened to the family of enlightenment and was ldent d 
to all the buddhas such as Aksobhyavajra, a host of deities appe~r.e 

, . . 397· I d tles in the sky and they bathed hIm eagerly, all at once. CelesHa el 
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lauded him with songs of praise, and Brahma and Indra made him 
comfortable with the robes they offered. 

Sdkyamuni 

As soon as he was born, the Bodhisattva took seven steps in each of 
the four directions, in order to show that he was about to embark upon 
the path of the four immeasurables. It is said that lotus blossoms offered 
by the gods sprung from his footprints and shone brilliantly. At the 
same time, the flowers in the LumbinI Grove bloomed spontaneously. 
In addition, five hundred Sakya princes, including Nanda, were born, 
as well as eight hundred maidens, including Yasodhara, five hundred 
~ervants, including Chandaka, and five hundred excellent riding horses, 
lncluding Ka1)thaka. The whole earth trembled and a brilliant light 
shone .everywhere. Four minor kings boasted that these were signs 
heraldmg the birth of their own sons. 

Furthermore, the Bodhi Tree appeared in the centre of the continent 
alo . h fi ' 

ng wIt lve hundred gardens and five hundred treasures so that 
all f K· '" , 
h· 0 mg .)uddhodana's desires were fulfilled. Therefore he named 
~s son Sarvarthasiddha, "All Aims Accomplished". 398 The oracles pre

dIcted that he would become a universal monarch conquering the four 
qUarters if he were to remain a householder, but that if he were to 
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hIder in favour of homelessness, he would 
renounce the life of a ~ouse h

O 
d away seven days after he was 

b ddha H1S mot er passe . 1 d 
become au. . h trusted to thirty-two nurses, mc u _ born. The Bodh1sattva was t en ~n . . 

· - . h aised h1m m mfancy. 
ing Mahiipra)apall, w 0 r h a1ace during which time he studied and 

Afterwards he hved m t e pc'. t ce writing and mathematics 
I I tered many arts' lor ms an , h 

comp ete y mas . 'Kr . arman and others, and elep ant-
under [the tutelage of] Sarvam~~af: h~~en ordered three Sakya families, 
riding under Matulasulab~a.. 1S a'~ee~heir daughters to be his consorts. 
including that of Dat:l9.apal).1f, to gf:1 '1' belong only to skilled athletes." 

h . d "Lord I glrlS 0 our am11es 1 
But t ey sal , . h' id "In the three world rea ms 
His father was ashamed, but t ~ pnnce sa '. h rts

l
" 

. th me m archery or m tea . 
no one dares comp~te W1 h' b T t he rang the bell to announce a 

With this assertion of 1S a 11 ~. petuous Sakya youths, all of 
contest of skills with the f~.rce aFth:~ty. Then Devadatta, in a very 
whom departed .for the outs lf~t :hich had been brought from VaisalI 
jealous mood, killed an .elepha . h single powerful blow of his palm. 
as an offering to the pnnce, W1t.

b
t tside the gates To match the 

Nanda threw the elephant. forc1 y ?tUh ut leaving hi~ chariot, seized 
h f b th the Bodh1sattva, W1 0 11 . 

strengt 0 0 : . .. d hurled it over seven wa s mto 
the elephant's tail with .h1S b1g ~~~ ~: admiration praised him. 
the countryside. For th1S the g d ierce seven palm trees, seven iron 

The contestants then compete f to Ph ther with a single arrow. De
walls and seven cauldrons, on~ a tedrt

fi 
e °but ~he prince's arrow pierced 

. d three N anda p1erce 1ve, 
vadatta p1erce , . r hted a fountain of water sprang 
them all. On the spot where h1S arro,:".a 19 f urewater] and was called the 
forth, whichposses~ed ~he.eig~tq.ual~~~;Jlo c~ntests of youthful prowess, 
"Arrow-born Well. Slmilar y, m s 1 h l'de river and in all the 

. . . ing like swans on t e w , 
elephant-ndmg, SW1mm Id te with the Bodhisattva. 
sixty-four crafts, no athlete cou compe times trains people by follow

The master among world-knowersbsomde the misdeeds which result 
. Th s in order to a an on d' 

ing convention. u, . d . ty thousand worthy la 1es, 
from sensual dependence he ~rne._ SlX ho were free from the five 
namely, Gopa, Ya~odhara and s~;~}:h~ ~ght virtues _ together with 
defects of womank1nd and posse d W'th them he enjoyed 

· . of twenty thousan. 1 t 
their respect1ve retmue~ '11 But even such enjoymen 
the sensual pleasures as 1f they were 1 usHory. from mundane exist-

· £ unciation 1S turn h introduced h1m to per ect ren h' d of cymbals awakened t e 
ence to the doctrine began when t e sou In . he went all around the 

. c ers For conso atlOn of power of h1S lormer pray '. 0 . ng the four omens 
. h d k his chanoteer. n see1 d d 

city with C an.a a as d h h' heart felt utterly distresse ,an birth old age, slckness and eat 1S 
he said [Buddhacarita, Ch.4, v.86]: 

Old age, sickness, and d~ath -
If those three did not eXlst, 

I would delight in the sense objects, 
Which are exceedingly pleasurable. 
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Thus, having been disgusted by the reality of suffering, by which 
the most excellent succumb to impermanence; and accompanied by 
the suffering of change, embraced by the all-pervading conditions of 
mundane existence, and pursued by the suffering of pain itself, he 
vowed to renounce the world. 399 

At that time King SUddhodana's retinue feared that the prince might 
become a monk. Therefore, they had the outskirts of the city vigilantly 
patrolled by the watchmen and gatekeepers, so that he could not go 
anywhere. On the final night he bowed to his father and, guided by 
his solemn vow, removed the obstacle posed by the [previous] lack of 
parental consent. Riding upon KaI).fhaka the prince galloped through 
the sky with the assistance of the four guardian kings. Then, near the 
Sacred Stiipa

400 
he cut off his hair and thus shed the evidence that he 

was not a monk. He then exchanged his linen dress for the saffron robe. 
In VaisaLI and Rajagrha, under Ara<;iakaJama and Udraka, two soph

ists who were celebrated for their instructions, he studied the contem
plations of nothing at all and of the pinnacle of existence,401 and he 
attained states as high as those of his masters. But knowing that those 
contemplations and practices were not the path to liberation from the 
evils of mundane existence, he persevered in ascetic contemplation for 
six years with five noble companions on the banks of the wide N airafijana 
River. DUring each of the first two years he ate a single grain of rice. 
During each of the next two years he drank a single drop of water. 
And during the last two years he took nothing whatsoever. 

Then the gods called to him in verse. The conquerors of the ten 
directions and their spiritual sons aroused him from the lower path and 
urged him to the Point of Enlightenment. Then, to remove his exhaus
tion, he enjoyed a little solid food, at which his five companions went 
off to VaraI).asI in disillusionment. 

He himself then set off for Vajrasana in Magadha. On the way a 
brahman girl, Sujata, served him with the honeyed cream of five 
hundred cows. Instantly his body became lustrous as a polished golden 
doorbolt, and he made Sujata's merit inexhaustible. While on the road 
he received a handful of grass, as soft as a peacock's throat, from the 
grass-cutter Svastika, and with it he proceeded towards the Indestruct
ible Seat. At the Bodhi Tree in the centre of Vajrasana, self-originated 
through the blessing of all the buddhas, he spread out the grass mat 
and, sitting upon it with his legs crossed, made this vow [Sutra of 
Extensive Play, Ch.19, v.57]: 

Let this body of mine dry up. 
Let this heap of skin and bones decay. 
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I will not move from this position~ 
'Til the enlightenment, hard ,to g~m, 

many aeons, be attaIned, 
After so , ' , he composed himself in the contem~la-

Then in the evemng tWlhght h d all the domains of Mara, 
M- 's host He c urne '1 M-

tion which defeats ara, £', d ble rays of light. The eVl ara, 
and enveloped them WIth orml a hed him and said, "Devadatta 

h 'of a hunter approac 1 I 
appearing in t e gUIse , 'H has destroyed the roya pa ace 

'd r in Kapllavastu. e ')" 
has seIze powe d d Why do you SIt here, 

h S' -1 shave surren ere ' d 
and tea <ya 'b ddha" he answere . 

"To become a reahsed u 'h h d' the result of immeasur-
l' ' of budd a 00 IS I 

"But the perfect rea lsatlOn " 'f n) and you have on y 
, , (of merit and pnstme cogm 10 , 

able prOVIsIOns , " 
lived the happy, joyful ,life ,?f a ,~:l;~~~ ephemeral offering you be,c~me 

The Bodhisattva rephed, By J leted the twO prOVIsIOns 
f d ' 402 As I have comp 

lord of the realm 0 eSlre, I ot become a buddha?" , 
during limitless ae~ns, h~w can ~ ers and reproached him, saymg 

The lord of p~sslOn raIsed two ~;g: 
(Sutra of ExtenSLVe Play, Ch.21, v. ) 

, to the ephemeral offering I made here, 
You bear wItneSS 
But you have no witness yourself. I 
Without a witness you have already ost, 

Whatever it is you say! 
arth with his hand, which had be~n 

Then the Bodhisattva strUC~ t~e e d said (Sutra of ExtenSlve 
formed by a hundred mentonous acts, an 

Play, Ch.21, v.88): 

This earth bears witne,ssl to all ,bei~;;nd inanimate alike, 
She is just and impartla to amma , 
This earth is my witness" I do not l~e, 
o Earth, come, be my wItneSS here, , d 

Sthavara the goddess of the earth, raIse a 
As soon as he had spoken, 'd d taking in her hand 

her pure golden figure from the grohunw'haonle 'earth (in fractions li1z
d
e 

'd "I an count t e 'fi e single particle, Sal ',c mber of heads and limbs sacn IC 
this) but I cannot estlmate the n~ h me for him to become a 
by thiS worthy son, Thus, the, tlmhe as COrds she became invisible, 

b ddh " WIth t ese wo , ' ner 
perfectly realised u a. d d ted for his own domam, m u 
and the evil Mara weakened an epar , ' 

h d tnlllOn 
disgrace. _ stered his army, one t ousan r~ 

When he arrived there Mara ~u h e who lack the supreme unde 
strong, striking fear and terror mto, t os and he prepared for battle, 
standing that [all appearances] are ll~~O:~'whO has conquered the r~:l 
But a military machine cannot crus d ho perceives with a sky-l1 e 
enemy, the emotional defilements, an w 
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mind the insubstantiality [of all things]. Thus, without even a thought 
of anger or arrogance, the Bodhisattva remained absorbed in the con
templation of great loving kindness,403 and, indeed, the swords and 
missiles hurled by Mara fell as a shower of flowers, and the harsh noises 
and battle-cries became songs of praise. In this way, the poisonous tree 
of desire was felled. The flowers of the Five-arrowed One wilted. The 
rocky mountain of pride crumbled. Martial spirit collapsed. The 
crocodile banner was lowered, and the chariot of Smara beat a hasty 
retreat. 404 Thus, the deceitful one and his army were scattered in utter 
confusion. 

Mara then made his seven daughters attempt to seduce the 
Bodhisattva with the deceits of lust, having transformed them into 
seven beauties. They tried to ensnare him in the noose of a seductress' 
thirty-two wiles, with PUJ).garlka's coquetry, Menaka's dangling 
necklace, Subhii~aI).a's tightly-bound girdle, Kesamisra's tinkling 
bracelets, and so forth. 40S But they stood not a chance of moving even 
the tips of the Bodhisattva's hair. When he transformed them into seven 
old women they repented and implored his forgiveness, whereupon he 
restored them to their original appearances. 

Then the time of his awakening arrived. At midnight he became 
absorbed in the contemplation of the fourth meditative concentration. 406 
At dawn, when the drum of victory was about to be beaten, he developed 
the supernormal cognitive powers of clairvoyance and of the exhaustion 
of corruption, and fully realised the four truths. As he became a perfectly 
realised buddha, the whole earth trembled and all the psychophysical 
bases which were to be purified of the subject-object dichotomy 
awakened to the pristine cognition free from duality, in the impeccable 
mansion of the body of reality, which is the "middle way,,407 and inner 
radiance. In this world there was a lunar eclipse. Rahula and Ananda 
were also born. 

Seven weeks after he had attained buddhahood in this way the mer
chants Trapu~a and Bhallika offered him honey. The great kings of the 
four directions offered him begging bowls made of everything from 
precious gems to stone. But he rejected [the precious ones] as being 
unfit implements for a renunciate and accepted only the worst. Then 
he gave his benediction [to these patrons]. To indicate that the profound 
nectar [he had realised] was beyond the grasp of sophists, he said [Sutra 
of Extensive Play, Ch.25, v.l]: 

I have found a nectar-like doctrine, 
Profound, calm, simple, radiant and uncompounded. 
If I teach it no one will understand; 
I will remain right here in the forest, in silence. 

Thus, he created a reason for the special merit of encouraging the 
turning of the wheel of the doctrine. 
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- b d the Tathagata's former aspiratlOnS he 

When Brahma remem ere h 25 9d d 
h d h

· and offered encouragement in verse [C. , v. an 
approac elm, 
v.1lab]: ";) 

S teachers I Why remain indifferent today. o un among· . d . 
I pray that you beat the great dru~ of~he genume octnne, 
And blow well on the true doctnne s conch... . 

der he went off to his own domam to sum-
Scattering sandalwood pow

h 
dId a together presented a precious 

mon Indra. Afterwards, e an n r . 
gem to the Buddha and prayed [Ch.2s, v.l7]. 

Like the full moon released by Rahu,408 
Your mind is liberated, 0 Sage. 
Arise, 0 victor in battle, . . . 
And with the light of discnmmatmg awareness 
Dispel the darkness of the world. . 

o . n Brahma consIdered 
But the Buddha denied this r~q~;s~~ w~~: ;;a:epeat the request. He 
that there would be great ~hent Ih nd spokes and reminded the 

ld heel WIt a t ousa , 
offer~d a ~o en w h d viously learned the nature of defile-
Tathagata m verse that he a ~re 1" f Magadha 409 There-

. h the Impure re IgIOn 0 . 
ment through contact WIt d . d [Ch 25 v 34]-
upon the Buddha accepted the wheel an sal ., ... 

Brahma, I will open the portal of nectar-like instructIOn 

For those who live in Magadha,. .' . 
Who are attentive, faithful, and dlscnmlnatmg, . 
Non-violent, and constantly attentive to the doctnne. 

k h word that he had agreed 
As soon as the Tathagata h~d spo e:, t de as far away as Akani~tha. 

to turn the wheel of the doctnne wa~ h e~~s or her own offering. 

At;~:\~~a~~~: c~~~~~~:~~::~~h:grst vessel for thTo!~,:~:ct~::d 
like instruction should be easy to tram, e~y ~ ~~~Ia~d Udraka were 
with unobstructed intelligence. He knew t atThra. remembering his 

1] b th had passed away. en, . 
[such vesse s, ut ey _ d d his five noble companIons 
former aspirations, the !athagata reg~r ~ k d h'm and agreed not to 
and set out for VaraI).asl. ~he five ha :e 1 u e He Ihas eaten much and 

1 . "The ascetlc Gautama IS ax. sa ute, saymg, 
has abandoned re~unciation." brahman named UpajIvaka 

While the Tathagata was o~ th;, way, a ho granted you the voW 
carelessly and rashly said to hIm, Gautama, w 

of celibacy?" 
The Tathagata replied [Ch.26, v.l]: 

I have no preceptor. 
I am without equal. 
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Alone, I have become a: perfect buddha, 
Whose [passions have] cooled, 
Whose corruptions are exhausted.410 

After three such exchanges he continued on his way to VaraI).asI. 
When he arrived there, the agreement of the five companions spontane
ously vanished, like the constellations by day. They said, "Long-living 
Gautama,411 your senses are clear, and your complexion is pure. Is this 
a manifest sign that you have realised pristine cognition?" 

As they regarded him still as an equal, he dispelled their ignorance, 
saying, "Do not call the Tathagata 'long-living', or misfortune will 
surely follow for a long time. I have obtained a nectar-like doctrine. I 
have attained buddhahood. I have come to know everything!" 

A thousand jewel thrones then appeared there. The Tathagata bowed 
reverently before the thrones of the Three Buddhas of the Past, and 
radiantly sat down upon the fourth throne, whereupon the other thrones 
vanished. On behalf of the five noble companions and eighty thousand 
gods he turned the wheel of the doctrine of the middle way which 
abandons both extremes, and which concerns the four truths, repeating 
them three times and in twelve ways.412 Then he fully ordained the 
five noble companions as monks, so that there arose the great monastic 
community, a matchless canopy over the world. All those assembled 
perceived the truth. 

[The first wheel of the doctrine413 emphasises] the Vinayapitaka 
[Transmissions of the Vinaya, 'dul-ba'i sde-snod, T 1-7], which, beginning 
with those sections which teach mainly the training of superior moral 
discipline, includes, among other topics, the Vinaya of the Vinaya
pitaka, which establishes and defines the transgressions and natural 
offences; the sl1tras of the Vinayapitaka, which describe the sequence 
of yogic practice involving contemplation and purity of conduct; and 
the Abhidharma of the Vinayapitaka, which provides extensive analysis 
of the aforementioned topics. 

Then on Vulture Peak,414 which is a perfect location, the Tathagata 
turned the wheel of the doctrine which concerns signlessness, the inter
mediate transmitted precepts, on behalf of the four ordinary assemblies
namely, those of the five thousand arhats such as Sariputra and Maud
galyayana, the five hundred nuns including Prajapati, the host oflaymen 
and laywomen including AnathapiI).<;lada and the laywoman Visakha, and 
a multitude of gods, nagas, and gandharvas. In addition, he turned this 
[wheel] on behalf of a special assembly - a multitude ofbodhisattvas who' 
had attained the great levels, including Bhadrapala, Ratnasambhava, and 
]aladatta. This wheel of the doctrine emphasises the Sl1trapi!aka, which 
teaches mainly the training of superior mind and includes the Vinaya 
of the Sl1trapi!aka, which sets forth the bodhisattva's vows; the siitras 
of the Siitrapi!aka, which describe profound and vast contemplations; 
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. h· h tains analyses of the 

d the Abhidharma of the Sutrapltaka ,. w lC con 
an . d contemplations. 
levels, paths, retentions, an f d d nagas for the sake of innum-

Then in the sundry abode~ 0 s ;~dsb:hisattv~s, the Tathagata turned 
erable monks, nuns, gods, naga fj . . eaning which is the wheel of 

1 f h d ctrine of de mltive m, . h 
the whee 0 t e . 0 s This doctrinal wheel emphasl~es t. e 
the final transmltted p~ecept .. 1 hes the training of supenor dlS-
Abhidharmapitaka , whlch m~m r ~eac the Vinaya of the Abhidhar
criminative awareness and mc u e~due the conflicting emotions eas
mapitaka, :vhich conc~r~s how ~~r:~ of the Abhidharmapitaka, which 
ily with little hardshlP, the s f l·ty. and the Abhidharma of 

, t te the nature 0 rea 1 , 
show ho~ to pen~ ra which contains analyses of the .components, 
the Abhldharmapltaka , .. fj ld nse organs consciOusness, and 
psychophysical bases, actiVlty hl: s, se bha) which is naturally pure. 
the nucleus ofthe.tat~agata \tat :g~~;:: of the Array of Attributes: 

Concerning thls, 11 says m t e 

Totally unspoken by me, ntient beings. 
The doctrine has spread among se 
To all those who seek a gradual path 

Siiriputra 
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It appears in just that way. 
For those who penetrate it instantaneously, 
The varied doctrine appears in full. 
This is the greatness of speech 
That fulfils every aspiration to the heart's content. 

It is a special feature of that buddha-speech, which transcends the 
particulars of sound and word, that, depending on one's capacity, the 
three doctrinal wheels may be heard simultaneously or gradually by 
those beings whose fortune it is to penetrate them so. It is never possible 
for ordinary persons to imagine the extent of approaches to the doctrine, 
or the number of vehicles, the means of training, or the time sequences, 
associated with the Buddha's immeasurable activity. 

So it was through the boundless ocean of the doctrine, which includes 
the three vehicles, that some were established in the teaching of the 
path and result;415 some were secured in the happiness of gods and 
men; and others, too, were delivered and protected from great fears of 
a mundane sort. 416 In short, through the infinite play of enlightened 
activity, his great miraculous abilities and so on, the Tathagata planted 
the seed of liberation and omniscience, like a catalyst in an alchemical 
transmutation, in all sentient beings who saw, heard, touched, or 
thought of him. Moreover, he made his actual disciples, even the gan
dharva Pramoda and the homeless mendicant Subhadra, enter into the 
precincts bounded by skilful means and great compassion. Then, con
sidering his final act, he went to Kusinagara.417 

Concerning that final act: The Tathagata's body, pleasant to behold, 
was free from such common attributes as the tendency to shout, laugh, 
or yawn. Once, when Prajapati heard a sneeze emerge from his glorious 
throat, she prayed, "May the Buddha live for three countless aeons!" 
Her prayer, reverberating through space, was heard as far away as 
Akani~tha, and the gods also echoed it. The Buddha said to Prajapati, 
"You have done no good. Instead of praying for the duration of the 
doctrine, you have obstructed the spiritual practice of many lazy 
people!" So, as an act of penance, Prajapati passed into nirvaI).a along 
With five hundred female arhats .. 

At about that time the Tathagata's two supreme disciples, Sariputra 
and Maudgalyayana went to visit the hells. Teachers and preceptors of 
extremist doctrines,418 who were reaping the fruits of their misdeeds, 
sent a verbal message through them to their followers, saying that they 
had erred in their philosophy. Sariputra was the first to repeat the 
ll1essage, but the followers ignored him, showing no hostility. After 
that Maudgalyayana said, "Your teachers sent this message to you 
because they have come to suffer in the AvIci he11.,,419 

"This message insults not only ourselves", they said, "but also our 
teachers and preceptors. Crush him!" 
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Maudgalytiyana 

So they beat Maudgalyayana's body until it was as a broken reed. 
Sariputra wrapped him in the fold of his robe and carried him into the 
city of Vrk~araju. Knowing that Maudgalyayana would not live, 
Sariputra went on to glorious Nalanda, thinking, "I cannot bear even 
the news of a friend's death. How, then, the sight?" Thus, he entered 
nirva1).a early in the morning along with eighty thousand arhats. That 
same evening Maudgalyayana passed into nirva1).a along with seventy 
thousand arhats. And so, like fires which have run out of fuel, did 
many other arhats enter nirva1).a. 

The Buddha then entrusted the teaching along with the four [monas
tic] assemblies to the elder Mahakasyapa. Removing his upper garment, 
he said, "Behold, 0 monks, the body of the Tathagatal It is as difficult 
to see a tathagata as it is to see an udumbara blossom. 42o Be silent, 0 
monksl Just as this body is subject to destruction, so too is all that is 
compounded." 

In this way he encouraged lazy disciples to enter the doctrine with 
the motive for renunciation. Then, next to a pair of sal trees, his 
intention turned to final nirvaQ.a. 

The Coming of Buddha 427 

When Mahakasyapa arrived there from the naga realm he d 
before the Buddha's remains and the funeral '. d b p~aye 
Th r b ' pyre Igm te y Itself 

e re lC~ ecame fragmented and were suitably divided into ei h~ 
part~, whlc.h cam~ to form the cores of eight stiipas.421 g 

Fmally, It says m the Great Treasury of Detailed Exposition: 

The Sage, supreme being 
Lived for one year each ' 

At [Vara1).~sI], the site of the wheel of the doctrine 
~~d a~ VaIs~II, Makkolam, and the god realms, ' 
~lsumara HIll, and KausambI, 
AtavI, Caityagiri, 
Ve1).upura, as well as Saketa 
And the city of Kapilavastu.' 
He passed twenty-three years in SravastI 
Four years in Bhai~ajyavana, ' 
Two years in the J valinI Cave, 
And five years in Rajagrha. 
He had spent .six years practising austerity 
An~ twenty-mne years in the palace. 
So It was that the Conqueror 
The supreme and holy Sage,' 
Passed into nirval,1a at the age of eighty. 



2 The Collecting of ~ransmitted 
Precepts by Counctls 

. and special explanations of the 
[40.6-41.21 There are both or~lnary h teachings delivered by the 

.. f h true doctnnes, t e ··1 compllatlon 0 t e . h· 1 three succeSSlVe counCi s 
Teacher. According to the ordmary ve lC e 

d 422 
were convene . 

THE FIRST COUNCIL ~ . 

Teacher's own nirvaI).a, when Sanputra 
(41.2-42.31 Shortly before the and Maudgalyayana with seventy 
with eighty thousand other a~ha:s, d again when the Transcendent 

d . nto nlrvana, an h ds 
thousand arhats, passe. 1 _ . with eighty million arhats, t ~ g~ 
Lord himself entered nlrvaI).a alon~ 1 nks have passed into mrva(la 
cried out, saying, "All the powe\~ 7:e smoke from a dead fire. The 
and the true doctrine has become 1 ~. 1 " 

monks do not proclaim even the Tnpll~l(ao·f five hundred arhats was 
h · d . ·on a counCl n 

In response to t IS enSI _. rha during the summer monsoo 

convened in the Banyan Cave at RaJ,a
g

.. 'ana under the patronage of 
retreat the year after. the ~uddhac~l ~~~li·c~mpiled the Vinayap.ilaka~ 
King Ajatasatru. Du~mg thIS c~u~ahakasyapa the entire Ab~ldhard 
Ananda the Siltrap1laka, an 1 . h the gods perceived thls a~ 
ma itaka. As far away ~s A (a~I~\ a anti ods will decline! ~ e 

Pl: d "The gods Wln flounsh. The g. d ft·mel" LikewIse, 
exc alme , ddh·n endure for a long peno 0 1 . 
teaching of the Bu a WI .. . 
. . the Minor Transmlsswns . it says In 

During the summer which followed 
the Teacher's nirvaI).a, 

In a secret cave in Rajag~ha, 
A· atasatru provided sustenance 

J ·1 f five hundred arhats, For a counCl 0 . d 
And the Tripitaka was compIle . 
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THE SECOND COUNCIL 

[42.3-42.6] When one hundred and ten years had passed after the first 
compilation of the scriptures, the monks in Vaisall were indulging in 
the following ten transgressions [Mi~or Transmissions]: 

Permitting: [exclamations of] "alas!"; celebrating [the arhats]; 
The deliberate practice [of agriculture]; [sipping "medicine" 

from] apot [of ale]; [the misuse of the sacred stored] salt; 
[Eating while on] the road; [desecration of offerings with] 

two fingers; stirring [curd and milk together as an afternoon 
beverage]; [a new] mat [without an old patch]; 

And [begging for] gold [or silver]. These are held to be the 
ten transgressions. 423 

In order to put an end to this, seven hundred arhats, including Yasal)., 
held a council under the patronage of the religious king Asoka, and 
the ten transgressions were rejected. They recited the complete 
Tripitaka once, and also observed a harmonious and auspicious 
purificatory fast. 

THE THIRD COUNCIL 

[43.6-45.6] Starting from the time of King Vlrasena, the grandson of 
King Dharmasoka, and son of Vigatasoka, the monks Mahadeva, 
Bhadra, the elder Naga and Sthiramati, all of whom had come under 
the influence of Mara, appeared in succession. They proclaimed five 
basic points: 

[Arhats may] answer others, remain unknowing, 
Harbour doubts and inquire discursively; 
And they may support themselves. 
This is the Teacher's teaching. 

In this way, they taught a false doctrine, which caused dispute among 
the members of the sartlgha, during the latter part of King Vlrasena's 
life, throughout the lives of Nanda and Mahapadma, and during the 
early part of the life ofKani~ka; that is, during the reigns of four kings. 424 

Since the Teacher had not allowed the Vinaya to be written down, 
differences arose over a long period of time in the recitation of the 
Priitimok~a Sutra (T 2), owing to which there was a division into eighteen 
schools.425 It happened in this way: Because the elder Naga spread the 
dispute, the Mahasailghikas, Sthaviras, and SammitIyas split off from 
the Miilasarvastivada tradition; and these then became the four basic 
schools. Later, Sthiramati spread the dispute widely and the four sects 
gradually divided into eighteen. It is said that the MUlasarvastivada 
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had seven branches; the Mahasanghika, five; and the other two, three 
each. Afterwards, when the controversy had somewhat subsided, and 
the schools existed independently, the third council was held under 
the patronage of King Kani~ka. At that council, it was proven that all 
eighteen schools were pure, on the basis of this passage drawn from 
the Sublime SiUra of the Teaching Given in a Dream (Aryasvapnanir
desasiltra, T 48): 

The perfectly realised Buddha Kasyapa said to King KrkI,426 
"Your majesty, the dream in which you saw eighteen men 
pulling on a sheet of cloth means that the teaching of 
Sakyamuni will become divided into eighteen schools. But 
the cloth itself, which is liberation, will remain undamaged." 

At that same council the Vinayapitaka was written down. They also 
wrote down those texts from the Sutrapitaka and Abhidharmapitaka 
which had not been set down before, and corrected those which had 
been recorded previously. This was the purpose of the third council. 

As this account is not given in the Minor Transmissions, there are 
many different opinions. The Kashmiri schools maintained that the 
council was convened in Kashmir in the Kan)ikavana Temple by the 
noble Parsva and five hundred arhats, Vasumitra and four hundred 
supremely venerable monks, and five hundred bodhisattvas. And it is 
said that most of the Central Indian scholars claimed that five hundred 
arhats and five thousand supremely venerable monks assembled in the 
Kuvana Temple of Jalandhara Monastery. At present, the account best 
known in Tibet states that about four hundred years after the Teacher's 
nirva1).a five hundred arhats and five hundred, or sixteen thousand, 
bodhisattvas assembled and held a council. And the Flame of Dialectics 
(Tarkajvala, T 3856) says: "When two hundred years had passed from 
the Teacher's nirva1).a, the elder Vatslputra compiled the doctrine.,,427 

The period of four hundred years [mentioned above] agrees with this 
if each solstice is counted as one year. But, after comparing this chrono
logy with the succession of kings, it seems to me that the period of twO 
hundred years may be too short. 428 It appears, therefore, that this must 
be further examined. Moreover, many different places are claimed as 
the venue of the council, for example, SravastI, Kusumakutarama in 
Jalandhara, and Kuvana Monastery in Kashmir. 

THE COUNCILS OF THE GREATER VEHICLE
429 

[45.6-46.4] As for the special councils of the greater vehicle, it says in 
the Flame of Dialectics: 

The greater vehicle was taught by the Buddha, since the 
original compilers were Samantabhadra, MafijusrI, Guhya
pati, Maitreya; etc. 

_ The Councils 431 
In the Sutra of Inconceivable Secrets Va·ra - . . . 
of the teachings of the Thousand BUddh J P~1).I IS called the compIler 
says that one ·11· as, an an ancient annotation430 

mI IOn sons of the Conqueror a bl d . 
bhava Mountain, which lies to the south of R ~~em e on VIma~asva-
compiled the Vinayapitaka, MafijusrI the S _taJa~rh~. There M.aItr~y~ 
the Abhidharmapitaka. It also sa. .u rapIta a, and VaJrapa1).I 
that the sections dealing with t~: In t~e PIdtak~ of the greater vehicle 
M _. / - proloun VIew were comp·l d b 

anJusfl, and the sections on the exte?sive conduct by Maitre~:. 431 y 
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MAHAKAsy APA 

[46.4-49.5] The Teacher appointed Mahakasyapa to be his successor, 
indicating this by allowing him to be the one to fold the master's seat. 
Also, the teaching was entrusted to the great and exalted Sixteen Elders. 
Kasyapa was born as the son of the brahman Nyagrodhaketu, in the 
brahman village of Nyagrodhika in Magadha, in answer to a prayer 
addressed to the divinity of the Nyagrodha [Banyan] Tree. For this 
reason he was named Nyagrodhaja [Banyan-born], though his family 
name was Kasyapa. He married a beautiful maid with a golden complex
ion, who was named KapilabhadrI. But they regarded each other only 
as brother and sister; not even for a moment did the thought oflust arise. 

When his parents died, Kasyapa abandoned his possessions, which 
included nine hundred and ninety-nine hamlets, sixty million pieces 
of gold, and eighty golden granaries, as if they were mere grass. For 
himself he kept only two robes of Benares linen. He sent KapilabhadrI 
to the Nirgrantha [Jains],433 while he went to the Teacher, who was 
residing near the Bahuputraka Caitya shortly after attaining buddha
hood. As soon as they met, he recognised his teacher, and three times 
made this request: "You, Lord, are my teacher! And I am the pious 
attendant of the Transcendent Lord!" The Lord responded thrice, say
ing, "Indeed, I am your teacher; and you are my pious attendant!" At 
this, he was fully ordained, and eventually he came to be revered as 
the supreme observer of the ascetic virtues. 434 He took the Teacher's 
robe, which had come from a trash heap, and offered to the Teacher 
his Benares linen. This happened about the same time as the Teacher 
descended from the realm of the gods, and many gods had arrived in 
JambudvIpa to receive his nectar-like instruction. 435 

Kasyapa compiled the transmitted precepts well and protected the 
teaching. For over forty years he advanced the teaching by establishing 
many disciples in liberation. Then he thought of entering nirvaI).a and 
said to .Ananda, "You should know that the Teacher entrusted the 
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teachIng to me before he passed into nirvana Whe I h . 

. - .' n ave passed Into mrvaI).a, you must protect the teaching y . 
it to SaI).avasika." . ou, In turn, should entrust 

Then Kasyapa worshipped the stl1pas which held th . 
tooth-relics of the Buddha. He climb d M K e re~aI~s and 

h d . e ount ukkutapada In the 
sout ,an spread out hIS grass mat in the centre f . 
W . h b 0 an open area 

eanng t e ro e of the Transcendent Lord, which had come fJ . 
trash heap, he consecrated his body so that it would t d rom a 

no ecompose 

Mahakafyapa 

until M~itreya's attainment of buddhahood. And with a d' I 
many mIracles h d '. ,ISP ay c 
and closed 'h e passe ~nto mrvaI).a. The gods then worshipped hin 
came to seeUtPh

t 
e mo.untam; but they opened it when King Ajatasatfl 

e remams. 

mo~;:,,:~a:i~c~s~on Ajiitasatru dreamed that the royal family on hi 
I<.asyapa ha~ e

a 
t pa~ed .away forever. When he awoke he heard tha 

I<.ukkut - n ere n~rva.9a, whereupon he set out for Moun 
The ki~i~~~:~gt~her w~? A~anda. A yak~a opened up the mountain 
but Ananda sa'd "I,":ors Ip t e body and prepared for a cremation 
of Maitreya I~ M .t IS c~nsfiecrated to remain until the teaching perio( 

. altreya s Irst assembly he will come here with nin~ 
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, 'II' ' attendants and, holdmg Kasyapa s 

hundred and mnety m1 10n p~ous, [ 111 he will say 'This was the 
. h' h d436 and showmg it to a , ' 

body m 1S an " mong Sakyamuni's pious atten-
supreme observer of the ascet1c vlft~e~ a f the Teacher. There is no one 
dants, and th,e r~be he wears,w~:r~u:s ~fa mendicant as he did,' Then 
here who mamtams the ascet1c 'Ies and dissolve entirely into 
K / 'b dy will display great m1rac d 

asyapa so, , d will undertake the ascetic virtues an 
space and Ma1treya s atten ants h' b d " 

, Th £ re you cannot cremate t 1S 0 y. 
become arhats. ~re 0., , the kin turned away and the moun-

In accordance w1th th,lS adv1~e, he erec;ed a stl1pa dedicated to the 
tain was resealed, On its pea , 

remains. 

ANANDA 

- h of the Teacher's paternal uncle, 
[49.5-51. 21 Ananda ~as t e SO~oth born at the time of the Teacher's 
Am{todana. He and Rahula we~~ 'th year when the master met with 
attainment of buddhah,?od. dIn 1S SlX t sted to Kasyapa who possessed 
his own son [Rahula1, Anan a was en ru ' 

Ananda 
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the ten powers, and he received gradual ordination according to the 
current rite. 437 He became the Teacher's personal servant and was 
revered as supreme for his retention of what he had heard. He protected 
the teaching for more than forty years, and then said to Salfavasika, 
"The Teacher entrusted the teaching to Kasyapa and he, in turn, en
trusted it to me. When I too have passed away you must protect the 
teaching." 

Ananda predicted that Na~a and Bhalf~a, the sons of a merchant, 
would build a monastery on Urumulf9a Mountain, in the region of 
Mathura, and that they would become its patrons. He directed Up
agupta, the son of the incense-seller Gupta, to be ordained there and 
entrusted with the teaching. When King Ajatasatru heard the news he 
came with his army [in order to take leave of Ananda]. The people of 
VaisalI, who had been apprised of this by a deity, accompanied the 
army to meet him. When Ananda reached the middle of the River 
Ganges, a r~i with a retinue of five hundred requested ordination from 
him. Ananda materialised an island in the middle of the Ganges and 
gave the ordination there. The r$i immediately became an arhat, and 
so became known as arhat Madhyahnika (Midday), or Madhyantika 
(Midway). 

Madhyahnika requested permission to enter nirvalfa before his pre
ceptor, Ananda, who answered, "The Teacher has predicted that you 
will spread the teaching in Kashmir; so do just that!" When he had 
promised to do so Ananda displayed many miracles and passed away. 
Half of his relics were taken by Ajatasatru, the other half by the people 
of VaisalI, and they erected stl1pas at VaisalI and at Pa~aliputra. 

SANAVASIKA 

[51.2-52,1] Salfavasika was an arhat who was learned in the Tripi~aka. 
His patron was the religious king Asoka. Concerning that king, the 
Root Tantra of Mafijusrf (Mafijusrfmtllatantra, T 543) predicted that he 
was to appear one hundred years after the Teacher's nirvalfa, to live 
for one hundred and fifty years, and to worship stl1pas for eighty-seven 
years. 

Assisted by a yak~a called Ratha, the king fulfilled the Teacher's 
prophecy by extracting relics from seven stl1pas which held the 
Buddha's remains, and then by building eight hundred and forty billion 
stilpas of seven precious stones in all parts of Jambudvlpa. 438 The arhats 
praised his achievements saying: 

King Asoka who lives in Paraliputra 
Has vastly increased the seven stupas. 
Mightily, too, he has adorned this earth 
With manifest objects of prayer. 
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Sa'fJavasika 

. h - s and entrusting the teaching to After consecratmg t ose stupa . _ 
Upagupta, SaI).avasika passed into mrvaI).a. 

UPAGUPTA 

[52.1-52.6] In the Minor Transmlsszons t e eac .. h T her had predicted: 

One hundred years after my nirvaI).a ~pagupta, a s~ 
of the incense-seller Gupta, will be ordamed as a m~n f 
He will become a buddha who is without the mar s 0 

439 and he will perform the deeds of a buddha. 
one, 1 ned 

. .. f Yasah and became an arhat ear 
Upagupta received ordmal1on rom 'h' the doctrine to a congre-
in the Tripitaka. Once, whIle he wa.s teac .mg dis laying magIcal 
gation the evil Mara distracted hIS audienCeh?y 'ng Pthe goal There

' d h m from ac leVI . d transformations and so prevente t e into flower garlands an 
upon, Upagupta tran~fo;med dth;~e~o~~;: produced an evil thought, 
bound them round Mara shea. ed a foul stench; but when he pro
they appeared as corpses and exud red to be flowers. It IS saId 
duced a wholesome thought, they appea 
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Upagupta 

that owing to this crown, which no one could cast off, Mara was subdued 
by Upagupta and promised to avoid evil thoughts thereafter. 

So many became arhats through Upagupta's seven instructions that 
a cave, eighteen cubits long and twelve cubits wide, was completely 
filled with four-inch sticks, one for each of them. Since the Teacher's 
nirval).a there had been no larger gathering of arhats that this. Upagupta 
himself entered nirval)a after entrusting the teaching to DhItika. 

DHITIKA, K~~NA, SUDARSANA, MADHYAHNIKA AND 
THE SIXTEEN ELDERS 

[52.6-55.1] The sublime DhItika was also an arhat learned in the 
Tripilaka. After entrusting the teaching to the sublime Kr~l).a of 
Palaliputra (dmar-bu-can) in Magadha, he passed into nirval).a. 

Kr~l).a, too, was an arhat learned in the Tripilaka. After protecting 
the teaching completely he entrusted it to Sudarsana and entered final 
nirval).a. Some include Madhyahnika among the patriarchs as well, but 
in OUr opinion there were only seven patriarchs before Nagarjuna. 440 
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In particular, the great Sixteen Elders, who resided with five hundred 
arhats and others in various lands throughout the four continents and 
in the Trayatriq1sa heaven,441 protected the precious teaching; and in 
so doing they visited China during the reigns of T'ang T'ai-tsung, 
Qubilai Qan, and the emperor Yung-Io. Some say that they could be 
seen by all, but others maintain that the common folk could not see 
them, their bodies being rainbow-like. 442 

M adhyahnika 

So it was that the teaching was propagated throughout sixteen great 
cities of Jambudvlpa during the Teacher's lifetime. None the less, 
because there were not yet cities in Kashmir, the Teacher had predicted 
that Madhyahnika would establish the teaching in Kashmir one hundred 
years after his nirva1).a, for it was a most restful place and one suited 
to meditation. Accordingly, nearly twenty years after Ananda had pas
sed into nirva1).a, the arhat Madhyahnika went to Kashmir, knowing 
that the time had come to fulfil the prophecy. In one cross-legged 
posture he covered nine valleys, which converged in a lake. The nagas 

were furious. They caused an earthquake and a terrible rain storm, but 
they could not move even a corner of his robe. He transformed the 
shower of arrows and missiles which they hurled at him into flowers, 
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whereupon the nagas said in amazement "Wh . 

"1 have come to this land to fulfil ' at IS your command?" 
give this land to me." a prophecy of the Teacher. Please 

"We will offer up the land covered b . . .. 
many followers do you have?" y your sIttmg POSItIOn. How 

"Five hundred arhats." ;If eh~en hone of them .is missing we will take back the land " 
OtIS t e elder replIed "Those de d· . 

in a place where there is ;ponsorsh. pen mg on alms are supported 
also be settled here." Ip. Therefore householders must 

Madhyahnika had a sorcerer construct a . . 
consecrated it to be both perfectl I· ~~glcal CIty there, and he 
numerous people there and havi~ g bonou~ an ffilmperishable. He settled 

Mou~tain, consecrated it' so th:r s:~~:a~ s:o~~~ from Ga~dhamadana 
duratIOn of the teachin Th I .. grow t ere for the 

delightful COuntry that fs° ren~:n:~\::~ ~t: ~~';;m~~~.!is became the 
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Spread of the Greater Veh'tcle 

, . - limitless number of great 
[55.1-60.4] After .the. ~eacher s n~:;;~i:e the Buddha himself, came 
pious attendants, mdlvl~als ~hO h were the host of arhats like Uttara 
forth to protect the teac mg. kU~'l Kasyapa and the great brahmans 
and Yasa}:l, the venerable mo,? s ~~ were ~asters who served the 
like ~ing Sujaya a~lld K~lya~~~ the~:learning, dignity and excellence, 
teachmg, who were I ustnous . . .' N he less in the 
and who had att~ined the quahHeS of reahsat~on:k on~~ol 444 the first 

opinion of the piou~ at~endants ?f the ~:tU~:~:1 :e:~ the' arhats who 
to compose [authon~Hve] treift~~~a~d Exposition. But, according to 
composed the Great reasury 0 Maitre anatha and the master 
the greater vehicle, the first to do so were I on ~reatises which follow 
Nagarjuna, since other com~~ntators re Y 

their expositions of the path. d" the three authors of 
. h T h 's own pre lCHons, 

AccordIng to t e eac ~r _ . ond Buddha, who was the 
fundamental texts were: Nagaquna, the ~ec ho set in motion the pro
disciple of the great brahman. S.araha, an ~ . ho was the 
found way of philosophical VISIon; the subhme :~nga, h:ut Jambud
disciple of the venerable Maitreya, and who sprea t rougD'gnaga who 

d· . f duct· and the master I , 
vlpa the extensive tra IHon 0 c~n f'M -'u hosa and thus attained 
had been taken into the followmg 0 a~J g . and who revealed 
accomplishments which overcame all oP,P°lsm

g ;or~e]s~f what is implicit 
the way of the knowledge [through lOgIC a ana YSIS 

in actuality. Ar adeva disciple of 
Their three commentators were: the maste~ ~ Asan~a's younger 

Nagarjuna, who was born miraculously from a ~~~:d to memory nine 
brother, the master Vasubandhu, who com~~hus crossed the ocea~ 
million and nine hundred t~o~sand v~r~es an h lorious Dharmaklru, 
oflearning; and Dignaga's [mdlr.ect] ~ISCIP~ri~d~~ists, having followed 
who instantly broke t~e ~es~lut1on. 0 nondis utant Isvarasena. 
in the footsteps of [Dlg~aga.s ~upll] th:tio:ed above are collectivelY 

The masters and theIr dIscIples ~e d - "Usually Nagarjuna and 
known as the "six adornments of Jam u Vipa . 
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Asanga are esteemed as the "two supreme ones" , and the six adornments 
are made up of the remaining four, with the addition of the masters 
Gut:laprabha and Sakyaprabha.446 Santideva, the great son of the con
querors who was the subject of seven wonderful episodes, and Candra
gomin, who was learned in the sciences and their branches and achieved 
the accomplishments, are hailed as the "two marvellous masters". And 
there were innumerable other masters who attained full command of 
the meaning of the Buddha's scriptures, and who mainly elucidated 
the teaching of the Transcendental Perfections. 

In general, as soon as the transmitted precepts of the dialectical 
vehicle, which deals with causes, had been compiled, the texts of the 
greater vehicle, which could not have been apportioned [their place in 
the Tripitaka], were introduced by devout men, gods, and spirits to 
their own domains. Those preserved in the human world were propa
gated gradually. Some of those preserved in the non-human worlds 
were introduced to the human world and propagated by holy person
ages. 

Concerning the greater vehicle in particular: It transpired that shortly 
after the time of King Mahapadma, Candrarak~ita became the king of 
Oqivisa. It is said that the sublime MafijusrI entered his house in the 
guise of a monk, taught some doctrines of the greater vehIcle, and left 
behind a book. Adherents of the sutra tradition believe that it was the 
Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness in Eight Thousand 
Lines, but followers of the mantra tradition believe it to have been the 
Summation of the Real. Regardless of which one it was, it is said that 
this was the first appearance of the greater vehicle in the human world 
after the Teacher's nirvat:la. This must be held to have occurred before 
the third council. Therefore, the position universally adhered to by 
most contemporary scholars, namely, that all the transmitted precepts 
were committed to writing during the third council must be erroneous, 
for it is contradicted by this report. 447 

As for the tantrapitaka of the secret mantra: A discrepancy developed 
in the accounts of the ancient and new traditions [of Tibet], due to the 
changes that had taken place in India between the period when the 
doctrine was yet undiminished and the subsequent period of varied 
growth and decline. The opinion of our Ancient Translation School of 
the secret mantra texts will be explained below in detail. 448 In the 
opinion of the new tradition of secret mantra, the Teacher himself 
taught the tantras to Indrabhuti, the king of Oqqiyana. It is also held 
that Vajrapat:li entrusted them to him. In any case, whoever it was, the 
king had the tantras written down, and he taught them to the people. 
All the inhabitants of the land, even mere insects, became accomplished 
and vanished in the rainbow body. Then the land of 099iyana became 
a desolate land, which the nagas transformed into a lake. The Lord of 
Secrets [Vajrapat:li] revealed the tantras to them and brought them to 
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maturity. As a result they gradually changed into men, and, living in 
a village by the shore of the lake, they persevered in practice and 
became accomplished. When their sons and daughters became gakas 
and gakinls, the land became renowned as "Oggiyana, the Land of the 
I)akinls". 

Eventually the lake dried up and a self-created temple of Heruka 
appeared. In its stores, the volumes of the tantras were preserved. 
Subsequently, most of the tantras were taken from it by accomplished 
masters: the Guhyasamaja by King Vasukalpa; the Hevajra by Nagar
juna; the Mahamaya and Bhairava tantras (T 468 & 470) by Kukkuripa; 
and so forth. 

Similarly, there are many slightly different legends, for instance, that 
of Celuka and others obtaining the Kalacakra Tantra from the land of 
Shambhala, or from other lands, and propagating it. However it may 
have been, innumerable accomplished masters appeared: the glorious 
Saraha and the eighty-four accomplished masters;449 Buddhajfianapada 
and the twelve masters who were renowned at VikramasIla; the six 
paJ).gitas of the gates; and the elder and younger Kalacakrapada. They 
secured innumerable fortunate beings in spiritual maturity and libera
tion, primarily by means of the secret mantra teachings of the greater 
vehicle. 450 

Thus it is not possible to describe here, in a few words, the numberless 
liberated careers of those who sustained the Conqueror's precious teach
ing, its transmission and its realisation, in India. Relying on the illu
mination of [other] well-known histories and elegant tales, may the 
lotus of reverence and enthusiasm [toward the doctrine] fully blossom! 

This completes the general explanation of the origins of the Conqueror's 
precious teaching in the world, the first part of this book, Thunder from 
the Great Conquering Battle-Drum of Devendra, which is a history of the 
precious teaching of the vehicle of indestructible reality according to 
the Ancient Translation School. 

The Rise of the 
Part Two 

Precious Teaching 
of Secret Mantra 



Introduction 

[63.1-63.3] Now the rise of the precious teaching of secret mantra, or 
the vehicle of indestructible reality, will be explained in particular. 
This part has three sections: (1) where, and by whom, the doctrinal 
wheel of the secret mantra was turned; (2) how the transmitted precepts 
were collected by the compilers; (3) the emergence of this teaching in 
the human world. 



· 1 The Turning of the Secret Mantra Wheel 

[63.3-64.2] According to our special tradition there were three great 
descents of the teaching [of the secret mantra tradition]. It says in the 
Exegetical Tantra of the Oceanic Magical Net: 

The intentional, symbolic and aural lineages are respectively 
those of the conquerors, bodhisattvas and yogins. 

That is to say, the three lineages to be explained are: the intentional 
lineage of the conquerors; the symbolic lineage of the awareness
holders; and the aural lineage of mundane individuals. 

THE INTENTIONAL LINEAGE OF THE CONQUERORS 

[64.2-69.2] Samantabhadra, who completely encompasses both sarpsara 
and nirvaI).a, and who is the all-pervading lord, embodying the sixth 
enlightened family,451 appears in the indestructible Great Akani~~ha 
realm, the utterly pure expanse that is manifest in and of itself,452 in 
the form of Vajradhara, perfectly endowed with the signs and marks 
of buddhahood. There, his intention is the pristine cognition of just 
what is, the inconceivable abiding nature of reality, entirely free from 
verbal expression; and through its blessing he confers realisation upon 
the Teachers of the Five Buddha Families, the nature of whose assembly 
is no different from his own, and upon the assembly that appears as 
the countless maI).<;ialas of self-manifesting peaceful and wrathful con
querors. This is conventionally referred to as the "speech ofthe buddha
body of reality". It says in the Penetration of Sound: 

Thus, in the celestial expanse of reality, 
There appeared the natural sound, 
Blessed by the speech of the Great All-Pervader ... 453 

A.nd in a Commentary on the Secret Nucleus (snying-'grel): 
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behalf of an assembly of the great bodhisattvas who possess extra
ordinary awareness, such as Vajrapal)i, Avalokitesvara, and MaiijusrI; 
beings who are themselves the products of purity of sense and sense 
object. 456 In the Secret Nucleus (Ch.6, v.14) it says: 

His body appears as Vairocana Buddha 
In the supreme realm of unsurpassed Akani~!ha. 
Without an utterance from his supreme speech, 
His body reveals all doctrines 
To the assemblies of bodhisattvas. 

It is also said that this realm is the Akani~!ha of the Mahavasavartin, 
which lies beyond the Pure Abodes. 457 The Magical Net of Indestructible 
Reality, too, says: 

Abandoning the Pure Abode, 
In the supreme realm of Great Akani~!ha, 
Is the spontaneously present body of 
The lord of the buddha families, with his mudra. 
Transcending unity and diversity, this is 
The common form of all buddhas. 
He is the original treasure of the greater vehicle 
Who appears at each instant to those disciples 
Who have abandoned all obscurations. 

In the same way, in the ordinary Akani~!ha, which appears to 
bodhisattvas on the ninth level; and in the imputed Akani~!ha, which 
appears to bodhisattvas on the eighth level;458 and in the palaces of 
great liberation, that are the expanse of reality, the glorious womb of 
the Vajra Queen,459 there appear to the senses of Rudra,460 Bhairava 
and other malicious disciples the forms of the foremost [Herukas], such 
as Mahottara Heruka, Kumaravlrabalin, Padmanartesvara, as well as 
Hevajra, Cakrasarpvara, and Kalacakra. These each reveal their in
destructible realms and, through their transformations, emanate the 
mal)cJala of their respective assemblies. And, by means of the imperish
able sound of pure vibration, each one turns the wheel of the doctrine. 
In the Root Tantra of the Gathering of the Sugatas (bder-'dus rtsa-rgyud, 
NGB Vo1.31) it says: 

I am king of the great, 
And I am both teacher and listener. 

And in the Hevajra Tantra (Pt.2, Ch.2, v.39ab):, 

I am the teacher, and I am the doctrine. 
Endowed with my own assembly, I am even the listener. 

Similarly, in conventional places such as Tu~ita, Mount Sumeru, 
0cJcJiyana, and Shambhala, [the Buddha] also taught the Kriya, Carya, 
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2 The Collecting of Transmitted Precepts 
by Different Compilers 

[69.2-70.4] Although the compilers [i.e. recipients] of most Unsurpassed 
[Yoga] tantras were separate [from those who taught them], the compilers 
of the majority of the truly secret tantras, such as the Tantra of the Secret 
Nucleus, were none other than their respective teachers; for the teacher 
and his assembly were of identical intention. Accordingly, in the Tantra 
of the Secret Nucleus one finds the words, "Thus have I explained", and 
in the Root Tantra ofCakrasan:zvara, "Then, I will explain what is secret". 
The Veri{zcation of Secrets (Srfguhyasiddhi, T 2217) also says: 

The teacher of tantra is the indestructible reality of mind. 
It is teacher as well as compiler. 

Furthermore, most tantras on the Great Perfection, and related topics, 
were compiled by [bodhisattvas] like the Lord of Secrets [Vajrapal).i] 
Vajradharma,461 Vajragarbha, MaiijusrI, Avalokitesvara, and the 
emanation Garap Dorje; and by a host of cjakas and cjakinis like 
Purl).opasanti; as well as by a host of disciples including devas, nagas, 
yak~as, and others of sundry genus. 

It has been said that the Lord of Secrets collected all the tantras 
alone. But those who requested [the teaching of] particular tantras also 
became their compilers. Thus, the Kalacakra was compiled by 
SUcandra, the Hevajra by Vajragarbha, the Emergence ofCakrasan:zvara 
by Vajrapal).i and the Vajra4aka (T 370-1) by VarahI. 



3 The Emergence of this Teaching 
in the Human World 

[70.4-5] This section has two parts: (1) the symbolic lineage of the 
awareness-holders; (2) the aural lineage of mundane individuals. 

THE SYMBOLIC LINEAGE OF THE AWARENESS-HOLDERS 

This comprises both: (1) its origination among non-human awareness
holders; (2) its origination among both human and non-human awareness
holders. 

The Origination of the Symbolic Lineage among Non-Human 
Awareness-holders462 

[70.5-72.4] Within the assemblies of bodhisattvas or sons of the con
querors, the Teacher appeared as the emanations who are [the Lords of] 
the Three Families [i.e. Mafijusrl, Avalokitesvara, and VajrapaIJi]. They 
symbolically instructed and taught disciples who were, respectively, devas, 
nagas, and yak~as. 

In other words, in the youthful and handsome form of TIk~IJavajra, 
MafijusrI instructed the deva YasasvI Varapala in the realm of the gods. 
The latter, in turn, instructed the deva Brahmaratnaprabha. The teaching 
was then transmitted successively through Prajapatibrahma, Brahmasar
vatara, Brahmasikhandara, and Indrasakra, who instructed a mass of one 
hundred thousand awareness-holders among the devas. 

In the form of Amrtabhai~ajya, Avalokitesvara instructed the naga 

king Kalagrlva in the domain of the nagas. The teaching was then 
transmitted successively through the naginI Khandulma, the naginI 
Dultsangma, the naga Manorathanandin, and the naga Tak~aka, who 
instructed a mass of one hundred thousand awareness-holders among 
the nagas. 

And in an awesome and menacing form, VajrapaIJi instructed the 
yak~a Samantabhadra in the domain of the yak~as. Then, the teaching 
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them in a golden book with melted beryl; and then by the seven powers 
of his intention the book was concealed, invisibly sealed in space. 

The land of Lanka, where Malayagiri is situated, is not that Lanka 
also known as Camara, which is a subsidiary continent of JambudvIpa. 
Rather it is an island isolated by the ocean on the south-east coast of 
JambudvIpa, where, on the invitation of RavaI).a, the ten-headed lord 
of Lanka, the Transcendent Lord taught the extremely extensive Sutra 
of the Descent to Lanka at the request of Mahamati. Apart from that 
island, the teaching was propagated to some extent in both ancient and 
recent times on the islands of Tamralipti, YavadvIpa [Java], Dhana
srIdvIpa [Sumatra], PayigudvIpa [Burma] and so on. 

Lanka, in particular, was so called because in ancient times it was 
under the sway of the ogre RavaI).a. Later the country was depopulated 
of ogres, and today it is called Singhala [Ceylon] because it was seized 
by the merchant Sirpha. 467 When the great master Ka1).hapada went 
there he subdued a great ogress called VisvanlpI, together with her five 
hundred followers, and propagated the mantra teaching. Later the mas
ter of the greater vehicle, Lankajayabhadra, was born there, and the 
master Candragomin also visited that land. When Santipa and the great 
scholar Vanaratna went there in turn, they also propagated the mantra 
teaching. 

In antiquity, when the human king Rama destroyed the ten-headed 
RavaI).a, he reached Lanka by building a stone bridge across the ocean 
from India to the island. Even today huge rocks are clearly visible in 
the ocean. Sometimes ships change course lest they collide with the 
rocks; and it takes a whole morning to walk along the outcropping of 
red stone, which is said to have been stained by the blood of the 
ten-headed ogre when he was slain. 

In the centre of Lanka there is a ravine called Sumanakiita, "Mount 
Pleasant".468 No ordinary person can reach it because it is surrounded 
by a chain of rocky hills. The great master [Padmasambhava] and his 
disciples went there and stayed for six years before returning to India. 
While that mountain is usually known by the aforementioned name, it 
in fact possesses all the qualities of the Malaya Mountain, which is a 
ferocious wilderness. It has been described as follows: 

On its peak dwells the king of powerful craft. 
On its face is a dog-shaped white rock. 
It's adorned with the likeness of a lion 
Leaping through space. 
At its base grow eight medicinal roots: 
Illness and disease do no harm here. 
On the summit there is the eyrie and nest 
Of the solitary Kalantaka bird, 
Which dwells apart from all others. 
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The peak is of easy access to those of good 
fortune, 

But to the unfortunate completely impregnible. 

Lanka is more sublime than other islands by virtue of other praise
worthy qualities: Near the base of the mountain just mentioned, to the 
north of it, there are many stupas containing relics of the Tathagata, 
for instance, the great Caitya of GUI).avera. On its western side is a tree 
called BuddhasaraI).a under which the Tathagata remained in contem
plation for seven days. That land, whose rivers are filled with pearls, 
treasuries with jewels, forests with elephants, and houses with voluptu
ous girls, is the very one famed by the name of Singhala. 

In a dense forest called KaI).gala, in the north-east, there is a cavern 
which houses Srlpaduka,469 an enormous footprint of the Buddha. It 
is said that during the regular festival held at the footprint twelve 
thousand monks congregate; and that from ancient times up to the 
present day the teachings of both the lesser and greater vehicles have 
been widespread. 

THE AURAL LINEAGE OF MUNDANE INDIVIDUALS 

[77.3-78.4] After the third council, in the time of King Kani~ka's son, 
five hundred masters who proclaimed the greater vehicle came forth. 
All of them received precepts transmitted by the Lord of Secrets and 
others and they all acquired miraculous powers. They were invited to 
the west by King Lak~asva, who built a temple on the summit of Mount 
Abu, and requested them to live there. He also caused five hundred 
intelligent members of his court to be ordained and to study the doctrine 
of the greater vehicle under those five hundred masters. The king 
thought that the pitaka should be written down and he asked how large 
they were. The masters replied, "Speaking generally, they are innum
erable, but these here comprise ten million [verses altogether]." To 
this, the king responded that they should be written down, despite the 
large quantity. And so he had them all committed to writing and then 
presented them to the masters. From this time on the greater vehicle 
was widely propagated. There were also a great many who secretly 
practised Kriyatantra and Caryatantra. Numerous tantra texts, concern
ing the way of mantras, were brought from different lands and propa
gated by those masters. 

Concerning the Unsurpassed [Yoga]tantra: Until a later period, only 
a few supremely fortunate beings, those who had attained to all-surpas
sing [realisation], received teachings from their preferred deity or some 
other. They practised these teachings in solitude and attained ac
complishment. Since neither the specific instructions were set forth, 
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that he was that Indrabhiiti's son. Some even believe him to have been 
an intermediate Indrabhiiti. 472 Thus, there are various dissimilar opin
ions; but, because ordinary persons cannot imagine the emanations of 
great sublime beings, perhaps they are all correct! And yet, upon exam
ining the chronology, we find he is described as the contemporary of 
master Kukkuraja. For this reason he may well be an intermediate 
Indrabhiiti. Moreover, the great accomplished master Kambalapada 

KingJa) Indrabhuti 

and this king are contemporary, whether or not they are in fact one 
and the same person. He is also the approximate contemporary of 
Vidyavajra, Saroruha, and Jalandharipa. 

In any case, while the king was sitting absorbed in the meditative 
cultivation of the yoga of the lower tantras, a volume containing the 
great texts of the way of secret mantra, including the Buddhasamayoga 
and a one-cubit-tall image of the Lord of Secrets actually fell upon the 
:oyal palace, just as in his dream. Then, having performed prayers, he 
Intuitively understood the chapter entitled the "Vision of Vajrasattva" 
and, relying on that and on the image of Vajrapa1).i, he practised for 
seven months. As a result he had a vision of Vajrasattva and received 
from him the empowerment of pristine cognition. Thus he came to 
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understand the symbolic conventions and meanings of that volume in 
their entirety. 

At the same time, the Anuyoga texts were revealed in Ceylon. As it 
says in the prediction found in the fifth chapter of the Tantra which 
Comprises the Supreme Path of the Means which Clearly Reveal All-Positive 
Pristine Cognition (kun-bzang ye-shes gsal-bar ston-pa'i thabs-kyi lam
mchog 'dus-pa'i rgyud, NGB Vol.3): 

The Mahayoga tantras will fall onto the palace of King Ja. 
The Anuyoga tantras will emerge in the forests ofSiilghala. 

Then King Ja taught the book to master Uparaja, who was renowned 
as a great scholar throughout the land of Sahor, but he could not 
understand their symbolic conventions and meaning. The king then 
taught them to the master Kukkuraja. He intuitively understood the 
chapter on the "Vision of Vajrasattva", from the Tantra of the Magical 
Net of Vajrasattva, and practised it, whereupon Vajrasattva revealed 
himself and predicted that the Lord of Secrets would reveal the meanings 
of this tantra thereafter. When he had practised more, the Lord of 
Secrets actually appeared and granted him the complete empowerment 
of the authentic teaching and of all vehicles. Then he told him to request 
the verbal teaching from the Licchavi Vimalaklrti. It is said that, follow
ing the transmitted precepts of the Lord of Secrets, master Kukkuraja 
divided [the Mahayoga tantras] into the Eighteen Great Tantrapitaka 
(tantra chen-po sde bco-brgyad) and taught them to King Ja. 473 

In the king's own composition, the Array of the Path of the Magical 
Net, he says: 

In the eastern domain of Indrabhuti, 
At Vajraku!a in India, 
I, the noble Indrabhuti, 
Practised the Magical Net, 
Having been taught by the Lord of Secrets himself. 
I actually realised VajrapaJ).i, 
With his retinue of fifty thousand. 
Being empowered in wholesome action, 
By the practice of disciplined conduct, 
I was free from sin, and reached [an exalted] level. 

Just so, although the king himself had attained realisation, he de
monstrated the way of realisation by relying upon Kukkuraja. This was 
in order to prevent charlatans from entering this path at wilL". f 

Now, the renowned master Kukkuraja, whose name means klllg 0 

dogs", and who is also called Kuttaraja in some legends, taught the 
doctrine by day in the guise of a dog to a thousand warriors and yoginIS , 
and by night went to the charnel grounds with them to perform feast 
offerings and other sacramental practices. After practising in this waY 
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~~:l~welve years he finally attained the accomplishment of the Great 

Others say that while the master b'd" 
went to Oggiyana and once more was a 1 I?g III such p.ractice he 
Five Inner Tantrapitaka (nang-rgyU~a;;e_~ de~a~led e~planatIOn of the 
samayoga; which were drawn fro ,nga IncludIng the Buddha-
the Mahayoga]. In this way, he fi~l:h:t~:ght~e~ Great Tantrapitaka, [of 
ment by following the Tantra of thY H'd;e t ~ supreme accomplIsh
draguhyatilakatantra, T 477). e z en Poznt of the Moon (Can-

This master was an adept of the B ddh -
many treatises, including the Six Arra Us 0 asama:;:oga Ta~tra. He wrote 
thadharavyuha, T 1664-9) and th pry, ~ EZdsotRer:c Meanzng (Sacjguhyar-
M d Z ,e zveJo zte for Enterin' All 

an a as (S arvamandala-nuvartzp' - 'dh' T g znto . " " . ancavz z, 1670). 
Now, In the peculIar terminology of the A ' . 

the inner tantras are universally regard d ~cIen~ TranslatIOn School, 
Mahayoga, [which deals rim'l ~ as OrmIng three classes: the 
Anuyoga, [which deals riP. an ~ WIth] the stage of creation; the 
Atiyoga, [which deals p~im~:~IylY w~:~h]]ththeeGstage pof p~erf~ction; and the 

reat erlectIOn. 

Kukkuraja 
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The first of these, the Mahayoga, has two divisions: the class of 
tantras [*tantravarga] and the class of means for attainment 
[*sadhanavarga, NGB Vols. 20-33]. Of these , the former, which consists 
of the great tantrapilaka, is divided into eighteen: the five great tan
trapilaka of buddha-body, speech, mind, attributes, and activity-these 
are the ground and the roots; the five tantrapilaka concerned with the 
means for attainment - these are the branches; the five tantrapilaka 
concerned with conduct - these are also branches; the two supplement
ary tantras which make up the omissions; and the single tantrapilaka 
which summarises the meaning of all the others. 474 King Ja taught all 
of these to Kukkuraja. From the latter they were transmitted succes
sively to Sakraputra, or Indrabhuti the younger, who was the king's 
son; SiI11haraja; Sakrabhiiti, or Uparaja; and finally to the daughter 
Gomadevl. By practising the path on which the two provisions [of merit 
and pristine cognition] are achieved [rapidly], they and their respective 
retinues reached the level of Vajradhara. As it says in the Sequence of 
the Path: 

Then to the east of Jambudvlpa, 
Which rests on the Indestructible Seat, 
In a holy palace of precious gems, 
In an auspicious and sacred room, 
Kukkuraja and Indrabhiiti, 
Together with SiI11haraja, Uparaja, 
Daughter GomadevI, and others, 
Received the empowerment of the Magical Net. 
They actually attained the ma1).9ala as an assembly, 
And manifestly reached the level of Vajradhara. 

King Ja wrote the Array of the Path of the Magical Net, the Two 
Stages (Sriguhyagarbhakramadvayoddesa, P 4771), et cetera. He also 
composed many other definitive texts which bring out the most secret 
meaning: the Commentary on the Root Tantra of Cakrasarrzvara 
(Sricakrasarrzvaratantrarajasambarasamuccayanamavrtti, T 1413); the 
Verification of Pristine Cognition afianasiddhi, T 2219); the Verification 
of Co-Emergence (Sahajasiddhi, T 2260) and so forth. Nearly all of the 
tantras and instructions that were widespread among the great 
accomplished masters of India came from this royal master. He gave 
the transmitted precepts on supreme bliss and on inner radiance to the 
accomplished master Balapada, or Jalandharipa, who in turn transmit
ted the lineage to K~~1).acarin and his retinue of disciples. Tilopa and 
Naropa and all their disciples came forth from this lineage. 475 It is alsO 
the source of the transmitted precepts concerning the action seal (kar
mamudra), which were passed down from daughter Gomadevl to King 
Ja and Kukkuraja, and from them to the masters LIlavajra and Bud
dhaguhya. 

LILA V AJRA 476 
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[85.2-87.6] The master LIlavajra was bor . 
J:Ie was ordained in Oggiyana and studie~ In the .c~untry of Sa1p~ara. 
tlcularly learned in the ph·1 h· the Tnpitaka. He was par-
knew all of the ordinary S~i~~~P IC~ tene~s of A.sanga, and he also 
Madhima he practised the Subl~s. L ~ an Island In Og9iyana called 
When he was approaching acc;:e r ~any oj the Names oj Mafijusri 
from the face of a painting of M _ ~ ~s _ ment. a ra~ of light emanated 
a long time, owing to which th anJusn and IllumInated the island for 

e master was called Suryavat, "Sun-like". 

Lflavaira (or Vilasavajraj 

On another occasion whe . . 
r~quired the five sense' orga~ :f:a~ItlOn~r of perverse doctrines, who 
hIS practice, came to kill the udd~I~t s~holar as sacraments for 
forms, such as those of an I m~ster, LIlavaJra appeared in various 
~~a~ock. Unable to recognis: ~f an~ h~rse,. boy, girl, buffalo, and 
t IS Incident, the master be cam m, t e anat~c went away. Owing to 

Near the end of h· rfl he renowned as Vlsvarupa, "Everyform". 
?gg~yana. The master I:a~ 7ear~e~a:~~ abenefitt~d living creatures in 
ng, In all the tantrapitaka, and in th M cc~mphshed, ge~erally speak

e aglcal Net cycle, In particular. 
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He also lived for ten years at Nalanda, where he preserved the teaching 
of the way of mantras. He composed many treatises and expounded 
them in detail. [His works include]: a Commentary on the Litany of the 
Names of Mafijusrf ('jam-dpal mtshan-brjod-kyi 'grel-ba, T 2533) 
according to the interpretations of the Unsurpassed [Yoga]tantra; the 
Sequence of the Supreme Point (Mahatilakakrama, T 1290), concerning 
the stage of perfection of Hevajra; a Commentary on the Guhyasamaja 
Tantra, based on the Guru's Instruction (Srfguhyasamajatantranidana
gUrilpadesanavyakhyana, T 1910); the Means for the Attainment of Co
Emergence (Srfguhyasamajasahajasadhana, T 1913); and other treatises 
dealing with sundry tantras. Concerning the system of the Magical Net, 
[he composed]: the Parkap Commentary on the Secret Nucleus;477 the 
Innermost Point (Cittabindu, P 4723); the Sixfold Sequence (Krama$atka, 
P 4741); the Clarification of Commitments; the Propensity for the Commit
ments (Samayanusayanirdefa, P 4745) and so on. In the end he attained 
the body of indestructible reality. His ordination name was Srlmad 
Uttamabodhibhagavat and his esoteric name was LIlavajra. In the 
treatises, too, he is referred to as LIlavajra, Suryavat, or Visvarupa. 

Under LIlavajra the master Buddhajfianapada studied the Magical 
Net, the Buddhasamayoga, the Guhyasamaja, [the Garland of Activity, 
Karmamala, NGB Vol. 17]478 and the Hidden Point of the Moon, which 
are known as the Five Inner Tantrapitaka and are foremost among the 
Eighteen Great Tantrapitaka. He meditated upon them and attained 
mastery of pristine cognition. In the Oral Instructions of Mafijusrf, he 
says: 

Then I went to O<;i<;iiyana, the birthplace of all virtues, 
Where there dwelt one famed as LIlavajra. 
I learned much from him and pondered it. .. 

While the venerable LIlavajra was preserving the mantra teaching in 
O<;i<;iiyana, an outcaste boy met Aryadeva [in a vision]. 479 By the latter's 
blessing the boy spontaneously understood the doctrine and expounded 
various texts concerning the way of mantras, which had been composed 
by the sublime Nagarjuna and Aryadeva, [who were spiritual] father 
and son. Matailglpa and Rak~itapada of Koilkana also heard them from 
Candraklrti in person; and they were the first to copy down his book, 
the Clarifying Lamp. In the same way, it is said that the scholar Rahula 
met Nagabodhi480 [and also received similar doctrines]. Thus, the sub
lime Nagarjuna's cycle of teaching on the Guhyasamaja first appeared 
during this period. 481 

BUDDHAGUHYA 

[87.6-90.2] The master Buddhaguhya was born in Central India and 
was ordained at Nalanda. He and master Buddhasanti were both dis-
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clples of Buddhajfiana -d d . 
~h=n ~udd.haguhya !:s ~ro~:~:ti~~e t~;l~u~~;t of the_ .la~t~r:s life. 
VaraI).asi regIOn, it so happened that a . me _ ~~~Jusr~ In the 
clarified butter of a red cow h· h pIcture o~ ManJusn smIled; the 

beg~n to boil; and some flow~r;t~~t h;~s~~~~Ir~ld for this practice, 
realIsed that these were signs of 1. ossomed anew. He 
a while, not knowing whether he :chcooUmldPfilshtmef~t, bhut he hesitated for 
h h · Irs 0 Ier t e flowe d . k t e gee. A yaksInI obstructed h· . h 1 r, or nn 

fainted for a short t·ime Then 1m ~I~ asap on the face and he 
. ., on regaInIng conscio h 

the pIcture was covered with dust the fl usn~ss, e saw that 
the ghee had boiled over Non ' ow.ers had WIlted, and even 
his head with the flowers· and ~ thelles~ he wlp~d off the dust, adorned 
upon, his body became free fror~na~~n~rreI?a~ned of the ghee. There
and sharp-witted, and acquired master ~Ity, and he became st~~ng 
powers. y 0 the supernormal cognItIve 

At about that time, he went on to Odd· -
LIlavajra, under whom he studied th . ylyana, where he met the master 
Unsurpassed Tantrapitaka He b e og~ tantras, and the Five Inner 

Net. On another occa~ion he we:rc~~~ ~~r~Idchul~~IY .adept at the Magical 
asantl to meet the sublime 

Buddhaguhya 
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Avalokitesvara on Mount Potalaka. There they met Arya Tara, who 
was teaching the doctrine to a host of nagas at the foot of the mountain; 
BhrkuF, who was teaching the doctrine to a host of antigods and yak~as 
on the slope; and sitting openly on the summit was the sublime Ava
lokitesvara. All were as plainly manifest as they themselves were. 

Buddhaguhya also attained accomplishments there, like the ability 
to walk without his feet touching the ground. It was Arya Tara, too, 
who advised him to go to Mount Kailash in the Himalayas, and to 
practise the means for attainment there. 

Returning from Mount Potalaka, Buddhaguhya taught the doctrine 
in and around Vara1).asI for many years. Then, once again, the sublime 
MafijusrI exhorted him to follow Tara's former advice. He proceeded 
to Mount Kailash and practised the means for attainment, whereby he 
directly perceived the great Ma1).<;lala of the Indestructible Expanse 
(VajradhatumarJ4ala) many times, and could speak to the sublime Mafi
jugho~a, just as to another man. Non-human beings also acted as his 
servants. 

The master composed a great many works, including: the Analytical 
Commentary on the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus (gsang-ba snying-po-la 
'grel-ba rnam-bshad-kyi 'grel); the Sequence of Indestructible Activity 
(Mayajalavajrakarmakrama, P 4720); the Significance of the Ma1JcJala 
Doctrine (Dharmama1JcJalasiltra, T 3705); the Holy Ornament (Tattv
alokaparamalarrzkara, P 4735); the Lesser Net (Silk~majala, P 4734) and 
the Greater Net (drva-chen); the Greater Sequence of the Path 
(Mayajalapathakrama, P 4736) and the Lesser Sequence of the Path (sgyu
'phrullam-gyi rnam-bshad chung-ba, DZ Vol. 1); the Stages of the Real
isation of the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities (zhi-khro mngon-rtogs rim-pa); 
the Introduction to Yoga, which is the means for the attainment of the 
Ma1).<;lala of the Indestructible Expanse according to the Yoga tantras 
(Tantrarthavattira, T 2501); the Abridged Commentary on the Tantra of 
the Awakening of the Great Vairocana (Mahavairocanatantrapi1JcJartha, 
T 2662); the Expanded Commentary on the Later Stages of Meditation 
(Dhyanottarapatalatfka, T 2670), et cetera. 

BUddhaguhya's great kindness to Tibet will be described later on.
482 

At the end of his life, he vanished bodily. 

VAJRAHASYA 

[90.2-91.1] Again, King Ja and Kukkuraja expounded [the Guhya~ 
samaja] to the "Zombie" Sukhasiddhi,483 and to the ni Bha~ita. The 
former taught the master Vajrahasya, who composed the commentary 
on the Guhyasamaja entitled Apprehending the Entire Intention 
(Srfguhyasamajatfka, T 1909), as well as the Means for the Attainment 
of Supreme Bliss (Mahasukhasadhana, T 1911), and other works. He 
was the master of these teachings and expounded them. It is maintained 
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that m IndIa there were twenty-four di . . .. 
Guhyasamaja, of which six stmct teachmg tradItIOns of the 
these being the Guhyasamaja ~r~~·tro~ag~ted in Tibet., the fourth of 
of teachings. 1 IOn enved from VaJrahasya's cycle 

Vajrahasya bestowed the em ower 
varaklrti, the "guardian of the w~stern men~, of C~krasarrzvara on VagIs
that tantra to him. He also conferred 0 ga~e at ~alanda,.and expounded 
advice. By meditating on th n h~m .the mstrUctIOns and further 
attained accomplishment. and ~sethesotenc mstructions VagIsvaraklrti 

, m at very body h b 
the awareness of the Great Seal the b e ecame a holder of 

The master [Vajrahasya] and the r~1Y o~ ~oalescence. 
tantras to King Prabhahasti of Sahor. . . Bha~Ita both expounded the 

PRABHAHASTI 

[91.1-91.6] Prabhahasti was born into . . 
H.e was ordained by master Santi rab:a royal.famlly m western India. 
Vmaya master, Punyaklrti of MPH of CIta:ara, and by the great 

. aru. e was gIVen the name Sakya-

Prabhiihasti 
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learned in the entire Tripitaka. As the dIsCIple of 

prabha, and became f' d t uctible reality according to the way of 
a great many holders 0 m es ~. h- a he mastered all the tantras 
mantra, for instance, master ra~a as; His [esoteric] name according 
and obtained supr~~e accomp l~h~ea~ti Sakyamitra, a disciple of this 
to the mantra traditIOn was Pra h . S mmation Of the Real, which 

d mmentary on t e U 'J _ 
master, compose a co, d h Ornament of Kosala (Kosalalan:zkara , 
is a Yoga tantra, entitle ,t e / _ mitra went to Kashmir where 
T 2503). Both PrabhahastI an~ ,Sakya Master Buddhaguhya and the 
they vastly benefitted living el~?sd der Prabhahasti; but Padma-

reat master Padmasambhava stu Ie U? 
~ambhava also studied under King Ja hImself. 

PADMASAMBHA V A 

[Padmasambhava]: There is 
[91.6-103.4] Concernin? that gr~~~a!,te~ (vv 1l0cd-llab): 
a prophecy in the MagIcal Net OJ anJus . 

He is the lorious buddha, lotus-born: , . ' 
, gthe store of all-knowing pnstme cogmtIOn, 

possessmg , 
A king displaying various magIcal feats, . 

d d with the buddhas' gnoStiC mantras. 
The great one en owe , _ 

is the emanation of the Buddha AmItabha, 
Actually, Padmas~mbhava , ech of all the tathagatas; but he 

who embodies the mdestructIble s~e of the differences of fortune 
seems to appear in different forms, ecause, d 

h ho are to be trame . , 
and acumen among t ~se ~ mitted precepts of VajrakTla, and III 

In the legend found m t e ~rans h born as the son of either 
. " Id that e was 

some Indian vers,IO~s, It IS sa e of his ministers. Some say that he 
the king ?f O~<;hya?a, or o~~~he meteoric summit of Mount Malaya. 
appeared m a lIghtnmg flash I £ und in the revealed treas
But here, I will follow the well-know~ ta ~ 0 I us bl'rth 484 According 

, h k nly of hIS mlfacu o· , 
ures, et cetera, WhlC spea, 0_ hich is to the west [of India], IS 
to them, the land of O<;l<;hyana, w and north. In the south
surrounded by great oceans to the eahst, s~uth, , land in a lake. There, 

L d f Ogres t ere IS an IS h 
west, towards the an, 0 , hich had sprung up by t e 
in the bud of a multIcoloure~ lotus'kwd 'th the syllable HRIl:l e11l-
buddhas' blessing, a golden ,v~Jra m:~e ~or;~f the SukhavatI paradise. 
anated from the heart of Amltabha: ld boy who was adorned 
From it, there emanate~ forth an elght~y~~~~o a vajr~ and a lotus. The 
with the major and mInor m~ks, a~ nd doctrine to the gods and to 
boy remained there teaching t e pro ou , 

the <;lakinIs of the isl~nd. , -na Indrabhl1ti, had no son, so (10 
At that time the kmg of O<;lQ,lya d' h Three Precious Jewels and 

order to obtain one] he ,:~rshlfpe ~e ~hen ordered that the wish-ful~ 
exhausted his treasury by gIVmg a ms. 
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filling gem be brought from an island. His minister of righteousness, 
Kr~1)adhara,485 [who had been sent to fetch the jewel] first saw the boy 
on his return journey. Then the king met him and brought him to the 
palace to become his adopted son. He received the names Padmakara 
(Lotus-origin) and Saroruhavajra (Vajra of the Lake-born Lotus), and 
was requested to sit upon a throne of precious stones, which appeared 
by the power of the wish-fulfilling gem. He satisfied the entire populace 
with a rain of food, clothing, and jewels. By his youthful play, he 
matured numberless disciples. He married the <;lakinI PrabhavatI, and 
defended the kingdom of O<;l<;iiyana according to the doctrine. There
fore, he became renowned as King Sikhin (Crested King). 

Then he realised that by governing the kingdom he could not be of 
great service to others. He asked his father for permission to leave, but 
was refused. Therefore, while performing a dramatic dance, he pre
tended that a trident slipped from his hand and thus he "liberated" the 
son of an evil minister. 486 As punishment for murdering the minister's 
son, he was banished to live in charnel grounds. He practised asceticism 
[in the charnel grounds of] SHavana, Nandanavana, and SosadvIpa, 
where he received empowerment and blessing from the <;iakinIs Marajita 
and Santarak~ita. When he had brought the <;iakinIs of the charnel 
grounds under his sway he became known as Santarak~ita (Preserver 
of Peace). 

Then he proceeded to the isle of Dhanakosa, where, by practising 
the way of secret mantra through the symbolic language of the <;iakinIs, 
he brought the <;iakinIs of the island under his sway. When he practised 
in the Paru~akavana (Coarse Wood), VajravarahI appeared in order to 
bless him. He bound all the nagas of the ocean, as well as the planets 
and stars of the sky under an oath of allegiance. Warriors and <;iakinIs 
of the three abodes conferred their accomplishments upon him, and 
he became renowned as Dorje Trakpotsel (Expression of the Ferocious 
Vajra). 

After that he went to Vajrasana, where he performed various miracles. 
When the people asked who he was, he replied, "I am a self-born 
bUddha!" But, not believing this, they insulted him. Seeing that much 
Power was required [in order to overcome their doubts], he went to 
the country of Sahor, where he received ordination from master 
Prabhahasti, and received the name Sakyasirpha (Lion of the Sakyas). 

Having received the teaching of the Yogatantra eighteen times, the 
deities [of those tantras] appeared to him in that very place. Guhyajfiana, 
the <;iakinI of pristine cognition, appeared in the form of the nun Ananda 
and, at his request for empowerment, she transformed him into the 
sYllable HO¥, and then swallowed him. In her stomach he was given 
the complete outer, inner, and secret empowerments, and was then 
eXpelled through her vagina. In this way, the three obscurations were 
removed.487 
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Padmasambhava 

_ and sciences under the many 
He studied all the sutras, tantras'f I d' f whom the foremost r h d masters 0 n la, 0 , 

scholars and accomp 1S e h ld from whom he received the 
were: the eight great awareness,- 0 ers, ha uh a from whom he 
Eight Classes of Means for Atta~n~S~nth; BUfdr~m ~h~m' he received the 

. h M . I Net· and ~n 1m a, 11 d 
rece1ved t e . agzca .. ' . If thuS he fully understood a oc-
Great PerfectlOn. Trammg h1mse H' ld see the deities even 

. h only once e cou 
trines after studymg t em . . h became renowned as Loden 
without propitiating them. In th1~ waYd he demonstrated the ultimate 
Chokse (Intelligent Boon-seeker, an ~ spiritual maturation. 
attainment of a holder of the awareness ~_ - the daughter of King 

Then he gained influence over Man arakva, f d-ak1'nI He took her 
h d the mar s 0 a· d 

Arsadhara of Sahor, w 0 possesse h sort f~r his practice; an 
. . C 488 t serve as t e con v-

to the Maratlka ave, o. £ r the attainment of longe 
for three months they practlsed the means ~ empowered them,489 and 
ity. Lord Amitayus actually ca~e there han h' self He granted theJ1l 

b d1fferent t an 1m. . he 
he consecrated them to e no h b P dmasambhava attained t 
one billion rites of longevity, w er~d y ad wed with power over the 
accomplishment of an awareness-ho er en 0 

duration of his own life. 
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Having thus attained the body of indestructible reality that is beyond 
birth and death, Padmasambhava went to subdue the kingdom of Sahor. 
When the king and his ministers tried to immolate him, he performed 
the miracle of [transforming the pyre into] a lake of sesame oil, in the 
midst of which he remained seated on a lotus. Thus he secured them 
in faith and introduced them all to the doctrine, so that they reached 
the level of no-return. 490 

Again, in order to convert the kingdom of Oc;ic;iiyana, he went there 
begging for alms, but he was recognised by the inhabitants. The evil 
minister [whose son Padmasambhava had slain] and his associates tried 
to burn the master in a fire of sandalwood, but, displaying his miraculous 
powers, both he and his consort remained seated on a lotus surrounded 
by a lake, the master wearing a garland of skulls to indicate that he 
released sentient beings from sarpsara. Therefore, he became renowned 
as Perna Thotrengstel (Lotus whose Expression is a Garland of Skulls). 

He acted as the king's venerated guru for thirteen years, securing 
the whole kingdom in the doctrine. By bestowing the [empowerments 
which cause] maturation and the [guidance which causes] liberation, 
for [the teaching called] the Ocean of Doctrine) the Gathering ofTransmit
ted Precepts (bka'-'dus chos-kyi rgya-mtsho) he caused the king, queen, 
and all other fortunate beings to become holders of supreme awareness. 
Thus, he became known as Padmaraja (Lotus King). 

According to a prophecy found in the Siitra of Magical Transformation 
of the Scope of Activity (Gocaropayavi$ayavikurvarJanirdesasutra, T 146) 
he emanated as the monk Indrasena in order to convert King Asoka. 
Having developed immutable faith, the king built ten million stiipas 
containing the relics of the Tathagata throughout Jambudvlpa in a 
single night. 491 

Thereafter, Padmasambhava skilfully vanquished some powerful 
kings who were religious extremists, hostile to the teaching, by rites 
of exorcism. When one such king caused the master to eat poison he 
remained unharmed, and when he was thrown into the River Ganges 
the waters reversed their flow. He danced in the sky and became known 
as Khyeucung Khadingtsel (Youth who Flies like Garuc;ia). 

Moreover, he taught through countless other forms and manifesta
tions: as Master Saroruha who introduced the Hevajra Tantra, the 
brahman Sarahapada, and as Oombi Heruka, Viriipa, and the great 
Kr~I).acarin. He travelled to the great charnel grounds, such as Kula
dZokpa, where he taught the doctrines of the secret mantra to the 
<;iakinls. When he grasped the vital heart-mantras of all arrogant spirits, 
BUddhist and non-Buddhist, and charged them to protect the teaching, 
he became known as Siiryarasmi (Sunbeam). 

Once, when five hundred extremist teachers began to dispute the 
teaching at Vajrasana, the master defeated them in a contest of debate 
and occult power. When they cursed him, he warded off their spells 
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by using the wrathful mantra which had been given to hi.m ~~ the 
dakini Marajita. He brought down a mighty thunderbolt ~h~c.h hber
~ted" those teachers and set fire to their city. When he mitiated the 
remainder of them into the Buddha's teaching and raised aloft the 
victory banner of the doctrine, he became renowned as Sirp.han~da 
(Lion's Roar). By that time, he had trave.rsed the supreme path whIch 
destroys the three corruptions and he lIved as an awareness-holder, 

controlling the duration of his own life. . 
Then, in the Yanglesho Cave,492 near the border of IndIa and Nepal, 

he took the Nepali girl SakyadevI, the daughter of PUJ).yadhara, ~he 
king of Nepal, to serve him in his practice. W.hile he was performmg 
the means for the attainment of the glonous Yangdak Heruka 
[Sr1heruka], in order to obtain supreme accom~lis~ment, t~lfee very 
powerful demons obstructed him. For three years It dId not ra.m. Plague 
and famine were rampant. So he sent [messengers] to IndI~ to fetch 
from his gurus the doctrines which remove obstac~es. !hey dispatc~ed 
two porters carrying the transmitted text of the Va!raklla Tantra, whIch 
caused the obstacles to subside by themselves. Ram fell and the pl~gue 
and famine finally ceased. The master and his consort both obtamed 
the supreme accomplishment and became holders of the awareness of 

the Great Seal. 
Yangdak Heruka confers great accomplishments, but, like a merchant 

who has many obstacles, he must be escorted. The means for the 
attainment ofVajraklla is his escort. Seeing this, Padmasambhava com
posed many practical means for attainment which combine Yangdak 
and Vajraklla. The master bound all mundane spirits, both male and 
female, including the sixteen protectors of the Vajrakfla Ta~tra (NGB 
Vol. 19, 27-9, T 439), under an oath of allegiance and appomted them 

to protect the doctrine. . . 
Moreover, at one time or another, he taught the doctnne m acco:d 

with the needs of disciples in Hurmudzu, Sikodhara, Dhanakos
a
, 

Rukma, and other districts of Oqqiyana; in Tlrahuti and other Tharu 
kingdoms; and in Kamarupa, and elsewhere. By the common aC
complishments, too, he helped many sentient beings. He made water 
flow from dry riverbeds. He diverted a wide river underground. Wh~n 
great harm came to the Buddhist teaching because images of extrem~st 
deities spontaneously appeared in the south, east, and centre of Ind:

a
h 

he annihilated all three by the power of Vajrakila. When a TurklS . d K - - here 
king led his army by b.oat over t.he River Niia to mva e. ancl., v: dex 
the Buddhist commumty was WIdespread, the master ra1s~d hIS III 

finger in a menacing gesture and five hundred vessels sank m the water. 
Subsequently, the Turkish danger came to an end. . d 

Though it is not clear exactly when he visited the land of DraVI . a 
('gro-lding-ba'iyul) , he did gradually convert the human and non-huma~ 
beings of that country, the qakinls and so on, and had a temple con 
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structed there. '!'eaching, study and meditation on the four classes of 
tantra, and particularly on the tantras of Hevajra, Hidden Point of the 
Moon, Ya~~dak, H~yagrfva (T 83?~, Vajrakfla, and Miitara~ (NGB 
Vols.30-1). accordmg to the tradItIOn of this master remained wide
spread until a later period. In the legends of these [tantras] it is said 
that he travelled thence to the Land of Ogres in the south-west 

:?e afor~me?ti?ned accounts are well known from sources of indian 
ong.m. WhIle It IS generally said that Padmasambhava remained in 
IndIa. for three ~h.ousand and six hundred years, acting on behalf of the 
teachmg and hvmg creatures, scholars believe either that the years 
referred to are half-years, or that the statement is hyperbole. 
Moreov~r, to ~onvert Turkestan and China, Padmasambhava emana

ted .as a kmg WIth. supernormal cognitive powers, and as a powerful 
yogIn. And emanatmg as the self-born child Tavihrca in Zhang-Zhung, 
he cau~ed ma~y fortunate beings to attain the body of light, by means 
of the mstructIOns of the aural lineage of the Great Perfection 494 

Thus, it i~ impo~sible to ~easure the extent of his activity: which, 
th~ough . vane? actio~s befittmg those requiring training, secured all 
bemgs, InhabIt.mg d~verse countries and speaking diverse languages, 
on ~he path t? hberat~on. An~ all this merely refers to those biographies 
whIch descn?e speCIfic mamfestations and names. In fact, if we dis
regard the. dIfference bet:veen his direct and indirect action, [then it 
may be. saId that] there IS no place that is not to be trained by this 
em~~atIOn. Thus, no one at all can express a limit to the liberating 
aCtiVI~y of those who abide in the state of coalescence. 

So It is that gr~at accomplished masters may make themselves disap
pear from the VIew of ordinary disciples and then, after a long time 
has passed, they may make themselves reappear, and then remain 
p~~sent. for a long time. They may be invisible in some places and 
VIsIble m others simultaneously. In one place they may demonstrate 
~:a~sfere.nce [of consciousness at death]: and ~n another, the act of 

kmg bIrth. In these and other ways theIr mamfestations are infinite. 
~h~s, ~nce up~n ~ ti~e.,Virupa thrice appeared bodily after disappear

g, Jalandhanpa SImIlarly reappeared five times' and the great 
Krs -' f .. ' ... ?acann, a ter passmg away m DevIko~a and being cremated by his 
~sciPles, reappeared elsewhere in his former body and acted to benefit 
t e world. At the same time, it is said that he took new births in yet 
other ~ands and demonstrated in them the attainment of supreme ac
~~:pI:s~~ent. S?, just as a commoner's status cannot be applied to a 

I g, It IS ImpOSSIble to determine exactly the chronology and dwelling 
p ~~es of these accomplished masters according to the conventions of 
~~itn.ary pe~ple. That is because they are empowered with miraculous 
am HIes, w~Ich ac~ord perfectly with the faculties of will and attitude 

E 
~ng sentI~nt bemgs. It says m the Sublime Sidra which Comprises the 

ntzre Doctrzne: 
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. '11 of dissolution to become 

Sentient bemgs ~ho WI. ~n ~~~nsform an aeon of dissolu
an aeon of evolution can m . ee ex erience an aeon 
tion into an aeon ~f ev~l~tlOn~~~d ~~~:n :eon of evolution 

of evolution. Sen~~~f ~~~~ution can indeed transform a? 
to become an. ae . of dissolution; and they expen-
aeon of evolutIo~ ~~~o;~~~~~ But really the dissolut~o~ and 
ence an a~on 0 not change into one another; for It IS. the 
the evolution do .' S' 'larly sentient bemgs 

'11 Whi' ch changes m thIS way. ImI, . WI . 'ng may expen-
who will one a.eon to becOI?e J~~~~:~~~~IbeingS who will 
ence one aeon m one mornmg. n may experience just that. 

. t become one aeo 
one mornIng 0 . 1 ability born of the bodhisattva's 
This is called the mlracu ous 

will. 
bh me to Tibet will be described 

How master Padmasam ava ca 

belOW. 495 

(\ 

5 The Lineage of Mahayoga) the 
Class of Means for Attainment 

[103.4] Concerning the latter class of the Mahayoga, that of means for 
attainment, there are two traditions, that of the transmitted precepts 
and that of the revealed treasures. 

HDMKARA AND THE TRANSMITTED PRECEPT OF Y ANGDAK 

(SRIHERUKA) 

[103.4-106.1] As for the first: The transmitted precepts ofYangdak the 
Mind, including the Hernka Galpa and so on, which belong to the 
family of Ak~obhya, that of buddha-mind, fell to master Hl1rp.kara. 
This master was born into a brahman family in Nepal. He became very 
learned in the Veda and in the non-Buddhist textual traditions; and 
he also achieved spiritual power. Later, he developed supreme faith in 
the Buddha's teaching and was ordained at Nalanda in Central India 
by the master Buddhajfianapada and the scholar Rahulabhadra. He 
trained and purified himself by studying everything from the teachings 
of Transcendental Perfection to those of the outer and inner classes of 
the secret mantra. 496 He received empowerment and obtained all the 
instructions and further advice. In particular, when he was empowered 
into the mal).Q.ala of the glorious Yangdak Heruka, his flower fell upon 
the wrathful deity Hl1rp.kara. 497 After meditating [on that deity] for a 
long time he developed an excellent contemplation of the two stages. 
Realising that he would become accomplished if he were to practise 
the means for attainment for six months, he required an outcaste girl 
With the complexion of a blue lotus, a girl possessing all the signs of a 
11Zudra belonging to the vajra family to be his action seal (karmamudra). 498 

He sought and eventually found such a girl in another district. He 
proposed to her parents, but they said, "You're a brahman master! Are 
you crazy? As we're an outcaste family, we'll surely all be punished!" 

He replied, "I need her to serve my practice. So we will not be 
Punished for violating the vulgar caste system." 
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. h· l' weight in gold and sIlver. 

"In that case, you must gIve us t e gir s h d d 
t d a treasure from t e groun an 

Immediately, the master extrdach~ dra- then performed the ritual 
. h The master an IS mu . 

gave It to t em. . . and the rite of attainment m a cave for 
s~rvice, fur~~ger ntual servI~~ ei hth day of the light-half of the month, 
SIX months. At dawn ~n t h gd d I·n the sky· and he actually saw 

. h d of HUM t un ere , 
the mIg ty soun ... Heruka and the other deities. Then he 
the entire mal)C;iala, wIth VaJrl~ h t of the Great Seal by the path of 
attained the supreme accomp IS men 

Hun:zkara 

. h· d with the first [time period 
the rite of great attamment. T IS acco~+ \ M . I Net which gives 
mentioned in] the Sequence of the Path 0) t e agzca , 

the following explanation: 
. h f powered awareness The genuine accomphs ment 0 em 

Will be achieved in six or twelve months, 
Or in fourteen, or in sixteen. 

be in s by [his teachings on] the 
Master Hiiqlkara benefitted ma~y [ gther with their coalescence], 

three aspects of creation and perfectIon tOg~1 He also composed many 
and ?y other mantras and tantras .a~h;eY~n dak Rulu Golden Rosary 
treatlses on the two stages, such as. g 
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(yang-dag ru-lu gser-phreng), the esoteric instructions of the Buddha
samayoga entitled Elucidation of the Significance of the Four Limbs 
(Caturangtirthtilokanama, T 1676), and the Definitive Verification of 
the Means for the Attainment of the Great Heruka (SaJ?1siddhimahti
srfherukastidhananama, T 1678). 

In the end, Hiirpkara flew off bodily, like the king of garu<;ia,soo to 

the Buddha-field of Ak~obhya. 
The masters Avadhiiti and BuddhasrISanti of OC;iC;iiyana received the 

transmitted precepts of the stage of creation from Hiirpkara. In his 
turn, the great Sauripada of Vajrasana received teachings from them. 
The great master AbhayakaraguptaSOl and his host of disciples arose in 
Sauripada's following. 

MAN]USRIMITRA AND THE TRANSMITTED PRECEPT OF 

YAMANTAKA 

[106.1-108.4] The transmitted precepts of Yamantaka, including the 
Secret Tantra of Wrathful Mafijusrf (Mafijusrfkannacatuscakraguhya
tantra, T 838), and so forth, which belong to the family of Vairocana, 
that of buddha-body, fell to the master Mafijusrlmitra. This master 
was born in the village of Dvikrama in western India,so2 to SadhusastrI 
and his wife Pradlpaloka. He became learned in the Veda and their 
branches, but received the empowerments of the outer and inner man
tras, as well as all of the common and special instructions from the 
great master [Garap Dorje], the "Ashen Zombie", among others. It is 
said that he also studied the Black Yamari, the Six-faced One (Saq,anana, 
T 2015), and the Vajrabhairava (T 468) under master Lalitavajra. In 
any case, when he had acquired all the common accomplishments and 
was close to attaining the level of coalescence he went forth to give 
expression to enlightened conduct. 

Once, while crossing a bridge, Mafijusrlmitra encountered a king who 
was a very great patron of the extremists. The king was riding an 
elephant. Neither of them would make way for the other. The master just 
raised his index finger menacingly and the king and his elephant were 
split asunder, a half falling on either side of the bridge. When the king's 
retainers apologised and begged forgiveness, he revived the king and 
secured him in the Buddhist teaching. As the master himself said: 

Neither do I revere mundane lords, 
Nor do I step aside, though an elephant confronts me. 
I chant aloud the king of secret mantra, 
And my feet pass unhindered through rocky mountains. 

At some point, Mafijusrlmitra attained the exalted level of coales
cence, and so became no different from the sublime Mafijugho~a. 
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Yamantaka 

MafijusrI-Yamantaka actually appeared, empowered him, and taught 
him all the tantras and their esoteric instructions. Many active emana
tions503 of Yamantaka circumambulated him and offered up their vital 
heart-mantras. He extracted from Mount Malaya a golden book which 
contained all the four rites written in beryl; and he understood it at 
just a glance. Using the mantras for subduing extremists he utterly. 
demolished an extremist kingdom through wild activity. He concealed 
the book itself to the north of Vajrasana, by making it invisible. 

Because he was also known as the brahman Sarasiddhi, it is clear 
that Mafijusrlmitra was the same venerable brahman Sara who was the 
father of the great master J etari. 504 The latter also attained accomplish
ment through the gnostic mantra (vidyd) of MafijusrI. It is related that 
King Dharmapala revered Jetari as his guru. The king's own son re
ceived the empowerment of the sublime MafijusrI, through which he 
attained accomplishment. 

The transmitted precepts which explain many of the tantras originate 
from Mafijusrlmitra's disciples, the brahmans J fianavajra and Bodhi
vajra, about whom there is a prophecy in the Subsequent Tantra 0/ 
Kalacakra (Srfkalacakratantrottaratantrahrdaya, T 363). In particular, 
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AmoghavaJra the elder received the com 1 
this master, and the younger Am h p. ete cyc~e of:: amantaka from 
so on 505 Th' . h '. og avaJra receIved It from him d 

. IS IS t e ongm of the Yamantak . an 
in Tibet as the Kyo tradition. a cycle, whIch is renowned 

NAGARJUNA AND THE TRANSMITTED PRECEPT OF HAY AGRIVA 

P 08 A-I 09 A] The transmitted rece f 
mcluding the Pla1 ! 01 th sP pts 0 the Lotus Speech tantras 

J e upreme Hor (A / , 
mahatantra, T 839), which belon se. svottar:zavlr;asamata_ 
buddha-speech, fell to the g to the fan:Ily of AmItabha, that of 
say that he was the balimac~re~t master sublIme. Nagarjuna. 506 Some 
and hence not the same ~s th~ sJ~%t:r of ~f~ermgs] at VikramasIla, 
offerings was named Nagar'u bh Na~afJuna. But the master of 
Therefore, when the autho~ o~~~ar a ~nd IS never called "sublime". 
master is styled sublime Na-ga-' e trebahtises composed by the sUblime 

. rJunagar a he sh ld b 
WIth the master of offerings. ,ou not e confused 

Hayagrfva 
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b' hies of Nagaquna, he mtro-

According to the well-known 109(ra
p 

h - ka--la'i rgyud brgyad) , the 
h E' h Mahiikiila Tantras ma- a- . 

duced t e h
1g ~ dd Kiilf (SrzdevfkiiZzprasamsiiriiJatantra, T 671), 

Tantra of t .e 0 ess k ZZ- (Muktakenatiirodbhavakurukullesiidha~a, 
the Reaizsatwn of Kuru u a f h t ntras He obtained the oral m
T 3562), and a large number o. o.t er agnl'tl'on' and he is said to have 

. f h d-11'n-ls of pnstme co, . structlOns 0 t e . a z . t He achIeved . d'f£ rent means for attammen . 
introduced ab~ut SIxty I. e each of the eight common accomplish-
many extraordmary feats I~ d S' - vataS07 for two hundred years 

. 11 h . remame at npar 
ments. FI~a y, avm~ _ 11 h hile living in accord with the way of 
with a retmue of yak~1l).I, ate w . . 

h 
. d the body of indestrucuble realIty. 

mantras, e attame 

AND 
THE TRANSMITTED PRECEPT OF VAJRAMJ3..TA 

VIMALAMITRA 

. d rece ts of Vajramrta, including the 
[109.4-110.3] The trans~tte pP ficii!tasiirasiddhim;hodgatahrdayapari-
Eight Volumes of Nect~: h ~~a n; to the family of Ratnasambhava, that 
vartii~~aka, T 841)"bw IC £ ~l°to the master Vimalamitra. This master 
of enlIghtened attn utes, e 

Vajramrta 
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was born in a place called Hastivana in western India. He mastered all 
the sciences and their branches; and he also studied siitras of the lesser 
and greater vehicles under masters of the piTaka, and became learned 
in them. He studied all the tantras under many great holders of inde
structible reality, such as Buddhaguhya, and by meditating upon them 
he realised the supreme accomplishment of the Great Seal. Vimalamitra 
was particularly learned in the Magical Net; and he composed many 
treatises, for instance: the commentary on the Secret Nucleus entitled 
Illuminating Lamp of the Fundamental Text; the Removal of Darkness: 
A Commentary on the Superior Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul bla-ma'i 'grel-ba 
mun-sel); the Eye-opening Commentary on the Supplementary Magical Net 
(Vajrasattvamiiyiijiilatantrasrfguhyagarbhaniimacak$u$tfkii, P 4756); the 
Abridged Commentary on the Eighty Chapter Magical Net (brgyad-bcu-pa'i 
bsdus-'grel); Opening the Eye of Discriminative Awareness (Mahiiyoga
prajfiiipravesacak$urupadesaniima, P 4725); the Three Stages; Meditative 
Absorption in the Mudrii; a Ritual for Burnt Offerings (Miiyiijiilahoma
san:zk$iptakrama, P 4746); a Cremation Ritual (MiiYiijiilalaghudntiinta
sviisrayakrama, P 4747); Ritual Geometry (thig-rim); the Short Commen
tary [on the Secret Nucleus]; et cetera. 

PRABHAHASTI, PADMASAMBHAVA AND THE TRANSMITTED 

PRECEPT OF V AJRAKILA 

[110.3-111.2] The transmitted precepts of the Vajrakfla Tantras, which 
belong to the family of Amoghasiddhi, that of enlightened activity, fell 
to master Prabhahasti. Also, when the great master Padmasambhava 
actually attained the realisation of a holder of the supreme awareness 
of the Great Seal, having relied on the ma.Q.gala of the glorious Yangdak 
Heruka while residing at Yanglesho, an irresistible impUlse entered the 
minds of an obstinate naga, a horse-headed yak~i.Q.I, and the spirit of 
an atmospheric lightning-cloud. To subdue their evil design Padmasam
bhava practised the means for attainment based on the Hundred 
Thousand Verse Tantra of Supreme Awareness (Vidyottama-la 'bum-sde, 
NGB Vols.19, 27-9). VajrakumaraS08 actually appeared and eliminated 
all traces of obstruction. Then the guru bound the twelve Matara!). and 
four female earth spirits under an oath of allegiance. Later, he is known 
to have studied the Vajrakfla' Tantra eighteen times under master 
Prabhahasti, too; and thus he mastered all the transmitted precepts of 
VajrakIla, who embodies enlightened activity. 

The aforementioned transmitted precepts were all fully comprehended 
by those masters respectively, and they, in turn, explained them extens
iVely to other fortunate disciples. 
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Vajrakfla 

THE REVEALED TREASURES 

[11l.2-112.4] Second, the treasures: The bodhisattva Vajradharma d~~ 
not perceive there to be anyone in the human worl~ to whom the bO~e_ 
containing the general and special means for attamme~t .c~uld b_e ar
vealed for the time being, so he entrusted them to the Qakmi Mahak. 1 
mendraJ).l. She inserted the five general tantras. and the ten spect:_ 
tantras of the eight transmitted precepts concerll1~g means for ~tta. 
ment into a casket made of eight kinds of precIOUS gems. av~n~ 
inserted the special tantras into separate caskets, she .then conc;a e 
them all invisibly in the garden of the Sailkaraku1a ~:ltya (mcho -rten 
bde-byed brtsegs-pa) in the SItavana charnel ground. . h h 

Later the eight great accomplished masters learned of thIS ~ r~u!_ 
their supernormal powers. The~ assemb.led .t~ere and devOt~e tli~er
selves to the formation of an enlIghtened mtUltIO.n: whereby Yf voWS 
ated a host of mundane Qakinls and arrogant ~pI.n~s by ~~:~~~ndranI 
of truth and appropriate substances. The. Qakini Ma. f whic"h 
actually arrived, owing. to the power of ~heI.r contemplat1°:a~~ets, she 
the intention was serVIce to others. Bnngmg forth the 
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entrusted the gold casketSlO containing the tantra of Aiahottara (NGB 
Vo1.32, no.380) to Vimalamitra; the silver casket containing that of 
Sriheruka (NGB Vol. 32, no.381) to HU:q1kara; the iron casket containing 
that of Yamiintaka (NGB Vo1.32, no.382) to Maiijusrlmitra; the copper 
casket containing that of Hayagrfva (NGB Vo1.32, no.383) to Nagarjuna; 
the turquoise casket containing that of Vajrakfla (NGB Vo1.32, no.384) 
to Padmasambhava; the bse-stone casket containing that of Miitara~ 
(NGB Vo1.32, no.385) to Dhanasa:q1sk.rta; the agate casket containing 
that of Mundane Praise (Lokastotrapuja, T 844) to Rambuguhya; and 
the zi-stone

Sll 
casket containing that of Malign Mantra (Vajraman

trabhfru, T 843) to Santigarbha. Each of them became adept in his own 
subject and attained the accomplishments of the way of mantras. 

From the casket made of eight kinds of precious gems there emerged 
the transmitted precepts comprising the tantra and esoteric instructions 
of the Gathering of the Sugatas (bde-gshegs 'dus-pa, NGB Vols.31-2), 
which subsumes all the aforementioned means for attainment at once; 
and this fell to master Padmasambhava. 

Mahakannendra1']f 
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Mahottara H eruka 

6 The Lineage of Anuyoga, 
the Perfection Stage 

KAMBALAPADA OR THE YOUNGER INDRABHUTI 

[112.4-116.6] Although King Ja, or VyakaraQavajra, had been empo
wered by the Lord of Secrets and had grasped the meaning of the entire 
teaching, even so, to prevent meddlesome onlookers from thinking he 
had entered the way of secret mantra at his pleasure, he relied on the 
human awareness-holder and layman, VimalakIrti the Licchavi, from 
whom he received all the empowerments and verbal teachings [NGB 
Vols. 11-13]. The king also composed treatises like the Commentary on 
the General Sutra which Gathers All Intentions. He gave empowerment 
in an emanational maQgala to master Uparaja, who had been his fellow 
student under the Licchavi, and to his own three sons - Sakraputra, 
Nagaputra, and Guhyaputra; and he taught them the instructions. At 
the SrI Dhanyakaraka Caitya, which is also called SrI Dak~iQa,S12 he 
empowered Uparaja and entrusted the tantras to him. In the city of 
K~emakara (skyid-pa'i 'byung-gnas) he empowered his own three sons. 

Among King Ja's sons, Sakraputra is renowned as Indrabhuti the 
younger. It is said that when he attained accomplishment he became 
renowned as the master Kambalapada. This is also mentioned in the 
Commentary on the Verification of Co-Emergence (Sahajasiddhipaddhati, 
T 2261). In any case, because Indrabhuti introduced certain tantra
pilaka like the Cakrasar?lvara, the brahman Ratnavajra and others are 
among the adherents of his lineage. Some later gurus of India say that 
the master Kambalapada was a pri~ce, and a native of Oggiyana. So, 
accordingly, he must be identified with Indrabhuti the younger. 

At first, this master received empowerments from a great mantra 
master, and realised pristine cognition by meditating on the instruc
tions. Then, at some other time, he went to Dhumasthira, the city of 
the gakinIs in Oggiyana. There, he accepted a flower garland which 
some non-Buddhist dakinls handed to him. The Buddhist dllkinls said, 
"Son, it was a mistake to take those flowers. Now you mu~t follow the 
non -Buddhists. " 
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. . he master was sitting absorbed III contem-

Then, at mldmght, whe~ ~ d tones to rain down upon him. 
. h ·st dakIllls cause s . d 

platIon, t e extreml . on his side of the protective CIrcle [creat~ 
But there was no ~aI~age sta e of creation. It occurred to hIm 
through the visuahsatIo~s] of ~~:ch :dvantages, he should demonstrate 
that, as the stage of creatIon hac. well By abiding in a formless 

f h t of penectIon as . 
the power ~ t e sage h t nes to freeze in the sky. Even today, 
contemplatIon he ~a~sed ~ll t~ee sSk 

0 
above the master's meditation cave, 

in the land of Oc;l<;hyana, III IdY . d many frozen stones are clearly 
. h supported bou er, an 

there IS a uge un f h· h is as smooth as a mirror. 
visible on the rock- ace, w lC 

Kambalapada 
. r went to sleep right at the door of the 

Once upon a tIme, the maste . hout rostrating thelll-
royal palace. All those who entered t~e pal:~: ~l~S. so Peveryone had to 
selves before him became paralyse. III f the ma~ter's sleep was twelve 

c . The duratIon 0 . 
prostrate belore entenng. . f bsorption in inner radIance. 

Years but to him it was only one sessl
d
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0 a spl·rl·ts from the countrY 
, . fi h dre sorceress . 

On another occaSIOn lve un . h the intention of creatlllg 
of O<;i<;iiyana s~arched ~or the ~~:te~f ~~~ master they found only a 
obstacles for hIm, but I~ t~~. P I k at the illusion conjured up by 
blanket. "Aha!" they saId, Just 00 
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this monk! He has transformed his body into a blanket. Let's just tear 
it into shreds and eat them!" They divided the blanket into five hundred 
fragments and ate them. 

Then, the master bodily appeared and cursed the five hundred sorceres
ses, who were transformed into five hundred sheep-headed demonesses. 
They went to the king and said, "The monk who is the lord of the 
charnel ground has done this to us. Please release us, your majesty!" 

The king then petitioned the master, who stood up quite naked and 
said, "Your majesty's witches have eaten the blanket which is the only 
possession of this monk. Pray, summon those witches." 

When they had all been summoned he pointed his index finger at 
each of them menacingly, and transformed them into creatures with 
various kinds of heads. Each one vomited up a fragment of the blanket. 
The fragments were sown together, but some parts were missing, "Three 
are missing", he said, "summon them!" Those three, who lived in the 
harem, were duly summoned, and he caused them to vomit, just as he 
had done to the others. The blanket was then completely restored, and 
the master wrapped it about his body. This is why he became renowned 
as the venerable Kambalapada, the "Blanket Master". 

There are a great many other stories about Kambalapada. One de
scribes how both he and King Indrabhuti revealed the signs of their 
accomplishment to the people. Another describes how, on a certain 
occasion, when master Lalitavajra had attained the common accomplish
ments, the two went to the country of Oc;lgiyana together and waged 
a miraculous competition on Mount MuruI).gaka. 

It is said that at a somewhat later time everyone in the country of 
Oggiyana became an awareness-holder by following the instructions of 
both the king [Indrabhuti] and the master [Kambalapada]; whereupon, 
even the vast land of Oggiyana was almost depopulated. It seems to 
me that this incident may be the same as that which occurred when 
Indrabhuti the younger, son of the aforementioned King Ja, became 
an awareness-holder along with the mass of his retinue. 

THE SUCCESSORS OF THE YOUNGER INDRABHDTI 

[116.6-120.1] In the same way, the younger Indrabhuti empowered 
Siqlhaputra and the later Kukkuraja ·on the seashore; and he explained 
the [Anuyoga] tantras to them. The later Kukkuraja empowered the 
great master Sukha the "Zombie" and in turn explained the tantras to 
him. Sukha the "Zombie" is one of the names of the emanation 
Garap Dorje. Before him, all the masters in the lineage, along with all 
their respective followers, who numbered between ten and fifty 
thousand, obtained the body of coalescence and vanished, having prac
tised the feast offerings, which involve elaborate activity. 513 
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Sakyamitra 
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Gathers All Intentions. In the Vajra Cavern ofOcjQiyana he gave instruc
tion to the master Hurpkara, who wrote many treatises on the Siitra 
which Gathers All Intentions such as the Commentary on the Root Tantra 
entitled Seven Seals (rgya-bdun-ma), and the Lamp on the Levels of Yoga 
(rnal-'byor sa'i sgron-ma). In the Asura Cave on the frontier of India 
and Persia (Ta-sig), he performed the means for attainment with the 
assistance of his consort Gagasiddhi; and he attained the body of an 
awareness-holder. 

Though one can make one's body invisible by mundane methods, such 
as alchemy, seminal retention, and the exercises which circulate the lamp
like vital energy (sgron-ma rlung-gi 'khor-lo),514 the aforementioned mas
ters transformed their physical bodies, the products of their former deeds, 
into radiant light by relying on a mode of conduct which adhered to the 
non-discursive pristine cognition of the path of insight. We must 
recognise there to be a great difference between these methods. 515 

Dhanarak~ita [passed the teaching to Sthiramati],516 and he gave 
empowerment to Sukhodyotaka in the city of SrI Dak~i1).a and entrusted 
the tantras to him. The latter also studied under master Hurpkara and, 
after achieving success in the practice of his gnostic mantra, attained 
the body of an awareness-holder. He composed the Eighteen Notes on 
the Sutra (mdo'i yig-sna bco-brgyad), the Yogic Sequence which is a Lamp 
on the Greater Vehicle (rnal-'byor-gyi rim-pa theg-chen sgron-ma), and so 
forth. He taught [the Anuyoga] to his four most fortunate spiritual 
sons, one of whom was Dharmabodhi of Magadha, a master of the 
Sutra [which Gathers All Intentions}. 

Dharmabodhi composed the Compendium of the Sutra's Meaning 
(Guhyarthasutrapi1:ujiirtha, P 4751), the Lamp of Discriminative Aware
ness (shes-rab sgron-ma) and the Sutra Excerpts (bkol-mdo). At glorious 
Nalanda, he empowered the preceptor Dhamarajapala, and explained 
the tantras to him. He also gave empowerments and explanations on 
the tantras to Vasudhara, a Nepalese king, and to Tsuklak Pelge, in 
the city of Rajagrha. It is reported that those last three mentioned also 
studied under the master Dhanarak~ita. 

All of the lineage-holders just mentioned held the entire lineage [of 
Anuyoga], including the transmitted empowerments, exegesis, and 
esoteric instructions. These three masters, in turn, empowered the 
master Chetsenkye of Bru-sha [Gilgit] and explained the tantras to him 
in Central India. 51

? Meditating on th'ern he attained accomplishment 
and afterwards invited master Dhanarak~ita to Bru-sha where they 
began to translate the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions and other texts. 
But because the people had little devotion Dhanarak~ita abandoned the 
translation and went to Nepal, where he instructed Vasudhara and 
Dharmabodhi. Later, in Bru-sha, the master Chetsenkye translated 
those texts into the Bru-sha language [Burushaski], under the super
Vision of Dharmabodhi and Dhanarak~ita. 
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the Great Perfection 

GARAP DOR]E AND MAN]USRIMITRA 

[120.2-127.2] When the Transcendent Lord of Secrets, Vajrapa1)i, was 
teaching the doctrine of the secret mantra to a host of 9akas, 9akinls, 
accomplished masters and awareness-holders in the Blazing Fire Moun
tain charnel ground, to the north of Mount Sumeru, the island of 
Dhanakosa, in 099iyana in West India, was inhabited solely by crea
tures called kO$a, who had bodies like those of men, the faces of bears, 
,and claws all of iron. The island was encircled by many sublime types 
of tree, including sandalwood. This is why it was called Dhanakosa 
(Treasury of Wealth), or so it is said. In that country there was a great 
temple called Sankarakl1ta, which was surrounded by six thousand and 
eight hundred small temples. It was a place perfectly endowed with 
splendour and wealth. 

There, there was a king, Uparaja, and his queen, AlokabhasvatL 
They had a daughter called Sudharma. She was ordained as a novice 
and, shortly thereafter, as a nun. About one yojana518 from DhanakoL, 
on an island covered with golden sand, in a tiny thatched cottage, she 
practised yoga and meditation with her servant SukhasaravatL One 
night the nun had a dream in which an immaculate white man thrice 
placed a crystal vase sealed with the syllables o~ AI:I HD~ svAHA 
upon the crown of her head. 519 The light radiating from the vase was 
such that she could clearly see the three world realms. Not long 
afterwards, the nun gave birth to a child, who was none other than 
the son of the Conqueror, Adhicitta (sems-lhag-can), the divine ema~ 
nation of Vajrasattva who had propagated the Great Perfection in 
heaven. But the nun was ashamed, and saw [his birth] as a great 
im propriety: 

To what race does this fatherless child belong? 
Is he other than some mundane demon? 
Is he, a devil? Brahma? or yet something else? 
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T~ t e ~ ree realms, who would desire hi~ ~ 

oug some gods and anti d .. 
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For Whom does this u . h . 
Al 'M . nng teous kmgdom exist ~ 

as. y conduct IS pure and I . h . 
But I will be blamed b WIS. to surpass the world, 

y perverse bemgs. What sin! 

GarapDorje 

So she cried in great lame . 
son of the buddhas It· . ntatIOn. But her servant said, "He is the 
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ash PIt, and at once sounds light d' t e nun cast the child into an 
after three days had pass d h s, a?- other phenomena arose. Then 
she knew him to be e, s e ~aw that the child was unharmed· s~ 
b an emanatIOn Whe . h ' 
rought him forth from the .. .n, WIt .. great respect, she 

eXclaimed: PIt, celestIal deItIes assembled and 

o Master' 0 T h , o lord of·the eac er. Tra~scendent Lord! 
p world, revealmg true nature' 

rotect us, Celestial Vajra! . 
We pray thus this day. 
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M aiijusrfmitra 
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scholars. After lengthy discussions and critical dialogues he over
whelmed their brilliance, whereupon they bowed their heads at his 
feet. The scholars honoured him with great respect and gave him the 
name Prajfiabhava (Source of Discriminative Awareness). The king, 
too, was astonished and delighted, owing to which he conferred on the 
child the title "Great Master" and the name Garap Dorje (Vajra of 
Highest Delight). Previously, his mother, who had been amazed to 
find him unharmed after being cast into the pit of ashes, called him 
Sukha the "Zombie", or the "Ashen Zombie". 

Then, in the northern direction, on the precipice called Siiryaprakasa, 
which was most fearsome, and where tormented spirits could actually 
be seen roaming about, Garap Dorje lived for thirty-two years in a 
thatched cottage, absorbed in contemplation all the while. At that time, 
the earth shook seven times and a voice came from the sky, heralding 
the decline of extremist teachings. Hearing it, an extremist king sent 
an assassin to murder the master; but when they saw Garap Dorje fly 
off through the sky, the king and his retainers acquired supreme faith 
and were initiated into the Buddhist teaching. 

Now, Garap Dorje's memory contained all the scriptures of the outer 
and inner vehicles, and, in particular, the six million four hundred 
thousand verses of the natural Great Perfection [NGB Vols. 1-10]. So 
when Vajrasattva actually appeared to him and showed him how to 
realize the pristine cognition of [the path of] no-more-Iearning, having 
conferred on him the vase empowerment of awareness, he also ordered 
him to write down the verbal tantras. Then, on the summit of Mount 
Malaya, which abounds in precious gems, the master, together with 
the Vajradhatu <;lakinI (the QakinI of the Indestructible Expanse), who 
relishes mundane bliss, as well as with the PItasankara <;lakinI (the 
Yellow Bliss-giving QakinI) and the AnantaguI).a <;lakinI (the QakinI of 
Limitless Virtues), spent three years recording these precepts in writing. 
They also correctly arranged them, without any error, along with the 
emanational writings, which were self-originated and naturally estab
lished. All of these they placed in a cave called the "Real Origin of the 
l;)akinIs" (mkha'-'gro-ma mngon-par-'byung-ba'i phug). 

On another occasion the master went to the great SItavana charnel 
ground, to the north-east of Vajrasana, where there is a great stiipa, 
and which is inhabited by many venomous <;lakinIs and savage beings. 
There, he continued to teach the doctrine to the <;lakinI SiiryakiraI).a 
and countless other beings. At that time, the sublime MafijusrItIk~I).a 
declared to the master MafijusrImitra, "0 son of the enlightened family! 
if you wish to become a buddha in a single lifetime, go to the great 
SItavana charnel ground." 

MafijusrImitra went to the SItavana charnel ground, where he met 
l11aster Garap Dorje and studied the doctrine under him for seventy-five 
Years. After the great master Garap Dorje had given him all the instruc-
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tions and further advice the master passed into nirvaJ).a in the uncor
rupted expanse, on the banks of the River Danatika. When that took 
place, Mafijusrlmitra cried "Alas! Alas!" in distress three times. Then, 
in an aura of celestial light the master's body actually appeared; and 
the master dropped a casket of gold the size of a fingernail into Mafi
jusrlmitra's hand. It contained his last testament, entitled Three Phrases 
which Penetrate the Essential (tshig-gsum gnad-du brdeg-pa, NYZ bi-ma 
snying-thig, Pt.l, Vol. Ga, pp. 304-18). 

Afterwards, the great master Mafijusrlmitra divided the six million 
four hundred thousand verses of the Great Perfection into three classes: 

The Mental Class is for those who abide in mind. 
The Spatial Class is for those who are free from activity. 
The Esoteric Instructional Class is for those 
Who are intent upon the innermost essence. 521 

From among the latter, in particular, he divided the concise version, 
the Establishment of the Intrinsic Essential of the Innermost Spirituality 
(thig-le rang-gnad-du dbab-pa),522 into an aural lineage and an exegetical 
tradition. He annotated the aural lineage, but not finding, at that time, 
a vessel worthy to be entrusted with the exegetical tradition, that is to 
say, with the transmitted precepts of the Innermost Spirituality (snying
thig), he concealed it under a boulder to the north-east of Vajrasana; 
and, sealing the boulder with a crossed-vajra (visvavajra), he made it 
invisible. Then he went to the Sosadvlpa charnel ground, to the west 
of Vajrasana, where he taught, the doctrine to ugly qakinls, countless 
animals, and to many practitioners who adhered to the conduct [of the 
secret mantra]. He remained there, absorbed in contemplation, for one 
hundred and nine years. 

BUDDHAJNANAPADA 

[127.2-130.5] Mafijusrlmitra's disciple was Buddhajfianapada, a vajra 
master of the great maJ).qalas. At first he served many gurus, such as 
master Jalandharipa, master LIlavajra of Oqqiyana, and the yoginI 
Guniru. Under them he studied many aspects of the secret mantra. 
Jambhala and Vasudhara523 provided him with the necessities of life. 
Once, when he had served the master Rak~itapada of Koilkana for nine 
years, and had heard the Guhyasamaja Tantra eighteen times, he told 
his guru that he still did not understand reality. "Nor do I understand 
it," replied the guru. 

Then, in Kupavana, a forest behind Vajrasana, he practised for eight
een months, of which twelve were devoted to the four branches of ritual 
service and attainment, along with the rites for deriving the most suc~ 
cess,524 and six were devoted to the wrathful practice. Thereby, he 
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Buddhajfianapada 
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So he stayed there and read the Guhyasamaja Tantra. Whenever the 
master hesitated over a doubtful passage, the woman showed her dis
pleasure. Then, realising that she knew the minds of others, he asked 
her to remove his doubts. "I don't know", she said, "but that venerable 
householder who just left is very learned in the Guhyasamaja. He will 
come back late in the afternoon and will put an end to your doubts." 

Sure enough, late that afternoon the venerable householder arrived, 
staggering under the influence of wine. The master, knowing that he 
was a mantra adept, prostrated at his feet, and requested him to remove 
his doubts. "You must receive the empowerment," he answered. 

"I have already received it from someone else." 
"But I have to empower you myself, before I can teach you my 

doctrine." So saying, Mafijusrlmitra went into another room. 
At twilight, when the master was called inside, he saw the venerable 

householder with the woman and the bitch, all beside an emanation of 
the nineteen-deity maJ}qala of Mafijuvajra. 525 "From whom will you 
receive empowerment?" 

"I will request it from the maJ}qala." 
"Well, take it then!" replied Mafijusrlmitra as he went into another 

room with the woman and the dog. But the maJ}qala also vanished. 
Then, in dismay, the master cried out, "Oh! you are the sole father of 
all sentient beings ... " 

At his distressful prayer, Mafijusrlmitra rematerialised the maJ}qala 
and empowered him. He gave instructions on the Mental Class of the 
Great Perfection, whereupon Buddhajfianapada's understanding be
came as vast as the sky. He compiled a ~ork on the cultivation of the 
true nature of the two stages [of creation and perfection] entitled Oral 
Instructions of Mafijusrf [as a summary of the teaching he received]. 

Buddhajfianapada plumbed the profound depths of the e11tire doc
trine. It is said that because he was at first distrustful of the food which 
the bitch had vomited and of the conduct of the venerable householder, 
he did not attain supreme accomplishment in that body, but realised 
the level ofVajradhara during the intermediate state [immediately after 
his death]. 

Also, Rak~itapada requested instructions from master Buddha
jfianapada and attained accomplishment. 

Buddhajfianapada composed a great many treatises, for instance, the 
Point of Liberation and the Means for Attainment entitled Samantabhadra 
(Samantabhadranamasadhana, T 1855). The esoteric instructions of this 
master on the stage of perfection, that were translated into the Tibetan 
language in ancient times, are included among the purest tenets of the 
Mental Class. Therefore, it is implicit that the host of his followers and 
disciples belonged to the lineage of the Great Perfection. Some believe, 
too, that master SrI Sirpha was one and the same as this great master. 
This seems quite conceivable if one examines the various histories. 
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mastered them. He became ordained and strictly observed the Vinaya 
vows for thirty years, acting as a monk who was learned in the pi!aka. 

Then the sublime Avalokitesvara again encouraged him by repeating 
his former prophecy. SrI Sirpha thought that he should acquire some 
miraculous powers, in order to remove the hardships of the journey to 
India. He practised the means for attainment for three years and 
attained the body of an awareness-holder. Then, travelling with his 
feet about one cubit above the earth, he journeyed to the SosadvIpa 
charnel ground, where he met the great master MafijusrImitra; and 
propitiated him as his guru. He prayed to be accepted as a disciple. 
The guru delightedly granted his prayer. After giving instructions and 
further advice for a period of twenty-five years, the body of the great 
master MafijusrImitra vanished in a mass of light. At that, SrI Sirpha 
cried out in distress, whereupon the master's body actually appeared 
in the sky and dropped into his hand a casket made of precious stones, 
the size of a fingernail. It contained MafijusrImitra's last testament, 
which was entitled the Six Experiences of Meditation (sgom-nyams drug
pa). Thereby, the master SrI Sirpha understood the profound truth. 

Later, at Suvan:tadvIpa in West India, master MafijusrImitra reincar
nated. When he had grown up, he became known as the younger 
MafijusrImitra. He recited all the outer and inner mantra texts to master 
Padmasambhava. It is also said that the corrupt body of master Aryadeva 
vanished when he received teaching on the Great Perfection from him. 

Afterwards, master SrI Sirpha extracted the tantras which had for
merly been concealed under the Indestructible Seat. He went to China 
and divided the Esoteric Instructional Class of the Great Perfection into 
four cycles: outer, inner, secret, and unsurpassedly secret. He collected 
the first three cycles together for those who required elaboration; and 
he concealed them as treasures in the balcony ofthe Bodhi Tree Temple. 
Then, in accordance with a prediction he received from the <;Hikinls, 
he concealed the unsurpassedly secret cycle in a pillar in the Auspicious 
Myriad Gate Temple; and he sealed it up with prayers. He himself 
then dwelt in the great Siljin charnel ground and, venerated by savage 
spirits, became absorbed in contemplation. 

At that time, in Hastisthala in western India, the householder 
Sukhacakra and his wife Atmaprakasa had a son called Vimalamitra; 
and in the eastern city of Kamaiasiia the outcaste Santihasta and his 
wife Kalyat:lacitta had a son called Jfianasutra. The glorious Vajrasattva 
actually appeared to them both and made this prophetic declaration: 
"0 sons of the enlightened family! you have both been born as scholars 
five hundred times; and you have both practised the true doctrine. But 
you have not attained its fruit in past lives, nor will you in the present 
one [if you persist in the same course as before]. If you wish the corrupt 
body to vanish and to attain enlightenment, you must go to the Bodhi 
Tree Temple in China." 
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JfUinasutra then extracted the secret books and went to the Bhasing 
charnel ground in India, where he resided, turning the wheel of the 
doctrine of the secret Innermost Spirituality for mundane and supra
mundane gakas and gakinls. 

At that time Vimalamitra adhered to the conduct [of a mantrin]. The 
gakinls declared to him, "Fortunate one! if you want the instructions 
of the Innermost Spirituality, more profound than before, you must 
go to the great charnel ground in Bhasing Forest." 

Arriving there, he met Jfianasutra and prayed that he might receive 
the most profound instructions. The master displayed various miracles, 
and conferred on him the elaborate and unelaborate empowerments. 
When, on the summit of Mount Bhaskara, Vimalamitra had performed 
the practice which divides sarpsara and nirva1).a, and had received the 
very unelaborate empowerment in its entirety, extraordinary under
standing was born in him. The white syllable A appeared at the tip of 
his nose, as if on the verge of melting away. Then, he was given the 
whole extremely unelaborate empowerment, by which he perceived the 
naked reality of mind. The master gave him all the instructions and 
books on the four cycles of the Great Perfection, which correspond to 
those empowerments, and for ten years Vimalamitra thoroughly refined 
his understanding of them. Afterwards, when Jfianasutra vanished in 
an aura of light, Vimalamitra cried out in distress. Then, the master's 
body actually appeared, and dropped into his hand a precious casket 
sealed with five kinds of precious stones. Inside, he found the testament 
entitled Four Methods of Establishment (bzhag-thabs bzhi, NYZ bi-ma 
snying-thig, Pt.l, Vol. Ga, pp. 325-31), by following which he acquired 
an undeluded comprehension of meaning, while neither abridging, nor 
enlarging upon its verbal content. 

Afterwards, Vimala lived in the city of Kamarupa for twenty years 
as the guru and priest of King Haribhadra. Then he also served as 
priest to King Dharmapala in the western city of Bhirya. Residing later 
on in the great charnel ground of Prabhaskara he observed the ascetic 
practice which overcomes all obstacles; and he taught the doctrine to 
a host of savage beings. He copied out the most secret books three 
times. The first copy he concealed on an island covered by golden sand 
in Oggiyana; the second he hid in a rocky hollow in the Suvar1).advlpa 
district of Kashmir; and the third he deposited in the charnel ground 
of Prabhaskara, to be worshipped by the gakinls. Finally the master 
Vimalamitra attained the body of supreme transformation528 and lived 
for some time in India. His arrival in Tibet will be described later. 
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In the same way, after the emanation Garap Dorje taught the cycle 
of the extremely secret Great Perfection, the books were not even re
vealed except to the most fortunate masters of the aural lineage of direct 
verbal instruction, because on the demise of each master the books 
were concealed in an invisible form. The most profound instructions 
were only left behind in the form of testaments. Not even a fraction of 
them circulated in the ordinary way. Thus, the lineages of ancient 
tantras like the Buddhakapala (T 424), those of the Arya cycle, and 
those of the Great Perfection are similar. 

No one but Vajradhara himself can perceive all the tantras of the way of 
secret mantra. Only a portion of them appeared in the human and non
human worlds; and it is apparent that, among them, those which ap
peared in the human world were very few indeed. Most of them came to 
India from Oggiyana. Today Dhfimasthira, the Place of Smoke, which 
was the central city of that country, is a very small town. There is not even 
a trace of King Indrabhfiti's palace. The country is governed by barba
rians. No one at all upholds the Buddhist or Hindu philosophies. But be
cause the women belong to the ancient race of the gakinIs, they are still 
the gakinls of that locale; and they have power over the arts of the magic 
gaze, transformation of objects by means of certain gnostic spells, and 
some minor sorcery. Even the palace of Dharmagafiji, which housed the 
tantras of the mantra vehicle, cannot be actually perceived: people who 
see it just think that it is an ordinary town. But even today it contains 
some tantras of the way of secret mantra which have not yet appeared in 
India; for the gakinls have kept them secured in the invisible sphere, so 
that they are not ordinary objects of perception. 

Moreover, in Draviga, and in other lands, there are actually many 
tantras that were never well known in India. s29 This shows that the 
tantras appear in various human lands whose inhabitants are fit to be 
trained in the way of mantra. Therefore, those who try to maintain 
that there is exactly this or that precise number of tantras suffer from 
puerile conceptions. In short, we must understand that [the extent of 
the tantras] is inconceivable. This is also illustrated in the Tantra of the 
Emergence of Cakrasarrzvara, which says: 

That the number of Yoga tantras 
Is sixty million is certain. 
The number of YoginI tantras 
Is known to be one hundred and sixty million. 
Excluding the greater vehicle, so it is said, 
The siUras number eight hundred million. 
Likewise those of the Transcendental Perfection 
Number four hundred and ninety-nine million. 
All of these were proclaimed by the Lord of Sages, 
The embodiment of the three bodies. 
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Later in Central India the true foundation of the teaching declined. 
But to the east, in the border lands and in KokI, which is a collective 
name for many small countries,530 and in Damigodvlpa [the Tamil 
land], Dhanasrldvlpa and Candradvlpa to th~ south, and in Gujarat in 
the north, the teachings of the greater, lesser, and secret mantra vehicles 
continued without decline from before, and even regenerated. Thus, 
at the present time,531 the teaching exists in those places in its original 
form. Of the adepts of the way of secret mantra, there are many who 
uphold the lineage ofthe great master Padmasambhava, but the majority 
are of the twelve orders of yogins who follow the great accomplished 
master Gorak~anatha. And, in particular, there are a great many yogins 
who follow the great master of indestructible reality, Santigupta and 
his spiritual sons, who belong to the NaleSvara suborder of the 
Nathapalflhas. 532 

At a later period, there was a kingdom in the district of Bharpdva 
in the Vindhya Mountains of South India, which was ruled by the king 
Balabhadra, who was accomplished in some gnostic spells, and who 
gained power over most of the areas of the South. He adopted Santigupta 
and the host of that master's disciples as his gurus; and so he revived 
the precious teaching of the Sugata. It is said that the Indians declare 
that the Buddha predicted that the true doctrine would, in the future, 
be revived in the Vindhya Mountains to the south. 

This completes the special explanation of the development of the doc
trine of the vehicle of indestructible reality, the way of secret mantra, 
the second part of this book, Thunder from the Great Conquering Battle
Drum of Devendra, which is a history of the precious teaching of the 
vehicle of indestructible reality according to the Ancient Translation 
School. 

The Origin 
Part Three 

of the Conqueror's 
Teaching in Tibet 



Introduction 

[147.2-151.6] Now [I shall explain] how it was that the teaching of the 
Conqueror spread in the Land of Snows. 

In Jambudvlpa there were six great countries where the true doctrine 
was propagated, namely, India, China, Tibet, Khotan, Shambhala, 
and Kailash. Among them, one might wonder when it was that the 
teaching of the Buddha reached Tibet, the land of snow mountains. 
Concerning that, there is a prophecy in the Root Tantra of Maiijusrf: 

When the lake in the Land of Snows has dried, 
A forest of sal trees will appear. 

So at first there was a lake, which gradually dried up. When the 
country became enveloped by dense jungle, a monkey, blessed by the 
Great Compassionate One [Avalokitesvara], arrived from Mount 
Potalaka; and from his union with an ogress of the rocks it is said that 
the Tibetan race evolved. Initially, the country was possessed by non
human beings. Humans developed there gradually, and were governed 
successively by [the lords of] twelve minor kingdoms and forty prin
cipalities. 533 Then Nyatrhi Tsenpo became the first human king to rule 
the whole of Tibet. 

Canonical texts prove that the religious kings [of Tibet] were de
scended from the Licchavi race, and some believe Nyatrhi Tsenpo to 
have been the son of King Magyapa. 534 But, whatever actually occurred, 
a wonderful superhuman being appeared on Mount Lhari ROlpa in the 
Land of Snows. When he reached Tsentang Gozhi, the Ponpos called 
him a god because he had descended on a sky-cord. "Who are you?" 
they asked. To which he replied, "I am a king (tsen-po)." "Where have 
you come from?" they inquired. At this, he pointed to the sky. 

Then the people carried him on their shoulders (nya), seated on a 
wooden throne (trhi). Therefore, he became known as Nyatrhi Tsenpo, 
the "King of the Shoulder-borne Sedan-chair". In his succession there 
appeared seven heavenly kings called Trhi, including his own son Mu
trhi Tsenpo; two celestial kings called Teng; six earthly kings called 
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By the blessing that came from worshipping and venerating them the 
king, a man of sixty-one years, was rejuvenated and became a sixteen
year-old youth once more. He lived on for sixty more years, and so 
reached the age of one hundred and twenty. The king obtained a 
prediction that the meaning of the Awesome Secret would be understood 
after five generations. This was the beginning of the true doctrine in Tibet. 537 

But there are various other aCCOUnts of how it happened: Nelpa 
PaJ).c;iita [in his History] said: 

The Piinpos claim that the casket fell down from the sky 
because they adore the sky; but in reality those two books 
were brought by the scholar Buddhirak~ita and the translator 
Thilise. When they arrived in Tibet they found that the king 
could neither read, nor understand the meaning. So the 
scholar and the translator returned. 

This account appears to be true. 

At a later date Ba Selnang went to Nepal, where he met the preceptor 
Santarak$ita. The preceptor said to him, "While the Buddba Kasyapa 
was teaching the doctrine, the king of Tibet, yourself, and I were the 
three sons of a woman poultry-keeper. We made a vow to propagate 
the teaching in Tibet. As the king had not been reborn and yoU had 
not come of age, I have been waiting here for nine reigns." Because 
this tale is said to Occur in tbe "pure" Testament of Ba (rba-bzhed 
gtsang-ma),538 and because it accords with known facts, some scholars 
hold it to be true. 
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KING SONGTSEN GAMP0539 

[151.6-154.4] There is a prophecy in the Root Tantra of Maiijusrf: 

In the place called the divine land, 
Surrounded by snowy mountains, 
A king called "God among Men" will be born 
Into the Licchavi race. 540 

The fifth hereditary monarch after Lha Thotori was the religious 
king Songtsen Gampo, an emanation of Avalokitesvara in the form of 
a mighty lord of men, who began to rule the kingdom at the age of 
thirteen. When he was fifteen the emanational monk A-kar MatisIla 
brought him a self-created image of the Sublime One [Avalokitesvara]. 
Then, the king commanded the religious minister Gar, an emanation 
of VajrapaJ)i, to invite the Nepalese princess Trhitsiin, an emanation of 
Bhtku!I, and the Chinese princess Wen-ch'eng K'ong-jo, an emanation 
of Tara, both of whom were agreeable to the people, to be his two 
consorts. 54l This he did in order to introduce two images of the Teacher, 
representative of the Buddha himself, which were, respectively, the 
size of an eight-year-old, and that of a twe1ve-year-old. 542 The princesses 
came to be known as the two "Lotuses of the Lake". 

While the Trhiilnang Temple [i.e. the Jokhang, the "Cathedral of 
Lhasa"] was being constructed the building-work was disrupted by 
non-human beings. Therefore, the king and his two consorts went into 
retreat in the palace known as Maru, at Nyangdren Phawongkha in 
the valley of the Kyicu. They attained accomplishment by propitiating 
their meditative deity, on whose advice the king built the Border Tam
ing, Further Taming, and District Controlling temples, which were 
situated on geomantic sites on the body of the supine ogress [that is 
Tibet]; and so it was that he exorcised the malignant earth spirits.

543 

He then erected the Trhtilnang and Ramoche temples and the images 
they housed. 
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reigns from now, in the time of my descendant, King De, the true 
doctrine will be propagated." He had concealed the copper plate in a 
confined place. 548 

Just so, when Trhisong Detsen was thirteen he began to govern the 
kingdom. At twenty he made a solemn resolution to propagate the true 
doctrine and he invited to Tibet the Bodhisattva, Santarak~ita, the 
preceptor from Sahor. The latter granted the eight vows to some, but 
when he taught the doctrines of the ten virtues and of the eighteen 
psychophysical bases, the savage demons and deities of Tibet became 
angry. Lightning struck Marpori [the "Red Mountain", site of the 
present Potala Palace] and the palace at Phangtang was swept away by 
a flood. The harvest was destroyed and great calamities befell the coun
try. Evil ministers said, "This is due to the practice of the doctrine. 
The master should be banished to his own country." 

The king offered much gold to the preceptor and told him of the 
situation. Santarak~ita replied, "The spirits of Tibet are displeased. I 
will go to Nepal for the time being. In order to subdue the savage 
spirits and demons of Tibet, there is a mantra adept called Padmasam
bhava, who is, at present, the most powerful in the world. I will send 
him an invitation, and Your Majesty should do the same." So they sent 
messengers consecutively. 

Master Padmasambhava, however, already knew that the delegation, 
which included Nanam Dorje DUjom, was speeding on its way. In an 
instant he travelled to Kungtang, in Mangy til, where he met the group. 
He scattered their offering of gold in the direction of Ngari and said, 
"Everything I perceive is gold." In this way he turned Tibet into an 
abundant gold-producing land. 

Then the Bodhisattva, Santarak~ita, set out for Tibet in advance, 
along with a skilled Nepali stonemason. Master Padmasambhava ad
vanced from Kyirong, whereupon the gods and demons of Tibet 
launched a raging storm of snow and rain, which blocked the mountain 
passes. The master retired to a mountain cave, imprisoned the gods 
and demons by the power of his contemplation, and bound them under 
an oath of allegiance. From that time on, by his miraculous powers, 
he gradually covered the whole of Tibet on foot, from Ngari, Central 
Tibet, and Tsang [in the west], to Dokam [Kham and Amdo in the 
east]. He bound all the powerful spirits under oath, among whom the 
foremost were the twelve goddesses of the earth, the thirteen hunting 
gods, and the twenty-one genyen;549 and he assumed control of their 
vital heart-mantras. 

In the tamarisk forest of Trakmar he met the sovereign. While con
secrating the Drinzang Temple at Trakmar, he invited the images of 
the deities to a place of feasting. That night the temple was empty. 
The next morning the deities were actually seen eating the offerings 
and conversing in the temple. That day all the musical instruments of 
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Lhabumen, to guide the ends of the measuring thread. The foundations 
were laid following the model of OdantapurI Monastery, in accord with 
the preceptor's orders. 551 Since the great master employed all of the 
arrogant spirits, the walls which were raised during the day by men 
were made even higher at night by the spirits. Thus, glorious Samye, 
the Temple of Unchanging Spontaneous Presence, which was designed 
to resemble Mount Sumeru, with its four continents, and its subcontin
ents, sun, moon, and iron perimeter, was entirely completed in about 
five years, along with the three shrines of the three queens. 552 During 
the consecration performed by the preceptor and the master, astonishing 
and inconceivable miracles occurred. For example, the deities enshrined 
in the central shrine (dbu-rtse) went outside. 

Then the sovereign decided to introduce the foundations of the sutra 
and mantra teachings by translating the true doctrine [from Sanskrit 
into Tibetan]. Intelligent Tibetan youths were instructed in the art of 
translation. Trhisong Detsen invited from India great scholars, who 
were learned in the pi!aka - monks such as the masters Jinamitra, 
SarvajfHideva, and DanasIla; holders of indestructible reality such as 
Vimalamitra and Santigarbha; and twelve monks of the Sarvastivada 
order as well. 553 

To test whether or not Tibetans were suitable for monastic ordination, 
the king at first requested that those masters ordain his faithful minister, 
Ba Trhizi of the Zhang family. Under the supervision of the Bodhisattva, 
who officiated as preceptor, of DanasIla and Jinamitra, who acted as 
master of ceremonies and exposer of secrets, and of ten other pa1).<;iitas, 
who made up the quorum, Trhizi renounced the world and was fully 
ordained as a monk. He received the name Pelyang, and also became 
known as Ba-ratna, the "Jewel of the Ba Family"; for the king had 
praised him thus. Through meditation he acquired five supernormal 
cognitive powers. 

After that, Ba Selnang, Pagor Vairocana, Ngenlam Gyelwa Choyang, 
Ma Rincen-chok, Khon Luiwangpo Sungwa, and Lasum Gyelwa 
Cangcup gradually renounced the world. They were fully ordained as 
monks; and their names were changed to Yeshe Wangpo, and so forth. 
Together, they became known as the "seven men who were tested"; 
and they were the first monks in Tibet. 

The king then decided that Tibetans were suitable for ordination. 
Trama, the minister of the Zhang family, and three hundred intelligent 
subjects were ordained. Scholars, such as the preceptor Santarak~ita 
and master Padmasambhava, along with the translators Vairocana, 
Kawa Peltsek, Cokro Lui Gyeltsen, and Zhang Yeshe De translated 
the transmitted precepts of the sutra, and mantra traditions, as well as 
the foremost commentarial treatises, into Tibetan. Vairocana and Nam
kei Nyingpo were sent to India, where Vairocana studied the Great 
Perfection under SrI Si.qlha, and Namkei Nyingpo studied the doctrines 
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of Yangdak Heruka under Hllrpkara. When they had attained ac
complishment they propagated these teachings in Tibet. 

Moreover, the great master Padmasambhava gave numerous em
powerments for the lower mantras, as well as the Unsurpassed [Yoga] 
tantras, to the king and some fortunate subjects. He taught the Hundred 
Thousand Verses of the Vajrakfla Tantra, the Garland of Views: A Collec
tion of Esoteric Instructions, and other works. 

On one occasion the master spoke to the king as follows, "Your 
Majesty should make this country prosperous. You should turn the 
sands of Ngamsho into groves and meadows. You should irrigate the 
barren regions like the three districts of Tra and Tol (gra-dol-yul-gsum). 
You should reclaim all the swamps for cultivation. You should obtain 
wealth from VaisravaI).a554 and make the country a source of wealth. 
You should redirect the rivers, by means of canals, and make Tibet 
hold dominion over all the kings of China and Central Asia." 

To this the king replied, "I beg you to do sol" 
The master remained engaged in this intention for just a morning 

when water appeared in the desert of Trakmar. The sandy plain became 
an alpine meadow, in which was situated the so-called "Peacock Lake" 
(Tshomo Gtilngon) of Trakmar. In Trak Daweidong a vast forest 
appeared instantly. And in Zurkar, a wide, flowing river sprang up 
without a source. 

Then, though he was certainly about to complete all the rest according 
to his word, the remaining works and the performance of burnt offerings 
to increase the power of the royal dynasty were left undone, due to the 
common misfortune of the populace and, as a further circumstance, 
due to the harmful misconduct of hostile, evil ministers, who, because 
they could not endure the master's miraculous and supernormal 
cognitive powers, persuaded [the king] to delay. The deities and nagas 
could not be bound under an oath of allegiance for yet a third time. 
At this point, Padmasambhava declared, "The result of the perverse 
aspirations of the ministers of Tibet will be the decline of happiness in 
Tibet. Although the great wheel of the doctrine will have made one 
complete cycle there will be great strife at an intermediate time. The 
nagas and Gyelpo spirits will be ill-disposed and the dynasty itself will 
disintegrate, due to its neglect of the law." It is said that because he 
knew the future would be so, Padmasambhava suddenly departed to 
subdue the ogres [in Camaradvlpa], but only after he had first delivered 
many wrathful mantras and had concealed many books as treasures in 
Tibet. 

Concerning the duration of Padmasambhava's stay in Tibet: Some 
maintain that it was but a short period, six or eighteen months. The 
moderate opinion holds that it was three, six or twelve years; and there 
are those who say that it was as long as one hundred and nine solstices, 
or fifty-four years and six months, altogether. The guru came to Tibet 
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It is also said that in the interval between the lifetime of Trhisong 
Detsen and the reign of his son Mutrhi, the master departed into the 
sky, riding upon his horse from the summit of Kungtang Mountain. 
This is known from the lament, uttered by Mutrhi when he took leave 
of Padmasambhava: 

My one and only royal father has died. 
My guru is going to 099iyana. 
o royal father! your life was too short; 
The happiness of your Tibetan subjects has passed. 
Why did I, Mutrhi Tsenpo, not die, 
While my father and my guru were present?556 

Furthermore, we should not think that Padmasambhava could not 
have completed all the bountiful acts he desired during just a short 
visit. He was adept at inconceivable miraculous powers, like the ability 
to make his body manifest in all buddha-fields simultaneously. 
Similarly, when the Buddha himself performed miracles at SravastI, as 
described in the Siltra of the Wise and the Foolish (mdo mdzangs-blun, 
T 341),557 and in the Transmissions of the Vinaya, some say that these 
miracles lasted for a few days, and some for many. In sum, whether 
his visit appeared to have been long or short depended upon the purity 
or impurity of his disciples' perception. 

In this way, the master continued to consult with his patron, the 
king, in secret. He traversed the whole of Tibet on foot, down to the 
last hoof-sized patch of ground, along with Tshogyel and other fortunate 
companions. He inhabited each of the twenty mountain caves of Ngari; 
the twenty-one places of attainment in Central Tibet and in Tsang; the 
twenty-five great pilgrimage places of Kham and Amdo; and the secret 
lands of upper, lower, and central Tibet which are like three kings, 
along with five valleys, three districts and one parkland. 558 He blessed 
all of them, along with their glaciers, caves, mountains and waterways 
- which are as their roots, branches, flowers, and fruits - to be places 
of attainment. Since he knew that the teaching would be persecuted 
later by the king's grandson, an emanation of Mara, he gave many 
oracles and prophecies to the king. Then, intending that the teaching 
of the secret mantra should not vanish, nor the genuine blessing be 
weakened or adulterated by sophistry, and that disciples should gradu
ally appear, he concealed countless treasures, both named and un
named. The foremost of these treasures were the hundred treasures 
which were the master copies of King Trhisong, the five great mind 
treasures, and the twenty-five great profound treasures .. For each one, 
he predicted the time of revelation, the discoverer, his fortunate spiritual 
successors, and so forth. 

In thirteen places all called "tiger dens", such as Nering Sengedzong 
in Manka [Bhutan], Padmasambhava assumed an awesome dis-
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consisting of the shaven-headed followers of the siitras [the monks], 
and the followers of the way of mantras, who wore long, braided locks. 
He erected pillars [e.g. the Zhol Pillar] inscribed with the great decree 

" d' 561 A h ' th concerning protocol and WIth Important e ICtS. t t at um~ . e 
kingdom of Tibet reached the zenith of its power and held dommIOn 
over two-thirds of eastern Jambudvlpa. Because the kingdom was pro
tected by the true doctrine, Tibet is known to have enjoyed the happiness 
of paradise. 

When master Padmasambhava was about to leave to convert the 
ogres in the south-west, the king, ministers, and subjects of Tibet 
begged him to stay on. But he declined. To each of them he gave 
detailed instructions, and precepts concerning loving kindness. Then, 
riding on a lion, or on an excellent horse, he set out, from the ~um~it 
of Kungtang Mountain for Camaradvlpa, in the mIdst of an mfi,nIte 
mass of divine offerings. In Camaradvlpa, on the peak of the glonous 
Copper-coloured Mountain, he "liberated" the ogre Thotreng (Skull
garlanded), the king of ogres, and entered into his corpse. He 
materialised the inconceivable Palace of Lotus Light; and there he 
resides, ruling in his eight emanations over eight ogre islands, teaching 

Pehar 
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the eight transmitted precepts concerning the eight means for attainment 
and other doctrines, and protecting the people of Jambudvlpa from 
deathly fears. He continues to dwell, even now, as the regent of the 
Sixth Conqueror, Vajradhara, the holder of the awareness that is the 
spontaneous presence of the final path; and so will he remain, without 
moving, until the dissolution of the universe. 

Trhi Relpacen 

KING RELPACEN 

[166.5-168.5] The religious king, Trhisong Detsen, had three royal 
sons. The eldest was named Mune Tsepo, the middle one Murup 
Tsepo, and the youngest Mutik Tsepo, or Senalek Jingyon. They further 
propagated the teaching. In particular, Mune Tsepo founded the four 
gr~at cycles of worship (mchod-pa chen-po bzhi) at Samye during his 
reIgn; ~nd three times he alleviated the hunger of his Tibetan subjects. 

Muuk Tsepo built the Temple of the Indestructible Expanse at Kar
Cung. H~ had about five sons, among whom the most distinguished 
Was Trhl Relpacen, an emanation of Vajrapal).i, who was also known 
as ~rhi Detsukten. Relpacen appointed seven householders among his 
SUbjects to serve each of the monks; and he is famed for having built 
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a thousand temples and shrines. He humbly honoured and venerated 
the two orders - those of the traditions of the sutras and mantras, with 
their gurus and venerable adherents - while placing at their feet the 
two silken ribbons which hung from his braided hair. Through these 
and other acts he displayed infinite veneration to the most precious 
teaching of the Conqueror. 

In the lower valley of the Kyicu, Relpacen built the temple of On
cangdo Peme Trashi Gepel. He invited Surendrabodhi, SIlendrabodhi, 
DanasIla, and many other scholars from India. He commanded them, 
along with the Tibetan preceptors Ratnarak~ita and DharmatasIla, and 
the translator Jfianasena, as follows: 

Formerly, when the doctrine was translated by scholars and 
translators in the time of my paternal ancestors, many terms 
were used which were unknown to the Tibetan language. 
Replace those terms among them which contradict the texts 
of the doctrine and grammatical usage, as well as those which 
are hard to understand, by searching [for alternatives] among 
the familiar terms of the colloquial language. Thus, you 
should revise the translations according to the texts of the 
greater and lesser vehicles. 562 

Therefore, at Kawa Namoche in Phenyul, they revised the translation 
of the Great Mother [the Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative 
Awareness in One Hundred Thousand Lines], and divided it into sixteen 
sections. They also established, in accord with the laws of contemporary 
language, the translations of most of the scriptures translated during 
the time of the king's paternal ancestors. But, owing to the strictness 
of the inner tantras of the way of secret mantra, whereby they cannot 
be grasped by ordinary persons who are not fit vessels for them, the 
translators preserved the ancient translations intact. 563 

So it was that the three ancestral religious kings [Songtsen Gampo, 
Trhisong Detsen, and Relpacen] made the greatest impact on the teach
ing of the Conqueror in the Land of Snows, and thus were most gracious 
to its inhabitants. Among those kings, Songtsen Gampo and Trhisong 
Detsen were particularly great in their kindness. The scholars San
tarak~ita and Padmasambhava, and the translators Thonmi Sambhota, 
Vairocana, Kawa Peltsek, Cokro Lui Gyeltsen and Zhang Yeshe De 
were all most gracious and wonderful. 

2 The Decline and Expansion 
of the DO,ctrine During the 
Intermedzate Period 

~~~~.5-169.6l At; ~ter date, Langdarma Udumtsen, the elder brother 
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~a~~~a accord~ng to t?e Ancient Tr~nsl~tion School was never inter
. p . By theIr dev~tIOn to the teachIng In general, and their kindness 
In carefully preservIng the texts of the transmitted rec 

~:~p~;~ent~ryl treatises, which had been previously tra~slat:t~n ~~~ 
tions of the t _ree ancedstral rehgIO.us kIngs, most of the ancient transla-

e sutras an tantras eXIst for our use, even today. 



3 The Revival and Later Expansion 
of the Teaching 

[169.6-173.5] During the decline of the teaching following Langdarma's 
persecution, Mar Sakyamuni, a disciple of Ba-ratna, together with Yo 
Gejung and Tsang Rapsel, loaded the Vinaya texts onto a mule and set 
out for the Qarloq and Uighur country.566 But, because they were 
unable to propagate the doctrine in that direction, they went to Kham. 
While they were meditating at Dorjei Trakra Encung Namdzong in 
Malung, or at the "Crystal Retreat" in Tentik, one Muzu Labar 
approached them, and in faith he asked for ordination. He was ordained 
as a novice by Mar Sakyamuni, who acted as the preceptor, and Yo 
Gejung, who acted as the master; and he received the name of Sakya 
Gewarapsel. But when he requested the complete ordination they did 
not have the quorum of five monks. They sought out Lhalung Pelgi 
Dorje in Den, who said, "Since I have killed the evil king, I cannot 
come to complete the group. But I will find another and send him." 

He sent two Chinese monks, named Ke-wang and Gyi-phan, and 
ordination was granted by the group offive. For fifteen years Gewarapsel 
studied the Vinaya under his preceptor and master. Later, he studied 
Vinaya under Senge-trak of Korong, Transcendental Perfection under 
Kawa b-chokdra, and the Mental Class of the Great Perfection under 
Yudra Nyingpo. The exegesis of the Tantra of the All-Accomplishing 
King, which continued even at a later time, came through his lineage. 
This illustrates his most sublime, enlightened activity, and his great 
learning. For this reason he became renowned as Lacen Gongpa Rapsel, 
the "Great Guru whose Enlightened Intention was Utterly Clear". 

Five years after Gewarapsel's complete ordination, the king Yeshe 
Gyeltsen and others sent five men from Central Tibet, including Luroe 
Tshtiltrim Sherap, and five from Tsang, including Loton Dorje 
Wangcuk, to Kham, so that they might revive the feeble doctrine in 
Central Tibet. Gewarapsel gave them all three levels of ordination in 
a single sitting, and they became learned in the Vinaya. Since he gave 
the full ordination simultaneously and not by precise stages over a 
period of ten years,567 he became renowned as a bodhisattva whose 
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Tibetan Lineage of the Vinaya. 568 The ordained monks of the Ancient 
Translation School, and later the great translator DharmasrI, the em
anation ofYudra Nyingpo, widely propagated its exegesis and practical 
application. The seminary of Orgyen MindrOling, the sole ornament 
of Tibet, and its branches preserved this Vinaya lineage. 569 Then, during 
the later propagation of the teaching, most of the early generations of 
the great men who adhered to the monastic vows, and also most of the 
spiritual benefactors in the ancient and new Kadampa schools adhered 
to this Vinaya lineage. 

Furthermore, the scholar Jinamitra, the translator Kawa Peltsek, and 
others translated the Treasury of the Abhidharma, and the Compendium 
of the Abhidharma [from Sanskrit into Tibetan]. They instructed Nanam 
Dawei Dorje, Lhalung Pelgi Dorje and E Yeshe Gyelwa. The latter 
went to Kham and transmitted this teaching, which has been widely 
propagated until the present day. 570 

Lacen Gongpa Rapsel 

Regarding the sutras: Lang Khampa Gocha memorised the Transcend
ental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness in One Hundred Thousand 
Lines, and he propagated this and other sutras of India, which belong 
to the intermediate wheel of the doctrine, by means of translation, 
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Part Four 
The Development of the Three 

Inner Classes of Tantra in Tibet 



Introduction 

[179.1-3] Now, in particular, the development [in Tibet] of the three 
inner classes ofthe tantras ofthe way of secret mantra will be explained. 

Although the Kriya, Carya and Yoga tantras of secret mantra were 
much studied and taught in the time of the religious king Trhisong 
Detsen and his master, Padmasambhava, the Unsurpassed [Yoga] tan
tras were propagated most of all. They have three divisions: Mahayoga, 
which concerns primarily the stage of creation; Anuyoga, which con
cerns primarily the stage of perfection; and Atiyoga, which concerns 
primarily the Great Perfection. 572 



1 Mahayoga and Anuyoga 

MAHA YOGA, THE STAGE OF CREATION 

[179.4] Mahayoga is divided into the class of tantras (*tantravarga) and 
the class of means for attainment (*sadhanavarga). 

The Mahayoga Class of Tantras 

[179.4-182.1] The master Vimalamitra expounded [the eight tantras, 
known collectively as] the Eight Sections of the Magical Net, which form 
the cycle of texts associated with the Magical Net of Vajrasattva, the 
Secret Nucleus which is the root or most general of the Eighteen Great 
Tantrapitaka. He expounded them to Ma Rincen-chok, and translated 
them with the latter's assistance. Ma Rincen-chok instructed Tsukru 
Rincen Zhonu and Kyere Chokyong, who both instructed Zhang Gyel
wei Yonten and Tarje Pelgi Trakpa. The former taught this tantra many 
times in Central Tibet and in Tsang. He also went to Kham and gave 
this teaching. The lineages of Zhang became known as "the transmitted 
precepts of Chimpu", or as "the lineage of esoteric instructions". 

Moreover, the master Padmasambhava taught [this Secret Nucleus] 
to Nyak Jfianakumara, along with his own celebrated composition 
entitled the Garland of Views: A Collection of Esoteric Instructions. Jfiana
kumara instructed the Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe, and, with Zhang, he in
structed Nup Sangye Yeshe. 573 At Mount Kailash the master Bud
dhaguhya also gave instruction on texts belonging to the Secret Nucleus 
cycle, such as the Array of the Path of the Magical Net, to disciples such 
as We Jampel and Trenka Mukti. 

Similarly, the glorious Guhyasamaja was propagated according to 
master Vajrahasya's exegetical tradition [T 1909], and the tradition of 
study, exegesis, and attainment derived from the commentaries of 
Visvamitra. Also propagated were the commentaries on the Buddha
samayoga belonging to the aural lineage of Kukkuraja [the Six Arrays 
of Esoteric Meaning] and of Hfirpkara [Elucidation of the Significance of the 
Four Limbs, Caturangarthaloka, T 1676], and the lineage of its teaching, 
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answered the prayer 0 g . d secret ma1)Q.alas 0 

empowerments in the outer '£ m~;;a::ment to a most fortunate g~?s~~ 
Great Classes of the Mear:s or d his subjects. When they had prac I 
of eight, consisting of the kIng an 
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the means for attainment and esoteric instructions for the deities on 
whom their flowers respectively alighted, each of them saw his or her 
deity in a vision. 574 

By propitiating Mahottara [Chemcok] Heruka, the king developed 
special contemplation; and owing to the development of discriminative 
awareness which is born of meditation, he composed works such as 
the Treatise on the Proof of Authentic Transmitted Precepts (bka' yang-dag
pa'i tshad-ma'i bstan-bcos, T 4352).575 

By propitiating [glorious] Yangdak Heruka, Namkei Nyingpo as
cended on the rays of the sun. 

By propitiating MafijusrI [Yamantaka], Sangye Yeshe drove a kiia 
into solid rock. 

By propitiating Mahesvara [Hayagrlva], the head of a horse emerged 
from the crown of Gyelwa Choyang's head, and neighing resounded. 

By propitiating VajrakIla, Kharcen-za [Yeshe Tshogyel] could resur
rect the dead. 

By propitiating Matara!)., Pelgi Yeshe employed the host of female 
protectors as servants. 

By propitiating Mundane Praise, Pelgi Senge was served by the 
eightfold groups of spirits. 

And by propitiating Malign Mantra, Vairocana acquired the eye of 
pristine cognition, and miraculous powers. 

Moreover, regarding those disciples of master Padmasambhava who 
obtained accomplishment sooner or later by his empowerment, instruc
tions and further advice: Nyak Jfianakumara could extract nectar from 
dry rock. 

Gyelmo Yudra Nyingpo could transform his body into a golden vajra. 
Nanam Dorje Dtijom could pass through a mountain of solid rock. 
Master Yesheyang could actually travel to the realms of sky-farers. 576 

The Sogdian Lhapel could seize savage beasts of prey by the neck 
[with his bare hands]. 577 

Nanam Zhang Yeshe De could fly like a bird in the sky. 
Kharcen Pelgi Wangcuk, by merely brandishing his kIla, could "lib

erate" those at whom he brandished it. 
Denma Tsemang obtained retention of all doctrines, such that he 

forgot none. 
Kawa Peltsek intuited the minds of others without obstruction. 
Shlipu Pelgi Senge could reverse the flow of a river. 
Dre Gyelwei Lodro could transform a zombie into gold. 578 

Drokben Khyeucung Lotsawa could summon birds in the sky, merely 
through his gaze and a gesture of menace. 

Odren Pelgi Wangcuk could swim like a fish in a wide river. 
Ma Rincen-chok could crush and digest boulders as food. 
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Gyelwa Choyang 

Lhalung Pelgi Dorje could pass unobstructedly through mountains 

of solid rock. . 
Langdro Koncok Jungne could hurl mighty thunderb?lts hke arro,:s. 
And Lasum Gyelwa Cangcup could sit cross-legged m the sky, WIth-

out any support. 

There were also women who were accomplished masters: Manda~a~a 
of Sahor obtained immortality, miraculous powers, and unsurpasse , 

supreme accomplishment. . . . . I 01-
Kharcen Yeshe Tshogyel achieved indestructIble hfe, mfalhb e rec 

lection, miraculous powers, the abode of the sky-fare~s, a?d the s~~:oe;~ 
accomplishment of great bliss. Th.e two_ n:>ble ladles Just me 
were actually no different from VaJravarahl, hers~lf. 

Tshenamza Sangyetsho vanished in a body of hght: 
Shekar Dorjetsho crossed rivers as if they.were plams.. h body 
Tshombuza Pematsho's vital energy and mmd matured mto t e 

h d · 579 
of er elty. f th sun 

Melgongza Rincentsho hung her silk gown on the rays 0 e . 
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Rilza Tondrupma used her gaze to employ the services of the twelve 
goddesses of the earth. 

Shilbuza Sherapma knew all the transmitted precepts of the buddhas, 
as well as the commentarial treatises, without having studied them. 

While Yamdrokza Choki Dronma taught the scriptures she was 
applauded by celestial deities. 

When Oceza Kargyelma had a question about the doctrine she asked 
her meditational deity. 

When Dzemza Lhamo needed food or drink she took them from the 
sky. 

Barza Lhayang knew how to tame the minds of others. 
Cokroza Cangcupmen could transform her body into fire and water. 
Dromza Pamti Chenmo could fly like a bird in the sky. 
Rongmenza Tshilltrim-dron could ingest stones like food. 
Khuza Peltsilnma could cause the ritual kIla to vibrate. 
Trhumza Shelmen could arrange flowers in the sky. 

These and others were able to display various miracles to many people, 
and all of them attained the state of coalescence in their [human] 
bodies. 58o So it was that countless accomplished masters emerged: the 
twenty-five great accomplished masters of Chimpu; the fifty-five 
realised ones ofYangdzong; the [two groups of] one hundred and eight 
who attained the body of light at Yerpa and at Chuwori, respectively; 
the thirty mantra adepts of Sheldrak; the twenty-five <;iakinls who 
attained bodies of light; et cetera. 581 

ANUYOGA, THE STAGE OF PERFECTION 

[187.1-187.2] Dharmabodhi and Vasudhara, who were preceptors of 
the Satra which Gathers All Intentions, and the master Chetsenkye of 
Bru-sha instructed Nupcen Sangye Yeshe; and he brought the Anuyoga 
tantras to Tibet. This will be described later in detail. 582 



2 The Mental and Spatial Classes of 
Atiyoga 

[187.3] Atiyoga is divided into three classes: [Mental, Spatial, and 
Esoteric Instructional]. The lineage of the first two is as follows: 

VAIROCANA 

[187.3-190.4] Scorning more than fifty-seven unbearable hardships, 
including the eight great fears, the master Vairocana, a native of Nyemo 
Cekar, journeyed to India, following the command of King Trhisong 
Detsen. He proceeded towards the Great Nine-Storey Pagoda (ke'u
tshang chen-po dgu-brtsegs), created by the miraculous power of master 
SrI Sirpha in the cooling sandalwood forest of Dhanakosa. There, he 
introduced himself to a yoginI who was carrying water; but when she 
made no response he made her waterpot stick to the ground by means 
of his gaze. The yoginI then exposed her breast and in so doing revealed 
to Vairocana the MaI:H;lala of the Indestructible Expanse. 

In company with her he met the master SrI Simha and, offering 
to him a golden m a1).c;i ala , he requested teaching on the effortless 
vehicle. 583 

SrI Sirpha said he would have to consider. The main points of the 
profound doctrine could be revealed in the morning, under the cloak 
of secrecy. But, without utmost secrecy, the master would run the risk 
of capital punishment, imposed by the local raja. So he said to Vai
rocana, "Study the doctrine of cause and effect with other scholars 
during the day. I will have to reveal the doctrines of the esoteric instruc
tions to you at night." In this way, and under these circumstances, 
others were kept ignorant. 

During the night the master wrote down the Eighteen Esoteric Instruc
tions of the Mental Class on white silk with the milk of a white goat; 
and he showed Vairocana how the letters became clear when fumigated 
by smoke. He made him swear an oath before the protectors of the 
teaching to maintain the utmost secrecy. 
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. ut even then Vairocana was not satisfied' . 

Sllp.ha granted him all the ' so he remaIned there. SrI 
. empowerments and '. 

SIxty tantrapi~aka, along with the three b esotenc Instructions of 
White, Black, and Variegated h' h ranches of the Spatial Class -
naturally present 584 Thu V' - W IC reveal that the goal is already 

. . s, alfocana plumb d h doctnnes. e t e very depths of all 

Still he remained unsatisfied '" - S' h' . . ~n IIp a saId to hIm: 
The .expanse o~ reality is infinite, 
But If you realIse solely just what is 
Ever~thing is perfectly present in that 

whIch lacks none. 
What accomplishment goes beyond that? 

Vairocana 

The? the master taught him the three . 
of the Instructions the t ways to brIng forth the fruit 
and t~e four cases' whenO~tr s~~~~:~~~ the teaching should be granted, 

VaIrocana also met the maste G' '. 
ground of Dhumasthira He . r arap Dor~e III the great charnel 
fOur hundred thousand obtaIned the true lIneage of the six million 

verses on the Great Perfection and actually 
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attained the great accomplishment of simultaneous realisation and lib
eration. 

Relying on the accomplishment of swift-footedness Vairocana then 
returned to Tibet. 585 During the day he gave teaching to the king on 
the ordinary doctrines of cause and effect, but at night he taught only 
the hidden doctrines of the Great Perfection. He translated the five 
texts of the Mental Class which were the earliest translated. 586 

It was at this time that Vairocana was slandered by the Indians, who 
were jealous that the instructions had been lost to Tibet. And because 
one of the queens and her ministers became ill-disposed to the doctrine, 
master Vairocana was obliged to pass some time [in exile] in 
Tshawarong. 587 In the temple of the protector at Rongtrak in Gyelmorong, 
he accepted Yudra Nyingpo as his disciple, and caused him and others to 
be matured [by the empowerments] and liberated [by the instructions]. 
In the Taktse Castle at Tsharong, he taught the cycle of the Great 
Perfection to SangtOn Yeshe Lama. At Trakmar Gondzong in Tong
kungrong he instructed Pang-gen Sangye Gonpo. And in Central Tibet 
Vairocana gave teaching to Nyak Jnanakumara and to the Khotanese 
lady, Sherap Dronma. Thus, he is said to have taught five people in 
succession. The last mentioned also invited him to visit Khotan. 

In the end, Vairocana attained the buddha-body of coalescence in 
Bhasing Forest in Nepal. 

Gradually, one lineage developed from Nyak Jnanakumara, which 
passed through the Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe, Tra Pelgi Nyingpo, and 
Lhalung Pelgi Dorje to Odren Pelgi Zhonu. One issued from the Sog
dian Pelgi Senge to Nupcen Sangye Yeshe; and yet another from Tsang 
Sakdor, through Pang Rak~ita, Yatri Tarma Sherap, and Zermo Gelong 
to Marpa Sherap-o. That lineage was subsequently transmitted to Zur 
Dropukpa. 588 

PANG-GEN SANGYE GONPO 

[190.4-191.1] Moreover, there was the lineage ofVairocana's disciple 
Pang-gen Sangye Gonpo, in which everyone achieved the rainbow body. 
Pang Gonpo himself reached the age of eighty-five without having 
practised the doctrine during his youth. As an old man he was despised 
by his brothers and relatives. Owing to great age his body had a decrepit 
posture, but Vairocana gave him a meditation belt and a support [to 
prop up his chin], and showed him how to retain the teaching in his 
mind. By practising according to the transmission of master Vairocana 
he came face to face with naked reality, and an all-surpassing realisation 
was born within him. Becoming very joyful, the old man embraced his 
master about the neck and would not let go for a whole day. After 
attaining accomplishment he lived for over one hundred years more. 
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.) 

[I91.1-192.2]Pang-genSang eGo ' .. 
Gyeltsen, a monk from the t~ree_vniIo s d~scI?le was Ngenlam Cangcup 
the age of sixty-seven he went to

a 
ey dIstnct of Ngenlam in Uru. At 

re.~uested instructions from Pang M~y~~%O ~~ktse Castle, where he 
Gonpo]. The master granted them to ~ dGonpo . [Pang-gen Sangye 
but to practise meditation at Wa S ; an told hIm not to go home, 
and meditated until his body v . e:

g
; :ak. He went there obediently 

hun~red and seventy-two. allIS e WIthout a trace at the age of one 

HIs disciple, Zadam Rincen- ik 
q~ested instruction from N enlaY ,came from upper Dokam. He re
WIthout leaving his guru . g h m and then sat absorbed in meditation 

. h ' III t e same rock H' , WIt out a trace at the age f h cavern. IS body vanished 
Zadam Rincen-yik's d·

o
. °lne undred and forty-four. 

Ch" ISCIP e, Khugyur S I . h k 
0, was a monk of fift e weIC 0 from Yarlung 

from Zadam Rincen ~e ~~ev~n ye;rs. ~hen he received instruction 
remained in meditation at ;;n Sone *e Idea of returning home and 

a enge rak as well. His body vanished 
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without a trace when he was in his one hundred and seventeenth 

year. In this way, the bodies of the three masters and disciples vanished 
in the Wa Senge Cavern during the same year of the snake, one after 

the other, like mists, or rainbows, fading away. 

NYANG CANGUP-TRA AND NYANG SHERAP JUNGNE 

(192.2-193.2] Cangcup-tra, the disciple of the last mentioned, was a 
monk offorty-two years from upper Yudruk in Nyang. After requesting 
instruction from Khugyur Selwa he returned home. While practising 
meditation at Samye Chimpu he met an aged monk from Zha, in Uru, 
who was caJled Nyang Sherap Jungne, and who said, "I have been 
fuJly ordained for longer than you, but your teaching is greater. Please 

accept me as a disciple." 
Nyang Cangcup-tra gave him instructions and then went to stay at 

Phukpoche, and at Yangdzong, where he revealed his power to trans
form the four elements to his disciple and grand-disciple. Finally, at 
Phung po Riwoche, in Gyamnyeduka in Tsang, his body vanished with
out a trace, like a cloud disintegrating on a mountainside. 

After that, Nyang Sherap Jungne lived in the glorious forest of 
Chimpu, at Yangdzong in Dra, and at Phukpoche. He experienced the 
naturaJly manifest, unbiased intention of the Great Perfection, and, 
after hanging his robe, rosary, and skull-cup on a juniper tree on the 
summit of Lhari in Phukpoche, his body vanished in the sky, just like 

a brilliant rainbow. 

BAGOM 

(193.2-195.6] Sherap Jungne's disciple was a native of Lomo, who 
became renowned as master Bagom, the meditator ofBa, after the name 
of his clan. While he was living at home a war broke out. His mother 
said, "This boy is my only son, and the brother of six sisters. I will 
entrust him to the master Sherap Jungne, and shall be content if he 
does not die." Therefore, in his sixteenth year he was entrusted to 

Nyang Sherap Jungne . 
At that time, the aforementioned Nyang Cangcup Trakpa passed 

through Phukpoche, Yangdzong, and Chimpli, leading a stag. For this, 
he became famed as Nyang Shawacen, "Nyang with the Stag". On his 
next visit to Phukpoche, Nyang Cangcup said, "Look! I will put on a 

show for you both." As master Sherap Jungne and Bagom looked on from the left and 
the right, the master, who was between them, became invisible. As 
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. h .. ' nge mto a wh 1 . d . 
W IC ,after spmmng to and fr d. Ir wm one cubIt high . b 0, turne mto a fi Th fi ' 
mto a ronze bowl for water of'C'· fill reo e Ire then turned 
Th . lenngs, 1 ed to the . f 

en, m a fury, it turned abrupt!· h pOInt 0 overflowing. 
had thus revealed his power Yh

mto 
t. e. master himself. When he 

1 
over t e actIvIty fi ld· h· 

e ements are overcome he s ·d "F . Ie m w Ich the four 
f h ' aI, rom the tIme h h· 

o t e elements are removed and ·1 h . w en t e Impurities 
may occur. Though one may' U~tI t elr pure essences vanish, this 

h 
. . perceIve, through d· . . . 

ness, t e sIgmficance of the b. . IscnmmatIve aware-
adhering without distraction rt~ s em~ ~.o baSIS for meditation, it is by 
independence without difficult ymTho IC l"conte?t .that one obtains such 

. y. erelore It IS . 
rem am undistracted." , most Important to 

Once when Bagom went to h . 
saw the red glow of a fire aroungdatthe~ whood m the forest of Pelbu, he 

h d 
. elf t atched cott . b 

a not lIt a fire ThinkI·ng th h age, ut the master 
.. . e ouse was abl B 
mvestIgate, but the thatched aze, agom went to 
of fire. When he asked him co~tag~ d'peared as before without a sign 
"I became absorbed in the conWt at 1 a. happened, the master replied 

emp atIOn of fire D ' 
my guru, Nyang Cangcup-tra~" Ad· 0 you not remember 
that his teacher's seat was cov·e d

n 
,.oh

n 
another occasion, Bagom saw 

FIre wIt water 
ma ly, the master said "If I d· . But when the master d·d d' . Isappear, look at the summit ofLhari " 

1 Isappear Bagom th h . 
the mountain for recreation and wo ld oug t that ?e had gone to 
master failed to return Bagom u . retu~n that evemng. When the 
bodhiseed rosary, and so forth w:: t? mvestIga~e. ~e found his hat, his 
Jungne's body had vanished '.th gmg from a Jumper tree, but Sherap 

G 
WI out a trace A d· 

reat Perfection, this is only one of the . ccor .mg to the natural 
space, fire, sky-farers and awarene h ld

ways 
of death. ways resembling 

In his t l" ss- 0 ers are spoken of 589 
wentY-lourth year Bagom h d . . . 

Sherap Jungne Bagom 1· d a receIved mstructions from 
y . lVe as a layma d h· 

eshe Cangcup. He possessed extrao . n, an ~s ~roper name was 
could turn stone into cl d 1 rdlnary realIsatIon, whereby he 

I 
. ay an eave the i . f· 

n hIS ninety-eighth year h d mpnnt 0 hIS body in rock C e passe away . th' . 
. omo Kangmo, did not show the bod t WI out Sickness. His wife, 
It III the household shrine. All of th/ 0 outsiders, but she cremated 
ball of lIght go off into the sk N pe?ple outsIde saw a pot-sized 

y. 0 remaIns at all were left behind. 

DZENG DHARMABODHI 

[195.6-208.4] Bagom's d· . 1 fr T ISCIP e was Dzeng D ' om hangcung in Yarlun H . zeng s mother was a nun 
Was born from her union wit~ th er name was Tshargu Kyide. Dzeng 
In his sixteenth year he went ~t~dest son of the ruler of Thangcung. 
Dong-

na 
in To··1 At T h . a caravan of travellers to trade at 

no, e lound a large gathering of , . s ercung 1 T ··1 h l" 
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Dzeng Dhannabodhi 
. h d S ye of India. 590 He 

people. Going to investIgate, he met P a amp a ang h When they 
followed Phadampa as a servant for fourteen mont shim a blanket 

reached the Zangcen district in Tsang, ~h~~:psah~~~~ return to your 
and, because Dzeng was vekry you.n

g
, S~l :n Takpo There is a caravan 

own country. Come and ta e apncots ro . 

of travellers bound for Tol." . Ph d a escorted 
Then, while Dzeng was setting out on the }ournd' hi; ~:~he cheeks 

him a little of the way. When Dzeng embrace 

Phadampa said: 

That which is nothing at all transforms. 
In its transformations no duality is grasped. . 

. . D 'astonished mmd 
They knocked heads together tWIce, and ~n zeng s . t 

d· H s mouth grew mOlS . 
a sharp and clear understan mg arose·

d 
I h also predicted that 

So it was that he was blessed by Pha ampa., w 0 DZ Vol 1).591 
T T' B 'dge (rdo-rye zam-pa, . 

he would encounter the va}ra.n d d all this at the time. 
But later, he maintained that he. ~ld not ~n e:~~nmany essential points 
Phadampa gave him some auspICIOUS to hens . n the instructions 

f When e was gIVe concerning the way 0 mantras. 
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concerning the Six-Syllable Mantra592 at Gyang-ro Tshelma, he obtained 
a great blessing by performing the practice. Then Phadampa prophet
ically said, "To the east of this great river lies a sandalwood forest. 
There lives your guru." 

Afterwards, Dzeng went to Central Tibet, where he received teach
ings on Heruka and Pehar from Akhu Pel bar , and on Kriyatantra and 
the great torma offering of JvalamukhI from Nup Shangpoche. Having 
been sent to convey offerings to Lama Pari in Tsang, he received from 
him the means for attainment of MafijusrI and of Garu<;la. From Geshe 
Po he received teaching concerning the ancient translations. 

In his thirty-fifth year he went to Cangtsik via Ngamsho. At the 
approach to the pass at Phukpoche, he heard that one Comowa had 
invited the spiritual benefactor Tsen Khawoche,593 who had just re
turned from India, to visit and that there would be teachings, food, 
and entertainment. Early the next morning, when Dzeng was on his 
way there, a woman said to him, "If you go up on this side of the road 
from Trhap, you will meet a master called Bagom, who gives food most 
generously. " 

He proceeded in that direction, and a group of yogins also arrived. 
Bagom invited them to partake of a warm meal and gave to each a 
copper-ladleful of roasted barley flour as well. When he had served the 
group, he said, "There is also a novice among you," and sent him out 
to fetch a pot of water. He then performed the water offering and led 
Dzeng to a corner of his small cave and gave him a bowl of vegetables. 
The same evening he also provided him with food. Afterwards, Dzeng 
went to sleep at the foot of a rock. 

In the morning Dzeng thought he would have to go, but Bagom 
again gave him food and said, "I have a young disciple who has gone 
to bring gold from Zotang, but owing to the heavy rain he has not 
returned. Gather some wood." 

Dzeng brought a great bundle of wood from the forest. Bagom was 
delighted and gave him esoteric instructions on the symbolism of the 
Great Seal (phyag-rgya chen-po brda'i man-ngag) and the teaching called 
the Seven Cycles of the Great Perfection which are Naturally Present 
(rdzogs-pa chen-po skor-bdun rang-chas). At that time Bagom's disciple 
returned and said, "I thought the master would be troubled by my 
absence, but you have filled in. Stay for some more days." The disciple 
then made one more circumambulation of Yarlung and returned. 

During the intervening period Dzeng had learned that Bagom was 
a special person. So he did not .return to his own country, but went as 
far as On and Zang-ri, begging for alms. He bought a sack and then 
offered it, full of barley, to master Bagom. "It is enough that you serve 
me," said the master. "Keep this barley for your own provision. I have 
an esoteric instruction called the Vajra Bridge. By understanding its 
meaning in an instant one may attain buddhahood in a single lifetime, 
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, This has occurred in an unb~oken lm~age, 

leavmg no trace o~ the body, 'I d N ow I shall give It to you, 
I have mentioned It to no one unt~at~e aY~nd pr~yed, "I have gat~ered it 

Dzeng earnestly offered, the ,y me I will return wIth new 
for you, Please confer the mstructIOnS upon ' 

provisions," , d on the crown of Dzeng's head and 
Bagom placed hIS left h~nh h' 'ht saying "Many thanks, Your 

d h ' the back WIt IS ng,' , " 
thumpe 1m on d to benefit by my instructIOns. 
commitments are strong. You eserve, t of the Red Yamari to a 

t r the attammen 
Dzeng gave the means 0 d ceived in return eight loads of peas 

mantra adept fro~ Loc~ng, an
ld 

reerform protective rites at Lomo an? 
and barley. Sometimes e w1dou ~ sufficient provisions for the relI-

.. h by he wou receIve 
at Trhun, w er~ ld Hect the requisites needed to request 
gious life. But still, he C?U Bn~t co The master said that if he were to 
the blessing of the Va}ra rz ge. uld be obstacles later on. 
grant the blessing just then, th;r~ ~o, _ 0) to a friend in Kangbar and 
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, b ' tead he receIve a ' 
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h f whIch It was ma e, 
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, five measures 0 , 
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The master said that daylIght wohu c mpowerments of the path of 

d f 11 n Dzeng t e lour e 
and bestowe u Y 0 h ' t UCtI' ons Even afterwards, Dzeng 
, ,594 I with all t e ms r· d 
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requested the blessIng four times, an 

gold five times. , 'd "This world of appearances is co~-
On one occaSIOn Bagom sal , k bl "water-stone,,595 with hIS 
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pletely fa se. u " h d t the elbow Then, with a tWISt, 
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In Phukcungrong ?e upr£oot~ ,~~ny Como's shrine room." From such 
said, "Her~ is the timber ,or h~Ie:~;e teaching of the Vajra Bridge. 
a master dId Dzeng obtam td h h' ngs as those of the direct and 

D btaine suc teac 1 
, M~reover, zeng 0 ntal Perfection according to the system 

CIrcUItous paths of Transcen,de d h S' -l'mbed Yoga [of the Kalacakraj 
of Atisa. 596 Similarly, he rec~Ive t e ,zx :hun-br ad-ma) from Kham
from Yumo; the Eight-Sesswn p;actzce, ( 1 Obj~ (dmigs-pa skor-gsum) 
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Lamp (sgron-sp[bjrul) an~ ~e pr01~~~V:-rt~Vt%g:-gSu~) from Dzabor~a,~ 
Dang; the Three Drops OJ ect~r rna-br ud tshigs-gsum) from RitrO 

the Three Verses on the ~ur~l Lmea?e ( of ~e Doha from Lung-ha111 
Lungcung; the esotenc ms,truc(tIo~ l) from Lapdronma, the sole 
Chenpo; the Object of Cuttmg gco -yu 
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mother;597 the Seven Cycles (sde-skor bdun-pa) from Gyelwa Poton; the 
Fifteen Doctrines on the Kriyatantra according to the System of Pari (ba-ri
pa'i kriya'i chos bco-lnga) from Nup Shangcen; and various other teach
ings from Ktinga of Tingri. 598 He received the Six Doctrines CSaejdhar
mopadesa, T 2330) and the Yoga of Co-Emergence (lhan-skyes rnal-'byor) 
from the physician of Takpo [Gampopa].599 

Dzeng juxtaposed the various realisations [of the teachings he re
ceived] and became highly delighted. By practising the conduct of a 
mantra adept at the school of Ce-nga Neljor he became renowned as an 
exponent of the discipline [of the way of mantras]. His spiritual brothers 
included master Takshamcen, Lama Udrenpa, Lama Thti Khambar, 
Lama Trojor, and Zhang Dronyon. Thus, he only associated with 
masters of yoga. 

Dzeng went naked for five years in Tsang. Moreover, owing to his 
extremely great power over phenomenal appearances he left undone 
none of the many austerities such as bathing in icy water during the 
winter and in mid-stream during the summer, jumping into ravines of 
uncertain depth, bashing his head, and wounding himself with weapons, 
Therefore, he became renowned as Pawo Dzengcung, "Little Dzeng 
the Warrior", 

When he instructed So Mangtsen on the Great Seal, the latter's 
delusions became pristine cognition. When he gave teaching on the 
Four Syllables,6oo and on the Great Perfection, to Ritro Lungcung and 
Ngtilmo Gyalecam, they became great destroyers of delusion; and finally 
their bodies vanished without a trace, In the same way, when he revealed 
the Vajra Bridge to a faithful nun and to a steadfast Khampa, their 
bodies vanished without traces, the nun at Lake Monka Sermo, and 
the Khampa at the Lake Castle of Kongpo. They died according to the 
ways of space and of the sky-farers. 

By merely giving instruction to Repa Gomtak, Shore, Gyare, Lungre, 
and others, Dzeng caused the inner heat to blaze up within them. 
Similarly, when he just pointed out reality, a great many of his followers 
gained liberation and realisation. Dzeng Dharmabodhi himself said, 
"About four translators have come to me, and also monks, great 
teachers, yogins, and yoginls, who were arrogant, thinking only of 
themselves. A great many of them have correctly taken the teachings 
to heart. There were eleven housewives who practised a bit in Takpo. 
When the time of death grew near, they passed away painlessly, and 
rainbows enveloped their bodies. If anyone should practise these in
structions of mine for five or six years, with the care of a spinner 
spinning wool, or of parents raising a sole surviving child, then his 
body will certainly vanish without a trace, He will leave no physical 
remains behind." . 

Because he had mastered an oceanic array of miraculous powers, 
Dzeng's body was sometimes enveloped by a rainbow. At other times 
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he travelled without his feet touching the ground. By integrating his 
mind and phenomenal appearances he could travel to very distant places 
in just a moment. Through unimpeded, supernormal cognitive powers, 
such as the knowledge of other minds, he could foretell all future 
events. For example, being endowed with pure clairvoyance, he saw 
the son of Cosema Dorjekyi, who had fallen asleep, almost fall 
through a skylight at midnight. Since night and day were the same for 
Dzeng, he easily saw, even at night, a needle that had fallen into a pile 

of chaff. Later on, after Dzeng had lived in Tsang for seven years, he returned 
to Phukpoche. Master Bagom said to him, "Comprehend fully [the 
implications of] space! When you realise fully that it has no basis, the 

great nail of non-meditation will have struck home!" 
Thus, Dzeng developed profound certainty. 
While residing at Takpo Zhu he received the instructions of the 

Seven Cycles of the Peaceful Guru (gu-ru zhi-ba sde-skor bdun-pa) from 
Lama Zheldam. By practising the Four Symbols (brda-bzhilo

1 
for three 

years at Lhazur Monastery, he mastered all doctrines. His mind became 

as simple as space. 
Again, Dzeng could endure great austerities: He practised the auster-

ity of the deathless nectar60' after he had received the Vajra Bridge at 
Phukpoche, owing to which he became immune to disease. 

After performing the austerity of serving the guru Nup Shangpoche, 

that guru protected his mind wherever he went. 
By the austerity of learning, under Phadampa Sangye of India, to 

examine [reality] critically, he mastered all things. 
By practising the austerities of the VajrakIla recitation at Kyikung, 

he was obeyed by mundane gods and demons. 
From Atisa's Kadampa school he learned the austerity of humility, 

owing to which people loved him wherever he went. 
By performing the austerity of the "three movements with reference 

to the Four Syllables,,603 the inner heat blazed within him and he went 

naked for five years. 
Having thus developed certainty he practised the austerity of propiti-

ating VajravariihI, whereby he saw the venerable goddess in a vision 
to the west of Gurmo; and from her he received many symbols. 

By following the discipline of the dream yoga in Nup Yiilrong, he 

realised that all appearances are like dreams. 
In the Crystal Cave of Zhoto Tidro, Dzeng had a vision of the wrathful 

Amrtaku~dalin. A spiritual being served him with great veneration. 
Once he saw a venerable monk flying to and fro in the sky, but after 
making search could not find him. Dzeng said that he did not knoW 

whether it was a man or spirit. 
At Zhu, in Takpo, he propitiated Aparajita (A-dzi), and had a vision 

during the morning. Then, while he was thinking of exchanging vows 
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[wIth the deIty], his consort Chale ca· . 
married!" and vanished in a flash of~~~~: The deIty exclaimed, "He's 

~~en Dzeng practised alchemy in Lhazur . . 
AmItayus. The definitive order of d. he had a VISIOn of 

.When Dzeng practised at Okar R~:~ h octrmes arose in his mind. 
WIth consort. e ad a VISIOn of Cakrasarpvara 

Once, when he had decided to tr 
Mongar. He boldly J·umped 0 t f

avel
, Dzeng came to the town of 

d 
n 0 a rozen pond b h· 

an he fell into the water Wh h C' 1 ' ut t e Ice cracked . en e Ie t ashamed 
water and almost clouded the sk Th ' s~ea~ rose from the 
that he resembled a red-hot· y: e 60P4eopie saId In astonishment 

b
. Iron Image e t· h 
Itter cold of winter Dzen 1." n enng t e water in the 
Then h· g mere y saId, I was frozen'" 

, on anot er occasion Dzen d h· . 
wood, and obtained a heavy b~ndl ~ an . IS. consort went to gather 
of a sheer precipice. Dzeng thou ~·t itarrym~ It they reached the edge 
and floated down like a bird H. g was hk.e a dream. He jumped 

, . IS consort exclaIm d "0 
guru. are you human or not) Y . e, extraordinary 

Until that time, Dzeng h~d nOo~ rermmd me of P~adampa Sangye!" 
He acted as a village priest d p opagate~ the Instructions much. 
But thereafter his disciples i~~re~:~erved hIS own practice in secret. 

Once, when he was invited by , ;\man
y 

came from afar. 
many rainbow canopies and patt one e budor, and gave instruction, 
sunrise. When he finished h· d. erns appeared at the first moment of 
C' IS IS course he went h . 
lor recreation. Someone asked whether th . up to t e mountamside 
portent of hIS death but he repl· d "A he ralnb~w was the unhappy 

h
. ' Ie, t t every t 

gave t ese mstructions to the s .. 1 b Ime my guru Bagom 

h 
plfItUa rothers B·· d 

t e valleys of Ngamsho and the slo f arton an Sherap-tra, 
with light. The sign accom . Ph

es 
0 . Phukpoche were almost filled 

A.. pa~Ies t ese mstructions." 
gam, whIle the guru was hvin at D ... 

Dzeng was sitting at an emba kg b
zeng 

hIS dIscIple Co-se arrived. 

h 
n ment eneath th b f -

w en Co-se reached the h . h ease 0 a stupa so . ermItage e could ' 
dId see an orb of light [at th _ not see the master. But he 
vanished. "How did thO h e st~,pa]. When he drew near the light 
. IS appen) asked C D 
It was a sign of meditative ab . . . o-se. zeng told him that 
anyone. sorptIOn, whIch he should not divulge to 

Furthermore, Dzeng used to sa "Wh .. 
rosy, I tried to help him b . ?, en brother Ngodrup had lep-
cured. Instead I had . ~ reclftlng mantras, but the leprosy was not 

, a VISIOn 0 Va· _. 605 
Dzeng the meditator h Jrapa1)1. What a joke!" 

fully mastered all the ;e[; ~sa~:r~per na~e was~ Dharmabodhi, had 
Savour (ro-sn\'oms) S· D g. 0 s~ch mstructIons as the Common 

h
. :..Y' lX octnnes Ob} t .+ C . 

w Ich are renowned in the oth' .e~ OJ uttzng, and Five Stages, 
Was an old man in hI·S 0 h erdtradItIOnS of the doctrine. When he 

h
. ,ne un red d d IS followers feared their an secon year, he fell ill and 

night I had an auspicious :r~:u w~ul~l pass ~way. But he said, "Last 
m. WI not dIe. I dreamt that I was on 
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the summit of Gyelpori, when the sun and moon rose together. On the 
roofs of many huts made of bone there were many women who said, 
'Lama Dzeng! come after four years. ,,, 

Then, on another occasion, Dzeng said, "I have reached old age; 
and certainly I have nothing to teach." This signified that he had 
inwardly reached the end of his intentions, because he was no longer 
attached to his own discursive thoughts. Then, when his followers 
requested that he perform acts of merit [to extend his life], he took no 
interest in conditioned merits. They then asked him to practise alchemy, 
but he said, "If I practise alchemy I can prolong my life for about ten 
years, but there is no need for longevity in bad times." 

In this way, having encouraged others to practise true renunciation, 
Dzeng passed away. During his cremation the sky was filled with 
rainbows. Many relics606 and stilpas were discovered [among his ashes]. 
Because he had continued to protect his disciples, his impure body did 
not dissolve into the rainbow body; but, in fact, he fulfilled all the 
signs of having passed into nirva1).a on the primordially pure level which 
is beyond all phenomena. 

It was from this time on that the aural lineage of the Vajra Bridge 
became widely propagated. Dzeng had a great many disciples: master 
Kunzang, Dzeng Co-se, Tsentangpa Nyang Dharmasil11ha, master Ser
lungpa, Lama Tu Dorje Gyeltsen, Zik Yeshepo, and YaktOn Dawa 
Ozer, to name just a few. And Dzeng passed away when he had reached 
the age of one hundred and seventeen. He was a contemporary, more 
or less, of masters such as Atisa, DromtOn, Chapa Choki Senge,607the 
venerable Milarepa, and their masters and disciples. 

DZENG CO-SE 

[208.5-210.3] Dzeng Co-se was born into the family of a mantra adept. 
During his childhood he studied writing and arithmetic. He requested 
Nyingma teachings, such as the Magical Net as well as [teachings of 
the new translation schools such as] the Hevajra Tantra and the Litany 
of the Names of Maiijusrf, from an artist of Olka. When his master, the 
artist, was about to die, he declared, "Though I know all these great 
texts, now, as I am about to die, nothing has been at all beneficial, 
except the Seven Sessions of Aro (a-ro thun-bdun, DZ Vol.l).608 You 
should apply yourself to the instructions, without studying texts. Your 
guru is called Dzeng. He lives in Takpo. Go there." 

Then, in Kangbar, Co-se passed three summers and three winters 
at the centre of master Zam, who was learned in the spontaneous 
presence of the Great Perfection; but they did not form a spiritual 
rapport. Without having first cut through his elaborate conceptions of 
the instructions, Co-se thrice requested teaching on the Vajra Bridge 
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t T e ung Dzeng h' 
o sang for some time and ~t d h gave IS bleSSing and said "G 

Tsang st u y t e texts Wh ' 0 
C ' ay ~t YOur ancestral hermitage" . en you return from 

O-se realIsed that Dzen w .. 
asked Who else knew themgan~Uld not gIve him the instructions H 
Zhanglakyap of Traci Who k was told, "There is one called C· e 
re . nows them " Wh' o-se 

questIng them from him, that uru . lIe he was thinking of 
to Takpo and requested them f:am passed away; so again Co-se Went 
then thought of asking one of D D~eng., Who again refused. Co-se 
master Tu in Shokyam, Who sai ~eng. s dIsciples, and went to meet 
by such artificial hopes. Go bac~' to ~IS teachIng will not come to yOU 

Once more he went to T k akpo and ask Dzeng." 
you w h' a po and made h' 

ant t e Instruction above 11 1 IS request. Dzeng said "If 
gave him the complete I'nst . a ese, you must persevere" And' h 

C rUctIOns . e 
. o-se then stayed with the . 

WInters. During the course of . master for a number of summers a 
aspects of the teaching H sIlx years he received even the most . nd 
d . . e a so acted h mInor 
in~~~i the conferral of blessings [to others

as ~~ master of ceremonies 
IT' Ing Rokpoga, the lama of Th'" ]. en about fifty disciples 
vaJra B'd D opa and Ma' D ' rz. ge, zeng said, "Let Co-' . J.o owa, requested the 

CoT-se delIvered the teaching from th~e explaI~ It! You others listen!" 
hese two masters D master s own seat 

f b' , zeng and Co- .' 
o a out eIghteen years C se, were assocIated over a p . d h . . o-se was a . eno 
aVIng received the transmitted' pPo~nted to be the lineage-holder 

InstrUctIOns. ' 

MASTER K" UNZANG AND TR (j " 
LKU OBAR SENGE 

[210.3-211 4] S' '1 
D . ImI arly, the master Kti . . 
ze~g Dharmabodhi, and of "mad" C nzang was a dISCIple of both 

zang s father, Khuwo Pha' o-se, the younger Dzeng K" 
d · . JO was a b '11' . un-

a ISClple of the Central T'b' n Iant meditator, who had b 
Tec k 1 etan, Phakm t 609 een 
So, used to listen to the doctrin tJ 0 rupa. His mother, Ziza 

amdrup. Ktinzang's birth w e rom the ascetic woman "mad" 
~e of eight or nine he studie;: ~~~ured by auspicious dreams. At the 
on hen ~~ w~s fifteen his master pass:~nder the master Korton Radza. 
D ~acificatlOn (zhi-byed) from away and he received teaching 

unng that period he served themaster Tuwa over the next five years 
he met master Tuwa at Serlun ~ster to the best of his ability. Whe~ 
~erel~bsorbed into the full moo~ Honastery he dreamt that two stars 
. e e er Dzeng once. Then wh' e requested the Vajra Bn"dge from 

~lllg h~ requested the V qjra Briden Dzeng. Co-se was invited to Pung
OUr WInters and obtained the v;g~ seve~ tImes. He went to Takpo for 

Be stayed with Co-se for . h aJra Bndge thirteen and a half tim 
seven more times. Afterwa~~s t :ears a.nd r~ceived the Vajra Bri;;~ 

, e receIved It twice in Sh . 
0, once In 
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Serlung, and also received parts of the teaching as it was being given 
to others. Altogether he obtained the Vajra Bridge thirty-five times 
from the two Dzengs, elder and younger. Ktinzang became the successor 
to the lineage of their transmitted instructions and also wrote two exeget
ical treatises, long and short. 

Master Ktinzang had a son called Trtilku abar Senge, who was 
endowed with intelligence and perfect discrimination. At the age of 
fourteen he was taught the Vajra Bridge. He transmitted it to the lineage
holder Cogon; and the latter transmitted it to Carme Tshtilrin. 

OTHER LINEAGES STEMMING FROM DZENG 

[211.4-213.5] Dzeng also taught the Vajra Bridge to Nyang Dharma
sirpha of Tsentang in Yarlung, who received the blessing and developed 
all-surpassing realisation. He stayed at Turtro Monastery and performed 
extensive acts of service to the world. Finally, he passed away in his 
seventy-seventh year. There is also an exegetical treatise according to 
his lineage. His disciple was Vajrapal).i, and the latter's was Lama Lha. 

Again, Dzeng taught Serlungpa. Serlungpa's disciple was the master 
RangdrOl, who gave the teaching to his son Chorin. 

Dzeng also taught Tu Dorje Gyeltsen, who gave the teaching to 
Tuton Tepa Tsondrti. There is also an exegetical treatise composed by 
one of his disciples. 

Dzeng gave teaching to Zik Yeshe Wang po , as well. He transmitted 
it to Khenpo Lhakawa; he to master Gonkyap; he to master Goriwa, 
who taught SotOn. And there is an exegetical treatise composed by 
Soton. 

Dzeng also taught Yakton Dawa Qzer of Pung-ring. He transmitted 
the teaching to LoktOn Gendtinkyap, from whose lineage there also 
originated an exegetical treatise. This YaktOn of Pung-ring lived for 
almost one hundred years. He also passed the teaching to Laru Pende 
of upper anak, and it was duly propagated. 

Finally, Dzeng gave teaching as well to Kyetse Yeshe Wangcuk. He 
passed it down to Zik Yeshe Wangpo; he to the great preceptor Ngurpa; 
he to TutOn Vajresvara; he to the great preceptor Sonam Gyeltsen; he 
to the great preceptor Zhonu Sherap; he to the master Zhonu Trakpa; 
he to the great preceptor Sangye Zangpo; he to Lama Tsondrti 
Wangcuk; he to Thazhi Trakpa Rincen; and he to master Sakya Gye1po. 
When the latter was young he was ordained as a novice at Trhaplakha; 
and eventually he received the complete ordination. He became learned 
in the Treasury of the Abhidhanna and the Vinaya, and became a scholar 
at the college of Kyorlung. His spiritual resolve steadily increased. In 
old age he grew blind, but continued to teach by explaining the texts 
after they had been read by another, so great was his enlightened 
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Atiyoga, the Innermost Spmtuahty 

. f he Innermost Spirituality, which is most 
[213.5] In th~ te~~h~n;el~n~s to the Esoteric Instructional Class, there 
profound, ~~ , w ,l~hat of the transmitted precepts of the great ma~ter 
~:d::s~~b~~~~s~nd that of the transmitted precepts of master V1m-

alamitra. 

THE TRADITION OF PADMASAMBHAVA 

, [P d asambhava], the Second 
[213.6-215,2] In general, smce Orgyen a m d d with 

ddha embodies the whole ocean of teachers who are en ?we , r 

~h: thre~ buddha-bodies, he does not require t~~~n~g~:~:~~~~g~f ;~e 
his own characteristics are no d1fferent from

h 
1 d the buddhas 

threeb~d~s, ~hich ~~~~~~~~~sth~:~~::l~ ;::~v~~\~: succession of 
who m a l,t tern. f Sr~ Simha Mafijusrlmitra and so on, m 
the transmltted precepts rom .' 

or~~r ;~b~i!~e~~~~a~:m~~:a ';;'::;~~agated the Inner:~:i~~~~~~a~~ 
which belongs to the Esotenc InstrUCtlo~~ ~!a::~:~t [his own Inner
propagated the Mental Class~ad~asa; h: Tshogyel at Zhoto Tidro, 
most Spirituality] secretly to a~ ro, ~s res at a future time, 
with the intention of greatly servmg hV1~g c~atu d divorced from the 
when the other traditions would be con use an 

essential instru~tions. d h f the royal consort Cangcup-
Then, the pnncess ~ema~el, aug ter 0 f ' ht Her father the king 

men of the Drom famlly, d1ed at the ~gebo e1g . nt Padmasambhava 
, 612 T d' pel h1S ereaveme 

grew weary m sorrow613 0 1S l' breast in vermillion - this took 
wrote the syllable Nl3- on Pem:se

h 
sId f her consciousness with the 

place at Chimp~ - and he c~ug tOn ~he could again open her e~es 
sharp hook of h1S contemplatlon., ~he , f the Innermost Spirztu
and speak, he gave her the esotenc !~str~~tlO~S 0, NYZ Vols.2.:3) by 
ality of the I)iikinf (man-ngag mkha - gro 1 snymg-tlg, 
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means of his power to transfer blessings directly; and he empowered 
her to reveal this doctrine in a future birth. Then he concealed it as a 
profound treasure. It is this teaching that was later revealed by Perna 
Lendreltsel,614 and is known as the Khandro Nyingtik, the Innermost 
Spirituality of the I)akinl. 

Longcenpa, the all-knowing lord of the doctrine, became the succes
sor to this profound doctrine. A brief description of his life will follow. 
Moreover, most of the treasures [of Padmasambhava], which contain 
cycles for the attainment of the three roots, include esoteric instructions 
in which the fundamental points of the Innermost Spirituality are pres
ented fully, without error. 

THE TRADITION OF VIMALAMITRA 

Vimalamitra 

[215.3-216.3] When King [Trhisong Detsen] established the teaching 
in Tibet, Vimalamitra was nearly two hundred years old. At that time, 
there was one named Nyang Tingdzin Zangpo, who could sit without 
moving for seven years in one continuous session of contemplation and 
see the four continents all at once with his naked eye. He made a 
prediction and, at his insistence, the king sent the translators Kawa 
Peltsek and Cokro Lui Gyeltsen along with gifts of gold to invite Vima
lamitra to Tibet, Vimala saw that the time was ripe for conversion and 
set out with them. At this point, jealous Indians created discord, so he 
had to induce faith in the sceptical Tibetans by his amazing miraculous 
powers. He translated texts concerning the doctrines of cause and effect 
in general; and, with the help of the translator Yudra Nyingpo, he 
translated, in particular, the thirteen texts of the Mental Class that are 
known as the "later translations". 615 He gave teaching on the most 
profound esoteric instructions, those of the Innermost Spirituality, to 
the king and to Nyang Tingdzin Zangpo in secret, but seeing no other 
worthy recipients, he translated and concealed the books at Gegong in 
Chimpu. After passing thirteen years in Tibet, master Vimalamitra set 
out for Wu-t'ai-shan616 in China. He promised to remain alive in that 
very body for as long as the teaching of the Sage endures, and to 
elucidate the teaching of the Innermost Spirituality by appearing once 
every century as an emanation in the land of Tibet. 

Nyang Tingdzin Zangpo 

[216.3-216.5] Fifty-five years after Vimalamitra went to China, Nyang 
Tingdzin Zangpo became one who had exhausted the corruptions, 
When [the deity] Dorje Lekpa devastated Kham with a hailstorm, he 
offered to Nyang the one hundred camel-loads of barley [he had received 
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Dangma Lhundrup Gyeltsen 
. t Nang had dissolved 

[216.5-218.1] Eight years after the g~eat pnes Y "I G k had 
. . fN ml Tarma, Uru Zho rna eco 

into light, and m the time 0 yan{htindru Gyeltsen. He was known 
a son, called the elder, D~ngma. h' p If but to the ignorant he 
to be the emanatio~ of Vlmala~:t~oll~::~ 'a prophecy he received 
appeared as an ordmary elder. g h' h had formerly 
from Dorje Lekpa, he discovered the tr~aslu~~e~/~rom We Lodro, 
been concealed. He also rec~ived the v~r a 'thout leaving [the teach
and then cultivated the ex~ene~ce of rea l;~ 'a~~r obtaining the esoteric 
ing] to be merely academIc. FIfteen yeha .' t to whom to entrust 

. . h of a wort y reClplen , " 
instructions he went In searc. N he found one Cetsun 
the exegetical lineage. Then, m uhPper h ~ant~uctions in seven stages. 
Senge Wangcuk, and conferred on 1m t e Ins 
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Dangma Lhundrup Gyeltsen 

He also entrusted them to Kharak Gomcung, who lived nearby; and 
through them the latter, too, attained liberation. 619 

Dangma told Cetsiin to copy the books accurately and to take them away 
during the month ofUttaraphalgunI. 62o Later, when Cetsiin was return
ing with a great many presents, he met Nyang Kadampa of Meldro at 
Nyetang. Nyang Kadampa informed him that Dangma had passed away. 
Therefore, Cetsiin offered the presents to the monastic community in 
that place. Nyang, moreover, said to him, "Before, no one knew that 
Dangma was a remarkable person, and not just an ordinary elder. But 
when he passed away the sky was filled with rainbows. The remains and 
relics were innumerable. Everyone present became astonished and re
gretful. But you appear to have his special instructions, because you were 
bringing all these presents. Please bestow them upon me." Nyang 
Kadampa was given the instructions he requested. Then, by meditating 
for two years at Tidro Rock in Zho, his body vanished without a trace. 

Cetsun Senge Wangcuk 

[218.1-219.4] The great Cetstin was the son of Ce Thupei Wangpo of 
Nyangro Nyentso. From his youth he became conversant with many 
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Cetsun Senge Wangcuk 

teachings. He met Dangma the elder in the valley of Rizar Gopo. When 
Dangma gave the instructions to Kharak [Gomcung], he obtained them 
all. After the death of his master, Cetstin concealed the books found 
in the ancient treasures as three separate treasures - one at the foot of 
the spring at Langdro Chepa Takdra, another at Uyuk, and the third 
in the upper valley of Cel. He traversed the mountain ranges from 
Uyuk to Shang practising meditation, at which time an acarya appeared 
to him in a dream saying: 

o fortunate one! I am the learned Vimalamitra. 
If that which you seek is innermost quintessence, 
On the upper slope of Trakmar Gegong in Chimpu 

there is 
The heart-like, secret Innermost Spirituality. 
Take it and meditate for seven years, 
Not seen by anyone, at Oyuk Chigong. 
The corrupted body will then disappear. 

On hearing these words Cetstin went to Chimpu, where a woman 
with teeth of conch and eyebrows of turquoise gave him the books. 
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Then, when he sat in meditation in a clay enclosure at Oyuk Chigong, 
Vimalamitra actually appeared and gave him the complete empower
ment, guidance, and instructions in a fortnight. Then master Vimala 
returned to China. 

After meditating for seven years Cetstin attained freedom from any 
trace of corporeality. He gave the complete instructions to Trtilku 
ZhangtOn and, at the age of one hundred and twenty-five, vanished in 
the sky in a mass of rainbow light. In the thirtieth year after Cetstin 
had concealed the treasures, Rongnangda Cegom N akpo discovered 
some, which he practised himself and taught to many others. Similarly, 
Shangparepa is also known to have found those concealed at Langdro 
Chepa Takdra, and to have propagated them widely. 

ZhangtOn 

[219.4-222.2] ZhangtOn was born in Yamdrok Tonang in 1097 (fire 
female ox year). He was named Trashi Dorje. In his eleventh year he 
asked Lama Cegom for many teachings. From then until he was twenty
one he served many learned and accomplished gurus. By studying the 

Zhangtiin 
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Dorje Lekpa 
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that moment the empty 
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and drink. When they reached the Oyu d ~Iver-t::t he was invisible to 
in progress, but Dorje Lekpa arrahngde hIt s~ak of a lion-shaped rock, 
the armies. Then, when they reac e t e p 
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Dorje Lekpa disappeared. Zhangton thought of returning, but there 
was no way of escape. While looking hesitantly around he discerned 
the grass-covered entrance of a cave facing north [or: which revealed 
the inventory of the treasures]. 621 On exploring it he at first found many 
snakes and frogs. Then, when he had found the inventory, the white 
man came out with a lamp. For a moment Zhangton heard a harsh 
piercing sound. When Dorje Lekpa explained that it was the voice of 
his sister, EkajalI, she herself appeared, fearful to behold with her 
single eye boiling with blood, and her gnashing fangs. "She has given 
an oracle that you must undertake one hundred and eight feast offerings, 
and not teach anyone for three years." ZhangWn arranged for the one 
hundred and eight offerings by selling two turquoise stones which he 
found in the grass door of the cave. 

In his twenty-fifth year Zhangton journeyed to Central Tibet. At 
Chimpu he rediscovered the doctrinal treasures of Vimalamitra, after 
meeting the latter in person and in visions, and receiving his consent. 
Then, while returning to Shang Tanak he met the great Cetstin at 
Zamka, and received from him the complete instructions on the secret 
Innermost Spirituality. 

When Zhangton was older he had a son, Nyibum, to succeed him 
as the lineage-holder. ZhangWn used to say that ifhe had not maintained 
an assembly of disciples his body would have vanished without a trace. 
Since he had mastered the aspect of enlightenment known as physical 
refinement,622 he sometimes appeared in the form of the Conquerors 
of the Five Families, and his body never cast a shadow. When he gave 
teaching on the doctrine of the Great Perfection there were many won
derful signs, such as the unfurling of a rainbow tent. On Saturday 13 
May 1167 (twenty-second day, fourth month, fire female pig)623 great 
claps of thunder resounded seven times in the eastern sky and the earth 
trembled three times. With a display of rainbows, light, music from 
heavenly cymbals, and the fragrances of divine incense, all the signs 
that he had attained manifest awakening in the original ground, 
ZhangWn passed away in his seventy-first year. After the cremation at 
dusk on the following day, five large remains and small relics in five 
colours, representing the Conquerors of the Five Families ,624 were left 
behind. A shower of flowers, a rainbow canopy, and other signs also 
appeared, owing to which many people developed firm faith and natur
ally entered into meditative absorption. 

Nyibum 

[222.3-223.5] ZhangWn's disciple was [his own son] Nyibum. When 
he entered the womb of his mother, Gyelmoyang, [she had a dream in 
Which] many suns rose simultaneously. His father then predicted that 
he would illuminate the dark ignorance of sentient beings and therefore 
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d h· N' bum "One Hundred Thousand Suns". Starting dur-name 1m Ylma , . 
ing his fifth year he gradually received the e~po~erments, ~UIdance, 

d . . f the secret Innermost SpIrItualIty from hIS father; an InstructIOns 0 . 

and he thoroughly mastered them as well. When, in hIS tenth year, he 
was enthroned, he expounded the Seventeen ~antras (rgyud-bcu-bdu~, 
NGB Vols.9-10),625 to the astonishment of all ~IS fellow students. Until 
his twentieth year he persevered only at practice. 

Nyibum 

Having become familiar with the contemplation of th~ apparitional 
during the aftermath [of meditative absorption],626 NYlb~m went to 
study the new tantras, along with their esoteric instructions, und~~ 
Ngok Gyeltse. 627 In his twenty-second year he took Como .Gyagar 
be his consort in the attainment of accomplishment. In hIS twentYd seventh, he served Khan Trakpa Gyel~sen628 and Lama ~:ksowa; ;~h 
he became learned in the Three Contznua (rgyud gsum) along 

. I d' . f the Cakrasamvara. their instructions and In the Me gyo tra 1tIOn 0 . 

From DruktOn Trakpa of Kharak he received the Cakrasarrzvara, 
.. .f R L t - and the Protector Bhattiirikii according to the Tradztwn OJ a 0 sawa, r h d 

of Pristine Cognition. 630 He attended on many learned and accomp IS e. 
gurus, such as Zhang Yudrakpa631 and Ngok Dorje Senge of Zhung, 
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a~d under them he studied many Slitras and tantras with an unbiased 
mmd. He even ~ompos~d a treatise entitled the Great Exposition of 
WO:ds and Meanzng (tshzg-don chen-mo). Then, in his fifty-sixth year 
NYlbum passed ~'."ay. After the cremation remains representing the 
five buddha famIlIes were left behind. A canopy of rainbow colours 
appeared. Khukcij flowers632 bloomed, even though it was the first 
month of the year, and so forth. It is well known that Nyibum has 
been identified with Vajraphala, an emanation of Vajrapani foretold in 
the Penetration of Sound. 633 . 

Guru Cober 

[223.5-224.6] Nyibum's disciple, Guru Cober, was the son of his 
younger brother, Dawabum. Until his seventh year he appeared to be 

Guru Cober 

dumb, but from his eighth year onwards discriminative awareness 
b~azed like a fire within him. Until his eighteenth year he lived with 
hIS uncle,. Nyibum, and received from him the complete empower
ments, gUIdance, and instructions of the unsurpassed secret [i.e. Inner
most Spirituality]. By listening to the explanations of the tantras his 
doubts were resolved. And by meditating on the meaning of the esoteric 
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instructions he developed diligence in practice. From nineteen to twenty 
he studied the Three Continua along with their instructions under the 

634 h Mid" Translator of Sakya [Sakya Pa1).Qita] as well as tee gyo tra ItIOn 
of the Cakrasamvara. He comprehended Madhyamaka and logic, and 
also the other s~iences. Similarly, he received the transmissions of many 
scriptures and tantras from many learned and accomplished gurus be
fore reaching his thirty-sixth year. Among them, he received the instruc
tions of MitrayogI from Trhopu Lotsawa,635 the Compendium of Valid 
Cognition from Chumikpa, and the Doha636 and the Great Seal opuscules 
from the Nepali, Trakbum. In this way Guru Cober became renowned 
for his sharp intellect and very great learning. 

With each means for attainment he practised he had a vision of the 
meditational deity, but he never spoke of this because of his profundity. 
While worshipping the image of Lord Sakyamuni in Lhasa637 he saw 
the sublime Padmapa1).i and Vajrapa1).i emerge from within an orb of 
light. One day at dawn, he had a vision of Amitayus and said, "Though 
we do not have a lineage noted for its longevity, it is owing to his 
blessing that it has turned out all right for me." 

Thus, being endowed with infinite learning and compassion, Guru 
Cober became like a caravan guide for living beings. He finally passed 
away at the age of sixty. There was a net of rainbow light around him 
which endured for seven days, and remains in the form of the syllables 
00 AI:I HD0 and many other relics were left behind. 

Trhuzhi Sengegyap 

[224.6-226.6] His disciple, Trhuzhi Sengegyap, was born under a 
canopy of rainbow light at sunrise, in the village of Phuso Getreng in 
Tra, Yoru. From his ninth year on, his affinity with the enlightened 
family was awakened, and pure vision and devotion arose boundlessly 
within him. In his tenth year he perceived this seeming solidity of 
appearances, like that of dreams, to be without true existence. At twelv~, 
he became utterly disillusioned with the world, and became certam 
that nothing would help except the doctrine. At thirteen he had a dream 
in which the sun and moon arose simultaneously; and on waking he 
had a vision of the sublime Great Compassionate One [Avalokitesvara], 
who said, "To attain liberation in one life, meditate on the meaning of 
Innermost S piri tuali ty . " 

After that Sengegyap developed boundless compassion, and he re
garded all beings as a mother does her only child. For this reason he 
vowed neither to seek out the company of the high and mighty, nor to 
avoid the lowly. His great compassion was such that he would not 
forsake any sentient being, even a louse on his own body. He posses~ed 
other special signs of the family of the greater vehicle too, like showmg 
loving kindness to the blind, to beggars and to the poor. . 
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Triizhi Sengegyap 

In his eighteenth year he realised that phenomenal appearances are 
without true existence and he began to rave like a madman. Once, he 
scattered his parents' offerings to the gods and offered them instead to 
Gyelpo, a malignant male spirit, and to Senmo, a malignant female 
spirit. His parents scolded him, saying, "Why did we have a son such 
as you?" 

When Sengegyap was in his twentieth year he was ordained as a 
novice by the preceptor Deu Gangpa and the master Tre Gangpa. In 
his twenty-fifth year he went to Sengegyap [the place from which he 
would take his name] in Sizhel, and there he heard the Tshelpa cycle 
of doctrines from the middle Sengegyapa; Crossing the Lion's Neck 
~seng-ge mjing-bsnol, NGB Vol.2) from Lama Tsariwa; and many teach
mgs of the way of secret mantra according to the ancient and new 
translation schools, as well as Pacification, the Object of Cutting, and 
the Great Seal, from such famous gurus as Repa Trimeo, Lharipel, 
Zhonubum, Toncar Cangyon, and Co-se. 

In particular, as had been predicted by the Great Compassionate 
One, Sengegyap studied the Great Perfection under Guru Cober; and 
through it he developed all-surpassing realisation. He remained ab-
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Melong Dorje 
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practised meditation at Zangtso, he blazed with spiritual experiences, 
and also developed supernormal cognitive powers to a slight degree. 

Then, wandering without direction, he attended on Towarepa of 
Tshurpu, and on many other gurus. He visited many great pilgrimage 
places, such as Shawuk Tago and Kharcu. He could endure very great 
hardships, as when he sustained his life for one month and twenty days 
on a measure of barley. Indeed, his austerity cannot be imagined. 

When Melong Dorje was in his eighteenth year, he met Sangye Onpo 
of Sengegyap [Trhtizhi Sengegyap] and received the esoteric instruc
tions of Innermost Spirituality. He was inspired by the thought that 
his desire for esoteric instructions was now fulfilled; and he meditated 
upon them. Even while engaged in the preliminary practice he had a 
vision of Vajrasattva that continued for six full days. And during the 
actual ground of the practice he met the gurus of the lineage in a dream, 
and was blessed by them. 638 

In his twenty-third year he studied many treasure doctrines, including 
those concerning VajravarahI, under Sangye Repa; and after propiti
ating VajravarahI he actually met her in a vision. When he struck a 
rock with his "secret vajra" it actually penetrated the stone. 639 He also 
had visions of Hayagrlva, Tara, Avalokitesvara, the great master Pad
masambhava, Samantabhadra, Vajrasattva, Vimalamitra, Zalungpa, 
Sangye Repa, and the lord of beings Phakmotrupa. At Tunglung he 
heard the most melodious voice of a gakinI declare that he had cut off 
the stream of rebirth. In Kawacen the Red VarahI and the accomplished 
master Zalungpa appeared in the sky before him. When he visited 
Ngarcung, he saw VarahI and her five attendants in a dream. And, on 
awakening, he actually saw her body of light. Then, at Kyapne Dzong, 
Vajrasattva empowered him into the Great Perfection during a dream. 

In general, Melong Dorje attended on many gurus, but among them 
thirteen were particularly sublime. He obtained that which is of most 
central significance [i.e. the Great Perfection] from Zalungpa, an 
accomplished master of matchless compassion, from Towarepa of 
Tshurpu, and from Trhtizhi Sengegyap. Because of his very great 
discipline his conduct was impeccable, free from acceptance and rejec
tion; so he was able to observe the commitments of the way of secret 
mantra to the letter. Like a young vulture soaring in the sky, he traversed 
the heavens by the sheer power of the discipline of awareness. And he 
made solid rock seem like clay. In the lands of Khenpajong, Khenpa
ling,640 Sengedzong and Kharcu, he planted the banner of attainment 
and served living creatures. 

Melong Dorje had been destined to live for thirty-seven years, but 
owing to the prayers of a worthy being named master Ktinga, he passed 
away at the age of sixty-one, in the charnel ground of Labar. At that 
time everyone saw a great light, accompanied by sound, which vanished 
in the western direction. During the cremation a blanket of five-coloured 
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Avalokitesvara) the Churner of Sarrzsara's Hellish Depths. 643 In his twelfth 
year he was ordained as a novice by the preceptor Yerwapa ofPhakmotru 
and the master Ngaripa. The name Zhonu Gyelpo [Kumaradza] was 
conferred upon him and he studied the Vinaya. He studied, too, the 
Six Doctrines of Naropa and other teachings, over a period of five years 
under Rinpoche Trak-ye, and the Hevajra Tantra under Tshar Tengpa. 
Also, he trained as an artist under On Sangshe. 

When Kumaradza recited the Six-Syllable Mantra he had a vision 
in which he saw the smiling face of the Great Compassionate One in 
a crystal room. He received many tantras, transmissions, and esoteric 
instructions belonging to the Ancient Translation School from Khyung 
Nakshadar; and, when he met Melong Dorje at Ngarpuk, he requested 
guidance on the Great Seal, through which he came face to face with 
the naked reality of mind. 

Then Kumaradza went to serve the great, accomplished master 
Melong Dorje at Khandroling in Mon. He received the cycle of doctrines 
devoted to VajravarahI and others as well. When he performed the 
ritual service [of VajravarahI] he had a vision of Padmasambhava of 
O<;i<;iiyana, who appeared on the evening of the tenth day of the month 
and said, "0 son of the enlightened family! Always practise the doc
trine!" 

Kumaradza went to Tshurpu, too, where he received the cycle of 
the Karmapa's doctrines from Nyenre and from Tarma Gonpo. When 
he went to Tingri and to Purang in Lata he met the great, accomplished 
master Orgyenpa and the venerable Karmapa Rangjung Dorje, who, 
in his seventh year, had just been ordained as a novice. Kumaradza 
received many instructions from Orgyenpa, and in a single month he 
obtained all the teachings of the Innermost Spirituality, which Orgyenpa 
had received from Nyenre over some years. 

Also, Kumaradza received the secret cycles of the Great Perfection, 
for instance, the Introduction to the Essence of the Secret Cycle (gsang-skor 
gnad-kyi ngo-sprod) from Namkei Dorje of Gyamen, and the Secret 
Mirror of the Essence (gsang-ba gnad-kyi me-long) from Keldenpa Choki 
Senge. 

Again, in Kharcu he fully obtained the empowerments, guidance, 
and instructions of the Innermost Spirituality from the great, ac
complished master Melong Dorje. Because he had nothing else to offer 
he served his guru with body and speech, and spent two whole summers 
painting for him. The master gave him four loads of barley, and two 
of these he used to buy paper, on which he copied books during the 
night. The other two provided butter lamps and his own food. Because 
of his austerities he contracted a severe case of lice; but extraordinary 
spiritual resolve was born within him. 

His guru was delighted and advised him to act on behalf of living 
beings. Once, during an empowerment, he saw the four-armed 
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Ekajatf 

Mahakala above the guru's head, and the dark-blue Ekajati in front of 
the door. She appeared twice the size of a man, wielding an impaling 
stake and holding a she-wolf, while outside the door the witch who 
served her, whose locks were drenched in blood, drank blood which 

she held in her cupped hands. 
Kumaradza served the guru for eight consecutive years. He passed 

a full winter in the hollow of Nyuktsel, one of the places of practice 
hallowed by the precious master from Oc;ic;iiyana; and there he had a 
vision of VajravarahI. His discriminative awareness became limitless. 

He built a hermitage at Tsharteng in Yarlung and stayed there for 
some time. Later, knowing that his guru had passed away, he went to 
Kharcu and met the guru's two sons in Sakyak. On returning home 
he held a memorial ceremony on the twenty-fifth day of the month. 

When Kumaradza travelled to Tsari, five-coloured rainbows penet
rated a stone image in the meadow of Trikmo-Iha and he encountered 
many other omens as well. Then, when invited to Tshurpu by K~rmapa 
Rangjung Dorje, the master of the doctrine, he offered to hIm the 
instructions of the Innermost Spirituality. He went to Shang and re
ceived the aural lineage of the Secret Cycles and the Lamp for ihe Eye 
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of.C.0ntemplation (bsam-gtan mig-gi sgron-me) from master Gompa, a 
spIntual descendant of Cegom Nakpo. At Namar in Tingri he attended 
on Panpo Cangdrup's discourses on Yang-ganpa's Teachings for Retreat 
(yang-dgon-~a'i ri-chos rnams). He also met Orgyenpa Rincenpel. On 
the return Journey he received the Black Yamiiri and other teachings 
from Lama Tralungpa. 
~umaradza mastered most of the teachings on the stage of perfection 

WhICh were well known in Tibet: the Secret Cycles (gsang-skor); the 
Cycle ofC?jjtsan~pa'~ Gui~ance (rgod-tshang-pa'~ khrid-kyi skor); the Cycle 
of Meanzng) whzch zs Aro s Great System of Guzdance (a-ro'i khrid-mo-che 
don-skor); and so on. These he received from many spiritual benefactors 
such as master Vegan and others. 

He endured hardships for the sake of the doctrine: On one occasion 
he we~t to ~sari Sarma and lived alone for eight months by the shore 
of Nymgmel Yutso, the Turquoise Lake. Because great miraculous 
powe~s ar~s~ when [~ne realises] the common savour with respect to 
the dISpOSItIOn of realIty, Kumaradza held sway over the local divinities 
and invited them to his house, where they served and venerated him. 
Jambhala presented him with a precious gem. Once, he saw a bubble 
of five-coloured light, about the size of his thumb, dissolve into the lake. 
. Kumaradza's heart wept with disillusionment and sorrow [at the 
I~per.manence ~nd suffering of the world] and, therefore, he always 
h~ed m mount~m hermitages and totally desolate valleys like Shampo, 
~It~ only a wmd-break for shelter. Acting thus, he delivered many 
dISCIples from saIpsara. 

Because his foremost disciples in the Great Perfection were the in
dubitable emanation Karmapa Rangjung Dorje and the conqueror 
Lon~c~npa, Kumaradza's activity as a propagator of this teaching had 
no lImIt or end. Just so, the king of the doctrine Drigung Rincen 
Phtintsok has said, "The master of the teaching of this doctrine was 
the all-knowing Longcenpa. Its great expansion was effected in the time 
of the conqueror Rangjung Dorje.,,644 

Kumaradza had thoroughly trained himself in the conduct of a 
b?dhisattva and so, by the power of great compassion, he totally devoted 
h~mself to planting by skilful means the seed of liberation in many 
vIllages and districts. He gave safe passage to all who travelled on the 
terrifyin~ly dangerous trail from Kongpo to E; and he was truly en
dowed WIth loving kindness toward wild animals, fish, and other feeble 
creatures. Thus, he unstintingly exerted himself to form sanctuaries 
by the mountains, roads, and rivers; and he made the land happy and 
gentle. He alleviated the misfortunes offrost, hail, and infectious disease 
and so on, in all the districts, towns and countries in which he dwelt; 
and he was totally devoted to benefitting others. 

Kumaradza was able to explain the instructions of the Innermost 
S " I' pIntua lty without mixing them with other systems of the stage of 
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perfection; and thus he created a philosophical system in the technical 
language [of the Great Perfection itself].645 The tip of his nose was 
marked with the syllable A. EkajatI, protectress of the way of secret 
mantra, Rahula, the planetary divinity, and the oath-bound Dorje 
Lekpa obeyed his command,646 and he could converse with them as 
with men. By supernormal cognitive powers he knew the thoughts of 
those requiring teaching and thus was skilled at teaching, and could 
bless the minds of others. 

To all the fortunate ones who were his disciples special signs arose 
at the time of his passing. For all of these reasons he is said to have 
been an emanation of Vimalamitra. And there is a prophecy in the 
Penetration of Sound which refers to him as Gelong Pelden, the "Glorious 
Monk". 647 

After innumerable acts of service to living creatures, Kumaradza 
passed away during his seventy-eighth year, on Sunday 14 September 
1343 (twenty-fifth day, eighth month, water female sheep).648 His pas
sing was attended by sound, light, a rainbow canopy and other wondrous 
omens. His attendant Gomdar and other close followers were consumed 
with fervent devotion at that time, and the master rose again. Sitting 
cross-legged and smiling, he said, "Do not grieve. I am not dead." 
And he gave them suitable instruction and advice. He prolonged his 
life for thirteen days and then, on the morning of the seventh day of 
the following month, his disciples asked, "What are we to do after your 
passing? Should we invite the all-knowing guru, Longcenpa?" 

He answered, "Do not bother him. If even now you have not resolved 
your doubts regarding the doctrine, then go to him. But I have already 
given you much advice. Do not indulge in idle talk." 

Then, crouching in the posture of a f$i he smiled, with his eyes fixed 
in the gaze of the buddha-body of reality. At dawn, on the eighth, he 
journeyed to wherever it is that the primordial city may be found. Aft~r 
the cremation, which was held on the twenty-fifth of the month, hIS 
whole skull was left behind. It contained the ma1)<;iala of the Conquerors 
of the Five Families, a whole blue-coloured image of Bhanarika above 
the right ear, and five kinds of remains and relics. And all around there 
was a dense canopy of rainbow light. 

Karmapa III) Rangjung Dorje 

[236.5-238.5] The lord among conquerors, Karmapa Rangjung Dorje, 
was the actual presence in the world of the sublime Avalokitesvara. He 
was summoned from the expanse of reality by a song of indestructible 
reality [sung by] the <;iakinls of pristine cognition. Gazing upon senti~nt 
beings with boundless compassion he entered the world by resurrectIng 
the corpse of the dead son of an elderly couple from TOlung .. ~ut ,~eople 
said, "It is an ill omen for the eyes of the dead to see the hVIng. And 
they gouged out his eyes with a needle. . 
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The Karmapa then abandoned that body, which was no longer perfect 
with respect to the eight liberties and ten endowments.He transferred 
his consciousness and took birth as the son of a yogin and a yogin!. 

It is well known that with the exceptions of Sakyamuni Buddha in 
India and this great, accomplished master in Tibet, no one else possessed 
such recollection of past lives, without even a hair's breadth of obscura
tion, and was completely unpolluted by the taints of the womb. In 
India and Tibet respectively, they were unique life-giving trees of the 
Buddha's teaching. 

Kannapa J J J) Rangjung Dorje 

Karmapa obtained the treasure of the elixir of life at Samye Chimpu 
and Yamalung; and he used it to prolong the life of the Chinese em
peror.

649 
He saw Vimalamitra vanish in the circle of hair between his 

own eyebrows, whereupon the intention of the Innermost Spirituality 
was properly revealed to him. But, in order to show others how to 
an.end on the guru in accord with the way of secret mantra, he surpassed 
pnde and studied the complete esoteric instructions of the Secret Inner
most Spirituality under the awareness-holder Kumaradza. When he 
realised that there had to be a lineage of this teaching coming from the 
great master Padmasambhava, he had a vision of that master, the Second 
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Buddha. He received the esoteric instructions of the Innermost Spiritu
ality directly from him; but to preserve the verbal lineage he invited 
Gyelse Lekpa of Sho, and received the complete teaching from him at 
the New Tsari Hermitage. 

Moreover, Rangjung Dorje taught his own disciples to be adept in 
the Great Perfection. He gave to Menlungpa Sakya Zhonu and others 
an order saying that, in order to prevent the decline of this doctrine, 
it should be propagated in Tsang by YungtOn Dorjepel,650 in Kham 
and Kongpo by Yegyelwa, in Mongolia and China by Yeshe Gyeltsen, 
and in Central Tibet by Trtilkuwa. 

There is a well-known prophecy referring to Karmapa Rangjung 
Dorje: 

This teaching will be propagated 
To the shores of the oceans, 
By a bodhisattva who abides on the [ten] levels. 651 

Samantabhadra was naturally manifest in the expanse of Rangjung 
Dorje's mind; and when he had mastered the great treasure of his 
intention he originated the instructions known as the Innermost Spiritu
ality of Karmapa (karma snying-tig), which was also one fountain-head 
of the teaching. 

4 Longcen Rapjampa 

[238.5-277.4] The second conqueror, the all-knowing lord of speech 
from glorious Samye, Longcen Rapjampa, hailed from a line of noble 
descent - that of Oki Kyinkorcen, the ruler of Ngenlam - in the village 
of Todrong, in the Tra valley ofYoru. His clan was Rok, and his father 
was of the twenty-fifth generation descended from the family of the 
bhik~u Gyelwa Choyang, who had been a direct disciple of the great 
master Padmasambhava, and one of the "seven men who were tested". 
This figure was also known by the name Jfianendrarak~ita or, in Tibetan, 
Yeshe Wangposung. 652 Longcenpa's grandfather, Lhasung, had lived 
for one hundred and fifty years by achieving the alchemical transforma
tion of deathless nectar; and his father, master Tenpasung, was adept 
at the sciences and the yoga of mantras. Longcenpa's mother, Dromza 
Sonamgyen, was descended from the family of DromtOn Gyelwei 
Jungne. 653 

When Longcenpa was conceived his mother dreamt that the rays of 
the sun shone upon the forehead of an enormous lion, illuminating the 
three world realms, and vanished into her body. On Saturday 2 March 
1308 (tenth day, second month, earth monkey year of Phurbu, fifth 
cycle)654 he was released from her womb. Namdru Remati raised the 
babe in her hand,655 just as Devendra had done to Prince Siddhartha, 
and said, "I shall protect him." She returned the child to the mother 
and vanished. 

Because the bodhisattva was rich from the beginning in sublime 
wealth, the attributes of faith and compassion were clearly and un
obstructedly present within him. From his fifth year he knew well how 
to read and write. He received many means for attainment and cere
monies from his father, such as those of the Gathering of the Sugatas 
of the Eight Transmitted Precepts (bka'-brgyad bder-'dus) , Vajrakfla, 
HayagrTva, and the Text on the Rites of the Guru (bla-ma'i las-gzhung). 
He also obtained a sufficient understanding of medicine, astrology and 
the other sciences. In his ninth year he memorised completely the sl1tras 
of the Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness in Twenty-
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Longcen Rabjampa 
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(rgod-tshang-pa'i lam-khridj; the Object of Cutting; and Pacification ac
cording to the Early, Middle and Later Traditions (zhi-byed snga-phyi-bar
gsum). 

In his nineteenth year Longcenpa entered the seminary of Sangpu 
Neutok, which had been founded by Ngok Lekpei Sherap, and which 
was the great academy for the study of logic in Tibet. 656 Under master 
Tsengonpa, the fifteenth to hold the seat of LingtO [at Sangpu], and 
Labrangpa Chopel Gyeltsen, the sixteenth to hold the seat, he studied 
the scriptural authorities and theoretical reasoning of the dialectical 
vehicle, including the Five Doctrines of Maitreya, the Seven Sections on 
Valid Cognition, Transcendental Perfection, and Madhyamaka. From 
Pang Lo Lodro Tenpa he received such inner treatises as the Five Pro
found Sutras (zab-chos mdo-Inga), which include the Sutra of the King 
of Contemplation; the Detailed Commentary on the Heart Sutra of Dis
criminative Awareness (Aryaprajiiaparamitahrdayatfka, T 3821); and 
many other miscellaneous transmissions, along with all the outer and 
ordinary subjects: grammar, poetics, prosody, drama and so on. Thus, 
he reached the culmination of learning. 

When Longcenpa propitiated Mafijugho~a, SarasvatI, Acala, and the 
White VarahI he had visions of them all. In particular, SarasvatI, the 
goddess of melodious sound, carried him in the palm of her hand and 
showed him around Mount Sumeru and the four continents in seven 
days. From her he received a prophecy [of his impending enlighten
ment]. 

He independently achieved the great accomplishment of un
obstructed intelligence, and so, obtaining fearless brilliance in [the 
study of] the prolific scriptures and sciences, the great drum of his 
reputation resounded in all directions, conferring on him the titles 
"Samye Lungmangwa" (Samye's Recipient of Many Transmissions) 
and "Longcen Rapjampa" (Extensively Learned One who is Like Vast 
Space).657 

Under four gurus, including masters Ten Phakpa, Zhonu Tondrup, 
and Nyotingmawa Sangye Trakpa, he studied teachings belonging to 
the Ancient Translation School of the vehicle of indestructible reality, 
in particular, the Trio of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions, the 
Magical Net, and the Mental Class, as well as the Collected Tantras of 
the Nyingmapa (rnying-ma rgyud-'bum). Under the master Zhongyel and 
others he studied the complete tradition of the sublime Nagarjuna, 
including the Clearly Worded Commentary and the Introduction to the 
Madhyamaka [both by Candraklrti]. Under Zhondor he studied [San
tideva's] Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva and Compendium 
of Lessons, and so on, as well as the Cycle of the Meditational Deities 
of Atisa (jo-bo'i yi-dam-skor) , the Six-limbed Yoga (Kalacakra
~a4aizgayoga), and the Six Doctrines [of Naropa, nil-ro chos-drug, T 2330]. 
Under his preceptor he studied the Cycle of Trhopupa (khro-phu-pa'i 
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skor) and the Doctrinal Cycle of Kharak (kha-rag chos-skor), as well as 
the Ocean of Means for Attainment (sgrub-thabs rgya-mtsho, T 3400-644), 
the Hundred Brief Doctrines (chos-chung brgya-rtsa, T 4465-567), the 
Transmissions of the Vinaya, and a great many others. 

Longcenpa studied many transmitted doctrines under lord Rangjung 
Dorje, including the Six-limbed Yoga and its Means to Remove Obstacles 
(sbyor-drug gegs-sel dang bcas-pa); the Six Doctrines of Naropa, the Intro
duction to the Three Bodies (sku-gsum ngo-sprod), Jinasagara (rgyal-ba 
rgya-mtsho), Avalokitesvara according to the Tradition of the King (spyan
ras-gzigs rgyal-po-lugs), Guhyasamaja, the Sampura Tantra (T 381), the 
Mahamaya, and the forms of Red and Black Yamari (T 468-70). Under 
master Wangtstil he studied the Six-limbed Yoga, the 0cf4iyana Tradition 
of Ritual Service and Attainment (bsnyen-sgrub, i.e. o-rgyan bsnyen-sgrub), 
teachings on vital energy (rlung-skor), and many others as well. Under 
Lama Tampa [Sonam Gyeltsen] of Sakya658 he studied the many pro
found doctrines of the Sakyapa, including the Great Development of the 
Enlightened Mind (sems-bskyed chen-mo), and the Path and Fruit. Under 
Zhondor of Shuksep-ri, a disciple in the line of the three famous gurus 
of the lineage of Pacification - namely, Ma [Choki Sherap], So[ -cung 
Gendtinbar], and Kam [Yeshe Gyeltsen]659 - he studied the Three Doha 
Cycles (do-ha skor-gsum), the Three Cycles on Retreat Practice (ri-chos 
skor-gsum), and the Hundred Causal Relations (rten-'brel brgya-rtsa). 

In short, Longcenpa comprehended most of the philosophical and 
spiritual systems that were known in the land of snow mountains. He 
developed an unobstructed facility for explanation, disputation, and 
composition. Thus, he thoroughly mastered all the branches of conven
tional science [i. e. grammar, logic, etc.], the textual traditions of the 
sl1tras and of the way of mantras, the cycles of esoteric instruction, and 

so forth. 
Then, because in general he was endowed with boundless sorr?w 

and disillusionment at the condition of the world, he resolved to hve 
in solitude. Seeing the partisan behaviour and misconduct of the 
Khampa scholars66o at his college Longcenpa became disgusted and 
decided to go off to live as a mendicant free from worldly cares. The 
preceptor and students, who perceived the rare incisiveness of this holy 
man could not bear it and earnestly tried to delay his departure. But " 661 
he set out undeterred. Near the reliquary of the great translator Ngok, 
he met an inquisitive monk who sought to delay him further. Longcenpa 
disclosed the nature of his distress and the monk also complained of 
the behaviour of the Khampa scholars. The monk encouraged him and 
said, "Now that you have left the college and there is no limitation on 
your ability as an author, you should publicise the infamy of the Kham
pas." For amusement Longcenpa filled a small page, which the monk 
carried and attached to the throne in the teaching court. When the 
Khampas noticed it they removed the letter from sight,. but the thirty-
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line alphabetical poem, beginning with the line, "Like the ogres who 
roam in Kalinga ... ," circulated all over the kingdom. 662 

Longcenpa then wandered about without direction, and devoted him
self exclusively to practice. When he had practised yoga in darkness 
for five months in the Gyamei Cokla Cave, he heard the music of 
cymbals and melodious song. When a visible manifestation arose, he 
saw that it was a girl of sixteen years, robed in a train of silk, adorned 
with gold and turquoise ornaments. She rode upon a horse covered 
with leather mail that was adorned with bells, and her own face was 
concealed by a golden veil. He clasped the hem of her dress and prayed, 
"Please bless me, sublime one!" She removed a crown of precious gems 
from her head and placed it upon the head of the all-knowing one, 
saying, "From now on I shall always bless you, and bestow accomplish
ment on you." Longcenpa remained immersed for a long while in a 
blissful, radiant, non-discursive contemplation. This was an auspicious 
sign that he would encounter a doctrine associated with the esoteric 
instructions of the Great Perfection. 

Then, in his twenty-ninth year, he went to meet the genuine guru 
Kumaradza, who was residing in the uplands of Yartokyam at Samye 
during the spring and summer seasons. Ort the way he met Yakde 
Pa1).cen,663 who urged him to approach His Presence, the Karmapa, 
but Longcenpa continued his journey without paying attention. In the 
uplands of YarWkyam he met the awareness-holder Kumaradza, who 
lived with his group of disciples in about seventy fabric wind-breaks. 
The master said to them, "Last night I dreamt that a wonderful bird, 
which announced itself to be a divine bird, came with a large flock in 
attendance, and carried away my books in all directions. Therefore, 
someone will come to hold my lineage." He was utterly delighted. 

At the same time Longcenpa was abjectly sad, because he had no 
tribute to offer for the doctrine. He thought, "I should not approach 
the guru without some tribute for the doctrine. As I have none, I should 
be ashamed to move on during the daytime, so I will go to the lower 
part of this valley at dawn tomorrow." But the guru, who knew of his 
thoughts by supernormal cognitive powers, told [his disciples] that 
Longcenpa was blameless, for he had offered his tribute inwardly. Two 
of them repeated this to Longcenpa, who greatly rejoiced. 

To arouse disillusionment [towards the world] in his disciples, the 
awareness-holder Kumaradza had no fixed home. During the spring 
and summer of that year he wandered nine times from one deserted 
valley to the next. Because it seemed as if they had to move just as 
they had made camp, Longcenpa could obtain neither food nor clo
t~ing. With the change of seasons he was completely worn ;ut by the 
bItter cold and the icy terrain; and he survived for two months on 
nothing but three measures of flour and twenty-one mercury pills. 
Then, when the snow fell he lived inside a sack garment which served 
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both as a robe, and as a bed. In these and other ways he endured 
inconceivable austerity for the sake of the doctrine. 

That year he obtained the empowerments, guidance and instructions 
on the Great Perfection, the secret Innermost Spirituality, and then he 
meditated upon it. 

The next year Kumaradza filled him, as if he were a vase, with higher 
empowerments and with the tantras, transmissions, and esoteric instruc
tions of the Three Classes of the Great Perfection, along with the rites 
of the protectors of the doctrine. He was appointed to be the successor 
to the teaching, and vowed to practise [in retreat] for six years. 

In his thirty-first year Longcenpa guided many fortunate beings to 
spiritual maturation and liberation at Nyipu Shl!,ksep, by me~ns of the 
Innermost Spirituality. At that time a yogin, Ozer Koca, dIscovered 
the text of the Innennost Spirituality of the l)akinf after great trials; and 
he offered it to Longcenpa to examine. Simultaneously, Longcenpa 
received the book in a dream from [the protectress] Shenpa Sokdrupma 
(Butcher Life-grantress). . . 

The following year, his thirty-second, while he was practIsmg at 
Rimochen in Chimpu, he gave teaching of the Innermost Spirituality 
to eight fortunate yogins and yoginIs.When he conferred the blessing 
of the elaborate empowerment one yoginI was possessed by Ekaja~I, 
the protectress of mantra; and she began to dance. The other disciples 
could not bear her radiance, but the guru said, "You need not worry 
because she is possessed by a <;lakin!. As I am a yogin who has realised 
that mind and appearances are of the same savour, no obstacles will 
come of it." 

Then the yoginI bowed before the guru. Gazing upon the maJ).<;lala, 
she said, "Why is there no peacock quill?" 

Longcenpa replied, "I have visualised it mentally." 
"In this symbolic doctrine, what has that got to do with it?" With 

that question, she removed the vase's supporting platform and set down 
three vases fastened together. The master then performed the ceremony 
in perfect detail and she clasped her hands together and voi~ed her 
approval. When he omitted the final letter s from the word rzgs, and 
pronounced it as rik, she said, "No, no! You should say ~g~."664 An~ 
while he was reciting the mantra, she said, "You should ImItate me, 
and she sang it in a strange, harmonious melody in the <;lakinIs' language. 

During the actual ground or main part of the empowerment, the 
yoginI sang a song about view and meditation which are beyond the 
range of intellectual appraisal: 

Mind free from meditation is joyful. 
Mind free from meditation - Oh my! it is happy. 

Saying that the offerings were of poor quality and insufficient, .she 
offered, instead, her melodious song. And during the feast offenng, 
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when nectar was offered to the guru, she said, "This is a sacrament of 
the <;lakinIs. You must take it, by all means." And she invited him to 
drink it all. 

At that time, the group of disciples also became exhilarated and they 
began to sing and to dance. They attained one-pointed absorption in 
inner radiance, which transcends ordinary sleep,665 and they could 
actually see the forms of various warriors, gakinIs, and protectors of 
the doctrine. A black woman appeared and said, "The first fruits of 
the offering of barley flour have diminished." And the oath-bound 
Dorje Lekpa appeared in the form of a white man who said, "There is 
no red ornament [i.e. meat] on my tonna." 

Como Dangla came in the guise of a white man riding on a white 
horse, desirous of a tonna offering, but he declined the red tonna offered 
to him. A host of <;lakinIs raised a parasol above Longcenpa and cir
cumambulated him uttering such fearsome sounds as HOM and PH AT 

in a tumultuous uproar. And many other inconceivable miracles also 
took place. One yogin remarked, "Tonight heaven and earth are re
versed. No doubt they're after flesh and blood!" And he was terrified. 

In the same way, the protectors Ode Kungyel, Nyencen Thangla, 
and the seven Menmo sisters came to take their tonna offerings. 666 Then 
VajravarahI actually appeared, her blue body adorned with precious 
gems and bone ornaments. At that time there was an exchange of 
questions. She said, "This is a wild night. I have come to spy on the 
worthy disciples. How is the health of your holy guru [Kumaradza]?" 

"This year his health almost failed. Now what will happen?" 
VajravarahI replied, "How can obstacles come to an emanation of a 

buddha? The obstacles are the expression of his intention on behalf of 
his disciples. Do you not know that he is Vimalamitra, returned to 
Tibet?" 

Longcenpa asked, "How long will he live?" 
"Until the next year of the sheep. After that, whether he lives or not 

will depend on his disciples." 
"But have I not been urged by guru Kumaradza to help others?" 
"Yes, indeed!" 
"If I practise the means for attainment in solitude will I achieve the 

body of light? If I help others instead, then how much will I benefit 
sentient beings? And how long can I live?" 

"Even though you achieve the body of light, you must help sentient 
beings. Serve others and you can live for thirty more years!" 

Then the guru asked, "Who are the protectors of my transmitted 
precepts?" 

"There are a great many. All those of the guru are yours, especially 
Dorje Yudronma. Accordingly, the quarter in which you are to serve 
the world is in the south-west. In your next life your service to the 
world will be even greater than it is in the present one.,,667 
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"Well", he asked, "is that owing to the teaching of the Innermost 
Spirituality of the /)akinz? Is it all right to confer its empowerment and 

guidance?" 
"Oh, yes indeed, yes indeed! There will be absolutely no error. You 

are certainly the master of this doctrine." 
"But then will people not think that I am a hypocrite [for openly 

granting the secret teaching]?" 
"Why pay attention to slander? I myself will assemble the worthy 

ones. The unworthy, after all, slander even the Buddha." 
Then he asked, "Should I reveal the transmitted doctrines of the 

Innermost Spirituality in the domain of Dorje Yudronma?" 
"Because the qakinIs naturally assemble here, this is where you should 

reveal the teaching." 
Then she made a clear prophetic declaration regarding the treasure 

troves in Bumthang.668 Afterwards, he asked, "Will I meet the great 

master Padmasambhava?" 
"In the uplands of three valleys, in the lowlands of three mountains, 

and in the right-hand corner of a small cave facing west; there you 

shall meet him." 
"When will I meet Vimalamitra?" he asked. 
"You have already met him," she answered.

669 

"Is the view that I have realised the ultimate intention ofthe Innermost 

Spirituality?" 
"There can be no error with respect to the ultimate," she replied. 
Then master Rindor [who was one of those present] asked, "Where 

is Pangangpa Rincen Dorje?,,670 
VajravarahI pointed her finger at Longcenpa and said, "Here he is!" 
But Longcenpa objected, "His next life was to have been in Bum-

thang. How can I be he?" 
"That is so, but he has not been born thus; for it became necessary 

for him to explore the field of the buddha-body of perfect rapture in 
the meantime. After the master Rincen Dorje discovered his treasures 
he was to practise for some years in secret. Had he done so, he would 
have mastered, for his own sake, the inner radiance that is the buddha
body of perfect rapture; and he would have been of great service to 
others. But, because he did not maintain secrecy, he did not live out his 
full span. Now that he has been born as yourself, the manifestation of 
inner radiance that you have integrated into your practice of the path is 
that brief exploration of the field of the buddha-body of perfect rapture." 

Then Longcenpa asked, "Will my body vanish without a trace?" 
"You could achieve that right now if you were to meditate in solitude, 

but if you serve others you will be liberated during the intermediate 
state. Your emanation will take birth in Bumthang and will serve others. 
He, moreover, will journey to the western land of OqQiyana and reveal 
the attainment of buddhahood." . 
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"Which traditio?~', he asked, "will be more beneficial for m . 

V
thel I7nnge)rmost Spzrztuality of Vimalamitra (bi-ma'i snying-thig

e 
to~~i 

o s. - or that of the DakinZ?" , 
fo;'Bo~h ale ~eneficial. The Vimalamitra tradition will be widespread 

d a un re years, and the Innermost Spirituality of the Dakinf will 
en ure for five hundred years, beginning today ,,671 . 

After th.at Longcenpa also became exhilarated· and he arose H 
a song of mdestructible reality, which ended as' follows: . e sang 

This life is bliss and the next will be h 
Blis h . f appy. 
A ; as ansen rom kn~wing the intermediate state! 

n now: to greater blIss still will I pass. 
I offer.thls song, 0 Three Precious Jewels! 
Be delIghted! Rejoice! you host of qakinIs! 

[When he had finished singing] 
able host of qakinls, all of whom ~~:;iI~n;i::~:;de:t~~::~~~~on~~~-
perceIved hIm, then, to be transformed into the buddha-bod f· C Y 
rapture for some time. yo peflect 

Pa~:'::;~~~~a t:;~~~e::ot;:ht~:~o~~~:;:t~~~hfrt~~~i~~e J~:~~::aster 
~~~::~ewhh~e a~d radiant and he wore a silk cloak and ~ soft hat !~~~ 

. leo a young antelope. He was surrounded by an infinitel 
~~ge ret1~u~~ff0!l0wers and was seen to vanish into the guru himsel 
fro a:nm~ t ieakln!S weanng bone ornaments, who were flying to and 
d t eds hY' honoured hIm. Three dark brown women began to 

ance, an t ey sang: 

~s, we have arrived, arrived from the land of great bliss 
e have come to spy on your worthy disciples . 

We have come to inspect the purity of commit~ents 
May you benefit the world, 0 enlightened son! . 

m~~:nPa~:n Longcenpa was making the inner offering, the great 

VajravarahI t;~~~l~~~~~ ;~:n~a~;~imWtithh Vimalamitra t~ h.is right, and 

h
. h ere were many dakmIs blo . 

on t Ig -bone trumpets And b h.. ., wmg ade ts h . . ~ ~nd hIm were numerous mantra 

wer~ sin;in~ :~~e d~:~~n:., I~n~h~~:~IS dressed in golden robes, who 
and sang songs of indestructible realit~~ of the assembly the guru rose 

Be j?yful .and happy, all of you yogins. 
Tomght, m the pure Akanistha realm 
In b d .., Th my 0 y, a palace of gods peaceful and wrathful 
Th: ~a~~~a °dfthe conquero~s, empty and radiant, u~folds. 

u a wells not outSIde, but within! 
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And: 

o meditator who abides in mind alone, 
Let your mind be at rest, not grasping one point; 
For mind is empty when it proliferates, empty at rest: 
Whatever arises is pristine cognition's play. 

At that time the white goddess, Dorje Yudronma, arrived with her 
seven sisters and asked him to visit her domain. "I want to live forever 
in your domain," said Longcenpa. 

"I would rejoice if you were to live there forever, but it seems you 
will not stay beyond mid-winter." 

He then asked, "Why have you come to me?" 
"I was bound under an oath of allegiance by the guru Padmasam

bhava. I come in the wake of his treasures." 
"But the treasures are yonder, and the adepts who discovered them 

have passed away. What will you achieve here?" 
"The treasures are yonder, but the meaning is here. Though you 

passed away before, your good fortune did not pass away. Therefore, 
I have come. The protectors of the transmitted precepts have made a 
prediction that, because the instructions are very powerful, you are in 
danger of obstacles to your life. It will be better if you give guidance 
on them only a little." 

He asked, "Will the written texts of the treasures come into my 
possession ?" 

"Yes, yes. We will keep it in mind. Do you not remember the 
accomplishment I bestowed upon you in Uru?" 

He recalled the past incident at the Cokla Cave and said, "Then, are 
you not Dorje Yudronma?" 

"No, no. I am VajravarahI. Did you not recognise me? I require two 
forms, so that I can perform enlightened activities by this mundane 
body and confer supreme accomplishment in my transcendent form." 

Then Longcenpa asked, "Here, where the seminal point is the 
foremost teaching, the third empowerment is conferred with the assist
ance of a partner. 672 Why is that?" 

"It is necessary for introducing those of great desire to the path. For 
those without desire it is sufficient to confer it only mentally." 

"During the bestowal of the introduction [to reality],673 what is t.he 
significance of the words absorption of thought in the unborn and absorptzon 
of intellect in the unaccountable?" 

"What is the use of causing the stabilisation of thought? Introduce 
the vast and open expanse, which has been liberated from the very 
beginning. " 

"Very well, but many expositors of this Innermost Spirituality have ap-

Peared. There are those who grant the transmission which is like the 
h · ~',. handle, for exam pIe Karma pa and Rincen Lingpa. Why should I teac It. 
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"I am not pleased with their methods of teaching. Even a clay 
pot has [a handle],674 but that is not enough. It must also have an 
owner." 

"And what about the treasure discovered by Rincen Lingpa?" 
"Oh, that exists, to be sure. But it is not pure [i.e. not the pure 

Innermost Spirituality]." 
"How is it that I have realised you, without meditating upon you?" 
"Am I a deity upon whom you must meditate? Have I a mantra you 

must recite? Am I an object of worship? Do you not know that I am 
ever present before all yogins who observe their commitments and who 
have realisation? Throughout all your lives, I have neither been with, 
nor without you." 

Then he asked, "Where are the riches of the Princess,675 that are 
said to be concealed in Chimpu?" 

"They are on a crag, shaped like an offering of divine foodstuffs, but 
with the top cut off. The time has not yet come for their revelation." 

"When will the treasures of Vimalamitra be discovered?" 
"Five years from now they will be discovered and propagated by a 

mantra adept dressed in white. The four profound volumes will come 
into your hands. ,,676 

It was on the eleventh day ofthe bright half of the month that Longcenpa 
sent the yogin Ozer Koca to bring the books [ofthe Innermost Spirituality 
of the I)iikinf]. On his return journey an aura of rainbow light permeated 
and surrounded them. In particular, during the night of his arrival at 
Chukpo Trak, near the Stone Stl1pas of Zurkardo, all the yogins and 
yoginls saw auras of five-coloured rainbow light all the way from there 
to Rimochen. 

Longcenpa performed a feast offering, the rites for the fulfilment of 
commitments, and so forth, and then opened the door of the esoteric 
instructions of the Innermost Spirituality of the I)iikinz. The best of 
gurus, meditational deities and 9akinls blessed him so as to disclose 
fully to his mind the great way in which the [ultimate] essence abides, 
which cannot be even partially described by the well-known and popular 
jargon that refers to inner radiance, such as that from the manifestation 
of that inner radiance by night the intention of the body of reality 
merges with the primordially pure expanse; that the body of perfect 
rapture arises as its manifest expression; and that the emanational body 
and the six realms of existence arise separately from its outward 
radiance.677 Thus, the 9akinls caused him to see nakedly that which 
was introduced. 

At that time, when the texts for the esoteric instructions of the Further 
Innermost Spirituality of the I)iikinf(mkha~-~groyang-tig, NYZ Vols. 4-6) 
were redacted, the master Guru Rinpoche [Padmasambhava] arrived 
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in the guise of Thukdrup (Achievement of Spirituality). One yoginI, 
who possessed the complete marks and signs of a <;iakinI also saw 
Tshogyel to his right and Yudronma to his left, dictating texts. In 
particular, Yeshe Tshogyel actually remained there for six days.678 She 
introduced the master to, and entrusted him with, the symbols, mean
ings, and texts of the Innermost Spirituality of the I)dk~nf. As a re~ult, 
many of the objects of meditation, systems of introductIon, and umque 
modes of expression - all of which were previously unkno:vn, .and 
unelucidated in writing - spontaneously poured forth from hIS mInd. 
It is clear that in the land of snow mountains all the other writings on 
the Innermost Spirituality, those which are considered to be profound, 
contain not even a fraction of the profound points which are elucidated 
in this ocean of indestructible reality, the mind treasure of this Second 
Samantabhadra. Therefore, having realised that that which is found in 
those texts is like a painted butter lamp [that emits no light~ one .~ight 
well cherish even a single four-line verse of Longcenpa s wntIngs. 
Most of the germinal instructions originated in this place [Rimoche~], 
but they were systematically arranged in Kangri Thokar, as stated In 

the author's colophons. 
Moreover, for this doctrine, which is like the heart-blood of the 

dakinIs, Kangri Thokar was most blessed: The hosts of the three 
~oots and of the dakinIs who congregated there were endless. They 
encir~led the guru,' holding a parasol of peacock feathers, adorned with 
a pinnacle of precious gems, above his head. When t~e mal)<;iala 
was laid out, a red woman held the end of the measunng thr~ad; 
and when the lines were drawn, a woman whose hair was braided 
with gold and turquoise assisted. Then, during the first empower
ment, seven disciples gathered. At that time the guru's nose suddenl.y 
started to bleed, and he said, "No more than three can enter thIS 
empowerment. This bleeding is due to the excessive number. You four 

go outside." . . 
The room in which the empowerment was beIng gIven was then 

permeated by an aura of rainbow light. Namdru Remati came in person 
and said, "Will you not give me an offering? For long I have endured 

hardship." .... 679 If 
She then elucidated the descnptlVe basIs [for the ntes] of herse 

and her followers. She also made a prophecy concerning a treasure and 
displayed a great miracle. But Longcenpa said: 

For myself, having revealed the inner treasure of radiance , 
There is no need for treasure from rocky crags. 
It is fine if there is treasure, it is fine if there is not. 
It is fine if there are any worthy discoverers, fine if not. 
You need not barter your boasts of guarding some treasure 
With a yogin who has exhausted things, exhausted thoughts. 
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While Longcenpa conferred the background instructions and the 
precious secret introduction, everyone saw Yeshe Tshogyel take up the 
vase and grant the empowerment. They all instantly stood up and did 
homage. Then, when he conferred the introductions to the intermediate 
state, and to the penetration of the enclosure of inner radiance the 
<;iakinIs were delighted. He said, "Non-human beings value this doc~rine 
of min~ ~ore highly than do men, and they have greater aspiration 
and volItIOn. You should keep that in mind!" 

When Longcenpa conferred the introduction to the pristine cognition 
that is the inner radiance, the whole sky was filled with dakinIs their 
palms pressed together as in prayer. That evening, the protect:ess of 
mantra, Ekaja!I, descended and began to dance. The guru said, "This 
evening I am teaching the Innermost Spirituality. Are you protectors 
of the transmitted precepts and <;iakinIs not rejoicing?" 
. Ek~ja!I an~wered, "Guru Pad~asambhava and Yeshe Tshogyel say 
Just, Where IS there another so WIse as Longcenpa?' It is very wonder
ful. In general, all the <;iakinIs are rejoicing. Above all, in Orgyen Dzong 
there is one delighted devotee." 

Then the oath-bound protector Kyebuchenpo appeared and urged 
t~e ~aster to set out for Orgyen Dzong, saying, "You will have thirty 
dIscIples capable of serving the world. Among them, eleven will be 
great benefactors of living beings, and nine will be exceptional." [And 
to the disciples themselves] he said, "You disciples are fulfilled by 
having met this guru." 

Afterwards, when Longcenpa granted them the seal of entrustment680 

of the protectors of the doctrine, Shenpa Sokdrupma appeared and 
said, "Please do not recite my means for attainment." 

Similarly, on the evening when he completed all the empowerments 
and guidance of the Innermost Spirituality of the Ddkinf the master said 
"Yesterday the <;iakinIs granted accomplishmen't. Let us see whethe; 
they also come tonight. Mix some water with the ale!" 

The disciples strained out the ale and filled a small pot. 
"Is this not enough?" they asked. 
"That will not suffice. Mix in even more water and strain it again." 
They did as they were told, and all that they strained remained 

~otent; so the whole company became intoxicated. The guru said, "This 
Illustrates the reduplication and transformation681 of a single substance." 

After that, Yudronma urged Longcenpa to set out for her domain 
once more. When he consented, she said joyfully, "I will go on ahead." 
B~t Namdru Remati descended and implored the guru not to go. He 
saId to her, "Though I have given such doctrines to you spirits, you 
do not understand: Joy and sorrow are the miraculous emanations of 
mind. You may come wherever I am." 

He then gave her an empowerment of contemplation. "I am much 
obliged," she responded. 
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"Where did you go yesterday?" 
"I went to visit a herd at pasture." 
It was well known that at the time the cattle were afflicted with an 

epidemic. 
Then, the yogins and yoginIs also offered a maI).C;iala of their own 

clothes and riches. They promised to practise [the teachings they had 
received], whereupon Longcenpa said, "Many will endeavour in this 
doctrine of mine to keep their vows of generosity and of practice." 
After giving the instructions on entering the enclosure of inner radiance, 
he said, "These esoteric instructions of mine are rare in J ambudvIpa. 
The worthy recipient who masters them will quickly achieve the body 
of light." 

When Longcenpa returned from Samye Chimpu, he performed a 
feast offering at Chukpo Trak, and Yudronma arrived to welcome him. 
Then, when he was invited to Shuksep, a C;iakinI possessed a yoginI 
and asked the guru to set out for Orgyen Dzong. He went to Qzer 
Trin-ki Kyemotsel (Pleasure Garden of Clouds of Light) at Orgyen 
Dzong in Kangri Thokar, where, in response to the prayers of the 
yogin Qzer Koca, he redacted the Further Innennost Spirituality of the 
l)iikinf. 682 At that time, the sky was filled with rainbows. Everyone 
together could see the array of C;iakinIs and endless miracles. 

During this period, on various occasions, Longcenpa asked his guru 
to resolve his doubts regarding the instructions. Wherever he stayed, 
he planted the banner of practice and so delighted the guru. He was 
neither attached to, nor fascinated by, appearances; and he was free 
from both fear of sarpsara and hope for nirvaI).a. Therefore, he did not 
involve himself in the affairs of either monastery or household. He 
honoured his guru five times with offerings that were utterly pure with 
respect to the three spheres,683 as well as with two great offerings, and 
with seven utterly pure acts of worship. He held ceremonies on the 
eighth, tenth and twenty-fifth days of each month, at which he delighted 
the warriors and C;iakinIs with bountiful feast offerings and tonnas. 684 

He reached the citadel of the realised potential of awareness by the 
passageway of the all-surpassing inner radiance ('od-gsal thod-rgal); and 
thus he entered into continuous yoga. He had visions of countless 
meditational deities, and, in particular, had a vision of Vimalamitra, 
who prophetically declared, "Simplify and summarise the meaning of 
my own Innermost Spirituality, and teach it to your present disciple 
Zhonu Sangye, who is the emanation of Kumaradza. He will have 
seven disciples bearing the name Zhonu, all of whom will have the 
syllable A marked on the tips of their noses. They will preserve and 
propagate this doctrine." 

It was due to this that Longcenpa set forth, in thirty-five sections, 
the Further Innennost Spirituality like the Wish-fulfilling Gem (Yflng-tig 
yid-bzhin-nor-bu, NYZ Vol. 1).685 
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SImIlarly, VImala pointed his finger towards Zh . 

that Longcenpa should restore the t 1 h a In Ur~, and declared 
th d emp e t ere. AccordIngly h 

ere an began the reconstruction At th. , e went 
had been buried under the ground. at pOInt, many sku!ls [which 
leapt into the air. Absorbed in conte ] I~ o.rder ~o supress [evIl spirits], 
by merely raising his finger in the ~p atIOn, ongcenpa recalled them 
a full chest of gold from the back ~e~ ure of mena.ce. Then h.e extracted 
the funds for restoring the tern 1

0 
t e upper shnne, and thIS provided 

p e. 

Guru Trakpo 

The Oath-bound One [Dor· L k ] 
turquoise ear-ring and helpe~e the pa /manated as a boy wearing a 
memorial pillars to 1 e cra tsmen each day. When two 
them in any way i P ed over, and no number of assistants could raise 
and made a sole~n ~n~cen~a offered a tonna to the doctrine protectors 
off his robe the PI·llaer

c aratIlodnboftr~th. Then, as he impetuously threw 
, s cou e raIsed. 

Longcenpa restored the d d h 686· 
demons,687 in various sk 11 a~~ge c arms, whIch Supress the Tamsi 
was at the point of rese~li~ \~t were found at the si~e]; but when he 
blew up, and a hail of earth g em underground a wIld stormy wind 
skulls leapt up and coUid d an.dhstones made the p~ople run away. The 

e WIt one another. Owmg to the sorcery of 
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the Tamsi demons, the largest of them jumped up into the air, but 
Longcenpa recalled it by the "contemplation and g~ze ofblaz.ing w~ath", 
and crushed it under foot. As a clear sign of hIS champIOnshIp, he 
actually appeared to others in the form of Guru Trakpo. Then he buried 
the skulls beneath the StUpa of Sorcery (phra-men mchod-rten). 

During the consecration of the temple, the master wondrousl~ dis
played numerous apparitions: Sakyamuni, Maitreya, and the SIxteen 
Elders appeared with beaming smiles. Maitreya pointed to Longcenpa 
and prophetically declared, "In your final birth you will become fully 
awakened as the Tathagata Sumerudlpadhvaja in the Buddha-field of 

PadmakUta. " 
When ~ multitude gathered on both banks of the Kyicu in upper 

Uru to hear the doctrine, Longcenpa conferred on them the Guidance 
of the Unsurpassed Secret [Innermost Spiritualit?, gsang-ba bl~-na-med-pa'i 
khrid]. Again and again, he sponsored bountIful feast offenngs for t~ose 
who congregated about him. Early and late in life he made fine donatIons 

to the college of Sangpu as well. 
Near Kangpori the master perceived a fearsome apparition and so 

knew that there would be strife in the world and conflict between the 
Sakyapa and the Phakmotrupa.688 Therefore, he went to Bumthang in 
Bhutan, a land very hard to convert because the light of the tea.ching 

was dim, but even there he found a vast field for the propagatIOn of 
his doctrine. He founded a monastery called Tharpaling, where a mul
titude of monks gathered. The master Sangye Ktinga was appointed 
abbot, and the enlightened activity of the Ancient Translat~on School 
in general, and ofthe Great Perfection in particular, became .wIdespread. 

In order to teach by his own example those who practIsed the way 
of secret mantra according to their own whim, he received the verbal 
lineage of the Innermost Spirituality of the I)akinf from Gyelse Lekpa of 
Sho who had been the direct disciple of Cangne Terton. 

When Longcenpa went to Lhasa and saw the image of Lor? 
Sakyamuni Buddha, a ray of light emanated from the circle .of halr 
between the eyebrows of the image, and vanished between hIS own, 
whereupon he remembered his previous lives as a scholar at Vult~re 
Peak and in Khotan. He was welcomed here [in Lhasa] by a processIOn 
of many monks. Occupying the thrones of religion between Lhasa ~nd 
Ramoche, Longcenpa extensively turned the wheel of such doctrInes 
as the Great Development of the Enlightened Mind (sems-bskyed chen-mo). 
He stifled all the many proud intellectuals who openly and se.cretl

y 

examined his attainments, by means of his "bandit-force" ~f scnpture 
and logic. Thus, he established them in that faith which gIves nse to 
certainty; and his title "Ktinkyen Choje", the "All-Knowing Lord of 

the Doctrine", rang in all ears. . 
Another time when Longcenpa saw the image of Lord SakyaI?~ll1' 

a pure golden light radiated from it. Above the head of Sakyamum he 
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saw the Seven G~nerations of Buddhas, as well as Bhai~ajyaguru, Cak
r~sa~vara, HevaJra, Avalokitesvara [in the form of] the "King of Space" , 
]masagara, ~nd the multitude of the protectors of the teaching. 

At such tImes as these, Longcenpa had visions of the great master 
Pad~~sambhava., Guru Trakpo, the Buddhas ofthe Hundred Authentic 
FamIlIes, the Denies of the Eight Transmitted Precepts of Great Attain
ment, and other buddhas and bodhisattvas, countless as a mass of 
sesame seeds; and he obtained their encouragement and permission to 
compose treatises. His compositions include: the Seven Great Treasuries 
(mdzod-chen bdun), which set forth the treasures of his intention in the 
m~nner of formal treatises; the Trilogy of Rest (ngal-gso skor-gsum); the 
Tr:logy of Natural Liberation (rang-grol skor-gsum); the Trilogy which 
Dzspels Darkness (mun-sel skor-gsum), which is a commentary on the 
Secret Nucleu~ ~hat ~ccords with the Innermost Spirituality; the Twofold 
Innermost Spzntualzty. \snyi~g-tig rnam-pa gnyis);689 the Three Cycles of 
Further Innermost Spzntualzty (yang-tig skor-gsum); et cetera. The enu
meration of his works, which transcends the imagination, is known 
from the catalogue entitled the Repository of Precious Gems (dkar-chag 
rin-po-che'i mdzod-khang). 

_U sually, the protectress of mantra EkajalI, the planetary divinity 
Rah.ula, and the oath-bound Dorje Lekpa served and obeyed him. 
WhIle he was composing the Seven Treasuries and other works his 
att:ndant act~ally s.aw that he had compelled Khyapjuk Chenpo 
[Rahula] to mIX the Ink at Kangri. 

The place~ of practice, where Longcenpa dwelt in total solitude solely 
for. the attamment of the nucleus of the teaching, included Samye 
Chimpu, Orgyen Dzong, Lharing Trak, Trapu, Shuksep Kangri 
Tho~ar, ~hotO Tidro, Yerpa, Yarlha Shampo, Bumthang, 'Kyambu 
Peigi Gedmg, Kongpori Lawalung, and Kongpo Tsagongphu. But 
most of all h.e stayed i? Kangri proper. In Lhodrok, the Yoru region 
of Central TIbet, and m all the southern regions of Mon [i.e. Bhutan 
and neighbouring districts], his disciples often gathered in their 
thousands; and to all of them he displayed boundless compassion. 
Therefo~e, Longcenpa accepted no teaching fees, nor did he squander 
the offenngs made by the faithful. He engaged himself only in activities 
on behalf of his disciples; and he tolerated their faults and tiresome 
~uarrels. Because of his respectful performance of bountiful feast offer
m?s and his intuition of the minds of others, his way of teaching by 
skIlful means and his enlightened activity surpassed the imagination. 

!he:e was one Gompa Ktinrin of Drigung who, being insane with 
pnde m his own power, made ready for war. The great master Pad
masambhava had prophesied in his treasures: 

In the land known as Dri 
There will be a son of Mara named Ktinga, 
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Whose body will bear a weapon-like mark. 
When he dies he will be reborn in hell; 
But he will be converted by an emanation 
Of MafijusrI, who will come from the south. 

When Gompa Ktinrin saw that prediction, he examined his own 
body, for he still had a grain of past merit, and found that there was 
a sword-like scar on his back. He knew with certainty that he was the 
one referred to. Though he had considered waging a great war in 
Central Tibet and Tsang, he thought little would be achieved by his 
going to hell, and so he postponed action. He made it known in all 
quarters that he sought an emanation of MafijusrI. At that, all those 
who were knowledgeable pronounced the same opinion: "In the four 
regions of Tibet there is, at present, no one more brilliant than the 
man from Samye." Convinced that Longcenpa was the emanation of 
MafijusrI, Ktinrin invited him, and honoured him like the crown jewels. 
The guru uprooted the primary and auxilliary causes and effects of the 
evil actions, provisional and ultimate, of Ktinrin and his followers. 690 

About the same time there was, in Central Tibet and Tsang, one 
Ta'i Situ Cangcup Gyeltsen, who was so arrogant that he found it 
difficult to show his topknot to anyone [i.e. he did not bow]. He disliked 
Longcenpa, claiming that he was the "Guru of the Drigungpa" [who 
were Situ's rivals]. They were reconciled by one whose name BuddhasrI 
[Sangyepel] rang in all ears, whose enlightened activity was inspired 
by limitless, great compassion, and whose exemplary life was that of a 
scholar and accomplished master. After that, even the "Eight-footed 
Lion", the Shing-go-chen-pa,691 who was the king of Tibet [i.e. Situ] 
bowed his head at Longcenpa's feet. 

Similarly, Situ Sakya Zangpo the myriarch of upper Uru, Dorje 
Gyeltsen the myriarch of Yamdrok, and many other nobles also showed 
deference to the master. Longcenpa never squandered on impossible 
schemes even a little of the offerings presented by such devotees, so 
they revered the Three Precious Jewels even more. He did not consider 
the things dedicated in the name of the doctrine to be his own property; 
therefore he could never misuse them. He used to say, "You must have 
reverence for the Precious Jewels, not for sinful persons." For this 
reason he never respected or honoured the nobility. "It is the duty of 
the patron to accumulate merit. Confusion of priest and patron is an 
evil," he said. And therefore he sealed whatever great offerings were 
made to him with the dedicatory rites, but gave no other "repayment". 
He particularly loved the meek, and he ate whatever the humble and 
indigent served to him as if it were a great treat. Then, he would recite 
the sutras and the dedication of merit with exuberance. 

Because Longcenpa's enlightened activities, such as those described 
above, were immeasurable, he could guide not merely those who were 
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paper. Then he . ye se Zopa to prepare Ink and 
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I have known for sometime saq1sara's condition; 
!ecause mundane things are lacking in substance 

n? I must no,,: ~orsake this changing, apparitio~al bod 
I wIll set forth thIS Instruction, alone beneficial: pay it heed!Y' 

And it included these verses: 

o L?tus-faced Lord! endowed with compassion 
H~VI~g favoured me today with inspiring deeds' 
It IS tIme I s~t out, like a traveller, on my road.' 
In death I wIll obtain the profit of joy, 
More by far than the bliss of the merchant who gains 
AI~ he seeks overseas; or that of Devendra 
Tnumphant· b I ' In att e; or that of an attainer of trance. 
Pe~a Lendrelts~l, 6~2 without waiting longer, 
WIll go now to seIze Immortality's stronghold, bliss supreme! 
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a tIme but he said "I h· 0 s op teac Ing for 
Th ' S ' ave decIded to teach this doctrine completely" 

water ef~~oa~e aturday 23 I?ecember 1363 (sixteenth day, twelfth mo~th 
Worship and ~:!e~~ he d~lg~ted t~e warriors and <;iakinIs with bountiful 
everything compou gd

s
. d .e ~ en a vIsed hIS dIscIples as follows: "Since 

. nels Insubstantial yo h ld d entIrely to the do t· I. ,u s ou evote yourselves 
ing practical ex e

C 
.nne. n partIcular ~ y?U should concentrate on achiev-

Resistance (kh~g~~~~~~Of[t2e~~0~enc Ins~ructions. of1.Cutting Through 
If sometimes d an - urpasslng RealIsatIOn (thod-rgal).693 
tate on the IOU 0 not understa~d., then examine minutely, and medi-

urther Innermost Spzntuality like the Wish-fulfilling Gem, 
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which is like a jewel that grants your desires. Then you will attain 
nirvana at the level on which [the appearance of] reality is exhausted." 

On· Monday 25 December 1363 (eighteenth day, twelfth month, 
water female haret94 Longcenpa told his disciples to arrange an altar 
and to go off to undertake acts of merit, but they begged to remain in 
his presence. "Very well", he said, "but I am about to leave this worn
out, apparitional body. Be silent and remain absorbed in meditation!" 

Then, his precious body assumed the posture of the buddha-body 
of reality; and he set his intention to rest in the primordial expanse. 

At that time, there were limitless miracles, and the whole earth shook 
and resounded. His body was left undisturbed for twenty-five days, 
during which time the deities who rejoice in the teaching unfurled a 
canopy of rainbow light, and caused a shower of flowers to fall. When 
his intention had thus dissolved in reality, even the four elements 
departed from the stable order of the four seasons: The earth was warm 
during the twelfth and first months, the ice melted, and the leaves of 
the wild rose began to bud. Also, during the funeral ceremony, when 
the master's body was placed on the pyre, the earth trembled and a 
mighty thunder resounded seven times. After the cremation his heart, 
tongue, and eyes - the signs of his having awakened to the essence of 
the three indestructible realities of body, speech, and mind - fell into 
the laps of fortunate disciples. Because he had realised all that can be 
attained with respect to the five bodies [of buddhahood] and the five 
pristine cognitions, five large remains and countless minor relics were 
discovered. It is undisputed that the larger relics multiplied by the 
hundreds and thousands, without limit. And up to the present day, it 
has been plain to see that those who possess even a tiny fragment of 

. b ffl· d b h" d " 695 his undamaged remams cannot e a Icte y t e upper emons . 
The gurus of the past identified Longcenpa with the grammarian 

Srldhara, who is referred to in a prophecy in the Great Descent (babs-lugs 
chen-mo); but according to the sequence fixed therein it would be c~rrect 
to identify him with Lodrochok. 696 Moreover, the notion that the mter
val between Kumaradza and this next [emanation of Vimalamitra, i.e. 
Longcenpa] violates the axiom that "Once every century [an emanation 
of Vimalamitra will arise]," should not give rise to doubts, because 
"every century" implies that, in general, when this doctrine [of t~e 
Innermost Spirituality] becomes contaminated by sophistry, one wIll 
appear to elucidate it. In addition, emanations act, in the manner of 
apparitions, on behalf of those requiring training, referring solely to 

the unique circumstances of the situation at hand. 

The foremost disciples who tasted the nectar of Longcenpa's teaching 
were: the three learned and accomplished ones who became famous, 
namely, Khedrup Delek Gyamtso of Zhoktarling, Khedrup Choki 
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Trakpa, and Khedrup Khyapdel Lhtindrup; his five spiritual sons 
namely, Den-gom Choki .Trakpa of Dokam, Gyelse Zopa, Lama Pel~ 
cokpa, Guru Yeshe RaPJam, and Zhonu Sangye; the four spiritual 
benefactors who propagated the doctrine, namely, Trtilku Peljor 
Gyamt~?, master Sangye Ktinga, master Lodro Zangpo, and Tago Cad
rel ChoJe; a~d the ~our accomplished yogins, namely, Phago Tokden 
Gyelpo, .. NelJorpa Ozer Koca, Rikdzin Osel Rangdrol and Cat 
Sonam Ozer. ' ang 

~oreover., there were many spiritual benefactors who were holders 
of hIS teachmg, such as Sangye Pelrin, who had reconciled him with 
the Lord ofNeudong [i.e. Situ], Trakpapel, and Luken Sonam Senge. 

At .a later .date, Lo.ngcenpa appeared in a vision to the master of the 
doctnne Dngung Rincen Phtintsok, and declared that he had been 
born as [Longcenpa's] son Trtilku Dawa, the crown of whose head bore 
the mark of a horse's. head [emblematic of Hayagrlva].697 Longcenpa's 
hat was ~laced on hIS head and he became a direct disciple through 
the blessmg .. He was b~undlessly dedicated to maintaining, preserving 
and p~opa~a~Ing the scnptur/es of Longcenpa. In his lineage Padmasam
bhava s spintual succes~.or Santapurlpa, otherwise known as the great 
treasur~-finder Sherap ?z~r, appeared. He established the monastery 
of Peln Thekpachok-gi Lm~, and persuaded his patron Zhapdrung 
C~ongye to xylog,raph th.e Mznd at Rest and its autocommentary (sems
nyzd ngal-?s.o rtsa~ grel). Smce they taught the necessity of both studying 
and practIsmg thIS teaching, they affirmed themselves to be the genuine 
holders of the lineage. 
. So it was that the lineage of the complete cycle of the maturation 

[I.e. empowe~~ent~, liberation [i.e. guidance] and instructions of the 
Innermost S pintuahty, which belongs to the Esoteric Instructional Class 
[of t?e Great Perfection]. was transmitted in its entirety from the great 
chanoteer, the all-knowmg Longcen Rapjampa, by successive stages 
through: 

Khedrul? Khyapdel Lhtindrup; 
Trakpa Ozer; . 
Sangye Onpo; 
Dawa Trakpa; 
Ktinzang Dorje; 
Gyel tsen Pelzang; 
Natsok Rangdrol; 
Tendzin Trakpa; 
Do-ngak Tendzin; 
Rikdzin Trhinle Lhtindrup; to 
the king of the doctrine, Terdak Lingpa. 

Later on, in .1759/60 (earth female hare), the great, all-knowing 
[Longcenpa] thnce revealed the body of his pristine cognition to Rikdzin 
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Khyentse Ozer [Jikme Lingpa] at Womin Pelgi Chimpu.698 He also 
entrusted him with a book and said, "All the esoteric instructions which 
are concealed in the Great Chariot and in my other works are clarified 
herein." When he had transmitted all the instructions and further advice 
to him, Jikme Lingpa came to comprehend thoroughly the oceanic 
doctrine, and all the textual traditions and instructions of the All-Know
ing Guru in particular. Just as MatailgI had been taken into the following 
of Aryadeva, so, such an extremely short lineage is permissible. 

This completes the general explanation of the descent, in Tibet, of the 
teaching of the three inner classes of the tantras of the way of secret 
mantra, and, in particular, the account of the esoteric instructions of 
the great Innermost Spirituality, the fourth part of this book, Thunder 
from the Great Conquering Battle-Drum of Devendra, which is a history 
of the precious doctrine of the vehicle of indestructible reality according 
to the Ancient Translation School. 

Part Five 
The Distant Lineage of 

Transmitted Precepts 



Introduction 

[281.1-2] Now, I should explain in particular the way in which the 
trilogy of the Satra which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and 
the Mental Class have come down to us. 699 These teachings are common 
to all [the Nyingmapa lineages] and have perpetuated, without decline, 
the river of the transmitted precepts, the "distant lineage" mentioned 
above. It is said that in [Tibet], the land of snow mountains, the teaching 
of the vehicle of indestructible reality according to the Ancient Trans
lation School "fell first to Nyak, fell to Nup during the intermediate 
period, and fell to Zur in the end." 

I 

) II 



1 The Lineage of Nyak 

NYAKJNANAKUMARA 

[281.2-289.4] The first of these, master Nyak Jiianakumara, was born 
in Shepa, or Cho, in the district of Yarlung. 700 He was the son of 
Takdra Lhanang of the Nyak clan, and his wife Suza Dronkyi. When 
he was born, there was a mole on his neck which resembled a crossed
vajra, and he was given the name Gyelwei Lodro. The preceptor 
Bodhisattva [Santarak~ita] ordained him as a novice and, later, as a 
monk with full ordination. He became an inconceivably brilliant trans
lator of many of the doctrines belonging to the sutras and mantra texts 
and so became the confluence of the four great rivers of transmitted 
precepts which were derived from [the teachings of] the great master 
Padmasambhava, Vimalamitra, Vairocana and Yudra Nyingpo. These 
"four great rivers" are: (1) the river of conventional textual exegesis, 
along with the commentaries and lecture notes; (2) the river of instruc
tion of the aural lineage, along with the essential writings and the 
guidance which lays bare the teaching/ol (3) the river of blessing and 
empowerment, along with the means for conferral and the introduc
tions; (4) the river of practical techniques, that of the rites of enlightened 
activity and attainment, along with the wrathful mantras of the pro
tectors of the teaching. 

After the master Padmasambhava had matured Nyak J fianakumara 
in the maQ.cJala of [Vajramrta], Nectar the Enlightened Attributes (bdud
rtsi yon-tan), Nyak caused the water of accomplishment to spring forth 
from dry rock in the Crystal Cave of Yarlung. The Magical Net also 
must have been transmitted through his lineage, but he attained the 
signs of accomplishment primarily from VajrakIla. 

Sometime after the passing of King Trhisong Detsen, one of the 
queens, Tshepong-za, reviled most of the translators and scholars by 
her uncivil designs, so Nyak Jfianakumara went to live at Yamdrok. 702 

His own brother, Nyak GetOn, became hostile and slandered him, 
declaring that Nyak was "an adept of extremist mantras". He stole 
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Nyak's skull-cup, which had been painted red and lacquered on the 
inside, showed it to foolish people and scratched the inside with the 
point of his knife, maliciously saying, "This is the work of a charlatan!" 

In order to remove widespread doubts, Nyak Jfianakumara 
materialised precious gems in the place where he lived. In this way the 
people learned of his miraculous powers and discounted his brother's 
words. But even then Nyak knew that his brother was planning many 
conspiracies and devising various ways to injure him, so he went away. 

Nyak Jiianakumara 

When he reached the upper part of Chimytil in Kongpo he found a 
herd of seven goats wandering through a desolate valley. He ordered 
his servant Lelmik Woktsen to drive them away, but the latter asked, 
"What will the owner of these goats say when he arrives?" 

Nyak replied, "Where is the owner of the goats to be found in a 
desolate valley? Drive them away!" . 

When the owner, Chim Carok (the "Crow of Chim") learned of thIS 
he accused Nyak of theft and demanded sevenfold compensation for 
the goats. Although Nyak gave him sevenfold compensation he re
mained unsatisfied, destroyed Nyak's hermitage, and pursued him with 
an iron hammer. Nyak ran away and entered a temple. It is said that 
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as the door closed behind him Chim Carok struck the threshold with 
his hammer and narrowly missed the head of a young novice. 

But Nyak was not even allowed to remain there. He set out for 
Central Tibet and on the way met one Drosechung, who was chasing 
a deer. Drosechung's mount was startled, so that the deer escaped. He 
became enraged and attempted to kill Nyak, but Nyak fled from his 
sight, longing to escape. 

It was at about this time that Queen Margyen had poisoned the crown 
prince [Mune Tsepo]. The master Vimalamitra had miraculously ar
rived from China to preside over the funeral ceremony, where N yak 
met him and offered him a container703 full of gold dust. Vimalamitra 
asked, "Are the translator and his servant well?" To which Nyak replied: 

We were doing well in Y amdrok -gang, 
But GelatOn would not let us be. 
We were doing well in the heart of Chim, 
But hell's own crow would not let us be. 
We were doing well in Central Tibet, 
But Drosechung would not let us be. 

Thinking that it was very harmful to the teaching for a translator to 
be so insulted, Vimalamitra spontaneously taught him the Perfect Prac
tice of Vajrakfla (phur-pa phun-sum-tshogs-pa, NGB Vol.27), and that of 
the Blue-skirted One's Cycle [of Vajrakfla) gsham-sngon].704 In the Na 
Cave at Kharcu in Lhodrak the scholar and the translator propitiated 
VajrakIla together, using twenty-one kIlas of acacia wood. Such was 
their accomplishment that the kIlas started knocking against one 
another. At that point, Nyak, who was absorbed in contemplation, 
brandished his kIla and said, "This is for the Crow." At once, all the 
crows in the sky gathered together. Then, he rotated the kIla, saying, 
"This is for the Crow of Chim." And a pair of crows arrived from 
Chim. In anger Nyak brandished the kIla at one of the crows and the 
bird instantly fell dead. 705 

At that Vimalamitra said, "Now you can kill by the power of sorcery, 
but, I wonder, can you revive by the power of reality? Go ahead and 
revive it!" But, as had previously occurred in the case of master Jalan
dharipa and his disciple Kr~l).acarin,7°6 Nyak could not resurrect the 
dead. Vimalamitra scattered a handful of sand and instantly the crow 
came to life and flew away. The master said to Nyak, "When you 
undertake a wrathful rite without first having attained the realisation 
to 'liberate' the self [of your victim], then, even if you succeed in the 
rite, it is a great crime." And then he performed the rite of the "Tie 
to the Higher Realms" (gnas-lung).707 

Then the deity of Chim appeared in the guise of a white yak, and 
Nyak "liberated" him first of all. By the power of ritually brandishing 
his klla he "liberated" Chim Carok and obtained the superior, middling, 
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and inferior indications that he had destroyed his life-supporting wolf
spirit/os along with his servants and slaves, horses and dogs, and kith 
and kin, and thus put an end to his race. 

While inflicting the same punishment on Nyak GetOn, his own 
brother, Nyak developed great compassion, owing to the kindness of 
master Vimalamitra; for this sort of wrathful rite of occult power is 
particularly dependent on the coincidence of the indestructible reality 
of anger. 709 

So his intention turned to reality itself and he was completely unable 
to perform the rite. Master Vimalamitra said to him? "At this point, if 
you find an assistant who is endowed with all the SIgns of a sorcerer, 
you will be able to perform it." With this, he began to search. 

He found a blacksmith called "Pektse the Sogdian" - for at that time 
blacksmiths were called "Sogdians" - who was wrathful to behold.

710 

Nyak perceived that he had all the appropriate physical marks and 
signs: his head was knotted and the lower part of his body,:"as t~iangular 
in shape. 711 Nyak came down behind him and acted as hIS aSSIstant by 
operating the bellows. He expounded to him the dialectical doctrines 
of the causal vehicle, but the blacksmith paid no attention. Then, when 
Nyak explained the KriyiHantra, Caryatantra, and Yogatantra, he lis
tened occasionally, but otherwise only heard the clanging sound of the 
hammer as it struck [the anvil]. Finally, when Nyak gave teaching on 
the three inner classes of tantra and at the same time swallowed the 
scraps of hot iron that were flying about, the blacksmith was amazed. 
"How did you acquire such miraculous power?" he asked. 

"I acquired it by practising the doctrine I was just explaining." 
The blacksmith developed great faith and, making an offering of all 

of his tools, he became a disciple. His name was changed to Lha Pelgi 
Y~~. . 

Similarly, Nyak discovered that Odren Pelgi Zhonu also po~se.ssed 
the signs of one fit to attain VajrakIla; so the master and his two dISCIples 
propitiated that deity. When Geton heard about it he began ~ murderous 
conspiracy. Others restrained him saying that it was not nght to ~las
pheme a venerable monk, but Geton refused to listen. Duri~g the mght 
he dreamed that many women encircled him and cut off hIS head. He 
told this to his wife, who earnestly tried to restrain him, but without 
paying attention he rode off on his horse. On the wayan enormous 
bird flew over and startled the horse. GetOn's flesh was torn to shreds 
and his blood was scattered drop by drop. It is said that he was actuall,Y 
"liberated" by the protector. The Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe removed hIS 
heart and offered it to the master, who said: 

Let no sin be committed. 
Virtue must be perfectly practised. 
Completely tame your own mind. 
Mayall sentient beings be happy!712 
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In short, Nyak's guardian deity had appeared as a hawk and, having 
"liberated" Geton along with his life-supporting wolf-spirit, servants 
and slaves, horses and dogs, and kith and kin, put an end to his race. 

In the same way, Nyak summoned the consciousness of Drosechung, 
who was grazing his herd of horses on the plain of Netang, and com
pletely destroyed him by the ritual thrust of the kIla. He transformed 
the deity of Dro [Drosechung's clan] into a blue wolf and dealt with 
his life-supporting wolf-spirit, servants and slaves as before. 

This great translator Nyak adhered to learned and accomplished 
masters who were equal to the Buddha himself, and in this way he 
acquired very great learning in grammar, logic, dialectics, and the outer 
and inner mantra texts. Having become a great translator, he interpreted 
many works on the true doctrine. He became a master of the trilogy 
of the SzUra which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net and the Mental 
Class and through his expositions the number of extraordinary disciples 
multiplied. Thus, his kindness was inconceivable. Finally, he realised 
the great accomplishment through the Vajra Bridge of the Aural Lineage 
(snyan-brgyud rdo-rje zam-pa) and through [teachings belonging to] the 
Esoteric Instructional Class of the Great Perfection (man-ngag-sde).713 
His body vanished in a mass of light, the union of radiance and emp
tiness. 

Nyak JiHinakumara guided his foremost disciples, until they became 
the "eight glorious adepts of VajrakIla". These eight glorious sons were 
his four earlier disciples - the Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe, Odren Pelgi Zhonu, 
Nyencen Pelyang, and Thakzang Pelgi Dorje - and his four later dis
ciples - Lamcok Pelgi Dorje, Tarje Pelgi Trakpa, Tra Pelgi Nyingpo, 
and Lhalung Pelgi Dorje. In addition, there were his nephews Upa 
Tosel, Gyepak Sherap and Bhusukuchok, whose lineage gave rise to 
extensive enlightened activity. 

THE SOGDIAN PELGI YESHE 

[289.4-290.4] The Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe was a native of Yamdrok. 
Though he had already attained accomplishment during the time of 
the great master Padmasambhava, he lived as a blacksmith, so far as 
ordinary men could see. It is said that the great translator Nyak's life 
was thrice endangered because, being vastly learned, he had thrice 
thought himself to be more learned than his masters. For this, he had 
to show his acceptance of the infallible truth of cause and effect. On 
one such occasion, one of the three on which Nyak was confronted by 
mortal enemies, his relative Nyakmar,714 from a neighbouring district, 
imprisoned him with homicidal malice. The Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe had 
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The Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe 

. . a e b seizing a savage beast of prey by 
previously dIsplayed hIS cour g. Yd nly with actual accomplishment; 
the neck,. and by. othe~ a~t~~l~~~c~:eso~emn, indestructible commitment 
so, on thl.S o~caslOn, e u He killed two prison guards and pulled 
to risk hIS life for the guru. I h' way on all three occasions, he 
the master from the dungeon .. n t 1~ , ught his attention. Owing 
destroyed Nyak's mortal en~m~es an so ~~dala of VajrakIla and took 

th O Nyak actually matenalIsed the m ., h' h Pelgi 
to IS, . S h was the extent to w 1C 
Pelgi Yeshe into his fo~l~wmIg· h' uc he instructed Nupcen Sangye 
Yeshe abided in authentic1ty. n 1S turn, 

Yeshe. 

2 The Lineage of Nup 

NUPCEN SANGYE YESHE 

[290.4-300.3] "The teachings of the Ancient Translation School fell to 
Nup during an intermediary period ... " 

Nupcen Sangye Yeshe was born in the uplands of Dra in the moun
tains of Central Tibet in February 832 (first month, water male mouse 
year).71S His father was Selwa Wangcuk of the Nup clan, and his mother 
was Chimo Trashi-tsho. At the ancestral charnel ground, on Mount 
Dra Riwoche, a sandal tree had sprung up. A Chinese monk examined 
it, said that it portended the birth of an emanation, and showed how 
to cultivate the tree. 716 In accordance with this early prophecy Nup 
was born. His secular name was Dorje Trhitsuk, his religious name 
was Sangye Y eshe, and his secret name was Dorje Yangwangter. In 
his seventh year, Nup entered the following of Odren Pelgi Zhonu and 
studied all the sciences. 

There was a prophecy in the Root Tantra o/the Gathering 0/ Awareness
holders (rig-'dzin 'dus-pa rtsa-ba'i rgyud, NGB Vo1.32), as follows: 

In particular, the secrets of buddha-body will be revealed 
By the precious jewel, BuddhajiHina [i.e. Sangye Yeshe]. 

Accordingly, in his youth, when Nup received the empowerment of 
the Eight Transmitted Precepts from the great master Padmasambhava, 
his flower alighted upon the mal).<;iala of MafijusrI, representing buddha
body. By propitiating that meditational deity, Nup actualised the signs 
of accomplishment. Later he also received many tantras and esoteric 
instructions [from master Padmasambhava] in the Dorje Tse-nga Cave, 
which lies on the frontier of India and Nepal. Moreover, he attended 
on such scholars and translators of India, Nepal, and Bru-sha [i.e. 
Gilgit] as SrI Sirpha, Vimalamitra, KamalasIla, Dhanadhala, Trhaktung 
Nakpo, Santigarbha, Dhanasarpskfta, Sakyadeva, Dhanarak~ita, the 
brahman Prakasalarpkara [i.e. Sukhodyotaka], Dharmabodhi, Dhar
maraja, Tsuklak Pelge, Vasudhara, and Chetsenkye; as well as on the 
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learned Tibetan translator Nyak Jfianakumara and all his eight glorious 
disciples. Among them, in particular, he attended on the Sogdian Pelgi 
Yeshe and Zhang Gyelwei Yonten, who had been a disciple of both 
Ma Rincen-chok and Nyak. Under all of those gurus Nup studied and 

Nupcen Sangye Yeshe 

mastered all the siitras, as well as the outer and inner tantras of the 
mantra vehicle, along with their esoteric instructions. He travelled to 
India and Nepal seven times and translated many tantras, esoteric 
instructions, and ritual texts, along with [the rites of] the protectors of 
the doctrine. 

In particular, in 885 (wood snake year), his fifty-fourth year, Nup 
went to Nepal, where he requested numberless empowerments and 
instructions from Vasudhara. For the sake of the doctrine he pleased 
that guru with offerings and faithful devotion. Then the preceptor

717 

[Vasudhara] said, "In India lives my master Prakasalarpkara. He is one 
thousand and six hundred years old. Go to him and request the doc
trine." 

Nup set out for India as instructed and met the master Prakasalarpkara 
in Varal).asI. He asked for many teachings. In particular, he ~eceived 
the complete empowerment of the [Anuyoga] siitras along with the 
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instructions of the Satra which Gathers All Intentions. According to 
Rok Tsondrti Senge, this master [Prakasalarpkara] is identical to 
Sukhodyotaka. 

Nup later asked Prakasalarpkara for the textual exegesis of the Siltra 
which Gathers All Intentions, but the master said, "Dhanarak~ita, Dhar
mabodhi, and Dharmaraja have been invited to Bru-sha by Chetsenkye .. 
Go there and request the exegesis from them." 

Accordingly, Nup went to Bru-sha where, under those four trans
lators and scholars, he made a critical study primarily of that textual 
exegesis but also of the essential instructions concerning its transmitted 
empowerment, the subtleties of its practical techniques, and so forth. 
Thus, he extracted the essence of their spirituality. 

Concerning the way in which Nup attained accomplishment: During 
the nine months [spent in retreat] at Zhugi Dorje Gombu, his mind 
was liberated and he established [the realisation of] the abiding nature 
of reality. In Vajrasana and in Yungdrung Rincen Terne, the Lord of 
Secrets (Guhyapati) revealed his visage to him. His emblematic vajra 
fell into Nup's hands and he conferred on Nup the empowerment of 
the name. Then, in Olmotshel, the child of a gandharva conferred on 
Nup the name Sangye. In Kangzang he was honoured by a yak~a, and 
on the shore of the Nine-Island Lake of Yamdrok (gling dgu'i mtsho) 
by three young naga brothers. In the charnel ground of Lhe the child 
of a tormented spirit bowed before his feet. In Omeitshel, Yamantaka 
appeared in a vision to confer empowerment and accomplishment upon 
him. 

After achieving dominion over gods and demons, Nup was em
powered as a master of secret mantra. The guardians of the Miitara~ and 
Yamiintaka (ma-gshin) cycles, lords of the qakinls, were appointed to 
be his protectors. Then, as MafijusrI had prophesied, EkajatI presented 
Nup with the sacraments of accomplishment in the Sanglung Nakpo 
charnel ground in India. 

Thus, his pristine cognition illuminated the expanse [of reality], and 
the realisations of the great levels were actualised. He beheld in visions 
the entire ma1fqalas of Padmanartesvara and of Yamantaka, and he 
obtained their empowerments and accomplishments. Moreover, he pos
sessed unobstructed supernormal cognitive powers - clairvoyance and 
so forth. The wonderful accounts of his career, [which describe him] 
floating on water, passing through mountains of solid rock, and per
forming other miracles, surpass the imagination. 

Nup founded his foremost hermitage at the pilgrimage place of 
Yangdzong, in Dra, Central Tibet; and he intended to remain there in 
total solitude. But he and his disciples faced great hardship because, 
generally, the laws of the land disintegrated at about that time [owing 
to the collapse of the dynasty in the wake of the reign of Langdarma]; 
and there followed a period of increasingly partisan conflict. In particu-
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lar, he had to train completely all within his sphere of influence who 
remained from a past life in India where he had taken birth as the 
butcher Marutse, and had worked on behalf of living beings.718 
Moreover, because here in Tibet the teaching of the royal grandson 
[Relpacen] had declined and there arose many who did harm to his 
early and later teaching, Nupcen became inspired by the enlightened 
activity of the Conqueror to eliminate these by wrathful mantras and 
so to protect the teaching. Above and beyond that, there were the 
circumstances created by the murder of his own two sons during the 
early, middle or later local rebellions. 

As Nup himself said: 

And: 

Trouble arose in Central Tibet; 
The people deprived me of sustenance. 

Though a minor ascetic of Nup, like myself, sincerely 
Developed an enlightened attitude in accord with the doctrine, 
Hateful enemies would not permit me to practise. 
In order to protect the Buddha's teaching 
I cultivated hatred thereafter. 
Thinking to expose the greatness of the good, 
I studied various malevolent mantra texts. 

So it was that Nup introduced the wrathful mantras of the oceanic 
cycle of Yamantaka from India and Nepal: 

I went before the feet of eleven gurus, 
But I met with four who were learned: 
These were the master SrI Siqlha, 
Trhaktung Nakpo of India, 
Santigarbha the destroyer, 
And Vasudhara of Nepal. 
Penetrating the spirituality of these four learned masters, 
I fixed their profound esoteric instructions in my heart. 

But Nup obtained the very quintessence of their teaching from his 
Nepali master. As he himself said: 

My master, the king of Nepal, 
Said, "0 minor ascetic of Nup! 
Come here to this Yanglesho Cave!" 
He conferred the empowerment of the corpse of 

the great charnel ground719 

And entrusted me with the deity MaftjusrI, Lord 
of Life. 

Moreover: 

I, Sangye Yeshe, constructed 
My hermitage at Khar, in Yama. 
On the summit of the Black Pass of Dra 
I set a tornado in motion. 
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It demolished thirty-seven hamlets of Dra. 

That is to say, when the rebellions reached Dra, during Nup~ sixty
first yea~, he destroyed many towns, using the sharp, wrathful mantra 
of Yamantaka. Then, he escaped to Nup Yu"l b h 

11 rong, ut e was 
not a owed to stay there He seized Ce Ft' N h . or ress In yemo, but 
t e~e, too, he was surrounded by armed brigands who put his life in 
penl. From the t~p of. the fortress he called on the fierce gods and 
demo~;o to bear hIm witness. After making a truthful declaration in 
verse, he folded up his religious robes. At that moment the oath
bound protectors of the doctrine became visible, and said, "By our 
power we can crush M.ount Sumeru to powder, we can strike the 
sun and moon together lIke cymbals and turn heaven and earth topsy-

Yamantaka 
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turvy. But because the retribution for your actions in previous lives 
was unfolding we were unable to help you before. Now, we will obey 

your commands." 
Nup extracted his acacia-wood kIla from the seam721 of his robe and 

drew out the vital heart-mantras of the oath-bound deities. Rolling the 
klla in his hands, he pointed it towards the mountain where the armed 
men were staying. An enormous fire blazed up on the mountain and 
burned the whole army to ashes. After subduing his enemies so, Nup 

lived in poverty for three years. 
During the reign of King Relpacen, Nup had been in the habit of 

travelling between India and Tibet. On the other hand, when King 
Langdarma persecuted the teaching, he asked Nup, "What power do 

you have?" 
Nup replied, "Behold this power of mine, which comes from the 

recitation of a mere mantra!" 
With his index finger he pointed to the sky, and the king saw a black 

iron scorpion as large as a yak, sitting nine storeys above Nup's pointed 

finger. 
The king was terrified and said, "By all that is precious, I will not 

harm this mantrin. Go practise your doctrine!" 
Then Nup said, "Behold this power yet again!" And with his index 

finger he hurled a thunderbolt, which pierced the rock on the mountain 

opposite and smashed it to pieces. 
Now the king was extremely terrified and afraid. He said to Nup, 

"I will harm neither you, nor your attendants." And then he dismissed 
him. Thus it was by Nup's kindness that the mantra adepts who wore 
the white robe and long, braided hair were unharmed [during 

Langdarma's persecution].722 
Nup could not endure the supression of the teaching by Langdarma, 

so, having collected many razor-sharp, wrathful mantras, he resolved 
to bring him to an end by means of the compassionate application of 
sorcery. But when the evil king was "liberated" by Lhalung Pelg

i 

Dorje,723 Nup concealed the wrathful mantras as treasures, lest they 

be misused. 
Nup Sangye Yeshe composed treatises, including the following: the 

Armour Against Darkness, which is a vast commentary on the Sutra 
which Gathers All Intentions (mdo'i 'grel-chen mun-pa'i go-cha); the Dis
putant's Sword which Cuts through Difficulties (dka'-gcod smra-ba'i 
mtshon-cha); the Commentary on the Realisation of the Eighty-Chapter 
Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul brgyad-cu-pa'i mngon-rtogs 'grel); and the Lamp 
for the Eye of Contemplation, which is an Esoteric Instruction of the Great 

Perfection. 
By the enlightened activities of exegesis and attainment, he covered 

the earth with the teaching of the three aspects of creation and perfection. 
While he had many disciples, there were five particularly sublime ones, 
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namely, his four spiritual sons and the one most authentl' I . f th ' c son. t says 
III one 0 e master s own songs: 

In the forest of discriminative awareness 
That i~ yangwangter, the ascetic of Nup, 
T~e d~vIne tree of enlightened attributes grew. 
WIth It, I filled five supreme vessels: 
There was one who carried off the roots' 
That was Loncen Phakpa. ' 
There was one who carried off the leaves' 
That was Lekpei Dronme. ' 
There was one who carried off the flowers' 
That was Tengi yontenchok. ' 
There was one who carried off the fruits' 
That was Yeshe Wangcuk. ' 
But one alone took the whole tree' 
That was Yonten Gyamtso. ' 

. Thus, the four ~ons were: Pagor Loncen Phakpa, who was learned 
In the tantras, WhICh are the roots' SutOn Lekpel' D " h 
I d 

. ,ronme, w 0 was 
earne In [the texts of] deathless nectar 724 WhI'ch are the Ie T' y" h k . ' aves; engI 

fl ontenc 0 , who was learned In answering objections which is the 
~wer; an.d So Ye.she ~angcuk, who was learned in the' essential doc

t~Ines of VIew and IntentIOn, which are like fruits. The one most authen
tlcb~on was Khulung Yonten Gyamtso, who was learned in all four 
su Jects. 

M . h oreover, In t e history of the empowerment of the Sut h' h 
Gathers All Intentions in particular it says: ra w lC 

The tra?smitted precepts of the empowerment, tantra, and 
In~tructIOns fell to Khulungpa [Yonten GyamtsoJ. The trans
mItted .~recepts ~f the stream of the four empowerments fell 
to Su[ton Lekpel DronmeJ. 

£ In ~he siitras, Nupcen Sangye Yeshe is hailed as a bodhisattva of the 
t~Urt level. While there was a prophecy that he would be born two 
£ o~sand years after the Teacher's nirval).a, this was an approximation 
or It was close to two th d If ' foIl . ousan years. we make an accurate calculation 
tOd~WlI:f the C:,ronology of the Klilacakra Tantra, which is well know~ 
afte y, h f was born. one thousand seven hundred and thirteen years 
ironr ~ e eacher's mrval).a. This is because it is calculated from the 

ragon year of the Teacher's passing (881 BC) 725 T t . h 
years later in the hI' wen y-elg t 
fell onto th f etrt mon <ey year (853 BC), the secret mantra texts 
and . h ~ roo 0 the palace of King Ja. One thousand six hundred 
b elg t~- Ive years after that in the water mouse year 832 Nup was 

orn. ThIS same t ' T h' wa er mouse year was the forty-third year of King 
r Isong, who had been born in the iron horse year 790; and it was 
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the sixth after the ordination of the "seven men who were tested", 
which had occurred in the fire sheep year 827. In the earth tiger year 
858, when Nupcen was in his twenty-seventh year, King Trhisong 
died. Eighty-five years later, in the water tiger year 943, .Nupcen passed 
away. Therefore, it is clear that he lived for about thIrty-seven years 
after the persecution of the teaching by Langdarma. 

Nup passed away in his one hundred and e.leventh year .in the dis
trict of Khyonmi. Finally, he entered nirva1)a In a mass of hght, spon
taneously accomplished by means of the path of the natural Great 

Perfection. 

KHULUNG YONTEN GYAMTSO 

[300.3-302.1] Nup's most authentic son was Yonten Gyamtso. He and 
Nup had been associated as master and disciple during previous lives. 
He was born in the district of Nup Khulung. 

The Indian Dhanadhala, who had been Yonten Gyamtso's elder 
brother during a previous life, had attained the accomplishment of the 
"swift feet of the yak~i1)I" (gnod-sbyin-mo'i rkang-mgyogs).726 None the 
less he could not perform it successfully, because of a broken wing. 
Ag;in, having practised the other [means for the attainmen~ of] "s:vift 

feet", a yak~a carried him in the flap of his robe, and in a sIngle ~Ight 
they reached Yonten Gyamtso at Khulung. There, D?anadh~la l~vIngly 
empowered the younger brother of his previous hfe. It IS saId that 
because he gave the common accomplishments to his patron, [the latter's 

descendants] flourished for seven generations. . ' 
Dhanadhala advised Yonten Gyamtso not to build his hermItage In 

the village and revealed to him the geomantic centre of Tsukrum !awu 
in Khardong yonmo.727 He conferred the Red and Black Yaman, who 
protect the teaching, the cycles of Miitara~ and Yamantaka, et cetera. 

Then, he departed for India. . 
When Yonten Gyamtso was in his thirtieth year he went on a ~untIng 

expedition and met the master Sangye Yeshe at Shukla Nakpo I.n ~ar. 
Recognising Yonten Gyamtso to be a kinsman and a worthy dISCIple, 
Nup caused him to enter the doctrine, and took him into his followm~. 
Because Nup gave him all the empowerments, tantras, and esot~nc 
instructions, together with the rituals of the protectors of the teachmg, 
in their entirety, the essence of Nup's transmitted precepts and the 
heart of his spirituality were transmitted to him. So it is known that 
he completely received all the instructions. d 

When persecuted by the rebellions and surrounded by a .hundre s 
assassins Yonten Gyamtso, who had actually achieved the mlraculo~ 
power of the "burning gaze", magically caused fire to bl:;tze from hIS 
right eye and water to pour forth from his left. The assassins found no 
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opportunity to harm him, and, abandoning their weapons, they had to 
escape . 
. Gener~ll'y speaking, Yonten Gyamtso had visions of many medita

tIonal deItIes, and he developed the supernormal cognitive power of 
freedom from corruption. He gained control over the elements and was 
served by oath-bound deities. He acquired both of the great accomplish
ments, for the truth of reality had become apparent to him.728 His life 
story may be known in detail from the texts of the So tradition. 

YESHE GYAMTSO, PEMA WANGYEL AND THE LATER SUCCESSORS 

IN THE LINEAGE OF NUP 

[302.1-304.3] Yonten Gyamtso had two sons: Yeshe Gyamtso and Perna 
~~ngyel. Yeshe ?yamts~ was t.he elder. He had accumulated the pro
VISIOns and practIsed patIence In his previous life. Therefore, he was 
endowed with a ha~dsome physical appearance. His humility delighted 
the hearts of all. WIth supreme devotion he rendered whatever services 
of body, speech, and mind were pleasing to his guru. Because his 
discriminative awareness and his conduct of faith and perseverance 
were perfect, he realised the spiritual intention [of the lineage]. 

He was empowered as a master of all the tantras, transmissions and .. . ., 
es.otenc InstructIons. The essence of the entire store of empowerment 
tnckled down to him, so he became the full vessel of all his father's 
tea~hin.gs. He realised the significance of the abiding nature of reality, 
,:hlch IS t~e supreme ~ccomplishment, by completing the practices of 
rlt~~l serVIce and attaInment. He had visions of many meditational 
deItIeS and he was able to reveal his body to others in the form of the 
divine .ma?<;iala. Oath-bound deities served him and all spirits offered 
up theIr vItal heart-mantras to him. Because he swiftly manifested the 
SIgns of success at whatever rites of sorcery [he undertook], he was 
adept at occult powers. 

His younger brother, Perna Wangyel, realised Yamari. The active 
p~otectors of the Yamari cycle offered up their vital heart-mantras to 
hI.m. ~hen he struck the water of a flooding river in Central Tibet 
WIth hIS kIla of acacia wood, in a single day the floodwaters receded 
by about t~e distance of an arrow shot. Once he "liberated" nine Ponpo 
Sorcerers sImultaneously. It is known that no one could rival his un
Obstructed powers in such wrathful rites of sorcery. 
t The son of Yeshe Gyamtso was Lharje Hurpcung. It was he who 
aught the wrathful mantras to the venerable Milarepa, who then became 
r~nowned as a powerful sorcerer. 729 Lharje Humcung had many dis
~IPles, but sup~eme at:no~g them was Nyang Sh~rapchok. Nyang was 
enowned ~or hIS learmng In the three aspects of creation and perfection. 

He also bUIlt the temple of Toklashong. When he practised meditation 
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at Haogol Rock he had a vision of the maD-qala of VajrakIla. When he 
struck a rock with his vajra, the vajra penetrated it like clay and dissolved 
into it. There are many such accounts of his accomplishments. 

His disciple was Nyang Yeshe Jungne ofCholung,730 who also grasped 
the spirituality of his guru and became renowned for his learning in 
the three aspects of creation and perfection. 

Most of the lineage descended from the masters just mentioned are 
called the tradition of Rong, or else the tradition of N yang, after their 

clan name?31 
Again, [Nupcen's disciple] So Yeshe Wangcuk had these disciples: 

Ngentung Cangcup Gyeltsen, Kongtstin Sherap Yeshe, and Ratung 
Sherap Tshtiltrim. Because all three were Yeshe Wangcuk's disciples 

.c l' . 732 Golo Zhonupel maintains that they do not lorm a mear succeSSIOn. 
[The same source states that] Nyang Sherapchok was the common 
disciple of Yonten Gyamtso and his son, and of So Yeshe Wangcuk. 
Nyang's disciple was Yeshe Jungne; and the latter's disciple was Lharje 
Zurpoche, who also received teaching directly from Tongtsap Phakpa 
Rinpoche [Pagor Loncen Phakpa]. Therefore, between Nupcen and 
Zurpoche there was only one guru [i.e. Tongtsap Phakpa Rinpoche]. 

3 The Lineage of the Zur Family 

[304.3-4] Now, I must describe how [the tradition] "fell to Zur in the 
end". I?uring the later period of the teaching's expansion, it was Zur
poche Sakya Jungne who planted the roots of the teaching of the Ancient 
Translation School, Zurcungpa Sherap-tra who extended its branches, 
and Zur Sakya Senge who cultivated its leaves and fruit. Therefore, 
they are known as the three generations in the line of Zur. 

LHARJE ZURPOCHE SAKY A JUNGNE 

~?04.5-339.4] In general, this family called Zur had originated in India: 
Osel Lhawang Zhonu Tsuktorcen was born in the sublime land of 
India. He had a son called Manda Zangzhticen, whose son, Zur Gyelwa 
Sumdra, was born in Dokam [far eastern Tibet]. His son was Zurpa 
Shenyen Takdracen, and his, Rincen Gyamtso. He had a son called 
Tshozang Mikpoche. In the Blue Annals (deb-ther sngon-po), Lharje 
Zurpoche is described as the son of this last mentioned, but elsewhere 
he is held to have been the son of one Atsara. 733 Here, I regard as 
reliable a genealogy of the Zur family through to the twenty-seventh 
generation, which I have seen. 734 According to this, Mikpoche had 
three sons: Zur Atsara, Zur Khacenlakcen, and Zurzang Sherap Jungne. 
Of them , the youngest, Sherap Jungne, had four sons: Lharje Zurpoche, 
Zurton Lama, Zurgom Dorje Jungne, and Zur Gomcung. The elder 
bro.ther, Atsara, went to India where he had a son named Nyimei 
Nymgpo, and, when he returned to Tibet and dwelt at Thaklungpa, 
one named Zur Thakpa Gomcen. The son of the latter was Zurcung 
Sherap Trakpa. 

Lharje Zurpoche was the visible presence in the world of the Great 
Glorious One [Yangdak Heruka]. He was born in the district of 
Yardzong, or Sarma, in Dokam as the son of the benefactress Dewacam. 
When he entered her womb, his father dreamt that a thousand-spoked 
golden wheel appeared in his hand, that the sublime Avalokitesvara 
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Lharje Zurpoche StikyaJungne 

vanished into his consort's body, and so forth. So he knew his son to 
be an emanation and gave him the name Sakya Jungne. 

The boy learned to read and write from his father. J:Ie .receive~ the 
cycle of the Magical Net, along with the minor esotenc InstructIons. 
Gradually, he received the three sta?es of ordinati~n from ~acen Gongp: 
Rapsel and in time was fully ordaIned. Lacen sald that SInce Zurpoch 

" , . U d his was an emanation there was no need to change hls name. n er , . CI s 
grandfather, Rincen Gya~tso, he became lea~n:d In the T~ree. _ as~~ 
of Dialectics (mtshan-nyzd sde-gsum), the Knyatantra, Va}ravzd~ra. , 
Vairocana, the Magical Net and the Glorious Paramiidya, ~nd also l~ th~ 
path of skilful means and other esoteric instructions belongmg to the mne f 
way of secret mantra. Zurpoche himself said, "Riding on the ho~se 0 

the channels and currents of vital energy, wearing the ~obe of the l~ne~ 
heat, taking the instructions as my consoling compamon, and gU1d~o 
by faith, I traversed the province of Dokam and ap~roa~hed Dam [ 
the north of Lhasa].,,735 So it was that when he arnved In I?am fr~: 
Kham two sons of the gods pointed out the way from the mlds.t of had 
clouds, and he proceeded towards Central Tibet, without 4avmg 
to ask for directions. 
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While practising the Kriyatantra at Namolung, in Yarlung, Zur
poche's [affinity with] the unsurpassedly secret family of the greater 
vehicle was awakened. He thought to himself, "This exhausting path 
of renunciation and obligatory undertaking is the cause of bondage. 
May I find a path belonging to the unsurpassed way of secret mantra, 
which is easy to pursue and free from difficulty!" That same night he 
heard a voice telling him to meditate in a mountain forest. 

Then, travelling up the Tsangpo River valley, he set out for Tsang. 
"Is there anyone learned and accomplished in the doctrine of the way 
of secret mantra?" he asked. 

To this someone replied, "There is such a person living in a wood 
called Naktsel Sumdril." 

Zurpoche remembered his former dream, went there, and received 
teaching on the attainment of nectar elixir (bdud-rtsi sman-sgrub) and 
so forth from Ceshak -chok of Gegong. 

Generally speaking, Zurpoche lived with many gurus. But, in particu
lar, he obtained the Magical Net and the Mental Class, which were the 
doctrines on which his flower had alighted, from Nyang Yeshe Jungne 
of Cholung. At first, he studied the SzUra which Gathers All Intentions 
and the Parkap Commentary on the Secret Nucleus, and the esoteric 
instructions of the Great Perfection under Namkade; the secret empow
erment and the path of skilful means under Nyenak Wangdrak ofYtilser 
and Ce Sakya Gyeltsen; [the teachings on] primordial purity and spon
taneous presence (ka-dag-dang lhun-grub) and also the Sequence of the 
Path of the Magical Net under Dre Trhocung of upper Nyang; [the 
cycle devoted to] Yangdak Heruka under Rok Sakya J ungne of Chimpu 
and Sherap Tshtiltrim of Denma; and the entire Siltra which Gathers 
All Intentions under ZhutOn Sonam Sakya. He also received the trans
mission of the Siltra which Gathers All Intentions (mdo-lung), its empow
erment and means for attainment (dbang-sgrub), and the commentary 
on this tantra along with its rituals (rgyud-'grel phrin-las-dang-bcas) from 
Tongtsap Cangcup, GyatOn Lodro, and Kado Yeshe Nyingpo. Zur
poche presented many kinds of wealth, including horses, as offerings 
to those same gurus; and he only delighted them with worship that 
was utterly pure in the three spheres. 

So it was that Zurpoche received the esoteric instructions of many 
learned men. He comprehended the nature of their intention and be
came learned and adept in all the philosophical systems ofthe Tripilaka, 
as well as those of the tantrapilaka. He brought together the root tantras 
and the exegetical tantras; the root texts and their commentaries; the 
tantras and their means for attainment; and the means for attainment 
With their ritual texts and so forth; and he applied them in practice. 
Dwelling in a mountain forest, he propitiated glorious Yangdak Heruka 
With one-pointed diligence, and so he became a powerful master of the 
profound depths of the three aspects of creation and perfection. He 
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unknotted the energy channels of the centre of perfect rapture, which 
is situated in the throat, and his discriminative awareness grew bound
less.136 He also taught the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions and the 
Tantra of the Magical Net to a large congregation o! disciples.. . 

Zurpoche always renounced all those actions WhIC~ cause ag~tatlOn, 
and he cut off pride and social diversions. Without hoplllg for enhg?te~
ment in the future, he practised with intense perseverance fixed 1ll hIS 

mind in order to disclose it in the present. 0; one occasion, someone who had the appearance of being a yo~in 
went to receive alms from him. He was offered only a small portIon 
but he took all that there was, and left the door saying, "This Zurpoche 
is famous and accomplished, but this does not nearly equal t~e regu~ar 
offerings of Rok Sakya Jungne." An attendant overheard th~s a~d .m
formed the guru. At the guru's bidding he went to ext~nd an lll."ltatlOll 
to the yogin, and found him in a cave eating porndge whIch ~as 
overflowing from a skull-cup. Although the servant enc5mraged hIm 
to accept the invitation, the yogin declined and said, "Rok.Sakya J~n~ne 
dwells at Chimpu, having attained power over the duration of hIS hfe. 
Dispatch someone who will bring his doctrine to Zurpoche." And he 

departed, his feet not touching the ground. . 
Zurpoche then sent Zangom Sherap Gyelpo WIth a mule-load [of 

offerings] to obtain Rok's doctrine. When Zangom reached Samye and 
asked for directions, no one could give the~ to him: Then .an ol~ 
woman said, "At first Rok used to live on thIS mountalll a.t ~hlmpu. 
A shepherd also said "It seems he is living on the mountam Just now. , I ,,737 

Sometimes I even hear the sound of his drum and of the nt u mantra. 
Zangom deposited his load in a place where there were c~umps of grass 
and prayed with faithful devotion. Then with a loud no~se the ~oor of 
a rock cave opened. Zangom passed straight through oWlllg to hIS greaJ~ 
devotion which caused the Eighteen "Secret Liberators" (gsang-ba I 

sgroI-gin;) to declare, "We must 'liberate' this bringe~ of disord~r!" But 
Rok Sakya Jungne said to them, "That would be lllappropnate, for 

this one is worthy." . 
After asking Zangom why he had, come, the guru said, "It IS an 

auspicious coincidence that I, Rok Sakya J ungne , should encounter 
the disciple Zur Sakya Jungne, and that his envoy is Sherap GyelpO 
(King of Discriminative Awareness)." Rok granted him the emp~wer~ 
ments of sixty-two maI).Qalas, including those of the Buddhasamayoga, 
the twelve intrinsic and extrinsic ma~Qalas of Y angdak Hen~ka (ya~:~ 
dag-gi bdag-gzhan dkyil-Jkhor bcu-gnYls); and Yangdak combllled WI 

VajrakIla. .. d f her 
When Zangom had obtained all the books, transmlsslOns a~ urt. 

advice and was returning via Samye, he saw a boy weanng a silr 
turba~ sitting on top of his mule-load. He returned and :sked .RO 
about the boy. "It is Tshangpa Tungto" said Rok, "Brahma weanng a 
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crown of conch shells."738 Then he granted Zangom [that f£. . protector's] 
o enng nte. Later, the instructions were secretly offered to L 
Zurpoche. ama 

Lam.a Z~r?oche me.ditated with all his disciples for many years; and 
by mamtammg teachmg and study he greatly benefitted the ld 
None the less, he still longed to live in total solitude He sal·d "B

wor 
. 

I d
· . ,ecause 

am lstracted here by the performance of virtuous deeds I am . 
N d k R·' ' gOIng to ga a .oc~ m.Podong.' He entered into solitary meditative practice 

the~e a.nd hIS dls~lples also followed behind. He said to them, "If the 
asplra~IOn for enhghtenment is 'y0~r motivation in coming to see me, 
t?ere IS n? remedy except medltatlve practice. Leave worldly distrac
tIons .be~,lnd you and devote y?ur~el~es to practice. I, too, will only 
practlce. So, the ma.ster and hIS dIscIples practised individually. 
. Then, on one occaSIOn, the gakinls inspired him by declaring prophet
Ically that he would benefit the world more by going to the lowlands. 
He. proceed~d to the valley of Tanak, where, in a cave facing east, 
whIch contamed an owl's nest, he performed the means for the attain
ment.ofthe nine-deity maI).gala ofYangdak Heruka. He actually beheld 
the VIsage .of the ~reat Glorious One there. Thus, it was owing to the 
name of hIS dwellIng that he became famed everywhere as Lama Uk
palungpa, the "Guru of Owl Valley". 

Because the provisions ~or practice were in meagre supply there, and 
because he had also receIved a prophetic declaration telling him to 
move on, he set out in the direction of the lowlands. The local divinity, 
who was named Zere Zetsen, showed himself and implored Zurpoche 
to ~tay. But the master said, "I have received a prophetic declaration 
tellmg.me to go elsewhere. And, besides, there are no provisions here· 
so I wIll go." , 

. T~e divinity replied, "I shall provide sustenance for you and your 
dISCIples. By all means stay!" 

Zurpoche agreed to remain for some time. 
Then, in Tanak, a rich man became seriously ill. An oracle declared 

that he should make feast and torma offerings, and seek the blessing 
of La~a Ukpalungpa. When the invalid approached the guru he felt 
bette.r Just by seeing him and asked for a blessing. As soon as the feast 
~fenngs had ?een. made he was freed from his ailment. Similarly, 
a~Poche ~ad ~n.fimte blessings for thos.e w~o ~ere afflicted by sickness 

by evIl spints. The people had faIth m hIm and his merits grew 
~ast. B~t the guru realised that this common merit was a great obstacle to 
he ~ttamment of supreme accomplishment; and he decided to go to 
~e~I~ate o.n the slopes of Riwo Gudti. When he set out, the same local 

IVlmty Said, "I have given provisions for your practice. Please stay." 
Zurpoche answered, "It is very difficult [for you to provide] susten

a~ce th~t has. a pure basis. Because its accumulation is a source of 
dIstractIOn, thIS time I am going away." 
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With tearful countenance the divinity said, "If you will not stay under 
any circumstances, then please regard me with compassion." And he 
offered up his vital heart-mantra to Zurpoche. . 

The guru gave him layman's instruction and ordered hIm to protect 
the teaching. On his descent from that place, Zurpoc.he also bound 
[the local divinity] Como N amar under an oath ~~ all~gIance. Then he 
proceeded to Yesuthar. He said to Zurcung?a, ThIs rock of Gyawo 
seems to be the same Riwo Gudti where It was declared I should 
meditate." The master and all of his disciples remained there engaged 
in practice. 

At that time Lharje Zurpoche's disciples included four "summits", 
who with the "summit-ridge" were five, as well as another one hundred 
and eight great meditators. Among them the four. "summits." were: 
Zurcung Sherap-tra, who had arrived at the summit of the v~ew and 
intention; Menyak Khyungdra, who had arrived at the summit of the 
exegesis of the Tantra of the Magical Net; Zhang Gocung, who had 
arrived at the summit of vast knowledge; and Zangom Sherap Gyelpo, 
who had arrived at the summit of meditative practice. 

The "summit-ridge" was Tsak Lama, who, above and beyond the 
doctrine, had arrived at the summit of artistic prowess. Moreover, there 
are some works which speak of eight "summit-ridges". 

In the same way, there were one hundred and eight who were adept 
in meditation. They include: Dru Gomgying, Ytilgom Nakmo, Cegom 
Sakyagyel, Zurgom Dorjung, Yugom Cobar, and Gompa .Sonam 
Nyingpo. It is said that all of them obtained miraculous powers mclud-
ing celestial travel. . 

On one occasion three women approached the guru and made thIS 
prophetic declaration: "In the lower valley of Shang in Yeru, to t~e 
east of the Shang River, lies a valley shaped like the half-moon. In. ItS 
uplands there is a rock shaped like a heart. In its lowlands there IS a 

. f h 'l·b t d' 739 plain which resembles the skm of Matram a ter e w~s 1 era e : 
On a mountain shaped like the trunk of an elephant IS a rock whl~h 
resembles the forehead of a lion. Three rivers flow from three mountam 
springs, symbolising the three buddha-bodies. If you meditate there 
you will attain buddhahood in this life and will serve the world for a 
long time." 

At this the guru bequeathed his hermitage at Trak Gyawo to Zur
cungpa a; his inheritance and went down [to Shang] with his followers. 
After he had surveyed the land there, Zhangmo Yontengyen ~ecame 
his patron and donated a cave, in which the master took up reslde~ced 
Zurcungpa and more than a hundred great meditators practIsed 
throughout the upper and lower reaches of the valley, living in thatc?e 
huts, under overhanging rocks, and in wind-breaks. S~ven l?cal tnb~S 
served the guru and Trampa Pondrongpa became hiS mam .patro . 
They all held the guru to be the very presence of the Buddha. 
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Zurpoche practised there for many years. He had visions of the 
Fort'y-two Peaceful Deities and of the Fifty[-eight] Blood-drinkers. In 
partIcular, he beheld the deities of the malfgala of Yangdak Heruka 
and converse? with them as with other men. He made the Eight GaurI 
and others hIS servants, and spirits attended to the tasks with which 
he entrusted them. The guru himself said, "I perceive all the earth, 
stones, mountai.n~ and rocks of Ukpalung to be the host of peaceful 
and wrathful deities. But in particular, I always see this southern peak 
ofEnser~o as the Buddhas of the Five Enlightened Families. Therefore, 
I shall buIld a temple of the peaceful deities." 

He then made preparations: After surveying the land he exorcised 
the hostile and evil earth spirits. In the col between the two peaks of 
the s?uthern m~untain, which resembled the claws of a black scorpion 
runmng downhIll, he assumed the form of the Great Glorious One 
Yangdak Heruka. He even left behind a footprint in the place wher~ 
he st~~ped down with his right foot. There, he constructed a stupa 
contamm~ on~ hundred thousand images of Heruka; and in each of 
t?e f~~r d~rectIOns and at the centre the four "summits" and the "summit 
ndge bUIlt a stUpa. 

Zurpoche c~vered a spring, which was the residence of the naga 
Tungkyong, with a sheet of copper. Upon it he laid the foundation of 
~ t~mpl~. It is. said that it was designed to equal the temple ofNyangtOtsi 
In Its dImensIOns, but that the stonemasons slightly reduced it. In the 
same way, most of the artisans were overcome by unmeritorious 
thoughts, and only wasted their materials by cutting all of the wooden 
planks unevenly, and of various lengths, et cetera. But a bodhisattva 
who has the courage of one who has practised generosity cannot be led 
astray by miserly and covetous thoughts, and so sees that wealth and 
p~operty are dream-like and apparitional. Thus, when one of the great 
~Illars ha? been cut short, and unevenly, Zurpoche, displaying the 
SIgns of hIS accomplishment, rolled the pillar with his foot until it was 
of t~e same length as the others. And on that pillar he left the imprint 
ofh . S··l 1 

IS ~aJra. Imi ar y, he made all the crooked pillars straight as arrows 
?y rollIng them with his feet. When the artisans saw this his patience 
In the face of their abuses, and other signs of his boundles~ compassion 
and power, they became exceeding remorseful. Using the wood that 
~as left over from the temple, they built an exceptional, open portico, 
t p~orte~. by four pillars. It became known as the Gyotsang Gyapup, 
~e PavIlIOn of Pure Remorse". 740 Later, it was made into the shrine 

o the protectors of the doctrine. 

S Zurpoche installed images ofthe peaceful deities, of whom Vairocana
~~antamukha (kun-tu-zhaZ?41 was foremost, in the four-pillared upper 
~o~~~e of the temple; images of Hay~grIVa an~ Amftakulfcjalin as the 
h . keepers of the upper court, whIch had eIght pillars; and in the 

S nnes of the north and south wings, he installed images of the Great 
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Mother [Prajfiaparamita] and Dlparpkara, each surrounded by four 
offering goddesses. In the protectors' shrine, he made relief images

742 

of Bhagavat, SrldevI, Brahma, and Sakra. Frescoes of the gurus of the 
lineage were painted in the eight-pillared upper court, and those 
of twenty-three maIfQalas, such as the "Hundred-petalled Lotus", on 
its surrounding wall. In the lower court, which had twenty pillars, 
there were frescoes of the Thousand Buddhas; the Buddhas of the Ten 
Directions; Amitayus surrounded by the [Eight] "Closest Sons"; the 
Seven Generations of Buddhas; the twelve deeds; the bodhisattva Dhar
modgata; Tara, who protects from the eight fears; the Lords of the 
Three Families; the Malaya Buddha-field; the wheel oflife; et cetera. 

When the building had been completed in this way Zurpoche 
thought, "Now, I shall cover my temple with gold right up to the roof; 
and I shall extract the gold from Mount Drong-ri Chukpo." 

At midnight the local divinity, a Tsen spirit, came in the form of a 
black horseman. He bowed before Zurpoche and circumambulated 
him, saying, "If I were to cover the temple with gold right up to the 
roof, my gold would be exhausted. I shall offer gold enough to cover 
completely the images of the deities." And so he did. 

During the consecration both the conqueror Zurpoche and Zur-
cungpa displayed an endless array of miraculous powers: They entered 
the heart of the image of Sarvavid-Vairocana

743 
via the crown, and the 

crown via the heart. As a result all the artisans developed sincere faith 
and said, "The guru's temple is like Mount Sumeru. Let us build a 
stl1pa to accompany it." In faith they offered a stl1pa modelled on the 
Blue Stl1pa at Samye, which they built to the north of the Trashi 

Gomang Temple. 
The guru's seat became universally renowned as glorious Ukpalung, 

after his own name. It is said that it was founded in the time of Lharje 
Zurpoche; that its traditions were established by Zurcungpa; and that 
Zur Sakya Senge made them widespread. This describes the great 
service to the teaching of the vehicle of indestructible reality of the 
Ancient Translation School that was effected by this abbatial succession. 

By his teaching and other activities Zurpoche greatly benefitted the 
world. Once, when the master and all his disciples were performing, 
at Yang-en Sermo, a year-long retreat devoted to Yangdak Heruka, no 
lamps could be offered owing to the shortage of butter. By his blessing 
Zurpoche transformed the spring into a fountain of clarified butter for 
a week. Thus, they were able to obtain an unending supply of ghe

e
. 

At first, the teacher and his students there mainly devoted themselves to 
study; so there were few who were adept at the rites of enlightened activ
ity. When discussions were held in the teaching court, those who did 
know the rites were seated among the ignorant, who did not participate in 
the discussions. [In retaliation] the ritualists would not alloW the others to 
chant when they assembled for the d3ily torma offerings. At this Lama 
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Zurpoche saId, One may be liberated b " 
any subject. It is not right to scorn one a~o~~1Vmg at the ,culmination of 
spiritual system among the nine vehI' 1 h ~r. Each phIlosophical and . d' c es as ItS own scope Th . 
preJu Ice towards anyone vehicle" An t d' . ere IS no 
his meaning dawned in them all and' the b

ex 
raor h

mary 
understanding of 

A . Y ecame umble 
"Ea~~h~; tylme ~he guru said to his four disciples who we~e like summits 
. .ou our must artIculate what you understand ' 
Important m experientially cultivating the path" to be most 

Zurcungpa said, "If one does not medi 'h " 
pensities of former desires will never end t~~ t ~ mul.tlt.udmous. pro-
be"decisive with respect to experiential c~ltiva~~~n~re, It IS essenual to 

Because we must purif th h 
pollution, here and now rt is

e 
ee: e~~ral obs~urations, which are like 

and night. ,sen Ia to penorm acts of virtue, day 

"B natur:c~~s;e~~ty~~S~i~~~~::d th~ ~rovisio~ of merit until the abiding 
getically, however small." ,t IS essentIal to practise virtues ener-

So it was that when th h h 
understandings 'the guru ~no~ ~: ~ ree had also articulated their own 

tion of view, m~ditation ~nd c~~~u~~ ~a:~hae S;~t~~~~~~~~~;ncorpora-
In practising the true divine doctrine 
The pat~ is ~hreefold: view, meditati~n and conduct 
That whIch IS labelled the "view" . 
Is no view when there is something to look for 
Look t~ th~ meaning of freedom from things t~ view' 
And bnng meffable reality on to your path! . 

wa;~~s ~:~:dzthe devotion, of ~ll his disciples to increase vastly. After

built ~ great tan~:fco~~~I;g:Ianntadmeddt~e ~ongregation in Ukpalung and 
. me ItatIOn centre. 

N;:~~ ;:~~~~rd~h was propitiating74;a~gdak Heruka at Yang-en 
standing erect in fron~ ~;~~l :eru~a WIth one face and two hands 
and told Lama Zurpo h ~ ~rmdItage at Shang. He left his retreat 
cun a ~ e w at a taken place. The guru said "Zur-

H 
gPk' you have achIeved the accomplishment of the Great Gl . 

eru a. The aw h Id ., onous 
would construct ar~ness- 0 er Namkel Nymgpo prophesied that I 
demons which aaf~:;;:a:h o~~eruka and, having subdued the powerful 
Now I am' .e 1 etan people, would benefit the world 

, gomg to achIeve this." . 
Then, he said to his att d "G temple We '11 . en ants, ather materials for building a 

. WI exorCIse the . t ,,, H 
Skull Rock), arranged the to~ e. e, sat on Trak Sengei YaW (Lion-
of the Great Gl' H a offenngs, entered the contemplation 

onous eruka and d h . Those who had the good ft' assume t e appropnate posture. 
guru in that form. ortune to behold a buddha really saw the 
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While the foundation-stones were being laid, Zurcungpa was scorned 
by some because his body was lean and his appearance lustreless. They 
insulted him saying, "All the others have a large foundation-stone in 
place. Now, it is time for Zurcungpa to set a strongman's boulder in 
position!" 

To which Zurcungpa replied, "The master and disciples should go 
for lunch. I will be coming presently." But he did not leave. 

When the others had eaten and returned they saw that eight enormous 
boulders, which no one could budge, even by heroic efforts, had been 
set up at the four sides and four corners of the foundation. Upon them 
were chalked the following words: 

THESE ARE ZURCUNGPA'S STRONGMAN STONES745 

When they saw this, the monks were humbled; and those who were 
fair-minded became devoted to him. It is well known, too, that after 
Zurcungpa had set his "strongman stones" in position, the evil designs 
of the wild demons and spirits of darkness, who wished to obstruct the 
building of the temple, were pacified. 

When the time came to join the wood, four pillars were crooked. 
The guru said, "You straighten them, Zurcungpa!" And in a single 
breath Zurcungpa twisted and bent them until they were as straight as 
arrows. 

As the roof was approaching completion the guru said, "I have 
[spiritually] summoned the sculptors. They are on their way." The 
very next day certain persons familiar with image-making arrived to 
ask for doctrinal instruction. Zurpoche feigned ignorance and said, 
"Are you skilled in any trades?" 

To which they replied, "We are image-makers who have come to 
request doctrinal instruction from you." 

"That is an auspicious coincidence. You shall indeed receive the 
doctrine you desire. I am erecting an image of the Great Glorious One, 
for it will be of great benefit to the world in this degenerate age. I 
request that you make it." 

The sculptors displayed great devotion, so first of all the master gave 
them the vase empowerment of the glorious Yangdak Heruka. They 
Prepared a mixture which combined relics from the Tathagata's re

. 746 
mains; the flesh of one who had been born as a brahman seven umes; 
earth, stone, water, and wood from the eight charnel grounds; a variety 
of precious gems; and sacramental medicine refined by the awareness
holders of India and Tibet. 

The sculptors asked Zurpoche how large the image should be ~nd 
he replied, "Make it as high as the roof." They made an appropnate 
image of the fruitional Heruka, who has three faces, awesome, wrathful, 
and laughing, and six arms, but the guru said, "It does not r~semblc 
my vision. Make it again." 
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Yangdak Heruka 

He had the~ repeat the work many times and eventually said, "Can 
you make an Image of me?" 

"Yes, we can do that." 
"Perform supplications tonight, and come to see me tomorrow." 
The next day, accompanied by Zurcungpa, the sculptors went to 

meet. the master. He told his attendant Tanya Dorje to arrange torma 
offenngs and feast offerings. Then he propitiated Yangdak Heruka and 
performed the feast offerings. "Now look!" he said, and as he adopted 
the gaze [of the deity] he actually became Heruka, a fearsome and 
wr~thful apparition, with one face, two arms, gnashing teeth, and 
tWIsted tongue, his head resplendent among the clouds and mist his 
right foot resting upon the face of Heruka Rock in Ukpalung, hi; left 
fo.ot upon the summit of Mount Tsepo Purkang. His indestructible 
wmgs filled the sky. The sculptors could not endure his radiance and 
~apse~ into unconsciousness. When they awoke, the guru eased his 
mtenuonand, with a brilliant smile, said, "Now, do you understand?" 

"Now", they asked, "please show us a Heruka with three faces and 
six arms, so that we may recreate it." 

Zurpoche said, "That is too profound. Owing to the needs of those 
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requiring training, it was the Heruka with one face and two arms that 

appeared." While they were making the image according to his orders, they 
were able to fashion it from the navel downwards just as they had seen 
it before. But Zurpoche said, "You will have to do the upper section 
once again." He had them repeat it many times, but then said, "Your 
obscurations have not been purified. Knead the clay well and leave it 
here. Bathe in yonder fountain; for it is the water of accomplishment 
that arose when I scattered a skull-cup full of nectar. Circumambulate 
the temple seven times and come in. Until then no one should enter. 

I shall pray to the Great Glorious One." 
As they were doing this, a continual buzzing was heard coming from 

within. When they had finished bathing and circumambulating they 
went inside; no one at all was near the master. He was absorbed in 
contemplation. But the clay had been used up and an image of the 
Great Glorious One, from the navel upwards, had spontaneously ap
peared. All the disciples and sculptors were absolutely astonished. They 
bowed before Zurpoche and said, "If the guru himself knew how to 
make it, then surely he was only testing us by not doing this earliert" 

At that Zurpoche make this declaration, which foretold the future: 

An image resembling me 
Has come to a man like me. 
It will guide the world in the degenerate age; 
It will be a remedy for sickness and demons. 
At first, by depending on Heruka, [this image of] Heruka 
Himself arose. But noW that same Heruka 
Will be absorbed into this [image of] Heruka. 

In the past, the great accomplished masters were completely mindful 
of preserving secrecy. Therefore, Zurpoche said that it was improper 
to make images according to the secret means for attainment in places 
where many people would congregate. "You must make the images of 
the Eight Wrathful Goddesses according to the tradition of the tantras," 
he said.'47 And so they did. The frescoes painted to the right were of 
the peaceful deities of the Magical Net, and those on the left were of 
the blazing wrathful deities. In front were frescoes of the deities of the 
entire Sutra which Gathers All Intentions. Painted above were three 
manQalas; and in the vestibule the glorious Mahakala according to the 
tradition of wrathful Yamantaka, together with the eightfold group of 

the M6npa, mounted on tigers. 
Then the time came for the consecration. They made preparations 

for the consecratory feast, saying, "Whom shaH we commission to make 
the ale? Whence shall we get the meat?" An attendant said, "There 
were great expenses in connection with the craftsmen, labourers, and 
guests, so our wealth is all but exhausted. Now we must await donations 
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an even take loans from our ben f: secration." e actors. Let us postpone the con-

But Zurcungpa said "W ·11 
H 

' e WI perform the . 
owever there is no way we will fin . consecratIOn on time. 

are not even enough clay jars SId sufficlen~ b~rley for the ale; there 
ale. It is also difficult to find· 0 .et uds comr~llSSIOn the nagas to make 

. meat, an even Ifw d fj d· 
pay the pnce. So let us use Tram p .. d e 0 m It we cannot .. . pa on rongpa' C' 
petItIOnmg the spirits we .11 s oxen lor meat. By WI get enough ts p [. 
flour]. If we do this nothing at all ·11 b 1 am. aLe. parched barley 

rnh WI e ackmg" 
1 en Lama Zurpoche said "W ·11 . . 

loads of barley for the ale!748 Y' e WI reqUIre at least one thousand 
. ou are to fer . 

Act as if there is more ale for th ~ent SIX measures of barley. 

Z 
e consecratIon when . . 

urcungpa, summon a naginI!" you are m publIc. 

At that, Zurcungpa intention all sum . 
who dwelt on the rock at Yaze T;akdo:o~d t~e SIster of the naga demon 
Zurcungpa turned into a fair lady b g. thI? snake appeared, which 
said, "I want you to make the ale fo:t~eans of hIS ~aze. At that Zurpoche 

But she replied "I f h e_consecratIOnofmytemple." 
, am 0 t e pure naga r h· h C' 

We abstain from alcohol At th . ace, w IC lears defilement. 
radiance. So while the·. e same tIme, I cannot endure the guru's 

, re IS no way for me t d 
you commission my elder brothe I ·11 f~ 0 

pro uce ale, I beg that 
Then the .guru said "N h r. ZWI 0 er all necessary help." 

, ow t en urcung ·11 
transform her elder brother)'" pa, WI you summon and 

"I will try to summon hi~ " 
He adopted a gaze and a sc~rpion a ear d . 

When overpowered by Z ' pp e, the SIze of a young goat. 
C' urcungpa s con tempI ( h 
lorm. Zurcungpa ordered h. a Ion e revealed his true 

h
Im to make ale but h ·d "I 

t e race of gods and demons I . '. e sal, belong to 
no time to make ale yet I am . brleqUIre many gIfts and favours. I have 

, una e to transg th ' 
Zurpoche took both their vital h ress e guru s command." 

oaths of allegiance. The nagas said e~~ma;~ras ~nd bound them under 
row. Make preparations! 0 _' e WI arnve the day after tomor
arrange a pure and safe· .ur naga race is above defilement. Please 

At th· L enVIronment for our dwelling" 
IS ama Zurpoche said "I h 11 bl . He h d h . ,s a ess the environment" 
a tree clay Jars with sto er 749 h· . 

and also collected things agreeable~~ d s was ed ~Ith fragrant water 
ures of barley mash were . emon.s and nagas. The six meas
white barley Then th t pour~d mto the Jars and topped with pure 

. e wo naga demo b h . 
placed inside. The mouths of h. ns, rot er and sIster, were 
ceremonial blouse and th fl t e Jars were fastened with the guru's 
its sleeves. Zurp;che sea~edo~~f.the fl~id cou~d be contr.olled through 
the nagas proceeded to h h Jars wIth an mdestructIble knot and 
that the ale was never-e~~i:~.t e essence of ale from all directions, so 

Then an attendant said "Th . do for tsampa?" ,ere IS now enough ale. But what will we 
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The guru replied, "Borrow many sacks." He made a tarma offering 
and said, "Pour a handful of tsampa into each sack." The attendant did 
as he was told. The next day all the sacks were full of tsampa. 

Again, the guru said, "Send a monk to Trampa pondrongpa. Tell 
him that we have disposed of this refuse mash from the ale for the 
consecration in the forest, and that he should send his oxen to eat it." 

When that was done many oxen were sent. The guru said, "Zur
cungpa, will you kill and resurrect them?" 

Zurcungpa replied, "I shall obey my guru's command." 
Zurpoche adopted an enlightened intention and hurled enchanted 

objects750 at each of the oxen, whereby they all fell into a coma and 
died. "Flay the oxen," he said. "Do not break the bones. Keep the 
joints intact. Leave the internal organs in their proper positions and 
carve out the muscle meat." 

His attendants were terrified and thought, "This master and his 
disciple are in the sway of evil. They have ordered the oxen to be fed 
on the mash, and then they have killed them all. Now what will happen 
when the oxherds arrive?" 

With their minds utterly confounded they prepared the meat-feast 
for the consecration. After the feast the oxherds did arrive. The guru 
commanded that they be served, too, which perplexed the attendants. 
Then he said, "Let Zurcungpa convey the oxen to their owner." 

At that, Zurcungpa folded the bones in their wrappings of hide. He 
inserted the internal organs as well, covered them with his robe, and, 
at the snap of a finger, the oxen trembled and stood up. It is said that 
[earlier], when an old woman had been carving the meat, she scraped 
a rib of one of the oxen. After [being revived] that ox had a deformed 
rib. The display of this miraculous ability to kill and to resurrect caused 
all those assembled to develop great faith. 

Lama Zurpoche, too, looked delightedly upon [the image of] the 
Great Glorious One, and said, "I pray that you serve the world greatly." 

"Hey, hey, need you even ask?" replied the image, rejoicing in the 
nine dramatic airs. 7SI At first the image had a wrathful countenance, 
but thereafter its appearance became one of laughter. 

The guru said, "Now, we should propitiate Y angdak Heruka for one year." 
The attendants replied, "The provisions are not sufficient." 
Zurcungpa countered, "If the ale is not enough, it will be all rig?t 

to return to the naga demon. There is also a little meat and tsampa III 
reserve. If the commitments of yoga are not left to decline, the munda~e 
gods and demons will provide our sustenance. The local divinity wlll 
also make offerings. So it will be fine to practice for one year." 

About one hundred yogins and yoginIs assembled there. The master 
ordered each of the practitioners to be provided with a skull-cup full 
of ale, a duck's egg-sized ball of gruel, and a little meat to obser~e the 
commitments. Then the one-year retreat commenced. 
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During the retreat the guru said, "You, the four summits, are to 
hold a contest of [contemplative] intention." It is said that when they 
all had entered a meditative equipoise, three of them attained an immov
able intention, one that was mountain-like, not to be destroyed by mere 
circumstances. But because Zurcungpa had arrived at the abode of 
supreme, unbiased equanimity, he ascended in the air to the height of 
a wagon to illustrate the superiority of his view. Then the guru said, 
"Now, go outside and listen while Zurcungpa recites the rulu mantra." 
One yoginI went outside and listened, but the volume did not decrease. 
Having crossed over a ridge, she continued to listen, but still the volume 
did not decrease. At that, the guru praised Zurcungpa highly, saying, 
"You are all equally spiritual brethren, but you others should not even 
cross Zurcungpa's shadow." 

When they were released from the retreat, the master and his disciples 
went to Trokpoi Sumdo. The guru became exhilarated and stamped out a 
dance to the rulu mantra on the rock called the "Vajra Bolt" (brag rda-rje 
gtan-pa). His foot penetrated the rock up to the ankle, as ifhe were treading 
on mud. Z urcungpa said, "My guru is a manifest buddha. I shall prostrate 
my head at his feet." He touched the footprints with his head and left 
behind a clear impression of his topknot and dangling ear-rings. 

At that, Zangom Sherap Gyelpo said, "Wonderfully sublime are the 
signs of accomplishment which my two gurus, uncle and nephew, 
possess. It will be a sin for man or beast to tread upon this stone." He 
transformed his five fingers into five powerful athletes, who raised the 
Vajra Bolt Rock and set it upright. Then Zhang Gocungwa and Menyak 
Khyungdra also said, "It is up to us to support it." [They emanated] 
many powerful athletes who each raised an unshakable boulder to 
support the rock on each side, and so made its foundation secure. Even 
today these stones can really be seen. 

Then Lama Zurpoche decided to make an image of the fruitional 
Great Glorious One in Ukpalung. 752 He told all of his disciples to go 
there. Zurcungpa flew into the sky, saying, "I shall go to serve my 
guru," and landed on Trak Gyawo. The other disciples travelled there 
in coracles. The two naga demons, brother and sister, said, "It is 
improper for us to be associated with the defiled persons in the coracle. 
Please take us over the river where it can be forded. ,,7S3 

The guru assented to this and delivered the clay pot to his attendant, 
to whom it seemed to weigh less than a feather. When they reached 
the riverbank, the guru said to the attendant, "Hold onto me and come 
without hesitation." 

But the attendant's mind was unworthy and he thought, "I'll probably 
be thrown into the river." 

Knowing his anxiety, the guru said, "Now you cannot cross with 
me. Come via coracle. I am going on ahead." And he went off without 
his feet touching the water. 
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The attendant went by coracle and reached the slope on the opposite 
bank. While waiting there for a long time he grew thirsty, so he drank 
all the ale he could strain from the pot. Then the thought occurred, 
"One year and four months have passed since making this ale. What 
did the guru put in the jar for so much to be produced?" 

He broke the seal of the jar and two serpents, white and black, as 
large as yaks, uncoiled themselves and vanished into the sky. Scorpions, 
frogs, tadpoles and other creatures followed in their wake and also went 
snapping and croaking into the sky. At once the sediment became green 
and rotten and the liquid became pale and sour. The attendant disposed 
of the mash and carried the jar to the riverbank, where he poured out 
the liquid. Then he smashed the jar. 

When this took place, the guru said, "The auspicious coincidence is 
lost. If you had not released the two naga demons of Wok dong, brother 
and sister, the monastery of Ukpalung would have become the greatest 
in Tibet; and the hermitage at Trampa, too, would have expanded 
without decline. None the less, since you poured the liquid towards the 
south, some centres and monasteries will arise [in that direction]." He 
appointed the naga demons, brother and sister, to be the protectors of 
the transmitted precepts at the hermitage of Trampa. But, due to these 
circumstances, the image of the fruitional Great Glorious Heruka was 
never made. 

Afterwards, the college and the hermitage became extensive. At that 
time, in Nyari, there lived a man named Mama Yungdrung Trashi and 
his wife. They were endowed with riches, but had no children or heirs. 
Wishing to build a religious centre, they assembled all the local people 
together and asked, "Who are the best teachers?" 

Some claimed that the adepts of mantra were the best, others favoured 
the venerable monks [of the Buddhist saJ?'lgha], while yet others sup
ported the followers of the Pon religion. Because they all disagreed, 
they advised the couple to follow their own inclinations. The wife said, 
"Since our resources are adequate, let us invite all three." 

The mantra adept of Ukpalung [Zurpoche], Laketsewa the Ponpo, 
and a venerable monk from Chumik Ringmo were invited. When the 
three recipients of worship had assembled, they considered building a 
temple together, but disagreed over which should be the central image. 
The mantrin insisted upon Vajrasattva, the monk upon Sakyamuni, 
and the Ponpo upon Shenrap Miwoche/54 so they decided to build 
separate temples. Lharje Ukpalungpa joined with the Ponpo to build 
a temple below Dropuk. The Ponpo said, "Even now, when we make 
the temple, our deity will have to be subservient if yours occupies the 
central position. And your deity will have to be subservient if ours 
occupies the central position." 

Zurpoche realised that no good would come of either arrangem~nt; 
so he gave the temple to the ponpo. Then, one DrotOnpa offered him 
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the place called Dropuk and Zurpoche built a temple there. At that 
time three related families who were patrons said, "We will take a 
collection for whoever covers his temple with an ornamental roof." The 
mantrin and the Ponpo both accomplished the task, but the monk was 
unsuccessful. The patrons took up a collection for the mantrin and the 
Ponpo on alternative years, at which the monk said, "Please gather one 
for us too!" The monk was given one year's collection and thereafter 
the collection was made on behalf of the three orders during alternate 
years. 

At the temple of Dropuk eight shrines, large and small, were built. 
Of these the foremost was that of the buddhas of the three times. The 
upper hall was supported by twenty pillars and the lower hall by sixty 
pillars. In this place a great seminary was established. 

Moreover, one time, when it was well known that the conqueror 
Zurpoche was propitiating Yangdak Heruka at Gyawo, in Thak, and 
that his merits were most extensive, the translator Drokmi, who re
quired gold to offer as a parting gift to his paJ)<;iita [Gayadhara], said 
to him, "Bring a lot of gold. I shall give you profound instructions. ,,755 

In order to exemplify [the conduct of] a great person, whose vows 
to benefit others are firm, and whose conduct with respect to the four 
attractive qualities of a bodhisattva is flawless, the conqueror Zurpoche 
- like Karma Pakshi, who to test [his disciples ordered them to build] 
an ornamental roof for the temple at Tshurpu high enough to be seen 
from the Damcoktse Pass756 - said with a concealed intention, "I shall 
build two golden monuments to dominate the defiles of Lharidong in 
Dropuk and Thangi Yangdong; and I shall connect them in the middle 
with an iron chain." 

His students make a pledge. "Very well", they said, "we shall each 
contribute a copper dish, a bell, and a length of iron chain."757 

The great commotion which ensued alarmed two local divinities. They 
offered an ingot of gold, the size of a goat's liver, and asked the master 
not to build the golden monuments. Then they offered a gold mine 
and said, "You may enjoy it so long as no gold in the shape of a living 
creature is discovered." After mining an abundance of gold from one 
pit, an ingot of gold shaped like a frog was discovered. Zurpoche halted 
the excavation and offered one hundred ounces of gold to the translator 
in Mugulung. 758 That autumn he even performed humble tasks for 
Drokmi like carrying briarwood on his back. When he had become 
consummately learned in the Three Continua and their ancillary texts, 
as well as in the Indestructible Tent, he said: 

By the kindness of the great guru, 
I have learned that our Mental Class is our wealth! 

Thus, after savouring the doctrine of the new translation schools 
Zurpoche again maintained that our [Nyingmapa] Mental Class is 
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wealth, like unto the wish-fulfilling gem. His statement is one giving 
rise to the highest certainty. 

In his sixty-first year, when he had almost finished building the 
temple at Dropuk that great man, an undeniable emanation who lived 

, 759 
on the level of a holder of the awareness of spontaneous presence, 
having fully realised the attributes of the five paths, resolved to trans-

d ·· ° I b 760 H °d "Su form his coarse bo y mto Its pure essentIa su stance. e Sal, m-
mon Zurcungpa from Trak Gyawo." 

When Zurcungpa arrived the master said, "I entrust this centre of 
mine to you, Zurcungpa. You must benefit the host of disciples by 
means of the doctrine. Grant it to them according to their intellectual 
capacities. Protect them as I have done. 

"You disciples, too, must attend carefully to whatever Zurcungpa 
does. Do not disobey his word. Do not even step on his shadow, 
footprints or robe; for this one has attained the accomplishment of the 
body, speech, and mind of the Great Glorious One. Therefore, he is 
even higher than 1. Because he will protect you as I have done, practise 
respectful devotion perfectly." 

Then Zurpoche went off to his hermitage at Trampa. One day he 
said to his attendant, "Prepare a meal this morning before the heat." 
At sunrise, when the attendant came into his presence, the great guru 
was sitting on his bed, getting all dressed up. The attendant asked, 
"Now, where are you off to, that you are getting dressed up?" 

I am going to SukhilvatI Buddha-field. 
Address your prayers to the meditational deity, 
For the Great Glorious One and I are no different. 

So saying, the master took up his vajra and rang his bell. As he did 
so his body was transformed into light; and he vanished into the heart 
of the image of the Great Glorious Heruka. 

At exactly the same time, a Khampa, who was coming to make 
offerings to Zurpoche, met the guru on the road. The guru blesse~ the 
Khampa's perception, and, accepting the offerings in an emanatIonal 
palace, distributed the merit. Then, just as if he had awakene~ from 
a dream, the Khampa saw nothing at all. Proceeding onwards hesItantly, 
he heard along the way that the guru had vanished into the heart of 
the image of the Great Glorious One. 

Because the blessing of this image of the Great Glorious On~ ,:as 
exceedingly great, sometime later the image itself told the officlat~ng 

Priest to welcome one GyaWn Silk-yeo At the time of his receptIOn
l . f kO h 76 GyaWn appeared riding on a white cow and weanng awol -s m at. 

In the presence of the image of the Great Glorious Heruka he was 
transformed into white light. The priest, Majo Tonden, actually saW 
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him perform three counter-clockwise circumambulations and vanish, 
in fact, into the image. Similarly, one Tshenden Zurmo Obumis reputed 
to have vanished into that same image. 

ZURCUNG SHERAP-TRA 

[339.4-359.6] Among the four "summits", Deshek Gyawopa, or Zur
cung Sherap-tra, like the bell-ringer among the bulls, was the prime 
successor of the mantra-holder Ukpalungpa. He was born in Yeru, 
Tsang in 1014 (wood male tiger year) to the accompaniment of wonder
ful omens. His father was Thakpa Gomcen, who sometimes lived as a 
mendicant; and his mother was Majo Sherap-kyi. In his seventh year 
he learnt to read and write, and in his ninth he learnt to chant the rite 
of the peaceful and wrathful deities. 

Once, in his thirteenth year, while he was sitting in bed reading a 
book, his betrothed ran to him and said, "The field is flooded! How 
can you lie there?" 

Wearing his new trousers, Zurcungpa crossed the flooding waters762 
and he began to divert the water from the house. But she scolded him, 
saying, "You did not even change out of the clothes which were made 
by my labour. They're ruined!" 

Zurcungpa replied, "If you care more about the cloth than about 
me, have it!" And he threw the trousers away. 

She became angry and said, "This is an insult!" And she ran away 
to her native place. 

Zurcungpa was utterly disillusioned with the world. He took her 
spindle down from a rafter and shouted after her. He remained sus
pended between hope and doubt, [not knowing] whether to call her 
back, but [in the end] he handed her the spindle saying, "It is said that 
a man must have the male wealth, and a woman the female wealth.763 
Take your spindle." She returned to her own land in despair. 

Then, without consulting his father, without taking provisions from 
his mother, and without seeking the approval of friends/64 Zurcungpa 
set out, carrying only his wolf-skin coat, to meet Zurpoche. On the 
~ay he joined company with two nomads from Tanak, who were bring
mg turquoise and copper, and a native of Shang, who bore armour. 
When they arrived there, Zurcungpa had only the wolf-skin coat to 
offer. While the other three offered their grand presents the guru said " , , 
Let us see whether or not they are disgusted with the world. Bring 

each of them some ale-stew and vegetable soup." The two nomads had 
no desire to eat, the Shangpa ate a little, but Zurcungpa ate the lot. At 
this the guru said, "Put aside the wolf-skin coat and the armour. But 
return the turquoise and copper to their owners!" The nomads went 
away displeased, saying, "The return of our presents is a sign that he 
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Zurcung Sherap-tra 

will not teach us the doctrine." Consequently, they abused Zurpoche's 

teaching. . I)" 
The master asked Zurcungpa, "What IS your can. f 
Zurcungpa feared that it would be contentiou~ to say that he wllaZs 0 

h . d "I am Just a very sma ur 
the same clan as the guru, so e sal '. Z ur-
(Zurcung) " The nickname stuck. Knowing hIm to be wo.rt?y, 

h mad·e him study. He developed supreme intellectual bnlha~ce. 
poc e b· d b gathenng up 

At first because of extreme poverty, he ~u slste y f h But 
the torma; scattered by the guru, and makmg ale-stew 0 t II emf· Ie" 

. h "The sour sme 0 a , 
the other students complamed to t ~ mas~er. h f£ Ie to the guru, 
they said, "lingers on his ~reat?: NeIther oes" eo er a 
nor does he give any to hIS splntual brothers. d ollect 

Therefore, the guru said, "Zurcungpa, today you are to go an c 

wood." h th cottage but it is 
In Zurcungpa's absence he had them searc e derneath a 

said that all they found was a sku~l-c~P full of ale-.stew
u 
:ve nothing 

tattered blanket. At this the guru SaId, Zurcungpa, If yo . 
to eat, come to my own hearth." 
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"I would defile the guru's property," he answered. So it was that he 
bore the burden of constant austerity. 

One day the guru brought a rosewood bowl, which could hold nine 
handfuls, and said, "Do you have anything to drink?" When offered 
ale-stew, Zurpoche drank two bowls full. 

"Bring more," he said, and continued to drink. Then he said, "Is 
there anymore?" 

"There is about one quart," answered Zurcungpa. 
"Now that is not enough. If it were enough, your merit would be 

the greatest in Tibet. None the less, because of your veneration of me, 
your merits will still be great." He gave Zurcungpa three loads of barley 
and said, "When this barley is finished you will not be without neces
sities." 

Zurcungpa persevered day and night in all of his studies and in 
meditation. Because he was an emanation the expanse of his discrimin
ative awareness unfolded. But although he had inconceivable spiritual 
experiences and realisations, Zurcungpa could not even afford the 
supplies for copying books. At that point, Lharje Zurpoche said, "In 
the place called Phen-gi Khangon lives a wealthy lady meditator named 
Como Yumo and her daughter. You should stay with them." 

"I will not be a householder," replied Zurcungpa. 
"Do not be narrow-minded," said the master. "I know the divisions 

between what the Teacher permitted and what he forbade. If you use 
the resources of those two, you can ask for empowerments, copy books, 
and receive the entire doctrine, without remainder. They will both 
acquire merit for it, and you will accomplish your own purpose. That 
would be best." 

Zurcungpa obeyed and all his wishes were fulfilled. Then, the guru 
said, "Now, don't stay there anymore. Bring your books and other 
necessities of worship here gradually and then come to me." 

"But is it right to do so?" asked Zurcungpa. "Those two have been 
very kind." 

"Do not be small-minded! You will have the power to benefit the 
world. In this degenerate age you must propagate the teaching of the 
Buddha and benefit many beings. How could you be more grateful to 
them? But if you just hide out there, you will succeed in helping neither 
yourself, nor others." 

Zurcungpa obeyed the command exactly, and the guru's intention 
was precisely fulfilled. 

On one occasion Lharje Zurpoche saw Zurcungpa circumambulate 
a stl1pa near his residence. His feet were moving one cubit above the 
ground. The guru realised that he was an emanation and thought, "It 
is a great wonder." He was highly delighted. 

So it was that when Zurcungpa wandered afar and was tormented 
by intense heat in a desolate valley, he was offered a refreshing drink 
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[by the local deities]. When he went to meditate on a lonely mountain 
peak and grew hungry, he was offered food. So he easily achieved 
whatever his heart desired, and thought, "Now, if I act on behalf of 
the world, I will succeed." Lama Zurpoche, too, said, "Now, you must 
teach." Zurcungpa taught the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions and 
could gather at once three hundred disciples displaying the t.ext. 765 

At the time the guru praised Z urcungpa greatly, but certam people 
were somewhat disrespectful and said, "The guru praises his Own 
nephew too highly!,,766 Zurpoche knew that they would incur great 
demerit by slandering a guru. . . . 

It so happened that on one occasion the master and all hIS dIscIples 
went to attend a religious festival767 in a place called Emar Dorjepo. 
In a gully, there was a vermin-infested bitch and her puppies. Lama 
Zurpoche only petted the bitch, but Z.urcungpa killed ~er ,~nd the 
puppies, and then swallowed the vermm. The others saId, Su~h a 
lunatic as this Zurcungpa has been appointed to explain the doctnne! 
Even our benefactors will lose their devotion." 

But the guru replied, "Even I knew the dogs were bound for the 
evil destinies,768 but I could not 'liberate' them. Zurcungpa has done 
so, and it is a great wonder." 

At that, Zurcungpa adopted a gaze and the dead dogs were turned 
into offering goddesses. He vomited up the vermin and they flew off 
into the sky. Zurpoche said, "Now, are you not astonished?" 

But they replied, "It is merely an optical illusion." 
Afterwards, they came to the Shang River, which was flooding. By his 

miraculous powers, Zurpoche threw a skull-cup to the slope ofthe oppo
site bank and said, "I shall entrust my college to whoever retrieves it." The 
other three "summits" could not reach it, but Zurcungpa walked across, 
his feet not touching the water, and retrieved the skull-cup. 

Zurpoche urged them to compete in the power of levitation. Among 
the other teachers and meditators, including the four "summits", there 
were those who could travel without their feet touching the ground. 
But Zurcungpa ascended into the air as high as a palmyra tree and was 
the first to reach the hermitage at Trampa. At that, the other three 
"summits" began to believe in him and then served the guru completely 
by obeying each of his commands. . 

Once Z urcungpa received a prophecy in three stages concermng a 
sacred location· but because that yogin who had realised emptiness was 
free from deliberate grasping, he dismissed it all as delusion. Finally, 
five sixteen-year-old girls, adorned with bone ornaments, appeared. 
They were playing q,amaru and dancing. They said to him, "Brother, 
if you meditate at Riwo Gudti you will accomplish ~he go~ls of yourself 
and of others." Then, they pointed to Trak Gyawo WIth theIr fingers. 

[Seeing that] there were nine peaks, nine rivers, and nine meado~s 
Zurcungpa knew it to be a sign ofthe completeness of the nine succeSSIve 
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vehicles. "That Trak Gyawo", he said, "resembles the transcendent 
lord, the Great Glorious Heruka, surrounded by the Eight G - 769 
Th Ii ·f I . aUf!. 

ere or~, 1 . practIse there, accomplishment will come swiftly, and 
the b~essmg wIll be great. Moreover, since the nature of samsara is 
suffenng, .1 must cut off worldly entanglements. To achieve ihe goal 
?f ~utu~e hves, social diversions and fame are useless. In the short-run 
It IS dIfficult t.o save. face: and ultimately it is worthless to do so. 
Therefore, I wdl meditate m solitude." Entrusting his disciples to the 
care of th~ three "~seless men,,770 and commanding them to preserve 
the ex.e~etical teachmg of the doctrine, he went off to Trak Gyawo. 

Arnvlng there, Zu~c.u~g~a entered exclusively into practice. So, the 
danger of the local dIVmIty s magical power became very great. How
ever, to .such great bulls among accomplished masters both dream and 
t~e wakmg state have the same savour, in that they are fictitious. One 
mght Zurcungpa dreamt that a black man appeared on the peak of 
Trak G~awo, grabbed his two feet together, whirled him overhead and 
threw hIm. He landed in a wide plain in the river valley of Thak. When 
Zurcung~a awoke he really f?und. himself in the midst of the plain and 
had to clImb back up. Despite thIS great magical display he remained 
undeterred. 

Again, ,,:hen a. s~orpion. the size of a young goat filled his hermitage, 
Zurc~ngpa s decIsI~e reahsation of cause and effect became manifest. 
He seIzed the scorpIOn by the claws and tore it in half, saying: 

Repenting of each non -virtuous sin 
I tear the evil scorpion asunder! 771 ' 

In th~s w:/z he mocked those who rely on the words, rather than the 
meamng. J:Ie thre,: the scorpion away, whereupon all the pieces were 
transformed Into V~Irocana Buddha and dissolved into space. 

On another ?CCaSIOn, when Zurcungpa was invaded by an army of 
ants, he told hIS attendant to bring a mallet; 773 and with it he crushed 
the ants. The atte~dant felt disgusted and said, "Think of the sin!" 

Zurcungpa replIed, "If you had no faith in that, I'll do it this way." 
And he poppe.d the ants into his mouth and blew out, whereupon all 
of them arose m the form of Vajrasattva and departed into the sky. At 
that, the attendant developed great faith. 

By his inconceivable miraculous abilities to kill and resurrect Zur
~~ngpa.bound three local divinities, who were siblings, under a~ oath 
fi allegiance. They actual~y revealed their forms and prostrated at his 
~et. Even today. ther~ eXIsts a spring which arose where Zurcungpa 

pIerced ~ r~ck with hIS kIla. And when he performed the practice of 
the I?edItative absofj~ti?n of the "seals", 774 according to the Secret 
Maglcal Net, he had a VISIOn of~ajrasattva, who filled the valley ofThak. 

Because Zurcungpa had attamed the activity field in which appear
ances are exhausted,775 he could transform his body into a storm 
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of fire, water, wind, or earth. All appearances radiantly and resplend
ently partook of the nature of Vajrasattva; and the power of 
his positive realisations increasingly developed. But he realised 
that, in fact, they were not reliable. Appearances, mind and reality 
merged into a single savour and he reached the level on which his 
intentions were exhausted. He could move unobstructed through earth, 
stone, mountain, and rock; fly like a bird in the sky; and so forth. So 
it was that Zurcungpa obtained independence with respect to the five 
elements. 

On one occasion he said, "One month from today a worthy disciple 
will arrive." Then, later on, a spiritual benefactor,776 named Ba Getong, 
who was an adherent of the dialectical school, came to a religious festival 
in Thak. He sent an intelligent student to debate with Zurcungpa. The 
student pointed at a pillar and said, "Let the pillar be the topic." 

Zurcungpa said, "The pillar is the topic. To the deluded perceptions 
of worldlings who are discrete entities, such as yourself, the pillar 
appears as a discrete entity. But I [am an adept of] the Great Perfection, 
which concerns what is manifest in and of itself and impartial. [Accord
ing to this] there can be no ontological verification of the pillar." So 
saying, he waved his hand and it passed through the pillar without 
obstruction. 

The student was unable to speak for astonishment. He acquired 
exceptional faith and became Zurcungpa's disciple, Matok Jangbar. 

Concerning Zurcungpa's disciples, there were: four "pillars"; eight 
"rafters"; sixteen "beams"; thirty-two "planks"; two "great meditators"; 
one "great boaster"; two "simple ones"; two "venerable ones,,;777 three 
"useless men"; and many others. 

The four "pillars" were originally students of the spiritual benefactor 
Khyungpo Trase,778 who were great dialecticians and intellectually very 
sharp. When Deshek Gyawopa [i.e. Zurcungpa] and the spiritual 
benefactor Khyungpo met in Nyangru at the invitation of a patron, 
Khyungpo sent the four, commanding them to go and refute Zurcungpa, 
who, he said, was a proponent of erroneous doctrines. When the four 
entered the presence of the master, he happened to be wearing a fur 
coat turned inside out. At this one of them said, "Which doctrinal 
tradition has the custom of wearing an inverted hide?" 

"The hide is just as it has always been, so it is not inverted. It is 
your dogma which confounds inside and outside." . 

One of the other students said, "Very well, but let us dISCUSS the 
doctrine." 

To which Zurcungpa replied, "The essence of the doctrine is inex-
pressible and limitless. How can one discuss doctrine?" .. 

At that KyotOn asked, "Well then, according to your tradItIOn of the 
Great Perfection, is not meditation most important?" 

"To what object do I adhere?" Zurcungpa asked in response. 
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"All right then, but is it non-meditation ?" 
"Is there anything that distracts me?" was Zurcungpa's reply. Ahd 

KyotO?, despite h~s brilliance, could make no further response. 
Agam, LentOn Sakya Zangpo asked, "According to the tradition of 

the Secret Magical Net, do you maintain that all appearances are male 
and female deities?" 

"Who would refute", answered Zurcungpa, "the validity of direct 
perception, to which discrete, inanimate objects appear?" 

"Very well, then you do not maintain [that they are deities]?" 
"Who can contradict the intention ofthe sutras and tantras concerning 

the purification of discrete, impure, delusory appearances [which are 
perceived by] sentient beings?" 

Thus, Zurcungpa eclipsed the sharp, verbal arguments of the four 
students with his truly powerful answers, just as Rahu eclipses [the 
sun and moon] with his hands; and he grasped them with the claws of 
his great compassion, which was wholly other-oriented. In this way, 
the propensities ?f [the four students'] past deeds were aroused, just 
as when master Sura became the disciple of Aryadeva. 779 They said, 
"Alas! It is hard to find such a spiritual benefactor as this, who possesses 
an unerring realisation of the meaning of the greater vehicle, and is 
endowed with the brilliance that comes of awareness and liberation. 
And yet, if we go openly to him at this time our master will be displeased. 
So, let us take a solemn vow to abandon that master of false sophistry 
by some means next year, and to associate with this mighty lord of 
yoga, who is like the point of a sharp sword cutting through the net 
of sarpsara." 

After swearing this oath they went away. Then, as bees fly to lotus 
gardens, just so, when the next year came, they spread the wings of 
their past propensities and positive aspirations and flew, as if to a vast 
sandalwood forest, to the college of Deshek Gyawo. There, they became 
renowned as the four "pillars". 

But in the meantime, the four had to return to Khyungpo who said 
"Did you refute Zurcungpa?" " 

"We could not refute him," they replied. 
At that, the fierce windstorm of jealousy agitated Khyungpo's mind, 

and he announced, "Anyone who kills one like Zurcungpa, who har
bours perverse opinions and leads everyone astray, will certainly attain 
buddhahood!" 

The disciples of Zurcungpa heard about this and went to inform the 
master. But since a naturally liberated bodhisattva has no thought of 
anger, Zurcungpa answered them with silence. In the morning, he sat 
Upon his teaching throne, smiling. 

"'What amuses the guru?" asked the disciples. 
"As for doctrines", he answered, "this, my secret mantra tradition 

of the greater vehicle, is it! For it is the tradition of secret mantra that 
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maintains that buddhahood may be attained by 'liberation' ;780 the dialec
ticians do not think so. Now, even such a great dialectician as Khyungpo 
Trase has said that anyone who kills one like Zurcungpa will attain 
buddhahood. So, in his innermost heart, he has turned to my doctrine. 

Therefore, I am delighted!" 
(Among the four "pillars":] Kyoton Silk-ye of Kungbu was the pillar 

of the Mental Class; Yangkeng Lama of Kyonglung was the pillar of 
the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions; Len Sakya Zangpo of Chuwar 
was the pillar of the Magical Net; and Datik Co-sak of Nakmore was 
the pillar of ritual and means for attainment. With the addition of 
Matok Cangbar they are also known as the five lineage-holders. 

The eight "rafters" were: Matokpa, Kyoton Choseng, Lensak 
Cangcup, Tsak Silkring, Nupti:in Pakma, Opa Sator, Shiiton Dadra, 
and Tsetrom Cangpel. Sometimes Lala Zicen, Nelba Nyingpo, and 
Ngamttin Gye1wa are also counted with them. The twO "great 
meditators" were Bagom Tikma and Pongom Topa. The one "great 
boaster" was Ziton Sogyel of Lato. The twO "venerable ones" were 
Zhangton Ngase and Khyungpo Trase. I shall not enumerate the 
names of the "beams" , "planks" , and other ordinary disciples. The three 
"useless men" were Gocatsha, Mikcung Wangseng, and Gocung 

Wange. Lama Zurcungpa resolved to remain absorbed in practice for twenty-
four continuous years on Mount Trak Gyawo, and so to pass away in 
the rainbow body. But because he had to break his retreat for twO 
reasons, he remained there for thirteen whole years and one part-year, 
fourteen in all. At one point he spent a long period without even his 
attendant coming to serve him. Eventually, when no trace of smoke or 
noise emerged from his hermitage, the attendant, fearing that some 
illness had befallen the master, went to investigate. He found the guru 
with his mouth and nose covered with cobwebs. Thinking that he had 
passed away, he cried out loud. The master's concentration was dis
turbed and he said, "If I had remained in that state I would have 
become free from this burdensome skull! Now I shall have to take birth 
once more." It is said that [this was fulfilled when) he was reborn as 

the Great Translator of Sakya.
781 

It appears that this (account refers to] the indication of success on 
the path, whereby the body becomes many particles of the pure essence 
(i.e. light] alone, (which takes place] when (clinging to] reality is 

exhausted all at once.
782 

Again, one morning Zurcungpa said, "Prepare lunch. Let's cook 

green vegetables this time." 
The attendant had not yet boiled the water when the guru arrived, 

cartying fresh vegetables, and said, "1 have circumambulated Uk-
palung. Why have you not boiled the water?" 

The attendant exclaimed, "Surely you are jokingl" 
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which the sap was oozing, which he cut down and sanctified for the 
construction of the shrine. When he offered the first fruits of the tree 
to the guru, the local divinity Trhengwa sent a tamarisk pillar, which 
had been left behind, down the Tsangpo River. But the pillar sank for 
five days at Ngamongtrhang, and so it did not arrive. Zurcungpa sent 
two disciples there with this command: "Put this white torma on the 
rock; throw this red torma into the water; and tell them to bring Lama 
Zurcungpa's wood immediately!" 

When threatened in this way the lord of the waters took fright and 
sent the wood on at once. Other spirits also obeyed Zurcungpa's com
mand. 

As the time approached for Lharje Zurcungpa, the possessor of such 
magnificent attributes, to enter nirva.Q.a, the disciples implored him to 
beget a son and heir. Zurcungpa invited the Lord of Secrets, Vajrapa.Q.i, 
into the womb of his consort by means of the contemplation of the five 
awakenings. [His heir,] Zur Sakya Senge, was thus clearly endowed 
with the wonderful marks and signs [of a buddha]. 

Zurcungpa then delivered [his testament] which is well known as 
the Eighty Oral Instructions (zhal-gyi gdams-pa brgyad-cu-pa), and which 
begins: 

Be a child of the mountains. 
Wear ragged clothes. 
Eat plain food. 
Ignore your enemies. 
Leave your fields untilled. 
Be decisive about the doctrine ... 

In his sixty-first year, 1074 (wood male tiger), while dwelling at Trak 
Gyawo, Zurcungpa, accompanied by light and earthquakes, departed 
for AkaniHha, the Citadel of the Indestructible Array. 

ZUR DROPUKPA SAKY A SENGE 

[360.1-367.3] Zurcungpa's son, the great Lord of Secrets of Dropuk, 
Zur Sakya Senge, was like the fountain-head of the exegesis of the 
Secret Nucleus in Tibet. 

Zurcungpa had a female disciple named Cosemo Damo Tsuktorcam, 
in whose womb, he realised, an emanation could be conceived. He 
asked her brother, Datik Cosak, who was one of the four "pillars", if 
he could have his sister; and Datik replied, "Just as you command." 
Datik placed a vajra and bell in her hands and told her to present them 
to the guru personally, rather than through an intermediary, and so 
created a most auspicious coincidence. But because the guru did not 
marry her, the host of his students became very hostile and proposed 
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Just then, a wealthy nun came to offer many loads of barley and a 
great quantity of butter. A benefactor also arrived from Dokam to make 
offerings. Zurcungpa exclaimed, "The butter paste to moisten his palate 
has arrived. This one has merits! He will even serve the world!" Thus 
he rejoiced. 

When the child was eight months old his father passed away. He 
was brought up by his mother and maternal uncle, and lived for fifteen 
years in the upper valley ofDa. Then he approached Len Sakya Zangpo 
in Chuwar, where he received the tantra of the Secret Magical Net. He 
also went to Yangkeng in Kyonglung to study the doctrine. In his 
nineteenth year, he had his investiture789 and his enlightened activity 
became quite extensive; so he was distracted from his studies. Sub
sequently, he found the opportunity to spend one year with Kyoton in 
Kongbu, but afterwards his enlightened activity once more increased 
and he had no chance to travel anywhere. He invited a host of learned 
and accomplished gurus to his home and completed his studies. 

From the four "pillars" he received, completely and perfectly, the 
doctrines of his father, including: the trilogy of the SiUra which Gathers 
All Intentions) the Magical Net and the Mental Class; and the tantras, 
esoterics instructions, rites, means for attainment, practical techniques, 
and empowerments [belonging to that cycle of doctrines]. In particular, 
he obtained the cycle of the SiUra which Gathers All Intentions in detail 
from his uncle Datik; the Great Perfection according to the tradition 
of the cycles (rdzogs-chen skor-lugs?90 from Len Sakya Cangcup; the final 
lineage of the Great Perfection (rdzogs-chen brgyud-pa tha-ma) from 
Lharje Shangnak; et cetera. In short, he resolved his doubts by studying 
and reflecting under [the guidance of] many gurus. He presented [manu
scripts of] the long, medium and short versions of the Mother [i.e. the 
Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness], and other boun
tiful offerings to all those gurus under whom he studied his own spiritual 
tradition, so that he gained their favour. 

After practising for a long time at Dropuk in Nyari, he "hammered 
home the four nails" ,791 as described in the esoteric instructional tantras 
with reference to the stages of creation and perfection. After blending 
inseparably with the body, speech and mind of his meditational deity 
he acquired, even during his youth, great radiance, and could overcome 
everyone with his charisma. 

On one occasion Dropukpa went with four disciples to meet 
Phadampa Sangye, who was then living in Tingri. The day he was to 
arrive Phadampa said, "Today an emanation of Vajrapal)i will arrive. 
We must welcome him." 

After they had arranged the silks, parasols792 and other paraphernalia, 
and the day was growing old, five mantrins, a master and his disciples, 
arrived. Phadampa's disciples said to him, "There is no one else it 
could be." 
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And he said, "Welcome them." 
At the same time, Lharje Dropukpa said [to his own disciples], "I 

must test whether Phadampa possesses supernormal cognitive powers." 
He sent one disciple ahead disguised as himself, while he followed 
behind like a common servant. Phadampa saw there was a goitre on 
Dropukpa's throat, and said, "Let the one who has the goitre lead the 
way. It would be best if master and disciple were not out of order!" 
Dropukpa became most devoted to him and received Phadampa's nec
tar-like doctrine. And Phadampa inspired Dropukpa saying, "He will 
become the great glory of [the Buddha's] teaching in general." 

On another occasion, when he was having a painting of VajrapaJ)i 
designed, Dropukpa told the artist, "Draw it thus!" And he clearly 
appeared in the form of VajrapaJ)i. For these and many other reasons 
it was well known that he was the glorious Lord of Secrets, who had 
come to extend the teaching of secret mantra in this northern land [of 
Tibet]. 

Generally speaking, the host of Dropukpa's disciples was countless; 
but, in particular, he produced a thousand disciples who merited 
parasols. They were great spiritual benef~ctors, who upheld the 
seminaries and protected the teaching. As a result, his enlightened 
activity over a long period was inconceivable. 

Once, when he was teaching the doctrine in Dropuk, he sat on a 
backless teaching throne, and students surrounded him on all sides. 
He appeared to be facing his audience in all directions. Therefore, they 
were convinced that he was actually the representative of the lord of 
the maJ)C;iala of the Magical Net of Vajrasa ttv a and he became renowned 
as an undisputed emanation. 

When Dropukpa taught the doctrine there were about five hundred 
who displayed the texts during the summer and winter sessions, and 
about three hundred during the autumn and spring. Generally speaking, 
he had over ten thousand students; so people would often resort to 
paying a gold coin for a suitable little spot within earshot of his teaching 
court. 

Dropukpa was perfectly endowed with the attributes of knowledge, 
love and power. He acquired the eye of the doctrine, having thoroughly 
mastered the meaning of the Glorious Tantra of the Secret Nucleus, 
which is Definitive with Respect to the Real (Srfguhyagarbhatattvavinis
cayamahatantra, T 832). In consequence, the so-called teaching tradi
tion of the Lord of Secrets, Dropukpa, has continued to be discussed 
even up to the present day, and is renowned like the sun and moon. 

Dropukpa had twelve disciples who gained his favour: four "black 
ones"; four "teachers"; and four "grandfathers". The four "black ones" 
[nag-po, so called because their names all contained the element nag, 
"black"] were Ceton Gyanak, Zurnak Khorlo, Nyangnak Dow.o, and 
Danak Tsuktor Wangcuk. The four "teachers" [ston-pa, whose names 
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CETON GYANAK 

[367.3-369.4] Now, the disciple of Dropukpa was Ceton Gyanak. He 
was born in the region of Upper Nyang in 1094 (wood male dog year). 
He used to bring provisions for his two elder brothers who studied in 
a school of dialectics. He listened incidentally and surpassed them both 
in what they had been studying deliberately. At that, he said, "Though 
you have both listened for three years you have understood nothing. 
If I were to listen I would understand." 

The two elder brothers replied, "Nothing more occurred to us two. 
Whoever knows the doctrine, it is much the same. So, if you understand, 
you yourself should listen! We will bring the provisions." 

Lharje Gyanak remained there and studied Transcendental Perfection 
under Khyungpo Trase; Abhidharma under Ben; and Madhyamaka 
and logic under Takpa Khace. He also studied under Sonam Yeshe of 
Gar. After nine years of study he had reached the furthest limits of 

learning. 
When Gyanak was in his thirtieth year he came to study the way of 

mantras under the Lord of Secrets, Dropukpa. He stayed with him for 
eleven years. For three years the guru did not converse with him in 
any detail, except to call him "Co-se of upper Nyang". 796 Once, when 
the master Gya Tsonseng and his servants were attending a religious 
festival at which Lharje was present, they instigated a debate, but were 
refuted by Lharje Gyanak. Dropukpa was delighted that their pride 
had been shattered, and he took note of Gyanak. Then, in addition, 
Dropukpa became overjoyed at the intellectual progress of his son, 
Cotstin Dorjetra [who was being tutored by Gyanak]. He bestowed 
upon Gyanak the fundamental texts and instructions of the three aspects 
of creation and perfection, and also the special esoteric instructions, 
along with concise notes. For this reason, Je Lhakangpa [i.e. Gyanak] 
came to possess more complete doctrines and more profound eS,oteric 
instructions than the other followers of Zur. At the age of forty he 
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became a monk to avert death. 797 Then the following year Dropukpa 
passed away. 

Gyanak also studied the Amrta Tantra (T 841) under Gyatsang Korwa 
of ~pp~r Nya?g; _and t~e Vajravidara1Ja and the Basic Root Tantra of 
VaJrakzla (VaJrakzlayamula~antrak.ha1J4a, T 439) under Dro Tarseng of 
lower Nya~g. He also st~dIed vanous traditions ofVajrakIla, including 
that of KYI (phur-pa skyz-lugs) and also the Por tradition of the Great 
Perf~~tion (rdzogs-chen spar-lugs) under Tampa Pormang; and the Kham 
tradItIOn,?f the Great Perfection, that is, the Essential Spirituality of 
Aro (aro z thugs-bcud) under Como Nyangmo. Similarly, he studied 
other doctrines, suc,~ as the Brahman's Cycle of the Great Perfection 
(rdzogs-chen bram-ze z skor? NGB Vol.7) and the Ketsangma (ke-tshang
ma). Thus, because of hIS very great learning, Gyanak became the 
master of all [the teachings of] the way of mantras and dialectics, as 
well as of all the tantras and their means for attainment. 

When Gyanak manufactured elixir everyone saw the goddess actually 
e.merge from her palace of medicine, circumambulate the mandala three 
times, and vanish. He worked extensively for the welfar~ ~f others 
and passed away in 1149 (earth female snake), which was his fifty-sixth 
year. 

YONTENZUNG 

[369.4-6] ~harje Gyanak's nephew was the great guru Yontenzung. He 
~as bor~ In 1126 (~re male horse year). In his eleventh year he began 
hIS studIes. For thIrteen years he was befriended by his uncle, under 
~hom h~ completed studies of all the tantras, transmissions, and esoteric 
InstructIOns concerning the three aspects of creation and perfection. 
When he reached his twenty-fourth year, his uncle Gyanak passed away 
and he became the successor to his seat. He resolved all his doubts 
under ~on-sak and Zhikpo, both of Central Tibet and others. Then, 
he contInued to work for the welfare of himself and others. 

TAMPA SEDRAKPA 

[369.6-370.5] Now, Ton-sak of Central Tibet, who was also known as 
Tampa Sedrakpa, was a descendant of Cerpa Wangtung of Ze. Having 
gone to learn ~o write at the college of Dropukpa, he acquired faith 
and pursued hIS studies. Then, he became a follower of Lharje Gyanak 
a~ter the latter had become a monk to avert death and he received from 
hIm all the tantras and instructions in their entirety. 

Then T.on-sak thought that he should practise meditation exclusively. 
He went In search of a solitary place in the northern mountains, and 
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at YOla Rock he met one Tampa Yolcungwa, who was carving away at 
the rock. "Are you building a hermitage here?" he asked. 

"Yes, I am." 
"Is there no place else to do so?" 
To this he received the response, "There is a place over there where 

there is a forked rosebush. But I shall build here, because this site is 
more secure." 

Then, when Tampa Ton-sak approached the rock where the for.ked 
rosebush was growing, he found some morsels of food beside a spnng, 
and he took this to be a good omen. He stayed there and practised 
meditation until he had developed extraordinary realisation. Gods and 
demons obeyed his command. He acquired the ability to benefit many 
who required instruction and became known as Tampa Sedrakpa, the 
"Holy Man of the Forked Rose". 

ZHIKPO OF CENTRAL TIBET 

[370.5-373.1] Zhikpo of Central Tibet was a native of Ce in Yarlung. 
He was a secretary who was converted to the doctrine at the residence 
of Dropukpa, and became a follower of Lharje Gyanak. He became 
proficient in the three aspects of creation and perfection. Then, he 
decided to return home to celebrate his investiture. 

Thinking that he would require a parasol, conch shell, offering uten
sils and other suitable requisites, he set out to bring them from Nepal. 
On the way he chanced to think, "Although I know so much doctrine, 
I have nothing to cultivate experientially. If I die now, no~hing. w~ll 
help. I must secure my mind in the instructions alone." WIth thIS m 
mind, he returned, went into the guru's presence and made a request. 
He was given the instructions of the precious aural lineage, and, apply-
ing them experientially, he went on his way. . . . . 

On reaching Kungtang in Mangy til the ineffable, pnstme cogmt1on 
of the Great Perfection arose within him for seven days. Then, he went 
to obtain his offering utensils from a Newar. Returning to Kungtang 
in Mangy til he contracted fever and was laid up. He thought.' "N.ow, 
what is the use of being unhappy about it?" and composed hIS mI.nd. 
Leaving the utensils in the village, Zhikpo went into the mounta~ns, 
where he experientially cultivated [the teachings] until he could umm
pededly traverse earth, stones, mountains and rocks .. He then knew 
that his former ideas were totally unnecessary and decIded to abandon 
the utensils for his investiture. But when he saw the altar-stand and 

. , k· d d the set of seven offering bowls he remembered hIS guru s m ness ~n 
thought, "This understanding came to me only throug.h the compassIOn 
of my guru. I should offer these to him." So he carned the stand and 
the bowls along, but on the way, because he had put an end to desire, the 
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desi~e to ab,and.on these things: too, ca~e to him. O?ce more he thought 
?f hIS guru s kmdness and, stIll carrymg the utensIls, he continued his 
Journey. As soon as he reached the temple and placed them before the 
guru he exclaimed, "Oh, bowls! How long you have fettered me!" 

Afterwards, Zhikpo dwelt only in mountain solitudes and undertook 
to achieve experiential cultivation until he comprehended all things. 
Because, for him, appearances had dissolved into fictions, he went 
unharmed by an avalanche of rocks. When he stayed in the upper 
valley of Pagor in Yeru a thunderbolt crashed down on his bed, but 
he was unharmed. Others asked, "Was there some lightning here?" 

"Must have been lightning or something," he replied. 
"But were you not injured?" they asked. 
"All sound is inseparable from emptiness," answered Zhikpo. "Where 

is there the independent existence of a thunderbolt?" 
So it was that Zhikpo of Central Tibet lived as a great and mighty 

lord of yoga. Below the hermitage where he continued to meditate he 
managed a college for eighteen years. Then, in his seventieth year, he 
passed away. 

This holy person had many disciples who were learned in the textual 
traditions: Zhikpo Diitsi, Tonpa Lakyap, Coso of Central Tibet, and 
NyeWn Nyima Dorje, to name just a few. Moreover, MeWn Gonpo of 
LaW, Cel Ktinga Dorje and others also received teaching at his feet. 

ZHIKPO DUTSI 

[373.1-380.2] Zhikpo Dtitsi was the spiritual son of Zhikpo of Central 
Tibet. His father, Sangye Takcung, was descended from a family which 
had continually produced learned and accomplished "warriors" ever 
since the time of their paternal ancestors. Sangye Takcung was re
nowned as Takcungwa because he was a follower of Takpo Gyare. He 
went to Lhodrak and worked for the welfare of beings in the monastery 
of Phurmongang in upper Lho. During his stay there he was invited 
to Ze by benefactors from that region. They offered him Lhadong 
Monastery, Uke Monastery and others in Ze, so he took up residence 
there. The number of his disciples multiplied. 

Sangye Takcung had a consort named Como Wangmo, and in 1143 
(wood male mouse year) a son was born to them at the monastery of 
~o.ng in Ze. A rainbow hung over the infant when he was sleeping 
mSIde his cradle. During approximately his second year his father had 
a ~onderful dream and said, "Now I am to die. After my death I am 
gomg to the land of awareness-holders. But this son of ours will also 
benefit others!" With these words he passed away. 

When his son, Zhikpo Dutsi, grew up he had much compassion. 
Once, he gave away all his clothes and so forth to a wretched beggar, 
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without heeding his mother, who had tried to dissuade him. At that, 
a keen oracle said "What will become of your son? All the gods and 
demons of the world circumambulate him en masse and worship him!" 

One autumn, when harvest time arrived, his mother said, "Everyone 
is offering tormas for the harvest festival. 79S Idiot! even you should 
offer a water torma or something! Each one of us should observe the 

harvest festival." 
The boy went to where the harvest was to take place an~. called out, 

"Gods and demons of Ze! Gods and demons of Nyangnak Olpo! Black 
Gyelpo of Trangpo DIu! Don't go anywhere else this morning. This is 
the festival of old lady Wangmo's harvest! So assist her with the harvest 

work!" So saying, he scattered the offerings. 
His mother was furious and scolded him. She had a field called 

"Sixty-four". During a very good year it yielded no more than forty 
bushels, but that year it yielded over fifty, though th~re was not much 
corn. So, it was said that the boy might be an emanatIon. He was sent, 
therefore, to study under his uncle, Tampa Sedrakpa. Fo~ ~hree years 
he listened carefully to the Great Perfection of the Rong tradltIOn (rdzogs
chen rong-lugs) , the Full Summation (sgang-dril), the D.iscl~;ure of the 
Hidden (gab-phyung) and other teachings. He [later] Said, When the 
guru passed away my eyes were flooded with tears and I became uncon-

scious." 
In his sixteenth year Zhikpo studied at the feet of Yontenzung of 

Kyilkar Lhakang. He remained with that ma~ter for many y~ars and 
trained his mind in the three aspects of creatlon and perfectlon. But 
his main practice, and all of his studies, focused on the Mental ~~ass. 
As Zhikpo himself said, "I have practised only the Mental Class. ~e 
studied the Twenty-four Great Tantras of the Mental Class, includmg 
the All-Accomplishing King and the Ten Sutras (mdo-bcu, NGB Y°1.1), 
He also studied fourteen different exegetical traditions of the baSIC cycle 
of the Mental Class, including the tradition of its cy~~~s (skor-lugs), and 
those of Rong (rong-lugs) , and of Kham (khams-lugs). Among t.he great 
treatises on meditation associated with our tradition, he receI~ed the 
Sun of Yogic Awareness, and the Lamp for the ~ye of C~ntemplatwn, the 
Sun of the Heart of Contemplation (bsam-gtan snyzng-gz nyz-.ma) , th~ Doubts 
(gdar-sha) and the Nails (gzer-bu), the Answers to Questwns whzch Ref

e
.
r 

to the Sources (zhu-len khung-gdab), the Questions and Answers of Va}
rasattva (Vajrasattvaprasnottara, P 5082) ~nd mo.st of th~ others as wel~~ 
In the cycles of the aural lineages he studIed an mc~~ceIVable [numb 
of teachings]. They included instruction in the tradItIOnS ~f the cycles~ 
and of Rong and Kham (skor-rong-khams-gsum); the aural hneage ofth 
Brahman's Cycle; the aural lineages of Ketsang and of the Narrow Path 
to the Fortress (ke-tshang dang rdzong-'phrang snyan-brf!Yud~; and th~ 
Spatial Class. He thoroughly removed his doub~s by hste~mg to an 
pondering over these cycles of the Great PerfectIOn. 
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Z~ikpo Dtitsi had begun to teach while in his sixteenth year. He 
certamly must have reached the summit of learning, for he expounded 
the Lect~re Notes on t~e Tradition ~f the Cycles (skor-lugs-kyi stong-thun). 
At that tIme one Lhafje Nupme saId to him, "0 Co-se of Central Tibet l 

y?u are like my ?orse Khyung-truk Khace."soo And it is said he gav~ 
hIm a remuneratIOn of eleven measures of barley. 

Zhikpo remained in the presence of Lama Lhakangpa [i.e. Yonten
~ung] for fourteen years. He passed all his vacations at his uncle's seat 
m Sedrak, where he practised meditation and gave a few explanations. 
:h~n, .when he had completed his studies, he proceeded to Ze on the 
mVltatlOn of Lado, one of his father's disciples; and there he took over 
the.monastery ofU.ke. He also took over Sedrak in Tsang and Choding, 
WhICh had ?een bUIlt w~en four disciples of Tampa Sedrakpa, including 
Goma NelJorma and Saknyen, said, "Since we are unable to reach 
Sedrak, let us make a resting-place in this mountain hollow." 
W~en a discipl~ of Zhang Tshelpa called Tsangom Hrtilpo related 

the lIfe story of hIS master to Zhikpo, he developed faith and invited 
Lama Zhang to come. SOl Zhikpo held a religious assembly and served 
Lama Zhang with great devotion; for he said, "Though I did not form 
~ doctrinal connection with him [by formally seeking instruction] he 
IS the guru who blessed my mind." Lama Zhang told him that, although 
water and wood were scarce at the monastery, he should name it Cho
ding (Vale of Doctrine), for then the assembly would grow there and 
beings would be benefitted. 

Concerning all this people would say, "He studied the doctrine with 
Lhakangpa [Yontenzung], but serves Zhang Tshelpa." Lama Lha
kangpa was totally free from jealousy, so he sent them about twenty 
~e~sures of tsampa, along with meat and butter, saying, "You should 
I~~Ite a good guru and hold a religious assembly. I will take responsi
bIllty for the arrangements, but I have no more than this." At that the 
foolish people ceased to insult [Zhikpo] and said, "Now we have found 
a new veneration for our old guru!" 

When the ti~e came for Zhikpo to extend his enlightened activity, 
~e gathered an Immeasurable number of disciples and worked extens
Ively for the welfare of living creatures. With utmost devotion he used 
to .attend ~n his guru in accord with the three means to delight him. Of 
th.IS, he hIm~elf said, "Whenever I left his presence, I never departed 
WIthout placmg my head at his feet." He performed inconceivable acts 
of spiritual and material service for him: for instance, seventeen times 
he offered extensive siitras, such as the Long) Medium and Short Versions 
of th~ {Sutr~s oj] Transcendental Perfection, written in gold. Because the 
~uru s ble~smg. had penetrated him, he properly apprehended his inten
tIO? Havmg sImultaneously attained realisation and liberation, he ac
~UIred the power to traverse earth, stones, mountains and rocks without 
Impediment, and he was surrounded by spiritual beings. 
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There are many stories concerning Zhikpo's possession of the super
normal cognitive powers. While staying at the monastery of Talung in 
the upper valley of Ze, his body vanished into a boulder and passed 
without impediment through a clay wall on Sinpo Mountain. He pos
sessed many other miraculous abilities, too. 

Zhikpo Dtitsi travelled in all parts of the Land of Snows, and secured 
many beings on the path to liberation. To serve the teaching he built 
shrines symbolising the buddha-body, speech and mind; he repaired 
shrines that had deteriorated; and he donated materials for the building 
projects of others. In these and other ways he applied in practice the 
meaning of all six transcendental perfections. He attended all the learned 
translators and scholars who came from India, and followed in the 
footsteps of the great spiritual benefactors who were holders of the 
pitaka. Without ever occupying his mind in worldly affairs, Zhikpo only 
practised meditation. He was one in whom the enlightened family of the 
greater vehicle was especially awakened, for he was charitable to all poor 
and destitute creatures. Therefore, people even gathered from India, 
China, Nepal and other countries, all speaking different languages. 

Three times he sent offerings to the Indestructible Seat in Magadha. 
Four times he did homage to the two images of Lord Sakyamuni in 
Lhasa, which are unique ornaments of the world. Four times, too, he 
rebuilt the stone dikes [of Lhasa]. 802 Subsequently, innumerable 
spiritual benefactors also continued his enlightened activity; so he was 
a great man, famous beyond dispute in this land of snow mountains. 

Through such perfect deeds as these Zhikpo Dtitsi only acted to heal 
others, both directly and indirectly. None the less, during the farewell 
party after he had rebuilt the stone dikes at Lhasa for the last time, some 
ill-starred attendants started a drunken brawl. At this, Zhikpo spoke of 
being disillusioned. He passed away in 1199 (earth female sheep), which 
was his fifty-sixth year, at the monastery of Gyar Kelok in Sangpu. 

Zhikpo's remains were transported by river and preserved for four 
months at the monastery of Uke in Ze. Then, the king, the officials, 
and Zhikpo's disciples brought the remains to the temple of Thangkya 
in Ze, which they had built intending it to be the guru's seat. On that 
day the earth shook. A lotus grew out of an offering bowl filled with 
water and other amazing omens occurred. On the morning that his 
remains were cremated sound, light, rainbows, relics in the forms of 
stupas and letters, and countless other signs appeared. Today, only the 
ruins of that temple remain to be seen. 

TATON CO-YE 

[380.2-385.5] Six disciples became Zhikpo Dtitsi's spiritual sons, 
namely, TalOn Co-ye, Maha Lhtinpo, Khepa Conam, Co-so of 
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Central Tibet, ZangWn Ho.rdra, and Nyerton Lama. TaWn Co-ye was 
foremost among them. HIS father, TaWn Cobum, was the lord of 
upper Yoru. He was rich in serfs and estates, but he became disil
lusioned with the world. Taking four servants with him, he made his 
escape. He went before Nyo Chuworipa, a spiritual son of Lharje 
Len Nyatselpa, and all five of them, master and servants, entered the 
doctrine together. Taton Coburn thoroughly mastered the Nyingma 
mantra tradition in general, and, in particular, the texts and instructions 
of the tradition of the cycles according to the Great Perfection (rdzogs
chen skor-lugs). Under Phakmotrupa he studied the Path and Fruit803 

and the Great Seal; under Urton Lama Tsharton the Doha according 
to the Gang Tradition of the Great Seal (phyag-chen sgang-lugs-kyi 
doha); under Zang-ri Drore the Doctrinal Cycle of Recungpa (ras
chung-pa'i chos-skor);804 under Nangton Gonpo the Vajravidarana and 
the Vajrakfla cycles; et cetera. In short, he studied the d~ctrine 
impartially under many gurus. He took Nyo Chuworipa and Phakmo
trupa as his root gurus. After practising at Chuwori he collected many 
disciples. 

H~s so~, TaWn Co-ye, was born in 1163 (water female sheep year). 
Dunng hIS fourth year his younger brother, Co-so, was born. In his 
childhood Co-so visited Zhikpo Dtitsi and won the master's attention. 
When TaWn Co-ye was in his twelfth year, he received the cycles of 
Cakrasan:zvara and Vajrapar;,i the Nectar Drop (phyag-rdor bdud-rtsi thigs
pa) from Lama Marton. He performed the ritual service, reciting the 
long dharaJ).I for a period of two years. Along with his father, he received 
one hundred and eight empowerments of Cakrasan:zvara. For two years 
he studied the Magical Net at the residence of Kharak Tonying. From 
both Lama Tsak and Sedur Lungpa he received the texts and instruc
tions of the tradition of the cycles according to the Great Perfection 
(rdzogs-chen skor-lugs). During his sixteenth year he taught Vajrasattva 
the Great Space. Then, in the latter part of his sixteenth year he travelled 
to lower Ngamsho. Under his father's disciple, Jetstin Hak, he studied 
t?e Gang Tradition of the Great Seal (phyag-chen sgang-lugs). From Zang
n G~a~e he received the Doctrinal Cycle of [Loro} Recungpa, the Me 
Tradztzon of Hevajra (dgyes-rdor mes-lugs), Esoteric Maiijusrf (Maiijusrf
guhyaka, ~ 2,584), the Lllipa Tradition of Cakrasan:zvara (T 1427), 
SaroruhavaJra s Means for the Attainment of Hevajra (sgrub-thabs mtsho
skyes, T 1218), the Zhama Tradition of the Path and Fruit (lam-'bras 
zha-ma lugs), and all Three Traditions of Pacification (zhi-byed lugs gsum
ka). In ~hort, he became very learned in [the mantra teachings of] both 
the anCIent and new traditions, without partiality. At some point, too, 
he studi.ed Vajrakfla under NangWn Cokyam; and he practised it at 
Chuwon . 

. In his .twenty-fifth year Co-ye came before Zhikpo Dtitsi. At first he 
dId not mtend to request doctrinal instruction and thought, "In the 
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doctrine I myself am learned. Even in the instructions I am great. But 
he has a great reputation and fame; and he is my younger brother's 
guru. Therefore, I should arrange some sort of interview with him." 
He proceeded on his way and met Zhikpo Dutsi, who was staying at 
Uke Monastery. By merely beholding the guru's visage he was overcome 
with devotion. When he was about to leave the next morning he went 
before the master and asked to be accepted as a disciple. 

"Do you have devotion?" the guru asked. 
"I have found great devotion." 
"Well then, stay from now on, for it is the propensity of past deeds. 

If samsara is characterised as impermanent one can have no certain 
knowiedge of the future." 

"But I did not bring provisions this time." 
"No one who comes here brings provisions. What provisions do you 

alone require?" 
At that, TaHSn Co-ye attended on Zhikpo for seven years without 

missing a single day; and he served him with the three means to delight 
the guru. 

He studied the Triple Cycle of the Mother and Sons, [which comprises] 
the All-Accomplishing King (kun-byed rgyal-po ma-bu skor-sum), the Ten 
Sutras which are its exegetical tantras, and the four groups of exegetical 
tantras pertaining to the Tantra which Uproots Salflsara (,khor-ba rtsad
gcod-kyi rgyud-la bshad-rgyud-sde-bzhi, NGB Vol.l); along with the root 
texts, commentaries, background doctrines, and esoteric instructions. 
He also studied the profound fundamental texts concerning the exeget
ical tradition of the Eighteen Roots (rtsa-ba bco-brgyad-kyi bshad-srol) 
and the Disclosure of the Hidden, with explanations of the esoteric instruc
tions in relation to meditation, and the commentaries on the meditation 
of those [just mentioned]: the Six Suns of the Heart (snying-gi nyi-ma 
drug), the Further Heart entitled Six Suns of Awareness (yang-snying 
rig-pa'i nyi-ma drug), the Aural Lineage according to the Cycle of the Blac~ 
Chest (snyan-brgyud sgro-ba nag-po'i skor), the Great Document on Medz
tation (sgom-yig chen-mo), the Sun of Yogic Awareness, the Lamp for the 
Eye of Contemplation, the Doubts and the Nails. Among the cyc~e.s of 
the aural lineage, he greatly persevered [in the study of] the tradItIOnS 
of the cycles and of Rong and Kham, along with their instructions and 
guidebooks. 

By drinking profusely from this stream of discourse, he was pe~et
rated spontaneously by its blessing. Having developed an all~surpassmg 
realisation, Co-ye was unconcerned with worldly exaggeratlon and de
preciation. He kept his conduct free from hypocrisy. !"Ie had great 
respect for his guru, and by undertaking to carry out hIS commands, 
his intention merged with the master's. Three times he was heard to 
say, "May I do whatever pleases the guru, and whatever accomplishes 
his wishes!" . 
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Generally speaking, there was no guru Taton Co-ye did not serve, 
but in particular, he sold all his estates and held four religious assemblies 
at which he renounced everything on behalf of Zhikpo Dutsi. At one 
time or another, all told, he is said to have offered seventy-four excellent 
horses to him. 

Co-ye committed to writing all of Zhikpo's verbal instructions; and 
thus he was most kind to the succeeding generations. With inconceivable 
courage he thought that when he had finished seeking doctrinal instruc
tion he would depart to a forest hermitage, or a wild mountain retreat, 
where neither the voices of men, nor the songs of birds might be heard; 
where no one would know he had gone, or know he stayed. For this 
reason, he copied the books only in the form of terse notes. But he 
could not bring himself to violate his guru's command that he take on 
the responsibilities of the teaching master, at the guru's seat. None the 
less, just by labouring in the service of the guru, the great multitude 
of his obscurations were removed, and his contemplation also continued 
to improve, whereupon he said, "[Staying on] proved to be more decisive 
than retreat." 

In consequence of this, when TaWn Co-ye was erecting an image of 
the Great Compassionate One at Thangkya and so spent eighteen 
months at Zungkar smelting copper, he developed extraordinary real
isation. When King Phodrak80s took away the emanated master's riding 
horse, he propitiated the protector of the doctrine [for the purpose of 
retrieving his guru's mount] at Nangsel Rock in the upper valley of 
Dorte and had a vision of Mahakala. When he went to Tolung begging 
for alms, he met the guru in a dream, and his sufferings vanished by 
themselves. Thereafter, he said that he never experienced personal 
sorrow. 

In order to manage the affairs of [Zhikpo Dutsi's] seat and carry out 
his enlightened activities, Co-ye worked extensively for the benefit of 
beings throughout the kingdom. For six years he attended on the two 
images of Lord Sakyamuni in Lhasa. Then he passed away in 1230 
(iron male tiger), which was his sixty-eighth year, the same year in 
which Orgyenpa was born. Many remains and relics were left behind. 

TATON co-so 

[385.5-386.1] Co-ye's younger brother Co-so was born in 1167 (fire 
dog year). In his youth he visited Zhikpo Dutsi, who took note of him 
and granted him the entire Mental Class. Then the master said, "Because 
you are one who perseveres in the doctrine, you should go to study 
under my own guru." Co-so was entrusted to the great Lhakangpa 
[Yontenzung] and obtained the complete trilogy of the Sutra which 
Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and the Mental Class. He becam.e 
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exceptionally learned, but, because he passed into n~r~al)a ~n his th~rty
first year, 1197 (fire dragon), his enlightened activIty dId not npen 

greatly. 

TATON ZIJI 

[386.1-3] Taton Ziji was the disciple of one Sangye OntOn. 806 He became 
quite learned and composed an extensive commentary on the Secret 
Nucleus. It appears that he also composed most of the life stories [of 
the gurus] of this lineage. But in the Disclosure of the .Conte~ts of 
YungtOnpa's Commentary (gYung-ston-pa'i khog-dbub) there IS a slIgh~ly 
different account. Up to TatOn Ziji [the lineage] was famous for Its 
learning in the entire Magical Net and the Mental Class. 

PAKSHI SAKYA-O 

[386.3-392.6] Again, in Yungtonpa's Commentary (gYung-'grel), :vhere , 
among many significant digressions, the origin.s of :he contmuous 
exegetical lineage of the Parkap Commentary are gIve~, It says th~t ?oth 
Cington of Tsang and Nyeton Choki Senge of Gongdnng were dIs~Iples 
of the Lord of Secrets, Dropukpa. They both taught Tsangpak Obar. 
He taught MetOn Gonpo; he, Lama Song; and he, Pakshi Sakya-o. 

Pakshi Sakya-o was a descendant of the Zur clan. His father, Zur 
Wangcen Opoche, was a lord among accomplished masters, who clearly 
remembered his successive lives. As he had only five daughters and 
the family was without a son, he became despondent. He invited ~h.e 
great pandita SakyasrI to Ukpalung, immediately after the latter's VISit 

. . 807 h d't to Trhopu in 1204 (wood male mouse year). There, t e grea~ pal).1 a 
said, "This Ukpalung is a domain of secret mantra, adorned WIth many 
attributes. The mountain to the north appears as the Conqueror~ of 
the Five Families. The birds, wildlife, and so forth are also sublIme 
emanations. In each generation one of your clan comes forth to ex
pound the doctrine of secret mantra. Now, two sons will s?on be bo.r~ to 
you. Name them after me. They will benefit the doctnne and lIvmg 

creatures. " 
It happened just as he had said. The elder son was given the name 

Sakyagon, and the younger Sakya-o. While the elder brotner/ .?rov~? 
to be a wonderful person, too, it was the younger brother, Sal~ya-o, 
who spoke from childhood like one who spontaneously possesse~ super
normal cognitive powers. He knew how to teac~ all the doctnnes by 
means of symbols, such was his discipline. Relymg on Lama Gya.kap 

Kongpa, he studied his entire ancestral doctrine. He actually sawJb~mgs 
in] the intermediate state, so when others came to perform the nte of 
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the "Tie to the Higher Realms", 808 he would say , "You have not freed 
the deceased from Yama! There is no point to a ritual that is divorced 
from an enlightened attitude." And they would have to repeat the rite. 

One day he said, "I feel regret." 
"Whatever for?" he was asked. 
"I was to enter the assembly of the awareness-holders forever, but I 

abused my elder brother, Sakyagon. Henceforth, I am a violator of 
commitments and cannot enter the assembly of awareness-holders." 
And he performed a repentance. 

There was one Ghare of Minyak who became engulfed in a blood 
feud with his own relatives. He inquired as to who was the most 
powerful sorcerer in Tibet and heard that there was one named Sakya-o, 
the great. Ghare sent many presents to him, though he lived at a distance 
of eight months' journey, with a request that he exercise sorcery [to 
eliminate Ghare's enemies]. But Sakya-o said, "I have no sorcery. If 
you want this staff of mine, take it!" And he did not even answer the 
letter. 

When the messenger related what had taken place, Ghare was furious 
and said, "He has taken my possessions and not given me the instruc
tions!" He grasped the staff with his hand and from within it Dorje 
Lekpa emerged with four deities in attendance. Ghare joyfully pro
pitiated them and annihilated many of his paternal relatives. Then, to 
purify himself of this sin, and to accumulate merit, he built a temple 
and a stllpa. 

Ghare of Minyak even came in person to express his gratitude to 
Zur Sakya-o; and he brought many offerings. He met the master and 
undertook to cultivate experientially many doctrines, such as the Secret 
Nucleus. The two then joined company and proceeded to Kharcu in 
Lhodrak. They meditated and dwelt at Khoting Temple, Paro and 
elsewhere; and at that time they met Lord Nyang, father and son. 809 

From them they received most of the Nyang tradition, including the 
Gathering of the Sugatas of the Eight Transmitted Precepts. Then, they 
returned to their respective homes. Ghare said, "The guru has been 
most gracious. I beg that you send one person with me, since I am 
going to Mongolia. I will make offerings through that person to express 
my gratitude." Then he set out. 

At that time in Mongolia the throne had been seized by the king's 
younger brother Ariboga. 810 Because the king, Qubilai Qan, had not 
obtained sovereignty, he prepared for war. He asked Ghare of Minyak, 
"They say that there is powerful sorcery in Tibet. Do you know anything 
about it?" 

"Yes," replied Ghare, "I know. Which of these three do you require: 
slaughter, expUlsion, or capture?" 

To that Qubilai Qan responded, "If [my brother's] death were to 
Occur in association with his karma, I would doubt he would have been 
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slaughtered [by sorcery]. If it so happened that he desired to travel, I 
would be sceptical of his being expelled. So capture him; for he certainly 
has no desire to come to this camp of mine, except if he be captured. " 

At that Ghare made the precious Lama Phakpa his witness.
811 

He 
applied himself to the production of a whirlwind, and the younger 
brother Ariboga arrived, powerless to do otherwise. But still [the em
peror] was not convinced. "Bring down thunderbolts in the middle of 
this lake and this plain," he commanded. When Ghare brought down 
thunderbolts in both places the emperor was convinced. He became 
terrified of the mantrins and gave them great rewards. 

It is also said that Ghare was a disciple of one Patsel, who achieved 
the power of sorcery on the basis of Yamantaka. He may well have 
been his disciple, but he obtained the ultimate applications of the 
wrathful mantras from Zurpa [Sakya-o]. 

Pakshi Sakya-o had dispatched one Tonpa Rahu, who met with 
Ghare and was given fine presents. Tonpa Rahu was presented with 
[a document] which explained that according to the inventory of Lord 
Nyang's treasure texts, a treasure containing the water of life was to 
be found at Dorje Tsheten in Tsang. He was sent to offer [the document] 
to Lama Sakya-o. Together with that was the emperor Qubilai Qan's 

decree: 

A summons to Sakya Gpo and Sakya Gonpo: Perform what
ever ceremonies are necessary; but extract the water of life 
and send it to me! It may well be beneficial. I know what 
is pleasing and what is sorrowful to you. This is accompanied 
by a measure of silver mixed with flour for tormas. 812 

When this imperial order arrived they performed a great ceremony. 
Because the emperor was most insistent and the envoy short-tempered, 
they experienced some difficulty. But the very evening when they re
cited the prayer to the lineage of the Magical Net, which begins "Trio 
of sound, light, and rays ... " (sgyu-'phrul-gyi brgyud-pa-Ia sgra-'od-zer 
gsum-ma'i gsol-'debs)813 they obtained a clear prediction concerning the 
entrance to the treasure. 

After that, Zur Sakya-o, Guru Khyungdra, the governor Sakzang, 
and the envoy Agayana joined together to make a "public [discov~ry 
of] treasure". At first they were powerless to pass beyond the revolvm~ 
wheel of sharp-edged razors at the gate to the treasures. Zur Sakya-.o 
then worshipped the lord of the treasure, imploring him to be a fair 
witness. At that, all were amazed to see the razor blades grind to a 
halt, just where they were. The master stirred the charcoal that filled 
the treasure hollow, from the centre of which the mouth and eyes of a 
frog then emerged. As soon as they saw its limb rise a whirl,:ind bl.ew 
up, surprising everyone. When the guru subdued it, performmg recIta
tions on his rudriik~a rosary814 and making a declaration of truth, the 
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whirlwind then subsided. He removed a veil of Chinese silk (chu-dar) 
and [found] two skulls, one male and one female, which were sealed 
together within three successive copper amulet-boxes, one within the 
other. He began to reach inside and these objects disintegrated into 
dust just as he touched them. Wrapped in many embroidered silks 
were images of Hayagrlva and VarahI in union, Vajrasattva with his 
consort, and thirteen paper scrolls containing the means for attainment. 
In the midst of these, there was a lapis (mu-men) flask,81S about the size 
of a large inkpot, which contained the water of life. Everyone was 
astonished. 

If the guru had consumed the first fruits he could have lived for a 
hundred years. But the spoon did not reach the tip of his tongue, so the 
auspicious opportunity was lost. [The envoy] wrapped the vase up in 
cloth and carried it to China, striving never to fall asleep. By drinking the 
water of life Emperor Qubilai Qan is said to have lived for a hundred 
years. As a reward he issued an edict exempting all the mantrins of Cent
ral Tibet and Tsang from taxation and military service.816 In order to 
make Sakya-o equal in rank to the imperial preceptors, the title Pakshi 
was conferred on him. 817 In return for having offered the water of life he 
was granted lands supporting forty-five households in Mongolia. 

Sakya-o wished to build a great monastery on Mount Medril, but, 
because there was already a great naga city in that place, the nagas 
asked him [not to do so]. In return they offered him substitute land 
which they had in the swamp of Gyagen. The nagas miraculously 
drained the area and there Sakya-o built a great centre for the way of 
mantras. He himself practised one-pointedly in the heart of Khar Dorje 
Trak, and he passed away in his sixty-third year. By touching his corpse 
people were cured of leprosy. 818 

ZUR CAMPA SENGE 

[392.6-396.3] Pakshi Sakya-o's disciple was Tanak Dtidiil, who trans
mitted the teaching to Da Sakyaphel, under whom Zur Campa Senge 
studied. Campa Senge's father was the son of Mepo Pakshi819 and was 
called Zur Nyima Senge. He was ordained at Trhopu and named [Nyima 
Senge] by Campapel, the translator of Trhopu. 82o Nyima Senge posses
sed many enlightened attributes. In particular, he was firmly rooted in 
the enlightened attitude. Therefore, during the Mongol wars,821 when 
he was offered much gold by Sambhata, an aristocrat, who said, "I do 
not need gold. But please grant me the gift of fearlessness!" Nyima 
Senge was able [to use the gold] to protect the lives of many beings. 
And once, while the Great Stl1pa Cbum-chen) of Trhopu was being 
constructed and there was a severe drought, he caused a great downpour 
by exercising his powers of sorcery. 
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Zur Campa Senge 
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In his fifteenth year, at Ukjalung [i.e. Ukpalung], he studied and 
trained himself in the Secret Nucleus under Da Sakyaphel. Thus, he 
became a lord among scholars. In his seventeenth year he composed 
the Definitive Presentation of the Tantras (rgyud-kyi mam-bzhag) and 
took over [the administration of] a religious endowment. He studied 
the Sequence of the Path of the Magical Net and the Great Perfection 
under Ceton Drupabum during his nineteenth year; and he developed 
an all-surpassing realisation. In his twentieth year he invited TaWn Ziji 
from LaW and requested the empowerments of beneficence, ability, 
and profundity823 according to the Zur tradition of the Magical Net 
(sgyu-'phrul zur-Iugs-kyi phan-nus-zab-gsum-gyi dbang), and the cycle of 
transmitted root texts of the SzUra which Gathers All Intentions. From 
ZUrlungpa Druptop Shenyen he received the empowerment ofthe SzUra 
which Gathers All Intentions, and the Long, Medium, and Short [teachings 
on the] Peaceful and Wrathful Deities according to the Se Tradition (se-Iugs
kyi zhi-khro rgyas-'bring-bsdus-gsum). He studied grammar and logic 
under Tharpa Lotsawa Nyima Gyeltsen. 824 His study of the Vajra Gar
land under master Pelcok of Trhopu indicates the great extent of [his 
studies of] the new translations. Campa Senge also learned the Path 
and Fruit from Samding Trupapel; Vajrapa1Ji and Vajravidara1Ja from 
Lama Yontengon; the rituals of the protectors of the teaching, medicine, 
astrology and rites to ensure martial victory from Pon Pelcengon; and 
the Red and Black Yamari, and the cycle of the Spatial Class (klong-sde'i 
skor) from Kangpa Sakbum. In short, he studied the inner and outer 
sciences, the pitaka, and numberless tantras under many gurus. 

After training himself decisively [in all of these teachings], Zur Campa 
Senge remained totally absorbed in meditation. He had visions of many 
meditational deities. It is said that anyone who came into his presence 
found appearances to be naturally transformed, and was spontaneously 
overcome with renunciation, faith, and compassion. None the less, this 
holy person did not remain in the world after his twenty-seventh year, 
because his food was poisoned by a ponpo. 

Campa Senge's enlightened attributes of knowledge, love, and power 
were hard to measure, so he was believed to have been an emanation. 
The number of his disciples was inconceivable: He trained about sixteen 
spiritual benefactors who had fully mastered the Sequence of the Path 
of the Magical Net, the Secret Nucleus, and the Parkap Commentary, 
together with the Si1tra which Gathers All Intentions. They acted extens
ively for the benefit of others and obtained fame in their own right. 
Foremost among them were YungWn Dorjepel, the senior disciple of 
his early years, and Tanak Drolmawa Samdrup Dorje, the foremost 
disciple of his later years. 
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YUNGTON DORJEPEL 

[396.3-398.6] Yungtonpa belonged to the Len clan. He was born in 
Tshongdti in 1284 (wood male monkey year). From his youth he was 
endowed with perfect discernment. In general, he knew all the dialect
ical teachings, and was particularly learned in the Compendium of the 
Abhidharma. He had a most powerful command of all the mantra 
traditions, ancient and new. Above all, he became the genuine spiritual 
son of Karmapa Rangjung Dorje. From Zur Campa Senge he obtained 
the esoteric instructions of the Trio of the Sutra which Gathers All Inten
tions) the Magical Net and the Mental Class in their entirety; and he 
became a great master among their proponents. He composed the Il
luminating Mirror (gsal-byed me-long), a commentary on the Tantra of 
the Secret Nucleus which came to surpass those of the other exegetical 
traditions in popularity. Then, when Zur Campa Senge went to study 
the Yamantaka Cycle (gshed-skor) under Kangpa Sakbum, Yungtonpa 
accompanied him and studied it as well. He became a very learned and 
powerful [adept of] the yogic exercises, their functional applications, 
et cetera. So, when Lhakti Ponpo poisoned Zur Campa Senge, cutting 
off his life, Yungtonpa turned the wheel of Yamantaka against him, 
which caused him, along with his property, fields and household to be 
swept away by a river and thereby utterly destroyed. At that time, 
YungtOnpa composed a verse which began: 

I am merely the subduer of my guru's mortal foe ... 

During his youth YungtOnpa went to China by imperial command. 
He performed thread-cross and torma rites (mdos-gtor) which previously 
had been quite unknown in the world at large. 825 In some regions there 
had been severe drought, but at the order of the emperor, YungtOnpa 
caused rain to fall. The emperor was delighted by this revelation of his 
power. Returning to Tibet, laden with great rewards and riches, 
Yungtonpa gave nothing to his acquaintances and friends, but offered 
everything to his guru and to the monastic community, so that the 
merit might benefit his mother. 

YungtOnpa also became a disciple of Puton Rinpoche and acquired 
great learning in the Kalacakra. 826 Moreover, he knew many quirks of 
causality:827 When he pierced a skin water-bag with a vulture's quill, 
the water did not leak. When he touched red-hot iron with his bare 
flesh, he was unburnt. And when he plastered a wall with a cement 
made from six kinds of stone, the wall was transformed into a great rock. 

Above all, Yungtonpa experientially cultivated the esoteric instruc
tions, in general, and the Great Perfection, in particular, owing to the 
great inspiration of Karmapa Rangjung Dorje. He obtained the eight 
great treasures that are described in the Sutra of Extensive Play and 
thereby unlocked the vast treasure of brilliance, so that he satisfied 
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became particularly learned in the Magical Net. He received the empow
erment of the Magical Net from Len Nyatselpa Sonam Gonpo. 

Samdrup Dorje's knowledge and enlightened activity are difficult to 
estimate: He meditated in total solitude, and in Cerna Senge he medi
tated one-pointedly on the Innermost Spirituality of the Great Perfection 
(rdzogs-chen snying-thig). He reached the limits of awareness, and 
savoured the entire ocean of buddha-fields equally. 

lur Sakya Jungne of Yang-en and Lama Sengepa of Ukpalung were 
left in Samdrup Dorje's care from childhood; and they came to respect, 
above all, their commitments to this guru, who raised them so well. 
Thus, he was most kind to the lineage of lur. Len Selwa, too, who 
became famed as the "All-Knowing Master from Shang", received many 
empowerments and was blessed by this guru during childhood, and so 
became greatly learned. In these and other ways Samdrup Dorje's 
blessings were inconceivable. 

At the time of his death, in his eighty-second year, 1376 (fire male 
dragon), he said to his son, "I am going to SukhavatI. You will also 
live to my age. Then, come to SukhavatI!" With these words he passed 
away. 

Tanak DriJ"lmawa Samdrup Dorje 
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ZUR ZANGPOPEL AND ZUR HAM SAKY A JUNGNE 

[400.1-405.6] Two lineages issued from Tanak Drolmawa Samdrup 
Dorje: the "lur lineage" (zur-brgyud) and the "son's lineage" (sras
brgyud). The "lur lineage" was that of lur Ham Sakya Jungne. 

This Sakya Jungne was the son of lur Zangpopel, who, during his 
lifetime, received commissions and gifts from the emperor Buyantu. 828 
Once, he had to travel to China by imperial command. Because he had 
very great occult skills and powers he acted, at first, in the service of 
the royal emperor by providing protection from crop-failure and sur
pressing rebellion by means of thread-crosses, malign torma (zor) , 829 
lightning, and hail. On one occasion, in particular, an ominous, black 
cloud in the form of a scorpion appeared in the sky above the royal 
palace of Ta'i-tu;830 and no one was able to banish it. At that time, Zur 
Zangpopel was commissioned by the emperor. He trapped the cloud 
in eighteen houses made of silk, following the thread-cross rites of the 
"Mataral).s' Vengeance" (rna-mo 'khang-phab-kyi mdos). He then performed 
a torma offering dance (gtor-'chams) and the black cloud was dispersed. 
Many such revelations of the greatness of the true doctrine in the land 
beyond the pale [Tibet] caused the emperor to acquire faith. He re
quested the empowerment of the nine deities of [the ma1).cjala of] 
Yangdak Heruka and an empowerment of longevity; and he presented 
Zangpopel with offerings of a silver seal, thirteen measures of silver, 
and sufficient dress-silk for two hundred shirts. He established a con
gregation of mantrins in the Ta'i-tu palace: It is well known that kiias 
for the four rites were kept in the palace at that time. 

From the material resources which langpopel thus collected he had 
printing-blocks made for twenty-eight doctrinal collections 'of the An
cient Translation School, including the Root Tantra of the Secret Nucleus, 
the Parkap Commentary, the Sequence of the Path of Secret Mantra 
(gsang-sngags lam-rim), and many esoteric instructions (man-ngag dgu). 
He printed a thousand copies of each and distributed them to students. 
He contributed many of the materials needed to produce [a copy of] 
the Collected Tantras (rgyud-'bum). So, through these and other activities 
he benefitted the teaching most extensively. 

Sometime thereafter the emperor Buyantu passed away, after a medi
cation for fever had been applied to an ailment that was affecting the 
vital energies. 

During this period the Sakyapa and the Zurs enjoyed a most profound 
intimacy, for, at heart, their philosophies were identical. Therefore, 
When the news of lur Campa Senge's death reached Sakya, they said, 
"This is not good. Now, let us summon Z ur Zangpopel from China." 
?thers also conferred, and, finally, they sent the attendant Jamyang to 
Invite him [back to Tibet]. But when Jamyang reached China, Zur 
Zangpopel was laid up with a fever and was approaching death. Then, 
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owing to the blessings of the qakinls and protectors of the doctrine, he 
began to show a slight recovery. At that very time, the emperor B~yantu 
appeared to him in a vision and said, "When you were [prepanng] to 
leave for Tibet, what gifts were you given?" 

Zangpopel answered in detail. 
"Then you have been given nothing at all," said the emperor and 

vanished. 
When the royal lady Thabula heard the story, she exclaimed, "Seeing 

you reminds me of the emperor!" and wept. She again offered the 

master ten measures of silver. 
Zangpopel then commissioned an image of Vajrasattva in Chinese 

bronze831 and dance masks of a doctrine protector and his lady (chos
skyong lcam-dral) and proceeded to Tibet with these. When the protector 
gazed on Tibet, it ascended seven steps, and so became renowned as 
the Sebak Komdtinma, the "Leather Mask of the Seven Steps". 832 

Having reached Tibet, Zur Zangpopel produced [the aforementioned 
copy of] the Collected Tantras as a service to the teaching. He .engaged 
the protectors of the doctrine as his servants and clearly predIcted the 
future. Later, when he again had to depart for China at the imperial 

Zur Ham SiikyaJungne 
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command, he was not inclined to set out. He made offerings, such as 
a measure of silver, to the emperor's messenger Themurdar and to 
Ghare, but they would not go, saying that if they were to return [without 
Zangpopel] they would be punished. At that he set out for China, 
having first composed some instructions, which began: 

All independence is bliss, 
And all dependence is sorrow ... 

Zur Zangpopellived for no more than about thirty-eight years. 

Zur Ham Sakya Jungne was his son. As a child he studied the doctrines 
of his paternal ancestors; and the propensities of his past deeds were 
awakened. In his fifth year he stood up in the midst of the noblemen 
who were escorting his father on the journey to China and delivered a 
short exegesis of the Root Tantra [i.e. the Secret Nucleus], which as
tonished everyone. From his seventh year on he was raised at the 
college. He was ordained as a novice by Lama Ktinpangpa, received 
full ordination from the doctrine master Sonam Trakpa, and became 
well known under his ordination name, Sakya Jungne. In a decree of 
the emperor Guluk833 he was referred to as "Zur Sakya Jungne, son of 
Zur Pakshi", and he was presented with four large, sixty-ounce meas
ures of gold, twenty large measures of pure silver, and two hundred 
silk outer robes and linings. The royal lady Tha'u and others also 
offered vast wealth to him; and so they bountifully benefitted the 
spiritual and temporal domains of the Zurs. 

In particular, Zur Ham Sakya Jungne built a most wonderful, golden 
image of Maiijugho~a, which contained fragments of the conqueror 
Zurpoche's robes. He installed it as the foremost receptacle of worship 
at glorious Ukjalung. And he completed great rectifications (tshugs-kha) 
[of the customs] at the college and retreat centre. Without sparing his 
wealth he undertook to serve the doctrine. His radiance, pleasing to 
behold, even inspired faith in the Mongolian nobleman Themurdar, 
who then requested an empowerment oflongevity. Thus, Sakya Jungne 
lived as a great spiritual warrior, who could inspire confidence in others. 

He met all the learned, noble, and excellent teachers of Central Tibet 
and Tsang, including the great translator Sazang [Mati Pal).cen],834 the 
conqueror Yungtonpa, Jamyang Samdrup Dorje, the heir to the 
Sakyapa lineage (sa-skya-pa'i gdung-brgyud) ,835 and all the most famous 
leaders of the Zur tradition. He became well trained in the Three 
Classes of Dialectics (mtshan-nyid sde-gsum), and in the fundamental 
texts and esoteric instructions of all schools, ancient and new, of the 
way of secret mantra. In particular, he diligently trained himself in the 
Ornament of Emergent Realisation~ the Introduction to the Conduct of a 
Bodhisattva, the Kalacakra, the Tantra of the All-Accomplishing King, 
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the Sequence of the Path of the Magical Net, the Secret Nucleus, and the 
Parkap Commentary; and so he became renowned as a great scholar 
and accomplished master. 

During this later period Zur Ham Sakya Jungne was the sole master 
of the teaching on the empowerment of the SiUra which Gathers All 
Intentions according to the tradition of Zur. When he himself received 
that empowerment from the great DrOlmawa Samdrup Dorje, he made 
offerings headed by Chinese and Tibetan robes, cooking utensils, and 
fifty loads of barley. He mastered all the transmissions, practical applica
tions and techniques [of that sutra]. For the sake of the seal of entrust
ment (gtad-rgya)836 alone, he delighted the guru with offerings of large 
silks and gold. He had extremely clear visions of Sakyamuni and of 
the Herukas of the Five Enlightened Families. Also, he composed many 
works, such as the Commentary of the Seal of Entrustment) a Memorial 
of the Deities of the SiUra which Gathers All Intentions ('dus-pa mdo'i 
lha-thems gtad-rgya'i 'grel-pa). His actions on behalf of the trilogy of the 
Sutra which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and the Mental 
Class, were most extensive. Sakya Jungne produced many disciples 
who clarified the teachings: DrOlmawa Samdrup Dorje's son Sangye 
Rincen, and Nyelpa Delekpa, among others. He passed away in his 
thirty-eighth year. There is also a "ritual guide" (chog-khrid) composed 
by [his disciple] Nyelpa Delek. 

SANGYE RINCEN 

[405.6-409.1] Again, there was the lineage of the great DrOlmawa Sam
drup Dorje's son, known as Sangye Rincen Gyeltsen Pelzangpo, who 
was born at Nesar in 1350 (iron male tiger) when his father was in his 
fifty-sixth year. People would say, "This son of yours is no use! Why 
should you cherish him so?" 

To which he replied, "My son will be of benefit to living creatures." 
In his sixth year Sangye Rincen mastered the Tantra of the Secret 

Nucleus. Then, he went before Zur Sakya Jungne, who, calling him 
"my guru's son", raised him as a favourite, but he was too distracted 
to retain this tantra. Then, in his eighth year he repeated [the course] 
and retained it. His father taught him the ceremonies and rites of 
enlightened activity, whereby in his fourteenth year he became a capable 
master who conferred empowerment on others. Under his father he 
also mastered the doctrinal cycles of the Magical Net. 

On one occasion, Sangye Rincen said, "Now, I will become ordained 
as a monk and train myself in dialectics. I will also study the tantras 
of the new translation schools." 

But his father responded, "For the time being, that would be in
appropriate. But you may be ordained later on." 
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At that, he took a consort and she gave birth to some sons. As a 
layman he completed his studies and training. Afterwards he received, 
all at once, the complete ordination at Chokorgang. He remained ex
tremely dignified in his conduct. Having become learned in the Magical 
Net, Sangye Rincen composed a Great Commentary on the Secret Nucleus 
(gsang-snying 'grel-chen) , and a Detailed Exposition of the Array of the 
Path of the Magical Net (lam mam-bkod-la mam-bzhag) when he was 
about forty. Similarly, he composed an Extensive Descriptive Basis Uor 
the Rites} of the Wrathful Deities (khro-bo-la mngon-par-rtogs-pa rgyas-pa) 
and also a Detailed Ceremony for the Rite of the Tie to the Higher Realms 
(gnas-lung-la'ang cho-ga rgyas-pa), both of these being derived from the 
eight arisings of enlightened activity (phrin-las shar-ba brgyad). Sangye 
Rincen received many esoteric instructions from his father and his father's 
spiritual son, Thupa Dorje; and he applied these in practical experience. 

In his seventieth year837 he accepted Golo Yezang Tsepa [i.e. GOlo 
Zhonupel] as a disciple and granted him the empowerment of the 
peaceful and wrathful deities according to the Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul 
zhi-khro'i dbang); the longevity empowerment of the Magical Net (sgyu
'phrul-gyi tshe-dbang); the empowerment of the Chumer of the Depths 
of Hell (dong-sprugs-kyi dbang), the empowerments of [Yamantaka)} 
Lord of Life, and of Yangdak Mecik (tshe-bdag-dang yang-dag me-gcig-gi 
dbang); the permissory initiations838 for the Hayagriva Traditions of 
Nawopa and Dagyelma (sna-bo-pa'i lugs-kyi rta-mgrin-dang zla-rgyal-ma'i 
lugs-kyi rjes-gnang); the empowerment of the Khb'n Tradition ofVajrakfla, 
along with the permissory initiation for the wrathful rites (phur-pa- 'khon
lugs-kyi dbang drag-po rjes-gnang-dang bcas-pa); the empowerments of 
the expressive play of awareness for the Eighteen Teachings of the Mental 
Class (sems-sde bco-brgyad-kyi rig-pa'i rtsal dbang); the exegesis of the 
Tantra of the Secret Nucleus and its commentary; and an extensive 
exegesis of the Array of the Path of the Magical Net according to his 
own commentary. In addition, he bestowed on him the transmissions 
of about forty opuscules, including the Illuminating Lamp of the Funda
mental Text; the Forty-Chapter Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul bzhi-bcu-pa, 
NGB Vol. 14); those of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions, its root 
tantra, the All-Gathering Awareness, and its commentary by Nupcen 
Sangye Yeshe, the Armour Against Darkness; and those of both the 
Eighty-Chapter Magical Net and the Superior Magical Net, and the Root 
Text of Yangdak (yang-dag rtsa-ba).839 

Sangye Rincen also gave him the four empowerments of the Inner
most Spirituality, beginning with the elaborate one, and guidance [on 
meditation] according to a guidebook (khrid-yig) based on the writings 
of Melong Dorje, and following, too, the Esoteric Instructions of the 
Great Perfection according to Aro (rdzogs-chen a-ro'i man-ngag). Similarly, 
he gave him the Guidance which Lays Bare the Teaching of the Great 
Compassionate One (thugs-rje-chen-po'i smar-khrid) following the lineage 
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of the bodhisattva Yegyelwa. Because of all this, it appears, Golo Yezang 
Tsepa himself made this decisive affirmation, "I crossed to the furthest 
shores of the ocean oflearning, and so achieved what is meaningful." 

Then, in 1421 (iron female ox), his seventy-second year, the doctrine 
master Sangye Rincen travelled to Central Tibet. At the monastery of 
Samtenling in Kangpori he was attended by Wangdrakpa Gyeltsen. 
The guru gave many empowerments, including those of the Sutra which 
Gathers All Intentions, and many exegeses and transmissions, including 
those of the Secret Nucleus. Then, in 1431 (iron female pig), his eighty
second year, he passed away in Tsang. From the birth of Zurcungpa 
until this date four hundred and seventeen years appear to have passed. 

GOLO ZHONUPEL (YEZANG TSEPA) 

[409.1-41l.4] Now, the great man Go Zhonupel was born in 1392 
(water monkey year). His father was called Goton Jungne Dorje, and 
his mother Sitarkyi. He was ordained by the great preceptor Cenye. 
From Karmapa V, Tezhinshekpa, he received the bodhisattva vow and 
the Six Doctrines. From Ngok Cangcupel he heard the doctrines of 
Ngok. But, in particular, it was from the great pa1).9.ita Vanaratna840 

that he received most of the empowerments of the Unsurpassed tantras. 
He corrected and translated the Litany of the Names of Mafijusri, the 
Point of Spring (Vasantatilaka, T 1448), the Brief Teaching of Empower
ment (Sekoddesa, T 361), and Anupamarak~ita's Commentary on the 
Six-limbed Yoga (Kalacakra$aqangayoga, T 1367). 

When Dro1cen Sangye Rincen was in his seventieth year, 1419 (earth 
female pig), this master received from him all the transmitted empow
erments of the tantrapitaka of the Ancient Translation School in their 
entirety: the empowerment of the peaceful and wrathful deities accord
ing to the Magical Net and its longevity empowerment; the Chumer of 
the Depths of Hell; the Lord of Life; Yangdak Mecik; the Hayagriva 
Traditions of Nawopa and Dagyelma; the Khiin Tradition of Vajrakfla; 
and the empowerments of the expressive play of awareness for the 
Eighteen Teachings of the Mental Class. Among exegetical transmissions 
he received the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus with its commentary, and 
the commentary on the Array of the Path of the Magical Net which 
Sangye Rincen had himself composed. Moreover, he received the 
explanatory transmissions of about forty opuscules, Indian and Tibetan, 
including the Illuminating Lamp of the Fundamental Text and the Forty
Chapter Magical Net; the transmissions of the Sutra which Gathers All 
Intentions, its root tantra, the All-Gathering Awareness, and its comment
ary by Nup Sangye Yeshe, the Armour Against Darkness; and those of 
both the Eighty-Chapter Magical Net and the Superior Magical Net, and 
the Root Text of Yangdak. He received, too, the four root empower-
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ments, elaborate and unelaborate, of the Innermost Spirituality, its 
guidance according to the guidebook of the accomplished master 
Melong Dorje, and guidance on the Esoteric Instructions of the Great 
Perfection according to the Tradition of Aro. In short, Go Zhonupel 
became as a lord of secret mantra teaching according to the Ancient 
Translation School. 

This master himself said, "I acquired exceptional devotion towards the 
tradition renowned as the Nyingmapa school of secret mantra. So, I was 
never polluted by the defilement of rejecting [true] doctrine.,,841 Such 
words were intended for those pseudo-scholars of Tibet who were sec
tarian bigots. In fact, this master was more sublime than other philo
sophically unbiased spiritual benefactors; this is clearly demonstrated 
by his own treatises, which are reliable and also vastly eloquent. 842 

This master offered many doctrinal transmissions, empowerments, 
and much guidance to Karmapa Chodrak Gyamtso, including the Tri
logy of Commentaries by Bodhisattvas (sems-'grel skor-gsum). He acted 
as the preceptor who gave complete ordination to Zhamarpa IV, Choki 
Trakpa; and he gave him an inconceivable number of transmitted em
powerments and exegetical transmissions, as well as the guidance of 
esoteric instruction, for an ocean of tantrapitaka, both ancient and new, 
of which the foremost was the Magical Net. The venerable Zhamarpa, 
too, considered Go to be his sole, most gracious guru. 
Thus~ having by many means expanded the teaching of the transmit

ted precepts and treasures, Go Zhonupel passed away in his ninetieth 
year, 1481 (iron ox). 

CE-NGA RINPOCHE, ZHAMARPA IV 

[41l.4-413.2] Now, Zhamarpa IV, Ce-nga Rinpoche, was born in 
Tresho Khangmar in 1453 (water female bird year). His father was 
Dong Gonpakyap, and his mother Hraza Sonam Drolma. At Zurmang 
Monasteri43 he met Karmapa VII, Chodrak Gyamtso, and on receiving 
ordination from him was given the name Choki Trakpa Yeshe Pel
zangpo. He received the doctrine also from the preceptor Gushri Trak
pelpa and from Pengarpa. 844 In his twenty-fourth year he was completely 
ordained as a monk, under the great translator of Go, Yezang Tsepa, 
who acted as preceptor. At one time or another he studied number
less teachings: tantrapitaka of the new translation schools, such as 
Kalacakra, CakrasaJ?1vara, Hevajra, Guhyasamaja, and Bhairava; and 
the transmitted empowerment and exegetical transmission of the Secret 
NUcleus of the Magical Net, among others [of the Ancient Translation 
School]. He also received many doctrines of the ancient and new tradi
tions from the great translator Sonam Gyamtso, who was descended 
from the family of Gyelwa Choyang of Ngenlam. 
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When Ce-nga Rinpoche received the empowerment of Vajra
kfla from the master Go [Zhonupel], he had a vision of master Padma
sambhava in a dream, and was even given instructions. He yielded up 
his physical body during his seventy-third year, 1525 (wood bird), 
while still occupied with teaching all the various doctrines, ancient and 
new, to his disciples. 

In short, by extensive study this master purified himself. Although 
he composed a great many means for attainment, exegetical comment
aries, mal).<;iala rites, dialogues, and other treatises, Zhamarpa's works 
are all superior to others, because they are refined in word and meaning, 
of suitable length, conclusive, and fair. His Guidance on the View of 
the Great Middle Way, which Definitively Reveals the Absolute (don-dam 
nges-'byed dbu-ma-chen-po'i lta-khrid) is based on the Five Doctrines of 
the great regent [Maitreya]. Therefore, in adhering above all to the 
infallible diction of the ultimate doctrinal language this master accords 
with the great, all-knowing Longcenpa, Karmapa VII, and the all-know
ing, great Tolbupa. 845 

DRIGUNG ZURPA RINCEN PHUNTSOK 

[413.2-414.5] The Zhamarpa conferred the teachings on Zurpa Rincen 
Phtintsok of Drigung. He was born into the Kyura family in Drigung 
Kunyergang in upper Uru. After his eighth year he was ordained as a 
novice by Ce-nga Rinpoche, Choki Trakpa. At thirteen, when he was 
invited to the consecration of the Trhadruk Temple at Tsitang Samten
ling, which had been restored by Karpopa,846 all sorts of wonderful 
miracles took place. He set his heart on attainment in such great places 
of pilgrimage as Yangpacen, Lungsho, and Zhoto Tidro. Once, while 
he was staying at Tidro, Vajranatha, an accomplished master from 
India, arrived and gave him the esoteric instructions on vital energy 
by Javaripa (dza-bi-ra'i bhil rlung), and other, further advice. Following 
a prophetic declaration of the <;iakinls he changed his dress to white 
[i.e. became a mantrin free from monastic vows]. In Yang pac en a 
treasure inventory came into his possession, following which he ex
tracted the yellow scrolls of the five families [which contained] the True 
Doctrine of the Most Profound Intention, the Essence of the Body, Speech 
and Mind of Guru Rinpoche (gu-ru rin-po-che'i sku-gsung-thugs-bcud dam
chos dgongs-pa yang-zab shog-ser rigs-lnga) from the great assembly hall 
of the dakinls at Tidro. 

On ~nother occasion he journeyed to the glorious Copper-coloured 
Mountain, where he met Guru Rinpoche in the form of a heruka and 
participated in a feast offering. He was given an empowerment based 
on the mandala of the three roots, and also all the instructions and 
further advi~e. Then, the body of the heruka turned into that of master 
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Padmasambhava, who orally bestowed on Rincen Phtintsok many 
esoteric instructions. After that, he returned to his own abode. 

Rincen Phtintsok became a master of both the transmitted precepts 
and the treasures. Having thoroughly mastered the extraordinary 
exegetical tradition of the trilogy of the SiUra which Gathers All Inten
tions, the Magical Net, and the Mental Class, many traditions of the 
Eight Transmitted Precepts (bka'-brgyad lugs-dgu), the Four-Part Inner
most Spirituality (snying-thig ya-bzhi), the Earlier and Later Treasure 
Troves (gter-kha gong-'og),847 and so forth, his teaching activity became 
most extensive. In accord with the tradition of the precious Ngari 
Pal).cen,848 his custom was to disclose the central points by means of 
the transmitted precepts, and to adorn them witp the esoteric instruc
tions of the treasures. 

KHONTON PEL]OR LHUNDRUP 

[414.5-418.4] Rincen Phtintsok taught the cycles of the Magical Net to 
Rangdrol Nyinda Sangye, who expounded it to Tshewang Norgye, a 
master of the Khon family. He, in turn, expounded it to his own son, 
Khonton Peljor Lhtindrup. This master was born in 1561 (iron bird 
year). The name of his mother was Gyelmodzom. 

From childhood the propensities of a holy person were aroused within 
him, and he truly developed the attitude of a renunciate. During his 
tenth year he was ordained as a novice by the all-knowing Sonam 
Gyamtso. 849 He also received [the vows of] refuge and of the creation 
of the enlightened attitude, as well as the transmission for the meditation 
of the Great Compassionate One. In addition, he received all kinds of 
doctrines from several gurus of both the ancient and new traditions. 
He completed studies of [Sanskrit] grammatical tables,850 poetics, [Ti
betan] grammar, 851 medicine, and the other sciences. But above all, 
under the tutelage of his father, who was a holder of indestructible 
reality, he became trained in the Secret Nucleus of the Magical Net, in 
its commentary composed by YungWnpa, and in the other commen
taries of the Magical Net cycle, such as the all-knowing Longcenpa's 
Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions. It was then that the propensities 
of [his past life as] the great Dropukpa were aroused, and he became 
an incomparably learned and accomplished adherent of this path. 

In his eighteenth year Peljor Lhtindrup received the empowerment, 
guidance and esoteric instructions of the Great Perfection according to 
the Innermost Spirituality of Radiant Space (rdzogs-chen klong-gsal snying
thig) from the great awareness-holder Nyinda Sangye, an emanation of 
Nup Namkei Nyingpo. Peljor Lhtindrup was introduced to the abiding 
nature of all things, the Great Perfection, the buddha-body of reality 
that is intrinsically aware; and thus he arrived at what is most profound. 
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Moreover, he received a great many doctrines belonging to both the 
transmitted precepts and the treasures, and, in particular, the Innennost 
Meaning, the Liberation of All Beings (don-tig 'gro-ba kun-grol), together 
with the exegetical transmission of the Precious Treasury of the Supreme 
Vehicle (theg-mchog rin-po-che'i mdzod). He also reached the limits of 
study and reflection on all the great textual traditions of the slUras, and 
became an itinerant scholar at the great seminary of Tsetang, propound
ing widespread textual traditions. 852 

Under Tragon Ce-nga Zhonu Chopel he studied extensively the doc
trines of the ancient and new traditions, such as the Vajra Garland. In 
his thirty-fourth year Peljor Lhtindrup received complete ordination 
from Gyelkangtsewa Peljor Gyamtso and the doctrine master Gendtin 
Gyeltsen, who acted as preceptor and master of ceremonies, respect
ively. It was then that he received the name Peljor Lhtindrup. He also 
studied the mantra cycles of the Gelukpa tradition, and he acted, too, 
as a teaching master at [the colleges of] Sangpu and Sera Ce. 853 

Although the exegetical tradition of the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus 
had been widely propagated in the past, subsequently it had declined. 
Therefore, because this master was renowned for his great learning [in 
it], Orgyen Tendzin, the doctrine master of Trakna, deliberately went 
before him. He received [the Secret Nucleus] in detail following 
YungtOnpa's Commentary (gYung-'grel), and even composed a memor
andum on it through to the fifth chapter. 

Peljor Lhtindrup favoured Zur Choying Rangdrol, in particular, and 
granted him two daily sessions of instruction on YungtOnpa's Commentary 
on the Secret Nucleus, as well as on the cycle of the Innermost Spirituality 
(snying-thig-gi skor) and numberless other teachings. In accord with the 
teaching of this master, Zurcen Choying Rangdrol definitively estab
lished the teaching as an itinerant scholar at the great seminary of 
Tsetang; and thus he silenced those who jealously thought that the 
Ancient Translation School had no exegesis of the tantras. At about 
that time, Peljor Lhtindrup abandoned the diversions of society and 
lived in the solitude of Devlkoti, the forest ofPhawangkha. PadmapaIfi, 
the Great Fifth [Dalai Lama] supplicated his feet and received from 
him limitless systems of empowerment, transmission, guidance, and 
esoteric instruction derived from the ancient and new traditions. 

Like some great gurus, Peljor Lhtindrup remained aloof to the com
pany of dry dialecticians who concerned themselves with the purity of 
their philosophical systems. It could be said of him that he bore the 
stamp of one who had been a disciple of exemplary spiritual benefactors. 

When he was in his seventy-sixth year the Great Fifth offered prayers 
for Peljor Lhtindrup's continued longevity (zhabs-brtan-gyi gsol-'debs); 
but saying, "Now, I do not know if I will live much longer," the master 
declined, and then added, "I must go to the Palace of Lotus Light in 
Camaradvlpa! " 
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On Sunday 30 August 1637 (eleventh day, eighth month fire ox 
yea~)854 his physical body vanished into the expanse of reality: accom
pamed by wondrous omens. 

Among the treatises composed by this master, there are: the 
Guideb?ok which Introduces the View Common to the Great Seal, Great 
Per!ectwn, and Great Madhyamaka (phyag-rdzogs-dbu-gsum-gyi lta-ba 
spyz-khyab-tu ngo-sprod-pa'i khrid-yig); the Guidance on the View of 
Madhyamaka (dbu-ma'i Ita khrid); and many works on the conventional 
sciences [tha-snyad rig-pa; e.g. logic, grammar, etc.]. 

ZURCEN CHOYING RANGDROL 

[418.4-424.6] The spiritual son of that master was Zurcen Choying 
Rangdrol. He was born in 1604 (wood dragon year). His father was 
Zurcen Zhonu Tondrup, an emanation of the great awareness
holder Kumaradza, and a direct descendant of the Z ur lineage of aware
ness-holders. His mother was Tshenden Yidzin, who hailed from a 
family of <;iakinls. Choying Rangdrol was recognised as the reincarnation 
of Trungpa Koncok Rincenpa. Gradually, he learned to read and to 
write, and he also learned the scripts of India without regard for the 
difficulty. Under his father he studied the essential cycles of means for 
attainment (nyer-mkho'i sgrub-skor). 855 In his ninth year he met Cangpa 
Rikdzin Ngagiwangpo,856 who prophetically declared him to be an 
incarnation who would greatly benefit the teaching of the Ancient Trans
lation School. 

Choying RangdrOl also studied iconographic drawing, astrological 
systems, and some cycles of wrathful mantras. At about the age of 
twelve he sat ~t the feet of Nangsel Rinpoche Ngawang Yeshe Trupa, 
an~ fully receIved the empowerments, transmissions, and experiential 
g~Idance for the cycle of the Gathering of the Sugatas of the Eight Trans
muted Precepts; the Innermost Spirituality of the /)akinf according to 
bot~ the tra~smitted precepts and the treasures (mkha'-'gro snying-thig 
bka -gter gnYls~; the ,Guru, an Ocean of Gems (bla-ma nor-bu rgya-mtsho); 
and Karma Lmgpa s Natural Liberation of Intention: fA Cycle devoted 
to] the Peacef~l and Wrathful Deities (kar-gling zhi-khro dgongs-pa rang
gr?l). He receIved the secret name "Choying RangdrOl" in connection 
WI~~ the conferral of the empowerment of the peaceful and wrathful 
deItIes. And he heard many other treasure doctrines too. 

.Choying RangdrOl experientially cultivated [such 'teachings as] the 
FlVefold ?reat S~al (phyag-chen lnga-ldan) and the Guidance on Cutting 
(gcod-khrzd). In Zmgpa Tago he performed the three-year, three-fortnight 
:etreat (lo-g~um ph~ogs-gs~m)857 and, by emphasising primarily the [teach-
ngs of] pnmordial punty and spontaneous presence858 according to 

the Innermost Spirituality of the I)iikinf, [a doctrine of] the Great Perfec-
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Zurcen Choying Rangdrol 

tion (rdzogs-chen mkha)-)gro snying-thig), he e~plo~ed.the u~tim~te ~ct~
tious nature of all things. Obtaining the reahsatIon m whIch mtnnsl.c 
awareness, the natural face of [Samantabhadra] the o~iginal lord, IS 
disclosed, he became adept at roaming, in the inner radIance, through 
the fields of the buddha-body of perfect rapture. 

In his seventeenth year Choying Rangdrol went into the presence of 
the notable Peljor [Lhtindrup], the vajra-holder of ~ha~angkha. He 
attended upon that guru until his passing, servin~ ~lm wIth the thr~~ 
means to delight the guru. The guru, too, rejOIced at hear~ a 
took care of him. He poured into him the ocean of doctrines belon~mg to 
the transmitted precepts and treasures, as iffilli~g a vase ~o the b~lm. I~ 
particular, Peljor Lhiindrup granted him exegetIcal teachmg dunng tW 
sessions each day, combining the glorious Root Tantraofthe~ecretNucle;s~ 
the Parkap Commentary, and Yungtonpa)s Commentary m TIbetan. Ch. y 
ing Rangdrol requested permission to set down a memora~du~ toU~~:~~ 
on the points that were hard to remember ,butthemastersald, If yo . 
notes before a sufficient segmen.t [of the text] has been cover~d, noth~~IT 
much will be settled [in your mmd]. Therefore, after some nme, I s 
make an estimate [of how much need be covered first]." 
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'; On the roof of his apartment Choying RangdrOl then practised repeat
ing the text. When about thirty folios had been covered [in the lectures] 
he received his master's permission to set down a memorandum. He 
completed it through to the fifth chapter, but the remainder was left 
to be continued. 

In his twentieth year, 1622 (water dog), Choying Rangdrol repeated 
the ordinations from that of a novice to that of a fully-ordained monk. 
He investigated the commentary on the Secret Nucleus [by Longcenpa] 
called Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions and others; and he re
quested the exegeses of the four subcommentaries on the Commentary 
on the Guhyasamaja Tantra called the Clarifying Lamp, the Clarifying 
Lamp of the Five Stages (rim-Inga gsal-sgron), the Complete Elucidation 
of the Hidden Meaning of the Cakrasarrzvara (bde-mchog sbas-don kun-gsal) , 
Norzang's General Exposition of the Kalacakra (nor-bzang-gi dus-)khor 
spyi-don) , the stages of creation and perfection of the Guhyasamaja 
Tantra (gsang-)dus bskyed-rdzogs) , and other exegetical traditions. He 
established a decisive understanding of them all. 

In 1624 (wood mouse year) he expounded the Tantra of the Secret 
Nucleus at the beginning of the extensive winter seminar at the great 
seminary of glorious Tsetang. At that time, he overcame the brilliance 
of those great teachers who relied on words [rather than on meaning] 
and thus he vastly served the innermost teaching. Those who remained 
unbiased praised him; and the great Cangpa Rikdzi~ [Ngagiwangpo], 
too, draped a silk scarf around his neck. 

From master Phawangkhapa [Peljor Lhtindrup] he also received in 
detail the empowerments, transmissions and esoteric instructions of the 
Innermost Spirituality of Radiant Space. Meditating upon it, Choying 
Rangdrol profited through experiences and realisations that were 
greater than those he had had before. He also received many wrathful 
mantras of the new translation schools, such as the Yogic Exercises of 
Bhairava (bhairava)i )phrul-)khor). 

During the great dispute between the Gelukpa and Drigungpa859 the 
venerable Drigung Zurpa Ratna [Rincen Phtintsok] and others had 
performed the applied sorcery of Rahula, with the result that many 
throne-holders of Ganden died of stroke or epilepsy.86o But now, this 
master [Choying Rangdrol] made a protective circle to liberate Koncok 
Chopel861 from the fear of Khyapjuk [i.e. Rahula]. 

When Takla Padmamati of Katok journeyed to Lhasa, he received 
from Choying Rangdrol the commentary on the Secret Nucleus entitled 
Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, among other teachings. 
Padmamati, in turn, offered this exegetical transmission to Lhodrak 
Sungtrtil,862 thereby ensuring that this doctrinal succession continued 
uninterruptedly. 

In return [for the teachings he had given], Choying Rangdrol received 
from Katokpa [Padmamati] the transmissions and empowerments of 
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the volumes of the Gathering of Intentions, along with the means for 
holding all the tantras (dgongs-Jdus po-tiJi lung-dbang rgyud-dgu bcangs
thabs-dang-bcas-pa) , as well as other teachings, including the ritual 
manual entitled Beauteous Flower Garland (las-byang me-tog phreng
mdzes). Above all, they performed the means for the attainment of 
alchemy on the basis of the ma1).cJala of the Gathering of the Sugatas of 
the Eight Transmitted Precepts. 

Rahula 

From about this time the Great Fifth [Dalai Lama], the supreme 
conqueror, began to honour Choying Rangdrol as his guru and received 
from him the Vanquisher (zil-gnon) and other doctrinal transmissions. 
The Great Fifth experientially cultivated all the transmissions and 
practical guidance for widespread rites of pacification, enrichme~t, 
subjugation, and wrath, including the cycle of wrathful mantras, whIch 
Choying Randgrol offered to him. 

During that era, the lords of Tsang and their priests, the Karmapa, 
harboured great hatred towards the Gelukpa in general, and the Ganden 
Palace in particular; and they performed numberless rites of sorcery 
when they were hard pressed during the civil war. 863 But because of 
the timely activity of the Fifth Dalai Lama and the exceedingly 
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efficacious blessings of Choying Rangdrol, it so happened that this 
verse, composed by the Great Fifth, could be spread throughout Tibet 
and Kham, at the order of the Ganden Palace: 

In the dense wood around the oil-spent town, 
The moisture of risk quenched urgency's blaze; 
Then the conflagration of karma descended and dried 
The river of Karmapa and Tsangpa dominion - that, 

indeed, did amaze! 

In this way he affirmed that there was no reason for the partisans of 
the Gelukpa not to utilise sorcery, and that this master, Choying 
Rangdrol, had had a most remedial effect on the teaching in general. 

Moreover, the Great Fifth received from Choying Rangdrol 
experiential guidance on three traditions of Vajrakfla (phur-ba lugs
gsum) , three traditions of the Eight Transmitted Precepts (bkaJ-brgyad 
lugs-gsum), [the doctrine of] the Great Perfection called the Innermost 
Spirituality of Radiant Space, and so forth; and he undertook to master 
them. Thus, he maintained, the infallible experience of the Great 
Perfection arose in his mind, and a confidence that was free from the 
hopes and fears of sarpsura and nirvu1).a was born within him. 

Choying Rangdrol also enjoyed a mutual exchange of doctrinal feasts 
with Gonpo Sonam Chokden of Nesar. He recognised Rikdzin Perna 
Trhinle, the sun of the teaching of the Ancient Translation School, to 
be the emanation of Cangpa Rikdzin Ngagiwangpo; and he installed 
him at the seat of Thupten Dorje Trak.864 Choying Rangdrol bestowed 
all the doctrines of the transmitted precepts and treasures upon him, 
and enthroned him as a lord of the teaching. 

Towards the end of his life Choying Rangdrol lived in Kungtang, 
which had been the seat of the lord of beings, the "Unborn" Zhang 
[Tshelpa].865 There, he granted the exegesis of the Tantra of the Secret 
Nucleus to Trhinle Lhtindrup, the great awareness-holder of Tarding,866 
and received, in return, many empowerments and transmissions, such 
as those of the Eight Transmitted Precepts. He protected all who per
severed in the doctrine, including gurus, incarnations and emanations 
from China, Tibet and Mongolia, by whatever pertains to the path of 
liberation, whether transmitted precepts or treasures, of the ancient or 
?ew traditions. Then, during his sixty-sixth year, 1669 (earth bird), he 
Journeyed to the realm of Lotus Light, accompanied by wondrous 
omens. 

THE FIFTH DALAI LAMA 

[424.6-425.5] Although it is impossible to count the host of students 
Who were the spiritual sons of this master [Choying RangdrOl], the 
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foremost among them was the supreme conqueror, the Great Fifth 
Dalai Lama. Even when Choying Rangdrol had journeyed to another 
realm, it is said, the Great Fifth was taken into his following by the 
body of his pristine cognition. This is illustrated by the following passage 
from the supreme conqueror's Biography ofChoying Rangdrol (rnam-thar 

rgyal-ba-mchog-gi zhal-gsung-ma): 

Until I have encountered directly 
The expressive play of awareness that is Samantabhadra, 
By the power of these good deeds may I be favoured in all 

lives 
By you, 0 lord! my inseparable spiritual benefactor. 

The Great Fifth bestowed the exegetical tradition of the Secret Nuc
leus, according to both the Parkap Commentary and Yungtonpa's. Com
mentary, on the great Nyoton Trhinle Lhiindrup, an emanatIOn of 
Nupcen Sangye Yeshe. From his time until the present day the lineage 
has continued without interruption owing to the kindness of the great 
treasure-finder, Rikdzin Gyurme Dorje, and his brother [Locen Dhar
masrI], the two of whom appeared as the timely fruition of the en
lightened aspirations of Vairocana and of Yudra Nyingpo.867 

5 Dotokpa's Lineage of the Zur Tradition 

DOTOKPA SANGYE-TRA AND KYI CHOKI SENGE 

[425.5-427.3] Moreover, in the lineage of the disciples of the great 
Dropukpa, there was one called Sangye-tra of Gyamen in Chongye. 
He was born into the Nya family in the district of Gyamen Taktsepa. 
In his youth he propitiated J ambhala and a small field which he owned 
was swept away by a flood. He then went off [as an ascetic], free from 
worldly cares. In Puguto there was a rich man who had died ofleprosy, 
so no one would come to carry away the corpse. Sangye-tra, moved by 
fervent compassion, did the funerary work without thinking about it. 
By the side of the bier a large quantity of gold appeared. That was the 
accomplishment conferred on him by Jambhala. 

On his return Sangye-tra met Khyungpo Trhowo at Traci Khangmar. 
Acting as the attendant while Khyungpo propitiated Yangdak, Sangye
tra also practised the means for attainment and had a vision of the 
"Nine-lamp Yangdak" (yang-dag mar-me dgu). Then, he went to Tsang. 
He studied the SUlra which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and 
other texts under a nephew of Ca Chenpo, who had been a student of 
the lord of secrets, Dropukpa. At that time a rich man offered him one 
hundred loads of barley. Consequently, free from impediments, he 
studied the Magical Net under Dropukpa's student Nyangnak Dopo 
and his student, Lharje Da Senge. Having become a great scholar, 
S~ngye-tra founded Dotokthel in his homeland. Gyacing Rupa, a dis
cIple of Nyelwa Zhikpo, also became a supplicant at the feet of Dotokpa 
[Sangye-tra] and studied much under him. 

In particular, this Dotokpa had a student called Kyi Choki Senge, 
a learned and accomplished "warrior". He went into the presence of 
the emperor Qubilai Qan. In order to examine Choki Senge's powers 
the emperor rashly had him placed inside a stiipa, and then sealed up 
the entrance for a year. When the year ended the stiipa was opened. 
Seeing that Choki Senge had turned into an image of VajrakIla, the 
emperor was most astonished. He sent a great variety of things, includ-
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ing a long roll of silk,868 as gifts to Dotokpa. Dotokpa also had many 
monastic estates allotted to him by imperial edict, so [his domains] 
were exceedingly developed. But this is remembered only in name. 
Such fluctuations in the teaching naturally inspire world-weariness! 

MENLUNGPA SAKYA-O 

[427.3-429.1] The disciple of Choki Senge was Menlungpa Sakya-o. He 
was the eldest of five sons born to Nyangton Chenpo of Chongpo 
Kharu, who became famed as the "five emanational brothers of Yar
lung". The eldest was referred to as "Menlungpa" after Menlung, a 
monastery in Yarlung. The seat of the second brother, Chodenpa, was 
the monastery that is now the ruin called "Choden". 869 Chodenpa's real 
name was Gonpo Dor;e. Because he became quite accomplished he left 
the imprint of his back on a wall, which he had struck and passed 
through. This imprint exists even now. In the past it seems that there 
was a great seminary at this place; for a great many fragments of the 
Collected Tantras (rgyud-'bum) are still to be seen there. It is said that 
because Chodenpa performed the means for the attainment of elixir, 
scorpions and ants became quite rare in this region. The ruins of the 
monastery appear to be protected even today, for its protectors are 
most powerful. It is a place where the gods and demons abide in accord 
with their commitments. 

The three younger brothers were known as Keldenpa, Turtropa, and 
Wangyelwa. Among the five, it is the eldest, Menlungpa Sakya-o, who 
is considered here. He studied the Satra which Gathers All Intentions 
and the Magical Net thoroughly under Kyi Choki Senge. Later, he also 
studied under Sonamgyel, the scholar of Len, who was the son of Len 
Sakya Opo. He composed many works, including the Disclosure of the 
Contents of the Secret Nucleus (gsang-ba snying-po'i khog-dbub), and a 
commentary entitled the Ascertainment of the Meaning of the Tantra 
(tf-ka rgyud-don rnam-nges). His disciple was Sangye Konglawa of 
Takpo, who produced many disciples in Takpo proper, such as Lama 
Nyen. Above all, because he was the guru of Konjo Dakpo, [the doc
trine] was much propagated in Kham. 870 

In addition, On Sakya Bumpa became learned in the exegesis of the 
Secret Nucleus under Menlungpa. Under him Khedrup Chopel and his 
son thoroughly received the exegesis of the Secret Nucleus. Those in 
the lineage of Menlungpa were also, in their own place and time, the 
masters of the doctrines of the Earlier and Later Treasure Troves. 

DORJE GYEL TSEN AND HIS SUCCESSORS 

[429.1-6] Gya Yeshe Gonpo, who held the seat of Kyi Choki Senge, 
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KATOKPA TAMPA DESHEK 

[430.1-434.5] Concerning the renowned Kham tradition: 871 Vairocana 
translated master Suryaprabhasirpha's Commentary on the Secret Nucleus 
(Srfguhyagarbhatattvaviniscayavyakhyanatfka, P 4719) at the Camgon 
Temple of Odu in Kham and expounded it, too. But it was Katokpa 
in particular who originally made the teaching of the Ancient Transla
tion School well known in that region. He is known by the names 
Tampa Dewarshekpa of Katok, Lama Sharwa Popathaye, and Sherap 
Senge. 

Katokpa was the maternal cousin of the venerable Phakmotrupa. He 
was born by the banks of the Yangtze River (,bri-chu) in Puburgang 
in Dokam during the year 1122 (water male tiger). His father was 
Tsangpa Peldra of the Ga clan, and his mother Tsangmo Rincengyen. 
This water tiger year was master Phakmotrupa's thirteenth. 

When Katokpa was in his seventeenth year he went to Central Tibet 
and was ordained as a novice at Phenytil by Lama Cangcup Senge. 
The name Sherap Senge was conferred upon him. He received full or
dination in the Lower Tibetan Vinaya Lineage under the great preceptor 
of Nak;872 and he trained himself until he was learned in the Vinaya. 
He studied the cycle of the Secret Nucleus of the Magical Net, the Mental 
Class, and so on, under a spiritual son of the great Zur Dropukpa 
named DzamtOn Drowei Gonpo; and he became consummately learned 
in these very teachings. DzamtOn was the one guru intervening between 
the venerable Dropukpa and Katokpa, although the Great Fifth's Record 
of Teachings Received (lnga-pa chen-po'i gsan-yig) says that Katokpa met 
Dropukpa in person. 

Katokpa also studied ten great tantras of Cakrasa1flvara (bde-mchog 
rgyud-chen bcu) under Ra Lotsawa's disciple, Kam Lotsawa; the Sub
sequent Tantra of Varahf (Akhyatatantrottaravajravarahyabhidhanad 
Varahyabhibodhana, T 379), and the Tantra of the Emergence of Cakra
sa1flvara under Cokro Lotsawa; the cycle of Hevajra under Kam Choki 
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Katokpa Tampa Deshek 

Yeshe; the Guhyasamaja under both DongtOn Dorje Nyingpo, a disciple 
of Go Lotsawa [Khukpa Lhetse], and Bodhi Zhangton; the exegesis of 
the [Commentary on the Guhyasamaja Tantra called the} Clarifying Lamp 
and the Yamari cycle under Pelgi Wangcuk of LatO, who was the 
disciple of both [DongtOn and ZhangtOn]; the sequence of the empower
ment of Cakrasa1flvara (,khor-lo bde-mchog-gi dbang-bskur-gyi rim-pa), 
the Great Seal, and the esoteric instructions for the Six Doctrines of 
Naropa under the venerable Tusum Khyenpa [Karmapa 1];873 et cetera. 
He became the supreme spiritual son of the venerable Use [Tusum 
Khyenpa], and under him he studied and considered, without excep
tion, the siitra and mantra traditions in general, and, in particular, the 
ancient and recent Tibetan translations, pertaining to the vehicle of 
indestructible reality. 

Once the precious DzamtOn said to Katokpa, "If you go to the land of 
Kampo and diligently practise the means for attainment, your body will 
dissolve into light. But if you go to Katok you will greatly extend the teach
ing." With his heart set on the teaching alone he went in search of a place 
called Katok. At first, he arrived at Katil. There, he met some children 
who were grazing cattle, and asked them, "Where is Katok?" 
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5rfdeVf 

"Up that valley," they replied. 
He realised the cattle to be an auspicious sign that there would be 

persons requiring training, and the cowherds a sign that there would 
be disciples. Therefore, on that site, which resembled the letter KA, 

he founded a temple in 1159 (earth female hare year). 
At just that time Donyen Menbu [a local divinity], who maintained the 

vows of Pon, actually revealed his form and created obstacles in various 
ways. When the venerable master and two students pursued him he dissol
ved into a boulder. 874 The doctrine master Tsangton tied it up with his robes 
and pulleditalong, while Tampa [Katokpa] droveiton witha switch. The~ 
brought it down to the bank of the river at the bottom of the valley, where It 
can still be seen today. And once, wheneightPonpo began to practise wrath
ful mantras [against Katokpa], SrldevI875 brought down the rock-face on 
which their hermitage was situated. Tampa himself drew a crossed-vajra 
over it· and the site became known as Phawang Gyelep, "Eight Boulders' 
Landi~g". With these and other inconceivable signs of accomplishment 
Katokpa laid a foundation for the doctrine, and remained there. 

To students assembled from as far as Amdo country in the east, to 
Tshawarong, Lo [Mustang], and Mon in the south, he skilfully revealed 
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various teachings, among which the foremost were the Great Perfection 
and the exegetical transmission, transmitted empowerment, means for 
attainment, and so on, of the Secret Nucleus of the Magical Net, including 
all its major and minor Indian and Tibetan commentaries and texts 
all according to the continuous tradition of the glorious ZUfS, and th~ 
Sutra which Gathers All Intentions. In addition, he expounded a great 
many works including the Magical Net of Mafijusrf and other tantras 
and, with regard to the system of the siUras, the great texts of th; 
conqueror Maitreya, the Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva, 
et cetera. In short, he laid the foundation for the teaching of the secret 
mantra in the province of Dokam. Finally, in his seventy-first year, in 
September/October 1192 (ninth month, water male mouse year), he 
demonstrated the conquest of his physical body. 

In general, the sublime Mafijugho~a conversed with this great person 
at all times, just as with another man, and prophesied his every deed. 
Katokpa could always gaze on the Buddha-field of Ak~obhya, 
SukhavatI, the Buddha-field of Bhai~ajyaguru, and others. He could 
also behold, whenever he wished, the peaceful and wrathful deities of 
the Magical Net, the sixty-two deities of the Cakrasamvara mandala . .., 
and the maI:l9ala of Glorious Heruka. He could study the doctrine 
under the Tathagatas of the Five Families and discuss it with 
bodhisattvas. He obtained the prophecy that in his following life he 
would dwell in SukhavatI as the bodhisattva Matisara (blo-gros snying-po) 
and obtain the actual realisation of the eighth level;876 and that then, 
in the future, in the aeon called "Star-like Array", he would become 
the sugata Amitayus. 

TSANGTONPA 

[434.5-437.6] Katokpa's regent was Tsangtonpa. He was born in 1126 
(~re male horse year) in Tsangzhel, which is a part of Puburgang. In 
hIS seventeenth year he met Lama Dewarshekpa [Katokpa] and studied 
the d?ctrine under him. The master and student proceeded together 
to Mmyak, where he was given all the esoteric instructions. In his 
twenty-first year he went to the monastery of Dri Tiramdo and 
lived there. In his twenty-third he set out for Katok and practised 
meditation. 

Once, in a vision, Lama Dewarshekpa saw a great light in a wide, 
flooded valley, at which he could not bear to look. When he asked 
what it was, a voice said, "Great being! it is the seat of your disciple, 
who resides on the eleventh level, Universal Light.,,877 [Approaching 
Tsangt6npa] the master said, "You are the one!" and at that moment 
Tsangt6npa beheld the maI:lQalas of Glorious Heruka and of the Forty
two Peaceful Deities. Also, he always saw SrldevI and Mahakala, and 
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known to sound by itself with no one to blow on it innumerable conches 
issued forth, all of them sounding by themselves. They filled all quar
ters, sounding ti-ri-ri ... Pomdrakpa said that this indicated the limitless 
spread ofTsangtonpa's reputation. Later Pomdrakpa travelled to Katok, 
where he requested the empowerment of the Magical Net from the 
precious Tsangtonpa, with the result that [all-]knowing, pristine cogni
tion was limitlessly awakened within him. 

When Tsangtonpa of Katok was equipoised in the contemplation of 
the Great Perfection inconceivable pure visions arose. [He experienced] 
the sky-like appearance of nothing at all, he beheld an innumerable 
host of peaceful and wrathful deities for three evenings, and so forth. 
Moreover, once in a vision of Ak~obhya's buddha-field all the 
bodhisattvas in the retinue were buzzing with the news that this doctrine 
master was the bodhisattva Mal).igarbha (nor-bu'i snying-po), in which 
form he would be reborn in SukhavatI in his next life. Again, one time, 
when he had a vision of that same buddha-field, he heard the teacher 
Ak~obhya prophetically declare, "0 Mal).igarbha, son of the enlightened 
family, in a future age you will become the tathagata Ozer Raptu
trhowa." 

Tsangtonpa withdrew from the array of his physical body in 1216 
(fire male mouse), his ninetieth year. 

CAMPABUM 

[437.6-439.5] Tsangtonpa's regent was Campabum. In a previous life, 
he had been Carlndra [Kr~l).acarin], the spiritual son of the great ac
complished master of India, Jalandharipa; for the venerable MitrayogI 
had said to his disciple SomayogI, "If you go to Tibet, [you can meet] 
the masters Santideva and Vajrapal).i, who have taken birth in Tibet at 
a place called Katok, where they have benefitted numberless disciples. 
At that seat, too, master Kal).hapa [Kr~l).acarin] the great has taken 
birth. He remains there even now to benefit his disciples." Moreover, 
this same one had acted in the service of the teaching during lifetimes 
spent as the son of an Indian king, as a monk of a brahman family, 
and so on. Afterwards he was born as the venerable Campa the great. The 
year of his birth was 1179 (earth pig). 

Under the guidance of both Katok Tampa Rinpoche and the doctrine 
master Tsangtonpa, Campabum studied, reflected and meditated upon 
the whole ocean of doctrinal traditions of the sl1tras and mantras, but 
he completed his studies under the doctrine master. After TsangWnpa 
passed away, Campabum, then in his forty-eighth year, ascended to 
the seat. He spread out a joyous feast of the ocean of doctrinal traditions 
of the sl1tras and mantras, emphasising the Magical Net and the Great 
Perfection. 
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Campa bum 

The great Karmapa [Karmapa II, Pakshi] who was born at Drigyel 
Tampa Chocuk, went to Katok at the advice of the bodhisattva Pom
drakpa, whom he first met in Shabam. Under Campa Rinpoche, who 
acted as the preceptor, and Ce-nga Mangpuwa Sonam Bumpa, who 
was the master of ceremonies, the Karmapa received full ordination. 
Becoming thus a bhik~u, he was enthroned as the regent of the Sage. 
The name Choki Lama was conferred upon him and he received the 
empowerments and instructions of the Magical Net and the Great Per-

fection. 88o 
Campa bum continued to act on behalf of the teaching and living 

creatures through to his seventy-fourth year, 1252 (water mouse), when 
he withdrew from the array of his physical body. 

THE SUCCESSIVE REGENTS OF KA TOK 

[439.5-443.3] Campabum's regent, the great Ce-ngawa Sonam Bumpa, 
was born in 1223 (water sheep year). In his thirtieth year he ascended 
to the seat and, emphasising the SfUra which Gathers All Intentions, the 
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Magical Net, and the Great Perfection, he maintained the teaching. He 
passed away in his sixty-first year. 

His regent, Uwo Yeshebum, was born in 1254 (wood male tiger 
year). He ascended to the seat in his twenty-ninth year, and turned 
extensively the doctrinal wheel of the sutras and mantras, with emphasis 
on the trilogy of the SiUra which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical 
Net, and the Mental Class. 

During this period the doctrine master Sakya Pal)<;iita and his nephew 
Phakpa Rinpoche went to Mongolia at the invitation of the king. On 
the way they built the Namgyel Temple in Dzing. Katokpa [Campabum] 
also went there. Now, all the domains of the Sakyapa naturally became 
hoards of silver property and objects, but others [such as the Katokpa] 
were without these [resources]. On this particular occasion, so that they 
could consecrate the temple [according to the rites of] both the ancient 
and new traditions simultaneously, Katokpa said, "We Nyingmapa will 
perform the exorcism at the beginning of the consecration. But I will 
ask you adherents of the new translation schools to perform the actual 
ground of the consecration, the invocation of the Beings of Pristine 
Cognition and so forth." Katokpa then entered into the contemplation 
of exorcism and turned the temple inside out. When the Sakyapa called 
down the Beings of Pristine Cognition the temple was restored to its 
natural condition. Such were the wonders displayed there. Katokpa 
conferred the empowerment of the peaceful and wrathful deities of the 
Magical Net on Phakpa Rinpoche, who then proceeded to Mongolia. 
The doctrine master [Sakya Pal)<;iita] withdrew from his physical body 
while he was visiting the Mongol domains. When Phakpa returned to 
Tibet, he offered a three-storey stupa of bronze, seven great altar bowls 
and other items to Katok as gifts, which exist even today.881 

Cangcup Pelwa, the regent of master Uwopa Yeshebum, ascended 
to the seat in his forty-fourth year. In his time there were many at [the 
hermitages of] Partro, Pangtro and Tampuk whose bodies dissolved in 
the buddha-body of light. Once, while he was constructing a temple, 
the workers slaughtered many cattle and sheep. They had just separated 
the meat and the hides when the master approached. It is said that 
with a snap of his fingers the beasts rose with a roar and disappeared 
into the sky. In his sixty-fourth year he passed away to benefit another 
realm. 

Sonam Zangpo, who was his regent, ascended to the seat in his 
fifty-third year. He grounded [his teaching] in the Magical Net and the 
~reat Perfection. But also, from about this time, the older treasures, 
mcluding those of Nyang-rel [Nyima Ozer] and Guru Chowang, began 
to spread somewhat. In his sixty-third year he passed away to benefit 
another realm. 

The regent Ktinga Bumpa protected the doctrine as before. Then 
Wangcuk Pelwa ascended to the seat during his thirty-eighth year. 
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Though some exegesis was givenat this time, he emphasised meditative 
attainments above all, and dwelt in one-pointed contemplation. On one 
occasion the king of Jang mustered a great army [and P!epared to sa~k 
the monastery].882 The master's servant asked, "What shall we do m 

the face of this army?" 
"Pour a lot of tsampa on me!" he replied. 
When this was done, there was a great blizzard and the army with

drew. Later, [the king of Jang] bowed at the master's feet and offered 
a golden image of Sakyamuni, an ivory model of the temple at Vajrasana, 
and the great spire which today is on top of the monastery. Wangcuk 
Pelwa withdrew from his physical body during his fifty-third year. 

His regent, Lodro Bumpa, ascended to the seat in his forty-third 
year. He had many disciples who attained accomplishment, such as 
Chusor Namkabum. In the period between [the greatness of] Ukpalung 
[the seat of] the Zurs, and [the rise of the later] monastic ce~tres of the 
secret mantra tradition (gsang-sngags-gling-rnams )883 the teachmg became 
sparse, but this master propagated the Sutra which Gathers.All !ntentions, 
the Magical Net, and others. So his legacy to the teachmg m Central 
Tibet, Tsang and Kham was great. In his sixty-fifth year he passed 

away to benefit another realm. 
The regent Lodro Senge ascended to the seat in his thirty-sixth y~ar. 

He grounded [his teaching] in the transmitted precepts of the an~lent 
propagation, but from this time the treasure cycles were extensIvely 
promulgated as well. He passed away at sixty. 

The regent Cangcup Lodro continued the tradition of his predecessors 
and, in particular, expounded the Four Sections of the Magical Net 
(sgyu-'phrul sde-bzhi) and the Array of the Path of the Magical Net. He 
also greatly increased the congregations of renunciate meditators at t?e 
Ritsip and Partro [hermitages]. His regent, Cangcup Senge, and ~IS, 
Cangcup Gyeltsen, both greatly extended teaching, study and medIta
tion on the transmitted precepts and treasures. 

KHEDRUP YESHE GYEL TSEN 

[443.3-445.6] Cangcup Gyeltsen's disciple was Jfianaketu [Yeshe 
Gyeltsen], the learned and accomplished master of Pubor. There was 
a prophecy stating him to be the emanation of J fianakumara, the trans
lator of Nyak; and he became learned in all the sequences of the pa~h, 
according to the slitras and mantras in general. In particular, he studIed 
all the empowerments, exegeses, and means for attainment ofth~ ~iitra 
which Gathers All Intentions and of the peaceful and wrathful deItIeS of 
the Magical Net under the great learned and accomplished master Tr.ao 
Chabum. Moktan Dorje Pelzang, in turn, received the Sutra whzch 
Gathers All Intentions from this guru; and from him it was received by 
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the great spiritual warrior Dorje Namgyel of Tarlung. From his lineage 
the renowned Kham tradition of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions 
(dgongs-'dus khams-lugs) descended to Central Tibet, as explained below. 884 

Khedrup Yeshe Gyeltsen reclarified the root text and commentaries 
of the Secret Nucleus, the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions, and the 
root texts of the three traditions of the Great Perfection - those of the 
Mental, Spatial, and Esoteric Instructional Classes, respectively - until 
they shone like the sun. And he spread the teachings all-pervasively 
by means of exegesis and attainment. 

He composed a great many treatises: the Commentary on the Peaceful 
and Wrathful Deities [of the Magical Net] and the Commentary on Vajra
kfla according to the Transmitted Precepts (zhi-khro-dangphur-ba bka'-ma'i 
'grel-pa); a commentary, outline and synopsis of the Secret Nucleus 
(gsang-ba snying-po-la 'grel-palsa-bcadlbsdus-don); the Commentary and 
Annotations on the Array of the Path of the Magical Net (lam rnam-bkod-la 
tf-ka-dang mchan-bu); Annotations on the Parkap Commentary and the 
Innermost Point (spar-khab-dang thugs-thig-la mchan-bu); the Commentary 
on the Clarification of Commitments entitled the Clear Mirror (dam-tshig 
gsal-bkra-la 'grel-pa gsal-ba'i me-long); the Text on the Means for Assuming 
the Mudra of the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities (zhi-khro'i phyag-rgya 
bcings-thabs-kyi yi-ge); the Commentary on Tampa Rinpoche's General· 
Exposition of the Vehicles (dam-pa rin-po-che'i theg-pa spyi-bcing-gi 'grel
pa); and the Detailed Exposition of the Feast Offering (tshogs-kyi 'khor-lo'i 
rnam-bshad); to name but a few. 

Yeshe Gyeltsen produced many learned students who attained ac
complishment, such as Khawa Karpowa Namka Gyamtso, Ktinga 
Dawa, Chokme Cangsem, and Lapton Namka Rincen. Among them, 
Khawa Karpowa composed a general dissertation, outline, and synopsis 
on the Secret Nucleus (gsang-snying spyi-don-danglsa-bcadlbsdus-don); a 
Commentary on the Array of the Path o/the Magical Net (lam rnam-bkod-la 
tf-ka); and so forth. 

At the end of his life this great learned and accomplished master 
remained at the hermitage of Phaktso, diligently striving only for attain
ment. He benefitted innumerable disciples from as far away as Pubor, 
Khawa Karp0885 and J ang. He also received a prophecy from the 9akinI 
Mahakarmel).dral).i: "Departing from this life in your sixty-fourth year 
you will extensively benefit living creatures in the northern direction. 
Then, in SukhavatI Buddha-field, as the bodhisattva Sukhailkusa (bde
ba'i myu-gu) you will purify [the universe] into buddha-fields; and then 
during a pure aeon called 'Array of Attributes' you will attain buddha
hood as Sukhasara (bde-ba'i snying-po)." 

There are inconceivable stories of Yeshe Gyeltsen's learning and 
accomplishment. He had visions of hosts of buddhas and bodhisattvas 
and could hang his robes on the rays of the sun, even in the presence 
of common folk. 
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THE LINEAGES OF KATOK 

[445.5-449.1] The so-called "thirteen generations of the gurus of 
Katok", of whom Yeshe Gyeltsen was the last, were successive emana
tions of the Lords of the Three Families [MafijusrI, Avalokitesvara, 
and Vajrapal).i]. They maintained [the seat] by means of the exegesis 
and attainment associated with the teaching of the Ancient Translation 
School. 

Again, there were the disciples of Tampa Deshek who were renowned 
as the "three from Gyelmorong who just had to listen". These were 
Sherap Gyeltsen, Sherap Pelwa, and Sherap Dorje. The three had acute 
minds and were certainly fit to be taught in an instant. Just by hearing 
the sound of Tampa Rinpoche's voice as he taught the doctrine they 
became lords among accomplished masters, who reached the profound
est depths of all doctrines. So it is that from that time, when those 
three spread the teaching in the eastern district of Gyelmorong, until 
the present day, this precious teaching has not declined. 

Moreover, there were the four supreme students of Katok Tampa 
Deshek who were renowned as the "four sons who were prophesied". 
Among them, Drutsagangpa was famed for having founded one hundred 
and eight places of retreat throughout the region from the three districts 
of Pum, Rong and Zhak all the way to Khawa Karpo; and his legacy 
as one who spread the teaching profusely was great. Tsade Ce-nga 
Namka Dorje founded the monastery of Konjo Tsade. Through his 
students Trung Thuje Yeshe, Tonpa Wangjor and others, the cycles 
of the Magical Net and the Great Perfection came to Central Tibet, 
where they became known as the "Kham tradition". Mokt6n J ampel 
Senge built a monastery in the Dri region and vastly benefitted the 
teaching and living creatures. From him there originated the lineage 
renowned as the "thirteen generations of accomplished masters in the 
line of Mok". Finally, the accomplished master Mal).i Rincen was re
cognised by Guru Choki Wangcuk to be the fundamental master of the 
doctrine of the Quintessential Gathering of the Great Compassionate One 
(thugs-rje chen-po yang-snying 'dus-pa). At Katok, Choki Wangcuk made 
a prophetic declaration that he should become a mantrin and that his 
own daughter Ktindrolbum and Mal).i Rincen should live together; but 
the auspicious opportunity was lost because Mal).i Rincen would not 
transgress the discipline of a renunciate. Even so, as soon as he had 
finished building the reliquaries of the three superiors (gong-magsum)886 
and other acts of service, he flapped his robes like wings and flew like 
a bird into the sky, landing on the summit of the mountain opposite. 
He also left a footprint there. Then he dwelt in Rakcok, where, after 
not very long, his body vanished in a mass of light. 

Following the "thirteen generations of gurus" there were the "thirteen 
generations of Trung", 887 who successively maintained the teaching of 
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t?e tra~smItted precepts and treasures. In the time of 
tlOned generations of gurus" th t h· . the aforemen-
h e eac mg was so wldel 

t at ~here were as many as one hundred and . y propagated 
[affilIated with Katok]. There was also a d· I ~IglhtYlthousand monks 
f d· Ia ectIca co lege and 

o ~tu y. AcademIes, retreat centres and so forth were devel ~ COurse 
ate y. In short, both the exegesis and attainm o~e separ
Ancient Translation School became wid en~ o~the teachmg of the 
from Gyelmorong in the east Tshawaron es~~~a ~. r~ughout the area 

~ongp~ in the west, all the w~y up to Cen~ral Tit!,~:~~ *:a~~u*h:nd 
;~~;h wG::;;e~~~7} that .intervening p.eriod, the teachings of the Su~:~ 
on had becom nt~ntclOns, the A!agzcal Net, the Mental Class and so 

e rare In entral TIbet a d T . . 
that kept them alive A d h n .sang, It was thIS tradition 
interruption, the str~ar: ofu:rr:

p
o 

t e present hIt has ma~ntained, without 
. . . . owerment, t e exegetIcal tradition th 

contmUIty of esotenc mstruction and the lineage of t ..' e 
Ag· h· . . ' ransmISSlOn 

am, t ere IS one tradItIOn according to which th·· f . 
ments t .. . . IS nver 0 empower-
Gathe' ~~7~mIssI~ns, and esotenc mstructions of both the Sutra which 
from ~ampa ~ee:~~~ ~d the .. Magical Net also descended in a lineage 

, sangtonpa, and Campabum, through: 

Tsade Ce-ngawa Namka Dorje· 
Trung Thuje Yeshe; , 
Tonpa Wangjor; 
the venerable Pelbarwa Namka Dorje. 
Tonpa Gongyel; , 
Yangtro Tshtiltrim Gyeltsen; 
Trao Choki Bumpa; 
Puborwa Khedrup Yeshe Gyeltsen. 
Zhakla Khedrup Yeshe Bumpa· ' 
Mon Katokpa Sonam Gyeltsen/ 
Katokpa Namdrol Zangpo; 
Katokpa Choki Senge; and 
Lhadrowa Choki Wangpo. 

ve:::a~let~e~~~n m:n~one~ the lineage gradually descended to the 
interruption until tgPd oco Done, whence It has continued without 

o ay. 



7 Miscellaneous Lineages of the 
Zur and Kham Traditions 

THE EMPOWERMENT OF THE SOTRA WHICH GATHERS ALL 

INTENTIONS IN KHAM 

[449.1-452.4] Moreover, concerning that which is called the "Kham 
tradition" of the empowerment of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions: 
During that aforementioned intervening period, Dro1cen Samdrup 
Dorje conferred this empowerment on both Zur Sakya Jungne of Yang
en and his sister, and the lineage passed to the latter. Her name was 
Zurmo Gendtinbum. In reality, she was a natural yoginI, who from 
her youth onwards was dignified, even in appearance, and free from 
the defects of sarpsara. Training herself in the three aspects of creation 
and perfection, she attained their limits, realised the abiding nature of 
reality, and mastered many approaches to contemplation. Thus she 
became a great learned and accomplished woman. Living in the hermit
age of Tsegyel in lower Nyang, she acted on behalf of living creatures. 
It was she who conferred the empowerment on Zurton Sakya Shenyen 
of Yang-en Sangakling. He empowered Trao Chobum, the learned and 
accomplished master of Katok. The latter empowered Shenyen Koncok 
Zangpo, who, in turn, empowered Katokpa MoktOn Dorje Pelzangpo. 

This Dorje Pelzangpo composed the Empowerment Ceremony entitled 
the River of Honey (dbang-chog sbrang-rtsi'i chu-rgyun), which he based 
on the empowerment ritual of the Len tradition, where the various 
stages [of empowerment] were properly arranged, and then adorned 
with the practical techniques of Go Tsilungpa and the ceremonial ar
rangements of Troton Pelden-tra. Moreover, he combined in it the 
peaceful and wrathful deities of the Magical Net and the special trans
mitted precepts of the Mental Class known as the Eighteen Significations 
of the Syllable A (sems-sde A-don bco-brgyad-kyi sgos-bka'). This author, 
Dorje Pelzangpo, was renowned as an awareness-holder who had at
tained the level of deathlessness, so he was certainly a supreme, holy 
individual. Above and beyond that, his work was composed at the 
behest of many incomparable spiritual benefactors. Therefore, it was 
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inv~luable, and became the source for the empowerments ofth "fif 
d " ( bel teen or mary sacraments sgru -rdzas thun-mong bco-lnga'i dbang) , 888 which 

had bee~ left out of the C:eremonial Arrangements of Nyelpa (gnyal-ba'i 
chog-khngs). He also revIved the transmission of the three profound 
en:po~erments of the peac~ful deities of the Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul 
zhz-ba z zab-dbang-gsum) whIch had been lost in Central Tibet and T 
d' h" . sang 

unng t IS mtervenmg period, but which had been preserved he . 
th K t k d" B re m e a 0 tra ItIOn. ecaus.e he also maintained the continuous lineage 
of empowerment for the Ezghteen Significations of the Syllable A in the 
Mental Class, he became a most beneficial gateway to the continuity 
of the teaching. 

The empowerment was transmitted from MoktOn Dorje Pelzangpo 
through: 

Dorje Namgyel, the bodhisattva of Tarlung; 
Khyungtsangpa Trhtizhi Lodro Pelden' , 
PangtOn Karma Guru; 
Ktinzang Peljor, the holder of mantras; 
Sangdak Trhinle Lhtindrup; and 
TaktOn Chogyel Tendzin. 

From th~s. last mentioned the river which had flowed through the 
Khan: tradIt~on ~escended to the great treasure-finder, the king of the 
doctnne, [RIkdzm] Gyurme Dorje. 

THE LINEAGE OF ROK SHERAP-O 

~gain, Rok Sherap-o also greatly propagated the exegetical transmis
SIO~S of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions and the Magical Net. 
ThIS Sherap-o first studied the trilogy of the Sutra which Gathers All 
Inte~~ions, the Magical Net, and the Mental Class according to the So 
tradItIOn under RoktOn Tsenpo. He also studied the SiUra which Gathers 
All Intentions and the Magical Net according to the Kyo tradition under 
Lhapdrema Kongpa. Lhap had received the Zur tradition of the Szltra 
which Gathers All Intentions and the Magical Net from master Yamco 
Ngod.~up, who belonged to the Zur lineage. Also, Dropukpa's disciple 
Nupton taught them to Kharak Nyingpo, who taught them to Yamshti. 
Kharak Nyingpo, moreover, taught his own son, Pemabar, who in
structed Rok Sherap-o [as did Yamshti]. Furthermore, under So Tarma 
Senge, Rok studied an ancient tradition of teaching using an annotated 
commentary called the Profusely Annotated Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul 
mchan-mang). He also received a lineage derived from Len Sakya Zangpo 
of Chuwar and another derived from Nyangnak Dopa, who was a 
st.udent of Lharje Nyariwa. In short, this guru Rok studied many 
dIfferent traditions. 
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Rok composed the Lecture Notes on the Ground, Path and Result 
ording to the Magical Net (sgyu-'phrul gzhi-lam-'br~s-gsum stong-thun~ 

:~d a Commentary on the Array of the Path of the MagIcal Netyam-r;~~ 
bkod-kyi tfka). He granted teaching to one kn?wn as the ,All-S h~ 
of N emdo", who, in turn, composed Detazled Annotatwns on ,t 
Com~entary on the Secret Nucleus and the Array of the Path of the MagIc~l 
Net (snying-tfk-dang lam-rnam-bkod-la mchan-bu!. He also great Y 
propagated the empowerment and exegesis of th1s tantra among the 

descendants of Rok. 

THE LINEAGE OF YATO ZURPA 

. k the "Yato 
Similarl in Tsangton Mangkar a succeSSlOn no~n as . 
Zurpa" ~~erged, which was well practised in exeges1s and atta1nment. 
That lineage spread like fire throughout t~e southern. and northe~n 
districts of Lato. In the north a few explanatlOns were glVen by Meto~ 
Jun ne-o Narton Senge-o, Yonten Wangcuk of Catarlamo and o~hers, 
andgan e~egesis of the Magical Net was continued in t~e s~ccesslOn at 
Tenpak as well, where the conqueror Longcenpa stud1ed 1t. 

8 Rongzom Chtjki Zangpo 

[452.4-465.1] Choki Zangpo of Rong,889 who was renowned as the 
supreme mahapa1J4ita of [Tibet], the land of snow mountains, took 
birth in Narlung-rong, a subdistrict of Rulak in lower Tsang. [In order 
for him to do so,] the rite of the five awakenings of the causal phase890 

was first performed by [his father] Rongben Rincen Tshliltrim, the son 
of Rongben Pelgi Rinpoche. Consequently, [during his lifetime] he 
was to demonstrate an enlightenment exemplifying five excellences: 
Dignaga's discriminative awareness, Vasubandhu's learning, Candrago
min's expressive style, Dharmaklrti's analytical acumen, and master 
Aryasllra's poetic composition. 

It is said that Rongzompa was the immediate reincarnation of a 
paI).Qita called master Sm.rtijfianaklrti, who had come [to Tibet] towards 
the end of the early propagation of the teaching. In the province of 
Dokam he corrected the translations of some of the tantras, and trans
lated commentaries on the way of secret mantra, including the Comment
ary on the Litany of the Names of Mafijusrf (Tha-ga-na'i mtshan-brjod-kyi 
'grel-pa, T 2538) by Thagana, and many means for attainment, such 
as that of Esoteric Mafijusrf. He also composed some treatises on gram
mar. Later, he passed into nirvaI).a [while still in Tibet]. But in the 
lineage of the Anthologised Siltras (mdo-mang, T 846-1108), [a section] 
of the Kangyur, Rongzompa follows immediately after Sm.rtijfianaklrti, 
a point which requires consideration [for it would be impossible for 
one to be the immediate reincarnation of the other if they were master 
and disciple]. Still, others maintain that a paI).Qita called Acarya 
Trhalaringmo came to Kham, and that there he translated and taught 
the Extensive Commentary on the Guhyasamaja Tantra (gsang-ba 'dus-pa 
rgya-cher 'grel-pa) and so forth. When he passed away he reportedly 
reincarnated [as Rongzompa]. 

From his youth Rongzompa spontaneously possessed great dis
criminative awareness, and so studied under GartOn Tshliltrim Zangpo 
in lower Nyang. Once, when his father came to bring him provisions, 
his fellow students said, "This son of yours has a wild disposition. As 
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we have grown tired of his noisy chattering, it would be best to take 
him away now." The father asked the master whether he should take 
the boy away as they had suggested, but the great Garton replied, "Do 
not speak of it. He already understands the entire doctrine!" 

Rongzom Chiiki Zangpo 

In his eleventh year Rongzompa studied the dialectical philosophy. 
Between teaching sessions he used to repeat all his master's words even 
in the children's playground. Because he mastered all doctrines after 
hearing them just once, without mistaking even a single word, he 
became known as an emanation of MafljusrI. When he was in his 
thirteenth year he seemed to have completed his studies and to have 
become free from ignorance with respect to all that can be known. 

He himself was to say, "My learning was not insignificant: There 
was no doctrine I did not study. But neither were my studies great, 
for I did not need to review any doctrine more than once." 

This great man's discriminative awareness was both quick a~d. pro
found. It is said that because he possessed vast and taintless bnlhance 
that was supremely wholesome, he obtained infallible retention, keeping 
in his mind all the words and meanings of all the difficult Indian texts 
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- s~tras, tantras, and treatises - which he had not previously seen, 
havIng perused them only once or twice. From the very outset and 
without great efforts, he was free from ignorance with respect to Sanskrit 
and many other languages as well. And because his intellect, un
obstructed in all the inner and outer sciences and scriptures, was like 
a sharp thorn, he was vastly superior to others in indicating subtle 
distinctions, even in Tibetan, whereby a given word might apply to a 
given shade of meaning. 

Rongzompa knew the significance of many, extensive textual systems 
teaching such sciences as those of the logical treatises, aphoristic verses, 
poe~ics and so forth, without referring merely to [a single authority, 
for Instance,] the treatise of DaJ)Qin [the Mirror of Poetics]. 891 In child
hood he delighted in the company of every Indian master, and com
prehended their statements. Thus, he found no difficulty in learning 
[to read] a volume in the Vivarta script,892 just by glancing over it. It 
is said that he even learned the languages and sounds of animals. He 
also composed many commentaries and treatises like [his commentary 
on] the Gateway to Language (smra-sgo mtshon-cha). With inconceivable 
intellectual power he was endowed with a profound intention to serve 
all men devoted to the doctrine and religious persons in general, and 
. . ' 
m partIcular, those who had entered into the vehicle of indestructible 
reality and who desired to attain the rites and accomplishments of the 
secret mantra. So it was that he earnestly advised them with infallible 
instruction, and thus served them. Since he was endowed with some 
of the supernormal cognitive powers, he knew the right times and 
situations for training sentient beings, and so changed the attitudes of 
most living creatures. In order to turn those who entered the doctrine 
away from its opponents, well-prepared and methodical treatises would 
flow forth from his lotus mouth. And he never regretted giving this aid. 

Abandoning avarice, Rongzompa renounced possessions for, and 
tolerated the incompetence of, ordinary persons whose minds were not 
inclined to the doctrine. 893 Making them the objects of his compassion, 
he established them in happiness and peace. He cherished sacred mat
ters and meditative resolve like wish-fulfilling gems, or vital forces; 
and he inspired others to follow suit. 

. While composing [works concerning] the true doctrine, Rongzompa 
dId not have to hesitate in order to collect and study source-books or 
make other such investigations, for the eight great treasures of brilliance 
were liberated [within him], whereby he could penetrate the words and 
meanings of the doctrine without impediment. Since all his treatises 
are refined in meaning, verbally refined and of unadulterated expressive 
style,894 they are in harmony with the mysteries of the speech of the 
Teacher, the great Sage. For this reason, others who are known for 
their learning cannot refute them. It is said that individuals in the 
lineage of those who have studied his esoteric instructions concerning 
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the way of secret mantra cannot but receive his blessing by following 
[the texts] literally, even if they have not obtained the transmissions. 

When the master Atisa met this great being, he declared him to be 
infallible, saying, "This master is,.in fact, the deceased master K:r~t:la
carin of India. How could I be able to discuss the doctrine with him?" 

In general, it was said [of him]: 

In Vinaya, Tshurton Yige was learned. 
In correct ritual practice, Yedrak was skilled. 
Rongpa was learned in grammar and logic. 
But father Chodrak himself gathered all!895 

While, generally speaking, Rongzompa continued unbroken lineages 
of the sutra and mantra traditions derived from many gurus, in particu
lar, [he figures in many lineages of] the doctrinal cycles of the vehicle 
of indestructible reality according to the Ancient Translation School, 
for example: 

(i) The lineage of the instructions of the great master Padmasambhava 
[passed from that master through]: 

Nanam Dorje Dtijom; 
Kharcen Pelgi Wangcuk; 
Tom Atsara Pel Metok; 
Dra Dorje Zhonu; 
Zhangzhang Yonten-tra; 
Rongben Yonten; and 
Rongben Tshtiltrim Rinpoche [Rongzompa's father]. 

Rongzompa received them from this last figure in the lineage. 
(ii) The lineage of Vairocana's esoteric instructions [which passed 

from that master through]: 

Yudra N yingpo; 
Lacen Gongpa Rapsel; 
Trum Shinglakcen; 
Nup Paten; and 
Yazi Ponton. 

The latter expounded them to the all-knowing Rongzompa. This is one 
lineage of the Mental Class. 

(iii) There was also an accomplished individual in Longtang Drolma 
named Aro Yeshe J ungne. 896 He possessed both the instructions of 
seven successive masters of India and those of seven successive masters 
of China. [From him the lineage was transmitted through:] 

Cokro Zangkar Dzokur; 
Yazi PonWn;897 to 
Rongzompa. 
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This is called the Kham tradition of the Great Perfection. 
(iv) Again, there were the esoteric instructions given by Vimalamitra 

to Nyang Tingdzin Zangpo, and those which he taught to Ma Rincen
chok and Nyak Jfianakumara. Both were transmitted through Khu 
Cangcup-o to Khyungpo Yik-o, and by stages came down to Rongzompa. 

Thus, Rongzompa was an unrivalled master of the teaching of the 
Ancient Translation School of the secret mantra, in whom was found 
one of the fountain-heads of the teaching. 

At the beginning of this master's Commentary on the Tantra of the 
Secret Nucleus (gsang-snying Jgrel-pa) it says: 

The nature of the Three Precious J ewe1s 
Is enlightened mind. 

For this reason it is called the Precious Jewel Commentary (dkon-mchog 
Jgrel). The commentary by the great, all-knowing Longcenpa, entitled 
Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, clearly elucidates [the Secret 
Nucleus], commenting on it according to the tradition of the king of 
vehicles [Atiyoga]. On the other hand, this commentary by the all-know
ing Rongzompa appears like a great chest that is sealed tight, vastly 
commenting on the expanse [ of reality]. Knowing that these two are 
the main Tibetan commentaries [on the Secret Nucleus] provides the 
intellect with [the potential for] great power. 

When Rongzompa was young, while studying the teachings of the 
Ancient Translation School under one DoWn Senge, he once dreamed 
that he was eating a porridge he had prepared of the Secret Nucleus, 
with a vegetable broth made of the Buddhasamayoga. He told this to 
his master, who said, "How wonderful! It is a sign that you have 
completely internalised those doctrines. You should compose a com
mentary on each." 

Therefore, to fulfil his guru's intention, Rongzompa composed three 
esoteric instructions based on the three precious trainings. These are 
the Extensive Sutra of the Commitments, which gives definitive expression 
to the training of superior moral discipline; the Four Modes and Fifteen 
Aspects Commentary Cgrel-pa tshul-bzhi yan-lag bco-lnga-pa), which sets 
forth the training of superior contemplation; and the Commentary on 
the Buddhasamayoga (mnyam-sbyor-gyi Jgrel-pa) , which consists of 
esoteric instructions on the view and meditation of the Great Perfection, 
and which teaches the training of superior discriminative awareness. 

Similarly, he composed many commentaries and esoteric instruc
tions, such as those on the Tantra of the Purification of All Evil Destinies 
(Sarvadurgatiparisodhanatantra, T 483), and on the Bhairava Tantra. 
Among them are texts that are inexpressibly profound, and of vast 
significance, such as the Introduction to the Way of the Greater Vehicle 
(theg-pa chen-poJi tshul-la )ug-pa), and so forth. In short, Rongzompa 
made the abode of omniscience his own; for, with respect to the different 
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siitras, tantras, and treatises, he mastered all those which are knowable. 
He even went so far as to write treatises on such worldly occupations 
as agriculture, animal husbandry, and dairy farming. 

Therefore, when at first all the scholars of the four Tibetan provinces 
assembled with the intention of debating him, it was an occasion for 
Rongzompa to prune the vines of their brilliance and to flatten the 
cobra's hood of their pride. So it was that all those scholars, induding 
Yangkye Lama of Shap, Marpa Topa, Uyukpa DaWn, Do Khyungpo 
Hiirp-nying, Setrom Gyamtsobar, TshamWn Koca, Pangka Tarcung, 
Go Lhetse, and Gya Gyeltstil had thought to refute Rongzompa by 
criticising his treatises as being merely the inventions of a native Tibetan. 
But when they confronted the great man in person they found that he 
adhered to the scriptural authorities, could bear logical examination, 
and that he contradicted neither syllogistic proof nor the teachings of 
their gurus. Thus, he refuted them through the brilliance of his intellect, 
which was free from all the verbal and substantial faults asserted by 
his opponents. As they inspected each of his treatises and savoured its 
meaning, they were all astonished; and everyone of them honoured 
him and made him their guru. So it is said. 

So too, the translator of Korup, a monk named Choki Sherap, who 
had the guise of one who was much learned, also slandered Rongzompa 
at first. But on seeing the volume entitled Introduction to the Way of 
the Greater Vehicle, which Rongzompa had composed, he felt great 
respect. Finally, he honoured Rongzompa with many presents, confes
sed his fault, and prayed to be accepted as a disciple. Then he studied 
the Secret Tantra of [Wrathful} Maiijusrf, and many other doctrines. 

During his discourses on that Secret Tantra, the great paI).gita de
clared, "If we had a Sanskrit manuscript, [the tantra] would read like 
this, but since there is none, we cannot now correct it." 

Korup Lotsawa retained his words and later obtained a Sanskrit 
manuscript from a paI).gita called lord K~~I).a, which he studied under 
him. He found it agreed with the words of Rongzom PaI).gita and felt 
great devotion. It is said that he offered to Rongzompa the Sanskrit 
manuscript which Kr~I).apa had provided, and studied it once more 
under him. In the same way, many translators such as Marpa Choki 
Wangcuk898 and intellectuals who were renowned for their learning 
bowed before his feet. 

Rongzompa adhered to many paI).gitas including the Indian precep
tors Mafijusrlvarman, Mafijusrljfiana, Upayasrlmitra, Buddhakara
bhadra, Devakaracandra, Paramesvara, and Amoghavajra. He acted as 
their interpreter and translated many texts, including the Vajrabhairava 
Tantra, the tantra of Black Yamari, the Esoteric Maiijusrf,899 and the 
Root Tantra of Cakrasalflvara. They are most excellent translations and 
are thus worthy exemplars of the new translation schools. All of 
Rongzompa's Indian paI).Q.itas used to say to him, "Dharmabhadra! 
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You should compose many doctrines and protect many livI'ng 
N · '. creatures. 

ot to mentIOn your other attnbutes, m India men compose 'th 
h · h' WI out 

avmg a t Ird of your knowledge of grammar and logic. So, wh do ' 
you write?" y n t 

Thou~h endo~ed w!th such perfect attributes, Rongzompa per
severed m reducmg pnde and smothering arrogance. If we conside 
~he accounts of his liberated accomplishments, there are many concern~ 
mg, for examFle, h~,: ?e crossed the mirror-like surface of a great cliff 
~hrough magIcal abIlItIes, or how he pierced rock with his kIla, flew 
mt? the sky, and possessed supernormal cognitive powers, through 
WhICh he comprehended the domains and conduct of most Tibetan 
gods a~d demons. So it was that this great paI).gita, such an undisputed 
emanatIOn, was manifestly praised and venerated by all the scholars 
who yve? during his age. He lived for one hundred and nineteen years 
a~? IS sa~d to have passed away without physical illness. Even the great 
G? Lotsawa [Zhonupel] has praised him saying, "In this snowland of 
TI?et no scholar has appeared who has been his equal. ,,900 This is 
unIversally known. 

~mong the .students who followed him, there were two lineages: the 
~Ineage of hIS .sons, and that of his disciples. First, the lineage which 
Issued from hIS two sons, Zijibar and Bumbar, lasted for a long time, 
and e.veryone .who appeared in it attained accomplishment through the 
practIce ofVaJrakIla. In the lineage of his disciples, there were seventeen 
great translators including Korup Lotsawa, Marpa Topa, and Go 
[Kh~kpa ~hetse]; thirty-five great accomplished masters including Yak 
DOfJe Dzmpa; one hundred and eighty great meditators masters of 
yoga, i~~luding the venerable Khurbupa, the brothe; of Macik 
Z.hama; and about five hundred others who upheld the umbrella of 
hIS doctrine, including Dorje Wangcuk, the layman of Yolcak, and 
Yangkye Lama. 
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THE TRANSMISSIONS OF V AJRAKILA 

[465.1-475.3] As has already been described, the foremost meditational 
deities of the ancient masters were Yangdak Heruka and VajrakIla. 
Since [the tradition of] the Yangdak cycle is already known [pp. 617-45], 
the propagation of VajrakIla [will now be discussed].902 There are, 
indeed, many different versions [of the means for the attainment 
ofVajrakIla] to be found among the lineages descended from Padmasam
bhava, the preceptor of O<;l<;liyana. They include the King's Tradition 
of Vajrakfla (phur-pa rgyal-po lugs), the Venerable Lady's Tradition (jo-mo 
lugs), the Royal Lady's Tradition (lcam-lugs), also, the Nanam or Rong 
Tradition (sna-nam-mam rong-lugs), and the Black Deity (lha-nag) and 
Variegated Deity (lha-khra) , these [last two] taking their names from 
the colour of the deities' bodies. Though all of these traditions have 
the same essential nature, they are known as this or that by their 
distinctive esoteric instructions and by the descent of their particular 
transmitted precepts. 

(i) Concerning the King's Tradition: After the great master [Pad
masambhava] had consecrated Samye he is said to have granted [the 
VajrakIla teachings] to three persons, namely, King Trhisong Detsen, 
the venerable lady Kharcenza [Yeshe Tshogyel], and Cendrenpa. 

(ii) Concerning the Venerable Lady's Tradition: At the time of his 
departure from Tibet, the master Padmasambhava taught the venerable 
lady Kharcenza the concise and complete Root Fragment of Vajrakfla, 
the higher rites of which essentially subsume the means for the attain
ment of enlightenment, and the lower rites of which essentially subsume 
the integration of sorcery with the path. Then, in the rock cavern of 
Naring Sengedzong in Monka [present-day Bhutan], in the south, she 
opened up the ma1).<;lala of material symbols and entered into practice. 903 
On the twenty-first day all the kIlas [of which the material ma1).<;lala 
was composed] laughed, emitted light, and began to jump and shake. 
The venerable lady thought to herself, "It is said, IJkfla be accomplished, 
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perfonn the ntual stab ... But in fact, I have no object to stab 
I shall stab the zandre demon of my ancestors ,,904 S h.·?h well, 
venerable lady rotated the kIla of ritual service' It va~i~h~~k~ng, the 
sk~ an? crashed down onto a barberry bush behi~d her ancestr:ln~~ the 
thIS beIng the abode of the zandre demon of her ancestors The b b me , 
bu h b' . ar erry 

s was urnt to a cnsp and the zandre was "liberated" in th . I 
expanse of equanimity. e spatIa 

_ Afterwards? the desc~ndants of that venerabl~ lady's family kept the 
kI1~; Because It ;ufficed Just to brandish it, the lineage became renowned 
as Kharcenza s zandre-subduing lineage" Th bl I d d . . e venera e a y ex-
pou~ ed thIS doctrine to her own brother, Kharcen Pelgi Wan cuk 
and It was gradually propagated. g , 

P ~ii) Concernin?" the Royal Lady's Tradition: Cokroza met master 
a ~as.ambhav.a In person, but she requested empowerment from the 

~edItatlOnal ?eIty and not from the guru. Therefore, the deity vanished 
Into the 9~~ru s heart and she lost the good fortune of receiving empow
erment. But the venerable lady Yeshe Tshogyel transmitted it to 

Yt!she Tshogyel 
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Cokroza, with the permission of Padmasambhava, and another lineage 
thence sprang forth. 

(iv) Again, there is the Nanam Tradition: This is simply the tradition 
of the lineage of the great Rongzompa, which has just been explained 
above. Concerning it, some say that the grandfather of the great 
Rongzompa, Rongben Yanten Rincen, or Pelgi Rincen, met master 
Padmasambhava in person, and lived for three hundred years. He 
taught his son, the father of Rongzom Pa1)<;iita, who was named Rincen 
Tshtiltrim and lived for one hundred and fifty years. From him the 
lineage known as the Rong Tradition emerged. 

(v) Concerning the Black Deity Vajrakfla: Padmasambhava of 
O<;l<;liyana and his consort both instructed Dre Atsara Sale. He taught 
Langlap Cangcup Dorje, from whom the lineage gradually descended 
to one Kurup Yangdak of Yamdrok, who made all the deities [of the 
ma1)<;lala] black on the basis of the NirvalJa Tantra of Vajrakfla (phur-pa 
mya-ngan-las 'das-pa'i rgyud, NGB Vo1.28). Hence the name [of this 
tradition] . 

If this account indeed refers to Atsara Sale, the lineage could not 
have been direct because there was a great span of time between him 
and Langlap. However, there was also a certain Dre Atsara Nuru who 
is said to have attained the accomplishment of longevity. Despite the 
difference of their names, there is little contradiction [if these two are 
identified as one and the same]. 

When the precious lama Phakpa was unable to find a continuous 
lineage for the "liberating" empowerment of the lower rite (smad-las 
sgrol-dbang) , he searched for it saying that he would request it even 
from a beggar. He heard that there was one Atsara Nuru who had been 
a personal disciple of Yeshe Tshogyel, and who, having become an 
awareness-holder controlling the duration of his own life, wandered 
about with no certain destination in such places as SItavana. At that, 
the precious Phakpa sent much gold with Lowo Lotsawa and thus 
obtained the continuous lineage of the "liberating" empowerment. So 
it is said. 

(vi) Concerning the Sakya Tradition of Vajrakfla (phur-pa sa-lugs):906 
This lineage was transmitted in a succession beginning with Khan 
Ltiiwangpo, a disciple of the great master Padmasambhava. An unbro
ken lineage was well known in both the doctrinal and familial lines of 
the Sakyapa, hence the name [of this tradition]. 

(vii) Moreover, the Perfect Practice of Vajrakfla based on the Secret 
Tantra oJvajrakzla (phur-ba gsang-rgyud, NGB Vol. 27) , the Six Secret 
Tantras (gsang-ba'i rgyud drug, NGB Vols. 28-9), and the Blue-skirted 
One's Cycle, which was abridged from the Twelve-Section .!(ila:;:a 
Tantra (ki-la-ya tantra bcu-gnyis, NGB Vol. 19), were transmItted In 
the lineage of Nyak ]fHinakumara, which has been described above 
[pp. 601-6]. 
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LANGLAP CANGCUP DOR]E AND OTHER MASTERS OF V AJRAKILA 

There were an inconceivable number of individuals who obtained mani
fest signs of accomplishment from this meditational deity, so it will not 
be possible to mention them all. None the less, there was one in particu
lar, called Langlap Cangcup Dorje. During his childhood he was sepa
rated from his parents, and, like the venerable Milarepa, suffered greatly 
at the hands of his paternal relations. This was unbearable to Dre 
Ats~ra, who gave him a cycle that was profound and to the point, 
denved from the esoteric instructions of Vajrakfla. Langlap practised 
it and thereby put an end to his paternal family. Although the great 
fame he achieved in this way increased, he had to live as a shepherd 
in Khore, for he lacked the fruit of generosity practised in past lives. 
At the same time, there was one spiritual benefactor, Ra Lotsawa, 
whose dominion and fortune were quite vast. 907 Many of the great gurus 
and noblemen of Tibet, powerless to do otherwise, had to prostrate 
before him. It is said that if they did not comply Ra Lotsawa would 
"liberate" them with the wrathful mantras of Yamantaka. 

About that [wrathful teaching of his]: A whole clay barrel, containing 
a Yamantaka cycle, had been discovered as treasure by one Tumpa 
Gy~ Zhangtrom.

908 
Having copied out about half of the Lord of Life, 

Evll and Mean-hearted (tshe-bdag sdig-pa snying-'dzings), he went before 
Ra Lotsawa, who appended [that teaching] to his own Yamantaka cycle 
and invented an Indian origin, with the pretense that he had translated 
it [from Sanskrit]. Similarly, from among the many treasure troves of 
Bumthang, he discovered numerous esoteric instructions concerning 
sorcery, exorcism, and hail, Vaisrava1)a, Jambhala, Ga1)apati, and so 
forth. So it was that the Yamantaka cycle of the new translation schools 
came to have many efficacious rites. 

When that mantra preceptor [Ra Lotsawa], who had "liberated" 
thirteen bodhisattvas, including Marpa's son Tarma Dode,909 and thir
tee? translators who were his own equals, including Nyen Lotsawa, 
arnved at a religious festival in Khore, Langlap Cangcup Dorje did 
not prostrate before him. Ra Lotsawa thought that he was just a fool, 
but on hearing a description of him, said, "Very weIll He will not live 
beyond this evening. Just waitl" He began to perform the wrathful rite 
but during the first declaration of truth [for the purpose] of capturin~ 
and summoning [the consciousness of the victim] a shower of briar wood 
kIlas rained down on him and his disciples, wounding all the ordinary 
studen ts outside. 910 During the second declaration a rain of iron kIlas 
fell from the ma1)<;lalas of the wrathful deities of the ten directions [with 
their retinues] including the Devourers and the Slaughterers (za
gsOd).911 And during the final declaration, Ra Lotsawa saw the sky fill 
with fire and droning sounds, and there appeared the Indestructible 
Youth (Vajrakumtira), like a red-hot iron almost cleaving the mountains 
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in two, ravenously grimacing above him. At that, Ra L?tsawa was 
terrified. He begged forgiveness and venerated Langlap WIth prostra
tions and offerings. This is the origin of the saying that, "The preceptor 

of Yamantaka was ruined by KIla." 
It is said that while many obtained 'accomplishment through the 

higher rites ofVajrakIla, in the lower rites n~ne re~eale~ a ~or~ powerful 
force than did this Langlap Cangcup Done. HIS mam dlsClples were 
Nanam Sherap Tshtiltrim, Kyi Kyangyel of Mongu, Trang Phurbugo 
of Rong,912 and Nyang Nak of Uyuk Rolpo. , 

Among them, Kyi Kyangyel, who was also called KYlben Can~cup 
Rincen, had his house, fields and wealth stolen by his paternal relatlOns. 
He became exceedingly disgusted and requested the,[empowe,rment of] 
VajrakIla from Langlap, who said, "Perform the ntual,servlce of the 
deity for nine months. Then practise the rites of the tno of Se, Cak, 
and Shel913 for two months. Your aim will be achieved!" " 

Doing just that he reached the limits of power. Then, ~otlcmg many 
people in front of an earthen wall, warm~ng the~se~ve~ m the ~un" he 
saw that all were his enemies. He brandIshed hIS klla m the dlreCtlOn 
of the wall and the wall collapsed. All his enemies wer,e thus set o~ th~ 
path of the hereafter. For this he became known as KYI Kyangyel, KYI 
who Brought Down the Wall". All [of this lineage] possessed such 
occult power, so it will not be possible to write ~t all down here. 

Again, this VajrakIla tradition is famous fo~ lts utterly vast occult 
power. By brandishing the kIla at a brushfire m a sandalwood ~or~st, 
the great master Padmasambhava restored, the fo~est. By brandl~hm,g 
it at the flooding waters of the Ganges, Vlmalamltra fixed the nver s 
course. By brandishing it at Mount Trakar Kongcen, ,the, Newar 
SIlamafiju made the rock-face crumble to pieces. By thrustmg It at the 
tracks of a wolf, the venerable lady Kharcenza caused the wo~f to be 
swept away in an avalanche. By raising it against the crow ,:hlCh had 
carried off his rosary, Menu Gyelwei Nyingpo made the bIrd fall to 
earth. And by inflicting it upon the yak-hair tents of the Mon army, 
Lo Pelgi Lodro overpowered them. In these and other instances" th~se 
masters, thrusting the kIla at both enemies and obstacl~s, ~e~e mvm
cible, even in the face of powerful magic. And by thrustmg It mwa~dly 
at the five poisonous conflicting emotions, numberless masters obtamed 

supreme accomplishment. 

DARCARUPA AND THE TERMA TRADITION OF VAJRAKILA 

Moreover there is the tradition of the treasure, through which the 
manifest ;igns [of accomplishment] were exceedingly clear. The gr~at 
master [Padmasambhava] conferred the empowerment, tantra an~ 1~
structions [of VajrakIla] on the king [Trhisong], and then secured It m 
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the form of a treasure, along with the Doctrinal Cycle of the Utterly 
Secret Hayagrfva (rta-mgrin yang-gsang-gi chos-skor) , at the rock of 
Sewalung in Yerpa. When Darcarupa, a lord among accomplished 
masters, performed the means for attainment in the upper cave of Como 
Nagyel he met the great master Padmasambhava in person, who said 
"Practice in the Moon Cave (Dawa Phuk) at Yerpa!" He did accordingl/ 
There, the great master arrived by horse on the rays of the sun every 
morning and taught the doctrine to him. Every evening he departed 
on the sun's rays, saying that he was off to tame the ogres. At that time 
Darcarupa discovered the kIla, which was a material symbol, at its 
place of concealment in Sewalung at Yerpa. 

When Darcarupa went to Lhasa at market-time he devastated the 
bazaar with a whirlwind. Then he proceeded to Tsang and met Sakya 
PaJ).<;iita, who was on his way to Kyirong, and they stayed in the same 
house. Since Darca's speech was defective,914 he (:ounted the mantra, 
saying "OM v AJRAKYILI KYILA Y A ... " But Sakya PaJ).<;iita said, "That 
is wrong. One should say, 'v AJRAKILI KILA Y A ... ! '" 

At this, Darca's heart was swollen with pride. "Even though the 
mantra is wrong I can still do this!" he said, and forcefully jammed 
his kIla into a rock as if it were clay. When he pulled out the kIla with 
a twist, the point was slightly cracked. Sakya PaJ).<;iita knew him to be 
an accomplished master and said, "I am on my way to debate with 
some extremists. You must come as my assistant." 

"Okay," he said, and they set out together. 
When they reached Kyirong [it was decided that], in accord with ' 

the Indian custom, the banner of whichever doctrine prevailed would 
be raised aloft [i.e. the loser would embrace the victor's doctrine]. 
Sakya PaJ).<;iita and Haranandin engaged in the battle of debate for 
thirteen days, and finally Sakya PaJ).<;iita was victorious. None the less, 
Haranandin would not permit [the Indians] to enter the Buddhist teach
ing, saying, "Let us compete in signs of accomplishment!" At this, the 
extremist threw back his matted hair and, flapping his hands like wings, 
flew into the sky. Sakya PaJ).<;iita saw that he could only be tamed by 
the power of gnostic mantras and called out to Darca, "Hey! Vajrakyili 
Kyila! Get over here!" 

At once the great lord of yoga stabbed his kIla into the heart of the 
extremist's shadow, exclaiming, "OM VAJRAKYILI KYILAYA HOM 
PHAT!" and the extremist fell to earth like a bird struck by a ston~. 
Then Sakya PaJ).<;iita, as a heroic sign of his victory in debate, led 
Haranandin along, so long as he still refused ordination. But since the 
great master Padmasambhava had ordered the Twelve Goddesses of 
the Earth to protect the doctrine in Tibet from extemists, they inflicted 
their punishment: At the Tibetan border near Kyirong the extremist 
vomited blood from his mouth and was sent down the fifth path. 915 

Subsequently, upholders of the non-Buddhist philosophies were not to 
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be seen in Tibet. Some may well have arrived, but no one with the 
intellectual power capable of really disputing the Bud~ha's t~ach!ng. 

Darca himself proceeded to Muse, where he enshnned hIS kIla as 
the center-piece of the temple's shrine. Thereafter, it changed hands 
several times and today is reported to be on display at Sera Monastery. 916 

Vajrakfla 

10 The Lineages of the Empowerment 
of the ((Sutra which Gathers All 
Intentions' , 

[475.3-5] Again, there were some holy individuals who especially served 
the teachings associated with the three aspects of creation and perfection, 
and who stood in the successive lineage of the great empowerment of 
the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions. 

After Drolcen Samdrup Dorje had empowered Zur Ham [Sakya Jung
ne] and his sister [pp. 700-1] two distinct lineages developed. Induding 
the lineage ofDrolcen's own son, there were thus three lineages altogether. 

THE LINEAGE OF ZUR HAM SAKYA JUNGNE 

[475.5-477.4] At the seat of Yang-en, Nyibukpa Langdro Tshewang 
Gyelpo received the empowerment of the Sutra from Zur Ham himself. 
From Nyibukpa, it was received in Chuwar by Lekpa Pelzang, the 
holder of the Nyibukpa lineage; and from him, Utsewa Jamyang Rincen 
Gyeltsen of Ngari received it. During the hare year (1497) in Lowo 
Matang in Ngari [present-day Mustang in Nepal] the latter empowered 
his own sons, the great pa1).<;iita [Ngari Pema Wangyel] and his brother, 
who both became lords among learned and accomplished masters. 917 

The younger brother, Rikdzin Lekdenje, in particular, was in his 
eighth year when he received the empowerment of the Sutra. Because 
he lived for one hundred and thirteen years in all he benefitted the 
teaching and living creatures with the bountiful enlightened activity of 
his exegeses and attainments. At the behest of Jamyang Khyentse 
Wangcuk918 and his nephew, he granted the empowerments of the four 
rivers of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions in their entirety, together 
with the seal of entrustment (gtad-rgya),919 in the palace of Nyuk. At 
that same time, KyitOn Tshering Wangpo also received it; and he later 
gave the empowerment of the Sutra, along with its seal of entrustment, 
at Pelkar in Samdruptse in Tsang. 

On that occasion, the great guru Treshongpa NyaktOn Chogyel Dorje, 
who was a child at the time, was taken there by his father, Mang-rawa 
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Rikdzin Lekdenje 

Perna Dtidtil; and so he received the complete [empowerment of the 
Sutra] from KyitOn Tshering Wangpo. Later, at Kong-ra L~tindrup
ding, Treshongpa also received it from Locen Zhenpen Dor)e, and at 
Thekcokling in Tsang from Namka Drukdra Zangpo, an adept o.~ the 
Great Perfection, along with a congregation. 920 Treshongpa held Ose~
chok of Ngari, Kong-ra Locen, and Lhatstin Namka Jikme. to be hIS 
three root gurus. 921 Relying on them and many other genuIne gurus 
he became vastly learned. He was a great lord among accomplished 
masters, and his disposition was that of a celibate monk. At Shambhara 
in Rongmu he remained in strict retreat, but, und~r. the. pretext ~f 
conferring guidance on the Black Further Innermost Spzntualzty (y~ng-tlg 
nag-po), he granted the empowerment of the Sutra, together WIth the 
seal of entrustment, in a unique lineage to the great Menlungpa 
Nyangton Locok Dorje [by instructing him] through a secret passage-
way.922 . . 

This Nyangton Locok Dorje had previously receIved thI.s empo,,:er
ment in the mandala constructed of coloured powders dunng the ntes 
of great attain~e~t from Locen Zhenpen Dorje as well; and he held· 
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t~e latter to be his supr.eme root guru. In general, NyangtOn knew the 
sutras, mantr~s, and sCIences, but, in particular, he was learned in the 
treasure doctnnes of Guru Chowang. 923 He was honoured with th t' 1 
f . h'h b e It e 

o tl-S l Y the supreme con~ueror, the Great Fifth Dalai Lama, and 
became the crown ornament [I.e. guru] of many learned and accomp
lished masters. 924 

Dmje Trak Rikdzin Pema Trhinle 

Dorje Trak Rikdzin Perna Trhinle 

[477.5-479.4] NyangtOn Locok Dorje elaborately bestowed the empow
e.rment of the Sutra, along with its seal of entrustment, esoteric instruc
tIOns, ~nd practical techniques, on Dorje Trak Rikdzin, a supreme 
emanatIOn, who was a lord of the teaching of the Ancient Translation 
Schoo~. This holy individual was the emanation of Rikdzinje, the rein
carnatIOn of Nanam Dorje Diijom. He was born in 1641 (iron female 
snake year) at Namseling in Monkar, as the son of the nobleman Karma 
PhUntsok Wan?"po, wh? belonged to the Canak clan. Since he clearly 
~e~embered hIS past hfe as Cangpa Rikdzin Ngagiwangpo, he was 
m.vned to. the sea~ ?f his predecessor during his sixth year. 925 Beginning 
wIth readmg, WrItIng, and the essential rites and means for attainment, 
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he easily learned the textual traditions. He offered a lock from the 
crown of his head to the supreme conqueror, the all-knowing Great 
Fifth Dalai Lama [i.e. he took the vows of refuge under him], and the 
name Ktinzang Pema Trhinle was conferred upon him. Later, he was 
fully ordained in the presence of the Dalai Lama and received many 
profound doctrines from him. In addition, he attended on many learned 
and accomplished gurus such as Zurcen Choying RangdrOl and Gonpo 
Sonam Chokden; and he studied insatiably numberless doctrinal trans
missions under them, including the empowerments, guidance, 
exegeses, transmissions, and esoteric instructions of the ancient and 

new traditions. 
Pema Trhinle established [the meaning of all he had studied through 

discriminative awareness] born of thought, and his learning grew with
out obstruction. At Dra Yangdzong, Chuwori, his seat at Dorje Trak, 
and elsewhere, he cultivated practical experience through discriminative 
awareness born of meditation. So it was that he obtained stability in 
the stage of creation and mastery of the pristine cognition of the stage 
of perfection. Thus, he became a great learned and accomplished mas
ter. His enlightened activity, endowed with knowledge, love and power, 
never strayed from the three spheres of exegesis, attainment and work. 

In particular, inspired by the command of the supreme conqueror, 
the all-knowing Great Fifth, he composed the work entitled Embarking 
on the Ocean of Ma1fejalas: The Empowerment Ceremonies of the Sutra 
which Gathers All Intentions ('dus-pa mdo'i dbang-chog dkyil-'khor rgya
mtsho'i 'jug-ngogs); and he conferred the empowerment of the Sutra on 
numerous occasions. Thus, he greatly advanced the teaching of the 
Sutra which Gathers All Intentions. 

Pema Trhinle continued to work extensively on behalf of t,he teaching 
and living creatures through to his seventy-seventh year. His written 
works, in about thirteen volumes, have had a most remedial effect on 
the teachings of both the transmitted precepts and the treasures. 

THE LINEAGE OF ZUR HAM'S SISTER, ZURMO 

[479.4-5] This is the Kham tradition, which has already been described 
following the section on Ka tok [pp. 700-1]. 

THE LINEAGE OF THE SON, SANGYE RINCEN 

ZhangtOn N amka Dorje 

[479.5-480.6] Drolcen Samdrup Dorje's son, Sangye Rincen, transmit
ted the lineage to Zhang ton Namka Dorje. He was a learned student 
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who completed his studies under both Drolcen and his son. In the 
biography,926 it says: 

At the funeral service for Jamyang Samdrup Dorje, the major 
disciples who were invited included about fourteen monks 
who performed the ceremonies, headed by the gurus who 
were supreme even among the major disciples. At that time 
[they include.d] Lama Zurcenpa, Lama Namdingpa ... 927 

Zhangt6n is this last mentioned. Particularly, he received the empow
erment of the Sutra, together with its seal of entrustment, exegesis and 
instructions, from the son, Sangye Rincen, at Decen Drolma. He be
came learned in all the tantras, transmissions and esoteric instructions, 
along with their means for attainment. In the hermitage of Tanak 
Namding he became intent on experiential cultivation above all else; 
and he attained the stability of vital energy and mind. He disclosed the 
intentions of the stages of creation and perfection, and mastered the 
four rites of enlightened activity, whereby he acted on behalf of those 
req uiring training. 

Zhangt6n conferred the empowerment on the learned and ac
complished Shami Dorje Gyeltsen in the glorious hermitage at Nam
ding, and granted the exegesis and instructions as well. The latter 
remained in practice at the hermitage of Decen and acquired stability 
in the stage of creation, whereby he accomplished the four rites without 
obstruction. He reached the limits of experience and realisation in the 
stage of perfection and benefitted the teaching by both exegesis and 
attainment. 

Rikdzin Yudruk Dorje 

[480.6-481.4] In the hermitage at Decen, Shami Dorje Gyeltsen confer
red on Rikdzin Yudruk Dorje the entire empowerment of the Sutra 
which Gathers All Intentions, together with its seal of entrustment. He 
also granted to him the exegesis and instructions. This Yudruk Dorje 
remained wholly immersed in experiential cultivation in the solitary 
hermitages of the Central Tibetan mountains, such as On and Do, and 
above all in the hermitage of Lagu-ngo in Tanak, Yeru. This was why 
he became known as Lama Drupcenpa, "Guru of Great Attainment". 
He attained the limits of experience and realisation. Just by conferring 
his blessing, he could liberate people from disease and evil spirits. In 
these and other ways the expression of his occult and spiritual powers 
was revealed. He lived to an extremely ripe old age, and this, combined 
with his solitary cultivation of experience, enabled him to establish 
those fortunate disciples who yearned for freedom in maturation 
[through empowerment] and liberation [through his guidance]. 
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Khedrup Lodro Gyeltsen Pelzangpo (Sodokpa) 

[481.4-483.6] Yudruk Dorje bestowed the empowerments of the four 
rivers of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions in their entirety, together 
with its seal of entrustment, exegesis, instructions, and practical 
techniques on the learned and accomplished Lodro Gyeltsen Pelzangpo, 
an emanation of Nyak Jfianakumara. He was born into the family of 
Dong at Thak Dongkar in Yeru, Tsang. From his childhood he learned 
all the conventional sciences without difficulty. In particular, he became 
adept at the science of medicine. Since he passed his youth in the 
service of the aristocrat Dongkarwa, he became known as Dongkar 
Tshoje, the "Physician of Dongkar". During adolescence he awoke to 
the enlightened family and was ordained as a novice. He was a suppliant 
at the feet of many learned and accomplished genuine gurus, such as 
Lacen Dorjechang Trakpa Rincen, Yongdzin Ngawang Trakpa, Dawa 
Gyeltsen, the spiritual son of Perna Lingpa,928 the treasure-finder 
Zhikpo Lingpa,929 and Dorje Senge, who passed away as a sky-farer 
without relinquishing his body. Under them, he insatiably studied an 
infinite number of approaches to the doctrine. Not merely leaving those 
teachings to be something he had once heard, he removed his doubts. 
Undistracted by social diversions he persevered in experiential cultiva
tion and accomplished all at once [the three kinds of discriminative 
awareness, born of] study, thought and meditation. 

By virtue of that, the spatial expanse of experience, realisation, and 
knowledge grew from within him. His knowledge of the textual tradi
tions of the siitras and mantras in general, and ofthe doctrines belonging 
to the transmitted precepts and treasures of the Ancient Translation 
School, in particular, developed without impediment. And the naturally 
manifest, unbiased intention of the Great Perfection arose within him. 
The pulses of the energy channels, currents and seminal points dissolved 
into the central channel. 930 By mastering the refinement, multiplication, 
emanation and transformation of dreams,931 he journeyed to pure lands 
and met face to face with many buddhas and bodhisattvas, and obtained 
prophecies from them. By his occult power he destroyed the ruinous 
demons of Tibet, and the hostile armies on the frontiers. Since he could 
immediately actualise the signs of [one who can successfully] protect 
and obstruct, he became universally renowned. 

During the early part of his life Lodro Gyeltsen lived at Kyibuk in 
lower Nyang. Without straying from the intention of the Indestructible 
Nucleus of Inner Radiance932 he continuously propagated the doctrines 
of the transmitted empowerments, exegeses, transmissions, and pro
found guidance in whatever manner was suited to the abilities of his 
disciples. In this way, he fulfilled the hopes of each. He composed 
detailed expositions, texts concerning the means for attainment, cere
monies and rites, works on practical technique, histories of the doctrine, 
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answers to critics and so forth. He produced golden copies of the 
Seventeen Tantras, the I nnermost Spirituality of Vimalamitra, the Gather
ing of the Sugatas, et cetera; and he published many volumes of trans
mitted precepts and treasures. Thus, by vast enlightened activity invol
ving exegesis, attainment, and work, he clarified and spread the teaching 
of the Ancient Translation School. 

Lodro Gyeltsen's Notes on the Indications and Avoidance of Death 
Cchi-ba brtags-bslu'iyi-ge) was clearly composed during his seventy-third 
year. Therefore, he certainly lived a long life. 

Kong-ra Locen Zhenpen Dorje 

[483.6-486.2] Lodro Gyeltsen gave the empowerments ofthe four rivers 
of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions in their entirety, along with 
its seal of entrustment, exegesis, instructions and practical techniques 
to Kong-ra Locen Zhenpen Dorje. This holy individual was born in 
Trashiling, Sikkim, in 1594 (wood male horse year). He was a son of 
one ancen, who was the younger brother of Locen Ngagiwangpo, the 
grandnephew of Tokden Chonyi Rangdrol. Their family was Nup 
Thropupa. As a boy Zhenpen Dorje was wild-tempered, but highly 
disciplined. So he was fearlessly brilliant and haughty towards everyone. 
From childhood, too, he seemed to yearn for a support free from desire, 
owing to which, during his twelfth year he received the ordination of 
a novice, and during his twenty-first year the complete ordination in 
the presence of Zhamar Choki Wangcuk; and he became supremely 
dignified in his conduct. 

His uncle, Locen Ngagiwangpo, had been invited to tutor the 
Zhamarpa in the sciences, and so Zhenpen Dorje followed as his servant. 
He became learned in all the branches of linguistic science, including 
the Kaliipasutra, the Mirror of Poetics, prosody, astrology, and various 
Indian and Tibetan scripts. Under that doctrine master [the Zhamarpa] 
and Rinpoche Maseng, among others, he learned all kinds of dialectical 
texts, and incidentally attended the doctrinal discourses they delivered. 
Above and beyond that, he attended on many great individuals, includ
ing his uncle Locen Ngagiwangpo, Khedrup Lodro Gyeltsen, Sungtriil 
Tshtiltrim Dorje, Nyipuwa Rikdzin Nyingpo, Tsele Perna Lekdrup, 
Katokpa Perna Lodro, and Yondopa Trashi Lhtindrup. Under them 
he studied innumerable doctrines belonging to the transmitted precepts 
and treasures of the Ancient Translation School, until his doubts were 
removed. By perseverance in the meditation and attainment of the 
stages of creation and perfection, he arrived at the limits of experience 
and realisation. Because he was unsullied by the social diversions of 
the eight worldly concerns, all who followed him naturally behaved in 
accordance with the true doctrine. 

He prepared copies of the Collected Tantras of the Nyingmapa (rnying
ma rgyud-'bum) on three occasions. The first two times, in consideration 
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of the continuity of the teaching, he sent those copies to Kham and 
Kongpo. As this illustrates, whatever he had, whether books or other 
possessions, he gave away that they might benefit living creatures; and 
even if he had none, he provided liberal sustenance for those who were 
engaged in practice. From this master, Zhenpen Dorje, a continl}ous 
transmission of the Collected Tantras of the Nyingmapa pervaded Kham 
and Central Tibet. Therefore, his kindness to the teaching was great. 
By perpetuating the enlightened activity of teaching the sutras, mantr~s, 
and sciences, he fulfilled the hopes of his disciples. He always mam
tained all those who studied the doctrine by providing sustenance. In 
short, he was exalted by the enlightened attributes oflearning, dignity, 
and excellence; and his enlightened activities in the three [spheres of] 
exegesis, attainment, and work were as extensive as space. He. passed 
away into the expanse of peace during his sixty-first year, whIch was 

. . . I . 11 933 an InausplClOUS one astro oglca y. 

Sangdak Trhinle Lhiindrup 

[486.2-489.5] From Kong-ra Locen, the lineage was transmitted to 
Sangdak Trhinle Lhtindrup, the reincarnation of Nupcen Sang~e 
Yeshe. He was born at Chak Cangcupling in 1611 (iron female pIg 
year) as the son of Do-nga Tendzin, a great learned and accomplished 
teacher of the Nyo clan. From his fifth year he fully mastered both 
reading and writing. In his eighth year he received the vows of a layman 
in the presence of his venerable father, and the name Orgyen Tsh~pel 
was conferred upon him. Beginning then, he learned the cycle of ntes, 
means for attainment, and practical techniques. By training himself in 
all the scriptures of the great, all-knowing Longcenpa, and in the con
ventional sciences like grammar and astrology, he acquired intellectual 
power. Under his venerable father, in particular, he received many 
empowerments, exegeses, transmissions and much guidance on t.he 
transmitted precepts and treasures; for instance, the means for attam
ment of the trio of the Guru) Great Perfection and Great Compassionate 
One (bla-rdzogs-thugs-gsum).934 Then, through reflection and meditation 
he established them [in his mind]. 

When he was ordained as a novice by the great Tsuklak Gyamtso, 
the name Trhinle Lhtindrup Pelzangpo was conferred upon him, and 
he received all kinds of doctrinal discourses. Moreover, he attended 
on more than thirty genuine gurus of the ancient and new ~raditio~s, 
including Nyingmapa [teachers], such as Sungtrtil Tshtiltnm Doqe, 
Locen Zhenpen Dorje, Lhatstin Ktinzang Namgyel, Dzok~.e~pa 
Drukdra Zangpo, Ponlungpa Tshtiltrim Gyeltsen, Zur Choymg 
Rangdrol, and Trhtizhi Norbu Choten, and other [teachers] ofthe .. new 
translation schools, such as Gyeltsap Trakpa Choyang, and Gonpo 
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Sangdak Trhinle Lhundrup 

Sonam Chokden. Under them, he insatiably studied innumerable doc
trines of the sutra and mantra traditions. 

Concerning the empowerment of the Sutra which Gathers All Inten
tions, in particular: In his eighth year, Trhinle Lhtindrup, in the com
pany of his father, received both the Zur and Kham traditions when 
the mantra adept Ktinzang Peljor was invited to Cangcupling. In his 
twenty-first year he studied the writings of the Kham tradition under 
Lhatstin Ktinzang Namgyel. Then, in his twenty-ninth year, in May 
1639 (fourth month, earth hare year), at Kong-ra Lhtindrupding, in 
the presence of the great translator Zhenpen Dorje, who had constructed 
all the root and branch ma1).<;ialas of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions 
~ith c?loured powders, he received the empowerments of its four rivers 
m then entirety over a period of seventeen days, along with its seal of 
entr.ustment and esoteric instructions on the sequence of meditation. 
[Thl~ was] . all [given] according to the writings of Nyelpa Delekpa,935 
and m conjunction with the steps of the rite of great attainment. 

That. same Kong-ra Locen bestowed alms munificently on those who 
were hIS fortunate disciples. Beyond that, he would refuse whatever 
tribute was offered to him for the doctrine and return it, saying, "Our 
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doctrine is not for sale." None the less, it is said that when this master, 
Trhinle Lhtindrup, offered him nine empowerment vases for the corners 
[of the mal).9ala],936 Kong-ra Locen was delighted and accepted th~m. 
That was certainly a symbolic way of indicating that he regarded Trhmle 
Lhtindrup as a fit vessel for the river of empowerment, and that, hence, 
he had arranged the auspicious occasion for the teaching to incre~se. 

So it was that Trhinle Lhtindrup removed all the doubts assoc1ated 
with study and thought in the appropriate fashion. In many solitary 
hermitages, he properly applied himself to the experiential cultiva~ion 
of the essential path. In the visionary clarity of the stage of creatlOn, 
through which he could eliminate the impure appearances [of the every
day world] he obtained signs which could be tangibly perceived. Thus, 
he accomplished unimpededly whatever rites he undertook. . 

By realising, through the stage of perfection, the primordially pure 
ground, perfect and free from change and transformation, which is the 
abiding nature of reality as it is, he cut through the entanglements 
which grasp saIpsara and nirval).a as true. Having dissolved all phenom
enal appearances in the space of spontaneously presen~ inner radia~ce, 
he had visions of many meditational deities and obtamed prophec1es. 
Since he had destroyed selfish mental grasping, an all-embracing com
passion for the sake of others effortlessly and powerfu~ly arose, w?ereby 
he constantly turned the doctrinal wheels of exeges1s and attamment 
for many fortunate persons, high and low, who aspired to freedom. 
Thus, he extended the spiritual and temporal well-being of the teaching 
and living creatures. 

In particular, Sangdak Trhinle Lhtindrup bestowed .a~l his profoun.d 
and vast doctrines in their entirety on the supreme sp1ntual son of h1S 

G D ' 937 body, speech and mind, the great treasure-finde~ YU,rme OfJe; 
and he empowered him as his regent. Then, dunng h1S fifty-second 
year, on Sunday 9 April 1662 (twenty-second day, second mont~, water 
tiger year)938 a protuberance suddenly arose on the crown of h1S head, 
from which a vapour, like pale dew by moonlight, or incense smoke, 
was expelled;939 and he withdrew from the array of his physical body 
into the expanse of reality. 

Locen Chb'gyel Tendzin 

[489.5-492.5] Trhinle Lhtindrup favoured Locen Chogyel Ten~zin as 
his disciple, He was born in the lower village of Edam N ~onpo, m 1631 
(iron sheep year). Because the propensities of his prevlOUS hfe were 
clearly manifest, he was recognised as master of his [~ormer] monks 
and invited to TaktOling, and the other monasteries of h1S predec,essor. 
Without difficulty he mastered writing, reading, ceremonies and ntual~. 
Having done so, he went to the college of Chongye Pelri to pursue ~llS 
education. He was ordained as a novice by Sonam Rincen, who occupled 
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that seat, and the name Chogyel Tendzin was conferred up h' H 
' , on 1m, e 

rece1ved all kmds of empowerments and transmissions The b ' , , h ' , . ~ n, egm-
mng Wlt the memonsatlOn of the ceremonial texts for the Cath ' ,/, I" - enng 
OJ ntentwns (dgongs- dus) and so forth, and their iconograph 
' I 940 y, 
1COn?metry, tonna scu pture, and chants, he trained himself in all 
[s~bJects of study] as far as the great, all-knOWing Longcenpa's treatise 
Mznd at Res~, including both the root text and commentary, Afterwards: 
~e also stud1ed, under NupWn Trakpa Wangpo, the practical applica
tions ,O~lsuch wr~thful I?antras as ,those of Yangdok (yang-bzlog) and 
Loktn, along wlth Ind1an and Chmese astrology and divination (rtsis
dkar-nag) , 942 

In 1648 (~ar,th ,mal,e mouse), his eighteenth year, Chogyel Tendzin 
was made d1sc1plmanan of the college, where his strictness set an ex
ample. In that same year Rikdzin Trhinle Lhiindrup was invited to 
C~ongye Pelri. With the supreme emanation Trhinle Namgyel in the 
mldst [of the assembly], Trhinle Lhiindrup conferred on the whole 
college the empowerment of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions 
accordi~g t? t~e Zur tradition, in the mal).(jala of coloured powders, 
al?ng Wlt~ ltS 1nstructions and seal of entrustment, and in connection 
wnh the nte of great attainment, Subsequently, to a small company of 
masters and students, he conferred this empowerment according to the 
Kham tradition, using the mal).(jalas drawn on cloth. At this time 
Chogyel Tendzin received both traditions. ' 

, Later, at vari,ous times and places, he studied many teachings includ
mg the, Gathenng of the Sugatas of the Eight Transmitted Precepts, the 
Gathenng of Intentwns, the Innennost Spirituality of Vimalamitra, and 
the treasure doctrines of Zhikpo Lingpa (zhig-gling-gi gter-chos). 
Moreo:er, h~ attended on many genuine learned and accomplished 
gurus, 1~clud1ng Lhatsiin Namka Jikme and Sungtrtil Tshiiltrim Dorje, 
an~ rece1ved from them many empowerments, transmissions, and much 
gUldance on the transmitted precepts and treasures. Then, summoned 
by the command of the minister Gyari, he proceeded to Kong-ra, where 
und~r NyangWn Locok Dorje, he studied and mastered the Kalapasutra: 
poet1cs, prosody, and the other branches of linguistic science, 

Aft~r completing his studies in this way, Chogyel Tendzin lived for 
s~met1~e at Etongmen and Tshometeng. But, above all, he established 
~lS res1dence at the monastery of TaktOling. He persevered secretly in 
rtf ' d' 943 1 es 0 serV1ce ,an, attamment and thereby developed excellent experi-
enc~s and reahsatlOns. Powerful signs that the protectors worked in his 
serv,lce constantly occurred, so even the villagers of those districts were 
~fra1d to contradict the order of "Lama Lingpa" [i.e. the guru of Takto
hng, Chogyel Tendzin] lest the punishments of the doctrine protectors 
be forthcoming. 

In 1 ~62 (water tiger), his thirty-second year, in particular, he went 
to Tarhng and received some of the treasure doctrines of Perna Lingpa 
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from the great treasure-finder Gyurme Dorje. At that time Gyurme 
Dorje learned that the continuous lineage of the empowerment of the 
Satra and its practical techniques, which he had [formerly] received 
from his venerable father [Trhinle Lhtindrup], were purely held [by 
Chogyel Tendzin]. Later, therefore, Chogyel Tendzin was invited to 
[Mindroling,] the seat of that precious, great treasure-finder, where he 
offered him that empowerment of the Sutra. 944 Thus, Chogyel Tendzin 
unsurpassably benefitted the teaching of the Ancient Translation 
School. During his seventy-eighth year, in May/] une 1708 (fourth 
month, earth mouse), he passed away at the monastery of Taktoling. 

So it was that, with regard to the transmitted precepts, the number of 
disciples of the three ancestral Zurs directly multiplied, and countless 
[lineages] spread forth from them. It is therefore truly said that the 
great lord of secrets, Dropukpa, in whose lifetime these teachings be
came widely propagated, was the Lord of Secrets [Guhyapati Vajrapal).i] 
himself, born in [Tibet], the land of snow mountains, for the purpose 
of increasing the teaching of the mantras. 

Later, as the result of the increasing degeneration [of the age], the 
teaching of the Ancient Translation School gradually became sparse, 
until it was no more visible than the streams of autumn. At this juncture, 
the great treasure-finder and king of the doctrine, Gyurme Dorje, and 
the all-knowing, great translator Ngawang Chopel [i.e. DharmasrI, who 
were spiritual] father and son, along with the host of their disciples, 
assumed responsibility for the aspirations of the great master Pad
masambhava, who had been the crown ornament of the whole populace 
of the Land of Snows, and for those ofVairocana and Yudra Nyingpo. 
They united all the fragile streams of instruction from all quarters and 
made them flow together into an inexhaustible, vast reservoir of teach
ing; and thus they raised anew the great, unfailing banner of the trilogy 
of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and the 
Mental Class. A brief biography of the supreme, great treasure-finder 
will be found below [pp. 825-34]. 

Locen Dharmasrf 

[492.5-498.6] Now, the great translator DharmasrI, the sun of the teach
ing, was born in 1654 (wood male horse year) as the younger brother 
of the precious, great treasure-finder Gyurme Dorje. He received the 
vows of a layman adhering to the threefold refuge from that venerable, 
treasure-finding guru, who named him Tendzin ]amyang Wangpo. In 
his fifteenth year he was ordained by the all-knowing Great Fifth Dalai 
Lama and the name Ngawang Chopel was conferred upon him along 
with the vows of a novice. Then, in his twentieth year, he was fully 
ordained by that same preceptor. Later, complying with his royal order, 
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Loeen Dhannasrf 

~:bagain ~~eived the pure lineage of the vows according to the Lower 

Zh
I 

eltan IKn~ya of the Ancient Translation School from Kharap 
e ngane oncok Tendzin. 

From his guru [Gyurm D .] h 
fi d Dh / - . e orJe, t e venerable and great treasure-

n er, . ~rmasn receIved the vows of a bodhisattva accordin to t 
~~:ee tradItIOns and so cultivated an enlightened aspiration. His ~Pirit~~ 

y. haddfmatur~d because, previously, during his twelfth year he had 
receIve rom hIm the 
A . e~powerment of the Innermost Spirituality of the 
ofwa~eness~holder (rzg-'dzm thugs-thig) in conjunction with the mandala 
he co o~red ~owders. Both the pratimok$a and bodhisattva vows ~hich 
. receIve t. ereafter ar~se within him as the essence of the correspond-

~:s ~~: ~envded9!;om hIS moral discipline in the mantras; so his mind 
oun . 

DharmasrI fully rna t d d· .. 
In his sixteenth h s ere rea mg, wntmg, ceremonies and rituals. 
expositions of year ~ att~nded Kungtang PaI).cen Shenyen Namgyel's 
tions of the R t~~ f\al~~sutra and prosody in their entirety, his exposi
of the Th· t ~nJana, IVarta (Vartula)946 and other scripts, and those 
and of alllr~ ~ses and Int~oduc~io.n to Gender (sum-rtags, T 4348-9), 

ot er ranches of lIngUIStiC science. Under Dumpa Tondrup 
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Wangyel he studied Indian and Chinese astrology and divination, the 
Svarodaya (dbyangs-'char, T 4326-7)947 and so forth. He heard Taklung 
Trapa's explanations of the grammatical tables of the Siirasvata Grammar 
(T 4423), of sandhi and verbal deri~ation acc?rding to the Gr~.mmar of 
Candragomin and of the prosody ofhght metncal feet [yang-pa z bya-ba; 
from the Precious Source of Prosody, T 4303-4]. He attended the 
great treasure-finding guru's expositions of the Mirror o! Poetics,. ~nd 
of dance, iconometry, and chant according to the umque traditIOn 
of the Ancient Translation School. And all of these he mastered 

thoroughly. 
Under his elder brother Gyelse Tenpei Nyima, DharmasrI became 

learned in the practical application and technical jargon of the Vinaya. 
Just by receiving [the transmission] of most texts, including Mind at 
Rest and the Treasury of the Scriptural and Logical {Background for] the 
Vinaya (,dul-ba lung-rigs gter-mdzod) , an unimpeded under~tanding 
arose. From the spiritual benefactor Sangye Chodar he receIved the 
exegeses of the Vinaya, Abhidharma, and Transcendental Perfection. 
From Kungtang Pa1)cen he received the exegeses of the Lecture Notes 
on the Middle Way (dbu-ma'i stong-thun) and of the Three Hundred Verses 
on the Vinaya (Sriima1Jerakiirikii, T 4124). He studied the exegesis of 
the Profound Inner Meaning under Khedrup Chokyong Gyeltsen. And 
in the presence of the venerable guru Gyurme Dorje he studied many 
scriptures of the great, all-knowing doctrine master, Longcenpa; of t~e 
masters of the Zur lineage; and of the great Rongzompa. Thus, hIS 
mind was liberated, so whatever he studied or considered he did not 
treat superficially but was able to apply directly to his own mind. This, 
he said, was owing to the kindness [of his brother, the great treasure-

finder]. 
When, in particular, DharmasrI heard the great treasure-finding guru 

deliver an oral exegesis of the Secret Nucleus which combined the Parkap 
Commentary and YungtOnpa's Commentary, he plumbed the depths of 
all the overt and hidden meanings of that tantra. He studied, in the 
manner of a vase being filled to the brim, all the existing transmitted 
empowerments, exegetical transmissions, and transmitte? esoteric in
structions of the classes of the tantras and means for attamment of the 
Ancient Translation School, including the trilogy of the Sutra which 
Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and the Mental Class. Amo~g 
the treasures he received the empowerments, transmissions, and esotenc 
instructions for all the treasure doctrines of most of the famous treasure
finders, of which the foremost were the Earlier and Later Treasure 
Troves. And he received, too, the entire transmission of the Collected 
Tantras of the Nyingmapa, which is the root of all [the teachings/~en
tioned here]. Moreover, from Rikdzin Perna Trhinle, Dharmasn re
ceived the empowerment of the complete Kiilacakra and the empower
ment of the peaceful and wrathful deities of the Magical Net. 
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These must suffice as illustrations: It is impossible to describe the 
extent to which I?harmasrI studied, considered, and meditated upon 
an ocean of doctnnal systems, belonging to various traditions, under 
some twenty tutors of the ancient and new translation schools without 
partiality. ' 

For the sake of the teaching, Locen DharmasrI gave the vows of 
complete ordination to four hundred and forty-seven monks, and those 
o~ the nov~tiate to one thousand two hundred and ninety-eight. From 
hIS forty-eIghth year to his sixty-fourth, during both the summer and 
winter sessions, he continuously turned the doctrinal wheel of the Tantra 
of the Secret Nucleus on behalf of about sixty members of the community 
of awareness-holders, who were intelligent and endowed with supreme 
good fortune. He also taught many great texts, including the Ascertain
ment of the Three Vows ,948 Transcendental Perfection, and the Vinaya. 
Eight times he conferred solely the empowerment of the peaceful and 
wrathful deities of the Magical Net, thrice that of the Sutra which Gathers 
All Intentions and five times that of the Chumer of the Depths of Hell 
(na-rak dong-sprugs), et cetera. In this way, it seems, he taught all the 
empowerments, transmissions, and [systems of] experiential guidance 
of the transmitted precepts and treasures of the ancient and new trans
lation schools, which he had himself received, not less than three or 
four times each. 

In particular, he conferred on Ngawang Ktinga Trashi, the great 
lord of the glorious Sakyapa, a great many doctrines and transmissions 
including the complete empowerments and transmissions of the New 
Treasures [gter-gsar, i.e. those of Gyurme Dorje],949 the Guidance which 
Lays Bare the Teaching on the Great Compassionate One (thugs-rje-chen
po'i smar-khrid) , and the empowerment of the Razor Kfla (phur-pa 
:pu-gri). In his fifty-ninth year, 1712 (water dragon), DharmasrI was 
Invited to Chamdo in Dokam, where he matured and liberated the 
minds of Phakpalha Gyelwa Gyamtso, Zhiwa Zangpo and Ngawang 
Trtilku by means of many nectar-like empowerments, transmissions, 
and esoteric instructions of the ancient and new traditions without 
bias. These included the entire cycle of the New Treasures (gte:-gsar-skor 
yongs-rdzogs), the Guru as the Gathering of Secrets (bla-ma gsang-'dus), 
the Red Wrathful Guru according to the Treasure of Nyang (nyang-gter 
drag-dmar), the Razor Kfla, the Chumer of the Depths of Hell, and the 
Great Compassionate One according to the Tradition of the King (thugs-rje 
chen-po rgyal-po lugs). 

DharmasrI even taught the conventional sciences, like grammar, pro
~ody and poetics, not less than five or six times each, according to the 
I~tellect.ual capabilities of particular aspirants. In short, this holy indi
VIdual lIved out his entire life performing bountiful acts in the service 
of the teaching, in accord with the three ways of the wise [i.e. teaching, 
debate, and composition]; and in so doing he disclosed the naturally 
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manifest, impartial intention of the Great Perfection. Thus,. he was 
indisputably one who dwelt on the great level of a sublime [b~dhisattva]. 

In order that the teaching might endure for a long time, Locen 
DharmasrI composed the texts making up his eighteen-vol~~e Collected 
Works (bka'-bum), beginning with his unprecedented Wn~Ings on the 
intentional meaning of the Sutra which Gathers All In~entlOn~ and the 

M . IN t which are in the form of great commentanal vehIcles, an~ agzca e, . I· It 
. . through to his works on the conventIona SCIences. IS contInumg . 

manifestly a great treasure trove of perfect treatises and eloquence. 

Concerning the sons who were born from his s~eech: ~mong most of 
the great individuals who maintained the doctnne d.unng that epoch, 
it seems that there were none who failed to bow at hIS feet. Mo~eover, 
the host of his disciples who were learned in scri~ture and lOgIC, and 
who were endowed with experiential accomplIshment, cannot be 

enumerated. 

11 Later Lineages of the Transmitted 
Precepts 

THE MIND ROLING LINEAGE OF THE TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS 

[498.6-506.5] So it was that the transmitted precepts of [the empower
ments which cause] maturation and [the guidance which causes] libera
tion, along with the exegetical transmissions, instructions and practical 
guidance of the transmitted precepts of the Ancient Translation School, 
in general, as well as the trilogy of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions, 
the Magical Net, and the Mental Class, in particular, fell to the great 
treasure-finder, Rikdzin Gyurme Dorje. He bestowed them on his 
younger brother, the great translator DharmasrI, an emanation ofYudra 
Nyingpo, who gave them to Gyelse Rincen Namgyel, an emanation of 
Vimalamitra. He, in turn, gave them to the great translator's reincarna
tion, the great preceptor Orgyen Tendzin Dorje. From those two, 
master and disciple, the lineage divided into many streams, extending 
all the way from [the monasteries of] Katok, Pelytil, Zhecen,9so and 
Dzokcen in Kham, to Gyelmorong in the far east and to the Golok 
region of Amdo. In these districts the enlightened activities of exegesis 
and attainment have extensively and uninterruptedly continued until 
the present day. 

It is not possible to describe all the lineage-holders individually, but 
here, for example, is one major lineage [of the transmitted precepts]: 
From the great preceptor O<;l<;liyana [Orgyen Tendzin Dorje], they were 
transmitted through: 

Trhicen Trhinle Namgyel, who was an emanation ofTrhinle 
Lhtindrup; 

Trhi Perna Wangyel, the emanation of the great treasure
finder [Rikdzin Gyurme Dorj e] ; 

Trhi Sangye Ktinga, an emanation of Yudra Nyingpo. 

From the great treasure-finder to this [last-mentioned] master the 
lineage represents the continuous family line of the Nyo clan,9S1 who 
were holders of indestructible reality. 
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Then, the lineage continued through: 

T d ' Norbu the Dokam Kyangkar Trlilku, who 
Do-nga en zm, "d lish-

was supreme for his learning, dlgmty aa accomp 

ment; h d' b 952 or J ampel 
the lord of the circle, Gyurme P en e~ ~er,' h L rd of 

Dewei Nyima, the emanation of VaJrapaI:n, teo 

Secrets. 
. h' ~ 11 wing and I obtained 

[This last master] took me personally mto IS 0 0 

the liberating inspiration of the seal of entrustment. 

THE MINDROLING LINEAGE OF ATIYOGA 

, , 1 I' nea e of the Great Perfection [which 
Moreover, ~here l~ the sfeCla

f 
t~e Jental and Spatial classes, as well 

has transmItted] t e cyc e~? l' Rikdzin Terdak Lingpa [Gyurme 
as the great Innermo~t Splntua Ity: el and to the venerable 
Dorje] transmitted thIS to Gyelse ~mceF:a:g{ hogyel 953 From these 
lady Mingyur Peldron, an eman,atlOn 0 es ~ s . 
two, it was transmitted successIvely through. 

the great preceptor Orgyen Tendzin Dorje; 
Trhicen Trhinle Namgyel; 
the venerable lady Trhinle Chodron; 
the all-knowing Dorje Ziji, or Jamyang Khyentse Wangx,o, 

h was the combined emanation of the ?reat pa? ,Ita 
~i~alamitra and the sovereign, or religious kmg, Trhlsong 

Detsen; , f L ngdro 
Jedrung Trhinle Campei Jungne, an emanatIon,? a , 

and to the all-pervading lord Gyurme Ngedon Wangpo, 
f V 

' 954 
the magical emanation 0 alrocana. 

[1] lords of the circle, I received the 
In the prese~ce of these ast ~woliberating [guidance], and esoteric 
entire matunng [empower~en], d 'th the blessing that transferred 
instructions, and thus was lavo~re WI 
to me the intention of the true Imeage. 

THE LINEAGE OF THE COLLECTED TANTRAS 

. 1 h uccessive lineage of the 
Again, one may refer illustrat~e Y to .t ethSel'r entirety As will be 

.' f h C llected 1 antras m . 
transmIssIon 0 teo h' f the transmitted precepts of 

. d b 1 [ 793-5] t e flvers 0 explalne e ow pp. '. rged in the great treasure-
the secret tantras, without exceptIon, .conve , d through' 
finder Ratna Lingpa. From him the lIneage contmue . 
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Tshewang Trakpa, his son and heir, who lived to the age of 
one hundred and ten; 

Ngawang Trakpa, [Tshewang Trakpa's] younger brother; 
Ngawang Norbu, [the latter's] son; 
Norbu Yongdrak, an emanation of Vimalamitra; 
Gyelse Norbu Wangyel; 
the all-knowing Tshliltrim Dorje, the third speech emanation 

of Pema Lingpa;955 
Karwang Tshtiltrim Gyeltsen of Ponlung; 
Tendzin Gyurme Dorje, the fourth successive reincarnation 

of Pema Lingpa's spiritual son Dawa Gyeltsen, and 
Rikdzin Terdak Lingpa [Gyurme Dorje] of Mindroling. 

The lineage of the former [i.e. Tendzin Gyurme Dorje] continued 
through: 

Ngawang Klinzang Dorje, the fourth speech emanation of 
Pema Lingpa; 

Gyurme Chokdrup Pel bar , the fifth successive spiritual son; 
Pema Tondrup Trakpa, a holder of indestructible reality; 
Klinzang Tenpei Gyeltsen, the sixth speech emanation of 

Pema Lingpa; 
Baka Klinzang Rikdzin Dorje; 
Klinzang Tenpei Nyima, the eighth speech emanation of 

Pema Lingpa; 
Baka Rikdzin Khamsum Y ongdrOl; 
Orgyen Namdrol Gyamtso, a holder of indestructible reality; 
Gendlin Gyamtso, a lord of yoga who had renounced every-

thing. 

[Gendlin Gyamtso] embraced me with his great kindness. 

LINEAGES IN KHAM 

The stream of the lineage which descended through Rikdzin Terdak 
Lingpa was also vastly increased by J amgon Lodro Thaye. 956 Therefore, 
as it is explained here, the genuine teaching of the trilogy of the Sutra 
which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and the Mental Class has 
continued without decline through to the present day. 

The following passage appears in Thuken's Crystal Mirror of Philo-
sophical Systems (thu'u-bkvan-gyi grub-mtha' shel-dkar me-long): 

A long time has passed since all the essential doctrines of 
the trilogy of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions, the 
Magical Net, and the Mental Class and so forth vanished 
into the primordial purity of original space. The Nyingmapa 
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of today merely treat as essential such mimicry as the chant
ing of ritual manuals, the material elaboration of feast offer
ings, and the rites of suppression, burnt offerings, casting 
out tarmas, et cetera ... 957 

Such uncritical prattle is exceedingly false. Since a great scholar like 
Thuken, who bears up to examination, would never present a corrupt 
account, we think that this statement was undoubtedly an interpolation 
made later on by some foolish fanatic. 958 

KATOK 

To continue: As has already been described, the seminary of the Vajra 
Seat at Katok was a unique fountain-head of the teaching of the Ancient 
Translation School. At a later date its enlightened activity was increased 
by Rikdzin DtidUl Dorje959 and Longsel Nyingpo. None the less, during 
the intervening period [which followed] the transmitted precepts gradu
ally became rare there. Sonam Detsen, the reincarnation of Dtidtil 
Dorje and the spiritual son of Longsel Nyingpo received them at the 
feet of the great treasure-finder [Terdak Lingpa] of Mindroling,960 and 
restored the teaching of the transmitted precepts from its very founda
tions. Beginning with his reincarnation, Trime Zhingkyong Gonpo, 
and the others forming the [incarnate] succession of great individuals 
who maintained the seat of Katok, as well as with Rikdzin Tshewang 
Norbu,961 an emanation of Namkei Nyingpo, and Gyurme Tshewang 
Chokdrup, a great pal)c;iita who was an emanation of the great Nyak 
]fUinakumara, [this transmission has continued] through to such 
teachers of more recent times as Situ Ktinzi Choki Gyamtso, and the 
great preceptor Rikdzin Ngawang Pelzang, a subsequent emanation of 
Vimalamitra. The teaching of the Conqueror in general, and, in particu
lar, the teaching of the transmitted precepts and treasures of the Ancient 
Translation School, have been rendered as clear as sunshine by these 
supreme teachers of living beings, whose learned and accomplished 
lives and enlightened activities, belonging to the three spheres [of 
exegesis, attainment, and work], have been utterly amazing and totally 
without rival. 

DZOKCEN 

Moreover, there was the lord among accomplished masters, Perna 
Rikdzin of Dzokcen, who is renowned as the combined emanation of 
master Kukkuraja and Vimalamitra, and whose life was one of incon
ceivable learning, dignity, and accomplishment. He went to Dokam at 
the order, issued with foresight, of the supreme conqueror, the Great 
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Dzokcen Pema Rikdzin 

~~~.7. [Dalai Lama]. T.here, ~~ founded the retreat centre of Samten 
o mg ~t Rudam Ky~tram, and so became a unique benefactor to 

t~e teachmg .of th.e .AncIent Translation School. His successive incarna
~ons, and .~IS spIntual s~~s, such as the great treasure-finder Nyima 
rakp~, Ponlop Nam.ka Osel, and Zhecen Rapjam Tenpei Gyeltsen 

gave nse to a succeSSIOn of supreme individuals who lI'ke h' f' g ld '" , a c am 0 
o en m~untams, mamtamed the teaching through enlightened activity 

as expanSIve as the sky. 

Abo~e and. beyond that, during the period of the fourth Dzokcen 
e.manatIOn Mmgyur Namkei Dorje, Gyelse Zhenpen Thaye, the emana
tIOn of the gr.e~t treasure-finder of MindrOling [Rikdzin Terdak Lingpa], 
made vast s~I.ntual efforts on behalf of the exegesis and attainment of many 
textual ~radItIOns of the SlUras and mantras, and especially on behalf of the 
transmItted precepts of the Ancient Translation School Therefore he 
sought outand greatly propagated manuscripts of them an'dtheircontinu-
ous empowerm t . . " ' r h d en s, transmIsSIOns, and esotenc mstructions He pub-
/] ~ some ten v~lumes of ceremonial arrangements for the S~tra which 

at ers All IntentlOns, the Magical Net and so ~orth Thu h' l' d d 1 . ,11 . S, IS <m ness 
an egacy to the contmuous teaching surpass the imagination. 
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Rikdzin Kiinzang S herap 

PELYUL 

. .... Shera , an emanation of Lasum G~elwa 
SimIlarly, RIkdzm Kunzang. I p t of Namgyel Cangcup Lmg at 
Cangcup, founded the doctnna c;n ~el of learned and accomplished 

.. 963 H rise to a great lami y . d 
Pelyul. e gave h. including his spintual sons, an 
individuals who uphel~ the teac I~g, Thus he vastly increased the 
the play of his succeSSIve emanatIOn~. 'd k 

. . . f . attaInment an wor . 
enlightened actIVIties 0 exegesIs'h .. Khyentse Wangpo and the 

. . d by bot Jamgon . 
At a later date, mspire . 964 Gyatrtil Perna Do-nga Tendzm great treasure-finder Chogyur Lmgpa, I . ent and worship of the 

t the annua attamm . instituted, at that very sea, .tted precepts of the AnCIent 
dalas of the transmi 

twenty-seven great mal). . f h· h the continuous empow-
1 h · h e all those 0 w IC d Translation Schoo, w IC ar. .965 and he newly founde 
.. eXIsts at present, . 

erment and transmISSIOn h d ·n other ways hIS en-
h d Ling In t ese an I 

Tartang Do-nga S e rup s . heres was most amazing. . 
lightened actlvIty In the three p fh.s undeviating enhghtened 

Above and beyond that, by t~.e p~w~~~ ~blished, in about twenty aspiration, Orgyen Do-nga Chokl y p 
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volumes, all the texts which constitute the doctrinal treasury of the 
transmitted precepts. I have had the good fortune to obtain a set of 
these books of the transmitted precepts of the Ancient Translation 
School, of which the foremost is the trilogy of the Sutra which Gathers 
All Intentions, the Magical Net, and the Mental Class. On the basis of 
these, at this juncture when the unbearable twists of time in this unfor
tunate age have turned Tibet and Kham into wild and savage lands, 
the dying embers of the teaching have spread in this direction [i.e. 
India]!66 Thus, it is the amazing mass of the kindness of that master 
alone, such as can never be repaid, that the life of the teaching has 
ripened into an unending harvest. 

This completes the exposition of the descent of the teaching of the 
trilogy of the Siltra which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and 
the Mental Class, belonging to the extensive, distant lineage of the 
transmitted precepts, the fifth part of this book, Thunder from the Great 
Conquering Battle-fum of Devendra, a history of the precious teaching 
of the vehicle of indestructible reality according to the Ancient Trans
lation School. 



( 

Part Six 
The Close Lineages of the Treasures 



1 The Nature, Purpose and Kinds of 
Treasure 

[S 11.1-S23.2] Now, I shall briefly describe the history of the treasures, 
[which constitute] extremely profound, close lineages. 967 

THE NATURE OF THE TREASURES 

The nature or essence of [teachings discovered as] treasure is indicated 
by the following passage from the Sutra of the Dialogue with the Naga 
King (Nagarajapariprcchasfltra, T IS3-S): 

These four are the great treasures, which are inexhaustible: 
(i) The inexhaustible, great treasure of the unbroken line 
of the Three Precious Jewels; (ii) the inexhaustible, great 
treasure of immeasurable and supreme realisation of the doc
trine; (iii) the inexhaustible, great treasure of bringing delight 
to sentient beings; and (iv) the inexhaustible, great treasure 
which is like the sky. 

Similarly, it says in the Sublime Sutra of Contemplation which Subsumes 
All Merits [Aryasarvapu1Jyasamuccayasamadhisutra, T 134, quoted in 
Sik~asamuccaya, p.l0S]: 

o Vimalatejas! the doctrinal treasures of bodhisattvas, great 
spiritual warriors who desire the doctrine, have been inserted 
in mountains, ravines, and woods. Dhara1)ls and limitless 
approaches to the doctrine, which are set down in books, 
will also come into their hands. 

This explains well the [existence of] treasure doctrines, treasure sites, 
and the individuals who discover them; and [in that same sutra] one 
finds the following passage, indicating the [presence of] celestial doc
trines, and so forth: 

For one whose aspiration is perfect the doctrine will emerge 
from the midst of the sky, and from walls and trees, even 
though no buddha be present. 
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Moreover, in various well-known sutras and tantras the essence, 
formal definition, enumerations, and purposes of treasures are re
peatedly indicated; and these have been renowned in both India and 
Tibet. The treasures, therefore, have not been invented by specific 
individuals, such as the Tibetans. 

THE PURPOSE OF THE TREASURES 

As to the reason for concealing these treasures, it says in the Satra of 
the River's Play (chu-klung rol-pa'i mdo, DZ Vo1.9): 

Conceal the doctrinal texts of my teaching, 
As treasures of mind, [emerging] from mind, 
Or make them cores of the earth: 
Though extremists with wild thoughts 
Will certainly confound the definitive meaning, 
The flow of the river will not be cut off! 

And in the words of a treasure discovered by the doctrinal king, Ratna 

Lingpa: 968 

Because, generally, I harbour great compassion 
For the Tibetans, who love what is new, 
And for the creatures of this defiled age, 
I have filled the frontiers and the centre with treasures, 
Focal points which are the culmination of utter profundity; 
And I have prayed that these be found by my worthy sons. 
In the future, sophists, verbally skilled, 
Anchorites and others who are biased, inflated with 

prejudice, 
Will promote themselves and dispute my treasures. 
But most religious persons in the defiled age will be 

guided by treasures. 
They are profound and complete, unobscured, 

comprehensive: 
Each instruction will certainly liberate someone. 
Therefore, 0 worthy and well-trained ones, whose 

propensities have awakened, 
If you remember death, then experience these 

treasure doctrines! 
You will obtain liberation's path in one lifetime, 

o my followers! 
In the defiled age all worthy devotees of treasure 
Will be those who now have beheld the guru's visage 

and formed an aspiration. 
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Since you all have such propensities, cultivate joy! 
These words of mine are more rare than gold, or jewels! 

Such statements may be found in other treasure texts, too, without 
limit. Accordingly, concerning the transmitted precepts [of the distant 
lineage]: During this defiled age their transmitted empowerments and 
instructions have become adulterated like milk in the market-place. 
Because [their lineages] have been interrupted by many lineage-holders, 
the fresh descent of their blessing has been weakened by many violations 
of the commitments, as well as by pollution [of the teachings] due to 
interpolations. But, regarding the contents of the treasures: The dis
coverers of treasure were emanations who had been taken into the 
following of the great Padmasambhava of OQQiyana himself, and had 
thus obtained complete transmission of the empowerments and instruc
tions, which bring about maturation and liberation. By bringing forth 
in this way profound doctrines which embody the unfading, moist 
breath of the Qakinls, they form close lineages, unequalled in the splend
our of their blessings. 

THE LINEAGES OF THE TREASURES 

It is well known that [the teachings discovered as] treasure have six 
lineages, because they possess three special lineages over and above the 
intentional, symbolic and aural lineages which have already been de
scribed.969 These comprise: [the lineage empowered by enlightened aspira
tion, the lineage of prophetically declared spiritual succession, and the 
lineage of the Qakinls' seal of entrustment]. 

In the lineage empowered by enlightened aspiration the concealer has 
sealed [the treasure doctrines] with the following statement of aspiration 
embodying a declaration of truth: "May the individual who has power 
over such and such a treasure trove come to reveal it!" 

In the lineage of prophetically declared spiritual succession the person 
destined to reveal the treasure has been entrusted with the central 
intention, namely, the genuine pristine cognition that is the object of 
illustration, and has also received encouragement through a prophetic 
declaration of future events. 

In the lineage of the qiikinfs' seal of entrustment illustrations [of that 
intention] are verbally arranged in symbolic writing and then invisibly 
sealed in indestructible rocks, wealth-filled lakes, and immutable chests, 
their identifying inventories having first been entrusted to their respec
tive treasure lords. 970 When the predicted time arrives, the power of 
[the concealer's] aspiration matures, the propensities [of the discoverer] 
awaken, and the lord of the treasure offers encouragement. The appro
priate chest, containing all kinds of profound treasure, with or without 
an inventory, then comes into the hands of the treasure-finder. 
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THE CONCEALMENT OF THE EARTH TREASURES 

In particular, most of the profound doctrines contained in the treasures 
were encoded in the symbolic script of the ejakinIs. They cannot be 
deciphered by any other than the person who has the right fortune; 
and because that person must encounter the actual inscribed seal in
dicative of the transmitted precepts of the great Orgyen [Padmasam
bhava], the lineage is therefore uninterrupted by ordinary people. Its 
source is venerable, its symbolic conventions uncontrived, its words 
unconfounded, and its meaning unerring. Since [such treasures] were 
translated from the secret symbols of the ejakinls, the texts are profound 
and their blessing great. The unworthy, no matter how keen their 
intelligence, are like blind men examining an elephant and cannot 
appraise even a portion of them. The revealers of treasure are genuinely 
beyond the perceptual range of ordinary beings. 

In this country of Tibet the one who instructed numberless persons 
in need of training by enlightened activities associated with the nucleus 
of the teaching, the vehicle of indestructible reality in general, and the 
profound treasures in particular, was the Second Buddha, Padmasam
bhava. 971 In the Sutra of Final NirvalJa the Buddha prophesied: 

After my nirval)a, 
When about twelve years have passed, 
An individual greater than myself will appear 
On the lake isle of Dhanakosa. 

This great master was not merely an individual who traversed the 
sequence of the path, or a sublime [bodhisattva] abiding on [any of 
the ten] levels. Indeed, he was the emanational body of Buddha 
Amitabha, the peerless Sakya King, and others, made manifest in order 
to train, by various means, those beings, human and non-human, who 
are difficult to train. It is thus impossible, even for great sublime beings, 
to describe just an aspect of his career. None the less, a brief outline 
has already been given above. It was his particularly great enlightened 
activity to conceal uncountable treasure troves containing doctrines, 
wealth, medicines, astrological calculations, images, sacramental sub
stances and so forth in the lands of India, Nepal, and Tibet, with the 
intention of providing a harvest for future disciples and for the teaching. 

Above all, skilfully teaching each according to his needs here in 
Tibet, Guru Rinpoche taught approaches to the doctrine in general, 
and, in particular, an infinite mass of tantras, transmissions, esoteric 
instructions and rites associated with the three classes of yoga 
[Mahayoga, Anuyoga, and Atiyoga]. All of those transmitted precepts 
were compiled by the mistress of secrets, the queen of the expanse, 
Yeshe Tshogyel, who retained them in her infallible memory. She 
arranged them on five kinds of yellow scroll [symbolising the five 
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. es In the symbolIc script of the dakinls . . 
vanous treasure chests, sealed them to· b . and, l~Sertlng them in 
masambhava and his consort alon . e

h 
IndestructIble. Guru Pad-

h · b· , e or In t e compan f h k· IS su Jects, concealed them in dift; . yo t e Ing and 
t? their respective treasure protecto::e~ lOcatIOns and e~trusted them 
lIved for more than a hund d . eshe Tshogyel, In particular 
C- re years after the g 'd ' 

amaradvlpa and concealed a·. uru s eparture for 
. n InconceIVable nu b f 
In Upper, middle and lower Tibet 972 I h. m er 0 treasure troves 
to the treasures. . ntIS way she fulfilled her service 

Moreover, the great pandita v· 1 . 
religious kings the great t·r·a I tlmaVaI?Itra, the generations of the 
N . ' ns a or alrocana N S 

amkel Nyingpo, Nyak Jfi- k - ,uP. angye Yeshe, 
Nyangben Tingdzin Zangpo :~~ ~~ara, Nanam Doqe DUjom, and 
treasures. They consecrated thes e~s a~so concealed many profound 
for disciples to be trained th ; so t at ater, when the time was ripe 
benefit living beings. In ~ccO;d r:~~r~~ ,:ould be ~ractised, and so 
the king and his subJ·ects h elr prophecIes and prayers 

ave appeared as a . . ' 
of fortunate individuals and . n o~gOIng, magIcal play 
life-style, who have acted on e~a;:~~on;' of vane~ social class and 
beings. e a 0 the teachIng and of living 

PURE VISIONS AND TREASURES OF INTENTION 

All the above refers primarily to the 
As for the origins of the profound ureapp~arance of the earth ~reasures. 
however, there is a particular as .p . VISIOns and treasures of Intention, 
to the Conduct 0/ a Bodhisattva P~~tll00n of the bod~isattvas [Introduction 

) . ,v.37] whIch says: 
Mayall corporeal beings continually hear 
The sounds of the doctrine 
From birds and from trees 

From all the light rays and' even from the sky. 

It is said that owing to the power of such . . 
bodhisattvas have no reason to b d· aspIratIOns, and also because 
ally hear the sound of the d t ~ estItute.ofthe doctrine, they continu-

. oc nne even In the sou d f h 
and wIld animals. Buddhas and b 'dh. . n sot e elements 
in visions and teach the do t . 0 . Isattvas Indeed reveal themselves 
which Subsumes All Merits~ nne, as It says in the Sutra o/Contemplation 

~e V~mal~tejas! the great bodhisattvas who are desirous of 
octnne and who are endowed with t; .. 

and reverence, will behold h. per ect asplfatIOn 
Lord Buddha and h h· dt e ~Isage of the Transcendent 
. ear IS Octnne even th h h . In another region of th· oug t ey resIde e unIVerse. 
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Particularly, in the perception of great sublime beings there is only 
a pure vision [of reality]; impure vision does not occur. Through the 
perpetual round of the three times they continuously engage in many 
wonderful doctrinal discussions with their myriad favoured deities of 
the three roots; and thence there emerge limitless, profound instruc
tions. These are the pure visionary doctrines, which, in accord with 
the devoted attitudes of specific individuals, have been suitable for 
propagation amongst the fortunate. Their appearance within the percep
tual range of all may be known from the lives of many learned and 
accomplished masters of India and from those of the spiritual bene
factors, treasure-finders, and accomplished masters of the ancient and 
new traditions of Tibet, impartially. 

In the same way there are those [teachings] known as the treasures 
of intention, on which a sutra says: 

o MafijusrI! know that just as the four elements originate 
from the treasure of space, so do all doctrines originate from 
the treasure of the Conqueror's mind. Thereby one should 
relish the significance of this treasure. 

Accordingly, it is said that the treasure troves of the doctrine pour 
forth from the spatial expanse of the intention of all sublime indi
viduals. 

The following passage also occurs in the Sutra which Genuinely Com
prises the Entire Doctrine: 

To the bodhisattva whose aspiration is pure all appropriate 
instructions and teachings come forth just as he wishes. 

And again, there is a sutra which says: 

If you have the confidence of certainty with respect to 
ultimate meaning, 

One hundred thousand doctrinal treasures will pour 
forth from your mind. 

Just so, up to the present day, in all the lands of India, Nepal and 
Tibet, an infinite number of profound instructions have emerged from 
the profound intentions of great learned and accomplished masters. 973 

In brief, these masters have opened at will the doors of doctrines, 
wealth, sacramental substances,974 et cetera; and by wonderful en
lightened activity, the four ways of liberation,975 they will maintain the 
true doctrine, down to the end of this evil age. Even in places where the 
teachings of the Vinaya and the sutras do not exist, the teaching of the 
vehicle of indestructible reality, which is that of the secret mantra, 
spreads little by little, and expands, without decline. Such is the extens
ive and continuous enlightened activity [of the treasures] which liberates 
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a emgs who are hard to trai G 
asserted: n. uru [PadmasambhavaJ himself has 

In the defiled age the teaching's r . 
Will b ImIts 

e preserved by treasures. 

Accordingly, until the teachin of th· " 
the activity of the profound t g e. FIfth GUIde [Maitreya] arises 

reasures wIll never decline. ' 



2 Biographies of the Treasure-finders 

. d the treasures in general, it will 
[523.2-523.61 Having thus explalne .fi lly and at length on the lives 
not be possible here to ~laborate sP~~~sI_~olders who have revealed the 
of the hosts of accomphshed haware those treasure-finders who have 

I 1 d d mong t em are .. . 
treasures. nc u ea. with their eras and charactenstIcS, III 
been roughly prophesIed, along. . .+padma (padma bka'i thang-

. . f] the InJunctwns 0) . 1 
[the vanous recenSIOns 0 h eared without beIllg clear y 

976 11 s those who ave app 1· d 
yig-mams) , as we a h less universally renowned as va I . 
referred to therein, but are non~ ~ e the earlier and later versions o~ 
[All their lives1 can be Ie arne d ~m -finders (gter-stan brgya-rtsa'l 
the Biographies of the Hundre h reas~~eave already described the lives 
rnam-thar snga-phyi)977 and e~sehwd ere. t rs who were successors to the 

comphs e mas e . of a few supreme, ac f 1 of the foregoing hneages. 
. . the course 0 severa 

treasure doctnnes In . 1 unts of a few of the most 
. 1 the essen tIa accO 1 . 

Here, I shall gIve on Y f h Ancient Translation Schoo III 
mulgators 0 t e 

important proven pro h ·tted precepts and the treasures. 
general, with respect to both t e transmi 

3 Sangye Lama 

[523.6-525.5] The earliest of all treasure-finders was Sangye Lama. He 
was the first of the thirteen incarnations of Gyelse Lharje, during which 
he was always a treasure-finder. He was born at Tshowar in LatO, 
approximately during the early part of the life of the great translator 
Rincen Zangpo,978 and lived as a shaven-headed monk who was an 
adherent of the mantra tradition. From a cross-beam in the temple of 
Lowo Gekar in Ngari he brought forth the Trio of the Guru) Great 
Perfection) and Great Compassionate One (bla-rdzogs-thugs-gsum); from 
the nearby rock of Tamdringtil the Combined Means for Attainment of 
the Three Roots called "Perpetual Vision of Accomplishment" (rtsa-gsum 
dril-sgrub dngos-grub brtan-gzigs); and from Thangwar, Khoklang Rock 
and elsewhere the Hayagnva who Overpowers Arrogant Spirits (rta-mgrin 
dregs-pa zil-gnon), many rituals of the siitra tradition which had been 
translated from Chinese, notes on their ritual variants (kha-bsgyur), et 
cetera. He travelled throughout Central Tibet and Tsang, benefitted 
living creatures to the utmost, and lived until about the age of eighty. 
It is said that, later, Choje Lingpa979 also saw a kIla preserved at Tsari 
Tshokar, which had come from Sangye Lama's treasures. The family 
of that treasure-finder continued until a later time in the region of LatO; 
and it seems that the treasure-finder called Sangye Bar, too, was born 
into this same family. 

Because oftheir extreme antiquity, the empowerments, transmissions 
and texts ofSangye Lama's treasures did not continue later on, excepting 
the continuous transmission of a few minor siitras. However, the vision 
of pristine cognition of the great Orgyen, the knower of the three times, 
and his spiritual sons, as well as their compassion, have no need for 
writing. With special consideration for the subjects of Tibet during the 
extremes of this defiled age, they inspired Perna Osel Do-nga Lingpa 
[Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo], a unique charioteer of the ocean of pro
found treasures who had arisen as the unimpeded, magical emanation 
of the compassion of Vimalamitra and of the ancestral kings Trhisong 
Detsen and Relpacen, to be the master of seven successions of transmit-
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ofound treasures of the hundred treasure-

ted precepts. Thus, all the pr . h· hands and indestructible 
. d· d· ctly came mto IS , 

finders ~lrectly an m l~e d to him the true significance of these 
prophecIes repeatedly dls~lose h t the yellow scroll of the Twenty-
opportune occasions. S? It hWaz t ~ined Means for the Attainment of the 
onefold Dialogue concermng. t e ~:hu-lan nyer-gcig-pa), which was the 
Three Roots (rtsa-gsum drzl-sgru f thO great emanational treasure
essence of the profound ~reas~~s e~tse ~inpoche's hands.980 The root 
finder Sangye Lama, fell mt~t be Yestablished, but Khyentse Rinpoc~8~ 
text of the treasure could n h· d Cor the torma empowerment 

·es for t e ntes an I' 
arranged the cer~mom . . f the text and propagated them. They 

in a~cordda~cethwIGthr~~: l~:;;~fo;r~cious Treasures (rin-chen gter-gyi mdzod 
are 10un m e 
chen-po). 

SangyeLama 

I4 Trapa Ngonshe 

[525.5-527.3] Trapa Ngonshe, a simultaneous emanation ofShtipu Pelgi 
Senge and the great translator Vairocana, was born in 1012 (water male 
mouse year preceding the first cycle), into a family descended from 
Chim Dorje Peucung, at Kyi in Tra, Yoru. As a youth he awoke to 
the family of the true doctrine and entered the seminary of Samye. He 
was ordained as a novice by Yamshti Gyelwa-o, a preceptor who had 
been Lume's disciple. He became known as Trapa because he was a 
native of Tra, and Ngonshe because his learning in the Abhidharma 
was extensive. 982 His ordination name was Wangcuk Bar. From above 
the door of the central shrine [at Samye] he extracted the Secret Means 
for the Attainment of Red Jambhala (dzam-dmar gsang-sgrub) and the 
Tantra of the Yak$a Vajra Mdrajit (gnod-sbyin rdo-rye bdud-)dul-gyi rgyud) 
along with its means for attainment. 983 In particular, as had been 
prophesied by ZhanglOn,984 he brought forth the master copies985 of 
the Four Glorious Tantras of Medical Science (gso-ba rig-pa dpal-ldan rgyud
bzhti bla-dpe),986 which had been translated by the great translator Vai
rocana, from the "Vase Pillar" in the middle storey of the innermost shrine 
at Samye, at three chutso past midnight [approximately 1.12 a.m.] on 
Wednesday 19 July 1038 (fifteenth day, seventh month, earth male 
tiger year). He copied the books and returned the originals to their 
proper resting place. Then he concealed the copies for about one year. 
Afterwards, he gave them to Khuton Tarma-tra, the spiritual benefactor 
from Yarlung. The transmitted precepts fell to Yutok Yon ten Gonpo, 
the second king of physicians in [Tibet] the range of snow mountains, 
who maintained the enlightened activity [of this medical tradition]. 
Thus, the enlightened activity and wonderful achievements of this mas
ter alone have been inconceivable. 

By propitiating Jambhala, Trapa Ngonshe was granted the ac
complishment of an abundance of gold. On that basis, he founded the 
great seminary of glorious Tratang987 in the lower valley of Tranang, 
and built many similar establishments. Since he acted as master of all 
those, and of the seminary at Samye as well, he seems to have been a 
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. of empowerment and trans-

great spiritual benefactor. Vanous streams. d ksas [Red Jambhala 
. . d with the two aforementlOne ya . 

ml~s~n. co~:ct~'t] and the lineage of the exegetical transmission ?fthe 
~ur i::rrasa;;J~:dical Science (gso-dpyad rgyud-bzhi), have contmued 

without interruption. 

Trapa Ngonshe 

5 Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer 

[527.3-533.5] The first of those who were famed as the five kingly 
treasure-finders and the three supreme emanations was Nyang-rel 
Nyima Czer, the deliberate reincarnation of the religious king Tshangpa 
Lhei Metok [i.e. Trhisong Detsen].988 He was born at Sergon in Dzesa, 
a part of Tamshtil in Lhodrak, in 1136 (fire male dragon year, second 
cycle).989 His father was Nyangton Choki Khorlo, and his mother Perna 
Dewatsel. From his childhood onwards there were limitless wonderful 
signs: In his eighth year he had many pure visions of the Transcendent 
Lord Sakyendra,990 the Great Compassionate One, Guru Rinpoche and 
others, and he was exhilarated for a whole month. In particular, one 
evening he envisaged Guru Rinpoche riding upon a white horse, the 
hoofs of which were supported by the gakinis of the four classes. Guru 
Rinpoche gave him the four empowerments with nectar from his vase, 
as a result of which Nyang-rel had three experiences, which were like 
the sky being rent open, the earth shaking, and mountains moving. 
Consequently, his conduct underwent various changes and everyone 
held him to be insane. He received the empowerment of Hayagriva 
from his father and after propitiating that deity at Dzepu Kang-ra had 
a vision of him. The neighing of a horse resounded from his copper 
kIla and Nyang-relleft the impressions of his hands and feet in rock. 
In accord with a prophetic declaration of the gakinis he went to the 
base of Mawocok Rock, where a gakini of pristine cognition conferred 
upon him the name Nyima Czer. He became known thus thereafter. 

Guru Rinpoche emanated as a yogin called Wangcuk Dorje, who 
granted Nyang-rel essential documents containing an inventory [of 
treasures] and gave him lessons. Also, the inventories ofTrapa Ngonshe 
and the Rashak Treasure-finder ,991 with their supplements, came into 
his hands. In accordance with them he proceeded to the treasure site 
at the base of Sinmo Parje Rock. He stayed the night there and on the 
following day a woman who was an emanation of Yeshe Tshogyel came 
bringing two antelope-skin chests loaded on a white mule. From within 
one of them she brought out a tiger-skin casket and offered it to Nyang-
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reI. He also found the entrance to t ettrleoabsu)'ercets and many other riches. 
I . ges sacramen a , 

casket, a c ay vase, Ima, £ th [the doctrinal cycles of] the 
From the copper casket there ca.me o~ and the Peaceful and Wrath
Great Compassionate One (thUgsh-?edchen). Pfroo) m the clay vase the Cycle of 

A ,I' h Guru (gu-ru z 1- rag, . k ) ful spects oJ t e ( -po dang ngan-sngags-kYl s or ; 
Mahakala and Malevol~nt Mantras mgo~ ctrinal cycles of the 9akinls 
and from the tiger-skm casket many 0 

(mkha'-'gro'i chos-skor). 

Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer 

fi f an image was given to him 
Sometime thereaf~er a br.aken m~;~l ~~:nd an inventory, following 

by a merchant. InsIde of It Nyang b 'sh and the other 
chests one rownl 

which he discovered two treasure. 'Kh tl'ng From inside the 
h · d . ge of Valrocana at 0 . 

pale gray, be m an Ima h h Tantra of the Gathering of the 
brownish chest ~here came. fort t e alon with its transmissions 
Sugatas of the EIght .TransmItted ~r~cePts, h nJred and thirty doctrinal 
and esoteric instructIOns, arra~ge m ,~ne ~-l ng_man-ngag-dang-bcas
top~cs (bka'-brgyad bde-gshegs _ d~S~:~_;~~ w~tten in the h~~dwrit~ng 
pa'l chos-tshan brgya-dang sum cu T for use as the rehgIOus kmg 
of Vairocana and that of Denm~ s;a~.g the pale gray chest he found 
Trhisong Detsen's personal Coples. lt m 
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[images, books, and stupas] representing respectively the body, speech 
and mind of Hayagrlva, plus sacraments and much else besides. 
Moreover, from Samye Chimpu, Sinca Rock in Namkecen, the shrine 
of Enetrakri, and elsewhere, he also brought forth many treasure troves. 

Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer attended on numerous gurus including his 
father, the great Nyangt6n; Gyanyonpa Tonden; Zhikpo Nyima Senge; 
Mel Kawacenpa; and Tonpa Khace. 992 Under [these masters] he studied 
mantras and dialectics extensively. He practised the attainment of the 
Guru as the Gathering of the Three Bodies (bla-ma sku-gsum ' dus-pa) for 
three years, whereupon he met the master Padmasambhava in person 
and obtained many oral authorisations. While experientially cultivating 
the Guru as the Attainment of Mind (bla-ma thugs-sgrub) at Mutik Shelgi 
Pagong, Yeshe Tshogyel actually arrived and bestowed on him the text 
of the Hundredfold Dialogue of the pakinf (mkha'-'gro'i zhu-Ian brgya
rtsa). She led Nyang-rel to the SItavana charnel ground, where the 
master Guru Rinpoche and the eight awareness-holders who were suc
cessors to the transmitted precepts gave him, separately, the empower
ments of the Eight Transmitted Precepts (bka'-brgyad), in general and 
in particular. They also gave him the tantras and the esoteric instructions 
in their entirety. 

Nyang-rel took Cobuma, an emanation of Yes he Tshogyel, to be his 
wife, and she bore him two sons, Drogon N amka Ozer and N amka 
Pelwa, an emanation of Avalokitesvara. Once, when the accomplished 
master Ngodrup arrived, Nyang-rel volunteered that he possessed the 
treasure troves of the Eight Transmitted Precepts. Ngodrup then stated 
that he had preserved the related Transmitted Precepts of the Narrow 
Path to the Fortress (rdzong-'phrang bka'-ma). Nyang-rel therefore 
studied them as well and blended together, into one stream, the trans
mitted precepts and the treasures. The accomplished master Ngodrup 
also gave him the Five Scrolls of the Doctrinal Cycle of the Great Compas
sionate One (thugs-l'je chen-po'i chos-skor shog-dril lnga) which he had 
discovered in Lhasa, saying, "Now, you are their master.,,993 

Once, while Nyang-rel was performing the means for the attainment 
of elixir (sman-sgrub) the elixir goddess personally offered moist myro
balan to him, together with the leaves. 994 He could ascend, cross-legged, 
into the sky, travel without his feet touching the ground, and display 
countless other miraculous abilities. He devoted his whole life to 
meditative attainment and the advancement of education together. 
Later, his enlightened activity became as vast as space; so his legacy 
to the teaching was inconceivable. 

In his sixty-ninth year, 1204 (wood male mouse) ,995 Nyang-rel Nyima 
Ozer displayed vast wondrous omens. Above all, a white syllable HRIJ:I 
emerged from his heart and went off to SukhavatI. In this way did he 
withdraw from the array of his body. He had predicted that three 
emanations of his body, speech, and mind would arise simultaneously. 
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When Chak Lotsawa went to cremate the master's remains, he failed 
to start a fire. Then the pyre ignited all by itself and everyone saw a 
young boy in the crematorium, surrounded by ~akinls, and chanting 
HA RI NI SA with them, as well as many other omens. Manyextraordin
ary relics were left behind as objects of veneration. 

During the actual funeral ceremonies, the great pa1)~ita SakyasrI and 
his followers were invited to attend, and they were delighted with vast 
offerings of gold. Nyang-rel's son, thinking he should be ordained as 
a novice asked SakyasrI, who refused to grant his request, saying, "Both 
of you, father and son, have been great bodhisattvas; and I cannot 
interrupt a family line of bodhisattvas. Maintaining your present life
style you will be of great benefit to living creatures." 

SakyasrI's extensive praise of both the doctrine and the man shows 
that, from the start, Nyang-rel was universally renowned as a great 
indisputable and authentic treasure-finder. Moreover, even biased par
tisans of the new translation schools are free from the taint of having 
harboured perverse notions [about Nyang-rel], and he became as famous 
in the Land of Snows as the sun and moon. 

Nyang-rel's son and main disciple, Drogon Namka Pelwa, was the 
master of his teaching, to whom the succession of the transmitted 
precepts of maturation and liberation was entrusted in its entirety. A 
prophetic declaration states him to have been the emanation of Ava
lokitesvara. Thinking to fulfil [his father's] intention, through his ex
ceedingly great miraculous abilities he drove the stones in front of 
Mount Shampo into the sky, as if they were herds of sheep. Others 
never knew where they came from, but they all landed in a grey mass 
on the banks of the Kyicu in Lhasa, where they were used for [the 
reconstruction of] the dike 996 [which protected the image of] Lord 
[Sakyamuni in Lhasa]. It is said that in past times those stones could 
be distinguished without error. 

Drogon Namka Pelwa also commissioned one hundred and eight 
wall-sized paintings in the Nepali style. He possessed exceedingly great 
occult powers and abilities and was served by the protectors of the 
doctrine. Therefore, he could destroy all his enemies with lightning, 
hail and so forth, by sheer force at any time of the day, disregarding 
the season or month. 997 There are many stories which illustrate this. 
Because of his inconceivable compassion Guru Chowang and many 
other emanations became his disciples. 

His son, Ngadak Loden, was an emanation of MafijusrI, and his son 
Ngadak Dtidtil, in turn, an emanation of Vajrapa1)i. Thus, from these 
emanations of [the Lords of] the Three Families, who are praised in 
scripture, there developed successively the "lineage of the sons". There 
were also the lineages ofNyang-rel Nyima Ozer's disciples, the foremost 
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6 Guru Chiiki Wangcuk 

[533.5-552.3] The second of the famed five kingly treasure-finders and 
the three supreme emanations was the precious Guru Chaki Wangcuk. 
The religious king Trhisong Detsen reached the highest fruition in the 
form of the precious Ngadak Nyang[-re1 Nyima Ozer] and had attained 
buddhahood on [the level called] Unattached Lotus Endowed. 998 Guru 
Chaki Wangcuk was then revealed as an emanation of his buddha
speech. 

Moreover, during the ancient propagation of the teaching a Panpo 
named Nyaring had vowed to kill King Trhisong by bringing down a 
thunderbolt. At that, a powerful mantra adept called Pangje Tsentram, 
who was a disciple of master Padmasambhava, Vimalamitra, and Vai
rocana, raised his index finger menacingly, and the five thunderbolts 
which the Panpo brought down simultaneously were returned to be 
his own executioners. The Panpo's village was devastated. The king 
conferred great rewards on the mantra adept, whose son, Pang Rikdzin 
Nyingpo, was appointed to be the officiating priest of the four Further 
Taming temples. 999 Once a year he would visit Khoting to conduct the 
rites of worship there, and on one such occasion he met the great 
minister of Layak Dzawar, who presented him with many riches and 
estates. He accepted them, saying, "This was my land during a previous 
life." 

From Pang's son, Ktinkyen Sherap Gyelpo, there descended an un
broken line of sagacious and powerful masters; and in that line there 
arose one Pangtan Trupei Nyingpo. He asked Lama Sangye Nyigom 
to grant him the vows of celibacy, but was told, "One [married] 
bodhisattva can benefit living creatures more than an assembly of eight 
monks. So, I will not break a line of bodhisattvas." 

While PangtOn was living at home, he received a prophetic declaration 
telling him to take the QakinI Kargi Wangmo to be his wife. Knowing 
that this referred to one Karza Gonkyi, who was descended from a 
family of accomplished masters who could roam through the sky, he 
married her. 
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Beginning in his fourth year Chowang learned writing and reading 
from his father. He studied thirteen treatises on grammar, including 
the Sword at the Gateway to Language (smra-sgo mtshon-cha, T 4295), 
Five Texts on the Recitation of Sanskrit Formulae (rig-klag sde-lnga) , and 
the Great Vivarta (bi-barta chen-mo); ten treatises on the principles of 
behaviour, including the Point of Human Sustenance; Chinese divina
tion; the transmitted precepts and treasures on medical science; seven 
texts on royal genealogy (rgyal-rabs sde-bdun); one hundred and four 
treatises on music and drama, including the Collected Stories of the Great 
Lineage of Riddles (lde-brgyud chen-po'i sgrung-'bum);lO04 seventy-five 
great texts of Pon; one hundred great texts on rites of thread-cross 
exorcism; much iconometry of the inner and outer traditions of secret 
mantra; four great volumes of the Vajrakfla cycle (phur-pa'i skorpod-chen 
bzhi); and many others. In his tenth year he studied six traditions of 
Vajrapal).i according to the new translation schools; and when he propi
tiated that deity the water in his ritual vase began to boil. He performed 
the ritual services of Yam ant aka and VajrakIla to their full measure. In 
his eleventh year he completed [the study of] the empowerments, tan
tras, and esoteric instructions of the Magical Net. At twelve he learned 
the I(anka1Ji Dhiira1Jz (ka-ka-nz) and the Five Protective Dhiira1Jz (Paii
carak$ii, T558-9 & 561-3), and the Hundred Means for Attainment; 
and he performed the practice of the Hundred-Syllable Mantra (yig
brgya). In his thirteenth year he received many traditions of the ancient 
and new translation schools, including Yangdak Heruka, Miitara~ and 
Yamantaka, two traditions of the Great Compassionate One, and Haya
griva; and he propitiated them. 

During his thirteenth year, too. Chowang experienced a vision in 
which the lady Tara led him to the top of a crystal castle where he met 
Vajrasattva. There was a four-faced ~akinI there, whose white face in 
front said, "You will maintain the teaching of the Buddha"; her yellow 
face to the right, "You must propagate the true doctrine"; her red face 
to the rear, "You will exalt the station of the sarrzgha"; and her blue 
face to the left, "You must tame those who are hard to train in this 
evil age". With these words she handed him a white arrow with five 
quills. IOOS 

In his fourteenth year Guru Chowang studied logic, the Compendium 
of the Abhidharma, the Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva, the 
Hevajra Tantra, and other great texts under Tise Trogyang Sarwa. He 
also received esoteric instructions such as those of the Great Seal, Great 
Perfection, Pacification, and Six Doctrines. He studied the Brief Account 
of the Truths according to the Madhyamaka (dbu-ma bden-chung, T 3902 
& 4467) under Thakorwa; the exegesis and attainment of the cycle of 
Atiyoga, and other siitras and mantras of the ancient and new traditions 
under Tshurton, father and son; and Pacification, the Great Seal, Great 
Perfection, Object of Cutting, an introduction to the instructions (gdams-
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h " e wrathful 

t lIe teachIng under his father. And he ;ant~as ?f the protectors of 
a . xpenentially maste d h , re t em 

In hIS seventeenth year he met 
caster of the infinite treasure doctrin~ ~~d~k Dr~gon and became the 

zer. When he was eighteen he ,t e precIOUS Nyang-rel Nyima 
of th~ enlightened attitude from r~~~vedithe ,vows of] the cultivation 
doctnnal connection at Ky ya a.t:l9Ita at Nezhi Gangpo 
Stiipa of Lhalung. That n~;~:a~, an~ attended the consecration at ;h: 
udumbara flower on Mount W~-:~i~sh re~m, h~ went in search of an 
a blue lotus, the sublime MafijusrI dec~~~~~hma, where, seated atop 

]iianakaya Dharmadhatul [B d . , 
panse of reality!] I am th' I dO Yf of pnstme cognition, ex-

. e or 0 the do t' I mmd. Knowing the m' d ' , c nne. know your 
h m IS an mc . b t e doctrin'e The m' oncelva Ie approach to . eanmg of th" , 

to the doctrine is naturall r IS mc?n~e1Vable approach 
sole seminal point N I hY P esent, pnstme cognition the 

. ow, ave expl' d . , 
of the eighty-four thousand d ,ame to you the meaning 
th . , octnnal com e SIgnIficance of it! ponents. Examine 

At t~at, Chowang awoke from h' 1 ' 
obtaIned the entire doctrin IS seep WIth the conviction that he had 

Wh "e. 
, en he was m hIS thirteenth ' 

whIch had been discovered at Sam y:~ an mvento~y on yellow paper, 
passed on, came into his possess' y i Trapa Ngo~she and gradually 
charlatans had tried to find t IOn. n the meantIme, many foolI'sh 
h d I' reasure by reI ' , 

a, ost theIr lives and others had ymg on that mventory. Some 
~aIlstorms. If anyone kept that' to escape from thunderbolts and 
~ntoierable. And if anyone dispoI~~en~o~y,at home, its magic became 
m a whirlpool, or underground i 

0 
It m, an abyss, at a crossroad, 

elements. Since no one could hand/ ,t ,remallled undamaged by the 
Scroll of Devastation". Guru e,~t, It b,ecame known as the "Yellow 
y~u do with that Yellow Scroll CfhDowang s, father said, "What will 
thmg) C ' 0 eVastatIOn wh' h d . an you bnbe death)" S h ,IC estroys every-
elsewhere, . 0 e stole the inventory and hid it 

Afterwards ' h' ,m IS twenty-second 
co~ered it and befriended a realised yea~" Guru Chowang furtively re-
WIth the latter's help he r d practltloner of the Object of Cutting 
f N ' 10un a supplem t ' . 

0, amkecen in Layak N' H en ary lllVentory in the valley 
ll1~e~headed naga demon ;~:. u:r was entrusted with the key by the 
pnstllle cognition wh g, ded the treasure and by a da-k' - f 

, 0 appeared m th ' . miO 
opened the door of the e gUlse of a consort When h cavern he d' . e 
treasure Was a vulture as large Iscovered that the essence of the 
OVer the thirteen stages of the h as a garu9a. Riding upon it, he flew 
surrounded by a canopy of rai:~~:n:. a~d mRet the ?uddha Vajrasattva 

Ig t. e ObtaIned the empower-
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f wareness an 
ment of the expressive play ~ a

h 
door as described in the tr~asu~e 

nectar. Returning, he opene b~-;all image of a nine-he.aded nagad.1~ 
inventory and extracted a cU

l 
t boxes Inside the naga 1mage he 1S 

bronze, and twO copp~r amu e 1- nei within the amulet-boxes one 

d four instructlOnal cyc es ~ 
covere . . t uctlOnS . h 
hundred and eight esotenc .1ns r rea~ treasure troves, ninete~n W1t 

This was the first of the e1ghteen g h· h he obtained, and wh1ch are 

dd
.· of the mind treasure, w 1C 

the a 1Hon .. 
forth in this mnemon1c . ( ... ) 

set ( .. ) Tamdrinzhap 111, 
(.) d Trakmar 11, . 

Namkecen 1, an T d·n (v) Entseigo (V1), 
(.) nd am n, . ) 

Monkateng 1V , ~. d· (viii) Dromcola (lX , 
. h· (vn) Tam nn, .. ) KhoY1S 1nmar , . (.) Caktepma (xn , 

Sekar (x), Kyawophuknng x~, Mon Bumthang (xv), 
Samye Arya (xiii), Cakpur (X1V

k
),( .. ) Hawo Kang (xviii), 

.) Rong Roc xvn, 
Tsiki Temple (XV1 , uine treasure (xix) 
And the self-concealed, gen h er of propensities. 

Ch·· ang by t e pow 
Came to me, ow , there were most 

h ut those treasures 
Furthermore, when he b~oUg t 0 witnessed by fortunate persons. 

wondrous apparition~ w~c~f :l~:~iance on the lords of the trea~ur~~. 
Generally, he impose. o.at s d fortunate and worthy persons to 0 . 

Otherwise, he comm1ss1~ne . disputable. 
Therefore, all his revela~lOns dwe~~ l~Bring out whatever treasures you 

His father heard of th1S a~, s , . 

re said to have discovered. d the copper amulet-boxes, h1S 
a Ch.. g hande over 

When Guru owan f ontents aloud." 
h 

·d "Read the catalogue 0 c. "W 't there a book called 
fat er sal , .. f h r sa1d asn 

He read it and, agam, h1S ~~c~ Kno~n Alone, Liberates All (~~ngs-
the Buddhasamayoga .Tantr; w. _ hes kun-grol)? Read that to me·

l 
d 

as mnyam-sbyor-gyl rgyu gag s be inning, his father dec are , 
rgy When he had read the ta,ntra fro~ t~~evi~uslY, I have given you not 
"Now I understand. That s enoug. dditional disputes later on~ no 
just a little advice. ~ven if th~r~ a~o~, that treasure of y~urs b~~g: 
more dead words w1ll come 0: fulfilment. It is und1sputa. y 

d to any expectations of rum or h knower of the three Hmes. 
an en . of the great Orgyen, t e . however pro-
transm1tted precept for other treasure doctnnes , 
I do not need to hope now . h· h 

f ears dunng w 1C 
found. [comes from] orty y , . h d urus 

"The advice I have for. you f 11 the learned and accomplis.e g d 
I have gathered the intfe~~~:rs ~u~ through conceptual elab~ra~~~;~ :~d 
. the four quarters 0 1 , . h round and root 0 sa. . 
~etermined that this mind alone 1S t ;s g you will by all means ~mpha~se 

. - N ow if you listen to my wor., Great Compasswnate ne 
~~:vi~~ of the Guru, Great perfectwn'e::: a bit of attention to sorcery 
above all else. Besides that, do not pay 
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and malign mantras, catapults and explosive weapons, hexes and magic 
or to any of the other crooked crafts,1007 until you have emphasised 
this doctrine above all else. He who does not master it, though he has 
learned much else, dies a beggar. 

"In general, I am by no means opposed to the treasure doctrines. 
The Buddha made prophetic declarations concerning treasures in all 
the sutras and tantras. They were the practices attained by awareness
holders of the past. But previously, there were some small-minded 
treasure-finders who did not reveal the doctrines in their pure form. 
They indulged in favouritism and flattery and did not achieve much 
of benefit to living creatures. By propagating malign mantras before 
all else Gya Zhangtroml008 obstructed the welfare of living creatures. 
Doctor Kutsa, owing to his medical practice, neglected to serve living 
beings through the doctrine. By practising rites of thread-cross exor
cism, the Rashak Treasure-finder later became merely an exorcist. And 
Ponpo Traksel propitiated Pehar first and foremost, and so became no 
more than a sorcerer. Such examples are endless. 

"Though the conquerors of the past intended to benefit others, these 
treasure-finders became useless because, without straightening out the 
root doctrinal texts, they proceeded to act in the name of enlightened 
activity. But if you practise the doctrine, the protectors of doctrine will 
incidentally arrive. Even if you do not practise sorcery it will come, 
for such is the pledge of the doctrinal protectors themselves. Devote 
yourself to the experiential cultivation of the Trio of the Guru, Great 
Perfection, and Great Compassionate One without many capricious 
thoughts. Ngadak Nyang and his son are revered by men because of 
their propitiation of the Great Compassionate One. They are the only 
treasure-finders who have not come to ruin. 

"Six years ago, I intimated that I was to pass away. Now, that time 
will come in about two months. Men will come saying yours is a false 
treasure. Disregard them. Before me thirteen generations of the Pang 
family have passed, and among them there has been no one who did 
not acquire signs of accomplishment. And I have by no means been 
the weakest of them." 

Ngadak Drogon examined Guru Chowang's discoveries, saying, "I 
have had great experience of treasures"; and he was highly delighted. 
But the master Thakorwa saw a prophecy among them which spoke of 
an impending invasion of Tibet by the Mongolian army, and he ridiculed 
it, saying, "Nowadays there are no Mongols in our country." Guru 
Chowang was heart-broken and inclined to reconceal the instructions, 
but two girls helped him to mount a white, winged horse and led him 
to the glorious [Copper-coloured] Mountain on Camaradvlpa. The great 
Orgyen gave him the complete empowerment of the Consummation of 
Secrets (gsang-ba yongs-rdzogs) and inspired him with instructions and 
advice, saying: 
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The highest path of all is service to others. 
Whoever grows weary of this 
Lengthens the path to enlightenment. 

Then Guru Rinpoche said to him, "Do not hanker after t?is place. 
If you do, there is a danger that you will transfer .from one hfetIme to 
the next." At that moment Guru Chowang was raIsed by what seemed 
to be a globe of light and arrived back home in an instant. In 1240 
(iron male mouse year) the army of the Mongol Dorta the Black arrived, 

and the future was clearly established.
1009 

. 

The truest of Guru Chowang's disciples was one Bharo TsukdzIn 
from Kathmandu in Nepal. 1010 On his way to Tibet in search of gold 
he had received a prophetic declaration from a c;UikinI saying tha~ he 
would meet the Guru himself. For seven days he actually perceIved 
Guru Chowang to be Orgyen. Just by hearing the master's speech 
realisation arose. One evening, while giving an empowerment, Guru 
Chowang said to him, "How do you see me?" 

"I actually see the meditational deity," replied Bharo. 
"Well then, there is no other to whom to offer the feast and the 

tormas
'
" So saying Chowang consumed the offerings for the feast, 
., 1011 . . 

which included half the carcass of a Bharal sheep, In an Instant. 
"Now, how do you see me?" he asked. 

"The Buddha is actually present," was Bharo's answer. 
"Well then, I shall empower you!" At that, he gathered up the i~ple

ments of worship, broke up the ma1).9ala, and began to dance In t~e 
place it had been. Knowing that the constitution and attitudes of hIS 
worthy disciple were those of one whose conduct was free from accept
ance and rejection, and who was fearless with respect to the g~eat 
commitments of indestructible reality, Guru Chowang sent forth V ~1~0-
cana from the great ma1).9ala of his indestructible body, from the dIVIne 
gateway, in the form of great fragrance [excrement] and gave Bh~ro 
the empowerment. Bharo's experience was like that ~f a ~nake ~~stIng 
off its slough. Similarly, from the swift, secret path of hIS v.a)ra, Chowang 
poured Amoghasiddhi onto the tip of Bharo's tongu.e In t~e ~orm of 
perfume [urine] and Bharo blazed with the all-surpassIng, pnstIne cog-

. . f . 'bl bll' SS 1012 mtIon 0 IncorruptI e, supreme . . 
The master then poked Bharo's heart with his finger, and Said, 

"Recognise this so-called'!'." 
Bharo's clinging to objects vanished like mist. . 
"Do not deviate from the significance of seeing this'!'. There IS not 

so much as a hair there on which to meditate!" 
When the master said that, Bharo developed an especi~lly gr.eat 

~; realisation of the Great Perfection, free from activity and Imp~rtIal. 
Extraordinary certainty was born within him. "Now", he Said, "I 
would not think to request empowerment even if the buddhas of the 
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three times appeared. Should I also cancel this business of going to 
India?" 

Guru .Chowang replied, "If a buddha were to arise who did not 
wander In sa111sara he would be an extremist! Go to India. If you find 
a guru, se~ve the guru. If you find disciples, educate the disciples." 
To Bharo It seemed that this advice was exceedingly fine. 

Again, this Newar, Bharo, was a person of very great faith whose 
propensities had awakened: Looking at the guru's hips he saw the eyes 
of a wrathful deity; he saw him discuss the doctrine with dakinls and 
so on. Thus, he only saw the guru in pure visions. Once h~ asked the 
master, "Have you realised the signs of accomplishment in the practices 
of sorcery?" 

"I have reached the real point of their practical application, but 
because I devote myself to reciting the mantra OM MANI PADME HOM 
I have no leisure to practise them."l013 .. . 

At that the Newar requested him to demonstrate the occult power 
of "libera.tion". Guru Chowang approached a rabbit. He drew the shape 
of a rabbit on the ground, repeated a mantra seven times over a needle 
and stabbed the drawing. At that instant the rabbit tumbled ove/ 
Chowang said, "Now, we must purify its obscurations. Bring the rab
bit." He fastened to it a liberating diagram lO14 and took [the rabbit's 
consciousness] into his following by offering tormas and a dedication 
?f merit. Then Bharo asked, "If such sorcery were used on men, would 
It not be terrible?" 

"Men and marmots are similar," answered the guru, and he per
formed the same action as before, but with a drawing of a marmot. 
Consequently, they recovered a corpse from a marmot's burrow. "This 
is the outcome of such practice. I will teach no one, because it is harmful 
to sentient beings. Even against an enemy one should not utilise any 
power that does not conduce to buddhahood. Since these two creatures 
~ere animals, I have 'liberated' them. Otherwise, [remember that] it 
~s exceedingly hard to obtain a human body. The sin of taking life is 
Infinite. It is not limited to one death, but all those who are related or 
associated suffer as well. Occult power should not be used even against 
an enemy. Rather, we should cultivate compassion." 

Thus, Guru Chowang was one who especially undertook to practise 
the conduct of a bodhisattva. His vows not to use occult power and 
sorc~ry for his own sake were exceedingly firm; and because the com
pass.lOnate aspect [of such rites] reached its mark, this great guru ac
tuahsed [the meaning of the phrase] "To liberate even the three evil 
destinies through compassion." He killed the body of past deeds, a 
mass composed of the five poisons, and resurrected the consciousness 
in the expanse of reality. In this way, he brought sa111sara to its end, 
and so achieved that which is most wonderful among [acts of] killing 
and resurrection. 
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At the time of his departure, the Newar, Bharo, offered sixty Zh0
1D1S 

of gold and requested Guru Chowang to prevent obstacles from arising 
on his return journey to India and Nepal. The guru mixed the gold 
with flour and performed a burnt offering, whereby the knot ofBharo's 
avarice was completely released. Moreover, this was a wondrous deed 
which demonstrated his conviction in the Precious Jewels; for, having 
taken the Precious Jewels as their objects of reference, those who have 
accustomed themselves to the practice of liberality do not manifestly 
act as do those who harbour doubts when they renounce material things 
as being insubstantial, but, none the less, their display of delight over 
merits which appear as substantial objects may arouse the scrutiny of 
small-minded persons. 

Afterwards, the guru said to Bharo, "Dispose of the ashes from the 
burnt offering by scattering them in the water, without any reservation. 
On the way someone will come to give you food. Accept it!" 

Bharo did as he was told and was offered a turnip by a girl. He 
presented it to the guru, who said, "Cook it covered with a cloth. ,,1016 

Then, when Guru Chowang escorted him a short distance on his journey 
to India, Bharo once more offered him three zho of gold. The guru 
said, "If we delighted the (;Hikinls by burning gold in fire, they will 
rejoice even more if we throw this gold into water." And he cast the 
gold into a river. 

Guru Chowang could reveal himself in six bodily forms simultan
eously. He flew in the sky and left countless impressions of his hands 
and feet in stone, and displayed many other miraculous feats. For this 
reason he was praised not only by the Nyingmapa, but also by such 
[adherents of the new translation schools] as the all-knowing Phak-o 
and PutOn Rinpoche, who praised Guru Choki Wangcuk as an incom
parably great accomplished master. Chowang clearly remembered thir
teen lives beginning with the religious king Trhisong's immediate rein
carnation, 0 Thaye, the son of the gods, through to Ngadak Nyang-rel 
Nyima Ozer. Even Sakra and sons of the gods offered him worship 
and praise. All the gurus of Tibet revered him as their own guru and 
his reputation shook the earth. 

Guru Chowang built the two temples of Tshongdti Gurmo and Sam
drup Dewachenpo. This great treasure-finder discovered an image of 
the Lord of Sages that was similar to the image of Lord Sakyamuni in 
Lhasa, and which had been recovered from Mount Mucilinda by the 
sublime Nagarjuna and concealed on the snowpeak of Hawo by the 
great Padmasambhava of099iyana. He enshrined it in the Guru Temple 
in Layak, which became his main seat. During that era the great gurus 
and aristocrats of Tibet, without distinction, all came before his feet. 

Having served living creatures by such inconceivable compassion 
and enlightened activity, the time for Guru Chowang to consummate 
his deeds drew near. He said: 
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S' ,0 1 angcuk 
ent1ent beings have d' , 

Some delight if Ch" Ive~se thoughts. 
O owang IS happ 

thers fear the h' y, 

And he continued: 
a ppmess of Chowang. 

Ch" owang's mind knows neith h 
Chowang's mind 1 e~ ope, nor fear: 
M <nows not pam' 

ay those who delight in h' " 
Chowang has not ab d IS h~ppmess rejoice! 
M an oned pam' 

ay those who delight in h' ' , , 
Chowang's mind k ,IS suffenng rejoice! 
M nows neIther bi th 

ay those who fear h 'h ' r,', nor death; 
Chowang's mind h de, md1~ t dIe reJOIce! 
M as Ie m the e 

ay those who fear h 'h xpanse of reality' 
Chowang's mind k e m~g t not die rejoice! ' 
M nows neIther cha 

ay those who hope fI ,n~~, nor transformation' 
Chowan" or eternIty reJoIce! ' 

g s mmd knows not b ' 
May those who fI ,su stant1a1 existence' 

ear eternIty rejoice! ' 

Thus, he lived as a re 
hope and fear. g at master of yoga who had totally uprooted 

So that his efforts spent in co . 
Worthwhile, he gave this advice a~struchung his temples should prove 

out t e necessary service' 
If . 

one harms what is sacred thou h 
throw him out! ,g he be your own son, 

But if even a beggar does a ' 
honour! serVIce for the temple, do him 

Moreover, he said: 

To the celestial palace of realit ' 
supreme bliss y s expanse, all-positive 

The illusory per~on who is Cho' ' 
It seems that this bod h fi' wan~, ,WIll now withdraw. 

it must. y as mished trammg all of those whom 
Th ' 

~ SIgns that my past evil de 
~~pened in this body. eds are exhausted have also 

Chowang's human form 1'1 ' 
and go. ' 1 <e one m a dream, now will vanish 

I dreamt that the gatherin 
~ound a pile of gems' g, the master and all his disciples, 

I t IS a sign th 11 . 
bliss. at a associated with me will obtain Supreme 
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Also, he declared: fmy flesh or bones, 
. le fragment 0 ' ·11 

Everyone who eats a smg d d traversing the path, W1 
As small as a pea, or ~ mustar see , 

reach supreme bliss. .. . h these and other similar 
. . d h· d1sc1ples W1t .. bl 

G Chowang msp1re 1S . h displaying mconcelVa e 
oral ~~~tructi~ns. Then, in h~~~~~:~n~e;:r~:d for the great Palace of 
signs and m1racles, Guru d 
Lotus Light. a adepts would meet on the roa , 

During that era, when .tWO mantrd.t"on that of the Earlier or Later 

h 
would ask, "Which 1S yo~r tra 1G

1 
'Chowang was known as a 

t ey T ),,1017 Accordmgly, uru 
Treasure roves. f rofound treasures. 
great promulgator 0 p 

continuous lineage of sons, consist
Among his descenda~ts t?~re was ~ch as Pema Wangcen, who was an 
ing of extraordinary mdlV~~lS lS Nyima Qzer. In particular, for~m~~~ 
emanation of Langdro, ~n . ~e ere Menlungpa Mikyo Doqe, 
among the lineage of h1.s d\~c1~le:r;smitted precepts and ~reasures. of 
who was vastly learned mat e e Newar Bharo Tsukdzm, th~ nme 
the Ancient Translation. Sc~ool, th

f 
Katok,1019 who passed away .mto a 

"worthy sons" and Malf.1 R1~ce~ 0 . bod . These and others m the 
pure realm without rehnqU1~h~n~;Sstage: of accomplishment, ;xt~ns~ 
lineage of disciples, who reac ~ doctrines of Guru Chowang, 0 w 1C t 
ively propagated the pro~oun f the enlightened activity of th~ Grea

d 
the foremost were the ntes ~out India, Nepal and the fr.antler :;il 
Compassionate One,. throu

g
d 

Kham. The stream has contmued 
1 districts of T1bet an . 

centra t day without interruptlon. 
the presen 

7 Como Menmo 

[552.3-557.5] Of the two characteristic <;Uikinls, who were the real pres
ence of Yeshe Tshogyel,1020 compiler of the most secret transmitted 
precepts, the first is well known to have been the great emanational 
treasure-finder Como Menmo. In the prophetic text of her own treasure, 
the Gathering of All the Secrets of the pakinfs (mkha'-'gro gsang-ba kun
'dus) it says: 

At sometime the <;iakinls will entrust this doctrine 
To a girl of enlightened family, 
Blessed by the <;iakinls, and born in a monkey year. 
Her conduct will be secret, her name Como. 
By realising its blessing she will be naturally liberated, 
But at that time it will not much benefit others. 
Still, all her associates will be conveyed to the level of 

supreme bliss, 
And will obtain enlightenment, not leaving a trace of their 

bodies. 1021 

Thus, it was clearly prophesied that she would be truly liberated. 
She emanated forth, like a blossoming lotus, in 1248 (earth male 

monkey year, fourth cycle),I°22 near the Guru's meditation cave at 
Zarmolung in Eytil, the birthplace of awareness. Her father was a 
mantrin of a Takpo family named Dorje Gyelpo, and her mother, Pema 
Peldzom, was descended from the <;iakinls. Her parents named her 
Pema Tshokyi. Because her father was a landowner who had not fallen 
into the extremes of either wealth or poverty, the infant girl was nursed 
tenderly, but her mother died when she was in her fifth year and her 
father remarried. Then, she was sent to graze cattle and forced to do 
all sorts of menial chores. So, she experienced a little hardship. 

During this period, when she was in her thirteenth year, she was 
grazing the cattle during the springtime near the Secret Cave of Su
preme Bliss, one of Guru Padmasambhava's places of attainment, at 
Khyungcen Dingwei Trak in Zarmolung in E. She had dozed off there 
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Como Menmo 

. . from the rock roused 
h elodious VOlce comlng b 1 

for a short while w en a m f the secret cave open a rupt y 
Sh saw the entrance 0 .' h arne 

her from sleep. e . the cave without hesltatlOn, sec 
and her mood change~._E~ter~g midst of a terrifying charnel gro~nd. 
upon a group of qaklnls m t e red as VajravarahI, and insP1r_e~ 
The leader of the host act~allY appea l' htened family." Vajravarah1 

. "W 1 me~ glrl of our en 19 .' h crown 
her, saymg, e co· k behind her and la1d 1t on t e . 
took a small volume from the ~oc n her the entire maturation [of lts 
of Como's head, thus con~ernng ~ 'dance] all at once. Then she 
empowerment] and liberation [o.f 1tS '~~is contains the instructio~s of 
entrusted her with the book, saymif'the Dakinfs. If you experienti~llY 
the Gathering of All the Secrets 0 '11 obtain the supreme accompl1sh
cultivate it in utmost secrecy, y?U ;11 t" on the girl became a great, 
ment." Receiving this prophe~lc ec :~an~tu;allY liberated. When. t~ey 
native yoginI, who knew a~l thm'h to nated mandala became inv1s1ble 
had enjoyed the feast offenngs, t . e e~~ domain.' . . 
and the qakinIS departe.d for thee~~s °blessing matured in Como's mmd, 

The nectar of the Valra Sue h ontaneously poured forth many 
and at all times, day and mght, s e sp 
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doctrinal expressions. Some people had faith in her, because of the 
songs and dances of indestructible reality and her unimpeded telepathic 
statements. But the majority gave her the nickname Como Menmo, 
saying, "Having fallen asleep on the mountainside, she has been posses
sed by a Menmo spirit.,,1023 For this reason, she became distressed and 
decided to leave her own country and travel about with no fixed des
tination. 

She went to Layak Pangdrong in west Lhodrak. Just by meeting 
Guru Chaki Wangcuk there co-emergent, pristine cognition was ef
fortlessly born within her. The precious Chawang, too, realised that 
she was one of the five characteristic consorts prophesied by Guru 
Padmasambhava, and took her as his secret seal of action. 1024 She un
ravelled the knots of his energy channels, whereby he realised all the 
symbols and meanings of the Great Esoteric Instructional Tantra of the 
Eight Transmitted Precepts) the Consummation of Secrets (bka'-brgyad 
gsang-ba yongs-rdzogs man-ngag-gi rgyud chen-po), which he had not been 
able to establish previously; and he translated it into Tibetan. Con
sequently their union, which was one of mutual advantage, came to be 
unsurpassedly beneficial. 

Having stayed there for only a short period of time, Como Menmo 
received all sorts of essential [teachings on] maturation, liberation, and 
the instructions. Finally, the great treasure-finder said to her, "It seems 
that your profound doctrine, the pakinf volume, is the most wonderful 
essence of the meditative commitment of your previous life as the gakinI 
Yeshe Tshogyel. But now is not the time to propagate it on behalf of 
living creatures. Experientially cultivate it in utmost secrecy. Wander 
throughout the provinces of Central Tibet and Tsang, and benefit living 
creatures in a secret manner, which will convey all your associates to 
the level of supreme bliss. In the end you will attain the accomplishment 
of the sky-farers, without relinquishing your body." 

Obeying his earnest admonition Como Menmo, accompanied by two 
worthy yoginls, travelled to all the districts and sub-districts as far as 
Tingri in Lata. Once, she met Lingje Repa and, relying on symbolic 
means, opened the energy channel of his discriminative awareness, 
whereby an all-surpassing realisation was born within him. In this way, 
he became famous all the way to the River Ganges for his lofty realisa
tion. 1025 

So it was that in the end, having spontaneously benefitted living 
creatures in a secret manner, Como Menmo, then in her thirty-sixth 
year, went to the summit of Trak Lhari in Central Tibet. It was Wed
nesday 4 August 1283 (tenth day, seventh month).1026 The mistress 
and her two servants performed a feast offering and then the three of 
them flew off into the sky, like the king of birds, garuQa. Without 
relinquishing their bodies they rose higher and higher in the expanse 
of space and journeyed unimpededly to the assembly of Qakinls on the 
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glorious Copper-coloured Mountain of Orgyen. When this occurred, 
they were actually seen by the local cowherds, who, on arrival there, 
ate some of the scattered offerings, and so became naturally absorbed 
in contemplation. 

This great secret, which is so amazing, renowned as the Gathering of 
All the Secrets of the I)tikinfs, remained in the possession of the ~Hikinls 
for some time, and was beyond the reach and range of ordinary persons. 
The time to train beings by means of it came later in this age of strife, 
when, by the power of compassion and enlightened aspirations, the 
transmission of its words and meaning fell to the emanational treaure
finder, the great awareness-holder, Perna Osel Do-nga Lingpa. This is 
because, first and foremost, during his past life as the precious Ch6wang, 
Como Menmo had been his secret friend, and also because he was 
blessed by the <;iakinls of pristine cognition. By the great, magical 
display of his recollection he established the text, which is preserved 
in the Great Store of Precious Treasure. 

1 Samanthabhadra with consort 



3 Vajrasattva 

2 The peaceful and wrathful deities 



4 Mahottara Heruka 
5 Padmasambhava) his two foremost consorts) and eight manifestations 



6 Ma1JeJalas of the Eight Transmitted Precepts 

8 Jowo Rinpoche) the famous image of Lord Sakyamuni in the Jokhang 

7 The three ancestral religious kings 



9 I(ing Songtsen Gampo)flanked by his Nepalese and Chinese queens 

10 Gilded roofs of the Jokhang) the first temple of Lhasa 
12 The central shrine at SamyeJ Tibef/S first monastery 

11 The stone-lion emblem 
~f the Yarlung dynasty 
zn the Chongye valley 



13 A realistic representation 
of Longen Rapjampa 

14 Remains of the sacred juniper tree 

at Kangri Thokar 

15 Tharpaling in Bumthang) Bhutan)founded by Longcen Rapjampa 

6 I(atok Dorjeden Monastery in Kham 

17 Th . e zmposing facade of Mindroling M . onastery zn Central Tibet 



18 The hidden valley of Rudam I(yitram behind Dzokcen Monastery 
20 PelyiU Namgyel Cangcup Ling Monastery 

19 Pel Tshering-jong, the retreat of Jikme Lingpa near Chongye 21 The monastery of Dorje Trak, 
where the Northern Treasures tradition was preserved 



22 The deities of the "Combined Means for Attainment of the Three Roots" 

23 P~inte~ scroll depicting Terdak Lingpa) 
wah hzs handprints and footprints in gold 



d d b h· P vious emanations 
24 Dudjom Rinpoche (centre) surroun e y zs re 

8 Orgyen Lingpa 

[557.5-563.5] Orgyen Lingpa of Yarje lO27 was the seventh incarnation 
of Lhase Chokdrup Gyelpo.1028 He was born at Yarje in Tranang in 
Yoru in 1323 (water female pig year, fifth cycle) into an extraordinary 
family of mantra adepts. He lived as a venerable monk who upheld the 
mantra tradition, and was deeply learned in sorcery, medicine, astro
logy, and so forth. 

In his twenty-third year he found an inventory of treasures in the 
Red Stiipa at Samye. Behind Crystal Rock (shel-brag) in Yarlung there 
was a wonderful crystal cave at the Perna Tsekpa Rock, where the great 
Orgyen had performed the means for the attainment of nectar-elixir 
(bdud-rtsi sman-sgrub), and where there were natural stone images of 
the host of peaceful and wrathful deities, of which the guardian of the 
gate was Khyapjuk Chenpo [i.e. Rahula]. From the upper heads [of 
that image of Khyapjuk Chenpo] Orgyen Lingpa extracted the Trio of 
the Guru) Great Perfection and Great Compassionate One (bla-rdzogs
thugs-gsum) consisting of the Stage of Creation for the Peaceful and Wrath
ful Guru) Three Cycles on the Two Teachings (bskyed-rim gu-ru bstan-gnyis 
skor-gsum zhi-drag), the Great Compassionate One) the Innermost Spiritu
ality of Padma (thugs-rje chen-po padma'i snying-thig), and a cycle of the 
Great Perfection, which included the Means for the Attainment of Longev
ity according to the Great Perfection (rdzogs-chen tshe-sgrub), and the Ati, 
Citi, Yangti,1029 and so forth (a-ti spyi-ti yang-ti-Ia-sogs); from the three 
lower heads, the Great Ocean of Doctrine) the Gathering of the Transmitted 
Precepts of the Meditational Deities (yi-dam bka' -' dus chos-kyi rgya-mtsho 
chen-po) in one hundred and thirty-two doctrinal topics; from the throat, 
the Gathering of the Transmitted Precepts of the Peaceful and Wrathful 
Deities (zhi-khro bka'-'dus), Cycle of Krodhakalf and Cycle of the Neuter 
Lord (mgon-po ma-ning); 1030 from the heart, the Great Injunction of Padma 
(padma bka'-yi thang-yig chen-mo);1031 from the lower serpentine tail, 
the tantra, means for attainment, and rites of the Lord of Pristine Cog
nition with Many Deities (ye-$hes mgon-po Iha-mang), 1032 a medical 
treatise, and profound instructions concerning the protectors of the 
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. ds and the tip of the serpentme tall, Orgyen 

te~chmg; and fro: ~he~:~hodS for Beneficial and Injurious Rites (phan
Lmgpa ~ecovere ted nuals for arts and crafts (bzo-rigpatra). ~hus, 
gnod-kYllas-thabs), an ma d h without limit, Orgyen Llngpa 
having brought forth these an ot ers, 
revealed a vast store of profound treasure. 

Orgyen Lingpa 

f Yugong Rock in Tra he retrieved the Great Sequence 
Moreover, rom 1 -rim chen-mo), the Short 

of the Path of Secret Mantra (gsang-sn~ags am
h 

h -ba) the Testa-
d bh (padma'l rnam-t ar c ung , 

Biography of Pa masam ava.. .' . (h '-b ed bka' -chems 
ment which Elucidates the SigniflcanQce of paciflca~~~:Sp;Ci;US Coincidence 

l) d th Gathering of the umtessence 'J 
don-gsa ,an e rious treasure sites at Samye, 
(rten-'brelyang-snying 'dus-~a); ~rom the;a h d -l a)'1033 from the 
the Fivefold Group of InJunctlOnS (bka ~t a~g ~:e nt~e Supreme Light 
Stupas of Zurkardo, the G.reat CompasshlOn~ de -mcho'g) and the Glorious 

. C ., (h rle chen-po ye-s es 0 , 
of Pristme ogmtlOn t ugs-'J h )' 1034 f m the "tiger den" at 
!.iger-riding Lord (dpal-mgon ,~t~~Z ona~d the r~rotectors of the Teaching 
Onpuk the Cycles of the WrathJu u'~nd from Trakpoche in Traci, ~he 
(gu-ru drag-po_dang bsrn~ru;i~o~~;hin_rje tshe-bdag-gi skor). Countmg 
Cycle of Yamantaka, or L~ 1 e C' nd more than one hundred volumes 
these and others, Orgyen mgpa lOU 
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of treasure doctrines; and it is said that the Gathering of Transmitted 
Precepts (bka'-'dus) alone comprised some thirty or so. However, be
cause he was unable to establi$h their texts on the basis of the yellow 
scrolls, it is well known that he reconcealed them as treasures. 

In short, Orgyen Lingpa discovered twenty-eight great treasure 
troves, along with related materials, as illustrated by an infinite number 
of images, sacramental objects, riches and treasures. None the less, 
having opened the gateway of this doctrine for the first time at Trhadruk 
KhyamtO, during the performance of the great preparation for the 
empowerment of the Gathering of Transmitted Precepts (bka'-'dus-kyi 
dbang-sgrub chen-mo), he was harshly rebuked by Ta'i Situ Cangcup 
Gyeltsen of Neudongtse, because of a prophecy which contained an 
insinuation. 1035 For this reason, the rest of the auspicious coincidence 
was lost and the treasure-finder himself had to flee to the districts of 
E and Takpo. Not long afterwards, he passed away at Locung in the 
vicinity of E. His remains were transported to Takpo and placed whole 
into an earthen reliquary at the monastery of Zhapje. 

Later, the worthy aristocrat Kurap heard the well-known [assertion 
that the flesh of] one born seven times [as a brahman] grants liberation 
when tasted. He asked for a tiny morsel of the flesh and, tasting it, 
blazed with mystical experience. He was able to move about one cubit 
above the ground and fly from one valley to another. Therefore, Orgyen 
Lingpa's mummified corpse became most valuable. 

At a later date, Jamyang Khyentse Wang po dispatched the preceptor 
Lama Trashi Ozer from Dokam as a messenger to request some of the 
flesh; and he greatly multiplied it [by using it as] a continuous catalyst 
for sacramental substances which liberate when tasted. Afterwards, 
Temo Rinpoche, the regent of Tibet,1036 had the mummified corpse 
transported to Pentsang Monastery in Neudong, and enshrined in a 
wooden reliquary. He kept twenty measures of pills made from the 
flesh in the Norbu Lingka [i.e. the summer palace in Lhasa]. 

Subsequently, the supreme conqueror, the Great Thirteenth [Dalai 
Lama] realised that the body would be excessively harmed by the 
plunder of its flesh, and that this would be detrimental to the merits 
of Tibet in general. He wanted to enshrine the precious mummified 
remains in the Tse Palace [i.e. the Potala in Lhasa], and sent Dron 
Kungtal).gpa to transfer the body. But the Great Protector of the Doc
trine at Samye unexpectedly possessed [his oracle] 'and swore that it 
would be improper to transfer the corpse from that southern region to 
another place. 1037 Consequently, it was left where it was. 

While travelling in the southern districts, Dalai Lama XIII purposely 
visited Pentsang Monastery and, for the benefit of living creatures, 
gave to that monastery about four measures of the pills which had 
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previously been compounded from the flesh. All that remained was 
mixed with medicinal powder and, assisted by his tutor, Camgon Rin
poche of Phurbucok, the supreme conqueror used it to completely 
restore [the mummified remains] with his own hands. He enshrined it 
in a reliquary of fine wood which was covered with gilded copper from 
the base of the spire upwards. Between the spire and the dome he 
inserted the remains inside a lattice window and personally sealed the 
lattices. 1038 Later, he sent a letter to the residents of Neudong Fort and 
the monastic college of Pentsang, containing an enumeration of the 
various duties to be performed carefully and equally by those who 
supervised and venerated [the reliquary]. This letter, marked with the 
Dalai Lama's personal seal, consisted of seventeen pages in the form 
of a booklet folded back and forth, with each page sealed individually. 
I have had the good fortune to have actually seen that letter in the 
archives of the college at Pentsang. At some later time, when the relic
box containing the pills made of the flesh which the Dalai Lama had 
given to the monastery was opened, [it was found that] they had mul
tiplied by four. 

It is said that because Ta'i Situ had disturbed the auspicious coinci
dence, the dominion of the Phakmotrupa and their followers began to 
dwindle, like floodwaters at the end of autumn. 1039 

The family of this treasure-finder, Orgyen Lingpa, lived in Trap 
Tsangka and its environs. Although it is not clear how they served the 
doctrine it appears that they were a wonderful lineage of awareness
holders, all of whom could display various signs of accomplishment. 

It is clear that among the cycles of his treasure doctrines the continu
ous lineages of empowerment and transmission belonging to the cycles 
of the Supreme Light of Pristine Cognition (ye-shes 'od-mchog), the Wrath
ful Guru (gur-drag), the Means for the Attainment of Longevity (tshe-sgrub ), 
and the Tiger-riding Lord alone were preserved until the time of Rikdzin 
Terdak Lingpa. 104o Still, they are not to be seen today. The continuous 
transmissions of the Injunction of Padma which was Discovered at Crystal 
Rock (padma bka'-thang shel-brag-ma), the Fivefold Group of Injunctions 
(sde-lnga), and the Gathering of the Quintessence of Auspicious Coincidence 
do still exist. In particular, as had been clearly prophesied in Orgyen 
Lingpa's own treasures, an ancient manuscript, containing a cycle sum
marising the essence of the Great Gathering of Transmitted Precepts 
(bka'-'dus chen-mo'i snying-po mdor-bsdus skor) actually came into the 
hands of the venerable Perna Osel Do-nga Lingpa. On the basis of 
some [of the text], which appeared in the symbolic script of the ejakinls, 
he established the continuous transmission of its maturation and liber
ation, and this, together with the necessary texts, is preserved in the 
Great Store of Precious Treasure. As it is made clear in the Great Biography 
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(rnam-t~ar chen-mo )1041 and elsewhere, this is not merel 
the attamment of the Guru (bla-sgrub) [ h' Y a means for 
T. ' or a teac mg of] th E' h 
~ansmltted Precepts (bka'-brgyad) to which the name Gatheringo;r, 19 t 

mItted Precepts has been affixed. Rather, it sets forth the twent rans
maI:lejalkcluster~ o,f the Gathering of Transmitted Precepts in direc~-l~~~ 
guag;, ence, It IS ~stab1ished as an object of great conviction and 
won er, and has rekIndled the dying embers of the teaching, 



9 Ngodrup Gyeltsen) or Rikdzin 
Giidemcen 

[563.5-567.6] Ngodrup Gyeltsen, the great awareness-holder and 
treasure-finder, was the reincarnation of N an am Dorje Dti jom and one 
of the three supreme emanations. He was born, attended by extraordin
ary omens, on Tuesday 11 February 1337 (tenth day, month of miracles, 
fire female ox year, sixth cycle),1042 into the household of Namolung, 
which hailed from the district of Thoyor Nakpo, to the north-east of 
Mount Trazang. He was the son of the master Dtidtil, who belonged 
to an unbroken lineage of accomplished masters ofVajrakIla, descended 
from the clan of the Horpa king Kurser. 1043 In accordance with a 
prophecy, when Ngodrup Gyeltsen was in his twelfth year three vulture 
feathers grew from the crown of his head, ard five when he was at the 
age of twenty-four. Therefore, he became universally known as Rikdzin 
Godemcen, the "Vulture-quilled Awareness-holder". During his youth 
he attained the limits of study, reflection, and meditation upon all the 
Nyingmapa doctrinal cycles which were the doctrines of his forefathers. 

There was one Zangpo Trakpa of Manglam who had discovered, in 
Gyang Yonpolung, eight doctrinal topics, including the Essential Invent
ory which Treats the Essence of the Esoteric Instructions in Seven Sections 
(snying-byang man-ngag gnad-kyi don bdun-ma). He realised that these 
were required as ancillary texts for the treasures to be revealed at 
Lhadrak, and for this reason he offered them to the great awareness
holder Godemcen, sending them through Tonpa Sonam Wangcuk. 
Accordingly, on Sunday 19 April 1366 (eighth day, snake month, fire 
horse year),1044 on the summit of Mount Trazang, at the three stone 
pillars of Dzengdrak Karpo, Rikdzin Godemcen found the key to three 
great treasures and one hundred minor treasures, and at that place he 
concealed a substitute treasure. That treasure ground, which was then 
left as it was, is known today as Lungseng, "Windy Hollow". Even at 
present, new shoots sprout there at the beginning of each new year. 

At dusk on Sunday 14 June (fourth day, sheep month) of that same 
year [1366], in the cave of Zangzang Lhadrak, on the slopes of the rock 
mountain of Tukdrtil Pungdra, Rikdzin Godemcen discovered a great, 

Rikdzin Gbdemcen 

profound treasure containing five tr . 
partments inside a square blu t easure chambers III separate com-
treasure chamber in the ~ent e ~easure chest. From the maroon core 
three kIlas wrapped in maro~~ si~k~xg~cted three. paper scrolls and 
chamber to the east the D . ~ m the. whIte conch treasure 
itional Aspects of D~eds, 0;~~7:h w~lch Asce~tazn~ the Causal and Fru
rgyu-'bras la-Zlo-ba'i chos dgon s- a tn~ Jntentl~n lS Vast as Space (las 
the yellow gold treasure chamgbe~ t t:-mkha dang mnyam-pa); from 
the Four Aspects of Ritual Service an~ A e ~outh, the. D~ctrinal. Cycle of 
the Sun and Moon (b b ttaznment whzch 1S Lumznous like 

snyen-sgru rnam pa b h·'· h 
gsal-ba)- from the r d - Z 1 Z c os-skor nyi-zla-ltar 

, e copper treasure chamb h 
of Auspicious Coincidence which· l"k S er to t e west, the Doctrine 
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chamber to the north th
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PD . u), a~d from the black iron treasure 
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h e a Olsonous Plant Cd b h 

c os dug-gi sdong-po lta b ) I h gra- gegs tal-bar rlog-pa'i 
P · - u. n s ort he fou d 1 . 

enetratlOn of Samantabhadra's In '. n count ess doctnnes, the 
foremost among them and tentlOn (kun-bzang dgongs-pa zang-thal) 
five treasure chambers' held sacr~mental object~. Because each of the 

one undred doctrmal topics, there were 
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h d d' 11 He established their yellow scrolls, a~d .those of 
five un re In a . d h amongst worthy recIpIents. In . b h and propagate t em . 
theIr ranc. es,. . ervaded all the regions of TIbet. 
this way, hIS doctr.mal teac~mg :afound treasures exist only as means 

?enerally speakI~g, all t ef~icit of [the people of] Tibet and Kham 
to mcrease the happmes.s andb . y t' ular this Northern Treasure . h' d f t re lIves' ut m par IC , . 
dunng t IS an u u ".. everything that anyone mIght ) . without omISSIOn, . 
(byang-gter .contaI~s, h h' turning back invading armIes, ter-
require for Increasmg.t e teach mg, 'fication of civil war, exorcism of 

minating i~~ect~~~sr:::~::~~~ ;f ~~~~rnmental authority, and the con-
Gongpo S?Int~, It contains various ways to promote the 
trol of epidemIc.s and. Plagues;al and in particular, from Khyungl ung 
happines~ of !Ibet, m g~i~et] to Longtang Drolma in Mekam [far 
Ngtilkar In To [western . d keys for many sacred places 
eastern Tibet], and also the h~o~ces a~even great hidden lands. There
and lands, foremost amon~ w I~ we~~ known to resemble a minister core this single treasure IS umversa y 
11 , 11 T'b d Kham 
who benefi~ially .. serves a 1 et a~'kkim a~d opened the gate to that 

In later lIfe Godemcen wehnt kt~ I f Kungtang revered him as his sacred land. Chokdrupde, t e mg 0 , 

Rikdzin II I, Ngagiwangpo 
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guru and by doing so promoted the happiness and feliCity of Tibet. 
When Godemcen had arrived at the completion of such deeds, in his 
seventy-second year [1408], his intention dissolved into the expanse of 
reality, accompanied by many wondrous omens. 

The doctrinal streams which came through the lineages of his sons, 
consort and disciples have continued until the present day without 
decline. Among these doctrinal lineages there were many who passed 
away in the rainbow body and many who became accomplished masters. 
During the time of Rikdzin II, Lekdenje, who was the second Godem
cen, and of Trashi Topgyel Wangpoide, the master of the Northern 
Treasure, who was the reincarnation of Ngari PaD-cen, the entire monas
tic community of their seminary became a wandering encampment, as 
a result of the depredations of Zhingshakpa, the governor of Tsang. 1046 

Therefore, [its members] became known as Eva1)1cokgarwa, the "Camp 
Troops of Eva1)1 Tower". During the lifetime of Rikdzin III, Ngagi
wangpo, who was the son of that master of the Northern Treasure, the 
seat was re-established in Central Tibet and became universally re
nowned as Thupten Dorje Trak. Rikdzin IV, Zhapdrung Perna Trhinle, 
greatly increased the enlightened activity of the three spheres [exegesis, 
attainment, and work] there, so that it became a fountain-head of the 
teaching of the Ancient Translation School. Up to the present day, the 
seat of Thubten Dorje Trak has been maintained by the successive 
emanations ofRikdzin Godemcen and others. Accordingly, from Ladak 
in To Ngari, all the way to Dartsedo in lower Gyelmorong, there have 
been a great many centres of the doctrine which adhere to this doctrinal lineage. 



lOS angye Lingpa 

[567.6-575.3] The great treasure-finder Sangye Lingpa, who was the 
emanation of Lhase Tamdzin Rolpa Yeshetsel,1047 was born, attended 
by wondrous omens, in 1340 (iron male dragon year, sixth cycle) at 
Traksum Dorje Trak, above the cultivated valley of Kyingpu Yulung, 
one of Orgyen's places of attainment, in the Nyangpo district of Kong po. 
His father, Khamzhik Taklung Nyonpa, was an emanation of Haya
grlva, and his mother, A-Hu11l Gyen, had the marks of one who had 
been blessed by Vajravarahi. The boy was given the name of Rikdzin. 
In his fifth year he received the vows of a layman from the preceptor 
Zhonupel,1048 and had a pure vision of the Great Compassionate One. 
He learned to read and write the letters just by being shown the script 
and was quite clever; but his father passed away, his mother remarried, 
and, disliked by his stepfather, the boy experienced hardship. 

During that time he received a prophetic declaration from a red 
woman, in compliance with which he went to meet the lord among 
conquerors, Rolpei Dorje [Karmapa IV], in the valley below Longpo 
Trongsar. At Cangcupling, a monastery near Tsari, he was ordained 
as a novice by the preceptor Cangcup Dorje and the master Sakya 
Yeshe. The name Sangye Zangpo was conferred upon him. Therefore, 
when later he had discovered profound treasures, he became universally 
known as Sangye Lingpa. From those two, preceptor and master, he 
received many transmitted doctrines. Then, when the venerable Rolpei 
Dorje returned from Central Tibet, he said to Lama Cangcup Dorje, 
"Give this nephew of yours to me." He complied and the Karmapa, 
greatly delighted, prophesied that the boy would guide many living 
creatures. 

When Sangye Lingpa arrived in Lhasa, he had visions of Avalokites
vara, and, above all, of the precious master Padmasambhava. Starting 
then, he had repeated visions and vowed to practise [in retreat] for 
three years. After the death of the lama Cangcup Dorje, Sangye Lingpa 
proceeded into the presence of the lama Choki Lodro, a learned and 
accomplished master at Tsari, and became his spiritual son. At that 
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~~powerment and permission to fulfil the prophecies. On Friday 23 
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Then, beginning that year, Sangye Lingpa gradually discovered 
treasures at Karzuk Trhang, Jeworong, Tsecen Trak, Longpo Cangde 
Bumpa, Longpo Kada Trhang, and Kyengi Karteng Trhang. In these 
locations he found the Heart Essence of the Attainment of Kfla (phur-sgrnb 
thugs-kyi nying-khu), the Black Tortoise Divination Chart (gtad-khram 
rns-sbal nag-po), Black Hayagrfva (rta-mgrin nag-po), and also the Great 
Compassionate One, Utterly Secret and Unsurpassed (thugs-rje chen-po 
yang-gsang bla-med). Further, he discovered material treasures, includ
ing sacramental objects and pills, a mask of Orgy en, a gold-filled copper 
vase, an iron kIla, and twenty-one multiplying remains of the Tathagata. 

When Sangye Lingpa discovered the treasures at Kongpo Chimytil, 
the treasure-finder Trime Lhtinpo was also summoned there by a 
prophetic declaration of the qakinls. Together, they extracted the Blue
robed Vajrapar;,i (phyag-rdor gos-sngon-can), the Wrathful Mantra which 
Halts All the Monpa Spirits (ngan-sngags mon-pa dgu-rdug) , the En
lightened Mind of Orgyen and His Consort (o-rgyan yab-yum-gyi byang
sems), et cetera. At Puri Rincen Barwa he discovered the Doctrinal Cycle 
of Sublime Avalokitesvara (,phags-pa spyan-ras-gzigs-kyi chos-skor); and 
at Cagoshong, the Great Compassionate One (thugs-chen), the Alchemy 
Cycle (bcud-len skor), and the Wind-Lasso of lsvara (dbang-phyug rlung
zhags). In this last treasure trove he also found the Prophecy of Cangcup 
Lingpa Pelgi Gyeltsen (byang-chub gling-pa dpal-gyi rgyal-mtshan-gyi lung
bstan). A person who was sent to investigate in LaW, met the treasure
finder [prophesied therein], and became convinced. Moreover, from 
Tsari, Sangye Lingpa extracted the Means for the Attainment of the 
Naga King Sugriva (klu-rgyal mgrin-bzang sgrnb-thabs); and from Gyer 
Cemakarpo, the Means for the Attainment of Longevity which Conjoins 
the Sun and Moon (tshe-sgrnb nyi-zla kha-sbyor) , among others. And 
from Gyala Shinjei Badong he brought forth the Yamantaka, Lord of 
Life (gshin-rje tshe-bdag) , the Charm which Overthrows when Hurled 
(thun-phog 'gyel), and the Ceremony for Brandishing the Ritual Kfla of 
Orgyen (o-rgyan-gyi las-phur gdengs-chog) , and so forth, in co-operation 
with the treasure-finder Trime Lhtinpo. 

Furthermore, in a retreat cave of Orgyen, Sangye Lingpa found the 
Essential Epitome of the Great Perfection (rdzogs-chen snying-po bsdus-pa). 
At Kongpo Tamrtil he discovered the Six Root Tantras of the Gathering 
of Intentions (dgongs-'dus rtsa-ba'i rgyud-drng); in Samye Chimpu an 
especially sublime image of Orgyen; and in Orsho Lungdrom a jew~l 
called "Tiger-Meat God", a qakinI's body ornament, and so on. In th~s 
way, Sangye Lingpa found eighteen great treasure troves betw~en hls 
twenty-fifth and thirty-second year. In addition, it is not posslble to 
describe the countless minor treasures he discovered. 

Those occasions were constantly marked by rains of flowers , canopies 
of rainbow light, sounds of music, or the appearance of qakinls. In 
accord with the prophetic declaration of Va;ravarahI and the twelve 
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qakinls [of her circle], Sangye Lingpa divided the Gathering of Intentions 
precisely into thirteen volumes with the edges dyed red, a custom that 
has been maintained down to the present day. 1050 

It says in a Prophetic Declaration (lung-bstan): . 

One hundred billion will become firm in the stage of 
creation. 

Eight hundred thousand will actually reveal signs of 
accomplishment. 

Ninety thousand will be liberated in the incorruptible 
apparitional body. 

Ten billion will obtain sundry accomplishments. 
Those in whom the seed of liberation is planted will be 

countless. 
Not confined to one age, this will occur in a gradual 

lineage. 

Exactly so, it is well known that there were, above all, twenty great 
streams which continued the succession of the Gathering of Intentions 
alone. There were countless masters of the various other treasure doc
trines of Sangye Lingpa. The foremost among them were the lord 
among conquerors, Karmapa IV, Rolpei Dorje; Zhamarpa Khaco 
Wangpo; the great lord of Neudong [Ta'i Situ Cangcup [Gyeltsen]; 
the Sakyapa lama Tampa Sonam Gyeltsen; Yakde Pa1)cen; the great 
preceptor of Coten, Sonam Zangpo; and Drigung Choki Gyelpo. 
The other aristocrats, great gurus, and imp9rtant men who followed 
him were countless. 

Particularly, when the Great Ming emperor of China invited Karmapa 
V, Tezhinshekpa,1051 he made the following written request: "Please 
bring with you an immaculate treasure doctrine of Padmakara, the 
accomplished master from Oqqiyana." The doctrine master Tezhin
shekpa brought the profound doctrine of the Gathering of Intentions, a 
miraculous, dark-blue vase, and a golden vajra [emblematic] of the 
commitments, which he presented to the emperor, who rejoiced and, 
as is well known, offered the Karmapa a privy seal1052 and special robes. 

Sangye Lingpa founded the monastery of Decen Samdrup in Nyipu 
and made it his principle seat. When he performed the attainment of 
nectar-elixir (bdud-rtsi sman-gyi sgrnb-pa), the signs and miracles which 
actually appeared were more sublime than those of others. The catalyst 
[which he compounded at that time] has remained potent to the present 
day. 1053 

After infinitely benefitting the teaching and living creatures in these 
ways, on Saturday 8 April 1396 (thirtieth day, third month, fire male 
mouse),1054 during his fifty-seventh year, while he was residing at 
Cangcupling, Sangye Lingpa's intention dissolved into the expanse of 
reality. 
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The second incarnation of Sangye Lingpa took birth in Nelpa Meu, as 
the son of Tondrup Gyelpo, but passed away in childhood, The thIrd 
incarnation was born in Longpo Kying. Trtilku S~ngye Pelden [as, he 
was known] returned to his predecessor's seat and IS known for havmg 
widely served the teaching and living crea~ures. , . 

Afterwards, there was no clear lineage of mca~natlOns" but the hnea~e 
of Sangye Lingpa's descendants continued until later times. From hIS 
son Yeshe Dorje and Cakyungpa Pelden Senge, wh~ was, foremost 

h d ' , les who were the masters of his doctnne, hneages of among t e ISClP , d d 
descendants and disciples, in which there were succeSSIve learne ,an 
accomplished masters, emerged. The lineage was al~o transmItted 
through [the hierarchs of] the earlier and later Tsele,105 the elder and 

T bla 1056 et cetera Thus the profound treasures of Sangye younger a , ., , I 
L' d the Gathering of Intentions above all, were extensIve y mgpa, an , d" fD k 
propagated throughout Tibet in general, and m the lstncts 0 0 am 

in particular, 1057 
At a later date, Zhapdrung Thucen Ngawang Nam~yel of B?utan, 

became the master of the doctrine of the entire maturation and ,lIberation 
of the Gathering of the Guru's Intention, which he had receIved from 
Kong Rikdzin Nyingpo, the seve~~h generation descendant of San~ye 
Lingpa, In the monastic commumtIes of the fort~ [of Bhutan] of whIch 
the foremost was his own seat of Dewachenpo m Punakha, he estab
lished the elaborate practice of worship on t~e tenth day [of each ~unar 
month] , 1058 in connection with the great attamment of the Gatherzng of 
Intentions. This enlightened activity of the ceremony fo~ the fulfilment 
[of commitments, skong-chog] , 1059 and so forth, has c,ont,mued to spread 
throughout the southern districts [of Bhutan and Slkklm]. 

11 Dorje Lingpa 

[575.3-580.3] Dorje Lingpa was the third kingly treasure-finder and 
the actual presence of the great translator Vairocana. He was born in 
1346 (fire male dog year, sixth cycle) at a place called Tranang Entsa 
in Central Tibet. His father was KhutOn Sonam Gyeltsen, who came 
from a line of mantrins who were holders of indestructible reality, and 
his mother was Karmogyen. They gave him the name Orgyen Zangpo. 
The signs and wonders associated with his awakening to the genuine 
enlightened family were inconceivable. In his seventh year he received 
the vows of a novice from one known as the all-knowing Trhapa Sakya 
at Pangs hong Lharika. Under that guru, and others as well, he com
pleted the study of sutra and mantra doctrines, ancient and new. 

In his thirteenth year he had seven visions of the precious Orgyen. 
Then, following an inventory, which had been discovered in the treas
ures of Guru Chowang, he found his first treasure trove behind the 
image of Como [Tara] at Trhadruk. 1060 It included the Means for the 
Attainment of the Three Roots (rtsa-gsum sgrub-thabs), minor means for 
attainment, inventories and their supplements, wrathful mantras, and 
instructions on alchemy, there being one hundred and eight of each, 
along with their particular prophecies. In his fifteenth year Dorje Lingpa 
opened the way to the treasures of Okar Rock in the lower valley of 
Cing. Guru Rinpoche actually arrived inside that most spacious cave 
of attainment, constructed a maIf9ala and gave him empowerment. 
Preceding each separate scroll of yellow paper, he gave him the trans
mission and sacraments consecrated as treasures. Moreover, Dorje 
Lingpa also brought forth an image of Guru Rinpoche, four volumes 
that had been the King's,1061 a hundred paper scrolls, four vases con
taining the water of life, amulets containing sacramental substances, et 
cetera. Among the treasures, he discovered such doctrinal works as the 
Biographical Injunction in Eight Chapters (rnam-thar thang-yig le'u brgyad
pa), the Vast Expanse of the View, a Father Tantra of the Great Perfection 
(rdzogs-chen pha-rgyud lta-ba klong-yangs), the Sun which Illumines the 
Expanse, a Mother Tantra (ma-rgyud klong-gsal nyi-ma), the Further 
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In the cave of Metsornyen at Zaplung, Dorje Lingpa received dona
tions from both Thangla and Kangkar Shame [two protective divinities]. 
He assembled the many great gods and demons of the Land of Snows 
and undertook the great attainment of the Eight Transmitted Precepts 
(bka'-brgyad sgrub-chen). To all of them he gave empowerment. He 
travelled emanation ally to the eight great charnel grounds, where he 
met the eight awareness-holders, and received the Instructions of the 
Eight Confidences (gding-brgyad-kyi gdams-pa). When he discovered the 
treasure troves, Guru Rinpoche, Yeshe Tshogyel, Vairocana, and others 
actually appeared and bestowed empowerments and instructions upon 
him. By displaying a wonderful array of miraculous abilities he loosened 
all fetters of doubt and secured others in irreversible faith. He also left 
behind many impressions of his body, hands, and feet. In Zaplung, 
Kharcu, and ZhotO Tidro, respectively, he found one hundred and 
eight [rites for] empowerment, consecration, fulfilment [of commit
ments] and repentance, burnt offerings, and subjugation. Such are the 
examples of his extensive service on behalf of the happiness of Tibet. 

The foremost among Dorje Lingpa's profound, vast and limitless 
doctrinal treasures was the Trio of the Guru, Great Perfection, and Great 
Compassionate One (bla-rdzogs-thugs-gsum). He found wonderful images 
such as that of Vajrasattva, which he discovered at Phungpo Riwoche, 
and the eleven-faced Avalokitesvara and the sandalwood image of Tara 
which he discovered in the "Vase Pillar" of Lhasa [i.e. in the Jo
khang].1062 He also discovered sacramental objects, such as [the flesh 
of one] born [as a brahman] seven times, and spiritual elixir; treasures 
of wealth, including the wish-fulfilling gem; such Pon works as the 
Golden Surgical Needle of the Great Perfection (rdzogs-chen gser-thur), 
and the Greater, Medium and Lesser Aural Lineages of Tavihrca (ta-bi-hri
tsa'i snyan-brgyud che-'bring-chung-gsum). In addition, he profusely dis
covered texts on medical science and astrology, and his enlightened 
activity was extensive. 

The family lineage descended from his son Choyingpa, an emanation 
of Nupcen Sangye Yeshe, has existed up to the present day in the 
region of Mon. 1063 It is also said that Dorje Lingpa offered the Cycle 
of Yamantaka (gshed-skor) and the Cycle of the Jambhalas of the Five 
Families (Dzam-Iha rigs-Inga'i skor) to the lord among conquerors, Kar
mapa IV, ROlpei Dorje. He made his principle seat at Lingmokha. 
Also, he took charge of the monasteries of Lhodrak, Paro in Mon, Uke 
in Ze, and others, and so widely benefitted living beings. The name 
under which he is best known is Dorje Lingpa, but he is also called 
Perna Lingpa, Ktinkyong Lingpa, Yungdrung Lingpa, and Jampel 
Choki Shenyen. When he had completed his service to the teaching 
and to living creatures, in his sixtieth year [1405] he delivered his 
testament, the Great Prophetic Declaration (zhal-chems lung-bstan chen
mo) and, accompanied by wondrous omens, he passed away at Traklong. 
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12 Ratna Lingpa 

[580.3-583.4] The great emanational treasure-finder Ratna Lingpa was 
the reincarnation of Langdro Koncok J ungne. He was born on Thursday 
2 August 1403 (fifteenth day, seventh month, water sheep year, seventh 
cycle)1064 at Trushtil in Lhodrak. His father was a wealthy man named 
Dode Tar, and his mother Sitar Men. From childhood he learned to 
read and write without difficulty. From about his tenth year onwards 
he had many pure visions. By the power of his training during past 
lives, he learned all the sciences easily and also studied the doctrine 
extensively. 

When Ratna Lingpa was in his twenty-seventh year Guru Rinpoche 
emanated as an ascetic from Kham, wearing a yellow hat and robe. He 
actually gave him an inventory of treasures and instructed him. Accord
ingly, in his thirtieth year he extracted his first treasure trove from 
Khyungcen Rock. It consisted of the Cycle of the Meansfor the Attainment 
of the Three Roots (rtsa-gsum sgrub-skor), et cetera. From then on, he 
gradually discovered twenty-five treasure troves, of which the foremost 
were the Attainment of H ayagnva and Vajravarahf as Consorts in Coales
cent Union (rta-phag yab-yum zung- }ug-tu sgrub-pa), found at Dritang 
Koro Trak; and the Four Cycles of the Gathering ('dus-pa skor-bzhi), the 
Peaceful and Wrathful Guru (gu-ru zhi-drag), the Great Compassionate 
One as the Gathering of Secrets (thugs-chen gsang-'dus) , and the Sun which 
Illuminates the Expanse of the Great Perfection (rdzogs-chen klong-gsal 
nyi-ma), which were discovered at Namkecen in Lhodrak. 

When Ratna Lingpa discovered the treasure at glorious Phukring in 
Kharcu he displayed inconceivable supernormal cognitive powers and 
miracles, including a wonderful array of magical feats. He met Orgyen 
Rinpoche [in visions] twenty-five times, visited the Copper-coloured 
Mountain in a vision, and so forth, as it is related in his Biography of 
the Thirteen Stores (mdzod-khang bcu-gsum-gyi mam-thar). He often per
formed the Attainment of Elixir [according to} the Attainment of Mind 
(thugs-sgrub sman-sgrub) and the Attainment of Medicinal Pills [from the 
Flesh of One} Born [as a Brahman} Seven Times (skye-bdun ril-sgrub), 
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to collect textual traditions from all quarters, including the abbreviated 
set of the Collected Tantras which was preserved at Ukpalung. Realising 
that the complete, continuous lineage of their transmission was not to 
be found anywhere in Kham or in Tibet, except with Megom Samten 
Zangpo of Tsang, his heart could not bear the approaching end of the 
continuous line of transmission. Although the venerable Megom was 
exceedingly aged, the master and disciple both made great efforts over 
a long period of time and thus he received it. Later, Ratna Lingpa 
arranged the Collected Tantras altogether at Lhlindrup Palace in 
Trushiil, and had new copies prepared, the earlier ones in ink, and the 
later ones in gold. In connection with this he propagated the continuous 
transmission many times. Therefore, it is certainly only by the compas
sion of this great treasure-finder that today we can still enjoy these 
secret tantras, which are like wish-fulfilling gems. Thus, he was 
uniquely most propitious to the teaching of the Ancient Translation 
School, in general. 

After bringing such deeds to completion, Ratna Lingpa, then in his 
seventy-sixth year [1478], passed away into the Palace of Lotus Light, 
accompanied by the most wonderful miracles. Many fine lineages of 
his sons and disciples, including those of the four spiritual sons dear 
to his heart, have continued until the present day, and the enlightened 
activity of his profound doctrine has been preserved without decline. 
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[583.4-588.2] Orgyen Perna Lingpa,1066 who was hailed as the fourth 
of the five kingly treasure-finders, was the last of the five pure incarna
tions of the royal princess Pemasel. 1067 His birth at Mon Bumthang 
in 1450 (iron male horse year, eighth cycle) was attended by many 
omens. His father was Tondrup Zangpo of the Nyo clan, and his mother 
Trongma Peldzom. Since, in his previous life, he had been the all-know
ing Trime Ozer [Longcenpa], he awoke to the genuine enlightened 
family during his childhood. He learned several scripts, the crafts, and 
so forth, without having been taught. 

In particular, on Wednesday 31 July 1476 (tenth day, seventh month, 
monkey year),1068 in the place called Yige Trukma, Perna Lingpa actu
ally beheld the visage of Orgyen Rinpoche, who blessed him and placed 
in his hands an inventory of one hundred and eight great treasure 
troves. Accordingly, in his twenty-seventh year he brought forth the 
first of all his profound treasures, namely, the Cycles of the Luminous 
Expanse of the Great Perfection (rdzogs-chen klong-gsal-gyi skor-mams), 
from the famous Lake Mebar, where the Tang River meanders in the 
form of a knot near Naring Trak. Surrounded by a multitude of people 
he entered the lake without hesitation, holding a burning lamp in his 
hand. Then, when he re-emerged, the lamp in his hand was unextin
guished, and he carried under his arm a great treasure chest, about the 
size of a clay pot. Everyone was amazed and became established in the 
faith of conviction. Consequently, Perna Lingpa's indisputable reputa
tion covered the land like the sun and moon. 

In the same way, he discovered the Great Perfection, the Gathering 
of SamantabhadraJs Intention (rdzogs-chen kun-bzang dgongs-Jdus) at 
Samye Chimpu. Moreover, from their respective treasure sites he 
brought forth the Cycle of the Small Son which is a Non-Dual Tantra of 
the Great Perfection (rdzogs-chen gnyis-med-rgyud bu-chung-gi skor); the 
Guru, an Ocean of Gems; the Great Compassionate One, the Lamp which 
Dispels Darkness (thugs-rie chen-po mun-sel sgron-me); the Eight Transmit
ted Precepts, the Mirror of Mind (bkaJ-hrgyad thugs-kyi me-long), the Kfla 
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Lingpa discovered as treasures were the life-supporting turquoise gems 
of the religious king Trhisong Detsen called "Blazing Light", "Blazing 
Light of a Thousand Mountains", and "Red House Snowpeak"; the 
seamless robes of the Princess; 1070 a clairvoyant mirror; and many other 
especially sublime riches of the royal dynasty. 

Although an inventory of one hundred and eight treasure troves had 
come into Perna Lingpa's hands, he could not discover more than half 
of them. Later, when the treasure-finder was approaching death, his 
son asked for permission to find the others, but the master said, "It 
will be hard for you to find the treasure doctrines. But if you purely 
guard your commitments and pray to me, you may possibly find some 
minor ones." Accordingly, his spiritual son Dawa is known to have 
brought forth some treasure troves, toO. 1071 

Moreover, the vastly wonderful deeds of Perna Lingpa were incon
ceivable. He prophesied that in the future he would become the buddha 
named Vajragarbha in the Buddha-field of the Lotus Array, and said 
that all those presently associated with him, as well, would be reborn 
in that realm and become the disciples of that buddha. 

Concerning the host of disciples who were his spiritual sons, there is 
a prophetic declaration among his treasures: 

Ten thousand will be associated by [the force of] past deeds. 
One thousand and two will be associated by aspiration. 
Those associated through the profound essential point 

will be eleven. 
Seven will be maJ).Qala-holders. 
And three will be spiritual sons, dear to his heart. 

In conformity with this prophecy, an inconceivable number of dis
ciples appeared. Among them, the foremost were the six emanational 
treasure-finders; the six great accomplished masters; the six great sons 
who had manifestly disclosed the signs of accomplishment; Tshliltrim 
Peljor, the great preceptor of the Conangpa residence [Phlintsoling], 
Nangso Gyelwa Tondrup, and Triilku Chokden Gonpo, who were the 
three spiritual sons whose intention was the same as that of the treasure
finder himself; and his four physical sons, who were emanations of the 
Lords of the Three Families. Of these, his spiritual son Dawa, who 
was the emanation of Avalokitesvara, had inconceivable, expressive 
powers of blessing. He realised the intention of his father and as a 
result his enlightened activity became extensive. He was praised as a 
great, holy individual and revered as a guru by Sakya Dakcen, Drigung 
Rincen Phtintsok, Zhamarpa Koncok Yenlak, Pawo Chogyel Tondrup, 
and others. He was also supplicated by all sorts of important persons 
from Central Tibet, Tsang, and Mon in the south, and his enlightened 
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ment of unimpeded supernormal cognitive power and enlightened 
activity. 

In his fifteenth year, the prophetic declaration and the auspicious 
coincidence came together. From Mount Gampodar, which resembles 
a dancing god, he extracted the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities, the Natural 
Liberation of Intention (zhi-khro dgongs-pa rang-grol); the Great Compas
sionate One, the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities of Padma (thugs-rje chen-po 
padma zhi-khro); and other treasures. He gave the complete doctrinal 
cycle of the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities of Padma (padma zhi-khro'i 
chos-skor) to fourteen great disciples, who were the masters of his doc
trine. But he gave the doctrinal cycles of the Natural Liberation of 
Intention to his son, Nyinda Choje alone; and he sealed the lineage 
with an injunction that for three generations it should be transmitted 
to only a single person. Because he did not form the auspicious connec
tion with the consort prophesied for him, Karma Lingpa passed into 
another realm after not very long. 

The Peaceful and Wrathful Deities, the Natural Liberation of Intention 
was vastly propagated by Namka Choki Gyamtso, the third generation 
successor. The continuous lineage of its empowerment, transmission 
and guidance is found throughout Central Tibet, Tsang and Kham, 
and, in particular, in the southern and northern districts of Dokam. 
The enlightened activity of the Great Liberation by Hearing during the 
Intermediate State [bar-do thos-grol chen-po, i.e. the so-called "Tibetan 
Book of the Dead"] continues to be extensively propagated in most 
places up to the present. 1072 



15 Thangtong Gyelpo 

[589.4-593.1] The mighty lord among accomplished masters, Thang
tong Gyelpo,I073 was the combined emanation of Avalokitesvara and 
the glorious Hayagrlva, who came forth as if Guru Padmasambhava 
had taken birth from the womb. He incarnated at Olpa Lhartse in 
upper Tsang in 1385 (wood ox year, sixth cycle). Adhering to more 
than five hundred tutors, he pursued study and reflection without limit. 
Although he was a naturally arisen, mighty lord among accomplished 
masters, by virtue of necessity he received the Northern Treasures in 
their entirety from Ktinpang Tonyo Gyeltsen and the Shangpa doctrines 
from the lama Dorje Zhonu; 1074 and he revealed the attainment of 
accomplishment in both of these traditions. Through the disciplined 
conduct [of an adherent of the secret mantra] he journeyed to all parts 
of Jambudvlpa and its subcontinents and, in particular, to such places 
as the Lotus Light Palace on Camaradvlpa, where he heard the doctrine 
from Guru Rinpoche and numberless accomplished masters; and the 
gakinls and doctrine protectors did him obeisance. 

Thangtong Gyelpo built many temples at geomantic focal points, 
which repelled invading armies from Tibet. 1075 He bound all the 
venomous gods and demons under oaths of allegiance. From Samye 
Chimpu he extracted five paper scrolls, including the Attainment of 
Longevity, the Giver of the Glory of Immortality (tshe-sgrub 'chi-med dpal
ster). From Trampagyang he brought forth the Attainment of Mind, 
Utterly Secret and Unsurpassed (thugs-sgrub yang-gsang bla-med); from 
Druptso Pemaling, the Jewel Hoard of Esoteric Instruction (man-ngag 
tin-chen gter-spungs); from Taktsang (the "tiger den") at Paro in Mon, 
a ten-span-Iong paper scroll which combined the profound, essential 
points of all the SlUras and tantras; from the Palace of Secret Mantra 
in Tsari, the Cycle of Profound Doctrines which are Mind Treasures (zab
chos thugs-gter skor); and from Zilcen Phuk in Tsari, the Illuminating 
Lamp which Contains the Prophecy of the Great Accomplished Master 
Himself (grub-chen-nyid-kyi lung-bstan gsal-ba'i sgron-me) and the Means 
for the Attainment of K:jetrapala (zhing-skyong-gi sgrub-thabs). He dis-
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16 Ngari Pa1Jcen Perna Wangyel 

[593.1-598.3] The great pal).9ita of Ngari, Perna Wangyel Dorje, was 
a mind emanation of the religious king Trhisong, and the ninth 
reincarnation of Gyelse Lharje. He was born in 1487 (fire female sheep' 
year, eighth cycle) in the district ofLowo Matang [present-day Mustang, 
Nepal].1080 His father, Jamyang Rincen Gyeltsen, a great learned and 
accomplished master, hailed from a divine clan and was a later incarna
tion of lord Marpa, and his mother was Drocam Trhompagyen. He 
was named Perna Wangyel. 

In his eighth year Perna Wangyel became a layman. 1081 From his 
father he obtained [the vow of] the cultivation of the enlightened attitude 
and studied fully, and trained himself in, the cycles of the transmitted 
precepts of the Ancient Translation School, the foremost being the 
trilogy of the SiUra which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and 
the Mental Class. He practised many rites of service and attainment to 
the point of realising the signs [of success]. From master N orten Zangpo 
he received the Vinaya, sutras, Kadampa cycles (bka'-gdams-pa'i 
skor) , and so forth. Starting in his twentieth year, Perna Wangyel 
thoroughly mastered a hundred great textual traditions, of which the 
for.emost were those of the Madhyamaka, logic, and Transcendental 
Perfection. Thus, he became meaningfully well known as a "spiritual 
benefactor" . 

In his twenty-first year he received the [empowerments which bring 
about] maturation and [the guidance which brings about] liberation for 
the Red Yamiiri and so on, from Jamyang Chokyong, Tshtiltrim Pel, 
and others. Performing the rites of service and attainment, he actually 
beheld the visage of the wrathful MafijusrI. In particular, in his twenty
second year, he thoroughly resolved his doubts regarding the transmit
ted precepts and treasures of the Ancient Translation School under the 
tutelage of his holy, venerable father. 1082 When he performed the at
tainment of the Eight Transmitted Precepts, his father was inspired by 
extraordinary pure visions, and so praised him. Later, [the attributes 
praised by his father] became manifest. 
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attainment for most of the extant traditions of the empowerments, 
tantras, and esoteric instructions of secret mantra belonging to the new 
and ancient traditions. He also travelled to the Kathmandu Valley, 
where he attended on many Newari and Tibetan gurus. Due to his 
connection with the places of pilgrimage and his practice of contempla
tion, pure visions arose without limit. 

Starting from his thirty-eighth year, Perna Wangyel brought down 
a great shower of doctrine, ancient and new, without bias: He decided 
to restore the doctrinal lineages of the ancient and new traditions which 
had deteriorated in Central Tibet and Tsang. Having obtained the 
permission of his father and all the lords of Lowo, he proceeded to 
Central Tibet via Zangzang Lhadrak, together with his younger brother, 
Lekden Dorje. 1085 On reaching the Emanational Temple of Lhasa [i.e. 
the Jokhang], he obtained a prophetic declaration. 

At Zhungtrezhing, Perna Wangyel received the Ma.Q.cjalas of Ngok 
(rngog-dkyil) and the cycle of Red Yarnari from Ngokt6n Sonam Tendzin 
and Zhalu Locen of Tratang. Then he went to Samye and the pro
pensities of [his previous life as] the religious king Trhisong were mani
festly aroused. He performed the great attainment of the Gathering of 
the Sugatas of the Eight Transmitted Precepts in the middle shrine, and 
was favoured by Lhodrak Guru and others. From Trhengso Orgyen 
Chozang and Kongcen N amka Pel den he received the Gathering of the 
Guru's Intention. When he practised contemplation at Dra Yangdzong 
and Chimpu he had visions of many deities. Perna Wangyel was invited 
to Lhodrak by an eighth generation descendant of Guru Chowang. He 
restored the deteriorating doctrinal tradition there and performed other 
acts of great kindness. 

This master studied the Gathering of the Sugatas of the Eight Transmit
ted Precepts alone twenty-five times, of which the last, which he received 
at Lhodrak Gonkar from the peerless, great, accomplished master Nam
kei Neljor of the Jeu clan, had a genuine and reliable origin. In this 
way his intention was totally fulfilled. 

In particular, concerning his discovery of profound treasures: In his 
forty-sixth year, from a secret chest lodged in the back of the image of 
Vairocana with four bodies [facing in four directions, rnam-snang mi
bzhi] in the upper hall at Samye, Perna Wangyel brought forth the 
Final Gathering of the Transmitted Precepts which is the Doctrinal Cycle 
of the Entire Gathering of Awareness-holders, the Meansfor the Attainment 
of the Seven-Chapter Supplication (bka'-'dus phyi-ma rig-'dzinyongs-'dus
kyi chos-skor gsol-'debs le'u-bdun-ma'i sgrub-thabs). He established most 
of it and it remains widely propagated even today. 

He invited Drigung Rincen Phtintsok - Rikdzin Lekdenje having 
brought them together - and the three of them, master and disciples, 
reconsecrated Samye. This greatly aided the temporal and spiritual 
well-being of Tibet and Kham. After Perna Wangyel had thus limitlessly 

( 
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17 Rikdzin Jatsiin Nyingpo 

[598.3-604.3] The great holder of indestructible reality, a monk re
nowned in one body under three names - those of the treasure-finder 
Letro Lingpa, the awareness-holder Jatson Nyingpo, and the mantra 
adept Hurpnak Mebar - appeared as an emanation from above of the 
compassion of Nyangben Tingdzin Zangpo. Nyangben had completely 
realised the fruit and was supreme among the one hundred and eight 
disciples of the great master Orgyen who had attained the incorruptible 
body of light. 1087 

Jatson Nyingpo was born in 1585 (wood female bird year, tenth cycle) 
as the sun entered into the constellation Pu~ya, 1088 at Waru Namtstil in 
Kongpo. His father was Chokyong Gonpo, and his mother Namlung 
Putri. From childhood he was endowed with the propensities of the 
doctrine. From his third year he learnt to read just by being shown the 
script. Many times, too, he left impressions of his hands and feet in stone. 
From his twelfth year until his twentieth he studied general subjects, 
medical science in particular, and so reached the summit of scholarship. 

During that period Jatson Nyingpo repeatedly met Orgyen Rinpoche 
in reality, visions, and dreams. Inspired with renunciation and intense 
disgust at the world he fixed his mind one-pointedly on the true doctrine. 
He looked upon all sarpsaric states and associations as fire pits, and so, 
for the sake of the doctrine, escaped into the presence of the doctrine 
master Mipham Trashi Lodro. That master had a dream in which some 
women brought him an old stupa that had been built by the master 
Padmasambhava, saying, "It has to be reconsecrated." When he per
formed the consecration, the stupa blazed into light. So, he realised 
that [his new disciple] was fortunate. Jatson Nyingpo was ordained as 
a novice and given the name Ngawang Chogyel Wangpo. He received 
numberless instructions, including the empowerments, guidance, and 
transmission of the way of secret mantra, and he passed the time ex
clusively in one-pointed practice. Moreover, he received all the sutra 
and mantra transmissions of the ancient and new traditions from Zhap
drung Norbu Gyenpa, the all-knowing Drukpa, Nyame Lhatsewa, and 
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Lhari, Kongtrang Gendtine, Zha Temple in Uru, and from elsewhere 
Jatson Nyingpo brought forth many profound treasures, including th~ 
Great Compassionate One (thugs-rje chen-po), Hayagrfva and Varahf, the 
Wish-fulfilling Gem (rta-phagyid-bzhin nor-bu) , the Peaceful and Wrathful 
Deities) the Nucleus of Definitive Meaning (zhi-khro nges-don snying po), 
the Attainment of Longevity, the Thunderbolt Vajra (tshe-sgrub gnam-Icags 
rdo-rje) , Dorje TroW (rdo-rje gro-Iod), the Cycle of the Glorious Neuter 
Lord (dpal-mgon ma-ning skor) , and the Guidebook to the Pilgrimage Place 
of Pemako (padma-bkod-kyi gnas-kyi lam-yig). Some of his treasures, 
such as the Gathering of All Precious Jewels were secret treasures, but 
most were discovered in public. 

Jatson Nyingpo developed boundless supernormal cognitive and 
miraculous powers. He discerned concealed facts without obscuration, 
and he could even traverse waters and ravines without impediment. 
When he discovered the treasure on Mount Nyemo Lhari, in particular, 
Tratiwa of Kongpo and other irrational persons feared that the essences 
of the earth would be diminished. 1090 They tried to guard the treasure 
site with an army, but the treasure-finder became exhilarated and rode 
on his horse at a gallop right over the great rock abyss. Its faces were 
mirror-like, such as might allow none but a bird to escape, but Jatson's 
horse left a hoofprint on the stone surface. The master extracted the 
treasure in an instant and departed displaying his discipline and great 
miraculous abilities. The soldiers were terrified. They all became con
fused, but then he established them on the level of the faithful. By his 
inconceivable occult power and force he could subdue Tamsi spirits, 
repel armies, and so forth. 

So it was that Jatson Nyingpo's manifold enlightened activities in
creased the [temporal and spiritual] well-being of Tibet, both in general 
and in particular. He favoured many fortunate disciples and bestowed 
on them the nectar of maturation and liberation according to the many 
doctrinal traditions belonging to the transmitted precepts and treasures 
of the ancient and new traditions. The master himself was dignified 
and maintained the conduct of total renunciation without transgressing 
his status as a monk. He also guided those he trained in such manners, 
so that they remained absorbed in the genuine path and established 
upon it. 

At the isolated and lofty place called Pangri Jokpo, a location which 
he had opened up himself, he founded a retreat centre. It has been 
maintained and preserved, without decline, until the present day by 
the lineage of his successors, emanations, and others. 

The first master of Jatson's doctrine was Gampo Zhapdrung Norbu 
Gyenpa, who opened the way for the enlightened activity [of those 
treasures]. From then on, Jatson Nyingpo extensively gathered [dis
ciples] from Central Tibet, Tsang, and Kham, among whom were the 
black-hat and red-hat Karmapa [i.e. the Karmapa and the Zhamarpa], 
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18 Rikdzin Dudul Dorje 

[604.3-610.6] The great treasure-finder and awareness-holder Dtidtil 
Dorje, a later incarnation of Drokben Khyeucung Lotsawa, was quite 
clearly prophesied in about thirteen ancient treasures. Accordingly, he 
was born in 1615 (wood female hare year, tenth cycle) on the shady 
side of the well-known [valley of] Ngtilpunang, in the Derge district 
of Dokam. His father was a learned physician of the Ling clan named 
Ludrup, and his mother was called Poluma, He studied writing, read
ing, and medical diagnosis under his father, and from his sixth year 
on experienced many pure visions. He spent his childhood at the sem
inary of glorious Lhtindrup Teng, where he offered a lock from his 
crown to Kunga Gyamtso, the accomplished master of Derge who was 
an emanation of Rikdzin Godemcen; and he received the name Kunga 
Sonam Chopak. He left his footprint on a boulder which even today 
rests behind the eastern door of the great assembly hall. 

Then, while learning, training himself in, studying, and reflecting 
upon all sorts of texts of the glorious Sakyapa, Dudul Dorje searched 
for the nucleus, the meaning of pristine cognition, like a thirsty man 
craving water. As a result, he proceeded to the hermitage of Muksang, 
where he studied the Great Perfection and many other profound doc
trines under Drenpa Koncok Gyeltsen. By cultivating them experien
tially, the spacious expanse of realisation poured open. Then he travelled 
to the Central Tibetan districts. At Nyangpo he met the great ac
complished master Trashi Tsheten, and received many maturational 
and liberating instructions. At Trakar Lhacu he abandoned food and, 
relying on alchemy alone, perfected himself in the profound path of 
yoga associated with the energy channels, currents, and seminal points. 
By virtue of the auspicious connection made when he first entered the 
doctrine, he went to the monasteries of Sakya and Ngor in Tsang, 
where he received the Oral Transmission of the Path and Fruit (gsung-ngag 
lam-'bras) , and so forth. Then, during the return journey, he supplicated 
the great awareness-holder latson Nyingpo at Pangri, and received, in 
their entirety, many empowerments, esoteric instructions, and much 
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Pemakyi, who was of the enlightened family, to be his seal of action 
(kannamudra), and then, from Yutso Rincen Trak he brought forth an 
inventory, and from the Decen Sangwa Cave at the Dongcu in Puwo , 
the cycles of the Gathering of the Entire Intention of the True Doctrine 
(dam-chos dgongs-pa yongs-'dus). These were foremost among his pro
found treasures. He himself said that all those he discovered later were 
its supplements. 

Then, gradually, Diidiil Dorje found the True Doctrine, the Innennost 
Spirituality of the Body of Emanation, together with [the rites of] the 
protector of this transmitted precept, K~etrapala (dam-chos sprul-sku'i 
snying-thig bka'-srung zhing-skyong dang-bcas-pa), at Tshawa Drodrak; 
the Profoundly Significant, Secret Innennost Spirituality (zab-don gsang-ba 
snying-thig) and the Cycle of Glorious CakrasaJ?1vara and the Four-anned 
Protector of Transmitted Precepts (dpal bde-mchog bka'-srung phyag-bzhi
pa'i skor) at Puri Takdzong; the Innennost Spirituality, the Trio of 
Amitayus, Yangdak Heruka, and Vajrakfla, with the Cycle of Its Protec
tress, Ekajatf, the Self-Arisen Queen (snying-thig tshe-yang-phur-gsum 
srung-ma e-ka-dza-ti rang-byung rgyal-mo'i skor) at Puri Shelgi 
Yangdrom; the Guidebook to the Secret Land of Pemakii (sbas-yul padma 
bkod-pa'i gnas-yig) at the rock on the north bank of the Dongcu in 
Puwo; and the cycles of the Trio of Meditational Deities: Red Yamari, 
Black Yamari, and Bhairava (yi-dam dmar-nag-Jigs-gsum-gyi skor) at 
Trhomzil Trhomkaryak in the Derge district of Dokam. But, except 
for the Cycles of the Attainment of Peaceful Mafijusrf (Jam-dpal-zhi-sgrub
kyi skor-rnams) , he does not appear to have established the others. 
Although Dtidtil Dorje also discovered the Cycle of the Attainment of 
the Glorious Four-faced Protector and of Mahadeva (dpal-mgongdong-bzhi
pa dang lha-chen sgrub-skor) at Capu Cakpurcen; the Guru as the Gather
ing of Awareness-holders (bla-ma rig-'dzin 'dus-pa) , the Attainment of 
Longevity, the Hot Sunbeam (tshe-sgrub tsha-ba dmar-thag) and the Cycle 
of ZhanglO'n and Pomra, Protectors of the Transmitted Precepts (bka'-srung 
zhang-blon dang spom-ra'i skor) in the central shrine of Samye; and the 
Crown Ornament of the Aural Lineage, the Cycles of the Wish-fulfilling 
Gem (snyan-brgyudgtsug-rgyanyid-bzhin nor-bu'i skor-rnams) in the upper 
shrine in the west wing of the Rasa Trhiilnang Temple [the Jokhang 
in Lhasa], it is certain that he did not establish them. 

From Dtiri Namcak Barwa in Puwo the yogin Tungtrengcen brought 
forth the cycles of the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities of the Magical Net 
and of the Eight Transmitted Precepts along with the protectors of these 
transmitted precepts (sgyu-'phrul zhi-khro dang bka'-brgyad skor bka'
srung bcas), and from the Stone Stl1pa of Ratsak he brought forth the 
Cycle of the Glorious Tiger-riding Lord (dpal-mgon stag-zhon skor); and 
these he offered to Dtidm Dorje. Moreover, it is clearly stated in his 
History of the Treasures (gter-'byung) that he discovered many profound 
treasures, sooner or later, at Shinje Dongka in Yutso, Rikdzin Sangpuk, 
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Serakcok, Nabun Dzong, Tasho Kyilkor Thang, and elsewhere. He 
opened up many great pilgrimage places in Central Tibet and the frontier 
regions, the foremost of them being the secret land ofPemako. Together 
with the aforementioned treasure troves he extracted an inconceivable 
number of images, symbolic objects, and sacramental substances. In 
short, just as it was said that he would be the successor to a hundred 
sites and their treasures, as well as to a thousand substances which 
liberate when tasted, he disclosed the majority of them. 

In his forty-second year Dudm Dorje was invited by the lama of 
Derge, Campa Phuntsok, and his nephew. In the former monastic 
residence of that master he built the famous Dudm Shrine and fulfilled, 
thereby, a prophecy of benefit to both the teaching and the state. He 
visited all the seats of the Nyingmapa, the Ancient Translation School, 
as far as Katok Dorjeden; and he favoured many fortunate disciples. 
The cottage where he stayed for a long time practising contemplation 
at Nopki Phutak Phudrak-ring, near Dzing Namgyel, exists even today. 

Dudm Dorje travelled to the residence of the royal house of Ling 
(gling-tshang) and established an excellent patron-priest relationship 
with the king of Ling. 1097 When he manufactured [sacramental sub
stances by means of] the vase attainment of the Great Compassionate 
One as the King of Space (thugs-rje chen-po nam-mkha'i rgyal-po'i bum
sgrub),1098 there were wonderful signs which surpassed the imagination. 
[Sacraments] derived from those manufactured then continue to exist 
at the present day. 

The master was gradually invited to Parkam, Puto,1099 Parma 
Lhateng, Riwoche, and so on, where he infinitely benefitted the teaching 
and living creatures. In particular, at Pornetrak he met with Namco 
Mingyur Dorje. llOO They exchanged doctrines and otherwise formed 
an auspicious connection. The encounter had been arranged by the 
great accomplished master Karma Chakme,1101 who scattered flowers 
of praise on DUdm Dorje. 

DUdUI Dorje established his seats at Decen Thang in PutO and at 
Yuri Gango, and he dwelt in these places for a long time. He clarified, 
in a general way, the gateway to the pilgrimage centre of the secret 
land of Pemako. Afterwards, when he had completed his personal 
deeds, he departed for the great Palace of Lotus Light during his 
fifty-eighth year, in 1672 (water male mouse). At that time there were 
sounds, lights, rains of flowers, and numberless other wonderful mira
cles. Particularly, most of his corpse dissolved into light. What re
mained, which was about one cubit in length, was offered to the flames, 
from which a mass consisting of five great remains and many relics 
was recovered. 

This master's foremost personal disciples, who became the masters 
of his teaching, were Lhatsun Namka Jikme, Rikdzin Longsel 
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[610.6-614.2] Lhatstin Namka Jikme was simultaneously the embodi
ment of the compassion of the great paI).<;iita Vimalamitra and of the 
all-knowing Trime Ozer [Longcenpa]. He was born in 1597 (fire female 
bird year, tenth cycle) into the family of Lha Tsepo in the district of 
Cary til, in the south. He possessed many wonderful features; for exam
ple, the space between his eyebrows, his tongue, and the tip of his nose 
were all very clearly marked with the syllable A. l104 He was ordained 
as a novice by Trtilku Orgyen Peljor at the hermitage of Sungnyen, 
and the name Ktinzang Namgyel was conferred upon him. At first, 
Lhatstin pursued varied study and reflection at the college of 
Thangdrok. From many holders of indestructible reality he gradually 
received the maturational [empowerments] and liberating [guidance] 
of many profound instructions, including such transmitted precepts 
and treasures as the Eight Transmitted Precepts and the Gathering of 
Intentions (bka'-dgongs). Having perfected the practice of the rites of 
service and attainment of his favoured deity, Lhatstin mastered the 
accumplishments and enlightened activities. In particular, he attended 
on Sonam Wangpo, an adept of the Great Perfection, for seventeen 
years and received the entire cycle of the instructions of the Innermost 
Spirituality (snying-thig-gi gdams-skor). He experientially cultivated it 
and so plumbed the depths of realisation. 

To derive the full profit [from his practice] Lhatstin received all the 
esoteric instructions of the path of desire (chags-lam-gyi man-ngag) from 
the venerable Ngawang Mikyo Dorje. He trained himself until he mas
tered the pristine cognition of bliss and emptiness [by means of] the yogas 
of "one's own bodyas the means" (rang-lusthabs-ldan) and "another's body 
as the seal" (gzhan-lus phyag-rgya) , whereby his recognition of the four 
delights dissolved as it arose, and all things seen and heard matured into 
the inner radiance of co-emergent delight. 1105 Lhatstin practised the dis
ciplined conduct of awareness1106 in all the great pilgrimage centres of 
Tibet, such as Cary til, Takpo and Kongpo, and Uru, Yoru and Tsang, 
and thus he reached a high level of accomplishment. He unravelled the 
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k~ot of the energy cha~nels in the throat centre, so that everything he 
saId was always refined m word and meaning. 

Lhatstin subdued an extremist king in India and established hi . 
the Buddhist teaching. In Tibet, he encouraged all the gods and dem

m 
m 

. h' ons 
to assIst. 1m, and made them restore Samye Monastery. He was en-
do~ed WIth mastery over inconceivable miraculous powers: At Tsari, 
for mstance, he reversed a great mountain avalanche by exercising his 
gaze and the gesture of menace. 

Lhatsun N amka Jikme 

When Lhatstin was absorbed in contemplation at such great pilgrim
ag~. places as those of Zabulung, Rincen Shelri Mukpoi Gatsel, Perna 
!a-o Sh~ldzong, and Shelri Lhei Dingkang in Yarlung, he experienced 
~nconce1vable pure visions. Consequently, the spacious store of his 
mtention poured open and there emerged the Doctrinal Cycle of the 
Spont~neou~ Song of the Clouds, the Nucleus of Indestructible Reality 
(rdo-rye ~nymg-po sprin-gyi thol-glu'i chos-skor), which is praised as the 
further mnerI?ost spirituality of all treasure troves, the essential point 
of the aural lmeages, and [the cause of] liberation when seen, heard, 
thought of, or encountered. He established the text and bestowed its 
aural lineage on a few disciples of extraordinary fortune. 
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20 The Fifth Dalai Lama 

[614.3-620.2] The Fifth Dalai Lama, a supreme conqueror renowned 
under the secret name Dorje Thokmetsel, who was prophesied in many 
old and new treasure troves as an emanation of the enlightened activity 
of the religious king Trhisong Detsen, was the actual embodiment of 
the compassion of AvalokiteSvara, the Lord of the Land of Snows. He 
was born with wondrous omens in 1617 (fire female snake year, tenth 
cycle). His father, who hailed from Chongye Taktse, was Miwang 
Dtidtil Rapten, a descendant of the royal line of Sahor, and his mother, 
Ktinga Lhadze, was the daughter of the myriarch of Yamdrok. In the 
year of his birth Cangpa Rikdzin Ngagiwangpo conferred on him the 
transmitted empowerment of the Tent of Longevity (tshe-gur-gyi dbang
bka') in order to remove danger. 1107 This was the first auspicious occur
rence [during his life]. The Pal).cen Lama, Lozang Choki Gyeltsen, 1108 

recognised him to be the reincarnation of the conqueror Yonten 
Gyamtso [Dalai Lama IV], and invited him to the great doctrinal centre 
of glorious Drepung. He offered the lock from the crown of his head, 
received the name Lozang Gyamtso, and was installed upon the lion 
throne. 

Starting with the Abbreviated Logic Course (bsdus-tshad) , 1109 the Dalai 
Lama studied all the great textual volumes under Koncok Chopel of 
Lingme, whom the great master Padmasambhava had prophesied to 
be the emanation of the translator Ngok. He learned them all without 
difficulty. From the Pal).cen Rinpoche he received many empower
ments, transmissions, and esoteric instructions. Under Mondro Pal).Q.ita 
and his son 1110 he studied poetics, grammar, prosody, synonymics, et 
cetera; and astrology and divination, the Svarodaya and many other 
works without limit, under Dumpopa and Zurcen Choying Rangdrol. 
Thus, the Dalai Lama became a great mahaparJef,ita, fully cognisant of 
the ten sciences. In his twenty-second year he received complete or
dination according to the continuous lineage of vows stemming from 
Lacen Gongpa Rapsel from the Pal).cen Rinpoche, and was given the 
new name N gagi Wangcuk. 
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By your fifth incarnation, 
a present king of the black-headed race. 

Accordingly, when the Fifth Dalai Lama went to glorious Samye the 
auspicious circumstances [for the discovery of] actual treasures arose, 
but, due to the time, place, and situation, he did not take possession 
of them. Later, when the myriad conquerors belonging to the three 
roots were actually revealed to him in a vision, he obtained a prophetic 
declaration and empowerment, in conformity with which he wrote 
down [the treasures forming] Twenty-five Doctrinal Groups Sealed to be 
Kept Secret (gsang-ba rgya-can-du gsol-ba'i chos-sde nyi-shu rtsa-lnga). 
Together with his orally composed supplement, they fill two volumes. 
He bestowed their maturation and liberation, in their entirety, on a 
supreme gathering, consisting mainly of holders of the tradition of the 
Ancient Translation School, such as the king of the doctrine Terdak 
Lingpa and Rikdzin Perna Trhinle. Therefore, his treasures came to 
be very widely propagated. Their lineage has continued until the present 
day without decline. 

On the political front: When the Dalai Lama was in his twenty-fifth 
year [1641] the Mongolian Gushri Tendzin Chogyel captured the three 
provinces of Tibet through his military might. He offered all the reli
gious and civil properties to the Dalai Lama as the subjects of his 
dominion. Afterwards, the Dalai Lama was invited to Peking by the 
great emperor of the east, and presented with, among other things, an 
imperial edict which proclaimed him the "Dalai Lama, Vajra-holding 
Master of the Teaching ... " The emperor also venerated him as a ti-shih, 
or imperial preceptor, and established a patron-priest relationship. 1111 

The Dalai Lama built the great Potala Palace on Marpo Hill [in 
Lhasa]. As a king adhering to the vows of a monk, [an emanation of 
Avalokitesvara], the sublime lord of the world, and of Trhisong Detsen, 
[the embodiment of] MaiijusrI, he governed Tibet and Kham during 
the degenerate age as had been foretold in infallible indestructible 
prophecies. In this way, he was a great master who maintained, even 
down to the present day, the happiness of the whole kingdom of Tibet, 
by means of the two traditions [i.e. spiritual and temporallaw].1l12 

On the doctrinal front: The Dalai Lama turned the infinite doctrinal 
wheel of the transmitted precepts and treasures of the ancient and new 
traditions of sutra and mantra. His disciples included most of the holders 
of the teaching in Tibet, beginning with such great gurus as the glorious 
[hierarch of] Sakya and his disciples, [the hierarchs of] the Drigungpa, 
Taklungpa and Drukpa [Kagytipa subsects], the supreme emanation 
of the Pa1).cen Rinpoche, and the acting and retired throne-holders of 
Ganden. In particular, many extraordinary individuals, great promul
gators of the Ancient Translation School who could uphold its 
philosophy, such as the king of the doctrine Terdak Lingpa, Rikdzin 
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[620.2-636.6] Rikdzin Terdak Lingpa, or Perna Karwang Gyurme 
Dorje, was the speech emanation of the great translator Vairocana. 
When, at the time of his death, he had withdrawn from the body of 
his previous lifetimeI1l7 into the expanse of inner radiance, he was 
inspired to serve others by the Qakinls' song that is the pure melody 
of awareness. Consequently, the body of his pristine cognition assumed 
the form of a heruka and entered the womb. When he took birth at 
Targye Choling in Tranang,I1l8 on Monday 26 March 1646 (tenth day, 
second month, fire dog year, eleventh cycle), the earth shook, rainbow 
auras sparkled, and other wondrous omens occurred. His father was 
NyoWn Sangdak Trhinle Lhiindrup, and his mother Lhandzin Yangcen 
Drolma of a noble family. 

As soon as he was born he was blessed by his venerable father with 
an empowerment as an auspicious token of keen intellect, and for 
protection from obstacles. Even later, he would recall with extraordinary 
clarity of mind the surroundings and happenings at that time, as well 
as the yogin with a bluish complexion and topknot and the two beautiful 
women who continually served him from then up to his third year. 

Even from the time he was being nursed Terdak Lingpa's expressions 
revealed him to be adept at contemplation; and during childish play, 
too, he had the virtuous manner of one in whOIll the genuine enlightened 
family had awakened. Thus, he inspired confidence in intelligent per
sons. At the beginning of his fourth year he received the empowerment 
of the Eight Transmitted Precepts, the Consummation of Secrets from his 
venerable father; and at that time all objective appearances were sealed 
with the mal).Qala circle, so that he perceived the foremost [figure of 
the mal).Qala] and the guru to be no different, and the seed of the four 
empowerments was sown in the stream of his mind. During the autumn 
of his tenth year, 1655 (wood sheep), while receiving the empowerment 
of the Gathering of the Sugatas, he was empowered and blessed by the 
great master Padmasambhava during a vision of inner radiance. Owing 
to this, [the aforementioned seed] grew, and he experienced [the fruit 
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Successively, the all-knowing Great Fifth and his own venerable 
father, Sangdak Trhinle Lhtindrup, had the perfect kindness to favour 
Terdak Lingpa as their personal disciple. Above and beyond that, he 
would later [i.e. after their deaths] be blessed by the bodies of their 
pristine cognition. For this crucial reason, they were his two incompar
ably gracious root gurus. Moreover, there were sixteen great holders 
of the teaching under whom he studied the profound paths of maturation 
and liberation, and thirty-five tutors from whom he received various 
profound doctrines. Attending on these, Terdak Lingpa, at various 
places and times, received the complete vows of a layman, the 
bodhisattva vows according to the three traditions, and, as stated above, 
the empowerment and introduction to the symbolic significance of the 
Eight Transmitted Precepts, the Consummation of Secrets which had been 
the first catalyst of his maturation [i.e. his first empowerment]. In this 
way, he grounded himself in the three vows. 

Terdak Lingpa's studies of the doctrinal transmissions were infinite. 
It would be difficult to grasp even the titles, but they included all the 
transmitted precepts of the Ancient Translation School for which there 
exists a continuous lineage nowadays, such as the Sutra which Gathers 
All Intentions, the Magical Net, the Three Traditions of the Mental Class 
(sems-sde lugs-gsum), the Buddhasamayoga and the cycles of Yangdak 
Heruka, Vajrakfla and Yamantaka; most of the well-known treasures, 
as exemplified by the varied transmitted precepts of the class of means 
for attainment, the Trio of the Guru, Great Perfection, and Great Com
passionate One, in general and in particular; the general transmitted 
precepts of the new translation schools, such as the Vajra Garland and 
the Hundred Meansfor Attainment, as well as such particular transmitted 
precepts as those of Cakrasarrzvara, Hevajra, Kalacakra, Guhyasamaja, 
Yamantaka, and the Kriya and Yoga empowerments, guidance, and 
exegetical transmissions, along with many works of the sutra tradi
tion; and the transmission of the entire Kangyur, which is the root of 
them all. 

Starting in his thirteenth year, Terdak Lingpa memorised the Root 
Tantra of the Secret Nucleus, the Supreme Continuum of the Greater 
Vehicle, the Mind at Rest, and the root text and commentary of the Wish
fulfilling Treasury; and from his venerable father he gradually received 
their oral exegeses. Later, he mastered the scriptures of the Nup tradi
tion, the Zur tradition and of Rongzom Pal)gita; Sakya Pal)gita's 
Analysis of the Three Vows (sa-skya par!4i-ta'i rab-dbye); Comden Rikpei 
Reldri's Definitive Order of the Tantrapitaka (bcom-ldan ral-gri'i spyi
rnam); and the Profound Inner Meaning by Karmapa III, Rangjung 
Dorjc (rang-byung-zhabs-kyi nang-don). In particular, by diligently in
vestigating the scriptures of the great, all-knowing Longcenpa he ob
tained unimpeded powers of intellectual analysis, and thereby resolved 
his doubts about all things that there are. 
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He received the empowerments, instructions, and exegetical trans

missions of the four rivers [of the Sfttra which Gathers All Intentions] 
in their entirety, including the seal of entrustment and the longevity 
empowerment for final support from Takton Chogyel Tendzin who 
had opened forty-five ma1)9alas on the basis of the Empowennent Cere
mony of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions [entitled] the Jewel Rosary 
('dus-pa mdo'i dbang-chog rin-chen phreng-ba). Moreover, on the basis 
of the Empowennent Ceremony [entitled] the River of Honey (dbang-chog 
sbrang-rtsi'i chu-rgyun) he received [from the same guru] the complete 
empowerments, transmissions, and instructions, relying on twenty-one 
ma1)9

alas 
painted on cloth. Again, from Rikdzin Pema Trhinle ofDorje 

Trak he received the full empowerments, instructions, and exegetical 
transmissions, based on the Empowennent Ceremony [entitled] the Jewel 
Rosary, relying on a condensed version [which utilised] twenty-seven 
mal).<;lalas, of which the root mal).<;lala was painted on cloth, and the 
surrounding ones laid out schematically.11

20 
Both of these masters con-

ferred on him the secret name Gyurme Dorjetsel. 
The connection formed by his aspirations being awakened, the trans-

mitted precepts of the profound treasures fell to Terdak Lingpa as 
follows. He discovered the treasures of the Innennost Spirituality of the 
Awareness-holder at Yamalung during his eighteenth year, on Friday 
15 June 1663 (tenth day, fifth month, water hare); of Yamantaka, the 
Destroyer of Arrogance (gshin-rje-gshed dregs-Joms) at Sheldrak, having 
displayed his miraculous powers, during his twenty-second year, on 
Saturday 24 September 1667 (eighth day, khrums month, fire sheep); 
of the Wrathful Guru (gur-drag) and the Atiyoga and Vajrasattva Cycles 
(rdor-sems a-ti'i skor) at Gkar Rock during his thirty-first year on Satur
day 19 December 1676 (full moon day, tiger month, fire dragon); and 
of the Doctrinal Cycle of the Great Compassionate One as the Universal 
Gathering of the Sugatas (thugs-rje chen-po bde-gshegs kun-'dus-kyi chos
skor) in public at Shawuk Tago during his thirty-fifth year, on Friday 
23 August 1680 (twenty-ninth day, sixth month, iron monkey). 

On various different occasions, both before and after those just men
tioned, Terdak Lingpa remained in retreat for periods of one year, six 
months, three months, or one month, at Trakmar Chimpu, Yamalung 
and other wonderful and great centres of accomplishment, and in the 
solitudes of such hermitages as his quarters at the old and new seats,1121 
and his cottages at Oseltse and Samtentse. There, he performed the 
rites of service and attainment for about thirty-five meditational deities, 
including the peaceful and wrathful Guru [Padmasambhava], Vajra
sattva, the Eight Transmitted Precepts, the Great Compassionate One, 
Yangdak Heruka and Vajraklla, Yamantaka, Hayagr1va, and KhecarI. 
Taking the experiential cultivation of Cutting Through Resistance in 
the Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa chen-po khregs-chod) as the very heart 
[of the teaching], he also experientially cultivated All-S urpassing Reali-

Rikdzin Terdak Li 
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trators;!l3' and the sons of his body and the many hOly sons of his 
speech, who were spiritual benefactors elucidating the teaching. Thus, 
he c1arilied and extended the teaching that is without peer. In order 
that it might endure for a long time he also composed wonderful treatises 
of unprecedented eloquence, which include the means for attainment, 
maI;l(lala rites, empowerment ceremonies, and so on, for the cycle of 
transmitted precepts, and the ceremonial arrangements and so forth 
for the exceptional older treasures, the Earlier and Later Treasure Troves 
foremost among them. These works OCCUpy some thirteen volumes. 

Concerning his activity in connection with attainment: As the master 
himself never strayed from continuous cOntemplation, both in meditat
ive equipoise and its aftermath, he directly introduced those to Whom 
he gave meditational guidance to awareness itself, not leaving them 
with a merely academic understanding. When he granted empOwer
ment, the blessing of his pristine cognition actually penetrated the 
minds of his disciples; and he caused all the myriad rites of service and 
attainment to be applied practically, not left to be merely exegetical. 

Concerning his activity belonging to the sphere of deeds and Work: 
Terdak Lingpa did not lock up in a treasury all the things bestowed 
Upon him from above by His Holiness [the Fifth Dalai Lama) and 
others, or offered up by the faithful. At the monastic centre of Orgyen 
Mindroling he newly gathered some three hundred members of the 
sarrzgha who, binding themselves to the three vows, spent the time 
engaged in exegesis and attainment. He continuously ensured that they 
Would not be bereft of the appropriate requisites and so [provided them 
With) their quarters, images, books, stUpas and other items of Worship, 
and the supplies and provisions required for the rites of attainment and 
Worship during the four seasons. Moreover, he commissioned many 
paintings and sculptures; more than five hUndred volumes in gold and 
Silver, induding the Kangyur; numerous xylographs for the commen
taries, exegeses, ceremonies, rites, et cetera, of the Ancient Translation 
SChool; and many stUpas, of which the foremost was the "Great Shrine 
of a Hundred Thousand Images which Liberates When Seen" (sku-'bum 
rnthong-grol chen-rna). Because Terdak Lingpa was endowed with perfect 
liberality, he gave generously so that those who received his impartial 
Worship and charity might amass the two provisions. In these and other 
wayS, his was a wonderfUl, marvellous career, during which he under
took only those great deeds which increase the spiritual and temporal 
well-being of the teaching and of living creatures. 

When Terdak Lingpa had, for the while, completed such deeds that 
are associated with inconceivably secret [activity], in February/March 
1714 (first month, wood horse), during his sixty-ninth year, he seemed 
to become somewhat ill. Beginning on Sunday II March (twenty-fifth 
day), in particular, he bestowed his final instructions on his immediate 
family members. From that time onwards, those who remained to serve 
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Dalai Lama, and his regent Sangye Gyamtso, 1136 who were the sun and 
moon [among those with whom he enjoyed] a patron-priest relationship; 
Rikdzin Perna Trhinle of Dorje Trak; Sakya Trhicen Ktinga Trashi; 
the Zhapdrung along with his successor and the other great personages 
at the earlier and later seats of Tsedong [i.e. Tsetang and Neudong]; the 
Tshurpu Gyeltsap and the Trehor Choktrtil, among holders of the 
Kamtsang [i.e. Karma Kagyli] teaching; Drigung KoncokTrhinle Zangpo; 
TaklungpaTendzin Sizhi Namgyel; [the rebirth of] the all-knowing Drukpa 
Paksam Wangpo; the Gampo Choktrul Zangpo Dorje, and his descen
dants; Cham do Gyelwa Phakpa Lha; Ngawang Choki Trtilku; Ngawang 
Ktinga Tendzin of Dokam; the former and later Tabla; the Katok 
Gyelse [Sonam Detsen]; and the second Dzokcen Perna Rikdzin 
Gyurme Thekcok Tendzin. As exemplified by these, among the major
ity of great famous gurus who were holders of the teaching, there seem 
to have been none who did not supplicate him. 

Terdak Lingpa's sole, inner spiritual son was his younger brother 
Locen DharmasrI, an emanation of Yudra Nyingpo. The offsprings of 
his body were his sons Perna Gyurme Gyamtso, Zhapdrung Yizhin 
Lekdrup, Trincen Rincen Namgyel, and his daughter, the venerable 
lady Mingyur Peldron. 1137 Furthermore, his attendants Gejong Losel 
Gyamtso, Ngak Rapjampa Orgyen Chodra, and Bumrampa Orgyen 
Kelzang and others were disciples who could uphold the great pillar 
of the teaching. These and the great perfect gathering [which assembled 
around Terdak Lingpa] vastly increased the enlightened activities of 
exegesis and attainment. 

This great treasure-finder, directly and indirectly, was most gra
cious to the entire teaching, ancient and new. More than that, he 
maintained the vitality of the instructions of the minor doctrinal 
traditions, such as the Conangpa, Shangpa, Pacification and Object 
of Cutting (zhi-gcod), and Podongpa, both through his own powers 
and by encouraging others. 

In particular, at that time the exegesis and attainment of the wonderful 
traditions which were the legacy of Trhisong Detsen and the priests he 
patronised, namely, the transmitted precepts of the Nyingmapa, the 
Ancient Translation School, of which the foremost is the trilogy of the 
SUtra which Gathers All Intentions) the Magical Net) and the Mental 
Class, had almost become like a lamp that had run out of oil. Terdak 
Lingpa, with courageous and untiring great perseverance, sought out 
[those traditions], and restored the deteriorated teaching from its very 
foundations by means of exegesis, attainment, and work. In point of 
fact, because of the kindness of this most venerable master, his brother, 
disciples, and descendants, the Sa-nga Nyingmapa, or the "ancient 
school of secret mantra", has been equal to the meaning of its name, 
and its genuine, authoritative continuous lineage has increased, without 
decline, down to the present day. Therefore, none can match Terdak 
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[636.6-646.1] The all-knowing Jikme Lingpa l138 was the combined em
anation of the great pal).gita Vimalamitra, the religious king Trhisong 
Detsen and Gyelse Lharje. He was the immediate rebirth of Rikdzin 
Choje Lingpa. As had been clearly prophesied in the treasures of Guru 
Chowang, Sangye Lingpa, Choje Lingpa and his disciple Raton, and 
others, Jikme Lingpa was born on the morning of Monday 6 February 
1730, the anniversary of Longcenpa's death (eighteenth day, twelfth 
month, earth female bird year, twelfth cycle) near Pelri Monastery in 
the district of Chongye, to the south of the Red Mausoleum of King 
Songtsen Gampo (srong-btsan bang-so dmar-po).1l39 His family was that 
of the heirs of Gyadrakpa, one of the six great spiritual sons of Choje 
Drukpa. 

From childhood he clearly remembered his previous lives as the great 
treasure-finders Sangye Lama and Choje Lingpa. In this and other 
ways he awoke to the genuine enlightened family. During his sixth 
year, he entered the college ofPelgi Riwo [i.e. Pelri], where the vener
able PrajfHirasmi's unblemished legacy in the three spheres was pre
served. 1l40 He offered a lock from the crown of his head to Ngawang 
Lozang Perna, an incarnation of Yeshe Tshogyel, and the name Perna 
Khyentse Ozer was conferred on him in the presence of Nesarwa 
Ngawang Kiinga Lekpei Jungne. 

Jikme Lingpa received the empowerments and transmissions of the 
Point of Liberation and the Gathering of the Guru~s Intention from Neten 
Kiinzang Ozer. In particular, in his thirteenth year he met Rikdzin 
Thukcok Dorje and received the Great Seal) Liberation through the 
Vision of Pristine Cognition (phyag-rgya chen-po ye-shes mthong-grol) 
among other teachings. This was the first cause of his spiritual matura
tion. Because he adopted Rikdzin Thukcok Dorje as his sole, supreme 
root guru, he later was taken into the following of the body of his 
pristine cognition as well. Furthermore, at various times Jikme Lingpa 
received all kinds of [empowerments, which bring about] maturation, 
and [guidance, which brings about] liberation, including the most im-
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Point of Liberation) the Natural Liberation of Intention (grol-tig dgongs-pa 
rang-grol), a profound treasure of the great treasure-finder Sherap Ozer, 
the succession of which had fallen to him through both close and distant 
lineages; and he obtained the special signs of "warmth".1142 

Moreover, having completed the rites of service and attainment as
sociated with myriad deities of many profound treasures, including 
both the Earlier and Later Treasure Troves, he measurably attained the 
condition of a holder of the awareness of maturation. When he mastered 
the yogas of the energy channels, currents and seminal points, the 
energy channels of the centre of rapture, situated in the throat, dissolved 
in a mass of syllables. 1143 He perceived all appearances as a book and 
the great treasury of the doctrine spilled open [in the form of] songs 
of indestructible reality and so forth, which were perfect in word and 
meaning. When he performed the rites of service and attainment for 
the Gathering of the Guru)s Intention, the sound of a horse neighing 
burst forth from the crown of his head 1144 and the great Orgyen crowned 
him with the name "Perna Wangcen the Glorious". Through the power 
of being actually blessed by the master MafijusrImitra he fully com
prehended the pristine cognition which may be exemplified. 1145 There
after, he maintained in conduct the great discipline of a resplendently 
attired heruka. 

In particular, during a vision of the inner radiance, the gakinI of the 
pristine cognition of the body of reality actually bestowed on him the 
inventory for the Innermost Spirituality of Longcenpa (klong-byang) in 
the symbolic script of the gakinIs at the Carung Khashor Stfipa [i.e. 
the Great Stfipa of Bodhnath] in Nepal. 1146 Consequently, he reached 
an exalted level of learning and accomplishment, and became master 
of the great treasury of doctrine that is widely renowned as the Great 
Perfection, the Innermost Spirituality of Longcenpa (rdzogs-pa chen-po 
klong-chen snying-gi thig-le). But still he was not satisfied, and so, im
mediately after completing the three years [of retreat] in that place 
[Pelri], he proceeded to glorious Samye Chimpu. With great austerity 
he once more concentrated one-pointedly upon the essential attainment 
for three years in the cave of Sangcen Metok, at which time, in general, 
he had numberless pure visions, and, in particular, met three times 
with the body of pristine cognition of the all-knowing king of the 
doctrine, Longcen Rapjam Zangpo. The blessing of Longcenpa's body, 
speech and mind being actually transferred to him, Jikme Lingpa ac
quired his supreme authorisation and beheld the truth of the Great 
Perfection, the real pristine cognition of the sublime path. At the same 
location [Samye] he revealed, for the first time, the maturation and 
liberation of that great treasure of his mind to fifteen fortunate disciples. 
From then on, he widely propagated its profound meaaings, so that 
he became the unique promulgator of the Innermost Spirituality of the 
Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa chen-po snying-thig). 
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After Jikme Lingpa had fulfilled his vow to remain in retreat for 
three years, the true meaning of the indestructible prophetic declaration 
made in the Dialogue of Sky and Mountain (mkha'-ri zhu-lan) , a profound 
treasure of Chowang Rinpoche, was revealed, for there it says: 

In Chongye my emanation will come to serve the world. 
Though no one will know who it is, 

. h . C' h· h 1147 He wIll teac m a 10rt ng t manner. 
At Chingwardo, or to the south of the Red Mausoleum, 
He may found a monastery at the Lhabap Stiipa. 

The body of the pristine cognition of Tsele N atsok RangdrOl ac~~ally 
entrusted this purpose to Jikme Lingpa. Relying upon many auspIcIO~S 
coincidences such as his symbolic revelations, he then returned to hIs 
homeland. I~ the uplands of Tonkar Valley, in a hidden ravine to the 
south of the mausoleum of Songtsen Gampo in Chongye, ~~ re-estab
lished the mountain hermitage of Pel Tshering-jong Perna Osel Thek
cokling, including both the physical buildings and their co~t~~ts. 
Thereafter he lived out his life as a hidden yogin, free from aCtIVItIes, 
with his s:at established there. To numberless worthy disciples from 
all quarters of the Land of Snows, as far as Bhutan and India~ he 
skilfully revealed the transmitted precepts and treasures. of the ~ymg
mapa tradition in general. In particular, he taught the mstructIOns of 
the Innermost Spirituality in its ancient and new recensions. 1148 So it 
was that his doctrinal activity was wondrous. 

Jikme Lingpa profusely gave the gift of the doctrine wit?out ho~ing 
for return or [profitable] fruition: He performed many myna~ ?ffenngs 
to the three doctrinal centres1149 and he ransomed countless hvmg crea
tures from certain death. 11so He presented a wheel of fine gold to the 
great temple of Samye and erected a silver image of the Conqueror 
Ajita [Maitreya]. He repeated the consecration of S.amye and when the 
great Gurkha army which was hostile to the teachmg, advanced upon 

, . . f 1151 Tibet, he successfully performed the ntes for the averSIOn 0 war. 
This illustrates his activities in the sphere of work and his wondrous 
deeds which ensured the well-being of the teaching and the world, for 
which even the Tibetan government granted him great esteem and 
veneration. . 

Above all, during that age the teaching of the Ancient TranslatIon 
School had everywhere become sparse. Jikme Lingpa could not bear 
in his heart that the enlightened activity of the vast aspirations of the 
emanational religious kings, translators, and scholars shoul~ become 
fruitless and that their indescribable legacy should nearly dIsappear. 
He had copies made, using the finest supplies and materials, of all the 
precious tantras of the Nyingmapa tradition which were to be found 
at MindrOling, some twenty-five volumes, and had th~ first five pages 
[of each volume] written in [ink made of] the five precIOUS substances, 
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and .the remainder in black i~k on a white background (skya-chos). 
PrevIOusly, there had been neIther a detailed catalogue nor a ve ·fi d 
h· . .. 'n Ie 

Istory, c.ompIled o~ thIS ~OPIC, but, because his brilliance was profound 
an.d vast m connectIOn WIth the three logical axioms (gtan-tshigs-gsum), 
thIS venerable master composed the Narrative History of the Precious 
Collected Tantras of the Ancient Translation School) the Ornament Covering 
All Jam?udvzpa (snga-'gyur rgyud-'bum rin-po-che'i rtogs-pa brjod-pa 
~dzam-glmg ~ha-gn:r khyab-pa'i rgyan). The fine light of scriptural author
Ity and logIc whIch shines therein totally uproots all the confusions 
whi.ch arise from the darkness of perverted opinion and doubt. 

JIkme Lingpa's collected works, which amount to nine volumes 
include the basic root texts and elucidations of his mind treasure th~ 
Innermost Spirituality of Longcenpa (thugs-gter klong-chen snyin;-thig 
gzhu~~-rtsa-ba gsal-byed dang bcas-pa); the Vajrakfla according to the 
Tra~ztlOn of the Tantra (phur-pa rgyud-lugs) - a new redaction of the 
[VaJrakIla] transmitted precept based on the empowerment which had 
been conferred on him by Langcen Pelgi Senge11S2 in an emanational 
ma1).<;lala and the instructions which followed; and the root text and 
comI?entary of the Precious Treasury of Enlightened Attributes, which 
~rovides the sequential path for the entire teaching. This last composi
tIOn was a treasure of intention given to him in the form of a treatise 
by the blessing of the all-knowing, great Longcenpa. 
. The disciples who attended directly on Jikme Lingpa's discourses 
mcluded such great gurus and powerful nobles as Sakya Trhicen 
Nga:vang Pelden Chokyong and his brother; the two Drigungpa em
anatIOns.; the Supreme Emanation of the Dorje Trak Rikdzin; the Speech 
EmanatIOn of Lhodrak and the Spiritual Son; Jora Trtilku, the holder 
of the Podongpa teaching; the abbots of both the Shartse and Cangtse 
c.olleges of Ganden, who were holders of the tradition of Riwo Ganden 
[1.e. the Gelukpa tradition]; and Gontse Trtilku of Tshona in Mon. 
There can be no counting, to their full limits, his disciples who were 
detached yogins, ~editators, and monks. Also, most of the Nyingmapa 
gur~s and emanatIOns from the province ofKham came before his feet. 

JIkme Lingpa's own enlightened activity, which embraced all quarters 
from t~e fronti.ers of India in the south, to China and Mongolia in the 
east, wI~h t?e bgh.t of the doctrine, has been unrivalled during this late 
~ge. ThIS, m partIcular, was due to the enlightened activity of his sole 
mner.most spiritual son, Trupwang Jikme Trhinle Ozer, an emanation 
of Pnnce Murup Tsepo, 1153 and also [to the activity] of Jikme Gyelwei 
Nyugu, a great bodhisattva,1154 Jikme Ktindrol, the learned and ac
complished master of Mon, and others. 

The ~aster him~elf asserted that if he were to cultivate one-pointedly 
the enbghtened mInd for seven years in mountain retreat the teaching 
would be. incr~ased and propagated. The truth of that ~rophecy has 
been realIsed m the present day, for the maturing empowerments, 
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23 Chogyur Decen Lingpa 

[646.1-658.6] The great treasure-finder Chogyur Decen Zhikpo 
Lingpa llSS was an emanation of Murup Tsepo or Yeshe Rolpatsel, who 
was the son of glorious King [Trhisong] and a holder of commitments. 
He was born on Monday 10 August 1829 (tenth day, sixth month, 
earth female ox year, fourteenth cycle)11S6 at Gomde Tranang in Yerto, 
southern Dokam. His father was Perna Wangcuk, the mantra adept of 
Gom, who belonged to the family of Acadru, the minister of Nangcen 
Chinghu. 11S7 His mother was Tshering Yangtso. His birth was accom
panied by rainbow light and other auspicious omens. From childhood 
he displayed the wonderful conduct of a holy person; and he learnt to 
read and write with little difficulty. For this reason he was nicknamed 
Norbu Tendzin, "Jewel, Holder of the Teaching". He also practised 
many contemplative sequences unprompted by others. 

Once, when he was in his thirteenth year, he went to play at a place 
called Malfikha ("Entrance to Jewels", or "Entrance to the Six-Syllable 
Mantra of Avalokitesvara"). On that occasion, Orgyen Rinpoche actu
ally appeared to him and pretended to ask the name of the place and 
so on. After he had answered each question, Guru Rinpoche prophet
ically declared, "Since the place is called Malfikha, you Norbu Ten
dzin, and this country Arya-Nang (Sublime and Inner), you will 
be especially sublime in the world!" So saying, he vanished like a 
rainbow. At about this time, he received the vows of a novice from 
Taklung Ma Rinpoche. 

Pawo VIII, Tsuklak Choki Gyelpo, made great efforts to confer on 
him the texts, transmissions, and blessings of the Wann Sunbeam of 
the Attainment of Mind (thugs-sgrub tsha-ba'dmar-thag) and the Beauteous 
Flower Garland Ritual Manual, both from the Gathering of the Guru's 
Intention. He was advised that it would be well if he were to cultivate 
experience of them and was thus entrusted with the actual lineage of 
the treasures. At one point or another, under many tutors, including 
the hierarchs of the Karma and Drukpa Kagyti sects and their disciples, 
the supreme emanations of Drigung, and the preceptors and master of 
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of the peaceful and wrathful deities of the Magical Net, and many 
treasure doctrines, beginning with the Great Compassionate One as the 
Universal Gathering of the Sugatas. 

Chogyur Lingpa was most clearly foretold in many outer, inner, and 
secret prophetic inventories. Among these, the Established Confluence 
of Auspicious Coincidences (rten- 'brel mdo-chings), in particular, declared: 

An aspiring individual, who will reveal, not leave, 
The profound treasures concealed in the Store of the Sky, 1159 
Will be your later incarnation, 0 royal son.1160 
In that age most of the translators and scholars, 
And the king and his subjects will assemble together. 
In particular, when the sovereign and his sons reunite, 
Assisting one another, their propensities will gradually 

awaken, 
And they will encounter my ultimate instructions. 
In pure visions you will meet me in person, 
And effortlessly attain accomplishment 
By experiential cultivation 
Of my guidance which lays bare the practical application 
Of the instructions of secret mantra. 
Many disciples will emerge, 
Who will obtain the accomplishments! 

Accordingly, during the ninth month of that year [October 1853] 
Chogyur Lingpa went to meet the venerable Jamyang Khyentse 
Wangpo. At that time the master [Khyentse Rinpoche] realised that 
he possessed a connection with the successive line of the incarnations 
of the sovereign Trhisong Detsen. Therefore, he initially bestowed on 
him the Utterly Secret Razor Kfla (phur-pa yang-gsang spu-gri), and, 
later, the great empowerment of Vajrakfla according to the Khan Tradition 
('khon-lugs phur-pa'i dbang-chen). As a result, the outer, inner, and 
secret obstacles of Chogyur Lingpa were removed. During the empow
erment of the Further Innermost Spirituality like the Wish-fulfilling Gem, 
he actually perceived the guru to be the great paQQ.ita Vimalamitra. He 
experienced other extraordinary pure visions too, and thus was intro
duced to naked awareness. Then, when Chogyur Lingpa was entrusted 
with the vital heart-mantra of the protectress EkajatI, he experienced 
a vast magnificence, reminiscent of an earthquake, and actually beheld 
her. She said, "If you, master and disciple, perform the three-year 
retreat together I shall grant you great accomplishment!" This presaged 
the later discovery of the Three Classes of the Great Perfection (rdzogs-chen 
sde-gsum). 

In his twenty-seventh year, when he received the great empowerment 
of the Nine-Deity MarJijala ofYangdak Heruka (yang-dag lha-dgu'i dbang
chen), he felt that the guru [in the form of] Heruka dissolved into the 
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They will reap a great doctrinal harvest in this 
degenerate age. 

Profound and vast, they will outshine the sun. 

In conformity with this, both of the two great treasure-finders, em
anations of the sovereign and his son, were endowed with seven succes
sions of the transmitted precepts of the profound doctrine, which were 
subdivisions of the three [basic types of transmission], namely, the 
transmitted precepts, treasures, and pure visions. 

(i) [Concerning the transmitted precepts]: Chogyur Lingpa received 
most of the distant lineage of the transmitted precepts in existence 
nowadays. He taught and propagated the trilogy of the Sutra which 
Gathers All Intentions, the Magical Net, and the Mental Class many 
times. Furthermore, among his profound treasures, there are those 
which uphold the doctrinal language and philosophical systems, just 
as they are found in the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions, the Magical 
Net, and other texts of the transmitted precepts. These unprecedented 
and wonderful discoveries constitute his real succession to the transmit
ted precepts. 

(ii) Concerning the earth treasures, which were his own fortune: In 
his thirteenth year Chogyur Lingpa began by discovering the Twenty
four Means for Attainment which were the Prince's Contemplations (lha-sras 
thugs-dam sgrub-thabs nyer-bzhi), and the Skull-Mirror of Indestructible 
Reality, which is Indicative of the Transmitted Precepts of the Gathering 
of Intentions (dgongs-'dus bka'-rtags rdo-rje thod-pa me-long) at Trakar 
Dzongcung. In his thirty-ninth year, after his venerable guru [Khyentse 
Rinpoche] had offered him an inventory and inspiration, he discovered, 
at Tsike Norbu Ptinsum, the Thirty-seven Supreme Treasures (mchog-gter 
sum-cu-rtsa-bdun), which included the Seven Cycles of the Jewel of True 
Doctrine (dam-chos nor-bu skor-bdun), as well as a representative figure 
of Guru Rinpoche and the body ornaments of Senge Dradrok. At Dra 
Yangdzong he discovered the Seven Cycles of Pacification (zhi-byed skor
bdun), together with their inventories, supplementary inventories, es
sential inventories, quintessential inventories, et cetera, and also many 
minor material treasures. 

Concerning Chogyur Lingpa's foremost treasures: He brought forth 
the Attainment of Mind, the Dispeller of All Obstacles from Danyin Khala 
Rongo; the Great Compassionate One, Lotus Crowned (thugs-rje chen-po 
padma gtsug-tor) from Nabtin Dzong; the Seven Cycles of Profound Con
templation (thugs-dam zab-pa skor-bdun) from the area behind Wokmin 
Karma; the cycles of the tantras and transmissions which are its supple
ments, and also the Root Attainment of Mind, the Gathering of All Inten
tions (rtsa-ba'i thugs-sgrub dgongs-pa kun-'dus), along with two represent
ative images from Yegyel Namkadzo; the True Doctrine) Three Classes 
of the Great Perfection (dam-chos rdzogs-pa chen-po sde-gsum) from the 
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Pemashel Cave in Marshodzam; the Six Scrolls of True Doctrine (dam
chos shog-sde drug-pa) from Mount Kongmo Wokma at Sengcen Nam
drak; the Great Compassionate One, the Magical Net of the Lotus (thugs-rje 
chen-po padma sgyu-'phrul drva-ba) and the Churner of Sarrzsara's Depths 
(,khor-ba dong-sprugs) from Khandro Bumdzong; the General Summary 
of Matara~ (ma-mo spyi-bsdus) from Karmei Peldeu; the Attainment of 
Mind, the Wish-fulfilling Gem (thugs-sgrub yid-bzhin nor-bu) from Kela 
Norbu Ptinsum, in conformity with the prophetic declaration of the 
venerable Khyentse; the Eight Transmitted Precepts, the Universal 
Gathering of the Sugatas (bka'-brgyad bde-gshegs kun-'dus) and the Refined 
Gold of the Profound Great Perfection (zab-pa rdzogs-chen gser-zhun) from 
Yubel Rock, south of Yegyel; the Attainment of Mind, the Expressive 
Play of Indestructible Wrath (thugs-sgrub rdo-rje drag-rtsal) and the Five 
Innermost Cycles (snying-po skor-lnga) from the "tiger den" of Rongme 
Karmo; and the Sarrzvara Buddhasamayoga (bde-mchog sangs-rgyas 
mnyam-sbyor) from Rudam Kangtro. 

All those are merely illustrative: From each treasure site there came 
forth an exceedingly large number of doctrines, sacramental substances, 
images and symbolic objects. Since most of them were found in public, 
they were visible to everyone's senses and hence indisputable. In short, 
just as it had been clearly prophesied that the succession of the trans
mitted precepts of a hundred treasures from the sites of buddha-body, 
speech, mind, attributes, and activities would fall to him, along with 
those of a hundred [doctrines of] Innermost Spirituality and many 
[substances providing] liberation when tasted, just so, Chogyur Lingpa 
discovered the Dokam Inventory of the Twenty-five Great Pilgrimage 
Places of Dokam (mdo-khams gnas-chen nyer-Inga'i mdo-byang) at the rock 
of Pawo Wangcen. In this way he made newly manifest many sites, 
their roots and branches. His wonderful miracles were also inconceiv
able; for instance, he discovered as treasure about three grades of ma
terial for representative images of Guru Rinpoche, but he multiplied 
the copies [of those images] many times. 

(iii) Concerning the reconcealed treasures1l62 which supplement 
these: These were the Wrathful Guru, the Innermost Spirituality of the 
Red HO.A:I (gur-drag hurrz-dmar snying-thig) , a treasure of his own previous 
incarnation as the great treasure-finder Sangye Lingpa, which fell to 
him through the power of blessing; and the Mother Tantra which Integ
rates the Secret onto the Path (ma-rgyud gsang-ba lam-khyer) of the (jakinI 
Ktinga Bumpa, which fell to him through a close lineage. 

(iv) Concerning the profound treasures of intention: Relying upon 
the inspiration derived from the venerable Tara's saying to him "It is 
good!" three times, Chogyur Lingpa established the Innermost Profun
dity of Tara (sgrol-ma'i zab-tig). 

(v) Concerning the recollections which supplement them: The mas
ter, having remembered his former life as Nup Khulungpa Yonten 
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Gyamtso, briefly set down in writin t ' gpa 
Indestructible Array, which Nupcen rlan

he eT~ansmztted Instructions of the 
Testament (gnubs-chen 'da'-k " h I h gy esheJ Conferred as his Final 

a zz a -c emslungrd 'bk d " 
gnang-ba) , together with Nup's Boast ( nubs-k ?~~e 0 -pa zgdams-pa 
recalled a way of reciting the rulu man;r yz" a-pho), and he also 
a~rangements. Relying on the recollectio: an~ hmItl~ss c~oreographic 
Lmgpa he established in d t'l h of hIS prevIOUS hfe as Sangye 
E ' ,e al ,t e step-by-step g 'd C" 

xerczses of the Nine Vigorous Sk il d' UI ance lor the Yogic 
(dgo~gs-'dus rts~l-sprugs rnam-d~U:ia'~%~L~%~~:~e Gathering of Intentions 

(VI) Concernmg the pure visions: When 
the treasures situated at R' W h he opened the entrance to 

IWO angz u he s 'V' , 
of attainment the great p d' h' ' aw, m ImalamItra's cave 

, an Ita 1m self wh h" 
These are preserved as the j . p' ,0 gave 1m mstructions. 
la'i zab-tig) and so forth. nnermost rofundzty of Vimalamitra (bi-ma-

(vii) Concerning the aural linea e' I . , 
went to the glorious Copper-col;u;ed

n ~ pure ~IsIOn Chogyur Lingpa 
from Orgyen Rinpoche the 1 ' ountam, where he received 

, nstructzons of the Innerm t S " , 
cernmg the Profound Signijicanc if A '(' os , pzntualzty Con-
pa), which he set down in wrI'teI'o tz a-tz zab-don snymg-thig-gi gdams-

S h' . ng, et cetera 
uc IS the brief account of Cho ur L' " ' 

of seven successions of tra ,~ mgpa s lIberating endowment 
life he beheld the deities of ~~mt~te precepts. In both early and later 
declarations; the protectors u

e 
d ree ~oots and received their prophetic 

tivities; and he experienced n ertoo <: ~o, perform his enlightened ac
he journeyed to the glo ' many pure,vlsIOns, long and short, in which 

nous mountam on C- d -
must suffice for illustrative purposes. amara Vlpa. This much 

Chogyu L' 
f ' r mgpaperformedthegreatattainment 1163 W'thth C" b 

? ntual service and attainme .' I ~ lOur ranches 
mg those which he undertook h~t, al~outd thlrty-thr~e tImes, includ
proceeded to act as "mast f ' mse a? the OccaSIOns on which he 
assemblies of others By ~~ 0 md~~tructIble reality" (vajracarya) at the 
the local deities] at th~ geo IS m~gm ICent, overpowering commands [to 
S mantIC centres ofTib t d D k ' 

amye Hepori and Pel Chu ' db' e an 0 am, mcluding 
h won, an y hIS many , , 

at t e great places of 'I ' mvocatIOns of blessing 
lence of military invasf~;nm~ge, ~h~gyur ~ingpa pacified the turbu
the kingdom and w'd I ' an ,so ort .' He mcreased the prosperity of 
b ley attamed enlIghte d " , , 

een predicted of h' ne actIVItIes, Just as had 1m. 
'!'o the Kagytipa, of whom the t; 

Dngungpa, and Takl oremost were the Karmapa, Drukpa 
the foremost were the ~~~~.rsubsects]; to the Nyingmapa, of who~ 
[monasteries and their adh ro m~, Katok, Pelytil, Zhecen, and Dzokcen 
of the teaching, without b~;:n~ ; and to t~e Saky~pa and other holders 
conferred the maturation a d' l'bhog~ur Lmgpa dIrectly and indirectly 

n I eratIOn of the profound doctrine, His 
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gifts of [medicinal] substances which liberate when tasted covered all 
of Tibet and Kham, the centre and frontiers. In particular, there were 
ten root masters of his doctrine, most of whom had auspicious connec
tions, so that the enlightened activity of his treasure doctrines, the 
Attainment of Mind) the Dispeller of All Obstacles foremost among them, 
was widely propagated. At Wokmin Tshurpu [the seat of the Karmapa] 
he instituted the annual performance of the Great Attainment of Kfla 
[according to} the Seven [Cycles of} Profound [Contemplation} (zab-bdun 
phur-pa'i sgrub-chen), along with the fundamental middle-length dances. 
As exemplified by this, he established rites of attainment and offering 
ceremonies, associated with the great and small doctrinal transmissions 
of his new treasures, at many monasteries. 

Among the Ten Doctrines which Secure the Happiness of Tibet and 
Kham (bod-khams bde-thabs chos-bcu), Chogyur Lingpa established the 
Doctrinal Cycle of Auspicious Coincidence (rten-'brel-gyi chos-skor); and, 
in accord with its meaning, the wonderful ceremonies for the spread 
of exegesis, attainment, and work which are associated with the twofold 
teaching of sutra and mantra as taught during the age of the preceptor 
[Santarak~ita], the master [Padmasambhava], and the religious king 
[Trhisong Detsen] were successively instituted at Pelpung, Katok and 
Dzokcen. ll64 At his own seats of Karmari, Neten Gang and Tsike Dildo, 
he founded temples, including the buildings themselves and the objects 
they housed. At the last two centres mentioned he established monastic 
communities and the continuous exegesis and attainment of the sutras 
and mantras. 

After bringing such actions to completion, Chogyur Lingpa's inten
tion turned for the while to another great purpose, and in his forty-sec
ond year, 1870 (iron male horse), he seemed to fall ill. He had a pure 
vision in which he went to an utterly pure buddha-field. Then, on 
Wednesday 29 June 1870 (first day, fifth month),1165 while demonstrat
ing such wonderful miracles as earthquakes and rainbows, he became 
equipoised in the expanse of peace. 

On Wednesday 7 December (fifteenth day, tenth month), during 
that same year, the venerable Khyentse Wangpo had a pure vision in 
which he met the great treasure-finder in the form of the bodhisattva 
Padmailkusa, in the Lotus-covered Pure Land to the west. Khyentse 
Rinpoche received the bountiful nectar of his means for attainment, 
empowerment, and instructions, and concealed them for one month 
under a pledge of secrecy. 1166 Then, on Sunday 1 January 1871 (tenth 
day, eleventh month), when, in connection with a feast offering, he 
established them, a warmth suddenly descended on the land, turning 
the ice into streams. This auspicious omen appears to have been an 
extraordinary sign of blessing, made directly manifest to the senses. 

~' 
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mgpa, the fi~th kingly treasure-finder nl~go, or Pema Osel Do-nga 
~e great pal).9Ita Vimalamitra and th '1" was ~he coalescent play of 

e was the thirteenth of Gyelse Lh:r~; Ig.lOUS kIn~ Trhisong Detsen. 
he was always a treasure-finder Kh J s mc~rnatLOns, during which 
many w?ndrous omens, on Sat~rdayentse Rmpoche was born, with 
month, Iron dragon year C y IS july 1820 (fifth day sixth 
R k" , 10urteenth cycl ) , 

oc In the VIllage ofTerlung Tin De., ~ear Yaru Khyungcen 
;as Trungcen Rincen Wangyel :ro:

he 
e~~.dIstnct, Dokam. His father 

okza Sonamtsho. yo clan, and his mother was 

From his very earliest memories K 
ca:~d for repeatedly by the six-a; hyentse Rinpoche was lovingly 
(Jnan~natha) and the mantra prot med ELo~d of Pristine Cognition 
col~ectLOns of many of his ast liv ectress kaJ~tI. He had irregular re-
enlIghtened family of the p es. ~rom chIldhood he awoke to th 
Ion d greater vehIcle and" e 

ge only for ordination End d ' m partIcular, his heart 
~~~ discrimination he lear~t to ~;:~ w~th i~comparable intelligence 

I ICUlty. Just by seeing most bo k anI wnte and so forth without 
Words ~nd the meaning. 0 s on yonce he mastered both the 

In hIS twenty-first year he wa f . 
the preceptor of Orgyen Mindrot Ull~ ordamed by Rikdzin Zangpo 
an? others he received [the vows I~g. rom t~e Sakyapa Dorje Rince~ 
~~t~d:, in connection with the tf] ~~~ cultIvation of the enlightened 

agarJuna and Asanga]. He re . ra ltlOns of the two promulgators 

:~~h~rother of ,~hartse Khen R~~;;!~~~a~1?Zvara and Hevajra from 
th A So TradulOn (so-lugs yang-dag) d h angdak Heruka according 
d ~ .. wareness-holder from Gyurme San

an 
t.: Innermost Spirituality of 

~olI~g; and the peaceful and wr h gy: !<unga, the Trhicen of Min
~Ith ~ts empowerment, from G ~~ ful deItIes of the Magical Net, along 
n thIS way, the roots of the y me Thutop Namgyel of Zhecen 1I69 

Kh . mantra tradit' , . 
ti ~ents: ~Inpoche had completel IOn s vows were established. 

on WIth hIS mcarnate status and h' y u~rooted arrogance in connec-
, IS no e and wealthy ancestry, and 
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h d h' s WIth tremen ous p 1 T'b 
endured great ar s lp . d d fifty tutors from Centra let, 
he attended on almost one hundrhe an lre included gurus who were 

mongst w om we f d 
T sang and Kham, a . 11 as spiritual bene actors an , 'bl eahty as we .' . 
holders of indestruCtl e ~ , He completed study and. trammg m 
learned masters of the sClence:~ "ten sciences", which mclud~ art, 
the exegeses of the w~ll:~Otheir branches; and in those ofth~ dtalect
medicine, grammar, 10glC V· the Treasury of the Abhldharma, 
. 1 texts as exemplified by the maya, £ 1" n He received, in their 
lca 'k nd Transcendental Per ec 10 . 

Madhyama a,~a=~~.,....;: __ -:::::::====--:;:::::v~~~~~3)1 

Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo .' 
ents] and liberating [gulda~ceJ 

entirety, the maturational [empow~.r~ had survived without declIned 
of all the traditions of the past w ~ treasures of the Nyingmapa; a~ 
uch as the transmitted precept~ an d ew Kadampa schools; t e 

s . f] the anCIent an n f K mtsang, 
also [the teachmg 0 .1170 the Kagytipa subsects 0 a 1171 

Sakyapa, Ngorpa and Tsharpa, . ell as the Conangpa, z~a~upa 

~~~g~~~~:~~~~ea~~oDr~~:fv~~:~h~e:~ti~~~;,:g~7~~~ ~;~~~S~5 
tantras and treatises mcludmg . f the Cakrasamvara, H eva)ra 

d the trw 0 : f b t seven the Kalacakra Tantra, an . and the transmiSSIOns 0 a ou 
Guhyasamaja tantras, et cetera, 
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hundred volumes, comprising all the treatises of the Tibetan philosoph
ical systems, without bias. Foremost among these were the Precious 
Translations of the Transmitted Precepts of the Conqueror (rgyal-ba'i bka'
'gyur rin-po-che), the Collected Tantras of the Nyingmapa, and the surviv
ing continuous transmission of the Tangyur (bstan-'gyur).l172 In short, 
Khyentse Rinpoche pursued study exclusively for about thirteen years. 
He heard most of the traditions renowned among those of the "Ten 
Great Pillars who Supported the Exegetical Lineages" (bshad-brgyud 
'degs-pa'i ka-chen bCU).1173 Just by glancing at a volume this master 
understood the depths of its meaning, and he possessed unfailing re
tention. 

In order to reveal the career of one who did not belittle the doctrine, 
Khyentse Rinpoche did not abandon [all these doctrines] having merely 
studied them, but trained and cultivated himself in them to the limits, 
whereby he came to possess the unclouded eye of the doctrine. So it 
was that he knew in detail, and without adulteration, the essential points 
of the view, conduct and assertions of each philosophical system, 
whether or not their respective traditions and customs were free from 
deviation, and so forth. During the present day there is no one, high 
or low, with whom he might be compared. 

Khyentse Rinpoche also expounded most of the siitras, tantras, and 
treatises which he himself had studied, along with their maturation, 
liberation and supporting transmissions,1174 many times each. There 
was nothing he did not teach at least once, whereby he fulfilled the 
hopes of each aspirant, from great, holy individuals down to common 
beggars, by his doctrinal gifts, which were free from materialism. He 
never amassed property by the perverse livelihood of performing house
hold ceremonies which claim to benefit disciples and living creatures, 
or by begging for alms. Because the three blazes and the three gatherings 
shone outwardly, material wealth came to him without effort, and he 
did not squander any at all on impossible schemes. Instead, he commis
sioned about two thousand gold and copper images representing the 
buddha-body; published nearly forty volumes of texts, and had printed, 
or copied, some two thousand volumes in all, representing the buddha
speech; and as representatives of the buddha-mind, built more than 
one hundred stiipas of gold and copper, the foremost of which was the 
great Stiipa of Lhtindrup Teng. To house them all he erected a fine 
array of some thirteen temples, large and small, and in these he estab
lished the periodic and daily ceremonies. He did not much concern 
himself with the difficulties of establishing [monastic and ritual] pro
priety in the new centres, owing to the adverse circumstances and time, 
but to those monasteries and centres which had been badly damaged 
during the later civil disturbances in upper and lower [Dokam] he 
offered more than three thousand bricks of tea, in accord with the size 
of the monasteries. Il7S He advised the officials of China and Tibet, as 
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well as the religious king and royal ministers of Derge, of the great 
importance of adequate support, owing to which monasteries which 
had declined were restored to their former condition and the appropriate 
ceremonies were sponsored. And through his admonishments, which 
conformed to traditional and local custom, he greatly increased them. 
Such was the great kindness which Khyentse Rinpoche conferred. 

To the doctrinal centres, large and small, in the neighbouring dis
tricts, he annually provided donations to support [the rites conne~ted 
with] dharal)Is, mantras, and dedications of merit. All told, at vanous 
times, his offerings for this purpose totalled some four thousand bricks 
of tea in value. 

In general, because Khyentse Rinpoche had acquired firmness in 
the twofold precious enlightened attitude,1176 and especially, because 
he was endowed with the vast power of pure vision and devotion towards 
all the philosophical systems, and was otherwise totally without bias 
and bigotry, 1177 his students were countless. They included all the 
well-known holders of the teaching, and great individuals among the 
Sakyapa, Kagytipa, Nyingmapa, and Gelukpa, as well as spiritual be
nefactors, practitioners of retreat, poor mendicants, and adherents of 
the Yungdrung Pon tradition,1178 without partiality. Among those who 
assembled continually everyday, without number, headed by the many 
great officials of China and Tibet, it was as if there was no one who 
did not obtain, in accord with his or her devotion, a connection [with 
the master], whether through the gift of the doctrine, the removal of 
misfortune, empowerment, or blessing. Free from the fetters of the 
eight worldly concerns, Khyentse Rinpoche eradicated the roots of su~h 
human behaviour as saving face and hope and fear, whether found m 
persons of high or low status. Thus, his career was that of a kin~ aI?ong 
those who had renounced worldly activity and the cares of thIs lIfe. 

Khyentse Rinpoche spent about thirteen years, altogether, perfo.r~
ing the rites of service and attainment for many of the favoured deItIes 
of the tantrapi~aka of the ancient and new traditions. He experi~ntiallY 
cultivated each and everyone of the profound [systems of] gUldance, 
and, above all, those of the Hundred Systems of Guidance (khrid-brgya)1l79 
composed by Jetstin [Ktinga] Dro1cok. The fact that he undertook ~o 
accomplish whatever commitments he had assumed alone renders hIS 
career incomparable with that of any other. 

The foregoing remarks constitute but a brief summary of Khyentse 
Rinpoche's outer career, which deals with the three spheres of renun-
ciation, study, and work. . . 

In the Land of Snows, it is well known that there are eIght lIneages 
of attainment or great conveyances: . ' 

(i) The Nyingmapa, or Ancient Translation School, whIch orgmated 
through the kindness of the preceptor [Santarak~ita], the master [Pad
masambhava], and the religious king [Trhisong Detsen]; 
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(i~) The ~adamp~, which is t~e tradition of the venerable master, 

glo:~?us AtI.sa, and IS endowed wIth seven divine doctrines; 
(m) The mstructions of the Path and Fruit which are the . I 
" l' f 'eSSentia splntu~ Ity 0 the great accomplished master Virupa, and have been 

tra~smItted through the glorious Sakyapa and their disciples; 
(IV) The four great and eight minor subsects of the Kagyii, which are 

desce~ded fr~m Marpa, Milarepa, and Takpo Lharje, and have passed 
down InstructI~ns from the lineage offour transmi tted precepts; 1180 

. (v) The glonous Shangpa Kagyii [which maintains] the golden doc
tnn~s of the ~ea~ned and accomplished Khy~ngpo Neljorpa; 
. (VI) Th~ Six-llI~bed Yoga, which emphasises above all the yoga of 
IndestructIble realIty, .and which is the stage of perfection of the king 
of all tantras, the glonous Kalacakra' 

(vii) The true. doctrine of the Pacification of suffering, along with its 
branc~, the Object of Cutting, which is the tradition of the great ac
com~~Ished master Phadampa Sangye; and 

(V~I~) The. Service and Attainment of the Three Indestructible 
Reaht~es, whIch the Vajra Queen actually bestowed on the great ac
complIshed master Orgyenpa. 

Khyentse Rinpoche had immeasurable faith and devotion towards 
~ach of these s~stems, of which the past traditions have been preserved 
m unbroken lmeages. Therefore, scorning physical fatigue and with 
fervent perseverance, he received in full, and without erro~ all their 
sequences of maturation and liberation from tutors connected with the 
sources?f each tr~dit~on. By r~flecting upon them he cleared his doubts; 
an.d whIle expenentlally cultIvating them through meditation he re
~eIVed the blessings of the three secrets and the instructions of close 
lmeages, both in reality and during various visions and dreams from 
the learned and ac~o~plished ~asters of India and Tibet, the p;aceful 
a~d. wrathful medItatIOnal deIties and conquerors, and the host of 
<;lakmls. ~f the three abodes. In these and other ways he had limitless 
pure vI~IOns at. each and every instant. But all this is just vaguely 
IllustratIve; for, In fact, Khyentse Rinpoche never proclaimed his visions 
and supernormal cognitive powers, or made other statements about 
supposed spiritual attainments. For this reason only so much may be 
known. A.bove all, having thoroughly mastered the two stages according 
to those eIght conveyances, he became unimpeded in teaching debate and . . , , 

cOmpOSItIOn, and free from the taints of bewilderment· and thus 
he made f~rt~nate disciples enter his following. This is ~erelY the 
kernel of hIS Inner career. 

In particula~, it says in an indestructible prophetic declaration of the 
great accomplIshed master Thangtong Gyelpo: 1181 

Seven hundred years from now, 
In the middle of Dokam, during a dragon year, 
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A yogin no different from m~, , 
E d ed with five charactenstIcs, 

n ow " I erson 
Will emerge as an appantlOna p . -holder of Nyo. 

'11 b the son of Ga, an awareness " 1182 
He Wl e , , H '11 have a warrior s slgns. 
His element wlll be lron. ~ Wl he will be Do-nga Lingpa, 
Being blessed by Perna Gye p~, of transmitted precepts. 
Endowed with seven succe,sslOns 
Being blessed by Vimalamltr~, 

.. I T ·'1 'DofJe 
He will be Ose ru pel ,'MafijusrI's emanation, Being blessed by the soverelgn~ 
He will be Choki Shenyen, 

, , well as with the Prophetic Inventory of the 
In accordance wlth thls, as ,t, , (d ogs chen sde-gsum lung-byang), 

Three Classes of the Great Perjectwn d r ;her~ Khyentse Rinpoche was 
which was cited above [~. 844], a~bl 0 pro~hetic declarations as one 
repeatedly heralded by mdestructI, e ftransmitted precepts, would 
who, having mastered seven sUC,c~sslOns ~ures' and so he manifestly did. 
greatly benefit th~ tea~hi~g and hVl;~~r:e~1 gra~ely ill and was painfully 

When he was m hls elght~ yea d Y he Tshogyel both revealed 
afflicted, At that time Guru Rmpoche a~ :i:U in the mandala ofVajra-

ering and consecratmg , " h b ttl themselves, empow h d' e he was victorious m tea e k-I Having received their furt er a VlC, "he approached 
1 a. 'fif hear m a pure VlSlon, 

with his obstacles. In hls 1 teent dY 't'ble Seat in India. He climbed 
S P da at the In estruc 1 M _, ; 

the Nine- torey ago, ei hth he met the great master anJus-
it storey-by-storey and, m the, g , d d by piles of books to the 
rlmitra in the guise of a paJ)<;i1ta, ~ur~oun ; with great devotion and 
left and right. Khyentse Rinp~c e ok we a volume from his left and 

M -' ; -mltra too 
prayed, whereupon anJ~sn k 't manuscript of the Verse Summation 
showed it to him. It was a ans oflDiscriminative Awareness. He placed 
Of the Transcendental PerJectwhn ifd d transmitted its intention, saymg, 
,'1 fKh ntse's ea an " " 
It on the crown 0 ye "of all the dialectlcal doctnnes. 
"This is the complete trans~lss~O~t and showed it to him. It appeared 
Then, he took a volume from ~lS n~ ~ ntra oJthe Mirror oJVajrasattva's 
to be entitled the Great PerJectwn, t e ,a , -long-gi rgyud). He placed 

h p dor-sems snymg-gz me " 
Heart (rdzogs-pa c en- o,r d d transmitted its intentIon, saymg, 
it upon the crown of hls hea, ~n 0 the words, meanings, and bles
"This is the complete [transml~slOn f~ d tructible reality in general, 
sings of the secret mantra vehIcle ~t ~er~:ction in particular." Then, 
and of th~ three classes of t,he ~:fi'usrlmitra joyfully dissolved mto 
after makmg some prophecles, ~, If For a moment Khyentse 
light and vanished into the master lmse ~ual contemplation, Having 

'I tered a non-concep h'ch Rinpoche expanslve yen d d outside [the temple], at w 1 

roused himself from it, he proc,ee ~n front of the door. Powerless to 
point there was a great fi~e blaz~~g s material body was burnt to 
do otherwise he entered It and IS gros , 
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nothing. He was transformed into a radiant body of light, thinking, "I am Vimalamitra." 

Moreover, during that same period, the mighty lord among ac
complished masters, Thangtong Gyelpo, revealed himself in a dream, 
blessed Khyentse Rinpoche, and conferred on him instructions and 
further advice; but the master only wrote down the Means for the 
Attainment of the Guru C bla-sgrub). Later, he unsealed these transmitted 
precepts and gradually established the Cycles of the Innennost Spirituality 
of the Accomplished Master (grub-thob thugs-tig-gi skor-nzams), including 
the Root Verses of the Six Stages of Perfection Crdzogs-rim drug-g; rtsa
tshig), the Five Cycles of Attainment Csgrub-skor lnga), and the Gathering 
of the Blood-drinking Sugatas Ckhrag-'thung bde-gshegs 'dus-pa). He also 
had a vision and was blessed by the Lord of Immortality [Amitayus] 
and his consort, whereby he received their extraordinary means for 
attainment. Among them, he established the Root Text of Ca1JQalf, 
Mother of Life (tshe-yum tsa1Jqa-lf'i rtsa-ba). Although he experienced 
these and countless other visions of the myriad deities of the three 
roots, he profoundly intended to preserve their secrecy. Therefore, 
others did not know even a bit about them. 

In particular, though there appear to be many prophetic declarations 
among Khyentse Rinpoche's earlier and later [treasures], he himself stated: 

It is said that: "Treasure-finders are ruined by their 
prophecies.,," Just so, once a so-called prophetic declaration 
is written down it becomes necessary to put its stipulations 
into practice. But no one at all puts them into practice, 
because of which [the prophecies] never exactly strike the 
mark. Too much prattle about them is an ingress for demons! 

Therefore, he neither made prophetic declarations, nor delighted in 
those made by others. This appears to be a point of great Con seq uence. 

JAM YANG KHYENTSE WANGPO'S SEVEN SUCCESSIONS TO THE 
TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS 

(i) Concerning Khyentse Rinpoche's succession to the transmitted pre
cepts [of the distant lineage]: In his sixteenth year, at dawn on Saturday 
6 May 1835 (tenth day, fourth month), he went to the Lotus Light 
Palace on Camaradv!pa in a pure vision. There, in a magnificent moun
tain range, in the midst of especially white cloUds, he met Guru 
Saroruhavajra, surrounded by a host of <;lakin!s. The Guru intentionally 
blessed him, conferred symbolic empowerment, and greatly inspired 
him by foretelling his seven successions to the transmitted precepts. 
Finally, adopting a gaze, he said: 
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Untainted by graspable objects, 
Untarnished by grasping thoughts, . 
Maintaining naked awareness and emptIness -
This is the intention of all buddhas! 

. . . h nished into the master himself, 
Then, together WIth hIS ret~ue .e .~~ality of the Guru had merged 

who consequ.ently. felt. that~ e srlr~h he acquired a natural security 
indivisibly WIth hIS mmd: e~~el or i~y He became utterly enthusias
in the abiding nature of'pn~~r t~a J::u Rinpoche, owing to which he 
tic and prayed one-pomte y . d rece ts and treasures of the 
effortlessly obtained ~l~ the t~a~~~:~as ~nd rantras, along with their 
ancient and new tradItIOnS 0 . transmissions as well as exceed-

. l"b ration and supportmg , .. 
maturatIOn, 1 ~ , . Throu h his experiential cultIvatIon, 
ingly rare contInUOUS ~meages. h g kindled the dying embers of 
teaching and propagatIOn of them, e re 

the teaching... . In his twentieth year, when 
(ii) Concermng hIS earth tre~suresD ·nzang the dakinI of pristine 

Khyentse Rinpoche went to Tra mar n chest' Fro~ it he extracted 
. . 11 offered him a treasure· R 

cogmtIOn actua Y C· nate One as Mind at est 
the Doctrinal Cycle of the. Great _ s~~P~~~:-skor) and the remains of 
(thugs-rje chen-po sems-nyzd ng~~~shO Nyingdrung he brought for~h 
twenty-one brahmans. From A. t of the Guru's Four Bodzes 

of h M fior the ttammen OJ 
the Cycle OJ t e eans . d relics emanated from a tooth 
(bla-ma sku-bzhi'i sgrub-thabs-ky~skor) ~~ out and offered to him by [the 
of Guru Rinpoche. These ~ereA r~~g u Yutso he discovered the Cycle 
protector] Nyencen Thang a. t R~~~s rtsa-gsum sgyu-'phrul drva-ba'i 
of the Magical Net of the ~h~~elri the ~ycle of the Universal Gathering 
skor); and at Terlung Pemel . , k· skor) which was brought out 
of the Three. Roots (rtsa-gsum d:i~~~~s~~ offer~d to him. In addition to 
by the magIcal power of the . t for some of the root texts he 
these there w~re many ot~~.r~ b:t ex~; for the Cycle of the Attainment 
was not permItted. to est~ .IS t em·thu s-s rub yid-bzhin nor-bu'i skor) 
of Mind as the Wzsh-fulfzllmg Gem ( g gbh aBed] "Blazing with 

. . e [of Padmasam ava, c 
and the representatIVe.lma

g 
" hich rested at Tsike Norbu Piinsum; 

the Glory of AccomplIshment ,w t nd establish them. 
d Ch ur Lingpa to extrac a G 

he exhorte ogy of the Means for the Attainment of the u.ru 
In general, the Four Cycles OJ CI 1'the Great Perfection whzch 

(bla-sgrub skor bzhi-ka), the Three . asses o(b . o'i thugs-tig rdzogs-chen 
are the Innermost Spirituality of Valrocalna b aln-rthe combined treasure 

ppear to have a so ee d . sde-gsum), et cetera, a L. [which they discovere ] m 
troves of this master and Chogyur mgpa, 

common.. t asures which supplement them: 
(iii) Concermng the reconcealed re) Guru Rinpoche appeared to 

In 1859 (do:z-grub, ~arth s~eep y~a;he great treasure-finder Sangye 
Khyentse Rlnpoche ill the lorm 0 
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Lingpa, gave him a volume, and blessed him. With that extraordinary 
pure vision as the inception, the careers of the treasure-finders and all 
their extant treasure doctrines shone clearly in Khyentse Rinpoche's 
mind; and he was authorised to be the successor to their transmitted 
precepts. In this way, most of the yellow scrolls which had been recon
cealed as treasures by their respective previous discoverers were brought 
forth by the gakinls of pristine cognition and handed down to him, 
whereupon he deciphered them. Some he established by glancing at 
the symbolic script, or because, without efforts, they were self-clarifying 
in the expanse of his intention. During these occasions Guru Rinpoche 
appeared in person, or in the forms of the various treasure-finders, and 
bestowed upon him the maturation and liberation [of the treasures] in 
their entirety, all at once. With most wonderful perseverance, his emi
nence Jamgon Lodro Thaye implored Khyentse Rinpoche again and 
again to rediscover even a portion of the ancient treasures of which the 
lineages had been broken altogether. Accordingly, he found a great 
many close lineages of reconcealed treasure. These are preserved in the 
Store of Precious Treasure. 

(iv) Concerning his profound treasures of intention: In 1848 (earth 
monkey), his twenty-ninth year, while en route to Central Tibet, 
Khyentse Rinpoche performed the feast offering of the tenth day at 
Cangdrok Gegyel. Guru Rinpoche actually revealed himself to him and 
gave his blessing. When Khyentse Rinpoche offered worship before 
the representative image of Saroruhavajra at Samye, which had been 
discovered among the treasures of Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer, the image 
actually turned into Saroruhavajra and gave him blessing and instruc
tion, on the basis of which he brought forth the Doctrinal Cycle of the 
Innermost Spirituality of Saroruha, which is the Secret Attainment, among 
the Three Cycles of the Means for the Attainment of the Guru (bla-sgrub 
skor-gsum-gyi gsang-sgrub mtsho-skyes snying-thig-gi chos-skor). In 
January/February 1855 (rgyal zla-ba, wood tiger), during his thirty-fifth 
year, when he performed the rites of the service and attainment of the 
Immortal Wish-granting Wheel ['chi-med yid-bzhin 'khor-lo, the name of 
a form of White Tara] he actually beheld the visage of the sublime 
Tara, who harmoniously chanted her ten-syllable mantra and blessed 
him. 1183 Later, when he had also been blessed by three masters who 
had accomplished immortality, 1184 he brought forth the Doctrinal Cycle 
of the Innermost Spirituality of the Sublime Lady (,phags-ma'i snying-thig-gi 
chos-skor). The origins of the Cycle of the Innermost Spirituality of the 
Accomplished Master have already been described [po 804]. These 
treasures ofKhyentse Rinpoche are supreme among the treasures of in ten
tion, for they comprise verses of indestructible reality which are no diffe
rent from the tantras, and are beyond the conceptions of ordinary people. 

(v) Concerning Khyentse Rinpoche's recollections: Once, while 
travelling in Tibet, when he passed through the lower valley of Uyuk 
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in Tsang, he remembered precisely the place and time at which, for
merly, as the great Cetsun, he had passed away in the body of light. 
On the basis of this, he established the Innennost Spirituality of Cetsiin 
(lce-btsun snying-thig).1185 Then, when he remembered his previous life 
as Langdro Konjung, he brought to light the Attainment of Longevity) 
the Innennost Spirituality of Vairocana (tshe-sgrub bai-ro'i thugs-tig), the 
Alchemy of White Sirrzhavaktra (seng-gdong dkar-mo'i bcud-len) , et cetera. 

(vi) Concerning his pure visions: As exemplified by the aforemen
tioned Cycle of Instructions on CalJejalz) Mother of Life) from the Innennost 
Spirituality of Immortality (,chi-med thugs-tig-gi tshe-yum tsalJeja-lf'i gdams
skor), a recension of the Means for the Attainment of the Guru according 
to the Innennost Spirituality of Longcenpa) [entitled] "Sealed with the 
Seminal Point)) (klong-chen snying-thig-gi bla-sgrub thig-le'i rgya-can-gyi 
yig-cha) , 1186 and the Meansfor the Attainment of the Guru Chogyur Lingpa) 
the Gathering of the Families of the Three Bodies (mchog-gling bla-sgrub 
sku-gsum rigs-'dUS),1187 there were undoubtedly many, but he confined 
the actual propagation to those alone. 

(vii) Concerning the aural lineage: While Khyentse Rinpoche was 
residing in the great pilgrimage centre of Dzongsho Deshek Dupa, he 
had a pure vision in which he approached the Sailkarakuta Caitya. 
There, in each of the eight directions there were arrayed the Eight 
Emanations of the Guru, and, at the centre, all of them gathered together 
as Guru Rinpoche. They bestowed upon him, as an aural lineage, the 
heart of the maturation and liberation of the Eight Transmitted Precepts 
of Great Attainment, the Peaceful and Wrathful Deities of the Magical 
Net, and so forth; and he established them. 

All the above constitutes merely the essence of Khyentse Rinpoche's 
secret career. 

In his seventy-thirq year, after completing, for the while, such marvel
lous and wonderful deeds, on the morning of Monday 18 April 1892 
(twenty-first day, second month, water male dragon year), 1188 Khyentse 
Rinpoche scattered some flowers and gave many benedictions, after 
which, equipoised in contemplation, he withdrew from the array of his 
physical body into the expanse of the great master Vimalamitra's inten
tion. Thereafter, just as had been prophesied, his emanational basis at 
Mount Wu-t'ai-shan made simultaneously manifest the array of five 
emanational bodies. 1189 So it is that [as the several Khyentse Rinpoches] 
he has performed, and continues to perform, inconceivable acts on 
behalf of the teaching and living creatures. 

25 ]amgiin Kongtrnl Lodro Thaye 

[676 5-693 6] Jam .. y" . . gon onten Gyamtso Lod .. Th 1190 
presence of the great translator V . {o aye was the actual 
pr.ophesied him in both name an~I~~~~na .. h~ BU.dd.ha himself clearly 
Kmg of Contemplation: ' as It IS saId In the Sutra of the 

I prophesy one Lodro Thaye 

~ho will do much to benefi/ sentient beings 
~Ike the conqueror Maitreya, of infinite fam~ 
n whose hand rests supreme contemplation. ' 

Also it says in th S - .+ h 
' . e utra OJ t e Descent to Lanka (Ch.10, v.803): 

In th~ penod following that, 
A gUIde who is called Lodro 
Will teach five knowledges 
And come forth as a great warrior. 

Moreover, he was clearly and . 
kin? of the doctrine, in the indes;re:c~;~~IY her~ld~d by Orgyen, the 
anCIent and new treasure tr I e ~rop .ecies found In many 
that in the past this master] ~v~s .. n conformIty WIth these [iris known 
and accomplished promulga~or:n~~n I~sdt.he play o~ man~ great .learned 
Teacher's attendant Anand d h Ia and TIbet, IncludIng the 
was the emanation of [the B~da;;h ; ~ ?reat translator Vairocana, who 
ated the teaching of the C a airocana; and thus he had elucid-

Th . . onqueror. 
en, thIS magIcal emanation t k b' h 

the hidden valley of Ron a h 00 Irt, as had been indicated, in 
Zelmogang Dokam t gy p. at t e approach to Perna Lhartse in Drida 
d ' ,a sunnse on Thursd 2 D 

ay, tenth month wate b· d ay ecember 1813 (tenth 
Tendzin Yungdr~ng o/th

ir kye~r, ;urteenth cycle). 1191 His father was 
ters, and his mother w e h Ing y. _ hyung .clan of accomplished mas
abilities beyond the ran:: tf e ~~gmi Trash! Tsho. He had wondrous 
holy visionaries proPhetic~ll:rd~~l:%%e~ons, and many supreme and 
man, who would maintain the teaching

t ~tl1~. wOhu~lddhbecome a great 
. IS C I ood games re-
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. ns as conferring empowerment, teachmg 

flected only such refined actio F hl·S fifth year he mastered the 
. d ·(ng mantras. rom .. 

the doctnne, an reC1l . t] t dy and reflection, by Just bemg 
alphabet, among other [~o.Plcds or s d

U 
cor Orgyen Rinpoche was ef-

h . t U ndlvlde regar l' . 
shown t e scnP.·.. d in reality, contemplative expenences, 
fortlessly born wlthm hIm, an '. . 
and dreams he had only pure ~lSlO~: Kongtrtil awoke to the propen

From about h~s tenth. y.ear, a~go~h a firm resolve to enter the true 
sities of his prevIoUS trammg, da? ,WI nd the other sciences at just a 

. hIed art me !CIne, a h d·d doctnne, e earn , . htforward and gentle, and e 1 

glance. His temperament was stralg .ve power of his knowledge ex-
h· The expressl h 

not transgress IS vows. d th r ways he clearly revealed t e 
panded boundlessl~. ~n. these :~hinOth: percep~ual range of all. Without 
attributes of a holy m~~vldual w 1 ted them through the power of 
striving after necessItieS, he accumu a 

great merit. r hed tutors such as Gyurme 
Under many learned and accom: IS ho knew' the five sciences, 

Thutop Namgyel of Z~cen, a pal) ci ~~e ~n common sciences. Among 
Jamgon Kongtrtil's StUdl~S surpa~se d· d many transmitted precepts 
the uncommon, inner SCIences, e stu Ie 

Jamgon Kongtriil £odro Thaye 
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and commentaries on the intention of the dialectical vehicle, of which 
the foremost were the Madhyamaka, Transcendental Perfection, Vin
aya, the Treasury of the Abhidharma, and the [Five] Doctrines of Mait
reya. He also studied all the utterly uncommon transmitted precepts 
and treasures, which are the great tantrapitaka of the ancient and new 
traditions. His learning, which was not dependent on others, became 
like the expanse of sky, whereby he obtained the exalted level to which 
the renowned title of Sarvajiianamahapar!4ita l192 is meaningfully 
applied. 

Jamgon Kongtrtil took the revered Camgon Ta'i Situ Perna Nyinje 
Wangpo as the crown of his enlightened family [i.e. as his root guru]. 
It was this Situ Rinpoche who disclosed to him the ultimate and defin
itively secret pristine cognition of co-emergent supreme bliss, as 
exemplified by the nectar of the three vows; and, in doing so, granted 
him dominion over the essential true lineage. 

In particular, in the presence of more than fifty spiritual benefac
tors,1193 without partiality, the foremost of them being Khyentse 
Wangpo, the embodiment of MafijusrIgho~a, Jamgon Kongtrtil pursued 
all the traditions of the paths of the eight conveyances, the lineages of 
attainment, which had survived in the Land of Snows; and he completely 
received the entire profound essence of their maturation, liberation, 
and instructions. Not leaving any of these as subjects to be studied 
once, he experientially cultivated each of them and so, with fervent 
perseverance, raised the banner of attainment until he had accomplished 
the attributes which are signs of [success on] the path, just as they are 
described in the texts. In this way he fully mastered the two accomplish
ments. 

When the vase of Jamgon Kongtrtil's mind had been filled with 
textual exegeses and oral explanations of the transmitted precepts, 
treatises, tantras, transmissions and esoteric instructions, along with 
their rituals, practical techniques, and fine points, he· too composed 
treatises. These form the wonderful legacy of his studies, reflections, 
and meditations: 

(i) The Store which Embraces All Knowledge (shes-bya kun-la khyab-pa'i 
mdzod) excellently presents the entire corpus of the siitra and mantra 
traditions, from the paths of the common sciences all the way up to 

the uncommon Great Perfection, or Atiyoga, which is the culmination 
of the nine vehicles. 

(ii) The Store of Precious Instructions (gdams-ngag rin-po-che'i mdzod) 
brings together the essential roots of the eight great conveyances, which 
are lineages of attainment, and the utterly profound essences of their 
maturation and liberation. 

(iii) The Mantra Store of the Lineages of Transmitted Precepts (bka'
brgyud sngags-kyi mdzod) gathers together the means for attainment and 
mal).cJala ceremonies, and the maturation and liberation, of the trio of 
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- antaka (yang-phur-gshin-gsum) and ot?er trans-Y~ngdak, Kzla, and Yam hicle of indestructible reality accordIng to the 
mltted precepts of the ve d h f the tantrapitaka cycles of the 
Ancient Translation School, an t ose 0 k . 

. h 1 of Marpa and Ngo . 
new translatIOn sc 00 , distils the elixir or refined essence 

(iv) The Store of Precwus Treasured . ed from the sixfold lineage of 
of the ocean of profound treasures env 

the Ancient Translation School. z'n pa'z' mdzod) forms the 
St (thun-mong ma-y -

(v.a) The Uncommon ore" Kon trill's own profound treasures, 
secret, special wealth of Jamgodn g ts which will be explained 
including the yellow scrolls an sacramen , 

below. , d Precepts (rgya-chen bka'-
(v.b) The Extensive ~tore of Tr~ns':~:Ch he composed, and which 

mdzod) compiles the vanous opuscu es . d above 
. h [h ther Stores] mentlone . 

are connected wlt .~ e 0 "I wI brought forth five great stores 
In this way Jamgon Kongtru ne Yd nted l'n the world. These are 

h' h were unprece e . d 
or conveyances, w IC" ed works" of one who, having obtame 
not merely the so-called cOlle~~rived from study and thought in each 
some general understandmg . b a writer and the deSIre to 

d by the deSIre to e . 
field, was urge on d few texts devoid of praiseworthy ments. 
compose, and so. authore aid the vitality of all contmuous 
Rather, it is as If they h~ve pr~ :n~ebias as their death approached. 
transmissions of the teachmg, wlt o~l' 'r which produced over 

. J "n Kongtru s caree , 
So if we examme amgo . , . as if he spent his whole 
ninety volumes of wonderful scnpture, It IS 

life as an author. . . ks of his teaching and propagation of the 
None the less, If one thIn ., t uctl'ons recitational transmlS-

'd e esotenc Ins r, d 
empowerments, gUI anc , , d new sutras and tantras, an 

(." th of the anCIent an h' 
sions, and so lor , 'thout bias it is as if he spent IS 'd ts and treasures, WI , 'h 
transmltte precep 'And if one investIgates ow, 
whole life t~aching an? ~ropag~tl~;~f acc~mulation and purification, 
beginning wlth the pr~hmmar~ y g of creation and perfection as
he experientially cultl~ated t e ~taJes f mandalas it seems as if he 
sociated with inconce~va?le, myna rSea~ hous~' seal~d up with mud. 
passed the length of hIS. hfe m a r~t "Kongtrtil expanded the new 

Likewise, if one conSIders how amgfon, ent in Tsandra Rincen 
' , t the places 0 attamm ld 

monastic commumtles a "and how he renovated many 0 T akl194 and Dzongsho Deshek Dupa, , b f new repres-
r " d' oncelVable num ers 0 

establishments, commlSSIOne mc h d 'nd performed more than 
entations of the buddha-body, speec ,~n mIt l'n'volvl'ng mandala clus-

' f at attammen , , one hundred and fifty ntes 0 gre P , Jewels and venerated the 
h ' the Three recIOus , 

ters offered wors lp to '1' connection WIth the ten 
' " hort hIS egacy m , , 1 

monastic commumty - m s . .' . e assed his whole life diligent y 
modes of doctnnal conduct -It IS as Ifh, l?t In these ways [hIS career] 

, h f work and aCtlvi y, , 
engaged m the sp e~e ~ each of those who are truly sublIme. was inconceivable, wnhm only the r 
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Above all, concerning ]amgon Kongtriil's succession to the transmit
ted precepts of profound treasures: When the master was in his fifteenth 
year he met Guru Rinpoche in a pure vision and received his blessing. 
On that basis many profound, pure visionary doctrines and numerous 
Successions to the transmitted precepts of the earth treasures came to 
him, but he remained indifferent to them. Hence, for the time being, 
the auspicious coincidence was lost, owing to which it so happened 
that inwardly there were signs of the <.Iiikinls' agitation, and outwardly, 
too, he appeared to be extremely ill. At that time [his consciousness] 
transferred out of his body, whether in reality or in a dream he could 
not tell. He met Guru Rinpoche and his consort and conversed with 
them a great deal. Finally, they advised him to retake his incarnate 
existence, at which he experienced himself to be back in his own physical 
frame. Encouraged by that dream omen, and by the venerable ]amyang 
Khyentse Wangpo, he established the PrayerfUl Offering to the Gracious 
Goddess (bka'-drin lha-mo'i gsol-kha), whereupon a most radiant spher
ical canopy of rainbows arose in the cloudless sky, and his physical 
constitution, too, became clear [i.e. free from ailment]. 

When J amgon Kongtriil was performing the rites of service and 
attainment for the Gathering of the Guru's Intention, in a dream he met 
Guru Rinpoche who conferred on him the blessing of the four empow
erments, along with the syllables of the mantra, saying "This will remove 
obstacles to your life during this [astrologically inauspicious] year. 
Later, in a few years, we shall meet in reality and my instructions and 
advice will come forth gradually." [How] the meaning intended [came 
to pass will be revealed below]. 

During his fortieth year J amgon Kongtriil met the great treasure
finder Chogyur Lingpa for the first time, and their minds were merged 
together. He applied in practice the special prophetic inventories which 
he was given. Furthermore, when they opened the place of pilgrimage 
at Dzongsho Deshek Diipa, the all-seeing Khyentse Rinpoche and the 
great treasure-finder Chogyur Lingpa together requested the master to 
be seated upon the lofty throne of the doctrine in Citta Sangpuk (Secret 
Cave of Mind). There, they presented him with great offerings as an 
auspicious token, in connection with which they rang the great bell 
proclaiming his enthronement under the title Chime Tenyi ¥ungdrung 
Lingpa, which had been conferred upon him by Orgyen, the knower 
of the three times. Afterwards, they offered him fervent requests, in 
connection with prayers for his continuing longevity, concerning the 
need to restore the auspicious circumstance [for the discovery] of pro
found treasure, which previously had declined. In this way, the door 
of good auspices was opened wide. 

Then, gradually, as had been predicted by the venerable Khyentse 
Rinpoche, the inventory of treasure at Lhamdo Burmo Trak came into 
]amgon Kongtrtil's 'possession and the master himself developed ex-
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. . In his fifty-eighth year he extracted t e oc-
traordinary clear vl~IOns. he Three Roots' Intention (rtsa-gsum dgongs-pa 
trines of the Gathenng oft .. in Lhamdo Burmo. From Kumcok Decen 
'dus-pa) from Decen Pemako 11 f the Doctrinal Background for 
Cave he brought forth ~he y~:o:~~~ten~ion (rtsa-gsum dgongs-'dus-~yi 
the Gathenng of the T. ree b f Hllmkara et cetera; from Un 
rgyab-chos shog-ser), the secret ro e 0 nt~tive image of Guru Pad-

Jetsun Cave in Pem,~ Lh~rtse~i~hr6~~~e Fortune's Glory", longevity 
masambhava called Blazmg d d at Maratika, the great 

R · he had compoun e 
pills which Guru mpoc r . us king Trhisong Detsen's sash 
Preceptor Santarak~ita's robe, the re Ig

T
I0 h. Terdzong the Doctrinal 

f M ng Trugu ras 1 , , 
and so forth; rom _ ~r~ . n 0 the Gathering of the Three Roots 
Background for the f?aktn! ~ectlO kh if, _, gro'i rgyab-chos), the Cycle of the 
Intention (rtsa-gsu~ dgongs

if
- /j's ~ -r a Mother of Life (tshe-yum tsalJej,a-lf'z 

Means for the Attamment 0 alJ. a~) k Sheldrak Odzong, the yellow 
sgrub-skor), among others; ::ns ;; :he Attainment of Amitayus and 
scrolls of the Cycles of the . sgrub-skor-gyi shog-ser) , the 
Hayagrfva (tshe-dpag-med dan~ rta-mgnn . from Tsang-rok Trashi 

·11 f M ndarava et cetera, . 
longevity pI s 0 a d 'ellow scrolls of the Meansfor the Attam-
Tsekdzong the sacraments an y -brgyad-kyi dam-rdzas dang sgrub
ment of the Eight Closest Sons (nye-srcas f Yeshe Tshogyel at Tsandra 

) d f the Secret ave 0 h 
thabs shog-ser ; an rom £ h h ellow scroll of the cycles of t e 
Rincen Trak,. he brought ~rt t~ t~: Transmitted Precepts olthe Father 
means for attamment belongmg .r h Mother Consort of the Secret 

h 7: itted Precepts OJ t e ) 
Consort and t. ~ 1 r~nsm h. b-bka' yum-bka'i sgrub-skor shog-ser , 
Innermost Spzntualuy (gsang-t z? ya 1 reness-ho1ders 1195 and so 

. f h· t n Immorta awa , 
the longevity pIlls 0 t lr ee h also found an indescribable 

n Together with each treasure trove e 1 b. 
o . . 1 brme sacramenta 0 Jects. 
number of exceedmg y su 1. hl.ch did not come into 

t"ll certam treasures w 
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Chogyur Lingpa had unearthed the doctrinal treasure of the Attainment 
of Mind, the DisPelkr of All Obstacks, but had not been able to establish 
its yellow scroll, Khyentse Rinpoche had helped by assisting With the 
establishment. So, on this particular occasion, too, he promised to help 
Jamgiin Kongtriil with the establishment of the Gathen'ng of the Three 
Roots'Intention, the Group of Doctrines which Gather Together the Five 
Great Stores in their Entirety (rtsa-gsum dgongs-'dus mdzod-chen rnam-lnga 
yongs-'dus-kyi chos-sde). Then, gradually, the mantra protectress Ekajarj 
clearly revealed in visions on two Occasions the decipherment of the 
symbolic scripts, the time to release the sealed transmitted precepts, and so forth. 

Once, especially, during the evening of the twenty-ninth, [month 
and year unspecified], the venerable Khyentse Rinpoche experienced 
a pure vision of the guru, Jamgiin Kongtriil himself, manifested in the 
form of the accomplished awareness-holder HUl)lkara, whereupon there 
arose within him a visionary clarity in which he was given the empow
erments, guidance, and esoteric instructions of the Gathering of the 
Three Roots' Intention. He said that owing to this the entire significance 
of the yellow scroll clearly emerged from his mind. 

Also, among [the texts of] the Gathering of the Three Roots' Intention, 
the two J amgons together catalogued the Group of Doctrines of the Su
preme Attainment of the Guru, the Awareness-holder (bla-ma rig-'dzin 
mchog-sgrub-kyi chos-sde). It appears that if they had followed the great 
decipherment of the symbolic script of the <;Iakinjs this text would have 
turned out as long as Sangye Lingpa's Gathering of the Guru's Intention. 
None the less, they agreed that if they were to follow the medium de
cipherment it would be of a suitable intermediate length, and that this 
would be best. They had established only about six chapters when they 
were interrupted by the visit of certain aristocrats and the venerable 
Khyentse Wangpo fell ill. That the time to discover the remaining 
portion was lost appears to have been the fault of the feeble merits of the world at large. 1197 

During that period, whatever first arose in the venerable Jamgon 
Kongtriil's mind subsequently developed effortlessly, like the flow of 
a river. I;>akinls congregated and many other extraordinary omens oc
curred. Once, at dawn, he experienced a clear vision in which there 
appeared a perfectly arrayed temple. Inside of it sat one who, he thought, 
was Guru Rinpoche in essence, but the venerable Khyentse Rinpoche 
in form, and Whose body of light, [the coalescence of] appearance and 
emptiness, revealed no definite form. Jamgon Kongtriil bowed down 
in reverence and repeated after Khyentse Rinpoche the refuge, cultiva
tion of the enlightened attitUde, and sevenfold service according to the 
Daily Yoga of the Awareness-holder Crig-'dzin rgyun-gyi rnal-'byor). 
Khyentse Rinpoche, having performed the creation of the deity and 
the invocation of bleSSing, then took up a vase and placed it on the 
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crown of Jamgon Kongtriil's head. He conferred on him the secret 
empowerment consisting of the "enlightened mind" [produced] in union 
with a consort. In the empowerment of discerning pristine cognition, 
he entrusted him with awareness in the form of a woman. Then, 
Khyentse Rinpoche projected forth from his heart a crystal and showed 
it to Jamgon Kongtriil , saying, "All things are primordially pure, clear 
from the depths, like a piece of crystal. Whatever arises is the expression 
of luminosity, spontaneously present, just like the luminouS glow of a 
crystal radiating outwards." Having conferred introduction on him that 
way,\198 his body vanished. Then, reappearing in the form of an active 
heruka, he instantly summoned the protectors of the transmitted pre
cepts and treasures, so that it was as if [the place] was seething with 
their presence. At Khyentse Rinpoche's order Jamg

on 
Kongtriil was 

entrusted with their transmitted precepts. Then, after Khyentse Rin
poche had granted permissory initiation and the entrustment of his 
instructions, Jamgon Kongtriil heard many verses, which seemed like 
prophetic inventories, at the end of which he was roused from this 
spiritual experience. During the song of indestructible reality at [a 
subsequent] feast offering blissful heat forcefully arose within him and 
he grew exhilarated. Other signs marking the great descent of blessing 

also emerged, The yellow scroll of the Father Consort and Mother Consort, [Trans-
mitted Precepts] of the Secret Innermost Spirituality (gsang-thig yab-yum) 
was also established with the venerable Khyentse Rinpoche. Jamgon 
Kong

triil 
himself established the Seven Chapters on the Profound Path 

(lam-z
ab 

/e'u-bdun-ma) and had a pure vision of one Pema Rikdzin, in 
the guise of Guru Padmasambhava, who thrice conferred on him its 

recitational transmission, When J amgo
n 

Kongtriil reported to the venerable guru [Khyentse 
Rinpoche] that he had reason to discover, at Dagam Wangpuk, the 
Doctrinal Cycle of the Means for the Attainment of the Seven Lines (tshig
bdun sgrub-thabs-kyi chos-skor) in the form of a pure vision and aural 
lineage, he was offered representative symbols of the five wheels of 
inexhaustible ornament, as well as writing materials, and was encour
aged to establish it. Accordingly, when he had mostly completed its 
establishment the twO masters together performed the feast offering of 
the emanational body, Saroruhavajra, and the venerable Khyentse Rin-

poche experienced extraordinary visions, 
When he established the Means for the Attainment of TroW Cgro-lod 

sgrub-thabs) at the "tiger den" of Rongme Karmo, the tWO masters 
performed feast offerings together, at which time the venerable 
Khyentse Rinpoche had a vision of tWO huge scorpions, white and 
black. He said that it was a portent of great severity 1199 
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26 Mipham Jamyang Namgyel Gyamtso 

[693.6-713.5] Mipham Jamyang Namgyel Gyamtso,1205 the great prom
ulgator of the teaching of the Ancient Translation School was born in 
1846 (fire horse year, fourteenth cycle) at a place well known as Yacu 
Tingcung, on the banks of the slow-flowing [Yalung] River in Dokam. 
His father was Gonpo Targye of the Lha clan of Ju, and his mother 
was Mukpodongza Singcungma. His paternal uncle, On Lama Perna 
Targye, conferred the name Mipham Gyamtso as a crown upon 
him. 

From his childhood he naturally possessed all the powers of the 
enlightened family of the greater vehicle, such as faith, renunciation, 
discriminative awareness, and compassion. From his sixth or seventh 
year he memorised the Ascertainment of the Three Vows and studied the 
preliminaries of astrology and divination. From about his tenth year 
on, he had an unobstructed command of reading and writing, and so 
he began to make all kinds of oral compositions. From the beginning 
of his twelfth year, he lived as an ordinary student and monk at Mehor 
Sa-nga Choling in Ju, which was a branch monastery of Zecen [Zhecen] 
Tenyi Targye Ling, in the doctrinal lineage of Orgyen Mindroling. At 
that time he was praised by all as a learned young monk. 

In his fifteenth year Mipham studied for some days an ancient text 
of the Svarodaya and he learned it completely after praying to MafijusrI. 
He propitiated MafijusrI in the form of V§dlsirpha for eighteen months 
at the hermitage of Junyung and, by performing the pill rites (ril-bu'i 
las-sbyor) , 1206 he obtained extraordinary signs [of accomplishment]. 
From then on he did not fail to master whatever texts he chanced to 
examine, including those concerning siitras, mantras, and sciences. 
Therefore, he said that he did not have to study anything apart from 
simple exegetical transmissions. 1207 

When he was in his seventeenth year disturbances in Nyarong caused 
all the nomadic herdsmen to migrate to Golok, and the venerable 
Mipham went there, toO. 1208 From about this time he became known 
for his great skill in arithmetic (sa_ris).1209 
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From Peltrtil Orgyen Jikme Choki Wangpo, Mipham received the 
discriminative awareness chapter of the Introduction -to the Conduct of 
a Bodhisattva (Ch.9) in five days, whereupon he totally mastered the 
words and meaning of the text in its entirety. Later, he also composed 
the Commentary on the Discriminative Awareness Chapter (sher-tfk), and 
so forth. 1211 

In particular, practising the three means to delight the guru, he at
tended on the lotus feet of Perna Osel Do-nga Lingpa, or Jamyang 
Khyentse Wangpo, who was the lord of his enlightened family [i.e. his 
root guru] owing to connections established through the deeds 'of his 
former lives. This master regarded Mipham as his unique inner spiritual 
son; so, having first given him the permissory initiation of White Maii
jusrf according to the System of kfati, he opened for him the gateways 
of the doctrine. From that time onwards, as if filling a pot to the brim, 
Khyentse Rinpoche bestowed on Mipham many approaches to the 
ordinary and special textual traditions, the especially sublime texts of 
the sutras and of the mantras which had come down through his 
close lineages, and all the maturation, liberation, supporting transmis
sions, esoteric instructions, practical techniques, and guidance which 
lays bare the teaching, for all transmitted precepts, treasures, and 
pure visions belonging to the most secret vehicle of indestructible 
reality. 

Moreover, at one time or another, he received the ordinary sciences 
from Jamgon Lodro Thaye, including the Grammar of Candragomin 
and the methods for refining mercury, as well as such special maturing 
empowerments and liberating instructions as those of Maiijusrf) Lord 
of Life) Iron-like and Iron-evil ('jam-dpal tshe-bdag lcags-'dra lcags
sdig).1212 From many spiritual benefactors, including Padmavajra, the 
preceptor of Dzokcen Monastery, he received limitless cycles of teaching 
concerning the sutras, mantras, and sciences. He did not just receive 
these teachings and leave it at that, but he truly cultivated them experi
entially. Primarily because Mipham had trained himself well during 
innumerable lives and so possessed the cultivated potential of the posit
ive enlightened family, and secondly, since [that potential] had been 
totally aroused by the guru's compassion and power to transfer the 
blessing of his intention, Mipham thoroughly mastered all the profound 
and vast topics of the Sugata's scriptures, by means of the four modes 
of genuine individual awareness, and without contradicting the four 
kinds of reliance. Thus, he mastered the vision of naturally present 
pristine cognition, which is extensive as the sky, and liberated the eight 
great treasures of brilliance. 

From the spiritual benefactor Ju-on Jikme Dorje, Mipham received 
the transmission of the root text of the Verse Summation of the Transcend
ental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness, and immediately afterwards 
he discoursed upon it for one month. Then, when he studied the 
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Introduction to the Madhyamaka under Ngawang lungne, the spiritual 
benefactor of Bumsar, he requested only the exegetical transmission, 
so as not to trouble that master. On the very day the master completed 
the exegetical transmission, he ordered Mipham to sit for an examina
tion. Starting from the very beginning, Mipham explained the Introduc
tion to the Madhyamaka with the result that the spiritual benefactor 
praised him in the midst of the assembly, saying, "Though I have 
obtained the title 'spiritual benefactor', I do not even possess a fraction 
of his intellect!" 

In the presence of Ponlop Loter Wangpo he studied the Treasury of 
Logical Reason (tshad-ma rigs-gter); and from Solpon Perna he received 
the exegetical transmissions of varied texts, including the Doctrines of 
Maitreya and the Bodhisattva Level, through their continuous lineages 
alone. Immediately afterwards, Mipham gave extensive discourses upon 
them. Illustrated in this way, all the meanings of the siitras, tantras, 
and the commentaries on their intention poured forth spontaneously 
from his mind. He roamed freely, like a fearless lion, in the midst of 
the multitudes who propounded myriad textual traditions. That he was 
unimpeded in teaching, discourse, composition of textual comment
aries, and so forth, was demonstrably visible to all. No one at all could 
deny it. 

The master himself said: 

During my childhood there were many excellent spiritual 
benefactors of the ancient and new traditions alive, so it was 
like an era in which the wheel of the doctrine was turned. 
None the less, I did not study much apart from, in Peltriil 
Rinpoche's presence, the discriminative awareness chapter 
of the Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva. Later, by 
the kindness of my guru and that of my favoured deity, the 
hard points of texts would become unravelled without great 
difficulty when I merely read over them. Moreover, during 
the beginning of my studies I found it easier to learn the 
works of the new schools and the texts of the ancient schools 
seemed hard to understand. Still, this being solely due to 
my own lack of understanding, I thought that these profound 
texts of the lineage of awareness-holders certainly harboured 
great essential points of true understanding. Apart from that, 
I did not experience the arising of doubts even for a moment. 
In consequence, my own discriminative awareness came to 
be fully mature. Later, when I looked at them, I saw that 
all the profound essential points were only to be found in 
the doctrinal traditions which had been transmitted through 
the precious lineages of the Ancient Translation School; so 
especially great certainty was born within me. 
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Therefore, when those who are most sublime repudiate the wrong 
understandings of others and so forth, in order to preserve perfectly 
the treasury of the true doctrine, it is done in association with a great 
purpose. Just so, after the debate between the supreme scholar Lozang 
Rapsel and this master, in which they had alternately sent one another 
refined gifts of eloquence, their minds merged, and they scattered the 
flowers of mutual praise. 12l3 

When Mipham Rinpoche was looking over the Exposition of Valid 
Cognition he had a dream in which one who was Sakya PaJ)gita in 
essence appeared to him in the guise of a learned and accomplished 
master from India, the tip of his nose slightly crooked, and said, "What 
is there that you do not understand in the Exposition of Valid Cognition? 
It has two parts, refutation and proof." Then, he divided a volume of 
the Exposition of Valid Cognition into two parts and handed it to Mipham, 
saying, "Combine these two together!" No sooner had he combined 
them than they turned into a sword, and all things that may be known 
appeared before him. Swinging that sword once, it clearly appeared to 
Mipham that he cut through them all in an instant, without impediment. 
Consequently, he said, there was not a single word in the Exposition 
of Valid Cognition which he did not understand. 

On perusing the Root Text of the Vinaya Sutra for the first time, 
Mipham found it a little hard to understand. Later, when he was reading 
once over the books of the Kangyur, he read the thirteen volumes of 
the Vinaya one time, owing to which, he said, there was nothing at all 
which he did not understand in the Root Text of the Vinaya Sutra. 

Moreover, regarding such uncommon, profound points as the distinc
tions between the older and later [schools of] Tibet, without poring 
over books, and so forth, the channels of his awareness opened up 
when he was absorbed in the rites of service and attainment, and he 
was blessed by the guru and his favoured deity, owing to which [the 
knowledge of those topics] naturally arose in his mind. Therefore, he 
said that there was no way whatsoever for him not to write. 

Once, on an auspicious day, the venerable Khyentse Rinpoche had 
volumes containing the fine texts of the sutras, mantras, and sciences, 
of which the continuous transmissions were rare, and the subject-matter 
important, arranged on the altar; and then he made vast offerings. He 
had the venerable Mipham sit before them on top of a high throne 
covered with a kaptse I214 and empowered him as master of the doctrine, 
saying, "I am entrusting the transmitted precepts of these books to 
you. Hereafter, you must preserve them without decline by means of 
teaching, debate, and composition. You must clarify the precious teach
ing of the Conqueror in this world system for a long time!" Then, he 
was given valuable offerings representing the buddha-body, speech and 
mind, including a scroll-painting of White Tara and a handwritten 
prayer for his continuing longevity, which was based on his various 
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pa). The best of learned, dignified and accomplished masters, Peltriil 
Rinpoche, was secured as a witness and they debated for many days. 
Ordinary persons could not tell who was the victor and who the loser, 
except to say which arguments agreed with their own opinions. At that 
point one Lama Rikcok asked Peltrtil Rinpoche which of the two was 
victorious. He answered, "1 neither know how to decide it, nor how 
to conclude it. There is a worldly proverb which goes, 'A son is not 
praised by his father, but by his enemy. A daughter is not praised by 
her mother, but by the neighbourhood.' Just so, during the early part 
of the dispute Do-nga's monks told me that they clearly saw a ray of 
light emanate from the heart of Lama Mipham's image of MafijusrI
gho~a, which is the representation of his meditational deity, and vanish 
into the lama's heart. That sums it all up." 

At that time, too, Peltrul Rinpoche gave them this command, "Japa 
Do-nga has written a commentary on [the line]: Great Perfection is the 
matrix of all pristine cognition. 1216 It seems that some consider it to be 
refutable and others provable. Therefore, conduct a direct exchange 
on it." 

The venerable Mipham was victorious, whereupon Peltrul Rinpoche 
authorised him to compose exegetical commentaries on the tantras, 
transmissions, and esoteric instructions. 1 actually heard this story from 
the lord of my own enlightened family, Ling Lama Chojor Gyamtso, 
who was the personal disciple of both these masters [Peltrul Rinpoche 
and Mipham Rinpoche]. 

Later, at the king among places of attainment, the "tiger den" of 
Karmo, Mipham Rinpoche planted the banner of attainment for a 
period ofthirteel} years. Above all, when he performed the ritual service 
of MafijusrI-Yamantaka, Lord of Life, the deity on whom, in accord 
with his fortune, his flower had alighted, it is said that there arose, 
without exception, all the signs which are described in the texts. 
Moreover, when he passed many years in retreat he never recited, he 
said, a single rosary mechanically, or with eyes distracted, but [remained 
absorbed] one-pointedly in the yogas of creation and perfection, as they 
are explained in the texts. 

One time, Mipham went into Khyentse Rinpoche's presence. "How 
did you apply yourself to experiential cultivation when you stayed in 
retreat?" he was asked. 

"While pursuing my studies", Mipham answered, "1 made conclusive 
investigations, and while performing the ritual service of the medita
tional deity in retreat 1 have taken care to see that 1 have reached the 
limits of the stage of creation." 

"Those are difficult. The great all-knowing Longcenpa said, 'Not 
doing anything, you must come to rest right where you are.' 1 have 
done just that. By so resting I have not seen anything with white flesh 
and a ruddy complexion that can be called the 'face of mind'. None 
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actually taking rebirth. If this were a past age, approximating 
that in which the brothers from Mindroling [Terdak Lingpa 
and Locen DharmasrI] were alive, I might well benefit the 
teaching and living creatures in all sorts of ways. But now, 
by dint of time, such things are difficult; so, after this, I 
have no reason to take birth in impure realms ever again. 
Remaining only in pure lands it is the nature of reality that, 
by the power of aspirations, sublime ones eternally and in
cessantly give rise to the dramatic play of emanation, which 
trains each in accord with his needs, .. 

On about Wednesday 9 May (twenty-second day), he said, "Now 
that I have finally recovered from my nervous ailment I never have 
sensations of pain. Each day and night there only arise the visions of 
All-Surpassing Realisation - rainbows, light rays and points, and the 
manifestations of the bodies and realms [of the buddhas].,,1221 

He gave audience to his faithful disciples and benefactors, who had 
gathered from all directions, and said prayers, They asked him to 
prolong his life for the sake of the teaching and living creatures, but 
he replied, "Now, I certainly shall not stay, and I will not be born 
again. I have reason to go to Shambhala in the north.,,1222 

On Friday 14 June 1912 (twenty-ninth day, fourth month, water 
mouse), during. his sixty-seventh year, Mipham Rinpoche assumed the 
posture of a bodhisattva, with his left hand evenly placed in his lap 
and his right in the gesture of teaching; and his mind became meditat
ively equipoised in the expanse of the original ground, free from corrup
tion. Afterwards, when his precious remains were offered up on the 
pyre, tents of rainbow light and other wonderful and excellent omens 
appeared to all those gathered, in common. Lama Osel earnestly strove 
to perform the funeral rites following the master's demise in such a 
way as to fulfil all of his intentions. 

Among the personal disciples of this master the foremost were Dodrup 
Jikme Tenpei Nyima, the treasure-finder Sogyel [Lerap Lingpa], Dzok
cen Trtilku V and the Dzokcen Gemang, Zhecen Rapjam and Zhecen 
Gyeltsap, 1223 Katok Situ, 1224 Pelytil Gyatrtil, Andzom Drukpa, 1225 Trup-
wang SakyasrI,1226 and the Ngor Ponlop, et cetera. In short, there were 
countless sons of his speech who included the emanations and great 
personages of the Sakyapa, Gelukpa, Kagytipa, and Nyingmapa tradi
tions from [the monasteries of] Katok, Pelytil, Zhecen, Dzokcen, Pel
pung, Derge Goncen [and others] all the way up to Repkong; 1227 as 
well as their scholars who propounded myriad textual traditions, pre
ceptors endowed with the three trainings, mantrins who were confident 
in the two stages, and ascetics who were free from activity, having 
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deliberately abandoned the cares of this life. The great personages 
among the guru's spiritual sons have c~n~inued to make great en-
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Conclusion 

So it is that the doctrinal collections of the close lineages of profound 
treasures preserve an inconceivable number [of teachings]. These are 
exemplified by the treasure troves, the foremost of which contain the 
Eight Transmitted Precepts, the Gathering of Intentions, and Vajrakfla 
(bka'-dgongs-phur-gsum), and each of which also includes [its own ver
sions of] the Trio of the Guru, Great Perfection and Great Compassionate 
One. Because the accounts of the descent of so many lineages are indeed 
limitless, it is not possible to describe them here. If the reader wishes 
to know of them in detail, they may be learned from the histories of 
each respective treasure, from the records of the teachings received by 
their respective [masters], and so forth. 

This completes the brief exposition of the accounts of the exceedingly 
profound, close lineages of the treasures, the sixth part of this book, 
Thunder from the Great Conquering Battle-Drum of Devendra, which is 
a history of the precious teaching of the vehicle of indestructible reality 
according to the Ancient Translation School. 



Part "Seven 
A Rectification of Misconceptions 

Concerning the Nyingma School 



Introduction 

[719.1-2] Now, the errors of those partisans who, in the past, have 
wrongly viewed the teaching of the vehicle of indestructible reality 
according to the Ancient Translation School must be refuted. 



1 General Reply to Criticisms of the 
Nyingmapa Tantras 

[719.2-736.1] There were a multitude of utterly profound tantrapitaka 
which arose in Tibet, in proportion to the authentic merits of those to 
be trained in that glacial land. They did so because of the extraordinary 
enlightened aspiration of Trhisong Detsen, the divine king of the Land 
of Snows who was an emanation of sublime Mafijusrlgho~a, and due 
to the blessings of the great accomplished master Padmasambhava, 
Vimalamitra and others. Among them were the unsurpassed secret 
mantra derived from the three lineages, including [those derived from] 
the Indestructible Nucleus of Inner Radiance,1228 which are the essence 
of the spirituality of many ejukinls and holders of awareness, and which 
are beyond the range of ordinary persons. Therefore, those [teachings] 
are worthy of approval, and the biographies of the ancient religious 
kings and of the great emanational translators and scholars ought to be 
respected. 

So it was that [Trhisong Detsen], the emanational king, sought to 
kindle the lamp of the doctrine when Tibet was an abode of darkness, 
occupied by barbarians who did not possess even a reflection of the 
teaching, and who were miserable because, to their misfortune, they 
had to seek lasting refuge in those who preached a violent religion, 
granting only occasional, ephemeral happiness. Even then, the irresist
ible hurricane of strife's machinations, [instigated by] pernicious and 
unworthy beings, almost brought other forces into power. But at that 
time all the venomous deities and ogres were subdued by the compassion 
of the great master Padmasambhava who enabled the Tibetans to prac
tise the doctrine as they liked. Temples were built, doctrinal centres 
were established, and with great endeavour the ways of the doctrine 
were instituted amongst the Tibetans, who had little aptitude even for 
learning the doctrinal terminology, which previously had been un
known. 

At the outset [these masters] began by examining whether or not 
[the Tibetans] could maintain monastic vows, and they laid a firm 
foundation for the Buddha's precious teaching, the path of omniscience. 
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masters from the domains of the gods, nagas, yak~as, 4akinls and so 
on, as well as from various great places of pilgrimage including the 
Sahor and Shambhala regions of Jambudvlpa, Mount Malaya in Lanka, 
044iyana, and the Dravi4a country; and later they were introduced to 
India. Therefore, tantras are not unauthentic by definition merely be
cause they did not exist in India. Even though some [of the ancient 
tantras] might have been found [in India], they would not have been 
seen by someone making just an occasional journey there [as the later 
translators did]. For, while the emanational translators and scholars of 
the past who were abiding on the sublime levels voyaged throughout 
the twenty-four lands 1229 and elsewhere by means of miraculous abilities, 
ordinary persons could not travel to them. This is why the great scholar 
Rongzompa, with whom even the great lord Atisa had declared himself 
unable to discuss the doctrine, said that the ancient translations of the 
secret mantra were superior to the later translations in six ways: 1230 

First, concerning the greatness of the benefactors who intro
duced them: Since the benefactors of the ancient translation 
period were the three ancestral religious kings, who were the 
sublime Lords of the Three Families in kingly guise, they were 
unlike the benefactors of the later translation period. 

Second, concerning the locations in which they were trans
lated and established: Since the ancient translations were 
accomplished in such emanated temples as Samye and the 
other doctrinal centres of the past, high and low, 1231 they 
are unlike those translated in the monastic grottoes of today. 

Third, concerning the distinctions of the translators: 
Those doctrines were translated by emanational translators, 
the translators of the past such as Vairocana, Kawa Peltsek, 
Cokro Lui Gyeltsen, Zhang Yeshe De, Ma Rincen-chok, and 
Nyak Jfianakumara. Thus, they are unlike the t~anslations 
made by the translators of today, who pass the summer in 
Mangy til and travel to India and Nepal for a short time 
during the winter. 

Fourth, concerning the distinctions of the scholars [who 
supervised the ancient translations]: Those doctrines were 
introduced by buddhas and sublime bodhisattvas abiding 
on the great levels, [namely,] the scholars of the past such 
as the preceptor Santarak~ita, Buddhaguhya, the great mas
ter Padmakara and the great paIf4ita Vimalamitra. Thus, 
they were unlike the scholars of today who wander about in 
search of gold. 

Fifth, concerning the distinctions of the blossoms [offered] 
as the basis for commissioning [the translations]: In the past 
the doctrines were requested with offerings of gold weighed 
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out in deerskin pouches, or by the measure. Thus, they were 
unlike the requests made [by disciples of] the present day 
with one or two gold bits drawn from under their own 
arms. 1232 

Sixth, concerning the distinctions of the doctr~ne itself: 
The translations of the past were completed at a time when 
the doctrine of the Buddha had reached its zenith in India. 
Furthermore, there were tantras which did not even exist 
in India proper, which were retained by bodhisattvas, ac
complished masters, awareness-holders and Qakinls who had 
obtained their empowerments. They were taken from pure 
lands, and from regions of Jambudvlpa such as Siilghala and 
Oddiyana in the west, through the arrayed miraculous pow
er~ 'of the great master Padmasambhava, Vimalamitra and 
others, and then translated [in Tibet]. Thus, many [doc
trines] which were completely unknown to the scholars and 
accomplished masters of India arrived to become the 
meritorious fortune of Tibet. 

Furthermore, concerning the translations themselves: 
Since the translators of the past were emanations, theyestab
lished the meanings correctly. For this reason their works 
are easy to understand and, on plumbing their depths, the 
blessing is great. But the translators of the later period were 
unable to render the meaning and made lexical translations 
following [merely] the arrangement of the Sanskrit texts. 
Consequently, their forced terminology is hard to under
stand, and on plumbing the depths the blessing is slight. 
Therefore, they are dissimilar. 

During the later expansion of the teaching in Tibet, .it became. the 
fashion for everyone who possessed the intellectual skIll and a httle 
gold to travel to India and Nepal. If they had gone exclusively ~or the 
sake of the teaching and sentient beings it would have been admirable, 
but most of them were jealous men who set their feet in motion because 
they desired to become scholars, hankered after t.he p~ssessi?ns of 
others, sought to win fame, or were jealously competmg WIth ~helr own 
gurus, or with spiritual benefactors of similar fortune. ThIS can. be 
ascertained from the incident during Marpa's travels, when a compan~on 
threw all his books into the river .1233 For these reasons, the all-knOWing 
Rongzompa said: 

When the doctrine of the Buddha was at its zenith, the 
emanational translators established [the texts of] the trans
mitted precepts without error. Then, they adorned those 
doctrines in many ways which served to complete them, and 
which established the actual condition of the knowable. But 
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the charlatan translators of the present day made various 
reforms in the ancient translations, saying, "I am the better 
translator. My sources are more venerable!" And so, mis
representing the transmitted precepts of the Buddha and the 
teachings of their gurus, they all compose their own doctrines. 
They heap abuse upon one another for their faults. Their 
doctrines are such that those of the father do not suit the 
son. [In all of this] they are unlike [the ancient translations]. 

Th~se words of his are completely true. Orgyenpa Rincenpel,1234 who 
attamed accomplishment, also said: 

Some Tibetan translators claim that the Nyingma translations 
had no origin in India. Among them Chak Lotsawa,1235 a 
guru from whom I personally received empowerment also 
said that the Nyingma tantras had no origin in India. 'Such 
was his small-minded opinion! How could that translator 
who travelled for only a short time in East India, be certai~ 
of all the texts that existed in India? Above and beyond that, 
he could not even have been certain about which of them 
existed in Tibet! Moreover, because India is, in general, a 
very hot country, many books decay, and so the extent of 
the Buddha's transmitted precepts cannot be ascertained. 
How, then, can the translators of Tibet be certain of [all] 
~he sources? Even though I journeyed to the land ofO<;i<;iiyana 
m the west, I could not ascertain even the size of that land. 1236 
Furthermore, in later times original Sanskrit manuscripts 
were mostly preserved in Nepal. Among them, an inconceiv
able number of different Nyingma tantras were preserved 
in one of the temples of a Newari bahal. I237 I said to the 
Nyingmapa of Tibet that I would bring the pal).Qitas here 
a.long with the Sanskrit manuscripts of the Nyingmapa tradi
tlO.n, and that. they should come to Kyirong to translate, 
usmg my serVices as a translator, but this did not come to 
pass. Even now it would be well to translate those Nyingmapa 
texts. Again, some inquisitive Tibetans also say that the 
Nyingmapa tradition's Sutra which Gathers All Intentions is 
corrupt, having been composed by some old Tibetan man-

. 1238 S h 
tnns. uc words are unworthy! If you were so know-
ledgeable, then each one of you should also compose such 
doctrines; the Buddha's transmitted precepts contain no
thing better. 

Similarly, it says in the Biography of Lord Atisa (jo-bo'i mam-thar): 1239 

Then, it occurred to the lord Atisa that no one was more 
learned than he in the traditions of the way of secret mantra 
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, h human world; and this thought 

that were preserved m tl e h n he came to Tibet and 
d h ' proud But ater, w e h 

rna e 1m . Pehar Ling [at Samye], he saw t e 
opened the treas~ry of of which he had neither 
Sanskrit manuscnp~ ~here'~:;~ide was shattered and he 
heard of, nor seen e ore, 'I did not know in the 

'd "I thought there was nothmg , h d-k -
sal , d" of the greater vehIcle. T e ,a mlS 
secret mantra tra lHon 1 celestial palaces and taught 
h d shown me count ess h 

a even these texts were not among t em, 
me many tantras, but d" of the greater 

d th's secret mantra tra lHon 
There is no en to 1 'to the [ancient] kings of 
vehicle'" He offered many praIses, ro _ 

, . d 'd "It appears that the teachIng had been p P 
TIbet an sal , ' I d' " 

d" Tibet as it had not been even m n lao agate m 

And [in the same biography it says]: 
d Va' radhara the master Pad-

By the kindness of that secon J
f 

the dakinls which were 
bh many secret stores 0, d 

masam ava, , 1 d' and they were preserve 
unknown in IndIa were trans ate , 
in the treasury of Pehar at Samye. 

The venerable Taranatha said: 

In the Dravida country the teaching was not actua~y pres~nt 
, £ er ti~es, It was first established there y maSher 
~ d~~ara Dlpamkarabhadra also went there ~nd fro~ ~ a~ 
,a ' eriod ~f about one hundred years, It was vlslte 

tblme, f~rya :alders of indestructible reality from Magadha, 
y rna h They made the mantra 

Odd' - a Kashmir and elsew ere. 
, ,lyan, , ' d d There are tantras such as those 

vehicle esp~ctally WI esprea
l 

'd' the past during the reign 
which, havm~ been co~ce~i~e~nin India,' as well as those 
of Dharmapala, have ec '- There are 

h ' h had been brought forth from OQ~hyana. d ' 
w lC 'h ot to be foun m 
many such tantras in DravlQa t at are n 
India. 1240 

, 'ded men expose at once all 
These well-stated arguments of falr,-mm

I' 
f those who claim that 

the defects of the false rhetoric and PlOU~ les dO dl'd not exist in India. 
, 1'] re not authenHc an [the anClent trans aHons a b d the doctrine and con-

" they themselves a an on b By speakmg manger f little merit to har our 
sequently cause other dull-witted cre~~res 0 hism to the teaching by 
doubts. Therefore, they tend only t~ nnr24~c Beyond that, their ideas 

, 'n the way of the monk Mahadeva, 
actmg 1 'h 
are not conducive to the ultImate ~~t . ho was disposed to maintain 

Moreover, the later scholar puton" w S h I practised the Four
the tradition of the Ancient Transl~;~n ; (~;a~g-gtermgon-po phyag
anned Lord according to the Treasures OJ yan 
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bzhi) and other [Nyingmapa teachings]; and he had a vision of Guru 
Padmasambhava's eight emanations in which he received a prophetic 
declaration. It clearly follows from these and other actual reports that 
by advising equanimity towards the Nyingmapa tantras Puton intended 
to address the other partisan philosophers of that age. When Tshelpa 
Situ Monlam Dorje prepared a set of all the scriptures translated in the 
Land of Snows and invited Puton to correct it, he inserted the Nying
mapa trilogy of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions) the Magical Net) 
and the Mental Class, along with the [main] cycles belonging to the 
class of means for attainment into the collected tantras of the Kangyur 
(bka'-'gyur). He allowed them to remain there because he had validly 
proven them to be original texts of the tantras, but he removed many 
new tantras, including the whole [collection of] Thirty-two Rali Cak
rasarrzvara Tantras (ra-li so-gnyis, T 383-414), and the Non-Dual Victor 
(Advayasamatavijayanamavajrasrfvaramahakalpadi, T 453), having con
tended that they were not the transmitted precepts of the Buddha. 1242 

When Sakya Chokden, the great pa1)gita of Zilung, 1243 taught in his 
Golden Surgical Needle (gser-gyi thur-ma) that the explicit intention of 
the Analysis of the Three Vows was of provisional meaning, some indi
viduals with untrained intellects doubted him, and foolish bigots took 
[his work] as a support [for their own prejudices]. None the less, the 
great pa1)gita did make the following assertion: 

In general, if you presume to consider the Nyingmapa doc
trine to be not authentic, it follows that you must consider 
everything translated before the time of the great translator 
Rincen Zangpo to be not authentic, including the texts of 
the Tripi!aka, and the Kriya, Carya, and Yoga tantras which 
were translated by Kawa Peltsek, Cokro Lui Gyeltsen, and 
Zhang Yeshe De. In particular, if you presume to consider 
the Nyingmapa Unsurpassed tantras of the way of secret 
mantra to be not authentic, you must also consider the glori
ous Guhyasamaja, the Hidden Point of the Moon, and the 
Buddhasamayoga to be not authentic, for those three are 
foremost among the so-called Eighteen Tantrapitaka of the 
Nyingmapa tradition, and because the great figures of the 
past taught that by relying on those three roots the so-called 
Nyingmapa tradition arose in Tibet. In particular, too, even 
if you consider [merely] the Yangdak and Vajrakrla tantras 
to be not authentic, those tantras have been proven genuine 
by [the existence of] Sanskrit texts, the fact that they were 
translated by proven translators, and so forth. 1244 Especially, 
the great men who included various others that are known 
as Nyingmapa tantras in the Catalogues of the Collected Tan
tras (rgyud-'bum-gyi dkar-chag) have also proven that the 
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Yangdak and Vajrakfla tantras are indubitable. This is 
claimed, for example, in the doctrinal histories of [Comden 
Rikpei] Reldri and PutOn Rinpoche. 1245 

Having roughly stated the opinions of others, the essence of my own 
tenet is as follows. The master of this teaching, the Teacher and Lord 
of Sages [Sakyamuni Buddha], delivered [the doctrine], whether in the 
passionless form [of a monk], or in the guise of a universal monarch, 
for both are acceptable. By experientially cultivating the sequences of 
deities and mantras [taught by] that unique Teacher, master Padmasam
bhava obtained accomplishment, and with his disciples, who attained 
stability in the two stages and so reached the level of accomplishment, 
he subdued the venomous gods and demons who obstructed the growth 
of the true doctrine in Tibet. They taught the appropriate sequences 
of [practice associated with] the deities, mantras, and view in order 
that worthy recipients of the vehicle of indestructible reality might be 
secured on the level of the awareness-holders. Their disciples experien
tially cultivated the significance [of those teachings] correctly, and there 
appeared many awareness-holders who attained the level of accomplish
ment through them. They set down in writing the aural lineages and 
intentions that were in harmony with them, based on which this utterly 
pure doctrine renowned as the Nyingmapa developed. As for their 
authenticity: they do fulfil the definition of treatises which is stated in 
the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle, (Ch.5, v.19ab): 

There are some which are taught by undistracted minds, 
Referring solely to the Conqueror, the Teacher. .. 

Because they fulfil that definition, the treatises delivered by master 
Padmasambhava are no different from the transmitted precepts of the 
Buddha, for it says in the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle 
(Ch.5, v.19cd): 

Conforming to the path which attains to liberation, 
Let them be reverently accepted in the manner of 

the Sage's transmitted precepts. 

Thus, they are similar to the Five Doctrines of Venerable Maitreya, 
the Abridged Tantra of Kalacakra, 1246 and its commentary, the Taintless 
Light. 

Moreover, some reject the doctrinal terminology of the Anuyoga and 
Atiyoga for the reason that it is not found in the tantrapi1aka of the 
new translation schools. This is praise from those whose reproaches 
are unskilled, because, generally, it is the custom that the doctrinal 
terminology and exegeses of the higher scriptures do not occur in lower 
ones, the Conqueror having distinguished their superiority and inferior
ity for the sake of those to be trained. Thus, for example, the doctrinal 
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terml.nology of the vehicle of transcendental perfection . . 
the pl~aka of the pious attendants. that fth IS not found In 
. h . , 0 e outer mantra· .c 
In t e vehIcle of transcen~ental perfection; and that of such ~s not lound 
tantras as the Guhllasamiba and C k . nsurpassed 

:.Y ".I , a rasamvara IS not fo d· h 
mantras. For this reason, the fact that th d . 1 un .In t e Outer 
exegeses of the Anuyoga and At" ~ octnna termInology and 
Guhyasamaja and Cakrasamvar lyoga 0 n?t much occur in the 

~~:e:~~~o~~e~i7~a~~~ai~ all ;e~~~ess~ ~~r~~ill:u~:::~:ot~:; lt~~a~~~:: 



2 On the View of the Great Perfection 

[736.1-758.2] Again, in the Great Perfection, a philosophy of freedom 
from deeds with respect to the disposition of reality, when the ultimate, 
definitive meaning of pristine cognition, which does not rest in the 
sphere of causal conditioning, is indicated directly, it is explained that 
there is no need to orient oneself to contrived doctrines that require 
efforts associated with the causes and effects of good and evil. Certain 
Tibetans have with some astonishment criticised [that view], saying 
that it implicitly agrees with Hoshang Mo-ho-yen's philosophy by its 
indifference to conduct. 1247 

None the less, the Sugata turned the doctrinal wheel three times. In 
the first turning he taught the infallibility of cause and effect with regard 
to virtuous and unvirtuous deeds. That promulgation has been estab
lished to be of provisional meaning because it was taught with reference 
to worldly needs. Both the intermediate and final promulgations are 
truly in agreement with one another concerning the characteristics of 
the three approaches to liberation. They are merely distinguished in
somuch as they are [respectively] profound and exceedingly profound 
teachings of the abiding nature of reality, which is of profound, definit
ive meaning. It is well known amongst learned scholars, and has been 
proven, that the provisional and the definitive are distinguished with 
reference to the conditioned and the unconditioned, and that the expres
sed meanings [of the three promulgations] may be differentiated on the 
basis of the relative strength of those. 1248 For such reasons, the inter
mediate transmitted precepts temporarily assert that all things sub
sumed in consciousness are devoid of substantial existence, and, when 
the definitive significance is revealed, [it is maintained]: 

.. . free from all referential activity with respect to anything, 
all discursive thought is abandoned. Nothing is referred to 
that is to be accepted, or rejected ... 

In short, because the characteristics of the three approaches to libera
tion are found in the abiding nature of reality, which is unconditioned 
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Acintyaprabhtisa 

and genuinely transcends the heno . 
adherent of the Great Perfectio Pd' me~a of subject and object, the 
sarpsara and nirvana as the sa n, urmg t e phase?f the ground, views 
effect. During the 'phase of th me, ~n~ does not dIstinguish cause and 
thoughts and so does not condu~t~~ ~f d~es not engage in discursive 
of acceptance and rejection A d Ims~ WIth reference to the extremes 
confidence that is free fro~ h n ,dU~I~g the phase of the result, with 
the level on which all things ope ~n ear about the goal, he reaches 
philosophy. As it says in th aArell~Ax auste? ~uch ~s the nUcleus of this 

e ccomplzshzng Kzng: 
If one main t' h h . 
FA' ams t at t ere IS cause and effect 

O
or htIyoga, the yoga of the Great Perfection 
ne as not realised th' , 

If one maintains the 1 ~ mealllng of G~eat Perfection . 
o ' u tImate and relatIve to be two 

ne s statements exaggerate and d' ' o h· epreCIa te' 
ne as .no~ realIsed that there are not two' 

The realIsatIOn of the buddhas of the th '. 
Is . d' ree tImes 

game m the sole determination that two are not seen. 
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This sort of great philosophical assertion is, in reality, also found to 
be the intention of the profound, definitively significant sutras of the 
Buddha, the Transcendent Lord, who speaks not of twofold divisions. 
It says in the Sutra of the Dialogue with Brahmavise$acinti: 

What, one might ask, is it that is the nature of all things? 
The nature of all things is emptiness; they are without object
ive referent. The nature of all things is signlessness; they 
are free from idea and concept. The nature of all things is 
aspirationlessness; there is no acceptance, no rejection, no 
thought, no force, and total absence of substantial existence. 
It is naturally radiant. Whatever is the nature of sarpsara is 
the nature of nirvat:la. Whatever is the nature of nirvat:la is 
the nature of all things. So it is that mind is naturally radiant. 

Therefore, the view is free from assertions, meditation from delibera
tions, conduct from acceptance and rejection, and the result from hope 
and fear. But for those four, how else might one establish nakedly the 
experiential cultivation which is characterised by the three approaches 
to liberation? If you do not recognise this to be the "philosophy of the 
indivisibility of sarpsara and nirvat:la" which is taught by means of the 
esoteric instructions of the stage of perfection in many of the tantrapiraka 
which you [adherents of the new translation schools] yourselves accept 
to be valid, then there can be no occasion for bringing this [philosophy] 
together with the philosophy established by dialectical deliberations. 1249 

None the less, one might object by saying that while the above may 
be true from the perspective Cldog-pa) of the view, [the Great Perfection 
is still at fault], for it rejects the area of conduct. But, having established 
the view on the basis of seeing the undeluded abiding nature of ultimate 
truth, one transcends the bondage and liberation of contrived doctrines, 
whether good or evil, concerning the conditioned fundamental virtues, 
such as those of the three trainings, which depend upon mind and 
mental events. Therefore, freedom from acceptance and rejection is 
proven; and that remains the characteristic of aspirationlessness. As it 
says in the Sutra of the Dialogue with Kasyapa, from the Sublime Pagoda 
of Precious Jewels: 

That which is uncompounded is the enlightened family of 
the sublime ones. That which is the enlightened family of 
the sublime ones neither adheres to the training, nor trans
cends the training. That which neither adheres to the train
ing, nor transcends the training neither moves, nor rests, 
nor rushes. That which neither moves, nor rests, nor rushes 
has neither mind, nor the properties which emerge from 
mind. That which has neither mind, nor the properties which 
emerge from mind possesses neither deeds, nor the ripening 

And: 
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. . w IC possesses neither d d 
mg of deeds knows neither leas ee s.' nor the ripen-
knows neither pleasure no p . ~re nor pam. That which 
of the sublime ones That r ::.a~ ~s the enlightened family 
?f the sublime ones ~ossessew IC. hIS the enlightened family 
mg volition. s nen er deeds, nor deed-form-

:rhe~e, virtue is empty; and non . . 
IS VOId; and nonvirtue t . v~rtue,. too, IS empty. Virtue 
b · , 00, IS VOId VIrt . 

Y nonvIrtue; and nonvi t . . ue IS unadulterated 
There is neither ba' rue, too, IS unadulterated by virtue 

SIS, nor cause ~ h k . . 
and nonvirtue. ' or an enng after virtue 

It says too' h lJ . 
, , In t e nevaJra Tantra CPt 1 Ch 5 . ., ., v.l1): 

i~ere ~s no meditation, nor meditator 
ere IS no deity, nor mantra. . 

!'low, think as to whether this proclam . 
m such passages as these is '.c: hatlOn of the marvellous teaching 
Yen r 1250 , ,m lact, t e tradition of H h ' . os ang Mo-ho-

.In general, having realised discri . . 
skI~fu.l means becomes merel an mmatlve ~wa~en.ess without error, 
ThIS I~ the infallible intentionYof th:s~~~~~f dlscnmlnative awareness. 
has saId [in the Four Hundred TT Ch as. As the master Aryadeva 

verses, .12, v.l1]: 
~~tter that moral discipline may decline 

an should the view. ' 

Ha~ing correctly realised the view . . 
only IS one not fettered regardles f whIch IS here expounded, not 
~n the great highway of the con US 0 ~onduct, but also one remains 
l~beration. Moreover, on this pat~ o;~~~s sons and o~tains the fruit of 
hshed that there is nothing to acce t Great.Per~ectlOn, having estab
great sameness of reality p , o~ to reJect m the expanse of the 
ob d ' one accomplIshes ' 

sc~re by subjective conduct Thi' ~n~ s ~urpose, but is not 
says m the Authentic Conduct oif' B dSh~s a dlstmctlve doctrine. As it 

a 0 zsattva' 
Ratnadatta declared: . 

Do not abandon desire 
Subdue not hatred. . 
gon't think about ignorance. 

o not behave so 
Practice vice. as to surpass your Own body. 

Do ~ot eliminate opinion. gon t teach about the entanglements 
rasp the components as Whole. . 
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Combine the psychophysi~a~ ba~e~lnto one entity. 

Indulge in the senb:Oy~n~c:~l:~fa~til;·level. 
Do not progress 
Think unvirtuously. 
Renounce virtue. 
Do not pay attention to the B~ddha. 

flect upon the doctnne. Do not re 
W h' not the samgha. 

ors 1p ly undertake the trainings. 
Do not proper . 
Try not to pacify worldly eX1ste~ce. 

ss the river [of suffenng]. Do not cro . 
. . h hich a novice bodhIsattva 

Such are the instructions W1~ d
W 

Why so? Because it is this 
. ted and adVIse . b' d should be mstruc r f things that alone ales. 

abiding condition of the rea 1ty 0 . . 
. r of the Great Natural Ansmg of Aware-

Similarly, it says m the 1 antra oJ 

ness: 

yourself are the divine ma1J.qala, 
Because you f 

lly manifest to yoursel , natura . 
ft orship to the deity, . 

Do not 0 er w. '11 be fettered by It. 
for if you worshIP you WI 

h' gestures, and so forth, 
By wors 1P, d'] is obscured. 

the body [of the e1ty . erform them 
Do not perform gestures, for If you

d 
p 

. . wel will be destroye . . 
a preCIOUS }e _ for if you renounce It 

Do not renounce sarpsara, 
ou will not attain buddhahood. 

y the Buddha is not elsewhere, 
Because . lf 

. ht but awareness 1tse . he IS naug 
Samsara is not elsewhere; . d 

'. h d within your own mm . 
allIS gat e~e d" d fundamental virtues, 

D ractIse con 1tIOne 
o not p '11 be fettered by them. t . f you do you WI . 

or 1 d" ed fundamental VIrtueS, 
Renounce con 1tIOn 1 

such as [building] stupas and te~p es. 
. d to contrived doctnnes, 

There IS no en will end 
but by lea~ing them bae ~~:~andonin~ deeds, 

Not renouncmg the yog [d d] you will become a 
should you renounce ee s , 

tathagata. h 
. . must know the pat 

So It IS that you. uddhas in everything. . 
of the authentic b . h' h stablishes itself 1ll 

d b the VIew w lC e . . 
Thus, when one is graspe y of reality, of which the dispOSltlOn 

the significance of the great sameness 
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is free from all activity, then conditioned good and evil deeds, too, are 
literally revealed to be the same. The aforementioned tantra says: 

Virtue is not to be practised, 
nor sin to be renounced; 

Awareness free from both virtue and sin 
is the buddha-body of reality. 

Virtue is not to be practised; 
if practised there is no buddhahood. 

Neither is sin to be renounced; 
if renounced, buddha hood is not achieved. 

Nowadays, in the Land of Snows, there are many who vehemently 
reject that tradition when they hear it. However, it is of no importance 
that the nature of these [teachings] has not penetrated their minds 
through lack of comprehension. As it says in the Sublime Sutra which 
Reveals the Relative and Ultimate Truth (Aryasarrzvrtiparamtirthasatya
nirdesasutra, T 179): 

MafijusrI declared: "0 son of the gods, that which is just 
what is, the expanse of reality, and the utterly unborn are 
ultimately equivalent; ultimately, they are even equivalent 
to the five inexpiable sins. That which is just what is, the 
expanse of reality, and the utterly unborn are ultimately 
equivalent; ultimately, they are even equivalent to 
opinionatedness. " 

It is not proven, merely by this teaching, that the area of conduct is 
left to fade away. In the Refinement of Gold from Ore) a Great Tantra 
of the Mental Class (sems-sde rgyud chen-po rdo-la gser-zhun, NGB Vol. 1 , 
11.7-8), which is peculiar to our tradition, it says: 

Since she is the mother of the sugatas, none excepted, 
She is the sole path of all the conquerors, 
The foundation of the oceanic conduct 
Of moral discipline and the other transcendental 

perfections. 

Accordingly, this great philosophy does not reject the area of method
ical conduct as an aspect of discriminative awareness, and the relative 
truth is not provisionally rejected; for one is to be skilful with respect 
to means. But when one realises directly the proper essence of reality 
that is free from delusion and is the abiding truth, then all the doctrines 
pertaining to the truth of the path, which are allied with enlightenment, 
such as the ten transcendental perfections, are united herein, without 
falling into the alternate application of the two truths. This is taught 
in the Tantra of the Great Natural Arising of Awareness: 
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b ddha-body of reality is free 
Th taneously present u . 

e spon . h' h clarity and obscuration appear. 
From the darkness m w lC and annihilation's limits, 
I t transcends both permanence . 
Cannot be grasped by either dark~ess, or light, 
Transcends uniqueness and plur~l1t~,. . 

d pparent as well as mVislble, things, 
Transcen sa' h 
I free from the terms of birth and deat. .? 
S d . t' n 1251 obscuration, and egotism. 

Where are eVia 10 , . , 
ht itself they are unthinkable: . 

In thoug c· f discrimlnative awareness 
The ends of the perlect10n 0 d 
Are subsumed in the body of reality, awareness an 

radiance. . 
The ends of the perfection of concentrat1On 1252 

b d 1· n the lamp's total presence. 
Are su sume 
The ends of the perfection of perseverance t 
Are subsumed in non-discurslVe, naturally presen 

significance. . 
The ends of the perfection of. patlence 
Are subsumed in cutting stralght through 

appearances. . . r 
The ends of the perfection of moral.dlsclp lne 
Are subsumed in companionle~s soli~ary retreat. 
The ends of the perfection of liberality -, 
Are subsumed in the abandonment of sarp.sara s 

grasping attachments. .' 
The ends of the perfection of aspiratiOn f 
Are subsumed in neither hope for, nor fear 0 , 

appearances. 
The ends of the perfection of means 
Are subsumed in awareness' total presence. 
The ends of the perfection of power . . 
Are subsumed in sealing delusio?'~ appar1t~~ns. 
The ends of the perfection of pnstine cog

nlt1On 

Are subsumed in its causeless appeara~ce. 
So it is that the meaning of. t~e perfeC~l?nS 
Is natural, all-pervasive, pnstme cognltlOn. 

h S 
- J'the Dialogue with Brahmavise~acinti says: 

Equally, t e utra OJ 

Not to grasp anything i~ l~be~ality. 
Non-rigidity is moral dlSclpli~e. 
Not to protect anything is patlence. 
Not to endeavour is perseve~ance. 
Not to cogitate is concentrat1On .. 
Non-referentiality is discriminatlve awareness. 
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It says, too, in the All-Accomplishing King: 

With respect to the genuine meaningful nucleus about 
which there is nothing to do, 

What great yogins see 
Is a divine ma1).Qala resulting from its basis 
In the primordially pure ma1).Qala of mind. 
Perfecting it by means of the four branches of service 

and attainment, 
It abides, spontaneously present, embodying emanation 

and absorption. 

Now, one might say, if the abiding nature of all things is such that 
they do not abide in the sphere of the conditioned, and so transcend 
virtue and sin, bondage and liberation, then the discourses on good 
and evil deeds and the infallibility of cause and effect are unnecessary. 
However, those discourses were given with an intention directed to 
consciousness [rather than pristine cognition]. Thus, for example, with 
an intention directed to whatever good or bad appears in dreams, which, 
while true during dreams, seems fictitious on waking, [the Buddha] 
spoke of all things as dream-like and apparitional, to exemplify their 
fictitiousness. Just so, until the deluded appearances subsumed by 
consciousness are exhausted there is still acceptance and rejection, and 
the infallible ripening of good and evil deeds in accord with cause and 
effect. But when that delusion is exhausted those things do not appear 
to the pristinely cognitive aspect [of mind-as-such] which beholds the 
truth. Because there is then no subjective cognition engaged in the 
subject-object dichotomy, relative objects do not appear. This is cer
tainly the stated intention of the buddhas and their sons. The intention 
of the great promulgators who, as prophesied, commented upon the 
profound definitive meaning also conforms with this, for it resides 
naturally in the minds of all who perceive what is supreme. The sublime 
Nagarjuna says: 1253 

Just as, for example, on falling asleep, 
A man sees by the power of dreams 
His son, wife, mansion and lands, 
But sees them not upon awakening, 
So it is that when those who know relative 

appearance 
Open the eyes of intelligence, 
Part from the sleep of unknowing, 
And wake up they no longer perceive it. 
Similarly, when those of genuine learning 
Overcome all propensities to unknowing, 
By means of the sunlight of knowledge, 
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They perceive neither mind, nor mental events, nor 

objects. 
. d l'n the Introduction to the Madhyamaka (Ch.6, The same 1S expresse 

v.27): 

Just as what is perceived by an ~~e that is dim 
Impairs not an undimmed cogmtlon, ., . , 
Just so the mind that's fors,aken taintless pnstme cogmtlon 

Impairs not the taintless mmd. 

Santideva also says [in the Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva, 

Ch.9, vv.l0ab & 15]: 

As long as causes are accumulated, 
So long does apparition arise. 
If the causal stream be broken, 
Even relatively it will not arise. 
When no delusion is present, , ",) 
What refers itself to relative appearance as an object. 

Ak~obhyaprabha 
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As proof of that, let us now refer to the decisive resolution of view 
and conduct in the disposition of the great pristine cognition of same
ness, where the multiplicity [of phenomena] is of a single savour, and 
which occurs here, in the Great Perfection. During the phase of the 
ground one does not exaggerate discriminative awareness, for one har
bours no hopes with reference to conditioned fundamental virtues, 
having realised through pristine cognition that relative appearance is a 
fiction; but one does not depreciate means, because, from the standpoint 
of consciousness, there is still acceptance and rejection. During the 
phase of the path, because no deliberations transcend discursive 
thought, there is not even so much as an atom upon which to meditate. 
Finally, during the phase of the result, if the stream of mind and all 
that emerges from mind be shut off, where can there be relative appear
ance? This essential point, which is the ultimate, innermost intention 
of the last two wheels of the transmitted precepts, is the unblemished, 
eloquent tradition of those who have undeludedly adhered to the 
Sugata's teaching in India and here in the Land of Snows. Therefore, 
it has been reiterated in the writings of all the literary scholars and 
undeluded contemplatives, from the great translator Ngok Loden 
Sherap to Conang Sherap Gyeltsen and Puton Rincentrup of Zhalu. 

In general, with an intention directed to consciousness, our Teacher 
revealed the structure of acceptance and rejection, and of cause and 
effect, that is valid in much the same manner as is the cause and effect 
[operating] in the world of dreams. But there are those who passionately 
cling to an understanding that relative appearance is proven to be valid, 
even within the pristine cognition of the buddhas. For that reason their 
clinging to the area of conduct becomes hard and fast, until they tear 
into patches sublime discriminative awareness and the buddhas' pristine 
cognition. In this way, it is hard for them to find conviction in the 
philosophy which does not err with respect to profundity. They even 
carry off the wondrous enlightened activity of the Sugatas on the 
stretcher of doubt. 

Now, the total freedom from deliberations during periods ofmeditat
ive equipoise may well be the meditation of Hoshang Mo-ho-yen, but 
even the Jewel Lamp of the Madhyamaka, composed by master Bhavya, 
which you1254 esteem as a masterpiece of the Madhyamaka, says: 

Not dwelling on any cognition, not conceiving anything, 
directing no attention to anything ... 

Furthermore, Atisa's comments on the sublime Nagarjuna's intention 
explain the period during which one abides in the tranquillity ofmeditat
ive equipoise that is free from ideation and scrutiny, and also in higher 
insight, by using the example of fire produced by rubbing two sticks 
forcefully together. He then gives a detailed explanation, beginning: 
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One does not form conceptions about any cognition, nor 
does one grasp any. One abandons all recollections and de
liberations ... 1255 

Similar expositions are also found in the three Meditational Sequences 
(Bhavanakrama, T 3915-17) of KamalasIla, so it certainly must have 
been a well-known position among the proponents of the Svatantrika
Madhyamaka. 1256 As these assertions all agree, it hardly matters whether 
or not they agree with Hoshang Mo-ho-yen, as well. 

According to the Great Perfection the naturally present awareness 
that is the essence of higher insight is itself ascertained to be the pristine 
cognition of discernment. 1257 Therefore, taking that to be the support 
for meditation, and having become equipoised in reality, which is free 
from ideation and scrutiny, one abides in that non-discursive state, the 
unerring abiding nature which is a "great liberation from limits". 1258 

As it says in the Penetration of Sound: 

The limit of the natural Great Perfection 
Leaves all things where they arise. 
Because appearance and consciousness are coalescent in 

reality, 
It reaches the total presence of primordial liberation. 
Its intention transcends the intellect, 
Distinctive phenomena are pure where they arise, 
It is free from the extremes of emptiness and substance, 
Movement has ceased, there are no conceptions, 
And, thoughts exhausted, the intellect is transcended. 

Not having realised this, the ebb and flow of ideation and scrutiny 
does not, by itself, reach the reality of higher insight. Thus, the obscura
tion which results from subjective intellectual adherences, which refer 
only to a counterfeit emptiness established by mind and mental events, 
becomes merely a vastly inflated opinion, the nature of which is never
ending and [a cause for] rebirth. The Teacher himself clearly said this 
in his N irvarJa S iUra: 

o Kasyapa! whoever, referring to emptiness, relies upon 
emptiness, deviates greatly from this discourse of mine ... 0 
Kasyapa! it is better to abide in a view [which clings to] 
individual existence to the extent of Mount Sumeru, than 
with manifest egotism to adopt a view to emptiness. 

Some object to such a viewpoint, saying that Nagarjuna has said: 1259 

Not relying upon conventions, 
One will not realise the ultimate. 

Hence, [they claim that] realisation must depend on arguments invol
ving refutation and proof. But this quotation simply implies that, ini-

. The View of the Great Perfi· 9 
tlally, ultimate truth should be realised b. ectzon 07 
and expression .1260 Na-ga- . d.d Y relymg on expressed meaning 
. ' fJuna 1 not say th . 

sIdedly through sophistic examin ( H at It must be realised one-
. a IOn. e put that down many times: 

Therefore, that IS scrutinised 
By a corpse-like sophistry ... 

Ju~t so, having entered on the .. .. 
scrutmy , [the sophists] c· b preCIpItoUS traIl of Ideation and 

Ircumam ulate the f 
proof, and let the pristine cognition wh· h . cra~s 0 refutation and 
on the path of exaggeration and d I~. abIdes m themselves fly off 
remove the two extremes through· ePl~eCIatIOn. Arrogantly thinking to 
like insects entangled in [ Inte ectual contrivances, they become 
extremely difficult for th cocoons. Spun from] their Own saliva. It is 
.. em to arnve at reality .. S· 
mconceIvable it cannot be ex em l·fi d h as It IS. mce reality is 
tions remain essentially d· p ~ Ie t rough conventions, for conven-
D ..' , IscurSIve labels It s . h 

eczslvely Reveals the Intention: . ays m t e Satra which 

Though in the range of . 1 . 
It is inexpressible comp~::t:cud~r dIsCrete characteristics, 
Ultimate reality is'indisput:bre; Ivorced from conventions: 

Its characteristics transcend all sophistry. 

!Iere, in the natural Great Perfection h 
naIl, three gazes take aim at th ' tree postures hammer in the 
th . 1 e essence and trav . h e SIX amps, reality is seen d· 1 '- , ersmg t e path of 
Therefore the diffl b Irect y'. without intellectual scrutiny 1261 

l ·k ' erence etween thIS path [ d h . . 
1 e that of heaven and earth A. . an t at of dIalectics] is 

. s It says m the Penetration of Sound: 

As for the .ultimate: having parted from intellect 
Ihe facultIes a~e naturally liberated at once ' 

n? one perceIves it directly. ' 
ThIs essential point destroys philo h·· 
And w·th 1". sop Ismg, 
G '. 1 ou~ c ~ngIng or grasping at anything 

enume realIty IS tasted. ' 
The . h 
A nh wIt no s~pport for three-realmed samsara 

s w en space dIssolves into space ., 
Just so is this supreme yoga. ' 

For much the same reason Sak P . . 
Three Vows, Ch.3]: ,ya a 1).9 Ita saId [in the Analysis of the 

The ~i~w of the Atiyoga 
C Is pnstme cognition, but not a vehicle. "6' 
ons~dering that aspect [of the Gre p . . 

delus~on, the abiding nature of th:
t 

erfectIOn] ~hIC~ verifies, without 
descn.be it as pristine cognition bu pr?found ~Iew, It ~~y be well to 
a vehIcle is an intentional 'I t. hIS aSSertIOn that It IS not validly 

one. t IS because the pristine cognition 
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subsumed by the levels of pious attendants and self-centred buddhas, 
bodhisattvas, and buddhas is, respectively, incomplete, partially com
plete, and entirely complete that the definitive order of these four classes 
of sublime beings and the sequence of the vehicles have been estab
lished. It says in the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle (Ch.l, 
v.SOcd): 

Just like space with reference to 
Inferior, middling, or superior forms ... 

So, exemplified by space which is without qualitative distinctions 
whether it occupies good or bad vessels, the pristine cognition, disclosed 
by the greater or lesser power of freedom from obscuration, is [primor
dially] present as the basis. With an intention directed to this, there is 
not the slightest contradiction in establishing it to be a vehicle. If one 
were to maintain that there is no pristine cognition in the minds of the 
three sublime types of sentient being apart from the buddhas, then [the 
discussion] would end there. But it is the profound intention of the 
siitras and tantras that the vehicles are established because the structure 
of the levels and paths is based on pristine cognition alone, from the 
slight vision of it, up to the complete vision of it. Therefore, it says in 
the Great Bounteousness of the Buddhas: 

With mind engaged in the vehicle of pristine cognition and 
the greater vehicle, 

One dedicates [the merits of] those fundamental virtues. 

And in the Dialogue with Suvikrantavikrami (Suvikrantavikramipari
prccha, T 14) it says: 

The greater vehicle is the pristine cognition of the buddhas. 

Those who, not having conviction in the primordial philosophy of 
the Great Perfection, grasp as supreme those philosophies which have 
been established on behalf of neophytes, and so push aside the signifi
cance of the three approaches to liberation - they are like shadows that 
have abandoned their form! 

Similarly, there are those who even say that because the word "Great 
Seal", is not taught in the causal vehicle, Gampopa alone contrived to 
do SO.1263 In this and other ways they insist that his teaching is incorrect. 
None the less, the utterly unconditioned expanse is termed a "seal", 1264 

for instance in the Siitra of the Adornment of Pristine Cognition's Appear
ance which Penetrates the Scope of All Buddhas, where it says: 

o Ananda! the seal of the doctrine is the seal of all things. 
It is the absence of seal, the uncreated seal, the undivided 
seal. 0 Ananda! those who are sealed by that are great 
bodhisattvas. They are of the dignified family of enlighten
ment. They are lions among men ... 
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PelJikpa Kyopei Yi 

The master J fianaklrti also offers ad' ". 
to the Real, beginning: etal1ed eXpOSItIOn In his Introduction 

The other name for the M h 
Of discriminative awaren~t er,' thhe tf

G
anscendenta1 perfection 

F " h ss, IS t e reat Seal 
or It IS t e essential nature of undivided ' " . , 

. pnstme cognItIOn ... 

Therefore, in the actual teachin _ 
perfection of discriminative g of, the sutras, the transcendental 
Great Seal. In the mantr awafe~ess IS sometimes referred to as the 
of Supreme bliss resorts ~~' t~neGw 0 bsecomes accomplished by means 
em t' S e reat eal [or coales f] b 
, ,P mess. 0, except for the differe b ence 0 liss and 
~t IS somewhat incorrect to sa that nee etween the,siitras and mantras, 
~n the vehicle of the siitras Si~ '1 I the <,:ireat Seal IS never expounded 
IS taught in a curso . 1 ar y, whIle the nUcleus of the sugata 1265 

h ' ry manner on the path f h -
teac mg of the mantras th t' , 0 t e sutras, it is in the 

So it is that tho h a
h 

It IS greatly elaborated. 
, se w 0 ave clung onl t h ' 

meanmg, who have take ' y 0 t e Side of provisional 
d h n Interest merely in the t 

an w 0 have been guided b s ructure of conventions, 
y words [alone] have broadcast those 
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910 l,StOry. 1~ .' . but 
. fi] their own biased positlOns, 

h ., [which con irm d 
scriptural aut onues b ous transmitted precepts an 

n down Y numer b 
their strong~olds are tor the [Buddha's] intention. There have een 
treatises which comment on l' hi'ch did not get so far as they 

. d of specu aHon, w f 
many such b1m arro~s 11 1 k the power to refute by means 0 

. d d which tota Y ac 1 
were alme , an. h ill have sufficed as an examp e. 
valid reasoning. This muc w 

3 Response to Critics of the "Sutra 
which Gathers All Intentions" 

[758.2-764.2] Now, [while some object] to the empowerment of the 
SUtra which Gathers All Intentions, which belongs to the transmitted 
precepts of the Nyingmapa (rnying-ma bka'-ma mdo-dbang), and reveals 
empowerment ceremonies for the three causal vehicles,1266 the Hevajra 
Tantra (Pt.2, Ch.8, vv.9-10c) says: 

First you should grant the po~adha vow; 
Then, teach the Vaibha~ika philosophy, 
And likewise the Sautrantika philosophy; 
Later teach the Y ogacara itself, 
And afterwards the Madhyamaka philosophy. 
Then, after the entire sequence of the mantras is known, 
One should teach Hevajra. 

In accord with this exposition, which conforms to a sequential pro
gression through the vehicles, and because the central path of all vehicles 
is revealed in full here in the mantra path, the three causal vehicles are 
seized by the skilful means of the mantras. At that time they sublimely 
surpass the attributes of their own levels and indeed become the swift 
path, just as the attitudes and applications of the pratimok~a vows of 
the lesser vehicle, when seized by an enlightened attitude, are trans
formed into the pratimok~a vows of the greater vehicle, the attributes 
of which sublimely surpass those of the lower ones. Therefore, this is 
the special real reason [for the empowerments of the causal vehicles in 
connection with the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions]. 

Moreover, the term "empowerment" is actually revealed [in the causal 
vehicles]; for in the Three Hundred Verses [on the VinayaJ the vows of 
the novitiate are termed "empowerment": 

The moral discipline of renunciation removes suffering, 
Destroys the real roots of viewing the perishable as self, 
And vanquishes mundane glory and flower-arrowed Kama. 
It is the empowerment granting the glory of perfect 

enlightenment. 
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In general, empowerment is understood in this way: When universal 
monarchs are crowned, they are anointed with water from a jewelled 
vase and given benedictions by the brahmans, whereby they are em
powered with dominion over the realm with its seven precious things 
and so forth. Similarly, when a bodhisattva who has arrived at the end 
of the stream of the tenth level on the path of sutras is about to become 
a buddha,1267 then light rays emanate from the ilnJakesa 1268 of the 
tathagatas of the ten directions and vanish into the crown of that spiritual 
warrior. This is termed the "empowerment of light rays". 1269 In fact, 
no matter what path one enters, the consecration of the buddhas is the 
means by which one is empowered in its view, meditation, conduct, 
and result, and so is denoted as an "empowerment". It says in the 
Siltra of the Descent to Lanka (Ch.2, XL): 

Mahamati! moreover, bodhisattvas who have been blessed 
with two blessings come before the feet of the tathagatas, 
arhats, utterly perfect buddhas and ask all their questions. 
With which two blessings, one might ask, are they blessed? 
It is so that they are blessed with the blessing of balanced 
contemplative absorption and with the blessing of the em
powerments conferred by all the bodies, faces, and arms [of 
the buddhas]. 

Thereat, Mahamati! bodhisattvas, great spiritual warriors 
are blessed with the blessing of the buddhas from [the time 
of their attainment of] the first level,1270 and become 
equipoised in the contemplation of the bodhisattvas, which 
is called "Illumination of the Greater Vehicle". As soon as 
those bodhisattvas, great spiritual warriors become equi
poised in the bodhisattvas' contemplation of the "Illumina
tion of the Greater Vehicle", the tathagatas, arhats, utterly 
perfect buddhas who reside in the ten directions of the uni
verse reveal themselves. They genuinely reveal all their 
bodies, faces, and discourses. In this way, Mahamati! they 
appropriately bless the bodhisattva, great spiritual warrior 
Vajragarbha and other great bodhisattvas endowed with sim
ilar characteristics. 

So it is, Mahamati! that the bodhisattvas, great spiritual 
warriors on the first level attain the blessing to become 
equipoised in contemplation. Through the fundamental vir
tues accumulated during all of a hundred thousand aeons, 
they finally thoroughly realise the characteristics that are 
allied to the levels, or opposed to them. Then, on the 
bodhisattva level called "Cloud of Doctrine", the hands of 
the conquerors extend from the ten directions of the universe 
towards those bodhisattvas, great spiritual warriors who, 

And: 

The S iltra which Gathers Al ' 
seated in the Great L P lIntentzons 913 
with all the most pre~~~s o:lace, wearing crowns adorned 
rounded by bOdhisattvas r nam,e~ts, are completely sur
selves. With [hands who~eg eat s~IrIt~al warriors like them
campaka flowers mo I' htouch IS] lIke orpiment,I271 gold 

, on Ig t, and lotu h ' 
empower those bodhisattvas ' ~es, t e conquerors 
whom reside in the G L great splntual warriors all of 
their heads, in the ma:

eat 
fotus Palace, on the cro~ns of 

Indraraja Because th ner 0 lords, universal monarchs or 
. ey are emp d ' 

faces, and hands of the buddh owere by all the bodies 
bodhisattvas are said t b bts, that bOdhisattva and thes~ 
hand empowerment. 0 e essed by the blessing of the 

For the following reasons Mah- " 
arhats, utterly perfect b d'dh amatl. do the tathagatas 

, , , u as bless b dh' , 
splntual warnors with th 'bl ' , 0 Isattvas, great 
be disturbed by the d fil elr essmg: m order that they not 
back into the contemp~alt~men~ :nd deeds of Mara; not slide 
become aware fior th IOn 1 an ,evel of the pious attendants' 

, emse Yes md' 'd 11 ' 
the tathagatas; and so that th " I~I ua y, of the level of 
teries increase. Maha " b elr ~cqU1red doctrines and mas-
, rna tl. odhlsa ttvas ' , 

nors who are not so bl d I' ' great splntual war-
, esse s Ide back int h ' 

extremIsts, pious attendants and _ 0 t e attItUdes of 
the unsurpassed and auth ' Mara. They do not attain 
buddhahood. For reas enthlc, perfect enlightenment of 

. , ons suc as these th b ' 
great splntual warriors are f: ' e odhlsattvas 
utterly perfect bUddh avoured by the tathagatas, arhats' as. , 

As has b~en stated abundantI in ' , 
that a bodhIsattva who has attainY d h

such 
passages, It IS indisputable 

fievel] must attain buddhahood b e ~ ~ end of the stream [of the tenth 
ore, ,provisionally, the pious airereJmg upon empowerment. There

bodhlsattvas are empowered to CUl~iv:nts, sel~-c~ntred buddhas, and 
pa~hs; and because, ultimatel te medItatIVely their respective 
:t~tude of the greater vehicle ~~~~efrha:e [~l,l]l seized by the enlightened 
~ ,self-centred bUddhas be~om 'f ve IC es of] the pious attendants 

nISclence, For this especially cr ~ lSWI t paths, to the attainment of om-
and all-kn ' UCla reason VaJradh kll' 
th . Owmg, has given such tea h' M ara, sled m means 

at, WIthout relying on the th ,c mg. oreover, When it is taught 
passed [Yogatantra], 1272 the l~~:tlgher ~mpowerments of the Unsur
merely by means of the tantras f 0: VaJradhara cannot be attained 
~ea~t is, in point of fact, much ~h t e Outer w~y of mantras, what is 

e Sutras those [empowerment e same as thIS, for, on the path of 
erment, or blessing, of great lig~t are cO,ncealed, and only the empow

rays IS spoken of. 



4 Response to Critics of the "Root 
Tantra of the Secret Nucleus" 

[764.2-770.6] Moreover, because Go Lhetse did not receive the teachings 
he had requested from the lord of the doctrine, Zurpoche, he nursed a 
grudge, due to which, after travelling to India, he reported that the 
Nyingmapa tantras were not to be found in India. 1273 He censured the 
glorious Secret Nucleus for four faults, et cetera, wh~.ch were occasionally 
repeated by some Tibetans. 1274 None the less, just going to India [and 
finding that] they were unknown in a few districts does not disprove the 
ancient translations. The Great Perfection and other exceedingly 
profound tantrapi!aka were only transmitted through unique lineages 
directly from mouth to ear. Beyond that, not even written texts were 
made. As nothing at all of those instructions remained behind, it may 
well be true that he neither saw, nor heard of them; for India was without 
this sort of Tibetan custom, whereby the doctrines of the secret mantra 
are given publicly, even to dogs and mice. Nevertheless, when one such 
as the "sole divine master" Dlparpkara [Atisa], who was renowned for his 
great learning in the mantras throughout India, saw the Indian manu
scripts at the Pehar Kordzoling [at Samye] in Tibet, his scholarly 
arrogance was shattered because many tantrapi!aka were preserved there 
which he had never heard of or seen before. As that story is clearly set 
forth in the biography of master Atisa himself, it is of no importance that 
an ordinary person such as Lhetse did not see those [tantras in India]. As 
a further illustration, one may note that one Orgyenpa Rincenpel, who 
meandered like a river all the way to O<;l<;liyana in the west, and who could 
powerfully transform the vision of others, said that he did not see an end 
to the mantras which appeared in the human world .1275 

Likewise, the lie that the Secret Nucleus had been composed in Tibet 
was betrayed by an actual Indian manuscript, which came into the 
possession of Com den Rikpei Reldri, the great paQ<;lita SakyasrI, Tharpa 
Lotsawa, Golo Zhonupel, Shage Lotsawa, et cetera. Rikpei Reldri, in 
particular, who was supremely learned in the later translations and was 
a great rectifier of the teaching, said in his Proof of the Secret Nucleus 
(gsang-snying sgrub-pa): 1276 

'. The Root Tantra of the Secret Nucleus 
ThIs tantra IS genuine for the foIl . 
Commentary on the Glori G h owm~.reasons: In the Great 
pa'i 'grel-chen T 1844) ous u ryasamaja (dpalgsang-ba 'dus-
. h ' composed by th . / 
In t e course of his com e master VIsvamitra 
th B . ments on the pas "H ' 

e emg of Pristine Cogn't' sage ow far does 
. . I IOn reach ;J" h S 
IS cIted as follows (Ch.1, v.3): .... t e ecret Nucleus 

In the abode of Akanistha . h 
in the limitless ground' h ~~t . out extre~es or centre, 
pristine cognition ther, u: lC IS the. radIant wheel of 
forth with thejOew) l .: IS oth~ celestzal palace blazing 

e s OJ pnstme coan °t 0 

uninterrupted throu h h b.~1 IO~) completely 

And also eCh.1, v.6): 
gout t e ten dIrectIOns ... 

In every inconceivable [world] h 0 0 

sally as the diverse buddh b d) e appears unzver-
o a- 0 ry) speech and mind. 

Then, m commenting on the as " 
?e known to be the palatial b X ~age, The Stiipa should 
It as follows (Ch.1, v.3): a 0 eo all buddhas ... ," he cites 

The spire is the p . t' 0 0 

which all mandala~s o;:h COfllIOn central to all) in 
tions andfour't~'mes w °th e uddh~s of the ten direc-
from one another an~ out ~:cep~IOn are not distinct 

) are OJ a smgle essence. 
!hen, commenting on the passa e " . 
IS based on insubstantiality "h g '. SUbstantIal existence 

... , e gIves (Ch.2 v 6)-
Emahol Th' d ' .. 

. IS Won erful marvellous realit 
Is t~e secret of all perfect buddhas Y 
Allzs created from the uncreated . 
At creation itself there is no crea;ion. 

Then, while ex 1 .. 
"Th P ammg the meaning of " " 

e Secret NUcleus s eak secret he says, 
Moreover, he quotes th p s of fi.ve empowerments.,,1277 

. epassagebegmning(Ch.6, vv.9-11)· 
Thezr [colours] are blue White y II . ) ) e ow) scarlet 

up to: 

{-IPer:vasive] without extremes or centre 
[" t IS an unthinkabl j ) 

f, d l e Spontaneously present 
[mal],. a a]. 

And he says "A d' 
three realitie;." CCor mg to the Secret NUcleus, there are 

In these and all other such 0 

by mentioning the title S Nmstances Visvamitra begins 
ecret ucleus. 
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1 tera [criticised by Go 
The four perverse fau ts, et ce , b' with the 

1 b rejected' [When texts egin 
Lhetse), are a so to e d d .~ is traditionally held to mean 
words) Thus I have ex~o~n b e ;~e buddhas themselves, for it 
that they.were compi e

h 
y th level bodhisattvas to compile 

is imposs1bl~ for even t be ~e;has As it says in the Verification 
all the teachlllgs of the

b 
u t' Saroruha as a commentary 

of Secrets, compos~d y mas er 
on the Guhyasama}a: 

Most masters claim 
That the most radiant ta~tra, 
The glorious Guhyasama}a, 
Had as its compiler 
The warrior called Lokesvara. 
But by the kindness of my venerabl~ guru 
I know that the compiler of the glonous r 

Guhyasamaja 
Could not have been any other; . 
And so the being who propounded It 
Was that tantra's author, . 
The indestructible reality of mllld. 

In accord with this explanation, t~ere is a tradition whereby 
h' self is the complIer. 

the exponent 1m bl nd" the Abhidharma, too, 
As for the "immeasura e grou 

. Ak' tha is immeasurable. 
explains th~t anl~. . . Visvamitra's Great Commentary 

ConcernIng the four tlmes_.. J s. "Thus the fourth time 
[on the Glorious Guhyasama}a say." More~ver, the phrase, 
should be known to be sa.me~ess... .' also found 

By all the lords of t~e ten dBlre~~~nsg~~~[o::;;:~~ l:hat it refers 
in the new translatlOns. u a 

to the four aeons.. , earance at the centre [of the 
Regarding Valrasattva s app . ex lain that the 

mandala], even the new translatlOnS p.. 1278 
. . . . h dala may change pOSltlOns. 

foremost figure In t e mat.:l. Th . a or final punctuation 
. h passage e vlsarg J I • 

Concernlllg t e . .' . . wareness through whIch 
k ( . ) the dlscnmznatzve a f h 

mar s tlg ar~ 15) the Indian manuscript 0 t e 
names are applted (Ch~4,. v .. _~. ti 1279 Siltri (thread) is the 
Secret Nucleus reads ~utn pra}n~tl~y~ ') Suryaprabhasirpha's 
Sanskrit word for thlg (meas~ln7 lllJe ~xplains [tig as being 
Commentary [on the Secret uc ~~s 

. ) h' Tig is an archaiClsm. . h equlvalent to t 19 . [which is found In t e 
As for the reference to other tant~~nded later on, such as 

Secret Nucleus): all the tanthras ;xp ation of the Real which 
the H evajra, also refer to t e umm 
had been delivered first. 
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With such well-wrought arguments, [Rikpei Reldri's work] estab
lishes, in the manner of a teaching dialogue, [the authenticity of the 
Secret Nucleus], having cited quotations from this tantra in the great 
treatises that were famed in India, along with many commentaries by 
the masters mentioned above. You should examine it, for it is clearly 
valid! 

For such reasons, the great pal).gita Sakya Chokden has said: 1280 

It is not necessary to prove laboriously that 
The Nyingmapa doctrines were translated from Indian 

originals. 
It is enough that they are proven to be 
The teaching of the emanational master [Padmasambhava]. 
Although they do not conform with the mantras and symbols 
Of those translated from India later on, 
The proof of their validity is infallible accomplishment 
Through their supreme and common attainment. 
They may be compared with the doctrines taken 
By supreme accomplished masters from various great lands, 
And which were not translated in India 
From their respective volumes; 
For it is said that with Va;rasattva's consent 
The compilers of those transmitted precepts 
Were themselves permitted to teach them 
In the language of each different country. 
The Nyingmapa doctrinal traditions that definitely were 
Translated from India require no proof. 
Having formulated arguments one might prove 
The indefinite ones to be treatises,1281 
But the great ones who came before in Tibet, 
Discovering this to be an artificial, conceptual path, 
Have avoided wandering upon it, 
As they themselves have explained. 

This reasoned argument appears to be a learned axiom, when scrutinised 
fairly. In general, a doctrine is no more important merely because it 
originated in India. A distinction of good and bad treatises on the basis 
of country is not known in learned circles. If the author was one who 
was abiding on the level of accomplishment, the treatises composed by 
him should be valid. So, it is proven that whether they originated in 
India or Tibet makes no difference. Sometimes, too, Tibetan treatises 
are better than Indian treatises. One should regard as reliable those 
composed by accomplished Tibetans, whose pristine cognition was 
manifest, rather than those written by ordinary Indian scholars, who 
based themselves on learning in grammar and logic. 



5 The Continuity of the Nyingmapa 
Tradition, and its Impact on the 
Other Schools 

[771.1-786.4] Furthermore, in the period following the persecution of 
the teaching by Langdarma, one called the "Red Master" and another 
called the "Blue-skirted Pa1).<:iita" came from India to Tibet, where, for 
the sake of riches and honour, they propagated practices involving 
public orgies and slaughter in the villages. 1282 Because many Tibetans 
entered their following, Lha Lama, uncle and nephew, as well as the 
translator Rincen Zangpo and others explained, in the epistles of re
futation which they authored in order to prevent harm to the teaching, 
that these were perversions of the mantra tradition. 1283 The translators 
of the new schools repeatedly declared, in order to prove the greatness 
of their own doctrines, that the transmitted precepts of the way of the 
secret mantra according to the Ancient Translation School had been 
polluted, owing to which ill-informed persons were carried off on the 
stretcher of doubt. But, in fact, it may be known from the preceding 
history how the continuous blessings of this succession of tantras, 
transmissions, and esoteric instructions have been preserved without 
decline. 

In brief, when the doctrine was persecuted by Langdarma all the 
dialectical seminaries were destroyed, but the hermitages of the mantra 
tradition survived somewhat in mountainous ravines, caves, and so 
forth. For that reason, and in accord with the promise which Langdarma 
himself made to Nupcen [po 612], the mantrins were never harmed 
at all. During those times a multitude of excellent awareness-holders, 
who had mastery over the two accomplishments, continued to maintain 
the teaching of the three inner classes of tantra. Their number included 
Nyangben Tingdzin Zangpo, Ngenlam Cangcup Gyeitsen, most of the 
eight glorious disciples ofNyak Jfianakumara, Nupcen and his disciples, 
Rok Sakya Jungne, and Deshek Zurpoche. 

As for how the supreme and common accomplishments were visibly 
disclosed, without fail, by those who experientially cultivated the tantras 
of the Ancient Translation School and the esoteric instructions com
posed by those who dwelt on the great level of the awareness-holders: 
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. seven sUccessIve generations f . . 
Pan~ Mipham Gonpo, who did so b 0 diSCIP1~s beginning with 
Spat~al Class of the Great Perfection y T~eans of the mstructions of the 
the lmeage which passed from Nya~ T~re w~re seven generations in 
and so on, whose physical bodies df mgd~m Zangpo to Dangma, 
the Supreme transformation b ssolved mto the rainbow body 
.. , Y means of th h ' 
mstructIOns on inner radiance e pat of the esoteric 
as many who emerged successiv~~e Innermost Spirituality; 1284 as well 
:vho had the discipline to resurrec::hsu~h as the three ancestral Zurs, 
mto space. e ead, and who bodily vanished 

It is impossible, too to enu 
rainbow body by the ;aths f ~rate all those who passed into the 
Perfection, as exemplified b t~ ~ e profound treasures of the Great 
and the Northern [Treasure; O/Ri~~~~r~.~Treasures of Perna Lingpa] 
late age, this may still be illustrated Foro~emcen]. ~ven during this 
s~eep. year, fifteenth cycle) the lord xample, m. 1883/4 (water 
RIkdzm Perna DtidUl van· h d . among accomplIshed masters 

h h· ,IS e m the bod f 1· h 1285 ' 
W en IS personal disciple the t fi y 0 Ig t. Afterwards 

. ,rea sure- mder R ·k· ' 
away at Mmdroling his remaI· . . angn DorJe, passed 
b h· 'ns vanIshed 1· h 
. e md, .which was about six inches in. Into Ig t. What was left 
It can stIll be seen today D· h sIze, was taken to Dokam where 
d· . . unng t at same . d ' 
I~cIples of the great treasure-finder D... per~o, there were thirteen 

rambow body 1286 F h UJom Lmgpa who attained th . Urt ermore ver 1 e 
have been many Whom I rem 'b y c ose to the present day, there 
h d· em er, Who were .... 1 
a~e Issolved into the rainbow bod . man~lest y perceived to 

theIr bodies behind: Lingtsang Dza : TWIth~u.~ leavmg even a trace of 
(wood pig year, sixteenth cYcle)-lfs7 rashl Ozer of?okam in 1935/6 
Gyeltsen,in1937/8(fireoxyear).1288f111follo;ed by hIS regent, Lodro 
Namgyel in 1952/3 (water drago'n 0 )0~~9 by Derge Yilungpa Sonam 

In dd·· year 
a ltIOn, one cannot number th .. . .. 

the treasure-finder Dtijom Lin a. Do_se. hk~ Tnme Ozer, the Son of 
Wangmo; the Zhecen Gyeltsa gp, . aki Kunzang Chonyi Dekyong 

~recep.tor O~Dzokcen, ZhenpenPCh~l~~~e Pe~a Namgyel; the great 
enpel NYIma· Cadrel K·· P ngwa, Gemang II, Thupwang 

T d· ' unga elden· L· 
en zm; the great preceptor of D 1 ' ;ngter III, Gyurme Perna 

my .own supreme guides the zo (cen, ema Thekcok Loden; and 
Doqe; Khyapdak Gyurme' N d ~re~ treasure-finder Zilnon Namkei 
lampel Dewei Nyima Th . g~ O? angpo; and the lord of the circle 
~companied by sound li;~t YSI~al bodies mostly vanished into light' 

hat was left behind n' 0 1 ,earht quakes and various other miracles' 
m ' argert an a cub·t b . 

asses consisting of the five . 1 '. ecame [after cremation] 
There were also remams and relIcs. 

o very many [Nying 
k~ean oflearning, such as Ron z~ ~~p.a masters] who traversed the 

Ing of the doctrine, Longcen
g 
Ram. Chokl Zangpo and the all-knowing 

level such as that of Naga- . PJamp~, Who planted their feet on a 
rJuna and Asanga th , e Supreme adornments 
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Diijom Lingpa 

. . _ whose sublime intellects were fearless in the 
beautIfY1ng Jambudv1pa, d.. f th Sugata's doctrinal tradition. In 
encounter with t?e profun 1tIel~ °the ~our Medical Tantras (gso-dpyad 
the ordin~ry [sc1ence~]b ast:ee e~anational translator Vairocana, have 
rgyud-bzhz) , translate Yr· atures 
provided great sustenance for nu~?~rleS~a;v~~;nc::dowed with] pro-

Moreover, [the Nying~apa tra f 1t10~iad deeds by means of the four 
found means for the a~ta.1nment. 0 ~y enrichment subjugation, and 
rites of enlightened actIvity: paclficatIon~ho have be~n famed for their 
wrath. Therefore, when some of t~ose h e been afflicted with most 
greatness throughout the Land of n:~s t a~eek refuge directly or in
fearsome circumstances, they have a. 0 T lation'School. This is 

. h C' 11 rs of the Anc1ent rans ld 
directly, with t e 10 . owe . hou h Sakya Pa1)9ita cou 
verified by direct eV1dence: for mstan~, t the glatter began to fly into 
defeat Haranandin through reason'dwh~n ·th the gnostic mantra of 

. D a who boun 1m W1 . h t 
the sky 1t was arcarw h ld think how far-reaching IS t a 
VajrakHa. 1290 This being so, one \ O~t ned activity associated with the 
teaching, which is possessed of en Ig fe . t nce] and the definitively 
manifestly elevated [higher realms 0 eXlS e 
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good [liberation].1291 The buddhas and bodhisattvas have acted solely 
as physicians on behalf of other sentient beings. With this intention 
the supremely learned Go Lotsawa Zhonupel has said [in the Blue 
Annals, p.203]: 

In general, after the persecution of the teaching by 
Langdarma, there was not a single ordained monk in Central 
Tibet and Tsang for more than seventy years. However, 
there were many Nyingmapa mantra adepts who blessed 
their respective homelands with their distinctive practices. 
The householders had faith in them, delighted them with 
food and clothing, et cetera, and occasionally received the 
vase empowerment alone, whereby their minds gradually 
matured. Consequently, when those known as the six or 
eight men from Central Tibet and Tsang, [namely,] Lume 
and the others, arrived, countless temples and monastic com
munities were founded in every province and district. It 
became possible to enjoy, without decline, the transmitted 
precepts and treatises which had been translated in the past, 
during the time of the king and his ministers. Moreover, 
most of the many learned and accomplished individuals who 
appeared originated from the lineages of the Nyingmapa 
accomplished masters. 

Just so, apart from some esoteric instructions of the Great Perfection 
which were composed by Indian masters such as Indrabhl1ti, Buddha
jfianapada, and Naropa, and which were dispersed throughout Tibet, 
most of the treatises, and so forth, composed by other accomplished 
masters were not even translated into Tibetan. These masters, being 
determined to preserve secrecy, would not leave even a trace of their 
supremely profound, esoteric instructions behind. So, let alone the 
issue of public teaching, because even the books were by and large 
sealed to be kept invisible, they could only be revealed in utter secrecy 
to one sole supremely fortunate disciple. So it was that, for example, 
Phamthingpa was familiar with Ndropd's Sky-farer (nd-ro mkha'-spyod), 
the mere name of which Marpa had never heard. Likewise, there are 
accounts [which hold that] the great pa1)9ita SakyasrI received VajrakIla 
from the great master Padmasambhava himself, and that Phadampa 
Sangye maintained the Great Perfection as his profoundest commitment. 
At a later date, the great accomplished master Santigupta received the 
transmitted exegeses, empowerments, and esoteric intructions of many 
tantrapitaka from master Padmasambhava in person. Santigupta's dis
ciples who came to Tibet related that he also propagated them in Draviga 
and other countries. 1292 In addition, there was the Great Perfection 
which Zhang Yudrakpa received directly from the master Padmasam
bhava, the bodhisattva Santarak~ita, and Vimalamitra. 
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When the venerable Milarepa first received the Mental Class of the 
Great Perfection from Nup Khulungpa he could not become equipoised 
in awareness itself, and for the time being the doctrine and the individual 
seemed to go their own ways. 1293 Finally, on the basis of the venerable 
Marpa ofLhodrak's [teaching ofthe] inner heat, he attained accomplish
ment on the path of the Great Perfection, whereby all thoughts, all 
things are exhausted. This can be demonstrated by one of his own 
songs of indestructible reality, in which he says: 

Stabbed in front by the Great Perfection, 
Stabbed in the back by the Great Seal, 
I vomit the blood of instruction ... 

The venerable Karma Pakshi [Karmapa II], who had been Garap 
Dorje's disciple Toktsewa, remembered that previous life in which he 
had comprehended the six million four hundred thousand verses of the 
Great Perfection. Owing to this, and to his study of the Great Perfection 
under Katokpa Campabum, and so on, he obtained accomplishment. 
The all-knowing Rangjung Dorje [Karmapa III] asserted himself to be 
the emanation of Vimalamitra and, having become the master of the 
teaching of the Innermost Spirituality, brought forth treasures of inten
tion as well. The great accomplished master Orgyenpa, the venera9le 
Gotsangpa, Yang-gonpa and others who realised sarpsura and nirvu1).a to 
be of the same savour [i.e. the adherents of the Drukpa Kagyti tradition] 
obtained accomplishment in the expanse of the Great Perfection, no 
matter upon which path they provisionally relied. [To affirm this] one 
should examine the innermost assertions of their respective intentions. 

The glorious Sakyapa all attained accomplishment by relying upon 
the tradition of the ancient translations that was derived from the lineage 
of Khon Ltiiwangpo,1294 a direct disciple of master Padmasambhava; 
and Yangdak and VajrakIla were both adopted as the vital meditational 
deities of the Sakyapa. During that age, when those Tibetans with 
arrogant presumptions to scholarship sought to smear the ancient trans
lations, Yangdak and Vajrakfla were effulgently protected by their 
[Sakyapa] doctrine masters, who revered them for their purity and so 
had occasion to cause [their critics] to erase what they had written. The 
doctrine master Lama Tampa [Sonam Gyeltsen] attained manifest signs 
[of accomplishment] by relying on Vajrakfla, and he composed a recen
sion of it. In particular, the supreme holders of the Sakyapa teaching 
tradition, from Dakcen Lodro GyeItsen to Ktinpang Doringpa, Choje 
Tsharpa, Jamyang Khyentse Wangcuk, et cetera, were directly or in
directly favoured and blessed by the great master Padmasambhava. 
Consequently, there were many who obtained accomplishment by the 
paths of the Ancient Translation School, including the Great Perfection. 
They can be known from their individual biographies and so forth, but 
it will not be possible to mention them [all] here. 
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ore Over , even the instructions of th . ) 

Path and Fruit which stem f h e precIOUS oral teaching of the 
[; h rom t e traditio f h . act, t e exegesis of the stage of tOns 0 t at lIneage, are in 
lation School's Heruka G l per ectIOn found in the Ancient Tr:ns-
MO d h O apo, a tantra of th 1 f 

zn ,w Ich actually sets forth th e cyc e 0 Yangdak the 
four obscurations, four paths fou; s~i~cture?f the four empowerm~nts, 
four pulses, and four bodloe' B p osophI~al systems, four deceases 

'd s. ecause that IS d ' 
eVI ence has proven [the Path and F . emonstr~bl~ so, valid 
connected with this tantra rult] to be an esotenc Instruction 

Again, there was the gre;t accom 10 h 
aos Namka Gyeltsen, or Leki Doroe pIS ed master ?fLhodrak renowned 
tIOns directly from the Lord f ~ , who could receIve prophetic declara
whatever had to be done ThO ecret.s ~nd so make predictions about 

h' h V . . e esotenc Instruction h 
w IC aJrapa1).i conferred on him . s on t e two stages 
path of the Great Perfection Th as an aural lIneage uphold the true 
great accomplished master t~ re e ven~~able Tsongkapa implored that 
found view. The master asked t~o~e ~s doubts on the genuine, pro
Supreme Nectar-Elixir Dialogue (~ ~r of Secre~s, who delivered the 
says: Z us- an bdud-rtsz sman-mchog), which 

In order to attain the su rem r' '. . 
of father Samantabhad:a th: e~xlr, whIch I~ the Intention 
SamantabhadrI my th '0 heartfelt adVIce of mother 
. ,- e vaJra- older's 0 . . 

tIOn, and the highest' 1 - wn secret InJunc-
h pInnac e of the vehicl h 

t rough to the roots of . d' . . es, t en cut 
mIn s Inner radIance 

And also: '" 

o Leki Dorje! this, the em tess 
fabricated by anyone It lOS P ~h enbce?f awareness, was not 
f . wIt out aSlS unc d b'd o 
rom the very beginning W' h ,a~se ,a 1 Ing 

trivances about it, let it b~' ri ~tt out co~s~rUctIOnos ~nd con
attains buddhahood in th ~ whoere It IS. DeVIatIOn then 

L
. . e pnmordlally pure expanse ... 
Ikewlse: 

This natural inner radiance is . . 0 

emptiness, and yet spontaneousl Inseparable froI? ongInal 
is unobstructed spirituality K y present. Its radIant aspect 
without attaining to substa~tia~~;~/oo, t~at ~hatever arises, 
cence. In its inseparabilit [f en~e, IS t at great coales
attained... y rom emptIness] buddhahood is 

It says in the Elixir Drops of the C 0 

(Phyag-na-rdo-rjeJi bskyed-rd bd dreat~oon a~d Perfection of Vajrapani 
zogs u -rtsz Jz thzg-pa): 0 

T
Thhe deity of pristine cognition declared' 

e unborn inc 0 bl . I 0 ,0ncelVa e expanse of reality 
s ummpeded, unelaborate, and it appears as anything. 
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. - 0 different are primordIally pure. 
Sarpsara a~d ll1r~ca1).a: n d of itself dissolves in the unborn 
Whatever IS manliest In an 

expanse. 

Moreover: d 
h' h asp two be not destroye , 

If delusion's apparitions w lC g.r. l" of 
One will deviate from the medltatlVe cu tlvatlon 

emptiness. . 
. be not freed from mtellect, 

If em~tlness rin dualistically cannot liberate you: 
Doctnnes appea g b ddha-bodies are to be attaIned, 
Assertions that the five u 
The five poisons to be ~bandoned, 
Buddhahood to be obtaIned, 

And samsara to be renounced, 
. f' d proof" 

Are attachments to
f
r
f
e ut~~;~:~~ obtain ~he value of the 

If they're not cut 0 ,yo 
genuine nucleus. . 

Lk a blind man seeking the honzon, 
y~~ will wander forever in sarpsara's abodes. 

Though you mentally hanker for that which surpasses the 

intellect, l"b t you 
Mentally created doctrines cannot 1 era e d· ,,1295 

. h" 11 ct's reach an range. 
"The ultimate is not. WIt .m mbte fie . shed with thoughts and 
The pinnacle of vehIcles IS to e 1111 

finished with things. " 
1 even the term "awareness 

Do not app Y . d the buddha-body of reality, 
To your own mm , 
Which is no substance. . . d 
Be absorbed in the indiscernible enhghte~ed mm , 

. fness and compasslOn , 
Whose nucleus IS emp 1 thought and expression. 
The transcendence of utterandce, f the 'intellect. 
Be absorbed in the transcen ence 0 

Be totally absorbed in freedom from deeds. 

B t "be absorbed" is the intellect's phras~: b b d" 
u . "absorbed" or una sor e , 

Without the conventlOnS . f ee fr~m analytical grounds, 
Without words, or express.lOnsll' r

t 
's stilled in the expanse. 

1 . 1 apparent mte ec 1 . 
The ana ytlca , , d' ection vanish m space, 
Refutation, proof, accepta~ce, an re) 
Like clouds that dissolv~ m the sky. 
Not renouncing discurslVe th.oughts, 
They are pure where they anse. 

. editation, conduct and result: '. 
As for Vlew, m . d attraction your Vlew, 
Make freedom fro~ a~ers~on ~n ctualising your meditation; 
Destruction of subJectlve mte e 
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Let freedom from deeds and craving be your conduct; 
And your result the abandonment of the wish to attain 

extrinsically 
The buddha-body of reality, which is naturally within. 

The eighty-four thousand doctrines of the vehicles, 
Their tantras, commentaries, and esoteric instructions 
Transcend what may be expressed; 
But this drop of the nectar of esoteric instruction, 
Like refined and clarified butter, 
Is the quintessence of all together. 
As if it were lion's milk, the supreme essence, 
I offer it to you, Leki Dorje, 
A supreme vessel, like a vase of gold ... 

925 

This presents the doctrinal terminology of the Great Perfection with
out adulterating it with other philosophical systems. Hence, it was by 
this path that Leki Dorje obtained accomplishment. Above and beyond 
that, Je Guru [Tsongkapa himself], Tokden Jampel Gyamtso and others 
have explained that, except in the course of his presentations of the 
Madhyamaka and logical philosophies, the venerable Tsongkapa con
formed to the experiential cultivation of the Great Seal and Great Per
fection. This, in fact, can be learned by studying the Supreme Nectar
Elixir Dialogue, whereby his doubts on the view were resolved [when 
he queried] the great accomplished master Leki Dorje. This Dialogue 
by and large merits comparison with the Golden Rosary Dialogue from 
the Innermost Spirituality of the I)akinf(mkha'-'gro snying-thig-gi-zhus-lan 
gser-phreng). Had it been otherwise, Tsongkapa would not have had to 
rely upon that great accomplished master for merely the view that is 
an object of [intellectual] understanding, because his discernment with 
respect to conventional topics was as vast as the illumination of the sun 
and moon. Therefore, Jamgon Tsongkapa himself said: 

In particular, when I received permission to write down the 
Supreme Elixir Dialogue, a Nectar Rosary, an esoteric instruc
tion which summarises the essence of the intention of the 
Conqueror and his sons, and which is the secret injunction 
of the sublime Vajrapa1).i, without interpolation, omission, 
or error, just as it was orally conferred by the Lord of Secrets, 
then: 

The nectar-like speech of the Lord of Secrets 
Fulfilled the hopes of my mind. 
I overcame the sickness of defilement, 
And thought I had reached AlakavatI. 1296 

Similarly, PaI).cen Lozang Ch6ki Gyeltsen wrote in his Guidebook to the 
Great Seal (phyag-chen-gyi khrid-yig): 
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Although many different names have been gIV
k
en -

. G t Seal and Madhyama a, 
Great PerfectI~n'Ob~eat of C~tting, and Pacification -
Path and FruIt, lec . 
When they are investigated by ~ yo.gm 
Who has cultivated th~m ex~en7~;lallY, 
He arrives at just one IntentIOn. . . 

d
· eneral from the perspective of expenentIal 

Such a statement, ma e m ~ .. 

cultivation,. gives rise to r~i~l~~:~angkhapa Peljor Lhtindrup: It was 
Concernmg the .venera Rikdzin Tshewang Norgye and upon 

by relying up?n hIS own fa~er h became a great lord of yoga, who 
Ra~gdrol N~l~da Sangye

a
:
h 
~f t~e Innermost Spirituality of t?e Great 

attame~ stabIlIty on the p Guidebook which Introduces the Vzew Com
PerfectIOn. He composed the . d Great Madhyamaka, et cetera, 

G S 1 Great Perfectwn an . h' 1 
mon to the reat ea, .' he Innermost Spirituality (snymg-t 'lg-.a 
and also some notes clanfymg t 'f h D I i Lama received the esotenc 

k · . ) The Great Fl t a a 
gsal-byed- y'l y'l-ge . tion from this master. 
instructions of the G~e~t Per~ec Trhisong Detsen had returned as the 

In general, the relIgIOus kmg . fhis enlightened aspiration 
. t the timely maturatIon 0 d h 

Great Fifth, OWIng o. f his Tibetan subjects. He enhance , .ere 
to increase the happIness 0 C h hing and doctrinal assembhes, 
in the Land of Snows, respec~ lor t e teac d knowledge of the Ancient 

I t' ular hIS acute reasone h 
without bias. n par lC, ' ursued the doctrine (to suc 
Translation School of the secret ma.ntra fPthe transmitted precepts and 

h ] h . mple enumeratIOn 0 f h 
an extent t at t e Sl. ome three volumes. It is clear rom t e 
treasures which he studIed. fill s found in the fourth volume 

. the Nymgmapa tantras, (g . 
section concermng. . d the Flow of the Ganges san-y'lg 
of his Record of Teachmgs Recde'lve , k t cut off by logical proofs and 

,. h ) that he un ertoo 0, h N . 
gang-ga'l c u-rgyun , d rse notions (regarding t e Ylng-
refutations, those who espouse perve 

mapa tantras]. 

6 On the Validity of the Treasures 

[786.4-790.3] Similarly, concerning the Nyingmapa treasures, [it may 
be said that] all the tantrapitaka which were reportedly discovered in 
ancient India by the great accomplished master Sarahapada, Garap 
Dorje, Viriipa, Asvottama,1298 Nagarjuna, Padmakara, Saroruha, 
Lalitavajra, Carlndra, and so forth, were, in fact, treasure doctrines; 
for "treasure" is explained to mean something hidden, that is invisible 
to direct sensory perception for some time. Therefore, when, for the 
time being, no worthy recipients to whom the illustrative written tantras 
[could be transmitted] were found, they were sealed in the invisible 
expanse, where they were guarded and preserved by the gakinls. Then, 
those accomplished individuals were given prophetic declarations by 
their favoured deities and, when the time arrived, they were given 
permission and empowered by the host of gakinls in the great palaces 
of mantra, such as the Dharmagafiji in Oggiyana. Having released the 
seal of entrustment, they were given the volumes of the tantras, experi
entially cultivated them for themselves, and taught them somewhat to 
other worthy disciples. 

In the same way, with reference to Tibet, the all-seeing master Pad
masambhava composed, on the basis of the profound and vast tan
trapitaka, each requisite for the path in its entirety, including means 
for attainment, ritual collections and esoteric instructions, for he knew 
the manner in which those requiring training would appear in the 
future. He arranged them in yellow scrolls as verbal tantras and en
trusted them to their respective non-human treasure lords in mountain 
ravines, rock-chests, wealth-filled lakes, and elsewhere. He then con
cealed them to be invisible along with their seals of entrustment which 
Were in the form of prayerful aspirations that they be discovered in the 
future by the worthy and fortunate individuals who were empowered 
to do so. At a later date, the power of those prayerful aspirations would 
awaken in the individuals endowed with suitable fortune. The indica
tions of the appropriate times and the prophetic declarations would 
come together, whereupon the great master would actually reveal his 
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visage, confer empowerment, and inspire [the treasure-finders] with 
the seals of entrustment and prophetic declarations. Consequently, hav
ing overwhelmed the treasure lords and the protectors of transmitted 
precepts with their commitments and discipline, all sorts of treasures, 
those of doctrine and of riches, would come into the possession of the 
treasure-finders, whereby they would bountifully serve the teaching 
and sentient beings. This constitutes one aspect of the great enlightened 
activity of the conquerors. As it says in the Sublime Sutra of Contempla
tion which Subsumes All Merits, [quoted in Sik$asamuccaya, p.lOS]: 

o Vimalatejas! the treasures of bodhisattvas, great spiritual 
warriors who desire the doctrine, have been inserted in 
mountains, ravines, and woods. DharaI.iis and limitless ap
proaches to the doctrine, which are set down in books, will 
also come into their hands. 0 Vimalatejas! deities who for
merly beheld the Buddha will encourage the brilliance of all 
the bodhisattvas, great spiritual warriors who desire the doc
trine. 0 Vimalatejas! even if the lives of those bodhisattvas, 
great spiritual warriors who desire the doctrine, should ex
pire, they will be revitalised and strengthened by all the 
buddhas, transcendental lords, and by the deities. By the 
blessing of the buddhas and the blessing of the deities they 
will endure, if they so wish, for a thousand years. 

In the Sutra which Genuinely Comprises the Entire Doctrine, too, it says: 

Ananda! whoever writes down these diverse doctrines in 
books, conceals them as treasures, and worships them, so 
that the doctrine might be completely preserved, will obtain 
ten true acquisitions. Ananda! these are: the treasure of be
holding a buddha, for he acquires the eye which does so; 
the treasure of hearing the doctrine, for he acquires the 
divine ear; the treasure of seeing the sa rtlgh a , for by not 
regressing he acquires [membership in] the sartlgha; the treas
ure which is inexhaustible, for he has acquired the hand of 
wealth; the treasure of form, for the major and minor marks 
are perfected; the. treasure of service, for his servants will 
not part from him; the treasure of holiness, for he has ac
quired brilliance; the treasure of fearlessness, for he has 
eliminated his adversaries; and the treasure of sustaining 
merit, for he sustains sentient beings. 1299 

As the Sugata has made such proclamations in his indisputable lion's 
roar, one ought well to comprehend them. 

7 ;;::; ~~:::;omings of Refutation 

[~9~.3-798.6] In general, as Ion as 
dIstInctions of the obJ· ects of fig ?ne has not examined in detail the 
th· re utatIon and th f . 

e past In the catalogues and broadside' . e re utatIOns, found in 
of Perverse Doctrines (chos-lo sun-' . s ~h~ch ~ere famed as Rejections 
gently] that they tend only togrefuteb~n), I~ IS dIfficult [to maintain co
?ersons examine them in detail man e NYIngmapa. When fair-minded 
In order to see just how m h· Y appear to have been composed 
h d . uc It was pos ·bI 

t e Octnnes refuted by lea d d SI e to get away with If all 
h . rne an accom 1· h d T· . 

no aut entIc doctrine at all wo Id b C" PIS e Ibetans were false 
For· .. u e lound. ' 

Instance, In hIS Treatise which A 
~stan-bcos), Sakya Pandita refuted nalyses the Three Vows (rab-dbye'i 
Ings], Such as the Six· Doctn·nes an; ;;e~ many Takpo Kagyii [teach
to the Questions of the Kadam . . e reat Seal. 1300 In his Answers 
gdams-pa'i dge-bshes nam_mkh~~,~~~~tu~l B.enefactor Namkabum (bka'
severly refutes the Kagyii adh gyz.dns-lan, SK Vol.S, no. 96) he 

erents, saYIng: 
Th~ doctrinal tradition of the 
Dngungpa and Taklu d Great Seal according to 

ngpa oes not . 
tantrapitaka I thI·nk th . . agree WIth any of the .. at It IS not a . 
not repeat this to others! genUIne path. But do 

The Kadam pa were themselves refi d 
~nd the venerable Milarepa criticised ;at~ by P~adampa and others, 
ar.eer of a Kadampa. 1301 The es .. po !--hafJe for adhering to the 

catIon were said by Zh·k N ~tenc InstrUctIOns ofPhadampa's Pa ·fi 
£ . 1 po YIseng C T CI 1-
a~cIful doctrines. They also said h ' o-se. emdrel and others to be 

tnne leaked out by a mad nun" [~ at the ?bJect of Cutting was a "doc-
~ven the Five Golden Doctrines ~fe~hM~~k Lapdran]. Some said that 

y Khyungpo Tshiiltrim Gan 1302 e . angpas had been composed 
th~ r.angyur. The Sakyapa d~~ Yaand so would not include them in 
~unzI' and the trio of Koramp 's kde PaI).cen and RongtOn Sheja 

aklung Lotsawa severely refute~ t~na~ Senge, Sakya Chokden, and 
erable Tsongkapa and maintained th e VIew an.d P~~losophy of the ven

at even hIs VISIOns of Maiijugho~a 
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. 1303 The supremely learne 1 pel d R ·k . Re1dn sa1d t at 
were not genUlne. . because it states that the planets 

t a genume tantra f T.b the Kalacakra was no hat China lies to the north 0 1 et, 
and stars move toward thhe east~etrable Remdawa said: 1304 
and so forth. Moreover, t e ve 

.. . d h t Kalacakra and others 
Although it 1S sal t: mi hty lords of the tenth level, 
Were compos~d b~ t ~ . g t valid from invalid arguments If intellects wh1ch d1scnmma e 

. h that is not seen to be proven. 
Examme tern, llables E-VAM are not found; 
In the root tantra the two SYes many co~tradictions. 
In the abridge~ tantra one t~an a prostitute's son? 
Can one trust 1t any more 

. other arguments he refuted. the Kalacakra. In 
With these and many f d the Path and Fruit saymg: addition, Go Lhetse re ute . 

The golden doctrines of ~a~adhara o~~nat~~ Tantra.
130S F the deranged transm1SSlOn of the atar. 

h ~om 11 known to have been jealous of its propagator, the translator But e1swe 

Drokmi. . was certainly a basic intention and 
For all these arguments there h ther hand the peerless Takpo 

~ pIe on teo, . . 
special need;. but,!or exam 'host of accomplished masters, and It IS 

Kagyu traditlOn d1d prod~ce a ka a's enlightened activity on behalf 
well established that Jamgon Tsohn

g 
fP "Second Teacher". If the doc-

. h· was t at 0 a h 
of the Buddh1st teac mg b h great persons as these, w 0 
trines which were well expounded y hSuc. f the Buddha himself and 

' . d (ble prop eC1es 0 .d 
were praised in the m estruc 1 bh a] and which explicitly ab1 e 

t [Padmasam av , .b those of the great mas er. . 1d seem that most T1 etans . f I 1m pure it wou 
in what is meanmg u : are m the teaching of the Conqueror! 
ought to be excommumcated/r~ h. les and philosoph1cal systems, 

In short, the structure 0 t ed~:/c reat enlightened activity, and 
which is the object of the b~d . g ble reality is not at all slm1lar 

d t of mconce1va , .. which is a profoun secre . . .ated with the acute mveSti-··d d scrut1mes aSSOC1 
to the counterfeit 1 eas an. hich are pondered through the know-g

ations of study and reflection w 11 knowing have taught [those 
h t s who are a - , . 1-able. Because t e suga a , ld ise that the unernng exce 

vehicles and philosophies] we S?OU
h 

re~~~~ed as that in which sarpsara 
lent philosophy of the buddhas 1S c ~ra~ a are entered The venerable 
is abando?ed, and liberati~n and a~~~~: the Supreme Continuum of the 
Ajita [Maitreya] has accord1~glY s 
Greater Vehicle, Ch.5, v.IS]. 

Speech w~ic.h inspir~s reje~t~~~ ~:ree world realms, 
The confl1ctmg emotlOns o. f eace 
And which expresses the attnbutes 0 p , 
Is the word of the Sage;. 
Its opposites are otherW1se. 
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Without being mindful of this, how might the profoundest depths 

of the oceanic realm of the doctrine be within the range of those bigoted 
Tibetans who harbour pretensions to learning, when, except for being 
the object of the buddhas alone, they cannot be realised even by sublime 
beings?1306 Those Who blaspheme [the doctrine] will not even minutely 
reach what is truly significant, whether they are motivated by the lack 
of proper realisation, attachment to only provisional meaning, bigoted 
tendencies, jealousy towards their Own equals, or the mere desire for 
acquisition, honour, and fame. 

Just so, when the greater vehicle was expounded by master Nagar
juna, the pious attendants invented negative prophecies about lord 
Nagarjuna and, having inserted them in the scriptures, proclaimed that 
[the Sutras of] the greater vehicle were not the transmitted precepts [of 
the Buddha]. When the sublime Asanga commented upon the final 
transmitted precepts in accord with the intention of the great regent 
[Maitreya], he and his followers were expelled from the greater vehicle. 
During the reign of King Dharmapala, adherents of the lesser vehicle 
destroyed and plundered a silver image of Heruka, burned up volumes 
of mantras, and proclaimed that the greater vehicle and the way of 
secret mantra had been created by Mara. The account maintains that 
they were saved from royal punishment by master Buddhajiianapada.1307 

In Tibet as well, when the venerable Da6 Zh6nu [Gampopa] taught 
that the abiding nature of reality, as it is explained in the sutras, is the 
Great Seal, [his critics] maintained that this was not at all the teaching 
of the BUddha, saying it was "Takpo' s fanciful doctrine". The all-know
ing Rangjung Dorje [Karmapa III] and Chiidrak Gyamtso [Karmapa 
VII] expounded [the teaching] in accord with the intention of the final 
transmitted precepts, but later Mikyii Dorje [Karmapa VIII] and others 
did not adhere to their view. 1308 When master T6lpopa declared that 
the ultimate truth was permanent and stable, the Tibetans considered 
him to be merely a Sa1pkhya extremist. 1309 After the venerable Tsong
kapa had explained relative appearance to be logically verifiable later 
scholars assaulted him with HOM! and PHAT! [i.e. showered him with 
derision]. The great paI.l<;lita Zilungpa [Sakya Chokden] had to be ejected 
from the Sakyapa ranks for explaining that the Analysis of the Three 
Vows was of provisional meaning. 1310 Moreover, the all-knowing Great 
Fifth, having studied and meditated upon the authentic teaching impar
tially, was very nearly excluded from the Gedenpa [i.e. Gelukpa] order. 
The obscuration of those who believe such perverse accusations and, 
haVing regarded [these pure masters] perversely, so come to abandon 
the doctrine, is immeasurable. 

Even a householder who has not entered the teaching and who per
forms intolerable, sinful deeds has the oPPortunity to become tranquil 
by merely turning to the profound abode [i.e. emptiness], but this is 
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not so for those who blaspheme or abandon the doctrine. As it says in 
the NirvalJa Sutra: 

o Kasyapa! in the world three kinds of diseased individuals 
are extremely difficult to cure. What are their diseases? To 
revile the greater vehicle, to commit the five inexpiable sins, 
and to harbour perverse attitudes - these three kinds of 
disease are extremely difficult to cure in the world. Even 
the pious attendants, self-centred buddhas, and bodhisattvas 
cannot cure them. 

This is elaborated in the Sutra of the Dialogue with Sagaramati: 

Those who know not the things which make up the world, 
And a bide in two perceptions, 
Saying, "this is true, that is false"-
Such ignoramuses make disputations. 
Because I know the genuine reality 
Of the things which make up the world, 
I never enter into dispute 
With worldly people at all. 
This doctrine, which is free from dispute, 
Has been expounded by all of the buddhas. 
If one knows the world to be sameness, 
There is neither truth, nor falsehood in it. 
If any truth, or falsehood, 
Were to be found in this teaching, 
I would be an adherent of extremes, 
And so be no differert from an extremist . • Because things are not genuine, 
There is no truth and no falsehood. 
Therefore, I explain the doctrine 
Which transcends the world 
To be free from these two. 
Those sages who know this world, 
In accord with the world's reality, 
Do not adhere to views of truth, or falsehood. 
Those who know this world 
To be utterly pure, like the sky, 
Have great reputations 
Which illuminate the world. 

Moreover, the great regent Ajita [Maitreya] has said: 1311 

The learned should not fear, 
as they should the profound doctrine's decline, 

Fire, unbearable venomous snakes, 
murderers, or even thunderbolts. 

. The Shortcomings of Refutatio 
FI:e, snakes, enemies, and the ,n and Proof 9: 

Just deprive them of th . l' thunderbolt s blaze 
But b elr Ives 

. eyond that do not convey them 
mto the utterly terrif i d . 

Anyone Who relyin y ng. estmy of AvIci hell. 
th' k ~. g on eVIl companions 
. m. s malICIOusly of a buddha ' 

KIlls hIS father mother ' . ' , or an arhat 
or splIts the undivided su ' 

That person too w'll 'J:: lPreme community; 
b d ' ,1 SWIl t Y be freed f h 
y efinitively thinkin . rom t ose sins 

But h g on realIty 
Were can there be freedom for' 

. Whose mind is hostile to the doctri~~~ 
And It says in the Pagoda of Precious Jewels: 

o K-/ asyapa! it is right t; 
d . or me or one l'k 

Octnnes and individuals' b t ' 1 e me, to judge 
fall into perverse opinion~ u not so others, for they would 

We should reflect upon the m . 
expressed in many ways A 1 eanmg of such words, which the Buddh 
of th d' . Song as we have n t· a 

e. ?ctnne, Whereby the truth o. acqUIred the pure eye 
seen,. It IS an unbearably terrible de ~out doctnnes and individuals is 
ge~atI?n and depreciation saying th.

e 
. to analyse things through exag

artIficIal. 'IS IS perverse, this impure, and that 

7 



8 On the Prophecies Found in the 
Treasures 

[798.6-801.2] Again, let us consider the prophetic declarations which 
appear in the treasures. Though a proven treasure-finder, who is free 
from selfish desires, may have prophecies in his or her treasure-doc
trines, such prophecies must be ascertained by those who know their 
intentional basis and reason, and who will not misrepresent them. BI2 

Otherwise, one must not one-sidedly grasp as true the meaning of a 
prophecy, having taken only the words at face value, without distin
guishing provisional from definitive meaning. This is because even if 
one knows [those things], a prophecy about future good or evil times 
and so forth may be transformed owing to circumstantial causes, con
ditions, and coincidences, so that it seems that the prophecy is not 
precisely fulfilled. 

As the meanings of prophecies have rarely been completely fulfilled, 
except by the three supreme emanations and a few of the great Lingpas, 
among those who appeared in the past, and because nowadays we are 
greatly burdened by the degenerations of an age in which the merits 
of sentient beings are steadily declining, it seems to be extremely difficult 
for perfectly auspicious conditions to occur. None the less, the compas
sion and blessing of the great master [Padmasambhava] proceed ever 
more swiftly. As he has said in his own indestructible speech: 

So that the gift of doctrine might be inexhaustible 
for future living creatures, 

The entire world has been filled 
with the treasures of Padma. 

All of their discoverers 
will be my emanations. 

They will adopt all sorts of uncertain 
guises and ways of conduct, 

But each encounter with them will not but change 
the vision of those who have faith. 

Still, it will be most difficult 
for everyone to appraise them. 

And also: 
The Prophecies in the 'T! 
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All the discoverers and disciples of t :vho hold the lineage of Padma reasure, 
WIll be worthy ones, ' 

though they act like dogs and . 
They '11 b' pIgS . 

. WI e espeCIally sublime, 
unlIke other common folk 

All ~uch .buddhas in disguise' 
wIll dnft about aimlessly' 

But there will be charlatan; and 
who are most hypocritical. con-men, 

So ~o not equate the gold 
WIth the ore, 0 living beings! 

It also says in a prophecy f 
kun-dgaJi gter-lung): rom the treasures of Trime Kiinga (dri-med 

Treasure-finders of all sorts will . 
And treasure-doctrines will ~ppear. contInuously, 

mushrooms. pOur orth lIke Spores from 

~ne o~ them will fail to bear fruit; 
ey wIll be reminders of me 0 

I ' rgyen. 

gtner~l pro)Phecy . from the treasures of Ratna 
ung, too, It says: Lingpa (ratna gling-paJi 

~~Ch great l~nd will have a great treasure' 
at, too, wIll be a reminder of 0 ' 

Each minor land will have am' rgyen. 
That t· mor treasure' 

, 00, wIll be a reminder of 0 ' rgyen. 
Moreover: 

When bad times blaze like fire 
The p f ' ower 0 secret mantra will blaze like fi 

B Ire. 
ecause this is certain, it is vastl . 

of pUre vision, without cling' Y Important to open wide the eye 
of 0 'd mg to unlounded prattl d 

. ne-sl ed self-interest. In this e an to the extremes 
whIch path to enter and who h way,. one becomes undeluded about 

, IC to aVOId. 



9 On the Relationship between the 
Nyingmapa and Ponpo Traditions 

[801.2-803.1] Again, some say that the Pon tradition and the Great 
Perfection seem to be intimately connected because the diction of the 
Nyingmapa and Ponpo is similar. 1313 There are indeed many similarities 
in their doctrinal terminology and so forth, but since these [Pon works] 
were written so as to resemble the Buddhist doctrine how could they 
be dissimilar? For example, it is taught that in India there were ten 
conventional [non-Buddhist schools] which paralleled the pious attend
ants, and, in the same manner, the self-centred buddhas, Mind Only, 
Madhyamaka, Kriya, Carya, Yoga, Father Tantra, Mother Tantra, and 
Non-Dual Tantra. Likewise, in Tibet as well, Buddhist doctrines in
cluding all the texts of the Madhyamaka, Transcendental Perfection, 
Vinaya, Treasury of A bhidharma , and mantras; [means for attainment] 
of deities such as Cakrasarpvara, Bhairava, and VajrakIla; and [the 
instructions of] the inner heat, Great Seal, Great Perfection, and so 
forth, have all had their Ponpo imitations. Those, however, are not 
original. So, how can one begin to refute such limitless, adventitious 
fantasies? 

None the less, the priests of good fortune,1314 [Pon] mantras, and so 
forth, which appear to be immediately beneficial, may well have been 
revealed by the enlightened activities and emanations of the buddhas 
and bodhisattvas, because the range of the skilful means of the con
querors and their sons is inconceivable, as exemplified by the career 
of the "Truth-speaking Mendicant" .1315 In general, there are a great 
many [teachings] which, except for being merely called "Pon", in fact 
manifestly belong to the Buddhist doctrine. 1316 It is not right to pass 
final judgement as to whether they may be proven or not, for that 
merely generates misology. 

Moreover, it has been said that there was a causal basis for the 
origination in pairs of Hinduism and Buddhism in India; Buddhist 
monks and Ponpos in Tibet, though there were no actual [Indian] 
extremist schools there; and Buddhists and Taoists in China. 1317 There
fore, so long as other traditions do not harm the teaching, we should 

The NYingmapa a d p .. 
just let them be A·. n onpo Traditions 937 
if . . s It says m the Sutra if C 

o the King of Contemplation, Ch. 7, v. 6 f andrapradfpa [i. e. the S utra 

Do not think hatefully of th 
E t . ose 

x re~ls~S who inhabit the world. 
EstablIshmg compassion C h I· lor t em 
s a special feature of a b· , . 

egmner s patIence. 



10 On the "Bad Luck of the 
Ny ingmap a " 

. I (mes there have been some 
[803 1-807 1] Furthermore, dunng ater 1 . d' I 
who' have ~aid that if one were to practise th~ Nymgmapa octnn: 

. . uld be luckless owing to whIch one sees many w 0 
tradItIOn one. wo k' d then abandoned it as their continuous 
ha~e alternatIvely ta en :~~~e:~ no one who understands the reasons, 

~~~Cs~ o~:se~;;, c~~~~tion at heart, will be at all cofncerhned w1
d
'th

b
th
d
e 

f luck Even 1 a t ousan u-
presence or absence 0 mere temporary. "Your doctrinal 
dhas were to appear in a visio~ anddsay to ~uch aoPt~:~~'not even the tips 

d··' Abandon It an practIse an . 
tra 1tIOn IS wron~. ld While it is of no importance that 

f that one's hairs wou waver. f d . 
o . have not been freed from the snare 0 eS1re, 
~:~~~~rYa~~r~~~~~i;,~oharbour hopes and doubts, still, for the, reasons 

. b' I l't would seem to be correct to state that the Nymgmapa gIven e ow, 
are somewhat unlucky. . . I 

I .' t the whole of Tibet was the dominion of evIl mcorporea 
d~ :~~~:~ons. The great master [Padmasambhava] rendered th~m 

go erless by the force of his wrathful discipline. He took the .v1ta~ 
pow f those who obeyed the oaths he dictated and app01?te 
heart-mantras 0 h h "hber-
them to be protectors. All th~se .who d~d not keep t e vO:;ea~ human 
ated" and thus eradicated. SImIlarly, m the case of cor~ b ted 

bein~s, the minister M~zhangdwas burie!:!i';o~e~~:~te;s 0 
w:t::calso 

the entry of the doctnne, an many 0 
punished. It says in the Injunction of Padma: 

The doctrine and Pon met together like murderers. 
As they did not regard one another pur~ly, 1318 

Many learned translators had to be bamshed. 
. h' h s exemplified in the 

Thus the introduction of the teachmg, w 1C wa. h' hes of 
, . f h t ue doctrine accordmg to t e W1S 

translation and ~Xeges1s.0 t e r d much difficulty. Finally, the pre-
the venerable k1~g [Trh1song], face P dmasambhava both rejected the 
ceptor Santarak~Ita and the .. master da d £ t d them with miraculous 
view and conduct of the Ponpo, an e ea e 
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displays of their signs of accomplishment. The sovereign ordered the 
Ponpo to observe the true doctrine, but except for a few they disobeyed 
and transformed many [Buddhist] scriptures into Pon [scriptures]. 
When the king heard of this he had most of the Ponpo decapitated, 
but Guru Rinpoche said that the gods and demons of Tibet liked Pon 
and so allowed oracles and astrology, propitiation of divinities, and 
rites which summon wealth to remain as they were. He subdued all 
the others and banished those Ponpo from the realm to the frontiers, 
along with their tambourines for drums, shang for instruments, 1319 fox
skin caps for hats, "Phajo" for a name, 1320 and donkeys for transport. 

Afterwards, in the reign of the sovereign Trhi Relpacen, the religious 
law became extremely severe and the evil ministers suffered. Those 
who looked askance, or pointed threateningly, at the monastic com
munities had their eyes gouged out, hands cut off, and so forth. Many 
were thus punished; and because of the evil ministers, the oath of 
allegiance could not be given to the gods and nagas successfully for a 
third time.1321 Guru Rinpoche declared: 

In the future, mankind will be possessed by malignant gods, 
ogres, and Gongpo spirits. By conduct which denies the 
commitments, vows, and fruition of deeds, they will destroy 
the spiritual and temporal laws. These evil Ponpo ministers 
of the present day will assume all sorts of corporeal and 
incorporeal forms, and will obstruct the teaching in Tibet 
by various means. 

Moreover, the acute and concise antidotes for the demons, Gongpo, 
and Tamsi spirits of this degenerate age, including [the means for] 
exorcising Gongpo and Tamsi spirits, for eradicating the Gyelpo and 
Senmo demons,1322 and for averting military invasion and rebellion, 
have emerged exclusively among the profound treasures of the Ancient 
Translation School. Therefore, all kinds of demons surely harbour 
unbearable hatred towards the adherents of that tradition. For this they 
will enjoy whatever fruits accord with the powers and deeds associated 
with their respective perverse aspirations, for such is the reality of the 
principle of cause and effect. Therefore, holding them as objects of 
compassion we should make them the basis for the practice of patience. 
Apart from that it is improper to cultivate hatred for even an instant, 
for that would impair the bodhisattva discipline. This I say by way of 
digression. 

In particular, there may be some who, far from remembering the 
kindness of one such as the great master [Padmasambhava], the sole 
refuge of the Tibetans, revile him with their perverse opinions. All 
they achieve is temporal demerit for themselves, but they can never 
obstruct the career of Guru Rinpoche, which is an ocean of enlightened 
activity. In addition, it is certainly a special attribute of sublime 
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bodhisattvas that they even cause those with bad connections to termi
nate sarpsara. 1323 Therefore, I, Padmasambhava's messenger, prophesy 
that even these disrespectful critics will at some time undoubtedly 
become the Guru's disciples and experience the good fortune of eternal 
bliss. 

This completes the refutation of some of the errors of those partisans 
who in the past have wrongly viewed [the Nyingmapa tradition], the 
seventh part of this book, Thunder from the Great Conquering Battle-Drum 
of Devendra, which is a history of the precious teaching of the vehicle 
of indestructible reality according to the Ancient Translation School. 

Part Eight 
The Chronology of the Doctrine 



1 The Duration of the Doctrine 

[811.1-815.5] Now, the various chronological determinations which 
have been made in connection with the descent of the [Buddhist] teach
ing and so on are to be somewhat examined, and the duration of the 
teaching's existence is to be set forth. In this respect, the written asser
tions of Indian and Tibetan scholars are often in disagreement because 
the determination of the years in which [the Buddha], the incomparable 
Fourth Guide who taught this teaching of the Auspicious Aeon, 1324 

took birth, manifestly attained enlightenment, and entered final 
nirval).a, as perceived by ordinary persons requiring training, is within 
the domain of the inconceivable. It appears to be equally uncertain 
how much time has elapsed since the Buddha's final nirval).a; and, 
similarly, there are many different [opinions] about the future duration 
of the teaching of the Conqueror, owing to the various intentions [with 
which predictions have been made]. 

The Minor Transmission of the Vinaya, the Narrative of SuvanJa 
(SuvanJavadana), the Auspicious Aeon SiUra (Bhadrakalpikasutra, T 94), 
the Great Cloud SiUra (Mahiimeghasutra, T 658), the Commentary on 
the Sutra of the Teaching Delivered by Ak~ayamati (Ak~ayamati
nirdesasutravrtti, T 3994), and the Commentaries on the Treasury of the 
Abhidharma (Abhidharmakosabhiirya, T 4090-6) unanimously state that 
the doctrine will endure for one thousand years: five hundred for the 
actual teaching and five hundred for the nominal teaching. The Sutra 
of Compassion's White Lotus (KarwJiipu1Jejankasutra, T 111-12) says that 
the actual teaching will last for one thousand years and the nominal 
for five hundred years. The Sutra of Reality which Appears Variously 
without Straying from its Essence (Dharmatiisvabhiivasunyatiicalaprati
sarvalokasutra, T 128) speaks of two thousand five hundred years, and, 
though many extant texts of the Sutra of the Dialogue with the Bodhisattva 
Candragarbha (Bodhisattvacandragarbhapariprcchiisutra, T 356) speak 
of two thousand years, supreme holy beings have made it out to be 
three thousand years and so are probably correct. A period of five 
thousand years has also been expounded in the Prophetic Sutra of 
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Maitreya (Maitreyavyakara1Jasutra, P 1011) translated by Tharpa 
Lotsawa, in Vasubandhu's Conquest of Objections (gnod-',joms) , in 
Darp.~trasena's Commentary on the Hundred Thousand Line Transcend
ental Perfection (T 3807-8) and elsewhere. 1325 Such are the statements 
primarily intended for human beings who require training, in general, 
and for ordinary non-human beings. 

Elsewhere, in the residences of such great non-human beings as the 
naga king Sagara, as well as in Trayatrirp.sa and Tu~ita, the teaching 
of the Thousand Buddhas will not decline until the completion of this 
great aeon.1326 This is illustrated by statements found in the Sutra of 
the Dialogue with the Naga King Sagara (Nagarajasagarapariprcchasutra, 
T 153-5) and others. In the lord of sutras, the Supreme Golden Light 
(Suvaf1Japrabhasottama, T 555-7), which belongs to the third wheel and 
expounds the definitive meaning of the greater vehicle,1327 and in the 
Magical Net of Vajrasattva (NGB Vols. 14-16) which is among the 
mantras of Unsurpassed [Yogatantra], it says: 

Buddhas never enter final nirva1).a. 
The doctrine, too, will not decline. 

It says also in the Tantra of the Wish-fulfilling Array (yid-bzhin rnam-par 
bkod-pa'i rgyud): 

As long as the great host 
Of all beings remains, 
Buddhas will emanate unceasingly, 
And the doctrine of liberation will not decline. 

Thus, in the tantrapi~aka of the way of mantras there are many 
statements which maintain that the duration of the doctrine is either 
determined, indeterminate, or never-ending. Here I will not enlarge 
upon these prophetic declarations. 

Similarly, if we consider, in addition to the duration of the teaching, 
how much time has already passed since it began, many different opin
ions are found. Among them, I shall rely here upon the determinations 
of months and years which have been clearly revealed by the perfect 
Buddha, the Transcendent Lord himself, in the transmissions of the 
Vinaya, the sutras, the Tantra of Kalacakra, the Glorious and Supreme 
Original Buddha (Paramadibuddhoddhrtasrikalacakratantraraja, T 362), 
and in other particularly sublime and immaculate tantras of the way of 
mantras. I shall also rely on the extraordinary and taintless statements 
made by the great master Padmakara ofO<;i<;iiyana, who is the indestruct
ible reality of buddha-speech, and on those of the great pa1).<;iita Vim
alamitra and the translator Vairocana. If these are considered in accord
ance with the correct application of astrological charts, they are found 
mostly to concur with the assertions of Tibetan Kalacakra scholars in 
general, and, in particular, with those of the great promulgators who 
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jun~ture, state these a;p~o~ri~~q~:;~: hI shall, therefore, at the present 
In t em, and because that system [of 7calus~ oth~rs have little doubt 

ca cu anon] IS well understood. 



2 A Chronology of the Buddha's 
Life 1328 

. ddh- ha entered the womb at midnight 
[815.6-819.2] Our Teacher, SI :r\ Asadha1329 in 962 Be (don-grub, 

on the fifteenth da~3~t .the m~~~ c~nst~ll~tion Pusya was setting, and 
earth female sheep) _ ~ust ~s observing a purificatory fast. Then, 
while his mother, MayadevI, was h days or ten months, roundly 
when nine months and twenty-t rehe , th day of the waxing half 

. h d assed at dawn on t e seven 1332 h 
speakmg, a Pf V . /-'kh 1331 in 961 Be (drag:-po, iron monkey), . e 
of the month 0 alsa. a-as Pus a was in the first stage of ItS 
took birth in the Lumbmi Gr~ve, t ll:rion through which the moon 
ascent, and when pU~'ya was t e ~onhs e ar during the first half of the 

. 1333 In hIS twenty-mnt ye , 'd . 
was passmg. h fK- tt'ka1334 in 933 Be (kun- zm, 
night on the eighth day of the m

h 
ont dO f ah\s Iline in Yasodhara and, at 

) 1335 he sowed t e see 0 d h 
earth mouse, 11 t' n pusya rise he renounce t e 
midnight, when he saw the conste ~ I~ ss· where~pon he practised 
household lif~ in favour o.f ho.me _~~;t~e ;ar, on the full moon of the 
austerity for SIX ye~rs. In hIS thIrt~ h ~ he reached the Bodhi Tree 
month ofVaisa~ha m 927 B~ (w~s m~~~:gl1t passed, the indestructible 
and.subdued Mara tha~ eve?I~fbecame absorbed in contemplation and 
reahty [of the Bud~ha s mm Rahu A moment before the moon was 
the moon was eclIpsed by . d and the time approached 

R-h' sp as the awn rose 
released from. a u s gra , became the manifestly perfect ~uddha. 
to beat the VIctory drum, he. d' h' other's womb for SIX years, 
His son Rahula, who h~d rema:e h~~ IS ~yone rejoiced at the festival 
was born at the same tIme; an w 1 e eve I b 

- R . ., ) as a so orn. 
of his birth, Ananda (~ll-. ~o~m~ ~his eclipse of the moon, early in 

Immediately after midnig t unng b d from its north-eastern 
1336 th moon was 0 scure 

the hour of the OX, . e _ ixth of the lunar disc. When 
sector by Rahu's fiery tall, except for o~e s th moon swelled up to its 

. . obscuratIon e d 
released from thIS oppressIve . hatika [about five hours an 
fullest for something more than thIrteen g . 

. ] 1337 h d 
fifteen mmutes . d after this attainment of buddha 00., 

When seven weeks had passe . 1 h 1 that of the four truths, tn 
the Buddha turned the first doctnna w ee , 
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VaraQasI. Then, gradually, he revealed the intermediate transmitted 
precepts, which concern the transcendent perfection of discriminative 
awareness and signlessness, on Vulture Peak, and the irreversible 
vehicle which concerns the nucleus of definitive meaning on Mount 
Malaya, in the MalIa country, and in various other places. Thus he 
taught three successive doctrinal wheels in conformity with the 
capacities of those to be trained. Although the exact years in which he 
taught these wheels have been calculated by some holy beings, they 
are merely approximations, for beyond that it is difficult to estimate 
them correctly. 1338 It is also generally impossible to maintain that the 
establishment of the sequence of vehicles followed a chronological order. 

The Tathagata lived for eighty-one whole years. Then, in the forty
seventh year following his attainment of buddhahood, during the after
noon of the fifteenth day of the mid-spring month of Caitra1339 in 881 
Be (rnam-gnon, iron dragon)1340 he delivered limitless teachings on the 
vehicle of the Unsurpassed [Yoga]tantra, including the Glorious and 
Supreme Original Buddha [i.e. the Kalacakra Tantra] , at the SrI 
Dhanyakataka Stiipa in South India. This was astrologically conjoined 
with the time of his [former] victory over the three worlds, that is, the 
subjugation of Mara. At the beginning of the last watch of the night 
on the fifteenth day of the following month, Vaisakha, at Kusinagara 
in the Malla country, his physical body passed away into the expanse 
of reality, without remainder. The Indian master SIlapalita and the 
great paQQita SakyasrI, however, held that he passed into the buddha
body of reality at midnight on the eighth day ofKarttika. The supremely 
learned PutOn of Tibet, and others, have professed the same view. 1341 
Again, some have claimed that he passed into nirvaQa on the fifteenth 
day of the mid-spring month,1342 and others hold that it was on the 
fifteenth day of A~aQha. 



3 From the Buddha's Final Nirviina 
to the Beginning of the First Tibetan 
Sexagenary Cycle 

[819.2-823.4] Some astrologers have calculated the chronology of the 
teaching up to the present beginning from the year following the 
Buddha's nirva1).a [i.e. 880 BC, iron snake], but all the great scholars 
have calculated it beginning from the year of the nirva1).a itself, as tpese 

words prove: 

The year of the Conqueror's nirva1).a 
Is the first "year of the decease". 

Thus, counting from 881 Be (iron dragon), the year of the Buddha's 
nirval).a, through to the present year, 1962 (dge-byed, water tiger, six
tee nth cycle), 2843 years have passed. The definitive ordering of all 
other years of the decease must be calculated on this basis. It would 
be appropriate to explain in detail the chronology of the teaching as
sociated with the succession of the Kulikas, the religious kings of Sham
bhala, but for fear of verbosity here I shall explain only a few relevant\ 

points, little by little: 
877 BC In the 5th year of the Conqueror's decease, at sunrise on 

the 10th day of the month of J yai~1ha 1343 in the wood monkey 
year, the Second Buddha, Padmakara was born from a lotus 
bud on an isle in the Sindhu Lake. From that time until the 
present [1962], 2839 years have passed. 1344 

853 BC In the 29th year of the decease, that of the earth monkey, ' 
281S years ago, the heroic Lord of Secrets turned the doc- • 
trinal wheel for the five noble ones of the genuine enlightened 
family, on the meteoric summit of Mount Malaya, and the 
volume containing the tantras fell onto the palace of King 

Ja of Sahor. 
782 Be At the end of the first century, in the earth sheep year, 2744 

years ago, the religious king Asoka was born. 1345 

781 Be In the iron monkey year following the passage of the first 
century, 2743 years ago, the lake in the Land of Snows had 
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rece~ed, ~nd the inanimate vessel, includin -
and Its ammate contents ev I d h g a Sal forest, 

771 BC I hove t ere n t e 111 th year of the decease that of'th . 
716 Be years ago, the second council ~as held e Iron horse, 2733 

In the 166th year of the decease that of the 
years ago, Garap Dorje the te h f h wood ox, 2678 
was born. ,ac er 0 t e supreme vehicle, 

481 BC I h 40 n tel st year of the decease that of th . 
2443 years ago, the sublime N- '_ . e !fon monkey, 

247 BC 

1 BC 

Af h" agafJuna was born 1346 

ter t e Inammate vessel d h' . 
[begun to] evolve in the L::d t ~ ammate cont~nts had 
aforementioned iron monk 0 Snows, dunng that 
erned for 534 yea b h ey.year (781 BC), Tibet was gov-

. rs y t e mne Masang b h [ 
mInor kingdoms and fort .. ., rot ers, twelve] 
in the w d . y pnncipalItIes, and others Then 

00 tIger year 2209 ye ., 
Tsenpo emerged as rul~r w'th ars ago, the lord Nyatrhi 
The 881st f I power over all Tibet. 

year 0 the Buddha's d iron monkey 1963 ecease, that of the 
birth of the i . years ago, was the first year prior to the 

orelgn teacher, Jesus Christ. 1347 

Henceforth [the years] may be easily computed' In sequence: 

After 621 years1348 had d . 
rule of twenty-seven kf~;~e ;nTt.he course of the dynastic 

374 CE accession of Nyat h' TO. Ibet, reckoned from the 
BC) Lha Th . ~ I senpo In the wood tiger year (247 

433 

620 

617 

641 

790 

810 

yea;. oton yentsen was born during the wood dog 

During his sixtieth year that of the . 
Secret fell onto his palac~ and th wa~er bI:d, the Awesome 
in Tibet for the first tim~. e true octnne thus emerged 

In the iron dragon yea h' h t years of the Buddha's r dW IC ol~owed the passage of 1500 
of the Age of Fruition wh~cehase, fit e three SOO-year periods 

d
. . . ' IC are !fst among th t 500 
IVlSIons of the Conq' e en -year 

and the Age of Attai::~t sb~:aC:i~.?9 had come to an end, 

In the year of the fire ox the 185' h f emerged in Tibet d . 'h t .a ter the true doctrine 
gious king Songtse~r~:~p~ ::~e~::~dlls~ar (433), the reli-

In the 25th year the f h . 
the Rasa Trhtilnangr~t~:er ~~h at of. the iron ox, he founded 
introduced the true d ! ang In Lhasa], et cetera, and 
In the 150th year the~~~~~~; l~~ld a system o~ writing. 
religious king Trhisong D' that of the Iron horse, the 
I h etsen was born 
n t e 21 st year thereafter th f .' . 

master [Padmasambhav ' at 0 the !fon tIger, the great 
assembly of glorious Saa] came t~ Tibet, and the doctrinal 

mye was lounded. 
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827 In the 18th year thereafter, that of the fire sheep, the seven 
trial monks [i.e. the "seven men who were tested"] were 
ordained as novices, so that the ground for the teaching of 
the translation, exegesis, and attainment of the true doctrines 
of the sutras and mantras was established. 

864 In the 38th year thereafter, that of the wood monkey, the 
great master [Padmasambhava] departed for the island of 
Camara. 

866 In the 3rd year thereafter, that of the fire dog, the sovereign 
Trhi Relpacen was born. 

892 In the 27th year thereafter, that of the water mouse, Lacen 
Gongpa Rapsel was born. 

901 In the 10th year thereafter, that of the iron bird, the teaching 
was persecuted in Central Tibet and Tsang by Langdarma. 

906 In the 6th year thereafter, that of the fire tiger, Langdarma 
was "liberated" by Lhalung Pelgi Dorje. 

929 In the 24th year thereafter, that of the earth ox, the kingdom 
of Tibet disintegrated owing to internal rebellions. 

953 In the 25th year thereafter, that of the water ox, Lacen and 
the ten men from Central Tibet and Tsang began the later 
propagation of the teaching in Central Tibet from Kham. 1352 

958 In the 6th year thereafter, that of the earth horse" the great 
translator Rincen Zangpo, the first of all the new translators, 
was born. 

978 In the 21 st year thereafter, that of the earth tiger, the learned 
and accomplished scholar Khyungpo Neljor Tshtiltrim 
Gonpo was born. 1353 

982 In the 5th year thereafter, that ofthe water horse, the glorious 
lord Atisa was born. 

1004 In the 23rd year thereafter, that of the wood dragon, Drom
tOn Gyelwei Jungne was born. 

1012 In the 9th year thereafter, that of the water mouse, the 
translator Marpa and the treasure-finder Trapa Ngonshe 
were born. 

1014 In the 3rd year thereafter, that of the wood tiger, Z urcungpa 
was born. 

1027 In the 14th year thereafter, that of the fire hare, the Comment
ary on the Kalacakra Tantra, [the Taintless Light,] reached 
Tibet for the first time. The first sexagenary cycle is counted 
from this year onwards. 

4 From the Beginning of the First 
Sexagenary C'Jcie to th p 

J e resent 

[823.4-832.4] Henceforth it will b ' 
sexagenary cycle down t~ th e readIly understandable if, in each 

11 k e present, the age f j:' 

we nown and great personag b j:' s 0 a lew of the most 
f h es e set lorth c " d ' 

o t e greatest historical changes. on}OIne WIth an aCCOunt 

FIRST CYCLE [1027-1087] 

When the first cycle be [W 
gan ednesday 11 January 1027]: 

Rincen Zangpo th 
Kh : e great translator, was in his 70th 

yung~o Nel}or was in his 50th year year 
Lord ~,tlsa wa~ in his 46th year 
Dromton was In his 24th year 
Marpa was in his 16th year 
Trapa Ngonshe was in his 16th year 
Zurcungpa was in his 14th year 

[958-1055J 
[978- ?] 
[982-1054] 

[1004-1063J 
[1012-1097] 
[1012-1090J 
[1014-1074J D ' 

unng t~is first cycle, the tradition d ' , 
of lord Atlsa and his disciples fi ' ~nved from the doctnnallineage 
"Kadampa" after the name of tlhrs~ °dngIn~ted. Its adherents were called 
Pr' elr octnne [bka J

- d " , ecepts and Instructions"]. g ams, transmItted 
In addition, though the descend f" , 

who had been the dl'rect d' '1 fants 0 Khon LiiIwangpo Sungwa 1354 
h lSClP e 0 the g t ' 

ad been adherents of th N ' rea master [Padmasambhava] 
down to Khonrok Sher:p ~~~~a~a mantras for about ten generation~ 
y!'elpo received many doctrinesuf:

nm
, none the less, Khon Koncok 

Sakya Yeshe and was thu om such new translators as Drokmi 
lation schools. He built t~e c~e:e~~ed /0 the m~ntras of the new trans
first cycle) on a slope of Mount ~an 0 Gorum In 1073 (water ox year, 
the centre. So emerged th t d" gpo, where the earth was white in 
then on, the doctrine havi~gr~ ItlOn called Sakyapa (Pale Earth) from 

een named after the location. 
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During the same period, the learned and accomplished Khyungpo 
Neljor introduced to Tibet the golden doctrines of the ~~angp~, and 
the translator Marpa introduced the sources of the Kagyu teachIng. 

SECOND CYCLE [1087-1147] 

When the second cycle began [Friday 8 January 1087]: 

Macik Lapdron, born iron sheep, was in h~r 57th year 
L· . Kesar 1355 born earth tiger, was in hIS 50th year 

IngJe , . h' 48 h 
V able Milarepa, born iron dragon, was In IS t year 

ener 1356 . h' 29 h 
Ngok Lotsawa, born earth pig, was In IS t . ye~r 
Dropukpa, lord of secrets, born wood tiger, was In hIS 

[1031-1126] 
[1038-1124] 
[1040-1123] 
[1059-1109] 

[1074-1135] 14th year 53] 
Takpo Dao Zhonu, born earth sheep, was in his 9th year [1079-11 

[During this cycle] the Kagyu tradition gradually di~i~ed in~o four 
great and eight minor subsects, derived from Takpo's dIscIples, I~clud
ing the "three men from Kham" , and these were propagated extensIvely. 

THIRD CYCLE [1147-1207] 

When the third cycle began [Saturday 4 January 1147]: 

Ca Dtildzin Chenpo, born iron sheep, was in his 5~th y~ar 
That same year [1091] Phadampa Sangye went to ~Ing.f1. 
Sacen Kunga Nyingpo, born water monkey, was In hIS 

56th year . . 
Phakmotrupa, born iron tiger, was In hIS 38th year. . 
Karmapa Tusum Khyenpa, born iron tiger, was In hIS 

38th year . . 
Katok Tampa Deshek, born water tiger, was In hIS 

26th year . . 
Zhang Tarmatra, born water tiger, was In hIS 

26th year 
Lingje Repa Perna Dorje,1357 born earth monkey, 

was in his 20th year . . 
Ngadak Nyang-rel,1358 born iron dragon, was In hIS 

12th year 
Jetsun Sonam Tsemo of Sakya, born water dog, 

was in his 6th year . . 
Pel Taklung Thangpa, born water dog, was In hIS 

6th year . 
Drigung Kyopa, born water pig, was in hIS 5th year 

[ 1 091-1166] 

[1092-1158] 
[1110-1170] 

[1110-1193] 

[1122-1192] 

[1122-1193] 

[ 1128-1188] 

[1136-1204] 

[ 1142-1182] 

[1142-1210] 
[1143-1217] 

FOURTH CYCLE [1207-1267] 
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When the fourth cycle began [Tuesday 30 January 1207]: 

Nyibum the scholar, born earth tiger, was in his 

50th year [1158-1213] 
Tsangpa Gyare, 1359 born iron snake, was in his 47th year [1161-1211] 
Sakya PaI).cen, born water tiger, was in his 26th year [1182-1251] 
Taklung Sangye Yarjon, born water pig, was in his 5th year [1203-1272] 

After the kingdom of Tibet had disintegrated in the aforementioned 
year 929 (earth ox), the government was partially preserved in Ngari 
by minor descendants of the royal family. After remaining thus for 311 
years, the army of Dorta the Black arrived in Tibet from China in 1240 
(iron mouse year, fourth cycle), and Tibet, the Land of Snows, was 
brought under China. 1360 

From 1253 (water ox year, fourth cycle), the great lamas of the 
Sakyapa school held power over all three provinces of Tibet. 1361 

FIFTH CYCLE [1267-1327] 

When the fifth cycle began [Thursday 27 January 1267]: 

Guru Chowang, born water monkey, was in his 56th year 
Orgyenpa, the great accomplished master, born iron 

tiger, was in his 38th year 
Chogyel Phakpa, the lord of living creatures, born 

wood sheep, was in his 33rd year 
Melong Dorje, the great accomplished master, born 

wood hare, was in his 25th year 
Como Menmo, born earth monkey, was in her 20th year 
Rikdzin Kumaradza, born fire tiger, was in his 2nd year 

SIXTH CYCLE [1327-1387] 

When the sixth cycle began [Saturday 24 January 1327]: 

Karmapa Rangjung Dorje, born wood monkey, was in 
his 44th year 

YungtOn Dorjepel, born wood monkey, was in his 44th 
year 

PutOn, the all-knowing, born iron tiger, was in his 
38th year 

Conang Ktinzi Tolpopa, born water dragon, was in his 
36th year 

[1212-1270] 

[1230-1309] 

[1235-1280] 

[1243-1303] 
[1248-1283] 
[1266-1343] 

[1284-1339] 

[1284-1365] 

[1290-1364 ] 

[1292-1361J 
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Longcen Rapjampa, the all-knowing, born earth 
monkey, was in his 20th year [1308-1363] 

From 1349 (earth ox year, sixth cycle), Ta'i Situ Cangcup Gyeltsen of 
Phakmotru held power over Tibet and Kham. 1362 

SEVENTH CYCLE [1387-1447] 

When the seventh cycle began [Monday 21 January 1387]: 

Sangye Lingpa, the great treasure-finder, born iron 
dragon, was in his 48th year 

Dorje Lingpa, born fire dog, was in his 42nd year 
J amgon Lozang Trakpa, born fire bird, was in his 31 st year 
Podong K tinkyen J ikdrel, born wood hare, was in his 

13th year 
Karmapa V, Tezhinshekpa, born wood mouse, was in 

his 4th year 
Thangtong Gyelpo,1363 the great accomplished master, 

born wood ox, was in his 3rd year 

[ 1340-1396] 
[1346-1405 ] 
[1357-1419] 

[1375-1451] 

[1384-1415] 

[1385-1509] 

From 1435 (wood hare year, seventh cycle), Tibet and Kham were 
governed by the Rinpungpa administration. 1364 

The venerable Tsongkapa [Jamgon Lozang Trakpa] vastly increased 
the enlightened activities of exegesis and attainment, combining the 
Kadampa textual tradition with the tantras of the way of the mantra 
according to the new translations. In 1409 (earth ox year, seventh cycle), 
he founded the doctrinal centre of Drok Riwo Ganden, whence origin
ated the tradition known as the Geluk, the doctrinal lineage of which 
[Gandenpa] was named after its seat. 

EIGHTH CYCLE [1447-1507] 

When the eighth cycle began [Tuesday 17 January 1447], the astrological 
treatise entitled the Oral Transmission of PU'fJq,anka (skar-rtsis-kyi bstan
bcos pad-dkar zhal-lung) was composed by those renowned as the "Three 
Gyamtsos" .1365 

Gendtin Trupa [Dalai Lama I], the great paIf9ita, born 
iron sheep, was in his 57th year 

Golo Zhonupel, born water monkey, was in his 56th year 
Ratna Lingpa, the great treasure-finder, born water 

sheep, was in his 45th year 
Karmapa VI, Thongwa Tonden, born fire monkey, was 

in his 32nd year 

[1391-1474] 
[1392-1481] 

[1403-1478] 

[1416-1453] 
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, great pandna b h 
was in his 20th year 0 0 , orn eart monkey, 

Korampa, the doctrin [142 
his 19th year e master, born earth bird, was in 8-1507] 

Chokyong Zangpo h 
iron bird, was i~ ~i: ;::~e~ranSlator of Zhalu, born 

[1429-1489] 

[1441-1538] 

NINTH CYCLE [1507-1567] 

When the ninth cycle be an 
P o g [Thursday 14 January 1507]' 

ema Lmgpa th . . ,e great treasur -fi d 0 

was m his 58th year e mer, born Iron horse, 

Sangye Tshencen, the madman of [1450-1521] 
monkey, was in his 56th Tsang, born water 

K" year 
unga Lekpa, the Druk a m 
o~as in his 53rd year P adman, born wood pig, 

Kunga Zangpo 1366 th d 
b ,e ma man of Ce t 1 TOb orn earth tiger wa 0 h 0 n ra 1 et, 

Gendiin Gyamtso [' DIs omL IS 50th year 
b a al ama II] the 

orn fire monkey was 0 h 0 ' great pa1)<;iita, 
Pa~o II, Tsuklak T;heng~~, 1~~73;nd year [1476-1542] 

hIS 4th year orn wood dog, was in 

Karmapa VIII Mikyo D 0 [1504-1566] , orJe was born 0 h' fi 
y~ar [~rst of the cycle]' m t IS Ire hare 

Jetsun Kunga Drolcok was also born in th' fi h [1507-1554] 
IS Ire are year [1507-1566] 

From 1565 (wood ox year 0 h 
Tibet and Kham.1368 ,nmt cycle), the Tsangpa governors ruled 

[1452-1507] 

[1455-1529] 

[1458- ? J 

TENTH CYCLE [1567-1627] 

When the tenth cycle be an 
LOdro G g [Saturday 11 January 1567J : 

yamtso, the physician f Z k 
dragon, was in his 60th year 0 ur ar, born earth 

Gampopa Trashi Nam 1 
his 56th gye, born water monkey . 

S 
year , was m 

herap Oz h o er, t e great treasu -fi d [1512-1587] 
p Was m his 51 st year re m er, born fire ox, 

ema ~arpo, the all-knowin 
Was m his 4 I st year g Drukpa, born fire pig, 

Sodokpa Lodro Gyeltsen b 
his 16th year ' orn water mouse, was in 

[1508- ? ] 

[15 I 7-1584] 

[1527-1592] 

[1552-1624?] 
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K IX W angcuk Dorje, born wood tige~, was in 
armapa , [1554-1603] his 14th year 

ELEVENTH CYCLE [1627-1687] 

When the eleventh cycle began [Monday 18 January 1627]: 

. in his 53rd year [1575-1634] Jetstin Taranatha, born wood pIg, was . h. 

Rikdzin Jatson Nyingpo, born wood bird, was m IS [1585-1656] 

43rd year 1 1369 born wood 
Lhodruk Zhapdrung Ngawang Namgye , [1594-1651] 

horse was in his 34th year . . 

Lhatsii; N amka J ikme, born fire bird, was m hiS 3 1st [1597-1650] 

year . b th dog was in 
Sungtrtil III, Tshiiltrim Dorle, orn ear, [1598-1669] 

his 30th year .. h. 
Gampopa Norbu Gyenpa, born earth pIg, was m IS , [1599-1633] 

29th year . 

Karmapa X, Choying Dorje, born wood snake, was III [1605-1674] 
his 23rd year .. h. 

Sangdak Trhinle Lhtindrup, born iron pIg, was III IS [1611-1662] 

17th year fi d b wood hare 
Dtidtil Dorje, the great treasure- Iller, orn , [1615-1672] 

was in his 13th year 

Dalai Lama V, Lozang Gyamtso, born fire snake, was [1617-1682] 
in his 11 th year 

hi) the Mongolian army inflicted In 1641 (iron snake yea~, ~leventdcyc e, 1 domains of the Karmapa-
great damage on the spIrItual an tempora 

1370 

Tsangpa government. ) the Ganden Palace held dominion From 1642 (water horse year, 
over the whole of Tibet and Kham. 

TWELFTH CYCLE [1687-1747] 

When the twelfth cycle began [Thursday 13 February 1687]: 

. b . nake was in his Cangdak Perna Trhmle, orn Iron s, [1641-1717] 

47th year . b iron snake 
Peling Thukse Tendzin Gyurme Done, orn '[1641- ?] 

was in his 47th year f M· d .T g 
Gyurme Dorje, the great treasure-finder 0 III fO Ill, [1646-1714] 

born fire dog, was in his 42nd year 
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Locen DharmasrI, born wood horse, was in his 34th 

year [1654-1717] 
Karmapa XI, Yeshe Dorje, born fire dragon, was in his 

12th year [1676-1702] 
Khamtriil III, Ngawang Kiinga Tendzin, born iron 

monkey, was in his 8th year [1680-1728] 

In 1717 (fire bird year, twelfth cycle) the Dzungar army severely per
secuted the Nyingmapa teaching and monasteries. 1371 

THIRTEENTH CYCLE [1747-1807J 

When the thirteenth cycle began [Friday 10 February 1747]: 

Rikdzin Tshewang Norbu, born earth tiger, was in his 
50th year 

Situ Choki Jungne, born iron dragon, was in his 48th year 
Dalai Lama VII, Kelzang Gyamtso, the supreme 

conqueror, born earth mouse, was in his 40th year 
Rikdzin Jikme Lingpa, born earth bird, was in his 

19th year 

Karmapa XIII, DiidUl Dorje, born water ox, was in his 
15th year 

Dodrup Jikme Trhinle Ozer, born wood ox, was in his 
3rd year 

FOURTEENTH CYCLE [1807-1867] 

[1698-1755J 
[1700-1774] 

[1708-1757] 

[1730-1798] 

[1733-1797] 

[1745-1821] 

When the fourteenth cycle began [Sunday 8 February 1807J: 

Choling Karwang Chime Dorje, born water sheep, was 
in his 45th year [1763- ?] 

Gampopa Orgyen Drodiil Lingpa [born 1757] and Rikdzin Dorje 
Thokme [1746-1797] were both his contemporaries. These are re
nowned as the "three emanational awareness-holders who opened the 
secret land of Pemako as a place of pilgrimage". 1372 

Gyelse Zhenpen Thaye of Dzokcen, 1373 born iron 
monkey, was in his 8th year [1800- ? ] 

Dalai Lama IX, Lungtok Gyamtso, the supreme 
conqueror, born wood ox, was in his 3rd year [1805-1815] 

In 1855 (wood hare year, fourteenth cycle) the Gurkha army attacked Tibet. 1374 
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FIFTEENTH CYCLE [1867-1927] 

[T d 5 February 1867]: 
When the fifteenth cycle began ues ay 

Ch"k W ngpo born earth 
Peltriil Orgyen Jikme 0 1 a , [1808-1887] 

d in his 60th year , h' 
ragon, was 1375 b water bird was m 1S 

J amgon Lodro Thaye, orn ' [1813-1899] 

55th year W born iron dragon, was in 
Jamyang Khyentse angpo, [1820-1892] 

his 48th year, b earth ox, was in his 
Chogyur Decen Lmgpa, orn [1829-1870] 

39th year fi d born wood 
,,' L' the great treasure- mer, [1835-1904] Du)om mgpa, 
sheep, was in his 33rd year born fire horse, was in his 

Mipham Namgyel Gyamtso, [1846-1912] 

22nd year ' his 
Trupwang Sakyasrl, born water ox, was 1n [1853-1919] 

15th year fi d born fire 
L ' the great treasure- m er, Lerap mgpa, 

'n his 12th year 
[1856-1926] 

dragon, was 1 D ' was born four years 
Karmapa XV, Khakyap ,of)e, [1871-1922] 

after the inception of th1s cycle , ' 'd 'n Tibet 
fif h cle) the BnHsh arnve 1 

I 1888 (earth mouse year, 1 teent cy , 
n ,1376 ' ' 

for the first Hme, ) h was a conflict between Bntam 
In 1904 (wood dragon year , t ere 

T 'b ' d 1377 and 1 et, ) h Chinese army 1nvade ' 
In 1910 (iron do,g year,)t e

h 
F' st World War began. 

In 1914 (wood Hger year, t e 1r 

SIXTEENTH CYCLE [1927-1987] 

[Friday 4 March 1927]: 
When the sixteenth cycle began 

T 
"11 u V Thupten Choki Dorje, born water 

Dzokcen ru <:: , 

monkey, was in his 56th ~a:mtso the supreme 
Dalai Lama XIII, Thupten Y "h' 52nd year 

b fi mouse was m 1S 
conqueror, o~n 1re b' n iron dragon, would 

Katok Situ Chok1 Gyamtso, or 
have been in hi~ 48th year t sheep was in his 

Pa1).cen Choki NY1ma, born wa er , 

45th year "D' born wood mouse, was in 
Karmapa XVI, Rlkpel of)e, 

his 4th year 

[1872-1935] 

[1876-1933] 

[1880-1925] 

[1883-1937] 

[1924-1981] 
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In 1939 (earth hare year, sixteenth cycle), the Second World War began, 
In 1950 (iron tiger year), the turmoil of the Chinese Communist 

hostility in Tibet began. 

SEVENTEENTH CYCLE [1987-2047] 

When the twenty-four years from the next one, 1963 (mdzes-byed, water 
hare), through to 1986 (zad-pa, fire tiger) have passed,1378 the seven
teenth cycle [1987-2047] will start. At that time: 

Ktinzang Wangyel, the ancestral throne-holder of Mindroling, born in 
the iron sheep year (1931) will be in his 57th year. 

Dalai Lama XIV, Tendzin Gyamtso, the supreme conqueror 
Padmapa1)i, the crown jewel of us all, born in the wood pig year 
(1935), will be in his 53rd year. 

Ktinga Trhinle Wangyel, the lord and throne-holder of the DrolmaPalace 
of Sakya, born in the wood bird year (1945), will be in his 43rd year. 

I pray that the lotus feet of those great individuals survive for an ocean 
of aeons, and that their great enlightened activities on behalf of the 
teaching and living creatures be everlasting, all-pervasive, and spontane
ouslyaccomplished! 

There are all kinds of disagreements regarding the year-signs and ele
ments from the time when Nyatrhi Tsenpo emerged as the lord of Tibet 
until the later propagation of the teaching, owing to erroneous records 
in some of the past doctrinal histories and chronologies of the teaching, 
or negligence which allowed for discrepancies in temporal sequence, 
or whatever other reasons. Here, counting from the year ofthe Buddha's 
decease and checking against the original sources for Tibetan royal 
genealogy and doctrinal history, I have set down the exact determination 
which has thus been obtained. 

Although, in general, there have been many changes in the political life 
of Tibet during the past, as far as the doctrine is concerned, the veracity of 
the Teacher's own prophetic declaration that his teaching would increas
ingly spread northwards has been actualised, Due to the merits of those to be 
trained in Tibet, and by the power of the timely penetration of [the world 
by] the Conquerors' compassion, individuals who have held the teaching 
and have shown mastery in inconceivable careers oflearning, dignity and 
accomplishment, have successively appeared from the time of the teach
ing's inception in the past down to the present day. Because they preserved 
the most precious teaching and continue to preserve it, the continuity of 
the doctrine in Tibet has never been impaired, Therefore, there is no 
reason for errors to have crept into these enumerations of years past. 



5 Some Prophecies 

[833.5-835.4] In the future, when four hundred and sixty-three years 
have passed counting from the present one, 1962 (water tiger), then at 
the beginning of the wood male monkey year (2424/5) Rudrakulika, 
the "Iron Cakravartin" will invade our realm from Shambhala with his 

" emanational armies and destroy all traces of the barbarian forces, none 
excepted. 1379 Then the krtayuga of the next four ages will begin. 1380 

Now there are predictions concerning the duration of the secret 
mantra traditions of the vehicle of indestructible reality in general, and 
of the teaching of the Great Perfection with its secret transmitted 
precepts in particular. In general, it is said that the time for teaching 
through buddha-body begins when [sentient beings] have an infinite 
life-span and lasts until the life-span is one thousand years; the time 
for teaching through buddha-speech lasts from then until the life-span 
is seventy years; and the time for teaching through buddha-mind lasts 
from then until there is a ten-year life-span. But that is a general 
statement. As for the duration of the actual teaching [of the Great 
Perfection] in particular, it is said that the teaching through buddha
body lasts for fifteen thousand periods of five hundred years, and the 
teachings through buddha-speech and mind for one thousand periods 
of five hundred years each. 1381 

Concerning the holders of this illuminating doctrine [of the Great 
Perfection] during this present late age, it says in the Root Tantra of 
the Penetration of Sound (sgra thal-'gyur rtsa-ba'i rgyud, NGB Vol. 10): 

After I have passed into nirva1).a, 
In the western land of O<;l<;liyana, 
The divine lady of Dhanakosa 
Will bear a fatherless son, Vajra-He, 
Who will uphold the genuine teaching. 

Beginning thus with Garap Dorje, the last ofthese successive prophecies 
reads as follows: 
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Rudrakulika 

Then, the <;lakinI SrIdhara 
Will maintain this teaching and propagate it 
During the age when life lasts ten years. 
Thereafter it will not endure, but subside whence it arose. 

.1 US! ~o, af~er t~e age when life lasts only ten years the disciples of 
thIs [Snd.hara] WIll have reached perfection and, with the harvest of 
her teachmg, will gradually fly off to the Beauteously Arrayed realm 
the realm of Vast Conduct, and the realm of the Melodious Crown' 
When the teaching has also been brought to perfection seven times i~ 
each of.those realms, then the world system or field of the emanational 
bod~, sItuated d~rectly in front of the heart orb of [Vairocana] the Great 
G~aclal Lake, WIll be emptied, and the deeds of the great Vajradhara 
wII~ have completed one cycle. 1382 Thereafter, in the world system 
,:hlch follows: t?e doctrine will remain without increase or decline for 
~IX. hundred bIlhon aeons. In such ways, it is said, enlightened activity 
IS mcessant, lasting just as long as does space. Indeed, its manner is 
not ~ontrary to that of a sky which is without creation and cessation 
despIte the presence of clouds, which are created and cease. 
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This provisionally ends my exegesis which comprises a brief examina
tion of the various chronological determinations associated with the 
descent of the vehicles and so forth, and a statement of the teaching's 
duration, [the eighth part of this book], Thunder from the Great Conquer
ing Battle-Drum of Devendra, which is a history of the precious teaching 
of the vehicle of indestructible reality according to the Ancient Trans
lation School. 

Closing Statements 



1 Primary Sources 

[835.6-837.1] The sources for what is expounded herein have been 
well-gathered from reliable documents including most of the histories 
of the Transmitted Precepts of the Nyingmapa (rnying-ma bka'-ma) in 
general and, in particular, the following: 

(i) The all-knowing Longcenpa's Great Lecture on the History of the 
Innermost Spirituality, Mother and Son (snying-thig ma-bu'i lo-rgyus gtong-
thun chen-mo). . 

(ii) Locen DharmasrI's Lamp which Illuminates the Essence of Tantra, 
Transmission, and Esoteric Instruction: a General Exposition of the Empow
erment of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions Cdus-pa mdo'i dbang-gi 
spyi-don rgyud-lung man-ngag-gi gnad sel-byed sgron-me). 

(iii) Yakde Dtildzin Khyenrap Gyamtso's Answers to Queries on Doc
trinal History, a Storehouse of Gems (chos-'byung dris-lan nor-bu'i bang
mdzod). 

(iv) Khecok Ngawang Lodro's Origin of the Doctrines of the Ancient 
Translation School) a Scholar's Delight (snga-'gyur chos-kyi byung-khungs 
mkhas-pa dga'-byed). 

(v) The chapter on the Nyingmapa found in Golo Zhonupel's Blue 
Annals (deb-ther sngon-po). 

(vi) The chapter on the Nyingmapa found in Pawo Tsuklak 
Trhengwa's Scholar's Feast of Doctrinal History (chos-'byung mkhas-pa'i 
dga'-ston). 

(vii) The all-knowing Drukpa Perna Karpo's Doctrinal History which 
is Sunlight Extending the Teaching (chos-'byung bstan-pa rgyas-pa'i nyin
byed). 

(viii) Jetstin Taranatha's Life of Orgyen with Three Reasons for Con
fidence (o-rgyan rnam-thar yid-ches gsum-Idan). 

(ix) The all-knowing Jikme Lingpa's Narrative History of the Precious 
Collected Tantras of the Ancient Translation School, the Ornament Covering 
All Jambudvrpa (rnying-rgyud dkar-chag 'dzam-gling tha-grur khyab-pa'i 
rgyan). 
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966 History.' ostng kd 's Catalogue of t e 

, Tshewang Cho rup , (d-
(x) Katok Pal).<:\lta Gyurme bZ' g a Great Divtne Drum rgyu 

Discourse Resem tn 
Collected Tantras, a, I -bu'i gtam), , 
'bum dkar-chag Iha't rnga-bo-~heL ~a if the Hundred Treasure-ftnders" a 

(xi) J amgon Lodro Th~ye SBerytV:s(g~er_ston brgya-rtsa'i rnam-thar nn-
R Of Precwus Beauteous osary 'J , 

chen bai-durya'i phreng-mdzes) , , 1 quence of Mipham Namgyel (l.e, 
, f the oceanlC e 0 

(xii) Excerpts rom 
from his Collected Works). 'dered in detail are: 

h' h I have also conSl 
Among other works w lC 'R ' d (gsan-yig chen-mo) of 

d .f Teachtngs ecetve 
, , ') The Great Recor 0) 

th?~~~-seeing Great ~i~h ~~! ~~:;~ed (gsan-yig) of (Gyurme Dorje), 

(xiv) The Record 0 e~~e~finder of Mindroling. hronology 
the precious, .great treas Norbu's Definitive Order of the C 

(xv) Rikd~ln Tshewa~~ i rnam-bzhag). 
of the Teachtng (bstan-rtsts ky 

2 Concluding Benedictions 

[837.1-845.4] Totally unadulterated by rough conjectures, egotistical 
fancies, and other stains of exaggeration and depreciation, I have long 
abandoned the base-mindedness of such impure motivations as the 
desire to seem learned, or to achieve fame. Nowadays, owing to the 
exigencies of place and time, it is difficult to obtain the texts of all the 
doctrinal histories of the past, and even the accounts [of events] up to 
the present day have not been clearly compiled. Therefore, I have been 
motivated only by the hope that this may benefit those seekers who 
follow the doctrine, without its vanishing like the tracks of a bird in 
the sky, as well as by the higher aspiration embodied in the thought 
that there would be no harm if, during this final age, just an account 
of the origins of the most secret teaching were to be preserved in writing 
so as to remain on earth. So, I have written this book during my sojourn 
in the southern land of India, following my expulsion as a refugee from 
the Land of Snows to the north. Composed with great endeavour and 
sincere mind, it boasts of purity, conciseness, and clarity. Hence, it 
merits the confidence of all. 

Again, may it be said: 1383 

Praised as the summit of the Conqueror's whole doctrinal 
store, appearing with difficulty in this world, but famed in 
an ocean of world systems, 

The jewel-like teaching of the definitively secret supreme 
vehicle is so wondrously and perfectly illuminated that it 
vies with the udumbara. 

Covered over with numberless attributes as stems and leaves, it 
is entwined by millions of vines of maturation and liberation, 
and is laden with the two accomplishments' fine fruits. 

To sustain those to be trained, the cool land obtained a 
pleasure garden of marvellous, holy wish-granting trees. 

E MA! What abundant, meritorious fortune! 
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After the heavenly stream 
of the most secret awareness-holders' pi~aka 

Had curled up in the locks 
of the three ancestral lineages, 1384 

It was conducted to the Land of Snows, 
to become good fortune's nectar stream, 

By a hundred aspiration-born labours 
of the preceptor, master, and religious king. 

Who would surpass the kindness, 
which extends to the very horizon, 

Of the promulgators who've revealed 
the sun of the supreme doctrine, 

Blazing with accomplishment's thousand rays, 

born of the true lineage, 
Disclosed on the wondrous highway 

of exegesis and attainment? 

It is said that all those who have good fortune 

and so have enjoyed 
The essential elixir-like savour 

of esoteric instruction, 
That is brewed with the yeast of the lineage 

whose intention is directly perceived, 
Become drunk with experience and realisation, 

and delight in supreme transformation's 

dance. 1385 

The teachings of the Ancient Translation School 
are not just empty expressions, 

Broadcast by the prattle of fools, 
who think only their fathers' bowls clean.1386 

They are excellent and complete, undeluded 
essentials of the sutra and mantra paths, 

Taught by those who've appeared in the wake 
of millions of learned and accomplished masters. 

Water-lilies blemished 
by dark ignorance fold themselves up 

In that garden, when they are struck 
by the necklace of illumination; 

But from the reservoir 
of the three faiths, 

Certainty's white lotus 
has blossomed. 
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of the ear which receives 
Even part of the nectar 

of this discours d . And' e on octnnal history 
so IS embraced b h ' 

attributes of excelle y one undred thousand 
Th' . nee. 

IS IS a priceless item 
not subject to devalu~tion. 

Now that this unbearable storm 
the ~egenerate age's depredation 

Has dnven the craft of th C ' right to the'l .e onqueror's teaching 
. pen ous bnnk, 

As ~ts unknowledgeable captain 
! ve dO.ne what I have here, 

WIt~ a hIgh aspiration to promote 
skIlful means' artistry. 

Though in the cool land 
the heavenly Sage's teaching 

Has been beautified b .. 
learned and accomJ· a

h 
~1~lOn constellations, 

Still, to raise the h . IS e III the ancient translations 
onzons ' 

of this most degenerate age 
A :o~~ ~:'ed star remains wishing to speak: 

Though she be no wondrous beauty 
~o figure of literary form, ' 

ThI~ seductress, brimming 
WIth fine meaning's youthful vi our 

May well steal the thoughts g, 
of lucid young scholars 

When sh~ flashes the bri~ht smile 
of deceItless utterance. 

This way is a seeing eye 
for those with devotion 

An ornament for the thro~ts 
of the learned and hoI 

And, for those wh h Id
Y

' it' h 0 0 the true lineage 
.IS t e nectar of my heart ' 

I thIll~ it may well be . 
a wIsh-fulfilling gem. 

Thou.gh the burden of many years 
weIghs on this physical frame , 
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The youthful power of intelligence 
remains undiminished. 

So now it is my heartfelt desire 
to play at skilful teaching and composition 

In that pleasure grove 
in which supreme doctrine appears. 

The wish-fulfilling gem of the supreme vehicle's 
definitively secret tradition 

Was well sought with a hundred efforts 
by the host of our forebearers. 

Now the burden falls to us followers 
to worship it as the pinnacle 

Of the banner of exegesis and attainment. 
Of this I pray you be knowing! 

The good that has come from this little endeavour is like 
the Manasarovar Lake: 1387 May limitless merits arise from 
its depths as masses of clouds and fill the entire extent of 
the celestial expanse of reality! 

Let there be brought down a wondrous, plentiful rain of 
temporal and spiritual well-being, to moisten the hard soil 
of the world's depredations and give rise to a heavenly, 
medicinal grove of perfect glory and wealth. 

There, may the joyful perfume of the dense groves of pure 
white-anthered, pollen-drenched lotuses of holiness, 
which float on the authentic view's lotus pools, waft in a 
hundred directions. 

So that, nurtured by the sunlight of the Three Precious 
Jewels, the re-emergence of worldly auspices and those of 
peace, like heavy golden corn, might sustain the krtayuga's 
feast. 

By wielding the vajra of threefold reason 1388 as their great 
weapon, the lords among divine promulgators, the 
proponents of the taintless tradition of the Guide, Supreme 
Sage, Man-lion, 

Have at once crushed the brains of barbarians , who harbour 
perverse notions, wrong views; with the staff of the view 
that is free from extremes, they have vanquished flower
arrowed Kama with his army, 

And beat the drum of profoundly significant doctrine. May 
all of the many creatures who grope in the great darkness 
of thick ignorant slumber be wakened! 

J. Concluding Benedictions 971 
ust heanng the divine melody of the th 

and having abandoned that dl under of scripture, 
th· f en ess state may th b· e JOY 0 great intelligence d. .' . ey 0 tam 

, ISCernmg reality. 

May this transformation of the ex . 
oceanic doctrinal tradition' p~e.ssIO.n of the most secret 
from the lute of my throat s :n.gms mto :vritten form, 
reality's tune ' hlch plays mdestructible 

Not decline until that . h . 
drum 1389 resounds I·tnlmth

e
. w en 1 the FIfth Guide's doctrinal 
IS rea m to rem 1·· 

afflictions; but may the glor of. o~e ImItless beings' 
blaze everlastingly and 11 y ~ts enlIghtened activity 

A d a -pervasIvely 
n may the golden wheel of the . . . 
whose celestial axis consists Offou~n~e~tructlble nucleus -
spontaneously present th h h vISIOnary appearances, 
vehicles wh h roug t e effortless king of 

, ose t ousand resplend k 
unelaborate primordial. ent spo es are 
is the conduct of tran PU~Ity, whose all-embracing rim 

Ascend through th 1. scen ental perfections -
e s <Ies above the fo . 

Sage's teaching 1390 h .ur contments of the 
and fine within' the t~~e~ :t ~~lr that IS ausp~cious, blissful 
Mount Meru! p es become lIke unwavering 



3 Colophon 

Thus this work called Thunder from the Great Conquering Battle-Drum 
of Devendra gives clear and lucid expression to the history of the precious 
teaching of the vehicle of indestructible reality according to the Ancient 
Translation School, the first of all of the teachings of the Conqueror 
in the Land of Snows. 

It was composed by Sakyamuni's lay disciple, the holder of gnostic 
mantras Jikdrel Yeshe Dorje Gelek Nampar Gyelweide (Fearless In
destructible Reality of Pristine Cognition, the Victorious Army of All 
that is Good), or, to use my name as a grammarian, Tshojung Gyepei 
Langtso Tsuklak Mawei Nyima (Joyous Youth of the Lake-born Lotus, 
the Sun amongst Proponents of Scripture), though my countrymen in 
the village lanes universally know me as Dujom Trtilku. I was conceived 
in the taintless family line descended from the religious king ofKanam, 
the lord of the realm of Puworong, who became so known because 
Catri Tsenpo, a deity of the Radiant Heaven, had taken possession of 
that land; 1391 but my umbilical cord was cut in the secret land of 
Pemako. The sunlight of [Padmasambhava] the great master of 
O<;i<;iiyana's compassion having penetrated my heart, I may boast that 
the lotus of my intellect did blossom a little. 

After being greeted by the onset of my fifty-eighth year, I began this 
work on Saturday 19 May 1962 (full moon day, Caitra, dge-byed water 
male tiger year, sixteenth cycle),1392 which has the good fortune of 
being the anniversary of the original reception of [the J<alacakra Tantra] , 
that king of Non-Dual tantras and nectar of secret injunctions. It was 
entirely completed on the most powerful tenth day of the waxing half 
of the monkey month [i.e. the anniversary of Guru Rinpoche's birth, 
which in 1962 fell on Thursday 12 JUly],1393 sustained by that season 
in which mobile and motionless creatures enjoy the summer's perfect 
feast and fruits swell with sap, in the city of Ratnapurl, Sahor, India, 
a supreme 10cation. 1394 It was there that Padmasambhava, as Dewa
chenpo, the embodiment of great bliss, had conferred maturation on 
King Ar~adhara in the maJ).Qala of the glorious Ocean of Doctrine, the 
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Introduction 

This book contains a variety of reference material compiled to assist 
the reader in understanding the many unexplained references, allusions 
and enumerations found in the treatises in Volume One, and thus to 
give access to the vast wealth of information which these contain. The 
need for such a volume emerged during our discussions of technical 
problems with His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche and with the other 
scholars mentioned in the Preface, who then encouraged its compilation. 
It consists of eight parts: Notes, Glossary of Enumerations, Biblio
graphy, Artifacts and Material Treasures, Index of Technical Terms, 
Index of Personal Names, Index of Locations and Maps. 

The Notes supply brief glosses on occasional obscure points, and 
direct the reader either to relevant explanatory passages found in the 
present texts themselves, or to significant discussions found in other 
works. Since they are not exclusively for the use of experts in Tibetan 
studies, we have sought to emphasise authoritative western language 
works. Where reference is made to primary sources of Tibetan or 
Sanskrit origin, the titles of these texts are untranslated unless they 
have already appeared in translation in Volume One, in which case this 
translated title is retained. Points of interest mainly to specialists will 
be our notes on the use of unusual terminology, the problems of dating, 
citations from Sanskrit or Tibetan sources, and so forth. 

Enumerated categories appear in the Glossary of Enumerations. 
This lists in numerical order categories such as the "two truths", "four 
rites", "twenty-five great pilgrimage places of Kham and Amdo", and 
so forth, detailing the specific elements of each - many of which have 
never before been defined in western works on Buddhism - using 
information derived from the Mahavyutpatti and other multilingual 
Buddhist glossaries. 

The Bibliography is divided into two parts. The many Indian and 
Tibetan texts and teaching cycles mentioned by the Author have been 
researched and documented in Part One. The complexity of categorising 
much of this literature and the associated problems entailed in identify-
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ing specific texts within such categories are explained in the Intr~ducti~n 
to the Bibliography. The accurate identification of texts mentIoned In 
Tibetan historical and doctrinal literature is a necessary step towards 
acquiring an understanding of Tibetan literary history, and we hope 
our research will contribute to this little explored field. The second 
part of the Bibliography details the specific editions of Indian and 
Tibetan texts to which we have referred in locating quotations found 
in Volume One. It also lists Indian, Tibetan and secondary language 
sources consulted for the purpose of annotation. 

The list of Artifacts and Material Treasures serves as an index to the 
many sacred objects mentioned in the text - images, paintings, 
gemstones, ritual implements, and so forth - and complements the 
series of treasure doctrines (gter-chos) documented in the Bibliography. 

The Index of Technical Terms is in effect a trilingual glossary of 
Buddhist philosophy according to the diverse schools or traditions com
prised by the nine vehicles, and also of the "outer sciences" - art, 
medicine, grammar, logic, and so forth. 

The Index of Personal Names has been compiled in an extensive 
way for the benefit of those unfamiliar with the many epithets by which 
a single personality can be known, particularly in the narrative co~text 
of the History. The many variations of these names have been lIsted 
individually and also collectively under one main entry, to which the 
reader is referred. 

In the Index of Locations particular attention has been given to the 
actual identification of the places mentioned, and the reader has fre
quently been referred to available secondary sources which document 
the sites in question. In addition, precise grid references have been 
given wherever possible and the~e are correlated to a series of accur~te, 
newly prepared, computer-generated maps, which form the concludIng 
section of this volume. 

With the exception of the Notes and the Bibliography of Works 
Referred to by the Translators, entries in Volume Two have general~y 
been followed by their exact Tibetan transliteration as this appears I? 
the original treatises of Dudjom Rinpoche and/or by their San.sknt 
equivalent. In listing entries, we have used the following conventIOns: 
Parentheses indicate elements commonly omitted in abbreviated refer
ences. An oblique dash separates variant forms or spelling. Square 
brackets have been avoided, or replaced by parentheses. Given the 
complexity of the material, however, it has not been possible to apply 
these distinctions exhaustively. 

The Notes are numbered consecutively and are therefore easily cross
referenced against the texts. Other entries have been followed by the 
page numbers on which they appear in Section One. For referen~esl 
to illustrations, plate numbers always precede page numbers and hne 
drawings are indicated by a page number in bold face. Page references/ 

Introduction ix 
for primary or secondary sources are enclosed in parenthese h 
h ld b · s w en ever t ere cou e some confUSIOn between these and the reg I . d 

b u ar In ex nu~ ers. Note numbers are rarely included in the indexes and so this 
sectIOn should be consulted separately. 

Readers are also referred to the Guide to Pronunciation ~or cIa 'fi 
. f· n Ica-

tI?n 0 our use of TIbetan and Sanskrit in romanisation and transliter-
atIon, and to the expanded list of abbreviations. An explanation of the c _ 

t · d ·th· on ven Ions use WI m the translations themselves is given in the Techni I 
Note to Section One. ca 

We are aware that, in the absence of a further set of indexes in which 
all of these materials ar~ listed f?llowing their proper Tibetan orthogra
phy, the us.efulness of this matenal for scholars of Tibetan is restricted. A 
separate TIbetan-English index to meet specialists' requirements will be 
completed shortly. 

Finally, it should be said that our attempt to standardise the English 
usage for the translations in no way represents a proposed standard 
vocabular,Y for Buddhism in English - though it may indeed contribute. 
The creatI~n of such a vocabulary, if it is ever to emerge, will be the result 
of an ongomg process of experimentation, dialogue and debate _ as was 
the case when the technical terminology of Buddhism was first formu
lated in the Tibetan language from the Sanskrit. 
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Readers should familiarise themselves at the outset with the following 
four rules of pronunciation for Tibetan and Sanskrit: 

(1) A final e is never silent, but is always pronounced in the manner 
of the French e. Thus, Sanskrit vane is pronounced vane, and the 
Tibetan Ghare, Kore and Dorje are pronounced, respectively, Gha
re, Kore and Dorje. 

(2) C is pronounced somewhat like the English ch, but without aspira
tion. Sanskrit cakra and citta thus resernble chakra and chitta, and 
Tibetan Co-se, Campa and Koca are rather like Cho-se, Champa and 
Kocha. 

(3) Ph is never pronounced like an English j, but like a p with strong 
aspiration, for example in Sanskrit phala and Tibetan photrang. 

(4) Th is never pronounced like the English th in think or that, but 
always resembling a t with strong aspiration, for example in Sanskrit 
tathiigata and Tibetan thuk. 

The following remarks explain the conventions adopted for t~e trans
cription of Sanskrit and Tibetan in greater detail: 

SANSKRIT 

The Sanskrit vowels in actual use here are as follows: 

a, ii, i, i, u, ii, f, e, ai, 0, au 

A, i, u, e and 0 are pronounced as in Italian. A, i and ii are not to be 
pronounced like the so-called "long vowels" in English, but like the a 
in father, the ea in seat and the 00 in boot respectively. Ai is similar to 
the y-sound of English by, and au to the ow of now. ~ resembles the 
ri-sound of brick. Vowels may b( followed by 1?l and If, which respectively 
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indicate the nasalisation and aspiration of the vowel to which they are 
affixed. 

The transcribed Sanskrit consonants are: 

k, kh, g, gh, iz 
c, ch, j, jh, fi 
t, th, 4, 4h, rJ 
t, th, d, dh, n 
p, ph, b, bh, m 
y, r, I, v 
S, ~, s, h 

Of these, k, ch, j, t, d, n, p, b, m, y, r, I, v, s, and h indicate roughly 
the same sounds as they do in English, and c, ph and th have been 
explained above. The series t, th, d, dh, n is distinguished from the 
series t, th, 4, 4h, rJ in that the latter or "retroflex" series is pronounced 
with the tongue striking the roof of the mouth, and the former or 
"dental" series, with the tongue striking the upper incisors. Kh, gh, 
jh, dh, 4h and bh are similar to k, g,j, d, 4 and b respectively, but with 
strong aspiration. N resembles the ng in English sing, and fi the ny in 
canyon. Sand s are both similar to the English sh-sound, but the tongue 
is positioned further back when pronouncing the former. 

TIBETAN 

The transcription of Tibetan in English introduces special problems 
owing to the fact that the pronunciation of the spoken language does 
not closely correspond to the orthography of the literary language. For 
this reason a transliteration of the Tibetan spellings is of little use to 
the ordinary reader, who will have no way of knowing that, for example, 
bsgrubs and dbyings are currently pronounced as drup and ying respect
ively. On the other hand, students of the chlssical Tibetan language 
usually prefer the literal transcriptions to simplified phonetic schemes. 
The solution adopted in the present work has been to give all Tibetan 
personal and place names occurring in the text in just such a simplified 
system, relegating the precise transliterations to the indexes. At the 
same time, book titles, technical terms and peculiarities of language 
which are given parenthetically or discussed in the annotations have 
been given in a formal transliteration of the classical Tibetan, the system 
used being based upon that of the late Turrell V. Wylie, which will be 
familiar to specialists. 

Our simplified phonetic transcription approximates the pronuncia
tion of modern Central Tibetan, but without the subtlety or precision 
of a formal phonetic transcription, such as that developed by Chang 
and Shefts. Our intention here is merely to minimise the difficulties 
with which Tibetan names confront the reader. 

Guide to Pronunciation Xlll 

In addition to the five vowels a, i, u, e and 0, which have the same 
valu~~ here. that they do in Sanskrit, Tibetan introduces two more _ b" 
and u - whIch are pronounced as in German. 

The .following. additional consonants are used, along with those also 
found In Sansknt: ng, ny, tr, trh,. d~, ts, tsh, dz, w, sh, z, zh. Of these, 
~g, ny, tr, d~, w, sh and z are sImIlar to their English values. Trh is 
lIke tr, but with strong aspiration. Ts resembles the ts-sound in English 
bets, a.nd. d~ the sound in adze. Tsh is the strongly aspirated version of 
ts. Zh IS. sI~Ilar ~o the s in leisure, or thej of French words such asjamais. 

SpecIalIsts WIll note that this system does not reflect tone, an import
ant. featu.re of modern spoken Tibetan, and that we have dropped the 
~spirate In ~ases where it is not usually pronounced, even if it Occurs 
In the .classical orthography. Following a vowel, I is often silent, the 
precedIng vowel being lengthened by way of compensation. 
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Auth. 
BB 
B.Budh. 

BIT 

Blue Annals 

BMGD 

BST 

CLTC 

Disc. 
DDTC 

Author 
Bauddha Bharati Series. Varanasi. 
Bibliotheca Buddhica. St. Petersburg/Leningrad, 
1897-1936. 
Bibliotheca Indo-Tibetica. Sarnath, UP: Central 
Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies. 
G. N. Roerich (trans.), The Blue Annals. 2nd edn. 
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1976. Translation of 
'Gos Lo-tsa-ba Gzhon-nu-dpal, deb-ther sngon-po. 
Bla-rna dgongs-'dus. Disc. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa. 13 
vols. NNS 44-56 (1972 onwards). I(Sik)-Tib 72-
903387. A more recent edition, not consulted here, 
has appeared in 18 volumes. Paro: Lama Ngodup 
and Sherab Drimey, 1981. Bhu-Tib 81-901820. 
Buddhist Sanskrit Texts. Darbhailga, Bihar: 
Mithila Institute of Post-Graduate Studies and Re
search in Sanskrit Learning. 
lvlchog-gling gter-chos. The collected rediscovered 
teachings of Gter-chen Mchog-gyur-gliil-pa. New 
Delhi: Patshang Lama Sonam Gyaltsen, 1975. 30 
vols. I-Tib 75-903248. Those who are particularly 
interested in the works of Mchog-gyur gling-pa, 
should also be aware of the following collection, 
which, however, was not consulted here: The trea
sury of revelations and teachings of Cter-chen Mchog
gyur-bde-chen-gliiz-pa. Paro: Lama Perna Tashi, 
1982. Bhu-Tib 82-906203. 
"Discovered by": in the case of treasures (gter-rna). 
Bdud-' dul rdo-rje'i gter-chos. The collected redis
covered teachings of Spo-bo Gter-chen Bdud-'dul
rdo-rje. 8 vols. Darjeeling: Bairo Trulku, 1976. 
1-Tib 76-901008. 
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DLTC 

DZ 

EIPRB 

Fundamentals 

GCD 

GCKZ 

GDKT 

GGFTC 

GOS 

GT 

GTKT 

HBI 

Rdor-gling gter-chos. The collected gter-ma redis
coveries of Gter-chen Rdo-rje-glin-pa. 4 vols. Paro: 
Dodrup Sangye Lama, 1976. I(Bhu)-Tib 76-
901752. 
Gdams-ngag mdzod. Store of Precious Instructions. 
12 vols. Delhi: N. Lungtok and N. Gyaltsan, 1971. 
K. Potter, Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies. Vol. 
1, Bibliography (rev. edn.). Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1983. References give the entry 
numbers for works cited. 
Dudjom Rinpoche, Jikdrel Yeshe Dorje, The 
Nyingma School of Tibetan Buddhism: Its Funda
mentals and History, Vol. 1, Bk. 1. 
Rfiih ma'i rgyud bcu bdun. 3 vols. New Delhi: Sanje 
Dorje, 1973-7. I-Tib 73-906438. 
Rgya-chen bka'-mdzod. Auth. 'Jam-mgon Kong
sprul Blo-gros mtha'-yas. 20 vols. Paro: Ngodup, 
1975. I(Bhu)-Tib 75-903141. The last four volumes 
(17 -20) constitute the Store which Embraces All 
Knowledge (shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod), which does 
not, however, properly belong to GCKZ. For con
siderable information on Kong-sprul's writing, the 
reader is referred to D. Schuh, Tibetische Hand
schriften und Blockdrucke: Gesammelte Werken des 
Koh-sprul Blo-gros mtha'-yas. Verzeichnis der 
Orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland, XI, 
VI. Wies baden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1976. 
Rgyud-sde kun-btus. Compiled by 'Jam-dbyangs 
Blo-gter dbang-po. 30 vols. Delhi: N. Lungtok 
and N. Gyaltsan, 1971 onwards. I-Tib 70-919390. 
G. Dorje, The Guhyagarbhatattvaviniscayamahatan
tra and its XIVth Century Tibetan Commentary: 
Phyogs-bcu mun-sel. 3 vols. Unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis. University of London, 1987. 
Gaekwad's Oriental Series. Baroda: Oriental In
stitute. 
T. V. Wylie, The Geography of Tibet according to 
the 'Dzam-gling rgyas-bshad. SOR 25 (1962). 
Sgrub-thabs kun-btus. Compiled by , J am-dbyangs 
Blo-gter dbang-po. 14 vols. Dehra Dun: G. T. ~. 
Lodoy, N. Lungtok and N. Gyaltsan, 1970. I-TIb 
70-912479. . 
E. Lamotte, Histoire du Bouddhisme Indien. Biblio
theque du Museon, Vol. 43. Louvain: Publica
tions Universitaires, 1958. English trans. S. 

HIL 

HIL 1.1 

HIL 5.2 

HIL 5.3 

HIL 5.4 

HIL 6.2 

HIL 6.4 

HIL 7.1 

HIL 9.3 

History 

HOS 

JIP 
JLSB 

JTPD 

KCST 

KCZD 

KGDD 

Abbreviations xvii 

Webb-Boin, 1988. The French page numbers 
given in our notes are correlated in the margins of 
the English version. 

History of Indian Literature. Ed. J. Gonda. Wies
baden: Otto Harrassowitz. 

J. Gonda, Vedic Literature. HIL Vol. 1, fascicule 1 
(1975). 

H. Scharfe, Grammatical Literature. HIL Vol. 5, 
fascicule 2 (1977). 

E. Gerow, Indian Poetics. HIL Vol. 5, fascicule 3 
(1977). 

C. Vogel, Indian Lexicography. HIL Vol. 5, fa sci
cule 4 (1979). 

B. K. Matilal, Nyaya- Vaisqika. HIL Vol. 6, fasci
cule 2 (1977). 

D. Pingree, Jyoti~sastra: Astral and Mathematical 
Literature. HIL Vol. 6, fascicule 4 (1981). 
D. S. Ruegg, The Literature of the Madhyamaka 
School of Philosophy in India. HIL Vol. 7, fascicule 
1 (1981). 

D. Zbavitel, Bengali Literature. HIL Vol. 9, fasci
cule 3 (1976). 

Dudjom Rinpoche, Jikdrel Yeshe Dorje, The 
Nyingma School of Tibetan Buddhism: Its Funda
mentals and History, Vol. 1, Bk. 2. 
Harvard Oriental Series. Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press. 
Journal of Indian Philosophy. 

'Jigs-med gling-pa'i gsung-'bum. The collected works 
of Kun-mkhyen 'Jigs-med-glin-pa. 9 vols. NNS 
29-37 (1970 onwards). I(Sik)-Tib 74-917093. The 
Sde-dge xylo., which is still available, has not been 
consulted here. 

'Ja'-tshon pod-drug. Disc. 'Ja'-tshon snying-po. 7 
vols. Darjeeling: Taklung Tsetrul Perna Wangyal, 
1979-82. I-Tib 79-905783. 

Klong-chen gsung thor-bu. Miscellaneous Writings 
of Kun-mkhyen Klon-chen-pa Dri-med 'od-zer. 2 
vols. Delhi: Sanje Dorje, 1973. 
Klong-chen mdzod-bdun. Sde-dge edn. 6 vols. 
Gangtok: Sherab Gyaltsen and Khyentse Labrang, 
1983. I-Tib 83-905058. 
Bka'-brgyad bde-gshegs 'dus-pa'i chos-skor. Disc. 
Nyang-ral Nyi-ma 'od-zer. 13 vols. NNS 75-87 
(1978). 1-Tib 78-905643. Several other versions of 
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KGHP 

KGNZ 

LCSB 

Litho. 

LTWA 

MCB 

MPSB 

this cycle, which we have not referred to here, 
have been published in India and Bhutan, the most 
important of these being the Mtshams-brag manu
script in 13 vols. Paro: Ngodrup, 1979-80. I(Bhu)-
Tib 79-903504. 
A. Ferrari, mK'yen brtse's Guide to the Holy Places 
of Central Tibet. Ed. L. Petech. SOR 16 (1958). 
Bka'-brgyud sngags-mdzod. Compiled by 'Jam
mgon Kong-sprul Blo-gros mtha' -yas. 8 vols .. Paro: 
Dilgo Khyentsey Rinpoche, 1982. Bhu-Tlb. 82-
901827. An earlier edition of the same collectIon, 
which we have not consulted here, was published 
by SNGP in 6 volumes in 1974. I-Tib 75-90039~. 
The addition of two volumes to the Paro edn. IS 
explained by the inclusion of a man~script version 
of a very rare VajrapaI).i cycle, WhICh, however, 
does not properly belong to the KGNZ. 
Lo-chen gsung-'bum. Collected works of Smin-gliil 
Lo-chen Dharma-srI. 19 vols. Dehra Dun: D. G. 
Khochhen Trulku, 1975. I-Tib 75-904278. 
Lithographic edition. Used in the case of certain 
Tibetan works only. 
Library of Tibetan Works and Archives. Dharam-

sala, HP. 
Melanges Chinois et Bouddhiques. Institut Belge des 
Hautes Etudes Chinoises, Brussels. 
Mi-pham gsung-'bum. No complete edition of Mi
pham's works is yet available, nor was an~ .ever 
published in Tibet. The most complet~ tr~dltlOn.al 
edition was prepared in Sde-dge and IS stIll aVail
able. This has been partially reproduced in India: 
Collected Writings of 'Jam-mgon 'Ju Mi-pham
rgya-mtsho. 15 vols. NNS 60-74 (1972 onwards). 
I(Sik)-Tib 72-906838. In this bibliography MPSB 
will signify the latter edition. For much valuable 
information on Mi-pham's writings, refer to D. 
Schuh, Tibetische Handschriften und Blockdrucke 
sowie Tonbandaufnahmen Tibetischer Erzahlungen. 
Teil 5. Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1973, 
pp. 63-266. A new edition of ~i-pha~'s collected 
works, incorporating all that IS avaIlable at. the 
present time, has been publ~shed under the dIrec
tion of Di1go Khyentsey Rmpoche: Sde-.dge par
ma. 25 vols. Paro: Dilgo Khyentsey Rmpoche, 

1982-. 

MTTWL 

Mvt. 
NA 

NGB 

NL 

NMKMG 

NNS 

NYZ 

P 

PI. 
PLTC 

PPCT 

PRS 

Pub. 

Abbreviations XIX 

P. Pfandt, Mahayana Texts Translated into Western 
Languages. Cologne: In Kommission bei E. J. Brill, 
1983. 
Mahavyutpatti. Ed. R. Sakaki, Kyoto, 1916-25. 
Not available. Used when the mass of evidence 
suggests that the text or teaching in question is 
simply not extant at the present time. 
Rnying-ma'i rgyud-'bum. Collected Tantras of the 
Nyingmapa. Thimpu: Jamyang Khyentse Rinpoche, 
1973, 36 vols. Catalogue by E. Kaneko, Tokyo, 
1982. The Sde-dge xylo., which is still available, 
has not been consulted here. 
Not located. Used when there is not sufficient evi
dence to apply the label NA, but we none the less 
have no certain knowledge of available editions or 
manuscripts. 
Rnying-ma bka' -ma rgyas-pa. Collected Transmitted 
Precepts of the Nyingmapa. Ed. Dudjom Rinpoche. 
55 vols. Kalimpong, WB: Dubjung Lama, 1982. 
I-Tib 82-900981. Vols. 21-55 consist of commen
tarial and other ancillary material newly incorpor
ated into the Bka'-ma collection by the editor. An 
earlier edition, to which we do not refer here, 
comprises 14 vols.: NNS 7-20 (1969 onwards). 
I(Sik)-Tib 71-908710. 
Ngagyur Nyingmay Sungrab. Published by Sonam 
T. Kazi, Gangtok, Sikkim. 
Snying-thig ya-bzhi. Four-Part Innermost Spiritual
ity. 11 vols. New Delhi: Trulku Tsewang, Jamyang 
and L. Tashi, 1970. The Sde-dge xylo., which is 
still available, has not been consulted here. 
The Tibetan Tripitaka, Peking Edition. 168 vols. Tokyo
Kyoto: Suzuki Research Foundation, 1955-61. 
Plate. See Volume One, pp. xv-xxi. 
Pad-gling gter-chos. The rediscovered teachings of 
the great Padma-gliil-pa. 22 vols. Thimphu: Kun
sang Tobgay, 1975. I(Bhu)-Tib 75-903254. 
K. Dowman, The Power Places of Central Tibet. 
LondonlNew York: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1988. 
L. Lancaster (ed.), Prajfiaparamita and Related 
Systems. Berkeley Buddhist Studies Series, Vol. 1. 
Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1977. 
Photo-mechanical publication. Used only of edi
tions which reproduce, by such means as photo-
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Redisc. 

RLTC 

RTD 

SBE 

SK 

Skt. 
SNGP 

SOR 

SP 
SSS 

STC 

T 

Taisho 

TG 

offset, older Tibetan manuscripts or xylographic 
editions, but omitted in connection with the Tibetan 
collections referred to by abbreviation (BMGD, 
CLTC, DZ, etc.), which are all reproductions of 
this sort. Where no title is specified following 
"pub." the work in question was published under 
the Tibetan title of the entry following which it is 
here listed. 
"Rediscovered by": in the case of treasures that 
had been reconcealed after their original discovery 
(yang-gter) . 
Rat-gling gter-chos. Collected rediscovered teach
ings of Ratna-glin-pa. 19 vols. Darjeeling: Tak1ung 
Tsetrul Perna Wangyal, 1977. I-Tib 77-901310. 
Rin-chen gter-mdzod. Store of Precious Treasure. 111 
vols. Paro: Ngodrup and Sherap Drimey, 1976. 
Index compiled by Sik K. Yeshe Zangmo, 1984. 
F. Max Muller (ed.), Sacred Books of the East. 
Oxford University Press. Reprinted, Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass. 
Sa-skya bka'-'bum. The Complete Works of the Great 
Masters of the Sa Skya Pa Sect of Tibetan Buddhism. 
15 vols. Tokyo: Tokyo Bunko, 1968. 
Sanskrit 
Sungrab Nyamso Gyunphel Parkhang. Palampur, 
HP: Tibetan Craft Community. 
Serie Orientale Roma. Published by the Instituto 
Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente 
(Is.M.E.O.). 
Satapitaka Series. Sarasvati Vihar, New Delhi. 
Smanrtsis shesrig spendzod. Leh, Ladakh: S. W. 
Tashigangpa. 
B. N. Aziz and M. Kapstein (eds.), Soundings in 
Tibetan Civilization. New Delhi: Manohar, 1985. 
A Complete Catalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist Canon. 
(Tohoku University catalogue of the Sde-dge edition 
of the Canon.) Ed. H. Ui et al. Sendai, 1934. 
Taisho shinshu daizokyo. J. Takakusu, K. Watana
be, et al. (eds.), Tokyo: Taisho Issaikyo Kanko 
Kai, 1924-32. We refer to this, the Chinese 
Buddhist Tripitaka, only in those instances where 
the text in question is not available in either an 
Indic version or in Tibetan. 
The Tibet Guide. Lhasa, Central Tibet and Tsang 
by S. Batchelor; Western Tibet by B. Beresford 

TH 

Tib. 
TMS 

TSHR 

TSWS 

TWB 

TWPS 

Xylo. 
ZGSB 
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and S. Jones; Eastern Tibet by G. Dorje. 2nd rev. 
edn., Boston: Wisdom Publications, 1991. 
Gyurme Dorje, Tibet Handbook. Chicago, Ill: Pass
port books: 1996, 1999,2002. 
Tibetan 
G.C.C. Chang (ed.),ATreasury of Mahayana Sutras: 
Selections from the Maharatnakuta. University Park, 
PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1983. 
M. Aris and Aung San Suu Kyi (eds.), Tibetan 
Studies in Honour of Hugh Richardson. Warminster: 
Aris and Phillips, 1980. 
Tibetan Sanskrit Works Series. Patna, Bihar: Kashi 
Prasad Jayaswal Research Institute. 
Prof. Yensho Kanakure et al. (ed.), A Catalogue of the 
Tohoku University Collection of Tibetan WOrks on Bud
dhism. Sendai: Tohoku Imperial University, 1953. 
L. Chandra, Tibetan Works Printed by the Shopar
kang of the POlala. SP 38 (1959), pp. 120-32. Note 
that most of the texts listed herein are now avail
able again in Lhasa. Enquiries must be directed to 
the Dang'anju, which is the restored Lhol par
khang. 
Xylographic edition. 
Lhe-chen rgyal-lshab-kyi gsung-'bum. The collected 
works of Ze-chen Rgyal-tshab Padma rnam-rgyal. 
18 vols. Paro: Ngodup, 1975 onwards. I(Bhu)-Tib 
75-903143. 
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Note 

On occasions when the translations in Books One and T.wo are cross-referenced 
against each other, page numbers are preceded by the short-tale of th~ relevant book, 
i.e. either Fundamentals or History. In cases where referenc~s are gzven to passages 
within the same text, however, only the page numbers are ~lven.. . 

Readers are referred to the Bibliography whenever full mformatlOn on pnmary 
and secondary sources does not appear in the relevant note. 

1 Fundamentals 

FUNDAMENTALS: TRANSLATOR'S INTRODUCTION 

These and all subsequent enumerations are to be found in the Glossary 
of Enumerations in Volume Two. 

2 In this traditional enumeration, the antigods were not given a class 
status distinct from that of the Four Great Kings (Caturmaharaja
kayika). 

3 Refer to pp. 162-9, where Madhyamaka philosophy is discussed. 
4 These are explained on pp. 162-9. 
5 For works of Sanskrit origin, wherever possible the formal Sanskrit 

titles are given in parentheses at the first mention of each text. The 
English rendering, however, follows the Tibetan, which often refers 
to texts by secondary or abridged titles. Further details for all texts 
mentioned can be found in the first part of the Bibliography in Volume 
Two. 

6 An asterisk (*) has been used to indicate hypothetical reconstructions 
of Sanskrit technical terms not presently documented in available 
Sanskrit texts. Please note, however, that although many Sanskrit 
personal and place names used in these translations are similarly 
hypothetical, an asterisk has not been used to indicate these for purely 
aesthetic reasons. 

7 I.e. those works contained in his Collection of Eulogies (Stavakaya, 
T 1118-36). 

8 The distinction between these views and their integration from the 
standpoint of experience are the subject-matter of Pt. 3. 

9 See H. V. Guenther, Buddhist Philosophy in Theory and Practice. 

FUNDAMENTALS: PART ONE 

10 I.e. Vajradhara of 044iyana, a form of the great master Padmasam
bhava; see History, pp. 468-74,512-20 and 533-7. 

11 See History, Pt. 3. 
12 Lokesvara or Lokanatha ('jig-rten-gyi mgon-po) is more commonly 

known as Avalokitesvara (spyan-ras-gzigs-kyi dbang-phyug). He is the 
bodhisattva who protects Tibet and whose blessing is said to have 
given rise to the Tibetan race. See History, p. 510. 
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Their biographies are included in the History: see pp. 607-16 for 
Nupcen Sangye Yeshe, Nup Khulung~? Yonten Gyamtso and the Zur 
family; pp. 755-9 for Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer; pp. 701-2 for Rok Sherap-
0; pp. 703-9 for Rongzompa Choki Zangpo; and pp. 575-96 for 

Longcen Rapjampa. . 
The text gives the root in the "coded" form 4udhrji accordmg to th~ 
tradition of the paQ.inian Dhiitupiifhas. See G. B. Palsule, The Sansknt 
Dhiitupiithas , Ch. 3, p. 59, for an analysis of "the ~onde~ful system 
of the Anubandhas [code letters] invented by the anCIent Hmdu gram-

. " manans . 
Cf. Pandit Sivadatta (ed.), The Niimaliizgiinusiisana of Amarasinha, 
p. 73: '''Dharma is that which upholds the world or is upheld by 

persons." . . 
dge-sbyong-gi chos-bzhi. The text wrongly reads dge-slong-gz chos-bzhz 

(Khenpo Palden Sherap). 
Tib. dbyer-med. This reading is preferred by the Author to byed-med, 

which is given in the text. . . 
ma-rig-pa zhes-pa ni gzhi 'khrul-rtog-gi cha 'dzin-pa. The phrase IS omit-
ted in the text, but included in the primary source: Longcenpa, Treasury 
of the Supreme Vehicle (theg-mchog rin-po-che'i mdzod), p .. 84 .. 
For the relationship of hatred to the creation phase ofmeditatlOn, refer 

to p. 359. . ' 
I.e. the five sensory perceptions and the conSCIOusness of the mtellect. 
See the Glossary of Enumerations. Six of these are objective, six are 

subjective and six are sensory. . ' . 
rig-cing yul-du byed-pa mam-par shes-pa'i phung-po. ThIS phrase IS omit-
ted in the text, but found in the primary source: Longcenpa, Treasury 

of the Supreme Vehicle, p. 79. 
These subjective modes of the activity fields are not referred to as the 
consciousness of the eye (mig-gi mam-par shes-pa'i skye-mched) and so 
forth in the Abhidharma. They are simply known as the activity field 
of the eye (mig-gi skye-mched), etc. Refer to the Glossary of Enumera-
tions under twelve activity fields. 
The neutral deeds are those connected with the experiences of meditat-
ive absorption and the like. See below, pp. 61-4. 
See the chart of the three world systems or realms of sarpsara, pp. 
14-15. Mount Sumeru is held to be the central axis of the world of 
Patient Endurance (mi-mjed 'jig-rten-gyi khams, Skt. Sahalokadhiitu) 

within the desire realm. See also n. 376. 
See the chart above, pp. 14-15. The extraordinary form realms (khyad
par-can) are the Five Pure Abodes (gtsang-gnas lnga), which are con
trasted with the twelve ordinary form realms (tsam-po). 
This quotation is also cited by the author of the gzh~ng-l~gs legs-bshad, 
p. 62. Both this and the following quotation are gIven m DZ Vol. 1, 
pp. 113-14; and in Jamgon Kongtrtil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 

2, p. 351. 
On Buddhaguhya, refer to History, pp. 464-5. 
See the chart on pp. 14-15. 
See the chart, pp. 14-15, for this Brahmakayik~ real~, and for th?se 
other god realms such as A vrha which are mentIOned m the followmg 
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The vehicle of Brahma (tshangs-pa'i theg-pa) surpasses the vehicle of 
gods and humans because it reaches the summit of cyclical existence, 
as described below. 
The summit of existence refers to the highest possible mode of being 
within cyclical existence or samsara. It is contrasted with the nirvana 
of the buddha levels. . . 
These four formless absorptions are said to be endowed with the four 
nominal or mental components, but not the component of form. 
See History, p. 688. 
LIlavajra's brief biography is given in the History, pp. 463-4. 
For Vimalamitra's biography, see History, pp. 480-1,497-501, 555-6, 
601 and passim. 
For the background to this debate, refer to sGam-po-pa, The Jewel 
Ornament of Liberation, translated by H. V. Guenther, pp. 3-4; and 
to Sakya PaQ.<;lita, thub-pa dgongs-gsal, p. 2.1-2. 
The former are the Outsiders or adherents of non-Buddhist traditions 
and the latter, the Insiders, are the followers of Buddhism. 
The traditional Indian and Buddhist system of cosmology holds that 
the span of life is gradually reduced during the course of a single aeon, 
from an indefinitely long period to ten years. 
An Indian source for this quotation preserved in Sanskrit is KamalasIla, 
Tattvasan.zgrahapafijikii, Vol. 1, p. 52. See also Nyiiyaviirttika, 4.1.21. 
According to Longcenpa, Wish-fulfilling Treasury (yid-bzhin rin-po-che'i 
mdzod), p. 396, the Followers of the Owl are identical to the Vaisesika. 
Th~y are so called because when KaQ.ada attained the accomplish~ent 
of ISvara, the deity alighted on a stone liizgam within his meditation 
cave in the form of an owl (uluka). There is also a tradition which 
claims KaQ.ada was known as the "Owl" after the name of his clan. 
The origin of this fivefold classification, and the precise identities of 
several of the subjects, persons and texts here listed remain problem
atic. The grammatical tradition is listed among the six topics associated 
with Vedic study (vediiizga), but usually traces itself to the rsi Panini, 
who is said to have been inspired by the god Siva. The ear1i~st logical 
method developed in India is that referred to as iinvfk~ikf, "inquiry", 
on which see S. C. Vidyabhusana, A History of Indian Logic, Sect. I. 
The Followers of Satyavacas (bden-smras) are probably the adherents 
of the Upanishads. The Mlmarpsaka (spyod/dpyod-pa-ba), whose sutra 
is probably referred to here, are not usually associated with the legend
ary r~i Bhrgu (ngan-spong)" on whom see R. Goldman, Gods, Priests 
and Warriors, but rather with Jaimini. On the Anthology of Caraka 
(Carakasan.zhitii) and its traditions, refer to A. L. Basham (ed.), A 
Cultural History of India, Ch. XII. 
AviddhakarQ.a (rna ma-phug-pa) was a Nyaya-vaise~ika philosopher 
who flourished some time before Santarak~ita, as he is frequently 
criticised in the latter's Tattvasan.zgrahakiirikii. None of his works sur
vive today. For a summary of research on this thinker to date, see 
K. H. Potter (ed.), Encylopedia of Indian Philosophies: Indian 
Metaphysics and Epistemology, pp. 338-40. See also Longcenpa, Treas
ury of the Supreme Vehicle, p. 98. The text wrongly reads mam-phug-pa 
(Khenpo Paid en Sherap). 
Unidentified, but possibly this refers to Deva Suri PramiirJ,a-
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nayatattviilokiilaJ!lkiira, a major Jain philosophical text. The nine 
categories are also authoritatively given in, e.g., the Navatattvasiltra 

and the Paiiciistikiiya of the Jains. 
Tib. zad-pa. 
This appears to be the non-extant Brhaspatisiltra, the vie~s of which 
are reported in Indian philosophical works such as: BhavavIveka, Tar-
kajviila; Santarak~ita, TattvasaJ!lgraha; Jayarasi, TattvopaplavasiJ!lha; 
Haribhadrasuri, $a4darsanasamuccaya; Madhava, SarvadarsanasaJ!l
graha; and in such later Tibetan treatises as Longcenpa, Treasury of 
Spiritual and Philosophical Systems (grub-mtha' mdzod). .' 
Tib. tshu-rol mdzes-pa-ba is a rendering for Skt. Ciirviika, whIch IS 
interpreted in Tibetan to mean "adherents of pleasures at hand", 

i.e. hedonists. 
The Outsiders (phyi-rol-pa) or non-Buddhists are here divided into 
those who follow a course independent of Buddhism and those who 
overtly teach a non-Buddhist doctrine, but are in fact emanations of 

the buddhas. 
For some interesting observations on the relationship between the 
scepticism of the Lokayata and the Prasangika dialectic, refer to D. 
Chattopadhyaya, Indian Philosophy, a popular introduction, pp. 186ff. 
Tib. myang-'das, literally meaning "gone beyond sorrow". 
Superior mind (lhag-pa'i sems, Skt. adhicitta) is that which develops 
experience in meditation. . 
The Sage (drang-srong, Skt. ni) in this case refers to Sakyamum 

Buddha. 
For a different interpretation of this passage, see E. Obermiller, History 

of Buddhism by Bu-ston, p. 25. 
See pp. 153-5; also History, pp. 423-5. 
Darbhanga edn., BST 4, p. 286. 
For Narton Senge-o, see Blue Annals, p. 157. 
Innermost Spirituality of Vimalamitra (bi-ma snying-thig), Pt. 2, Vol. 
Cha, pp. 1-159. 
Unidentified. 
For Santipa or Ratnakarasanti, see Blue Annals, pp. 206, 634-8; 
Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, translated by Lama Chimpa 
and A. Chattopadhyaya, p. 295, n. 12; and HIL 7.1, pp. 122-4. 
I.e. the Nyingma tradition. 
The primary source for this section is Vasubandhu, Commentary on 
the Ornament of the Siltras of the Greater Vehicle (Mahiiyiinasiltrii-

laytlktiravytikhyti, Darbhanga c~n., BST 13), p. 55. 
The Sanskrit version (Darbhanga edn., p. 56) of the Ornament of the 
Sutras of the Greater Vehicle reads iipatti, although the Tibetan clearly 
gives vipatti in keeping with the content of the passage. . 
The distinction between the causal aspect of the vehIcle or the 
bodhisattva vehicle and the six resultant vehicles of tantra is explored 
in great detail in Pt. 2, pp. 139-48; in Pt. 3 which deals with the nature 
of the causal aspects; and in Pt. 4 which focuses on the resultant aspects. 
The eleventh level is held by bodhisattvas to be the buddha level. For 
these eleven levels, and the subsequent buddha levels until the sixtee~th, 
Unsurpassed Pristine Cognition (ye-shes bla-ma), which are de~cnb~d 
below, see the Glossary of Enumerations; and Longcenpa, Dzspeilzng 
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Darkness in the Ten Directions (phyogs-bcu mun-sel) , pp. 428-35 
(GGFTC, pp. 967-76). 
This text is among those translated into Tibetan from the Chinese. 
This is one of only a few verses from this text extant in Sanskrit. It 
is interpolated in Candraklrti's Clearly Worded Commentary (Prasan
napadii, Darbhanga edn., BST 10), p.l. 
A Buddhist source for this well-known Indian cliche is Kamaiasiia 
TattvasaJ!lgrahapaiijikii, Vol. 1, p. 2. Many other treatises that wer~ 
studied in Tibet also refer to it. 
Vajradharma is the peaceful aspect ofVajrapal).i. See History, p. 451. 
The passage quoted here is not found in Vasubandhu's work. There 
is, however, a parallel passage in Yasomitra, Abhidharmakosavyiikhyii 
(T 4092), Vol. 1, p. 15. 
A brief account of the lives of Sariputra and Maudgalyayana is given 
in the History, pp. 425-6. For a more detailed study of these texts and 
the tradition which holds the Abhidharma to have been compiled by 
arhats, refer to HBI, pp. 198-210. 
On Vasubandhu, see S. Anacker, Seven Works of Vasubandhu; 
Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 167-75; also Obermiller, 
History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, pp. 136-47; and E. Frauwallner, On 
the Date of the Buddhist Master of the Law Vasubandhu, and the sources 
cited therein. Frauwallner's hypothesis, however, that there were two 
important Vasubandhus, has not met with general scholarly accept
ance. 
Refer to the first part of the Bibliography under Yogiiciira Level. These 
treatises are the Bhilmivastu (T 4035-7), the VastusaJ!lgrahalJl (T 4039-
40), the ParyiiyasaJ!lgrahalJl (T 4041), the VivaralJasaJ!lgrahalJl 
(T 4042) and the ViniscayasaJ!lgrahalJl (T 4038). 
On Asanga, see Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 154-67; 
also Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, pp. 136-47; and W. 
Rahula.'s introduction to Le Compendium de la Super-Doctrine d'Asaizga. 
The thIrd level of bodhisattva realisation is known as the Illuminating 
('od-byed, Skt. Prabhiikan). See the Glossary of Enumerations under 
ten levels. 
On Dignaga, refer to Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 
181-5; Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, pp. 149-52; and 
to M. Hattori, Digniiga on Perception. 
Refer to the first part of the Bibliography, under Eight Dissertations. 
They are the Commentary on the Ornament of the Siltras of the Greater 
Vehicle (SiltriilaJ!lkiiravrtti, T 4062), the Commentary on the Analysis of 
the Middle and Extremes (Madhyiintavibhaizgavrtti, T 4027), the Com
mentary on the Analysis of Phenomena and Reality (Dharmadharma
tiivibhaizgavrtti, T 4028), the Rational System of Exposition (Vyii
khyiiyukti, T 4061), the Dissertation on the Proof of Deeds (Karmasiddhi
prakaralJa, T 4062), the Dissertation on the Five Components (Paiica
skandhaprakaralJa, T 4059), the Twenty Verses (Vimsatikii, T 4055) 
and the Thirty Verses (TriJ!lsika, T 4055). . 
On Santideva, see Taranlitha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 215-20; 
Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, pp. 161-6; and HIL 7.l. 
On Jikme Lingpa, see History, pp. 835-40; Gyatso, Apparitions. 
On Dharmaklrti, see Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 
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228-40; and Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, pp. 152-5. 
Bibliographies documenting recent research on the works. ~~ Dha!"
maklrti will be found in the sources listed under Prama1}avznlscaya m 
the second part of the Bibliography. 
On the patriarch Upagupta, see History, p. 436; ~t:0ng, !he ~gen~. An 
account ofYasalis involvement in the second council IS proVIded ill Hzstory, 
p. 429. It is based on the MinorTransmiss~ons (K$udrii~~ma, T 6). For a ~ore 
detailed account of this period and Its personahtIes, such as Yasal)., 
Sarvakamin and Kubjita, refer to HBI, pp. 134ff. 
On Nagarjuna, refer to Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, 
pp. 122-30; Taranatha, bka'-babs bdun-Idan-gyi rnam-thar (translated 
in D. Templeman, The Seven Instruction Lineages, pp.4-8); E. Lamotte, 
Traite de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse; and M. Walleser, "The Life of 
Nagarjuna from Tibetan and Chinese Sources" Asia Major 1 (1923), 
pp. 421-55. Research to date is surveyed in HIL 7.1... . 
Because the Vindication of Conventional Truth does not eXIst m a TIbetan 
translation, Tibetan authorities often count Nagarjuna'sJewel Garland 
(Ratnavalf) as the sixth collection of reasoning. . . . 
The term "reality" in this Buddhist usage refers to the abIdmg emptI
ness of all things (chos-nyid, Skt. dharmata) and "apparitional reality" 
to their manifestation (chos-can, Skt. dharmin). See p. 19. 
On Kawa Peltsek, see History, pp. 515 and 522. 
The text reads instead lam rnam-bkod (P 4737), which was composed 
by King Ja. 
Refer to L. Sternbach, "Les Aphorismes dits de Calfakya dans les 
textes bouddhiques du Tibet et du Turkestan Oriental" Journal 
Asiatique 259 (1971), pp. 71-82, for remarks on the extant Tibetan 
redaction of this work. 
An oral attribution made by Lama Sonam Topgyel. However the 
precise source is unidentified. 
These are, respectively, Mvt. 4972-5006, 5007-26, 5027-34 and 5035-
45. 
Here the text reads shes-rig for shes-rab. 
Yutokpa is briefly mentioned in History, p. 753. Se~ also .Rechung 
Rinpoche, Tibetan Medicine, pp. 147-327, for a detaIled bIography; 
and F. Meyer, Gso-ba rig-pa: Ie systememedical tibetain, pp. 80,91-2. _ 
According to the Indian tradition, this treatise is attrIbuted to V~g
bhata. Tibetans have identified Sura with both Asvagho~a and Vag-
bhata. See Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 130-6; also 
F. Lessing and A. Wayman, Mkhas Grub l!je's F~ndam~~tals of the 
Buddhist Tantras, p. 78n.; and C. Vogel, Vagbhata s AHa~ga~rdaya. 
All inflected nouns and conjugated verbs are subsumed wIthm these 
two classes. "Gender" (rtags, Skt. linga), as used here, should be taken 
to refer to nominal stems of determinate gender, in contrast to, e.g., 
adjectival or pronominal stems, whose gende!" must be fixed: 
These subdivisions are represented by a serIes of grammatIcal texts 
(T 4422-8) in the Tangyur (bstan-'gyur). . .., 
This is not precisely the form in which thIS verse IS gIVen m the 
Compendium of Valid Cognition. It corresponds exactly, however, to 

Sankarasvamin, Nyayapravesa, v. 1. . . . 
This line actually corresponds to Dharmaklrti, ExposItwn of Valzd 
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Cognition (Prama1}avarttika), Ch. 1, v. 3. 
Briefly, the axiom of the result ('bras-rtags, Skt. karyahetu) governs 
causal inferences; the axiom of identity (rang-bzhin-rtags, Skt. 
svabhavahetu) governs inferences determined by the internal relations 
among a subject of phenomena (chos-can, Skt. dharmin) and its 
phenomena (chos, Skt. dharma); and the axiom of the absence of the 
objective referent (mi-dmigs-pa'i rtags, Skt. anupalabdhihetu) governs 
negative inferences, such as the modus tollens of classical western logic. 
For the history of this debate in Tibet, refer to D. S. Ruegg, The Life 
of Bu ston Rinpoche, pp. 37-8, n. 1. 
Tib. go-la refers to the twenty-eight constellations (rgyu-skar nyer
brgyad) and the twelve lunar mansions (khyim bcu-gnyis). See D. Schuh, 
Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der Tibetischen Kalenderrechnung, pp. 
147-8. 

The twelve two-hour periods are named after the twelve animals, 
which follow the same sequential order as the twelve months and 
twelve years. See n. 1330. 
The nine numbers (sme-ba dgu) and the trigrams (spar-kha) are 
explained in W. A. Sherrill and W. K. Chu, Anthology of the I Ching. 
For indications concerning their roles in Tibetan astrology and divina
tion, see G. Dorje, Tibetan Elemental Divination Paintings, pp. 92-
108; and the articles by S. Hummel and D. Schuh listed in the final 
section of the Bibliography. 
Refer to the fifteenth-century Tibetan compendium of knowledge, 
bshad-mdzod yid-bzhin nor-bu, pp. 428-32. 
On Dalf<;iin, see D. K. Gupta, A Cn'tical Study of Dandin and his 
Works; and S. K. De, History of Sanskrit Poetics. . . 
See Jamgon Kongtriil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, p. 324, for 
a discussion on the Gau<;ia style of East India and the Vaidarbha style 
of the south, as understood in Tibet. 
Geometric poetry refers to verses which can be read in any direction. 
It includes acrostic verse (ardhabhrama or sarvatobhadra), and zigzag
ging (gomlltrika). See Gupta, A Critical Study of Da1}cjin and his Works, 
pp. 238-9. 

The modern study of Sakya Palf<;iita's life and works is thoroughly 
surveyed in D. P. Jackson, The Entrance Gateforthe Wise (Section III). 
On the South Indian (Vaidarbha) tradition of verse, refer to M. Win
ternitz, History of Indian Literature, Vol. III, p. 15 
On Candragomin, see Taranarha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 
199-209; Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, pp. 132-4; and 
M. Tatz, "The Life of Candragomin in Tibetan Historical Tradition" 
The Tibet Journal VII, 3 (1982), pp. 3-22. 
On Srlgupta, see Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 225 
and 252; and on Sakyamati, ibid., p. 260. 
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108 See below, p. 131. 

109 A "countless" aeon (grangs-med bskal-pa) refers not to infinity but to 
a specific span of time defined in the Treasury of the Abhidharma 
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(Abhidharrnakosa) as 1059 aeons. Refer to R. Kloetzli, Buddhist Cosmol-

ogy, pp. 113ff. b 0 _p Skt bodhimanda) 
110 The Point of Enlightenmen\ic:a=:~~c:1;;~a~~ni a~d other b?d-

refers to the out~r place ~nd . Vajrasana, the IndestructIble 
dhas attain mamfe~t enlI~ht~nme~t'o~·te~f Enlightenment which is the 
Seat, at Bodh Gaya; to t e mner ~lpoint of Enlightenment which is 
Akani~~ha realm; an.d to the ::~;: reality (vajrakaya). For the specific 
the buddha-body J! mdestr~c d his encounter with Mara, see History, 
enlightenment of ;:o,akyamum an 
pp. 419-21. 

111 History, pp. 423ff. hId tible Nucleus of Inner Radiance ('od-
S 118 below Ten estruc 0 h dO 0 

112 ee p. 0 o· Skt * Prabhasvaravajragarbha) IS t e Imens~on 
gsal rdo-rye snymg-p~ b ddha-bodY of reality, Samantabhadra, whIch 
or buddha-~el.d of ~ e u d time The teachings of the Great Per
cannot be hmlted 1~ spacehoan

l 
I r~ referred to as the vehicle of the 

fection which pertam to t IS eve a . 
ObI N I us of Inner RadIance. 

IndestructI e uc e 0 bO dO h tomy and without the threefold 
113 I.e. itiswithoutthesubJect-o. Ject lC 0 

• 0 0 f beginning mIddle and end. 0 h 
dIstmCtIOns 0 0' dOth the "pristine cognition WhiC 
S b I P 140 It IS contraste WI . h) 114 ee e ow,.· "( 00_ n ed-pamkhyen-pa'zye-s es . 
quantitatively knows [phenomena] J~ s lctha-body of reality (chos-sku 

115 This is a synonym for the supreme u 

~~:-~~~t~:~;:,::;a='::{:;·r~:;:S~;i!~2is ~oSwn as t3~~ Cloud of 
116 0 0 Skt Dharrnamegha). ee n. . 

Doctrine (chos-kyz spnn-pa, . f this cosmological formation at the 
117 There is an extensIve account 0 0 T: 28-31 See also 

o f L 's Wish-fulfillmg reasury, pp. . 
beginmng 0 ongcenpa. c the twenty-five world systems said to 
h GI ary of EnumeratIons lor 0 c f t e oss . 0 d h ds of Vairocana m the lorm 0 

be situated upon the eqUlp01!e fia::mahahimasagara); and also His-
ye-shes gangs-chen m~~~o (~t; !odd realm is situated at the hearto of 
tory, pp. 409 ~nd . 0 f the mind aspect of his buddha-mmd 
Vairocana and IS representatIve 0 I MOd Worlds 

(thugs-'7i thugs:. setheealps~s~a:~~no~~~;~~hara~:L~ongcen~a, 'Preasury 
118 The relerence lor 

of the S~preme Ve~icle, pP·r~;-;:~he buddha-body of perfect rapture 
119 The ma!or and mmor m~24 in terms of their outer, inner, secret and 

are detaIled below on p. S the Glossary of Enumerations for the 
most secret a ppearan~es. ee 0 ks and the eighty minor marks. 
outer category of the thzrt!'-twoo major mar 0 554-96. 

120 For the Innermost SpintualIty, refer to HzstolY.' pp. b k d 0 Skt 
f d· 0 xpenence ( s ye -nm, . 

121 During the creatio~ staoge? me It~~:~h: meditator to invite the ap
utpattikrama) the visuahsatIon requ f IOty and then to 

f d .. f m the expanse 0 rea 1 , 
propriate mat:t<;iala 0 oelUes 0 ro The accomplishments which 
make o~ferings and recIte theIr ~~nt~~s~he nature of the mat:t<;iala. 
are attamed thereby v~ry accord

d 
g -pranidhanaraja section of the 

122 This quotation occurs m the Bha racarya A· L~~'tra) v 3a if the Buddhas (vatamsaf«L3u ,. . 
Sutra of the Great Bc:unteousness 0 d ibed here, which accord with the 

123 The major and mmor m~rks escr . d d to be the fourth or most 
view of the Great Perfect1o~,o are conSI ere 342 

• 0 mtIon Refer to p. . 
secret kind of pnstme cog . . els which symbolise dis-

124 The twofold bliss is that of the slxteen vow 
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criminative awareness (shes-rab, Skt. prajfia) and the sixteen consonants 
which symbolise skilful means (thabs, Skt. upaya). During the perfec
tion stage of contemplation (rdzogs-rim, Skt. sampannakrama) these 
seed-syllables of light occupy the right and left channels in the body 
respectively, but they intermingle in the central channel. (Our text 
here reads phan-tshun ma-'dres ... instead of phan-tshun 'dres-shing ... ) 
Then, generating the coalescent bliss of discriminative awareness, or 
emptiness, and skilful means, or compassion, they give rise to the 
sixteen delights (dga'-ba bcu-drug) 0 This experience is duplicated in 
accordance with the upward and downward movement of the vital 
energy (rlung, Skt. vayu), and so these sixteen delights come to possess 
the thirty-two major marks of the buddha-body of perfect rapture. 
Each of the sixteen delights experienced in series by the male consort 
is also endowed with the five pristine cognitions, making a total of 
eighty minor marks. This is the resultant and primordial buddha-body, 
which is not created by an accumulation of causes and provisions. The 
feeling of receptiveness, which this surpasses, is an experience belong
ing to the path of connection (sbyor-lam, Skt. prayogamarga) in the 
causal phase of the vehicle (Khenpo Palden Sherap). See also 
Longcenpa, Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, p. 460 (GGFTC, 
pp. 1015-17). 

125 rnam-pa mchog-dang ldan-pa'i stong-pa-nyid is the emptiness in which 
the pure appearances of the buddha-body and pristine cognition are 
coalesced. See pp. 282-3. 

126 See PI. 2 for the maf.1<;iala of peaceful and wrathful deities. 
127 rdo-rje btsun-mo (Skt. Vajrayo~it) is the <;lakinI or female consort who 

embodies emptiness and the expanse of reality. Refer to J amgon 
Kongtrul's discussion in shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 4, p. 411, in 
which the womb of the Vajra Queen is identified with emptiness free 
from conceptual elaboration and the buddha level itself. 

128 Surendra or Devendra is the form assumed by the Buddha among the 
gods and MunIndra is his form as Sakyamuni among human beings. 
For the precise identification of vaiqurya as beryl and aquamarine, see 
Meyer, Gso-ba rig-pa: Ie systeme medical tibetain, p. 177. The English 
word beryl in fact shares a common origin with the Tamil ve!ur/belur 
and the Prakrit ve!uriya (Skt. vaiqurya). The terrain of beryl is the 
Trayatrirpsa heaven. 

129 Vairocana is so called because he is the pure, enlightened nature of 
the component of form. Similarly, Ak~obhya-Vajrasattva is the king 
of consciousness, Ratnasambhava is the king of feeling, Amitabha is 
the king of discernment and Amoghasiddhi is the king of habitual 
tendencies. 

130 The extraordinary Akani~~ha of the body of perfect rapture is perceived 
only by buddhas and tenth level bodhisattvas and is contrasted with 
the lower Akani~~ha realms of the emanational body which are visible 
to bodhisattvas below the tenth level. However the natural body of 
perfect rapture is strictly described as being manifest only to itself and 
not in an extraneous manner. The interpretation of this terse passage 
follows the oral commentary of Tulku Perna Wangyel. 

131 Or "the lord of Yama's functionaries" (las-kyi gshin-rje mgon). 
132 Tib. rlung-dkyil is the maQ.<;lala of wind, on which, according to the 
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Abhidharma, the physical universe is based. 
Isvara refers in this context not to Siva but to Indra. Refer to Sura, 
Jatakamala, Peking Tangyur, Vol. 128, p. 21; and for Brahma, ibi.d., 
pp. 21-2. Also see the Sanskrit version of the Jatakamala (Darbhanga 
edn., BST 21); and its English translation by P. Khoroche, Once the 
Buddha Was a Monkey, Chs. 11, 17 and 29. 
On Vemacitra, see the Divyavadana, 182.13; the Siltra of Extensive 
Play (Lalitavistara), 241.3; and the Mahavastu, 3.138.2. 
The tale of the woodpecker is related by Sura in the Jatakamala, 
Ch. 34. For an English translation, see Aryasura, The Marvelous Com-
panion, pp. 349-53; Khoroche, Once the Buddha, pp. 2~9-53. . 
For the tale of Drdhasamadana, see Siltra of the WIse and Foolzsh 
(mdo-mdzangs-blun~ T 341), Ch. 49. 
Tib. mu-ge'i tshe nya-bo-che. 
The noble creature (srog-chags des-pa) is the rohita fish. This is re-
counted by Peltrul Rinpoche in The WOrds of My Perfect Teacher, pp. 

230-31. 
For the horse Ajaneyabalaha, see the Pali Valahassa Jataka, no. 196; 
and also R.A. Stein, Recherches sur l'epopee et Ie barde au tibet, 
pp. 426, 510-11, where cang-shes balaha is identified with Hayagrlva 
on the basis of the bka'-gdams pha-chos bu-chos, and as the mount of 

Ling Kesar. 
The golden bee was an emanation of Avalokitesvara. Refer to 
Kara1Jq,avyilhasiltra, pp. 47ff., as cited in H. Dayal's Bodhisattva Doc
trine in Sanskrit Buddhist Literature, p. 49. 
The primary source for this section is Longcenpa, Treasury of the 

Supreme Vehicle, pp. 20-6. . 
I.e. the Indestructible Seat at Bodh Gaya. See p. 115 above and HIstOry, 

p. 409. . . 
Tib. sangs-rgyas stong-rtsa gcig is interpreted by the Author m thIS 
context to mean the Thousand Buddhas. Longcenpa in the Treasury 
of the Supreme Vehicle, p. 24, reads sangs-rgyas stong-dang rtsa. gnyis. 
In his Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, p. 131, he explams t~e 
added two to be VajrapaI).i and MafijusrI. Pawo Tsuklak Trhengwa m 
the Scholar's Feast of Doctrinal History (dpa'-bo chos-'byung), p. 200, 
maintains that in the Penetration of Sound (sgra thal- 'gyur) the additional 
two are asserted to be lha'i bu nyi-ma rab-tu snang-ba and dga'-byed 

dbang-phyug. . 
Vajradhara is known as the sixth teacher because he presIde~ .over th.e 
mandala of the Conquerors of the Five Enlightened FamIlIes: VaI
roc~~a, Ak~obhya, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha and Amoghasiddhi. 
This is, of course, quite distinct from the Bodhi Tree at Vajrasana 

(Author). 
The eighth level experienced by bodhisattvas is kn~~~ as the Imm?v
able (mi-gYo-ba, Skt. Acala) because there is no pOSSIbIlIty ofregresslOn 
for one who reaches it. . 
I.e. the Bodhi Tree which subsequently became the location or Pomt 
of Enlightenment for Sakyamuni Buddha at Vajrasana. 
Refer to History, pp. 617-84. . 
For the views of the main proponents of the later TIbetan schools, 
refer to pp. 197-205. 
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150 The correspondence of the Tibetan to the Sanskrit is not precise for 
this particular verse. 

151 Seminal point (thig-le, Skt. bindu) is the nucleus or seed of the en
lightened mind which comprises a range of meanings, from the white 
and red seminal fluids of the physical body to the seminal points of 
light which appear during All-Surpassing Realisation. In this context, 
the white and red seminal points (thig-Ie dkar-dmar) are the sperm and 
ovum which, in union with vital energy (rlung), create the three world 
realms along with their appearances, and become the source of rebirth 
in sarpsara. According to the resultant phase of the greater vehicle, 
these propensities are purified by the empowerment of supreme desire 
(,dod-chags chen-po'i dbang-bskur), whereas the empowerment of great 
light rays (,od-zer chen-po'i dbang-bskur) given in the causal phase of 
the greater vehicle merely purifies the two obscurations in a gradual 
way. For the distinctions between these two, see p. 247; History, pp. 
912-13; and also Longcenpa, Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle, pp. 663-4. 

152 Tib. dam-pa'i bdag is equivalent to Skt. paramatma. It is explained in 
the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle that the true self is revealed 
when the dichotomy of self and non-self has been transcended (Ch. 
1, v. 37): "It is true self owing to the quiescence of all conceptual 
elaboration with reference to self and non-self." 
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The third promulgation is called irreversible because there is no pos
sibility of its revelations being qualified or reversed, as is the case with 
the previous promulgations (Lama Sonam Topgyel). 
I.e. Vajrasana. See above, n. 110. 
These three essential natures are explained below in accordance with 
Vijfianavada, pp. 160-2; and according to Great Madhyamaka, 
pp. 169-77. 
These behaviour patterns, which are mentally imposed, are held to 
be form by the Vaibha~ika. Refer to the discussion in Mipham Rin
poche, mkhas-pa'i tshul-la 'jug-pa'i sgo, fols. 4a.3-4b.4. 
See pp. 226-7 below; and the Glossary of Enumerations under sixteen 
minor truths. 
Refer to the Abhidharmakosavyakhya, Vol. 2, pp. 966-70, in which 
Yasomitra compares this contemplation to a diamond drill which 
pierces all, because it pierces all dispositions. 
See below, pp. 160-2, for the basic tenets of Mind Only. 
The self-centred buddhas are said to be rhinoceros-like because they 
adhere to a course of solitary realisation, in which their meditation 
depends on the subtle subjective aspect of phenomena. See below, 
pp. 227-3l. 
For the background relevant to this quotation, refer to S. Levi, 
Materiaux pour Fhude du systeme Vzj"iiaptimatra, p. 43, n. 1. 
These are explained in Longcenpa, Wish-fulfilling Treasury, pp. 617-18. 
The third category holds sensa and consciousness to be mental attri
butes which are the two parts of one essential consciousness, in the 
manner of the white and the yolk of an egg. 
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The Vijfifmavada are still trapped within the ~ub!ect-object dichotomy 
because they hold intrinsic awareness to eXIst m an absolute s~nse. 
They do not understand the coalescence of awareness and emptmess 
which is basic to the higher vehicles from Great Madhyamaka to the 
Great Perfection of Atiyoga (Ttilku Perna Wangyel). 
For the five axioms (gtan-tshig lnga), refer to Longcenpa, Treasury of 
Spiritual and Philosophical Systems, pp'. 118ff.; and HIL 7.1, p. 112. 
Tib. yongs-gcod is equivalent to Skt. panccheda. The text wrongly reads 

yongs-dpyod. 
Tib. rnam-bcad, Skt. vyavaccheda. The text reads rnam-dpyad. 
These impure levels of realisation are the first seven attained by 
bodhisattvas. Refer to the Glossary of Enum.erations un~er_t~n leve.ls. 
This text is by Aryadeva, yet may be attnbuted to Nagaf)una. m the 
sense that it was he who imparted the Madhyamaka teachmgs to 
Aryadeva (Khenpo Palden Sherap).. - -
The Great Madhyamaka (dbu-ma chen-po) IS also kn?wn as Y og~c~ra-
Madhyamaka. As such it is not to ~e confused ~Ith the Yo~acara
Svatantrika school. It integrates the VIew that all thmgs of sarpsar~ ~re 
intrinsically empty (rang-stong) of their own inherent substanualIty 
with the view that all enlightened attributes are empty of those extra~e
ous phenomena (gzhan-stong). See below, p~. 183-6. The quotauo~ 
given here does not occur in t~~ extant TIbetan text of Bhavya s 
Madhyamakaratnapradrpa, rather It paraphrases passages found on fols. 
280-1 of the Derge canonical edn. of the text: dbu-ma, yol: Tsha. 
This verse also occurs in the Ornament of Emergent Realzsatwn, Ch. 5, 

v.21. 3 A . 
Refer to D. T. Suzuki, The Laizkavatara Satra, p. 1 6. vanant 
reading would be "the subject, object and s~nsations" .. See above, p. 55. 
These are exemplified by the Five Doctnnes of M.aztreya (byams-chos 
sde-lnga), and the Trilogy of Commentaries by Bodhlsattv~s \ byang-chub 
sems-'grel-gyi skor-gsum). Refer to the first pa~t of ~he B~blIographY. 
Tib. sbyang-bzhi, Skt. *caturdha vyavadana, IS unIdenufied. Perhaps 
the purification of the four perverted views (see Glossary of Enumera-

tions) is intended. 
The Guru of Suvarnadvlpa (gser-gling-pa) or Sumatra was also known 
as Dharmaklrti a~d Dharmapaia. He was Atisa's teacher. See 
Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, p. 213n. . . 
The third level of bodhisattva realisation is known as the Illummatmg 

('od-byed, Skt. Prabhakarf). ..___ 

176 
177 

The Vaibhasika, Sautranuka and VIJnanavada systems. . . 
This refers t~ the tendency to miss the experience o~ realIty (chos-n~Jld) 
or emptiness, and to reduce the apparitional rea~Ity (c.hos-can) mt.o 
categories which are then investe~ with Su?s.:~nua~ eXIstence. ThIS 
occurs in the Vaibha~ika, Sautranuka and VIJnanavada systems. 
These three kinds of tantra or continuum are explamed below, 

178 

179 

180 

pp. 263-7. l' ding 
These are held to be the four attributes of ab.solute rea Ity, accor 
to the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Ve~lcle. '_ _ - - - ) 
This quotation is from the Satra of Queen Srimala (Snmalade~l~ut~~_. 
Cf. A. and H. Wayman (trans.), The Lion's Roar of Queen Snma a, 

p.106. 
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Tib. gzhung-lam, Skt. granthamarga, refers to the texts and path of the 
teaching on the Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative Aware
ness (Prajfiaparamita), which is central to the bodhisattva vehicle. 
Through their methodical order and planning such activities are said 
to be indicative of the transmitted precepts taught by Sakyamuni 
Buddha. 
This nature is respectively the buddha-body of form (gzugs-sku, Skt. 
rilpakaya) and the buddha-body of reality (chos-sku, Skt. dharmakaya). 
The paths of learning (slob-pa'i lam, Skt. saik~amarga) are the first 
four gradual paths traversed by bodhisattvas, i.e. those of provisions, 
connection, insight and meditation. The fifth path is that of no-more
learning, or the final path (asaik~amarga/ni~?hamarga). See also n. 382. 
There is an account of this incident during a past life of Sakyamuni 
in Peltrtil Rinpoche, kun-bzang bla-ma'i zhal-lung, pp. 192bff. 
This Tathagata Sakyamuni was the first teacher ofSakyamuni Buddha. 
Refer to the section on nihilism, pp. 66-7. 
The Archer is Saraha. 
For Terdak Lingpa's biography, see History, pp. 825-9; and for his 
brother, Locen DharmasrI, pp. 728-32. 
On Mipham Rinpoche, who is known as Mipham Namgyel Gyamtso 
or Mipham lampel Gyepa, see History, pp. 869-80. 
On Atisa, the founder of the Kadampa tradition, see Blue Annals, pp. 
242ff.; A. Chattopadhyaya, Atisa and Tibet; and H. Eimer's works on 
Atisa which are detailed in the final section of the Bibliography. 
On Tilopa, refer to Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, p. 299n.; 
and to H. V. Guenther (trans.), The Life and Teaching of Naropa. For 
the lives of Tilopa and the other great accomplished masters mentioned 
in the following pages, see l. Robinson, Buddha's Lions; and K. Dow
man, Masters of Mahamudra. 
See Guenther, The Life and Teaching of Naropa. 
On Advayavajra or Maitripa, see Blue Annals, p. 731; and Advayavaj
rasan:zgraha. 
On Saraha, refer to H. V. Guenther (trans.), The Royal Song of Saraha; 
and to M. Shahidullah, Les Chants Mystiques de Kanha et de Saraha. 
Saraha appeared in a dream to Marpa Lotsawa 'and this song is a 
recollection ofthe teaching he received. See Nalanda Translation Com
mittee, The Life of Marpa, p. 46. 
On Milarepa, refer to L. Lhalungpa (trans.), The Life of Milarepa; G. 
C. C. Chang (trans.), The Hundred Thousand Songs of Milarepa; and 
Blue Annals, pp. 427-37. 
On Gampopa or Takpo Lharje, see sGam-po-pa, The Jewel Ornament 
of Liberation; also Blue Annals, pp. 451-62. 
Ngamdzong Tonpa was one of Marpa's four main students who trans
mitted the Kagyti tradition. See Blue Annals, pp. 435-7,449. 
On Zhang Rinpoche, see Blue Annals, pp. 711ff.; also History, 
pp. 655 and 92l. 
On Karmapa III, Rangjung Dorje, refer to History, pp. 572-4 and 
666; also refer to Karma Thinley, The History of the Sixteen Karmapas 
of Tibet, pp. 55-8. 
On Karmapa VII, Chodrak Gyamtso, see Thinley, The History of the 
Sixteen Karmapas of Tibet, pp. 83-7. 
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For Situ VIII, Dharmakara, refer to E. G. Smith's introduction to 
The Autobiography and Diaries of Situ Pa'fJ-chen. .. . 
This is the dri-ma med-pa zhes-bya-ba'i-cher 'grel-pa whIch IS contamed 
in the sa-skya bka'-'bum, Vol. 5, no. 65. 
This work is no. 98 in the sa-skya bka'-'bum, Vol. 5. Our text wrongly 
reads snye-mo sgom-chen-gyis dris-Ian. 
On the life of Tsongkapa, see Blue Annals, pp. 1073-9; R. K~schewsky, 
Das Leben des lamaistischen Heiligen Tson-kh~-pa Blo-bzan grags-pa; 
and R. A. F. Thurman (ed.), The Life and Teachmgs of Tsong Khapa. 
On Tblpopa Sangye or Sherap Gyeltsen, see n. 1309; Blue Annals, pp. 
775-7; and C. Stearns, Buddha/rom Dolpo. 
Tib. gsang-mdzad. This reading is recommended b~ Lama Sonam 
Topgyel in preference to that given in the text, whIch would read 
"secret repositories" or "treasuries" (gsan~-m~zod). 
These three synonyms for ultimate realIty m the outer tantras are 
respectively derived from Kriyatantra, Ubhayatantra and Yogatantra. 

See pp. 269-73. __ . ". Ii d 
See D. S. Ruegg, "Le Dharmadhatustava de Nagafjuna m tu es 
tibetaines dediees a la memoire de Marcelle Lalou, p. 466.. .. . 
Cf. Nagarjuna, Root Stanzas on the Madhyamaka entitled Dzscnmmatzve 
A'wareness (Mulamadhyamakakarika), Ch. 18, v. 6.. . 
Tib. bde-chen-zhing. As cited above on p. 127, thIS .IS the preferred 
reading. Here, however, our text gives bde-gshegs-zhmg. . _ .. 
This incident occurs at the end of the first chapter of the Vzmalakzrtzmr
desasutra, in which Brahma Sikhin considered the budd~a-fields to be 
pure and Sariputra held them to be impure. After theIr debate, the 
Buddha intervened to say that the buddha-fields are always pure whe~ 
seen with pure vision, whereas Sariputra could not. actually .see thIS 
purity. This is also recounted elsewhere, e.g. by Mlpham Rmpoche 
in his spyi-don 'od-gsal snying-po, p. 78. .. . 
Tib. ri-dvags me'i gtsang-sbra-can is a legendary speCIes of w~ldlIfe 
which holds fire to be not hot but purificatory. It is referred to m the 
texts of Madhyamaka (Khenpo Tsewang Dongyel). 
This verse is also given in Ch. 10, v. 638. 
Tib. gang-zag. The text reads gang-dag.. . . 
Tib. bram-ze'i jig-tshogs-kyi lta-ba refers to the VIew of the. eternalIs.tIc 
extremists, which is said to have twenty aspects. Se~ Mlpham Rm
poche, grub-mtha'i mdzod bsdus-pa, p. 71; and S. CollIns, Selfless Per
sons, pp. 118-19. 
On Ngok Loden Sherap, refer to Blue Annals, pp. 328ff. 
Tib. ma bral-bas. The text wrongly reads bral-bas.. . 
The text ascribes this treatise to Nagarjuna, although m th~ colop~on 
ofthe Peking edn., Vol. 83, p. 90, 5.5, it clearly states that V Imalamltra 
entrusted it to Nyak Jfianakumara in Pheny?l. . . 
The theory of atomism developed in the Valbha~lka school was d~Cl
sively rejected by the Vijfianavada, and pr?babl~ als~ by the Sautra~
tika. See M. Kapstein "Mereological ConsIderatIons m Vasubandhu s 
'Proof of Idealism'" in Reason's Traces. . 
Refer to the Glossary of Enumerations under ezght vows of the 

pratimok~a. . fi" h 
These are referred to in the Glossary of EnumeratIons under zve, ezg t, 
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224 
225 

ten and all things to be renounced. 
See below, p. 229. 

This is a meditative experience occurring on the path of connection 
(sbyor-l~m). See below, p. 236; also Longcenpa, Treasury of Spin"tual 
and Phzlosophical Systems, pp. 142-6. 

226 
227 

I.e. they are superior to the pious attendants. 
Although the ignorance which gives rise to the three poisons is reversed 
by the self-c~ntred buddhas, the subject is not yet realised to be empty 
of the three mterrelated aspects of ignorance. Refer to p. 54. 228 
These first four paths are identical to the four paths oflearning outlined 
above o~ p .. 175, namely, the paths of provision, connection, insight 
an~ medIta~IOn. The three paths referred to are the first three of these. 
Th~s verse IS probably derived from the theg-chen rnal-'byor-la j"ug-pa, 
whIch has only recently become available. Refer to nn. 608, 896 below' 
an~ to Blue 1nnals, pp. 999-1001, for Aro Yeshe Jungne. ' 

229 

230 ~hlS r~ndermg follows the meaning of the Tibetan. For a detailed 
dISCUSSIOn of the Indian origins of the term bodhisattva refer to A L 
Basham's contribution to L. Kawamura (ed.), The Bodh;'sauva in A;ia~ 
Culture. 

231 

232 

233 

In this classification of seven priitimok~a vows, the lay vows for men 
(upasaka) and the lay vows for women (upiisikii) are combined so that 
the generally known eight vows of the pratimoksa become seven. See 
the quotation cited above on p. 226 from' the Treasury of the 
Abhidhanna. 

Th~se meditative experiences on the path of connection, known as the 
feelmg of warmth (drod), its climax (rtse-mo), the feeling of receptive
~ess (bzod) and the supreme phenomenon (chos-mchog) are explained 
m Longcenpa, Treasury of Spiritual and Philosophical Systems, pp. 142-
6. Fo~ an overall account of the bodhisattva path, refer to Dayal, The 
Bodhz~attva Doctrine in Sanskrit Buddhist Literature, Ch. 4. 
~he nmth level of bodhisattva realisation is known as Excellent Intel
lIgence (legs-pa'i blo-gros, Skt. Siidhumatf). 
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235 

236 

237 

238 

It is the bodhisattva vehicle, among the causal vehicles of dialectics 
which is also known as the vehicle of transcendental perfection. ' 
The unsurpassed vehicle of the tantras in general is here contrasted 
with the higher view of the tantras belonging to the vehicle of skilful 
means. "Pu~ity and suffering" (rnam-par byang-ba-dang sdug-bsngal) 
refer respectIvely to the last two and the first two sublime truths. 
The mal).<;lala of seals (phyag-rgya'i dkyil-'khor) refers to the seals of 
the deity's body, speech and mind. 

!he abi.ding nature of inconceivable reality is held to be vast because 
1~ contams manifold skilful means, and profound because it is essen
tIally discriminative awareness and emptiness. 
Refer, e.g., to ]amgon Kongtriil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, 
pp. 656-82; and to. Mipham Rinpoche, spyi-don 'od-gsal snying-po, 
pp. 146-8. The vehIcle of indestructible reality employs a series of 
four empowerments which enable one's awareness of pure enlightened 
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attributes to ripen. The four are known as the vase empowerment 
(bum-dbang) , the secret empowerment (gsang-dbang), the empower
ment of discriminating pristine cognition (shes-rab ye-shes-kyi dbang) 
and the empowerment of word and meaning (tshig-don-gi dbang); see 
also below, p. 360. Among them, the third empowerment reveals the 
secret appearance of the deity and emphasises meditation on the per
fection stage, leading to the eventual realisation of the body of reality 
through union with the <;HikinI, embodiment of emptiness. 

239 During empowerment, when creatively visualised as the deity, the 
meditator is known as the Being of Commitment (dam-tshig sems-dpa', 
Skt. samayasattva). Subsequently, the entry of the actual deity into 
this Being of Commitment is referred to as the "descent of the Being 
of Pristine Cognition" (ye-shes sems-dpa'i dbab-pa, Skt. jfianasattva
patana). This is also known as the "irresistible descent of pristine 
cognition" (ye-shes btsan-thabs-su dbab-pa). 

240 These seven aspects of spiritual wealth according to ultimate truth are 
therefore the ultimate truth of the expanse, the ultimate truth of pristine 
cognition, and the ultimate truth of original natural cessation which 
has five aspects corresponding to the buddha-body, speech, mind, 
enlightened attributes and activities. 

241 It is said that the gods perceive water as nectar, humans and animals 
perceive it as a drink, tormented spirits perceive it as pus and blood, 
and the denizens of hell see it as molten lava, whereas the buddhas 
perceive it as the divine consort MamakI. 

242 Tib. 'gyur ma-yin. Our text reads 'gyur-ba-yin; refer to the Peking 
Tangyur: rgyud-'grel, Vol. 81, p. 297.4.l. 

243 It is the causal buddha-body of form (rgyu'i gzugs-sku) which is vis
ualised on the path, in contrast to the resultant buddha-body of form 
(,bras-bu'i gzugs-sku) described above, pp. 123ff. 

244 The desired qualities (,dod-yon, Skt. kdmagu1Ja) are the pleasurable 
enjoyments of the five senses. 

245 Tib. don-dam-du ni mnyam-rdzogs-la. Compare the alternative reading 
for this line on p. 245 above (i.e. don-dam-du ni dbyer-med-Ia). 

246 The three mal)galas here refer to the view, commitment and conduct 
of secret mantra (Lama Sonam Topgyel). 

247 See the quotation from Tantra of the Inconceivable Rali Cakrasamvara 
on p. 248 above. . 

248 Each of the levels is simultaneously the renunciation of an obscuration 
and the application of an appropriate antidote. See the Glossary of 
Enumerations for the ten, eleven or sixteen levels. 

249 The deity's seal which secures all appearances within the mandala of 
buddha-body is known as the great seal (phyag-rgya chen-po·, Skt. 
Mahamudra). See below, p. 258. 

250 In order for all appearances to be secured by the great seal of the 
deity's form, a melting bliss is generated within the energy channels 
by the fusion and melting of the seed syllables E and v A¥, symbolising 
the coalescence of emptiness (E) and bliss (VA¥). It is said that this 
coalescence is a prerequisite for all buddhas who become enlightened. 
The co-emergent bliss (sahajasukha) is the transmuted sexual energy 
issuing from the pulse of the seminal point of desire within the central 
channel of the body. Through this transmutation the propensities 
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251 which lead to rebirth in sal11sara are reversed 
Among these, medicinal pills extracted f . 
essences promote longevity I rom herbal and mineral 

d h ' eye-sa ve promotes su I . 0 an t e enchanted sword cuts throu h 0 pernorma VISIOn, 
ment of "swift feet" refer t HO g obscuratIon. On the accomplish-

252 Tb I b '0 ' 0 lStory, p. 614. 
253 O~ ·t:a

- at I lung. <?ur text wrongly reads rlung for lung. 
ese our attnbutes see Jamg oo K 

mdzod, ~eking edn., Vol~ 2, pp. 61 ~;. ongtriil, shes-bya kun-khyab 
254 Concernmg the meditations on h 

reality in the heart centre. 0 ht e presence of the buddha-body of 
kIf J . m t e context of th M h-s 1 u means, see Longcenpa DO IF eo a ayoga path of 

p. 455 (GG FTC p 1010). 'd ~spehmg Darkness m the Ten Directions 
o 0 '., an m t e COnt t f A 0 , 

I?Id., pp. 463ff. (GGFTC, pp.1022ff) On th
ex 

0 t!y~ga meditation, 
SIOns of the seed-sylJables in the bod· hoe poure ~nd Impure expres
or sarpsara, see the same source y w Ich gIve nse to buddhahood 

255 For the tradition of the Zur fa 'oIPP. 1}2ff. (G~FTC, pp. 552ff.) 
256 Tib b o. mI y, reler to HIStory pp 617 49 . 'Ya-mm lIterally means" K 0 -" 0 ,. -. 

Ubhayatantra. non- nya, I.e. the Caryatantra or 

257 Quoted by Longcenpa in his sn k 0 0 

sgra, p. 52. gags- YI sPYI-don tshangs-dbyangs 'brug-
258 See n. 1380 below. 
259 Tohis point is explained in the Glossar 0 

kmds of desire. Refer also to HOY of EnumeratIons under four 
260 Th 0 lStory, p 413 

ese SIX modes indicate the d 1· . 
emptiness: ~ee also below, p. ~~~. ua appearance of the deity out of 

261 For the dIstmction between the hO h 
and the lower gnostic mantras ri _~~ er secret mantra (gsang-sngags), 
erations under three klond ,F (g gags), see the Glossary of Enum-

262 s OJ mantra 
Syllables conjoined with s llables £; 0 

Hundred-Syllable Mantra dt V 0 orm ~antra chams such as the 
263 Th c: aJrasattva (ylg-brgya) 

ese lour yogas are generall kn .. 
bzhi). Refer to p. 356 below Y own as the four mIracles (cho-'phrul 

264 See p. 255, n. 249. . 
265 For the historical background to th 0 0 

means for attainment the sddh elongm of these tantras and their 
pp. 458-83. ' ana c asses of Mahayoga, see History, 

266 Tib. mnyam-gnyis. Refer, e g to Mi h R· 
snying-po pp. 99-100 0 .. , p am mpoche, spyi-don 'od-gsal 

267 Sk -k' 0 0 o· ur text reads mnyam-nyid 
t. ma $Ika. ThIS IS a specific kind f . 0 

employed as a catalyst for the tra 0 ~ercury wh!ch is reputedly 
to Mipham Rinpoche, spyi-don 'o;s:~tatI~n of Iron mto gold. Refer 

263 The upper and lower do r g sny'mg-po, pp. 48-9. 
ors reler respect! I h h 0 

and the secret or sexual centre e °th 0 v~ y to t e Igher centres 
one's partner. See also Lon ce~ 1 er om o~e s own body or in that of 
rections, pp. 453ff. (GGFTC

g 
pa, Dlspellmg Darkness in the Ten Di-

erations under six centres fo~~· ~O~ff.); and t~~ Glossary of Enum-
269 These occur during the 0 g t e upper door of the body. 
270 Refer to the GI [practIce of the inner heat (gtum-mo). 

271 

o ossary 0 Enume to d 
se:Z;lce and attainment. ra Ions un er four branches of ritual 

!lb. rin-po-che kaustubha accord in to MOo 
od-gsal snying-po, pp 48-9 0 r g Ipham Rmpoche, spyi-don 

. , IS app led to the base metal which extracts 
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. . tholo Kaustubha is the name of Vi~J).u's 

gold. In claSSIcal In~Ian my. tfe churning of the primeval ocean. 
gem, which washobdt~medl dt~~n:r the physical elements and the mental 

272 This refers to t e ISSO u 1 

faculties at death. 'd k . 1 ). the form assumed by consciousness 
273 The menta~ body (y~ - yl us ;~ealit (chos-nyid bar-do) and the inter

during the mtermedI~te stat~ ~ /do i.e. after death and before 
mediate state of rebIrth (s; pa ~ad) ~he Tibetan Book of the Dead, 
rebirth. See W. Y. Evans

l
- endtzC e Tr~ngpa The Tibetan Book of the 

pp. 85ff.; or F. Fremant e an· , 

Dead, p~. 33f~. 250 above. 
274 On meltmg blIss (zhu-bde!, s~e ni_'byor pho-mo) are peripheral in the 
275 The male and female YOghms ~a f the central or foremost divine 

mandala, and so form t e retmue 0 

con's~rt~ (gtso~bo yab-y~m). and the empowered awareness (dbang-
276 For a dISCussIon on thIS verse h' h has power over the life-span, 

b . ) or that awareness w IC 361 3 
sgyur ngs , . ' D rkness in the Ten Directions, pp. -, 

refer to Longcenpa, fs~P~lg;~) ~ther passages in the literature of the 
466 (GGFTC, pp. , '. N t however suggest "empowered 
Sequence of the Path of the M~gl~al ~;his phras~. See, e.g., the Litany 
family" as an alternattve ren en.n~ ~ _ - .) 23-4 and Mafi-

,.r M -' / - (MafiJusnnamasamgltl , vv. , 
of the Names OJ anJusn. . R M D~vidson's translation of the 
jusrlmitra's comments as gIven m . . 

text in M CB 20 (l9~ 1), n. 62. . dhara is known as the sixth regent 
277 As explained above m n. 144, VhaJ~a the spontaneous presence of the 

(rgyal-tshab drug-pa) because e IS . 
d the five buddha-bodIes. 

278 ~~re t~~~~r;::~:~c Eighteen Great ~~nt;:re:~:a ;~t:~~Og:5 ~~1. 
the eight classes of means for attamm

l
: r ~ number of tantra texts, as 

279 These eight classes each represifn~ a NYi~gmapa. A principle tantra of 
found in the Col~ecte~ Tantras 0 ~: bka'-'gyur) , T838-44and439. 
eachisalsoco~tam~dmthe~~ngyk ( . Mother Tantra, see Jamgon 

280 For the classIficatIon of Ka aca ra as 1 3 232 
"1 h bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vo. ,p.. . f h 

Kongtru , s es-_ h' h Gathers All Intentions is the exegesIs 0 t e 
281 The General Sutra w lC 

Root Tantra of All-Gathering Awarenes~. . "source". The 
282 Tib. kara is a corrupt form of ~kt. akara, meamng consort. 

source of all display (r?l-pa'i kfaMra) ~~ t~~:::~~t~~~~~ ~~t~~. 163-4; and 
283 These include the aXIoms 0 a y 

the axioms of Mahayoga, p~ 27~-6. 'n accordance with the Peking 
284 Tib. gzhag-nas. Our text rea s;z ag-Fe~:ed reading is cited below on 

Kangyur, Vol. 9. However, t e pre 

p. 368. . . h t requiring the gradual creation 
285 I.e. in an immedIate manner _WIt ou 

of the visualisation as in Mahayoga. k to Anuyoga correspond 
286 The following ten levels an~ five p'aths ~o,:"n Pt 3 Refer also to the 

to those of the causal vehIcles discusse m . . 

Glossary of Enumerations. d h th of meditation he receives 
287 When a bodhisattva has advance ondtdehPa. which the time and cir-

. d 1 . from the bu as m 
a prophetic ec a~atton b ddhahood are revealed. See, e.g., 
cumstances for hIS ow~ fut~re u -3 
the life of Tsangtonpa m Hzstory, pp. 691 . 
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288 For the path of great desire, refer to the discussion on the necessity 
of the empowerment into this path on p. 152. 

289 This refinement ends the cycle of rebirth in sarpsara. 
290 srog-chen-po'i rlung is a synonym for egotism and ignorance. Tib. srog

chags, which means living creatures or insects in this context, is a code 
standing for the "vital energy of great life-breath". 

291 These rites of sexual union (sbyor) and "liberation" (sgroI) are referred 
to in History, pp. 617-49 and 660-70. For a detailed discussion, refer 
to Longcenpa, Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, pp. 386-402 
(GGFTC, pp. 899-922). For their abuse during the tenth century, 
refer to R. A. Stein, Tibetan Civilization, pp. 71-2; and S. G. Karmay, 
"The Ordinance of Lha Bla-ma Ye-shes 'od" in TSHR, pp. 150-62. 
Here "liberation" means the forceful removal of consciousness from 
the body of another and its transference to a higher level of rebirth. 

292 Tib. mi-nag mdung-thung-can bsod-pa. In a previous life, Sakyamuni 
Buddha "liberated" an assailant who almost murdered five hundred 
merchants, in order to release him from rebirth in the hells. See Peltriil 
Rinpoche, The Words of My Perfect Teacher, p. 125, and the theg-chen 
gsang-ba chen-po thabs-la mkhas-pa'i mdo referred to in that text. 

293 Tib. ded-dpon-gyi bu-mo-la bsgrod-pa. This is an incident recounted in 
Peltriil Rinpoche, The Words of My Perfect Teacher, pp. 125-6, which 
describes the compassionate association of Karma, a celibate young 
brahman, with a brahman girl. 

294 The text here reads nye-ba'i rnal-'byor, i.e. Upayoga, the "approximate 
yoga". 

295 Tib. mtshan-ma yod-med refers to the symbolic and non-symbolic 
methods of meditation which correspond respectively to the relative 
and ultimate truths. 

296 I.e. Nagarjuna and Asanga. 
297 These are the Unsurpassed tantras according to the new translation 

schools. See Lessing and Wayman, Mkhas Grub Rje's Fundamentals 
of the Buddhist Tantras, pp. 250ff. 

298 The black outline (re-kha nag-po) is the form assumed by the central 
channel as a mark of success in the practices of vital energy according 
to the Ktilacakra Tantra. Although all the pure appearances of the 
deities are reflected within it, the body of rainbow light cannot be 
obtained. Refer to Jamgon Kongtriil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, 
Vol. 4, p. 185. 

299 Through the action seal (las-rgya, Skt. karmamudrti), the result of an 
awareness-holder of the desire realm is attained. It is the yoga pertain
ing to the sexual centre of one's partner. The result of an awareness-hol
der of the form realm is secured by the seal of pristine cognition 
(ye-shes-kyi phyag-rgya, Skt. jfitinamudrti). 

300 Refer to p. 247, n. 238 above. 
301 Refer to p. 288 for the path of desire (chags-lam). 
302 The vajra and bell are ritual implements which respectively symbolise 

skilful means and discriminative awareness. 
303 I.e. the non-Buddhist schools and systems. 
304 Tib. thig-le chen-po is a synonym for the buddha-body of reality. See 

the Index of Technical Terms under seminal point. 
305 Tib. mi-'jig-pa. The text wrongly reads mi-'jigs-pa. Compare the same 
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quotation as cited on p. 181. . . 
For an explanation of this verse, see Guenther, Buddhzst Phzlosophy 

306 

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 

314 

315 

316 
317 

in Theory and Practice, pp. 200-2. . 
The "second stage which is the essence" refers to the perfectIon stage 
(rdzogs-rim). The second stage of this second s~age is known a~ the 
Great Perfection (rdzogs-chen) because the perfectIon stage can be enher 
symbolic (mtshan-yod rdzogs-rim) or non-symbolic (mtshan-med rd~ogs
rim), and it is the latter which is referred to as the Great PerfectIon: 
Refer to the Glossary of Enumerations under ten levels. The first IS 
known as the Joyful (rab-tu dga'-ba, Skt. Pramuditii). The seventh is 
known as the Far-Reaching (ring-du song-ba, Skt. Diirangamii). The 
eighth and tenth levels are mentioned in nn. 116, 146 and 385. 
The buddhas of the surpassed levels are those who have accomplished 
the respective realisations of the systems just menti~ned.. . 
I.e. the single essence is not obtained through the subject-object dIcho-

tomy. 
Tib. gti-mug ma-gsal cig. The same quotation cited on p. 899 of the 
History, reads gti-mug ma-bsam cig. Similarly the foll?wing li~e re.ads 
rang-gi Ius-las gyen-du ma-bskyod cig, whereas the eqmvalent lme cned 
in the History reads rang-gi Ius-las gyen-du ma-spyod cig. 
This interpretation follows the oral commentary of Lama Sonam Top-

gyel. 
These are spontaneous axioms which arise internally and replace the 
lower axioms of Madhyamaka and Mahayoga which are contrived by 

the intellect. 
The text readsyin-tu smra-ba, after the reading in Longcenpa, Treasury 
of Spiritual and Philosophical Systems, p. 337. An alternative suggested 
tentatively by Khenpo Palden Sherap would read "freely" (yan-tu) for 

yin-tu. . 
This and the subsequent divisions and cycles of the Esotenc Instruc-
tional Class are indicated in terms of their essence (ngo-bo, i.e. "essen
tially"), their natural expression (rang-bzhin, i.e. "naturally") and their 
character (mtshan-nyid, i.e. "characteristically"), which correspond re
spectively to the buddha-bodies of reality, perfect rapture and emana-

tion. 
In other words, the moment of death and liberation are simultaneous: 
Tib. rtog-pa means thought. Our text erroneously reads rtogs-pa, l.e. 

realisation. 
318 
319 

Interpreted according to the oral commentary of Ttilku P~ma Wangy~l. 
The nucleus or awareness which is reality'S expanse anses as a senes 
of seminal points of light which are known as indestructible chains 
(of light). When this expanse is fully mature, the three world realms 

320 

321 
322 

dissolve into inner radiance. 
For the channels and vital energy within the body, see the Gloss~ry 
of Enumerations under ten kinds of vital energy and six centres formmg 
the "upper door" of the body. See also the disussion in Longcenpa, 
Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, pp. 453fL (GGFTC, pp. 
1006fL); and in Jamgon Kongtrtil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, 

pp.631-45. 
See n. 151 above. 
The forehead centre corresponds to the god realms, the throat centre 

323 

324 

325 

326 

327 

328 
329 
330 
331 
332 

333 

334 
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to .the antigods, the heart centre to human beings, the navel centre to 
alllmals, t~e secret centre to tormented spirits and the soles of the feet 
to the delll~ens of the hot and cold hells. Through these practices of 
the perfectIon stage (rdzogs-rim), the vital energy and mind remain in 
these centres, sarpsara is not transcended, and rebirth consequently 
occurs. 
Whereas in the perfection stage the vital energy and mind remain in 
the centre~ after entering from the left and right channels in the form 
of the whne and. red seminal points and releasing the knots in the 
cent~al channel, m AI~-Surpassing Realisation this purification is not 
reqmred because t~e v~tal e~ergy of pristine cognition naturally causes 
t~e channels to valllsh mto lIght. According to Longcenpa, Wish-fulfil
lmg T~easury, ~p: 851 ~8, ther~ are twenty-one knots altogether, twenty 
o.f whIch are dIVIded mto paIrs corresponding to their location in the 
nght and left .ch~nnels. Their vanishing in ten pairs also corresponds 
to the renunCIatIOn and realisation of the ten levels. 
These ~articular appearances of the hundred buddha-fields and con
templa.tIOns correspond ~o the realisation of the first level, through the 
va~Ishmg of the first paIr of knotted channels into light. 
ThIS te~t belongs to the Great Perfection endowed with Conch-Syllables 
(dung-yzg-can) from the Innermost Spirituality of Vimalamitra, Pt. 2 
Vol. Cha, pp. 1-159. ' 
The biogr~phies of .Zurcungpa Sherap-tra and his son Dropukpa are 
presented m the HIStory, pp. 635-49. For the four "pillars", see pp. 
640ff. The source for the material found in the recapitulations of this 
and the pr~v~ous chapt~r is Lo~en DharmasrI, gsang-bdag zhal-lung. 
I.e. the Knyatantra whIch realIses the three enlightened families and 
th~ Yogatantr~ which realises the five enlightened families are here 
Said to be eqmvalent to the common vehicles of the bodhisattvas and 
so forth because their realisation is incomplete. 
Refer to History, p. 701. 
History, p. 653. 
History, pp. 667-8. 
History, pp. 666-7. 
Tib. ye-shes yon-tan kun-rdzob Zhao Compare the identical passage cited 
~bove on p: 270. Here, our text gives ye-shes bzhi-yon kun-rdzob Zha 
m conformny with the Peking Tangyur (P 3736), Vol. 83, p. 106.4.2. 
The Autho~ and Khenpo Palden Sherap prefer the former reading. 
For a detaIled accou~t of .these and the succ~eding empowerments, 
ref~r to Longcenpa, Dzspellmg Darkness in the Ten Directions, pp. 370-9, 
(GGFTC, pp. 369-81); and to Jamgon Kongtrtil, shes-bya kun-khyab 
,"!,dzod, Vol. 2, pp. 656-82, 737-9. See also the Glossary of Enumera
tIons under fifteen ordinary sacraments (of empowerment). The water 
and crown eI?powermen.ts employ their appropriate symbolic imple
ment.s. to punfy obsc~r~tIons respectively into the mirror-like pristine 
cogllltIOn and the pnstme cognition of sameness. 
These sublime, ~entle and ro~gh appearances are purified when they 
are seen respectIvely as ManJusrI who is sublime in discriminative 
awar~ness, A~alokitesvara who is gentle in compassion, and Vajrapani 
who .I~ roug~ m power. These are the Lords of the Three Enlightene'd 
FamIlIes (ngs-gsum mgon-po) which pertain to Kriyatantra, and on 
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whom see also History, pp. 452-4. 
Tib. yig. The text wrongly reads yid. . 
On the distinction between the Being of Commitment and the BeIng 
of Pristine Cognition, see n. 239 above. 
Tib. sangs-rgyas sa. Compare the identical passage above on p. 27~. 
At this point, our text reads sangs-rgyas-pa. The former, however, IS 
preferred by the Author. 
The symbolic implements of t~ese t~lfee em?~wer~en~s ~re empl~~ed 
to purify obscurations respectIvely Into AmIta.b?a s pnstIne c~gmtIon 
of discernment, Amoghasiddhi's pristine cogmtIon of accomplIshment 
and Vairocana's pristine cognition of reality's expanse. These and th~ 
preceding two are all aspects of the outer vase empowerment (phyz 
bum-pa'i dbang). See also n. 333 above. . 
Tib. rdo-rje 'chang-sar. Compare the same verse CIted above on p. 272. 
Here the text reads rdo-rje 'chang-bar. 
The sixth empowerment is known as that of the master or that of the 
irreversible vase, which seals the previous five and so confers the 
ability to transmit the teaching. Refer also to n. 333 above. . 
Unidentified. Perhaps he is Lenton Sakya Zangpo. Refer to Hzstory, 
p. 640. . 
Garap Dorje was the first human preceptor of the Great PerfectIon. 
See History, pp. 490-3. The prefix ru means "first" or "predecessor", 
and in this case indicates his primacy in the lineage (Khenpo Pal den 
Sherap). 
These are two of the four "pillars" who were students of Zurcungpa. 
See History, pp. 640ff. 
Kyo Kongbupa was also among the four "pillars"; History, pp. 640ff. 
History, p. 622. . 
See n. 333 above. The conferral of these four empowerments, begIn
ning with the common vase empowerment, is held to result in the 
maturation respectively of the emanational body, the body of perfect 
rapture, the body of reality and the essential body. . . 
These include ten aspects of beneficence and five of abIlIty. See 
Longcenpa, Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Direc~ions, pp. 372-9 
(GGFTC, pp. 871-81); and the Glossary of EnumeratIons underfifteen 
ordinary sacraments (of empowerment). 
Tib. grol-phyir-du. Compare the same passage a~ove. on p. 249. Here 
the text reads grol-phyir las, but the former readIng IS preferred. 
See the Glossary of Enumerations under twenty-eight commitments of 
Mahayoga. 
This is Vimalamitra's commentary on the Root Tantra of the Secret 
~~. . 
Examples of such practices are the ceremonies for the commemoratIon 
of Padmasambhava on the tenth day (tshes-bcu), and for the commem
oration of the dakinls on the twenty-fifth day (nyer-Inga). 
Tib. sgroI, Skt.· tana, according to the in~,e~1tion~l l~~gu~ge (Skt. san
dhyabha~a), refers to the rites of forceful lIberatIon . Tib. sb;:or, Skt. 
ga1Ja, according to the secret language, refers to sexual practIces. See 
above, pp. 292-3. . 
Tib. brgyad-brgya so-gcig. The text wrongly reads brgyad-brgya-po-gczg. 
See Jamgon Kongtrtil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, pp. 748-9. 
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The seals connected with the deity in Yogatantra and Mahayoga are 
here contrasted with those of Anuyoga, which take immediate effect. 
This empowerment is the initial entrance into the Great Perfection. 
For its subdivisions, refer to Longcenpa, Treasury of Spiritual and 
Philosophical Systems, pp. 370-2; and to History, p. 501. 
These terms have a specific meiming in the context of Atiyoga, as 
elab~rated by Longcenpa in The Treasury of the Abiding Nature of 
Realuy (gnas-Iugs rin-po-che'i mdzod), and are, of course, unconnected 
with the mundane views of apathy and nihilism, for which the same 
terms are applied in Tibetan (i.e. phyal-pa and med-pa). 
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On Locen DharmasrI, see History, pp. 728-31; on Gyurme Tshewang 
Chokdrup, p. 736; on Jamgon Kongtriil, pp. 859-68; on Dodrup Jikme 
Tenpei Nyima, p. 879; and on Zhecen Gyeltsap, pp. 879 and 919. 
These scriptures are partly enumerated in History, p. 591. For an 
enumeration of the Seven [Great] Treasuries (mdzod-bdun) of 
Longcenpa, refer to the first part of the Bibliography. 
This is the Four-Part Innermost Spirituality (snying-thig ya-bzhi) which 
was redacted by Longcenpa. See History, pp. 554-96, for the 
background to this tradition. 
This is a metaphor for the violation of the commitment not to divulge 
the secret teachings to an unsuitable recipient. 
The personal names of the Author which are built into the structure 
of the verse introduce the Colophon. 
The sponsor was one Ngawang Samdrup of Tingri who received the 
name Pelhiin Yiilgyel in a dream (Lama Sonam Topgyel). 
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363 This refers to the fundamental Buddhist view of dependent origination 
(rten-cing 'brel-bar 'byung-ba, Skt. pratftyasamutpada), the Nyingmapa 
interpretation of which is summarised in Fundamentals, pp. 54-7. The 
verse as a whole is addressed to the Buddha, the first of the Three 
Precious Jewels. 

364 Concerning the transmission or scriptural authorisation (lung, Skt. 
agama) of the true doctrine and its realisation (rtogs-pa, Skt. adhigama), 
the Treasury of the Abhidharma (Ch. 8, v. 39cd) says: 

The two kinds of the Teacher's true doctrine 
Are transmission and realisation. 

For their divisions and subdivisions, see Fundamentals, pp. 72ff. 
365 I.e. the sarrzgha, the spiritual community which maintains the Buddha's 

teaching. 
366 The intricate metaphysical and cosmological doctrine upon which this 

verse is based is discussed at length in Fundamentals, Pt. 2. For the 
various lineages referred to in the last line, see below, pp. 447-57 and 
775. 

367 For the various divine manifestations of the Teacher alluded to here, 
see below, pp. 447-50. 

368 The epithet "Lord of the W orId" or LokeSvara ('jigs-rten dbang-phyug) 
is here a title indicating that Songtsen Gampo is the emanation of the 
bodhisattva Avalokitesvara. See also n. 12. 

369 The Land of Snows is Tibet, which is referred to as a frontier, or land 
beyond the pale (mtha'-khob), in its relation to Buddhist India prior 
to the beginnings of Buddhism in Tibet. 

370 The Lord of SukhavatI Field is Buddha Amitabha. His special realm, 
the "Pure Land" revered in East Asian Buddhism, is richly described 
in the Sanskrit Sukhavatfvyilhasiltra, for an English translation of 
which, see SBE, Vol. 49, Pt. 2, pp. 1-107. According to the teachings 
of the vehicle of indestructible reality (Vajrayana), Amitabha's seed
syllable is HRIH. 

371 "Skull-garlanded Master" refers to Padmasambhava in the form of 
Perna Thotrengtsel (padma thod-phreng-rtsal). 
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372 The Sakya King is Sakyamuni Buddha. 
373 The Lord of Secrets is Vajrapal).i in the form of Guhyapati. See 

pp. 451-7. Santarak~ita is regarded as his emanation. . 
374 The sceptre is the sword symbolising discriminative awareness whICh 

is held by the bodhisattva MaiijusrI. His emanation was Trhisong 

Detsen. 
375 The indestructible lineage of supreme transformation refers to the 

supreme masters who become accomplished in th~ rainbow. b~dy 
through the esoteric instructions of All-Surpassmg RealIsatIon 
(thod-rgal) according to the Great Perfection. See Fundamentals, 

pp. 337-45. 
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The world of Patient Endurance (mi-mjed 'jig-rten-gyi khams, Skt. 
Sahalokadhatu) , is the thirteenth among twenty-five world ~ystems 
said to be resting one above the other on the palms of Val roc ana 
Buddha' there are five world realms focused in each of his five centres 
represe~ting buddha-body, speech, mind, enlightened attributes a~d 
activities. Counting upwards from Vairocana's secret centre the thIr
teenth or world of Patient Endurance lies at the heart of Vairocana's 
mind (thugs-kyi thugs). It contains the four continents ofVideha in the 
east, Jambudvlpa in the south, Godanlya in the west and Utt~rakuru 
in the north, all together multiplied one billion times (1000

3
), I~ three 

phases which are known respectively as the chiliocosI? (stong sPY1-fh,~~
kyi 'jig-rten-gyi khams), the dichiliocosm (stong-gnYls-p~ bar-ma 1 }lg-, 
rten-gyi khams) and the great trichiliocosm (stong-gsum-gyl stongchen-po'l 
'jig-rten-gyi khams, Skt. trisahasramahiisahasralokadhiitu). See Funda-
mentals, pp. 130-1; and Kloetzli, Buddhist Cosmolo~, Ch~. 2-4. . 
The Jambu or rose-apple tree (Eugenia Jambolana) IS umque to thIS 
continent according to all major Indian religious traditions. See W. 
Kirfel, Symbolik des Hinduismus und des Jinismus, pp .. 81 and 130. 
For a general account of the Buddhist concept of cosmIC aeons (bskal
pa, Skt. kalpa), see Kloetzli, Buddhist Cosmology, pp. 73-6. Most aeons 
are not graced by the presence of even a single buddha and so are 
"dark ages" (mun-bskal). Ours, however, with its thousand buddhas 
is so fortunate as to have been named the "Auspicious Aeon" (bskal-pa 
bzang-po, Skt. Bhadrakalpa) by the gods themselves. Cf. Peltrtil Rin-
poche, The WOrds of My Perfect Teacher, pp. 25-8. 
Sakyamuni Buddha is the fourth supreme emanational body to appear 
during this aeon. The previous three were Buddhas Krakucchandra, 
Kanaka and Kasyapa. 
The basic doctrines of this school are described in Fundamen~als, 
pp. 156-7. For a historical survey, see A. K. Warder, Indian Buddhlsm, 

pp. 341-7 and passim. 
See n. 109 above. 
The path of provisions (tshogs-lam, Skt. sambhiiramiir~a) is first among 
the five paths of a bodhisattva's progress towards enhghtenment~ The 
others are the paths of connection (sbyor-lam, Skt. prayogamarga) , 
insight (mthong-lam, Skt. darsanamiirga), meditation (bsgom-lam, Skt. 
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bhiivaniimarga) and no-more-Iearning (mi-slob-pa'i lam, Skt. asaiksa
miirga). For their relationship to the ten levels according to the tantr~s, 
see Fundamentals, pp. 281-3; and fortheir distinctive attributes, p. 236. 
For a different reading of this verse, which better agrees with the 
extant Sanskrit text, see Fundamentals, p. 231. Refer, too, to R. Klop
penborg, The Paccekabuddha, for a detailed study of the self-centred 
buddha based pre-eminently on the texts of the Theravadin tradition. 
A detailed explanation of this phrase may be found in L. de La Vallee 
Poussin, L'Abhidharmakosa de Vasubandhu, Vol. III, pp. 252-3. 
The tenth level, Cloud of Doctrine, is the highest traversed by 
bodhisattvas. See Glossary of Enumerations under ten levels; and also 
Dayal, The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Sanskrit Buddhist Literature, 
pp. 270-91. 
On the Akani~!ha heaven, see pp. 447-9; also Fundamentals, p. 129; 
and the chart on pp. 14-15. 
On the contemplation of nothing at all, see Fundamentals, p. 62. 
The expression "non-dual" (gnyis-med, Skt. advaya) in this context 
should be understood to refer to the absence of the subject-object 
dichotomy characteristic of mundane consciousness. It is not, however, 
synonymous with the Vedantic term advaita, which refers to an abso
lute monism, i.e. the doctrine that there is but a single substance. 
Alternatively, it may refer here to the non-duality of the experiences 
of profundity and clarity. 
Concerning the Point of Enlightenment (bodhima'f}cja), refer to Funda
mentals, p. 115 and n. 110, for an explanation of its outer, inner and 
secret meanings. 
The Pure Abode (suddhaniviisa) comprises the five highest form realms, 
known in ascending order as Avrha, Atapa, Sudrsa, Sudarsana and 
Akani~!ha. For their position within the whole structure of the three 
world realms of saqlsara and the realisation attained by their occupants, 
see Fundamentals, p. 62; and the chart on pp. 14-15. 
'du-'bral-med-pa. This phrase denotes an identity relation, its terms 
being neither united through artificial conjunction, nor capable of 
separation. 
Further information on the Six Sages Embodying Awareness will be 
found in Fundamentals, pp. 129ff.; and in the Glossary of Enumera
tions. 
"Both goals" are the two kinds of benefit, i.e. to oneself and to others 
(rang-don and gzhan-don). 
Among these forms of the emanational buddha-body (nirmii'f}akiiya), 
those of artistry comprise created emanations (bzo-ba'i sprul-sku) which 
manifest as images, books and other beneficial objects; those of birth 
(skye-ba'i sprul-sku) include sentient beings of all types who work for 
the benefit of others; and the supreme emanations (mchog-gi sprul-sku) 
are Sakyamuni and other buddhas who perform the twelve deeds for 
the sake of living creatures. 
The following account is ultimately derived from canonical sources, 
the first and foremost being the Sutra of Extensive Play. Contemporary 
discussions of the Buddha's life, based on both literary and archaeolo
gical evidence, are too numerous to survey here. See HBI, pp.13-25 
and the sources mentioned therein. Chief among the post-1958 re-
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searches are the several volumes of A. Bareau's Recherches sur la Bio

graphie du Buddha. 
On the purificatory fast, see Fundamentals, p .. 2~6. . 
Buddha Aksobhyavajra, according to the tradltIons of the vehIcle of 
indestructibie reality, is particularly associated with the vase empow-
erment, for which reason he is especially referred to here on the occ~
sion of the Bodhisattva's consecratory bath. Some of the sYI?bolIc 
significance of this consecrat~on. for p~actitioners of the V~hICI~ of 
indestructible reality has been mdicated m R. A. F. Thurman s artIcle, 
"Tson-kha-pa's Integration ofSiitra and Tantra" in STC, PP: 372.-82. 
The siitras of the greater vehicle frequently give the name m thIS form 
instead of the more familiar "Siddhartha". . . 
The suffering of change, the all-pervading suffering. of condItIo~ed 
existence and the suffering of pain itself are the three kmds of suffermg 
to which all samsara is subject. For a detailed discussion, see, e.g., 
sGam-po-pa, The Jewel Ornament of Liberation, pp. 55ff. 
According to HBI, p. 346, this incident. occurred near R~magrama, 
east of Kapilavastu. Khetsun Zangpo Ri~poche however mforms us 
of a contemporary Indian view that the Sacred Stiipa (mchod-rten rnam
dag) was situated near Mankapur in U~tar Pra~esh .. 
The pinnacle or summit of existence IS explamed m Fundamentals, 

p.62. . h· h 
The realm of desire ('dod-pa'i khams, Skt. kiimadhatu) IS that w IC 
comprises the five lower classes of sentient beings and the lowest levels 
of the gods known in ascending order as the realms o~ the Four Great 
Kings (Caturmahiiriijakiiyika) , the heaven of T?Irty-th~ee .Go~s 
(Trayatri1[lsa), the Strifeless (Yiima), the Joyful (Tu~lta), .DelIghtmg ~n 
Emanation (NirmiilJarati) and Mastery over TransformatIons (Paranzr
mitavasavartin). For their position within the three world realms of 
samsara and the realisation acquired by their inhabitants, see Funda-
me~tals, pp. 61-2; and the chart on pp. 14-15. 
On great loving kindness (byams,-pa chen-po), see Fundamentals, 

p.88. 
"Five-arrowed One" (mda'-lnga, Skt. Paficasara) and Smara (dran-pa, 
lit. "Memory") are both epithets of Kamadeva or Mara, the lord of 
the desire realm. His emblem is the crocodile banner. 
PundarIka (pad-dkar-ma), Menaka (me-na-kii) , Subhii~a?a (legs-brgya.n
ma) ·and Ke§amisra (skra-' dres-ma) are four of the thIrteen celes~Ial 
courtesans (lha'i smad-'tshong-ma bcu-gsum) , also known as offenng 
goddesses (mchod-pa'i lha-mo). Others are dga~-ba'i sh!ng-rta-ma, glog
'od-can, chu-shing bri-can, thig-le mchog-ma or Tilottama, legs-bzang-ma, 
ma-nyang skyes-ma, a-lam bu-sha or Alarpbu~a, skad-legs-ma and rab-

myos-ma or Pramoda. .. . 
The fourth meditative concentration (bsam-gtan bzhz-pa) IS descnbed 
in the quotation cited in Fundamentals, p. 61. Se~ also the Glossary 
of Enumerations under four (meditative) concentratlOns. 
"Middle way" here refers to the central channel (~tsa-dbu-ma, Skt. 
avadhuti) within the body. All impure psychophYSIcal bas~s bou~d 
within the subject-object dichotomy were transformed here mto pns
tine cognition and the enlightened attributes of the buddhas; see 
Fundamentals, p. 341. 
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On Rahu, the eclipser of the moon, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles 
and Demons of Tibet, pp. 259-63; and A. L. Basham, The Wonder that 
was India, p. 49l. 
The "impure religion of Magadha" is, of course, the Brahmanism of 
the Buddha's day. While maintaining that this religion does not provide 
an ultimately salvific vehicle, Buddhists do not deny its many positive 
teachings. See, e.g., Fundamentals, pp. 57-62. 
Corruptions (zag-pa, Skt. iisrava) comprise all those propensities which 
serve to sustain the round of sarpsara. In attaining nirvaJ),a, these are 
exhausted (zad); but, in addition, the Buddha knows directly that they 
have been completely exhausted. 
"Long-living" (tshe-dang !dan-pa, Skt. ayu~man) implies that one is 
still bound to the cyclical existence of sam sara and so is not a realised 
buddha. . 
Refer here to the Glossary of Enumerations under four truths. 
For a more detailed account of the subject-matter of the three wheels 
of the doctrine than will be found in the present summary, see Funda
mentals, Pt. 3. See also Lessing and Wayman, Mkhas grub rje's Funda
mentals of the Buddhist Tantras, pp. 43-53. 
Vulture Peak is Grdhrakii~a, near Rajagrha (modern Rajgir) in Bihar, 
north India. 
The teaching of path and result is that which leads out of cyclical 
existence or sarpsara. It refers to the five paths (see n. 382 above) and 
the corresponding results which are attained by arhats, self-centred 
buddhas or bodhisattvas; see Fundamentals, pp. 223ff. 
These are, primanly, the eight great fears, on which see the Glossary 
of Enumerations. 
KusinagarI, in the Buddha's day within the domains of the Mallas, is 
identified with modern Kasia, about thirty-five miles to the east of 
Gorakhpur in north India. 
The so-called extremist (mu-stegs) or non-Buddhist doctrines are dealt 
with generally in Fundamentals, pp. 62-9. 
AvIci is held to be the lowest and most unbearable of the hellish 
domains, occupied by sentient beings at the bottom of samsara. See 
the chart on pp. 14-15; also sGam-po-pa, The Jewel Ornam~nt of Lib
eration, p. 58. 
Udumbara here refers to a large and rare mythical lotus, which blossoms 
only once in an age. 
On the traditions relative to these original reliquaries, refer to HBI, 
pp. 24-5; and Bareau, Recherches sur la Biographie du Buddha, 11.11, 
pp. 308-23. 
These three councils are considered in HBI, pp. l36-54 and 297-319. 
For the first council in particular, the standard work is J. Przyluski, 
Le Concile de Rajagr:ha; and, for the second, M. Hofinger, Etude sur 
Ie Concile de Vaisalr. Cf. also Lessing and Wayman, Mkhas grub rje's 
Fundamentals of the Buddhist Tantras, pp. 59-69; and J. Nattier and 
C. Prebish, "Mahasanghika Orgins: The Beginnings of Buddhist Sec
tarianism" in History of Religions, Vol. 16, no. 3 (1977). 
Our interpretation of the terse mnemonic given here is based on the 
discussion of the heresy found in Minor Transmissions (K~udragama, 
T 6), in the Derge Kangyur, Vol. Da, pp. 646-63. We are indebted 
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to Lama Sonam Topgyel for locating this valuable passage. 
Cf. Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, p. 94. 
The major traditions relative to the origins and development of the 
eighteen schools of the lesser vehicle (Hfnayana) are summarised in 
HBI, pp. 571-606. The divisions reported in our present text agree 
with those listed in Sarvastivadin sources. 
See Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, Pt. 2, p. 98. According 
to the Tibetan Vinaya tradition there were one hundred kings in the 
dynasty of Nagapala, son of King Gaganapati in Varal)asI. The last of 
these was King KrkI. 
The elder Vatslputra is held to have been a founder of the Arya
sammitIya order. The Kashmiri schools referred to are the branches 
of the Mulasarvastivada. 
Theravadin sources usually date the third council two hundred and 
thirty-six years after the Buddha's nirval)a. But on this, see HBI, 
p. 298. . 
Cf. Lessing and Wayman, Mkhas grub rye's Fundamentals of the Buddhzst 
Tantras, pp. 69-71; Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 96ff.; 
and Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, Pt. 2, pp. lOlff. 
rnam-mchan rnying-pa. Rikdzin Lhtindrup in the Hindi version of the 
History, p. 22, has suggested that this refers to an ancient annotation 
on the Exposition of Valid Cognition (rnam-'grel-gyi mchan-bu rnying-pa). 
Concerning the parallel division of the treatises according to the "pro
found view" (zab-mo lta-ba) and "extensive conduct" (rgya-chen spyod
pa), refer to Fundamentals, pp. 94-5. 
Cf. the traditions reported in HBI, pp. 226-36. 
"Nirgrantha" originally referred to Jain ascetics in general, but later is 
used of the Digambara or "sky-clad" sect in particular. An excellent 
introduction to their religious life will be found in P. S. Jaini, The 
Jaina Path of Purification, pp. 4-6ff. . 
There are twelve ascetic virtues; see the Glossary of EnumeratIons. 
The Teacher's descent from the realm of the gods (lha-babs dus-chen) 
refers to the events following the period of a rain retreat passed by 
Sakyamuni Buddha in the Trayatrirpsa heaven, where he taught his 
late mother. The location of his descent is traditionally held to have 
been Lanka; hence the title of the Sutra of the Descent to Lanka. This 
event is commemorated annually by Tibetans on the twenty-second 
of the ninth month. 
It is said that humans in our own era are physically small relative to 

those of such golden ages as that in which Maitreya will make his 
appearance. 
The current rite of ordination (lta-da'i cho-ga) is graded through the 
levels of a renunciate (rab-'byung, Skt. pravrajya), novitiate (dge-tshul, 
Skt. srama1'Jera) and complete monkhood (bsnyen-rdzogs, Skt. upasam
pada). This is contrasted with the ancient and sudden method of 
ordination (sngon-chog) through which Sariputra, Kasyapa and others 
were instantly ordained by Sakyamuni Buddha. . 
Asoka is commonly associated with the prolific building and veneratIon 
of stupas. See, J. Przyluski, La Ugende de l'Empereur Asoka; and 
J. Strong, The Legend of King Asoka. 
I.e. he would become not a buddha, but an arhat. The marks of 
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a buddha refer to the thirty-two major and eighty minor marks. These 
are listed in, e.g., Mvt. 236-67,269-349; the Ornament of Emergent 
Realisation (AbhisamayalatrZkara ), vv. l3-32; and Longcenpa, 
Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, pp. 73-6 (GGFTC, pp. 
406-9). See also Fundamentals, p. 124; and the Glossary of Enumer
ations. 
Cf. Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, p. 33. 
On the Trayatrimsa heaven in relation to other divine realms see 
n. 402 above. . , 
The great Sixteen Elders, and many of the literary and artistic tra
ditions associated with them, are considered extensively in M. W. de 
Visser, The Arhats in China and Japan; and J. Tate, The Sixteen Elders. 
While their divine intercession in Chinese life is detailed therein, the 
basis for associating them with the emperors here mentioned 
remains obscure. But cf. L. S. Dagyab, Tibetan Religious Art, Pt. I, 
Sect. IV. 
Cf. Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 29-33. 
The basic philosophical tenets of this school are summarised in Fun
damentals, p. 158. For further background, see also Warder, Indian 
Buddhism, pp. 345-6, 421-2, 472-3. 
The Great Treasury of Detailed Exposition (Mahavibha~a), which today 
syrvives only in its Chinese translation (Taisho 1545), is assigned by 
Etienne Lamotte to the second century AD; see HBI, pp. 303-5,424-5, 
etc. The prolific writings of Nagarjuna are usually assigned to about 
AD 200, though they may have been composed slightly earlier. The 
treatises of Maitreyanatha are said to have been introduced into our 
world by Asanga, who was probably active during the fourth century. 
For the lives and works of these authors and others mentioned in the 
succeeding paragraphs, see Fundamentals, pp. 88-96; Taranatha, History 
of Buddhism in India, Chs. 15-28; and Obermiller, History of Buddhism 
by Bu-ston. 
For the description of the "six adornments" and "two supreme ones" 
in Tibetan painting, see Namgyal Institute, Rgyan drug mchog gnyis. 
On the doctrinal developments of the Mahayana sutra and sastra trad
ition in general from ancient India through to China, Japan and Tibet, 
see P. Williams, Mahayana Buddhism. 
Cf. HBI, pp. 648-9. 
The Ancient Translation School or snga- 'gyur rnying-ma tradition refers 
to the cycles of teaching current in Tibet prior to the death of Smrti
jfianaklrti, and to their subsequent propagation; the new traditions ~re 
those which arrived in Tibet during the later spread of the doctrine, 
from the time of Rincen Zangpo onwards. 
The most popular account of these masters in Tibetan has been trans
lated into English by J. B. Robinson as Buddha's Lions, and by K. 
Dowman in Masters of Mahamudra. Their iconographic representation 
is detailed in T. Schmid, The Eighty-five Siddhas. For related traditions, 
see also S. Dasgupta, Obscure Religious Cults, Chs. 1-9 and especially 
Ch. 8, pp. 202ff. 
Spiritual maturity and liberation (smin-grol) are catalysed by the guru's 
empowerment (dbang) and guidance (khrid) respectively. See Funda
mentals, pp. 346-71. 
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The sixth enlightened or buddha family is that of the body of reality, 
Samantabhadra, in the form of Vajradhara, who embodies the Con
querors of the Five Enlightened Families (rgyal-ba rigs-lnga). See Fun-

damentals, pp. 120-2. . . 
The Great Akanistha realm ('og-min chen-po, Skt. MahakantHha) IS 
the abode manife~t in and of itself (rang-snang), in which Samanta
bhadra transmits realisation to the Conquerors of the Five Enlightened 
Families and the ma~C;ialas of peaceful and wrathful deities by the 
blessing of the buddha-body of reality's intention. On its significance, 
see Fundamentals, pp. 129ff. and n. 130. 
The All-Pervader (khyab-'jug) here refers to Samantabhadra. 
The Indestructible Nucleus of Inner Radiance ('od-gsal rdo-rje snying
po) is the dimension of the body of reality; see Fundamentals, p. 118 

and n. 112. . 
The "special" or "extraordinary" Akani~!ha realm (khyad-par-Can-gyl 
'og-min, Skt. VisiHakaniHha) which manifests extraneously (gzhan
snang) is the abode in which Vajradhara and the Conquerors of the 
Five Enlightened Families transmit the teaching of Unsurpassed 
Yogatantra to tenth level bodhisattvas by the intentional symbols of 
the buddha-body of perfect rapture. 
Cf. Fundamentals, p. 125. 
See above, p. 413; and Fundamentals, p. 62. 
The ordinary Akani~1ha ('og-min tsam-po, Skt. *Gau1Jakani~fha) 
and the imputed AkaniHha realm (btags-pa'i 'og-min, Skt. * Au
pacarikakaniHha) are the extraneous realms within .the Pure Ab?des 
in which the Unsurpassed Yoga tantras are transmItted respectlvely 
to ninth and eighth level bodhisattvas by the buddhas in the form 
of wrathful and peaceful meditational deities. See also Fundamen-

tals, pp. 128-9. 
On the Vajra Queen, see Fundamentals, p. 125, n. 127. 
In the Hindu traditions Rudra is typically an epithet of Siva, but for 
Tibetan Buddhists he is a wrathful embodiment of ego which has run 
wild. For a traditional and elaborate presentation ofthe myth ofRudra, 
see The Life and Liberation of Padmasambhava, Pt. I, pp. 26-46; and 
Longcenpa, Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, Ch. IS, pp. 488ff. 

461 

(GGFTC, pp. 1075ff.). . 
Vajradharma is the peaceful aspect of the Lord of Secrets: Guhyapatl 
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or Vajrapa~i. . . 
In the lineages which follow, Sanskrit names have been gIVe~ In most 
cases following the standard conventions for Tibetan-Sansknt .transla
tion. However, we know of no extant Sanskrit source for these lineages. 
It should be noted also that there are sometimes variants in the way 
in which different Tibetan sources report these names, e.g. that of the 

yak~a YasasvI Varapala below. . ,. 
YasasvI Varapala (grags-Idan mchog-skyong) IS the yakl?a s nan;e, the 
old edition of this text wrongly reads phyogs-skyong. See Scholar s Feast 
of Doctrinal History, p. 236. This observation has been confirmed by 

the Author. 
On this empowerment, see Fundamentals, p. 345. 
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Cf. Fundamentals, pp. 81-6. 
Vimala~Irti is best known to t~e Buddhist world through the magni
fi~e~t. sut:a _of the greater vehIcle bearing his name, i.e. the Vimala
kl~t1ntrd~sa~utra (T 176), on which see E. Lamotte, L'Enseignement de 
VImalakIrt1~ R. A. F. Thurman, The Holy Teaching ofVimalakfrti; and 
the ~ranslatlon from the Chinese by C. Luk. 
V ~~IOuS ve.rsions o~ the legend of the ascendancy of the lion clan 
(S~nghala) m SrI Lanka are known. Cf. E. F. C. Ludowyk, The Foot
pnnt of the Buddha, pp. 14-15; and HBI, pp. 129-35. 
Sumana or Sumanaku!a i~ Ada~'~ Peak, a place revered by SrI Lankan 
adherents ~f all the major relIgIOns. The "king of powerful craft" 
~ef~rred. to m t~e verse below is probably Saman, the local god who 
IS Ident~fied WIth the Vedic Yama, lord of the dead. Refer to S 
ParanavItana, The God of Adam's Peak. . 
This would appear t~ .be none oth~r than the footprint on Adam's 
Peak, 10call~ c~lled Slnpada (Skt. Srfpada). For a description of this 
and of the pIlgnmage to it, see Ludowyk, The Footprint of the Buddha 
i?8_~6ff.; and R. F. Gombrich, Precept and Practice, pp. 108-12 and 
The traditions concerning this figure have been studied I·n S G K -

"K· T a/ . . ar may, .mg s. D~a and Vajrayana" in M. Strickmann (ed.), Tantric 
~nd TaOIst .Stu~le: I~ Honour of R. A. Stein, pp. 192-211. Y. Imaeda, 
Un Extralt TI~et.am du MafiJuSrfmii,l~kalpa dans le~ Manuscripts de 

Touen-Houang m Nouvelles Contnbutions aux Etudes de Touen
Houan?, pp. 306, 31.1, records the occurrence of Ca/Tsa as a royal 
name m the early mnt~-century document considered therein; but 
K~rmay, p. 195, n. 10, dIscounts the possibility of this being associated 
WIth the personage here discussed. 
On this v~rse, see Karmay, "King Tsa/Dza and Vajrayana", pp. 197-9. 
In.termedlate (bar-pa) here means later or second, i.e. coming between 
!Zmg Ind:abhuti and later lineage-holders. For other references to this 
mtermedlate Indrabhuti, see Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, 
p. ~41~ n. 68 and p. 410; and especially, Karmay, "King Tsa/Dza and 
VaJrayana", pp. 205-6. 
This system is examined in detail in Fundamentals, pp. 275-83. 
F?r .the tantrapitaka here enumerated, refer to the first part of the 
Blbh~graphy under the Eighteen Great Tantrapitaka (of the 
A1ahayoga). . 
~n Tilopa and Naropa in particular, see Guenther, The Life and Teach
mg of Naropa. 
In r~ndering the name sgeg-pa'i rdo-rje as Lilavajra the translators are 
bowlIlg to an establ~shed ~o~;ention which has recently been justifiably 
challenged by DaVIdson m The Litany of Names of MafijusrI", p. 6, 
n. 18, where he argues that Vilasavajra is the correct Sanskrit name. 
!he ter~ spar-khab, from which this work takes its abbreviated title, 
IS found m th~ dedicatory final verse of that text, the Peking Tangyur, 
Vol. 83; ~nd m the Commentaries on the Guhyagarbhatantra and Other 
Rare Nyzngma T.exts. from the Library of Dudjom Rinpoche, Vol. 1, 
p. 222 .. Its preCIse mterpretation, however, is at the present time 
uncertam. 
The Garland of Activity was omitted in the published text, but was 
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inserted subsequently by the Author before the Hidden Point of the 
Moon (zla-gsang thig-le). An alter.native r~ading would be B~d
dhasamayoga (the mind of body), HIdden ~omt of the ~oon (the m~nd 
of speech), Guhyasamaja (the mind of mmd), .P~ramadya .(the mmd 
of enlightened attributes) and Garland of ActlVzty (the ~md of en
lightened activities). In this instan~e, however, the Maf!"cal Net (the 
general tantra of mind) is included mstead of th~ Paramadya. See also 
Jikme Lingpa, Narrative. History .of the Preczous Collected Tantras 
(rnying-ma'i rgyud-'bum-gyl rtogs-bfJo~, p._ 466. . . . 

479 The outcaste boy is MatangIpa; see Taranatha, HIStory of BuddhIsm m 
India, p. 129, n. 139 and p. 273. . 

480 The great accomplished master ~agabodhi ~as t~e first ~o propagate 
the tradition of Saraha and Nagafjuna; see Taranatha, HIStory of Bud-

dhism in India, pp. 126-7, 152 and 273. _.' 
481 For the background to the Arya tradition of the Guhy'asama)a, whIch 

is that of Nagarjuna, refer to A. Wayman, The Bu~dhlst Tantras: New 
Light on Indo-Tibetan Esotericism, Ch. 2; also Idem, Yoga of the 

Guhyasamajatantra, pp. 91-4. 
482 See below, p. 533. . 
483 The "Zombie" Sukhasiddhi is Garap DOfje; see pp. 490-3. . 
484 A survey of the different types of biogr.aphy of Pa?masa~bhava wIll 

be found in A.-M. Blondeau, "AnalysIs of the BlOgrap~Ies ~f Pad
masambhava according to Tibetan Tradition: Ciassificauon of 

Sources" in TSHR, pp. 45-52. . ' . 
485 krsna-'dzin. Often one sees this name spelt accordmg to ItS TIbetan 

p~~nunciation, i.e. trig-na-'dzin. " . . 
486 As explained in n. 291 above, to "liberate I~ thIS c?ntext means to 

forcefully transfer the consciousness of a senuent bemg permane~tly 
from the body in order to remove obstacles, and, out of .compas.slOn , 
to establish that being in a higher rebirth. Refer to the bIographIes of 
Nyak Jfianakumara, pp. 601-4; and Gu~u Chowang, pp. 760-7~ .. 

487 This means that, having been absorbed mto the very heart of pnstme 
cognition, he was fully empowered and so reborn, free of all obscura
tion. The symbolism of a passage such as the pre.sent one o?era~es on 
several levels, however, so that a single fixed mterpretauon IS not 

possible. . f 
488 Tibetan Buddhist pilgrims hold the Marauka Cave to be the cave 0 

Haileshi, in Nepal's Sagarmatha district, south of the Mount Everest 

region near the town of Rumjitar. f 
489 Amita~us is here an aspect of Buddha Amitabha ~s the body of per ect 

rapture, who is particularly the patron of longevity. _ 
490 I.e., the level of no return to the cyclical existence of saqlsara. 

491 On Asoka, see above, p. 453. . d on 
492 The actual site of pilgrimage at the present day ~s a cave locate 

the slope behind the VaJ'resvarI Temple in Pharpmg, Nepal. - -' 
h "S k 't" matan III 

493 The Tibetan term ma-mo is used to translate t e ans n. 1 
the Hevajra Tantra (e.g. Pt. 1, Ch. 1, v. 16) where ~ specIfic cha~~~e 
is intended. It should be noted, however, that rna-mo. IS used to trans a 
the term matrka, as well, and that this latter term IS used to denote d 
group of goddesses widel~ worshipped in the Kathmandu Va~eYs't:~l, 
throughout northern IndIa. See A. W. Macdonald and A. . 
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Newar Art, pp. 83-8. 
This is the aural lineage of Zhang-Zhung, the Ponpo tradition of the 
Great Perfection. On Tavihrca in particular, see L. Chandra (ed.), 
The History and Doctrine of the Bon-po Ni~panna-yoga, pp. 15.5-6 and 
26.5-27.4. See also S. G. Karmay, "Origin and Development of the 
Tibetan Religious Traditions of the Great Perfection." 
See below, pp. 519-20. 
The distinctions between the outer and inner classes are considered 
in Fundamentals, pp. 273-4. 
During the empowerment ceremony, the initiate casts a flower offering 
onto the symbolic ma1).<;iala. The direction in which the flower falls -
east, south, west, north or centre - holds particular significance, and 
one has a special affinity with the deity located there. 
On the enlightened family of indestructible reality (Skt. vajrakula) , 
that of Ak~obhya, see Fundamentals, p. 274. 
Ritual service (bsnyen-pa, Skt. seva) entails the recitation of mantra 
combined with one-pointed prayerful devotion to a deity externally 
visualised; further ritual service (nye-bar bsnyen-pa, Skt. upaseva) en
tails the prayer to receive the consecration which will transform the 
mundane body, speech and mind into the three seed-syllables of in
destructible reality; the rite or means for attainment (sgrub-pa, Skt. 
sadhana) entails accomplishment in the form of light rays which are 
absorbed from the sugatas of the ten directions into the deity and 
thence into oneself, in actuality, meditation or dreams; then, the rite 
of great attainment (sgrub-chen, Skt. mahasadhana) entails ultimate 
realisation of beginningless primordial purity, the naturally present 
pristine cognition experienced when body, speech and mind are 
coalesced with the deity. This is the inner significance of the ritual 
ceremonies and elaborate dances contained within the "drupchen". 
See Mipham Rinpoche, tshig-bdun rnam-bshad padma dkar-po, 
pp. 22-3. 
Garu<;ia is a gigantic and divine bird and, according to Hindu mytho
logy, the mount of the god Vi~1).u. He is a divinity in his own right 
and is worshipped as such by both Hindus and Buddhists. 
For a summary of available information on this figure, see Ni~pan
nayogavalf, pp. 9-12; and HIL 7.1, pp. 114-15. 
Davidson, "The Litany of Names of MafijusrI", p. 5, holds Mafiju
srImitra to have been a SrI Lankan. 
These are the emanations of the deity which actually accomplish the 
four kinds of enlightened activity on behalf of the adept. 
JeUiri is known for his contributions to the science of logic. See Vid
yabhusana, A History of Indian Logic, pp. 136-7, 140, 151; and G. 
Tucci, Minor Buddhist Texts, Pt. 1, pp. 249-74. 
See Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, p. 432. The younger 
Amoghavajra visited Tibet in 1086. 
"Sublime" ('phags-pa, Skt. arya) refers to those who have sublimated 
the cyclical existence of sam sara . 
Some of the sources associating this mountain with Nagarjuna are 
discussed by Karmayin "King TsaIDza and Vajrayana", p. 197, n. 16. 
Vajrakumara, the "Indestructible Youth", is an epithet of VajrakIla, 
or of his "offspring". 
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The Sankarakii~a Caitya was situated in the Sltavana charr~el ground 
in Magadha. Originally the Gathering of the Sugatas of the Elght Tra~s
mitted Precepts (bka'-brgyad bder-'dus) was concealed there, along w~th 
the Eight Sections of the Magical Net in the stiipa's bas~, the Gat~en~g 
of the Sugatas in the vase-shaped dome ~ith the speCIal tantras m Its 
four cardinal directions, the Consummatwn of Secrets (gsang-ba yongs
rdzogs) in the flute, the rgyud rang-byung rang-sha: in the r~m of the 
spire, and the yang-gsang bla-med yang-ti nag-po I? t~e P?mt of the 
spire. See E. Dargyay, The Rise of Esoteric Buddhlsm zn Tlb~t, p:.15, 
whose account is derived from the treasure of Nyang-rel NYIma Ozer 

entitled Gathering of the Sugatas. . 
The Mahottara casket was.gold (gser), not bse-stone as the text mIsta-
kenly reads. See the Scholar's Feast of D~ctrin~l History, p. 243. Note 
that the catalogue numbers given for thIS senes of tantras are those 
corresponding to the extant texts of the eight cycles in NGB and the 

Kangyur. . . 
gzi. A peculiar black-and-white-striped agate, beads of whIch are hIghly 
prized by Tibetans for their talismanic value: _ . 
This location in South India is revered by VaJrayana BuddhIsts as the 
site where the Buddha taught the Kiilacakra Tantra. . 
Communal feast offerings (tshogs-kyi 'khor-lo, Skt. garJacakra)., m con
trast to other forms of contemplative activity, involve much ntual and 
material elaboration. Cf. Longcenpa, Dispelling Darkness in the Ten 
Directions, pp. 402ff. (GGFTC, pp. 922ff.); and Gonpo Tsetan, The 

Udumbara Bouquet. . 
"Exercises which circulate the lamp-like vital energy" are, accord~ng 
to Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche, a cycle of teachings based on Indian 

hatha yoga. . .' 
The lower method grants supernormal cognitive powers such as mVlSI-
bility, but not the ability to transcend sarpsara, which is the feature 
of the higher methods of Mahayoga and Anuyoga, or the great trans
formation into the rainbow body - the highest attainment of the buddha 
level according to the Great Perfection of Atiyoga. See Fundamentals, 

pp. 337-45. . h 
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Sthiramati comes between Dhanarak~ita and Sukhodyotaka m t .e 
Anuyoga lineage. See Scholar's Feast of Doctrinal History, p. 239. HIS 
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writings on Anuyoga are represented by P 4752-4. " 
R. A. Stein, "Etude du monde chinoise: institutions e~ co~cepts 
L'Annuaire du College de France 72 (1972), pp. 502-3, mamtams that 
Chetsenkye may perhaps be identified with the P6npo translator Tsho-
tsenkye (mtsho-btsan-skyes), who appears to have flourished about the 

year 1000. . . ' . b 
The yojana, an anCIent IndIan umt of length, IS gene.rally held ~ 
Buddhists to be four thousand arm-spans, i.e. about eIght thousan 
yards. It is defined as follows in the Treasury of the Abhidharma (Ch.3, 

vv. 87-8): 

Twenty-four inches equal one cubit. 
Four cubits equal one bow-span. . 

" fh " Five hundred bow-spans equal one range 0 ear~ng. 
Eight "ranges of hearing" are said to equal one yo)ana. 
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The syllables mentioned confer respectively the blessings of buddha
bo~y (o¥), speech (AI:I), mind (HO¥), attributes (sVA) and activities 
(HA). 
On t~ese classes of spirits, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons 
of ~lbet, C~. VII, Ch. XII, pp. 281-2 and passim. 
ThIS ver~~ IS eXI?lained in detail in Fundamentals, pp. 319ff. 
Fo~ .the . E,~tabl.Ishment of the Intrinsic Essential of the Innermost 
SP.If1tuahty (thlg-le rang-gnad-du dbab-pa), see Fundamentals, p. 333. 
I~ IS the essence of the Esoteric Instructional Class of the Great Perfec
tIon. 
JaI?bhala and Vasudhara are two of the most popular wealth-granting 
deItIes. For furth.er information, refer to Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles 
and Demons of Tlbet, pp. 73-81. 
T~e.se "rites for deriving the most success" ('bogs-chog) transfer the 
abIl:~y to. ful.fil and restore the commitments of the secret mantra. 
ManJuvaJra IS a form of ~uhyasamaja, whose tradition in Tibet origin
ates from master BuddhaJfi.a~apada. See Dudjom Rinpoche, rgyal-rabs, 
pp. ~?8-21~. Th~ ma~9~la IS detailed in Ni~pannayogiivall, pp. 1-4. 
The pr~ctIce. whIch dIVIdes sa~sara a~d nirvaQ.a" ('khor-'das ru-shan) , .. 
~s explaI~ed. m texts. such as JIkme Lmgpa's khrid-yig ye-shes bla-ma, 
IS a medItatIOn le~dI~g t? the rejection of sarpsara, enabling one to 
underta~e the prehmmanes and main practice of Atiyoga. 
Khotan m ~hinese Turkestan was one of the greatest of Buddhist 
centre~ du~mg the first millenium AD. For an introduction to the 
extensI~e l~terature on ~uddhism in that region, see, e.g., K. Saha, 
Bud~hlsm zn Central. Asza, pp. 33-4 and passim; also M. A. Stein, 
Anczent Khotan: detazled report of archaeological explorations in Chinese 
Turkestan, 2 vols.; and R. E. Emmerick (ed. & trans.), The Book of 
Zambasta: A ~hotanese Poem on Buddhism. A useful synthesis of re
search to date IS D. L. Snellgrove, Indo-Tibetan Buddhism, Pt. 4. 
The body ~~ s,upreme ~ransformation (,pho-ba chen-po'i ku) is the rain
bow b?dy (}a ~lus) attamment of All-Surpassing Realisation (thod-rgal). 
!he hIgh~r rambow body transmutes all psychophysical components 
mt? t~e lIght of buddhahood, so that no outward change is visible. 
ThIS IS ~hy Padmasambhava, Vimalamitra, Vairocana and so forth 
can pass I~to other buddha-fields in the same forms. The lower rainbow 
bod~ attamment transmutes consciousness, feeling, perception and 
habItual ten?enc~es i?to the. light of buddhahood, but the component 
of .form sh~mks m SIze untIl only fingernails, tooth-enamel, hair or 
relIc~ rem~m. ~ee also Fundamentals, pp. 337-45; and Mipham's dis
CUSSIOn, CIted m n. 1285 below. 
India here refers only to Madhyadesa, the heartland of Central India. 
The KokI countries are situated in the area from north-east India 
tow~rds Burma and Cambodia; see Taranatha, History of Buddhism in 
Indza, pp. 330-1. 
Th~ "present ~ime'.' refers to the era of Taranatha; this passage is 
denved fro~.hIs HlstOry of Buddhism in India, pp. 320, 332-3. 
On the tradmon of Gorak~anatha, refer to G. W. Briggs, Gorakhniith 
and the Kiinphata YoglS; and to Dasgupta, Obscure Religious 
Cults, Ch. 8, pp. 206-9 and passim. For the Nathapamhas, see 
Chs. 8-9 of the latter work. The Hindu traditions here mentioned stem 
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like Goraksanatha, are equally claimed ~y the 

from n:tasters who, . ion of ~antigupta with the Na~eSvaras IS due 
Bud~hlS~'hTh:k a~~~~~~tbdun-ldan-gyi rnam-thar. See the translation in 
to Taranat a, a .' 75ff 
T 1 an The Seven Instructwn Lmeages, pp. . emp em , 
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. d' Rin oche, rgyal-rabs, pp. 8-14, Tibet was 
533 As explamed by Du Jom f te~ successive classes of non-human or 

ini.ti~llYl ~n~er the ~~~~ ~he gnod-sbyin nag-po, re-ti mgo-gY~g bdud, 
splntua emgs, na '. d -'jam lha rmu-rgyal kho-rye, krog
srin-bu skye-rengs khrag"dmlgkl ma~al_po and 'gong-po spun-dgu. Sub
krog 'dre, ma-sengs rus- g~\n ~'s:ttled there, the country was divided 
sequently, when human e g . kingdoms' mchims-yul gru-shul 
between the ~ollo:ving_ t~~l:~a~l:o;ang ruled b~ King lig snya-shur; 
ruled by mchlm:-:;k!~ ~~l~d by king gtsang-rje thod-dkar; gnubs-yul 
m:J!ang-do phyo g . ubs- 'e dmigs-pa; nyang-ro sham~bod ruled 

tmf.dgu r~~:_::'b~;~~ ~Lri z/;ngs-sdon ruled by King gyi-rye rm~7-p~; 
y mg rn '1 d b King zing-rje khri 'phrang-sum; 0 -p u 

ngam-shod khra-snar ru e y.. . . _ g la-mo gong 
1 d b K' zmg-rye thon-greng, snn ron 

spang-mkh~r ru e ~ l~g_nam' kong-yul bre-snu ruled by King kong
ruled by Kmg brang-rye go g I' m ruled by nyang-btsun glang-

. d d ng' nyang-yu -rnams gsu 
rye ar-po tug- a, -bzhi ruled by King dvags-rje mang-po rgyal. 
rgyal; and dvags-yul gru f: re between these twelve kingdoms, 

A result of constant warla . . . b h' b ) 
pow~radevolved into the hands of forty principalItIes I (szl-ma . z lkh~d' 
Apart from 'brog-mo rnam-gsu~ ~~lede~~ et~~~~~_~~aa~~ ::~:~r~_bzhi 
gye-mo yul-drug ruled by the o'b ~g rytheir names and localities are 
ruled by the lord gnyags-gru ra , 
unknown at the ?~esent day. . . Tsen 0 have been summar-

534 The various tradltlons concermng Nyatrhl I PDy t Chs 10-11 
ised and compared by E. Haarh in The Yar- un nasy, . , 

535 ~e l~i:::~~ the ancient royal dynasties of Tibet can be enumerated 

as follows: 11 d ~ h' (gnam gyi khri-bdun) were 
The seven heavenly kin.gs ca e /~ l_kh . bt~an-po so-khri btsan

gnya'-khri btsan-po, mu-khn btsa~-po, mg ~ sribs-khri btsan-po. All 
po, mar-khri btsan-po, gdags-khr: btsan-Pfb:~n s who ascended to the 
of these are said t~ have .bee~ lmmort.a ucce~sion was matriarchal. 
heavens after fulfillmg theIr reIgns. Th(elr ~ k . t ng-gnyis) were gri-gum 

The two celestial kings called Teng sto - ~l S e' d to have been assas-
d gyal The former IS sal I btsan-po and spu- e gung-r. 1 k' f Tibet spu-de gung-rgya 

sinated and so became the first morta h mg l~ure her~ who discovered 
or bya-khri btsan-po of Kanam was t e cu 

basic metals, agricul~ure and fou2d;d(S~~~1~~;~drug) were e-sho legs, 
The six earthly kmgs called e'b Y gzher legs and i-sho legs. 

. h I ru legs rong- , 
de-sho legs, thl-S 0 egs: gong- '(b r- i lde-brgyad) were za-nam 

The eight middle kmgs called De a F -Ide se-snol-Po Ide, Ide 
. Id Ide-'phrul nam-gzhung btsan, se-sno gn~m , 

zm- e, d I po and Ide spnn-btsan. I 
snol-nam, Ide. sn~I-po'.I e rgya

11
-d T (tshigs-Ia btsan-lnga) were rgya 

The five hnkmg kmgs ca e sen 
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to-re long-btsan, khri btsan-gnam, khri sgra-spungs btsan, khri thog-rje 
thog-btsan, and lha tho-tho ri gnyan-btsan who discovered the "Awesome 
Secret". 

The ancestors of the religious kings (chos-rgyal-rnams-kyi mes) were 
khri-gnyan gzungs-btsan, 'brong-gnyan lde'u, slUg-ri gnyan-gzigs, and 
gnam-ri srong-btsan who was the father of Songtsen Gampo. 

Then the religious kings (chos-rgyal rnams) were srong-btsan sgam-po, 
gung-ri gung-btsan, mang-srong mang-btsan, 'dus-srong mang-po rje klung
nam-'phrul-gyi rgyal-po, khri-lde gtsug-brtan, khri-srong lde'u btsan, mu-ne 
btsad-po, Prince mu-rab btsad-po, mu-tig btsad-po who was also known 
as sad-na legs-mjing, and khri ral-pa-can. Politically Tibet was at the 
zenith of its political power during this period. The conquest of the 
Chinese capital Chang-'an (modern Xi'an) was effected briefly in 
October 763. 

Finally, King glang-dar-ma (b. 817), the apostate who ruled from 
841 to 846 (or 838 to 842) was the last of the ancient line to govern 
the whole country. The dates given here are those of modern historians, 
based upon the records of Chinese, Tun-huang and Arabic origin, 
which for reasons stated on p. 399, are at variance by as much as sixty 
years with the traditional Tibetan dating for the royal dynasty between 
the reign of Songtsen Gampo and the restoration of the doctrine. For 
a synopsis of this problem, refer to Roerich's introduction to the Blue 
Annals; and for a detailed comparison of the various enumerations of 
the ancient kings, see Haarh, The Yar-lun Dynast)', Chs. 1-2, pp. 
33-71. In chapter eight of the present work these divergencies have 
been noted in the course of nn. 1350-3 below. 

536 According to Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche, this version of the prophecy 
belongs to an early siitra translation no longer extant. 

537 Cf. Haarh, The Yar-lun Dynasty, p. 85. The Six-Syllable Mantra is 
that of the bodhisattva AvalokiteSvara: o¥ MA~I PADME HO¥. 

538 The "pure" Testament of Ba (sba-bzhed gtsang-ma) , was composed prob
ably in the late eight or early ninth century. Until recently only an 
annotated version (zhabs-brtags-ma) , dating from perhaps the four
teenth century, was known to exist. See R. A. Stein, Une Chronique 
Ancienne de bSam-yas. In 1980, however, an unsupplemented version 
was published in Peking by Gonpo Gyeltsen, on which see D. S. 
Ruegg, "The Great Debate between Gradualists and Simultaneists in 
Eighth Century Tibet". 

539 Considerable research has been devoted to the life and reign of this 
monarch. See especially: Haarh, The Yar-lun Dynasty, p. 62 and passim; 
A. Macdonald, "Une lecture des Pelliot tibetaine 1286, 1287, 1038, 
1047 et 1290. Essai sur Ie formation et l'emploi des mythes politiques 
dans la religion royale de Sron-bcan sgam-po" in Etudes tibetaines 
dediees a la memoire de Marcelles Lalou, pp.90-391; H. E. Richardson, 
"The Dharma that came down from Heaven" in Buddhist Thought and 
Asian Civilization; and G. Tucci, The Tombs of the Tibetan Kings. 

540 On this verse, refer to Blue Annals, pp. 44-5 and n. 33. 
541 A traditional and popular romanticised account of the king's marriage 

may be found in J. Bacot, "Le marriage chinois du roi tibetain Sron 
bean sgam po" MCB 3 (1935). 

542 For a detailed description of these two images, see KGHP, p. 86. 
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543 

544 

545 

546 

547 
548 

549 

550 

551 

552 

These are discussed in detail in M. Aris, Bhutan, pp. 5-3~. Thr?ugh 
the influence ofSongtsen Gampo's Chinese consort Wen-ch eng K ong
. d" tion techniques based on kaptse or elemental charts (see 
~~nla':~tals, p. \04) and geomancy were introduced to T\bel. The 
supine ogress (brag srin-mo) or demoness represents th~ natura e~ergles 
of the Tibetan landscape, the harnessing and protectI?n ~f whIch was 
effected by the construction of temples at geomantIc .sItes or focal 
points (me-btsa') on the ogress' body. At the geomant~c centre, the 
Trhtilnang Temple was constructed at Lh~sa, representmg the h.eart
blood of the ogress. Four District Controllmg temples (rn,-gnon-gz lha
khang) were then erected around it. They were loca~ed m Trhadruk 
(khra-'brng) in Yoru upon her left shoulder, Ka-tshe~ m Uru upon the 
right shoulder, Drompagyel in Rulak u~on her left hlP and ~sangtram 
in Yeru upon the right hip. Surro~n,dmg ~hese concentncally? t~e 
four Border Taming temples (mtha - 'dul-gz lha-khang) w~re bUIlt m 
Khoting in Lhodrak upon the ogress' left elbow, Pucu m Kongpo 
upon her right elbow, Bumthang in Mon upon her left knee a~d 
Traduntse in the north (byang) upon her right knee. An outer senes 
of Further Taming temples (yang-'dul-gi lha-kh~ng) was also con
structed beyond them. These were in Lu~gngen m Cangtshel u?on 
the ogress' left hand, Langtang Drolma m Dokam ~p~n her ng~t 
hand, Kyercu in Paro upon her left foot and Ca~tnn. m 0~ngyul 
upon her right foot. Other enumerations are also glven mAns work 
cited above. 

Nothing is known of this brahma~ San~ara. He is certainly not to be 
identified with the Hindu VedantIst phIlosopher of the .sa~~ name. 
On this work, see Aris, Bhutan, pp. 8ff.; and M. !Z~psteI~, ~em~r~s 
on the Mani bKa'-'bum and the Cult of AvalokItesvara I~ TIbet m 
S. D. Good~an and R. M. Davidson (eds.), Tibetan Buddhzsm: Reason 

and Revelation. .. . I 0 

Among the eight treatises composed by Thonmi Sambho!a on y tw 
are extant and contained in the Tangyur, namely, the lung-ston-p~-la 
rtsa-ba sum-cu-pa (T 4348) and the rtags-kyi )ug-pa (T 4349). The titles 
of the other six are now unknown. 
See Fundamentals, pp. 59-60. . ... t-
The source of this tradition of the copper-1?late ms~nptIon IS the anno 
ated Testament of Ba. See Stein, Une Chronzque Anczenne de bSam-yas. 
All these spiritual beings were bound under oath by Guru Padmasam
bhava to guard the transmitted precepts and treasures, and to pror~t 
the sites of monasteries, hermitages and sacred p~aces. See i:~I~S~ 
and Liberation of Padmasambhava, Pt. 2, pp. 370-5, and also t 
sary of Enumerations for a full list. t 

d" . f past presen The oracular mirror is employed for the IVI~at~on o. i h H'-
and future events. Cf. Rikdzin Lhtindrup'.s .Hmdi v~rsIOn 0 t e -4 zs 

Ch 3 n 17' and G. Tucci The RelzgIOns of Tzbet, pp. 202 .. 
tory, .,. , 'h . f resent day BIhar 
OdantapurI Monastery was founded ~t t e site. 0 p ~la I of the 
Sharif in Patna district, probably dun~g the reIgn. of Gop 
Pal a dynasty, who flourished in the mld- or late eIghth ce~t~r~. tient 
I.e. Samye was built to resemble om ,~rld realm, the worl 0 'b~d in 
Endurance. The three shrines of the three queens are descn 
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KGHP, p. 114. 

553 
The ~arvastivada order has always been the Hlnayana school to which 
the TIbetans have adhered for their Vinaya. 

554 V~isravaI).a is an important wealth-granting deity, for whose rites in 
TIbet, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons of Tibet, Ch. IV. 
The doctrine according to which contradiction is here avoided is ela bor
ated above, pp. 473-4. 

555 

556 
557 
558 

559 

560 

561 

562 

563 
564 

565 

Cf. The Life and Liberation of Padmasambhava, Ch. 107. 
See Satra of the Wise and the Foolish, Ch. 13. 

The twenty "'!'ountain caves of Ngari have been listed in the Glossary 
o~ EnumeratIOns. We have been unable to identify a precise enumer
ation of twenty-one. places of attainment in Central Tibet and Tsang 
although there are mdeed many sacred sites there (see KGHP). The 
twenty-fiv~ great pilgrimage places of Kham and Amdo (see Glossary of 
Enumerations) are well known from the rediscovered teachings of 
Chogyur Lingpa, on whom see pp. 844-8. His guidebooks to these 
pilgrimage places are to be found in Vol. 30 of his Collected Rediscovered 
Teachings. The five valleys are shangs-kyi zab-bu lung in the centre, 
kong-gi y'ongs-pa lung in the east, mon-gyi sn'b-btsan lung in the south, 
'gos-kyi phag-ri lung in the west and skyid-kyi gro-ma-lung in the north. 
The one parkland is padma gling on the south-east border, the three 
districts are Sikkim ('bras-mo ljongs) on the south-west border, mkhan
pa ljongs on the north-west border and lung-gsum ljongs on the north-east 
border. See also The Life and Liberation of Padmasambhava, Pt. 2, 
pp.644-6. 

According to Dudjom Rinpoche, rgyal-rabs, pp. 228-34, Murup Tsepo 
led an expeditionary force against the Bha!a Hor, setting out for the 
north in 827 (me-lugs, rgyal-rabs dating) and returning in 836 (me- 'brug). 
The Gyelpo Shingjachen would here appear to be none other than the 
great protector Pehar. Usually he is regarded as the latter's emanation, 
see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons of Tibet, pp. 97-100 and 
111-15; and Dudjom Rinpoche, rgyal-rabs, pp. 207,228-34. 
On the inscriptions of the ancient kings of Tibet, see especially H. E. 
Richardson, Ancient Historical Edicts at Lhasa; and Tucci, The Tombs 
of the Tibetan Kings. Complete texts of the extant inscriptions may be 
found in bod-kyi rdo-ring-dang dril-bu'i kha-byang. Richardson has re
cently re-edited all of this material, with new translations and extensive 
commentary, in A Corpus of Early Tibetan Inscriptions. 
The source of this quotation is the sgra sbyor bam gnyis (T 347), pp. 2-3, 
a summary of Buddhist lexicography and translation conventions com
piled under imperial order. 

See below, p. 794 and n. 1065, for the relevant ancient quotation. 
According to the traditional account Pelgi Dorje gained access to the 
royal presence disguised as a Ponpo sorceror, and then used his ritual 
bow and arrow to slay the evil monarch. Also see below, p. 524. 
On these two kings, see Stein, Tibetan Civilization, p. 70. Pelkortsen's 
death at the hands of his rebellious subjects ended the dynasty which 
had begun with Nyatrhi Tsenpo. 

566 
567 I.e. the far north-east of Tibet, in the direction of Mongolia. 

The three levels of ordination were normally given over a ten-year 
period. 
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568 

569 

570 

571 

The Lower Tibetan Lineage of the Vinaya (smad-'dul) is co~trasted 
with the Upper Lineage introduced i~to Tibet by ?~a~mapala, and 
the Sakya Lineage which was transmItted from N agafjuna through 
GU1).amati and eventually descended to Tsongkapa. Cf. Blue Annals, 

pp. 34-5. . ... b I 728 31 
F DharmasrI and the seminary of Mmdrolmg, see e ow, p.p. -. 

or , . d Zh The entire lineage down to DharmasrI s age IS surveye m ecen 
Gyeltsap, ie-chen chos-'byuiz, pp. 6~-100: 
This Abhidharma lineage was codIfied m the fourteenth, century by 
Sazang Mati Pa1).cen in his great Abhidhannasamuccaya Commentary. 
He discusses the lineage briefly there, Vol. 2, ~. 520. .. 
The Author has provided a compilation of matenal f~o~ these hIS tones 
in his rgyal-rabs. His own sources, as listed in the b1bhography of that 

k P 391 are· the bka'-chems skor of Songtsen Gampo; the gter-ma wor,. , . . h h· h 
ka-bkol-ma of Jowoje Atisa; the bsam-yas-kY1 dkar-chag c en-m~, w .1C 
. I known as sba-bzhed che-'bring; the Early and Later InjUnctIOns IS a so . (b.'. 
of Padma (thang-yig snga-phyi); the Biography of Vazr~~ana az-ro 1 

'dra-'bag); the Great Account (lo-rgyus chen-mo) of Khuton; the Royal 
History (rgyal-rabs) of Yarlung J~wo; the Re~ Annals (deb-dmar) ~~ 
Tshelpa· the Royal History which 1S a Clear M1rror (rgyal-rabs gsal-ba 1 

-I )'of Sakya· the Blue Annals (deb-sngon) of Golo Zhonupel; the me ong, h ,. d' ) 
Scholar's Feast of Doctrinal History (chos-'?yung mk ~s-pa 1 ga -ston 
of Pawo Tsuklak Trhengwa; the Annals entItled the Delzght of.the Youth~ 
ful Perfect Age (rdzogs-ldan gzhon-nu'i dg~'-ston). of the Dalai ~ama y, 
and the Genealogy of the Divine Kings entItled M 1rror f?r the M znd wh1~h 
is Brief in Word but Clear in Meaning (lha'i btsan-po'l gdung-rabs tSh1g
nyung don-gsal yid-kyi me-long) of Katok Tshewang Norbu. 
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572 On the distinction between the stages of creation (bskyed-rim), perfec
tion (rdzogs-rim) and Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa chen-po), see Funda
mentals, pp. 358-9. 

573 See below, pp. 607-13. 
574 See above, p. 462, n. 497. S . "Une 
575 On this work, unfortunately little studied as yet, see ~. A. tem, li

Mention du Manicheisme dans Ie Choix du Bouddh1s.me cOI?~e re 
gion d'etat par Ie roi Tibetain Khri-s~on lde-bcan" m Indwms~e2;: 
Bouddhisme, Melanges offerts a Mgr. Etzenne Lamotte, (1980), pp. 
37; and G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist Texts, Pt. 2, pp. 12~-5. of ce-

576 Tib mkha'-spyod-pa or sky-farer indicates the accomplIshment 
lesti·al travel, on which see Fundamentals: p. 259: It IS. als~ t~~:s::~ 
given to one of the four ways of death, whIch are lIsted III t e 

of Enumerations.. 605-6. 
577 This is none other than Pelg1 Yeshe.' on whom .see below, P~i· standing 
578 The accomplishment of transformmg a Z~m?le or ro-langs ~t. (ular 

corpse) into gold is achieved by the yogm m ~h~on~ext ~ k~:t~~ in 
cremation-ground rituals. See A. David-Nee,. ag1c an ciously 
T:·b t pp 134-7 The corpse is resurrected, Its tongue tena 
b;tt~~ by ·the yo~in, and then the transformation is said to occur. 

579 
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The vital energy (rlung, Skt. viiyu) and mind (sems, Skt. citra) operate 
respectively in the right and left channels of the body in the form of 
the white and red seminal points. During the unenlightened state the 
vital energies cling and differentiate through their five functions of 
life-breath, secretion, speech, digestion and metabolism, and so per
vade all major and minor channels within the body. Maturation occurs 
when these "active vital energies" (las-kyi rlung) and the mind are 
reunited in the central channel as the vital energy of pristine cognition 
(ye-shes-kyi rlung) and the enlightened mind. See Longcenpa, Dispelling 
Darkness in the Ten Directions, pp. 453ff. (GGFTC, pp. 1006ff.). 580 

581 

582 
583 
584 

585 

586 

587 

588 
589 
590 

591 

592 
593 

On the state of coalescence, see Fundamentals, p. 259. 
The twenty-five great accomplished masters ofChimpu (rje-'bangs nyer
Inga) are enumerated above on pp. 534-6. The precise enumerations 
of the others are unknown (Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche). 
See below, pp. 607-15. 
The effortless vehicle is Atiyoga, the highest. 
For the distinctions between the White, Black and Variegated branches 
of the Spatial Class, see Fundamentals, pp. 326-8; and the detailed 
explanation in Longcenpa, Treasury of Spiritual and Philosophical Sys
tems, pp. 339-48. 

On the accomplishment of swift-footedness, see Fundamentals, p. 259. 
It is conferred by yak~a and yak~i1).I spirits and classed among the 
mundane accomplishments which do not transcend the cycle of exist
ence. 

Of the Eighteen Esoteric Instructions of the Mental Class which are listed 
in the Bibliography, the first five were those translated by Vairocana; 
the remaining thirteen were subsequently translated by Vimalamitra 
with the assistance of Nyak }iUinakumara and Yudra Nyingpo. 
On the reasons for the exile of Vairocana to Kham, see The Life and 
Liberation of Padmasambhava, Pt. 2, pp. 450-70; the Scholar's Feast 
of Doctrinal History, pp. 225-9; and P. Kvaerne, "A Preliminary Study 
of Ch. VI of the Gzer-mig" in TSHR, pp. 185-91. A major source to 
be explored in depth is the Biography of Vairocana (rie-btsun thams-cad 
mkhyen-pa bai-ro-tsa-na'i rnam-thar 'dra-'bag chen-mo), Ch. 11. 
The lineages indicated in this paragraph are detailed in Pt. 5. 
The four ways of death are listed in the Glossary of Enumerations. 
Phadampa is revered in Tibet as the founder of the tradition known 
as Pacification (zhi-byed). For his life and deeds, refer to B. N. Aziz, 
"Indian Philosopher as Tibetan Folk Hero" Central Asiatic Journal 23, 
1-2 (1979), pp. 19-37; and idem, "The Work of Pha-dam-pa Sangs
rgyas as Revealed in Ding-ri Folklore" in TSHR, pp. 21-9. Cf. also 
Blue Annals, Book XII. 

The Vajra Bridge is a teaching according to the Spatial Class of the 
Great Perfection. It is known as such because its practice leads to the 
attainment of the rainbow body in one lifetime. See Fundamentals, 
pp. 326-8. 
On the Six-Syllable Mantra, see n. 537. 
This master appears to have played a major role in the transmission 
of the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle in Tibet. See, e.g., 
Jamgon Kongtriil, rgyud bla-ma'i 'grel-pa, introduction; and Jetsiin 
Kiinga Drolcok, khrid-brgya lo-rgyus. His tradition did much to inspire 
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the elaboration of the teaching of extrinsic emptiness (gzhan-stong), on 

which see Fundamentals, pp. 169ff. 
594 See Fundamentals, p. 370, n. 355. 
595 "Water-stone" (chu-rdo) refers to a type of soft, porous rock. 
596 Atisa's direct and circuitous paths of Transcendental Perfection are 

exemplified in his Lamp for the Path to Enlightenment (Bodhipathapradf
pa) and the many brief precepts anthologised in, e.g., DZ Vols. 2-3. 

597 For a useful introduction to the life and teachings of this great woman, 
see Blue Annals, pp. 982-4; and J. Gyatso, "A Preliminary Study of 
the Gcod Tradition" in STC, pp. 320-41. 

598 The available data on this master is summarised in B. N. Aziz's intro-
duction to The Traditions of Pha-dam-pa Sans-rgyas. 

599 Refer to sGam-po-pa, The Jewel Ornament of Liberation. 
600 Four Syllables: In the practice of gtum-mo when the inner heat blazes 

upward from the syllable V A~ to melt the seminal point in the crown 
centre, the seed-syllables of body, speech and mind (o~ AJ:l HO~) 
then lose their stability in the crown, throat and heart centres respect-

ively (Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche.) 
601 The text erroneously reads zla-bzhi for brda-bzhi. 
602 Deathless nectar Cchi-med bdud-rtsi) is a purificatory means of subsist-

ence on alchemical and herbal essences and so forth. 
603 As above, n. 600, the three movements are the destabilisation of the 

syllables o~ AJ:l HO~ effected by the syllable V A~ when it generates 
the heat to melt the seminal point of the crown centre. 

604 thugs-pa lcags-bsregs. The red-hot image that emerges when the mould 

used in iron-casting is broken. 
605 VajrapaQ.i is frequently invoked to deal with skin diseases such as 

leprosy which are said to be caused by malign nagas or water spirits. 
606 There are four kinds of relics, on which see Fundamentals, p. 337; and 

the Glossary of Enumerations. They are generally the small indes
tructible particles among the larger bone remains left behind after the 

cremation of an enlightened master. 
607 On this renowned logician, see L. W. J. van der Kuijp, "Phya-pa 

Chos-kyi Seng-ge's Impact on Tibetan Epistemological Theory" JIP 

5 (1977), pp. 355-69. 
608 The Seven Sessions of Aro (a-ro thun-bdun) , also known as Aro khrid-mo-

che, is the system of the Mental Class which was formulated by Aro 
Yeshe J ungne in Kham (khams-lugs). It was so called because he held 
both the Indian and Chinese lineages during the seventh generation 
of their transmission. See D Z Vol. 1; and Karmay, "Origin and Early 
Development of the Tibetan Religious Traditions of the Great Perfec-

tion", pp. 181-2, n. 41. 
609 Phakmotrupa (1110-70) was one of the four greatest disciples of Gam-

popa. The tradition named after him was for some centuries one of 
the most influential Kagyti subsects, and came to wield great temporal 
power as well. His own disciples went on to found eight independent 
sub sects of tLeir own. See Blue Annals, pp. 552-63; Stein, Tibetan 
Civilization, pp. 74-81; and Tucci, The Religions of Tibet, pp. 26,36, 

40-1. 
610 On this figure, see below, pp. 674-5. 
611 See below, pp. 825-34. 
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612 Her father was King Trhisong Detsen 
613 The seed-syllable NR focused in the h 

source of human existence I S k' .e~rt centre of the body is the 
existence", "mankind" or :'::an~'~s nt It IS the root indicating "human 

614 Pem~ Lendreltsel was the reincarnatio . 
cordIng to the Scholar's Feast.FD "n of t?e pnncess Pemasel. Ac-
k P OJ octnnal Hzstory 213 h 

nown as angangpa Rincen Dorje (see below ' p. ,e was also 
however, hold Rincen Dorje to have be : p. ~82). Ot~er sources, 
turn, was succeeded by Longcen R . en hIS reIncarnatIon. He, in 
See pp. 796-9. aPJampa, and he, by Perna Lingpa. 

615 See n. 586 above; and Longcen aT:" . cal Systems, pp. 357-61. p, reasury of Spzrztual and Philosoph i-

616 Mount Wu-t'ai-shan (ri-bo rtse-ln a) . . 
and located in Shanxi province S g ~s a mountaIn sacred to MafijusrI 
ground on Wu-t'ai-shan as '1 ee a so p. ~95. For much useful back
see R. Birnbaum Studz"es ana thPMace of .ChInese Buddhist pilgrimage, 

617 F ' e ysterzes oifM -" ,-
or a description of thO . anJusrz. "T'b' IS Important temple see HER" h 

1. etan Inscriptions at Zva-hi Lha Khan'" .. IC ardson, 
Soczety (1952), pp. 133-54 " d (19 Journal of the Royal Asiatic 
37-9, 110, etc. ' an 53), pp. 1-12; also KGHP, pp. 

618 Elder (gnas-brtan) is usually e uivalent " G~el~sap, ie-chen, chos-'byun, ~ 208 to Skt. sthavzra. Zhecen 
thIS Instance with the wo d g ~ , however, glosses gnas-brtan in 
attendant" which refers hr s . o~-gnyer dkun-ma, "ordinary temple 
. ' , e maIntaInS to Dangm 'I h 1 In the Zha Temple in Dru ' a s ong- e d position 

619 On this renowned ascetic' see N-I d- . 
Rain of Wisdom, pp. 256-8. a an a TranslatIOn Committee, The 

620 DttaraphalgunI (khra'i zla-ba) " h 1 month (March/April). It is al ISkt e atter half of the second Tibetan 
PilrvaphalgunI, is known in T~~ t nown as dbo zla-ba. The earlier half, 

621 The Tibetan kha-b 1 e a!l as gre-zla-ba or rta-chung zla-ba 
" 'Yang means an Inventor tId . 

tnnes. In this context howe" y 0 concea e treasure doc-
north (byang), which is v~r tt eq;ally"refers to the cave facing (kha) 
discover. sym 0 IC 0 the Inventory Zhangtonpa was to 

622 Physical refinement: this is shin-tu sb an -yan-lag, Skt. prasrabdhi f h'Y gs pa J!ang-dag byang-chub-kyi 

(b 
' one 0 t e seven lImbs f r h 

'Yang-chub-kyi yan-lag bdun Sk . 0 en Ig tenment 
bodhisattva. ' t. saptabodhyanga) cultivated by a 

623 The western chronology givin . 
point onwards is calculated acco

g 
dr:recise days and months from this 

Untersuchungen zur Geschichte Je/?f.;o ~he tables appended to Schuh's 
to pp. 399-400 for guid r z etzschen Kalenderrechnung. Refer 

624 I " ' e Ines on our usage of Sch h' bl 
.e. whIte representin V" u s ta es. 

rasa~tva, yellow rep;ese~~~can~ blue representing Ak~obhya-Vaj-
AmItabha, and green represen~" ~nasahmb?ava? red representing 
pp. 125-7. Ing mog aSIddhl. See Fundamentals, 

625 The Seventeen Tantras of the Esoteri I" " the first part of the B "bI" c nstructlOnal Class are lIsted in 
Spiritual and PhilosoPh:ca~o!rathY. See also Longcenpa, Treasury of 

626 The aftermath of d" . ys ems, pp. 390ff. me ltatlve absorption (" h b refers to the experiences whO h l]~s-t 0 , Skt. p!~thalabdha) 
IC occur dunng the intervals between 
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s ecific periods of meditative absorption (snyoms- 'jug, Skt. samiihita). 
p... e Blue Annals, pp. 403-7. 

627 On thIS Kagyu m~~;e:7_;~16) was the third of the five great masters 
628 Tfra~pa Gre~:~~a pa school. See Blue Annals, pp. 194, 211, 217. d 

o t e ear y . I h t tras of ground, path an 
629 The three continua m ge;era arle t ~ ~~3-7 Here however, they 

result, on which see Fun ame~ta s, p :. . S k 'a tradition. 
refer to such instru~ti?ns ~peCI.fi.call&:~~~~nm~:_p:, ~kt. Jfiananatha) 

630 The Protector of~r~stmes °Ngm~o: -Wojkowitz Oracles and Demons 
is a form of Mahakala. ee e es y , 

of Tibet, pp. 44-8. 1 IS Zh (1122-93) was the founder of the 
631 See Blue Annals, pp. 71 - . ang 

Tshelpa Kagyti tradition. h -t) also known as ug-chos, is said 
632 The khukco. flower (~hug-c os me ;gR'ichardson to be Incarvillea De

by KalOn .JIgm~ Tanng and :u
g
d flower on a short stalk blossoming 

lavayi. It IS a pmk trumpet-s ape 

between May and July. . 1 H' t p 198 for this prediction 
633 See Scholar's Feast of Doctnna 1S ory,. , 

which is derive1 fr~m t~c p~~a::: !;;:~\~~he4~~~~ 1214 when 
634 Accordmg to B ue . nna s, Pin that source the Translator of Sakya is 

Guru Cober was nmeteen. ph' e Sakya Pandita. 

635 
636 
637 
638 

clearly stated to be Sa-skya al).-c en, 1. . . i-4 
On the MitrayogI tradition, see Blue Annals, pp. 103 . 
See Guenther, The Royal Song of.Saraha, Pt. 1. 
This is of course the famed image m the Lhas~ ~okhan~d~~e ~'t~~ pre-

~h~ act.ual ground, of the pracht~c~ ~~:gJo~~~~~ I~~~~~rUl, The Torch of 
hmmanes (sngon- gro), on w IC 

. d The Words of My Perfect Teacher. . 
Certamty,. a~, b d _ . ) is here a mystical metaphor for pems. 

639 "Secret vaJra (gsang- a~, 0 rye I d" (sbas-yul) on which see E. 
640 These are famed as secret an s , 

Bernbaum, The Wa{ to s8h:lm~~~~t:d;~i::~t role in the tr~nsmis-
641 Orgyenpa Rmcenpe ,p. .. ' d K Kagyti traditions dunng the 

sion of the Drukp~ Kagyu an ar~a ddition he founded his own 
I part of the thIrteenth century. n a '. . d 
atter. h Oddiyiina Tradition of Rztual Serv1ce an 
teachmg system known as t e . b hich was connected with the 
Attainment (o-rgyan bsnyen-~gru 1)' w 696-702; G. Tucci, Travels of 
Kiilacakra Tantra .. See Blue n~al~' pp. 41-64' and the Glossary of 
Tibetan Pilgrims zn the Swat va Y'. pp. ..' 
Enumerations under three indestruct1bl~ reaiztles.. b t known is a 

642 
K - -dza the name by which thIs figure IS es , 

umara. ' S k' name Kumararaja. 
Tibetamsed form of the ans nt t of Avalokitesvara particu-

643 spyan-ras-gzigs na-rag dong-sp'!'gs, an aspec 

larly favoured among t~e NYb~ngma1a. f Drigung Rincen Phtintsok, 
644 This quotation occurs m a lOgrap y 0 

b I pp 595 and 676-7. . 
on whom, see e ow, .' t be seriously considered m study-

645 This is a valu~ble assertIon t~at m~sthe Great Perfection. In particular, 
ing the evolutIon of the doctnnes 0 S e Yeshe and Rongzom 
the diction of early authors such as Nupcen ~~~ that of Kumaradza's 
Choki Za~gpo should be close.ly com~:le Karmapa Rangjung Dorje 
leading dISCIples Longcen Rap)ampa 

and their successors. . . I Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles 
646 gza'-sngags-dam-gsum. See, m parncu ar, 
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and Demons of Tibet, Ch. X, pp. 185-6, 259-64. Nebesky-Wojkowitz, 
however, does not seem to have been aware of their occurrence as a 
trio in the tradition of the Great Perfection. 

647 See Scholar's Feast of Doctrinal History, p. 198, and the Penetration of 
Sound, pp. 40-1. 

648 All the major chronological schools agree on the date for Kumaradza's 
passing. 

649 The Chinese emperor was Toghan Timur (reigned 1332-68). See 
Karma Thinley, The History of the Sixteen Karmapas of Tibet , pp. 57-8. 

650 See below, pp. 666-7. 
651 The Scholar's Feast of Doctrinal History, p. 198, states the source to 

be the Innermost Spirituality of the /)akinf (mkha'-'gro snying-thig). 
652 See above, p. SIS. 
653 DromtOn (1004-64) was one of the three leading disciples of Atisa and 

a founder of the Kadampa tradition. Refer to Blue Annals, pp. 251-67. 
654 The date of Longcenpa's birth is calculated according to the old Phukpa 

school. The Tshurpu system omits from its reckoning the eighteenth 
day on which he passed away, while Phakpa omits the sixteenth day 
preceding his demise, which is also mentioned in the biography. Hence 
only Phukpa includes all of these three days, although it is a system 
of calculation adopted after the death of Longcenpa. 

655 Namdru Remati, the protectress from the Mataral). ma1}<;iala, is the 
embodiment of the constellation Andromeda. See also Nebesky-Woj
kowitz, Oracles and Demons of Tibet, p. 33. 

656 On the seminary of Sangpu Neutok, see Blue Annals, pp. 328ff. 
657 Note also that this epithet echoes the name of a group of profound 

scriptures of the Great Perfection, the Tantras of the Extent of Vast 
Space (klong-chen rab-'byams-kyi rgyud-rnams, NGB Vol. 3). 

658 Sonam Gyeltsen (1312-75) is best known to western scholars as the 
possible author of a popular history of the ancient Tibetan kings, the 
rgyal-rabs gsal-ba'i me-long. That Longcenpa regarded him as an impor
tant philosophical thinker is revealed by his letter to Sonam Gyeltsen 
in Klon-chen gSun thor-bu, Vol. 1, pp. 360-3. 

659 The traditions of these masters, and their positions in the lineage of 
Pacification are detailed in Blue Annals, pp. 872ff. 

660 Regional factionalism seems to have been endemic in the Tibetan 
monastic colleges from an early date. For an example belonging to the 
twelfth century, see M. Kapstein, "The Shangs-pa bKa'-brgyud: an 
unknown tradition of Tibetan Buddhism" in TSHR, pp. 138-44. 

661 I.e. Ngok Loden She rap the great translator. See Blue Annals, espe
cially pp. 328ff. 

662 The entire text of this satirical poem is preserved in the Klon-chen 
gSuiz thor-bu, Vol. 1, pp. 268-70. 

663 This great scholar contributed vastly to the exegesis of the Transcend
ental Perfection of Discriminative Awareness, and to other traditions 
as well. See Blue Annals, pp. 532-6; and the English introduction to 
Yakde Pal).cen, phar-phyin 'phrul-gyi bang-mdzod, Vol. l. 

664 In modern Central Tibetan the final "-s" is never pronounced, though 
it is still written in words in which it once occurred. In Longcenpa's 
day it had probably only recently passed out of the vernacular. The 
<;lakin! is here a champion of the older pronunciation! The usage of 
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665 

666 

667 

668 

669 

670 

671 

672 

673 

674 

675 
676 

677 

678 

679 

rigs for rig-pa or awareness is p~eva~ent in works such as Longcenpa, 
Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Dzrectzons, e.g. pp. 361-3,466 (GGFTC, 

852 1027). The tradition of the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus (rgyud 
pp. b ',. . g po) itself adopts the former in the well-known verse gsang- a z snyzn -
cited above, p. 281, n. 276. .. .. 
Contemplative experience correlates m v~nous ways with ordmary 

t I states. Thus ordinary waking conSCIOusness corresponds to the 
men a Sk - -k _ ) 
experience of the "body of illusion" (sgyu-lus, t: maya aya , mun-
dane dreaming to the yoga of the dr~am st~te (rmz-lam, Skt. s~apna), 
and deep dreamless sleep to inner radIance (.o~-gsal, Skt. prabhasvara). 
Hence, there is the reference to sleep at thIS Juncture. . 
The deity Ode Kungyel is held to be the protector of a mounta~n ra~ge 
in Nyangpo which bears the same name; see Nebesky-WoJkowItz, 
Oracles and Demons of Tibet, pp. 206, ~27. For Nyencen Thangla, 
·b·d 205-10 The seven Menmo sIsters (sman-mo mched-bdun) 
~~r~'s~~dued at S·ilma in Tsang by the master Padmasambhava: ibid., 
pp. 198-202; and The Life and Liberation of Padmasambhava, Pt. 2, 
p.373. . . 
The prophecy is referring to Longcenpa's subsequent mcarna~IOn as 
the treasure-finder Perna Lingpa in Bhutan to the south-west o~TIbet. 
The treasure troves in Bumthang are those which he later dIscovered 
as Perna Lingpa. . 
Kumaradza, the teacher of Longcenpa, was of course the emanatIon 
of Vimalamitra. . . 
Longcenpa was the reincarnation of Pangangpa Rmce~ DO~Je w~o, 
according to different traditions, is held to have been. either IdentIcal 
to or the reincarnation of, Perna Lendreltsel, the dIscoverer of the 
I:nermost Spirituality of the I)akinf. See above, p. 555, n. 614. .. 
The point is that the widespread propagation of the Innermost Spzrztu
ality of Vimalamitra continued for one hundred years and the In~ermost 
Spirituality of the I)akinf for five hundred years. Although .both lmea~es 
are preserved at the present time, there are few wh? ~ctIvely pract~se 
their teachings. And yet they are treasured for provIdI?"g the essentIal 
background to many cycles which are current~y practIsed. 
On the third empowerment and its related teachmgs, see Fundamentals, 
pp. 301-2, n. 238. . r 
ngo-sprod. This is the formal introduction to the expen~nce of rea ny 
itself, which is conferred from master to student in a dIr~ct manner. 
"Even a clay pot has a handle" - this is a pun on the TIbetan ;;,ord 
lung which means either "transmiss.ion" or "the handle of a vase . 
This is the princess Pematsel mentIoned above on ~ .. 554: . 
I.e. the four profound volumes of the Innermost Spzrztualzty of Vzma-

lamitra. .." F d t ls 
On "the manifestation of inner radIance by mght ,see un amen a , 

p. 280. . K· dl B t to 
According to H. V. Guenther in th~ intro~uctIon to zn y. en 
Ease Us, Vol. 1, p. xiv, it was on thIS occaSIOn that he ~as gIven the 
name Dorje Ziji by Yeshe Tshogyel. Previously Guru Rmpoche had 
named him Trime Ozer. .. 
mngon-rtogs. The text in which the visualisation and ntual of the deny 
is described. 
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680 It is by conferring the seal of entrustment (gtad-rgya) that the continuity 
of transmitted doctrines is maintained. 

681 sprul-bsgyur. This compound belongs to the technical terminology of 
the yoga of the dream state, but is also applied to the manufacture of 
sacramental substances. 

682 Longcenpa developed the Innermost Spirituality of the I)akinf into his 
own mind treasure, the Further Innermost Spirituality of the Dakinf. 
Later he condensed it along with the Further Innermost SPiritu~lity of 
the Guru (bla-ma yang-tig, NYZ Vol. 1) into the Profound Further 
Innermost Spirituality (zab-mo yang-tig, NYZ Vols. 10-11). 

683 "Offerings pure in respect of the three spheres" are those purely given 
without trace of attachment in the giver, the giving or to the gift itself. 

684 Ceremonies of the eighth, tenth and twenty-fifth days respectively 
commemorate the medicine buddhas, Guru Padmasambhava in his 
various manifestations and the <;iakinls. 

685 This is the Further Innermost Spirituality of the Guru or the Further 
Innermost Spirituality like the Wishjuljilling Gem (yang-tig yid-bzhin 
nor-bu) which Longcenpa developed from the Innermost Spirituality of 
Vimalamitra. 

686 bca'-ka. 

687 On Tamsi demons, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons of 
Tibet, pp. 517-18, 119, 284. 

688 On the conflict between Sakya and Drigung, see, e.g., D. Snellgrove 
and H. Richardson, A Cultural History of Tibet, pp.144-5, 152; and 
Blue Annals, pp. 217-18. This led eventually to the formal assumption 
of power in 1349 of Ta'i Situ Cangcup Gyeltsen of Phakmotru (1302-
64). Longcenpa moved to Bhutan in consequence of a dispute with 
this new potentate of Tibet, which endured for some ten years. See 
below, pp. 591-2; and for an enumeration of the eight monasteries 
which he founded or developed there, see Aris, Bhutan, pp. 155, 315. 

689 Our text erroneously reads gsum (three) for gnyis (two). For a highly 
useful anthology of Longcenpa's writings, drawn from many of the 
texts mentioned in this paragraph, see Tulku Thondup Rinpoche, 
Buddha Mind. 

690 This incident is recounted by Guenther in his introduction to Kindly 
Bent to Ease Us, Vol. 1, p. xv. Ta'i Situ Cangcup Gyeltsen was unfor
tunately provoked into believing Longcenpa to be an ally of his oppon
ent Drigung Gompa Ktinrin. Shortly after the former assumed power, 
Ktinrin organised a revolt. Longcenpa tried to mediate, but his actions 
were misinterpreted and in consequence he was forced into exile in 
Bhutan where he remained at the monastery of Tharpaling near Bum
thang (see n. 688 above). Eventually he was reconciled with Ta'i Situ 
(the "Eight-footed Lion" or "Shing-go-chen-pa") through the efforts 
of his lay patrons Prince Situ Sakya Zangpo of upper D and Dorjc 
Gyeltsen of Yamdrok. 

691 shing-sgo chen-pa: "King of the Land of Wooden Doors" was a title 
adopted by Ta'i Situ Cangcup Gyeltsen. Tibet is called the land of 
wooden doors because (according to Nyoshul Khen Rinpoche) a 
wooden gateway was erected on the Amdo frontier with China to mark 
a peace treaty during the reign of Relpacen. According to Khenpo 
Palden Sherap the significance is that in antiquity the first Tibetans 
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. d s of plentiful forest wood. The 

to build houses constructe~ theI\ ~~~ be recorded here. T. V. Wylie 
Author recommends both VI~WS. s °the latter view on the basis of G. 
in GT, p. 155, n. ~73, maI~:ams 698 n. 486: "This expression be
Tucci's Tibetan Paznted Scro s, p. f'Dbus and gTsang, where the 

us with the areas 0 . I f 
comes syno!lYmo 

0 osed to the nomadIc peop es 0 

population IS largely seden~aryd ~s pp manent houses while the latter 
h eas " The former lIve m per ot er ar . 

lived in tents. £ t himself by this name, not to his 
692 In this instance Longcenpa re ers 0 

previous incarnation. 
693 See Fundamentals, pp. 335-45

h
· . h calculated according to the old 

f L enpa's deat IS ere . h 
694 The date 0 ongc. 400 The Tshurpu calendar omIts t e 

Phukpa school, on ~hIch ~ee r' . th on which he passed away, and 
eighteenth day of thIS ?artIcu ~r mO~h day which is mentioned in this 
the Phakpa school omIts the SIxteen 

biography. Cf. ~. 654 ab~ve). fflict the brain causing epilepsy, stroke 
695 "Upper demons (steng-g on a 

and nervous disorders. . I H' 198 and the Penetration 
696 See the Scholar's Feast of Doctrm~. ~SW~~!~rni~g Lodrochok clearly 

of Sound, pp. 40-1, where thfe 6r~ Ict~~den (i.e. Kumaradza) and the 
intervenes between those 0 e ong 
dakinI SrIdhara. 

697 See below, pp. 676-7. 
698 See below, pp. 835-40. 
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- . h Gathers All Intentions, the Aiagical 
699 On the trilogy of the Sutra whzc ) see p 396. The term 

M I Class (mdo-sgyu-sems-gsum " h' 
Net and the 1 enta 'fi 11 refers to the cycle of teac mgs 
Mental Class in this context spe~~ ~~a y King (chos thams-cad rdzogs-pa 
associated with the All~Accomp ~ z~:\'ed rgyal-po, T 828), which 
h p b,\,ang-chub-kyz sems un J . 

C en- o. J M I Class of the Great PerfectIon. 
exemplIfies the enta 

700 See p. 533 above. 
701 dmar-khrid. . 313 Queen Margyen, also known 
702 See Dudjom Rmpoche, rgyal-rabs, p'. . t of King Trhisong, and 

- was the senIor consor 
as Queen Tshepong-za, ., the crown-prince Mune Tsepo 
a partisan of the Pon tradItIOn. ~he~. ) he married his father's 
came to power in 796 (rgyal-r;. s d~tI~; ~onsequence was poisoned 

Younger consort Phoyongza an m
f

. Irle . n 798 shortly before his 
. ther out 0 Jea ousy I, ddh' t to death by hIS own mo b penly hostile to Bu IS 

father's demise. The queen then Kecame 0 "A Preliminary Study of 
teachers such as Nyak. ~f;, also vaerne, 
Chapter VI of the gZer-mzg . . 

703 long-mo. . . - a is a means for attainment denve? 
704 The Perfect PractIce of Va)rakzl GB Vol 27). The Blue-skirted On~ s 

from the Vajrakllaguhyatantra (N.. d' . d from the Twelve-SectlOn 
Cycle (gsham-sngon) is another tradlt1o~ ~~~ Vols. 19, 29). Together 
Kflaya Tantra (kilaya tan-tra bGcuB~I~' 28-9) they were passed down 
with the Six Secret Tantras (N 0 s. 

705 

706 

707 

708 

709 

710 

711 

712 

713 
714 
715 
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in the lineage of Nyak Jfianakumara. See p. 712 below. 
The "Crow of Chim" or Chim Carok, one of Nyak's enemies, was 
unfortunately named. Nyak's careless invocation of the rite brought 
death to an innocent crow (bya-rog). 
It is not clear to us exactly which tale this refers to. But compare this 
with the story of Jalandharipa's disciple Kal!hapa (who is often iden
tified with Krsnacarin) in Robinson, Buddha's Lions, pp. 81-5. 
The rite of thoe' "Tie to the Higher Realms" (gnas-lung) is a funeral 
ceremony in which the consciousness of the deceased is actually trans
ferred to a higher level of existence. The rite of "liberation" (sgroI) is 
one aspect of the fourth rite (drag-po'i phrin-las) through which the 
consciousness of a sentient being trapped in the unfavourable condi
tions of bad karma can be transferred forcefully to the favourable 
conditions of a buddha-field by great mantra adepts acting out of 
compassion. Obstacles to oneself and to others are said to be thereby 
removed. Such is the purpose of all the wrathful actions which are 
described in this and subsequent passages. Refer to Longcenpa, Dis
pelling Darkness in the Ten Directions pp. 396-402 (GGFTC, pp. 914-22). 
Life-supporting wolf-spirits (bla-spyang) are one manifestation of the 
life-supporting talisman (bla-gnas) which was generally adopted by 
Tibetan potentates as a magical means of personal protection. The 
ancient kings are said to have possessed turquoise crown ornaments 
(bla-gYu) which were empowered in this way. The power traditionally 
ascribed to a life-supporting talisman is illustrated by an incident from 
the Epic of Ling Kesar in which the hostile king Sa-tham proves to be 
invincible until the moment when Kesar kills the seven bears which 
were his life-support. See also Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and De
mons of Tibet, pp. 481-3. 
All that arises in the mind is ultimately grounded in the very nature 
of mind itself, and thus, if used skilfully, provides a path leading to 
the realisation of that nature. Vimalamitra guided Nyak's wrath in 
such a way that realisation emerged from wrath itself, which was then 
transmuted into great compassion. 
The Sogdians and related peoples of Central Asia, such as the Scyth
ians, were renowned metal-workers. The name sog-po (originally refer
ring to the Sogdians) was later applied to the Mongols when they 
overran the whole of Central Asia. See Stein, Tibetan Civilization, 
p. 34; and G. Uray, "The Four Horns of Tibet according to the Royal 
Annals" Acta Orientalia Hungarica X, 1 (1960), pp. 31-57, n. 34. 
I.e. Pektse's body was similar to a k11a or ritual dagger - the symbolic 
implement of VajrakIla through which wrathful rites of "liberation" 
are performed. 
This is a variant on one of the most famous and ancient summations 
of the teaching, which is found in, e.g., Dhammapiida, v. 183, and 
other canonical texts. See N.S. Shukla, The Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 
Dharmapiida, p. 62, no. 357. 
See p. 540. 
Nyakmar and GetOn are apparently one and the same. 
As noted briefly in the Translators' Introduction and in n. 535 above, 
there are many discrepancies in the dating of the imperial period of 
Tibetan history which come to light when the various available sources 
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716 

717 

718 

719 
720 

721 
722 

723 
724 

are compared. One of the problems centres on whe~her Songtsen 
Gampo died in 649/50 as stated by Chinese and early. TIbetan so~rces 
(Tun Huang, Tang Annals), or whether he lived until 718 as claImed 
by some Tibetan sources (cf. Dudjom Rinpoche, rgyal-rabs, pp .. 137ff.). 
In addition Tibetan historians disagree as to the length of time that 
elapsed be;ween Langdarma's persecution and ~he restoratio~. of 
Buddhism in Central Tibet. Nupcen's birth accordmg to the tradmon 
which asserts Songtsen Gampo's longevity and a late date for ~he 
Langdarma persecution would be Febru~ry ~32, :"hereas the datm~ 
based- on the early annals would place hIS bIrth m 772 (chu-pho-byz 
10). Our present History assumes that the dates associated with the li~e 
of Nupcen, which are given below on p. ~13, folIo:" the former ~~ad~
tion. See also pp. 948-50; and, for further mformatIon, Karmay, On
gin and Early Development of the Tibetan Religious Traditions of the 
Great Perfection", pp. 170-1, 187. 
Chinese preceptors (Ch. Ho-shang, Tib. Hva-shang) were active in,~entral 
Tibet until their defeat in the great debate at Samye by KamalasIla who 
represented the orthodox Indian philosophical tradition of Svatant~i~a
Madhyamaka. They later continued to teach their siitra-ba~ed tradmon 
in the Gyelmorong area of Kham where the Great PerfectIon was also 
transmitted by Vairocana during his exile. See also pp. 896ff. Some of 
their texts are said to be among the concealed treasures which were 
subsequently rediscovered by Ratna Lingpa and. others. That Nup~en 
Sangye Yeshe was himself much influenced by Chmese Ch'an Buddh~sm 
is made abundantly clear by his Lamp for the Eye of ContemplatLOn, 
Ch. 5. Cf. Jeffrey Broughton, "Early Ch'an in Tibet" in R. Gimello 
and P. N. Gregory (eds.), Studies in Ch'an and Hua-yen; Karmay, 
"Origin and Early Development of the Tibetan Religious Traditions 
of the Great Perfection", passim; and Ruegg, "The Great Debate be-
tween Gradualists and Simultaneists in Eighth-Century Tibet". 
Preceptor here, following the oral interpretation of Khenpo Pal~en 
Sherap, corresponds closely to the archaic Tibetan word ru, whIch 
also means superior, primordial, or precursor. See also n. 342. . 
On Marutse the butcher (gshan-pa ma-ru-rtse) , see Nebesky-WoJ
kowitz, Oracles and Demons of Tibet, p. 92. 
I.e. the empowerment for the zombie or vetala ritual. See n. 578 abov~. 
Running throughout Indo-Tibetan religious culture is a profound belIef 
in the power of truth and the truthful utterance, which whe.n prope~ly 
applied can work wonders. See, e.g., H. Zimmer, Philosophzes of Indza, 
pp. 160-9. 
cha-ga. . . 
That the persecution was directed primarily at the monastIc establIsh
ment and not at the Buddhist laity is indicated by S. G. Karmay, "The 
Rdzogs-chen in its Earliest Text" in STC, pp. 272-82. Nup's own 
survival of the persecution is indicated in hIS Lamp for the Eye .of 
Contemplation. Langdarma, in his decision to supress the BuddhIst 
monasteries, may have been following the lead of the T'ang empe~or 
Wu-tsung, who suppressed Buddhism in 845, as well as respondmg 
to reactionary forces in Tibetan society. 
See above, pp. 523-4. 
The texts of deathless nectar are exemplified by the Eight Volumes of 
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Nectar (bdud-rtsi bam-brgyad, T 841 and NGB Vol. 26). 
Regarding the traditional Tibetan dating of Buddha Sakyamuni's final 
nirval).a, see p. 948. 

On,.the accomplishment of the "swift feet of the yak~iI).I" (gnod-sbyin
mo I ~kang-n:gyogs), see Fundamentals, p. 259. The Scholar's Feast of 
Doctnnal HIstory, p. 225, speaks of two kinds of swift-footedness one 
of which was conferred by Reman, the yaksinI. ' 
For an explanation of the geomantic centr~s~ see n. 543; also Aris, 
Bhutan, pp. 5-33. 

"Both of the great accomplishments" acquired by Yonten Gyamtso 
refers to the supreme accomplishment of enlightenment and the mun
dane accomplishment of special powers, on which see, e.g., Fundamen
tals, pp. 259-60. 

For the standard account of Milarepa's apprenticeship under this mas
ter, see Lhalungpa, The Life of Milarepa, pp. 27ff; and D. Martin 
"The Teachers of Mi-Ia-ras-pa" The Journal of the Tibet Society 2 
(1982). 

Nyang Yeshe Jungne of ChOlung - the text wrongly reads Nyang 
Sherap Jungne. 

The principle division in the lineage of the transmitted precepts is a 
geographical one between the tradition of Rong in Central Tibet and 
the tradition of Kham in the east. The Rong tradition will be described 
first. 
See Blue Annals, p. 109. 

Atsara is a Tibetan corruption of Skt. acarya, "master" or "teacher". 
"I" probably refers here to an earlier historian rather than to the present 
Author. 

Zurpoche's outward journey from Kham to Central Tibet is paralleled 
by his inward meditative experience. The robe worn by adepts of the 
inner heat (gtum-mo) is one of thin, white linen. 
On the centre of perfect rapture (sambhogacakra), which is the centre 
of buddha-speech located in the throat, see pp. 818-19,837 and n. 1143. 
The rulu mantra is that of Yangdak Heruka. 
This may well refer to a form of Pehar. See Nebesky-Wojkowitz, 
Oracles and Demons of Tibet, pp. 97, 99 and 145ff. 
Matran: is Rudra, the matricide who is said to have been subdued by 
Hayagnva. See, e.g., The LIfe and Liberation of Padmasambha'l'a, 
Pt. 1, pp. 26-46. 

rgya-phubs/phibs. On this characteristic motif in Tibetan architecture 
see A. Chayet, "The Jehol Temples and their Tibetan Models" i~ 
STC, pp. 65-72; and idem, Les Temples de Jehol et leurs modeles 
tibetaines. 

I.e. Vairocana with four faces facing in the four cardinal directions. 
glo-'bur. 

This is Vairocana in the form of Samantamukha. See n. 741 above. 
The causal Heruka (rgyu'i he-ru-ka) is the simple form with one face 
and two hands visualised through the stage of creation. It is contrasted 
with the maturational Heruka ('bras-bu'i he-ru-ka) which is the multi
armed deity spontaneously appearing through the stage of perfection. 
See below, pp. 627-8; also the sections on Mahayoga and Anuyoga in 
Fundamentals, pp. 275-89 and 359-69. 
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745 Cf. Lhalungpa, The Life of ~~~~e~~'v~~~t;;:;~ over seven su~cessive 
746 The flesh of one born a ?~a 11 having miraculous propernes. See, 

lifetimes is regarded tradl~lon;f b:s 
en Lingpa, pp. 775-89. 

e g the account of the hfe g~ d· ·ded into the section of tantra 
. ., d 462 Mahayoga is lVl j:' 

747 As explaine on p. , j:' ttal·nment derived from the lormer. 
d h ction of means lor a . S texts an t e se . . and the second esotenc. ee 

The first is, relatively sp;akmg, exotenc 
also Fundamentals, p. 28 . f ·ghts and measures, one load 

. h Tibetan system 0 wei b . 
748 Accordmg to t e ('bre nyi-shu), a measure emg 

(khal gcig) co.mprises twenty measures 
about four pmts. 

749 them-bu. 

750 thun. 2 Ch 5 v 26· 
751 Cf. Hevajra Tantra, Pt., .,. . 

Flirtatious, heroic and f~arsome, 
Mirthful, stern and ternfic, 
Com assionate, awed and at peace, 
He i; endowed with the nine flavours of drama. 

. 1 H k see n 744 above. 
752 On the fruitional or maturatlOna eru a, . 

753 chu-rab.. . d b the Ponpo as the founder o~ their 
754 Shenrap M1Woche is regar~e de Treasury of Good Sayings, mtro., 

religion. See S. G. Karm ~, . D L Snellgrove, The Nine Ways of 

pp . xviii-xx, 23-4 and passIm, ... ..1' T·b t Ch 7 
d T . The Reltgwns OJ Ie, .. 

Bon, intro.; an UCC1, h d nt of the Indian Gayadhara, 
755 Drokmi Lotsawa (9~3-1050),. t e. stu ;·bet the tradition of the Path 

was responsible for mtro~ucmg mto
b 

1 me the foremost teaching of 
. (1 'b ) which was to eco . and FrUlt am- ras,. . t for gold were notonouS; see, r ge HiS reqUlremen s 1 the Sakyapa mea . . . Th Life of Marpa the Trans ator, 

e.g., Nalanda TranslaHon Committee, e 

pp.6-8. .. 11 in which Tshurpu is situated. 
756 Name of a pass leadmg mto the va ~y tt hed to the chain as decora-
757 The bells and dishes would have een a ac 

. V 11 ·t ated to the Hons. . T ton Mangkar a ey, Sl u 
758 This is Myu-gu-lung, m sang Alp 207-8· and KGHP, 

immediate west of Sakya. See Blue nna s, p . , 

pp. 64-5. s of spontaneous presence" (lhun-grub rig-
759 On "holder of the awarenes 

'dzin) see Fundamentals, p. 282. r particles of rainbow 
760 The ~ssential substances are pure essences 0 

light. See F~ndamentals, p. 340. is a arment typically worn by t~e 
761 The wolf-skm hat (spyang-~hv~) 1 t;e ractice of counter-clockwise 

Ponpo, see beloW, p. 939. Slm~la~ y'f h Pponpo Cf. D.L. Snellgrove, 
circumambulation is charactensnc 0 t e . 
Himalayan Pilgrimage, pp. 42-3~ hu instead of rud-chu, "flooding wa-

762 The text erroneously reads rung c 
ters" (Khenpo Palden Sherap). h d "female wealth" its 

". f ily's land and ouse, an 9 
763 "Male wealth is a am . Tbetan Civilization, p. }O . 

utensils and valuables. Cf. Stem, I n formula expressive of 
1 epresent a commo ld 764 These first three causes r. .. 1 t" ce See Kunzang Pe en, 

unalterable determination III Splntua prac 1 . 
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byang-chub sems-dpa'i spyod-pa-la 'jug-pa'i tshig-'grel, fol. 21b. 
765 dpe-'grems. 
766 Zurcungpa is here referred to as Zurpoche's nephew simply because 

he hails from the same clan, though the genealogy given on p. 617 
makes him Zurpoche's grandnephew. 

767 chos-'khor. 
768 The evil destinies (ngan- 'gro) are those which entail birth as animals 

tortured spirits or denizens of hell. ' 
769 For the Eight Gauri in the retinue ofYangdak Heruka, see the Glossary 

of Enumerations. 
770 How they came to be so called is explained below, p. 643. 
771 sdig-pa mi-dge so-sor bshags. Zurcungpa is here punning on the word 

sdig-pa, which means both "sin" and "scorpion", as well as on the 
word bshags, which means "to repent" and also "to cleave" or "to split". 

772 For the full implications of this phrase, see Fundamentals, pp. 215-16. 
773 tsong-ge. 
774 These seals or mudra (phyag-rgya) are the seals of the body, speech 

and mind of the peaceful and wrathful deities (Khenpo Palden Sherap). 
775 "The activity field in which appearances are exhausted" (chos-zad-pa'i 

skye-mched) refers to the experience of Cutting Through Resistance 
(khregs-chod). See Fundamentals, pp. 334-7. 

776 Tib. dge-ba'i bshes-gnyen, Skt. Kalyii1Jamitra. In essence this term refers 
to one who benefits others by means of the teachings of the greater 
vehicle. It was taken over by the Kadampa school at an early date as 
a title for their masters and gradually came to be used to describe 
those who had passed the scholastic curriculum of the dialectical col
leges. Later the Gelukpa school formalised this usage so that in their 
colleges it became roughly the equivalent of the western Doctor of 
Divinity or Doctor of Theology degree. 

777 sta-gu-ra mi-gnyis. According to Blue Annals, p. 119, and the Hindi 
translation of the present text by Rikdzin Lhiindrup, p. 186, 
this term means the "two honourables" (iidiira1Jfya). Khenpo PaId en 
Sherap speculates that it may mean "two who lived in tents". However 
the precise derivation of the word is uncertain. 

778 This figure played a major role in the diffusion of Buddhist formal 
logic in Tibet. See Blue Annals, pp. 70-1. 

779 See Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, pp. 124-5 and 131-2, for 
this account of Sura's meeting with Aryadeva. 

780 As pointed out above, nn. 291 and 486, "liberation" refers to the 
forceful transference of consciousness to a higher level. 

781 The identity of the Great Translator of Sakya (sa-lo-chen-po) referred 
to here is unclear. According to Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche he may 
possibly have been Sakya Locen Jinpei Dorje. Alternatively, Sakya 
Lotsawa Jamyang Kiinga Zangpo and even Sakya Pa1f<;lita have been 
suggested. 

782 Regarding the four visionary appearances, of which this is the fourth, 
it says in the Penetration of Sound, p. 91: 

Then turning from that to the four visionary appearances: 
by the visionary appearance of the direct perception of re
ality (chos-nyid mngon-sum-gyi snang-ba) the terms which 
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rely on ideas and scrutiny are transcended; by the visionary 
appearance of ever increasing contemplative experience 
(nyams gong-'phel-ba'i snang-ba) bewildering appearances 
decrease and the pristine cognition of the bardo is man
ifested; by the visionary appearance of reaching the limit 
of awareness (rig-pa tshad-phebs-kyi snang-ba) the appear
ances on the path to realisation of the three bodies are 
transcended; and by the visionary appearance in which re
ality is exhausted (chos-nyid zad-pa'i snang-ba) the continuity 
of the three realms of saqlsara is broken. 

See also Fundamentals, pp. 337-45 and 371. During these four succes
sive visions it is said that the four em powerments of the Great Perfection 

are received. For the latter, see pp. 498-501. 
783 This translator did much to advance the teaching of the Guhyasamlija 

Tantra in Tibet. See Blue Annals, pp. 359ff. He was a vociferous 
opponent of the Ancient Translation School, on which see below, 

pp. 914ff. 
784 phyir-'don-pa. 785 The paths of skilful means (thabs-lam) and liberation (grol-lam) are 

explained in FuruJamentals , pp. 279-81 (under Mahayoga); and pp. 286-7 

(under Anuyoga). 
786 mig-ltag khung-du ' chus . 787 Coalescence (ZUng-'jug, Skt. yuganaddha) is conceived variously accord-

ing to the different vehicles of the secret mantra, e. g. as that of appear
ance and emptiness, bliss and emptiness, awareness and emptiness, 
the expanse of reality and pristine cognition, or buddha-body and 
pristine cognition. See Fundamentals, pp. 206ff. and 245ff. According 
to the higher vehicles coalescence is said to occur primordially and 

not causally. 788 Tibetan houses usually have flat roofs, used for threshing grain and 

as a place to catch the sun on warm days. 
789 che-'Iion or investiture is a ceremony marking the maturity of a young 

hierarch, elevating him or her to precedence in a particular spiritual 
community and conferring temporal power over the monastic estates. 
Blue Annals, p. 124, reads "coming of age ceremony". 

790 rdzogs-
chen 

skar-lugs. skar, or "cycle", refers here to the four cycles of 
the Esoteric Instructional Class, on which see Fundamentals, pp. 332, 

333. 791 On the four nails, see the Glossary of Enumerations. 
792 The parasol is a symbol of power or authority, here displayed out of 

respect for Phadampa's illustrious guest. 
793 It is after Dropukpa that the Central Tibetan tradition or rang-lugs and 

the Eastern tradition or khams-Iugs of the transmitted precepts began 

to diverge. 794 For Tsen spirits, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons a/Tibet, 
pp. 12-15, etc.; and for the Mataral) (rna-mo), ibid., pp. 267-73. 

795 Sacen Klinga Nyingpo (1092-1158) was the first of the "five superiors" 

(gong-ma lnga) of the Sakyapa school. 
796 jo-sras. This title was used to address the son of a priestly family. 
797 gshegs-btsun-mdzad: our interpretation of this obscure phrase follows 
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798 'ong~_r'~o~o:::~ta:yp~b~henpoh P~lden Sherap. 
Sh. IC gat ermg accord' 
Ii erap; 10 this particular case it would 109 to Khenpo Palden 

799 eSllval or thanksgiving ceremon seem to refer to a harvest 
For the tradition of the c 1 f~· Cf. Blue Annals, p. 134 
For the Rong and Kha~ ~:~itt e Great Perfection, see ab~ve n. 790 

800 The comparison with a horse t~~ns,. see nn. 731 and 793 above . 
IS complimentary. The h ' dlllOnalIy held to be a noble a~im I 
nestl. "(kh orse was known as "L d a , 

801 

mg yung-phrug kha-ch ) ou -voiced Garuda-
Lama Zh e . . 

~ng was a KagyU master who . 
ences to hIm one finds in the literature ,to Judg~ from the many refer-
by adherents of all schools H of the penod, was much beloved 
order. See Blue Annals, p~ ;1~~:5t~e found~r of the Tshelpa KagyU 
p. 76. ., and Stem, Tibetan Civilization, 

802 !he Indes~ructible Seat is the V . -
Images of Sakyamuni are in the ~~:~:n; at .. Bodh Gaya in Bihar. The 
pIes; see p. 510 and PI 37 Th . rhulnang and Ramoche tem
been first constructed' du~ing e~~o;e~ dikes of Lhasa are said to have 
Grunwedel, .Die Tempel von Lhasa gn of Son¥tse? Gampo; see A. 

8U3 ~~ma V, Gu.de to the Cathedral 0/ J P. 2lff., wh.ch IS based on Dalai 
akmotrupa 0110-70) th h asa .. 

studied also under Sace~ :UU;g f~m~d pnmarily as a KagyUpa master 
the transmission of the Path a:d ;mgpo. Hence,. his involvement i~ 

804 

structlOn. See Blue Annals p 556 rult, a pre-emmently Sakyapa in-
Recu D . ,.. ng one-tra was one of M'l ' . su~marised in Blue Annals 1 ar:ra s leadmg disciples. His life is 
Mzlarepa, he plays the role of fn~· 1 6ff. In the well-known Life of 
of that work as is asserted in the E~~n~~~or, but .h.e was not the author 
(~~ary of the contributions of the actu e~tz e~1lIon. For a convenient 
h -1507), see NiHanda Translation C a aut or, Tsangnyon Heruka 

t e Translator, pp. xix-xxi R . ommmee, The Life of Marpa 
cungpa", after the name of h' e~ung I~ also referred to as "Loro Re-

805 This appears to be the name IS avour~t~ dwelling-place. 
806 According to Blu A I of a malICIOUS spirit. . e nna s p 133 S .... ZhIkpo DUtsi. ,., angye Onton was a relative of 

807 The Kashmiri scholar Sakya' -Tibet, during which tl' h sn spent the years from 1204 to 1213 . 
.. me e taught ext . 1 m 

major TIbetan schools His c1 . enSIve y to adherents of all the 
enced' Bl A . ose tles to Trhopu (kh h m ue nnals, pp. 599, 710 1063 ro-p u) are evid-
lator of Trhopu, who invited him ~o T' . It was Campapel, the trans-
and eventually became his b' h Ibet, s~rved as his interpreter 
Kashmir in 1225. IOgrap er. He IS said to have died i~ 

808 For thIS ritual, see n. 707 b 
809 Nyang IN." a ove. -re Ylma Ozer (see pp. 755-9) . 

must then either refer to his passed away ill 1192 or 1204. This 
810 ~ference to his son alone. son and grandson, or be an erroneous 

he struggle between Q b'l . 1260 S SUI al and Ariboga £ h 811 . ee tein, Tibetan Civil" or t e throne occurred in 
Phakpa 0235-80) zzatlOn, pp. 77-8. 
12. was made the f£ . 53, hIS power being enhance .e ectIve ruler of Tibet by Qubilai in 
Preceptor" (li-shih), on which d m 1260. He held the rank of "Imperial 

see nn. 817 and 924 below. 
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ther letters from Mongol Qans to.Tibetan lamas, e.g. 
812 Cf. the texts of 0 b 'n'b t. A Political HIStory, pp. 61-6. 

in Tsepon W. D. Shaka. pa, led s not seem to be known at the 813 The complete text of thIS prayer oe 

present time. f (El ocarpus Ganitrns) Rosaries made 
814 Rudrak~a is the .berry 0 a tree d ~ ae se in connectio~ with wrathful from these bernes are favoure or u 

rites of subjug~tion. C Das Tibetan-English Dictionary, p. 96~, is 
815 mu-me.n accordm~ to S. 'oshul Khenpo it is a non-crystalline preclOus 

sapphIre. Accordm~ t~ Ny. d'cal usage in the treatment of leprosy, 
stone, probably Id

ap1s
. or ~~~:: lor poisoning see, e.g., gso-rig snyingskin ailments an as an an 1 

bsdus sk~a-rengs gsar-pa, p. 243. b otherwise known, but would be 
816 This edIct ~oes not. a?,pear. t~e :owards Tibetan practitioners of the 

consistent wIth Qub~lal s attll~u Cf Tsepon W.D. Shakabpa, Bod kyi vehicle of indestructIble rea Ity. . 

srid don rgyal rabs, Vo.I. 1, pp. 289-i-01. baysi) was a title which was 
817 Pakshi (Chinese po-shzh. and Mo~~o l~n uality with the imperial pre

interpreted iI?- Tib~t t? Imply S?I~~~:la~~a). From the time ofChogyel 
ceptors of Chma (tl-shIh or go~g ~ f the Sakya tradition which was Phakpa the latter were appomte rom 

. 1 . ed by the Yuan dynasty. 
predommant y patro~ls. f the naga or water spirits. Through 

818 Leprosy is held to on~mflate hro~uld have granted immunity from the their favours, the lama s es w 

disease. ., k h' S-k a-o though this is uncertain. 
819 PoSSiblytobeidentIfiedwlthP~~ ~ a Y(b '1l72/3),seen. 807 above; 
820 On Campapel, the translator 0 r opu . 

and Blue Annals, pp. 708.ff. . d' g the year 1285. See Stein, 821 These were the Mongol mcurSlOns unn 

Tibetan Civilization, p. 78. .... founded the Ilkhan dynasty in 
822 Qubilai Qan's elder b~othe;2~u~:!~n to challenge Qubilai's authority 

Iran in 1258, and as ~ar y ~s to the Drigungpa sect, which 
in Tibet by extendmg hIS p~~~;a;:wards the Ilkhans lent military 
rivalled the S~kyapa. Fr~mk a with the help of an army dispatched 
support to Dngung, but ~ y '. . Monastery being sacked 
by Qubilai, was ulti~ately vl~t~r.lOu~, Dngu~:_9' and Shakabpa, Tibet: 
in 1290. Cf. Stein, Tzbetan CzvIlzzatIOn, pp. , 

A Political History, p. 70. b . g eighteen altogether, are - owerments num enn 
823 These Mahayoga emp , . der fifteen ordinary sacraments 

listed in the Glossary of EnumeratIons ~n 360' and Longcenpa, Dis-
(of empowerment). See also ~un~amenta s3fo_9 GGFTC, pp. 869-81). 
pelling Darkness in the Ten DIrectIOns, f~uton R)npoche. Refer to Blue 

824 This translator was also the :ul~re ~ Bu ston Rin po che, pp. 80-1. . 
Annals, p. 793; and Rueg~, Th [Ii dfn-framed structure crossed wIth 

825 A mdos or thread-cross IS a woo d' for the trapping and 
many layers of thread or silk. Used as a .evl~~ size and appearance 

'1 £ its structure vanes 1 . S exorcising of eVI orces,. d d the function of the nte. ee 
depending upon the deity mvoke Dan if Tibet pp. 369-97; and 
Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Or~cles and e7:ns 0 , 

Tucci The Religions of TIbet, pp. 181 . b 11 known to western 
826 This ~reat scholar ~ 129~-13T~4b) ha~~on~Oll~:n~e works are the most 

students of BuddhIsm m 1 et. e 
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significant contributions to the study of his life and works published 
to date: Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston; Ruegg, The Lzfe 
of Bu stan rin po che; idem, La theorie du tathagatagarbha et du gotra; 
idem, Le traite du tathagatagarbha du Bu ston Rin chen grub. For Put on 's 
view of the ancient translations, see below, pp. 892-3 . 

827 rten- 'brei. 

828 Buyantu was emperor from 1311 to 1320. 

829 On these magical weapons, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and De
mons of Tibet, pp. 354ff. and 496ff. 

830 Ta'i-tu is the name usually given by Tibetan Sources for the Yuan 
Imperial Palace. Cf. Blue Annals, pp. 500-1. It corresponds to Chinese 
ta-tu, the Yuan period name of Peking (modern Beijing), constructed 
by Qubilai between the years 1267 to 1274. 

831 Chinese bronze (li-ma). 

832 "Leather Mask of the Seven Steps" (bse- 'bag goms-bdun-ma): for leather 
mask (bse-'bag) in general, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and De
mons of Tibet, pp. 102-4. Stein, however, has argued that bse in this 
instance means not "leather", but refers rather to the bse-spirits, and 
that the mask is thus a representation of such a bse. 

833 Guluk, the third Yuan emperor, reigned from 1307 to 13l1. 
834 Mati Pal)cen was a leading Sanskritist, who made the final revisions 

of the Kalacakra Tantra. He also authored several influential comment
aries on philosophical works. See n. 570 above; and Blue Annals, pp. 
776, 1045-6. 

835 Probably Danyi Chenpo Zangpopel (bdag-nyid chen-po bzang-po dpal), 
1262-1322, or one of his sons. 

836 The seal of entrustment or succession (gtad-rgya) refers to the approval 
granted by a preceptor to a student, thereby authorising the latter to 
become a lineage-holder and transmitter of the transmitted precepts. 
For its function within the close lineage of the treasures (gter-ma), see below, p. 745. 

837 Our text erroneously reads bcu-bdun for bdun-cu. 

838 A permissory initiation (rjes-snang) refers to the blessing of the buddhas 
or meditational deities which, when conferred by one's guru, authorises 
one to practise the visualization and mantra of the buddha or deity in 
question. Compare the usage of this term here with its usage in relation 
to the causal vehicles, where it is translated as the Buddha's mandate, 
see Fundamentals, pp. 75-6. 

839 Compare this with an identical passage on p. 674 where the Forry-Chap
ter Magical Net has been inserted after the Eighty-Chapter Magical Net 
instead of after the Illuminating Lamp of the Fundamental Text. 

840 This Bengali master of the Kalacakra tradition was one of the last great 
Indian Buddhist scholars to visit Tibet. His unusual career is treated 
in Blue Annals, pp. 797ff. 

841 Blue Annals, p. 153. 
842 Cf. Blue Annals, p. 171: 

I [GOlo] have given a brief description of the greatness of 
these teachers belonging to this lineage, in order to remove 
the great sin committed by fools who wrongly understood 
the Doctrine [i.e. attacked the rNiti-ma-pa]. 
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843 

844 

845 

846 
847 

848 
849 

850 
851 

852 

853 

854 

855 

The history and status of this major KarI?a Kagyti ~.stablishment is 
surveyed in the autobiography of its late hIerarch, Chogyam Trungpa 
Rinpoche Born in Tibet, especially Ch. 2. 
I.e. Peng~r Jampel Zangpo (ban-sgar 'jam-d~al bza~g-po), on whom 
see Nalanda Translation Committee, The Ram of Wzsdom, pp. 123-5, 

324. . G 
The "ultimate doctrinal language" is that of the subtle, Inner re~t 
Madhyamaka. See Fundamentals, pp. 169-216; and for Tolbupa In 

particular, p. 204 and n. 1309. 
On Karpopa, see below, p. 697. 
The Earlier and Later Treasure Troves (gte.~-kha gong-' og) are ~~spectivelY 
those discovered by Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer and Guru Chowang. See 

pp. 755-70. 
See below, pp. 805-8. . 
This is Dalai Lama III, under whom many of the Mongol tnbes were 
converted to Buddhism. See, e.g., Stein, Tibetan Civilization, pp. 81, 

82. 
sgra'i ri-mo. . ,. ·b d 
sum-rtags, i.e. the study ofthe sum-cu-pa and rtags-kyz Jug-pa attn ute 
to Thonmi Sambhota, on whom see p. 512 and n. 546: 
Advanced philosophy students in Tibet wo~ld cus~omanly spend some 
period as visiting scholars at institutions wIth whIch they were ot~er
wise unaffiliated. Exposed thus to divergent approaches to the teachlI~g, 
they would hone their intellectual skills by engaging in debate with 

any who would challenge them. 
Sera Ce (se-ra byes) is one of the colleges of Sera Monaste~y, near 
Lhasa. Its curriculum is surveyed in L. Candra (ed.), Materzals for a 
History of Tibetan Literature, Pt. 3, pp. 666-7; and Geshe Lhundup 
Sopa, Lectures on Tibetan Religious Culture, Ch. 2. . 
The date of Peljor Lhtindrup's death is calculated accordIng to. the 
old Phukpa school. According to Schuh, Untersuchungen zur Geschzchte 
der Tibetischen Kalenderrechnung, p. 139, Dalai Lama V used old 
Phukpa, and his successor, the regent Sangye Gyamtso, was the first 
to employ the new Phukpa calculations from 1696 onwards. Refer to 

p.400. .. 1 h Z 
I.e. those cycles of teaching which are conSIdered essentla to t e ur 

tradition. 
856 
857 

On this figure, see p. 783. . 
This is undertaken by advanced students of the vehicle ofin?es~ructlble 
reality in order to perfect the techniques of yoga and meditatlOn. See, 
e.g., Ngawang Zangpo,Jamgon Kongtrul's Retreat Manual. 

858 
859 

860 

861 
862 

See Fundamentals, pp. 335-45. . .. . 
For details of this dispute, see Stein, Tibetan CzvzlzzatlOn, p. 81 .. The 
Drigungpa formed an alliance with the Zhamarpa and the kIng of 
Tsang against the Gelukpa and the Ganden Palace in 1537. See also 

n. 1114. b f orcery see 
On the induction of epilepsy and stroke y means 0 s , 

n. 695 above. 
Koncok Chopel was a teacher of Dala~ Lama V. See p. 821. 
The Lhodrak Sungtrtil is the incarnation of the great treasure-finder 
Perna Lingpa, associated with Nenang Monastery near Truptso Pema-
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868 
869 
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872 
873 
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877 

878 

879 

880 
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ling .in lL~od~akfl; see .bel~w, p. 799 .. Tabla (or Takla) Padmamati was 
p~rtIcu ar y In uentIal In connection with the lineage of Zhik 0 

LIngpa, on whom see n. 929 below. p 
The lords. of 1.'sang and the Karmapa assumed control over most of 
Cen~ral TIbet In 1565. Established by Karma Tsheten of Tsang and 
co.nt.Inue~ by his successor Karma Tenkyong (1599-1641), their ad
mInIstration was finally ended by the Qosot Mongols under GusrI 
K?~~ w~o duly enthroned Dalai Lama V in 1642. Cf. Stein, Tibetan 
Czvz~zzatlOn, pp. 82-3; Snellgrove and Richardson, A Cultural History 
of Tzbet, pp. 194-5; and Z. Ahmad, Sino-Tibetan Relations in the Seven
teenth Century. 
On this monastic establishment and its hierarch Perna Trhinle see 
below, pp. 736-7. ' 
A brief reference to Zhang as the "Unborn" may be found in Blue 
Annals, p. 900. See also n. 801 above. 
See below, pp. 724-6. 
On Rikdzin Gyurme Dorje or Terdak Lingpa, see pp. 825-34; and on 
Locen DharmasrI, pp. 728-32. 
dar-ring-chen-mo. 
Unidentified. 
For a later Menlungpa's connection with the Kham tradition, see 
below, p. 699. 
For the linea.~e of Katok Monastery in general, see H. Eimer and 
P. Tsering, "Abte und Lehrer von Ka~-thog" Zentralasiatische Studien 
13 (1979), pp. 457-509; and idem, "A List of Abbots of Kah-thog 
Monastery" The Journal of the Tibet Society 1 (1981). . 
For the Lower Tibetan Vinaya lineage, see pp. 525-6 and n. 568. 
On the first Karmapa hierarch and Gampopa's greatest disciple, see 
Blue Annals, pp. 473ff.; and Karma Thinley, The History of the Sixteen 
Karmapas of Tibet, pp. 41-5. 
pha-vang. But this word may mean "bat" (the animal) as well as "boul
der". 
On this wra~hful protectress, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and 
Demons of Tzbet, Ch. II. 
The eighth level of realisation attained by a bodhisattva is known as 
the Unmoving (mi-gYo-ba, Skt. Acala). See Fundamentals, p. 137 and 
n. 146. 
For the eleventh level, Universal Light (kun-tu 'ad, Skt. Samanta
prabha), which is that of buddhas rather than bodhisattvas, see Funda
mentals, p. 237. 
On this figure, who was instrumental in transmitting the Doha in 
Tibet, see Guenther, The Royal Song of Saraha, pp. 16-17. 
~omdrakpa was the spiritual heir of the first Karmapa's leading dis
CIple, Sangye Recen. In his turn he became the tutor of Ttisum 
Khyenpa's reincarnation, Karma Pakshi. See Blue Annals, pp. 483ff. 
On ~arma Pakshi's affiliation with and contribution to the Nyingma 
tr~dltlOn, see. ~. Kapstein, "Religious Syncretism in 13th century 
TIbet: The Lzmuless Ocean Cycle" in STC, pp. 358-71. 
Sa~ya Pat:l9.ita and Chogyel Phakpa journeyed to visit the Mongol 
prmce God~n in Gansu in 1246. When Phakpa was seventeen (1251) 
Sakya Pat:l9.Ita passed away. At nineteen (1253), Phakpa became advisor 
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d to Tibet in 1265. His second visit to 
to Qubilai Qan and returne. 1268 After his return in 1276 he held 
China for seven years. began l~ed e~haps poisoned, at Sakya in .1280. 
the conclave at Chumlk a_~~ .dand, fhakabpa, Tibet: A Political Hlsto~, 
See Blue Annals, pp. 211 d Khen 0 Palden Sherap have agreed with 
pp. 62-9. The Author an . p fDzin Namgyel was performed 
the hypothesis that thbe conse~ra~:s °still of~ciating until 1251 when by Katokpa Campa urn, w 0 

Sakva Pal).<;iita passed. a~ay i·ti of far south-eastern Tibet, centered on 
882 Jang was one of the prmclpa 1 es f Buddhism by its kings, see Y. 

L··· in Yunnan On the patronage 0 . C 
IJ1ang ,t:t·S th m Edition of the Tibetan Buddhzst anon. 

Imaeda, The Jang a- a. entres founded or restored from 
883 This refers to the great Nymgdma c h Mindroling and Dorje Trak. 

the seventeenth century onwar s, suc as 
See below, pp. 733-9. 

884 See pp. 700-1. . f C th-eastern Tibet and the surrounding 885 The sacred mountam 0 lar sou S TH pp 417-9. 
. . th stern Yunnan. ee , . 

regIOn, presently m. no~, -wf eK k ( ong-ma gsum) were, of course, 886 The "three supenors 0 ato g b 

Katokpa Tampa Deshek, TShan~t~n~a angt P~~~~:h~~~drung is given 
7 drung means "attendant". T e tit e ru~ - hich the attendant himself 88 d t f a hierarch In cases m w 

to the atten an o. . .'. . n lineage he and his successors 
rises to assume a maJo~ ~OSlltI~~ m a gl:eindication of their continuing often maintain the ongma tit e as a 

service to the lineage itself.. £ the fifteen ordinary sacraments (of 
888 See the Glossary of Enumera~ons 3~~ Together with the three empower-

empowerment); als.o Fundamenta '~ the' form the eighteen empowerments 
ments of profundity (zab-dbang gsu) y. e ten outer empowerments 
of Mahayoga. Alt~gether, ~~deYb comb~:)ls five inner empowerments of 
f b fi e (Ph"l phan-pa lang , 

o ene lcenc :..Y,. I) and the three secret empowerments 
ability (nang nus-pa 1 dbang n:a ,. dbang gsum). Cf. Longcenpa, 
of profundity (gsang-ba za ;;mo b· t· ns pp 370-9 (GGFTC, 
Dispelling Darkness in the en lrec w, . 

pp. 869-81). . b mpared with that found in Blue 889 The account gIven here may e co 

Annals, pp. 160-7. . £ the five awakenings. Their gen-
890 See the Glossary of Enumerations. or I ter has also been referred 

h b· th of an emanatIona mas . f 
eration at t e Ir , r£ 64S above. At the I1me ~. 
to in the account of Dropukpa s fi 1 e, ~~ltant excellences (,bras-bu 1 

enlightenment they bring abo~t ~ve!r~ the buddha-body of perfe~t 
phun-sum-tshogs-pa Inga) assoc~ate (S:mantabhadra in the form of V.aJ
rapture, namely, those of teac er. (Conquerors of the FIve 
radhara), place .(~kani~rha), retI~~~odhisattvas), time (unbrok~n 
Enlightened FamIlIes and tent~ lev) d teaching (ultimate truth m 
timeless continuity of the expenen~~ a~ 1) Here five parallel ac
which samsara and nirval).a are. 1 entlc~o~ zompa 
complish~ents are poetically. ascnbe~ to d. 's gtreatise' on which see 

891 The point of this example IS th~t lall). 'tmh only w~rk on classical 
l 104-5 was vlrtua y e b 

Fundamenta s, pp'. .'. 0 1 a real savant would have een Indian poetics studIed m TIbet. n y 

familiar with, e.g., ~aqlmat~. the Vivarta or Vartula script, see 892 For contemporary TIbetan VIews on 
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Narkyid, "In Defence of Amdo Gendun Chompel's Theory of the 
Origin of the Tibetan Script" Tibet]ournalVII, 3 (1982), Pp. 23-34; 
and Namkai Norbu, The Necklace of Gzi, pp. 7-13. 

893 chos-la blo ma-sgyur. The text erroneously reads chos-kyi bla-mar sgyur. 
894 These three qualities are usually ascribed to the transmitted precepts 

of the Buddha himself. See Fundamentals, pp. 73-4. 
895 Rongzompa himself is "father Chodrak". 

896 The teachings of this obscure figure, who is perhaps to be assigned 
to the tenth century, have played a profound role in the tradition of 
the Great Perfection. For a brief biographical reference, see Blue An
nals, pp. 999-1001. Also, see n. 608 above. 

897 Our text erroneously reads zi for ya-zi. 

898 The founder of the Kagyu lineage in Tibet. His traditional biography 
has been translated into English: Nalanda Translation Committee, The 
Life of Marpa the Translator. Marpa's dates are usually given as 1012-96, 
but see ibid., p. 199n. 

899 Esoteric MafijuSrl, as indicated above on p. 702, was composed and 
translated by Smrtijiianaklrti. The commentary by Rongzompa is Con
tained in Selected Writings of Ron-zom Chos-kyi bzan-po. Refer to 
Esoteric Mafijufrf in the first part of the Bibliography. 

900 Blue Annals, p. 166. 

901 On Macik Zhama (b. 1062) and her brother Khurbupa or Khonpupa 
('khon-phu-ba, b. 1069), see Blue Annals, pp. 220ff. It appears that 
Macik Zhama is therein confused with the founder of the tradition of 
the Object of Cutting (gcod-yul), Macik Lapdron. Cf. Gyatso, "A Pre
liminary Study of the Gcod Tradition". 

902 For the iconography of the krla, the foremost ritual emblem of this 
tradition, see]. Huntington, The Phur-pa, Tibetan Ritual Daggers. 
Evidence for the antiquity ofkIla practice in Tibet and India is surveyed 
in R. A. Stein "A propos des documents anciens relatifs au phur-bu" 
in Csoma de Koros Symposium; and in R. Mayer "Tibetan Phur-bas 
and Indian KIlas" in The Buddhist Forum. 

903 The mal).<;iala of material symbols here would entail the use of the 
symbolic kIla implement (rdzas-phur). 

904 Zandre (za- 'dre) are a class of malicious spirits who haunt fixed locations 
and require propitiation with offerings of foodstuffs. 

905 Cf. p. 496. 

906 Concerning the importance of VajrakIla for the Sakyapa, refer to 
E. G. Smith's introduction to Kongtrul's Encyclopedia of Indo- Tibetan 
Culture, p. 8, n. 17. Sakya Pal).<;iita himself was responsible for locating 
a Sanskrit manuscript of the Root Fragment of Vajrakfla (T 439) and 
redacting its Tibetan translation. 

907 A summary of his life may be found in Blue Annals, pp. 374-80. 
908 On this figure (b. 1016), see p. 765; and R. Prats, Contributo alio 

Studio Biograjico dei primi Gter-ston, pp. 25-8. 
909 On the death of Tarma Dode, see Nalanda Translation Committee, 

The Life of Marpa the Translator, pp. 156-73; and Lhalungpa, The Life 
of Milarepa, pp. 82-3. These sources, however, do not specifically 
mention Ra Lotsawa. 

910 tha-phyi'i grva-pa. 

911 The Devourers (za) and Slaughterers (gsod) are protectors associated 
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with VajrakIla. C' 
usly reads rang lor rong. . . 

912 Our te~t erroneo I a s) and Shel (she!) are protective de~tIes 
913 The tno of ~e (bs~), ~ak (cd~amed according to three different kmds 

associated wIth Va)raklla, an 

f . I k-lla - briar iron and crystal. o matena ' 
914 zhal 'chos-pa. n the four modes of life (asrama) 
915 The fifth path o~ .death f~I.IOWSu~~~e These are the way of the celibate 

prevalent in tradlt1o~al ~n la~ c of the· householder (grhasthf), the way 
student (brahmacan), _t e w ~ _) d the way of the homeless mendic
of the forest-dweller (ara1Jyavasl an 

ant (sannyasf!. HP 100-1. The kIla itself is only seen 
916 se-ra phur-mJal. See KG '. pp. ecial empowerment conferred by 

publicly once each ye~ 't~U:l~~ ~hs: seventeenth of the twelfth month 
the abbot of Sera Ce 0 ~g I brations. The annual ceremony has 
as a prelude to the New ear ce e t r community in exile in Mysore, 
been maintained by th: Sera M:0n~s e: shrine of the secret attainment 
India, but the actual k~la remams mb t .: Sera itself. Since 1980, with 
of Hayagrlva (rta~mgnn gs~ng-sgrn ) .1 t" ons on the practice of religion 
the partial relaxatIon of Chm~se:estn~ Ian important pilgrimage site. 
in Tibet, the shrine h~~ agal~ .t ~tC~:ing separate journeys from 1984 
The translators were a e to VlSl t permitted to photograph the 
onwards, but, unfortunately, .were n:hich shows the figures of Pad-
exquisitely embossed b~a~s ~eh~~~~~a and in which the kIla is kept. 
masambhava, Darca an a ya .. 8 

917 On Ngari PaI)cen, see below, P~·t!~5iea·ding Sakyapa scholars of the 
918 This figure (b. 1524) was one 0 

period. . 601 The seal of entrustment (gtad-rgya) 
919 For these four nvers, see ~. .. 836 

has been explained above m thIS chapter, n. . 

920 'dus-pa-dang Ihan-cig. 723-4; and for 
921 On Kong-ra Locen Zhenpen Dorje, see below, pp. 

Lhatstin ~amka Jikme, pp. ~~~-;:~ermost Spirituality requires solit~ry 
922 The practIce of the Black F.urt d . ulate the experiences whIch 

. I darkness m or er to Slm h 
retreat III tota " is utilised to provide t e prac-
follow death. A "secret passageway th channel through which he 

. h £ d and also serves as e 
titioner wIt 00., . th the meditation master. 
or she can occasIOnally converse WI 

923 See below, pp. 760-70. "this form of Chinese honour was 
924 ti-shih, "Teacher of the Empe~or - V See also nn. 811,817 above. 

adopted and conferred by Dalal Lama . 

925 See p. 783. .. S d u Dorje. . 
926 Presumably that of prolcen .. am r p k Dor· e. The identificatIon of 
927 Lama Namdingpa IS Zha~gton Nam a ) 

Lama Zurcenpa is uncertam. 
928 See pp. 681 and 799. . der (1584-1643) may be found 
929 A brief biography of th~s tre~su:e-~n ndred Treasure-finders (gter-ston 

in J amgon Kongtrtil, Llves OJ t e u . 

brgya-rtsa), fols. 91 b-93b. d· al points (rtsa-rlung-thlg-Ie), 
h I urrents an semm D· II" g 930 On energy c anne s, c d 341. also Longcenpa, lspe m 

see Fundamentals, PP: 27:-87 an 453ff (GGFTC, pp. 1006ff.). 
Darkness in the Ten Dzrectwns, pp. . 
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931 These are aspects of dream yoga (rmi-lam), for a general introduction 
to which see, e.g., W. Y. Evans-Wentz, Tibetan Yoga and Secret Doc
trines, pp. 215ff. 

932 The Indestructible Nucleus of Inner Radiance is the dimension of the 
buddha-body of reality (dharmakaya); see Fundamentals, p. 115. 

933 dgung-keg. This refers to any year, i.e. one's thirteenth, twenty-fIfth, thirty
seventh and so on, in which the animal sign is the same as that under which one 
was born. See G. Dorje, Tibetan Elemental DivinaJion Paintings, pp. 229-31. 

934 Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo, Mkhyen-brtse on the History of the Dharma, 
pp. 40-1, defines the trio of Guru, Great Perfection and Great Compas
sionate One as follows: 

The blessed cycles of the peaceful and wrathful Guru ... ; 
the cycles of the Great Perfection, the consummation of all 
profound paths ... ; and the cycles for the attainment of the 
Great Compassionate One, the divine fortune of Tibet, the 
Land of Snows ... 

935 See above, p. 701. 
936 grva'i-dbang-bum. We follow here the explanation of Khetsun Zangpo 

Rinpoche. 
937 See pp. 825-34. 
938 The date of Sangdak Trhinle Lhtindrup's death is calculated according 

to the new Phukpa school since it has been recorded by his son Dhar
masrI. The date according to the old Phukpa school would have read 
Sunday 2 March 1662. 

939 This is a sign of proficiency in the transference of consciousness ('pho
ba) through which, at the moment of death, one can take rebirth in 
a pure land or buddha-field such as SukhavatI. 

940 bca'. 
941 Yangdok (yang-bzlog) is propitiated as a means of averting war and 

other unfavourable conditions; it derives from the maI)<;iala ofYangdak 
Heruka. Drangsong Loktri is a sage and protector from the maI)<;iala 
of Yamantaka (Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche). 

942 As stated in the Fundamentals, p. 104, rtsis dkar-nag reters to Indian 
astronomy (dkar-rtsis) and Chinese divination (nag-rtsis or 'byung-rtsis). 

943 On the rites of service, further service, attainment and great attainment, 
see n. 499 above. 

944 See p. 828. 
945 The conferral of every empowerment of the way of secret mantra must 

include the disciple's affirmation of the vows of refuge and of the 
cultivation of the enlightened attitude, in addition to the specific com
mitments associated with the empowerment. Often the layman's 
pratimok~a vows must be affirmed as well. Cf. the quotation from the 
Hevajra Tantra given on p. 911. 

946 See n. 892 above. 
947 Svarodaya is a profound branch of Indian divination and numerology 

ascribed to Isvara in its origin. Refer to the life of Mipham Rinpoche 
on p. 890; and also to Fundamentals, p. 104. 

948 His own extensive commentary on this text, called dpag-bsam snye-ma, 
is doubtlessly the most influential one amongst modern Nyingmapa. 
On the Ascertainment of the Three Vows itself, see p. 808. 
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949 Treasure doctrines (gter-chos) discovered since the time of Terdak 
Lingpa have been known as new treasures (gter-gsar) in contrast to 
those which were discovered earlier (gter-rnying). 

950 Zhecen Monastery was founded in 1735 (wood tiger year) by Rap
jam II, Gyurme Ktinzang Namgyel (b. 1713). Its history is detailed 
in Zhecen Gyeltsap, ie-chen chos-'byuiz. For a modern description in 
English, see TH, pp. 473-4. With the exception of Zhecen, the monas
teries mentioned here are discussed in the pages that follow. 

951 I.e. the linear descendants of Terdak Lingpa. 
952 See the biographical sketch of the Author in the Foreword. 
953 See p. 833, n. 1137. 
954 Again, see the Author's biographical sketch in the Foreword. 
955 In general, Tshtiltrim Dorje is known as Sungtrtil II. See Aris, Bhutan, 

p. 318, n. 70; and the Collected Works of Pema Lingpa (pad-gling 
'khrungs-rabs-kyi rtogs-bry'od nyung-gsal dad-pa'i me-tog), Vol. Pha. 

956 See below, pp. 859-68. 
957 Thu'u-bkvan, Crystal Mirror of Philosophical Systems (grub-mtha' shel

gyi me-long), p. 80. 
958 On Thuken's view of the Nyingma tradition in general and the 

background for this assertion, see M. Kapstein, "The Purificatory 
Gem and its Cleansing: A Late Tibetan Polemical Discussion of Apoc
ryphal texts" in The Tibetan Assim£lation of Buddhism. 

959 See pp. 813-17. 
960 Mindroling was constructed at Traci in 1676 by Terdak Lingpa. For 

a description, see TH, pp. 169-71; and PPCT, pp. 164-7. 
961 Katok Rikdzin Tshewang Norbu was a master of extremely eclectic 

interests who played an instrumental role in the preservation of the 
then-suppressed Conangpa tradition. A great traveller, he visited Nepal 
on at least three occasions during which he restored the stiipas of 
Bodhnath and Svayambhunath. As a skilled political negotiator he 
journeyed as far as Ladakh. 

962 Dzokcen (Rudam Samten Choling) Monastery was founded in the 
year 1685 by Perna Rikdzin. For a description, seeTH, pp. 471-3. 

963 Pelytil Monastery (Pelytil Namgyel Cangcup Choling) was founded in 
1665 by Pelytil Rikdzin Ktinzang Sherap. On the history of this monas
tery and its influence in both Kham and Amdo, see Ven. Lama Jampal 
Zangpo, A Garland of ImmortalJ Wish-fulfilling Trees; and TH, pp. 463-4. 

964 See pp. 841-7. 
965 These twenty-seven maI)<;ialas of the long lineage of transmitted pre

cepts (bka'-ma) are also known as tshogs-chen 'dus-pa'i dkyil-'khor. They 
comprise all levels of teaching referred to within the nine vehicles, as 
stated on pp. 911-13; and in Fundamentals, pp. 364-5. 

966 According to the Author's oral communication, the edition of the 
Transmitted Precepts (rnying-ma bka'-ma) referred to here was published 
xylographically at Pelytil Monastery in Kham. 

HISTORY: PART SIX 

967 The close lineage of treasures Cnye-brgyud gter-ma) is so called because 
the teachings formerly concealed by Guru Padmasambhava and others 

968 

969 
970 

971 

972 
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were .subsequently discovered and ro a . 
T~e lme of their transmission is there~or: :ated m more recent times. 
with the distant or long lineage of th s o~t or close When COntrasted 
b:a'-ma), by which teachings were e~~ans:~ted precepts (ring-brgyud 

T
t hr?ugh an u~broken chain of accompl~~~ d own from earliest times 

IS prophetIc d 1 '. e masters 
bskul-thabs. ec aratIOn IS attributed to Ratna ~ingpa, tshes-bcu 

See pp. 447-57, for an acco f h . 
The treasure lords (gter-bda u~t 0 t. es.e lI~eages. 
u~der oath of allegiance by tur:~ n~dhlPatz) are spiritual beings bound 
hIS treasures. a masambhava to protect and guard 

Seeyp. 468-74 and 512-20 fi .. 
IndIa and Tibet in general~ or the tradItIOns concerning his career in 

I.e:. the western Tibetan districts ofN a . .. 
?f U and Tsang, and the eastern d' t .g n afnd To, the central districts 
Ively IS ncts 0 Kham and Amd 

973 
. 0 respect-

According to Sang e L' , 

974 
975 

976 

977 

y mgpa, bka -thanggser-phreng Ch 48 3 , . ,pp. 19ff.: 

Treasures are divided into ei ht 
fold group of secret treas g een types, namely, the four-
(zab) , mind treasures (t~~e: (g:ang)., pro~ound treasures 
(dgongs); the fourfold grou g If nd I?tentIOnal treasures 
life-supporting treasures (bf) ~atenal treasures (rdzas), 
treasures which liberate b a mmor treasures (phran) and 
of Indian treasures (rgy J t~.~ (myong); the fourfold group 
treasures (ry'e) and father ~r~as~r::a(yn ~~asures (bod), lordly 
of mother treasures (y) a ), the threefold group 

um , neuter treasur ( . 
outer treasures (phyi)' and 1 I h es ma-nzng) and 
treasures (nang) middl' ast y t e threefold group of inner 
wealth (nor-gter/ mg treasures (bar) and treasures of 

dam-rdzas. 
The "fi . . our ways of lIberation" are' li' . 
whIch comes through seeing the ob' beratl?n by SIght (mthong-grol) , 
bo~y,. speech and mind; liberation ~ct~ Wh.ICh represent the buddha
scnptIOn.ofthe bardo is narrated in th~ eanng (thos-grol), When a de
person;. ltberation by wearing (bta s- :z)resence of a. recently deceased 
yantra IS Worn or attached t h g gr ,when a CIrcular diagram or 
mo f 0 t e shoulders h d d ment 0 death (in life the di . ,ea an heart at the 
cloth pouch or in the case of agra~ IS. w?rn aro:md the neck in a 
casket and tied in the topknots ~~~~~~s It ~s seale~ within a golden 
by_ taste (myang-grol) , When the flesh

lr ~ralded haIr); and liberation 
brahman or vegetarian over seven 0 . one. who has been born a 
ramental substance, is consum d SUcceSSIve lIves, or some other sac-
On these pr h . e . 

. . op eCles, see R Prats "S p" 
Ansmg from a Biographica'l Stud' fo~e Erehmmary Considerations 
pp. 256-60. Y 0 t early gTer-ston" in TSHR 

Repre.sentative of these are the earl" ' 
Trashl Topgyel and the later ones b bIOgrap'hIes composed by Cangdak 
of these, refer to the first part of th J~~g~n KongtriiI. For fuII details 
Later Versions of the Biographies of' Z IblIography under Earlier and 

'J t e Hundred Treasure-Finders. 
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. . I D L Snellgrove and T. Skorupski, 

978 On this figure, see m partlcu ar . . PIlI 
I H 't ge of Ladakh Vol. 2, t. . 

The Cultura en a . 'f Sangye Lama. See the Glossary of 
979 Choje Lingpa was an emanatlon 0 . h . 

Enumerations under thirteen incarnatIOns of Gyelse L arye. 

980 See below, pp .. 855-8. t ritual in which a tonna sculpture 
81 I bbrev1ated empowermen .' d 9 .e. an a . hich the disCiple IS empowere . 

functions as the ma1).qala mt~ "":. h (spelt in Tibetan gra-pa mngon-
982 Ostensibly the name Trapa }ons k

e 
endowed with supernormal cog

shes) could be taken to m
l 
ean. mo~ n in the text however, precludes 

nitive powers". The exp anatlon gIve , 

this interpretati~n. _.. db' d - 'e bdud-'dul) , see Nebesky-
983 On the yak~a Vajra Mara)lt (gno -s 'Yl~ r 0 ry 77-8 

. . Or I and Demons of Tlbet, pp. . 
WOjkOW1tZ, ac es .. (h g-blon) is an epithet of the yak~a 

984 Minister Z~~ng or Zhanro~W~'::witz, Oracles and Demons of Tibet, 
Vajra Mara)lt. See ~ebes y d) od-sbyin zhang-blon rdo-rje bdud-
pp. 77-8, where he IS referre to as gn 

985 ~~~'se books were formerly the property or "master copy" (bla-dpe) of 

King Trhisong. I 99 nd n 89 See also Meyer, Gso-ba rig-pa: 
986 Refer to Fundamenta s, p. a . . 

Le systeme medical tibetain, pp. 85ff. . f T t in 1081 
I 94 7 on the foundmg 0 ra ang . 

987 See Blue Anna s, pp. . - , e which Trhisong Detsen re-
988 Tshangpa Lhei Metok IS ~h~ s~~:e~~;:dhatu mandala at Chimpu by 

ceived when empowered m 0 534-5 For the fi~e' kingly treasure-fin
Guru Padmasambhava. See p~. 'the Glossary of Enumerations. 
ders and three supreme e~a~~tl~ns f ~e ang-rel would have occurred in 

989 According to our text t )e ~rt 0 ~tein Tibetan Civilization, p. 74, 
1124 (wood dragon year. owe~er, '-rellived until the age of 
ives 1136 (fire dragon year). Smce Nyang. din 1204. 

~9; this date would be preferred, assummg hIs death occure 

But see n. 995 below. 
990 I.e. Buddha Sakyamuni.. h -'bar) was a contemporary 
991 The Rashak Treasure-finder ~1.e. raS-sha

J
g c o~. Kongtrtil, Lives of the 

of Milarepa and N.gok Lotsawa. e_e a~gon 
Hundred Treasure-finders, pp. 4~~8:967~~1 Kawacen lived from 1l2,6 

992 According to Blue Annals, pp.. C 'd n adept of Ph ad amp a s 
1211 Zhikpo Nyima Senge IS relerre to as a 

to . . . 937 
Pacificatlon, m the same sourci:' . th core of the Collected Works 

993 See above, p. 511 ~nd n. 545. ,!~lS M~ni Padme Hum", attributed 
of the King concernzng the Mantra J?'l. . 

to King Songtsen Ga~po.. ~ inalia chebula. Its uses and 
994 Myrobalan (a-ru-ra) IS spec1~callY erm

d
· I system are described in 

. d' g to the TIbetan me 1ca . . d properues accor m . r:b Buddhist Medzezne an 
T. Clifford, The Diamond Healzng: 1 etan 

Psychiatry: p. 119. forN ang_rel'sdeath.ChakLotsawa 
995 Ourtext gIves 1192 (w~ter mouse) I y 1057-9 to have lived from 

Chojepel is repo~te? m B.lue A:na~, P~;son refe~red to below should 
1197 to 1264. So It IS pOSSIble t at t e p to whom Blue Annals, pp. 
be identifie~ with his unclel1~~~~2~~~~:~e the less, it is cle~r f~om 
1054-6, assIgns the dates ~-k asrI (1127-1225) travelled m TIbet 
the same source, p. 1064, that ::>a Y 
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only from 1204 to 1213. Pawo TsuklakTrhengwa, mkhas-pa'i dga'-ston, 
p. 260, and Jamgong Kongtrtil, Lives of the Hundred Treasure-finders, fo1. 
49a.5, concluded therefore that Nyang-rel passed away in 1204. Never
theless, see now the arguments of van der Kuijp, "On the Lives" (1994). 
On this dike, see p. 656 and n. 802. Zhikpo Diitsi who restored the 
dike was a disciple of Nyang-rel, as indicated below. 
Lesser adepts would be obliged to perform such wrathful rites of 
sorcery only on certain astrologically propitious days of the month. 
Unattached Lotus Endowed (ma-chags padma-can) is the twelfth level 
of realisation. See Fundamentals, p. 254; and Longcenpa, Dispelling 
Darkness in the Ten Directions, p. 430 (GGFTC, p. 975). 
On these four Further Taming temples, see the Glossary of Enumerations; 
also, p. 510 and n. 543. 
This was Jikten Gonpo (1143-1217), Phakmotrupa's foremost disciple 
and the founder of the Drigung Kagyti school. He was widely renowned 
as an incarnation of Nagarjuna. See Blue Annals, pp. 596ff. 
The ceremonial silk arrow (mda'-dar) is the emblem of Amitayus, 
symbolic of longevity. It is draped with five-coloured veils and bran
dished with a circular movement of the right hand. 
This calculation accords with the old Phukpa, Tshurpu and Phakpa 
schools. The year of Chowang's birth, 1212, falls within the fourth 
sexagenary cycle. Some sources say he was born in the water monkey 
year of the third cycle, but this is inconsistent with him meeting Sakya 
Pa1).qita at the age of eighteen. 
The Litany of the Names of Mafijusri, v. 55c. 
According to Khenpo Palden Sherap, this is the preferred reading. 
Our text wrongly reads sde-brgyud chen-po'i sgrung-'bum. 
The qakinI's four faces symbolise the four rites of enlightened activity: 
peaceful (white), expansive (yellow), overpowering (red) and wrathful 
(blue). The five-quilled arrow is indicative of the five pristine cogni
tions, but also prophetically symbolises Chowang's future mastery of 
certain treasure-troves. 
On this empowerment, see Fundamentals, p. 370. 
In Tibetan this verse reads: 

sgyogs-dang dpag-chen 
than-dang cho-'phrul 
bzo-sna kyag-kyog rnams . .. 

The early association of the treasure-finders with the military arts 
requires careful study. Perhaps, in this respect, they are to be compared 
with the sorcerers and alchemists of other medieval civilisations. 
See above, p. 713 and n. 908. 
According to Mongolian sources, Tibet was first contacted by the 
emissaries of Chinggis Qan in 1206. But on this tradition, see L. 
Kwanten, "Chingis Khan's Conquest of Tibet: Myth or Reality" Jour
nal of Asian History 8 (1974), pp. 1-20; and T. V. Wylie, "The First 
Mongol Conquest of Tibet Reinterpreted" Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies 37 (1977), pp. 103-33. Then, in 1239 (earth pig) Godan, the 
second son of Ogodai, sent an army into Tibet under the general Dorta 
the Black and Gyelmen. That the force reached as far as Reting (rva- . 
sgrengs) and Gyel Lhakang is undisputed; however there are varying 



72 NOleS . k lace Our present 
which this incurslOn tOO? . nd 1264 accounts of the date o~. 1204 (wood mouse, thIrd cycle) a h 

o 0 0 t two edltlons ed however, t at text gives m I s I ) The Author has agre , 1240 
(wood mouse, fourth cyc e 0 h n wood gIvmg us the year 

t~e element )sh~~~~~sirs~~~:::~; ~ose8too. ;hedcsh~~~:~~:~O~~~~t~~ (IrOn mouse , 0 0 0 pp 77- ,an 
S 0 Tibetan Civlilzatwn, . 

also tern,. 61 dh' riestly caste Political HIStOry, p. . b -de) refers to the Bud 1st p Id 
name Bharo (Newar 0 a. 0 had exclusive nghts to go _ 

1010 ~~ng the Newars, which In later ;I~~hardson, A Cultural History of 
and silver-work. See Snellgro;t a~onald and Stahl, Newar Art, p. 73. . 202 and 274n.; also, 0 ac 

10 11 ~~::~rSheep (gna' -b'(l'::'\ C:;;) ~::;a;he vajra (rd~Jje) ~~a~:e ::~~~ 
1012 ~:~e~I;~~~e~~~::~or therectum ~~!i~e~P~~r~ 2~~~ang's body of 

d 
f the Great PerfectIon he? . divine nature wIthout the a ept 0 0 10 (vajrakaya) m Its true indestructlble rea ny . 0 

slightest trace of im~un~y. h tra of AvalokiteSvara's cOT?passlOn. 

1013 °CMh
o 

00 an·g's point is that there are peac~fut tefngs and that this motI-
MANI PADME HU~ IS t e man 1 a lications of thIS mant~a 

ow . for all sentien , 
which generate compaSSlOn r cation of wrathful sorcery. ode over any app I 
vation must presl . 975 above. f h 

1014 On the liberating dIagram, see ~. 0ng equivalent to one-tenth 0 t e 
1015 The zho is a weight measure, el 

(
srang) f h turnip here, see Tibetan oun~e 0 ·1 For the significance 0 t .e h t the 

·on IS mcomp ete. 0 275 whIch states t a 
1016 ~~r ;'(;;;~r's Feast of Doctrinal Hl~:;n~d int~ a strong and pleasan~ 

o which was cooked m secrec 'success would be assure tur~Ip meat This indicated that ~?aro s, enlightened attributes to 
tastmg. d' I Chowang s -k _ . n 
and that he should not IVU ge 0 t d with the activity of <;fa mis I 

The turnip is often aSSOCIa e anyone. 

Tibet. . f Nang-rei See n 847 above. . 1 listed as a discIple 0 Y 0 
1017 . 759 above, this figure IS a so blem but again, It IS not 
1018 ~0!~ Ozer. Possibly thiS hrc~e~}~ ~v~;~ps with successive ema~:h 

unknown in Tibet for one w o~d himself to be the dIscIple m yo o 1 master to conSI er 
tions of a sm~ e. ld age of the other. 
of the one an In 0 . _ K" ga 

698 el was the dakmi un 
: ~~~ ~~/;econd real prese~ce ~f a~ :;~~_~~O!ho can perhaps ~e ass~~nt~~ 

Bumpa (mkha'-'gro-ma un- g See Jamgon Kongtrul, Ives 
I e rteenth century. 

to the ear y 'ou . 113b.4-1I4b.4. ,. clws 
Hundred Treasure-finders, pp. Mkha' 'gro gsah ba kun dus ky'L 
S Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo, 

1021 ee 76 II 3-4 . 248 ( arth monkey year, 
skor, p. 2 , ,. b· ~h must have occurred m 1 h~ d cycle (1188) as 1022 Como Menmo s Ir year of the t Ir S e 
fourth cycle), and not in t~e ::~ea disciple of Guru Chowang. e 
our text claims, because sed De-

·k °t Oracles an n. 1002 above. ) Nebesky-WoJ OWl Z, h Menmo (sman-mo , see 
1023 On teo 198ff Sk karmamudra) , mons of Tlbet, pp. 0 ,; ction seal (las-rgya, t. 1024 On the "seal of acUon or a 

1025 

1026 
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sec p. 475; Fundamentals, pp. 277ff.; and Longcenpa, Dispelling Dark
neSS in lhe Ten Direclions, pp. 386-96 (GGFrc, pp. 899-914). 
Since Como Menmo was born in 1248, it would seem unlikely that 
she could have met Lingje Repa who, according to Blue Annals, 
pp. 660-4, lived from 1128 to 1188 and founded the monastery of 
Ralung in 1180. According to the same source, p. 660, a certain 
Menmo with whom "he had a karmic link" married him and became 
his yogic partner. Her life story could well have been woven together 
with that of Como Menmo. The Author also accepts the divergence 
of dating between Como Menmo and Lingje Repa, and maintains that 
she may have emanated dUring an earlier age with the sole intention of benefitting him. 

1027 

This calculation agrees with all the calendrical systems. The year of 
her death, at the age of thirty-six, would fall within the fourth cycle, as pointed Out above. 

For Contemporary research on this figUre, see A.-M. Blondeau, "Le 
Lha-'dre bka'-than" in Etudes tihetains dediees ala memoire de Marcelle 
Lalou, pp. 29-126, and the sources cited therein. 1028 
Lhase Chokdrup Gyelpo is another name for Gyelse Lharje; see the 
Glossary of Enumerations under thirteen incarnations of Gyelse Lharje. 1029 
As stated in Dudjom Rinpoche's grer-m.deod tlwb-yig, pp. 147-52, Ati, 
Citi and Yangti are three SUbdivisions of the Esoteric Instructional 
Class of Atiyoga, successively more profound. Ati means the Innermost 
Spirituality belonging to the Esoteric Instructional Class of Atiyoga 
(atiyoga man-ngag snying-lhig). Citi reveals the essential POints in general 
of the profound tantras of the Esoteric Instructional Class (man-ngag-

1030 
1031 

sde'i rgyud-don zab-mo SPYi-gnad ston-pa sPYi-tiyo-gar grags-pa). Yangti 
reveals the aural lineage which is most secret and uncommon (yang
gsang thun-mong rna-yin-pa'i snyan-rgyud ston-pas yang-ti yo-gar grags
pal. They are exemplified respectively by NGB Vols. 7, 6 and 8. 
The Neuter Lord (mgon-po ma-ning) is a form of Mahakala. 
On the relationship of this work to other recensions of Padmasam
bhava's biography, see Blondeau, "Analysis of the Biographies of Pad
masambhava according to Tibetan Tradition: ClaSSification of 
Sources". For the western language renditions, refer to the Bibliography. 

1032 

1033 

1034 

1035 

1036 

On the Lord of Pristine Cognition (Ye-shes-mgon_po), see Nebesky-Woj
kOWitz, Oracles and Demons of Tibet, pp. 44-8. 

On this collection, sec Blondeau, "Le Lha-'dre bka'-than", and the sources cited therein. 

For the Glorious Tiger-riding Lord (dpal-mgon stag-zhon), see Nebesky
Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons in Tibet, pp. 34, 52. 

This prophecy made by Orgyen Lingpa is to be found in the Injunction 
oJ Padma Discovered at Cryslal Rock (padma bka'-lhang), Ch. 92, 
Pp. 564ff. It COntains the cryptic statement: "The pig will uproOt the 
soil," which was interpreted to mean that Ta'i Situ Cangcup Gyeltsen 
of Phakmotru (the pig) would politically uproot Sakya (the soil). Cf. also, pp. 590-2. 

Temo Rinpoche Was regent from 1886 unti11895, when the Thirteenth 
Dalai Lama compelled his resignation. In 1899 he was implicated in 
a plot to overthrow the Dalai Lama by means of sorcery. See Shakabpa, 
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1038 

1039 

1040 

1041 

1042 

1043 

1044 

1045 

1046 

1047 

1048 
1049 

1050 

1051 

Tibet: A Political History, pp. 198-9; and L. Petech, Aristocracy and 
Government in Tibet 1728-1959, pp. 5 and 62. 
The sudden and unexpected possession (thog-babs) of an oracle is a 
most ominous portent (Lama Sonam Topgyel). The Great Protector of 
the Doctrine at Samye is Pehar, on whom see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, 
Oracles and Demons of Tibet, pp. 94-133. 
The reliquary of Orgyen Lingpa resembled other tombs in the stupa 
design - with its base in the shape of the bulbous dome (bum-pa), a 
window of lattice-work (,phrul-mig) in front and surmounted by a spire 
(bre). 
In 1435 the dynasty of Phakmotru conceded power to the princes of 
Rinpung who were lay patrons of the Karmapa. See p. 954 and 
n. 1364; Snellgrove and Richardson, A Cultural History of Tibet, pp. 
154, 180; and Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political History, pp. 86-90. 
Terdak Lingpa himself reports only the last two mentioned, in his 
Record of Teachings Received, pp. 423-5. 
This is the biography of Khyentse Rinpoche by Jamgon Kongtrtil. 
See the first part of the Bibliography for publication details. 
The dating given here for Rikdzin Godemcen follows the Tshurpu 
school. The other possibility according to the calculation of the Phakpa 
school would be Sunday 12 January 1337. 
Kurser is a legendary Horpa king who figures prominently in the 
Kesar Epic. See Stein, Recherches sur l'epopee et Ie barde au tibet, index, 
p. 600, under "Gur-ser (E), roi des Hor". 
Tshurpu calculation, as explained above. According to both the 
Tshurpu and the Phakpa schools the snake month is the fourth (whereas 
it is the second according to the Phukpa schools); similarly the sheep 
month is the sixth according to Tshurpu and Phakpa, but the fourth 
in Phukpa. See Schuh, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der Tibetischen 
Kalenderrechnung, p. 146. 
On the Gongpo ('gong-po), see especially Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles 
and Demons of Tibet, pp. 283-5. 
The governor of Tsang, Zhingshakpa Tsheten Dorje, actively sup
ported the Karmapa and persecuted the adherents of the Northern 
Treasures (byang-gter). Consequently, he was "liberated" to a higher 
level of existence by Cangdak Trashi Topgyel. See Dudjom Rinpoche, 
rgyal-rabs, pp. 492-3. 
Lhase Tamdzin Rolpa Yeshetsel was Murup Tsepo, the son of Trhisong 
Detsen. 
Not to be identified with Go Lotsawa; pp. 674-5 above. 
This calculation is made according to all the four major calendrical 
schools. 
The Nyingmapa in general prefer to dye the edges of their books red, 
rather than yellow as is sometimes done by the other traditions. 
The Great Ming emperor of China who invited Karmapa V Tezhin
shekpa to Peking was Yung-Io (reigned 1403-24); see E. Sperling, 
"The 5th Karma-pa and some aspects of the relationship between 
Tibet and the early Ming" in TSHR, pp. 280-9. According to the 
Karma Kagyti tradition, Yung-lo sponsored and requested the manu
facture of the actual Black Crown (dbu-zhva nag-po) of the Karmapa 
which is worn for only special ceremonial and ritual occasions. 

1052 ' History· P S' sgal-tshlg-gi dam (M ' . art IX 75 
which is the ongoh~n ,tamaya) is the name . 

1053 SU~h catalystf~~~~!~i~fn~~~~Itaries Such as the ~ala~f {~~~IVY seal 
rtSl sman). They are emplo ed ~pound~ of nectar-lIke SUbstance (bdud-

1054 ~~~ded wit~ other medici~al s~b~~~tlplY the original quantity When 
IS c;alc~latlOn accords with all sc ces. 

~as not m existence When th b' hools except the new Phukpa, which 
gmally redacted e IOgraphy of Sangye Lingpa . 

1055 Th ' . was on-
e earlIer and later Tsel 

in Takpo, founded by K'~ (krtse-le gong-'og) refer to Tsele Monast 
T un yen Ch"k 0 ery 

sele Monastery (rtse-le dgon- ) fi 0 u zer, and the nearby New 
gyel. Cf., ]amyang Khyentse ~a;n' ounded by Rikdzin Sonam Nam
!Jharma in Tibet, p. 18. Tsele Nats:~:' MkhY~~-brtse on the History of 

1056 IS the best known of their hierar h sRangdrol (seventeenth century) 
The elder and younger T bl c s. ee also n. 1094 below. 
of Katok and one whom ~ a (ta-bla snga-phyi) are Tabla Padmamat' 

1057 On Zhapdrung Ngaw ~ are unable to identify. 1 

political and spiritual ~~: of ~~gyel (1594-1651) and his role in the 
Zhabs-drung and the Cre t' futan , see Aris, Bhutan Pt 3 "Th 

1058 F h' a IOn 0 Bhut " ' ., e 
or t e Importance of the tenth-d an . 

~emorates the twelve manifestatio~y c;~mony (tshes-bcu) which com
Ively on the tenth day of each m so uru Padmasambhava respect-
~h~u~;abs; Tucci, The Religions Ofo~J~;t,see ~~t~a Lingpa, tshes-bcu 

um~araBouquet, pp. 11-18 T ,p. ,a~d Gonpo Tseten, 
~hava are ~Iven in the Glossary of Ii he elg~t emanatIOns of Padmasam-

1059 ~~ns are gIven in the Index ofPerso~~~eratlOns. The twelve manifesta-
e ceremony for the fulfilment of arr:es under Guru Rinpoche. 

the p~otect?rs of the doctrine and ~om:rutments (s~ong-chog) invokes 
restonng VIolations of the co ' mp oys confessIOn as a means of 
the tantra vehicles mmItments assumed by those who e t 

1060 Th . . n er 
. e Como of Trhadruk (khra-'b ' , 
Image of Tara in the temple of Trh~~/okmo) ,IS a miracle-performing 
Songtsen Gampo. See KGHP u WhICh was founded by Kin 
TG, P~. 250-1. ' pp. 50, 125; PPCT, pp. 177-9; an~ 

:g~i I.e. IS-mg Trhisong Detsen's. 
The Vase Pillar" (k -b b , a a um-pa-can) ad' 
great Image of Sakyamun' b h ' )acent to the shrine of th 
K' , 1 roug t to T'b b ' e 

ong-)O, has been the site of s 1 1 et y Pnncess Wen-ch'eng 
W. D. Shakabpa, Guide to theeCvera tlr~sure discoveries. See Tsepon 

1063 "Moo" ' entra 1 empl >/Lh 
, o~ IS frequently used to refer to Bh eo, asa, p. 47. 

1 064 ~ TIbet. On this term in general see ~a~ and neIgh?ouring districts 
11 the four major calendrical sch~ol ~lS, Bhu~an, mtro., p. xvi. 

the Phukpa in which the day of his ~. arhnve at thIS c~lculation, except 
seventh month. Irt (fifteenth) IS omitted fo th 

1065 Th D r e 
,e enk~rma Catalogue of the lG . 

TIbet, datmg back to the earl .angyur IS the oldest of its kind in 
Te~t~s Bouddhiques au tern / nInth ,cemu,ry; s.ee M. Lalou, "Les 
ASlatzque CCXLI (1953) p du ROl Khn-sron-lde-bcan" 70U I 
y 81 ' pp. 313-53 Lal' JI rna 
ear 2. The presem quotation h' ou ,aSSIgns that work to the 

occurs, rather, in the nearly co t' owever, IS not found therein. It 
4347), pp. 6-7. n emporaneous sgra sbyor bam gnyis (T 
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For much useful information on Perna Lingpa, see Aris, Bhutan, pp. 158-
65 and passim; idem) Hidden Treasures and Secret Lives, pp. 13-106; and 
Padma Tshewang, The Treasure Revealer of Bhutan. 
See p. 554 above; the Glossary of Enumerations under five pure incar-
nations of the royal princess Pemasel; and KGHP, p. 45. 
This calculation accords with all four schools except Phakpa, which 
would give us instead Thursday 1 August 1476. 
According to the Author, this temple- was one branch or gling-phran 
of Samye Monastery. See TH, pp. 178-9; and PPCT, pp. 216-32. 
I. e. Princess Pemasel. 
On Dawa (b. 1499), see Aris, Hidden Treasures and Secret Lives, 

pp. 91, 95-6, 105-6. 
For the various English language translations of this work, see the 
first part of the Bibliography. The traditions associated with it are 
considered at length by D. I. Lauf in Secret Doctrines of the Tibetan 

Books of the Dead. 
For much useful material on this great saint, see J. Gyatso, "The 
Teachings of Thang-stong rgyal-po" in TSHR, pp. 111-19; idem, The 
Literary Transmission of the Traditions of Thang-stong rgyal-po, unpub
lished Ph.D. thesis; C. R. Stearns, "The Life and Teachings of the 
Tibetan Saint Thang-stong rgyal-po", unpublished MA thesis; and 
Aris, Bhutan, pp. 185-90 and passim. 
On Thangtong Gyelpo's position in the Shangpa tradition, see Kap-
stein, "The Shangs-pa bKa' -brgyud: an unknown tradition of Tibetan 

Buddhism", pp. 141-2. 
See p. 511; also Aris, Bhutan, pp. 5-33. 
Parts of the bridges are still in existence. It has recently been de
monstrated that they were constructed of a specially alloyed, non-cor
rosive iron. See Aris, Bhutan, pp. 185-90. 
On Thangtong Gyelpo's contribution to Tibetan theatre, see Stein, 
Tibetan Civilization, pp. 276-7; and Wang Yao, "Tibetan Operatic 
Themes" in STC, pp. 186-96. 
Aris, Bhutan, pp. 185, 321, disputes the date of Thangtong Gyelpo's 
death, following Stein, Recherches sur l'epopee et le barde au tibet, 
p. 238, n. 17, who gives 1385-1464 instead of 1509. J. <?yats? and 
C. R. Stearns argue in favour of the dates 1361-1485, as gIven m the 

standard biography. 
This figure is associated with a popular rite for the. propitiati?n of 
AvalokiteSvara, entitledyi-ge drug-pa'i sgrub-thabs, redIscovered m the 
last century by Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo. Through the efforts of 
the recent abbots of Dzarong-phu, near Mount Everest, it has become 
particularly popular among the Sherpa and Tibetan populations of 

northern Nepal. . . 
The condition of this region in recent years has been descnbed m 
G. Tucci, Preliminary Report on Two Scientific Expeditions in ~epal, 
pp. 15-25; Snellgrove, Himalayan Pilgrimage, pp. 188-99; M. Peissel, 
Mustang, The Forbidden Kingdom; and D. Jackson, The Mollas of Mus-

tang. 
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to Glo-bo mKhan-chen, Tshad-ma rigs-pa'igter-gyi rnam-par bshad-pa. 
I.e. he never left his place of meditation. 
This is the very Lekdenje, on whom see above, p. 717. 
For Cangdak Trashi Topgyel, see pp. 783 and 824. 
See pp. 555-6. 
The constellation Pu~ya (Cancery,(),S)is auspiciously associated with 
the birt~ of the B~ddha Sakyamuni. See below, p. 946; and Przyluski, 
Le Conczle de Rii}agrha, p. 88. 
The term "secret seal" is equivalent to the seal of concealment (sbas
rgya) by which the treasures were originally hidden. According to the 
treasure (gter-ma) tradition, there are four kinds of seal connected with 
the transmission of the teachings, namely, the seal of commitment 
(samaya-rgya), the seal of treasures (gter-rgya), the seal of concealment 
(sbas-rgya), .and the seal of entrustment or succession (gtad-rgya) 
through WhICh the most secret teachings are transmitted. Treasures 
discovered in secret (gsang-gter) are contrasted with those discovered 
in public (khrom-gter). 
The .essences of the earth (sa-bcud) are minerals such as sulphur, and 
preCIOUS gemstones. 
The Gyeltsaps are the regents of Tshurpu, the Central Tibetan seat 
of the Karmapa. Trakpa Tondrup, the fourth, livedc. 1550 toc. 1617. 
Choki Trakpa (b.1595) was a renowned exponent of the Drigung 
Kagyupa system of the yogas of Naropa. 
Paksam Wangpo (1593-1641), the fifth in the line of Drukcen incarna
tions, was the immediate successor of the great Perna Karpo (1527-92). 
Tsele (fl. mid-seventeenth century) was one of the most influential 
expo~~nts of t~e vehicle ?~ indestructible reality within the Drukpa 
Kagyu. an? NYI~gma tradItIons. His works are even now regarded as 
authontatIve g.U1des t~ the resolution of philosophical difficulties. See, 
e.g., E. SchmIdt (trans.), The Mirror of Mindfulness. 
The ca~eer of this great political leader (1689-1747) has been the subject 
of detailed study by L. Petech in China and Tibet in the Early 18th 
Century; and Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political History, pp. 143-7. See also 
S. Jagchid, "A Mongol Text Letter from a Tibetan Leader" Central 
Asiaticlournall~ ~1973), pp. 150-63. An account of this figure is also 
found m the wntmgs of the Italian Capuchin Cassiano Beligatti de 
Macer~ta, who knew him personally. See J. Macgregor, Tibet: A 
Chromcle of Exploration, pp. 105-7. 
For so~e indications concerning the practice of Jatson Nyingpo's 
Gathenng of All Precious Jewels in modern Nepal, see D. L. Snellgrove, 
Buddhist Himalaya, pp. 228ff. 
On this aristocratic household, see Stein, Recherches sur l'epopee et Ie 
barde au tibet, Ch. 5. 
In the ~ase attainment (bum-sgrub), the ritual vase (bum-pa) becomes 
a contamer for sacramental substances known as nectar-elixir (bdud-rtsi 
sman). 
spu-stod. Our text erroneously reads spa-stod. 
This prodigy, whose floruit may be assigned to the mid-seventeenth 
century, recei.ved the revelations known as "celestial doctrines" (gnam
chas), from .hIS twe~fth year onwards. He passed away in his twenty
fourth, leavmg as hIS legacy some fifteen volumes of collected visionary 
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. ST· Lama A Garland of Immortal, Wish-fulfilling 
teachmgs. ee senng , 

Trees, Pth 4~-52(1613_78) was the tutor of Namco Mingyur D~rje and 
Karma a m; h. h· ngs A prolific author in his own nght, he 
the redac.tor 0 IS teac Iem~nation of Karmapa VIII, Mikyo Dorje. 
was consI?ered to be Aan G I nd 01 Immortal, Wish-fulfilling Trees, 
See Tsenng Lama, ar a 

pp. 35-44. 
See above, p. 736. 
See above, p. 736. .. 
A is the seed-syllable ~hich is symbohc of :~p~m~~!d in accordance 

T~e p~acticesf of Ma~;~O~at~~dp~~U:ro::ilful r!~ns (thabs-Iam) and 

;~~hp::~h::li~e~:~o~ (grol-Ia:n) , on whic~ seelFu~:ao~:t~~S'th~·~:t~-80~ 
d 286 7 The path of skIlful means IS a so . 

an . -. _ for its object is the coalescence of bhss ,?nd emp
desIre (chags-Iam) ", n body as the means (rang-Ius 
tiness achieved by relying on , one s ow , body as the seal" (gzhan-Ius 
thabs-Idan) and "one'~,co~sort s °l~,paTr~~erp:actices associated with this 
h gya) i e the actlon sea . . k P yag-r .,.. d· din Longcenpa Dispellmg Dar ness 

path of skIlful means are ISCusse 1O'06ff) 
in the Ten Directions, pp. 453ff. (GGFTC, PPr, d~s of emptiness 

The coalescence of the four de~ights with the o:r
l 
mo 830 is also 

which is referred to here and m the .passage e ow, p. " -'dza 
illustrated by the fol~owing account denved ~~~.the gtum-

mo 
bar g 

yig-chung, snying-thzg rtsa-pod, Vol. 3, pp. . 
. . h (gt m-mo) the blissful 

Through the practlce of the mner eat u h 1 
warmth (bde-drod) descends ~hroug~ the cen~ral c a~ne , 
giving rise to the four succeSSIve de.lIghts (~ga ~b~ bzhz). I~ 
the crown centre, it gives rise to Vairocana s pnstme cogm 
( n of delight (dga'-ba'iye-shes) and the vas.e empowermendt 
. 10 . d through which this delight is umted or coalesce 
IS receIve . t . es rise 
with emptiness (stong-pa). In the throat centre.I giV _ 
to Amitabha's pristine cognition of supreme delI~ht (mc~ogd 
d a'i e-shes) and the secret empowerment IS ~eceive 
~rou:h which this supreme delight is coalesced. wI~h gr~at 

:mptiness (stong-pa chen-po): ~n the heart cent~e It g~v~~_~~~~ 
to Aksobhya's pristine cogmt1On free fro~ dehg~t.( g . 
e-she~) and the empowerment of discernmg pnstme ~ogn~
y.. . d through which this absence of delIght IS 
tlon IS receIve , . p ) And in 

1 d with extreme emptiness (shm-tu stong- a. . . 
coa esce ... R tnasambhava's pnstme 
the navel centre It gIves nse to ad' b ,. _ 
cognition of co-emergent delight (lhan-skye~ g~ - a 1. ye

d 
shes) and the empowerment of word a~d m~amn1Is re~e~~h 
through which this co-emergent dehght ~s coa esce .. 

d ) Therem the recogmtlon 
total emptiness (tham.s-ca stong-pa.. F 11 the blissful 
ofthe four delights dIssolve as they anse. ma y, h . ddhi's 
warmth gives rise, in the s~c.ret centre, t~ A.~~g a~~1 a'i ye
inconceivable pristine cogmtlon (bsam-gyz m1 ~ y p!wer of 
shes) and the empowerment of the expressIve 
awareness is received. , 
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is that which corresponds to the path of skilful means. See Funda
mentals, p. 281. 
According to Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche, the Tent of Longevity is a 
practice belonging to the Northern Treasures (byang-gter) tradition, 
which combines Yamantaka, Lord of Life (gshin-rje tshe-bdag) with 
Mahakala in the form of "Lord of the Tent" (mgon-po gur or gur-gyi 
mgon-po) , i.e. the form of Mahakala associated especially with the 
Vajrapaiijara Tantra (T 419). 
This was the first Pal)cen Rinpoche, 1570-1662. 
This refers to the systematic teaching of logic instituted by Chapa 
Choki Senge (1109-69), on whom see L.W.J. van der Kuijp, Contribu
tions to the Development of Tibetan Buddhist Epistemology, pp. 59-96. 
Chapa's own writings have fallen out of use, but later textbooks adhere 
pedagogically to his system, for a sample of which, see D. Perdue, 
Debate in Tibetan Buddhist Education. 
See E. G. Smith's introduction to Kongtrul's Encyclopaedia, p. 20, n. 40. 
The Qosot Mongols under GusrI Qan subdued the king of Tsang, 
Karma Tenkyong, in the year 1642, two years before the Manchus 
overthrew the Ming dynasty in China. It was K'anghsi, the second 
emperor of the Ch'ing Dynasty who invited Dalai Lama V to Peking. 
See Stein, Tibetan Civilization, pp. 82-3; Snellgrove and Richardson, 
A Cultural History of Tibet, p. 198; and also Dawa Norbu, "An Analysis 
of Sino-Tibetan Relationships" in STC, pp. 176-95. 
The internal administration of Tibet under the Dalai Lamas was charac
teristically held to insist upon the integration of religious and temporal 
traditions (chos-srid lugs-gnyis). A detailed historical analysis of this 
theme is found in Dongar Lobzang Chinlei, bod-kyi chos-srid zung-'brel 
skor bshad-pa. For a useful introduction to the practical implications 
of this system for the actual organisation of the Tibetan government, 
see H. E. Richardson, A Short History of Tibet, pp. 18-27 . 
A treasure-discoverer of the Sakyapa school, Khyentse Wangcuk was 
born in 1524. 
Ganden Palace (dga'-ldan-gyi pho-brang) was the name of office of the 
Dalai Lama which ruled Tibet from the time of Dalai Lama V until 
1959. The name is derived from that of the Great Fifth's residence at 
Drepung Monastery prior to the construction of the Potala Palace~ see 
TH, pp. 134-40. 
"Enlightened activity of his future dominion" ('byung-'gyur dbang-gi 
phrin-Ias). This activity forms one aspect of the third of the four rites 
(las-bzhi) , that of subjugation, which is the special accomplishment 
achieved through the rites of Kurukulla. 
Dalai Lama VI is best known for his free-wheeling life-style and beau
tiful songs. See Yu Dawchyuan, Love-songs of the Sixth Dalai Lama 
Tshangs-dbyangs-rgya-mthso; and Aris, Hidden Treasures and Secret 
Lives, pp. 107-212. One version of his eccentric life story has been 
translated by P. Klafkowski as The Secret Liberation of the Sixth Dalai 
Lama. On this, however, see the reviews by J. W. de long in the 
Indo-Iranian Journal 24 (1982), pp. 223-5; and by P. Denwood in the 
Bulletin of SOAS 45 (1982), pp. 381-3. 
His previous embodiment was named Sinpo Choki Koca. 
Targye Choling in Tranang was the ancestral seat of Mindroling in 
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Central Tibet. See PPCT, p. 170. 
skyid-rong rang-byung 'phag~-pa. This is the "Kyirong ~ati" mentione~ 
in GT, p.129; and known m Blue Annals, I? 528, as phags-pa wa-tz. 
It was brought to the Potala via Drepung m 1656 when rumours of 
an impending war with Nepal were widespre~d. 
All mandalas referred to in this section are denved from the ts~ogs-chen 
'dus-pa'~f Anuyoga. See Fundamentals, pp. 284~9. Anuyoga I~cludes 
empowerments associated with the nme vehIcles, on whIch see 
pp. 9ll-l3. . 
I.e. the old seat of Targye Choling and the new seat of Orgyan Mm-
droling which was founded by Terdak Lin?pa in 1676. . 
On these practices of Cutting Through ResIstance and All-Surpassmg 
Realisation, see Fundamentals, pp. 335-45. .. 
The crucial times and duration for such practices are gIven m the 
appropriate texts for each. 
Dhuti or avadhuti is the central energy channel. See Fundamentals, 
pp. 340-1; and also Longcenpa, Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Direc
tions, pp. 453ff. (GGFTC, pp. 1006ff.). 
On this bliss of melting (zhu-bde), see nn. 250 and ll05 above. 
On the relation between meditative equipoise and its aftermath, see 
especially Fundamentals, p. 206. 
For the four empowerments: the vase, secret empowerment, empower
ment of discerning pristine cognition and the empowerment of word 
and meaning, see n. ll98 below; Fundamentals, p. 360; and the Glos
sary of Enumerations. 
According to the new Phukpa system, the second month corresponds 
to Marchi April. 
According to the new Phukpa calendar, khrnms zla-ba corresponds to 
September/October. 
The messenger (pho-nya) is the consort or partn~r. who act~. as an 
intermediary, bringing to the practitioner the pnstme cogmtIon of 
co-emergent bliss. See n. 1105 above. . 
I.e. the three indestructible realities of buddha-body ,speech and mmd. 
Governor (dpon-chen) and district administrator (dpon-skya) .. For an 
account of these offices during the Sakya administration of TIbet, see 
Tucci Tibetan Painted Scrolls, pp. 33-5, where dpon-chen is explained 
to me~n "myriarch" (khri-chen) and dpon-skya to mean "minister of 
transport" . . _,_ 
The Tibetan shawm (rgya-gling) is similar to the PerSIan ~han~ z, to 
which it perhaps owes its origins. Curiously, the very.name m TIbe~an 
may have originated as a translation from the PerSIan wor~, whIch 
means "royal flute", for in some old texts one se~s the spel.lmg rgyal
gling, with precisely the same significance. For thIS suggestIOn we are 
indebted to Mme Mireille Helffer. 
Terrestrial pure lands (sa'i zhing-khams) within the sphere of the ema~ 
national body are contrasted with celestial pure lands (mkha'-spyod-kyz 
zhing-khams) which are frequented by the buddha-body of perfect 
rapture; see Fundamentals, pp. 123ff. .. " 
I.e. King Trhisong and his twenty-fo~r ~am su~)ects. The" ~resen,~ 
sovereign" referred to in the prophecy IS Kmg Trhisong, and hIS son 
is Murup Tsepo. The prophecy is addressed by Padmasambhava to 
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King Trhisong. 

Sangye .Gyamtso became the regent of Tibet in 1682 after the death 
of Dalai Lama V. He was killed in 1705 by Lhazang Qan, leader of 
the Q6sot Mongols. See Stein, Tibetan Civilization, p. 85; and, for 
more details, the works of Z. Ahmad, L. Petech and Tsepon W. D. 
Shakabpa listed in the final section of the Bibliography. 
Mingyur Peldron was largely responsible for the restoration of Mindrol
ing following the Dzungar invasion of 1717. A brilliant teacher, she 
authored several important meditation manuals. 
For detailed information on many points dealt with in the present 
account, see S. D. Goodman, "Rig-'dzin 'Jigs-med gling-pa and the 
K~ong-Chen sN~ing-Thig" in Goodman and R. M. Davidson (eds.), 
Tzbetan Buddhzsm: Reason and Revelation. 

For an account of this and the surrounding royal tombs, see Tucci, 
The Tombs of the Tibetan Kings. 

PrajfHirasmi was the treasure-finder Sherap Ozer. See Jamgon 
Kongtrtil, Lives of the Hundred Treasure-finders, pp. l35a.6-137a.6. 
The root text of Jikme Lingpa's doctrinal masterpiece, the Precious 
Treasury of Enlightened Attributes, is renowned among Tibetan literati 
for its poetic beauty. See Blankleder and Fletcher, trans. 
"Warmth" (drod): see n. 1105 above. 
The throat centre of buddha-speech is known as the centre of perfect 
rapture (long-spyod rdzogs-pa'i 'khor-lo, Skt. sambhogacakra). This dis
sol~tion into a ~ass of seed-syllables indicates that Jikme Lingpa 
attamed accomplIshments associated with buddha-speech. 
The horse is, of course, symbolic of Hayagrlva. 
mtshon-byed dpe'i ye-shes. This is the pristine cognition which arises 
in consequence of instruction and empowerment. It forms the basis 
for the realisation of the "genuine pristine cognition which is the object 
of exemplification" (mtshon-bya don-gyi ye-shes). 
For the traditional account of the construction of this monument 
and pilgrimage centre, see Keith Dowman, The Legend of the Great 
Stiipa. 

gcig-car smra-ba 'byung. Our interpretation of this phrase follows the 
Author's oral explanation. gcig-car here has nothing to do with the 
teaching of instantaneous enlightenment (as it often does), but rather 
suggests forthrightness or spontaneity. 
The ancient recensions are those redacted by Longcenpa in the Fourfold 
Innermost Spirituality (snying-thig ya-bzhi) and the new recension is 
Jikme Lingpa's own Innermost Spirituality of Longcenpa (klong-chen 
snying-thig) . 

I.e. the three doctrinal centres of Samye, Trhadruk and the Jokhang 
at Lhasa. 

T~e ransom of animals (tshe-tharlsrog-blu) due to be slaughtered was 
WIdely practised in Tibet for the sake of accumulating the provision 
of merit (bsod-nams-kyi tshogs). 

This was the Gurkha incursion in the years from 1788 to 1792, on 
which see Stein, Tibetan Civilization, p. 88; Snellgrove and Richardson, 
A Cultural History of Tibet, pp. 226-7; and Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political 
History, pp. 156ff. 
For Langcen Pelgi Senge, see p. 535. 
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Lingpa) the Gathering of the Families of the Three Bodies (mchog-gling 
bla-sgrub sku-gsum rigs-'dus), referred to on p. 858 below. 
See the Glossary of Enumerations under five kingly treasure-finders. 
The Thartse Khen Rinpoche is one of four preceptors in the Ngorpa 
sub sect of the Sakya tradition; two of these are hereditary positions 
and the others, including that of Thartse, rotate every four years. Since 
no one can hold the office twice, it often would pass into the hands 
of the brother of the previous preceptor. The Sakyapa recognised 
Khyentse Rinpoche himself to be the emanation of an eighteenth-cen
tury Thartse Khen Rinpoche, named Campa Namka Chime. 
On this figure, see Smith's introduction to Kongtrul's Encyclopedia, 
p.30. 
A good introduction to the sub sects of the Sakyapa tradition is given 
by R. M. Davidson in, "The Nor-pa Tradition" Wind Horse 1, 
pp. 79-98. 
Losel Tenkyong of Zhalu (b. 1804) was a particularly close associate 
of Khyentse and Kongtrul, who played an instrumental role in connec
tion with their efforts to revive rare lineages. See Smith's introduction 
to Kongtrul's Encyclopedia, pp. 34-5; and Kapstein, "The Shangs-pa 
bKa' -brgyud: an unknown tradition of Tibetan Buddhism". 
According to the venerable Dezhung Rinpoche, the continuous trans
mission survives for not more than about forty volumes, i.e. less than 
one-fifth of the Tangyur. 
These "Ten Great Pillars" were Thonmi SambhoJa, Vairocana, Kawa 
Peltsek, Cokro Lui Gyeltsen, Zhang Yeshe De, Rincen Zangpo, Drom
tOn Gyelwei Jungne, Ngok Lotsawa Loden Sherap, Sakya Pal).g.ita and 
Go Khukpa Lhetse. They are contrasted with the Eight Pillars who 
Supported the Lineages of Means for Attainment (Khetsun Zangpo 
Rinpoche). 
I.e. smin, grol, rgyab-chos lung. See p. 733, in relation to the lineage 
of transmitted precepts. 
On the political upheavals of the period, refer to T. Tsering, "Nag-ron 
mgon-po rnam-rgyal: A 19th century Khams-pa Warrior" in STC, 
pp. 196-214. Bricks of dried tea were frequently used as currency in 
traditional Tibet. 
The twofold precious enlightened attitude refers to the relative (kun-rdzob) 
enlightened attitude which requires the generation of the four im
measurables, namely, loving kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy 
and equanimity; and the ultimate (don-dam) enlightened attitude which 
affirms the liberation of all sentient beings in the primordially pure 
nature of fundamental reality. Alternatively the term may refer to the 
two aspects of the relative enlightened attitude, namely, aspiration 
(smon-pa) and undertaking or entrance (Jug-pa). See also the Glossary 
of Enumerations. 
The emphasis on freedom from sectarian bigotry upon which Khyentse 
and his followers insisted, has led some scholars to speak of an impartial 
or eclectic (ris-med) movement in nineteenth-century Tibetan Buddh
ism. See especially Smith's introduction to Kongtrul's Encyclopaedia. 
I.e. the "auspicious" tradition of the Ponpo, whose ascetic teachings 
are represented primarily by the sixth of the nine Ponpo vehicles. See 
Tucci, The Religions of Tibet) p. 229. 
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The text incorrectly reads khrid-rgya. . 
These are to be found in the Glossary of ~~um~ratIons. . 
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1188 

1189 

1190 

1191 

1192 
1193 

1194 

This prophecy is found in the Innennost Spmtu.altty of the Accomplzshed 
Master (grub-thob thugs-thig) , which was redIscovered by Khyentse 

Rinpoche. . . . h· h I f 
Khyentse Rinpoche was born in the dIstnct of Ga, wit m t e c an 0 

Nyo during an iron dragon year. . _ 
The'ten-syllable mantra of White Tara .IS o¥ TARE TUTTA~E TURE 
svAHA. See S. Beyer, The Cult of Tara, mdex, p. 533, under Mantra, 

10-syllable, of Tara". 
As communicated by the Author, the three master~ who h~d accomp-
lished immortality were Guru Padmasambhava, VimalamItra and the 

Newar S!lamaflju. 
For the life of Cetstin, see pp. 557-9. . 
This is Khyentse Rinpoche's recension of a treasure dIscovered by 
Jikme Lingpa - the bla-sgrub thig-le rgya-can - from the Innennost 

Spirituality of Longcenpa. 
See above, p. 848. 
This is a new Phukpa calculation; the other schools would read Satur-

day 19 March 1892. .,. 
On the various enumerations of Khyentse Rmpoche s emanatIons, see 
A. Macdonald, Le Ma1J4ala du Maiijusrfmillakalpa, pp. 91-5; and 
Smith's introduction to Kongtrul's Encyclopedia, pp. 73-4 .. 
In addition to Smith's introduction to Kongtrul's Encycl~pedta, already 
referred to, see Jamgon Kongtrtil, The Torch of Certamty, translated 

by Hanson. . . 
Schuh, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der T~betzschen ~a!e~err~chnung, 
p. 80, affirms that the dating for J amgbn . Kongtrul s hfe IS ~o be 
calculated according to the Tshurpu calendncal system. Accordmg to 
new Phukpa his birth would have occurred on Friday 3 December 

1813. 
I.e. "omniscient great paI;Qita". 
Jamgon Kongtrtil has left us a brief account of the n~mes. of the~e 
masters and the studies which he undertook under theIr gUldance m 
the mos-gus rab-byed in nineteen folios. . 
Tsandra Rincen Trak was Kongtrtil's own mam seat. He wrote an 
exceptionally detailed descriptive guide to it entitl~d dpal-spungs yang
khrod tsii-'dra rin-chen brag-gi sgrub-sde'i dkar-chag m one hundred and 

twenty-seven folios. ". . 

1195 
According to Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche, the thIrteen .I~mortal 
awareness-holders" are probably deities in the maI;Qala of AmItayus .. 
Lerap Lingpa or Terton Sogyel (1856-1926) is mention~d, alon~ with 
others as a master of the author of the Ling xylographic recensIOn.of 
the K~sar Epic: R.A. Stein, L'epopee tibitaine de Gesar dans sa verswn 

1196 

1197 

Lamarque de Ling, p. 8. According to Lama SonaI? Topgyel,. he was 
also responsible for uncovering the 1899 plot agamst the Thiroteent~ 
Dalai Lama, on which see n. 1036 above; and Shakabpa, Tzbet: 

Political History, p. 195. . 
The visit of those aristocrats was ill-timed. The se~recy of the deCIpher-
ment was interrupted, the commitments were VIolated and Khyentse 
Rinpoche fell ill in consequence. 

1198 

1199 
1200 

1201 

1202 

1203 

1204 

1205 

1206 

1207 

1208 
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On the four empowennents, see the Glossary of Enumerations; and 
Fundamentals, p. 360. The vase empowerment (bum~dbang) reveals the 
emanational buddha-body. The secret empowerment (gsang-dbang) re
v~als the buddha-body of perfect rapture through practices associated 
Wit? the energy channels, currents and seminal points, the latter of 
whIch are al~o kno.wn as :'e~lightened mind" (byang-sems). The empow
erment of dlscernmg pnstme cognition (shes-rab ye-shes-kyi dbang) re
v~al.s the buddha-body of reality through awareness symbolised by the 
<;lakm!. The fourth empowerment of word and meaning (tshig-don-gyi 
~bang) reveals the essential buddha-body through the meditative prac
tIces of the Great Perfection. 
The scorpions are the emblem of Dorje TroW. 
Rakta, "blood", is a sacramental substance symbolic of passion trans
muted into enlightened involvement in the world. Its miraculous over
flow is a portent of boundless enlightened activity. 
Again this is a Tshurpu calculation; according to new Phukpa, Jamgon 
Kongtrtil would have passed away on Saturday 27 January 1900. 
Schuh, l!ntersuchungen zur Geschichte der Tibetischen Kalenderrechung, 
p. 80, gIves 29 December 1899 but this is equivalent to the twenty
s~venth day of the eleventh Tibetan month; our text has the twenty
SIxth of the eleventh month. Smith gives 1899 in Kongtrul's Encyc
lopedia, p. 2. 
A synonym for the western Buddha-field of SukhavaH, or a metaphor 
for the. peac~ of enlightenment that is great bliss. See Jikme Lingpa, 
Narratzve Hzstory of the Precious Collected Tantras of the Ancient Trans
lation School (rnying-ma rgyud-'bum-gyi rtogs-brjod), p. 364: bde-ba chen
po shanti-pu-ri grong-khyer. 
I.e. ema~ations of °Mafljunatha (MafljusrI): 'jam-mgon mkhyen-kong 
rnam-gnyzs. 
L?ter Wangpo (1847-1914), a leading Sakyapa disciple of Khyentse 
Rmpoche, played a major role in the redaction and publication of 
GDKT and the Exposition of the Path and Fruit on Behalf of the Closest 
Studen~s (lam- 'bras slob-bshad) , encyclopaedic compilations of teachings 
belongmg t~ the vehicle of indestructible reality as preserved by the 
new translatIon schools, with the Sakyapa foremost among them. 
For much valuable data, refer to S. D. Goodman, "Mi-pham rgya
mtsho: an account of his life, the printing of his works, and the structure 
of his treatise entitled Mkhas pa'i tshulla 'jug pa'i sgo" Wind Horse 1, 
pp. 58-78. Aspects of his philosophical thought are discussed in M. 
Kapstein, "Mi-pham'sTheory ofInterpretation" in Reason's Traces· and 
in J. Pettit, The Beacon of Certainty. ' 
The pil~ rites. (ril-bu'i las-sbyor) performed by Mipham Rinpoche in 
connectIon with the propitiation of MafljusrI are practised so as to 
realise the ?rdinary accomplishments, e.g. during times of eclipse. 
These practIces are described in detail in GTKT, Vol. II, pp. 70-137. 
"Exegetical transmission" (bshad-lung). This refers to the initiation into 
the study of a text by hearing the master recite it, along with occasional 
explanation of particular points of difficulty. 
On the Nyarong disturbances of the 1860s, see GT, p. 183, n. 627; 
E. Teichm~n, Travels of a Consular Officer in East Tibet, p. 5; and 
Tsering, "Nag-ron mgon-po rnam-rgyal: A 19th Century Khams-pa 
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Warrior", pp. 196-214. The five clans of N yarong were unified after 
1837 by Gonpo Namgyel. In 1860 they invaded and conquered Derge 
and Hor-khog. In 1862 the rebellion was suppressed by Lhasa. 

1209 sa-ris is an arithmetical calculation performed, not with the aid of an 
abacus, but traced in sand. 

1210 "Bean-sprout rites" (mak~a'i las-sbyor) are those in which the ~antra 
of White MafijusrI is recited while a dark-brown mak~aka bean IS held 
in the mouth. If the bean sprouts, this is a sign of successful accomplish-

1211 

1212 

1213 

1214 

1215 

1216 

1217 
1218 

1219 

1220 

1221 

1222 

1223 

1224 

ment. 
On Mipham's association with Peltriil Rinpoche, and his contribution 
to the study of the ninth chapter of the Introduction to the Conduct of 
a Bodhisattva, see E. G. Smith's introduction to Mi-pham's Brgal-lan. 
Cf. also, K. Lipman, "A Controversial Topic from Mipham's Analysis 
ofSantaraksita'sMadhyamakalal?2kara" Windhorse 1 (1981), pp. 40-57. 
Teachings based on MafijusrI in the forms of Lord of Life, Iron-like 
and Iron-evil are common to various means for attainment. But see 
also the entry under Mafijusrf Lord of Life, Iron-like and Iron-evil, in 
the first part of the Bibliography. 
The basic documents for the study of their dispute have been published 
in Mi-pham's Rablan; and Pari Rapsel, Ju-lan ga-bur chu-rgyun. The 
former has an excellent introduction by Smith. 
For the kaptse (gab-rtse) diagrams, derived from Chinese geomancy, see Funda-
mentals, p. 104; and G. Dorje, Tibetan Elemental Divination Paintings~ ~p. 63-4. 
I.e. he was a Nyingmapa who was learned in the new tradmons, but 
not an adherent of these traditions himself (Tulku Thondup Rinpoche). 
This quotation is derived from both the Oral Transmission ~f Ma~jusrf, 
and Ngari PaI).cen, Ascertainment of the Three Vows. See lIsted m the 
first part of the Biblography. 
See Fundamentals, pp. 335-45. 
On the "cloud-mass wheel of syllables" (yi-ge 'khor-lo tshogs) , see 
n. 1143 above. For an explanation and discussion of the significance 
of syllables in the vehicle of indestructible reality, see Longcenpa, 
Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, Chs. 4-5, pp. 170-224 
(GGFTC, pp. 550-631). 
Abhirati (mngon-dga') is the eastern Buddha-field of Ak~obhya; see 
Fundamentals, p. 128. . 
As stated below, Mipham suffered from a violent nervous aIlment 
Ckhrugs-nad). Indeed, extant samples of his ha~dwr~tin~ reveal a de-
terioration until, in his last year, they become enurely IllegIble (Khenpo 
Sangye Tenzin). Ak~obhya, the "unshakeable", was invoked to coun-

teract this malady. 
On the appearance of seminal points of rainbow light through the 
practice of All-Surpassing Realisation, see Fundam~ntals, pp. ~37-4~. 
In connection with Shambhala, see the propheuc declaraUons CIted 
by the Author, p. 960. On Shambhala in general, refer to Bernbaum, 
The Way to Shambhala. 
Zhecen Gyeltsap (d. c. 1926) was with K.he~cen I:Cunza~g Pel~en 
(c. 1870 - c. 1940) largely responsible ~or co~unumg Mipham s teachmg 
tradition. His collected works occupIed thIrteen volumes. . . 
I.e. Katok Situ Choki Gyamtso, the author of An Account of a Ptlgnmage 
to Central Tibet During the Years 1918 to 1920. 
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1225 Andzom Drukpa, a leading adept of the Great Perfection, was the 
publisher of very fine blockprint editions of the works of Longcenpa 
and many other major Nyingmapa texts. 

1226 Trupwang SakyasrI (1853-1919), an adherent of both the Nyingmapa 
and Drukpa Kagyupa traditions, was one of the most influential trea
sure-finders during the early decades of the present century. 

1227 Repkong district in the province of Amdo has long enjoyed the repu
tation of a major centre of Nyingma practice. See TH, pp. 570-5. 
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1228 

1229 

1230 

1231 

1232 
1233 

1234 

1235 

1236 

1237 

1238 

1239 

1240 

1241 
1242 

1243 

1244 

On the Indestructible Nucleus of Inner Radiance Cod-gsa I rdo-rje 
snying-po), see p. 448, and Fundamentals, p. 115, where it is explained 
as the dimension of the buddha-body of reality (chos-sku). 
The twenty-four lands are those enumerated in the Hevajra Tantra, 
Pt. 1, Ch. 7, vv. 12-17. See the Glossary of Enumerations for their 
exact names. 
This and the following quotations from Rongzompa are said to be 
taken from his Commentary on the Secret Nucleus (dkon-mchog 'grei). 
The expression "high and low" doctrinal centres refers respectively to 
those at Lhasa and Samye (Lama Sonam Topgyel). 
Literally drawn from the under-arm pocket of the Tibetan garment. 
Nalanda Translation Committee, The Life of Marpa the Translator, 
p. 37, provides the standard account of this incident. 
Orgyenpa Rincenpel (1230-1309) is renowned as a master of the 
Nyingma, Kagyu and Kalacakra traditions. The precise source of the 
following quotation remains unidentified. 
On this figure, see p. 758, n. 995 above; and G. Roerich, Biography 
of Dharmasvamin. 
Concerning Orgyenpa's journey to O<;l<;liyana, consult Tucci, Travels 
of Tibetan Pilgrims in the Swat Valley. 
The text reads bhe-ha-ra (Skt. vihara). For an introduction to the 
Newar Buddhist establishments of the Kathmandu Valley, see Mac
donald and Stahl, Newar Art, pp. 7lff. 
These charges appear to have originated as early as the eleventh cen
tury, i.e. in the polemics of the Guge prince Photrang Zhiwa-o. See 
Karmay, "King TsalDza and Vajrayana", p. 204. For the detailed 
Nyingma response, see below, pp. 911-13. 
The following two quotations correspond closely to passage 076 of 
Atisa's biography, as edited in Eimer, Rnam tharrgyaspa, Vol. 2, p. 53. 
Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, p. 332. India here refers only 
to the Magadha heartland. 
On Mahadeva, see p. 429. 
Concerning the dispute about the Non-Dual Victor, see Blue Annals, 
p. 417, n. 4. 
On Sakya Chokden (1428-1507) and his many contributions to 
philosophical controversy in Tibet, see Kuijp, Contributions to the De
velopment of Tibetan Buddhist Epistemology, pp. 10-22. 
This refers to Sakya PaI).<;lita's confirmation of the authenticity of these 
tantras, on which see pp. 710-16. 
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. nd other major works of Comden 1 . P:l 
1245 The rgyud-sde spYl-rnam a d Puton does list Sakya PaD-gita s 

Reldri ~ave only recently beene~~c;eV~jrakfla (rdo-rje phur-ba rtsa-ba'i 
translation of the Root Fraftm: h 373 1 4 

. h· d 'bum-gyl dkar-c ag, p. ,.. . b 
dum-bu) In IS rgyu - . ferred to as the abridged ver~IOn e-

1246 The Kiilacakra. ~antra IS ~l~et~:t the longer unabridged verSIOn was 
cause it is tradltlonally h _ p.. holds that the long version had . d· Jambudvlpa uton B 
not transmltte In Ob··ll History of Buddhism by u-ston, twelve thousand verses; see erm1 er, 

Pt. 2, p. 170. -h _ en's view of conduct is that 
1247 A standard accou~1t of Hoshan~ .Mo

b 
°lu_ston Pt. 2, p. 193: "if one 

of Obermiller, Hzstory of Budd Ism ~ t~ blissful or evil births 
. . nful deeds one comes . . commit~ vIrtues or SI wa th~ deliverance from Sar?sara IS Impos-

(respectIvely). In ~uch a y. diments to the attamment of Budsible, and there WIll be always Impe 

dhahood.". 1 ations of the doctrinal wheel, see 
1248 On the three turnIngs. or p~omu ~ see Fundamentals, pp. 76 and 

pp. 423-5. For .a.detallle:d d~~~~i~~~~'SignifiCance, see Fundamentals, 153-5. On prOVISIOna a 

pp. 187-90. h w translation schools is tradition-
1249 The view held by adherent.s of t ~. ne f tantra and the dialectics are 

ally one in which the phIlosop Ies
h 
~ the view of the Great Perfection . ted The Author here asserts t a Integra . . 

is central to this inte~ratIon. d common to all the Buddhist 
1250 The texts which have Just been quhote afe

sive 
property of the tradition 

. . T·bet They are not t e exc u d 
traditions In 1. . ·b t d to Hoshang Mo-ho-yen, an 
of Chinese Ch'an .Buddhism a}tr~ u~reat Perfection. Hence the con
their view is identIcal to tha~? ted on this point cannot be 

f h . us tradltlons concerne vergence 0 t e vano f of them. 
taken as evidence of error on the par~ 0 a~~he Great Perfection into 

1251 I.e. deviation (gol-sa). from th~ trUt~:l,~~u~ experiences" (nyams-bzhi) 
that of the low~r vehlc1e~, or Intod non-conceptualisation, which can 
of bliss, emptIness, radIance an 1 294-310 

d·· See Fundamenta s, pp. . 1.. 
mislead me ItatIon. .. . f All-Surpassing Rea IsatIon. 1252 This refers to the medItative practices 0 

I p 337-45. 64 See F undamenta s, p . . I . d· Fundamentals, p. 1 . 
1253 Unidentified. This passage IS a so cln~ l~chools 

dh t of the new trans atIon ~. -··k - h· h 1254 I.e. the a eren sA.' Bodhimargapradfpapanp a, w IC 
1255 This quotation is drawn. from t~~'a vv 56-8. See R. Sherburne, SJ 

comments on the Bodhlpathapra tP,· 151 
L fi the Path and Commentary, p.. b h 

(trans.), A amp or _ .k Madhyamaka as interpreted y t e 
1256 On the view of the Svatantn a- 162-4. 

Nyingma tradition, ~e.e Funfdd~ment:~:r~~or_rtogsye_shes), see Funda-1257 On the pristine cogmtIOn 0 Iscern 

mentals, p. 14!. . . " r "great liberation from extremes" 1258 "Great liberatlon from lImns 0 334 

(mtha'-grol chen-po): se.e F~nda;;ent~ls, ia~fsva~rttih as a comment on 
1259 Quoted by Nagarjuna In Vlgra avyavar .., 

v.28. . . n" seeFundamentals,pp.71-2. 
1260 On "expressed. meanmg and expre~~~fe;tion are given in the Glossary 1261 These categones from the Great 

of Enumerations. 

1262 

1263 

1264 
1265 
1266 

1267 
1268 

1269 

1270 

1271 

1272 
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Sakya PaJ:l<iita, AnalysIS oJ the Three Vows (sdom-gsum-gyi rab-tu dbye
ba'i bstan-bcos, Gangtok edn.), fo1. 62b6. 

Refer to sGam-po-pa, The Jewel Ornament oJ Liberation, p. 216. 
Though Gampopa did indeed introduce material from the Great Seal 
tradition in the Context of the transcendental perfection of discriminat_ 
ive awareness, he never maintained that the two could be fully assimi
lated one to the other, as his critics sometimes claim. 
On "seals", see Fundamentals, p. 356. 

On the term "nucleus of the sugata", see Fundamentals, pp. 169ff. 
On the empowerments according to the Anuyoga teachings, see Fun
damentals, pp. 364-5. 

On the tenth level, Cloud of Doctrine, see Fundamentals, p. 117. 
UT7Jakefa (mdzod-spu J is the circle of hair between the eyes of a buddha, 
from which rays of light emanate. 

The "empowerment of great light rays" is discussed in Fundamentals, p. 142. 

On the first level, the Joyful (rab-tu dga'-ba, Skt. Pramoda), see Fun
damentals, pp. 281-2; and sGam-po-pa, The Jewel Ornament of Liberation, pp. 240-2. 

Orpiment is "yellow arsenic Powder" (ba-biaJ. According to gso-rig 
snying-bsdud skya-rengs gsar-pa, p. 251, this substance is medically 
applied for the prevention of decay and epidemics. It can be taken as 
a treatment for anything from a swelling goitre to a festering Wound, 
and is even nowadays used as an antidote for mercury poisoning. 

1273 
1274 

On the three higher empowerments, see the Glossary of Enumerations; 
and Fundamentals, p. 360. 
On this rivalry, see p. 643. 

The Jour Jaults attributed to the "Secret Nucleus" are listed in the Glossary 
of Enumerations. Go Lhetse probably published this critique in his 
oft -mentioned Broadside ( , byams-yig), on which see sngags log sun- 'byin
gyi skor, pp. 18-25. The traditional refutations of Lhetse's charges are 
given below. Cf. also Scholar's Feast oJ Doctrinal History, pp. 179ff; 
Jikme Lingpa, rgyud-'bum 'dri-lan, pp. 281£f.; and Sodokpa Lodro 
Gyeltsen, rgyal-dbang kanna-pa mi-bskyod rdo-rjes gsang-sngags rnying
ma-ba-rnams-la dri-ba'i chab-shog gnang-ba'i dris-lan lung-dang rig-pa'i 
'brug-sgra, in . Collected Writings of Sog-bzlog-pa, Vol 2, p. 33. 1275 

1276 

1277 

1278 
1279 

1280 

1281 

See above, p. 891. 

The follOWing reproduces almost the entire text of this short work, as 
preserved in the Collected Writings of Sog-bzlog-pa, Vol. 1, pp. 524-6. 
To help clarify the complex embedding of quotations found here, all 
passages from the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus itself are in italics. 
For the five empowerments and three realities which are referred to in 
the Context of the Secret Nucleus, see the Glossary of Enumerations. 
dkyil- 'khor-gyi gtso-bo 'pho-bar bya-ba. 

The Scholar's Feast of Doctrinal History, p. 180, cites this as Prajiiii
sutra'!l trikra~ati. 

The passage which follows is cited, too, in the Collected Writings of 
Sog-bzlog-pa, Vol. 1, pp. 519-20. Sodokpa however rejects the possi
bility of treating the Nyingmapa tantras as treatises. 
I.e. even if their Indian origins are suspect, they can be held to be 
authoritative treatises so long as they are shown to conform to normal 
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1282 

1283 

1284 
1285 

1286 

1287 

1288 

1289 

1290 
1291 
1292 

doctrinal criteria. The problem here alluded to is discussed in some 
detail in the contribution of Davidson to Buswell, Buddhist Apocryphya; 
and in Kapstein, "The Purificatory Gem and Its Cleansing: A Late 
Tibetan Polemical Discussion of Apocryphal Texts". 
According to Taranatha, History of Buddhism in Ind~a, p. 302, the Red 
Master (atsara dmar-po) was a student of RatnavaJra named Guhya
prajft.a. The Blue-skirted Pa1).<;iita is mentioned in Blue Annals, p. 6~7. " 
Refer to Karmay, "The Ordinance of Lha Bla-ma. Y e-~hes- od , 
pp. 150-62; idem, "An Open Letter by Pho-brang Zhl-ba- od ~o the 
Buddhists of Tibet" The Tibet Journal V, 3 (1980), pp. 3-28; and Idem, 
"A Discussion on the Doctrinal Position ofrDzogs-chen from the 10th 
to the 13th centuries" Journal Asiatique (1975), pp. 147-56. 
On the rainbow body, see n. 528; and Fundamentals, pp. 336-7,341-2. 
This occurrence aroused considerable controversy in Tibet at the time, 
and receives detailed discussion in Mipham Rinpoche, gzhan-stong 

khas-len seng-ge'i nga-ro, fols. 18b3ff. , .. . 
Dtijom Lingpa (1835-1904) was the Author s prevlO~s mcarnatIon. He 
was one of the most prolific treasure-finders of mneteenth-century 
Kham. See his biography in Perna Lungtok Gyatso et aI., gter-chen 
chos-kyi rgyal-po khrag-'ihung bdud- 'joms gling-pa'i rnam-thar zhal-

gsungs-ma. . 
This is the great Ponpo scholar, Shardza Trashl Gyeltsen (1859-1935), 
on whom see Karmay, The Treasury of Good Sayings, especially 
pp. xv-xvi; Shardza, Heart Drops of the Dharmak~ya. 
Probably this is Kopo Kelzang Gyeltsen, mentIoned by Karmay, The 

Treasury of Good Sayings, p. xvi. 
This was the father of the late lama Jurme Drakpa (d. 1975) of Jore 
Bungalow, Darjeeling, who was a well-known meditation ma~ter. For 
an account of the father's miraculous death, see Trungpa Rmpoche, 

Born in Tibet, pp. 95-6. 
See pp. 714-16. 
mtho-ris dang nges-legs. . 
Santigupta (late fifteenth to early sixteenth cent~r~) was a South IndIan 
yogin who preserved and transmitted the sUrVl~mg precepts ?f seven 
successive lineages. These traditions and SantIgupta's ow~ lIfe for~. 
the subject-matter of Taranatha's bka'-babs bdun-ldan-fOl.l r~ud-pa 1 

rnam-thar, translated by Templeman in The Seven Instructzon Lzneages. 

See also p. 504 and n. 532. . , 

1293 
According to the standard traditional account, Nup. was Mllarep~. s 
master only in sorcery. His master in the Great PerfectIon was ~o~~to~ 
Lhaga. See Lhalungpa, The Life of Milarepa, p. 42; and Martm, Th 

1294 
1295 
1296 

1297 

1298 

1299 

Teachers of Mi-la-ras-pa". . 
The text erroneously reads Ba Selnang for Khon Ltilwangpo. 
Santideva, Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisatt~a, Ch. 9, v. 2~·e 
AlakavatI (leang-lo-can) is the abode of yak~~~ presIded over by t 
Lord of Secrets, Vajrapa1).i in the form of Valsrava1).a. or Kub;.ra. 
Pancen Lozang Choki Gyeltsen, dge-ldan bka' -brgyud rzn-po-che 1 phyag-

che~ rtsa-ba rgyal-ba'i gzhung-lam, fo1. 2~4-5. 3 
Asvottama (rta-mchog) or Asvavarapada m Pag Sam J.0~ Zang, p. 9 , 
is said to have been the teacher of Vi1).apa from O<;i<;ilyana. . .. 
One treasure has perhaps been omitted in this quotatIon, whIch IS III 
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any.case unl?catable in the extant SUlra which Genuinely Comprises the 
En~lre Doctrzne (n.harmasarrz~'itisutra, P 904, Vol. 36, pp. 1-45). Alter
natIvely, the totalIty of the lIst may be counted as its tenth member 
Saky~. Pa1).<;iita's principle targets were the "heresies" of the Drigun~ 
Kagyu and Tshelpa Kagyti, both of which sought to resolve the com
plexities of the doctrine by insisting on a single quintessential 
metaphor: the "single intention" (dgongs-pa gcig) in the case of the 
former, and the "one purity that achieves all" (dkar-po gcig-thub) in 
the case of the latter. 
This .refers to Milarepa's insistence that Gampopa, during their first 
meetmg, abandon monastic rules by partaking of ale. See Chang, The 
Hundred Thousand Songs of Milarepa, Vol. 2, p. 473. 
The text erroneously reads "four golden doctrines" (gser-chos bzhi), 
though five are properly enumerated. See the Glossary of Enumera
tions; and Kapstein, "The Shangs-pa bKa'-brgyud: an unknown trad
ition of Tibetan Buddhism", pp. 138-44. The basic Shangpa texts are 
found in the Peking edition of the Tangyur, but not in the Derge edition. 
On Yakde Pa1).cen (1299-1378) and Rongton Sheja Ktinzi (1367-1449), 
see Blue Annals, pp. 339-40, 532-6, 1080-1. It is clear that Yakde 
Pa~cen, who predeceased the publication of Tsongkapa's (1357-1419) 
ma~or .works, cannot be counted as a critic of the latter. Most likely 
he IS lIsted here owing to his association with the tradition of Tolpopa 
(see n. 1309 below), whom Tsongkapa vehemently opposed, and be
cause Rongton, who was Tsongkapa's first great critic, was educated 
in his school. The atta~ks on Tsongkapa launched by Korampa Sonam 
Senge (1429-89) and Sakya Chokden (1428-1507) were, on the other 
hand, so threatening to the Gelukpa establishment that their writings 
were banned in Central Tibet. The works of Korampa were eventually 
re-~ssembled and published in Derge during the eighteenth century, 
whIle those of Sakya Chokden were preserved only in Bhutan. Taklung 
Lotsawa, the last named critic of Tsongkapa, is Taktsang Lotsawa 
Sherap Rincen (b. 1405), who has been the target of particularly 
rigorous refutation by later Gelukpa masters. See Kuijp, Contributions 
to the Development of Tibetan Buddhist Epistemology, p. 16, n. 46; and 
J. Hopkins, Meditation on Emptiness, passim. 
The source of the quotation is unidentified. Remdawa Zhonu Lodro 
(1349-1412), a Sakyapa, was a foremost teacher of Tsongkapa. See 
Blue Annals, pp. 339-40, 349, 1075. 
This quotation is attributed to the Broadside of Go Lhetse. See n. 1274 
above. 
I.e. by sublime bodhisattvas who have yet to realise the buddha level. 
This incident connected with BUddhajft.anapada is mentioned in 
Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, p. 279. 
Karmapa VIII, Mikyo Dorje's (1507-54) disagreements with earlier 
~ar~a Kagyti masters have not yet received scholarly attention. On 
hIS dIsputes with the Gelukpa school, see P. Williams, "A Note on 
Some Aspects of Mi Bskyod Rdo Rje's Critique of Dge Lugs Pa 
Madhyamaka" lIP 11 (1983), pp. 124-45; and on those with the Nying
mapa, see Kapstein, "The Purificatory Gem and Its Cleansing: A late 
Tibetan Polemical Discussion of Apocryphal Texts", n. 39. 
On Tolpopa Sherap Gyeltsen (1292-1361) and his doctrine of "extrinsic 
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1321 See pp. 512-16. 
1322 On Gongpo ('gong-po) spirits, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and 

Demons of Tibet, pp. 168-70. For Tamsi (dam-sri) demons, ibid., 
pp. 119, 284, 300-1, 469, 577-8. On Gyelpo (rgyal-po) and Senmo 
(bsen-mo) spirits who respectively manifest through anger and attach
ment, refer to the same source, pp. 233-6 for the former, and pp. 385, 
396 for the latter. 

1323 Cf. Santideva, Introduction to the Conduct of a Bodhisattva, Ch. 1, vv. 
35-6. 
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1324 On the Auspicious Aeon (bskal-pa bzang-po, Skt. Bhadrakalpa) and 
the reason why the Teacher, Sakyamuni Buddha, is referred to as the 
Fourth Guide, see p. 409 and nn. 378-9 above. 

1325 The Gelukpa tradition identifies Vasubandhu's Conquest of Objections 
with Daql~!rasena's Commentary on the Hundred Thousand Line Trans
cendental Perfection, and maintains that the author of this work was 
solely Daql~!rasena. Cf. Lessing and Wayman, Mkhas Grub Rje's Fun
damentals of the Buddhist Tantras, p. 97. In the Nyingmapa view these 
are regarded as two separate treatises (Nyoshul Khenpo). 

1326 One great aeon is said to contain eighty smaller aeons. See also 
n. 1380 below. 

1327 The "third wheel of definitive significance" is explained at length in 
Fundamentals, pp. 169-217. 

1328 The dating given here for Sakyamuni Buddha and all dates from the 
Indian period follow the Kalacakra reckoning which is based on scrip
tural authority and prophetic declaration. Thus there is a divergence 
of approximately four hundred years between this traditional dating 
of the Buddha's life and that favoured by modern historical scholars, 
i.e. c. 563 to 483 BC. A. Bareau, "La Date du Nirval).a" Journal Asiatique 
(1953), pp. 27-52, tabulates over fifty traditional calculations of the 
year of the Buddha's nirval).a, ranging from about 2100 BC to 265 Be. 

1329 A~a4ha (chu-stod) is the sixth month of the Tibetan year, corresponding 
to July/August. 

1330 According to the Kalacakra system of astrological calculation, earth
time is divided into cycles of sixty years known as rab-byung. Each of 
the sixty years within a single cycle has a distinctive name, but may 
also be referred to by a combination of twelve animals (hare, dragon, 
snake, horse, sheep, monkey, bird, dog, pig, mouse, ox and tiger) 
with the five elements (fire, earth, iron, water and wood). This latter 
system accords with elemental divination ('byung-rtsis) derived from 
Chinese traditions. Thus don-drub or the earth sheep year is the fifty
third within the sexagenary cycle. See Schuh, Untersuchungen zur Ge
schichte der Tibetischen Kalenderrechnung, pp. 144-5. 

1331 The month of Vaisakha (sa-ga) is the fourth month of the Tibetan 
year, corresponding to May/June. 

1332 drag-po or the iron monkey year is the fifty-fourth in the sexagenary 
cycle. See Schuh, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der Tibetischen Kalen
derrechnung, pp. 144-5. 
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11 ' pusya see n 1088. 
1333 On the conste auon . . , h . th corresponding to November/ 
1334 Karttika (smin-drug) IS the tent mon , 

December. . the twenty-second year in the 
1335 kun-'dzin, or the earth mouse year, IS 

sexagenary Cfurycl~ di' ded into twelve two-hour periods, known as ~hyim 
1336 The days are er v~ f th twelve animals in the aforementIOned 

or dus-tshad, and nafmthe a twe~u1; fall approximately between midnight and 
uence The hour 0 e ox . D" 89 seq . . G D . Tibetan Elemental Divinatwn razntzngs, p. . 

2 a.m. ~e~ chart m
h 

d)' . one, -fifth of a two-hour period, i.e. twenty-four 
1337 A ghafIka (chu-ts a IS one 

minutes: 1 e the recise duration of each promul-
1338 For vanoUs attempts to cadlcu a~ 1 wPheel see Obermiller, History of 

. ing of the octnna, 1 h gatIon or turn 2 46-52 puton himself rejects al suc 
Buddhism by Bu-ston, Pt. ,pP·. . 

ff 1 king any authontatIve source. d' 
e orts as ac. . h f the Tibetan year, correspon mg to 

1339 Caitra (nag) IS. the thIrd mont ~ mid-spring month (dpyid-zla 'bring
April/May: It IS also known as t e f calculation. The chart of the 
po) accordmg to the Phukpa Systr 0 zur Geschichte der Tibetischen 
twelve months in SchU~6 U~~~~~c t~:g~~rrespondences between their 
Kalenderrechnung, p. 1.' and the constellations. 
seasonal names, the ammals . the fourteenth in the sexagenary 

1340 The iron dragon year (rnamh-gnon) IS Geschichte der Tibetischen Kalen
cycle; see Schuh, Untersuc ungen zur 
derrechnung, p. 144. P 2 107 

1341 Obermiller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, t. ,p. . 
'd . month see n. 1339 above. . 

1342 On the ml -spn?-g fif h th of the Tibetan year, correspondmg 
1343 Jyai~~ha (snron) IS the 1 t mon 

to June/July. . f 2839 2815, 2744 and 
1344 The Author concurs. that the ca~culauo:sr~ hs are' accurate and that 

2743 given here and m the follo:vmg par g . P 2838 2814, 2743 and 
the calculations given in the TIbetan text, l.e. , 

2742 years, are at fault: A' ka came to the throne in about 269 
1345 According to recent estImates, so I d' 53 The most thorough 

Be. See Basham, The ~onder th~t was n la, p. ·L. E ermont, The 
treatment of the qu~stIon remams t~a~ o~~~r~~he pe;i~d of Asoka's 
Chronology of the ReIgn of AsokAa Mo Yd'in n 1328 above, the dating 
rule is given as 268-233 BC. s ~t~te . 

. . b ed on tradItIOnal sources. 
given m our text IS as h ld read 401st year (not 400th). 

1346 The Author conc~rs. that t~e tex~ ~ ou t modern historians to have 
Nagarjuna's florUlt IS consldere Y mos 
occurred during the second cen~~~ C~. held to precede the birth of 

1347 1 BC is, of course,. the y~a~~: ~~~~~:n ~ext, assimilating the Christian 
Jesus, not that of hIS. deat. T'b phasis on the date of death, 
calendrical convenuon to the 1 etan em 
erroneously reads 'das-lo for 'khrungs-lo. C rected with the Author'S 

1348 The text erroneously reads 619 years. or 

approval. . . the duration of Sakyamuni Buddha's 
1349 According to thIS calculauon, d' 'd d into ten periods of 

teaching is held to be five thoUsa~d year~, dl~~e~e was a profusion of 
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period of non-returners and the third, the period of stream-entry. 
Those three periods together are called the Age of Fruition or enlighten
ment. In the fourth period there is a predominance of discriminative 
awareness, therefore it is so called. The fifth is called the period of 
contemplation and the sixth, that of moral discipline. Those three 
periods together are called the Age of Attainment. The next three 
periods of Abhidharma, Sutra and Vinaya are collectively known as 
the Age of Transmission. The tenth and final period is called the Age 
of Convention or symbols because at that point the actual practice of 
the path will be lost, and only conventional tokens of the renunciate 
ordination (pravajyii) will remain. See Rikdzin Lhtindrup's Hindi 
translation of the History, Ch. 8, n. 21; HBI, pp. 210-22; and Ober
miller, History of Buddhism by Bu-ston, Pt. 2, pp. 102-5. 

1350 There is much disagreement in Tibetan and other sources concerning 
the year of birth and life-span of King Songtsen Gampo. A fine survey 
of the problem is given by H. E. Richardson in "How old was Srong 
btsan sgam po?" Bulletin of Tibetology 2, 1 (1965). Richardson con
cludes that the king was born in the period from 609 to 613 and died 
in 650. For the traditional account of his longevity, see also Dudjom 
Rinpoche, rgyal-rabs, pp. 129-51. 

l351 As stated below by the Author, p. 959, the absence of systematic 
accounts of the period between the fall of the dynasty (846) and the 
revitalisation of the teaching in the late tenth century has led to consid
erable confusion in Tibetan dating of the imperial period. In essence, 
the problem consists in determining just how many sixty-year cycles 
elapsed during the Age of Fragmentation. To compensate for past 
miscalculations, one must subtract sixty years from each of the dates 
given for the period from 790 to 953. Thus, Trhisong was born not 
in 790 but in 730, i.e. 90 and not 150 years after Songtsen Gampo 
had founded the Jokhang. In 750 Samye was founded. In 767 the 
"seven who were tested" were initiated. In 804 Guru Padmasambhava 
left Tibet. In 806 Trhi Relpacen was born. In 832 Lacen Gongpa 
Rapsel was born. In 841 the persecution began. In 846 Langdarma 
was assassinated. In 869 the kingdom disintegrated; and in 893 Lume 
returned to Central Tibet. The Author concurs in this respect with 
Shakabpa and other modern Tibetan historians who have made this 
adjustment. Even with this adjustment, however, the dating for the 
period remains problematic - e.g. Stein, Tibetan Civilization, p. 60, 
gives 775 as the foundation of Samye; and Richardson assigns the 
reign of Langdarma to the period from 836 to 842. For a compendium 
ofthe traditional chronologies, see Tshe-brtan Zhabs-drung, bstan-rtsis 
kun-las btus-pa. 

1352 Cf. Blue Annals, pp. 60-7. It is clear that Lacen did not visit Central 
Tibet in person, and that Lume is intended. Six men of Central Tibet 
and Tsang are usually spoken of, rather than ten. As Roerich indicates 
in the same source, p. xviii, the date, whether calculated as 893 or 
953 is problematic. 

1353 The Shangpa Kagyti historical tradition maintains that Khyungpo Nel
jor was born in a tiger year and lived for 150 years. The tiger year in 
question is usually said to be 978 or 990. In any case, Khyungpo was 
certainly active as late as the early twelfth century. See Kapstein, "The 
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K r edition of the present lStory, p. . 
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Annals, pp. 659-64 an n. . 
cycle; see also n. 1359 .below. 24 96 r 1136-1204; see n. 995 for an 

1358 Nyang-rel's dates are eIther 11 - 0 

explanation.. Ch" ng and Como Menmo here in 
1359 Our text wrongl:, mcludesu~u~~ inc~::ed in the fifth, as explained in 

the fourth cycle, they.sh~ 1 L' . Repa has been reassigned to the 
nn. 1002 and 1022. SImIlar y mgje h l' d from 1161 to 1211 

h'l T' pa Gyare, WOlve 
third cycle, ": 1 e S;~g he fifth cycle where he has been mistakenly 
bel?ngs here, mstead 0 m t .664-70; and Aris, Bhutan, p. 165. The 
assIgned. See Blue Annals:. pp (1189-1258), who, in turn, taught 
latter was a teacher of Gotsangpa 

Orgyenpa (1230-1309k k ' 'nvasion given erroneously in the third 
1360 The episode of Dorta a po s 1 h f 'th cycle' see n. 1009. This of 

cycle should be transferred to t e our. l' 
, M 1 rather than Chmese ru e. 

course refers to ongo d from 1235 to 1349. See Snellgrov~ 
1361 The Sakya ascendancy endu~e if Tibet .148-9; C.W. Cassinelh 

and Richardson, A Cult~ral Hl~Ot~ ~ l"tY' -}ie Political System of Sa 
and R.B. Ekvall, A Tlb~ta~ n;~~t~c~l 'History, pp. 61-72. For the 
sKya' and Shakabpa, Tlbet. A . W r "The First Mongol 

, f h riod in partlcular, see y Ie, .. 
chronology 0 t. e pe. d'" H Franke, "Tibetans in Yu~n 
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China" in J. D. Lang OlS e . , A Cha ter of the Red Annals" 
Inaba, "The Lineage of the Sa skya pa, P, Bunko 22 (1963), pp. 
in Memoirs of the Research Department of Toyo 
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f 1349 to 1435. See the accounts m a , 203-19. 
rom dG T i Debt'erdmarpogsarma,pP· 
History, pp. 73-90; an .. uC~' d in the dating of Thangtong Gyelpo, 

1363 Concerning the problems mvo ve 
refer to n. 1078. , . t ation successively governed Tibet 

1364 Four kings of the Rinpung :~m~·~et. A Political History, pp. 86-90. 
from 1435 to 1565. See Sha a pa, 1 Lhlindrup Gyamtso, the founder 

1365 The Three Gyamtsos were Phukpa G nd Sangye Gyamtso. 
of the old Phukpa school, Khed~p h ~~~t~~ra Tibetischen Kalender
See Schuh, Untersuchungen zur esc lC 

rechnung, pp .. 81, .83.' 86·
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the madman of Central Tibet (b. 1458). For the madman of Tsang, 
Sangye Tshencen's death, however, he suggests 1495 in Sans-pa gser
'phren, p. 6. 
Pawo II, Tshuklak Trhengwa lived not from 1454 as stated in our 
text, but f~om 1504 to 1566. Hence he was in his 4th year (not 54th) 
when the nmth cycle began in 1507. Correction made with the Author's 
approval. 
On the kings of the Tsang administration (1565-1641) in Tibet, see 
pp. 682-3,783; and Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political History, pp. 89-113. 
The date for Lhodruk Zhapdrung Ngawang Namgyel's death is usually 
given as 1651. His death was originally concealed until 1705 approx
imately with the pretense that he remained in a secret retreat. See 
Aris, Bhutan, pp. 233-42. 
The role played by the Qasot Mongols under Gusri Qan in the estab
lishment of the Dalai Lama's temporal power is alluded to on pp. 682-3 
and 823. See also Ahmad, Sino-Tibetan Relations in the Seventeenth 
Century; and Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political History, pp. 131-7. 
In 1717 the Dzungars occupied Lhasa and killed Lhazang, the leader 
of the Qasot Mongols who had previously murdered the regent Sangye 
Gyamtso and helped the Chinese to remove Dalai Lama VI in 1706. 
A great persecution of Nyingmapa monasteries followed, resulting in 
the deaths of Locen DharmasrI, Cangdak Perna Trhinle and others. 
This is certainly one reason for the subsequent shift in Nyingmapa 
activity to East Tibet from the eighteenth century onwards. See espe
cially Petech, China and Tibet in the Early XVlllth Century. 
On the setting of Pemako, the Author's native place, see J. Bacot, Le 
Tibet Revolte: vers Nepemako) la terre promise des Tibetains, pp. 10-12; 
also TH, pp. 407-8. Rikdzin DorjeThokme is probably to be indenti
fied with Bacot's "grand lama nomme Song-gye Tho-med." 
Gyelse Zhenpen Thaye of Dzokcen was born not in 1740, as the 
original text states, but in 1800. The date of his death is presently 
unidentified. See Tulku Thondup Rinpoche, The Tannic Tradition of 
the Nyingmapa, p. 95. 
On the Gurkha invasion of 1855, see Shakabpa, Tibet: A Political 
History, pp. 156-66. This was their second attack upon Tibet. On the 
first, see p. 838. The 1846 Tibet-Nepal Treaty is given in Richardson, 
A Short History of Tibet, pp. 247-9. 
J amgon Kongtrtil passed away either in 1899 or 1900 according to 
different systems of calculation; see nn. 1191 and 1201 for an explana
tion. 
1888 marks the Tibeto-British conflict over the boundaries of Sikkim, 
at which time the British invaded the Chumbi valley. It was a confronta
tion which led to the Y ounghusband expedition and treaty of 1904, 
the year of the Author's birth. For a detailed study of these events, 
see, e.g., P. Mehra, The Younghusband Expedition. Many useful refer
ences and a good overview of the conflict in its wider historical contexts 
may be gathered from D. Woodman, Himalayan Frontiers; and A. K. 
Jasbir Singh, Himalayan Triangle. 
In 1910 the troops of Chao Erh-feng occupied Lhasa, and Dalai Lama 
XIII was temporarily driven to seek refuge in India. See Shakabpa, 
Tibet: A Political History, pp. 225ff. 
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1378 mdzes-byed or the water hare year is the thirty-seventh year in the 
sexagenary cycle; zad-pa or fire tiger is the sixtieth. 

1379 It is recorded that the Rudrakulika will be a future emanation of the 
Author. The wheel (cakra) of power, or force, turned by Rudrakulika 
is of iron. It symbolises the authority of a universal monarch (cak
ravartr), and may also be fashioned of gold, silver or copper (Khetsun 
Zangpo Rinpoche). According to Longdol Lama, Collected Works, 
Vol. Ja, fol. 12a, and Stein, Recherches sur l'epopee et Ie barde au Tibet, 
pp. 525-6: "he was invested as a universal monarch by a sign which 
fell from the sky, viz. a wheel of iron." Cf. also Bernbaum, The Way 

to Shambhala, pp. 238ff. 
1380 On Buddhist cosmology in general, see Kloetzli, Buddhist Cosmology. 

The temporal scheme of the universe presupposed here is similar, 
though in specifics not identical, to that of the Hindu Puranas, accord
ing to which, as summarised by Basham, The Wonder that was India, 

pp. 320-1, each aeon (kalpa) is divided into: 

... fourteen manvantara, or secondary cycles, each lasting 
306,720,000 years, with long intervals between them ... Each 
manvantara contains seventy-one Mahayuga, or aeons [great 
ages], of which a thousand form the kalpa. Each mahayuga 
is further divided into four yugas or ages, called Krta [rdzogs
ldan] , Treta [gsum-ldan] , Dvapara [gnyis-ldan] and Kali 
[rtsod-ldan]. The lengths of these ages are respectively 4800, 
3600, 2400, and 1200 Brahma-years of the gods; each of 
which equals 360 human years. 

These four successive ages represent a gradual decline in positive 
attributes. For the special meditative practices and vehicles associated 
with these particular ages, see Fundamentals, p. 268. 

1381 See Longcen Rapjampa, Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle, Chs. 1-2, for 
a thorough survey of cosmology according to the Great Perfection. 

1382 The realms in which the emanational buddha-body operates are those 
of the world of Patient Endurance. See Fundamentals, p. 130. This 
world is held to be situated at the heart centre of Vairocana in the 
form of the Great Glacial Lake (Skt. Mahahimasagara); see p. 409. 
The heart-orb (dpaZ be'u, Skt. snvatsa) symbolised by the auspicious 
eternal knot is itself indicative of the world system of Patient Endur-

ance. 

HISTORY: CLOSING STATEMENTS 

1383 The verses that follow are composed in an extremely ornate style of 
Tibetan ornamented verse (snyan-ngag, Skt. kavya) which reflects the 
conventions oflndian courtly poetry, both by displaying much metrical 
variation, and by the employment of varied and sometimes complex 
tropes, including simile (dpe-rgyan, Skt. upama) and extended meta
phor (gzugs-ldan, Skt. riipaka). Unfortunately, the intricate characteris
tics of this verse-genre do not run as well in English as the more simple 
and direct aspects of many other types of Tibetan verse. Useful 
background reading on the main features of classical Sanskrit poetics 

. History: Closing Statement 99 

IS M vB" s 
tals, 'pp~nlO:~~~nen et. aI, The Lueratures of India. See also Fundamen-

1384 This ~etaphor is based on the Ie end f . 
embodIes the River Gan b .g 0 . the ?"oddess Ganga, who 
vara (lord Siva) and so ~~~du~~~~mg ~ntwmed m the locks of Mahes
It is said of Siva in this connectio~~ha~r ,~~~~g~ co~rseGto the ocean. 
head, he brought into his 0 mg t ~ anges on his 
world." Quoted in A. Danfel~;r t·e dme;n; of ~he lIberation of the 
Basham, The Wonder that was India l~ ~7:~hel~m, p. 215. Cf. also 
holders' pi~aka", see Fundament Z ' '78 . n t e term "awareness-

1385 Th t " as, p. . e erm supreme transfor ( " " chen-po) is explained in Fun~a IOn 0 Zr great transformation" ('pho-ba 
1386 I h . amenta s, pp. 241-2 

.e. t ose who mdulge in parochialism. . 
1387 Lake Manasarovar situated near Kailash . 

grimage place of vast riches and blessin IS renowned as a ~ac~ed pil-
Lama Anagarika Govinda Th U:?; .r h gs. ~or a fine descnptIon, see 

1388 For the "th ft ld ,e ayoJt eWhueClouds,pp.197-211 
ree 0 reason" see the Glossa f E . . 

three kinds of valid cognition. ry 0 numeratIons under 

1389 The Fifth Guide will be the next buddh M' 13 90 This h a, aItreya. 
me tap or compares the cakravartin' h If' 

tructible nucleus of the teaching It . s. w ee 0 g~ld WIth the indes-
sing Realisation (thod-rgal) its s . oks aXIS IS the. teachmg of All-Surpas
(khregs-chod) and its rim is Tran peds arelCputtIn

g 
.Through Resistance 

P ) 
Th scen enta erfectIon (pha rol t ph . 

a. ese teachings are explained in depth' F d - - u ym-
1391 Catri Tsenpo (bya-khri bt _ I~ un amentals, Pts. 3-4. 

Tsenpo (gri-gum btsan_POs)a::~) flwdas theM mIddle son of ~ing Drigum 

h
. f: h ' e to ount Kanam m P f 
IS at er s assassination and t bI" h d' uwo a ter 

known as a "deity of the Radiante~ a IS ~ . a resIdence there. He is 
dant of the divine kings of Tibet :~~en smce he ,:"as a cl?se descen
were said to ascend to the heav ' :fter fulfillm?" theIr purpose, 
is said to have been the first ~nstolnka. s y-cfor~. Catn Tsenpo's father 

1392 Th' or a mg 0 TIbet 
e water tIger year (dg b d)' h' . 

cycle. This is a new Phu~-p;ecal;~l t .e thIrty-sixth in the sexagenary 
1393 S d' . atIon. orne tra Itlons ascribe the birth of G P d 

Tibetan month However acc d' uru a masambhava to the sixth 
the Mindroling 'tradition the ~~nI;g to the ~ew Phukpa calendar of 
Tshurpu and Ph k' ey month IS the fifth, and the older 

a pa systems enumerate it as th h 
calculation is based on the ne Ph k e sevent . The present 

1394 R _.. w u pa system 
atnapun IS, m this case the to f M d': . 

It is held by Tibetans to be ~he a .wn~. dan 1 m HImachal Pradesh. 
1395 I.e. Shinglotsel in Bhutan. nCIent mg om ofSahor; see pp. 470-1. 
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Introduction 

Numeric categorisation, though common to many cultures, is particu
larly developed in Tibetan Buddhism, and in its Indian antecedents, 
where it is employed in part as a mnemonic device, enabling a vast 
amount of information to be retained and transmitted in oral tradition. 

This glossary was originally conceived to reduce the number of an
notations needed to explain the frequently recurring numerical 
categories in the translations, and grew to become the beginning of a 
dictionary of Tibetan Buddhist enumerations. In compiling it, we have 
drawn upon extant traditional dictionaries of enumerated categories, 
such as the Mahavyutpatti (Mvt.), the great Tibetan-Sanskrit lexicon 
compiled in the ninth century under royal decree by the Tibetan trans
lation committees to help standardise their work, and upon various 
encyclopaedia from the writings of Buddhist scholars both inside and 
outside the Nyingma tradition, including the works of Locen Dhar
masrI, Jikme Lingpa, Kongtrtil Rinpoche and LongdOl Lama. We have 
also consulted work carried out in this field by contemporary scholars 
such as Edward Conze, Har Dayal, Robert Thurman and others, who 
published short lists of enumerations to accompany their translations 
of specific Mahayana texts, and such recent works as G6npo Wangyal's 
Tibetan lexicon, chos-kyi rnam-grangs shes-bya'i nor-gling 'jug-pa'i gru
gzings. 

Most of the enumerations mentioned in the treatises are listed here. 
The main exceptions are those concerning texts, which have been as
signed to the Bibliography, and a few which we have been unable to 
identify. Page numbers follow each entry. These generally refer the 
reader only to the specific mention of the enumeration in the transla
tions. Oblique references, references to sections dealing with the actual 
concept or meaning of an enumerated term, and references to the 
individual elements of an enumeration, are to be found in the indexes. 
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TWO 

TWO ACCOMPLISHMENTS grub gnyis 

The supreme and common accomplishments (mchog-dang thun-mong-gi dngos
grub). 404, 861, 918, 967 

TWO ASPECTS OF RELATIVE APPEARANCE kun-rdzob gnyis 
The correct relative appearance (yang-dag-pa'i kun-rdzob, Skt. tathyasal!lvrti) 
and the incorrect relative appearance (log-pa'i kun-rdzob, SkI. mithyasal!lvrti). 166 

TWO BENEFITS don gnyis 

Benefit for oneself (rang-don, Skt. svarthalatmahita) and benefit for others 
(gzhan-don, Skt. pararthalparahita). 171, 379 

TWO BUDDHA-BODIES sku gnyis 

The body of reality (chos-sku, Skt. dhannakaya) and the body ofform (gzugs
sku, Skt. rupakaya). 18, 26, 169, 379 

TWO BUDDHA-BODIES OF FORM gzugs-sku gnyis 

The body of perfect rapture (longs-spyod rdzogs-pa'i sku, Skt. sambhogakaya) 
and the emanational body (sprul-pa'i sku, Skt. ninna1'}akaya). 113, 168, 195-6, 
237,251,342 

TWO CELESTIAL KINGS CALLED "TENG" stod-kyi steng gnyis 

Drigum Tsenpo and Pude Kungyel. 507, n. 535 

TWO CONCEPTS OF SELFHOOD bdag gnyis, Skt. atmadvaya 

The concept of a self of individuals (gang-zag-gi bdag-nyid, Skt. pudgalatma) 
and the concept of the substantial reality of phenomena (chos-kyi bdag-nyid, 
Skt. dhannatma). 184 

TWO DIVISIONS OF MAHA YOGA ma-ha-yo-ga'i sde gnyis 

The class of tantra (rgyud-sde, Skt. *tantravarga) and the class of means for 
attainment (sgrub-sde, Skt. *sadhanavarga). 462 

TWO EXTREMES mtha' gnyis, Skt. antadvaya 

Being and non-being (yod-med), or subject and object (gzung-'dzin). 79, 82, 
162, 907 
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TWOFOLD BUDDHNENLIGHTENED FAMILY rigs rnam gnyis 

The buddha or enlightened family which naturally abides (rang-bzhin gnas
pa'i rigs, Skt. prakrtiHhagotra) and the buddha or enlightened family of inner 
growth Crgyas-'gyur-gyi rigs, Skt. samudanftagotra). 191, 196-7 

TWOFOLD ENLIGHTENED FAMILY (WHICH NATURALLY ABIDES) (rang-bzhin 
gnas-pa'i) rigs-de gnyis-po 

The body of reality as the enlightened family which naturally abides as reality 
(chos-nyid rang-bzhin gnas-pa'i rigs) and the body of form as the enlightened 
family which naturally abides as the apparition of reality (chos-can rang-bzhin 
gnas-pa'i rigs). 191-4 

TWOFOLD PRECIOUS ENLIGHTENED ATTITUDE rin-chen sems-bskyed gnyis 

The attitude of aspiration (smon-pa'i sems-bskyed, Skt. pralJidhicittotpada) and 
the attitude of engagement or entrance ('jug-pa'i sems-bskyed, Skt. pra
sthanacittotpada). Alternatively, the absolute enlightened attitude (don-dam 
byang-chub-sems, Skt. paramarthikabodhicitta) and the relative enlightened 
attitude (kun-rdzob byang-chub-sems, Skt. san:zketikabodhicitta). The former 
division represents the two aspects of the relative enlightened attitude. For 
a comparative analysis of these classifications according to the major traditions 
of Buddhism in Tibet, refer to L. Dargyay, "The View of Bodhicitta in 
Tibet" in L. Kawamura (ed.), The Bodhisattva in Asian Culture, (pp. 95-109). 

852, n. 1176 

TWOFOLD PRISTINE COGNITION (OF ARHATS) ye-shes gnyis 

The pristine cognition which perceives the cessation of corruption or defile
ments (zad-pa shes-pa'i ye-shes) and the pristine cognition which perceives 
that corruption is not recreated (mi-skye-ba shes-pa'i ye-shes). 227 

TWO IMAGES OF LORD SAKY AMUNI/THE TEACHER (IN LHASA) jo-sak rnamlston
pa'i sku gnyis 

lowo Rinpoche in the lokhang and lowo Mikyo Dorje in the Ramoche 
Temple. PI. 8; 51, 656, 659 

TWO KINDS OF MADHY AMAKA dbu-ma phyi-nang phra-rags gnyis 

The coarse Outer Madhyamaka of the Svatantrika and the Prasangika, and 
the subtle Inner Madhyamaka also known as Yogacara-Madhyamaka. 208-9 

TWO KINDS OF REALISATION rtogs-pa gnyis 
The realisation which is primordially acquired (ye-nas chos-nyid rang-gi rig-pas 
rtogs-pa) and the realisation resulting from attainments acquired on the path 
(lam-bsgom stobs-kyis rtogs-pa). 27,71-2, 176-7 

TWO KINDS OF RENUNCIATION spang-ba rnam gnyis 
Renunciation due to natural purity (rang-bzhin dag-pa'i spang-ba) and renun
ciation applied as an antidote in order to remove obscurations which suddenly 
arise (glo-bur dri-ma bral-ba'i spang-ba). 27, 175-7 

TWO KINDS OF SELFLESSNESS bdag-med-kyi don rnam gnyis, Skt. ubhaya
nainitmya 
The twofold truth of selflessness: the selflessness of individuals (gang-zag-gi 
bdag-med, Skt. pudgalanairatmya) and the selflessness of phenomena (chos-kyi 

bdag-med, Skt. dharmanairatmya). 108 208 216 231 
' , , , 234, 237 

TWO KINDS OF SUDDENLY ARISEN OBSCURATI ,. , 
These are the TWO OBSCUR ON glo-bur-pa l sgnb gnyis 

ATIONS. 116, 139 

Two 107 

TWO M~R:ELLOUS MASTERS rmad-byung-gi slob-dpon is 
Santldeva and Candragomin. 441 gny 

TWO METHODS OF ABSORPTION" h b ' Jog-t a s gnYls-po 
In the perfection stage of Mahayog h ' 

(,a, t ese are the lmm d' f ness ng-pa spyi-blugs) and th d" e lacy 0 total aware-
insight (mthong-ba'i ry'es fa" e m) e

2
ltauve absorption which follows after 

- Jog-pa. 80 

TWO MO~ES, OF EMPTINESS stong-lugs gnyis-ka 
Intnnslc emptiness (rang-stong) accordin . 
empty of their own inherent es~e : to ,:hl~h all th.ings of saIpsara are 
according to which all th l.n~e, an ~xtnnslc emptmess (gzhan-stong) 

e rea ltles of mrv- , 
phenomena. 184 a1).a are empty of extraneous 

TWO MODES OF THE PATH OF LIBERATION gI'ol-lam rn ' 
Accordi M h am gnYls 

, ng to a ayoga, these are the immedia' , 
(clg-car-pa) and the gradually attained h l' tely ~ttam,ed path to lIberation 

T pat to IberatIOn(nm-gyis_pa). 277-8 
WO MODES ,OF PURl FICA TION sbyong-tshul gnyis 

Accordmg to Mah - h ayoga, t ese are purification th h 
stage (rags-pa bskyed-rim) and throu h h roug t?e coarse creation 
rdzogs-rim) , 279 g t e subtle perfectIOn stage (Phra-ba 

TWO OBSCURA TIONS sgn'b gnyis 

The obscuration of conflicting emotions ( " , 
varalJa) and the obscuration conce ' ny~n-:ongs-pa l sgnb-ma, Skt. klesa-
Skt. jiieyavaralJa). Also referred to a:~~:~~~ nowable (shes-bya'i sgrib-ma, 
OBSCURATION,51 142 159 167 175 KINDS OF SUDDENLY ARISEN 

, , , , ,379 

TWO ORDERS sde gnyis 

Those of the sutra and mantra traditions. 522 

TWO PATHS (OF THE GRE 
, AT PERFECTION) (rdzogs-chen-gyij lam ' 

Cuttmg Through Resistance (kh h gnYlS 
(thod-rgal). 334-45 regs-c od) and All-Surpassing Realisation 

TWO PATHS OF SKILFUL MEANS thabs-lam ' 
A d' gnYlS 

CCor mg to Mahayoga, these are e t ' , , 
with the upper doors or centres o;~hen~ l~structIOns associated respectively 
or secret centre of the body (' ) e 0 y (steng-sgo) and the lower door 

og-sgo . 277 

TWO PROMULGAT h' ORS S mg-rta gnyis 
Nagarjuna and Asanga. Also know 
849 n as the TWO SUPREME ONES. 180,300-1, 

TWO PROVISIO~~ tshogs gnyis, Skt. sambhtiradvaya 
The prOVISIOn of merit (bsod-na -k' 
provision of pristine cognit' ;~ fl tsh~gs, Skt. PU1Jyasambhara) and the 

Ion e s es-kYl tshogs, Skt. jiitinasambhtira). 26, 
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235 244 266 332, 335, , , 

30,175,194-5,197, ' " RIMINATIVE AWARENESS 
MEANS AND DISC 

TWO PROVISIONS OF S~ILFUL 
thabs-shes tshogs gnYlS ceeding entry. 192 
An alternative expression for the pre 

TWO PURITIES dag-pa gnyis 1 f the obscuration of conflicting 
1 . from the remova 0 i sarib-The purities resu ung . . the knowable (nyon-mong-g 0'· 

emotions and of t~e o~scurauo~ ~~~ee:~~~velY, the primordial p.urity of emp
dang shes-bya'i sgnb-kYlS ~ag-pa . 1 f m abandoning obscurauon. 139-40 
. and the purity wh1ch resu ts ro tmess 

ECRET CENTRES mkha'-gsang gnyis (y b) and the mother consort 
TWO S of the father consort a 

The secret or sexual centres 

(yum). 277, 368 

TWO STAGES rim gnyis, Skt. dvikrama are the creation stage (bskyed-rim, 

d· to the vehicles of tantra, these 'Skt sampannakrama) 
Accor mg rfection stage (rdzogs-nm , . 
Skt. utpattikrama) and the pe 475 476 496, 853, 877, 879, 923 
of meditation. 204, 254, 320, ' , 

TWO STAGES OF THE PATH rim-pa gnyis h h of skilful means (thabs-Iam) and 
M h- ga these are t e pat 

According to a ~yo, ) 34 276-81 
f 1· b t on (grol-Iam. , 

the path 0 1 era 1 THE ESOTERIC 
E ORAL TRADITION CATEGORY (OF 

TWO SUBDIVISIONS OF TH. m is " 
INSTRUCTIONAL CLA~S) kha-gta ~l Discourses (gleng-bayongs-Ia bor~ba 1 

The Oral Tradition wh1ch Per~eates h' h' Divulged in Speech at No F1xed 
kha-gtam) and the Oral Trad~uon w 1C) 1s

331 d d-pa'l kha-gtam . 
Time (khar-phog us-me E ESOTERIC INSTRUC-

RANDOM CATEGORY (OF TH 
TWO SUBDIVISIONS OF THE , _ a is 

TlONAL CLASS) kha-'thor-gyl man ng : gn~'t there are the Esoteric InstruC-
With reference to the establishment 0 ~e~ ~:m-gyi mtha' gcod-pa'i man-ngag) 
tions which Conclude t~e Pa~h (bzh:: ~re the Esoteric Instructions o~ pur~ 
and with reference to hberau~n( th~_ba stabs dag-pa lam mngon-gyur-gyl man 
power which Disclose the Pat gro 

ngag). 331 

TWO SUPREME ONES mchog gnyis h TWO PROMULGATORS. 441 
. Also known as t e 

Nagarjuna and Asanga. 

TWO TRADITIONS lugs gnyis . , ( hos-srid gnyis-ldan) established by 
1 and spiritual tradltlons c 

The tempora 
Dalai Lama V. 823 

is Skt. satyadvaya , d ltimate truth 
TWO TRUTHS bden-pa gny , 'd Skt samvrtIsatya) an u 168 

Relative truth (kun-rdzob-kYl b en-pa, '26 '29' 32, 34, 35, 76, 162, ' 
(don-dam bden-pa, Skt. paramar~~~sa;~:~296: 30;, 320, 349, 351, 354, 901 
200,204,206-16,232,245,248, ' 

TWO VEHICLES theg-pa gnyis (H- a'\'ana) vehicles. 17,81,83 
h - ) nd Lesser In 'oJ The Greater (Ma ayana a 

Two - Three 109 

THREE 

THREE ABODES gnas gsum 

The abodes of the <;Uikinls and warriors of body , speech and mind. 469, 853 

THREE ANCESTRAL RELIGIOUS KINGS chos-rgyal mes-dbon mam gsum 

Songtsen Gampo, Trhisong Detsen and Trhi Relpacen. 47, 510-22, 523, 889 

THREE ANCESTRAL ZURS zur mes-dbon gsum 

Zurpoche, Zurcungpa and Zur Dropukpa. 728,919 

THREE APPEARANCES snang gsum 

In general, these are the object (gzung-bya'i yul), the subjective consciousness 
(,dzin-pa'i sems) and the body ('gro-ba'i Ius). In particular, these refer to: (1) 
the desire realm which is the variable coarse appearance of body (lus rags-pa'i 
snang-ba 'dod-khams); (2) the form realm which is the blissful semi-appearance 
of speech (ngag phyed-snang-ba gzugs-khams); and (3) the formless realm 
which is the intangible appearance of mind (sems-kyi snang-ba ma-myong-ba 
gzugs-med khams). Alternatively, the three appearances may be: the impure 
appearance, which appears to sentient beings (sems-can-Ia ma-dag-par snang
ba); the pure appearance, which appears to bodhisattvas on the path (lam
skabs byang-sems-Ia dag-par snang-ba); and the utterly pure appearance, which 
is apparent to buddhas alone (sangs-rgyas-Ia shin-tu dag-par snang-ba). 142,288 

THREE APPROACHES TO LIBERATION mam-thar sgo gsum 

Emptiness (stong-pa-nyid, Skt. sunyata), aspirationlessness (smon-pa med-pa, 
Skt. apralJihita) and attributelessness (mtshan-ma med-pa, Skt. animitta). 28, 
187, 335, 896, 898, 908 

THREE ASPECTS OF CREATION AND PERFECTION bskyed-rdzogs gsum 

The creation stage (bskyed-rim), the perfection stage (rdzogs-rim), and their 
coalescence (zung-jug). 83, 358, 476, 612, 615, 616, 619, 650, 651, 652, 
654, 700, 717 

THREE ASPECTS OF THE GRADUAL PATH OF LIBERATION rim-gyis-pa'i gral-lam 
gsum 

According to Mahuyoga, the basis characterised as knowledge or (discrimina
tive) awareness is the view (rgyu shes-pa'i mtshan-nyid lta-ba), the conditions 
characterised as the entrance are contemplation (rkyen jug-pa'i mtshan-nyid 
ting-nge-'dzin) and the result brought about by the path is the awareness
holder (lam-gyur-gyi 'bras-bu rig-'dzin). 278-81 

THREE ASPECTS OF MORAL DISCIPLINE tshul-khrims gsum 
According to the bodhisattva vehicle, these involve gathering virtues (dge-ba 
chos-sdud), acting on behalf of sentient beings (sems-can don-byed) and control
ling malpractices (nyes-spyod sdom-pa'i tshul-khrims). 235, 355 

THREE ASPECTS OF THE REALITY OF MEDITATIVE CONCENTRATION bsam-gtan
gyi de-nyid gsum 
According to Kriyatantra, by abiding in the flame of secret mantra ac
complishment is conferred (gsang-sngags mer-gnas dngos-grub ster), by abiding 
in their sound yoga is conferred (sgrar-gnas mal-'byor ster-bar byed) and at 
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. nted (sgra-mthas thar-pa sbyln-par the limit of their sound freedom IS gra 
byed). 270 

THREE ATTAINMENTS thob-pa gsum., h bl -ma pp. 52b-53a, the three 
L ' khnd yzg ye-s es a , !' ' 

According to Jikme mgpa, -" ctions of the Great PeflectIOn 
h h' d of the esotenc mstru . d 

attainments are t e t lr They are (1) the conditIOn un er 
' CONSOLIDATIONS. 

contained III the FOUR ddha-fields by the attainment of power over 
which appearances anse as, bu b l db ng thob-pas rkyen snang zhmg-

(phyz snang- a- a a " , 
external appearances ., under which matter is punfied mto mner 
khams-su 'char); (2) the CondItIOn er the internal illusory body (nang 

, ment of power ov d' , 
radiance by the attam , d l-d dag)' and (3) the con ltlon h b P gdos-bcas 0 -gsa u, '. 1 ' sgyu-lus-la dbang t 0 ~ as d d with the five mexplab e sms 

h sciousness en owe . 1 
under which even t e con , f power over the secret VIta 

by the attamment 0 d l 
is entrusted to awareness l dbang thob-pas mtshams-me nga-

' d ( ang-ba rlung-sems- a ') 343 
energy and mm gs ri -pa gtang-bas 'drongs-pa 0 . dang ldan-pa'i rnam-par shes-pa yang, g 

tan gsum Skt. tngulJa k) 
THREE ATTRIBUTES yon- " h spirit (snying-thobs, S t. sattva , 

S- kh a phIlosophy, t ese are 
According to arp. y " (mun-pa Skt. tamas). 65 ( d l Skt rajas) and merna , energy r u, . 

NDAMENTAL TEXTS gzhung-byed-pa-po gsum THREEAUTHORSOFFU ._ 

- - ' Asanga and Dlgnaga. 440 Nagafjuna, 

THREE BLAZES 'bar-ba gsum 'h b dy (lus-la bde-drod 'bar-ba) , the 
The blazing of blissful warmth m teo 'bar-ba) and the blazing of 

' eech (ngag-la nus-pa 
blazing of ,potency, md s(p -l rtogs-pa 'bar-ba). 851 
realisation m the mm sems a 

ATIAL CLASS klong-gi sde dkar-nag-khra gsum 
THREE BRANCHES OF THE SP ORIES OF THE SPATIAL CLASS, as 

1 d d ' the FOUR CATEG These are inc u emS 39 
enumerated in Fundamentals, (pp. 326-7). 

k gsum Skt. trikaya 
THREE BUDDHA-BODIES s u , h k - a) the body of perfect rapture 

The body of reality (chos-sku, Skt. d ~r;a:~ ) and the emanational body 
(longs-spyod rdzogs-pa'~ sk~, S~t~ sa~2 Of:, y:, 22, 23, 29, 113, 115, 118, 
(sprul-pa'i sku, Skt. mrmalJakay ). 194 196 251,280,306,352,357,363, 
139, 142, 148, 151, 183, 184, 191, , , 
404, 448, 503, 554, 622 

THE PAST 'das-pa'i sangs-rgyas gsum THREE BUDDHAS OF . K-' 423 
Krakucchanda, Kanakamuru and asyapa. 

NGS) gnas-skabs gsum , t 
THREE CATEGORIES (OF BEl ( h _ tagarbha) these are sentlen 

In relation to the nucleus of the tath~gata tat) a gabodhisatt;as who are in the 
' (da -pa'z sems-can , h-

beings who are Impure ma- g "by g-chub sems-dpaj and tat agatas . , (dag pa byed-pa z an 
course of punficanon . - da _ a'i de-bzhin gshegs-pa). 173 . 
who are utterly pure (shm-tu g p CLASS man-ngag-g

z ERIC INSTRUCTIONAL THREE CATEGORIES OF THE ESOT 

sde'i dbye-ba gsum of the Oral Tradition (kha
The Random (kha-'thor) category" the catedg?ry to its Own Textual Tradition 

f h Teachmg accor mg gtam) and the category 0 t e 
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of Tantras (rgyud rang-gzhung-du bstan-pa). See also Longcenpa, Treasury of 
Spiritual and Philosophical Systems, pp. 348ff.; and idem, Treasury of the 
Supreme Vehicle, (pp. 157ff.). 37, 331 

THREE CATEGORIES OF THE SPATIAL CLASS klong-sde gsum-du 'dus-pa 

Liberation from activity (byas-grol), liberation in the establishment of the 
abiding nature (bzhag-grol) and direct liberation (cer-grol). 329 

THREE CAUSAL VEHICLES rgyu'i theg-pa gsum 

See THREE OUTER VEHICLES OF DIALECTICS 

THREE CHARACTERISTICS (OF THE CONTINUUM OF THE PATH) mtslum-nyid gsum 

Awareness in the manner of the FOUR KINDS OF REALISATION is character
istic of knowledge (rtogs-pa rnam-pa bzhi'i tshul ng-pa-ni shes-pa'i mtshan
nyid); repeated experience of it is characteristic of the entrance (yang-nas 
yang-du-goms-par byed-pa-ni 'jug-pa'i mtslum-nyid); and actualisation of it by 
the power of experience is the characteristic of the result (goms-pa'i mthus 
mngon-du gyur-ba-ni 'bras-bu'i mtshan-nyid). 265 

THREE CLASSES OF DIALECTICS mtshan-nyid sde gsum 

The classes of dialectics of the pious attendants, self-centred buddhas and 
bodhisattvas. See THREE OUTER VEHICLES OF DIALECTICS 

THREE CLASSES OF THE GREAT PERFECTION rdzogs-chen sde gsum 

The Mental Class (sems-kyi sde) , the Spatial Class (klong-gi sde) and the 
Esoteric Instructional Class (man-ngag-gi sde). 36-9, 319-45, 494, 538-96, 854 

THREE CLASSES OF YOGAyoga'i sde gsum 

These are the same as the THREE INNER CLASSES OF TANTRA. 746 

THREE COMMENTATORS 'grel-pa byed-pa-po gsum 

Aryadeva, Vasubandhu and Dharmakfrti. 440 

THREE COMMON CLASSES OF MEANS FOR ATTAINMENT thun-mong-gi sgrub-sde gsum 

According to Mahayoga, these are MataraJ:l the Liberating Sorcery (ma-mo 
rbod-gtong), Mundane Praise ('jig-rten mchod-bstod) and Malign Mantra (drag
sngags dmod-pa). 362 

THREE CONFLICTING EMOTIONS nyon-mongs gsum 
See THREE POISONS 

THREE CONTEMPLATIONS ting-nge-'dzin gsum 

According to Mahayoga, these are the yoga of great emptiness which is 
discriminative awareness (shes-rab stong-pa chen-po'i rrud-'byor), the appari
tional display of compassion which is skilful means (thabs snying-rje sgyu-ma) 
and the seals which are subtle and coarse (Phyag-rgya Phra-rags). They are 
also enumerated under the FIVE PATHS OF MAHAYOGA. 358, 360, 362-3 

THREE CONTINUA (KINDS OF TANTRA COMPRISING THE ACTUAL MEANING) (brjod-bya) rgyud gsum 

According to the vehicles of the secret mantra, these are the Continua of the 
ground, path and result (gzhi-lam-'bras gsum). 32, 185-6, 263-7 
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( dag-pa'i) bslab-pa gsum, Skt. tnslk~a 
ECT) TRAININGS yang- ( h b 

THREE (CORR , Sk ~l) discriminative awareness s es-ra , 
Moral discipline (tshul-khnms, ,1. s~ a '( Skt citra), 70-1,73,79,88, 

d 'd I' e medItatlOn sems, ' Skt. prajiiii) an mm , ' , 
322, 403, 707, 879, 898 

THREE CORRUPTIONS zag-~a ~su~ 'i za -pa), the corruption ofrebirth (srid-pa'i 
The corruption of desIre (do -p~ g " _ a) 472 
zag-pa) and the corruption of VIew (lta-ba 1 zag P . 

, d -b um Skt, tisra~ san:tgrtaya~ , 
THREE COUNCILS bka -bs u a gs ~, the first was convened in Rajag~ha In 

According to the Tibetan tradltl°fin, 1 ' ana' the second was convened at 
f 11 ' the Buddha's ma mrv,· d ' 

the year 0 owmg, ., ka' and' the third was convened unng 
Vaisall during the reIgn of VlgataSO , 
the reign of Kani~ka. 428-30 , 

GHTENMENT byang-chub gsum, Skt. bodhuraya 
THREE DEGREES OF ENLI , d b the pious attendants, self-centred 

The level of enlightenment attame Y 
buddhas and bodhisattvas. 414 

THREE DISTRICTS ljongs gsum . d Lungsumjong. 518 
Sikkim (i.e. Dremojong), KhenpaJong an 

THREE DIVINE REALMS lha-gnas gSU~4 15 these are the FIVE PURE ABODES OF 

As outlined in the chart on pp. - , T Y FORM REALMS and the realms 
THE FORM REALMS, the TWELVEORDINAR 

of the SIX SPECIES OF KAMA DIVINITIES, 458 

TRES chos- 'khor gnas gsum 
THREE DOCTRINAL CEN d k PI 38 40 100-1; 838 

Samye Lhasa Jokhang and Trha ru. s. , , 

THREE ENLI~HTENED FAMILI~S (OF PURE DEITIES OF RELATIVE APPEARANCE) 

(kun-rdzob dag-pa'i lha) ngs gsum h T h-gata family (de-bzhin gshegs-pa'i 
According to Kriyatantra, these,~r~ t)e da\:e VaJ'ra family or family of In-

L f mily (padma 1 ngs an 
rigs), the otus a ," ' 346 349-50 
destructible Reality (rdo-rye 1 ngs). 270, , 

Skt trividhii ngo-bo-nyid-med-pa gsum, . 
THREE ESSENCELESS NATURES 

ni~svabhavata, 'of the THREE ESSENTIAL NATURE~, 
These are the lack of mherent eXlsten~e 'th respect to characteristIC 

namely, absence ,of su bs~~n)tial ;~~:e~~:ol :t1e (paramartha). 219-20 
(lak~a1Ja), productlOn (utpa a an , 

h 'd gsumlngo-bo-nyid gsumlrang-bzhzn gsum, 
THREE ESSENTIAL NATURES mts an-nYl 

Skt. trilak~a1Ja/trisvabhiiva " ) h d pendent (gzhan-dbang, 
, k b Skt pankalpua, tee 

The imagmary ( un- rtags,. b Skt parinispanna). See, e.g., 
Skt. paratantra) and the absolu,te (yon~s-gru_ '. (' 154-'63). 24-6,28, 154, 
D. T. Suzuki, Studies in the Lankavatara Sutw, pp. 

160-1, 170-2, 182-3,216 'khrid-
EYES) TOWARDS THE EXPANSE 

THREE ESSENTIALS WHICH GUIDE (THE 

pa dbyings-kyi gnad gsum d 'd s and downwards - which 
S upwar s, Sl eway 

These are the THREE GAZE -
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direct the eyes towards the expanse of the buddha-body of reality, the buddha
body of perfect rapture and the emanational body respectively. Refer to 
Longcenpa, Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle, Vol. 2, (p. 282). 338 

THREE ESSENTIALS OF OBJECTIVE APPEARANCE snang-ba yul-gyi gnad gsum 

According to Longcenpa, Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle, Vol. 2, p. 282, in 
the path of All-Surpassing Realisation these are: (1) the essential which 
swiftly intensifies the appearance of awareness, which is partially pure, just 
as it is, by focusing on an outer object, such as the vanishing of clouds in 
the sky (phyi'i yul nam-mkha' sprin-dengs-la gtad-pas rig-pa rang-sa sangs-phyed
la snang-ba'i 'bel-myur); (2) the essential which unites the mother and offspring 
inner radiance by focusing on the inner object which is the lamp of the 
expanse (nang-gi yul dbyings-kyi sgron-ma-la gtad-pas 'od-gsal ma-bu 'brei); 
and (3) the essential which clarifies the primordially pure intention, just as 
it is, wherein all things have ceased, by focusing on the secret object which 
is awareness just as it is (gsang-ba'i yul rig-pa rang-sa-ia gtad-pas ka-dag 
chos-zad-kyi dgongs-pa rang-sa-na gsal-ba'i gnad). 338 

THREE EVIL DESTINIES/EXISTENCES ngan-'gro/-song gsum, Skt. tisro durgataya~ 

The denizens of hell (dmyal-ba, Skt. naraka), the tormented spirits (yi-dvags, 
Skt. preta) and the animals (dud-'gro, Skt. tiryak). 58, 767 

THREE FAITHS dad-pa gsum, Skt. trividhii sraddhii 

Confidence (dang-ba), aspiration ('dod-pa) and conviction (yid-ches-pa). Irre
versible faith (phyir mi-ldog-pa'i dad-pa) is sometimes added to these as a 
fourth or as an intensification of the preceding three. 968 

THREE FAMILIES, LORDS OF rigs-gsum mgon-po, Skt. trikulanatha 

MafijusrI, the lord of the Tathagata family; Avalokitesvara, the lord of the 
Lotus family; and VajrapaIfi, the lord of the Vajra family. 137, 270, 352, 
453, 624, 698, 758, 798, 889 

THREEFOLD REFUGE skyabs-gsum, Skt. trisaralJa 
This refers to refuge in the THREE PRECIOUS JEWELS. 69, 728 

THREE GATHERINGS 'du-ba gsum 
The gathering of people during the day (nyin-mor mi 'du-ba), the gathering 
of <;!akinls by night (mtshan-mor mkha'-'gro 'du-ba) and the gathering of 
material resources at all times (rtag-tu zas-nor 'du-ba) , 851 

THREE GAZES lta-stangs gsum 
By gazing upwards at the urlJakesa, the eye of reality perceives the buddha
body of reality and propensities are removed. By gazing sideways, the eye 
of pristine cognition perceives the buddha-body of perfect rapture and so 
sarpsara and nirvaIfa are blended in a common savour. By gazing downwards, 
the eye of discriminative awareness perceives the emanational body and so 
arrives at the appearance of pristine cognition. 907 

THREE GENERAL COMMITMENTS spyi'i dam-tshig gsum 
According to Kriyatantra, in the Secret Tantra of General Rites, these are the 
commitments of taking refuge (skyabs-su 'gro-ba), generating the enlightened 
mind of aspiration (smon-pa'i sems bskyed) and the bodhisattva vow (byang-
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chub sems-dpa'i sdom-pa) which is the enlightened mind of engagement or 

entrance ('jug-pa'i sems-bskyed). 350 

THREE GENERAL STYLES OF EXEGESIS spyi-don rnam gsum 
This is the second of the FOUR STYLES of appraisal of the secret mantra 
texts which (1) counters regret for entering into the sutras, etc. (mdo-sogs-l

a 

zhugs-pa'i 'gyod-pa zlog-pa); (2) counters regret for entering the inner mantras, 
etc, (sngags-nang-pa-la zhugs-pa'i 'gyod-zlog); and (3) conveys the general 

meaning of the creation stage (bskyed-rim-pa'i spyi-don). 292-3 

THREE GREAT DESCENTS babs-lugs chen-po gsum 

See THREE LINEAGES 

THREE GREAT EMANATIONAL TEACHINGS sprul-pa'i bstan-pa chen-po gsum 
According to the Great Perfection, these are buddha-body (sku), speech 

(gsung) and mind (thugs), 134-8 

THREE GUIDING VEHICLES 'dren-pa'i theg-pa gsum 
See THREE OUTER VEHICLES OF DIALECTICS 

THREE GY AMTSOS rgya-mtsho rnam-gsum-du grags-pa 
The authors of the astrological treatise entitled pad-dkar zhal-lung, namely, 
Phukpa Lhundrup Gyamtso, Khedrup Gyamtso and Sangye Gyamtso. 954 

THREE HIGHER (SUPREME UNCOMMON) EMPOWERMENTS (thun-min mchog-) 

dbang gong-ma gsum 
The secret empowerment (gsang-dbang, Skt. guhyabhi~eka); the empower-
ment of discriminating pristine cognition (shes-rab ye-shes-kyi dbang, Skt. 
prajfiajfianabhi~eka), or third empowerment (dbang gsum-pa); and the empow
erment of word and meaning (tshig-don-gyi dbang), also known as the fourth 
empowerment (dbang bzhi-pa, Skt. caturtha). The secret one is associated 
with the commitments such as enjoying the five meats and five nectars 
without concepts of purity or impurity; the third is associated with conduct 
which concerns the consort embodying awareness (rig-ma, Skt. vidya); and 
the fourth is associated with the sameness of all things. See, e.g., Mipham 
Rinpoche, spyi-don 'od-gsal snying-po, p. 146; and Jamgon Kongtrul, shes-bya 
kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, pp. 656-82. These empowerments are called "un
common" because they are revealed solely in the Unsurpassed Yogatantra. 
They are also referred to as the THREE PROFOUND EMPOWERMENTS. 347, 

360, 913 
THREE (IMPERISHABLE) INDESTRUCTIBLE REALITIES rdo-rje (mi-shigs-pa) gsum 

Skt. trivajra 
The indestructible reality of the buddha-body, speech and mind, which each 
comprise tWO of the SIX PURE ESSENCES - the body being identified with 
earth and water, speech with fire and air, and mind with space and pristine 

cognition. Also known as the THREE SECRETS, 264, 594, 830, 853 

THREE INDESTRUCTIBLE REALITIES, SERVICE AND ATTAINMENT OF rdo-ri
e 

gsum-gyi bsnyen-sgrub 
According to the system of Orgyenpa, these are explained as follows: (1) 
training the body through the indestructible reality of the buddha-body, 
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t e branch of rItual service which de 1 

lus-Ia sbyang-ste sar-sdwl bsrryen-pa'i yan-Ia . ve ops composure (sku rdo-ries 
the mdestructible reality of the buddha-s ~,(2) tram1~g the speech through 
ment associated with breath cont 1 ( ,p ech, th~re IS the branch of attain
'dzin sgrub-pa'i yan-lag)' and (3) t r? , gsungs rdo-ryes ngag-la sbyang-ste srog
reality of the buddha-mind th r~mhmgbthe mind through the indestructible 

, h ' ere IS t e ranch of g . 
WIt recollection and contem I' ( , reat attamment associated 

b h
' P atIon thugs rdo-ryes yid-l b 

sgru -c en-gyl yan-lag). 853 as 'Yang-ste dran-ting 

THREE INNER CLASSES OF T ANTRNT ANT gsum RAPIT AKA nang-pa rgyud-sde (rnam-pa) 

Mahayoga, Anuyoga and Ati 0 a Al OF YOGA and the THREE JEHgI' so referred to as the THREE CLASSES 
CLES OF INNER T 

MEANS. 396-7,529-96, 604, 918 ANTRAS OF SKILFUL 

THREE INTERRELATED ASPECTS OF IGNORANCE ' 
The ignorance of belief in individual selfhood :a-n~-p~ gs~m " , 
the co-emergent ignorance (lh 'k ~ dag nYld gCIg-pU I ma-ng-pa) 

f h 
. an-cIg s 'Yes-pa'l ma ri p) d ' 

o t e Imaginary (kun-tu brtags-p " , - g- a an the ignorance a I ma-ng-pa). 12, 54 

THREE KINDS OF CONDUCT spyod-pa gsum 

According to Anuyo h 
h 

ga, t ese are consecration bl' , 
t e overpowering of mund or essmg (bym-gyis rlob) 

f ki ane appearances (dban b) , 
o S 1 ful means (thabs-kyi spyod-pa). 369 g- sgyur and the conduct 

THREE KINDS OF DIRECT PERCEPTION D' mngon-sum gsum 
1rect sensory perception (db an -p " d' g 0 I mngon-sum Skt 'd' 

1rect perception of intrinsic .,. m nyapratyaksa), the 

(
,awareness 1 e of 0 ' . 

rang-ng mngon-sum, Skt svasamv d ,.. ne s own mental states 
(of emptiness) by the yog' in ( '1- ,e

b 
anapratyak~a) and the direct perception 

th 
rna 'Yor mngon-sum Skt ' 

at canonical sources usually I' t C k' ,. yoglpratyaksa). Note 

h

IS lOur mds of dire t . ' 
t ese three intellectual dire t ' C perceptIOn, adding to 
pratyak$a) , 102 c perception (blo'i mngon-sum, Skt. mana~-

THREE KINDS OF DISCRIMINATIVE AWARENESS h prajfia s es-rab gsum, Skt. trividha 

?iscriminative awareness born of stud - ' srutamayfprajfia) discr1'm1'n t' y (thos pa-las byung-ba'l shes-rab Skt 
b ' a Ive awareness b f ' . 
'Yung-ba'i shes-rab, Skt. cintama f ra 'fia ~rn ,0 , th~ught (bsam-pa-las 

of meditation (bsgoms-pa-las by'Y p -t } ~nd d1SCnmmatlve awareness born 
277, 332, 722 ung a I s es-rab, Skt. bhavanamayfprajfia). 

THREE KINDS OF LAYMAN dge-bsnyen gsum 
The layman wh t k o a es one vow (i.e. not to kill) h 
several vows (i.e, not to kill I ' ' t e layman who takes 
takes fun vows (i.e. not to k::~a st~:tommIl falsehood) and the layman who 
mtoxicated), 70 " he, commit sexual misconduct or be 

THREE KINDS OF MANDALA dkyil-'kh 
Accordin A" or rnam-pa gsum 

.. ~ to nuyoga, these are the ri d' 
(ye Jl-bzhm-pa'i dkyil-'khor)' th p mor 1aI maI).9

ala 
of SamantabhadrI 

f S 
' e natural and spo t I o amantabhadra (rang-b h' -h ,n aneous y present mandala 

z m l un-grub-kYI dkyil-'khor); and the fundam~~tal 
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ma~9ala of enlightened mind which is their offspring (rtsa-ba byang-chub 
sems-kyi dkyil-'khor). 34, 284-6, 365-7 

THREE KINDS OF MANTRA sngags gsum 

Gnostic mantra (rig-sngags, Skt. vidyamantra), dhara~I mantra (gzungs-sngags, 
Skt. dhara1Jfmantra) and secret mantra (gsang-sngags, Skt. guhyamantra). The 
dgongs-pa grub-pa'i rgyud says: "One should know that all mantra are divided 
into three classes: gnostic mantra which are the essence of skilful means, 
dhara~Is which are the essence of discriminative awareness and secret mantra 
which are the non-dual pristine cognition." Thus dhara~Is are said to originate 
from the teachings of the Transcendent Perfection of Discriminative Aware
ness, gnostic mantra from the Kriyatantra and secret mantra from Mahayoga, 
Anuyoga and Atiyoga. 257 

THREE KINDS OF (MUNDANE) AWARENESS-HOLDER rig-pa 'dzin-pa rnam gsum 

These are the lesser awareness-holder of the eight common accomplishments 
(las-chen brgyad grub-pa rig-pa 'dzin-pa chung-ngu); the middling common 
awareness-holder of the desire realm ('bring-ni 'dod-pa'i rig-pa 'dzin-pa phal
pa); and the greater awareness-holder of the desire and form realms (chen-po-ni 
'dod-pa-dang gzugs-kyi rig-pa 'dzin-pa). 31,259 

THREE KINDS OF PRISTINE COGNITION ye-shes rnam gsum, Skt. jnanalak$a1Ja
traya 

According to the Sutra a/the Descent to Lanka, Ch. 3, these are the mundane 
('jig-rten-pa'i ye-shes), supramundane ('jig-rten-las ' das-pa'i ye-shes) and most 
supramundane (shin-tu 'jig-rten-las 'das-pa'i ye-shes) pristine cognitions. An 
alternative enumeration given in Ch. 2 of the same work refers to the following 
three characteristics of the pristine cognition of those who are sublime: (1) 
freedom from appearance (Skt. nirabhasalak$a1Ja); (2) sustaining power (Skt. 
adhi$?hanalak$a1Ja); and (3) realisation of one's own sublime pristine cognition 
(Skt. pratyatmaryajnanagatilak$a1Ja). 180-1 

THREE KINDS OF RITE cho-ga gsum 

According to Mahayoga, these are the body (of the deity) in its entirety (sku 
yongs-rdzogs) , the speech in the form of seed-syllables (gsung yig-'bru) and 
the buddha-mind of concentration (thugs bsam-gtan). 279 

THREE KINDS OF T ANTRA rgyud rnam-pa gsum 

These are the THREE CONTINUA as enumerated in the exegetical tradition 
of the Guhyasamaja Tantra: the ground (gzhi), the nature (rang-bzhin) of the 
path and the inalienableness (mi-'phrog-pa) of the result. 262 

THREE KINDS OF TANTRA (BELONGING TO UNSURPASSED YOGATANTRA) (bla
med) rgyud gsum 
Father Tantra (pha-rgyud), Mother Tantra (ma-rgyud) and Non-Dual Tantra 
(gnyis-med rgyud). 362 

THREE KINDS OF TRANSMITTED PRECEPT bka' gsum 
Transmitted precepts given as oral teaching (gsungs-pa), given by consec
ration or blessing (byin-gyis brlabs-pa) and given by mandate (rjes-su gnang
ba). 74 

THREE KINDS OF 

D · VALID COGNITION tshad-ma gsum 
Irect perc . 

Three 117 

. eptlOn (mngon-sum t h d 
Inference ( ~ngos-stobs rjes-dPag-g/ts~a~n::/ ~~t. pratyak~apramaIJa), implicit 

~~~al ;~hOnty (lunglshin-tu lkog-gyur-gyi ~;had~~:nu;ana~ramaIJa) and scrip-
, , t. agamapramaIJa). 73, 

THREE LEVELS OF ORDINATION h 
T w~~~~p 

he renunciate (rab-b a gsum 
, IjIung, Skt prav '-) 
sramalJera) and the complete mO~k or ra;ya, the novitiate (dge-tshul, Skt. 
Also referred to as the THREE STAG nun (bsnyen-rdzogs, Skt. upasampada) 

ES OF ORDINA . 
THREE LINEAGES b d TION. 524 rgyu -pa gsum 

Th' . 
e IntentlOnal lineage of bUddhas '. 

and aural lineage of mundane indi~~m~ohc lIneage of awareness-holders 
THREE GREAT DESCENTS. 397 406 44

u
7
a 

s. Referred to poetically as the 
, , , 887, 968 

THREE LOGI~AL AXIOMS (OF IMPLICIT INF 

~an-ts~zgS gsum, Skt. trflJi lingani ERENCE) (dngos-stobs rjes-dpag-gz) 

. he ~xlOm of the result ('bras-bu'i t _ . 
IdentIty (rang-bzhin-gi gtan-tshigs tk~n tSh~~,_ Skt. karyahetu) , the axiom of 

~~~ence of the objective referent' (ma~dsv~ aV~hetu) and the axiom of the 
fllhetu) , 102, 839 mlgs-pa 1 gtan-tshigs, Skt. anupalab-

THREE LOWER CLASSES OF TANTRAfT 

Kriyata~~ra (bya-ba'i rgyud), Ubh:NTRAPITAKA rgyud-sde 'og-ma gsum 
spyod-pa z rgyud) and Yogatantra (rnYaalta~btra or. Caryatantra (upa'i rgyud or 
THREE OUT - IjIor-gyz ra'"ud) Al 

ER T ANTRAPIT AKA 83 268 7 b.Y. so known as the 
. " - 3, 348-57 

THREE LOWER KIN 
. DS OF SUBLIME BEING ' h ' 

PlOUS attendants (nyan-thos Skt ,_ p ags-pa og-ma gsum 

Skt. pratyekabuddha) and b~dhi~a~::~ka), self-centred bUddhas (rang-rgyal, 
THREE L (byang-chub sems-dpa'). 175 

OWER PITAKA sde-snod 'og-ma gsum 
See THREE PIT AKA 

THREE MA~PALAS (OF THE MANTRAS ., 
As expounded in Ratnakarasanti ) d~y~l~ khor gsum 
tras are endowed with, the .' Definitlve Ordero/lhe Three Vehz'cles m 
d . punty of th' . , an-
ag-pa), the power of theI'r a ' elr vIsualisation (dmigs-pa rnam p 

d SSIstance (gro k' - ar 
con uct (spyod-pa'i sa). 253 'gS- yz mthu) and the level of their 

THREE MEANS TO DELIGHT THE GURU 
Through accompl' h ' mnyes-pa gsum 
f b IS ment III meditativ . 

o odYand speech, and through mat:rfa~actlce~, through service by means 
THREE MEDIA sgo gsum offenngs. 655,658, 680, 871 

T~e ordinary body (Ius, Skt. kayalSarrf< 
(yzd, Skt. manas). 264, 304, 367 a), speech (ngag, Skt. vak) and mind 

TBREEM EN FROM KBAM kh . 
Ph ams-pa ml gsum 

akmotrupa, Karmapa Tusum 
all students of Gampopa. 952 Khyenpa and Seltong Shogom, who were 
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THREE MOVEMENTS wrfH REFERENCE TO THE FOUR SYLLABLES yi-ge bzhi-la 

mi-sdad-pa gsum According to Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche, this refers to the destabilisation 
of the three syllables 0"" AH and HDM within the central channel of the 
body when the inner heat rises from the syllable V AM during the practice 

of inner heat (gtum-mo), 548 

THREE NEIGHS OF HAY AGRIV A rta-mgrin-gyi rta-skad thengs gsum 
These are the THREE CONTINUA of ground, path and result. Alternatively: 
(1) the neigh which arouses the world to the unborn identity of sa'!'s.ra and 
nir

va
1)a; (2) the neigh which offers animate and inanimate worlds as a feast 

offering to repay karmic debts (gsob); and (3) the neigh which then enlists 
the support of beings and binds them under an oath of allegiance. 361 

THREE OBSCURATIONS sgrib-pa gsum, Skt. trt1Jyavara1Jani 
The obscurations of the knowable, of conflicting emotions and of propen-

si ties. AlternativelY, the third may be absorption in trance. 469 

THREE OUTER T ANTRAPITAKA phyi rgyud-s
de 

gsum 
These are the THREE LOWER CLASSES OF TANTRA, 273 

THREE OUTER VEHICLES OF DIALEcTICS phyi mtshan-nyid theg-pa gsum 
The vehicles of pious attendants (nyan-thos-kyi theg-pa, Skt. iravakayana), 
self-centred buddha

s 
(rang-rgyal-gyi theg-pa, Skt. pratyekabuddhayana) and 

bodhisattv
as 

(byang-chub sems-dpa'i theg-pa, Skt. bodhisattvayana). Also refer
red to as the THREE CAUSAL VEHICLES, the THREE CLASSES OF DlALEC· 
TICS, the THREE VEHICLES and poetically as the THREE GUIDING VEHI· 
CLES, they are explained in Fundamentals, (pp. 151_237).83,454,618,671, 

911 
THREE PHASES OF LIFE skye-ba rim-pa gsum 

These are the phases from conception in the womb to the moment of birth 
(mngal-du skye-ba bzung-pa-naS btsas-pa'i bar), from the moment of birth to 
adult maturity (btsas-nas nar-son-pa'i bar) and from adult maturity to old age 

(nar-Son-nas rgan-po'i bar), 34, 278-81 

THREE PITAKNTRIPITAKA sde-snod gsum, Skt. tripifaka 
The Vinayapi\aka Cdul-ba'i sde-snod) , Siitrapi\aka (mda'i sde-snod) and 
Abhidharmapi!aka (chos mngon-pa'i sde-snod). Also referred to as the THREE 
LOWER PITAKA. 76, 78-80, 203, 259, 405, 428, 429, 436, 437, 441, 468, 

511,560,619,888 

THREE POISONS dug gsum These are the THREE CONFLICTING EMOTIONS of desire Cdod-chag
s
, Skt. 

raga), hatred (zhe-sdang, Skt. dvqa) and delusion (gti-mug, Skt. moha). 18, 

24, 33, 34, 55, 77, 88, 159, 229, 273, 277 

THREE POSTURES' dug-stangs gsum 
According to the Penetration of Sound: (1) the posture of the lion which rests 
in the buddha-body of reality frees one from all fears of bewilderment and 
enables one to see with eyes of indestructible reality; (2) the posture of the 
elephant which rests in the buddha-body of perfect rapture brings about the 

experience of reality and bl Three 119 ena es one to ' 
crests m the ' ,e crouchmg posture of a sage Whl' h ' see wah lotus eyes' (3) th ' 

appearances, and enables one to see :~:n~tlOnal body emanates reality as 
THREE PRECIOUS JE 1 t e eyes of reality. 907 

WELS dkon-mcho 
Buddha (sangs-rgyas) th d ~ gsum, Skt. triratna 
(d 'd ' e oct nne (chos Sk d ge- un, Skt. san:zgha). 59, 69-70 ,1. harma) and the communit 
743, 862, 970, 973 ' 95, 203, 350, 468, 523, 583, 592 70:; 

THREE PRESENCES sdod P , , - a gsum 

:his, the second of the FOUR C 
mstructions on All-Surpassing R~~:s~LIDA nONS according to the esoteric 
Lmg~a, khrtd-yig ye-shes bla-ma lIon, IS explamed as follows in Jik 
sarpsara are purified by , p~. 49a-b: (1) the bewildering th h me 
&ya-ba-Ia ._ presence ill which there' . oug ts of 
of fl ml gnas-par Sllod-pas 'khor-ba'i 'kh I IS no boddy aClIvity (Ius 
. uctuatmg thought cease b me ru -rtog dag); (2) the conditions 

~:crease m vital energy (r/ung ';el_:'~~d~f presence in which there is no 
cI?' (3) the extent of the buddh fi ,sdod-pas rnam-rtog gYo-ba'i k 

whICh the' .. a- lelds IS reached b r yen ,. re IS no hesllallon or doubt re' y means of presence in 
phrzgs-med-par sdod-pas zhing-kh hgardmg appearances (snang-ba 'd ams ts ad-la ph b ar-

THREE PROFOUND E e s-par-byed) , 343 
MPOWERMENTS z b db 

These are the THRE a - ang gsum 
347,701 E HIGHER SUPREME UNCOMMON EM POWERMENTS. 

THREE PROMULGATIONS OF THE DOCTRINAL W 
See THREE (SUCCESSIVE) PRO HEEL chos-'khor gsum 
NAL WHEEL MULGATIONSrrURNINGS OF T HE DOCTRI-

THREE PROV INCES OF TIBET bod 'ch l k Th h 0 - a gsum 
e tree districts of Ng " U an m pp T'b 

and Amdo and Kham in Lower Ti~:t.18;~', ~~~tral Tibet including Tsang, 

THREE PURITIES (OF KRIYA T ANTRA) da -
The purity of d ' g pa gsum eIty and mantra' the ' 
the purity of mantra and conte~plati~un~~ of substances and rapture; and 

THREE PURITIES (OF MAW n. ,295-6,349 
o AYOGA) dag-pa gsum 

ne of the FOUR AXIOMS OF MA -
outer world (snod dag-pa) , the urit HA~O~A consisting of the purity of th 
(beud dag-pa) and th . p y of llS mner conten IS i e r . e for . e punty of the com ' . . Ivmg crearures 

mmg the mind-stream (rgyud-rnams daP~nents, bases and activity fields 

THREE REAL gpa). 275-6 
ITIES de-kho-na 'd , -nyl gsum 

Accordmg to th 7' e 1 antra of th S prabhasirpha's Commenta e ecret Nucleus, as explained in -
uncreated reality whi h .ry ~n the Secret Nucleus, pp. 2-3 th Surya
reality which isth c IS t e causal basis of the man ' ese are the 
as a ch' f e spontaneous Samantabhad d . <,Iala, the resultant 
mind. ;~~ 0 seed-syllables and is the causal r:a:7s :e~ealitywhichappears t e secret enlIghtened 

THREE REALMS kh ams gsum Skt t 'dh-S ' ,rz atu 
ee THREE (WORLD) REALMS . 
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HMAKAYIKA s h' 
NING WITH BRA . ) Brahmapuro Ita THREE REALMS BEGIN of Brahma (tshangs-ns-pa _' h _ or Great 

Brahmakayika or Stratum 'don) and Mahabra rna ~hepriest Brahma (tshang;-p:llm;u;~~:h are the levels realised through the 
Brahma (tshangs-pa chen-p), dang-po). 14, 61 
first concentratlon . (bsam-gtan 

THREE ROOTS rtsa-ba gsum .. al deity (yi-dam, Skt. evata 
d -) and <;lakinI bl a) mednatlon 847 855 The guru ( a-m, 586 676, 748, 823, , (mkha'-'gro-ma). 376, 555, , 

h -rgya gsum . h OUR SEALS INDICAT-
THREE SEALS P yag impermanence and suffenng; orht : ~hird (selflessness) and Either Impunty, PRECEPTS, m WhlC t e 

RANSMITTED 71 
IVE OF THE T . ce) are combined. the fourth (nirvaI?a IS pea 

b 
m REALITIES of THREE SE REE IMPERISHABLE CRETS gsang- a gsu INDESTRUCTIBLE 

These are the TH . d 853 
buddha-body, speech and mm . 

Sk t 'mandala 'khor gsum, 1. n . . 588 619 THREE SPHERES. their interaction. 316, , 

The subject, oblect and ERS OF THE SAMGHA) 
OF ACTIVITY ON THE PART OF MEMB 

THREE SPHERES ( . or alternatively 
'khor-lo gsum . ( grub-pa) and work (las), 738 783 h 

d p) attamment s k 720 724 736, , , Exegesis Cbs a - a , d (slob-pa) and wor. , , . t' n (spang-ba), stu y renunCla 10 

824, 835, 840, 852 Skt tribhavaltribhuvana 

XISTENCE) srid/sa gsum, .'. h surface world of 
THREE SPHERES (OF ~d of the nagas (sa-'og klu'l snd-l~a~fgto~s (gnam-steng lha'i 

The nether wor ... ) d the upper wor 
,. 1'1 snd-pa an 

humans (sa 1 steng m 1 405 971 973 
'dpa) 45 212,30, , , 

Srl - . , . nod-pa 
DINATION tshig(s)-gsum nm 

THREE STAGES OF OR S OF ORDINATION. 618 
h THREE LEVEL 

These are t e hra-ba gsum 

INE COGNITIONS ye-shes p m tiness (slOng-pa) 
THREE SUBTLE PRIST gnition of appearances (snang-bi' e o~he spyi-Mn '00-

The subtle pnstme co ") Refer to Mipham mp , 
d their coalescence (zung- Jug. 

an 194) 342 EL 
gsal snying-po, (p. . OF THE DOCTRINAL WHE 

NSrrURNINGS 
PROMULGATIO krapravartana 

THREE (SUCCESSIVE) Skt triparivartadharmaca h .ntermediate 
chos-'khor (rim-pa) gsum, ~aranasi (chos-'khor dang-po), t a~ !romUlgation 

The first promulgation ;~ak (ba~-ma 'i chos-'khor) and t~~ ;~~ is 7, 425, 896 
promulga tion at Vulture, khor tha-ma). 17, 23-4, 28, 76" ,. 
in indefinite realms (chas TTED PRECEPTS bka , 

THE TRANSMI PROMULGATIONS OF 
THREE SUCCESSIVE VE PROMULGA-

. . E SUCCESS! rim-po gsum d to the THRE . d precepts 
The teachings which ~~~~~P';:EEL, namely, the firs~;~:~s;:;~~:a) and the 
TIONS OF THE DO~T diate transmitted precepts (bka' dang-po), the mterme 

final transmitted precepts (bka' tha-ma). 18, 188 Three 121 

THREE SUFFERINGS sdug-bsngal gsum, Skt. tndu~khatd 
The suffering of change ('gyur-ba'i sdug-bsngal, Skt. Vipan1}iimadu~khatii), 
the suffering of propensities ('du-byed-kyi sdug-hsngal, SkI. sa'1'Skiira-

du~khatii) and the suffering of suffering or pain itself (sdug-bsngal-gi sdugbsngal, Skt. du~khadu~khatd). 419 

THREE SUPERIORS (OF KATOK) (kalJ-thog) gong-rna gsu", 

Katokpa Tampa Deshek, TsangtOnpa and Campabum. 698 

THREE SUPPORTIVE ESSENTIALS OF THE BODY bca'-ha lus-kYi mad gsu", 

According to All-Surpassing Realisation, these are the THREE POSTURES 
of lion, elephant and sage. Refer to Longcenpa, Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle, Vol. 2, (p. 280). 338 

THREE SUPREME EMANATIONS mchog-gi sPrul-sku gsum 

Nyang-rel Nyima OZer, Guru ChOwang and Rikdzin Giidemcen. Refer to 
]amyang Khyentse, Mkkyen brtse on the History of the Dhanna, (pp. 41-2). 755, 760, 780, 934 

THREE TIMES dus gsum, Skt. trikdla 

The past (,das-pa, SkI. atita), present (da-Ita-ba, Skt. Vortamiina) and future 
(ma-'ongs-pa, Skt. aniigata). 157-8, 276,308, 316, 320, 334,414,453, 633 

THREE TRADtTIONS OF BODHISATTVA VOW bka'-srvl gsum-pa'i byang-sems-kyi sdom-rgyun 

According to Terdak Lingpa's Record of Teachings Received, Pp. 15-16, these 
are the tradition of Mafijusri via Nagarjuna and Candrakirti; the tradition 
of Maitreya via Asafiga and Vasubandhu; and the tradition of Manjusrl via 
Santideva. All three were gathered together by Longcenpa. 729, 827 

THREE TRADITIONS OF THE MENTAL CI.ASS sems-sde lugs gsarn 

The Rong tradition in Central Tibet, the Kham tradition in East Tibet and 
the original cycles (skor) of the Mental Class. 827 

THREE TRADITIONS OF PACIFICATION zhi-byed lugs-gsa,. 

The Ma, So and Kham traditions. Referto Blue Annals, (pp. 867-979). 657 
THREE TRAININGS bslab-pa gsum, Skt. trisik~d 

See THREE (CORRECT) TRAININGS 

l-HREE TURNINGS OF THE DOCTRINAL WHEEL (OF THE CAUSAL VEHICLES) rgyu'i chos-' khor gsum 

See THREE (SUCCESSIVE) PROMULGATION&TURNINGS OF THE DOCTRINAL WHEEL 

THREE TYPES OF DEEDS las gsurn-po, Skt. trf~i karma~i 
Virtuous (bsod-narns, Skt. kutala), unvirtuous (bsod-narns rna-yin-pa, Skt. 
akuta/a) and indeterminate (lung rna-bstan, Skt. avYiikrta). 56 

THREE TYPES OF EMANA TIONAL BODY spml-sku rnarn gsarn 

Emanations of natural expression (rang-bzhin sPruJ-pa), emanations which 
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train living beings (,gro-'dul sprul-pa) and diversified emanations (sna-tshogs 
sprul-pa) , 21, 128 

THREE TYPES OF SCRUTINY (OF PURE SCRIPTURAL AUTHORITY) (dag-pa'i lung-gi) 
dpyad gsum 

As impurities are ascertained by the process of burning, cutting and polishing, 
so too are the scriptures to be critically investigated. Refer to Santarak~ita's 
Tattvasan:zgraha, vv. 3340-4, which compares the study of the Buddha's 
words by means of inference, scriptural authority and example to the purifi
cation of gold by burning, cutting and polishing. 102 

THREE UNCOMPOUNDED ENTITIES 'dus-ma-byas gsum, Skt. trividham asan:z
skrtam 

According to the Vaibha~ika, these are space (nam-mkha', Skt. akiiSa), the 
cessation of corruption due to individual scrutiny (so-sor brtags-pas 'gog-pa, 
Skt. pratisan:zkhyanirodha) and the cessation (of the future arising of any 
object) independent of individual scrutiny (brtags-min-gyi 'gog-pa, Skt. aprati
san:zkhyanirodha). 157 

THREE UNCORRUPTED PATHS zag-pa med-pa'i lam gsum, Skt. traya andsrava
mdrga~ 

The path of insight (mthong-Iam, Skt. darsanamarga), the path of meditation 
(bsgom-Iam, Skt. bhdvandmarga) and the final path (mthar-Iam, Skt. nigha
marga). 281 

THREE UNMOVING STATES mi-'gul-ba gsum 

These are the first of the FOUR CONSOLIDATIONS of All-Surpassing Reali
sation. They are described in Jikme Lingpa, khrid-yig ye-shes bla-ma, p. 49a, 
as follows: (1) without moving from the postures of the body, the energy 
channels and currents are relaxed of their own accord (Ius bzhag-stang-Ias 
mi-'gul-bas rtsa-riung rang-dal); (2) without moving from the gazes of the 
eyes, appearances are enhanced (mig gzigs-stangs-Ias mi-'gul-bas snang-ba'i 
'phel-'dzin); and (3) without moving from the state of the unfabricating mind, 
the expanse and awareness are integrated (sems bzo-med-Ias mi- 'gul-bas 
dbyings-rig zung-du chud-par-byed). 343 

THREE VEHICLES theg-pa gsum, Skt. triydna 

These refer either to the THREE OUTER VEHICLES OF DIALECTICS of the 
pious attendants, self-centred buddhas and bodhisattvas, or to the vehicle 
which directs (or uproots) the cause of suffering (kun-'byung 'dren-pa), the 
vehicle of austere awareness (dka' -thub rig-pa) and the vehicle of overpowering 
means (dbang-bsgyur thabs-kyi theg-pa). 17,81-3,174, 190, 197,285,425 

THREE VEHICLES OF INNER T ANTRAS OF SKILFUL MEANS nang-rgyud thabs-kyi 
theg-pa gsum 

These are the THREE INNER CLASSES OF TANTRA. 84 

THREE VEHICLES OF THE OUTER TANTRAS OF AUSTERE AWARENESSphyi thub
pa rgyud-kyi theg-pa gsum 
The Kriyatantra, Ubhayatantra or Caryatantra, and Yogatantra vehicles. 81, 
84, 269, 286, 346, 348-57 

THREE vows sdom-pa gsum Skt ' , , tnsamvara 
Three-Four 123 

The pratimoksa (so-thar) bodh" 
b dh' ' ,lsattva vows (b\l o lsauvasamvara) and 'J'ang-sems-kyi sdom-pa, Sk 

' man tra vows ( t. 
samaya) , 78, 300, 302, 827, 831, 861 gsang-sngags-kyi dam-tshlg, Skt. 

THREE WAYS TO BRING FORTH THE F 
gsum Run OF THE INSTRUCTIONS btsa'-lugs 

According to Pawo Tsuklak T h 
pp, 223-4, based on the Biogra~he;wa, ,Scholar's Feast of Doctn'nal History 
the harv~st that is like the eyeball~n:~azrocana, ~hes~ are: (1) to bring forth 
(2) to bnng forth the harvest that' l'k er ~o clanfy all satpsara and nirvana' 
of all vehicles; (3) and to bring C hIS hI e t e heart because it is the esse~c~ 
't' h lon t e harvest th t' l'k 
1 IS t e root of all things, 539 a IS 1 e life itself because 

THREE WAYS OF ENTERING (THE LIBERATI 
AWARENESS) 'jug-pa rnam gsum NG PATH OF DISCIMINATIVE 

According to A 
, nuyoga, these are the mind wh' h ' 
Ideas and scrutiny (rtoa-d'PJ\lod k " , IC enters mto the pursuit of 
, 0 .J - Yl ryes-su ';u -p " 'd) , 
mto the pursuit of truth (d " ~ a 1 Yl ,the mmd which enters 

, On-gyl ryes-su ';u -p" 'd) 
enters mto the pursuit of seed-syllabI (y' g "a ~ Yl ~nd the mind which 

THREE WAYS OF THE W es l-ge 1 ryes-su '.;ug-pa'iyid). 286-7 
ISE mkhas-tshul gsum 

Teaching ('chad-pa), debate (rtsod- a) , . 
THREE WH P and compOSItIOn (rtsom-pa). 731 

EELS OF THE DOCTRINE chos-kyi 'khor l 
The doct . h' - 0 gsum 

nnes w Ich respectively concern the ' 
the absence of characteristics and the defi ' .mIddle ",,:ay and the four truths, 
CESSIVE) PROMULGATIONSrru nWve meanmg. See THREE (SUC

RNINGS OF THE DO 
THREE CTRINAL WHEEL 

(WORLD) REALMS (';'ig-rten-gyij kh 
The desire realm (' dod-p " kh ams gsum, Skt. tn{lokajdhdtu 
Sk - a 1 ams, Skt. kdmadhdtu) fI 

1. rupadhatu) and formless realm (gzu s-m _ "orm realm (gzugs-khams, 
13,31,38,51,56,73,202,259 302 3~1 ed kYl khams, Skt. arnpyadhatu) , 
575, 907, 930 ' , , 337, 339-40, 363,418,490, 491, 

THREE YOGAS (OF ANUYOGA) mal 'b T - ~or gsum 
hese are explained in Fundamentals, pp, 285-6 

TRIO OF THE G . 
URU, GREAT PERFECTION A 

bla-rdzogs-thugs gsum ND GREAT COMPASSIONATE ONE 

Refer to Hi t ( 
s ory, p. 396 and n. 934). 724 764 765 

, , ,791,821,827,881 
FOUR 

FOUR ACTIV 
ny FIELDS skye-mched bzh ' __ 

See FOUR 1, Skt. catvary ayatandni 
FORMLESS REALMS 

FOUR A 
SPECTS OF TRAINING IN THE 

MEDn A TION) phyag-rgya spros_bcas_l:LbAsIBbORATbE ,SEAL (OF MAHA. YOGA 
The ' l' , a -pa Zhl 

VIsua lsat~on of maI).<;ialas (dk il-'kh ' , 
numbers of denies (grangs) and th ~ or), clusters of deItIes (tshom-bu) 
279-80 e aces and arms of the deities (zhal-Phyag)~ 
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h' Skt catuhpari~ad 

FOUR ASSEMBLIES 'khor-bz 1-P~' . arh~ts (dgra-bcom-pa), nuns (dge-slong-ma , 
Monks (dge-slong, Skt. bh1k~u) or Skt upasaka) and laywomen (dge-bsnyen-
Skt. bhik~ulJf), laymen (dge-bsnyen, ~he FOUR ORDERS. 74, 423, 426 

- 'k -\ Also referred to as ma, Skt. upas1 a). 

FOUR ASSURANCES gdeng bZ,hi , hrid- ig ye-shes bla-ma, pp. 53a-b, t~is, ,the 
According to Jikme Lmgpa skY ATIONS of All-Surpassing Realis~tIon, 
fourth and last of the FOUR CONSOLID h ne has heard of the suffenng of 

'sts of (1) the assurance that, thoug 0, f their lives therein and so 
cons 1 . " the duration 0 
beings in the three eVIl eXIstenCe,s" s because one has directly deter-
C rth one is unafraid of these eVIl eXlstefnce the beginning in the intrinsic 
10, , . nknown rom 
mined that bewllderme~t ~s, u f' 0 ful or sorrowful experiences (ngan-song 

t re without the possIbIlity 0 J Y h -kyang rang-ngo gdod-nas 
na u , h h d la-sogs-pa t os 
gsum-gyi sdug-bsn~al-dang ts e-ts a shes-b a-la mi-srid-par thag-chod-pas ngan-
'khrul mi-shes-pa'l thog-tu bde-sdug Y ce that one does not have to 

b " d \. (2) the as sur an d' I -la bag mi-tsha- a 1 g eng), d It in that one has lrect y song , f the cause an resu -
ire towards the maturation 0 the mere name of sa~sara asp whereupon even , 

reached the grou~d of aw~rene~s, hebs-pa-Ia 'khor-ba ming-tsam-du ang ma-
does not exist (ng-pa gZh1 thog tu P b " gdeng\' (3) the assurance that, 

, min-Ia ma-re- a 1)' d' e 
m"'Jlb-pas rgyu- bras rnam-s d f l'ty there is no nee to aspu 
S'V' d' the groun 0 rea 1 , bl' ' 
h 'ng been so liberate m h ' ana wherein mere ISS IS 

aVl , 't because t e mrv . "d' I 
towards the obJec,t of att~m~~~ I characteristics (chos-nyid gzh1-Ia 1- tar 
experienced is withou~ mdlVl _u:'i m ang-'das rang-mtshan-pa med-pas thob-

l-nas 'di-tsam-du bde 0 snyam P y that though one has heard 
gro " d )' and (4) the assurance, r 'I 
bya-Ia re-ba med-pa 1 g en.g , , he fields of the conquerors are lmlt es~, 
that the enlightened attnbutes m t b ause one has reached the ground m 
one's delight is purified in san:eness t e~ even a hair's breadth, from the 
which the buddhas are no dlfferen, l~ba'i khams-Iayon-tan tshad-med-par 
awareness that is one's own essehncde (~~P:'i sangs-rgyas rgyu spu'i rtse-mo tsam,-, 

go rig-pa-Ias t a- a 'd du dag-pa 1 thos-kyang rang-n b d a' -brod mnyam-pa-nY1 -
du' ang med-pa gzhi thog-tu phebs- as g 

gdeng).343,372 bh' Skt catuh-
A BODHISATTVA bsdu-dngos z 1, . , 

FOUR ATTRACTIVE QUALITIES OF 

sa11Jgrahavastu , -na) leas ant speech (snyan-par sm~a-ba, 
These are liberality (sbym-pa, Skt. ~a, eXon-spyod-pa, Skt. arthacarya) and 

, ana) purposeful activity 
Skt, pnyavac, Skt samanavihara). 633 
harmony (don mthun-pa, . , 

h' Skt caturabhisambodh1 . 
FOUR AWAKENINGS mngon-byang bz 1, . GS omitting the first, i.e. emptI-

These are similar to the FIVE A~AK~NI~ th~ seed-syllables of speech (gSU~g 
They are the lunar throne (z a-g ~n " d (thugs phyag-mtshan) and t e 

n~ss; the symbolic implements 0 mm 
y1g- bru), f h deity (sku yongs-rdzogs). 279 
perfect body 0 t e 

FOUR AXIOMS (OF MAHA YOGA) gtan-tshigs bzhi HREE PURITIES OF MAHAYOGA, 

The FOUR KINDS OF REALISATION'dt~~;reme identity (bdag-nyid chen-po). 
the FOUR MODES OF SAMENESS an 

34, 275-6 

Four 125 

FOUR BASIC SCHOOLS rtsa-ba'i sde-pa bzhi 

The Mahasanghika, Sthavira, Sammitlya and M11lasarvastivadin. 429 

FOUR BRANCHES OF RITUAL SERVICE AND ATTAINMENT bsnyen-sgrub yan
lag bzhi, Skt. caturangasevasadhana 

Ritual service (bsnyen-pa, Skt. seva) entails the recitation of mantra and 
one-pointed prayerful devotion to a deity that is visualised; further ritual 
service (nye-bar bsnyen-pa, Skt. upaseva) entails the prayer that the deity's 
blessings will descend, transforming the mundane body, speech and mind 
into the three syllables of indestructible reality; attainment (sgrub-pa, Skt. 
sadhana) entails that accomplishments are absorbed from the sugatas of the 
ten directions into the deity and thence into oneself, either in actuality, 
meditation or dreams; and great attainment (sgrub-chen, Skt. mahasadhana) 
is the ultimate realisation of beginningless primordial purity which is experi
enced when body, speech and mind are identical to the deity. This is the 
inner significance of the ritual ceremonies and elaborate dance routines con
tained within the sgrub-chen. Also referred to as the FOUR UNIONS. 280, 
297, 494, 847, 903 

FOUR BUDDHA-BODIES sku bzhi, Skt. catu~kaya 

The body of reality (chos-sku, Skt. dharmakaya), the body of perfect rapture 
(longs-spyod rdzogs-pa'i sku, Skt. sambhogakaya), the emanational body (sprul
pa'i sku, Skt. nirmalJakaya) and the body of their essentiality (ngo-bo-nyid-kyi 
sku, Skt. svabhavikakaya). 19,288, 369, 923 

FOUR CASES WHEN THE TEACHING SHOULD BE GRANTED sbyin-pa'i gnas bzhi 

According to Pawo Tsuklak Trhengwa, Scholar's Feast of Doctrinal History, 
pp. 223-4, which quotes the Biography of Vairocana: (1) the texts, comment
aries and esoteric instructions should be given to one who is faithful, gentle, 
even-tempered and steadfast; (2) teaching should be given completely and 
openly to a recipient who is noble and of long standing; (3) teaching should 
be given and entrusted earnestly to the faithful who request it; and (4) 
teaching should be given with enthusiasm to those of faith who have little 
discriminative awareness. 539 

FOUR CASES WHEN THE TEACHING SHOULD NOT BE GRANTED mi-sbyin-pa'i 
gnas bzhi 
According to the same text cited above: (1) teaching should not be given to 
those who are extremely aggressive, faithless or loquacious; (2) teaching 
should not be given to those who have little faith, perseverance and dis
criminative awareness, or who are partial in their desire for long exegeses 
and commentaries; (3) teaching should not be given to those who diminish 
other doctrines by making long notations and not meditating; and (4) the 
faithless who seek the doctrine for the sake of wealth should be investigated 
from the position of the faithful and then abandoned. 539 

FOUR CATEGORIES OF THE SPATIAL CLASS klong-sde bzhi 
These are: (1) the Black Space propounded as the Absence of Causes (klong 
nag-po rgyu-med-du smra-ba); (2) the Variegated Space propounded as Divers
ity (klong khra-bo sna-tshogs-su smra-ba); (3) the White Space propounded as 
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b . (4) and the Infinite Space m WhICh 

the Mind (klong dkar-po sems-s~ smra(-k~~ rab-'byams rgyu-'bras la-bzla-ba). 
Cause and Result are Determmed g 

326-7 . 
1 b h· Skt catvari cakrant 

FOUR CENTRES 'khor- 0 z l, . . .. bde-chen-gi 'khor-lo, Skt. maha-
The forehead centre of great b~ISS e;:~~: rapture (mgrin-pa l?ngs-spy~d-kYi 
sukhacakra); the throat centr~ °h P heart centre of the doctrme (snymg-ka 
'khor-lo, Skt. sambhogacakra) , t e. d h navel centre of emanation (lte-ba 

h k · 'khor-lo Skt dharmacakra) , an t e 
c os- yl ,. 286 368 

1 ,. 'khor-lo Skt. nirmal!acakra). , spru -pa l , . 

,. dpal-gyi sku 'khor-lo bzhl 
NjUSRI THE BODY Jam- I ) 

FOUR CENTRES OF MA bidin nature of mind (gnas-kyi 'khor-.o ; 
These are the secret centre of the ~ g 1 ( ·d-pa'i 'khor-lo); the cuttmg 

. cted wlth the nave sn h 
the centre of eXIstenCe conne f h d ·ty (gcod-pa'i 'khor-Io); and t e 

d ·th the arms 0 t e el ( 1 ,. 
centre connecte WI d. h h legs and feet of the deity spru -pa l 
centre of emanation connecte WIt t e 

'khor-lo). 361 
- - . s-bzhi mkha'-'gro-ma . 

FOUR CLASSES OF pAKINIS ng d-k· - of the four peripheral enhght-
ay refer to a lillS . ·1·. In this context, the term m .. d Buddha or VaJra famIIes, 

. h J 1 Lotus Actlon, an '"' . kh· -
ened families, l.e. t e ewe, f' h . classes i.e. Padminf, ..)an lnt, 

b 1 . g to four 0 t e SIX' 4) 755 or to C;iakinls e ongm .. _ S GGFTC(PP. 961-7 andn. 1 . 
Mrginf, Hastinf, VaflJinfand CUnl!l. ee 

. EING ' hags bzhi, Skt. aryas catvara~ 
FOUR CLASSES OF SUBLIME B P ( thos) the self-centred buddhas 

h . s attendants nyan- , ) 
The arhats among t e plOU h b -dpa') and buddhas (sangs-rgyas . 
(rang-rgyal), bodhisattvas (byang-c u sems 

72, 908 

FOUR CLASSES OF TANTRA rgyud-sde bzhi 473 
h FOUR TANTRAPITAKA. 96, 

These are t e . TO THE IMPORTANT 
S (OF ANUYOGA) DEFINITIVE 

FOUR COMMITMENT h· b h· 
d Pa'i dam-ts 19 z l 8ff SOTRAsgal-monges- kh bmdzodVo1.2,Pp·18 ., 

··1 h s bya kun- ya, h 
According to J amgon Kongtru ,s e - . ty in relation to the body, speec , 
these are the commitments of utter pun 

. d and entire perceptual range. 367 
mm OF CONDUCT 

FOUR COMMITMENTS RELATIN~ TO C.ONTINUITY OF THE PATH 

spyod-lam rgyun-gyi dam-tshlg bzhl b k n khyab mdzod, VoL 2, p. 192, 

J .. Kongtrti1 shes-!)Ia u - b ndon 
According to amgon . h ff the life of concentration, to a a 
these are to abandon sleep whte ~uts 0 f secret mantra and to destroy 
alcohol, to propound the symbohc language 0 

idleness. 367 
h gi rig-gnas bzhi d 

FOUR COMMON SCIENCES t un-m,~ng-. _ rammar (sgra'i rig-gnas, Skt. ~ab 0-. 

The arts (bzo-rig-gnas, Skt. stlpavldya), g·k· - ·dya) and logic (gtan-tshlgs-kYl 
b ,.. as Skt Cl ztsaVl 

vidya), medicine (gso- a l ng-gn, . 
rig-gnas, Skt. hetuvidya). 89, 97-103 _ 

FOUR CONCENTRATIONS bsam-gtan bzhi, Skt. caturdhyana 
NCENTRATIONS See FOUR (MEDlT ATIVE) CO 
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FOUR CONDITIONS OF BEWILDERMENT rkyen bzhi'i 'khrul-pa/'khrul-pa'i rkyen 
bzhi 

The causal condition (rgyu'i rkyen, Skt. hetupratyaya) which is the THREE 

INTERRELATED ASPECTS OF IGNORANCE, the referential condition (dmigs
pa'i rkyen, Skt. alambanapratyaya) which is the appearances, the possessive 
condition (bdag-po'i rkyen, Skt. adhipatipratyaya) which is the ego, and the 
immediate condition (de-ma-thag-pa'i rkyen, Skt. samanantarapratyaya) which 
is their present conjunction. 54-5 

FOUR CONDITIONS OF SA1\;1SARA 'khor-ba'i rkyen bzhi 

See preceding entry 

FOUR CONSOLIDATIONS mtha'-rten bzhi 

According to All-Surpassing Realisation, these are the THREE UNMOVING 

STATES, the THREE PRESENCES, the THREE ATTAINMENTS and the FOUR 

ASSURANCES. 343 

FOUR CONTINENTS gling bzhi, Skt. caturdvfpa 

Surpassing the Body (lus-'phags, Skt. Purvavideha) in the east, Rose-Apple 
Continent (,dzam-bu-gling, Skt. Jambudvfpa) in the south, Enjoyer of Cattle 
(ba-glang spyod, Skt. Aparagodanfya) in the west and Unpleasant Sound (sgra 
mi-snyan, Skt. Uttarakuru) in the north. 14,56,60,131,409,438,515,577 

FOUR CORRECT TRAININGS yang-dag spong bzhi, Skt. catu~samyakprahal!a 

The aspiration that sinful, non-virtuous attributes, which have not arisen, 
may not be developed; the aspiration that sinful, non-virtuous attributes 
which have arisen may be renounced; the aspiration that virtuous attributes 
which have not arisen may be developed; and the aspiration that virtuous 
attributes which have arisen may remain and be unchanging and entirely 
perfect in the future; Mvt. (958-61). 236 

FOUR CREATIVE STAGES (OF THE PATH OF CUTTING THROUGH RESISTANCE) 

(khregs-chod) lam-gyi bskyed-rim bzhi 
The abiding state (gnas), the unwavering state (mi-gYo), sameness (mnyam
nyid) and spontaneous presence (lhun-gyis grub). 371 

FOUR CYCLES (OF THE GREAT PERFECTION) rdzogs-chen (skor bzhi) 

The Outer, Inner, Secret and U nsurpassedly Secret cycles of the Esoteric 
Instructional Class. 332, 498, 501 

FOUR DECEASES 'da'-ka-ma bzhi 

According to Khetstin Zangpo Rinpoche, these are the decease in which 
appearances have been transformed according to the vase empowerment 
(bum-dbang-gi snang-ba 'da'-ka-ma); the decease that is the yoga of the seminal 
point according to the secret empowerment (gsang-dbang thig-le mal-'byor 
'da'-ka-ma); the decease that is the mode of the body's death according to 
the discriminating awareness empowerment (lus-kyi 'chi-lugs sher-dbang 'da'
ka-ma); and the decease according to the fourth empowerment (dbang bzhi
pa'i 'da'-ka-ma). 923 

FOUR DELIGHTS dga'-ba bzhi 
On the path of desire (chags-lam) or skilful means (thabs-lam), the practice 
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of inner heat (gtum-mo) is activated, giving rise to the experience of blissful 
warmth in the body (bde-drod) , The melting bliss then descending through 
the central channel from the crown centre, gives rise to the pristine cognition 
of delight (dga'-ba'i ye-shes) and the vase empowerment is received through 
which this delight is united with emptiness (stong-pa); in the throat centre 
it gives rise to the pristine cognition of supreme delight (mchog-dga'i ye-shes) 

and the secret empowerment is received through which this supreme delight 
is united with great emptiness (stong-pa chen-po); then in the heart centre it 
gives rise to the pristine cognition that is free from delight (dga'-bralye-shes) 

and the empowerment of discriminating pristine cognition is received through 
which this absence of delight is united with extreme emptiness (shin-tu stong

pa); then in the navel centre it gives rise to the pristine cognition of co-em
ergent delight (lhan-skyes dga'i ye-shes) and the empowerment of word and 
meaning is received through which this co-emergent delight is united with 
total emptiness (thams-cad stong-pa); and finally, after the four delights have 
been thus realised, in the secret centre it gives rise to the inconceivable 
pristine cognition (bsam-gyis mi-khyab-pa'iye-shes) and the skilful empower
ment of awareness is received, In this way the path of desire unites the four 
delights with the FOUR MODES OF EMPTINESS, Refer to Longcenpa, Dispel
ling Darkness in the Ten Directions, pp, 386-96, (GGFTC, pp, 900-14), 818, 
830, 877 

FOUR DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE MANTRAS sngags-kyi khyad-par bzhi 

Mantras are unobscured in the area of skilful means (thabs-kyi cha-la ma

rmongs-pa) , they have manifold means (thabs mang-ba), they are without 
difficulty (dka'-ba med-pa) and they are intended for those of highest acumen 
(dbang-po mon-po'i dbang-byas-pa) , 246 

FOUR DOCTRINES OF A SPIRITUAL ASCETIC dge-sbyong-gi chos bzhi, Skt. 
catvara~ srama'I'Jadharma~ 

Not to hate others despite being the object of their hatred; not to retaliate 
in anger even when angry; not to injure others even when injured; and not 
to beat others even when one is beaten by them, 52 

FOUR DRAMATIC MANNERS tshig-ldan-sogs (zlos-gar-gi tshul) bzhi 

Dialogue (bharatf), conflict (arabha?f), grandure (satvatf) and grace (kaisikf), 

107 

FOUR ELEMENTS 'byung-ba bzhi, Skt. caturbhuta 

Earth, water, fire and air. 38,53, 117-8,328,336,542,543,594,748 

FOUR EMPOWERMENTS dbang bzhi, Skt. caturabhi~eka 

The common vase empowerment (thun-mong-pa bum-dbang) and the THREE 

HIGHER SUPREME UNCOMMON EMPOWERMENTS, 360, 546, 613, 755, 
825, 863, 923 

FOUR EMPOWERMENTS OF THE INNERMOST SPIRITUALITY snying-thig-gi (rtsa; 

dbang bzhi 

As described in History, pp, 499-501, these are the outer empowerment of 
conceptual elaboration (phyi spros-bcas-kyi dbang); the inner empowerment 
which is free from conceptual elaboration (nang spros-bral-gi dbang); the secret 

empowerment that is very unel b Four 129 
and the most secret empowerme~t :~~e ~~sang-ba shin-tu sPros-bral-gi dbang)' 
rab-tu spros-bral-gi dbang) The d' ,IC, IS extremely une1aborate (gsang-che ' 
Lon 'IstmctIons betw h n 

gcenpa, Treasury of Spin'tual and P , ,een t ese are explained in 
the first employs a mult' 1" f' hllosophlcal Systems, pp, 370-2 B ' fl 
fi Ip ICIty 0 ntual b' , ne y 
~om bot? ritual objects and ideas, the thi~ !e~ts and ideas, the second is fre~ 

tlOn, whIle the fourth is th IS eyond conception and des ' 
reality, 673, 674-5 e empowerment into the nature of the bOd~I~; 

FOUR EMPOWERMENTS OF THE PATH 0 

See FOUR EMPOWERMENTS F LIBERATION grol-lam-gyi dbang bzhi 

FOUR ENEMIES TO BE DESTROYED ' 
According to the com' dgra-bzhl gzhom-pa 

'fi ' , mItments of Anu h 
artl ICIahty with respect to view m :o~a, t ese are the enemy of wilful 
prattle about coarse training in a 10' ed~tatIon and conduct; the enemy of 
a d '11 wer VIew' th ' 
n ancI ary commitments; and the e ,e, enemy of vIolating the basic 

speCUlation and idleness R fi nemy whIch steals the result throu h 
d ' e er to Jam" K g 

m zod, Vol. 2, (p, 192), 367 gon ongtrtil, shes-bya kun-khyab 

FOUR ~NLI?HTENED ATTRIBUTES on- ' 
paramltah y tan bzhl, Skt. catasras tatha"'a:at 

' ~' aguna-
Purity (dag-pa, Skt. suddha\ ' 
Skt kh) h permanence (rtag pa Sk ' 

,su a and true self (dam-pa'i bd Sk - , _t. nztya), bliss (bde-ba, 
FOU ag, t. paramatmti) , 212 

R ENLIGHTENED F AMILIE' , 
Ubh S ngs-bzhl, Skt. catuskula 

ayatantra adds to the THREE ' 
comb' h ENLIGHTENED FAM 

, me~ t e Action family (las-kyi ri s Sk lUES, a fourth which 
famIly (nn-chen rigs, Skt. ratnakula) , 27~:2, 3~'3 karmakula) with the Jewel 

FOUR ESSENTIAL RECOLLECTIO 
sthana NS dran-pa nyer-gzhag bzhi Skt cat h 

' , u, smrtyupa-
The recollection of the body (l d 
sthan) h us ran-pa nyer-gzh Sk 

a , t e recollection of feeling (tshor-b ag, t. kayasmrtyupa-
smrtyupasthana), the recollection of m' d a dran-pa nyer-gzhag, Skt. vedana-

~~mrtyupasthana) and the recollection ~;Ph (sems dran-pa nyer-gzhag, Skt. cit

t. dharmasmrtyupasthana); Mvt. (953_6),e~~:ena (chos dran-pa nyer-gzhag, 

FOUR ETERNA 

Th 
- LISTIC SCHOOLS rtag-Ita sde bzhi 

e Samkhya ( 
" ' grangs-can-pa) Aisvara (db h 
}ug-pa) and Jaina (rgyal-ba-pa) , 16, 64-6 ang-p yug-pa), Vai~.I).ava (khyab-

FOUR EXTRAORDINARY ATTRIBU 
bzhi TES (OF THE GROUND) yon-tan kh'1'ad 

:.Y -par-can 
Corresponding to the FOUR EN 
mon ' h LIGHTENED ATT 

~ WIt the buddha-fields, buddha-b' RIB~TES, these are: har-
non-Interruption of enlightened e ,odles and so forth; Supreme bliss' 
ture of reality, 263 xpenence; and attainment through the na~ 

FOUR EXTREMES mtha' bzhi Sk 
B ' , t. caturanta 

e,mg (yod), non-being Cmed) both b ' 
bemg nor non-being (Yod-medmin), 2~m;2~n~~20n-being (yod-med) and neither 

, , ,184,233,269,348,350_1 
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FOUR FAULTS (ATTRIBUTED TO THE SECRET NUCLEUS) skyon bzhi 
Different enumerations of these have been given. For example, Sodokpa 
Lodro Gyeltsen, dris-Ian lung-dang rigs-pa'i 'brug-sgra , p. 33, reports them 
to be that this tantra is flawed in word (sgra-skyon) , flawed in meaning 
(don-skyon), flawed by contradiction (,gal-skyon) and flawed by disconnection 
(ma-'brel-ba'i skyon). According to the Scholar's Feast of Doctrinal History, 
p. 179, they are the error of the introductory statement "At the time I gave 
this explanation" (,di-skad bdag-gis bshad-pa ces mi-rigs-pa), the error of the 
mal).<;iala having an immeasurable ground (gzhi tshad-med mi-rigs-pa), the 
error of explaining the three times as four times (dus-gsum-Ia dus-bzhir bshad
pa mi-rigs-pa) and the error of Vajrasattva being the central deity of the 
mal).<;iala (dkyil-'khor-gyi gtso-bo rdo-rje sems-dpas byas-pa mi-rigs-pa). Simi
larly, Go Khukpa Lhetse in his Broadside is said to have criticised the fault 
of the introduction (klang-log) which claims that the Secret Nucleus has no 
audience of bodhisattvas who requested and received it, unlike the other 
tantras; the fault of time (dus-Iog) which claims the Secret Nucleus speaks of 
four times instead of three; the fault of the mal).<;iala (dkyil-'khor log) which 
claims that Vajrasattva appears at the centre of the mal).<;iala instead of Vai
rocana; and the fault of the tantra itself (rgyud-Iog) which claims that the 
Secret Nucleus refers to other tantras when indicating the auspicious times 
and days for its practice. These four faults, which have many aspects, have 
been refuted by Rikpei Reldri, Sodokpa Lodro Gyeltsen, Jikme Lingpa and 

others. See GGFTC (pp. 61-72). 914,916 

FOUR FEARLESSNESSES mi-'jigs-pa bzhi, Skt. caturvaisiiradya 
Fearlessness in the knowledge of all things (chos thams-cad mkhyen-pa-Ia 
mi-'jigs-pa, Skt. sarvadharmiibhisambodhivaiSCiradya); fearlessness in the 
knowledge of the cessation of all corruption (zag-pa zad-pa thams-cad mkhyen
pa-Ia mi-'jigs-pa, Skt. sarvdsravak~ayajfiiinavaisiiradya); fearlessness to declare 
definitively that phenomena which obstruct the path do not become anything 
else (bar-du gcod-pa'i chos-rnams gzhan-du mi-'gyur-bar nges-pa'i lung-bstan
pa-Ia mi-'jigs-pa, Skt. antariiyikadharmiinanyathiitvaniscitavyiikararJa-
vaisiiradya); and the fearlessness that the path of renunciation through which 
all excellent attributes are to be obtained, has been just so realised (phun-s

um 

tshogs-pa thams-cad thob-par 'gyur-bar nges-par 'byung-ba'i lam de-bzhin-du 
gyur-ba-Ia mi-'jigs-pa, Skt. sarvasampadadhigamiiya nairyiirJikapratipattathii-

tvavaisiiradya); Mvt. (130-4). 22, 140, 171, 266 

FOUR FEMALE EARTH SPIRITS sa'i bdag-mo bzhi 
The four guardians ofYanglesho who confronted Padmasambhava at Chumik 
Cangcup in Nepal. Their names are Dorje Yacin (rdo-rjeya-byin), the daugh
ter of a Mara demon; Decen Decin (bde-can de-byin), the daughter of Rahu; 
Secin (bse-byin), the daughter of a Tsen spirit; and Phakcin (phag-byin), the 
daughter of a naga spirit. See, e.g., Jikme Lingpa, Vajrakfla according to the 

Tradition of the Tantra, (p. 460). 481 

FOUR FORMLESS ABSORPTIONS gzugs-med-pa'i snyoms-'jug bzhi, Skt. catu~-
samiipatti 
These correspond respectively to the FOUR FORMLESS REALMS at the sum-

mit of existence in saqlsara; Mvt. (1492-5). 13, 61-2 
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FOURdFhOa_tRuMLESS REALMS gzugs-med khams-pa'i gnas bzhi, Skt. caturiirilpya-

The activity field infinite as the sky (n - ' , 
iikiisiinantyiiyatana); the activity field :7 .m~h~ mtha ?as skye-mched, Skt. 
mtha'-yas skye-mched Skt .. __ _ _ m mIte conSCIOusness (rnam-shes 
at all (ci-yang med-p~'i sk~~~;:e~na;~ayat~na); t~e activity field of nothing 
field where there is neith ' .. aklrtlcanyayatana); and the activity 
, er perceptIon nor non . ('d 
du-shes med-min skye-mched Sk . ._ _ _ -p~rceptIon u-shes-med 
13). 13, 15, 61-2 ,t. nazvasartlJnanasartlJfiiiyatana); M vt. (311 0-

FOUR FOUNDATIONS OF MIN S DFULNESS dran-pa nyer-bzhag bzhi 
ee FOUR ESSENTIAL RECOLLECTIONS 

FOUR FURTHER TAMING TEMPLES yang-' dul lha-khang bzhi 
Lungnge . C n m angtshel, Langtang Drolma in Dok . 
Camtrin in Mangy til For a d t ·1 d am, Kyercu m Paro and . e al e account refer to M A· Bh 
5-33, where alternative enumerations are al;o given. N. ·54~:s760 utan, pp. 

FOUR TGhREA T. AXIOMS (OF MADHY AMAKA) gtan-tshig chen-po bzhi 
e vaJra fragments (rdo- . ) . production (mu-bzhi sk ' rye gzegs-ma , the refutatIon of the four limits of 

the absence of the sin;:;a;o:~dt~~ supr~~el relat.ivity (rten-'brel chen-po) and 
e mu tIp e (gczg-dang du-bral). 35, 294 

FOUR GREAT. CYCLES OF WORSHIP mchod-pa chen-po bzhi 

Accordmg to Dudjom Rinpoch I b by King Mune T e, rgya -:a s, p. 312, these cycles introduced 

Trhadruk and th::e
o o~o~~:r~~~r~~ea~~n::h~nd ~bhi~h~rma at Lhasa and 

Tantra) at Samye. 521 Isam odhi (l.e. the Vairocana 

FOUR G~EAT ~O~ES OF LIBERATION grol-Iugs chen-po bzhi 
Pnmordial lIberation (ye-grol) naturalliberat" .. 
(cer-grol) and liberation f' IOn (rang-grol), dIrect lIberation 

rom extremes (mtha'-grol). 334 

FOUR GREAT RIVERS OF bzhi THE TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS bka'i chu-babs chen-po 

The river of conventional textual ex· . 
notes; the river of instructions egese.s WIth c?mme~tanes and lecture 
and guidance which 1 b °hfthe au~allmeage WIth theIr essential writings 

ays are t e teachmg· the r· fbI· 
erment with the £. ' . Iver 0 essmg and empow-

the river of pract::~~:Cho~i~~:So:~~~r:~ an~ the /ntr?ductions to. r~ality; and 
ment and the protectors. 601 e ntes 0 enlIghtened actIVIty, attain-

FOUR GREAT SUBSE Th K CTS OF THE KAGYO TRADITION bka'-brgyud che bzhi 
e armapa school founded b r· founded by Tarma W k h Y usum Khyenpa, the Barampa school 

Tsondru Trakpa anda~~~u Ph t ke Tshelpa school founded by Zhang Tshelpa 
Dorje Gyelpo. 395, 853, 952 a motrupa school founded by Phakmotrupa 

FOUR GUARD _ IAN ~INGS rgyal-chen bzhi, Skt. Caturmahiiriijika 
Dh:rtaragra m the east, Vinldhaka . . - - . 
Vaisraval).a in the north. 419· m the south, Virupak~a m the west and 
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OUR IMMEASURABLES tshad-med bzhi, Skt. caturaprameya" _ 
F " Skt maitrf) , compassion (snymg-rye, Skt. karu'Y}a), 

Lovmg kl~d~ess ((bd~a~;:aSkt 'mudita) and equanimity (btang-snyoms, Skt. 
sympathetic JOY ga , . 
upek~a). 13, 61-2, 417 , 

REAT TREASURES gter-chen mi-zad-pa bzhl 
FOUR INEXHAUSTIBL,E G THREE PRECIOUS JEWELS, the immeasurable 

The unbroken lmeage of th~ h which brings delight to sentient 
great realisation of the doctnne, t e treasure 
beings and the treasure which is like the sky. 743 

FOUR INTERMEDIATE STATES bar-do rnam bzhi , . ediate 

The intennediate state of the b~~plac~, (sk~e-~:kt~:~Jia::~~e:r reality 
state of the moment of de~th (cht~t!~; ;~~birth (srid-pa bar-do). 39,344-5 
(chos-nyid bar-do) and the mtenne a e s 

FOUR KAPTSE ga-rtse bzhi 
..' enting' the discrete elements 

The schemata of elemental d1VmatlOn re~j:e;ts (sna~g-ba yuT), the intellect 
(' byung-ba rang-rgyud) , apparent se?se o. d b ed id) and the mind 
which analyses these elemental relatlOnships (spyo - Y, ~ ) 104 
that apprehends positive and negative consequences ('dzm-pa sems . 

NESS-HOLDER rig-'dzin rnam bzhi 
FOUR KINDS OF AWARE . ' '-'dzin) the awareness-

h ld r of maturation (rnam-smm ng , 
The awareness- 0 e ( h db 'g 'dz,jn) the awareness-holder 

h n span ts e- ang n - • , 
holder of power over t e 1 e-, , d ') d the awareness-holder of spontane-
of the great seal (phyag-ch~n ,ng~ zm a~60 281-2 363 
ous presence (lhun-grub ng- dzm). 31, , , 

sk e-gnas rigs bzhi, Skt. caturyoni 
FOUR KINDS OF BIRTHPLACE Y _ Skt. 'arayuja), birth from an egg 

Birth from the womb (mngal-~as :.yehb;, m he~t and moisture (drod-sher-Ias 
(sgo-nga-Ias skye-ba, Sk~. a'Y}4a}a): lrtl ro birth (brdzus-te skye-ba, Skt. upa-
k ba Skt samsveda}a) and mlracu ous s ye-, ' . 

paduka). 279 
ENTION ldem-por dgongs-pa rnam bzhi 

FOUR KINDS OF COVERT INT , t the teaching (gzhugs-pa-Ia ldem-
The covert intention in _re_sp~ct of e,nt~~el~o~ert intention in respect of charac
pordgongs-pa, Skt. ~vatarabhlsan~l)' _ a Skt, laksanabhisandhi) , the cove~t 
teristics (mtshan-nYld-la ldem-por gongs p 'I Idem p;r dgongs-pa, Skt. pratl
intention in respect of antidote~ (gny~n-p?- a spec~ of interpretation (bsgyur
pak~abhisandhi) and tire covert mt~n~lOn 1;~~sandhi). 30, 220-2 
ba-Ia ldem-por dgongs-pa, Skt. pan'Y}amana 

FOUR KINDS OF DESIRE 'dod-chags tshullrigshbZhi
h 

ge of glances laughter, ern-
, h ndered throug exc an "h' h Desires WhlC are enge , c d by Kriyatantra m w 1C 

l ' espectively tranSlorme '1 brace and sexua umon are r , h' h the deities sml e at 
the deities regard each other, Ubhayatabntra ill ~ ~cnsurpassed Y ogatantra 

, which they em race an " I 
each other, Yogat~ntra ill , R £ r to Longcenpa, Treasury of Spmtua 
in which they are m sexual umon. e e 
and Philosophical Systems, (pp. 292-4). 269, 413 

FOUR KINDS OF ENLIGHTENED ACTIVITY phrin-Ias rnam bzhi, Skt. catu~karman 
These are the FOUR RITES. 146 
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FOUR KINDS OF INDIVIDUALS gang-zag bzhi, Skt. catvara~ pudgala~, 

Ordinary persons (so-so skye-bo, Skt. prthagjana) , pious attendants (nyan-thos, 
Skt. sravaka) , self-centred buddhas (rang-rgyal, Skt. pratyekabuddha) and 
bodhisattvas (byang-chub sems-dpa'). 186 

FOUR KINDS OF INSTRUCTION (OF THE SUPREME EMANATIONAL BODY) 

'dul-ba rnam-par bzhi 
Instruction by the great merit of the buddha-body (sku bsod-nams chen-pos 
'dul-ba); instruction by the direct perception of buddha-mind (thugs mngon
sum-pas 'dul-ba); instruction by inconceivable miraculous abilities (rdzu-'phrul 
bsam-gyis mi-khyab-pas 'dul-ba); and instruction by knowledge conveyed in 
speech (gsung rig-pas 'dul-ba). 21, 131-2, 146, 414, 415 

FOUR KINDS OF INTENTION dgongs-pa rnam bzhi, Skt. caturabhipraya 

The intention directed towards sameness (mnyam-pa-nyid-la dgongs-pa, Skt. 
samatabhipraya), the intention directed towards other meanings (don-gzhan-Ia 
dgongs-pa, Skt. arthantarabhipraya) , the intention directed towards other 
times (dus-gzhan-la dgongs-pa, Skt. kalantarabhipraya) and the intention di
rected towards other individuals (gang-zag gzhan-la dgongs-pa, Skt. pudgalan
tarabhipraya); Mvt. (1667-70). 30, 218-20 

FOUR KINDS OF PRISTINE COGNITION ye-shes bzhi 
The outer, inner and secret pristine cognitions which pertain respectively 
to the outer, inner and secret major and minor marks; and the pristine 
cognition of reality (de-kho-na-nyid ye-shes) which pertains to the supreme 
marks of the Great Perfection. 124, 251 

FOUR KINDS OF REALISATION rtogs bzhi 
First of the FOUR AXIOMS OF MAHA YOGA, consisting of the single basis 
(rgyu gcig-pa), manner of the seed-syllables (yig-'bru'i tshul), consecration or 
blessing (byin-gyis-rlabs-pa) and direct perception (mngon-sum-pa). 265, 275 

FOUR KINDS OF RELIANCE rton-pa bzhi, Skt. catu~pratisara'Y}a 

Reliance on meaning rather than on words, reliance on the doctrine rather 
than on individuals, reliance on pristine cognition rather than on conscious
ness, and reliance on the definitive rather than on the provisional meaning; 
Mvt. (1546-9). 186, 871 

FOUR KINDS OF RELICS ring-bsrel rnam bzhi 

Relics of the body of reality (chos-sku'i ring-bsrel), relics of bone remains 
l.,sku-gdung ring-bsrel), relics of clothing (sku-bal ring-bsrel) and relics of mini
ature size (nyung-ngu lta-bu'i ring-bsrel). 38, 337 

FOUR KINDS OF TREATISE bstan-bcos rnam-pa bzhi 
The meaningless, low in meaning, erroneous and meaningful. 89 

FOUR LAMPS sgron-ma bzhi 

The watery lamp of the far-sighted eyes (rgyangs-zhag chu'i sgron-ma), the 
lamp of emptiness which is the seminal point (thig-Ie stong-pa'i sgron-ma), 
the lamp of the expanse of awareness (rig-pa dbyings-kyi sgron-ma) and the 
lamp of discriminative awareness which is naturally present (shes-rab rang
byung-gi sgran-rna). 338-9 
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FOUR LANGUAGES skad-rigs bzhi, Skt. caturbhii~ii 
Sanskrit (legs-sbyar), Prakrit (phal-pa), Apabhral11sa (zur-chags) and PaisacI 

(sha-za). 107 

FOUR LIMITS mu bzhi, Skt. catu~kofi 
This can refer to the FOUR EXTREMES, to the four pairs constituting the 
EIGHT EXTREMES or to: the limits of birth and death or production and 
cessation (skye-'gog); the limits of eternalism and nihilism (rtag-chad); the 
limits of being and non-being (yod-med); and the limits of appearance and 

emptiness (snang-stong). 163-4 

FOUR MAHAKRODHA DEITIES khro-bo chen-po bzhi, Skt. *caturmahiikrodha 

Yamantaka, Mahabala, Hayagrlva and Am~takut:1~alin. 125-6 

FOUR MAHAKRODHI DEITIES khro-mo chen-mo bzhi, Skt. *caturmahiikrodhf 

Ankusa, Pasa, Sph01a and Gat:1!ha. 126 

FOUR (MEDITATIVE) CONCENTRATIONS bsam-gtan bzhi, Skt. caturdhyiina 
The first is the meditative concentration which possesses both ideas and 
scrutiny (rtog-pa-dang bcas-shing dpyod-pa-dang bcas-pa'i bsam-gtan dang-po), 
the second is the meditative concentration which possesses no ideas but 
scrutiny alone (rtog-pa med-la dpyod-pa tsam-dang bcas-pa bsam-gtan gnyis-pa) , 
the third is the meditative concentration of mental action which is devoid 
of ideas and scrutiny (rtog-pa-dang dpyod-pa yang-med-pa yid-la b)'ed-pa bsam
gtan gsum-pa) and the fourth is the meditative concentration of mental action 
which is united with delight (dga' -ba sdud-pa yid-la byed-pa'i bsam-gtan bzhi-

pa); Mvt. (1477-81). 13, 14-15, 61-2, 115 

FOUR MIRACLES cho-'phrul bzhi 
Contemplation (ting-'dzin), consecration or blessing (byin-rlabs), empower-
ment (dbang-bskur) and offering (mchod-pa). In Yogatantra these are known 

as the FOUR YOGAS. 355-6 

FOUR MODES OF EMPTINESS stong bzhi 
Emptiness (stong-pa), great emptiness (stong-pa chen-po), extreme emptiness 
(shin-tu stong-pa) and total emptiness (thams-cad stong-pa). For an explanation 

of these, refer to the FOUR DELIGHTS. 877 

FOUR MODES OF GENUINE INDIVIDUAL AWARENESS so-so yang-dag-pa rang-gi 

rig-pa bzhi, Skt. catu~pratisa1'lJvid 
The genuine awareness of the doctrine (chos-kyi so-so yang-dag-pa rang-gi 
rig-pa, SkI. dharmapratisa'!'vid), the genuine awareness of meaning (don-gyi 
so-so yang-dag-pa rang-gi rig-pa, Skt. arthapratisa1'lJvid) , the genuine awarenesS 
of definitions (nges-pa'i tshig-kyi so-so yang-dag-pa rang-gi rig-pa, Skt. nirukta
pratisa7(lVid) and the genuine awareness of brilliance (spobs-pa-kyi so-so yang-

dag-pa rang-gi rig-pa, Skt. pratibhiinapratisa1'lJvid). 871 

FOUR MODES OF SAMENESS mnyam-pa bzhi 
One of the FOUR AXIOMS OF MAHAYOGA consisting of the sameness of 
emptiness (stong-po), the sameness of the coalescence of appearances and 
emptiness (snong-stong zung- 'jug), the sameness of freedom from conceptual 
elaboration (spros-bral) and sameness itself (mnyam-nyid). 275-6 
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FOUR MOMENTS AS THEY AP PL Y TO EACH OF THE skad-cig-ma bzhi FOUR TRUTHS bden-bzhi'i 

An explanation of these and their aspects is ive 
OF PRISTINE COGNITION. 158, 230 g n under SIXTEEN MOMENTS 

FOUR NAILS gzer bzhi 

!hese are the four nails which control life-breath 
mg to Yogatantra namely the na·l f h . (srog-sdomgzer-bzhi) accord-

, . "I 0 unc angmg· t . (., 
pa t gzer) , the divine nail of contem . . I~ e~tIon m1- gyur dgongs-
of mantra which is the nucleu ( pl.atIOn (tzng- 'dzzn lha'i gzer) , the nail 

_ ; S snyzng-po s k . 
of actIvity which is the e. ngags- yz gzer) and the nail 

. manatIOn and abso t" f 1· 
phnn-las-kyi gzer). 647 rp IOn 0 Ight rays (,phro-'du 

FOUR NEGATIVE DOCTRINES na ,. . 
According to the Pagoda J ~po .1 chos bzh1, Skt. catu~kr~'f}adharma 
J S oJ reclOUS Jewels as quoted· L 

OJ piritual and Philosophical Systems 201 m ongcenpa, Treasury 
and others who are worth f ' p. , these are: to deceive the teacher 

y 0 reverence (bla-ma d h d 
pa); to have a bad conscience .th - ang mc 0 -par 'os-pa bslus-
no cause for regret I· e regret coWl res~ect to what, on behalf of others is 

, . . lor enterIng th G ' 
pa'i gnas ma-yin-pa-la 'gyod-p b k d e reater Vehicle (gzhan 'gyod-a s ye -pa)· to d· 
who have cultivated an enlighte d . d' Isparage those bodhisattvas 
dpa'-la bsngags-pa ma-yin-p ,. ~e attItu e (sems-bskyed-pa'i byang-chub sems-

h
. hal m1-snyan-pa)· and to a t t d 
Ig er motivation but with ,c owar s others without 

. unworthy speech d . d . 
ma-yzn-pa'i sgras tshigs-su bcad-pa brjod- a-dan' ecelt an gUIle (brjod-pa 
bar spyod-kyis lhag-pa'i bsam p . p g sgyu-dang gYos gzhan-la nye-

- as ma-yzn-pa). 236 

FOUR NOMINAL COM . PONENTS, CONTEMPLATION 
bzhz-la ldan-pa'i ting-nge-'dzin ENDOWED WITH ming-

Th~se are the four mental components of feelin . . 
encles and consciousness who h g, perceptIon, habItual tend-
ft d IC are separated from th fif h 
.orm, uring the FOUR FORMLESS ABS e I t component, 
m sal11sara. 62 ORPTIONS at the summit of existence 

FOUR OBSCURA TIONS sgrib bzhi 
Conflicting emot· . Ions, world-formmg deed b knowable ph s, 0 scuration with respect to 

enomena, and propensities. 923 

FOUR OMENS mtshan- b h· S . ma z z, kt. caturnzmitta 
The omens perceived by Sakyamuni w . . 
the l.ousehold life, namely Id .' hlch prompted hIS renunciation of 
418-19 ,0 age, SIckness, death and a wandering ascetic. 

FOUR ORDERS tsho . 

Th 
gs rnam-pa bzhl, Skt. catuhparisad 

ese are th . . e FOUR ASSEMBLIES. 137, 226 

FOUR OR DINARY ASSEMBLIES h . , S t un-mong-gz khor rnam-pa b h· 
ee FOUR ASSEMBLIES z 1 

FOUR PAIRS OF SA Th . ~RED BEINGS skyes-bu zung bzhi 
e paIr whIch enters and becomes e . . 

(rgyun-zhugs-kyi 'bras-bu-l h sta.bhshed In the stream to nirvana 
a z ugs-gnas gnY1s); the pair which enters and b~-
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comes established in a single rebirth (lan-cig phyir 'ong-ba-la zhugs-gnas gnyis); 
the pair which enters and becomes established in not returning to sarpsara 
(phyir mi-'ong-ba-la zhugs-gnas gnyis); and the pair which enters and becomes 
established as arhats (dgra-bcom-pa-la zhugs-gnas gnyis). Also referred to as 
the EIGHT KINDS OF INDIVIDUAL (AMONGST PIOUS ATTENDANTS), they 
achieve the FOUR RESULTS. 227 

FOUR PATHS (OF LEARNING) (slob-pa'i) lam bzhi, Skt. (saik~a)miirgdS catviira~ 

According to the vehicle of bodhisattvas, these are the paths of accumulation 
(tshogs-Iam, Skt. sambhiiramiirga), connection (sbyor-lam, Skt. prayogamiirga) , 
insight (mthong-lam, Skt. darsanamiirga) and meditation (sgom-lam, Skt. 
bha~\anamarga). 192, 196-7,231,236,259, 287, 923 

FOUR PERVERTED VIEWS phyin-ci-Iog bzhi, Skt. caturviparyiisa 

To view what is impermanent as permanent, what is painful as blissful, what 
is tainted as pure and what is non-self as self. n. 173 

FOUR PHILOSOPHICAL SYSTEMS grub-mtha' bzhi, Skt. catviira~ siddhiintabheda~ 

Those of the Vaibha~ika (bye-brag-tu smra-ba), Sautrantika (mdo-sde-pa), Vi
jfianavada (mam-shes-su smra-ba or sems-tsam-pa) and Madhyamika (dbu-ma
pa). 178, 184, 923 

FOUR PILLARS ka-ba bzhi 

The four main students of Zurcungpa Sherap-tra, namely, Kyoton Sakye of 
Kungbu, Yangkeng Lama of Kyonglung, Len Sakya Zangpo ofChuwar and 
Datik Cosak of Nakmore. 346, 640-2, 645, 647 

FOUR POSITIVE DOCTRINES dkar-chos bzhi, Skt. catu~sukladharma 

According to the Pagoda of Precious Jewels, these are: not to speak falsely 
(rdzun-tshig mi-smra-ba); to abide on behalf of all sentient beings with higher 
motivation and without deceit or guile (sgyu-dang g Yo-med-par sems-can thams
cad-kyi drung-na lhag-bsam-gyis gnas-pa); to regard bodhisattvas as one's 
teachers (byang-chub sems-dpa'-la ston-pa'i 'du-shes bskyed); and to inspire 
those sentient beings, whom one totally matures, to grasp the genuine, 
unsurpassed perfect enlightenment (sems-can gang-mams yongs-su smin-byed 
yang-dag-par bla-med yang-dag rdzogs-pa'i byang-chub 'dzin-du 'jug-pa). 236 

FOUR PULSES 'gros bzhi 

The energy channels, currents and seminal points, along with consciousness. 
923 

FOUR RESULTS 'bras-bu bzhi, Skt. catu~phala 

Entering the stream to nirvaI!a (rgyun-du zhugs-pa, Skt. srota'apanna), being 
tied to a single rebirth (lan-cig phyir 'ong-ba, Skt. sakrdagiimf), not returning 
to sarpsara (phyir mi-'ong-ba, Skt. anagiimf) and attaining the status of an 
arhat or slayer ofthe foe of conflicting emotion (dgra-bcom-pa); Mvt. (5132-6). 
227 

FOUR RITES las-bzhi 
Pacification (zhi-ba, Skt. santi), enrichment (rgyas-pa, Skt. pUHi), overpow
ering (dbang, Skt. vasa) and forceful rites of "liberation" which compassion
ately sever consciousness from the body and transfer it to a higher level of 

. Four 137 
eXIstence (drag-po mngon-spyod, Skt. abhictira 
KINDS OF ENLIGHTENED AC ). Also referred to as the FOUR 

TIVITY. 478, 669, 721 829 844 920 
FOUR RIVERS OF THE SUTRA WH ' , , 

, ICHGATHERSALLIN 
bzhl rdzogs TENTIONS mdo'i chu-babs 

These are explained under the FOUR GREAT R 
PRECEPTS. 717,722,723,828 IVERSOFTHETRANSMITTED 

FOUR ROOT DOWNFALLS rtsa-ltung bzhi, Skt. catumzuliipatti 
These are cited in accord with the T. 
Fundamentals, (p. 235). 95 wenty Verses on the Bodhisattva Vow in 

FOUR ~OOT EMPOWERMENTS OF THE INNE 
gl rtsa-dbang bzhi RMOST SPIRITUALITY snying-thig-

See FOUR EMPOWERME 
NTS OF THE INNERMOST SPIRITUALITY 

FOUR SEALS phyag-rgya bzhi, Skt. catumzudrii 

The seal of commitment (dam-tshi _ ' h 
doctrinal seal (chos-kyi phy _ g :~ p yag-rgya. Skt. samayamudrii), the 
(las-kyi phyag-rgya Skt ka ag rgyda, _) t. dhamzamudrii) , the seal of action 

, . rmamu ra and the 1 
Skt. mahiimudrii). 33, 35, 272, 295-6, 301, 35~~~at sea (phyag-rgya chen-po, 

FOUR SEALS INDICATIVE OF THE TRANS 
rgya bzhi MITTED PRECEPTS bka'-rtags-kyi phyag-

All that is compounded is impermanent ' 
that is corrupt is suffering (zag-b h ( dus-byas thams-cad mi-rtag-pa), all 
without self (chos thams-cad bd casdt ams-cad s,dug-bsngal-ba), all things are 

ag-me -pa) and - . 
'das-pa zhi-ba). 16, 70-1 mrval!a IS peace (mya-ngan-las 

FOUR SENSATIONS nyams bzhi 

These are the sensations of seeing (mthon -ba . 
(snom-pa) and tasting (myong-ba). 20, 125 g ), heanng (thos-pa), smelling 

FOUR SENSE OBJECTS yul bzhi Skt t ' 
F 

' . ca U'fVlsaya 
orm (Sk . gzugs, t. rnpa) , sound (sgra Skt 'bd ' 

and taste (ra, Skt. rasa). 20, 125, 257 . sa a), smell (dn, Skt. gandha) 

FOUR SENSE ORGANS dbang-po bzhi, Skt. caturindriya 

!he eye (mig-gi dbang-po, Skt. caksurindri " 
srotrendriya), nose (sna'i db _ S' !a), e,ar (rna-ba 1 dbang-po, Skt. 
P Sk " ang po, kt. ghranendn1Ja) ad" 

0, t. Jlhvendriya); Mvt. (1853-6). 20 125 J n tongue (lee 1 dbang-
FO ' 

UR SPECIAL ATTRIBUTES (OF THE TREA 
The attribute of motivation (k l TI~ES) (bstan-bcos-kyi) khyad-chos bzhi 
sive words (bry'od-bya tshig- ,;:;:-s ~ng-gz khyad-p~r), the attribute of expres
(rjod-byed don-gyi khyad_p~)l yda -hPar), t~e attnbute of expressed meaning 
(d an t e attnbute of p f 1 gos-pa byed-las-kyi khyad-par). 18 88 urpose u composition 

FO ' 
UR SPECIAL QUALITIES OF THE TRANSMITTED P " 

The possession of expressed' RECEPTS bka 1 khyad-par bzhi 
late words of expression (ry'o:;;1~ndmgh\bryd'0~-bya don-dang ldan-pa), immacu-

fl · , ye ts 19 n-ma med-p) h . , 
con ICtlng emotions (byed-las khams- ' a , t e renUnCIatIon of 
teaching the benefits of pea h gsum-gyl nyon-mongs-pa spong-ba) and 
73 ce as t e result ('bras-bu zhi-ba'i phan-yon ston-pa). 
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FOUR STYLES tshul bzhi 
The lexical (yi-ge), general (spyi), concealed (sbas-pa) and conclusive (mthar
thug) styles for the appraisal or exegesis of secret mantra texts. 35, 292-3 

FOUR SUBDIVISIONS OF THE THIRD CATEGORY OF THE ESOTERIC INSTRUC

TIONAL CLASS gsum-pa rgyud rang-gzhung-du bstan-pa'i tshul bzhi 

Instructions given in the manner of the Full Summation of the View (lta-ba 
sgang dril-ba); those given in the manner of Blood-letting which Removes 
Obstacles (rtar-gagegs-sel); those given in a manner which Reveals the Hidden 
(gab-pa mngon-phyung); and those given in the manner of Exegeses which 
are Naturally Clear (bshad-pa rang-gsal-gyi tshul). 331 

FOUR SUPERIOR COMMITMENTS lhag-pa'i dam-tshig bzhi 

According to Anuyoga, there are no limits to guard because the essence of 
the ultimate commitment is free from transgressions and violations; there is 
exclusive plainness and evenness because the forms of the subject-object 
dichotomy have been transcended; these are gathered in the single expanse 
of the mind-as-such; and there is the commitment of reality itself. Refer to 
Jamg6n Kongtrtil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, (p. 189). 367 

FOUR SUPPORTS FOR MIRACULOUS ABILITY rdzu-'phrul rkang bzhi, Skt. calviira 
rddhipiidd~ 

The support for miraculous ability which combines the contemplation of 
aspiration with the volition to renounce ('dun-pa'i ting-nge-'dzin spang-ba'i 
'du-byed-dang ldan-pa'i rdzu-'phrul-gyi rkang-pa, Skt. chandasamiidhipra
hdrJasan:tskdrasamanvdgatarddhipdda); the support for miraculous ability 
which combines the contemplation of the mind with the volition to renounce 
(sems-kyi ting-nge-'dzin spang-ba'i 'du-byed-dang ldan-pa'i rdzu-'phrul-gyi 
rkang-pa, Skt. cittasamddhiprahdrJasan:tskiirasamanviigatarddhipdda); the sup
port for miraculous ability which combines the contemplation of perseverance 
with the volition to renounce (brtson-'grus-kyi ting-nge-'dzin spang-ba'i 'du-byed
dang ldan-pa'i rdzu-'phrul-gyi rkang-pa, Skt. v'iryasamddhiprahdrJasan:tskiira
samanvdgatarddhipdda); and the support for miraculous ability which com
bines the contemplation of scrutiny with the volition to renounce (dpyod-pa'i 
ting-nge-'dzin spang-ba'i 'du-byed-dang ldan-pa'i rdzu-'phrul-gyi rkang-pa, Skt. 
m'imdm~dsamddhiprahiirJasan:tskiirasamanvdgatarddhipdda). 236 

FOUR SYLLABLES yi-ge bzhi-pa 
See THREE MOVEMENTS WITH REFERENCE TO THE FOUR SYLLABLES 

FOUR TANTRAPITAKA rgyud-sde bzhi 
Kriyatantra, Ubhayatantra or Caryatantra, Yogatantra and Unsurpassed 
Yogatantra. Also referred to as the FOUR CLASSES OF TANTRA. 32-4,203, 
263, 268-74 

FOUR TEMPORAL AGES dus bzhi, Skt. caturyuga 
The perfect age (rdzogs-ldan, Skt. krtayuga), the age of "threes" (gsum-ldan, 
Skt. tretdyuga), the age of "twos" (gnyis-Idan, Skt. dvdparayuga) and the age 
of degeneration (rtsod-Idan, Skt. kaliyuga). The names are derived from the 
ancient Indian game of four-sided dice, "perfection" being the score of four, 

Four 139 second-place a three, third-place a two 
lowest score, a one. 268-9 ' and kali being the name for the 

FOUR TEMPORAL DIMENSIONS dus bzhi 

~he past ('das-pa), present (da-lta-ba) futur ' 
tIme (ma-nges-pa'i dus). Also refl d' e (ma- ongs-pa) and indefinite 

erre to as the FOUR TIMES 125 
FOUR TIBETAN PROVINCES bod ru bzhi . 

Uru and Yoru in Central Tibet, with Yeru and Rulak in Ts 
FOUR TIMES dus bzhi ang. 708 

The FOUR TEMPORAL DIMENSIONS. 244, 307, 633, 915, 916 
FOUR TRANSMITTED PR 

ECEPTS, LINEAGE OF bka'-bzhi b d 
The transmitted precepts of the G S . rgyu -pa 
rapa~i, Saraha, Lohipa Darikap- ~~~ _ e~l WhIC~ descended through Vaj
cepts of the Father ta~tras whi~h ;;s~I:a and TIlopa; the transmitted pre
dbang-phyug blo-gros rin-chen N- _. nde~ t~rough Guhyapati, Sa-bcu 
mitred precepts of the M th' agarJuna, Matanglpa and Tilopa; the trans-
S 0 er tantras which d d d 
aman~abhadrI, Thang-Io-pa, Shin -10- es~e.? e th.rough Sumati 

transmItted precepts of inne d' g pa, Kar~anpa and Tllopa; and the 
D r ra lance which des d d h 
. ombl Heruka, Bi-na-sa Kambal -d I cen e trough Vajrapani 

E G' ,apa a ndrabh -t' d T' . , 
. . SmIth's introduction to Bk '-b 'd u ~ an Ilopa. Refer to 

a rgyu Gser-phren, (p. 3n.). 853 
FOUR TRUTHS bden-pa rnam bzhi Skt _ 

Th ' . caturaryasatya 
e trut~ of suffering (sdug-bsngal-gyi bden-

of the orIgin of suffering (ku -'b . pa, Skt. du~khasatya), the truth 
t h f · n yung-gz bden-pa Skt d 
rut 0 Its cessation ('gog-pa'i bden- a ." samu ayasatya) , the 

the path (lam-gyi bden-pa Skt _ p , Skt. mrodhasatya) and the truth of 
. , . margasatya) The th . 

pertam are the present futu d . ree tImes to which they 
h ' re an past The twelv . 

taug t are as follows' Suffe' . h" . e ways m which they are 
d · d . nng IS t IS, It can be dia d' 

Iagnose ; the origin of sue'e" . h' . gnose , It has been 
b HerIng IS t IS It can be b d . 

a a.ndoned; the cessation of sufferin is 'h" a an ~ned, It has been 
verIfied; the path to the c . f

g 
t IS, It can be verIfied, it has been 

d . essatIOn 0 suffering is th' . 
an n has been developed. 23-4 137 153 188 IS, It can be developed 

FOU ' , , ,224-7,230,421,423,946 
RUNIONS sbyor-ba bzhi, Skt. caturyoga 

These are the FOUR B 
277 RANCHES OF RITUAL SERVICE AND ATTAINMENT. 

FOUR VISIONAR 
T' " Y APPEARANCES snang-ba bzhi 

he VISIOnary appearance of the d' . 
sum-gi snang-ba), the visionary ap nect perce~tIon of reality (chos-nyid mngon-
e ( pearance of mcreasi . 
nee nyams gong-'phel-ba'i b ) . . ng contemp1atIveexperi_ 

th l' . snang- a , the VISIOnary 
e Imn of awareness (rig-p t h d h . appearance of reaching 

ap a s a -p ebs-kYl snang b) d h pearance of the cessation of eli' . - a an t e visionary 
snang-ba). 38 332 339 341 3 ngmgto reahty(chos-nyid-du 'dzin-pazad-pa'i 

FO ' , , ,43,371,971 
UR WAYS OF DEATH 'chi-lugs bzhi 

Those of dissolving into space (nam-mkh ' . 
the manner of an awareness-hold ., a.), crematIOn (me-dpung), death in 
According to Tsele Natsok R edr ~ng- dzm),~nd celestial flight (mkha'-'gro). 

ang roI, bar-do 1 spyi-don fol 8b 1 3 h ' . . - , t ese are 
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. . (1) bod and mind dissolve in the emptmess 

described respectIvely as follows. y ·thin and without a vase merge 
of the buddha-body of reality, as the space ~~e a fire with no more fuel; (3) 

b ks· (2) one passes away 1 (4) 
when the vase rea , d. l·k an awareness-holder; and even 

fill d ·th light and one 1es 1 e d· space is 1 e W1 r . h the body and so one 1es as a 
though one dies, one need not re mqUls 

sky-farer. 543 
ERATION grol bzhi , 

FOUR WAYS OF LIB b· hich represent the buddhas 
Liberation by seeing (mt~ong-w.0l) b

O J~ct:ri:g (thos-grol) the nature of the 
h d mind· hberatIon Y e . (b body, speec an , . f death. liberation by wearing rtags-

intermediate state of reality at the. tIme °h d t 'the shoulders head and heart 
. t a which 1S attac eO' . ·d d grol) a d1agram or yan r . . the topknot of theu bra1 e 

f d th or worn by mantrms m h 
at the moment 0 ea, . l) hen the flesh of one who as 

·b . by tastmg (myang-gro w . 
hair; and h eratlon .) b dhisattva over seven succeSS1ve 
been born a brahman (i.e. a vegetarian or a 0 

lives is consumed. 748 

FOUR YOGAS rnal-'byor bzhi fY t ntra under the FOUR MIRACLES. 
These are explained in the context 0 oga a 

33, 272 

FIVE . ,. 1 g lnga 
RANCE (TO MAHA YOGA) Jug-pa z yan- a 

FIVE ASPECTS OF THE EN: . b fore birth (skye-ba bar-ma) and the 
Death ('chi-ba), the mtermed1ate state e 

THREE PHASES OF LIFE. 278-9 .. 
b an -chub-pa lnga, Skt. pancabhzsambodhz . 

FIVE AWAKENINGS mngon-par y g f· lisation through the creatlOn 
Y t the sequence 0 V1sua d ) 

According to ogatan ra,. ·d) the lunar throne (zla-g an , 
. c 11 . ptmess (stong-pa-nyz , . 1 stage 1S as 10 ows. em . -'b ) the hand 1mp ements 

I f b ddha speech (gsung yzg ru, d f 
the seed-syllab es 0 u - h ) and the complete bo y 0 

symbolic of buddha-mind (t:;g;;;~ag~7~~6:n412, 645, 703 
the deity (sku yongs-rdzogs)., , . 1 

F THE KNOWABLE) shes-bya thams-cad gzhz nga, 
FIVE (BASIC) CATEGORIES (0 

Skt. jneyani panca . _. e are the forms that appear (snang-ba g~Ugs, 
According to the Va1bha~1ka, thes b Skt citta) the concomitant 

. . d (gtso- 0 sems, ., ( . 
Skt rapa) , the dommant mm . ·k) disJ·unct conditions ml-

. 'kh d ms byung Skt. caztaSl a , d d n 
mental events ( or- use -. ' k - ) and the uncompoun e e -

ld P 
'z· 'du-bl\led Skt. cittaVlprayuktasan;,s ara 

an- a J' 24 156-7 
tities ('dus-ma-byas-pa, Skt. asan;,skrta). , 

S tsa-ba dam-tshig lnga . . 
FIVE BASIC COMMITMENT r h·gh bed or meditatIon 

h ot to sleep on a 1 . k 
According to Kriyatantra, t ese are n t (sha mi-za), not to drin 

l b· bya) not to eat mea . ) or throne (khri-la nya - ar mz- , t garlic (sgog-pa mz-za , 
ale, i.e. alcohol (chang mi-btung) and not to ea 

radishes (la-phug mi-za). 350 . I I ba log-pa'i 
OF OUTSIDERS phyz-ro ta-

FIVE BASIC PHILOSOPHICAL VIEWS 

rtsa-ba'i grub-mtha' lnga F THE EXTREMIST MASTERS. 
The views of the FIVE SOPHISTIC SCHOOLS 0 

82 

Four- Five 141 

FIVE BASIC POINTS gzhi lnga 

These five points proclaimed by Mahadeva were: that arhats were in a 
position to answer others (gzhan-la gdab, Skt. pratyuttara), that they had 
ignorance (mi shes-pa, Skt. ajfiiinata), doubt (yid-gnyis, Skt. vimati), imagina
tion (yongs-su brtags-pa, Skt. parikalpa) and were able to maintain themselves 
(bdag-nyid gso-bar byed-pa, Skt. atmapo~ar;a). The enumeration given here 
follows Blue Annals, pp. 28-9; and Taranatha, History of Buddhism in India, 
pp. 80-1. However, cf. HBI, pp. 300ff., for variant lists derived from other 
traditions. 429 

FIVE BUDDHA-BODIES sku lnga, Skt. pancakaya 

The body of reality (chos-sku, Skt. dharmakaya), the body of perfect rapture 
(longs-spyod rdzogs-pa'i sku, Skt. sambhogakaya), the emanational body (sprul
pa'i sku, Skt. nirmar;akaya), the body of awakening (mngon-byang-gi sku, Skt. 
abhisambodhikaya) and the body of indestructible reality (rdo-rje sku, Skt. 
vajrakaya). 18, 19, 128, 139-40, 282, 363, 568, 594, 924 

FIVE BUDDHA FAMILIES rigs lnga 

See FIVE ENLIGHTENEDIBUDDHA FAMILIES 

FIVE CERTAINTIES nges-pa lnga 

These are the attributes of the body of perfect rapture, namely, those of the 
perfected teacher (ston-pa), teaching (bstan-pa), retinue (,khor), place (gnas) 
and time (dus). Also known as the FIVE EXCELLENCES. 117, 123, 145 

FIVE CHARACTERISTIC CONSORTS PROPHESIED BY PADMASAMBHAVA mtshan
ldan gzungs-ma lnga 

Mandarava, Kalasiddhi, Yeshe Tshogyel, SakyadevI of Nepal and Trashi 
Khyedren, the princess of Mon. 773 

FIVE CLASSES OF BEINGS 'gro-ba lnga, Skt. pancagati 

Gods, humans, animals, tormented spirits and denizens of hell. 414 

FIVE CLASSES OF MEANS FOR ATTAINMENT OF THE DEITIES OF PRISTINE 

COGNITION ye-shes lha'i sgrub-sde lnga 

Those of the deities Yamantaka, Hayagrlva, Srlheruka, Vajram~ta or Mahot
tara, and VajrakIla. 361-2 

FIVE COMPONENTS phung-po lnga, Skt. paficaskandha 

Form (gzugs-kyi phung-po, Skt. rnpaskandha) , feelings (tshor-ba'i phung
po, Skt. vedanaskandha) , perceptions (,du-shes-kyi phung-po, Skt. sa'!ljfia
skandha), habitual tendencies ('du-byed-kyi phung-po, Skt. san;,skaraskandha), 
and consciousness (rnam-shes-kyi phung-po, Skt. vijfianaskandha). 13,20,25, 
55-6, 160-1, 170, 213 

FIVE COMPONENTS (OF THE ENLIGHTENED ONES) (mi-mnyam-pa dang mnyam
pa'i) phung-po lnga, Skt. asamasamapaficaskandha 
The component of moral discipline (tshul-khrims-kyi phung-po, Skt. Sfla
skandha) , the component of contemplation (ting-'dzin-gyi phung-po, Skt. 
samadhiskandha) , the component of discriminative awareness (shes-rab-kyi 
phung-po, Skt. prajfiiiskandha) , the component ofliberation (rnam-par grol-ba'i 
phung-po, Skt. vimuktiskandha) and the component of the vision of the liber-
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, ' _ ar ol-ba'i ye-shes mthong-ba l phung-po, Skt. 

ated pristine cogmtIOn (rnam. p gr 04-8 125 
vimuktijfiiinadarsanaskandha), M vt, (1 ). , 

S n on-mongs lnga, Skt. pancaklesa 
FIVE CONFLICTING EMOTION _ Y red (zhe-sdang, Skt. dve~a), delusion (gti-

Desire ('dod-chags, Sk1. raga), hat
Sk 

_) and envy (phra-dog, Sk1. 'irsya). 
mug, Sk1. moha), pride (nga-rgyal, Iti;a;;4 
Also known as the FIVE POISONS. , 

FIVE CONQUERORS rgyal-ba lnga 
These are the FIVE TEACHERS. 125 

ERIENCES ting-nge-' dzin nyams lnga . 
FIVE CONTEMPLATIVE EXP . ces relating to the creation and 

According to Mahayoga, these five expe~len t (thob) skill (goms), firmness 
, (gYo) attammen , 

perfection stages are,: wavenng ') 34 278 
(brtan) and conclusIOn (mthar-phym. , 

NKIND bud-med-kyi skyon lnga 
FIVE DEFECTS OF WOMA.. The Collected Works of Longdol Lama, p. 1455, 

According to Longdol Lama, han-La sems-pa), to harbour great 
these are to desire other men (skyes-pa

h 
gz l phrag-dog-che) to have ill will 

jealousy for other women (bud-med gz an~ a) nd to be per~etuallY ignorant 

( ms-pa ngan), to be very stingy (ser-sna-c e a 
se , 418 

(rtag- tu ma-ng bya-byed). d h ' 
OUTER AND INNER TANTRAS) (rgyu p Yl-

FIVE DISTINCTIONS (BETWEEN THE 

nang-gi) khyad-par lnga h distinctions of view (lta-ba), the mode 
According to Dropukpa, these are t e b I -pa) empowerment (dbang), con-
of acquiring accomplishment (dngos-gru en , 
duct (spyod-pa) and result ('bras-bu). 346-8 

FIVE DOCTRINES chos lnga" in Fundamentals, p. 128, the precise 
I the context in whiCh thIS appears 
e:umeration has not been identified. , _ Skt 

_ F THE DESCENT TO LANKA) chos lnga, . 
FIVE DOCTRINES (OF THE SUTRA 0 

pancadharma "L . k - t -ra Sutra pp. 154-63, these are 
Following Suzuki's Studws m the an ava, a. (gy:-mtshan Sk1. nimitta) , 

Sk - ) causal charactensticS r , d g 
name (ming, 1. nama, , e enuine pristine cognition (yang a-
thoughts (rnam-rtog, Skt:_~lkalpa), t~ gb lute (de-bzhin-nyid, Sk1. tathata). 
pa'iye-shes, Skt. samyagjnana) and tea so 

216 RENOUNCED spang-bya lnga-brgyad-
FIVE EIGHT, TEN AND ALL THINGS TO BE 

, bcu-dang thams-cad b Skt upasaka) are killing, 
d f r laymen (dge- snyen, . ed 

The five to be renounce 0, d alcohol; the eight to be renounc 
stealing, falsehood, sexu~l miscon~uct ~~sn en-gnas, Skt. upavasa) are those 
by observers of the punficatory ast Y, ing and the wearinr of orna-
five with the addition of afternoon f~~~ic~:~dge-tshUl, Sk1. srama'I'Jera) ar~ 
ments' the ten to be renounced by, and high thrones or beds, 
the ab~ve eight with the addition of preCI~U~yg:~kS (dge-slong, Skt., bhi~~u) 
and all things which are to be renounce d rl'bed in the Bhik~uvlbhanga, 

d fi ft three vows esc 
are the twO hundred an. ~ y- of the Vinaya. 226 
and in the other transmisstonS 

Five 143 

FIVE ELEMENTAL PROPERTIES khams lnga, Skt. pancadhatu 

There are five properties compounding external objects through the five 
elements, namely, the property of space which embraces the sense organs, 
the property of cohesion which embraces names, the property of solidity 
which produces the basis of the body, the property of heat which brings 
objects to maturity and the property of movement which supports all moving 
worlds. Refer to Longcenpa, Treasury o/the Supreme Vehicle, p. 75. Altern
atively, this expression may be synonymous with the FIVE ELEMENTS. 20, 
125 

FIVE ELEMENTS 'byung-ba lnga 

See FIVE (GROSS) ELEMENTS 

FIVE EMPOWERMENTS OF AWARENESS rig-pa'i dbang lnga 

The common empowerments of water, crown, vajra, bell and name, the first 
two of which are conferred in Kriyatantra and the last three in Ubhayatantra. 
354 

FIVE EMPOWERMENTS (OF THE SECRET NUCLEUS) (gsang-snying-gi) dbang lnga 

These are also known as the five empowerments of ability (nus-pa'i dbang 
lnga) , which are included among the FIFTEEN ORDINARY SACRAMENTS 

OF EMPOWERMENT, namely, the empowerment of the listener (nyan-pa'i 
dbang) which is that of Ratnasambhava, the empowerment of the meditator 
(bsgom-pa'i dbang) which is that of Ak~obhya, the empowerment of the 
expositor (,chad-pa'i dbang) which is that of Amitabha, the empowerment 
of enlightened activity (phrin-las-kyi dbang) which is that of Amoghasiddhi 
and the empowerment of the king of indestructible reality (rdo-rye rgyal-po'i 
dbang) which is that of the FIVE ENLIGHTENED FAMILIES. Refer to 

Longcenpa, Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, pp. 372-6 (GGFTC, 
pp. 871-7). 915 

FIVE ENLIGHTENED ACTIVITIES phrin-las lnga 

Pacification of suffering and its causes (sdug-bsngal rgyu-bcas zhi-ba), enrich
ment of excellent provisions (legs-tshogs rgyas-pa), overpowering those who 
require training (gdul-bya dbang-du mdzad), wrathfully uprooting those who 
are difficult to train (gdul-dka'-rnams drag-pos tshar-bcad-pa) and spontane
ously accomplishing whatever emerges without effort (rtsol-med-du 'byung-ba 
lhun-grub). 283 

FI'!E ENLIGHTENED ATTRIBUTES yon-tan lnga 

Pure buddha-fields (rnam-par dag-pa'i zhing-khams), immeasurable celestial 
palaces (rgya-tshad-bral-ba'i gzhal-yas khang), radiant and pure rays of light 
(gsal-zhing dag-pa'i 'od-zer), exalted thrones (khyad-par 'phags-pa'i gdan-khri) 
and the rapturous enjoyment of acting as desired (dgyes-mgur spyod-pa'i longs
spyod). 283 

FIVE ENLIGHTENED/BUDDHA FAMILIES rigs lnga, Skt. paiicakula 
The Tathagata or Buddha family (buddha rigs or de-bzhin gshegs-pa'i rigs, 
Skt. tathagatakula), the Vajra family or family of Indestructible Reality (rdo
rye'i rigs, Skt. vajrakula), the Jewel family (rin-chen rigs, Skt. ratnakula), the 
Lotus family (padma rigs, Skt. padmakula) and the Action family (las-kyi 
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rigs, Skt. karma u a. , , , , k l) 11 21 33 273 343, 346, 355, 357, 447, 453, 561, 
563, 623, 660, 672, 691, 746-7 

FIVE EXCELLENCES phun-sum tshogs-pa In:; 137 280 703 
These are the FIVE CERTAINTIES. , , , 

. db lnga Skt paficendriya 
FIVE F ACUL TIES ang-po ,. (b _ 'grus Skt. vlrya), recollec-

k ' ddh -) perseverance rtson , 
Faith (dad-pa, S t. sra a, 'templation (ting-nge-'dzin, Skt. ' df 1 Cd an-pa Skt. smrtz), con ) 
tion or mm u ness ,r,' , (h _ b Skt. prajfiii); M vt. (977-81 . samiidhi) and discrimmatlve awareness s es ra , 
236 

, l Skt paficagotra 
FIVE FAMILIES rzgs-can nga,. h 't the vehicle of pious attendants 

fb ' . those w 0 aspIre 0 , 
The five types 0 emgs are. " 'gs Skt sriivakayiiniibhz-

'h ngon-par rtogs-pa z rz, . 
(nyan-thos-kyz t eg-pa m, h h' Ie of self-centred buddhas (rang-

h h aspIre to t e ve IC , 
samayagotra); t ose w 0 '" Skt pratyekabuddhayiinabhz-
rgyal theg-pa mngon- , h h'cle of tathagatas C de-bzhzn gshegs-pa 

Par rtogs-pa z rzgs,. , 
h ho aspIre to t eve I b' 

samayagotra); t ose w , .. s Skt tathtigatayiiniibhisamayagotra); the du t-
theg-pa mngon-par rtogs-pa z rzg , " t). and the cut-off famIly (rzgs-

'" Skt amyatago ra , 
ous family (ma-nges-p~ z rzgs, 260'-5 Referto sGampopa, The Jewel Ornament 
med-pa, Skt. agotraka) , Mvt. 1 . h (Ch 1) 133 
of Liberation, translated by H.V. Guent er, .. b h 

Y OF NATURAL EXPRESSION rang- z zn FIVE FIELDS OF THE EMANATIONAL BOD 

sprul-pa'i sku'i zhing-khams lnga 

These are listed in Fundamentals, p. 128. " 

SHANGPAS shangs-pa z gser-chos lnga 
FIVE GOLDEN DOCTRI~ES OF ~HE . ma rtsa-ba ni-gu chos-drug); the trunk 

The root is the Szx Doctnnes of Nzgu t S~al sdong-po phyag-chen ga'u-ma); 
is the Amulet-Box Precept of the Gr~a , ~ealisation on the Path (yal-kha 
the branches are the Three Ways of arryhzngR d d White Khecan (me-tog 

) . the flowers are tee an , , 
lam-khyer rnam-gsum , f ' , D athlessness and Non-Devzatwn 
mkha'-spyod dkar-dmar); and ~e t rul~ IS to e

first 
part of the Bibliography 

('bras-bu 'chi-med chugs-med). e er a so 
d F ' Golden Doctrines of the Shangpa, 929 un er zve _ 

FIVE (GROSS) ELEMENTS 'byung-ba (chen-po) lnga, S~~:a::~(mahii)bhuta 
Earth, water, fire, air and space. 13, 56, 104, , 

'- In a Skt. paficaka$iiya , 
FIVE IMPURITIES snyzgs ma g, , h I' d (tshe'i snyzgs-ma, Skt. 

' , 'bemgs are s ort - lve h 
The impunty of bfe-span, l.e. "Skt drstikasiiya), t e 

' f' (lta-ba'z snyzgs-ma, ...., ) a\'uhkasiiya) , the impunty 0 VIew k' z'gs-ma Skt. klesaka~iiya , 
:..r.. , , '(n\10n-mongs- yz sny, _ ) 

impurity of confllctmg emotlons :..r " ma Skt sattvakasaya 
' b' ( s-can-gyz snyzgs- ,. '). the impurity of sentlent emgs sem " -ma Skt. kalpaka~iiya , 

and the impurity of our present age (dus-kyz snyzgs , 
Mvt. (2335-40). 212 

d- a In a, Skt. panciinantarfya 
FIVE INEXPIABLE SINS mtshams-me p ~ h' 'd (dgra-bcom-pa gsod-pa, 

' , Sk miitrghata) , ar atlCI e ,,' 
Matnclde (ma gsod-p~" 1. '_ a Skt. pitrghiita), creatmg schIsm l~ 
Sk1. arhadghata), patnclde cp'ha gsod

b
P '-b Sk~ sanghabheda) and mah-

' Cd 'd n-gyz db yen- ')las a, ' " k la 
the communny ge- u _, b d, Cde-bzhin gshegs-pa l s u-ciously to draw blood from a tathagata soy 

Five 145 
ngan-sems-kyis khrag 'byin-pa, Skt. tathiigatasyiintike dU$(acittarudhirot_ 
Piidanam); Mvt. (2323-8), 320, 901, 932 

FIVE KINDS OF AWARENESS-HOLDER OF THE GREAT SEAL phyag-chen rig-'dzin rnam lnga 

The awareness-holder of indestructible reality Crdo-rye'i rig-'dzin, Skt. *vajra
vidyiidhara), the awareness-holder of the doctrinal wheel (chos-'khor-gyi rig
'dzin, Skt. *dharmacakravidYiidhara) , the awareness-holder of precious 
gemstones (rz'n-chen-ffJ'i rz'g-'dzin, Skt. *ratnavidYiidhara), the awareness-hol
der of the lotus (padma'i rig-'dzin, Skt. *padmavidYiidhara) and the awareness
holder of the sword (ral-gri'i rz'g-'dzin, Skt. *khacjgavidYiidhara). 282 

FIVE KINDS OF BUDDHA-MIND thugs lnga 

These are the FIVE PRISTINE COGNITIONS. 283 

FIVE KINDS OF LOGICAL AXIOM gtan-tshigs lnga 

According to Madhyamaka, these are the vajra fragments (rdo-rie gzegs-ma), 
the negation of production from existence or non-existence (yod-med skye
'gog), the refutation of the four limits of production (mu-bzhi skye- 'gog), the 
supreme relativity (rten-'brel chen-po) and the absence of the singular and 
the multiple (gcig-dang du-bral). Refer also to Longcenpa, Treasury ojSpiritual 
and Philosophical Systems, (pp. 118f£). 26 

FIVE KINDS OF SEAL phyag-rgya rigs lnga, Skt. paficamudrii 

The enlightened or buddha-body, speech, mind, attributes and activities 
which are symbolised respectively by the five seals or hand gestures, namely, 
the seal of the doctrinal wheel (chos-kyi 'khor-lo'i phyag-rgya, Skt. dharma
cakramudrii), the earth-touching seal (sa-reg-gi phyag-rgya, Skt. bhumi
sparsamudrii), the seal of liberality (sbyin-pa'i phyag-rgya, Skt. diinamudrii) , 
the seal of concentration (bsam-gtan-gyi phyag-rgya, Skt. dhyiinamudrii) and 
the seal of fearlessness ('jigs-med-kyi phyag-rgya, Skt. abhayamudrii). 357 

FIVE KINDS OF YELLOW SCROLL shog-ser rigs lnga 

Those scrolls in which earth treasures or their inventories were concealed 
are held to be of five kinds, symbolising the FIVE ENLIGHTENED FAMILIES. 746 

FIVE KINGLY TREASURE-FINDERS gter-ston rgyal-po lnga 

These are the fOllowing among the emanations of King Trhisong Detsen: 
Ny::ng-rel Nyima Ozer, Guru Chowang, Dorje Lingpa, Orgyen Perna Lingpa 
and }amyang Khyentse Wangpo. Refer to ]amyang Khyentse, Mkhyen brtse 
on the History of the Dharma, (p. 41).755,760,789,796,849 

FIVE KNOWLEDGES shes-bya lnga 

In the Context of the prophecy concerning Jamgon Kongtrtil (History, 
p. 859), these are either the FIVE DOCTRINES OF THE SOTRA OF THE 

DESCENT TO LANKA, the Five Great Stores which he compiled, or the FIVE 
SCIENCES in general. 859 

FIVE LINKING KINGS CALLED TSEN tshigs-Ia btsan lnga 

Gyel Tore Longtsen, Trhi Tsen-nam, Trhi Drapungtsen, Trhi Thokje 
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, the" Awesome Secret 

Thoktsen and Lha Thotori N yentsen, in whose reIgn 

was revealed. 508, n. 535 

_ NOUNCED bdud-lnga spang-ba , 
FIVE MARAS TO BE RE h d n which causes insecunty through 

, A ga these are t e emo , ' 
Accordmg to nuyo, h' h' 1 'ness with respect to the equammIty 
divisive thoughts; the demon w IC ~s, aZI 'th respect to pleasure and social 

h d which is capnciOUS WI 
of the real; t e emon d f harsh speech' and the demon 

, h d of the sharp swor 0 ' .. 
diversiOns; t e emon, hf 1 fierce manner. Refer to Jamgon 
which causes disturbances m a wrat u 1 2 ( 192) 367 
Kongtrtil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vo. ,p. . 

h lnga Skt paiicamamsa , ' 
FIVE MEATS sa,· , d d cow (or in other tradmons, 

Those of human flesh, ,elephant, h~~se, d °t~~:o by mundane beings. 274 
lion and peacock), whIch are conSI ere 

FIVE MINOR FAMILIES rigs-chung lnga fi ' families corresponding to the 
, Y t there are Ive mmor , , 

Accordmg to ogatan ra, _ V' Jewel Lotus and ACtiVIty. 
five major families, namely, the Tathagata, a)ra, , 

273 
, pa'i gnas chung-ba lnga 

FIVE MINOR SCIENCES ng- , Skt kav"a) prosody , 'h ,- t ) poetics (snyan-ngag, . J' 

Astrology (rtsis, Skt. lyott, sas ra, '( -brjod Skt. abhidhana) and 
(sdeb-sbyor, Skt. chandas) , synonymlcs mngon , 
drama (zlos-gar, Skt. natya). 103-7 

A SPEECH gsung lnga 
FIVE MODES OF BUDDH - d' ng) intentional symbols (dgongs-pa 

d '(skye med on-gyl gsu , f ' 
Uncreate meamng ,- b 'od- a tshigs-gi gsung), the speech 0 m-
brda'i gsung), ex~r~~slve w~:dS (~br; er-!ed rdo-rje'i gsung) and the speech of 
destructible, indIvlSlble rea ~ty Y, -k ' sun). 282-3 
the blessing of awareness (ng-pa bytn-rlabs yl g g 

COGNITIVE POWERS 'jig-rten-pa'i mngon-shes lnga 
FIVE MUNDANE SUPERNORMAL 

See FIVE SUPERNORMAL COGNITIVE POWERS 

bd d t' lnga Skt paiicamrta 
FIVE NECTARS u -r SI , . d fl h A 't is said in Mipham Rinpoche, 

Serr:en, b~ood, urine" ex_crement ~~6): ~~O~e s~oes not abandon white elixir 
spYl-don od-gsal snytng po, (p, 'J eat fragrance and meat 

'J d l'xir [blood' dmar-rtsl , gr " 
[semen; dkar-rtsl ,re e I , el and contents [flesh; dag-pa 1 

[urine and faeces; dri-sha-chenJ, or the purevess MENTAL SUBSTANCES. 274, 

d b d] " Also referred to as the FIVE SACRA sno - cu . 
348, 361 -

d lnga Skt paiicakabhadravarglya 
FIVE (NOBLE) CO~PANIONS bzang-po s, e ~sva'~t (rta-thul), Ba~pa (rlangs-pa), 

AjfiatakauI!9mya (kun-shes kau1J4~nya), l~) 153 419 422,423,643 
Mahanama (ming-chen) and Bhadnka (bzang- an. , , 

FIVE NOBLE ONES rigs-can lnga , T k k the yaksa Ulkamukha, 
The god Yasasvl Varapala, the naga kmg a ~a a, holder Vimalaklrti the 

'k d the human awareness-the ogre MatyaupaYI a an 
Licchavi, 454-5, 458, 948 

S h i-nang-gi mngon-byang lnga 
FIVE OUTER AND INNER A W ~KENING P Y f the FIVE AWAKENINGS. According 

These are the outer and mner aspects 0 

Five 147 

to Aryadeva, Lamp which Subsumes Conduct, the outer awakenings are the 
attainment of buddhahood by way of desirelessness through the bodhisattva 
vehicle and the inner awakenings are the attainment of the body of coalescence 
where the body of reality, which is inner radiance, is made manifest by four 
kinds of desire (through the third empowerment of mantras), 115 

FIVE PATHS (OF ANUYOGA) lam lnga 

These correspond to the FIVE PATHS OF THE CAUSAL VEHICLES. They are 
the yoga of the spiritual warrior who aspires on the path of provisions 
(tshogs-lam 'dun-pa sems-dpa'i rnal-'byor), the yoga which reveals the great 
awareness (or family) of the path of connection (sbyor-lam rigs-chen 'byed-pa'i 
rnal-'byor), the yoga which confers the great liberating inspiration of the path 
of insight (mthong-lam dbugs-chen 'byin-pa'i rnal-'byor) , the yoga which obtains 
the great prophetic declaration of the path of meditation (sgom-lam lung-chen 
thob-pa'i rnal-'byor) and the yoga which perfects the great expressive power 
of the final path (mthar-lam rtsal-chen rdzogs-pa'i rnal-'byor). 34, 288, 369 

FIVE PATHS (OF THE CAUSAL VEHICLES) lam lnga, Skt. paiicamarga 

The path of provisions (tshogs-lam, Skt. sambharamarga), the path of connec
tion (sbyor-lam, Skt. prayogamarga), the path of insight (mthong-lam, Skt. 
darsanamarga), the path of meditation (bsgom-lam, Skt. bhavanamarga) and 
the path of no-more-Iearning (mi-slob-pa'i lam, Skt. asaik~amarga). 30, 142, 
155, 159, 174,230,237,634 

FIVE PATHS (OF MAHAYOGA) lam lnga 
Great emptiness (stong-pa chen-po), great compassion (snying-rje chen-po), the 
single seal (phyag-rgya gcig-pa) , the elaborate seal (phyag-rgya spros-bcas) and 
the attainment of the maI!9ala clusters (tshom-bu tshogs-sgrub) , 278-81 

FIVE POISONS dug lnga 

The FIVE CONFLICTING EMOTIONS, 253, 332, 767, 924 

FIVE POWERS stabs lnga, Skt. paiicabala 

Faith (dad-pa'i stobs, Skt. sraddhabala), perseverance (brtson-'grus-kyi stabs, 
Skt. vTryabala), recollection or mindfulness (dran-pa'i stobs, Skt. smr:tibala), 
contemplation (ting-'dzin-gyi stobs, Skt. samadhibala) and discriminative 
awareness (shes-rab-kyi stabs, Skt. prajiiabala); Mvt. 983-7. These are intensi
fications of the FIVE FACULTIES. 236 

FIVE PRECIOUS SUBSTANCES rin-chen lnga 

Gold, silver, turquoise, coral and pearl; or gold, silver, copper, iron and 
lead. 838 

FIVE PRISTINE COGNITIONS ye-shes lnga, Skt. paiicajiiana 
The pristine cognition of the expanse of reality (chos-dbyings-kyi ye-shes, Skt. 
dhannadhatujiiana), the mirror-like pristine cognition (me-long-giye-shes, Skt. 
adarsajiiana) , the pristine cognition of discernment (so-sor-rtog-pa'i ye-shes, 
Skt. pratyavek~a1Jajiiana), the pristine cognition of sameness (mnyam-nyid-kyi 
ye-shes, Skt. samatajiiana) and the pristine cognition of accomplishment (bya
ba grub-pa'i ye-shes, Skt. kr:tyanuHhanajiiana). Also referred to as the FIVE 

KINDS OF BUDDHA-MIND. 22-3, 117, 125, 128, 142, 273, 288, 338, 342, 
352,357, 594 
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148 Glossary OJ MY bag-chags Inga, Skt. 
FIVE PROPENSITIES OF THE SUBJECT-OBJECT DICHOTO . 

*paiicavasana (1 ) speech (ngag), mind (yid), soc1al class 
Those of the mundane body us, 

(rigs) and duties (bya-ba). 357 Inga, Skt. paiicasud-
THE FORM REALMS) gtsang-gnas 

FIVE pURE ABODES (OF 
. - snang-ba) Sudar-

dhamvasa "d -b) Sudrsa (gya-nom ' b ) At a (mt-g ung a, . 
Av~ha (mi-che- a, ap d Akanistha Cog-min). 15, 62 
sana (shin-tu mthong) an . . MASEL Iha-lcam padma 

Y AL PRINCESS PE 
FIVE PURE INCARNATIONS OF THE RO 

gsal-gyi dag-pa'i skye-ba Inga a Rincen Dorje, Longcenpa and Pema 
Pemasel, Pema Lendreltsel, pang~ngFP t Of Doctrinal History, p. 213, Pema 

d" t the Scholar seas ') . 796 
Lingpa. Accor mg 0 f Pangangpa Rincen DOr)e. 
Lendreltsel was the secret name 0 

UBST ANCES dam-rdzas Inga 
FIVE SACRAMENTAL S 

These are the FIVE NECTARS. 348 

FIVE SCIENCES rig-pa Inga, Skt. paiicavidya NCES with the addition of the inner 

These are the FOUR COMMON ~CIE Skt adhyatmavidya). 98, 108, 860 
" f Buddhism (nang-don ng-pa, . 

SCience 0 

1 Skt *paiicadvara 340 356 
FIVE SENSES sgo nga, '. " d touching. 156, 158, , 

Seeing, hearing, smellmg, tasung an " 
1 Skt paiicendnya " 

FIVE SENSE ORGANS dbang-po nga;ith t'he addition of the body (lus-kyt dbang-pO, 
The FOUR SENSE ORGANS, 

Skt. kayendriya). 56, 463 

URES 'dod-pa'i longs-spyod Inga "258 
FIVE SENSUAL RAPT . ll'ng tasting and touchmg. 

f " heanng, sme 1 , 
The raptures 0 seemg, - dvaraiiiana 

'" h pa Skt panca '.I TIONS sgo Inga t s es-,' 5 
FIVE SENSORY PERCEP d" to the FIVE SENSES. 5 

The consciousnesses correspon mg b" yan-lag Inga, Skt. 

FIVE SEQUENCES OF DRAMATIC JUNCTURE mtsham-
s 

i)!or-gt h 

Paiicasamdhyanga " Ch 19 pp. 37-67, these are t e 
. D matical Treattse, ., (bha) plot-

According to Bharata, ra . (p " kha) development gar , 
h ) reSSlOn rattmu , 

introduction (muk a ,pro
l
g 

" n (nirvahana). 107 
" , ) and conc US10 . 

crisis (vtmarsa STERS rtog-ge sde Inga 
THE EXTREMIST MA ) V isnava 

FIVE SOPHISTIC SCHOOLS OF ) Aisvara (dbang-phyug-pa, a .. 
S- kh a (grangs-can-pa , '" 1 ba) 64 

These are the alP y d Nihilists (chad-pa t ta- . 
(khyab-'jug-pa), Jaina (rgyal-ba-pa) an 

FIVE SPECIAL CONSIDERATI~NS ~ig~:r:::~:king birth in Jambudv~p~, na~~Y' 
Those which Sakyamum ma e. t family father, mother an ume. 

" d t' ons of contmen , ' 
the special conS1 era 1 1 Skt pancabhijiia 

ERS mngon-shes nga,' "- -). 
SUPERNORMAL COGNITIVE POW" h Skt divyacak~urabht)na, 

FIVE elh 'i mig-gt mngon-s es, . "" - -) k owledge 
These are clairvoyance ~ h Skt divyasrotrabhuna; n 

h '" ba't mngon-s es, . 
clairaudience (l a t rna-

Five-Six 149 

of the minds of others (pha-rol-gyi sems shes-pa'i mngon-shes, Skt. paracittabhi
jna); miraculous abilities (rdzu-'phrul-gyi bya-ba shes-pa'i mngon-shes, Skt. 
r:ddhyabhijiia); and knowledge of past lives (sngon-gyi gnas rjes-su dran-pa'i 
mngon-shes, Skt. purvanivasanusmr:tyabhijfia). 61, 259, 515 

FIVE TEACHERS ston-pa lnga 

These are Vairocana, the king of form; Ak~obhya, the king of consciousness; 
Ratnasambhava, the king of feelings; Amitabha, the king of perception; and 
Amoghasiddhi, the king of habitual tendencies. Refer to the Tantra of the 
Secret Nucleus, Ch. 1. Also known as the FIVE CONQUERORS, they preside 
over the FIVE ENLIGHTENED FAMILIES. 128 

FIVE VALLEYS lung lnga 

Zabulung in Shang is in the centre of Tibet, Jongpalung in Kongpo is in 
the east, Sip ten lung in Mon is in the south, Phakrilung in Go is in the west 
and Dronalung in Kyi is in the north. 518 

FIVE VEHICLES theg-pa lnga 

The vehicles of gods and humans (lha-mi'i theg-pa), pious attendants (nyan
thos-kyi theg-pa) , self-centred buddhas (rang-sangs-rgyas-kyi theg-pa) , 
bodhisattvas (byang-chub seins-dpa'i theg-pa) and of the result ('bras-bu'i theg
pa). 17, 81-2, 13 3 

FIVE WHEELS OF INEXHAUSTIBLE ORNAMENT mi-zad rgyan-gyi 'khor-lo lnga 

Buddha-body, speech, mind, enlightened attributes and activities. 866 

FIVE YOGAS (OF ANUYOGA) rnal-'byor lnga 

The meditative practices associated with the FIVE PATHS OF ANUYOGA. 

288, 369 

FIVE YOGAS (OF MAHA YOGA) rna 1- 'byor lnga 

SIX 

These comprise one yoga of the creation stage belonging to the path of 
provisions (tshogs-lam) and four yogas of the perfection stage belonging to 
the phases of the path of connection (sbyor-lam). See Mipham Rinpoche, 
spyi-don 'od-gsal snying-po, pp. 54-5. The four correspond to the experiences 
of warmth (drod) , climax (rtse-mo) , receptivity (bzod-pa) and supreme 
phenomenon (chos-mchog), which characterise the path of connection. 363 

SIX ACTIVITIES bya-ba drug 

According to Kriyatantra, these are the time for entering (jug-pa'i dus), food 
(zas), attire (gos), ritual cleansing (gtsang-sbra), visualisation supports (dmigs
rten) and mantras for recitation (bzlas-brjod sngags). 351 

SIX ADORNMENTS OF JAMBUDVIPA 'dzam-bu-gling mdzes-pa'i rgyan drug 

Nagarjuna, Asanga, Dignaga, Aryadeva, Vasubandhu and DharmakIrti. 440-1 

SIX AGGREGATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS rnam-shes tshogs drug, Skt. ~a4vijnanakaya 

The consciousness of the eye (mig-gi rnam-shes, Skt. cak~uf'l!ijnana), the con
sciousness ofthe ear (rna-ba'i rnam-shes, Skt. srotravijnana) , the consciousness 
of the nose (sna'i rnam-shes, Skt. ghralJavijiiana), the consciousness of the 
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··h - ··fiana) the consciousness of the body 

tongue (lce'i rnam-shes, S~t. 1.~_~av1)Y d ;he consciousness of the intellect 
(lus-kyi rnam-shes, Skt. kayavljnana an 
(yid-kyi rnam-shes, Skt. manovijfiana). 162, 166. 

h· d drug Skt satpadartha 
SIX CATEGORIES ts 19- on , . .. b (rdzas Skt dravya), attribute 

. V ., ·k these are su stance ,. 
Accordmg to the alse~l. a, (las Skt. karman) , universal (spyi, Skt. samanya), 
(yon-tan, Skt. gUYJa), action.,' d· h ce ('du-ba Skt. samavaya). See 

articular (bye-brag, Skt. v1se~a) an m eren , 
~lso Longcenpa, Wish-fulfilling Treasury, (pp. 400-27). 65 

DOOR OF THE BODY rang-Ius steng-sgo 
SIX CENTRES FORMING THE UPPER 

'khor-lo drug .. . hin the meditator's own body are: the crown 
These energy pomts situated.wlt

h 
I) C head centre (spyi-bo bde-chen-gi 

m mkha'l 'k or- 0 , lore . 
centre (gtsug-tor na - . a Ion s-s od-kyi 'khor-lo) , heart centre (snymg-
'khor-lo) , throat centre (mgnn-p g; l-p 'i 'khor-lo) and secret centre 
ka chos-kyi 'khor-lo), navel centre (lte- a spru a 
(gsang-chen bde-skyong-gi 'khor-lo). 368 d . 

INGS/CREATURES 'gro-ba rigs drug, Skt. ~a . gall . 
SIX CLASSES OF LIVING BE . (lh . Skt asura) human beings (m1, 

d (lh Skt deva) antIgods a-ma-ym,.' d ' 
Go s a, . , .. (y. d Skt preta) animals (du - gro, 
Sk a) tormented splflts 1- vags, ., 99 166 

t. manury,. 11 (d l-b Skt. naraka). 14-15,21, , , 
Skt. tiryak) and demzens of he my a a, 

250,312,341,357 

SIX CL;:i:~: ~:~~:~;~~~::~~~g:~!ahaYOga, Anuyoga and Aliyoga. 96 

on-mongs-pa drug, Skt. ~afklesa 
SIX CONFLICTING EMOTIONS ny d. ('dod-chags Skt. raga), hatred (zhe-

. (. Skt moha) , eSlfe' Sk 
DeluslOn gll-mug, . . I Sk bhimana) envy (phrag-dog, t. 
sdang, Skt. dve~a), pnde (nga-rgya., _ t. a h· h b~sis there is subjective 

. (Skt aV1dya) on w IC 
lrrya) and the Ignorance. . h s-pa-ni gzhi 'khrul-rtog-gi cha 
grasping of bewildering thoughts (ma-ng-pa z e 

'dzin-pa). 12, 55 

SIX DOCTRINES chos drug, Skt. ~a4d~~rma s u-lus) , dream (rmi-lam) , inner 
Inner heat (gtum-mo) , the appantIonal bod~ ( gy ('pho-ba) and the inter-

d· ('od-gsal) transference of consclOusness 
ra lance, 8 674 689 930 
mediate state (bar-do). 547,549,569,577-, , , 

SIX EARTHLY KINGS CALLED LEK sa-yi legs drug L k Drongzher Lek and Isho 
Esho Lek, Desho Lek, Thisho Lek, Gongru e, 

Lek. 507-8, n. 535 
OGATANTRA) dbang drug f 

SIX EMPOWERMENTS (OF Y ·th the addition 0 
ENTS OF AWARENESS WI 

These are the FIVE EMPOWERM h· ·-ldog-pa bum-pa'i dbang), 
. nt of the vase (p y1r m1 . 

the irreversIble empowerme f indestructible reality (rdo-rye 
also known as the empowerment of the master 0 

slob-dpon-gyi dbang). 354 d) . drug 
HER T ANTRA) (pha-rgyu ngs 

SIX ENLIGHTENED FAMILIES (OF FAT ) Ratnasambhava (rin-
b k d ) Vairocana (rnam-snang, 

Ak~obhya (mi- s yo -pa , h ·ddh· (don-grub) and Vajradhara 
'byung), AmiHibha ('od-dpag-med), Amog aSl 1 

(rdo-rje 'chang). 274 

Six 151 

SIX ENLIGHTENED FAMILIES (OF KRIYATANTRA) rigs drug, Skt. ~a?kula 

The Tathagata (de-bzhin gshegs-pa'i rigs, Skt. tathagatakula), Lotus (padma'i 
rigs, Skt. padmakula), Indestructible Reality (rdo-rje'i rigs, Skt. vajrakula) , 
Wealth (nor-bu'i rigs, Skt. ma1Jikula) , Enrichment (rgyas-pa'i rigs, Skt. 
pau~fikakula) and Mundane ('jig-rten-gyi rigs, Skt.laukikakula) families. 271 

SIX ENLIGHTENED FAMILIES (OF MOTHER TANTRA) (ma-rgyud) rigs drug 

Vajrasattva (rdo-rje sems-dpa'), Vairocana (rnam-snang), Vajraditya (rdo-rje 
nyi-ma) , Padmanartesvara (padma gar-dbang) , Asvottama (rta-mchog) and 
Heruka (he-ru-ka). 274 

SIX ESSENTIALS gnad drug 

According to All-Surpassing Realisation, these are the THREE SUPPORTIVE 

ESSENTIALS OF THE BODY and the THREE ESSENTIALS WHICH GUIDE 

THE EYES TOWARDS THE EXPANSE. 371 

SIX GREAT COUNTRIES WHERE THE TRUE DOCTRINE WAS PROPAGATED dam
pa'i chos dar-ba'i yul-chen-po drug 

India, China, Tibet, Khotan, Shambhala and Kailash. 507 

SIX LAMPS sgron-ma drug 

Certain teaching cycles of All-Surpassing Realisation emphasise that there 
are six lamps rather than the basic FOUR LAMPS enumerated in Fundamentals, 
pp. 338-9. They are described as follows: the lamp of naturally present 
discriminative awareness is the basis of the arising (of apparitional reality) 
(shes-rab rang-byung-gi sgron-mas 'char-ba'i gzhi byas-so); the lamp of the 
far-sighted watery eyes senses that arising apparition (rgyang-zhags chu'i sgron
mas 'char-byed-kyi sgo-byas-so); the lamp of the pure expanse of awareness 
is the ornament of tha t arising a ppari ti on (rig-pa dbyings-kyi sgron-mas shar-ba' i 
rgyan byas-so); the lamp of emptiness which is the seminal point is the 
characteristic of that arising apparition (thig-le stong-pa'i sgron-mas shar-ba'i 
mtshan-nyid byas-so); the lamp of the flesh, i.e. the heart (citta sha'i sgron-ma); 
and the lamp of the soft white channels which connect the heart to the eyes 
(dkar-'jam rtsa'i sgron-ma). As explained by Khetsun Zangpo Rinpoche, the 
last two lamps are inherently related to the lamp of the far-sighted watery 
eyes. 907 

SIX-LIMBED YOGA (OF THE KALACAKRA) sbyor drug, Skt. ~a4angayoga 

Cvmposure (sor-sdud), concentration (bsam-gtan), breath-control (srog-'dzin), 
apprehension of the complete deity (sku ril-bur 'dzin-pa), subsequent recol
lection of this (rjes-su dran-pa) and contemplation (ting-nge-'dzin). 301, 546, 
577-8, 674, 853 

SIX LIMITS mtha' drug 

These are the parameters for the appraisal of the scriptures or texts of secret 
mantra. They comprise those which employ the language of (hidden) inten
tion (dgongs-pa'i skad), those which do not (de-bzhin-min), those which are 
literal (sgra ji-bzhin-pa) , those which are not (de-bzhin-min), those of provi
sional meaning (drang-ba'i don, Skt. neyartha) and those of definitive meaning 
(nges-don, Skt. nftartha). 35, 290-2 
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d d /drug-Idan brgyud " d) 
SIX LINEAGES brgyu rug ( al-ba'i dgongs-pa 1 brgyu -pa , 

, f the conquerors rgy ) h 
The intentional lmeage 0 ld ("';g-'dzin brda'i brgyud-pa , t e 

, f areness-ho ers ,. d ) 
the symbolic lmeage 0 aw, d' 'duals (gang_zag-snyan-khung-gi brgyu -pa ,', 
aural lineage of mundane m

li 
l~tened aspiration (smon-Iam dbang-~skur-ba,1 

the lineage empowered by en g h ' 11 declared spiritual successlOn (bka -
brgyud-pa), the lineage of prop etlca Yl' of the dakinls' seal of entrust-

, b d P ) and the me age . 
babs lung-bstan-gyl rgyu - ,~ d- a) 404, 745, 862 
ment (mkha'-'gro gtad-rgya 1 brgyu P . 

SIX MODES OF THE DEITY lha drug h d 'ty of emptiness (stong-pa'i lha), 
'- t these are t e el " h) h 

According to Knyatan ra, , " lha) the deity of sound (sgra 1 I a , t, e 
the deity of seed-syllables (yl-ge 1, 'f 1 (phyag-rgya'i lha) and the deny 
deity of form (gzugs-kyi lha), the deity 0 sea s 
of symbols (mtshan-ma'i lha). 270, 350-1 , 

mkhas-pa sgo drug, Skt. ~a4dvarapa'f!4ua 
SIX PANDITAS OF THE GATES _ _ d' the reign of King Can aka of 

, ' . ' 11 d t N alanda unng , 
The six pandnas msta e a 'h astern gate' Prajfiakaramatl at 

. . R -k rasantl at tee ' , 
the Pala dynasty were: atna a _ _ h H

'
story Of Buddhism in IndIa) or 

( d'ng to Taranat a,· 'J 
the southern gate accor 1 A I ). Vaglsvaraklrti at the western 

( d'ng to Blue nna s , I)' 
the western gate accor 1 h n gate (according to Blue Anna s , 

T - -tha) or the sout er . 
gate (according to arana d b B dhibhadra)' while RatnavaJra 

h gate (succeede yo' N-l d-
Naropa at the nort ern f h teach'lng mandala at a an a. , ' d th centre 0 t e .. 
and JfianasrImnra oCCUple e 

442 

SIX PURE ESSENCES dvangs-ma drug h' d l'n their refined states. Their 
NTS and t e mm 

Those of the FIVE ELEME. S eech and mind is explained under the 
relationship to the buddha-body, U~TIBLE REALITIES. 264 
THREE IMPERISHABLE INDESTR 

, 'ig rten-gyi khams drug 
SIX REALMS OF EXISTENCE ) - GS 585 

The realms of the SIX CLASSES OF LIVING BEIN . 

ENESS rig-pa'i skyes-bu thub-pa drug 
SIX SAGES EMBODYING A WAR. h ntigods Sakyamuni among 

d V macltra among tea , . 1 d 
Sakra among the go s, ed' 't Simha among amma s an 

J 
alamukha among tor mente spm s, . 

humans, v 414 
Yama among the hells. 129-30, 

d Skt sadindriya , 
SIX SENSE ORGANS dbang-po rug" .. dd' . fthe sense organ of the mtellect 

The FIVE SENSE ORGANS Wl:~ the, a ltlO~ 0 

(yid-kyi dbang-po, Skt. mana mdnya). 55-

ES 'dod-Iha rigs-drug , Sk 
SIX SPECIES OF KAMA DIVINITI G t Kings (rgyal-chen bzhi'i ns, t. 

These are the realms of the Four f~~~ t -three Gods (sum-cu rtsa-gsum-pa, 
Caturmaharajakayika) , th~ Heav~nho b br~l YSkt. Yama) , the Joyful (dga'-ldan) 
Skt. Trayatrin:tsa), the Stnfeles~ (t a - , ' ('phrul-dga' Skt. Nirma'f!ura~t 

1· h ' m Emanatlon ' p mr-
Skt. Tu~ita), the De 19 tmg , ( zhan-'phrul dbang-byed, Skt. ara 
and the Mastery over Transformatlons g 

mitavasavartin). 14, 60 , he-ba drug 
ClENT TRANSLATIONS snga- gyur c 

SIX SUPERIORITIES OF THE AN, " 889-90), the ancient transla-
According to Rongzompa (Clted m HIStory, pp. 

Six-Seven 153 

tions are superior through their benefactors (the THREE ANCESTRAL 

RELIGIOUS KINGS), their locations(Samye, etc.),their translators (Vairocana, 
etc.), their scholars (Padmasambhava, etc.), their large offerings and their 
very doctrines. 375 

SIX SUPERNORMAL COGNITIVE POWERS mngon-shes drug, Skt. ~a4abhijiia 

These are the FIVE SUPERNORMAL COGNITIVE POWERS with the addition 
of the supernormal power over the cessation of corruption (zag-pa zad-pa'i 
mngon-shes, Skt. asravak~ayabhijiia). 21, 132, 415 

SIX-SYLLABLE MANTRA yi-ge drug-pa, Skt. ~a4ak~ara 

The mantra of Avalokitesvara, 01\1 MA ~I PAD ME HU1\1, each syllable of 
which purifies one of the SIX CLASSES OF LIVING BEINGS. 508,545,569,841 

SIX TRANSCENDENTAL PERFECTIONS pha-rol-tu phyin-pa drug, Skt. ~atparamita 

Liberality (sbyin-pa, Skt. dana), moral discipline (tshul-khrims, Skt. Sila) , 
patience (bzod-pa, Skt. k~anti), perseverance (brtson-'grus, Skt. vfrya), con
centration (bsam-gtan, Skt. dhyana) and discriminative awareness (shes-rab, 
Skt. prajiia). 36, 235-6, 255, 260, 300, 302, 306, 308, 320, 656 

SIX VEHICLES OF DEFINITIVE ATTAINMENT nges-pa thob-pa theg-pa drug 

The vehicles of the bodhisattvas, Kriyatantra, Ubhayatantra, Yogatantra, 
Mahayoga and Anuyoga. 295 

SIX WORLDS 'jig-rten drug 

Those of the four directions, zenith and nadir. 414 

SEVEN 

SEVEN ASPECTS OF SPIRITUAL WEALTH (OF THE ULTIMATE TRUTH) don-dam 
bden-pa dkor bdun 

These are the ultimate truth of the expanse (dbyings don-dam), the ultimate 
truth of pristine cognition (ye-shes don-dam) and the fivefold ultimate truth 
of the result, i.e. the great mystery of the buddha-body, speech, mind, 
attributes and activities (,bras-bu don-dam). 248-9 

SEVEN ASPECTS OF SUBLIME WEALTH 'phags-pa'i nor bdun 

Faith (dad-pa), moral discipline (tshul-khrims), generosity (gtong-ba), study 
(thos-pa), conscience (ngo-tsha shes-pa), shame (khrel-yod-pa) and discriminat
ive awareness (shes-rab). 568, 575 

SEVEN BRANCHES OF ENLIGHTENMENT byang-chub yan-lag bdun, Skt. sapta
bodhyaizga 

These are recollection or mindfulness (dran-pa yang-dag byang-chub-kyi yan
lag, Skt. sm'(tisambodhyaizga), doctrinal analysis (chos rab-tu mam-par 'byed
pa, Skt. dharmapravicaya) , perseverance (brtson-'grus, Skt. vfrya) , delight 
(dga'-ba, Skt. prfti), mental and physical refinement (shin-tu sbyangs-pa, Skt. 
prasrabdhi), contemplation (ting-'dzin, Skt. samadhi) and equanimity (btang
snyoms, Skt. upek~d); Mvt. (988-95). 236 

SEVEN BRANCHES OF UNION kha-sbyor bdun, Skt. saptasamputa 
Non-substantiality (rang-bzhin med), union with awareness in the form of 
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15 bl' (bde-chen) the body of perfect rapture 

( . ) supreme ISS , , ~ 
the consort ng-ma , . f the experience (gog-pa meu,j) 

dz ,. ku) no cessatIOn 0 . 
(longs-spyod r ogs-pa ~ s .' d interruption of the expenence 

. ( mg-rye yongs) an no . . N-I d-
total compaSSIOn sny R' he's definition cned m a an a 

h ~ R fer to Khyentse mpoc 
(rgyun mi-c aU). ~ Rain Of Wisdom, (pp. 341-2). 266 
Translation Commlttee, The 'J 

E MENTAL CLASS sems-phyogs bdun 
SEVEN CATEGORIES OF TH I ( 323-5) 37 

These are enumerated in Fundamenta s, pp. . 
WHICH ARE NATURALLY PRESENT 

SEVEN CYCLES OF THE GREAT PERFECTION 

rdzogs-chen skor-bdun rang-chas . h e probably to be identified 
. Z ngpo Rmpoche, t ese ar . (g 

Accordmg to Khetsun a b k -bd n) namely, mner heat tum-
. cycles (nor- us or u , . 

with the seven precIoUS. bod (s u-Ius), transference of conscIOUS-
mo), dream yoga (rmi-Iam), 1llusor~b X) ~nner radiance ('od-gsa!) and light 
ness ('pho-ba), intermediate state ar- 0,. may refer to the SEVEN 
ra s ('od-zer). Alternatively the expreSSIOn 

C~TEGORIES OF THE MENTAL CLASS. 545 . un 
HTENED ATTRIBUTES yon-tan-gyz khyad-par b~ 

SEVEN DISTINCTIONS OF ENLIG holders abide in contemplatIon 
ddh - oga awareness- .. 

According to the Bu asamay , h fi supernormal cognmve powers 
, . I -pa) possess t e lVe . fi ld ( h' g (ting-nge- dzm- a gnas, b half of beings in vanoUs Ie s z m 

(mngon-shes lnga-dang ldan-pa), act o~ ~ d . and envy ('dod-cing 'chums-pa 
sna-tshogs-su 'gro-ba'i don spyod-pa) , ac eSlre

bl
· ('dod-pa mtha'-yas-pa-Ia 

. . I d ires as supreme ISS I 
med-pa) , enjoy lImIt ess es d the span oflife (tshe-tshad-Ias brga -
bde-ba chen-por longs-spyod-~a~, ~an~~~~kYi lus-su gnas-pa). 259 
ba) and abide in the menta 0 Y 

ATISA) lha-chos bdun . 
SEVEN DIVINE DOCTRINES (OF h' cycles connected with Sakyamum, 

The THREE PIT AKA and the teac mg 

AvalokiteSvara, Tara and Acala. 853 _. 
I g bdun-pa, Skt. saptanga 

SEVENFOLD SERVICEyan- a . d entance sympathetic joy, prayer 
Prostration, offering, confeSSIOn an d rep tha; buddhas and bodhisattvas 
that the wheel of the doctrine be turne. ,~rayerf . t 865 

. .' the world and dedIcatIOn 0 men. 
remam actIve m , 

HAS sangs-rgyas rabs bdun 
SEVEN GENERATIONS OF BUDD ) Visvabhuk (kun-skyobs) , 

.) S'kh' (gtsug-tor-can, . 
Vipasyin (rnam-gzzgs , I m Kakutsunda ('khor-ba 'jig), Kanakamum 
Krakucchanda (log-pa da~g-sel), )" Mvt (87-93). 136, 591, 624 
(gser-thub) and Kasyapa ( od-srung , . 

k' es-pa bdun, Skt. saptasvara 
SEVEN HARMONIOUS TONES glu-dbyangs- yzhn

g 
the crane-like middle tone 

h usical scale t ese are b Skt 
Corresponding to t em' like sage tone (drang-srong- a, .' 
(bar-ma-pa, Skt. madhyama) , the ,ox~ Skt gandhiira) , the peacock-lIke 
rsabha) the goat-like third tone (sa- dzm-pa

k
, i'ke fifth tone (lnga-ba, Skt. 

..' Id Skt sadja) the cuc 00- I 1 hant-
sixth tone (drug- an, ...' I Skt dhaivata) and the e ep 
paficama), the horse-like clear ton~ ~~l~~g:~t (5'027-34). 98, 107 
ine base tone ('khor-nyan, Skt. m~a a , . 

HI gnam-gyi khri bdun . 
SEVEN HEAVENLY KINGS CALLED TR . h'Tsenpo Sotrhi Tsenpo, Mertrhl 

Nyatrhi Tsenpo, Mutrhi Tsenpo,. Dm~t~ I 0 All are said to have been 
Tsenpo, Daktrhi Tsenpo and Slptrhl senp. 

Seven 155 

immortal beings who ascended to the heavens on sky-cords having fulfilled 
the purpose of their reigns. 507, n. 535 

SEVEN KINDS OF AWARENESS-HOLDER rig-'dzin rnam-pa bdun 

Those who possess the SEVEN DISTINCTIONS OF ENLIGHTENED ATTRI

BUTES. 31, 259-60 

SEVEN MEN WHO WERE TESTED sad-mi mi bdun 

These were the first monks of Tibet: Ba Trhizi (sba khri-gzigs), ordained as 
Srlgho~a (dpal-dbyangs); Ba Selnang (sba gsal-snang), ordained as Jnanendra 
(ye-shes dbang-po); Ba Trhizher (sba khri-bzherl-gzhir); Pagor (spa-gor) Vai
rocana, or Vairocanarak~ita; Ma Rincen-chok erma rin-chen-mchog); Gyelwa 
Choyang (rgyal-ba mchog-dbyangs); and Khan Ltiiwangpo Sungwa ('khon 
klu'i dbang-po srung-ba), or Nagendrarak~ita. Alternate listings often include 
Tsang Lekdrup (r{sang legs-grub) or Lasum Gyelwei Cangcup (la-sum rgyal
ba'i byang-chub). 511, 515, 575, 950 

SEVEN MENMO SISTERS sman-mo mched bdun 

The precise enumeration is unidentified. They were subdued by Padmasam
bhava at Silma in Tsang. Refer to R. de Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and 
Demons of Tibet, (pp. 198-202). 581 

SEVEN PARTICULAR ATTRIBUTES OF NATURAL EXPRESSION (OF THE BODY OF 

PERFECT RAPTURE) rang-bzhin bdun 

The natural expression which is fully mature in the nature of just what is 
(de-bzhin-nyid-du nar-son-pa'i rang-bzhin); the natural expression which is 
the spontaneous presence of enlightened attributes without their being sought 
(yon-tan ma-btsal-bar lhun-gyis grub-pa'i rang-bzhin); the natural expression 
which is pristine cognition without extremes or centre (ye-shes mtha'-dbus 
dang bral-ba'i rang-bzhin); the natural expression whose true essence cannot 
be pointed out (rang-gi ngo-bo bstan-du med-pa'i rang-bzhin); the natural 
expression which remains free from the range of objective qualification, even 
having disclosed sameness (mnyam-nyid mngon-du mdzad-kyang spyod-yul dang 
bral-ba'i rang-bzhin); the natural expression which is liberated from concepts 
of one and many (gcig-dang du-ma-Ias grol-ba'i rang-bzhin); and the natural 
expression which is without conjunction and disjunction throughout the 
three times (dus-gsum 'du-bral med-pa'i rang-bzhin). 20, 124, 251 

SEVEN PATRIARCHS bstan-pa'i gtad-rabs bdun 

Mahakasyapa, Ananda, Sat:J.avasika, Upagupta, DhItika, K.r~t:J.a and Sudar
sana. Their life stories are given in History, pp. 432-9. 

SEVEN POWERS OF INTENTION dgongs-pa'i rtsal bdun 

These powers of intention associated with King Ja are directed towards: 
excellent gold plates as a writing material (gser-gyi byang-bu 'bri gzhi phun-sum
tshogs-pa-Ia dgongs-pa), excellent molten beryl as the substance in which one 
writes (bai-q,urya'i zhun-ma rgyu phun-sum-tshogs-pa-la dgongs-pa), excellent 
treasure chests of various precious gems (rin-chen sna-tshogs-kyi sgrom-bu 
snod-la dgongs-pa), celestial abodes which cannot be destroyed by the four 
elements (nam-mkha' 'byung-bzhis mi-'jig-pa gnas-la dgongs-pa), the special 
treasure guardians who possess the eye of pristine cognition (ye-shes spyan-
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- ar-can-la dgongs-pa), the keenest faculties posses
ldan mams gter-srnng khyad p l d db ng-po yang-rab-la dgongs-pa) and 
sed by King Ja (chos-bdag rgya ~po :~the ~octrine by) ordinary and sublime 
towards the spread and propagauon: r e-holders (skye-'phags byang-sems 
beings, bodhisattvas and other suc meag 

b d 'dzin dar-rgyas-Ia dgongs-pa). 455 sogs rgyu-

ES 'n-po-che sna bdun 
SEVEN PRECIOUS STON n erald and sapphire. 435 

Gold, silver, turquoise, coral, pearl, em , 

rin-chen bdun, Skt. saptaratna 
SEVEN PRECIOUS THINGS . . 1 hant general and horse. 912 

The wheel, gem, queen, m1mster, e ep , 

d . Yu-sgron-ma dkar-mo mched bdun DOR]E YUDRONMA r o-rye g if 11"b 
SEVEN SISTERS OF W'k 'tz Oracles and Demons 0 I et, 

Unidentified. Refer to Nebe~~y- ?J dow1 
'bed as an important member of 

190-2 where Dorje Yudronma 1S escn 
~:~ TWE~VE GODDESSES OF THE EARTH. 584 

E TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS bka'-babs bdun 
SEVEN SUCCESSIONS OF TH L' nd Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo, 

Those which desce~ded to Cho
gy

urka1,ng::r:h treasures (sa-gter), reconcealed 
namely, the transmitted precepts (b ), Cd gs-gter) recollected treasures 

) . t ntional treasures gon , 
treasures (yang-gter , me.. (d g) and aural transmissions (snyan-(rjes-su dran-pa'i gter) , pure V1S10ns ag-snan 
brgyud). 751-2, 844-7, 854, 855-8 

d .,. as bdun, Skt. sapta SEVEN TOPICS OF INDESTRUCTIBLE REALITY r o-rye I gn 

vajrapadani . if the Greater Vehicle, these are the 
. h Supreme ContInuum 0 . h Skt 

Accordmg to t e Sk dh rma) commumty (ts ogs, . 
buddha (sangs-rgyas), doctrine (c~os, t. a(kh ~s Skt dhatu) which form 
gana i e samgha) and seed of enhghtenment . a. g' tot 'he nucleus of the ' .. . fi h t r pertamm th~ subject-matter of the Irst c ap e, t (byang-chub Skt. bodht) which 
tathagata (Tathagatadhikara); enhg~t~nm) en

h 
l"ghtened'anributes (yon-tan, 

h d (BodhyadhIkara ; teen 1 . h d 
is the topic oft e secon. . d (Gunadhikara); and the enhg tene 
Skt. guY}a) which are the tOP1C ofth~ t~lf which' are the topic of the fourth 

. " ("'hn'n-Ias Skt. krtyaknya) actlv1t1es \}J , • 

(T athagatakrtyakriyadhikara). 95 

SEVEN TRIAL MONKS sad-mi mi bdun 

See SEVEN MEN WHO WERE TESTED . t m 

OF SANTIDEV A) ngo-mtshar-gyI g a SEVEN WONDERFUL EPISODES (IN THE LIFE 

bdun _ _ . 0 Buddhism in India, p. 220, the~e ref:r 
According to Taranatha, HIstory.if . b' . of prosperity to Nalanda, 
to his vision of the meditational deny, h1s ~mg1~:retics beggars, the king, 
his silencing others in debate and convertmg , 
and extremists. 441 

EIGHT 

EIGHT AGGREGATES OF CONSCIOUSNESS mam-shes tshogs brgyad, Skt. aHa-

vijfiiinakiiya SNESS with the addition of the con
The SIX AGGREGATES OF CONSCIOUhi'i rnam-shes, Skt. iilayavijiiana) and 
sciousness of the ground-of-all (kun-gz . 

the consciousness of the intellect endowed with conflicting emotions (nyon
mongs-pa-can-gyi yid-kyi rnam-shes, Skt. kliHamanovijiiana) from which the 
other six arise. 162, 202, 216, 221, 297, 309, 333-4, 341 

EIGHT ARISINGS OF ENLIGHTENED ACTIVITY phrin-las shar-ba brgyad 

According to Locen DharmasrI, gsang-bdag zhal-lung, p. 109, these concern 
the peaceful and wrathful deities (zhi-khro gnyis), the assembled offerings of 
mother and offspring (tshogs ma-bu gnyis), empowerment and its integration 
(dbang bsre-ba gnyis), cremation and burnt offerings (ro-sreg-dang sbyin-sreg gnyis). 673 

Seven - Eight 157 

EIGHT AWARENESS-HOLDERS ng-'dzin brgyad 

See EIGHT (GREAT) AWARENESS-HOLDERS 

EIGHT CATEGORIES OF DIALECTICAL SOPHISTRY rtog-ge'i tshig-don brgyad 

Direct perception (mngon-sum), inference (rjes-dpag), proof (sgrnb-ngag) and 
refutation (thal-'gyur), each of which is either valid (yang-dag) or invalid 
(ltar-snang), making eight categories. 101 

EIGHT CHARNEL GROUNDS dur-khrod brgyad 

The Most Fierce (gtum-drag), Dense Thicket (tshang-tshing 'khrigs-pa), Dense 
Blaze ('bar 'khrigs-pa), Endowed with Skeletons (keng-rns-can), Cool Forest, 
(bsil-bu tshal, Skt. Sftavana) , Black Darkness (mun-pa nag-po), Resonant 
with "Kilikili" (ki-li ki-lir sgra-sgrog-pa) and Wild Cries of "Ha-ha" (ha-ha 
rgod-pa). 626, 791 

EIGHT CLASSES OF MEANS FOR A TT AINMENT sgrnb-sde brgyad 

According to Mahayoga, these are the classes of Yamantaka, Hayagr!va, 
Srfheruka, Vajramrta, Vajrakfla, MataralJ, Mundane Praise and Malign 
Mantra. 283, 361-2,475-83,521,534,805,828 

EIGHT CLOSEST SONS nye-sras brgyad 

The bodhisattvas MafijusrI, VajrapaI)i, Avalokitesvara, K~itigarbha, Sar
vanivaraI)avi~kambhin, Akasagarbha, Maitreya and Samantabhadra. 624, 864 

EIGHT CONVEYANCES shing-rta brgyad 

See EIGHT (GREAT) CONVEYANCES, OR LINEAGES OF ATTAINMENT 

EIGHT COMMON ACCOMPLISHMENTS thun-mong-gi dngos-grub brgyad, Skt. 
a~ tasadharay}asiddhi 

Medicinal pills (ril-bu), eye-salve (mig-sman), swift feet (rkang-mgyogs), pene
tration of matter (sa-'og), accomplishment of the enchanted sword (ral-gri'i 
dngos-grub), sky-faring (mkha'-la phur) , invisibility (mi-snang-ba) and immor
tality along with the suppression of disease (shi-ba med-dang nad-;oms). Also 
referred to as the EIGHT GREAT ACTIVITIES. 247,480 

EIGHT DIMENSIONS OF RADIANCE AND CONSTANCY (OF THE SEED-SYLLABLES) 
(yig-'bru'i) gsal-brtan-gyi tshad brgyad 

The four of radiance are luminosity (gsal-le), pristine purity (sing-nge), inten
sity (lhag-ge) and brilliance (lhang-nge-ba). The four of constancy are immova
bility (mi-gYo), unchangeability (mi-'gyur), manifest unchangeability (mngon-
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into anything (cir-yang bsgyur-du btu 
par mi-'gyur) and ability to tr~ns~or~ 0 e-shes snying-po'i 'grel-pa, (p. 90a). 
pa). Refer to Jamgon Kongtrul, am nm y 

279 TH OF 
THE CONDUCT OF SELF-RESTRAINT ON THE PA 

EIGHT DIVISIONS (OF _ od-k i spyod-pa) brgyad 

LIBERATION) (grol-lam bagy y d t of faithful perseverance (dad-
h- these are the con uc . .. . 

According to Ma ayoga, h' h' . harmony with dlSCnmmatlve 
d ) the conduct w IC IS m . h' . h brtson-gyi spyo -pa , ,. d pa) the conduct WhlC IS m ar-

awareness (shes-rab-dang mthun-fJa ,;:~o ~thu~-pa'i spyod-pa), the conduct 
mony with compaSSlOn (sny~ng r;,~ ~_ a) the conduct which IS elaborate 
which is one-sided (phyogs-gclg-pa 1 SPYOh'P h ~oncerns the provisions (tshogs-

o d pa) the conduct w IC . d ' h l 0 (spros-bcas-kYl spyo - '. miraculous abilitles (r zu- p ru -gyl ) h nduct whIch concerns 0 d) 281 kyi spyod-pa ,t e co h' h 0 'mmediate (cig-ear-ba'l spyo -pa . spyod-pa) and the conduct w IC IS I 

E GURU) (gu-ru) mtshan brgyad 
EIGHT EMANATIONS (OF TH .c t tl'ons' Padmakara, Padmasam-

h ' 'ght mamles a . . 
These are Padmasamb ava s el S Dradrok Perna Gyelpo, Done 

Ch k Sakya Senge, enge, d 
bhava Loden 0 se, I d f Personal Names un er T 1·· 'and Nyima Ozer. Refer also to the n ex 0 

ro 0 58 893 Guru Rinpoche. PI. 5; 520, 8 , 

h ' b gyad Skt. *astanta . 
EIGHT EXTREMES mt a r .' , _.~ nihilism (chad-pa), eternahsm (rtag-

Creation (skye-ba), cessat~on (,gog t )' d' ersity (tha-dad) and identIty (don
pa), coming ('ong-ba), gomg (gro- a, IV 
gcig). 233 

EIGHT FEARS 'jigs-pa brgyad 

See EIGHT (GREAT) FEARS d 

00 OUNTED ON TIGERS stag-zhon mon-pa s e EIGHTFOLD GROUP OF THE MONPA, M 

brgyad t rs in the retinue of the Tiger-riding 
These are the eight groups of protec o. umeration has not been iden-
Mahakala (mgon-po stag-zhon). The preCIse e~ ound Bhutan which are 

. h th outhern reglOns ar tified. Often associated WIt e s 
traditionally known as Mon. 628 

EIGHTFOLD GROUPS OF SPIRITS sde ~:~:d sde-brgyad gser-skyems, there are six 
According to Nupcen Sangye " ' lows' 

series of eightfold groups of Splfl.tS .a~ f~! gyad> consisting of lha-yi dbang-po 
(
1) the outer eightfold group (PhYl-Yl s e r. 0' m-ci ljon-rta-mgo-ean, gno.d

. db po thags-bzang-ns, ml a k gnn-brgya-byin, lha-mm ang- . . 'khyil-ba srin-po lang- a m 
b P mkha'-ldmg gser-mlg , sbyin gang-ba zang- 0, . r- hud lnga-pa; 

bcu, chos-skyo~g Mahakala and dn~z~s~~_trgyad) consisting ofyab-gcig bdud
(2) the inner eightfold group (nang g 0 ul-Iha phya-sangs klu _ sras, srorbda~ 
rye nag-po, btsan-r~alyam-shud dmar ~-~~Yin dmar-po, lha-mo 'jigs-pa 1 glog 
rgyal-po snying-'bym, chos-skyong ~n~k mo nyi-zla thos-phreng; 
'byin dge-bsnyen rdo-rye legs-pa an ~r~. de-brgyad) consisting of bdud-~O 
(
3) the secret eightfold group (gsang- a 1 s ki -bdud Nagaraja, gnod-sbytn 

h 
0 • hed-po dmar-nag, u h d g-len, kha-thun rak~a, gs m-rye gs 0 h -'d bs btsan-po yam-s u sro 

o h a mo snd-pa k roms e , 
shan-pa gn-t ,ogs, m - d -bdag dung-gi thor-tshugs; bdud-po re-te go-yag an srog 

Eight 159 
(
4
) the supreme eigh tf old group (mchog-gi sde-brgyad) consisting of gza' -mchog 

rgyal-po Rahula, dkar-mchog khram-shing kha-thor, bdud-mchog Manurak,a, 
btsan-mchog gri-btsan 'thum-po, ma-mchog lce-spyang mdung- 'dzin, klu-mchog 
klu-rgyal dang-skyong, mgon-mchog nag-po Ite-dkar and rgyal-mchog li-byin hara; 

(
5

) the emanational eigh tfold group (spml-pa'i sde-brgyad) consisting of dpung
gYas dgra-Ihar spml-pa, dpung-gYon rna-mor sPrnl-pa, cha-so bdud-du sprul-pa, 
mgo-bo srin-por sprul-pa, mjug-ma dmu -ru sprul-pa, lag-g Yas gshin-rjes spml-pa, 
lag-gYon klu-btsan spml-pa and mig-dang snying-dang mtshan-ma gsum gza'
bdud nyid-du sprul-pa; 

(6) the eightfold group of phenomenal existence (snang-srid sde-brgyad) 
consisting of sa-bdag hal-khyi nag-pO, klu-bdud gdol-ba nag-po, sa-yi lha-mo 
brtan-ma, phyogs-skyong rgyal-chen sde-bzhi, mgon-po bdun-cu-rtsa-lnga, yul
'di'i gzhi-bdag thams-cad, pho-lha dgra-lha srog-lha and mo-lha mo-sman. 535 

EIGHTFOLD PATH ('phags-)lam (yan-lag) brgyad, Skt. a~?angamarga 
Correct view (yang-dag-pa'i Ita-ba, SkI. samyagdmi), Correct thought (yang
dag-pa'i rtog-pa, SkI. samyaksal'[lkalpa), correct speech (yang-dag-pa'i ngag, 
SkI. samyagvak), correct limits to activity (yang-dag-pa'i las-kyi mtha', 
SkI. samyakkannanta) , correct livelihood (yang-dag-pa'i 'tsho-ba, SkI. 
samyagaj'iva), correct effort (Yang-dag-pa'i rtsol-ba, Skt. samyagvyayama), cor
rect recollection or mindfulness (yang-dag-pa'i dran-pa, Skt. samyaksmrti) 
and correct contemplation (Yang-dag-pa' i ting-nge-' dzin, SkI. samyaksamiidhi); 
Mvt. (996-1004). 236 

EIGHT GAURf gaU-rf brgyad 

These are listed under the NINE-DEITY MA-N"PALA OFYANGDAK. 623,639 

EIGHT GREAT ACCOMPLISHED MASTERS grub-pa'i slob-dpon chen-po brgyad 

Vimalamitra, HulJ1kara, Mafijusrfmitra, Nagarjuna, Padmasambhava, 
Dhanasarp.skrt

a
, Rambuguhya-Devacandra and Santigarbha. Also referred 

to as the EIGHT GREAT AWARENESS-HOLDERS, their stories are given in History, pp. 475-83. 

EIGHT GREAT ACTIVITIES las-chen brgyad 

These are the EIGHT COMMON ACCOMPLISHMENTS. 259 

EIGHT (GREAT) AWARENESS-HOLDERS rig-'dzin (chen-po) brgyad 

The EIGHT GREAT ACCOMPLISHED MASTERS. 470, 757, 791 

EIGHT (GREAT) CONVEYANCES, OR LINEAGES OF ATTAINMENT sgrub-brgyud 
shing-rta (chen-po) brgyad 

The Nyingmapa, Kadampa, Path and Fruit, Marpa Kagyiipa, Shangpa 
Kagyiipa, Kiilacakra, Pacification and Object of Cutting, and the Od<;liyana 
Tradition of Service and Attainment. 852-3, 861 

EIGHT (GREAT) FEARS 'jigs-pa (chen-po) brgyad 

The fears of fire, water, earth, air, elephants, snakes, thieves and kings. 538, 624 

EIGHT GREAT GRAMMATICAL SOTRAS sgra-mdo chen-po brgyad 

Those of Indra, Candra, Kasakftsna, Apisali, Saka~ayana, Pa.l).ini, Amara, 
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V deva's Dhdtupd?ha, Intro, (8l. 2), 99 and Jinendra. Refer to opa d 

F BRILLIANCE) (spobs-pa'i) gter chen-po brgya , 
EIGHT GREAT TREASURES (0 . Pia these are the treasure of recollectIOn 

According to the Satra of ExtensIve Y~, ) the treasure of intellect whlch 
£ tf Iness (dran-pa 1 gter , h' h 

which overcomes orge u , ) h treasure of realisation w lC com-
develops the mind (blo-gros-kYI gter_, t e( -pa'i gter) the treasure of the 

' of all sutras rtogs , 'II' Pletely grasps the meanmg k ' ter) the treasure of bn lance 
h hard (gzungs- 0'1 g , " ) 

retention of all that onc as e with excellent exegeses (spobs-pa I gteY '. 
which delights all sentlent ,bemgs the sacred teachings (chos-kYI 

d ' whlch well preserves , h' 'th the treasure of octnne h' h ever breaks its relatlOns lp Wl gter) 
the treasure of enlightenment w lC n k I' gter) and the treasure of 

' S (byang-sems- y, , 
the THREE PRECIOUS J,EWEL, the uncreated reality of emptmess 

I, hment which lS receptlve to accomp lS 
b a'i gter) 666, 705, 871 

(sgrn -p. NG PIOUS ATTENDANTS) gang-zag brgyad 
EIGHT KINDS OF INDIVIDUAL (A~:SACRED BEINGS, 227 

These are the FOUR PAIRS 

rin-po-che sna-brgyad 
EIGHT KINDS OF PRECIOUS GEMS GREAT ACCOMPLISHED MASTERS 

The caskets discovered by t~e EIGHT turquoise, bse-stone, agate and 
de Of gold silver, tron, copper, were rna , 

gzi-stone, 482-3 

d I b b ad Skt astaksana , 1 
EIGHT LIBERTIES a - a rgy, ... o~· tormented spirits, among amma s, 

Freedom from birth m the hell~, ~m gd birth in a land where there lS no 
as savages, extremists, or long,-hvmg go s, 
doctrine, or as a dumb imbeclle, 573 

D DE bar-gyi ide brgyad "1-
EIGHT MIDDLE KINGS CALLE S "I Namde, Senol Pode, Deno 

D h"l Namzhungtsen, eno 
Zanam Zinde, etr u 1 d Detrin Tsen, 508, n, 535 nam Denolpo, De Gye po an 

, 0 SCHOOL bka'-brgyud chung brgyad 
EIGHT MINOR SUBSECTS, ~F THE KA?Y akmotrupa, namely, the Drigungpa 

These are the tradmons ~ollowmg P: iktensumgon (l143-1217); the Tak
which was founded by Dngung Kyop i h'pel (1142-1210); the Trhopupa 
lungpa founded by Taklung Thang~ath:a~i~g_re founded by Lingje Repa 
founded by Campapel (1173-1228)'b Marpa Druptop Sherap Senge; the 
(1128-88); the Martshang found~d y G azan founded by Zarwa Kelden 
Yelpa founded by Yeshe Tse~p~'bth~y~rgomg Chenpo, 395,853,952 
Yeshe; and the Shukseb foun e y 

h d pa'i lha-mo brgyad dh-
EIGHT OFFERING GODDESSES ,mc 0 _- Mala DhupI, Pu~pa, Aloka and Gan a, 

L- - GIla NartI (or Nalvedya), , asya, , 

624 THE MEANS FOR ATTAIN-PPORTED THE LINEAGES OF 
EIGHT PILLARS WHO SU , 'i ka-chen brgyad _ r a 

MENT sgrub-brgyud degs-pa N l' Drokmi Lotsawa, Ma p 
D " Khyungpo e Jor, 1173 Pagor Vairocana, romton, K" Lotsawa and Orgyenpa, n, 

Lotsawa, Phadampa Sangye, Y1JO 

-lag brgyad-dang ldan-pa'i chu 
EIGHT QUALITIES OF PURE,WATERya~ness clearness, soothing quality, pleas-

Coolness, sweetness, hghtness, so t , 

antness and Wholesomeness, 418 
Eight 161 

EIGHT RESULTS 'bras-bu brgyad, Skt. a~?aphala 

In this enumeration pious attendants are distinguished by their entrance into 
(zhugs-pa) and establishment in (gnas) the FOUR RESULTS, making a total of eight. 227 

EIGHT SIMILIES OF ILLUSION sgyu-ma'i dpe brgyad, Skt. a~?amdyopamd 
Dream (nni-Iam, Skt. svapna), illusion (sgyu-ma, SkI. maya), optical illu
sion (mig-yor, SkI. pratibhasa), mirage (smig-rgyu, SkI. marici), reflection 
of the moon in Water (chu-zla, SkI. udakacandra), echo (brag-cha, Skt. 
pratisrUlka), castle in the sky (dri-za'i grong-khyer, SkI. gandharvanagara) 
and emanation or phantom (sprul-pa, SkI. nirmila). These traditional exam- l. 

pIes are given a detailed interpretation from the Nyingma perspective in 
Longcenpa, sgyu-ma ngai-gso, translated in H. V. Guenther, Kindly Bent to 
Ease Us, (Vol. 3), 236 

EIGHT STOPAS mchod-rten brgyad, Skt. aHastupa 

Those holding the original remains of Sakyamuni Buddha, which were re
tained by the Mallas of Kusinagara, Ajatasatru of Magadha, the Licchavis 
of Vaisalf, the Sakyas of Kapilavastu, the Bulakas of Calakalpa, the Kra u~yas 
of Ramagrama, the Brahmans of Vi~~udvfpa and the Mallas of Papa. See 
also HBI (pp, 24-5), 427 

EIGHT SUBJECTS OF SCRUTINY brtag-pa brgyad 

The scrutiny of precious gems (n·n-chen), land (gzhi), garments (gos), trees 
(!jon-shing), horses (ria), elephants (glang), men (Pho) and women (rno). Refer 
to Longcenpa, Treasury of Spiritual and Philosophical Systems, (p. 40). 97, 99 

EIGHT TOPICS (OP THE ORNAMENT OF EMERGENT REALISATION) (mngon-rtogs 
rgyan-gi) dngos brgyad 

Understanding all forms (rnam-mkhyen, SkI. sarviikarajfiiina), understanding 
of the path (lam-shes-nyid, SkI. margajilatii), understanding of everything 
(thams-cad shes-pa-nyid, Skt. sarvajiiata), the manifestly perfect realisation 
of all forms (mam-kun mngon-rdzogs rtogs-pa, Skt. sarvtikariibhisambodha), 
reaching the climax of existence (rtse-mar phyin-pa, SkI. murdhabhisamaya), 
culminating realisation (mthar-gyis-pa, Skt. anupurvabhisamaya), the instant
aneous perfect enlightenment (skad-cig-ma gcig-gis mngon-par rdzogs-par 
byang-chub-pa'i s byor -ba, SkI. ekak,a1"}dbhisamaya) and the buddha-body of 
reality (chos-sku, Skt. dhannakaya) , 94-5 

EIGHT TRANSMITTED PRECEPTS bka' brgyad 

The deities associated with the EIGHT CLASSES OF MEANS FOR ATTAIN
MENT, PI. 4; 521, 591, 606, 805, 828 

EIGHT VIRTUES (OF WOMANKIND) yon-tan brgyad 

According to Longdiil Lama, The Collected Works of Longdol Lama, p. 1456, 
these are: not to be under the sway of desires When one does not even have 
a spouse, not to be jealous when thinking of others, not to chatter, to speak 
the truth, to have sympathy, to have few wrong views, to have suitable 
intelligence and to have most illustrious sons, 418 
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EIGHT VOWS OF THE pRAnMOKSA so-thar sdom brgyad, Skt. *aHapriltimok1

a
-

sa11}vara Those of laymen and laywomen (dge-bsnyen and dge-bsnyen-ma, Skt. upasaka 
and upiisikil), male and female practitioners of the purificatory fast (bsnyen
gnas, Skt. upavasa and upavasf), male and female novices (dge-lShui and 
dge-tshul-ma, Skt. irama~era and §rama7JRrika) and monks and nuns (dge-slong 
and dge-slong-

ma
, Skt. bhik~u and bhik~urJr), Canonical sources, however, 

usually speak of seven such vows, grouping the second pair together as one, 

158, 226 
EIGHT VOWS (OF THE PURIFICATORY FAST) (gso-sbyong) yan-lag brgyM(-pa'i 

khrims), Skt. astiingaSfla 
Abstinence from murder, theft, deceit and sexual misconduct are the four 
basic vows; while abstinence from alcohol, dancing and decoration, high 
expensive seats or beds and food in the afternoon are the four branches. 58, 

226, 513 
EIGHT WORLDLY CONCERNS 'jigs-nen eMS brgyad, Skt. aHa lokadMrmii~ 

ProfIt, loss, pleasure, pain, fame, defamation, praise and blame. 723, 852 

EIGHT WRATHFUL GODDESSES khros-ma brgyad 
These are the EIGHT GAURJ in the maIf"ala ofYangdak Heruka, listed under 

the NINE-DEITY MA~PALA OF YANGDAK, 628 

NINE 

NINE BASIC CONDITIONS (OF THE pffAKA) rgyU dgu, Skt. navakiirarJa 

These are defined in Fundamentals, pp, 78-9, 

NINE BRANCHES OF THE SCRIPTURES gsung-rab yan-lag dgu, Skt. *navaitg
a
-

pravacana The siitras (mdo-sde), aphorisms in prose and verse (dbyangs-bsnyM, Skt. 
geya), prophetic declarations (Iung-bstan, Skt. vyakara'!G), verses (tshig-b

ead
, 

Skt. gatha), meaningful or purposeful expressions (ehed-brjod, Skt. udana), 
legends or frame-stories (gleng-gzhi, Skt. nidiina), extensive teachings (shin-tu 
rgyas-pa, Skt. vaipulya), tales of past lives (skyes-rabs, Skt. jataka) and mar-

vellous events (rmad-du byung, Skt. adbhutadharma) , 76 

NINE CATEGORIES (OF jAINISM) shes-bya tshig-gi don dgu, Skt. navapadii
rtha 

Animate substance (srog, Skt. jiva), in anima te substance (zag-pa, Skt. ajiva), 
commitments (sdom-pa, Skt. sa'!'vara), rejuvination, i.e. purgation of past 
deeds (nges-par rga-ba, Skt. nirjara), bondage ('ching, Skt. bandka), deeds 
(las, Skt. karmasrava), evil (sdig-pa, Skt. papa), virtue (bsod-nams, S kt. pU1J)'a) 

and liberation (thar-pa, Skt. mok~a), 16, 66 

NINE-DEITY MA1':H?ALA OF YANGDAKyang-da
g 

lha dgu 
These are Yangdak Srlheruka surrounded by the EIGHT GAURJ, namely, 
the blue GaurI in the east, the yellow CaurI in the south, the red Pram

oha 

in the west, the black Vetli!I in the north, the orange pukkasl in the south-east, 
the dark-yellow Ghasmar' in the south-west, the dark-blue Smas

ani 
in the 

north-west and the pale-yellow CaI)"li!I in the north-east. They are also 

known as Nine-Lamp Yangdak (y d Eight-Nine 163 
a ' ang- ag mar d 
ppear III many other wrathful mandalas -me gu). The same deities 

but m the latter, Pramoha and Sm ',~ _ ,e,g, the Secret Nucleus and Heva'ra 
respectively. 621, 669 asam are represen ted by pombl and Sa;arr' 

NINE DRAMAT· ' IC AIRS gar-gyl cha-byed d S 
The playful air of grace ( gu, , kt, navanafYarasa 

h 
sgeg-pa, Skt srng - ) h h ' 

t e ugly (mi-sdug-pa Skt b-bh ',ara ,t e erOlC (dpa'-bo Skt - ) 1 ' . 1 atsa) th fi d ' . Vlra , 
aughing (gad, Skt. hasya), the terriE ' e ~;,~ce ( rag-shul, Skt. raudra), the 
the compassionate (snying-rje Skt ;Ing JlgS-SU rung-ba, Skt. bhayanaka) 
adbhuta) and the peaceful (h'-b 's aru'!.a) , the awesome (rngoms-pa Skr' 

Z l a, kt. santa), 98, 630, n, 751 " 

NINE ENUMERATIONS (OF ANUYOGA COMMITM 
These are listed according to th G ENTS) rnam-grangs dgu 
Ch 66 ' e eneral Sutra wh' h G h , ,m Fundamentals, p, 367, lC at ers All Intentions, 

NINE KINDS ?F TREATISE bstan-bcos rnam d 
Accordmg to the Yogiiciira Level th gu 
erroneous (don-log), the meaningful (~:n~;:a~he meaningle~s, (don-med), the 
(ngan-gYo), the merciless (brtse-b 1) h ), the hYPOCrItIcal or deceitful 

mg s ug-bsngal spong), those devoted to cause renunciation of suf-fer' ( d ra ,t ose which 

(rtsod) and to attainment (sgrub-pa), 89 worldly study (thos), to polemics 

NINE MA~~NG BROTHERS ma-sang dpun dgu 
ThIS IS the sev h , ,ent group of spirits who took ' , 
tImes, TheIr names are Nyenya Pan k e possess~on of TIbet in archaic 
Namtsho (gar-ting nam-tsho) Lengl

g 
y L (gnyan-gYa spang-skyes), Karting 

skyes) , Rutho Karkye (ru-tho' gar-sk :~) Sa::ltsangkY~ (gleng-lan lam-tsang
nas), Me Pemakye (me padma sky Y S' edo Kartmgne (she-do kar-ting
che), Trangwa Trangmagur (dran;si' d

ange 
Trhtilpoche (gsang-ge 'phrul-po

(bkod-stong nam-tsha), 949 - a rang-ma-mgur) and Kotong Namtsha 

NINE SEQUENCES OF THE VEHICLE thegp " , S - a l nm-pa dgu 
ee NINE VEHICLES 

NINE SIMILIES (FOR THE PRESENCE OF 
IN BEINGS) dpe dgu, Skt. navadiihar~:~ NUCLEUS OF THE TATHAGATA 

Accordmg to the Supreme Continuum'o 
96-7) the nucleus of the t th- ' if the Greater Vehicle (pp, 59-60 
i 'I a agata IS present' "L'k (' , vv, 
n a. SOl ed lotus (buddhah k d .. I e a statue of) the buddha 
mak~lkasu), like kernels in h~Sk;p(ta me), _ l~k~ h,one

y 
in beehives (madhu 

suvarnam) t' u~e~u saram), lIke gold' 11 ' . ,reasure m the earth ('dh-h : m a UVlUm (asucau 
the spro' , m l ksztau) the t b' ut m a tmy seed (alpaphale 'nk ' _ " ' sages egmning with 
clothes (praklinnavastresu jinatmabh _ ~;adl), a conqueror's body in sodden 
woman (jaghanyanarfja;hare n!p t ava, ,royalty, in the womb of a common 
(bhaven mr

tsu 
ca ratnabimbam') , ~ ~~~) and a preCIOUS image in clods of earth 

NINE SUCCE SSIVE VEHICLES theg-pa'i rim-pa d u 
See NINE VEHICLES g 

NINE TOPICS (OF CHINESE DIVINATION ' " Elemental bases (kham ) ) ( byung-rtsls-kyz) don rnam-pa dgu 
s , years (io) numb ( , ers sme-ba), trigrams (spar-kha), 
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months (zla-ba), days (nyi-ma), two-hour periods (dus-tshod), planets (gza') 

and stars (skar-ma) , 104 

NINE VEHICLES theg-pa('i rim-pa) dgu 
Those of the pious attendants (nyan-thos-kyi theg-pa, Sk1. Sriivakayiina) , self-
centred buddhas (rang-rgyal-ba'i theg-pa, Skt. pratyekabuddhayiina) , bodhisattvas 
(byang-chub sems-dpa'i theg-pa, Skt. bodhisat=ibUl), Kriyatantra (bya-ba'i 
rgyud-kyi theg-pa) , Ubhayatantra (upa'i rgyud-kyi theg-pa) or Caryatantra 
(spyod-pa'i rgyud-kyi theg-pa), Y ogatan tra (rnal-' byor-gyi rgyud-kyi theg-pa), 
Mahayoga (rnal-'byor chen-po'i theg-pa), Anuyoga (rjes-su rnal-'byor-gyi theg
pal and Atiyoga, the Great Perfection (rdzogs-pa chen-Po shin-tu rnal-'byor-gyi 
theg-pa) , 12, 13, 17,28,30,34,35,40,41,81,86,364-5,625,638-9,861 

TEN 

TEN ASPECTS (OF THE EXCELLENT TEACHINGS) (legs-gsung-gi) rnam-pa bcu 
According to the Rational Exposition, these are the nature of their genuine 
source (yang-dag-par bslang-ba-nyid), their scope (dbang-du mdzad-pa-nyid), 
their approach ('jug-pa-nyid), sound teaching (rab-tu bstan-pa-nyid), classifi
cation (rab-tu dbye-ba-nyid) , support (rten-nyid), causing comprehension (go-
bar mdzad-pa-nyid), title (gdags-pa-nyid), time (dus-nyid) and complete grasp 

of enlightened attributes (yon-tan yongs-su 'dzin-pa-nyid) , 74 

TEN CATEGORIES OF THE (OUTER AND INNER) MANTRAS sngags (phyi-nang-)gi 

de-nyid bcu, Skt. dasatattva 
As stated in A, Wayman and F, Lessing, Mkhas Grub Rje's Fundamentals 
of the Buddhist Tantras, pp, 272-3, the outer ten are the maI).C;tala, contempla
tion, seal, stance, seated posture, recitation, burnt offerings, offerings, rites 
of enlightened activity and concluding acts (slar-sdud); while the ten inner 
categories are the two reversals through creative visualisation and sealing 
(phyir-zlog-pa gnyis) , the second and third empowerments, wrathful rites 
which break the resolve of hostile forces, torma offerings, recitation of verses 
of indestructible reality, wrathful subjugation by means of the kIla, consec-

ration and attainment of the maI).C;tala, 303, 304 

TEN CATEGORIES OF (THE SUBJECT -MATTER OF) T ANTRA rgyud-don-gyi dngos-pO 

bye-brag-tu phye-nas bcu or rgyud-kyi de-nyid bcu 
A view of the real (de-kho-na-nyid lta-ba), determinate conduct (la-do

r
-
ba 

spyod-pa), maI).C;tala array (bkod-pa dkyil-'khor), successive gradation of em
powerment (rim-par bgrod-pa dbang), commitment which is not to be trans
gressed (mi-'da'-ba dam-tshig), enlightened activity which is displayed (rol-pa 
phrin-las), fulfilment of aspiration (don-du gnyer-ba sgrub-pa), offerings which 
bring the goal to fruition (gnas-su stobs-pa mchod-pa) , unwavering contempla
tion (mi-gYo-ba ting-nge-'dzin) and mantra recitation (zlos-pa sngags), accom-
panied by the seal which binds the practitioner to realisation ('ching-ba phyag-

rgya) , 266, 347, 358 

TEN CHAPTERS (OF THE INTRODUCTION TO THE CONDUCT OF A BODHISATIVA) 

(spyod-'jug-gi) le'u bcu, Skt. (Bodhicaryavatarasya) dasa pariccheda~ 
The beneficial attributes of enlightened mind (byang-sems-kyi phan-yon bshad-

. . Nine- Ten 165 

p~, Sk:, ~odhlc,zttanusa1!lsa), repentance of sin . 
papadesana) , seIzing the enlight d' s (sdlg-pa bshags-pa, Skt. 
bodhicittaparigraha) vI'gI'la ~nhe mmd (byang-sems yongs-bzung Skt 

, nce wIt respe t l' ' ' 
bstan-pa, Skt. bodhicittapramada) the c t~ en Ightened mind (bag-yod 
~srung-ba, Skt. sa1!lprajanyaraksa~a t guardmg of awareness (shes-bzhin 
tlence (bzod-pa bstan-pa Skt k' _' .),_ he. transcendental perfection of pa-

f 
' ,santlparamlta) the t d 

o perseverance (brtson-'gru b ' ,ranscen ental perfection 
, s stan-pa, Skt vfry p - ._) 

perfectlon of concentration (b ,a aramua , the transcendental 
transcendental perfection of d' san:-g~an ,bstan-pa, Skt. dhyiinaparamita) the 

,_ ISCnmmatlve aware ( h ' 
pra]naparamita) and the ded' , f' ness s es-rab bstan-pa Skt 

ICatlon 0 ment (bsngo-ba, Skt. parinamana)~)4 , 

TEN DIRECTIONS phyogs bcu, Sk1. dasadik .' 

East, south-east south h , , sout -west west h 
zenith and nadir. 307 412 414 419 ' , nort -west, north, north-east, 

, , , , 453, 624, 713 915 916 

TEN DIVINE VIRTUES lha-chos dge-ba bcu ' , 

These are the TEN VIRTUES, 512 

TEN ENDOWMENTS 'byor-ba bcu 

The ~ve which concern oneself are a hum . . 
doctnne prevails with pu f' an bIrth, m a land where the 

. ' re sense acultles havi ' 
negatlve action and having faith Th fi ' , ng commItted no extremely 
Buddha has appeared that h h' e Ive whICh concern others are that the 

, ,e as taught the doct ' h ' 
to eXIst, that it has followers a d h h ' nne, t at thIS continues 
573 n t at t ey lovmgly act on behalf of others, 

TEN GREAT PILLARS WHO SUPPORTED TH 
brgyud 'degs-pa'i ka-chen bcu E EXEGETICAL LINEAGES bshad-

Thonmi Sambho~a, Vairocana, Kawa Peltsek ,,' 
Yeshede, Rincen Zangpo, Dromton G elwa ' Chokro LUI Gyeltsen, Zhang 
Sherap, Sakya Pandita and Goo Kh k Y Jungne, Ngok Lotsawa Loden 
EIGHT PILLARS ~i-Io SUPPO: u pa Lhetse, These ten complement the 
ATTAINMENT, 851 TED THE LINEAGES OF THE MEANS FOR 

TEN HIGHER LE VELS OF THE DESIRE REA'd . 
The human beings of the FOU LM od-khams-kYl mtho-ris gnas bcu 

_ R CONTINENTS and th 
KAMA DIVINITIES, 14, 60 e SIX SPECIES OF 

TEN ~:DS OF VITAL ENERGY rlung bcu, Sk1. dasavayu 
ese ~re the five basic energies (rtsa-ba rlun 

Sk1. prar;a) , excretionlreproduct' ( h g lnga) of breath (srog-'dzin 

Sk 
Ion t ur-sel Skt ap - ) , 

1. udana) , digestion (mn S" ana, speech (rgyen-rgyu 
t' nI yam-rgyu, kt samana) and b I' ' 
10 muscular movement (khyab-byed Skt _ meta olsm/circula-
energIes (yan-lag-gi rlung In) h " vyana) , Then the five ancillary 

, ga are t ose of the na (kl" I ~onnectmg with the eyes; of the' g~s u 1 rung, Sk1. naga), 
necting with the heart' of B h to!tOlse (ru-sbal-gl rlung, Skt. kurma), con-

, ra rna (tshan p ,. I 
connecting with the nose' of D d g- aIr ung, Skt. brahmalkrkila) , eva a tta (lh b' . " 
connecting with the tongue; and of the Kin

as
-
s 

'Ytn-gyl-rlung, Skt. devadatta), 
Sk1. dhanafijaya), connecting . h h g of Wealth (nor-lha rgyal-gi rlung 

TEN wit t e whole body. 292 ' 
LEVELS (OF ANUYOGA) sa bcu 
These correspond to the TE N LEVELS OF BODHISATTVAS, They are the 
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, ~ sformation ('gyur-ba ma-nges-pa), Basis ,~f Rehance 

levels of Indefinne Tlan 'fi ' (gal-chen sbyong-ba I sa), Con-
h '" ) Important Pun !Canon (brten-pa gz I I sa , , ) S porting Merit (bsod-nams rten-

" (b lab-pa rgyun-gyl sa, up , b" 
tinuity of Tra~nmg s h Reliance (brten-pas khyad-par-du gro- a I 
gyi sa), Supenor Prog~ess th~oug h R It with respect to the Aftermath 
sa), the level which GIves BIrth tfoIt ~ hets(:thong-Iam 'od-gsal-Ias langs-pa'i 

d' n the Path 0 nSlg , , 
of Inner Ra lance 0 " U h 'ng Abidance (gnas-pa mI- gyur-
rjes-Ia dmigs-pa 'bras-bu skye-ba I sa), nC

h 
angl'd) nd Riding on Perfection 

ba'i sa), Expa~ding ,Reality (bd;~-:a c os-nyl a 
(rdzogs-pa ci-chIbs-kYI sa). 34, 28 , 

TTV AS) sa bcu, Skt. dasabhumI 
TEN LEVELS (OF BODHISA d' -) the Immaculate (dri-ma med-pa, 

b d ' ba Skt Pramu ua , ' (' d 
The Joyful (ra -tu ga -, " ., d b ed Skt Prabhakari), the Flammg 0-

Skt. Vimala), the Illummanng (0 - ~ C' ' (b\)ang dka'-ba, Skt. Sudur-
A ' -) the Hard to onquer s J h' 

'phro-ba, Skt. ,rCl~matl, _ a Skt. AbhimukhT), the Far-Reac l~g 
jayii), the Mamfest (mngon-~u by:d ~h~ Unmoving (mi-gYo-ba, Skt. Acala), 
(ring-du song-ba, Skt. Durangama),', Skt Sadhumatf) and the Cloud 
the Excellent Intelligence (legs-pa I blo-gros, h~) 30 142 174 237,281-2, 

. 'p Skt Dhannameg a, , , , 
of Doctrine (chos-kYI sprm- a, ' 
341, 416, 574, 746 

WORD DHARMA chos-kyi don bcu , 
TEN MEANINGS OF THE ) , - (mya-ngan-Ias 'das), objects 

I (h b ) the path (lam, mrval!a '( 
The knowab e ,s es- ~a " _ ms) life-span (tshe), the scnptur~s gsung~ 
of mind (yid-kYI y~l), m~nt (bso,d n~) r~gulations (nges-pa) , and religIous tradi
rab), emergent objects ( byung- gyu , 
tions (chos-Iugs) , 51-3 , 

d b Skt dasadha dhannacantam 
CONDUCT chos-sPYo cu, ' 

TEN MODES OF DOCTRINAL , he Middle and Extremes, Ch. 5, vv. 9-1?, the.se 
According to the AnalysIs o! t., tion reading, exegesIs, dally 

. ' h' chanty hstenmg, reten , 
are wntmg, wors IP, ' 862 

, ' thought and meditation. 60, recnatlon, 
'd -ba bcu, Skt. dasakusala 

TEN NON-VIRTUES mI ge __ ' h -t ) theft (ma-byin-par len-pa, Skt. adat-
Murder (srog-gcod-pa, Skt. pra1Jatlg a a , v -pa Skt kamamithyacara) , 

. d ('d d pas log-par g I em , . k 
tadana), sexual miscon uct 0 - _ -da) slander (phra-ma, S t. 

d d mra ba Skt mrsava , ) bal 
falsehood (r zun- ~ s -, . -bk '~l-ba, Skt. abaddhapralapa ',ver _ 
paisunya), irresponsIble chatter (ngag y s (brnab-sems Skt. abhIdhya) , 

b Skt paruD'a) covetousnes '(I Ita 
abuse (tshig-rtsu -mo,· '_ -d ) and holding wrong views og- , 
vindictiveness (gnod-sems, Skt. vyapa a 
Skt. mithyadrHi). 13, 58, 60-1, 64 

TEN PLANETS gza' bcu, Skt. dasagraha (I b Skt candra), Mars (mig-dmar, 
-d' ) Moon z a- a, . b h 

The Sun (nyi-ma, Skt. a uya '_ Skt. budha), Jupiter (phur-bu, ,~kt. r as-
Skt angaraka), Mercury (lhag pa, (ba Skt sanmscar.a), the . 'k ) Saturn spen-,' , 
Pati) Venus (pa-sangs, Skt. su ra, M (a-can Skt. rahu and mjug-

, 'd of the oon sgr , 
ascending and descendmg no eEs k (du-ba mjug-ring). 104, 351 

, Skt ketu) and the comet nc e nng, . 

TEN POWERS dbang bcu, Skt. dasav~sita _ h) deeds (las, Skt. kannan> 
The power or dominion over hfe (tshe, Skt. a~u. (' s-pa Skt. adhimuktt) , 

b d Skt pariskara) , devouon mo, . " (d u-
necessities (yo- ~a, '. 'dh - a) miraculous abIhues r z , '( lam Skt pram an , prayer or asplratIOn smon- , . . 

Ten 167 

'phrul, Skt. rddhi), birth (skye-ba, Skt. upapatti), doctrine (chos, Skt. dharma), 
mind (sems, Skt. citta) and pristine cognition (ye-shes, Skt. jiiana); Mvt. 
(771-80). 405 

TEN POWERS (OF BODHISATTVAS) stabs bcu, Skt. dasabala 

These powers developed by bodhisattvas are reflection (bsam-pa'i stabs, Skt. 
asayabala) , superior aspiration (lhag-bsam, Skt. adhyasaya) , application 
(sbyor-ba, Skt. prayoga) , discriminative awareness (shes-rab, Skt. prajiia) , 
prayer or aspiration (smon-lam, Skt. pra1Jidhana), vehicle (theg-pa, Skt.yana), 
conduct (spyod-pa, Skt. carya), transformation (rnam-par 'phrul-pa, Skt. vi
kurva1Ja), enlightenment (byang-chub, Skt. bodhi) and turning the doctrinal 
wheel (chos-kyi 'khor-lo bskor-ba, Skt. dharmacakrapravartana); Mvt. (760-9). 
435 

TEN POWERS (OF A BUDDHA) yon-tan stobs bcu, Skt. dasatathagatabala 

The power of knowing the positive and negative contingencies of things 
(gnas-dang gnas ma-yin-pa mkhyen-pa'i stobs, Skt. sthanasthanajiianabala), the 
power of knowing the maturation of deeds (las-kyi rnam-smin mkhyen-pa~i 
stobs, Skt. karmavipakajiianabala), the power of knowing diverse volitions 
(mos-pa sna-tshogs mkhyen-pa'i stabs, Skt. nanadhimuktijiianabala), the power 
of knowing diverse sensory bases (khams sna-tshogs mkhyen-pa'i stabs, Skt. 
nanadhatujiianabala), the power of knowing those who are of supreme acumen 
and those who are not (dbang-po mchog-dang mchog ma-yin-pa mkhyen-pa'i 
stobs, Skt. indriyavaravarajiianabala), the power of knowing the paths going 
everywhere (thams-cad-du 'gro-ba'i lam mkhyen-pa'i stabs, Skt. sarvatra
gamanfpratipajj'iianabala) , the power of knowing concentration, liberation, 
contemplation, absorption, conflicting emotion, purification and acquisition 
(bsam-gtan-dang rnam-thar-dang ting-' dzin-dang snyoms- Jug-dang kun-nas nyon
mongs-pa-dang rnam-par byang-ba-dang ldan-pa thams-cad mkhyen-pa'i stobs, 
Skt. sarvadhyanavimo~asamadhisamapattisarrzklesavyavadiinavyutthiinajfiiinabala), 

the power of recollecting past abodes (sngon-gyi gnas rjes-su dran-pa mkhyen
pa'i stobs, Skt. purvanivasanusmrtijiianabala) , the power of knowing the trans
ference of consciousness at death and birth (,chi-'pho-ba dang skye-ba mkhyen
pa'i stobs, Skt. cyutyutpattijiianabala) and the power of knowing the cessation 
of corruption (zag-pa zad-pa mkhyen-pa'i stobs, Skt. asravak~ayajiianabala); 
Mvt. (119-29). 22, 171, 266 

TEN SCIENCES rig-pa'i gnas bcu, Skt. dasavidya 

The arts, grammar, medicine, logic, inner science (i.e. religious theory and 
practice), astrology, poetics, prosody, synonymics and drama. 821, 850, 860 

TEN SIGNS OF INNER RADIANCE 'od-gsal rtags bcu 

These are enumerated in Longcenpa, Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, 
p. 344, as smoke (du-ba), mirage (smig-rgyu), clouds (sprin), fire-flies (me
khyer), sunlight (nyi-ma) , moonlight (zla-ba), the blazing of gemstones (rin-po
che 'bar-ba), eclipse (sgra-gcan), starlight (skar-ma) and rays of light ('od-zer). 
301 

TEN TRANSCENDENTAL PERFECTIONS pha-rol-tu phyin-pa bcu, Skt. dasaparamita 
The SIX TRANSCENDENTAL PERFECTIONS with the addition of skilful 
means (thabs, Skt. upiiya), prayer or aspiration (smon-lam, Skt. pra1Jidhiina), 



168 Glossary of Enumerations ., (ye-shes, Skt. jiiana); Mvt. 

b 
Skt bala) and pristine cognltlon 

power (sto S, . 

(913-23). 236, 901-2 . h' b Skt dasanisiddha 
. -pa' I gz I cU," h 

NSGRESSIONS rung-ba ma-y~n . ,_, r Vol. Da, pp. 646-63):,~ : 
TEN TRA . h Minor Transmtsswns (bka gyu, d council at Valsal1: 

As stated m t e . e the issue of the secon . ) the 
following ten transgreSSiOns wehr l) celebrating the arhats (yt-rangs, t 

. of "alas" (hu-lu u- u , .' ng medicine from a po 
exclamatlons (k spyod) Slppl '1 
deliberate practice of agriculture u~-stored'salt (lan-tsha), eatin~ wh~ e .on 

f ale (snod), the misuse. of the sacr~ with tWO fingers (sOr-?nYIs), stlrnng 
o d ratlon of offenngs k ) smg a new mat 
the road (lam), esec afternoon beverage (d rug ~ u ( ) Other 

d nd milk together as an . for gold or sllver gser. 
c~r a old patch (gding) and beg~~ngT as well as Sinhalese works 
without an _ _ h Bu-ston , Hsuan sang, 
sources include Taranat ~ havamsa and Dfpavalflsa. 429 
such as the Cullavagga, a . 

d 'kusala . o-
N VIRTUES dge-ba bcu, Skt. asa TUES and the practice of thetr opp 

TE f h TEN NON-VIR VINE VIRTUES. 
The renunciation 0 tel eferred to as the TEN DI 

. . M 1687-98. They are a so r 
sites, vt. 
56,59,60,61,513 

ELEVEN dam tshig beu-geig 
YATANTRA) - h -

MMITMENTS (OF KRI (dkon mchog-gsum), teen 

ELEVE~o~~o abandon the THREE PRECIOU!::::S~:ngags), the seals (phyag-rgya) , 
. d mind (b\)ang-chub-sems) , the . d uru (lha dang bla-ma); and 

hghtene J" l b ) the deity an g . ) ot 
. d bell (rdo-rye dn - u , eat meat (sha mt-za , n 

thet~~):~e:~ on a throne (khri-la mi-nyal-btag)~r~~\~~og_pa) or radishes (la-phug 
no . b ) and not to ea 
to drink ale (ehang mI- tung 
bza'mi-bya). 350, 355 . 

UDDHA) sa beu-gctg 1 namely, the 

ELEVE~c~::~: ~~:h: :ausal vehicles, a b~t~~~: :~~~i:~l~~et~!e~::l of Universal 
DHISATTVAS WI 

TEN LEVELS OF BO bha) 237 
, d Skt Samantapra . 

Light (kun-tu- 0, . 

TWELVE . Skt dvadasayatana 
k e-mehed beu-gnyIs, . \ f form 

LVE ACTIVITY FIELDS s Y .' h d Skt. cak~urayatana), 0 
TWE . f h eye (mtg-gI skye-me e , ,. k -mehed, Skt. 

The activity field 0 t e _ ) of the ear (ma-ba t s ye 

(gzugs-kyi skye-mched, Skt. ri1payatana 'h d Skt sabdayatana), of the nose 
,. skye-me e,' d Skt gan

srotrayatana), of sound (s~a; atana) of smell (dri'i skye-me he , tast~ (ro'i 

(sna'i skye-mehed, Skt. ~:~ie;:i skye-~ehed, Skt. jihvay~tan:)'_~~hed, Skt. 
dhayatana), of the tong f the body (lus-kyt s ye f the 
k hed Skt. rasayatana) , 0 h d Skt sprastavyayatana) , 0 . 

sk~e~ymaetan~) of touch (reg-bya'i skye-r::e e 'a) and of~~ntal objects (ehos-kyt 
aya '. h d Skt. manaayatan 

intellect(yid-kytskye-me e, ). Mvt (2027-39). 13,55-6 
d Skt dharmayatana , . TION skye-mche, . NDENT ORIGINA 

EVERSING DEPE 
WEL VE ANTIDOTES/EMPTIN~SSES R 

T lugs-ldog stong-pa bcu-gnyIS ODES OF DEPENDENT ORIGINATION 
c h TWELVE M The antidote lor t e 

Ten- Twelve 169 

namely, the realisation of the emptiness of each. 230 

TWELVE ASCETIC VIRTUES sbyangs-pa'i yon-tan bcu-gnyis, Skt. dvada
sadhutagu1Ja 
Wearing clothing found in a dust-heap (phyag-dar khrod-pa, Skt. palfl
suki1lika) , owning only three robes (ehos-gos gsum-pa, Skt. traiefvarika) , 
wearing felt or woollen clothes (phyings-pa-can, Skt. namantika), begging 
for food (bsod-snyoms-pa, Skt. pai1J4apatika), eating one's meal at a single 
sitting (stan-geig-pa, Skt. aikasanika), restricting the quantity of food (zas
phyis mi-len-pa, Skt. khalu pasead bhaktika), staying in isolation (dgon-pa
ba, Skt. ara1Jyaka), sitting under trees (shing-drung-pa, Skt. vrk~ami1lika), 
sitting in exposed places (bla-gab med-pa, Skt. abhyavakasika), sitting in 
charnel grounds (dur-khrod-pa, Skt. smasanika), sitting even during sleep 
(eog-bu-pa, Skt. nai~adika) and staying wherever one happens to be (gzhi 
ji-bzhin-pa, Skt. yatha salflstarika); Mvt. (1127-39). 227 

TWELVE BRANCHES OF THE SCRIPTURES gsung-rab yan-lag beu-gnyis, Skt. 
*dvadasangapravacana 

The NINE BRANCHES OF THE SCRIPTURES with the addition of the narra
tives (rtogs-pa brjod-pa, Skt. avadana) , fables (de-lta-bu byung-ba, Skt. 
itivrttaka) and established instructions (gtan-phab, Skt. upadesa). 17, 76 

TWELVE DEEDS (OF THE SUPREME EMANATIONAL BODY) mdzad-pa beu-gnyis 

Remaining in Tu~ita, descent and entry into the womb, taking birth, profi
ciency in the arts, enjoyment of consorts, renouncing the world, practising 
asceticism, reaching the point of enlightenment, vanquishing Mara's host, 
attaining perfect enlightenment, turning the doctrinal wheel and passing into 
the final nirva1).a. Various enumerations of the twelve are given. Cf. 
Longcenpa, Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle (p. 271). 21,129,137,415-16, 
624 

TWELVE DIFFERENT INTENTIONS (OF BUDDHA-MIND) dgongs-pa mi-'dra-ba 
beu-gnyis 

The four outer contemplations - the progress of a spiritual warrior (dpa'-bar
'gro-ba) , the precious crown (rin-po-ehe'i tog), emanation (rnam-par rol-pa) 
and the basket of plenty (za-ma-tog); the four inner contemplations - pene
trating all objects (yul-kun-la 'jug-pa) , manifestation (mngon-par snang-ba), 
the crown-jewel (gtsug-gi nor-bu) and arraying the summit of the victory 
banner (rgyal-mtshan rtse-mo yongs-su bkod-pa); and the four secret contempla
tions - purity of the movement of subtle energies ('gyu-ba dag-pa), profound 
appearance (zab-mo snang-ba), jewel lamp (rin-chen sgron-me) and excellence 
(legs-pa). Refer to Longcenpa, TreasuryoJtheSupreme Vehicle, (p. 28).137 

TWEL VE DIFFERENT REALMS (OF THE EMANATIONAL BODY) gnas-ris bcu-gnyis 

These are enumerated in Fundamentals, pp. 134-7. 

TWELVE DIFFERENT DOCTRINAL WHEELS OF BUDDHA-SPEECH gsung chos-kyi 
'khor-lo mi-'dra-ba bcu-gnyis 

These are equivalent to the TWELVE BRANCHES OF THE SCRIPTURES. As 
enumerated in Longcenpa, Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle, pp. 28ff., they 
comprise the four outer wheels of the siitras, aphorisms in prose and verse, 
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170 ossa ') . h Is of extensive teachmgs, 

. the four mner w ee 
prophetic declarations and verse, bi . nd the four secret wheels of mean-

tales of past liv~s, legends a~d par:sta~li:hed instructions and marvellous 
ingful expresslOns, narratives, 

events. 137 TANTRA rgyud-kyi rab-
E UNSURPASSED 

TWELVE EXCELLENT D~VISIONS OF TH 

tu dbye-ba beu-gnyzs F FATHER TANTRA and the SIX EN-
ENED FAMILIES 0 

The SIX EN LIGHT MOTHER TANTRA. 274 
LIGHTENED FAMILIES OF . 

ARTH brtan-ma beu-gnyzs W . 
TWELVE GODDESSES OF THE E. merations are given in Nebesky- 01-

The TWELVE MATARAl:l. Vanou.s enu( 181-98).481, 513, 537, 715 
d Demons of Tzbet, pp. 

kowitz, Oracles an MASILA rnam-gnon tshul-
o WERE RENOWNED AT VIKRA 

TWELVE MASTERS WH. _ 
gyis bsngags-pa'i slob-dpon be~-gnyzs bhadra, Lankajayabhadra, Sndh~ra, 
These were Jfianapada, ~lPaql~~ra. Durjayacandra, Samayava1ra , 

Bhavabhadra, Bhavyaklrtlci L1 ~v~:~alaraksita. 442 
Tathagatarak~ita, Bodhibha ra an . 

MA- T ARAH ma-mo beu-gnyis 
TWELVE. EARTH 

S 
TWELVE GODDESSES OF THE 

ee . 

TWELVE MINOR KINGDOMS rgyal-Ph~a~~~u~~~: country was divided into twelve 

When living beings first ~ettled m ~sh:i ruled by mehims-rje gu-yod; zha~~
kin doms, namely, mehzms-yul gru. -do hyong-dkar ruled by gtsang rye 
zhu~g ruled by the king.lig-snya s~u~ :~~~! ki:g gnubs-rje dmigs-pa; nyang-~o 
h d-dkar- gnubs-yul glmg-dgu ru e . 'b . gyi-ri 110ngs-sdon ruled by t ~ 
to, ki rngam-rye rom,:J .. khn-
sham-bod ruled by t~e n~shod khra-snar ruled by ~he ~ing zmg-rye. srim
king gyi-rje rman-po, ngam hId by the king zmg-rye thon-greng, 1 d 

'1 h spang-mk ar ru e k I bre-sna ru e 'phrang gsum; 0 -p u k brang-rje gong-nam; ong-yu 
n la-mo-gong ruled by the mg ul rnams-gsum ruled by nyan~-

~y ~he king kong-rje dar-po tUfda~~~:;;~f~ was ruled by the king dvags-rye 
btsun glang-rgyal; and dvags-yu gru 

mang-po rgyal. 507, 949 . 'breI-bar 'byung-ba'i tshul 
NT ORIGINATION rten-emg 

MODES OF DEPENDE -d 
TWELVE . Skt dvadasangapratftyasamutpa a . 1 dencies ('du-byed, 

beu-gnyzs,· . _ a Skt. avidya), habltua ten (ming-
These are ignorance (ma-ng p , h Skt vijiiana) , name and form 

Skt. san:tskara) , cons~ious_np:;s (~:~-i~ e~~tivi~y fields of the) eye, t::tr(r~~;~', 
d gzugs Skt. namarn, d Skt sadayatana ,con 
ang e body and intellect (skye-mehed rn~), ·~ing (sred-pa, Skt. t1:~rJa), the 

tongu , . (hor-ba , Skt. vedana , cra -danaskandha) , 
Skt. sparsa), feelmg ts b I -pa'i phung-po lnga, Skt. upa d death 

FIVE COMPONENTS (nye- ar ~n h (k ba Skt J·ati) and old age an 
bh ) but s ye-, . 

rebirth (srid-pa, Skt. av~ M t (2241-58). 25, 159, 228 
(rga-shi, Skt. jaramararJa), v. . 

S so-skye'i gnas beu-gnyzs with 
TWELVE ORDINARY (FORM) RE~~~5, for their enumeration in accor:~~~:TIVE 

Refer to the chart on pp.. ndence to the FOUR M 
Mvt. 3085-100, and for then correspo 

CONCENTRATIONS. 62 

Twelve - Thirteen 171 

TWEL VE TEACHERS OF THE EMANATIONAL BODY sprnl-pa'i sku ston-pa beu-gnyis 
These are enumerated in Fundamentals, (pp. 134-8). 22 

THIRTEEN 

THIRTEEN COMMITMENTS (OF YOGATANTRA) dam-tshig beu-gsum 

These are equivalent to the ELEVEN COMMITMENTS OF KRIYATANTRA 
with the addition ofthe commitments not to drink water in a locality inhabited 
by violators of commitments (lung-geig ehu-la mi-btung) and not to converse 
with such violators (nyams-dang kha mi-bsre-ba bsrnng). 3SS 

THIRTEEN GENERATIONS OF THE GURUS OF KATOK ka~-thog bla-rabs beu-gsum 
According to Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo, gsung-rtsom gees-sgrig, pp. 22-3, 
the thirteen generations of lamas who established Katok are the successive 
regents of Katokpa Tampa Deshek, namely, Tsangtonpa Dorje Gyeltsen, 
Campabum, Ce-nga Mangpuwa Sonam Bumpa, Uwopa Yeshebum, Cangcup 
Pelwa, Sonam Zangpo, Kiinga Bumpa, Lodro Bumpa, Lodro Senge, 
Cangcup Lodro, Cangcup Senge, Cangcup Gyeltsen and Khedrup Yeshe 
Gyeltsen. This enumeration omits Katokpa Wangcuk Pelwa after Kiinga 
Bumpa. Another list given in Gonpo Wangyal, ehos-kyi rnam-grangs, p. 378, 

counts Katokpa Tampa Deshek as the first of the thirteen, and instead omits 
Cangcup Senge and Khedrup Yeshe Gyeltsen, as follows: Katok Tampa 
Deshek, Tsangtonpa, Campabum, Sonam Bumpa, Uwopa Yeshebumpa, 
Cangcup Pelwa, Sonam Zangpo, Kiinga Bumpa, Wangcuk Pelwa, Lodro 
Bumpa, Lodro Senge, Cangcup Lodro and Cangcup Gyeltsen. 688-99 

THIRTEEN HUNTING GODS mgur-lha beu-gsum 

These are thang-Iha yar-zhur, yar-lha sham-po, gtsang-Iha byol-yug, srog-Iha 
gangs-tar, rgyogs-ehen sdong-ra, dog-lha byang-rtse, leogs-lha mtshal-rtse, gangs
dkar gYu-rtse, sum-ri gnyen-po, 'dzum-ehen stong-phron, dbyi-ehen rab-rngo, 
'bri-ehen sdong-du and bod-kyi ba-rn. S 13 

THIRTEEN INCARNATIONS OF GYELSE LHARJE rgyal-sras lha-ry·e'i yang-srid beu
gsum 

Gyelse Lharje Chokdrup Gyelpo was the son of Prince Mutik Tsepo and the 
immediate reincarnation of King Trhisong Detsen. According to Jamgon 
Kongtriil, Great Biography of Khyentse Rinpoehe, fols. 6b-7a, his incarnations 
were: Sangye Lama; Gya Lotsa Dorje Zangpo; Nyima Senge; Kusa Menpa 
Fernakyap, alias Khutsa Da-o; Doben Gyamtso-o and, simultaneously, Zur 
Pakshi Sakya-o; Tragom Choki Dorje and, simultaneously, Khyung-nak 
Sakya-dar; Yarje Orgyen Lingpa; Tol Ngakcang Letro Lingpa; Nesar 
Khyentsei Wangcuk and, simultaneously, Ngari Pat:lcen; Ebecok Karwang 
Letro Lingpa; Puwo Razhi Terton Perna Rikdzin, alias Perna Tshewang-tsel; 
Orgyen Choje Lingpa Dewei Dorje-tsel; and Khyentse Rinpoche, i.e. Perna 
Osel Do-nga Lingpa. 7S 1 

THIRTEEN PARTICULAR COMMITMENTS (OF KRIYATANTRA) bye-brag-gi dam
lshig beu-gsum 
These are equivalent to the THIRTEEN COMMITMENTS OF YOGATANTRA. 
350 
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FOURTEEN 

FOURTEEN BASIC VIOLATIONS OF THE COMMITMENTS bsrung-bya'i dam-tshig 
rtsa-ltung bcu-bzhi, Skt. caturdasamulapatti 

To disparage the master; to transgress the three levels of vows; to be hostile 
to vajra brothers and sisters; to forsake loving kindness on behalf of sentient 
beings; to abandon the enlightened mind; to disparage one's own doctrine 
or that of others; to divulge secrets to the immature; to abuse the FIVE 

COMPONENTS which are primordially pure; to be prejudiced about 
phenomena which are in any case intrinsically pure; to lack compassion for 
evil beings, especially those who harm the doctrine; to apply conceptualisa
tion to ineffable nature; to belittle those who have faith; to violate the com
mitments that have been undertaken; and to disparage women, the source 
of discriminative awareness. The source is Asvagho~a's Muldpattisan:zgraha, 
as quoted by Lessing and Wayman, Mkhas Grub RJe's Fundamentals of the 
Buddhist Tantras, (p. 328). 361 

FOURTEEN PARTICULAR COMMITMENTS (OF YOGA T ANTRA) dam-tshig bcu-bzhi 

These are identical to the preceding entry. 355 

FIFTEEN 

FIFTEEN ORDINARY SACRAMENTS (OF EMPOWERMENT) sgrub-rdzas thun-mong 
bco-lnga 

The fifteen ordinary sacraments and the THREE PROFOUND EMPOWER

MENTS together form the eighteen empowerments of Mahayoga. Of these 
the former include ten outer empowerments of beneficence (phyi-phan-pa'i 
dbang-bcu) and five inner empowerments of ability (nang nus-pa'i dbang-lnga), 
while the latter includes the THREE PROFOUND EMPOWERMENTS that are 
secret (gsang-ba zab-mo'i dbang-gsum). The ten empowerments of beneficence 
are those of crown ornament, diadem, rosary, armour, victory-banner, seals, 
parasol, vase, food and drink, and the five essences. For their significance, 
see Longcenpa, Dispelling Darkness in the Ten Directions, pp. 376-9 (GGFTC, 
pp. 878-9). The five empowerments of ability are listed under the FIVE 

EMPOWERMENTS OF THE SECRET NUCLEUS. 701 

SIXTEEN 

SIXTEEN ASPECTS (OF THE FOUR DRAMATIC MANNERS) tshul bzhi'i yan-Iag bco

drug, Skt. ~o4asavrttyanga 
As enumerated in A. B. Keith, Sanskrit Drama, pp. 298-300, these are: 
dialogue (bharatf) which includes elucidation (prarocand, Tib. rab-tu snang
ba), prelude (amukha), one-act drama (vfthf) and comedy (prahasana); gran
dure (satvatf) which includes haughty provocation (utthdpaka) , change 
(parivartaka), dialogue with or without threats (san:zZapa) and the end of an 
alliance (sanghatya); grace (kaisikf) which includes amorous play (narman), 
the partial expression of love combined with other emotions such as fear 
(narmasphota), the disguise of a lover (narmagarbha) and ecstatic union with 
a lover which has troublesome consequences (narmasphurja); and conflict or 
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k . IC mc udes the sudd 
ta a), or of mood (avaptita) the int . en change of characters (samksip 

and tumultuous situations (sa1?1Phe;~~I~~~f the supernatural (vastutthtiPa~a) 
SIXTEEN ASPECTS OF TH 

E FOUR TRUTHS bd b'" 
These are the SIXTEEN en- Zhl 1 rnam-pa bcu-drug 

MINOR TRUTHS. 24 
SIXTEEN DELIGHTS d ' b b ga - a cU-drug 

Delight (dga-'ba), supreme delight (d ' 
and co-emergent delight (lhan-ci sk ga -m~~og), absence of delight (dga-'bral) 

~iects through i~s conjunction ~iti:.e::a 1 dga'-ba), each .of which has four 
. Longcenpa, DIspelling Darkness in th ~samD~ fo~r, makmg sixteen in all. 

pp. 900-14). 125 e en lrectzons, pp. 386-96 (GGFTC 

SIXTEEN ELDERS gnas-brtan bcu-dru ' 
These were Panthak (I ~, Skt. ~o4asa sthavirti~ 
H' a am-pa) m Trayatr' '. A 

Imalayas; Kanaka (gser-can) in th IIp sa , ~hedya (mi-Phyed-pa) in the 
(bakkula) in the northern . e western COntment of Godanlya' Bakk 1 

COntment of Uk' u a 
eas.t~rn Continent of Videha; MahakTk ttara uru; Bharadvaja in the 
VaJnputra (rdo-rje-mo'i bu)' S. a I a (dus-ldan chen-po) in Tamrad _ . 
P' . m Imhaladv- . R-h VIpa, 
nyangudv~pa; Srlbhadra (dpal-bz~n . Ipa, _a ula (sgra-gcan 'dzin) in 

on Mount BIhula; Nagasena (klu-sde) g) I~ Yamunadvlpa; Gopaka (sbed-byed) 
gnas) on Mount Saptaparna' Ksu

on 
OUnt Urumu1).<;!a; Vanavasin(nags_ 

Grdhrakiira; Kanakavatsa (gS~r-~i b' , d~apanthak~ (l~m-Phran) on Mount 
on Mount Kailash' and A" ( . e u) m KashmIr; Angiraja CYan-lag'b ) 
M . ' JIta ma-pha ) IjIung 

Ountam. 432,438,590 m-pa on the Crystal Slope of Sage 

SIXTEEN GREAT CITIES OF JAMBUD _ , 
bcu-drug VIP A dzam-bu'i giing-gi arong-kh h 

b'· yer c en-po 
These are the spheres of '. 
1· . actIVIty of th 
IStIng refers to the . e SIXTEEN ELDERS A I . K SIxteen great co· . . n a ternatIve 
osal~, Vrji, Malla, Ce<;!i, Vatsa, Ku~~t~:s_ o! IndIa: Anga, Magadha, KasI, 

AVantI, Gandhara and Kamboja. 438' neala, Matsya, Siirasena, Asmaka, 

SIXTEEN LEVELS sa bcu-drug 

The ELEVEN LEVELS OF A BUDDH g2) Unattached Lotus Endowed (m~~c~~ which are adde.d the following: 
oud Mass of Rotating Syll bi CY' gs padma-can-gyl sa)' (13) G 

C '. a es l-ge 'kho -I 'reat 
ontemplauon (tzng-nae-'dz' h r 0 tshogs-chen-gyi sa)' (14) G 

(rd _ . ,. . b· m c en-po)- (15) H ld ,reat 
o rye- dZm-gyl sa)' (16) U ' 0 er of Indestructible R r 

sa). 84 ,nsurpassed Pristine Cognition CY _ h ea It~ 
e s es bfa-ma't 

SIXTEEN MINOR 
TRUTHS bden h 

aryasatya -c ung bcu-drug, Skt. sodastik _ . _ . 
S . '. ara'l)zsantacatur_ 

uffe:mg (sdug-bsngal, Skt. duhk . 
emptmess (ston . ha), Impermanence (mi-rt 
tmak )- h . ~-pa, Skt. sunyata) , seltl ag-pa, Skt. anitya), 
(rab-~' t e ongm of suffering (kun-'byun e~;ness (bdag-med-pa, Skt. ana
Skt skye-ba, Skt. prabhava), causal basis

g 
a, Skt. samudaya), production 

,_ . pratyaya); cessation ('gog-pa Sk ~rgyu, Skt. hew), condition (rkyen 
santa), e~cel1ence (gya-nom-pa, Skt. :. ~lrodh~): qU.iescence (zhi-ba, Sk/ 
(nges-Par byung-ba Skt'h p a1'}lta), dISIllusIOnment with -

, . m. sara1'}a); path (lam Sk _ sarpsara 
, t. marga), reason (ngs-pa, 

, 
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o _ a Skt. pratipatti) and the act of becommg 
Skt. nyaya) , attamment (sgrub p, 'b 0 b Skt nairyanika); Mvt. 1189-

- (ges par 'YIn- a,· . 
disillusioned with saqlsara n - TS OFTHE FOUR TRUTHS. 226 
209 Also referred to as the SIXTEEN ASPEC , 0 

. b d Skt sodasacu-
SIXTEEN MOMENTS OF PRISTINE 

COGNITION ye-shes cu- rug, '., 

tak~a1Ja . f the truth of suffering (sdug-bsngal-la chos
The perception of the doctn~_e_ 0 tiveness to the perception of the 
shes-pa, Skt. du~khadhannaJnan~~, r~cep hes-pa'i bzod-pa, Skt. du~khadhar
doctrine of suffering (sdug-bsnga - a c os s 0 f the doctrine of the truth 
maiiianaksanti), the after-effect of the perc,~PthleOsnpOa Skt duhkhanvayajfiana) 

'J 0 1 1 0 -su rtogs-pa 1 s -, '. 0 

of suffering (sdug-bsnga - a ryes ff f the perception of the doctnne of the 
and receptiveness to the after-e ect? t gs-pa'i shes-pa'i bzod-pa, Skt. 

. (d bsngal-la ryes-sU r 0 
truth of suffenng s ug- t are then applied in the same 

'- - k - 0) These four momen sOd 
duhkhanvayaJnana ~antt. 0 • f£ rin to the truth of its cessatIon an 
order to the truth of the ongmo of s~ e g~oments in all; Mvt. (1216-32). 
to the truth of the path, makmg Sixteen 

226-7, 230 0 0 d 
OF ENIGMATIC INNUENDO gab-tsh1g-g1 rgyan bcu- rug, 

SIXTEEN ORNAMENTS 

Skt. ~O(!asaprahelika 0 Ch III vv. 96-124, and D. K. 
D d·, Mirror of Poettcs, . , 

According to at). . m s dod h 0 lV! orks pp. 230-9, these are as 
o 0 1 5 d of' Dan In an 1S w' , . 

Gupta A Cnttca tu y 'J • • 0 of words the real meamng 
, . led by a concentratIon , 

follows: meanmg concea f tically connected words at a great 
t the use 0 seman . 0 lost in the apparen , 0 0 harmonious or denvatIve mean-

h h contnved meamng, . hOdd 
distance from eac ot er, 0 d meaning abbreviatIon, 1 en 

o numeration, assume' 1 h 
ing coarse meamng, e 0 foolish use of words, stea t Y 

, foe of synonyms, vexmg or . 'n 
meaning, con usmg us 0 C f the container), obscunty 1 

meaning, obscurity in a smgl~ respedct 1.e.~) and a combination of various 
(

0 f the contamer an conten both respects 1. e. 0 

forms of the above. 105 
A WS mi-chos gtsang-ma bcu-drug 

SIXTEEN PURE HUMAN L . 59-60). 512 
c h quotation m Fundamentals, (pp. 

Reler to t e 

SEVENTEEN 
zu s-khams gnas-ris bcu-bdun 

SEVENTEEN FORM REALMS lha-g g d the FIVE PURE ABODES OF 
ORM REALMS an The TWELVE ORDINARY F 

THE FORM REALMS. 13, 15,61 

EIGHTEEN d 
1 mo'i bye-brag bco-brgya 

EIGHTEEN APPENDAGES OF MUSIC ro - 1 d tambour large kettledrum, 
d m ken e rum, ' 0 1 t The dancer, dance, large ru , 1 mbals bell three-stnng u e, 

old m bell-meta cy " . M t 
gong, lute, one-sided ken e ru, b instrumentation and flute, v· 
mukut).<;ta drum, cymbals, chorus, ta or, 

(5007-26). 98 k 0 hos ma-
, IBUTES OF THE BUDDHAS sangs-rgyas- y1 c 

EIGHTEEN DISTINCT AfTR dasiivenikabuddhadharma _ 0 

'dres-pa bco-brgyad, Skt. aHa . 0 ('khrul-pa med-pa, Skt. nastt 
o h t bewtlderment 

(1) The tathagatas are wit ou 
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skhalitam); (2) they are not noisy (ca-co med-pa, Skt. niisti ravitam); (3) they 
are without false memories (bsnyel-ba med-pa, Skt. niisti mu~itasm!titii); (4) 
they are without unabsorbed minds (sems mnyam-par ma-gzhag-pa med-pa, 
Skt. nasty asamiihitacitta); (5) they are without various perceptions (tha-dad
pa'i 'du-shes med-pa, Skt. niisti niiniitvasan:zjfiii); (6) they are without equanim
ity which does not make distinctions (so-sorma-rtogs-pa'i btang-snyoms med-pa, 
Skt. niisty apratisan:zkhyiiyopek~ii); (7) they do not degenerate in their devotion 
(,dun-pa nyams-pa med-pa, Skt. niisti cchandasya hiini~); (8) they do not degen
erate in their perseverance (brtson-'grus nyams-pa med-pa, Skt. niisti vfryasya 
hiini~); (9) they do not degenerate in their recollection (dran-pa nyams-pa 
med-pa, Skt. niisti sm!tihiini~); (10) they do not degenerate in their contem
plation (ting-'dzin nyams-pa med-pa, Skt. nasti samiidhihiini~); (11) they do 
not degenerate in their discriminative awareness (shes-rab nyams-pa med-pa, 
Skt. niisti prajiiiihiini~); (12) they do not degenerate in their liberation (rnam
grol nyams-pa med-pa, Skt. niisti vimuktihiini~); (13) all the activities of their 
bodies are preceded by pristine cognition and are followed by pristine cog
nition (Lus-kyi las thams-cad ye-shes-kyi sngon-du 'gro-shing ye-shes-kyi rjes-su 
'brang-ba, Skt. sarvakiiyakarmajiiiinapurvagaman:z jiiiiniinuparivarti); (14) all 
the activities of their speech are preceded by pristine cognition and are 
followed by pristine cognition (ngag-gi las thams-cad ye-shes-kyi sngon-du 'gro
shing ye-shes-kyi rjes-su 'brang-ba, Skt. sarvaviikkarmajfiiinapurvagaman:z 
jiiiiniinuparivarti); (15) all the activities oftheir minds are preceded by pristine 
cognition and are followed by pristine cognition (yid-kyi las thams-cadye-shes
kyi sngon-du 'gro-shing ye-shes-kyi rjes-su 'brang-ba, Skt. sarvamana~kanna 
jiiiinapurvagaman:z jiiiiniinuparivarti); (16) they enter into the perception of 
the pristine cognition which is unobstructed and unimpeded in respect of 
the past (' das-pa'i dus-La ma-chags ma-thogs-pa'i ye-shes gzigs-par jug-go, Skt. 
aWe 'dhvany asa1Jgam apratihatan:z jfiiinadarsanan:z pravartate); (17) they enter 
into the perception of the pristine cognition which is unobstructed and 
unimpeded in respect of the future (ma-'ongs-pa'i dus-Ia ma-chags ma-thogs
pa'i ye-shes gzigs-par jug-go, Skt. aniigate 'dhvany asangam apratihatan:z 
jiiiinadarsanan:z pravartate); and (18) they enter into the perception of the 
pristine cognition which is unobstructed and unimpeded in respect of the 
present (da-Itar-gyi dus-La ma-chags ma-thogs-pa'iye-shes gzigs-par jug-go, Skt. 
pratyutpanne 'dhvany asangam apratihatan:z jiiiinadarsanan:z pravartate); Mvt. 
(135-53). 22, 140 

EIGHTEEN PSYCHOPHYSICAL BASES khams bco-brgyad, Skt. a~?adasadhiitu 

The sensory bases of the eye, form and the consciousness of the eye; those 
of the ear, sound and the consciousness of the ear; those of the nose, smell 
and the consciousness of the nose; those of the tongue, taste and the conscious
ness of the tongue; those of the body, touch and the consciousness of the 
body; and those of the intellect, phenomena and the consciousness of the 
intellect; Mvt. (2040-58). 13, 55, 513 

EIGHTEEN SCHOOLS sde-pa bco-brgyad, Skt. aHadasanikiiya 
These are: the Aryasarvastivada who subdivided into the Kasyaplya, 
Mahisasaka, Dharmaguptaka, Bahusrutlya, Tamrasa~Iya, Vibhajyavada and 
MUlasarvastivadin; the AryasarpmitIya who subdivided into the Kaurukul
lika, Avantaka and Vatslputrlya; the Aryamahasarpghika who subdivided 
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,. H' ta Lokottaravada and Pra)nap-

into the Pl1rvas~ila, Utta.rasaIla, al~:::ivided into the Mahaviharavaciin, 
tivada' and the Aryasthavlra s~ct whfO Bl Annals pp. 27-33. There are, 

, . . asm Re er to ue, 9 
Jetavanlya and Abhayagmv. hich see HBI (Ch. VI). 42 
however, many conflicting accounts, on w 

TORS sang-ba'i sgrol-ging bco-brgyad . 
EIGHTEEN SECRET LIBERA . g. 0 1 and Demons of TIbet, pp. 278-9, 

. N b k Wo)koWItZ , rac es . k d' As listed m e es y- .' h d ) amely vajra gzng- a-ra, r o-rye 
. . Ie spmts (P 0- gu , n, .' h' 

these compnse nme rna ., _ do-rie spyang-khYI, rdo-rye gs zn-
. . p rdo-rye byung po, r 'J . f 1 

gnod-sbyin, rdo-rye snn- 0, d d d rie dus-'tshams; and nme ema e 
. d - . 'chi-b ag an r O-'J 1 k 

rje rdo-rye ro-Iangs, r 0 rye db dud-ma dbang-sdud cags- yus 
, ) Iy khams-gsum ugs s' . I _ 

spirits (mo-dgu ,name , med rlung-ltar 'du-ma, gar-gyl gog 
as-' de bs-ma, gzugs- h 

'dren-ma, khams-gsum rgy d _ yanphra-mazer-ma, k ams-gsum 
, rbod-Itong lam-Itar bya -ma, rna n 

Itar du-ma, -k i phyag-tshangs chen-mo. 620 
snying-gsod-ma and tshogs Y 

NINETEEN 
OF MANJUVAJRA 'jam-dpal rdo-rje lha bcu-dgu 

NINETEEN-DEITY MA~I?ALA S Gyatso et al Tibetan Manqalas: 
. Th Khenpo onam ., . -' 

As listed m Ngor artse d" e' Mafi)'u§rlvajra (Guhyasama)a), 
. 44'3 the letleS ar . - k-

The Ngor Collectwn, ., . _ h A hasiddhi Locana, Mama 1, 
bhava Amnab a, mog , . d 

Vairocana, Ratnasam '. d _ . -ma dri rdo-rye-ma, ro r 0-
_ . _ - - do-rye-ma, sgra r 0 rye '. b 

Pandaravasml, Tara, gzugs r . d _ . -ma gshin-rye gshed, shes-ra 
. . d . - chos-dbyzngs r 0 rye , 

rje-ma, reg-bya r o-rye mab d d bgegs mthar-byed. 496, n. 525 
mthar-byed, padma mthar- ye an . _ _ . 

b d Skt *ekonavimsatlmulapattI 
FALLS rtsa-ltung cu- gu,· . . f 

NINETEEN ROOT DOWN . C kl'ngs five for councillors, eIght or 
d nfaUs certam lor , d There are five root ow .' 11 These are enumerate as 
d whIch IS common to a . 00' 

ordinary persons an one of S iritual and Philosophical Systems, p. 2 . 
followS in Longcenpa, Treasury P h lth of the THREE PRECIOUS 

keto steal t e wea h' 
The five certain for mgs ar k d'rect a renunciate away from IS 

. d' . r d mon s to 1 . 

JEWELS to pumsh ISCIP me .'. bl . and to hold wrong VIewS. 
, . h five mexpla e sms 'd 

or her training, to commIt t e b)'ugate towns the countrYSI e, 
. c illors are to su ' 

The five certam lor counc . h tal' n for ordinary persons are to 
. es The elg t cer 

citadels, cities and provmc . fi d' ll'gence to oppose those who enter 
. h f unre me mte 1, . d h 

teach emptlness to t ose 0 .' vehicle having relecte t e 
h · I to )om the greater . 

into the greater ve IC e, h ld the vehicles of pIOUS 
h ld or cause one to up 0 h 

Priitimoksa vows, to up 0 . oneself and depreciate ot ers, 
. d buddhas to praIse 1 h 

attendants and self-centre .' 'f d to misappropriate the wea t 
to speak of one's own receptlvny as pro ounb' don the riches of tranquillity. 

d ause others to a an . d f 
of the Preciou.s Jewels an to c . abandon the enlighte~ed attItU e 0 

That which IS common to all ~s to . the Sutra of Akiisagarbha, as 
c t canomcal source IS 

aspiration. The loremos d' of Lessons (Ch. 4). 235 
summarised in Santideva's Compen Ium ' 

TWENTY b-pa'i nyi-shu 
ING A TT AINMENT sgru 

TWENTY COMMITMENTS CONCERN . db Jamgon Kongtrtil, shes-bya kun-
These Anuyoga commitments are lIste y. should not injure the body 

185 6 as follows. one 
khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, pp. -, 
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of or disobey the commands of one's vajra master; one should not enjoy 
one's teacher's consort; one should not squander the feast offerings of the 
faithful; one should neither defile the wealth of the precious jewels and the 
learned, nor drink ale to the point of intoxication; one should not enjoy the 
female consort of a vajra brother; one should not adhere to a consort who 
lacks the appropriate signs; one should not adhere to sacramental substances 
which lack the appropriate signs; one should not depreciate the attributes 
of the learned; one should not teach the secret doctrines to unworthy re
cipients; one should not abandon a consort who has the appropriate signs 
or a student who is a worthy recipient; one should separate neither the 
genuine bliss and emptiness, nor the symbolic male and female deities; one 
should not quarrel at home even with one's siblings or spouse; one should 
not enjoy that which has been enjoyed and left over by others; one should 
not covet the teacher's seat; one should not break one's natural retreat; one 
should not abandon contemplation out of indolence; one should not interrupt 
recitation and rituals with the words of men; one should not transgress the 
seals which symbolise empowerment, nor should one forget their symbolism; 
one should not disturb the maI).c;lala of yogins, nor divert the strength of 
living beings; and one should continuously bear one's master upon the crown 
of one's head. 367 

TWENTY ELEMENTS OF SA0SARA 'khor-ba'i chos nyi-shu 

To regard form as self, as a possession of self, as in the self, or as that in 
which the self is; and analogously for the remaining four components of 
feeling, perception, habitual tendencies and consciousness. 347 

TWENTY MOUNTAIN CAVES OF NGARI mnga'-ris skor-du gangs-brag nyi-shu 

The twenty snow mountains of Ngari are thang-Iha gangs, ma-mkhar gangs, 
ti-se gangs, bu-le gangs, ' o-de gung-rgyal gangs, sham-po gangs, mkhar-ri gangs, 
lha-rgod gangs, pho-ma gangs, rdo-fje gangs, jo-mo kha-rag gangs, ha'o gang
bzang gangs, rtse-' dud gangs, la-phyi gangs, tshe-ring gangs, ti-sgro gangs, gsal-rje 
gangs, lha-ri gangs, tsii-ri gangs and nga-la gangs. Not all of these mountain 
ranges, however, are in the Ngari province of Tibet. 518 

TWENTY ROOT DOWNFALLS rtsa-ltung nyi-shu, Skt. *vi'f!lsatimuliipatti 

According to the Pagoda of Precious Jewels, these comprise the NINETEEN 

ROOT DOWNFALLS, with the addition of the downfall which occurs when 

the enlightened mind of engagement or entrance is abandoned. 235 

TWENTY WAYS (IN WHICH THE BODHISATTVA'S BODY IS ENLIGHTENED) 

rnam-pa nyi-shu byang-chub-pa 

According to Nyoshul Khen Rinpoche, this refers to the ten aspects of 
renunciation and the ten aspects of realisation which pertain to the TEN 

LEVELS OF BODHISATTVAS. The term may also refer in Madhyamaka to 
the purification of the fourfold view of self (bdag-lta bzhi) which applies to 
each of the FIVE COMPONENTS ofform, feeling, perception, habitual tenden
cies and consciousness (see TWENTY ELEMENTS OF SA~SARA); and in the 
context of the vehicles of secret mantra, it may refer to the accomplishment 
of twenty specific exercises pertaining to the experiential cultivation of the 
energy channels, currents and seminal points within the body. 416 
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TWENTY-ONE 

TWENTY-ONE GENYEN dge-bsny~~ ny~r-gc~ acles and Demons of Tibet, pp. 222-3, 
According to Nebesky-WO) OWltZ: r 11 s which are their residences, 

f h mountams or va ey l ' 
these are nam~d a ter tel _ hyi gangs, gnod-sbyin gangs, rgya -gyl 
namely, tsha-n gangs, bar-yul gangs, ~ PI' 'jag-ma-lung skyid-kyi gro-ma
mkhan-pa-lung, dpal-gyi gra-b,u-lung, paY-~~ng gangs 'bro~g-rdza gangs, bal-

h gs gsal-ja gangs, g u- , h 1 b lung, spang-p ung gan , d _ 1 gangs rna-nam gangs, s e - zang 
, rnye-bo gangs, ~ za yu, , 1 ' 

yul gangs, jo-mo gangs, d lho-rong gangs. Alternanve y, m 
gangs rong-btsan gangs, sgam-po ~ang~ an .r P dma it is recounted that, at 

, 'f the InjunctIOnS OJ a , 1 
the various recenSIOns 0 bh a subdued Nyencen Thang a 

, ' Kham Padmasam av 
dam-snyzng grongs-ngos m 'd (C ur rgyal-po spirits, four sde-dpon, 

, ' f enty-one emons 10 d h 
with hIS retmue 0 tw f' 1 khan) and having boun t em 

d . f bdud po and Ive as-m l h four dmag- pon, our - d them as mchog-rag-rtsa , t e 
(Skt upasaka) vows rename 

to the dge-gnyen ',,, d the "twenty-one genyen". 513 
"Protector of Marpon an , 

LMS khams gong-ma nyi-shu-rtsa-gcIg 
TWENTY-ONE HIGHER REA MS together with the FOUR FORMLESS 

The SEVENTEEN FORM REAL 

REALMS. 14-15, 61 
TY-ONE MANDALA CLUSTERS OF THE G~THERING OF THE TRANSMIT-

TWEN " bk' 'dus tshom-bu nyer-gcIg 
TED PRECEPTS a - 'h G thering of Transmitted Precepts, 

d ' 0 Of DoctrInes, tea k 
As enumerate m cean 'J k . h centre' Yangdak Heru a, 

1 , Mahottara Heru a m t e, -1 
these are: G onous 'l d 'the east· Yajrakapalama a, . -' d d -rye rtsa -~ zogs 111' -
Yajravali, Ya)rapal).l an rOd tsal-rdzogs in the south; Hayagnva, 
Cakrasamvara, Yamantaka an ratna r 1 dzogs in the west; Chemcok, 

. h -' a and padma rtsa-r 
Hevajra, Gu yasama) 'l b d karma rtsal-rdzogs in the north; mngon-
Kalacakra, mkha'-klong 'khYI - a ayn , k mara in the south-west; dregs-'dul 

l p in the south-east; a)ra u 79 
rdzogs rgya - 0 b -ldan nag-po in the north-east. 7 
in the north-west; and sto s 

TWENTY -THREE 

R ELATING TO DISCIPLINE 
COMMITMENTS 

brtul-zhugs-kyi 

TWENTY -THREE 

nyer-gsum d 'n Jamgon Kongtrtil, shes-bya 
, nts are enumerate 1 f f 

These Anuyoga commItme -92 as follows: (1) In the manner 0 a ,ox 
kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, p, 189 , 'h t regard for life itself, havmg 
who has been trapped, and turns awda

y 
Whit °m

u 
ml'tments even at the cost of 

f h 'n guar s t e co t 
had a limb torn of, t e :'Ogl h' h destroys disharmonious aspec s 
life itself. This is the skIlful means w l~ ( a) (2) In the manner of 

f the commitments v . ,-
and enters into the power 0 d 'ftly encircles everything m a mo 1 

' h knows an SWI d' al the all-knowmg horse w 0 , 'eded discipline regar mg 
, " ness IS the ummp ) (~) In 

ment, discnmmanve aware " hat can be known (cang-shes, . , 
individual and general charactens,ncs t ywhere with great expressIve 

'I' d whICh roams an ' the 
the manner of a GYI mg stee h d' cipline which perseveres m 
power, the respectful bod? ena~~~ td:str~ys idleness (gyi-ling) , (4) In t~e 
dance, mudras and exerCIses, h' ed destroys whatever enemIes 

, 1 phant w 0, mcens , , - to 
manner of a ruttmg e e , h knows samsara and mrvaf.la 
appear without investigatmg them, one w 0 . 
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be indivisible performs conduct which destroys the four enemies of view 
and conduct (glang-chen spyod). (5) In the manner of a tiger whose aggressive 
spirit is fierce, overbearing and hostile, the powerful discipline of heroic 
contemplation which realises the abiding nature performs rites of "liberation" 
and transference of consciousness for those students who are aggressive 
(stag). (6) In the manner of a great garu4a who glides effortlessly through 
the sky and discerns all without special regard, the view is one of effortless 
conduct through realisation of the indivisibility of the expanse and pristine 
cognition (khyung-chen). (7) In the manner of a bear who terrifies and crushes 
whatever it focuses upon without hesitation, one who has plumbed the depths 
of the view and conduct of yoga is disciplined in the rites of sorcery and 
sexual union without hesitation (dom). (8) In the manner of an ocean whose 
golden depths are unmoved is the discipline of firm unchanging mind which 
is able (to understand) the profound secret meaning and experiential cultiva
tion (rgya-mtsho). (9) In the manner of a dumb mute who neither accepts 
nor rejects is the discipline which reaches the limit of discriminative aware
ness, realising selflessness by impartial meditative absorption (lkug-pa gti
mug-can). (10) In the manner of unmoving Mount Sumeru is the discipline 
of skilful means which depends on the unwavering antidote of unchanging 
loyalty to teacher and friends, and on the sinking into and grasping of 
contemplation (ri-rab mi-gYo-ba). (11) In the manner of the vast and extensive 
sky which accomodates everything without acceptance and rejection is the 
discipline which is warm and hospitable to fraternal yogins and the conduct 
which does not lapse from the vehicle of saq1sara and nirval).a but remains 
within this view and conduct of supreme identity (nam-mkha'). (12) In the 
manner of a thunderbolt which falls and destroys is the discipline which 
unimpededly destroys all enemies and obstacles by forceful contemplation 
(thog). (13) In the manner ofYajrapal).i who destroys all who hold erroneous 
views, the yogin performs the discipline through which, having meditated 
on the wrathful deity, one cuts through and destroys these views without 
hesitation (lag-na-rdo-rje). (14) In the manner of a crow who looks out for 
both enemies and plunder at the same time, is the discipline of skilful means 
which perseveres simultaneously in constant renunciation and enterprise 
(bya-rog). (15) In the manner of an elephant who plunges into water without 
regard for being soaked or unsoaked, one who has plumbed the depths of the 
view and conduct of supreme identity practises without the duality of renunci
ation and acceptance, and practises the discipline of the four rites of enlightened 
activity without discriminating among those who require training (glang-chen). 
(16) In the manner of a friendless lion who sits alone is the discipline which 
sustains the view and meditation by abiding in solitude after renouncing 
those disharmonious associations of view and conduct (seng-ge). (17) In the 
manner of a duck who easily associates without marriage, so is the discipline 
which associates without ties and the skilful means which cause sentient 
beings to reach the happiness of liberation through compassion and loving 
kindness (ngang-pa). (18) In the manner of a magician who constructs illu
sions, one who meditates and teaches having understood components and 
activity fields to be the apparitional maf.l4ala of the conquerors enacts discip
line through skilful means (sgyu-ma-mkhan). (19) In the manner of a pig who 
eats everything without discerning purity and impurity are the discipline 
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and conduct of sameness, without accepting and rejecting the five sacramental 
substances (phag). (20) In the manner of a jackal who likes to kill without 
impediment is the discipline of skilful means which "liberates" heretical 
thoughts through compassion experienced in view and conduct, arrays such 
consciousness in an uncorrupted (realm), and thus perfects the provisions 
(ce-spyang). (21) In the manner of lightning which illuminates everything 
swiftly and simultaneously is the discipline which perseveres so that one's 
own benefit be attained and others' benefit be swiftly attained through ex
periential cultivation of the path (glog). (22) In the manner of a vulture who 
avoids the taking of life as a moral discipline is the discipline which delights 
in and sustains commitments associated with supreme identity but appears 
not to indulge in other vehicles connected with disciplinary conduct (bya
rgod). (23) In the manner of a modest king who rules the kingdom and dearly 
protects his retinue rather than himself, the yogin performs acts of pure 
delightful discipline, protects living beings by realising all things not on 
behalf of himself but for others, and overpowers the kingdom by the discipline 
which strives through skilful means to experience and realise the indivisibility 
of the expanse and pristine cognition as supreme bliss (rgyal-po bag-ldan). 367 

TWENTY-FOUR 

TWENTY-FOUR LANDS gyul nyer-bzhi 
According to D, L. Snellgrove, The Hevajra Tantra, Vol. 1, p, 70, these are 
Jalandhara, O<;i<;iiyana, Paurr:tagiri, Kamarupa, Malava, Sindhu, Nagara, 
Munmuni, Karur:tyapa1aka, Devlk0 1a , Karmarapa1aka , Kulata, Arbuda, 
Godavari, Himadri, Harikela, Lampaka, Kanci, Saura~1ra, Kalinga, Kokar:t

a
, 

Caritra, Kosala and Vindhyakaumarapaurika, 889 

TWENTY-FIVE 

TWENTY -FIVE CATEGORIES (OF THE SAJ\lKHY A) shes-bya thams-cad grangs nyi-shu 

rtsa-lnga, Skt, paficavin:tsatitattva 
The self (puru~a) and the twenty-four aspects of "nature" (prak~ti): prime 
matter (pradhana); intellect (buddhi or mahat); ego (ahan:tkara); the five quid
dities (paficatanmatra) which are the objects of the FIVE SENSES; the eleven 
faculties (ekadasendriya) which are the FIVE SENSE ORGANS with the addition 
of speech, hand, foot, the organs of excretion and generation, and mind; 

and the FIVE ELEMENTS, 16, 64 

TWENTY-FIVE FIELDS/WORLD SYSTEMS (ON VAIROCANA'S HANDS) (zhing-) 

khams nyi-shu-rtsa-lnga 
These are structured vertically upon the hands of Buddha Vairocana, corres-
ponding successively to his body, speech, mind, a tlri butes and acti viti es, 
According to Longcenpa, Wish-fulfilling Treasury, pp, 28-31, they are dpal
'byung 'ad _ zer rnam-snang (representing body of body), padlnG dpal-gyis brgyan 
(body of speech), rin-chen rgyan snang-bkod (body of mind), me-cog sil-tnf,l 
bkram-pa (body of attributes), dge-ba sna-tshogs dag-pa'i zhing (body of aC
ti vities); me-tog shin-/U rgyas-pa (s peech of body), yang-dag 'byung- ba' i gzi -brjid 
dbyangs (speech of speech), sgra-dbyangs mi-zad sgrogs-pa'i zhing (speech of 
mind), rdo-rje rgyal-mtshan (speech of attributes), mam-par snang (speech of 
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aCtIVItIes); snang-ba'i mdog (mind of 
speech), mi-mjed jig-rten-gyi kham ?ody), ~am-s~ang dang-ba (mind of 
of attributes), rin-chen brgyan- } k~md o,f mmd), od-'phro dri-med (mind 
butes of body), dag-par snang fa~t~i~~~: (~md of acti:ities); :dul-bral (attri
butes of mind), rab-snang (attribut / 0 ~peech), rm-chen od-'phro (attri
activity); 'od-byed (activity of b d e)s ~ at,tnbutes), snang-byed (attributes of 
snang-ldan (activity of m' d) 0 bY' od- phro bkod-pa (activity of speech) 

m ,ra -mdzes ( t" f ' ' 
dga'-ba (activity of activity), 123, 130, 409

ac 
IVIty 0 attnbutes) and rab-tu 

TWENTY-FIVE GREAT ACCOM PLISHED MASTERS grub-chen nyer-lnga OF CHIMPU mchims-phu'i 

Otherwise known "b '" as rye- angs nyer-lnga (the "kin d h' 
Jects ), they are enumerated' H' g an IS twenty-five sub-m lStory pp 534-6 Th 
of the fifty-five realised ones of Yan'd' ,e exact enumerations 
accomplished masters of Yerpa d C~ zon~, the one hundred and eight 
of Sheldrak are unknown Of than uwon and the thirty mantra adepts 
erated.537 ,e twenty-five <;iaklnls, seventeen are enum-

TWENTY-FIVE GREAT PILGRIMAGE PLACES OF KHA 
gnas-chen nyer-lnga M AND AMDO mdo-khams 

A) skyo-brag seng-ge rdzong in rdza-chu ( , , , 
body); (1) spyi-'byams nyi-zla-phu in d mam pIlgnmage place of buddha-
(2) glo-thu karma (speech aspect

g 
f ~ z:~~u (body aspect of buddha-body); 

(mind aspect of buddha-b d ). (0
4

) u a-body); (3) mnyan in 'bri-klung 
o y , kha-la rong-sgo' N ' 

aspect of buddha-body); (5) he bra -dk " m angcen (attnbute 
B) spu-bo dga'-ba-lung (main '1 ,g ar (actIvIty aspect of buddha-body)' 
h ' pt gnmage place of b ddh ' 

s el-rz (speech aspect of bUddha-speech)' (7) kh u a-spe~ch); (6) padma 
(body aspect of bUddha-speech)' (8) b' d a-b~ dkar-po m Tshawarong 

f b 
' na- un r: zong m N (' 

o uddha-speech); (9)ye-rgyal nam-mk ' , angcen mmd aspect 
speech); (10) hor tre-shod or lcag _ d ~a k~dzong (attn~ute aspect of buddha-
bUddha-speech); s m u a-ba lung-rzng (activity aspect of 

C) dan-ti shel-gyi brag in rma-kho ( , , , 
(11) rma-smad rdo-r-ie'i b (,gdmam pIlgnmage place of bUddha-mind)' 
b " rag mm aspect of b ddh ' ' 
zhag-ra lha-rtse (body aspect of b ddh ' u a-mmd); (12) me-nyag' 

aspect of bUddha-mind)' (14) kh ~ , a,-mmd); (13) war-ti'i brag (speech 
, ' m a - gro bum rd '1 

tnbute aspect of buddha-m' d)' (15) - zong mower Nangcen (at-
bUddha-mind); m, spo-ne brag-dkar (activity aspect of 

~) rz~-darr. gangs-kyi ra-ba, otherwise called kh' " 
pIlgnmage place of buddh t 'b ro-rz rdo-rye zzl-khrom (main 

a-a tn utes)' (16) d ' 
pho-brang in 'dzings (att 'b ,r zong-shod bde-gshegs 'dus-pa'i 
pho-brang in front of LrhI .. utde aspeTct of buddha-attributes); (17) rngul-mda' 
b un rup eng Tem 1 ' D 

uddha-attributes)' (18) p d hI' P emerge (body aspect of 
'dzom-nang (speech aspect ~f::;d~ -Phu~~n the lower valley of rme-shod 
(mind aspect of buddha 'b a-attn utes); (19) tsa-'dra rin-chen brag 
'b ' , , -attn utes); (20) 'dzom- h rz-chu (actlvIty aspect of buddh' t og phu-seng gnam-brag in 

E) ka~-thog rdo-rye gdan (main a~ttt~Ibutes); 
brag-ri rdo-rye spungs-pa ( " pI gnmage place of buddha-activity)' (21) 

actlvIty aspect of b ddh " ' 
rdo-rye gro-lod (speech aspect of b ddh ~,a-actIvIty); (22) gtsang-gshis 
buddha-activity); (24) bkra-shi u h a-actIvIty); (23) rngu (body aspect of s, per aps kam-po gangs-ra (mind aspect of 
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, , ). (25) h\)al-gyi brag (attribute aspect of buddha-activity). 518, 

buddha-activlty , :J 

867 
EASURES (zab-pa'i) gter(-chen) nyer-Inga 

TWENTY-FIV~ (GREAT ~ROFOUN~e::d 0 Teachings Received, Vol. 2, pp. 476ff.: 
Accordmg to Dalal Lama V, if R che consist of central treasures 
"The profound t,reasures of O~gy~~,u ~n~~tsa-ba lta-bu), southern treasures 
which penetrate hke roots (dbus gte

d 
!l b

g 
P d g-po lta-bu) western treasures 

l 'k lk (lho gter n - a s on , 
concentrated 1 e sta s - I b t lta-bu) northern treasures ex-

,0 10 k fl ers (nub-gter gsa - a me- og , 
radlatmg 1 e ow I lta-bu) and eastern treasures 
panding like branches (byang-gter ,rgyas-f

b
a yab-g~ta-bu) " Since each category 

l'k f °t (shar gter smm-pa ras- u . 
maturing 1 e rUl s 0- lk fl wers branches and fruits there 
has s~bdivisions resemblmg roo~~f~:nds;re~sures'altogether. Refer to Tulku 
are sald to be twenty-fiv~ great p hO .r T'b t p 115 and notes. 518,822 
Thondup Rinpoche, H1dden Teac mgs OJ 1 e, . 

VE RESULTANT REALITIES 'bras-chos nyer-Inga 
TWENTY-FI the FIVE MODES OF BUDDHA-

These are the FIVE BUDDHA-BODIES, MIND the FIVE ENLIGHTENED 
SPEECH, the FIVE KINDS OF BUDD::-

D 
ACT;VITIES. 34,35,267, 282-3, 

ATTRIBUTES and the FIVE ENLIGHTE 

288-9, 369 

YSTEMS khams nyer-Inga 
TWENTY-FIVE WORLD S SIWORLD SYSTEMS (ON VAIROCANA'S HANDS) 

See TWENTY-FIVE FIELD 

TWENTY-EIGHT ,0 0 
OF MAHAYOGA) (rnal-'byorchen-po 1) dam-tsh1g 

TWENTY-EIGHT COMMITMENTS ( 

nyi-shu-rtsa-brgyad h DO ment these are the three 
o M O I Key of Furt er lscern , ,0 

Accordmg t~ the 1racu ous ch and mind (sku-gsung-thugs-kyi rtsa-ba 1 

basic commitments of body, spee OIl nes five of which are to be 
o ) d the twenty-five anCl ary 0 , d 

dam-tsh1g gsum an 1 fi kinds of rites of "liberation" an 
practised (spyad-par bya-ba), name y, lVd

e
( pang-bar mi-bya-ba) , namely, the 

o • five not to be renounce s b ) 
sexual practlces, 1 . five to be adopted (blang-bar b,ya- a , 
FIVE CONFLICTING EMOT.IONS, be known (shes-par bya-ba), namely, the 
namely, the FIVE NECTARS, five to FIVE SENSE OBJECTS, sacraments 
FIVE COMPONENTS, FIVE EL~MENTS, ture' and five to be attained (bsgrub
of meat and propensities in thelr pure na 'h 0 d attributes and ac
par bya-ba) , namely, the buddha-body, sp~ec , mm '147-8' and Jamgon 
tivities. Cf. Ulavajra, Clarification of C07m;t7ents't~~_·5). 361' 
Kongtrtil, shes-bya kun-khyab-mdzod, Vo. , pp. 0 0 _ 

TWENTY-EIGHT COMMON COMMITMENTS (OF ANUYOGA) thun-mongs-g
1 

nY1-shu 

rtsa-brgyad EIGHT COMMITMENTS OF 
o 1 t the TWENTY-These are eqUlva ent 0 

MAHAYOGA.367 

THIRTIES 

b btags-pa sum-cu 
THIRTY DESIGNATED ARTS zor- 0 0 0 drawing arithmetic, wrestling, 

These include creative techmques, wntmg, ' 
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hair-styling, deportment, elephant-riding, sword-fencing, javelin-throwing, 
archery and so forth; Mvt. (4972-5006). 98 

THIRTY-TWO MAJOR MARKS mtshan-bzang so-gnyis, Skt. dvatrin:zsanmaha
puru~alak~mJa 

According to the Ornament of Emergent Realisation, Ch. 8, vv. 13-17, these 
are palms and soles marked with doctrinal wheels, feet firm like those of a 
tortoise, webbed fingers and toes, soft and supple hands and feet, a body 
with seven well-proportioned parts, long toes and fingers, broad arches, a 
tall and straight body, inconspicuous ankles, body-hairs which curl upwards, 
antelope-like calves, long and beautiful arms, a supremely contracted sexual 
organ, a golden complexion and delicate skin, well-grown body hairs which 
curl distinctly to the right, a hair-ringlet (ut1Jakda) between the eyebrows, 
a lion-like chest, well-rounded shoulders, a broad back, a supreme sense of 
taste, a symmetrical body like a banyan tree, the u~1Jr~a proturberance on 
the head, a long and beautiful tongue, a Brahma-like voice, lion-like jaws, 
teeth which are pure white, equal in size, close-fitting, and forty in number, 
sapphire blue eyes, and bovine eyelashes; Mvt. 235-67. See also R. Thurman, 
The Holy Teaching of Vimalakrrti, p. 156; and H. Dayal, The Bodhisattva 
Doctrine in Sanskrit Buddhist Literature, (pp. 300-5). 20, 124-5 

THIRTY-FIVE ORNAMENTS OF SENSE don-rgyan sum-cu so-lnga, Skt. artha
lan:zkara 
According to Dat:J.<;iin's Mirror of Poetics, Ch. 2, and Gupta, A Critical Study 
of Da1J4in and his Works, these are: natural description (svabhavokti), simile 
(upama), metaphor (rilpaka), poetic association (dzpaka), repetition (avrtti), 
denial (ak~epa), corroboration (arthantaranyasa), contrast (vyatireka), pecu
liar causation (vibhiivana) , concise suggestion (samasoktz) , hyperbole 
(atiSayoktt), poetic fancy (utpre~i1), cause (hetu), misrepresentation (lesa), sub
tlety (sa~ma), relative order (yathasarrtkhya), flattery (preyas), demeanour (rasa
vat), coincidence (samahita) , vigour (urjasVl), periphrastic speech (paryayokta) , 
exaltation (udatta), obfuscation (apahnutz) , double entendre (Slz~ta), statement 
of difference (Vlse~oktt), equal pairing (turyayogitii) , incongruity (virodha), art
ful praise (vya-jastutz) , damning with faint praise (aprastutapraSarrzsi1), co-men
tion (sahoktt) , illustrative simile (nidarsana) , benediction (&is), barter (parivrttz), 
description of the past or future as if it were the present (bhavika) and a con
junction of poetic figures (sarrzkirlJa). 105 

THIRTY-SIX ACTIONS OF THE WHEEL OF THE INEXHAUSTIBLE ORNAMENTS 
OF BUDDHA-BODY, SPEECH AND MIND sku-gsung-thugs mi-zad-pa rgyan-gyi 
'khor-Io'i mdzad-pa sum-cu-rtsa-drug 

These are the TWELVE DEEDS OF THE SUPREME EMANATIONAL BODY, 
the TWELVE DIFFERENT DOCTRINAL WHEELS OF BUDDHA-SPEECH and 
the TWELVE DIFFERENT INTENTIONS OF BUDDHA-MIND. 121 

THIRTY-SIX CHARACTERISTICS (OF DRAMA) mtshan-nyid sum-cu-so-drug 
According to Bharata, Dramatical Treatise, Ch. 17, these are embellishment 
(bhu~a1Ja), abbreviation (ak~arasan:zghtita), fortune/prosperity (sobha), decla
ration (udahara1Ja), cause (hetu), doubt (san:zsaya), illustration (drHiinta), at
tainment (priipti), intention (abhipriiya), evidence (nidarsana) , explanation 
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(nirnkta) , accomplishment (siddhi) , distinction (vise~ana), lack of qualities 
(gurJatipata) , hyperbole (atisaya), equal scrutiny (tulyatarka) , versification 
(padoccaya), perception (d~Ha), indication (upadi~~a), ideas (vicara), opposi
tion (tadviparyaya) , slips of the tongue (bhraytlsa) , conciliation (anunaya), 
garlands (mala), concord (dak~irJya), reproach (garharJa), presumption (ar
thapatti), proof (prasiddhi), question (p~ccha), beauty (sarnpya), imagination 
(manoratha), disparagement (lesa), agitation (k~obha), enumeration of qual
ities (gurJakfrtana), unmentioned accomplishment (anuktasiddhi) and words 

of affection (priyavacana). 107 

THIRTY-SIX EMPOWERMENTS/CEREMONIES (OF ANUYOGA) dbang-chog so-drug 
The ten outer empowerments (phyi-yi dbang bcu), eleven inner empowerments 
(nang-gi dbang bcu-gcig), thirteen empowerments of attainment (sgrub-pa'i 
dbang bcu-gsum) and twO secret empowerments (gsang-ba'i dbang gnyis). Refer 
to Jamg

on 
Kongtrtil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, pp. 748-9; and to 

the Peking Kangyur, Vol. 9, (pp. 276-7). 364-5 

THIRTY-SEVEN ASPECTS OF ENLIGHTENMENT byang-chub-kyi chos sum-cu-rtsa

bdun, Skt. saptatriytlsadbodhipak~adharma 
These are the FOUR ESSENTIAL RECOLLECTIONS, the FOUR CORRECT 

TRAININGS, the FOUR SUPPORTS FOR MIRACULOUS ABILITY, the FIVE 

FACULTIES, the FIVE POWERS, the SEVEN BRANCHES OF ENLIGHTEN-

MENT and the EIGHTFOLD PATH. 236 

FORTIES 

FORTY PRINCIPALITIES sil-ma bzhi-bcu 
As a result of constant warfare between the TWELVE MINOR KINGDOMS, 

power devolved into the hands of forty principalities ruled by forty minor 
feudal kings. Apart from 'brog-mo rnam-gsum ruled by the lord rgyal-po se-mi 
ra-khrid, gye-mo yul-drug ruled by the lord gye-rje mkhar-ba and se-mo gru-bzhi 
ruled by the lord gnyags-gru 'brang, their names and localities are unknown 
at the present day. Refer to Dudjom Rinpoche, rgyal-rabs, (pp. 13-14).507, 

949 

FORTY-TWO PEACEFUL DEITIES zhi-ba'i lha zhe-gnyis 
According to the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus and related works, such as the 
so-called Tibetan Book of the Dead, these are Samantabhadra, SamantabhadrI, 
Vairocana, Ak~obhya, Ratnasambhava, Amitabha, Amoghasiddhi, 
AkasadhatvisvarI, Buddhalocana, MamakI, Pal).<;laravasinI, Samayatara, 
K~itigarbha, Vajrapal).i, Akasagarbha, Avalokitesvara, Lasya, Malya, Gna, 
Nartl, Maitreya, Nivaral).avi~kambhin, Samantabhadra, MafijusrI, Dhupa, 
Pu~pa, Aloka, Gandha, Amrtakul).<;lalin, Hayagrlva, Mahabala, Yamantak

a
, 

Ankusa, Pasa, Sph01a, Ghal).1a, Munlndra, Vemacitra, Sakyamuni, Siqlha, 

Jvalamukha and Yamaraja. 125-6, 623, 644, 691 

FORTY-SIX TRANSGRESSIONS nyes-byas zhe-drug, Skt. ~a~catvariytlsaddu~k~ta 
Refer to the Twenty Verses on the Bodhisattva Vow, translated in M. Tatz, 
Difficult Beginnings. These are also cited in Jamgon Kongtriil, shes-bya kun
khyab mdzod, Vol. 2, pp. 114-17, where they are explained to include thirty-
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four transgressions which contradict th . . 
twelve which contradict activity on b ~ ~~th;nng of vIrtuous doctrines and 
seven contradicting liberality, nine co~tr:d.o . others. Th~ ~orx:ner comprise 
tradicting patience three cont d.. ICtIng moral dlsclplme, four con-

, ra Ictmg perseve h . . 
concentration and eight contradictin d. . . r~nce, tree contradlctmg 
comprise those transgressions who g Iscnmmattve awareness. The latter 
and those which separate one f Ich sep~rate one from general acts of benefit 

rom partIcular acts of benefit. 95 

FIFTIES 

FIFTY-ONE MENTAL EVENTS sems-b lb· caitasika 'Yung nga- cu-rtsa-gczg, Skt. ekapancasac-

The five ever-present ones (kun-' If· 
nition and motivation. the fi grh~ hngd

a
) 0 c~ntact, attentIon, feeling, cog-

I ,ve w IC etermme ob· t (y I 
.nga) of adherence, inclination, recollection jec.s u so-~or ~ges-pa 
Ive awareness; the eleven attendant f .' contemplatIOn and dlscnminat-. unctIOns of every p .. . 
gczg dge-sems kun-gyi 'kho d 'b OSItIve attItude (bcu-r- u 'Yung-ba) of f: . h f 
equanimity, decency, decorum det h aIt , care ulness, lucidity, 

. 1 ' ac ment, non-hatred no d I . 
VIO ence and perseverance. th . . . ,n- e USIOn, non-, e SIX root confllctmg . ( 
mongs-pa drug) of hatred d . . emotIOns rtsa-ba'i nyon-

, eSlre, arrogance Ignorance· f 
aggregates and doubt· and the twent b .d. ' , VIew 0 mundane , y SU SI Iary confl· . . 
nyon-mongs-pa nyi-shu) of ange h T d.. Ic.tmg emotIOns (nye-bar 
miserliness, deception dishone:' O~tI Ity, Issm~ulatIOn, malice, jealousy, 
dullness, over-exuber~nce distr~' :~lte~ulness, pnde, contempt, indecorum, 
citability and inattentiven;ss. an; ;h a~ness, c~relessness, forgetfulness, ex
siness, regret ideas and' . e R

Our 
vanables (,gyur-ba bzhi) of drow-

. ' scrutmy. efer to H V G 
Phzlosophy in Theory and Pract' 63 .... uenther, Buddhist 
Rinpoche, yid-bzhin mdzod-kyi ;:h-!:iz 'b-

4
d' whICh IS based on Mipham a s us-pa, (pp. 13ff). 156 

FIFTY-EIGHT BLOOD-DRINKERSIW bcu lnga-brgyad RATHFUL DEITIES khrag-thunglkhro-bo lnga-

According to the Tantra of the Secret Nucleu 
Tibetan Book of the Dead th . s and works such as the so-called 

, ese compnse the Buddha V· R 
and Karma Heruka, along with th . . ' a~~a, atna, Padma 
GAUR! or Matarah the e. .,_ ~Ir respectIve KrodhlsvarI, the EIGHT 

female gatekeeper~~ 623 Ight PlsacI, the twenty-eight Isvarl and the four 

SIXTIES 

SIXTY DOCT . RINES chos-kyz rnam-grangs drug-cu 

The TWELVE DEEDS OF THE SUPREME E realms each of who h MANATIONAL BODY in the twelve 
, IC possesses the FIVE EXC 

retinue, doctrine and time. 137 ELLENCES of place, teacher, 

SIXTY-FOUR C RAFTS sgyu-rtsal drug-cu rtsa-bzhi 
Acc.ording to the Siltra of Extensive Pla .. ,- -
panvarto dasamah) these· 1 d ~, Ch. 10 (Llplsalasan:zdarsana-

. , mc u e such crafts fl . 
and knowledge of the lang f as ower-arrangmg, hunting 

. uages 0 many races· 1 d· h .. bemgs. 98, 418 mc u mg t ose of spIrItual 
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-tan-gyi chos drng-cu-rtsa-bzhz, Skt. SIXTY-FOUR ENLIGHTENED ATTRIBUTES yon 

catu~~aHir gur}iih _ ,_ f the Supreme Continuum of the Greater Vehicle 
Refer to Ch. 3 (GutJadhzkara) 0 OF A BUDDHA the FOUR FEAR-

by Maitreya. These are the TEN POWERS ATTRIBUTES O~ THE BUDDHAS 
LESSNESSES, the EIGHTEEN DISTINCT 

and the THIRTY-TWO MAJOR MARKS. 95, 203 

SEVENTIES 

SEVENTY POINTS OF THE ORNA MENT OF EMERGENT REALISATION mngon-

rtogs-rgyan-gyi don bdun-c~ , , e EIGHT TOPICS OF THE ORNAMENT 

These represent the sUbdlvlSlonsRof/h t E Conze Abhisamayiilamkiira, for 
OF EMERGENT REALISATION, e er o. , 
detailed discussions. 95 

EIGHTIES 

b d b ad-cu Skt. aSftyiinuvyaiijana 
EIGHTY MINOR MARKS dPe

d
- ~aM r~ 268-;49' and refer to Thurman, The Holy These are enumerate m v, , 

Teaching of Vimalakfrti, (pp. 156-7). 20, 124-5 , , 

MASTERS grnb-thob brgyad-cu rtsa-bzhz, Skt. EIGHTY-FOUR ACCOMPLISHED 

caturaSftisiddhab , B ddha's Lions for their enumeration and life stories. Refer to J. Ro mson, u , 
442 

NINETIES 

MANATIONAL BODY) chos dgu-bcugo-drng NINETY-SIXDOCTRINES(OFA~INGLEE k -kh ab mdzod, Vol. 1, (p. 327). 22, 
Refer to Jamgon Kongtrul, shes-bya un y 
138 

HUNDREDS 

HUND;~~;~~~E;;:~;_~:~~EESA~::~;:~~:E:~:~:~a;I~~~~~~:T BLOOD-

DRINKERS, 591 

HUNDRED TREASURE-FINDERS gter-ston br~a-rts~ h' 1Tibet pp. 189-201, 
Refer to Tulku Thondup Rinpoche, Hzdden ea~ z~gs 0 752 ' 
for the traditional enumerations of the treasure- m ers, 

HuNDRED TREASURES WHICH WERE THE MASTER COPIES OF KING TRHISONG 

rgyal-po'i bla-gter brgya f a few colophons, 518 
d d re only known rom These are not enumerate an a 

, b lnga-bcu'i TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY DISCIPLINES OF THE VINA Y A nyz- rgya 

'dul-khrims , I Skt bhiksu) which are 
The vows of a fully-ordamed monk ~dge-s O;g£ l' to C S Prebish, 
explained in the Transmissions of the Vm~ya. he er, a sdo tal'l 230' 

, 'z' h' h descnbes t ese me. Buddhist Monastic Dzsap me, w lC _ 
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EIGHT HUNDRED AND THIRTY-ONE ANCILLARY EMPOWERMENTS (OF 

ANUYOGA) (anu-yo-ga'i) yan-lag-gi dbang brgyad-brgya so-gcig 

Refer to the discussion in Jamgon Kongtriil, shes-bya kun-khyab mdzod, 
Vol. 2, (p. 748). 364 

THOUSANDS 

THOUSAND BUDDHAS sangs-rgyas stong-rtsa gcig 

Also known as the THOUSAND SUPREME EMANATIONAL BODIES, they are 
enumerated in detail in the Auspicious Aeon Sutra. 136,431, 624, 938, 944 

THOUSAND SUPREME EMANATIONAL BODIES mchog-gi sprnl-sku stong-rtsa 

Refer to the Sutra of Inconceivable Secrets as cited in Obermiller, History of 
Buddhism, Pt. 2, pp. 91ff.; and see the preceeding entry. 409 

TWENTY-ONE THOUSAND (DOCTRINAL) COMPONENTS (chos-kyi) phung-po nyis
khri chig-stong 

Those components of doctrine forming the MantrapiJaka of the Awareness
holders. 77-8 

TWENTY-ONE THOUSAND PHENOMENA/KINDS (OF DESIRE, HATRED, 

DELUSION AND THEIR COMBINATION) dug-gsum-ka cha-mnyam-pa-la nyi
khri chig-stong 

The four groups of conflicting emotions arising from the ramification of 
dispositions grounded in ignorance. Cf. the discussion in Longcenpa, Treas
ury of Spiritual and Philosophical Systems, (p. 37). 55 

EIGHTY-FOUR THOUSAND CONFLICTING EMOTIONS/PHENOMENA nyon-mongl 
chos brgyad-khri bzhi-stong 

The amalgam of the four groups of conflicting emotions referred to in the 
preceeding entry. 55, 133 

EIGHTY-FOUR THOUSAND (DOCTRINAL) COMPONENTS (chos-kyi) phung-po 
brgyad-khri bzhi-stong 

The antidotes corresponding to the EIGHTY-FOUR THOUSAND CONFLICT

ING EMOTIONS. Cf. also the Treasury of Abhidhanna, Ch. 1, (v. 25). 17, 
77, 86, 133, 763, 925 

EIGHTY-FOUR THOUSAND DOCTRINES OF THE VEHICLES brgyad-khri bzhi-stong 
theg-pa'i chos 

The EIGHTY-FOUR THOUSAND DOCTRINAL COMPONENTS. 925. 

MILLIONS 

SIX MILLION FOUR HUNDRED THOUSAND VERSES (OF THE NATURAL GREAT 

PERFECTION) rang-bzhin rdzogs-pa chen-po slo-ka 'bum-phrag drng-cu rtsa-bzhi 
The traditional enumeration of the volume of texts of the Great Perfection, 
as represented by the Atiyoga sections of the Collected Tantras of the Nying
mapa. 332, 493, 539, 922 
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Introduction 

This bibliography is divided into two parts. The first lists all those 
works mentioned in the texts of His Holiness Dudjom Rinpoche's 
Fundamentals and History according to the English titles given in the 
translations in Volume One, and provides whatever information the 
translators have had at their disposal regarding the actual identity of 
the works in question. The second gives detailed information on the 
specific texts and editions to which the translators have themselves 
referred. 

The vast literature of Tibetan Buddhism remains mostly unknown to 
contemporary scholarship, although Tibetan language publishers in South 
Asia, Tibet and mainland China have reproduced thousands of manuscripts 
and printed texts during the last thirty years. The student of Tibetan reli
gious history and doctrine is therefore confronted at the outset with the 
methodological difficulty of establishing the precise relationship be
tween the literature to which reference is made in any given work, 
and the actual Tibetan literature to which we have real access at the 
present time. Here, we set forth the tentative results of our researches 
to date, certain that much emendation and revision will be called for. 
We have also included general titles for traditions of meditational and 
ritual practice which, properly speaking, do not belong in a biblio
graphy as they are not the titles of texts. Our regret is that it has not 
been possit-le to provide the reader with a Tibetan-English index at 
this time, however our intention is to make this material available in 
the future. The remarks which follow explain our treatment of the 
main classes of literary materials with which we are concerned in Part 
One. 

SUTRAS AND TREATISES (~~ASTRA) OF INDIAN ORIGIN 

Of the several bodies of literature to which our texts refer, it is the 
Indian works which, excepting the tantras, are the best known to 
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contemporary scholarship. Indian sutras and treatises translated. into 
Tibetan are usually cited by Tibetan authors by means of abbreVIated 
rather than full titles, but this is only occasionally a source of con
fusion. A more common difficulty is that quo~ati?ns taken .from one 
text come to be attributed to another when cItatIOns are gIve~ from 
memory, as is usually the case in traditional Tibetan sc~o~arshiP .. 

In this bibliography, we have generally avoided provldIn~ detailed 
information on the available editions and translations of I.ndmn Budd
hist sutras and treatises, and instead adopted the expedIent, of re.fer
ring the reader to recent bibliographies, ~specia.llY Karl Potter s reVIsed 
bibliography to the Encyclopedia of Indzan Phzlosophy (EIPRB), Peter 
Pfandt's Mahayana Texts Translated into Western Language~ (M~TWL), 
and several of the volumes of the new History of Indzan Lzteratu~e 
(HIL), appearing under the genera~ ed.itorship of Jan Gond~. I.n addI
tion, we give references to the pubhcatIo? of relevant works In Import
ant Indological and Buddhological S.enes, and to som~ very r~c~nt 
contributions that are not noted In the aforementIoned bIblIo-

graphies. 

THE T ANTRAS, THEIR COMMENTARIES AND THE LITERATURE 

DERIVED FROM THEM 

The tantras, including both those which are adhered to by al.l schools 
of Tibetan Buddhism in common, and those which are peculIar t~ the 
Nyingma tradition, present the student of Tibetan literature wIth a 
special set of problems; for abbreviated titles are very ~requently 
applied to several tantras and, moreover, are equally applIed to t~e 
entire system of Vajrayana practice stemming from the tantras In 

question. Thus, for instance, dus-'khor (Kalacakra) may refer .not only 
to the Kalacakra Tantra in its various longer and shorter .versIOns, but 
equally to any of the means for attainment, inst~uctIO~ man~als, 
empowerment ceremonies, etc., whether composed In IndIa or TIbet, 
that are related to the theory and practice of the Kalacakra Tantra. 
These remarks apply equally to, for example, gsang-'dus (G~hy~sa
maja) , bde-mchog (Sa11Jvara), kye-rdor (Hevujra), phur-pa ~VaJrakzla)~ 
bka'-brgyad (Eight Transmitted Precepts), and so fort~. It IS therefor 
often not possible to establish the precise connectIOn b~tween any 
such abbreviated reference to a Vajrayana system of practIce and the 
known textual corpus associated with that system. Of course, whenha 
fuller title is given, or when a textual passage is actua.lly quotedbl~ ~ 
situation is quite different and it may then become possIble to .esta I.S h . . f h . d S' milarly companson WIt 
the precise identIficatIon 0 t e text cIte . 1 , . .' I . I may help to estabhsh the 
accounts gIven III paralle source m.atena ~ ., ..' 
likelihood, at least, of a given abbreViated cItatIon s exact IdentIficatIon. 
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Given thes~ particular difficulties, we have provided, in the cases of 
th.e general tItles such as those mentioned above, references which 
wIll serve to introduce some of the most important sources for the 
study of the Vajrayana systems in question, at least so far as concerns 
t~e ~yingma tradition and those other schools with which it has 
histoncal~y been most closely associated. Thus, in any such case, the 
reader wIll find references to the foremost tantra or tantras of the 
system, as found in the Kangyur (T or P), and/or the Collected Tantras 
of the Nyingmapa (NGB). In addition, she or he will find references to 
~ever~l of t.he most important collections of Tibetan Vajrayana mater
Ials, In whIch major redactions of the relevant means for attainment 
etc., are given. Scholars undertaking research in this field must exer: 
cise .care. to dete~mine whether or not such references may have any 
beanng In any gIVen case. Those who wish to determine the general 
corresp~ndences which hold between a given tantra or group of 
tantras In the Kangyur and the ancillary texts found in the Tangyur, 
ar~ referred to A. Wayman, The Buddhist Tantras: New Light on Indo
Tzbetan Esotericism, pp. 233-9. 

The reader should note that the references we have given to NGB 
include, in addition to citation by volume, the precise index number 
which is as~igned to each tantra included in NGB in the catalogue of 
that collectIon by Prof. Eiichi Kaneko, the Ko-tantura Zenshu Kaidai 
Mokuroku. This work, with Prof. Kaneko's learned introduction sur
veying ~he overall structure of Nyingmapa literature, represents the 
first major systematic contribution to the analysis of the tremendous 
body of extant Nyingma tantras. 

WORKS ATTRIBUTED TO KNOWN TIBETAN AUTHORS 

EXCLUDING TREASURES (gter-ma) , 

Here, as everywhere else, texts are usually cited by abbreviated rather 
than full titles, and these may sometimes refer not to single texts, but 
to whole groups of related works by a single author. These problems 
are compounded by the absence of any comprehensive inventory of 
extant and ~vailable Tibetan literature. In general, we have attempted 
to locate TIbetan works among the Tibetan language publications of 
t~e past decades. Inevitably, our occasional failure to locate a 
gIVen .work is not, in the absence of other evidence, proof that the 
work I.n question is unavailable. Since the only fully comprehensive 
col!ectlOn of South Asian Tibetan language publications is that ac
qUIred ?y the United States Library of Congress under the conditions 
of PublIc Law 480, and its succt!ssor programmes for the acquisition 
o~ b?oks an.d periodicals, we have provided, along with the standard 
bIblIographIcal data for such publications, the Library of Congress 
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, 1 ue numbers. Scholars WIshIng to 

Accessions Lists tem~orary caltla o~ texts so listed will find that 
1 . American hbrary co ectIOnS, ocate, m 
this will greatly facilit~te the se~~~hbeen published many times, we do 

Note that when a gI~e? text With a very few exceptions we have 
not always list all edItIO?s. d' . of popular works from the 
. d the numerous TIbetan e ItIOnS Ignore 
Kangyur and Tangyur. 

TREASURES (gter-ma) 

. h' h have been concerned, that is 
It is this genre, of those wIth ~e:~m:~o the bibliographer. The brief 
the least known and .most trou f t as are used to refer to whole 
titles of treasures, hke those 0 t~n \ ~exts so that in many cases it 
classes of literature rather tha~hto smg. e

t 
the' specific text to which a 

. . d 'ne wIt certam y . 
is ImpossIble to etermi h I'nstances in which dIfferent 

.' l' Moreover t ere are . 
given cItatIon app Ies. h r different treasure-finders share precIsely 
cycles revealed by altoget e d d 'th the fact that many of the 

. d h' compoun e WI 
the same tItle, an tIS, k b a variety of names, further 
treasure-finders are themse~l~s h n~:C~se ~extual identifications. In all 
frustrates the effort to esta IS P th n provide references to pub-

. can do no more a . 
such mstances, we 1 h' h appear to be in questIOn, 
lished e?itions of the cycle or cyc ecsh:v~c reater precision. . 
leaving It to future researchers toda ~s can be divided accordmg 

The treasures that ha~e co~eh oW
h 

n to e arranged. Four types of 
• 'C m WhiC t ey ar . 1 

to the dIfJ.erent ways h . the present context: (1) co -
collection are particularly notewfort y m

l 
very closely related cycles, 

. . 1 les or 0 severa 1 
lectIons of smg e . cyc, 11 the literature belonging to the .c~c e 
which attempt to mcorporate a Id b the most complete edItIOnS 

d Examples wou e .) h or cycles concerne . (kl chen snying-thzg , t e 
o 0 lO If Longcenpa ong-

of the Innermost Spzntua zty OJ d'd ) or the Four-Part 
, ItO n (bla-ma gongs- us, 

Gathering of the Gu:u s ntoen W 0 b h 0 (ii) Smaller collections also 
Innermost Spiritualzty (snymg-thzg ya- z z).. ly the liturgical texts 

. 1 b t incorporatmg on 
based upon smgle cyc es, .~ monastic establishment, respons-
actually utilised by the tradItIOn: or E les are the innumerable 
ible tor pu~lishing the colle~2~n'nd x:~hful Deities, the Natural 
local redactIons of the P~aceJu a ng-grol) or of the Con
Liberation of Intention (zhz-khro dgongs-Ph

a 
rap O_'du;) that are found 

o P 0 (dkon-mc og s ~z , .,. 1 
summation of All that zs recw~s . f the Himalayas. (111) Co -
throughout the Tibetan-speakmg regIOfns o. Ie treasure-finder. For 

" 1" treasures 0 a SIng . Abb-
lections of the comp ete PL TC and RL TC in the hst of re 
examples, see CLTC, JTPD,. 1 by itself is the Store of 

I T (IV) In a c ass a-
viations for Vo um~ woo zod which anthologises an extr 
Precious Treasure (nn-chen. gter-md f;~m hundreds of treasure cycles. 
ordinary quantity of matenal, drawn 
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In our references to treasure cycles, we generally attempt to provide 
substantial data on cycles which have appeared in publications repres
enting types (i) and (iii). Smaller liturgical collections of type (ii) are 
usually omitted. References to the Store of Precious Treasure (RTD) 
have been provided selectively, in accord with the following guide
lines: (1) where RTD appears to include a substantial redaction of a 
given cycle, we have referred to it, though fragments separated from 
the main body of the cycle as it occurs in RTD may be omitted; (2) 
where a major cycle is incorporated in R TD only in the form of many 
small selections scattered throughout, we have indicated that fact 
without providing precise citations; (3) where a very well known cycle 
is represented in RTD only by a few small selections, it may be 
ignored altogether; and (4) very rare cycles occurring in R TD are 
cited wherever we have been able to establish their identity. 
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Part One 
Works Cited by the Author 



Note 
. . r ·n the translations. Those of rites and 

Titles of texts generally appea: zn zta lCS I 

teachings are mostly unemphaslsed. h . Volume One have been given 
Page numbers for the appearance

k 
of eaAc bbentr:;: ltned and alternative titles have 

. h· uare brac ets revw in italic type wzt m sq . fi d to a main entry where more 
generally been listed individuall~ ~nd ifos~r: ~:;~:nces can be found. Elements 
information and a complete. ll.stmg 0 . ~.g t d ·n the main entry by parentheses) 
commonly omitted in abbrevwtIOn are mIca e I b 
and alternative titles are listed before the page num ers. 

Works Cited by the Author 

Abbreviated Logic Course. bsdus-tshad. Refer to n. 1109. The most ancient 
text of this genre presently available appears to be the Ra-ba stod-pa'i 
bsdus-grva. Pub. Dharamsala: Damchoe Sangpo, 1980. I-Tib 80-901211. 
[821] 

Abridged Commentary on the Eighty-Chapter Magical Net. brgyad-cu-pa'i 
bsdus- 'grel. Auth. Vimalamitra. NL. [481] 

Abridged Commentary on the Tantra of the Awakening of the Great Vairo
cana. rnam-snang mngon-byang-gi bsdus-'grel. Skt. Vairocanabhisambo
dhitantrapir;4artha. Auth. BUddhaguhya. T 2662. [466] 

Abridged Tantra of Kalacakra. dus-kyi 'khor-Io bsdus-pa. [894] See Kalacakra 
Tantra 

Ace Lhamo. A-Ice lha-mo. Theatrical tradition ascribed to Thang-stong rgyal
po. Refer to n. 1077. [803] 

Alchemical Transmutation into Gold. gser-'gyur(-gyi bstan-bcos bsdus-pa). Skt. 
Rasayanasastroddhrti. T 4314. Concerning this work, see E. T. Fenner, 
"Rasayana in the Tantras- What is it?" Wind Horse 1 (1981), pp. 99-
111. [99] 

Alchemy Cycle. bcud-len skor. Disc. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa. Possibly to be 
identified with the alchemical texts in BMGD Vol. 7. [786] 

Alchemy of White SiITlhavaktra. seng-gdong dkar-mo'i bcud-len. Disc. 'Jam
dbyangs mkhyen-brtse'i dbang-po. RTD Vol. 48, pp. 331-5. [858] 

All-Accomplishing King. kun-byed (rgyal-po). See (Tantra of the) All-Accom
plishing King 

All-Gathering Awareness. kun-'dus rig-pa. See (Root Tantra of) All-Gathering 
Awareness 

Amna Tantra. bdud-rtsi'i rgyud. Possibly to be identified with the Eight 
Volumes of Nectar. But cf. T 401, 435 and 645. [651] See also Nectar the 
Enlightened Attributes and Vajramrta Cycle 

Analysis of the Meaning of Empowerment. dbang-don rnam-par 'byed-pa. Un
identified. Quoted in Lo-chen DharmasrI, gsang-bdag zhal-lung. [364] 

Analysis of the Middle and Extremes. dbus-mtha' (rnam-'byed). Skt. Madh
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1 Blo-gros mt a- . mgon Kong-spru 
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Essence of the View wh' h N " 708] 

" " IC egates Everyth' h 
pa I lta-ba 1 snying-po A 1 In.g. t ams-cad-la skur-ba 'd b _ 
sutra. NA [66] . pparent y to be Identified with the Brh e ~ . , aSpall-

Essential Epitome of the G P . 
D' reat erfectlOn d h ' 

ISC. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa Ph' r zogs-~ en snyzng-po bsdus-pa 
Vol. 9. [786] . er aps to be Identified with BMGD 

Essential Inventorv which T h 
S " reats t e Essenc f h E 

even Sections. snying-byang man-n a e 0 t e ~oteric Instructions in 
~zang-po grags-pa. NL. [780] g, g gnad-kYI don-bdun-ma. Disc. 

EssentIal Spirituality of Aro a-y:" h 
Aro (Yeshe Jungne) . 0 I t ugs-bcud. [651] See Seven Sessions of 

Essential Summarisation of the Tan ' , 
structions of the Class of Means t;~s, Tr~nsmIsslOns, and Esoteric In
Precep,ts. sgrub-sde bka'-brgyad-k ,r At::;nment, the Eight Transmitted 
ba'

2 
DISC. '}am-dbyangs mkhY~~_~~se'~lu~~ man-ngag snying-por dril

p. 61 to V?I. 25, p. 91. The third ang-po. RTD Vol. 24, 
the AccomplIshed Master. [804] part of the Innermost Spirituality of 

Established Confluence of A " 
NL. [843] USPIClOUS Coincidences. rten- 'brei mdo-chings. 

Establish'1le t f h 
. ,n 0 t e Intrinsic Essential of h . , 

pa thlg-le rang-gnad-du dbab-p R £ t e Innermost SpIntuality. bsdus-
EUlogy to the E a. e er to n. 522. [494] 

xpanse of Reality. chos-db' b 
~t~va. Auth. Nagarjuna. T 1118. EIiRi~3~tod-pa. Skt. Dharmadhdtu-

. ,pp. 31-2, 126. One of the C ll' -4, 637. MTTWL 55 HIL 
~~1 ~6' 5Dragonetti, "Catubstava" ~I~tl~; (0{9~~)logies. See also F.' Tola 

, , 301] , pp. 1-54. [173 196 
E 1 ' , 

u ogy to the Inconceivable Madh k 
bstod-pa Sk A' yama a. dbu-ma b " 
MT 

. t. czntyastava Auth N- - , Sam-gyls ml-khyab-par 
TWL 55. HIL 7 1 . 3 . agafJuna. T 1128. EIPRB 636 

Drag '''C . ,pp. 1, 126 131 S 1 F . OnetH, atubstava" }IP 13 ( , . ee a so . Tola and C. 
1985), pp. 1-54. [217-18J 
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. h asamaja. gsang-'dus rdo-rje bzhad-pa I bshad-Exegesis of the Glonous Gu y _. -k - Auth Vajrahasya. T 1909. 
lugs. Skt. Tantrarajasrfguhyasama}atl a. . 

[533] Collection of the Greater Vehicle. theg-bsdus-
Exegetical Commentary on the Sk M hayanasamgrahopanibandhana. Auth. 

kyi 'gre~-pa bshad-sbY~;PRB\25;' 1867. MTTWL 127. [222] 
Asvabhava. T 4051. . . . -I bshad-brgywl. 

h E" ht DivisIons of Medicme. yan ag 
Exegetical Tantra on t e GIl

g
· Tantras of Medical Science. [99] 

Second of the Four onous [447] 
. M . I Net bshad-rgyud rgya-mtsho. Exegetical Tantra of th.e Oceamc agica . 

See Oceanic MagIcal Net d-k i bshad-
. . ) Ei hteen Roots. rtsa-ba bco-brgy~ y . 

(Exegetical Tradltlon of t~e . g r the Eighteen Esotenc Instructwns srol. NL. Possibly, thIS sImply relers to 

of the Mental Class. [658] . b h d NL 
. . Brid e. rdo··rje zam-pa'l gzhung- sa. . 

Exegetical TreatIse on the ~abJrda e m
g 

entioned in History. [552] 
S I ks so descn e ar . 

evera wor ta es of Meditation. bsam-gtan phYI-
Expanded Commentary on the La!er S gp t latfka Auth. Buddhaguhya. 

,. s 'grel Skt Dhyanottara a.a. . ma I rgya - . . 

T 2670. [466] , l Skt Pramanavarttika. 
. C .. tshad-ma rnam- gre .. . BB 

Exposition of ValId _ o?"mtIon. EIPRB 1249, 2113-27. MTTWL 168. 

Auth. ~h;~;k~~t~·1J66~.1~·SWS 1 (1954). [68, 102, 874] 

3 (1968 . e Guh asamaja Tantra. gsang-ba 'dus-pa. '1!Ya-
Extensive Commentary on tho H· Y to have been translated by Acarya cher 'grel-pa. Reported m IS tory , 

Ph a-la-ring-mo. [703] . . b I 
r . f h W thful DeItIes. khro- 0- a . . B . (for the RItes) 0 t e ra 73] Extensive DescnptIve aSIS A th Sangs-rgyas rin-chen. NL. [6 

mngon-par rtogs-pa rgyas-pa. u . .. NGB Vol. 
.. -' hrul r as-pa. The texts compns~ng 

ExtensIve MagIcal Net. sgyu p ~ gy if the Extensive MagIcal Net. Note 
14. Also referr~d to .as the antraf;om the Supplementary Magical Net 
that the quotatIons gIVen here a~e 127 144 145, 147, 213, 227, 231, 
(sgyu-'phrulle-lag). [20-1,60,6, , , 

237, 245-6, 259] h bk '-mdzod. Auth. 'Jam-
. d P cepts rgya-c en a 

Extensive Store of TransmItte re , . GCKZ [862] See also Five Great 
mgon Kong-sprul Blo-gros mtha -yas. . 

Stores . _ as. Auth. Rong-zom E . e Sutra of the Commitments. dam-tshlg mdo rgy 
xtenslv. [198 707] . 

Chos-kYI bzang-po. NL., M . I Net le-lag-g
l the Supplementary agica _. k s-Eye-opening Commentary ?n _ _ .alatantrasrfguhyagarbhanamaca $U. 

spyan-'grel. Skt. v.ajrasattvamaya} 1 

tfka. Auth. VimalamItra. P 4756. [48] . t ) of the Secret 
. C (transmItted precep s .r 

Father Consort and Mot?er onsort? b- m See Transmitted Precepts 0) 

Innermost Spirituahty. gsang-t~lg l~r:C~ t; of the Mother Consort of the 
the Father Consort and T~ansmltte p 

Secret Innermost Spiritualuy . h S tern of Pari. ba-ri-
K . - tra accordmg to t e ys 

Fifteen Doct.rin~s on the nya~n h Ba-ri Lo-tsa-wa. NL. [547] 
pa'i knya'l chos bco-Inga. ut. 
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Final Gathering of the Transmitted Precepts which is the Doctrinal Cycle of 
the Entire Gathering of Awareness-holders, the Means for the Attain
ment of the Seven-Chapter Supplication. bka'-'dus phyi-ma ng-'dzin 
yongs-'dus-kyi chos-skor gsol-'debs le'u bdun-ma'i sgrub-thabs. Disc. 
Mnga'-ris PaJ).-chen Padma dbang-rgyal. RTD Vol. 6, pp. 123-40; 
Vol. 11, pp. l-1I2; Vol. 30, pp. 61-227. [807] 

Final Lineage of the Great Perfection. rdzogs-chen brgyud-pa tha-ma. NL. [647] 

Five Anthologies (by ]amgon Kongtriil). kong-sprul mdzod-lnga. See Five Great Stores 

Five Basic Tantras and Six Branch Tantras of the Mental Class. sems-sde rtsa
ba'i rgyud-lnga dang yan-lag-gi rgyud drug. [136] 

Five Collections of (Madhyamaka) Reasoning. dbu-ma ngs-tshogs. See Collec
tion of Madhyamaka Reasoning 

Five Cycles of (the Means for) Attainment, (which are in harmony with the 
Path of the Magical Net). yan-/ag rgyud -sde sgyu- 'phrul-gyi lam-dang 
mthun-pa'i sgrub-thabs skor-lnga or sgrub-skor lnga. Disc. ']am-dbyangs 
mkhyen-brtse'i dbang-po. RTD Vol. 4, pp. 449-612. The second part 
of the Innermost Spin·tuality of the Accomplished Master. [804, 855] 

Five Doctrines of (Venerable) Maitreya. rje-btsun byams-pa chos-Inga or rgyal
tshab chen-po'i chos-lnga. Listed separately as the Analysis of the Middle 
and Extremes, Analysis of Phenomena and Reality, Ornament of Emergent 
Realisation, Ornament of the Sutras of the Greater Vehicle and Supreme 
Continuum of the Greater Vehicle. Also referred to as the Texts of 
Maitreya. [90, 205, 207, 213, 577, 676, 691, 861, 872, 894] 

Fivefold Great Seal. phyag-chen lnga-ldan. An important system of maha
mudra practice, which became a particular specialty of the 'Bri-gung 
Bka'-brgyud tradition. Major redactions are: DZ Vol. 6, pp. 418-55. 
Instructions on the Phyag chen Ina ldan. 2 vols. Bir, HP: D. Tsondu 
Senghe, 1980. I-Tib 80-904070. 'Bri-gun Bka'-brgywl-pa exegesis of 
Mahamudra. Bir, HP: D. Tsondu Senghe, 1980. I-Tib 82-901895. 
Other versions of this teaching were also transmitted by the different 
Bka'-brgyud lineages, e.g. by the Khro-phu Bka'-brgyud: DZ Vol. 6, 
pp. 530-2. See also Khenpo Konchog Gyaltsen and K. Rogers, The 
Garland of Mahamudra Practices. Ithaca, NY: Snow Lion, 1986. [679] 

Fivefold Group of Injunctions. (bka'-thangJ sd.e-lnga. Disc. O-rgyan gling-pa. 
SP 307-8 (1982). 1-Tib 82-905496/7. Xylo. Lhasa. 1-Tib X9-913564. 
Xylo. KaIimpong. N-Tib 80-905397. Pub. Paro: Ngodup, 1976. 
I(Bhu)-Tib 76-901404. Concerning the secondary literature, see A.-M. 
Blondeau, "Le Lha-'dre bka'-than" in Etudes tibitaines dediees a la 
memoire de Marcelle Lalou. Paris: A. Maisonneuve, 1971, pp. 29-126. [776, 778] 

Fivefold Rite for Entering into All MaJ).Qalas. dkyil- 'khor thams-cad-kyi ryes-su 
j"ug-pa'i cho-ga lnga-pa. Skt. Sarvamar;4alanuvartipaficavidhi. Amh. 
Kukkuraja. T 1670. [461] 

Five General and Ten Special Tantras of the Eight Transmitted Precepts. 
sgrub-pa bka'-brgyad-kyi spyi-rgyud lnga dang sgos-rgyud bcu-rnams. To 
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be identified among the tantras given in KGDD Vols. )1-3. Fourteen 
may be found in NGB Vols. 31-2, nos. 375-88. [482-3] 

Five Golden Doctrines of the Shangpas. shangs-pa'i gser-chos lnga. Refer to 
n. 1302 and to the Glossary of Enumerations. The teachings them
selves are redacted in DZ Vol. 8. See also G. H. Mullin, Selected Works 
of the Dalai Lama II: The Tantric Yogas of Sister Niguma. Ithaca: 
GabrieVSnow Lion, 1985. Further information will be found in Shanpa 
Kargyu [sic] Golden Dharmas. Pts. 1 and 2. Chenian Booklet Series 125-
6. Berkeley: C. M. Chen, 1982. [929] See also Shangpa Doctrines 

Five Great Mind Treasures. thugs-gter chen-po lnga. Unidentified. [518, 822] 

Five Great Stores. mdzod-chen rnam-pa lnga. Auth. 'Jam-mgon Kong-sprul 
Blo-gros mtha'-yas. Listed separately as Extensive Store of Transmitted 
Precepts, Great Store of Precious Treasure, Mantra Store of the Lineages 
of Transmitted Precepts, Store which Embraces All Knowledge, Store of 
Precious Instructions and Uncommon Store. Also referred to as the Five 
Anthologies. [41, 861-2] 

Five Innermost Cycles. snying-po skor lnga. Disc. Mchog-gyur bde-chen 
gling-pa. CLTC Vols. 20-1. In RTD they are arranged as follows: 
Vol. 14, pp. 375-427 (bla ma dgongs 'dus snying po); Vol. 25, pp. 211-47 
(yi dam bka' 'dus snying po); Vol. 57, pp. 405-29 (mkha' 'gro dgongs 'dus 
snying po); Vol. 60, pp. 443-64 (chos skyong dgongs 'dus snying po); and 
Vol. 92, pp. 713-27 (zhal gdams snying po 'dus pa). [846] 

Five Inner (Unsurpassed) Tantrapitaka. (bla-med) nang-rgyud sde-lnga. Listed 
separately as Guhyasamaja (Tantra), Tantra of the Hidden Point of the 
Moon, Buddhasamayoga (Tantra), Glorious Paramadya and Garland of 
Activity. [461, 464-5] 

Five Profound Siitras. zab-chos mdo lnga. Listed separately as Sutra of the 
King of Contemplation, Sutra (of the Greater Vehicle) which Decisively 
Reveals the Intention, SiUra of the Descent to Lanka, Sutra of the Boun
teous Array. The fifth may be either the Satra of the Great Bounteousness 
of the Buddhas or the Sutra of the Nucleus of the Tathagata. [577] 

Five Protective Dharal).l. grva-lnga. Skt. Paficarak~a. T 558-9 and 561-3. 
GDKT Vol. 1, no. 5. For the history of modern researches on the 
texts, see P. Aalto, Prolegomena to an Edition of the Paficarak~a. Studia 
Orientalia, XIX:12. Helsinki, 1954. Mongolian version ed. P. Aalto 
in Asiatische Forschungen 10. Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1961. 
[762] 

Five Scrolls of the Doctrinal Cycle of the Great Compassionate One. thugs-rye 
chen-po'i chos-skor shog-dril lnga. Disc. Grub-thob Dngos-grub. Incor
porated into the Collected Works of the King concerning the Mantra "OrtZ 
MalJi Padme HurtZ". [757] 

Five Sections of the Levels. sa-sde lnga. [91] See Yogacara Level 

Five Stages. rim-pa lnga. Skt. Paficakrama. Auth. Nagarjuna. T 1802. KGNZ 
Vol. 4, pp. 219-374. Skt. edn. L. de La Vallee-Poussin, Etudes et 
Textes Tantriques: Pancakrama. Universite de Gand, Receuil de Travaux 
publiees par la faculte de Philosophie et Lettres, fascicule 16. Gand: H. 
Engelcke, 1896. [301, 549] 

Five Tantras of Buddh -b d Works Cited by the Author 229 
At'· . a 0 y, Speech M· d 

c IVItles. sku-gsung-thugsy '.Ill , Enlightened AUrib t 
F T on-tan phnn-l k· u es and 

Ive exts of th M as- Y1 rgyud lnga. [J 36] 
V . e ental Class Which 
. mrocana). sems-sde snga-'gyur I Were the Earliest Translated 

tzons of the Mental C' nga. [540] See Eighteen E . Cby 
F lass sotenc Instruc-

Ive Texts on the R . . 
[ 762] eCItatlOn of San k . 
.. s nt Formulae. ng-klag sde-lnga. NL. 

FIve TransmIssions of the Gath . 

~~t~DV~~~.d~ar[~Oa]. Proba~~~nfo ~~ ~~:n~i~~~~~de-'dhuS-kYi lung-lnga. 

Fl
· ng t e texts found in 

arne f D· 1 ? Ia ectics. rtog-ge 'bar-ba . 
vIveka). T 3856. EIPRB 2 . Skt. Tarka;'l'ala. Auth Bh _ 
127-8, 131. [430] 005-15. MTTWL 104-5. HIL /('a (Bha~a-

Flash f S I pp. 63 5, 
o p endour. rngam-glog. Skt Jfi - _, 
Vol. 12, no. 163. [276] . anascaryadyuticakrasutra. T 830. NGB 

Flower Garland of th V· 
Id · e maya me-t h 

ennfied as Vina k - ..- og p reng-rgyud. Skt Vi· _ 
miller, History of ~~d~~~a, Auth. Visakhadeva, T 412~n!apusE·pamald. 
dation 1964 Ism by Bu-ston Tok . S .. ee . Ober-

, , Pt. 1, n. 495. [93] . yo. UZUki Research Foun-
Forty-Chapter Magical Net ' 

Full title: dpal gsang b (;~u- phrul) bzhi-bcu-pa. NGB Vol 14 
F a 1 snymg po de kho . ., no. 190 

our-armed Lord accordin na nYld nges pa. [673, 674] . 
phyag-bzhi. Dis g to the Treasures of N an 
552. [892] c. Nyang-ral Nyi-ma 'od-zer. ~Tt nV'Yang-gter mgon-po 

01. 59, pp. 173-
Four Cycles of th E . o e Sotenc Instructional Cl 
F uter, Inner, Secret and Unsurpassed~sss man-ngag-sde'i skor-bzhi. The 

OUr Cycles of the G h . y ecret cycles. [332] 
Referred to in DaLtTecnnvg· 'dus-pa skor-bzhi. Disc Rd . . 
R T 01 2 49 . o-rJe glmg 

F D Vol. 10, Pp. 1-115.690] pp. and 58. Partially preserved~: 
OUr Cycles of the Gathering. 'dus- .. 

Vols. 3-4 and 6-8. [793] pa skor-bzhl. DISC. Ratna gling-pa. RLTC 

Four Cycles of the Means for the . 
ka. Disc. Mcho _ Attamment of the Guru bl _ 
brtse'i db g gyur bde-chen gling-pa a d 'J . a sgrub skor-bzhi-

ang-po. NL. Cf C l if n am-dbyangs mkh 

~~~;~:~~~ [~~~]·es and th·e t~c~::na~h~y~:Q1:; ::: J~e Attainme~t. oJ~~~ 
Four . ncrmost Sp1ruualuy 

Glonous Tantras of M . 
rgyud-bzhi or sm . edlcal Science. dpal-ldan r. . 
dpal-ld an-gyl rgyud-bzhi. And the· gyu~-bzhl, gso-dpyad 
attribu~n rgyud-bzhi'i bla-dpe. Disc. Grv:~ master COpIes: gso-ba ng-pa 
tury). Se~ ~ t~e auth?rship of gYu-thog Y~;_tmngon-shes. Sometimes 
Universit ec u~g Rmpoche, Tibetan Medici an mgon-po Cninth cen
(i) the Rlot

Of 
CalIfornia Press, 1976, pp. 255_ne

. BerkeleY/Los Angeles: 

C
··· Tantra (rtsa-rgyud) C) 7. The Four Tantr . 
lll) the Tantra of Esoten· 1 ,11. the Exegetical Tantra (bsh d as are. 

SUbsequent Tant~ . c nstructIOns (man-n a. a -rgyud) , 
typeset edn. is: ~;:11-m.a'i rf!.Yud). SSS 68 g(l~~~;gy~d) and Civ) the 

u -rtsl snY'ing-pO yan-l b . good modern 
ag rgyad-pa gsang-ba man-
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ngag-gi rgyud. Lhasa: Tibetan People's Publishing House, 1982. See also F. 
Meyer, Gso ba rig pa: le systeme medical tibetain. Paris: Editions du Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1981; and Parfionovich, Dorje, and 
Meyer, Tibetan Medical Paintings. Also referred to as the Four Medical 
Tantras. [99, 753, 754, 920] 

Four Great Volumes of the VajrakIla Cycle. phur-pa'i skor pod-chen bzhi. NL. 
[762] 

Four Groups of Exegetical Tantras Pertaining to the Tantra which Uproots 
SaJpsara. 'khor-ba rtsad-gcod-kyi rgyud-la bshad-rgyud sde-bzhi. NGB 
Vol. 1, nos. 4-7. [658] 

Four Hundred Verses. bzhi-brgya-pa. Skt. CatulJsataka. Auth. Aryadeva. 
T 3846. EIPRB 358-68. MTTWL 53. Trans. K. Lang, Aryadeva's 
CatulJsataka: On the Bodhisattva's Cultivation of Merit and Knowledge. 
Indiske Studier VII. Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1986. See also 
K. Lang, "Aryadeva on the Career of a Bodhisattva" in TSHR, 
pp. 192-8. J. May, "Aryadeva et Candraklrti sur la permanence". Pt. I 
in Indianisme et Bouddhisme, Melanges o//erts a Mgr. Etienne Lamotte. 
Louvain-Ia-Neuve, 1980. Pt. II in Bulletin de l'Ecole Fram;aise 
d'Extreme-Orient LXIX (1981), pp. 75-96. [168,309,899] 

Four Instructional Cycles. gdams-ngag skor-bzhi. Disc. Guru Chos-dbang. 
NL. [764] 

Four Medical Tantras. See Four Glorious Tantras 0/ Medical Science 

Four Methods of Establishment. bzhag-thabs bzhi. Auth. Jfianasutra. NYZ 
bi-ma snying-thig, Pt. 1, Vol. Ga, pp. 325-31. DZ Vol. 1, pp. 480-2. 
[501] 

Four Modes and Fifteen Aspects Commentary. 'grel-pa tshul-bzhi yan-lag bco
Inga-pa. Auth. Rong-zom Chos-kyi bzang-po. Alternative title for the 
Commentary on the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus or Precious Jewel Com
mentary. [707] 

Four-Part Innermost Spirituality. snying-thig ya-bzhi. NYZ. A second edition 
has also been published in 13 vols. Delhi: Sherab Gyaltsen Lama, 
1975. I-Tib 75-903140. In this version the main sections are arranged 
as follows: Vols. 1-2, bla ma yang thig; Vols. 3-6, bi ma snying thig; 
Vols. 7-9, mkha' 'gro yang tig; Vols. 10-11, mkha' 'gro snying tig; Vols. 
12-13, zab mo yang tig. An older version of NYZ is still available in 
Sde·dge. Also referred as the Mother and Son Cycles of Innermost 
Spirituality. [375, 677] 

Four Root Sutras (of Anuyoga). rtsa-ba'i mdo bzhi. NGB Vols. 11-12. Listed 
separately as Root Tantra of All-Gathering Awareness, Flash of Splendour 
and SiUra which Gathers All Intentions. The fourth is the Play of the 
Cuckoo in the Charnel Ground (dur-khrod khu-byug rol-pa), NGB Vol. 11, 
no. 161. [289] 

Four Sections of the Magical Net. sgyu-'phrnl sde-bzhi. There are diffelent 
enumerations of these, contained in NGB Vols. 14-15 and 19. See 
GGFTC, pp. 37-41. [696] 

Four Subcommentaries on the Commentary on the Guhyasamaja Tantra 
called the Clarifying Lamp, (exegesis on). 'dus-pa'i 'grel-pa sgron-gsal-la 
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bzhl sbrags-kyi bshad-p A h 
6599. [681] a. ut. Dbyangs-can dga'-ba'i blo-gros. TWB 

Four Syllables. yi-ge bzhi. Refer to n. 600. [547] 

Four Symbols. brda'-bzhi. NL. [548] 

Four Transmissi?ns of the Pitaka. sde-snod _ . 
the transmIssions of the fou h 1 .lung sde bzhl. These are probably 
ing to the SarvastivadI·n trrada~~ 0 ogles of the Hlnayana sutras accord

Ulon namely D- h-
gama, Sarrzyuktagama and Ekott -' R' zrg agama, Madhyama-

Four V d . aragama. eferto HBI, pp. 167-81. [153] 
e a. rzgs-byed chen-po bzhi HIL 1 1 . . 

R..gzleda, Atharvaveda Samaved· d ,; . passzm. LIsted separately as 
. ' a an I a;urveda. [65] 

Full SummatIon. sgang-drz"l NL N . . .. ote that thIS ph . f 
connectIon with the precept f h G rase IS requently met in 
traditions, e.g. Fundamentals~ ;. 3~t. [:;:]t Seal and Great Perfection 

Further Heart entitled Six Suns of . 
drng. NL. [658] Awareness. yang-snyzng rzg-pa'i nyi-ma 

Further Innermost Spirituality of the Dak· -
Redacted by Klong-chen Rab-'b . .1111. man-ngag mkha'-'gro yang-tig. 
ship between this text and th y;ms-pa. NY~ .vols: 4-6. The relation
explained in n. 682. [585, 588t nnermost Spzrztualzty of the l)akinf is 

Further Innermost Spiritualit of th D- . -
Moon. mkha'-'gro yang-~zg nyi-:la· ~~;;b t~; Co.njunction .of S~n and 
NL. However, referred to in DLTC V 1 ~2 . DISC. Rdo-rJe ghng-pa. 

F h o. ,p. 56. [789-90] 
un er ~nnermost Spirituality like the Wish-. . 

bzhzn nor-bu. Redacted by Klon -ch ful~ll111g Gem. yang-tzg yid
Refer to n. 685. [588, 593, 843] g en Rab- byams-pa. NYZ Vol. 1. 

Gal)apati (according to the New Yamantak 
tshogs-bdag. NL. [713] a Cycle of Ra Lotsawa). (rva-lugs) 

Gang Tradition of the Great Seal S - . 
the Great Seal . ee Doha accordzng to the Gang Tradition of 

Ganges Great Seal. phyag-chen an - a- _ 
Tilopa. T 2303. DZ V 1 ~ 6 g g ma. Skt. Mahamudropadefa. Auth. 
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Gathering of All Precious Jewels. dkon-m . , 
Gathering of All Precious Jewels chog spyz- dus. See (Utterly Profound) 
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Dalhousie: Damchoe Sangpo, 1980. I-Tib 80-902333. [815] 
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Gathering of the Quintessence of Auspicious Coincidence. rten-'brel yang

snying 'dus-pa. Disc. O-rgyan gling-pa. NL. [776, 778] 

Gathering of the Sugatas (of the Eight Transmitted Precepts). (bka'-brgyad) 
bde-gshegs-'dus-pal(bka'-brgyad) bder-'dus. The main tantras of this ex
tensive body of material are found in NGB Vols. 31-2, nos. 375-88. 
The treasures of Nyang-ral Nyi-ma 'od-zer, listed here as the Tantra of 
the Gathering of the Sugatas of the Eight Transmitted Precepts, are redacted 
in KGDD. See also RTD Vol. 21, p. 183 to Vol. 22, p. 367. [483,575, 

661,679,682,723,727,807,825] 
Gathering of the Three Roots' Intention, (the Group of Doctrines which 

Gather together the Five Great Stores in their Entirety). rtsa-gsum 
dgongs-'dus (mdzod-chen rnam-Inga yongs-'dus-kyi chos-sde). Disc. 'Jam
mgon Kong-sprul Blo-gros mtha'-yas, aided by 'Jam-dbyangs mkhyen
brtse'i dbang-po. RTD Vol. 7, pp. 439-60; Vol. 15, pp. 399-461; 

Vol. 98, pp. 119-283. [864-5] 
Gathering of Transmitted Precepts, (twenty-one mal)Qala clusters of). See 

(Ocean of Doctrine, the Great) Gathering of Transmitted Precepts 

Gathering of the Transmitted Precepts of Peaceful and Wrathful Deities. zhi
khro bka'-'dus. Disc. O-rgyan gling-pa. NA. [775] 

General Dissertation, Outline and Synopsis on the Secret Nucleus. gsang
snying spyi-don, sa-bead, bsdus-don. Auth. Kha-ba dkar-po-ba Nam-

mkha' rgyal-mtshan. NL. [697] 
General Exposition of the Kalacakra. nor-bzang-gi dus-'khor spyi-don. Auth. 

Nor-bzang rgya-mtsho. NL. [681] 
General Summary of Mataral). ma-mo spyi-bsdus. Disc. Mchog-gyur bde-chen 

gling-pa. CLTC Vol. 21. [846] 
General Sutra which Gathers All Intentions. spyi-mdo dgongs(-pa) 'dus(-pa). 

See Sutra which Gathers All Intentions 

Glorious Kalacakra. [264] See Kiilacakra Tant1'a 
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Great Bounteousness (of the Buddhas). ('phags-pa sangs-rgyas) phal-po
che'i mdo or phal-chen. See Sutra of the Great Bounteousness of the 

Buddhas 
Great Chariot. shing-rta chen-mo. Auth. Klong-chen Rab-'b~ams-pa. Auto
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Thondup Rinpoche, Buddha Mind. Ithaca, NY: Snow LIOn, 1989. 
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5 rlsarvabuddhasamayogaqakinfmayasan:zvaratantrarthodara{fka. Au th. 

Indranala. T 1659. [343, 534] 
Great Commentary on the Glorious Guhyasamaja. dpal gsang-ba 'dus-pa'i 

'grel-chen. Auth. Visvamitra. T 1844. [914, 916] 

Great Commentary on the Secret Nucleus. gsang-snying 'grel-chen. Auth. 

Sangs-rgyas rin-chen. NL. [673] 
Great Commentary on the Transcendental Perfection of Discriminative 

Awareness in Eight Thousand Lines. brgyad-stong 'grel-chen. Skt. ~~(a
sahasrikaprajfiaparamitavyakhyabhisamayalan:zkaraloka . Au th. Han bha
dra. T 3791. EIPRB 98, 117, 123, 1226, 1228, 1235,3670-6. MTTWL 
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Great Compassionate One. thugs-rje chen-po. Disc. Nyang-ral Nyi-ma 'od-zer. 
RTD Vol. 33, pp. 277-387. [756] 

Great Compassionate One. thugs-chen. Disc. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa. See (Doc
trinal Cycle of the) Great Compassionate One 

Great Compassionate One. thugs-rje chen-po. Disc. Rig-'dzin 'Ja'-tshon snyin?
po. JTPD Vol. 5. RTD Vol. 37, pp. 253-371. SSS 13 (1972). I-TIb 
79-928502. Also pub. Tezu, Arunachal Pradesh: Ngawang Sonam, 

1979. I-Tib 79-903500. [811] 
Great Compassionate One as the Gathering of Secrets. thugs-chen gsang-:d;:~ 
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Great Compassionate One, the Innermost Spirin~ality of Padma. thugs-rye 
chen-po padma'i snying-thig. Disc. O-rgyan glmg-pa. NA. [775] . 

Great Compassionate One as the King of Space, ~ase attain~ent of. .thufTb 
chen-po nam-mkha'i rgyal-po'i bum-sgrub. DISC. Bdud- dul rdo-rye. 

Vol. 37, pp. 373, 465. [816] 
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Great Compassionate One, th.e Lamp which Dispels Darkness. thugs-rje chen
po mun-sel sgron-me. DISC. Padma gling-pa. PLTC Vol. 7. RTD Vol. 
36, pp. 383-450. [796] 

Great C?mpassionate One, Lotus Crowned. thugs-rje chen-po padma gtsug-tor. 
DISC. Mchog-gyur bde-chen gling-pa. CLTC Vols. 12-13. RTD Vol. 
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Great Compassionate One according to the Tradition of the King. rgyal-po
lugs-kyi thugs-rje chen-po. See Avalokitesvara according to the Tradition of 
the King 

Great Compassionate One as the Universal Gathering of the Sugatas. thugs-rje 
chen-po bde-gshegs kun-'dus. See (Doctrinal Cycle of the) Great Com
passionate One as the Universal Gathering of the Sugatas 

Great Compassionate One, Utterly Secret and Unsurpassed. thugs-rje chen-po 
yang-gsang bla-med. Disc. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa. NL. [786] 
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ing of Intentions (dgongs-'dus) , especially as redacted by Sangs-rgyas 
gling-pa and Mnga'-ris paI)-chen, and Vajrakfla (rdo-rje phur-pa), es
pecially as redacted by Ratna gling-pa. [881] 

Trio of the Guru, Great Perfection and Great Compassionate One. bla-rdzogs
thugs gsum. For its use as a general classification, refer to n. 934. [396, 
724, 764-5, 827, 881] 

Trio of the Guru, Great Perfection and Great Compassionate One. bla-rdzogs
thugs gsum. Disc. Sangs-rgyas bla-ma. NA. [751] 

Trio of the Guru, Great Perfection and Great Compassionate One. bla-rdzogs
thugs gsum. Disc. O-rgyan gling-pa. NA. [775] 

Trio of the Guru, Great Perfection and Great Compassionate One. bla-rdzogs
thugs gsum. Disc. Rdo-rje gling-pa. NA. [791] 

Trio of Meditational Deities: Red Yamari, Black Yamari and Bhairava. yi
dam dmar-nag-'jigs-gsum-gyi skor. Disc. Bdud-'dul rdo-rje. DDTC Vol. 
8. RTD Vol. 25, pp. 425-517. [815] 

Trio of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions, the Tantra of the Magical Net, 
and the Mental Class of the Great Perfection. mdo-sgyu-sems gsum. The 
lineage of their transmission is mentioned throughout History, Pt. 5. 

Trio of the Transmitted Precepts (bka'-brgyad), Kiia (phur-ba) and Elixir 
(sman-sgrub). bka'-phur-sman gsum. Disc. Padma gling-pa. Listed separ
ately as the Eight Transmitted Precepts, the Mirror of Mind, the Kfla 
which is the Utterly Secret Vital Razor and the Cycle of the Attainment of 
Nectar-Elixir. [797] 

Trio of Yangdak, Kiia and Yamantaka. yang-phur-gshin gsum. Auth. 'Jam
mgon Kong-sprul Blo-gros mtha' -yas. Though the catalogues of Kong
sprul's work traditionally locate this "trio" in KGNZ, it has never been 
included as such in any edition thereof. The three are to be identified 
as follows: (1) Yangdak according to the Khtjn tradition ('khon-lugs yang
dag). GCKZ Vol. 4. (2) Vajrakfla according to the Khtjn tradition ('khon
lugs phur-pa). GCKZ Vols. 3-4. (3) Red Yamari (gshin-rje gshed dmar). 
KGNZ Vol. 5, pp. 3-83. [861-2] 

Triple Cycle of the Mother and Sons, (which comprises) the All-Accomplish
ing King. kun-byed rgyal-po ma-bu skor-sum. See Tantra of the All
Accomplishing King, which is called a "Triple Cycle" owing to its 
division into three main parts: Chs. 1-57, 58-69 and 70-84. [658] 

True Doctrine, the Innermost Spirituality of the Body of Emanation, together 
with (the Rites of) the Protector of this Transmitted Precept, K~etra
pala. dam-chos sprul-sku'i snying-thig bka'-srung zhing-skyong-dang bcas
pa. Disc. Bdud-'dul rdo-rje. DDTC Vols. 3-4. RTD Vol. 12, pp. 381-
434. [815] 

True Doctrine of the Most Profound Intention, the Essence of the Body, 
Speech and Mind of Guru Rinpoche, Yellow scroUs of the five families 
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(which contained). gu-rn rin-po-che'i sku-gsung-thugs-bcud dam-chos 
dgongs-pa yang-zab shog-ser rigs-lnga. Disc. 'Bri-gung-pa Rin-chen 
phun-tshogs. RTD Vol. 6, pp. 141-76; Vol. 19, pp. 21-33; Vol. 30, 
pp. 229-92. Pub. Bir, HP: Tsondu Senghe, 1975. 4 vols. I-Tib 75-
905229. [676] 

True Doctrine, Three Classes of the Great Perfection. dam-chos rdzogs-pa 
chen-po sde-gsum. See Three Classes of the Great Perfection 

Turquoise Display. gYu-thang(-ma kras-dgu). Auth. Nagarjuna. P 4729. Refer 
to n. 220. [40, 225, 227, 230, 352-3, 355, 366] 

Twelve Intrinsic and Extrinsic Ma1)Qalas of Yangdak Heruka. yang-dag-gi 
bdag-gzhan dkyil- 'khor bcu-gnyis. NL. [620] 

Twelve Rare Tantras (of Anuyoga). (anu-yoga'i) dkon rgyud bcu-gnyis. The 
texts of Anuyoga contained in NGB Vol. 13. As stated in 'Jigs-med 
gling-pa, rgyud-'bum rin-po-che'i rtogs-brjod, p. 146, these are zhi-ba Iha
rgyud; chos-nyid zhi-ba'i Iha-rgyud; khro-bo'i lha-rgyud chen-mo; khro-bo'i 
lha-rgyud rtogs-pa chen-po; thugs-rje chen-po'i gtor-rgyud; mal-'byor nang
pa'i tshogs-rgyud chen-po; dpal-'bar khro-mo; rakta dmar-gyi rgyud; me-lha 
zhi-bar kyur-ba 'bar-ba'i rgyud; khro-bo'i sbyin-bsregs rdo-rje'i ngur-mo; 
hUJ?l-mdzad chen-mo; and zla-gsang chen-mo. [283] 

Twelve-Section KIlaya Tantra. ki-la-ya tantra bcu-gnyis. NGB Vol. 29, nos. 
351-2. [712] See also Blue-skirted One's Cycle (of Vajrakfla) 

Twenty-five Doctrinal Groups Sealed to be Kept Secret. gsang-ba rgya-can-du 
gsol-ba'i chos-sde nyi-shu rtsa-lnga. Disc. Dalai Lama V Ngag-dbang blo
bzang rgya-mtsho. TWB 5672-822. RTD passim. Selected texts related 
to this cycle pub. Gsan ba'i mam thar rgya can ma. SSS 42 (1972). I-Tib 
72-908270. See also Samten Karmay, Secret Visions of the Fifth Dalai 
Lama. London: Serindia, 1988. [823] 

Twenty-five (Great Profound) Treasures. zab-pa'i gter-chen nyer-lnga. Refer to 
the Glossary of Enumerations. [518, 822] 

Twenty-four Means for Attainment which were the Prince's Contemplations. 
Iha-sras thugs-dam sgrnb-thabs nyer-bzhi. Disc. Mchog-gyur bde-chen 
gling-pa. Not yet identified among the works preserved in CLTC. [845] 

Twenty-four Great Tantras of the Mental Class. sems-phyogs-kyi rgyud-sde 
chen-po nyi-shu rtsa-bzhi. As enumerated in Longcenpa, Treasury of 
Spiritual and Philosophical Systems, pp. 258-60, these are as follows: 
sems-nyid bya-rtsol las-'das-pa nam-mkha'-che rtsa-ba'i rgyud-dang phyi
ma'i rgyud, nam-mkha-che phyi-ma phyi-ma'i rgyud, sems-nyid 'pho-'gyur 
med-pa chos-nyid rgyal-po'i rgyud, sems-nyid thig-le nyag-gcig-tu ston-pa 
byang-chub-kyi sems thig-le'i rgyud, sems-nyid rang-byung-gi ye-shes-su 
bstan-pa ye-shes thig-le'i rgyud, sems-nyid thams-cad-kyi rtsa-bar bstan-pa 
man-ngag phreng-ba'i rgyud, sems-nyid kun-khyab chen-por bstan-pa gsang
ba rgyal-po'i rgyud, sems-nyid rang-rig-tu bstan-pa ye-shes dam-pa'i rgyud" 
sems-nyid kun-tu bzang-po'i rol-par ston-pa mkha'-dbyings mam-dag-gz 
rgyud, sems-nyid kun-gyi snying-po ston-pa man-ngag snying-po'i rgyud, 
sems-nyid rang-rig-tu yid-ches-pa snying-po gsang-ba'i rgyud, sems-nyid 
kun-gyi rtsa-ba nam-mkha' che rtsa-ba-can-gyi rgyud, sems-nyid gcig-tu 
'dus-pa nyag-gcig dgongs-pa'i rgyud, sems-nyid ji-bzhin-par bzhag-pa bsam-
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gtan chen-po'i rgyud, sems-nyid r un- h _ 
chags-kyi rgyud, sems-nyid tham _'g)J _ c ags su goms-pa bsam-gtan rgyun-
sems-nyid dbang-dang sb11ar-ba s cad dkuhg~ungs-pa sgo-mang mdo'i rgyud, 

h . J nam-m ache dbang gi d sgra-ts zg las-'das-pa nam-mkh ,_ h' ,. - rgyu, sems-nyid 
ma'i gnas-su bstan-pa nam mk~ ~ e/z-ge med-pa z rgyud, sems-nyid gdod
bstan-pa rin-chen 'bar-b ,. - da -c e gz~i'i rgyud, sems-nyid 'od-gsal-du 
, a z rgyu sems-nyzd yon t lh b nn-po-che phreng-ba'i rgyud " - an un-grn -tu bstan-pa 

sgr~n-ma'i rgyud, sems-nyid ;p~:~~ia~d khan;s-gsum-la gsal-ba khams-gsum 
po'z rgyud and sems-nyid 'Pho~ g las- das-par ston-pa n~es-pa snying
rgyud. [654] gyur med-par ston-pa rdo-rye gsang-ba'i 

Twenty-onefold Dialogue concernin th . 
ment of the Three Roots t g e <?ombmed Means for the Attain-
Sangs-rgyas bla-ma. Redi:~ a-1um_~~I-sgrnb zhu-lan nyer-gcig-pa. Disc. 
Partially preserved in RTD V t~ yangs mkhyen-brtse'i dbang-po. 

O. ,pp. 405-61. [752] 
Twenty Thousand Tantras of Ex ressive W ' 

ph rag gnyis. Texts of the E~teric Inst~~~t:~~:ld~k~~.t[~12r rgyud khn'-

Twenty Verses on the Bodhisattva Vow. sdom- '_ ' 
tvasamvaravimsaka Auth Cd' pa nyz shu-pa. Skt. Bodhzsat-
M. T~tz, Candra o'-min's i. an ragomm. T 4081. MTTWL 45. Trans. 
Idem, Difficult he innin wenty Verses on the Bodhisattva Vow. LTWA. 
235] g gs. BoulderlLondon: Shambhala, 1985. [95, 

Two Analyses. mam-'byed gnyis. Listed se ' 
and Extremes and Analysis ol/Ph parately as ~nalyszs of the Middle 

enomena and Realtty. [95] 
Two Analyses. 'byed gnyis. Skt Vi' 'b'" . 

Monk"), T 3, and Bhiksu~fvi~:y~VZ ~,anga ( ~nalysis of the Vows of a 
T 5. HBI, pp. 181-97. [93] anga ( AnalYSIS of the Vows of a Nun"), 

Two Exegetical Treatises, Long and Short 0 " 

pa'i gzhung-bshad che-chung gnyis S' ~ the ':"a}ra Bnd,ge. rdo-rie zam
Bridge . ee xegetzcal Treatzse on the Vajra 

Twofold Innermost Spirituality. snying-ti mam ' 
the Innermost Spirituality of the D -f _ dPa gnyzs. Refer to n. 689, to 
of Vimalamitra. [591] . a zm an to the Innermost Spirituality 

Two Short Treatises. gzhung-chung gn is Auth 
rdo-rje. These are the mam-she; ~-shes ; Karm~~pa III, Rang-byung 
gshegs snying-po bstan-pa'i bstan-b y X I b:d pa z bstan.-bcos and bde
Tib 72-905547 Pub with th cos. y, O. um-btegs, Sikkim. I-(Sik)
khyab rdo-' : T'h', e annotatIons of Karma-pa XV Mkha'-

fJe m 1 j ree zmportanl verse tre t' , 
and Vajrayana Buddhism. New Delhi' a zses on aspects of Mahayana 

T Sungrab,Partun Khang, 1976, I-Tib 76~9~a;~~~~~2~hodhey Gyalwae 
Wo Stages, nm-pa gnyis. Skt 5 - h 

Ja (Indrabhiiti). P 4771. '[4~u yagarbhakramadvayoddesa. Auth. King 
Two S ' 

ummatlOns. bsdus-pa'i bstan-bcos sdom ma ' , 
Compendium of the Abh 'dh m~gnyzs, LIsted separately as 
[91] z arma and CollectlOn of the Greater Vehicle. 

Two Systems of the Six Doctrines chos-d' , 
systems of Naropa and Ni urn rng gnyzs. ,Probably thIS refers to the 
redactions of the system / N- a, !hough It may also refer to two 

o aropa alone. Refer to the Glossary of 
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Enumerations under Six Doctrines and Five Golden Doctrines of the 
Shangpas, within which the position of the Six Doctrines of Niguma may 
be gathered. [576] 

Uncommon Store. thun-mong ma-yin-pa'i mdzod. Disc. 'Jam-mgon Kong
sprul Blo-gros mtha' -yas. This, the collection of Kong-sprul's treasures, 
was never published independently. The available works making up 
the Uncommon Store are those among Kong-sprul's treasures that have 
been preserved in RTD. [862] See also Five Great Stores 

Unsurpassedly Secret Cycle (of the Esoteric Instructional Class of the Great 
Perfection). gsang-ba bla-na med-pa'i skor. This classification, identified 
with the 1nnermost Spirituality, is discussed in Fundamentals, p. 332. 

Utter Delight of the Nagas. klu kun-tu dga'-bo. Skt. Ndgdnandandtaka. Auth. 
Har~adeva. T 4154. Tib. and Skt. edn. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, 
Ndgdnanda. Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1957. Ed. and trans. Bak Kun 
Bae, Sri Har~a's Plays. London: Asia Publishing House, 1964, pp. 49-
223. Trans. A. Danielou, Trois Pieces de Theatre de Harsha. Paris: 
Editions BuchetiChastel, 1977, pp. 67-146. [106-7] 

(Utterly Profound) Gathering of All Precious Jewels. yang-zab dkon-mchog 
spyi-'dus. Disc. Rig-'dzin 'Ja'-tshon snying-po. JTPD Vol. 1. RTD 
Vol. 12, pp. 1-380. Pub. 2 vols. Tezu, Arunachal Pradesh: Ngawang 
Sonam, 1979. I-Tib 79-903476 and I-Tib 79-903483. The many editions 
of liturgical texts associated with this cycle are too numerous to detail 
here. [810, 811, 844] 

(Utterly Secret) Razor KIla. phur-pa yang-gsang spu-gri. Disc. Gter-bdag 
gling-pa. Xylo. Dalhousie, HP: Phun-gling gsung-rab nyams-gso 
rgyun-spel par-khang, 1967. I-Tib-191. [731,843] 

Utterly Secret and Unsurpassed KIla. rat-gling phur-pa yang-gsang bla-med. 
Disc. Ratna gling-pa. RLTC Vols. 10 and 18. RTD Vol. 49, p. 503 to 
Vol. 50, p. 36. Pub. 2 vols. Tezu, Arunachal Pradesh, 1974. I-Tib 74-
901177. In addition, many editions. of liturgical texts belonging to this 
cycle have appeared. Some selections have been translated by A. Heller 
in T. Marcotty (ed.), Dagger Blessing. Delhi: B. R. Publishing, 1987. 
[814] 

Vairocana (Tantra). rnam-snang. See (Awakening of Great) Vairocana 

VaisravaI)a (according to the New Yamantaka Cycle of Ra Lotsawa). (rva
lugs) rnam-sras. NL. [713] 

Vajrabhairava Tantra. rdo-rje 'iigs-byed. See Bhairava (Cycle/Tantra) 

Vajra Bridge (of the Aural Lineage). (man-ngag) rdo-rje zam-pa. DZ Vol. 1, 
pp. 372-467. NMKMG Vols. 18-19. [544-53,605] 

Vajra<;laka. rdo-rje mkha'-'gro. T 370-1. [451] 

Vajra Garland. rda-rje phreng-ba. Skt. Vajrdvali. Auth. Abhayakaragupta. T 
3140. GDKT Vol. 22, pp. 262-660. This may also refer to the Tantra of 
the Vajra Garland (Vajramdld, T 445). [264, 576, 665, 678, 824] 

VajrakIla (CyclelTantra). rda-ryOe phur-pa, phur-pa'i rgyud or kfla'i rgyud. 
T 439. KGDD Vol. 3. NGB Vols. 19, 27-9; and Vol. 32, no. 384 (the 
tantra associated with the Eight Transmitted Precepts). NMKMG Vols. 
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7-8. Also referred to as Vajrakfla the Enlightened Activity. 
° 472-3,481,483, 575, 657, 676, 710-16, 828, 893-4,922] [283, 362, 

VajrakIla the Enlightened Activity. phur-p ph ° -I 
Tantra) a nn as. See Vajrakfla (Cycle/ 

VajrakIla according to the Khan Tradition 'kh -I h 
Tradition of Vajrakfla . on ugs p ur-pa. See Khan 

VajrakIla according to the Tradition of th T h 
'Jigs-med gling-pa JLSB 6 NMKMeG antra. p ur-pa rgyud-Iugs. Auth . 

. _ .. Vol. 7. [839] 
Vajramrta Cycle. bdud-rtsi'i skor. [534] See also A ~ 0 

of Nectar and Nectar the Enlightened Atlnobut:rta antra, E1ght Volumes 

Va~rap:I)~ the Nectar Drop. phyag-rdor bdud-rtsi thigs-pa'i skor. NL. [657] 

Vajra~aI)I a,~ tred Subduer of the Arrogant and as Slight Rage. phyag-rdor 
regs- u ang gtum-chung. Disc. Padma gling -pa. PL TC Vol. 9, 

pp. 5-381. RTD Vol. 45, pp. 249-305. [797] 

VajrapaI)i (Tantras). phyag-rdor. T 454-64. GDKT Vol 2 no 19. 
nos. 46, 49. GTKT Vol. 3. [665] . , . ,Vol. 8, 

Vajrasattva the Great Space. rdo-rje sems-dpa' nam-mkha'-che. NGB Vol. 1, 
nos. 9, 13, 19; Vol. 2, nos. 31-2. [370,372, 657] 

VajravidaraI)a Tantra. (rdo-rje) -,. Sk 0.-
T 750 GDKT V I rnam Joms. t. Va;rav1daralJanamadharalJf. 

. o. 2, nos. 16-18; Vol. 8, no. 47. GTKT Vol 7 
NMKMG Vol. 2. [78, 351, 618, 651, 657, 665] . . 

Valid g~~~i~~on ;{ t~e Transmitte~ Precepts, (the Esoteric Instructions of the 
. mI. a yq~~=dag-pa 1 tshad-ma (zhes-bya-ba (mkha'-'gro-ma)'i 
~an-ngag). Skt. AJnasamyakpramalJa. Auth. Tilopa. T 2331. [199] 

VanqUIsher. zil-gnon D· 'B· 0 . ... ISC. n-gung-pa Chos-dbymgs rang-grol. NL. [682] 
Vanegated DeIty VajrakIla. phur-pa Iha-khra. [710] 

Vast Expanse of the View, a Father Tantra of the Great Perfection. rdzo s
~~n pha-rgyud lta-ba klong?angs. Disc. Rdo-rje gling-pa. Referred to~n 

TC, Vol. 2, p. 56. PartIally preserved in RTD Vol 88 pp 63 85 [789] . , . - . 

Veda. rig-byed. See Four Veda 

Ve~erab~e Lady's Tradition of VajrakIla. phur-pa jo-mo lugs. [710] 
VenficatlOn of C Ih· 

I d - ° o-emergence. an-~lg skyes-grub. Skt. Sahajasiddhi. Auth. 
n rab~utI. T 2260. ~kt. and Tlb. edn. in Guhyadi-a~tasiddhi sam aha 

Sarnath. Rare BuddhIst Text Project, 1987. [462] . gr . 
Verification of pOt· Coo 

ns me ognltlon. ye-shes grub-pa Skt J- - ·ddh ° A I d bh - . T . . nanas1 1 uth 
s~mra utI. 221:. GOS 44. S~t. and Tib. edn. in Guhyadi-a${asiddh£ 

° • graha. Sarnath. Rare BuddhIst Text Project, 1987. [462] 
Venfication of Secrets. gsan -ba b- Sk 

nfsrfguh °ddh ° _ g gru pa. t. Sakalatantrasambhavasaiicoda-
yas1 mama or Guhyasiddh· A h S h T 2217 Sk d ° ° 1. ut. aroru a (Padmavajra). 

Rare B~dd~: anT Tlpb. ~dn. m Guhyadi-a~tasiddhi sarrzgraha. Sarnath: 
1st ext roject, 1987. [916] 

Verse Summation of the T d}' ° 

d d I ranscen enta PerfectIon of Discriminative Aware-
ness. m 0 s ud-pa or sher-phyin sdud-pa. Skt. Prajfidpdramitdsarrzcayagd-
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tha or Ratnagu/Jasarttcayagdtha. T 13. EIPRB 445-54. MTTWL 183. 
B.Budh. 29. BST 17 (1961). See also Akira Yuyama, "The First Two 
Chapters of the Prajiia_paramita-ratna-gu/Ja-sarttcaya-gatha" in PRS, 

pp. 203-18. [74,80,232,343,854,871] 
View of Reason. rigs-pa'i lta-ba. Skt. Nyayadarsana or Nyayasutra. Auth. 

Ak~apada (Gautama). EIPRB 775-853. HIL 6.2, pp. 76-80. [65] 

Vinayapitaka . 'dul-ba'i sde-snod rnams. T 1-7. Refer to E. Frauwallner, The 
Earliest Vinaya and the Beginnings of Buddhist Literature. SOR 8 (1956). 
[80, 423, 663] See also Transmissions of the Vinaya 

Vinayavastu. 'dul-ba'i gzhi. T 1. HBI pp. 181-97. See also Jampa Panglung, 
"Preliminary Remarks on the Uddanas in the Vinaya of the Mulasar
vastivadin" in TSHR, pp. 226-32. Idem, Die Erzahlstoffe des Mulasar
vastivadin-Vinaya. Tokyo: Reyukai Library, 1983. F.-R. Hamm, Rab 
tu 'byuh ba'i gii. Die tibetische iibersetzung des Pravrajyavastu im Vinaya 
des Mulasarvastivadins. Ed. and seen through the press by H. Eimer. 2 
vols. Asiatische Forschungen 82. Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1983. 

[93] 
Vindication of Conventional Truth. tha-snyad sgrub-pa. Skt. Vyavaharasiddhi. 

Auth. Nagarjuna. Only some fragments (in Tibetan) available. HIL 

7.1, pp. 8,26. MTTWL 258. [94] 
Warm Sunbeam of the Attainment of Mind. thugs-sgrub tsha-ba dmar-thag. 

Disc. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa. BMGD Vol. 2. [841] 

Way of Reciting the Rulu Mantra. ru-lu'i 'dren-stangs. A recollection of 
Mchog-gyur bde-chen gling-pa; probably not to be identified with a 

particular text. [847] 
Weapons of Expression. smra-ba'i mtshon-cha. Auth. Agni. NL. [65] 

Wind-Lasso of Isvara. dbang-phyug rlung-zhags. Disc. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa. 

NL. [786] 
Wish-fulfiller. 'dod-'jo. Skt. Amara~fkakamadhenu. Auth. Subhuticandra. 

T 4300. Partially ed. S. C. Vidyabhusana, Amara~fka Kamadhenuh. 
Calcutta: Biblia Indica Tibetan Series, 1912. Ed. L. Chandra, The 
Amarako~a in Tibet. SP 38 (1965). HIL 5.4, pp. 314-15. [51] 

Wish-fulfilling Treasury, (root text and commentary). yid-bzhin (rin-po-che'i) 
mdzod (rtsa-'grel). Auth. Klong-chen Rab-'byams-pa. Pub. Dodrup 
Chen Rimpoche, Gangtok, Sikkim. 2 vols. I-Tib-143. KCZD Vol. 1. 
Ch. 1 trans. K. Lipman in Crystal Mirror 5 (1977), pp. 344-64. Also re
ferred to as the Precious Wish-fulfilling Treasury. [41, 197,209-10,827] 

Wrathful Guru. gur-drag. Disc. O-rgyan gling-pa. Available through the 

seventeenth century, but now NA. [778] 
Wrathful Guru. gur-drag. Disc. Gter-bdag gling-pa. RTD Vol. 19, pp. 343-

441. [828] 
Wrathful Guru, the Innermost Spirituality of the Red HUM· gur-drag hurtt

dmar snying-thig. Disc. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa. Redisc. Mchog-gyur bde-

chen gling-pa. CLTC Vol. 26. [846] 
Wrathful Mantra which Halts All the Monpa Spirits. ngan-sngags mon-pa dgu

rdug. Disc. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa and Dri-med lhun-po. NL. [786] 
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Wrathful Mantras of the 0 . C 1 drag-sngags. Introducceeamc yc e of Yamantaka. gshed-skor rgya-mtsho'i 
Zla gsah be'u bum D ~ by Gnubs-chen Sangs-rgyas ye-shes. Cf. the 
75-904324. [610]' e ra Dun: D. G. Khochhen Trulku, 1975. I-Tib 

Yajurveda. mchod-sbyin. The fourth of th pp. 323-37. [65] e Four Veda. HIL 1.1, Ch. 7, 

Yamantaka and Yamari: Introducto N . . ularly in the Nyingma t d" ry ote. !h~ great prohferatIOn, partic-
ing upon a great ra ltIOn, of medltatlonal and ritual cycles focus
Yamantaka Y _ n:anYdaspec~s of the wrathful forms of MaiijusrI-

, aman, an Bhalrava make th 'd' 
texts especially difficult h F 11 - . s e exact 1 entlfication of ere. 0 owmg are some rna' 11' f 
relevant texts: T 467-75 d 478 m co ectIOns 0 10 an . NGB Vols. 20-2. GDKT V 1 8 

, nos. 52-9. KGDD Vol 3 (NGB V 1 32 0 S. -
pp. 3-177. NMKMG Vols.· 4-6 0 . ,no. 382). KGNZ Vol. 5, 

Yamantaka Cycle g h' '" k D' v 1 T h" s zn-rye 1 s or. ISC. Dum-pa rgya zhang-khrom Pub 3 

9~ Is710 aSp~l o~g ~~t iha~pa G~r M~na~tery, 1981. 1-Tib 81 :90 1 SeB/ 
chos skor Bir Hp.' pam pal gszn rye 1 gsed khro chu dug sdoh nag po'i 
906117 Pub' . ,ema Lodoe and Zogyam, 1978-80. I-Tib 78-
Thi '. . 2 vols. 1a"!1 dpal khro chu dug gdoh nag po'i sgrub skor 

_ mphu. Ugyen Tempat Gyaltsen, 1981. Bhu-Tib 81-901844. [713] . 

Yamantaka (Cycle/Tantra). gshin-rje. Where the con . 
treasures of the Eight T . d P text mvolves the revealed ransmltte recepts (bka'-brgyad) , '1 
the reference is to NGB Vol. 32 no 382 KGDD V m partlcu ar, 

~~;s ~~;l ~rd o{ L~. [477-9, 483: 535: 609-11, 6~~, 
3 
66~:S~ ;;~e~~~d 

Intr;,duC10ry ~o:e s:nd ~~;:;~ (g;~::J:~~:]' Yamantaka and Yamar/ 

Y ama~:ka b;he ?estroyer of Arrogance. gshin-rje-gshed dregs- 'joms Disc. 
e~- ag g mg-pa. Pub. Dehra Dun: D. G. Khochhen T 1k . 1976. 

I-Tlb 77-900730. [828] u u, 

Yamanta~a, Lord of Life. gshin-rje tshe-bdag. Disc. San s-r ' 
Dn-med lhun-po. NL. [786] g gyas ghng-pa and 

Yamari (Cycle/Tantra). gshed (skorslrgyud). [534 615 689] S 1 Bl 
Yamari Red Y; -' (C l I~ "ee a so ack 
ductory 'Note amarz yc e antra) and Yamantaka and Yamari: Intro-

Yamari: R~~ and Black. gshin-rje dmar-nag. See Black Y -' d R d 
Yamarz (CycleITantra) arttarz an e 

Yangdak Heruka accord' h S ' , Van mg to teo tradltl0n. yang-dag so-lugs. NL. [849] 

gdak Heruka (Cycle/Tantra) or Yangdak the Mind d 
thugs(-kyi bka'-babs) Wh h' . yang- ag or yang-dag 
belon ' , . ere t e context suggests that it is a tantra 
the te~~~ to the l!lgh~ Transmitted Precepts to which reference is made 
no 381 nNMquKMestlon IS probably to be identified with NGB Vol. 32' 
.. G Vol 3 M 11 ' 

~ a~~~:k 6 "!;_~ol~~c~ed 7~i NA~ ~~3 gF[~8X: 3~;, ~~;~a; 7~~c:;~~~ ~5n 
(CycleITantra) ' , , , -, 922-3] See also Heruka Galpo 

Yangdak Mecik ("Yangdag the Sin 1 F1 " ' into NMKMG Vol 3 [673 ~]e S arne ). yang-dag me-gczg. Incorporated 
.. - ee also Yangdak Heruka (CycleITantra) 
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Yangdak, the Mind. See Yangdak Heruka (CycleITantra) 

Yangdak Rulu Golden Rosary. yang-dag ru-lu gser-phreng. Auth. Hllrpkara. 
NL. [476] 

Yangdak combined with VajrakIla. yang-phur sbrags-ma. General term for 
meditational and ritual cycles in which the practices of these two deities 
are found together. [472] 

Yangdok. yang-bzlog. Name of an aspect of wrathful MafijusrI propitiated to 
avert the calamities brought about by violent enemies. [727] 

Yellow Scrolls of the Means for Attainment and Sacraments of the Eight 
Closest Sons. nye-sras-brgyad-kyi dam-rdzas dang sgrub-thabs shog-ser. 
Disc. 'Jam-mgon Kong-sprul Blo-gros mtha' -yas. NA. Kong-sprul's 
redaction of the means for attainment based upon this, however, has 
been published xylographically at Rum-btegs, Sikkim. [864] 

Yoga of Co-emergence. lhan-skyes mal-'byor. For examples representing the 
tradition of Sgam-po-pa, see DZ Vols. 5-7. [547] 

Yogacara Level. mal-'byor spyod-pa'i sa or sa-sde. Skt. Yogacarabhumisastra. 
Auth. Asanga. T 4035-42. EIPRB 1268-87. MTTWL 258. TSWS 7 
(1978) and 14 (1973). See n. 72 for their identification. Also referred to 
as the Five Sections of the Levels. [89,91,98,230] 

Yogic Exercises of Bhairava. bhairava'i 'phrul-'khor. In the context in which 
this reference occurs, it is almost certainly a teaching of the Dge-lugs
pa tradition. Representative Dge-lugs-pa manuals on the yogas of 
Bhairava will be found listed in L. Chandra (ed.), Materials for a 
History of Tibetan Literature, Vol. 3, SP 30 (1963), pp. 729-39. [681] 

Yogic Exercises of the Nine Vigorous Skills according to the Gathering of 
Intentions. dgongs-'dus rtsal-sprugs mam-dgu'i 'khrul-'khor. Disc. Mchog
gyur bde-chen gling-pa. NL. [847] 

Yogic Sequence which is a Lamp on the Greater Vehicle. mal-'byor-gyi rim-pa 
theg-chen sgron-ma. Auth. Sukhodyotaka. NL. [489] 

Yungtonpa's Commentary on the Secret Nucleus. bod-'grel gYung-tfk. See 
Illuminating Mirror, a Commentary on the Tantra of the Secret Nucleus 

Zhama Tradition of the Path and Fruit. lam- 'bras zha-ma lugs. Refer to Blue 
Annals, pp. 218ff. [657] 

Zur Tradition of (the Empowerment for) the Sl1tra which Gathers All Inten
tions. mdo-( dbang) zur-lugs. This tradition is partially preserved in 
NMKMG. See also Zur lugs gsah sfiih yig cha'i skor. 4 vols. Dalhousie, 
HP: Damchoe Sangpo, 1980-1. I-Tib 80-902507. [672, 727] 
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1 Indic Texts 

Acintyastava. Auth. Nagarjuna. Ed. C. Lindtner, Nagarjuniana. Indiske 
Studier IV. Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1982, pp. 140-6l. 

Advayavajrasan:zgraha. Auth. Advayavajra (i.e. Maitripa). Ed. H. Sastri, GOS 
40 (1927). 

Abhidhannakosakarika and Bhasya. Auth. Vasubandhu. Ed. D. Shastri, BB 
5-8 (1970-2). Trans. L. de La Vallee-Poussin, L'Abhidhannakosa de Vasu
bandhu. 6 vols. Paris: Paul Guethner, 1923-36. Repr. MCB 16 (1971). 

Abhidhannakosavyakhya. Auth. Yasomitra. Ed. D. Shastri, BB 5-8 (1970-2). 

Abhisamayalan:zkara. Auth. Maitreyanatha. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 4 (1960). 

Abhisamayalan:zkaraloka. Auth. Haribhadra. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 4 (1960). 

Udanavarga. Auth. Dharmatrata. Tib. edn. H. Beckh, Udanavarga: eine 
Sammlung buddhistischer Spruche in tibetischer Sprache. Berlin, 1911. 
Skt. edn. F. Bernhard, Udanavarga. 2 vols. Gottingen: Vandenhoeck 
& Ruprecht, 1965-8. 

Karm:ujavyuhasutra. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 17 (1961). 

GalJef,avyuhasutra. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 5 (1960). 

Guhyasamajatantra. Ed. S. Bagchi, BST 9 (1965). Ed. B. Bhattacharya, GOS 
53 (1967). 

Catu~sataka. Auth. Aryadeva. Chs. 8-16 ed. and trans. in P. L. Vaidya, 
Etudes sur Aryadeva et son Catu~sataka. Paris: Paul Guethner, 1923. 
Ed. with Hindi trans., Bhagcandra Jain Bhaskar, Catu~satakam. 
Nagpur: Alok Prakasan, 1971. 

Cuilavagga. The lesser section of the KhaD<;laka of the Vinayapitaka. Ed. H. 
Oldenberg. Pali Text Society, 1880. Trans. I. B. Horner, The Book of 
Discipline, Vol. V, 1952. 

Jatakamala. Auth. Aryasiira. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 21 (1959). Trans. J. S. 
Speyer, The Jatakamala of Aryasura. London: Pali Text Society, 1895. 

Tattvasan:zgrahakarika. Auth. Santarak~ita. Ed. D. Shastri, BB 1-2 (1968). 
Trans. G. Jha, GOS 80 (1937), 83 (1939). 

Tattvasan:zgrahapafijika. Auth. Kamalaslla. Ed. and trans. together with Tat
tvasan:zgrahakarika. 
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Tattvopaplavasin:zha . Auth. Jayarasi. Ed. S. Sanghavi and R. C. Parikh, GOS 
87 (1940). 

'T' k . -l Auth Bhavaviveka. P 5256. Ch. 3, 1-136, ed. and trans. in 
1 ar aJva a. . . . nd M .. 

Shotaro Iida, Reason and Emptiness: A Study In Loglc a ystlclsm. 
Tokyo: The Hokuseido Press, 1980. 

Trimsika. Auth. Vasubandhu. Ed. S. Levi, Vijiiaptimatratasid~h.f. Paris: 
. Librairie Ancienne Honore Champion, 1925. Trans. S .. ~evI, ~ater

iaux pour l'etude du systeme Vijiiaptimatra. Paris: Libralne Anclenne 
Honore Champion, 1932. 

Dfpavan:zsa . Ed. and trans. Oldenberg. London: Williams and Norgate, 1879. 

Divyavadana. Ed. P. L. Vaidya. BST 18 (1959). 

Dhammapada. Ed. and trans. S. Radhakrishnan. London: Oxford University 

Press, 1950. 
Dharmadhatustava. Auth. Nagarjuna. Fragments collected by D. S. Ru~gg in 

Etudes tibitaines dediees a la memoire de Marcelle Lalou. Pans: A. 
Maisonneuve, 1971, pp. 448-71. 

Navatattvasutra. Trans. J. Stevenson, 1848. Repr. Varanasi: Bharat-Bharati, 

1972. 
Ni~pannayogavalf. Ed. B. Bhattacharya, GOS 109 (1972). 

Nyayavarttika. Auth. Uddyotakara. Ed. in Nyayadarsanam. Kyoto: Rinsen 
Book Company, 1982. 

Nyayapravefa. Sankarasvamin. Ed. A. B. Dhruva, ~OS 38 (1930), 39 (1927). 
Ed. and trans. Musashi Tachikawa, "A SIxth Century Manual of 
Indian Logic" JlP 1 (1971), pp. 111-45. 

Paiicastikaya. Ed. and trans. A. Chakravartinayanar, The Sacred Books of the 
Jains, Vol. 3. Arrah, India, 1920. Repr. New York: AMS Press, 1974. 

Prajiiaparamitapi1J4artha. Auth. Dignaga. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 4 (1960). 

Prajiiaparamitasaiicayagatha (i.e. Ratnagu1Jasaiicayagatha). Ed. P. L. Vaidya, 

BST 17 (1961). 
Prama1Janayatattvalokalan:zkara. Auth. Deva Suri. See Ornamental Mirror of 

Categories 
Pramanavarttika. Auth. Dharmaklrti. Ed. D. Shastri, BB 3 (1968). Svar

thanumana chapter ed. R. Gnoli, SOR 23 (1960). 

Prama1Javiniscaya. Auth. D~armaklrti. T 4211. T. V ~tter, Dhar:nakfrti's Pra
ma1Javiniscaya~, I. Osterreichisch~ Akadem~e der WIssenschaf~:~~ 
Philosophisch-Historische Klasse. Sltzung~benchte _250~ ~~nd 3. VI 1 
na, 1966. E. S teinkellner , Dharmaklrtl s Prama~avlnzscaya~, II. ~ 
Sitzungsberichte 287, Band 4. Vienna, 197~. E. Stemk~llner, Dharma 
kfrti's Prama1Javiniscaya~, 11.2. Sitzungsbenchte 358. VIenna, 1979. 

. V· A h D· - T 4203-4 Partially ed. 
Prama1Jasamuccayakanka and. t'tt.l. _ ut. Ignag~. . 8) 

and trans. in M. Hatton, Dzgnaga on Perceptwn. HOS 47 (196 . 

Prasannapada. Auth. Candraklrti. Ed. P. L. Vaidy.a, BST 10 (1960). ~arti~~i 
trans. M. Sprung, Lucid Exposition of the Alzddle Way. Boulder. PraJ 
Press, 1979. 
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Buddhacarita. Auth. Asvagho~a. Ed. and trans. E. H. Johnston. Delhi: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1972. 

Bodhicittavivara1Ja. Auth. Nagarjuna. Ed. C. Lindtner, Nagarjuniana. In
diske Studier IV. Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1982, pp. 180-217. 

Bodhisattvacaryavatara. Auth. Santideva. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 12 (1960). 
Trans. S. Batchelor, A Guide to the Bodhisattva's Way of Life. LTWA, 
1979. 

Bodhisattvacaryavatarapaiijika. Auth. Prajfiakaramati. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 
12 (1960). 

Bhadrakalpikasutra. T 94. MTTWL 26. See Auspicious Aeon Sutra 

Bhadracaryapra~lidhanaraja. Skt. and Tib. edn. S. K. Pathak, Srf~ Aryabha
dracaripra1Jidhanaraja. Gangtok, Sikkim: Namgyal Institute of Tibeto
logy, 1961. 

Bhik~uvibhanga. T 3. See Two Analyses 

Maiijusrfnamasan:zgfti. Ed. and trans. R. M. Davidson, "The Litany of Names 
of MafijusrI" MCB 20 (1981), pp. 1-69. 

Madhyantavibhaga. Auth. Maitreyanatha. TSWS 10 (1967). 

Mahayanasan:zgraha. Auth. Asanga. Ed. and trans. E. Lamotte, La Somme du 
Grand Vehicule d'Asanga. 2 vols. Louvain: Institut Orientaliste, 1973. 

Mahayanasutralan:zkara. Auth. Maitreyanatha. Ed. S. Bagchi, BST 13 (1970). 

Mahayanasutralan:zkaravyakhya. Auth. Vasubandhu. Ed. together with the 
preceding. 

Mahayanottaratantrasastra. Auth. Maitreyanatha. Skt. edn. E. H. Johnston, 
Ratnagotravibhaga Mahayanottaratantrasastra. Patna: Bihar Research 
Society, 1950. Tib. edn. Zuiryu Nakamura, Zo-wa-taisho, Kukyo-ichijo
hoshoron-kenkyu. Tokyo: Suzuki Gakujutsu Zaidan (Suzuki Research 
Foundation), 1967. Trans. Jikido Takasaki, A Study on the Ratnagotra
vibhaga, SOR 33 (1966). 

Mahayanottaratantrasastravyakhya. Auth. Asanga. Ed. together with the 
preceding. 

Mahavan:zsa. Auth. Mahanama. Ed. W. Geiger. Pali Text Society, 1908; repr. 
1958. Trans. Geiger. Colombo: Govt. of Ceylon, 1912; repr. 1980. 

Mahavastu. Trans. J. J. Jones. 3 vols. Sacred Books of the Buddhists 16, 18, 
19. London: Luzac and Co., 1949-56. 

Mahavyutpatti. Ed. R. Sakaki, Kyoto, 1916-25; repr. Tokyo, 1965. 

Mulamadhyamakakarika. Auth. Nagarjuna. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 10 (1960). 
Trans. in F. J. Streng, Emptiness: A Study in Religious Meaning. 
NashvillelNew York: Abingdon, 1967, pp. 183-220. 

Mulapattisan:zgraha. Auth. Asvagho~a. T 5270. Ed. and trans. S. Levi, Journal 
Asiatique, Oct.-Dec. 1929, pp. 266-7. 

Ratnavali. Auth. Nagarjuna. Skt. fragments ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 10 
(1960). Tib. edn. L. P. Lhalungpa. Dbuma [sic] rigs tshogs drug. Delhi, 
1970. Trans. J. Hopkins, The Precious Garland and the Song of the Four 
Mindfulnesses. London: Allen and Unwin, 1975. 
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Lankavalarasutra. Ed. . . al ya, . P L V ·d BST 3 (1963) Trans. D. T. Suzuki, 
The Lankavatara Sutra. London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1932, 
1956, etc. 

Lalitavistarasutra. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 1 (1958). 

Vajracchedika. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 17 (1961). Ed. and trans. E. Conze, 
Vajracchedika Prajiiaparamita, SO R 13 (1957). 

Vigrahavyavartanf. Auth. Nagarjuna. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST_l? ~1960). E~. 
and trans. K. Bhattacharya, The Dialectical Method of Nagaryuna: D.elhl: 
Motilal Banarsidass, 1978. Root text ed. C. Lindtner, Nagaryumana. 
Indiske Studier IV. Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1982, pp. 70-86. 

Vimalakfrtinirdesasutra. Tib. edn. Jiss~u Oshika, Acta Indologica 1 (1970), 
pp. 137-240. Translations by E. Lamotte, .C. Luk an~ .R. A. F. 
Thurman are listed separately in the final sectton of the Blbhography. 

Vyavaharasiddhi. Auth. Nagarjuna. Fragments ed. C. Li~dtner, Nagary·unia
na. Indiske Studier IV. Copenhagen: Akademlsk Forlag, 1982, 
pp. 94-9. 

Sik~asamuccaya. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 11 (1961). 

Srfmaladevfsutra. Trans. A. and H. Wayman,. The. Lion's Roar of Queen 
Srfmala. New York/London: Columbia Umverstty Press, 1974. 

Saddarsanasamuccaya. Auth. Haribhadrasuri. Ed. K. N. Mishra. Chow
. . khamba Sanskrit Series 95. Varanasi, 1979. 

Satyadvayavibhanga. Auth. Jfianagarbha. Ed. and trans. M. D. Eckel, Jiia
nagarbha's Commentary on the Distinction between the Two Truths. 
Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1986. 

Saddharmapundarfkasutra. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 6 (1960). Trans. L. Hur
vitz, S;ripture of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma. New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1976. 

Samadhirajasutra. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 2 (1961). 

SarDadarsanasaJpgraha. Auth. Sayal)a Madhava. Ed. V. Abhyankar. Poona: 
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, 1978. 

Sukhavatfvyuhasutra. Ed. P. L. Vaidya, BST 17 (1961). Trans. F. Max 
Muller, SBE 49. 

Suhrllekha. Auth. Nagarjuna. Ed. A. Sonam. Sarnat~, UP: Rin-c~e~. do~
. grub, 1971. I-Tib 72-924259. Tra~s. P .. D. Santm~ et al., Nagaryuna s 

Letter to King Gautamfputra. DelhI: Mottlal Banarsldass, 1976. 

Stavakaya. Auth. Nagarjuna. See Collection of Eulogies 

Hevajratantra. Ed. and trans. D. L. Snellgrove. The Hevajra Tantra,. Pts .. 
and 2. London Oriental Series, Vol. 6. London: Oxford Umverslty 
Press, 1959; repr. 1964, 1971. 

2 Tibetan Texts 

kun-bzang bla-ma'i zhal-lung. Auth. Rdza Dpal-sprul O-rgyan 'jigs-med 
chos-kyi dbang-po. Xylo. Rum-btegs, Sikkim, c. 1968. I(Sik)-Tib 76-
903001. 

klon-chen gsun-thor-bu. Auth. Klong-chen Rab-'byams-pa. KCST. 

bka'-thang gser-phreng. Disc. Sangs-rgyas gling-pa. Kalimpong: Dudjom 
Rinpoche, 1970. 1-Tib 79-922880. 

bka'-gdams pha-chos bu-chos. Litho. 2 vols. Varanasi: Kalsang Lhundup, 
1973. I-Tib 73-906437. 

bka'-babs bdun-ldan-gyi roam-thar. Auth. Taranatha. Reproduced in Two 
Sources for the History of Buddhist Tantricism in India. SNGP, 1970. 1-
Tib 73-913513. 

mkha' 'gro gsan ba kun 'dus kyi chos skor. Disc. 'Jam-dbyang mkhyen-brtse'i 
dbang-po. Gangtok: Gonpo Tsetan Lama, 1976. I-Tib 76-903111. 

mkhas-pa'i tshul-la 'jug-pa'i sgo. Auth. 'Jam-mgon Mi-pham rgya-mtsho. Xylo. 
SNGP, n.d. 

khrid-brgya lo-rgyus. Auth. Jo-nang rje-btsun Kun-dga' grol-mchog, com
pleted by Taranatha. DZ Vol. 12, pp. 309-58. 

khrid-yig ye-shes bla-ma. Amh. 'Jigs-med gling-pa. Xylo. SNGP, n.d. 

grub-mtha' bsdus-pa. Auth. 'Jam-mgon Mi-pham rnam-rgyal. Pub. in Vol. 2 
of Dodrup Chen Rinpoche's edn. of the Wish-fulfilling Treasury, listed 
in the first part of the Bibliography. 

grub-mtha' shel-gyi me-long. Amh. Thu'u-bkvan chos-kyi rdo-rje. See Crystal 
Mirror of Philosophical Systems 

dge-ldan bka'-brgyud rin-po-che'i phyag-chen rtsa-ba rgyal-ba'i gzhung-lam. Auth. 
Pal)-chen blo-bzang chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan. DZ Vol. 3, pp. 421-30. 

dgongs-pa grub-pa'i rgyud. NL. Quoted in the sngags-kyi spyi-don tshangs
dbyangs 'brug-sgra of Klong-chen Rab-'byams-pa. Varanasi: Tarthang 
Tulku, c. 1968. 

rgyal-rabs. Auth. Bdud-'joms Rin-po-che. Full title: gangs chen bod chen po'i 
rgjlai rabs 'dus gsa/ du bkod pa sngon med dvangs shel 'phrul gyi me long. 
In The Collected Works of H. H. Bdud-'joms Rin-po-che, Vol. 3. 
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rgyal-rabs gsal-ba'i me-long. Auth. Bla-ma dam-pa Bsod-nams rgyal-mtshan. 
Ed. Kuznetsov. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1966. 

rgyud rang-byung rang-shar. NGB Vol. 10. 

rgyud bla-ma'i 'grel-pa. Auth. 'Jam-mgon Kong-sprul Blo-gros mtha'-yas. 
Xylo. Rum-btegs Monastery, Sikkim, n.d. 

rgyud-'bum dris-lan. Auth. 'Jigs-med gling-pa. JLSB Vol. 3. 

rgyud-'bum-gyi dkar-chag. Auth. Bu-ston Rin-chen-~rub. The Collected Works 
of Bu-ston Rin-chen-grub, Vol. 24. SP 64. I-TIb-49. 

rgyud gsang-ba snying-po'i 'grel-chen gsang-bdag zhal-lung. Auth. Lo-chen 
DharmasrI. NMKMG Vol. 32. SSS 36 (1972). I-Tib 72-903163. 

sgra-sbyor bam-gnyis. T 4347. Ed. Sonam Angdu, in Tibeto-Sanskrit L:xico
graphical Materials. Leh: Rinchen Tondup Tongspon, 1973. I-TIb 76-
901144. 

sngags-kyi spyi-don tshangs-dbyangs 'brug-sgra. Auth. Klon~-chen Rab-'byams
pa. Varanasi: Tarthang Tulku, c. 1968. Also p,:b. m. Vol. 4 of Dodrup 
Chen Rinpoche's edn. of the Trilogy of Rest, lIsted m the first part of 
the Bibliography. 

sngags-Iog sun-'byin-gyi skor. Auth. 'Gos Khug-pa Lhas-btas et al. See Re
jections of Perverse Doctrines 

rje-btsun thams-cad mkhyen-pa bai-ro-tsa-na'i rnam-thar 'dra-'bag chen-mo. Bio
graphy of Vairocana. Xylo. Lhasa. 

'iam-dbyangs mkhyen-brtse'i, dbang-po'i gsung-rtsom ~ces-sgrig .. A~t~. 'Jam
dbyangs Mkhyen-brtse'i dbang-po. Chengdu: SIchuan Mmonties Press, 
1989. 

'iu-Ian ga-bur chu-rgyun. Auth. Pa-ri rab-gsal. Litho. Delhi: Byams-pa chos
rgyal, 1969. 

chos-kyi rnam-grangs. Auth. Dgon-po dbang-rgyal. Chengdu: Sichuan Minor
ities Press, 1986. 

rnying-ma'i rgyud-'bum-gyi rtogs-brjod. Auth. 'Jigs-med ~ling-pa. See. Narrative 
History of the Precious Collected Tantras of the Anczent TranslatlOn School, 
the Ornament Covering All Jambudvfpa 

snying-thig rtsa-pod. Disc. 'Jigs-med gling-pa. 3 vols. Paro: Ngodrup, 1976 

gter-chen chos-kyi rgyal-po khrag-'thung bdud-'ioms gling-pa'i rnam-thar zhal
gsung-ma. Xylo. Lhasa, n.d. Also pub. Dehra Dun: G. T. K. Lodoy 
and N. Gyaltsen, 1970. 

gter-ston brgya-rtsa. Auth. ' J am-mgon Kong-sprul Blo-gros mtha' -yas. ~ee 
Lives of the Hundred Treasure-finders, a Beauteous Rosary of PreclOUS 
Beryl 

gter-mdzod thob-yig. Auth. Bdud-'joms Rin-po-che. Litho. po-ti format, n.d. 

gtum-mo 'bar-'dzag yig-chung. In snying-thig rtsa-pod, Vol. 3, pp. 23-6. . 

bstan-rtsis kun-las btus-pa. Auth. Tshe-brtan zhabs-drung. Xining: QinghaI 
Minorities Press, 1982. 

theg-mchog rin-po-che'i mdzod. Auth. Klong-chen Rab-'byams-pa. See Treasury 
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ArtzJacts and Material Treasures 



Introduction 

The objects listed here for the most part complement the texts detailed 
in the first part of the Bibliography. This is most obvious in the case of 
the treasures (gter-ma), since the treasure-finders (gter-ston) revealed 
both doctrinal treasures (gter-chos) and material treausures (rdzas-gter), 
such as kllas and sacred images. Most entries have not been identified, 
but occasionally additional information has been given in the Notes, 
which should be consulted separately. Readers are also referred to Tulku 
Thondup Rinpoche's Hidden Teachings of Tibet, for illustrations of several 
of the Padmasambhava images mentioned in the History, namely, those 
discovered by Sangye Lingpa, Perna Lingpa and Chogyur Lingpa. 

Items have been entered in thematic sequence and in the order of their 
occurence in the text. 

Note 

Plate numbers from the first edition are cited in the reference material that follows. The 
first edition contained 110 plates, which were later reduced to 24 in number, however, 
the original numbering system for plates has been retained so that interested readers may 
refer back to the first edition. The key below summarizes the renumbering of the remain
ing color plates so the reader can make the conversion for the present edition. 

First This First This 
edition: edition: edition: edition: 

66 13 
2 2 67 14 
3 3 68 15 
5 4 70 16 
16 5 72 18 
25 6 74 20 
37 8 75 21 
39 9 76 22 
40 10 88 17 
52 11 89 23 
53 12 90 19 
60 7 99 24 

Artifacts and Material Treasures 

AM ULETS (ga'u) 

~~~:re C~:;~:i~~8~a~ramental substances (dam-rdzas-kyi gva'u), discovered 

BRIDGES (zam-pa) 

i~%-;:~~~ ~~~l~~~~eo~ion bridges (lcags-zam lnga-bcu-rtsa-brgyad), built by 

ENGRAVINGS (brkos-phor) 

MOUI~ e~graved with the I?haralJf of the Wish-fulfilling Gem 
gzungs kyz brkos-phor, Skt. CzntamalJidharalJf), 508 (tsinta-malJi'i 

FERRY -CROSSINGS (gru-shan) 

~:~:bI7:~~~ ~F:a~~~~~~~:~r~~:C~~~SingS (gru-shan brgya-dang bco-brgyadj, 

FRESCOES (gyang-gi ri-mo) 

Fre.scoes in Ukpalung Monastery: the gurus of the linea e (bl _ 
pa), twenty-three mandalas (dk '1 'kh g a ma brgyud
petalled Lotus" (p d "b ld yz - or nyer-gsum), such as the "Hundred-
rtsa)' Buddhas 0; t~a Trgya-D~n); .the Thousand Buddhas (sangs-rgyas stong-

, e en lreCtlons (phyogs bcu" ) A . 
surrounded by the [Eight] "CI S" - z sangs-rgyas; mItayus 
ba); Seven Generations of osest ons (tshe-dpag-med nye-sras-kyis bskor-
(mdzad-pa bcu-gnyis)' the ~u~~~as (sangs-rgyas rabs-bdun); the twelve deeds 
chos-'phags)' Tara wh 0 Isattva D~armodgata (byang-chub sems-dpa' 
skyabs); th: Lords ofOth~O~~ts fr~m t~~ elgh~ fears (sgral-ma 'jigs-pa brgyad
BUddha-field (ma-la-ya'i zh' _~~e A\~mhlhes (rzgs-gs~m m/J.an-pa); the Malaya 

lllg au;, t e wheel of lIfe (srzd-pa'i tsa-kra), 624 
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Frescoes at Trampa Hermitage: the peaceful deities according to the Magical 
Net (sgyu-'phrul zhi-ba); the blazing wrathful deities ('bar-ba khro-bo'i lha
tshogs); the deities of the entire Sutra which Gathers All Intentions (mdo yongs
rdzogs); three maI)Qalas (dkyil-'khor gsum); glorious Mahakala according to 
the tradition of Wrathful Yamantaka (dpal-mgon mahakala drag-po gshin-rje 
har); the eightfold group of the Monpa, mounted on tigers (stag-zhon mon-pa 
sde-brgyad), 628 

Frescoes of the expanded and condensed maI)Qalas [of the Magical Net, dkyil
'khor rgyas-bsdus], in the Khandro Lhakang, 644 

IMAGES (sku-rten sna-tshogs-pa) 

One-cubit-tall image of the Lord of Secrets, VajrapaI)i (gsang-ba'i bdag-po'i 
sku khru-gang), revealed to King Ja, 459 

Self-created image of the Sublime One [Avalokitesvara, rang-byon 'phags-pa], 
given to King Songtsen Gampo by A-kar MatisIla, still preserved as the most 
sacred image in the Potala, 510 

Two images of the Teacher, representative of the Buddha himself, the size of 
an eight-year-old and that of a twelve-year-old (ston-pa dgung-lo brgyad-pa
dang bcu-gnyis-pa'i sku-tshad), still preserved in the Jokhang and Ramoche 
temples, PIs. 37, 41; 510 

(Two) image(s) of Lord Sakyamuni in Lhasa (jo-sak rnam gnyis), PIs. 37,41; 
564, 590, 656, 659, 758, 768 

Images of deities at Drinzang Temple in Trakmar (brag-dmar mgrin-bzang-gi 
lha-khang-la . .. Iha-sku-rnams), 513-14 

Stone image in the meadow of Trikmo-Iha (krig-mo-lha'i ne'u sing-gi rdo-sku), 
in Tsari, 570 

Blue-coloured image of Bhanarika (ry·e-btsun-ma mthing-tshon gang-ba), 572 

Images at Ukpalung: Vairocana-Samantamukha (rnam-snang kun-tu-zhal) , 
Hayagrlva (rta-mgrin) , AmnakuI)Qalin (bdud-rtsi 'khyil) , the Great Mother 
(yum chen-mo), Dlparpkara (mar-me mdzad); relief images of Bhagavat (mgon
po legs-ldan) , SrldevI (dpal-ldan lha-mo) , Brahma (tshangs-pa) and Sakra 
(brgya-byin), 623-4 

Image of Sarvavid-Vairocana (kun-rig), at Ukpalung, 624 

Images at Trampa Hermitage: the Great Glorious One (dpal chen-po'i sku); 
the Eight Wrathful Goddesses according to the tradition of the tantras (khro
mo brgyad-pa rgyud-lugs ltar), 626-8, 630, 634-5 

Buddhas of the three times (dus-gsum sangs-rgyas), at the Temple of Dropuk, 
633 

Images of the Forty-two [Peaceful] Buddhas and of Lekden Degti, tht> pro
tector of the transmitted precepts (sangs-rgyas bzhi-bcu-rtsa-gnyis-dang bka'
srung legs-ldan Ide-gus), in the Khandro Lhakang, 644 

Image of the Great Compassionate One at Thangkya (thang-skya'i thugs-rje 
chen-po), 659 
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Images ?f Hayagrlva and VarahI in union (rt - h hi. 
Pakshi Sakya-o, 663 a p ag z a -sbyor), dIscovered by 

~~:;~i S;k~:~~:s~~t;a with his consort (rdor-sems yab-yum), discovered by 

Image. o~ Vajrasattva in Chinese bronze (rdo-r;"e sems-dpa'i sku rgya- r 
commIssIoned by Zur Zangpopel, 670 nag z-ma), 

Golden image of Manju h h· h . 
Zurpoche's robes (r :Z_bo~a w IC co~.tamed fragm~nts of the conqueror 
,. . gy a zur-po-che z sku-chos-kyz dum-bu b h ,. 
t~~-dbyangs-kYz gser-sku) , built at Ukpalung by Zur Ham Sakya

Z J~~in~~ 

Image of VajrakIla (rdo- . ph ,. k 
Senge, 685 rye ur-pa z s u), the transfiguration of Kyi Choki 

~~~~~ ;:';;,e 6~~ Sakyamuni (gser-gyi thub-pa'i sku), at Katok offered by the 

Image of Vairocana at Khoting (mkho-mthing rnam-snang-gi sku), 756 

~~:;~ 7~f7 Hayagrlva (rta-mgrin-gyi sku-rten), discovered by Nyang-rel Nyima 

;g~~pi~)tal~ .image 0df ba nine-headed naga in bronze (khro-chu'i klu-bdud mgo-
,IScovere y Guru Chowang, 764 

Image of the Lord of Sage (th b ,. db ,. 
Lord S-k . . . s u -p~ z ang-po z snang-brnyan) similar to the 
by Gur~ ~~~~~~~~;~~ m Lhasa, dIscovered by Nagarjuna and rediscovered 

~~t~ra.l ~o~~ images o~ the ~?st of peaceful and wrathful deities guarded by 

kh 
YbP!~ enpo (zhz-khro z lha-tshogs rang-byung-du bzhugs-pa'i 

ya -Jug chen-po), 775 sgo-srung 

~.speciallY sublime image of Orgyen (o-rgyan-gyi sku-tshabs khyad-'phags), 
IS covered at Samye Chimpu by Sangye Lingpa, 786 

Image of Como [Tara] at Trhadruk (khra-'brug jo-mo'i sku), PI. 43; 789 

Image of Guru Rinpoche (sku-tshab) discovered b D . L· 
I . . ' y ofJe mgpa, 789 
bmy aDge ~f VL~Jrasattva (rdo-rye sems-dpa'i sku), discovered at Phungpo Riwoche 

ofJe mgpa, 791 

~even-~ace~ Avalokitesvara (bcu-gcig zhal-gyi sku-rten) discovered in the 
ase PIllar of Lhasa by Dorje Lingpa, 791 ' 

Sandalwood image f T- - ( d . 
Pillar" of Lh b DO . ara. tsan- an-gyz sgrol-ma) discovered in the "Vase 

asa y ofJe Lmgpa, 791 

~epresentative images of Guru Padmasambhava 
dIscovered by Perna Lingpa, 797 (sku-tshab padma gu-ru) , 

!~:~~:,~~;ocana with four bodies (rnam-snang mi-bzhi), in the upper hall 

Chick-sized garud· f . 
tsam), discovered .:yI~i~;zion Jcats~. IrNon. (lcags-khro'i bya-khyung bye'u-phrug

a son ymgpo, 810 
Natural image of the Sublime 0 f· . 
'phags-pa) , 826 ne 0 KYIrong (skyzd-grong-gi rang-byung 
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Silver image of the Conqueror Ajita (rin-chen gnyis-pa'i rgyal-ba ma-pham-pa'i 
snang-brnyan), erected by Jikme Lingpa, 838 

Representative figure of Guru Rinpoche (gu-ru'i sku-tshab) , discovered by 
Chogyur Lingpa at Tsike Norbu Piinsum, 845 

Two representative images (sku-tshab rnam-gnyis) , discovered by Chogyur 
Lingpa at Yegyel Namkadzo, 845 

Representative image [of Padmasambhava called] "Blazing with the Glory of 
Accomplishment" (dngos-grub dpal-'bar), discovered by Jamyang Khyentse 
Wangpo, 856 

Representative image of Saroruhavajra (mtsho-skyes rdo-rje'i sku-tshab) , dis
covered at Samye by Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer, 857 

Representative image of Guru Padmasambhava called "Blazing with Good 
Fortune's Glory" (bkra-shis dpal-'bar), discovered by Jamgon Kongtriil, 
864 

Lama Mipham's image of MafijusrIgho~a (Jam-dpal dbyangs-kyi sku), 876 

JEWELS (nor-bu) 

Kaustubha gemstone (rin-po-che kau-stu-bha), 277 

Jewel called Tiger-Meat God (nor-bu stag-sha de-ba), discovered by Sangye 
Lingpa at Orsho Lungdrom, 786 

Life-supporting turquoise ornaments of the religious king Trhisong and of 
Yeshe Tshogyel herself (chos-rgyal-dang mtsho-rgyal-nyid-kyi bla-gYu) , dis
covered by Dorje Lingpa, 790 

\'Vish-fulfilling gem (yid-bzhin nor-bu), discovered by Dorje Lingpa, 790 

Wish-fulfilling gem (nor-bu bsam-'phel), discovered by Dorje Lingpa, 791 

Life-supporting turquoise gems of the religious king Trhisong Detsen called 
"Blazing Light" (rin-po-che 'od-'bar), "Blazing Light of a Thousand Moun
tains" (stong-ri 'od-'bar) and "Red House Snowpeak" (gangs-ri khang-dmar), 
discovered by Perna Lingpa, 798 

KILAS (phur-pa) 

KIla (phur-pa) of the venerable lady Kharcenza, Yeshe Tshogyel, 710-11 

KIla of Darcarupa preserved at Sera Monastery (sera phur-mjat) , 714-16, 
n.916 

KIla (gter-phur) preserved at Tsari Tshokar, from the treasures of Sangye 
Lingpa, 751 

Three kIlas wrapped in maroon silk (phur-pa gsum chu-dar smug-pos dril-ba), 
discovered in the cave of Zangzang Lhadrak by Rikdzin Godemcen, 781 

Iron kIla (lcags-phur), discovered by Sangye Lingpa, 786 

"Laughter of KIla's Great Power" (phur-pa dbang-chen bzhad-pa) , offered by 
Chogyur Lingpa to Situ Perna Nyinje Wangpo, 842 
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LONGEVITY PILLS (tshe-rit) 

Longevity pills of Mandarava (man-d -- b ,. . . 
Kongtriil, 864 a ra- a z tshe-rzt), dIscovered by Jamgon 

Long~vity pills which Guru Rinpoche com ound _. _ . 
gu-ru z phyag-sgril tshe-rit) d' d b P .. ed at Marauka (ma-ra-rz-kar 

'. ,Iscovere y Jamgon Kongtriil, 864 
LongevIty pIlls of thirteen immortal aWar hi" . 
gsum-gyi tshe-rz·t), discovered by Jam" Keness- 0

1 
ders ( chz-med rzg-'dzin bcu

gon ongtrii, 864 

MASKS ('bag-ma) 

Dance masks of a doctrine protector and h' 1 d 
'chams-sku), commissioned by Z Z IS a y (chos-skyong lcam-dral-gyi 

ur angpopel, 670 
Sebak Komdiinma, the "Leather Mask of h 
Se-spirit" (se-'bag goms-bdun-ma) . ~ e Seven Steps", or "Mask of the 

, commISSIOned by Zur Zangpopel 670 
Mask of Orgyen (o-fO'lIa . 'd 'b . ' 

bJ n-gyz ra- ag), dIscovered by Sangye Lingpa, 786 

OFFERING-BOWLS (ting) 

Seven great altar bowls (ting chen-po b 
Rinpoche, 695 dun), offered to Katok by Phakpa 

ORNAMENTS AND OTHER OBJETS D'ART (rgyan-cha-sogs) 

Ivory model of the temple at Vajrasana (b ,. 
Katok, offered by the king of Jang, 696 a-so-las bcos-pa z gan-dho-la) , at 

I)akinI's body ornament (mkh " ,. k 
drom by Sangye Lingpa, 786 a - gro z s u-rgyan), discovered at Orsho Lung-

Gold-filled copper vase (b . 
Lingpa, 786 zangs- um gser-gyzs bkang-ba), discovered by Sangye 

~airvoyant mirror (me-long rgyang-gsal), discovered by Perna Lingpa 798 
heel of fine gold (gser-sbyan -k . 'kh l) , 

Samye by Jikme Lingpa, 838 g yz or- 0 , presented to the great temple of 

Body ornaments of Senge Dradok ( 
Norbu Piinsum by Cho L' sen8g-sgrogS sku-rgyan), discovered at Tsike 

gyur mgpa, 45 

PAINTINGS (ri-mo, bris-sku) 

Painting of M -' ,- (" . anJusn }am-dpal-gyi bris-sku), 463 

PIcture of MafijusrI ('jam-dpal-gyi bris-sku), 465 

One hundred and eight wall-' d '. . 
thang-ka thog-tshad-ma br a_d

slze 
b pamtmgs m ~h~ Nepali style (bal-ris-kyi 

Pelwa, 758 gy ang rgyad), commISSIoned by Drogon Namka 
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Scroll-painting of White Tara (sgrol-dkar-gyi zhal-thang), given to Mipham 
Rinpoche by Khyentse Rinpoche, 874 

PILLARS (ka-ba) 

"Vase Pillar" in the middle storey of the innermost shrine at Samye (bsam-yas 
dbu-rtse'i bar-khang ka-ba bum-pa-can), 753 

"Vase Pillar" of Lhasa (lha-sa'i ka-ba bum-pa-can), 791 

PRINTS (lag-rjes zhabs-rjes-la-sogs-pa) 

SrIpaduka (shrf-pa-du-ka) , an enormous footprint of the Buddha, in SrI 
Lanka, 456 

Body imprint of Guru Rinpoche at Dorje Tsekpa in Bumthang (bum-thang 
rdo-rje brtegs-pa-La sku-rjes), PI. 50; 519 

Handprint of Guru Rinpoche at Namtso Chukmo (gnam-mtsho phyug-mo-la 
phyas-rjes), 519 

Footprint of Guru Rinpoche on the White Rock in Paro (spa-gro'i brag-dkar
La zhabs-rjes), 519 

RELICS (ring-bsrel) 

Relics (gdung-dang ring-bsrel) of the Tathagata Sakyamuni, 427, 433, 435, 
626, 786; see also relics in the Index of Technical Terms 

MaI)<;iala of the Conquerors of the Five Families (rgyal-ba rigs lnga'i dkyil
'khor), from the remains of Kumaradza, 527 

Remains (sku-gdunglskyes-bdun) of Orgyen Lingpa, 777-8 

Twenty-one multiplying remains of the Tathagata (de-bzhin gshegs-pa'i 'phel
gdung nyer-gcig), discovered by Sangye Lingpa, 786 

Remains of twenty-one brahmans (bram-ze nyer-gcig), discovered by Khyentse 
Rinpoche, 856 

Relics emanated from a tooth of Guru Rinpoche (gu-ru rin-po-che'i tshems-Ias 
sprul-pa'i ring-bsrel) , discovered at Damsho Nyingdrung by Khyentse 
Rinpoche, 856 

ROBES (gos-chas) 

Seamless robes of the Princess (lha-lcam-gyi na-bza' srub-med), discovered by 
Perna Lingpa, 798 

Secret robe of Hurpkara (huytl-ka-ra'i gsang-gos), discovered at the Kumcok 
Decen Cave by Jarngon Kongtrtil, 864 

The great preceptor Santarak~ita's robe (mkhan-chen zhi-'tsho'i sku-chos) , 
discovered at the Uri Jetstin Cave in Perna Lhartse by Jarngon Kongtrtil, 864 

Th 1'" Arti/acts and Material Treasures 327 
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dIscovered at the Uri letsun ~ave in ; s sa{~ (chos-rgyal khn'-lde'i sku-rag), 
ema artse by 1 amgon Kongtriil, 864 

S P IRE S (ganydzi-ra) 

The great spire (gtsug-lag- i rtse" . 
tery, offered by the king o~ lang: ~~i:'dzl-ra che-ba) on top of Katok Monas-

STUPAS (mchod-rten) 

Seven stiipas holding the Buddh ' . 
435-6 a s remams (sku-gdung-gi mchod-rten bdun) , 

Golden Stllpa ( . h gser-gyl me od-rten) of the "A S 
T ,wesome ecret" 508 

hree-storey stiipa of bronze (mchod-rten ii-ma th ' 
Katok by Phakpa Rinpoche, 695 og-tshad gsum-pa) , offered to 

Reliquary (gdung-rten) of Or en Li 
gy ngpa at Pent sang Monastery, 777-8 

WATER OF LIFE (tshe-ehu) 

Lapis flask, about the size of large ink ot . . 
snod mu-men-gyi bum-pa) d' d P ,Co~ta,mmg water of life (tshe-chu'i 

, lScovere by Pakshl Sakya-" 663 Four va . . 0, 
ses .contammg the water of life ( h _ . 

the LongevIty Cave at Campa TempI . tBs e chu bum-pa bzhz), discovered at 
e m umthang b D' . 

Water of life (tshe-chu) disco d b D" Y ofJe Lmgpa, 789 
. . ,vere y or}e Lmgpa 790 

SpIrItual elixir produced at Yan Ie h" ' 
dIscovered by Dorje Lingpa, 79~ s 0 (yang-ie-shod-du bsgrub-pa'i chos-sman), 
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Introduction 

This index of technical terms has also been given the function of a tri
lingual glossary of terminology for Buddhism and the outer sciences. 
The traditional sources consulted in compiling it include the Seven 
Great Treasuries of Longcen Rapjampa and Jamgon Kongtrtil 
Rinpoche's Store which Embraces All Knowledge, as well as the pri
mary Indian treatises studied in Tibet. Reference has also been made 
to such recent lexicographical works as the bod-rgya tshig-mdzod chen
rno and the ongoing compilation of Tibetan Buddhist terminology by 
Erik Perna Kunsang. 

Readers are referred to the Glossary of Enumerations for more 
information on numerical categories and to the Notes for occasional 
more detailed explanation of terms; neither of these two sections have 
been cross-referenced here. Where an entry is followed by "passim", it 
may be useful to consult the detailed contents lists for Books One and 
Two appearing in Section One, which outline the structure and subject
matter of each. 

( 



Note 

To avoid unnecessary repetition, master terms have been omitted in sub-entries, or 
replaced by a comma. Sub-sub-entries run on. 

Index of Technical Tenns 

Abhidharma chos mngon-pa: see under 
pitaka 

seven sections of mngon-pa sde-bdun, 

90-1 
abiding mode (of reality) gnas-tshul, 32, 

210,212-13, 215-16, 232, 234, 249, 
314 

abiding nature (of reality) gnas-lugs: the 
primordial emptiness or nature of 
the buddha-body of reality, 23, 36, 
85-6, 122, 141-2, 154, 161, 167-8, 
177,183-5,206,217,220,232,234, 
247,249,251-2,257,259-60,263, 
273,275-6,285,287,291,295,297-
300, 302, 307-8, 3lO, 312-13, 315, 
321,323,327,335-6, 338, 342-5, 
447,566,609,615,625,677,700, 
726, 856, 896, 898,900,901,903, 
906,907,931 

harmony and disharmony of the 
apparitional and gnas-snang mthun 

mi-mthun, 206, 210-11 
absolute (nature/reality) (chos-nyid) yongs

grub-kyi mtshan-nyid, Skt. pari

ni$pannalak$atJa, 24, 25, 26, 27, 154, 
161-2, 170-1, 173, 176, 178, 182; see 
also essential natures, three 

absorption snyoms-'jug, Skt. samapatti: see 
meditative absorption(s) 

acacia wood seng(-ldeng), Skt. khadira, 603, 
612,615 

acarya slob-dpon: a master or teacher, 558; 
see also master 

accomplished master grub-palgrub-thob, Skt. 
siddha, passim 

accomplishment(s) dngos-grub, Skt. siddhi, 
passim 

common thun-mong-gi dngos-grub, Skt. 
sadharatJasiddhi, 260, 477, 480, 487, 
614, 787, 918; eight thun-mong-gi 

dngos-grub brgyad, 247, 259 
of the divine body in which bliss and 

emptiness are coalesced in inner 
radiance bde-stong 'od-gsal-gyi Iha-sku 

'grub, 288 

of the divine body which coalesces vital 
energy and mind rlung-sems-kyi lha

sku 'grub, 288 

of the divine body of devoted conduct 
mos-spyod-kyi lha-sku 'grub, 288 

of the divine body in which pristine 
cognition and the pure (path of) 
learning are coalesced ye-shes-dang 

dag-pa'i slob-pa'i zung-'jug-gi lha-sku 

'grub: i.e. prior to the attainment of 
the path of no-more-Iearning, 288 

great/supreme/uncommon mchog-gi 

dngos-grub, Skt. paramasiddhi, 45, 

247, 260, 281, 404, 472, 473, 476, 
481,488, 536, 584,605,615,621, 
714, 772, 843,918 

level of dngos-grub-kyi sa, 894, 917 
signs of dngos-grub-kyi rtags-mtshanlgrub

rtags, 601, 607, 631, 690, 713, 714, 
715, 765, 767, 778, 787, 798, 844, 
866, 869, 870, 939; see also signs of 

success 

of the sky-farer mkha'-spyod-pa'i dngos

grub,773 
of the "swift feet of the yak:;iI).I" gnod

sbyin-mo'i rkang-mgyogs-kyi dngos

grub,614 
of swift-footedness rkang-mgyogs-kyi 

dngos-grub, 540 
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two dngos-grub gnyis, 404, 861,918,967 
water of grub-chu, 601, 628 

action seal las-kyi phyag-rgya, Skt. 
kannamudra: see under seales) 

activity field(s) skye-mched, Skt. ayatana, 
93,170,212,217,221,224,247, 
251,259,276,322,367,424,543, 

but secretly to the rites of wrathful 
"liberation" and sexual union, 292 

all-positive king kun-bzang rgyal-po: an 
epithet of Samantabhadra, the 
buddha-body of reality, 317 

900 
in which appearances are exhausted chos 

zad-pa'i skye-mched, 639; see also 
under visionary appearance(s) 

All-Surpassing Realisation thod-rgal, Skt. 
vyutkrantaka, 38-9, 334, 337-45, 
371,456, 540, 552, 565, 588, 593, 
658, 665, 773, 828-9, 879; see also 
lamps and visionary appearance(s) 

four skye-mched bzhi: the four formless 

realms, 15,62 
infinite as the sky nam-mkha' mtha'-yas 

skye-mched, 15, 62 
of infinite consciousness mam-shes 

mtha'-yas skye-mched, 15, 62 
of nothing at all ci-yang med-pa'i skye-

mched, 15,62 
of phenomena chos-kyi skye-mched, Skt. 

dhannayatana, 52 
twelve skye-mched bcu-gnyis, 13, 55-6 
where there is neither perception nor 

non-perception 'du-shes med 'du-shes 

med-min skye-mched, 15,62 
Adherents of the Nine Categories don-dgu-

pa, 66; see also Jaina 
Adherents of the Six Categories don-drug

pa, Skt. ~a4padartha, 65; see also 

Vaisesika 
Adherents of the Three Attributes yon-tan 

gsum-pa, Skt. TraigurJ,ya, 65; see also 

Sarrrkhya 
aeon(s) bskal-pa, Skt. kalpa, 121, 138,200-

1,247,256,258-9,271,292,313, 
420,474,691,697,916 

auspicious bskal-pa bzang-po, Skt. 
Bhadrakalpa, 409, 414, 943-4 

"countless" grangs-med bskal-pa, 115, 

246, 251, 254, 258, 411, 412 
affixation rkyen, Skt. pratyaya: in grammar, 

100 
Aisvara dbang-phyug-pa, Skt. Aiivara: the 

Followers of Shaivism or Followers 

of Isvara, 16, 65 
Akanistha 'og-min: see Index of Locations 
alche~~ bcud-len, Skt. rasayana: a means of 

extracting elixir from minerals of the 
earth or herbs and plant substances, 
and subsisting upon it, 549, 550, 
575, 682, 789 

alikali: literally refers to the vowels and 
consonants of the Sanskrit language, 

four assurances gdeng-bzhi, 372 
four consolidations mtha'-rten bzhi, 343 

six essentials gnad-drug, 371 
of spontaneous presence lhun-grub thod-

rgal, 877 
three attainments thob-pa gsum, 343 
three essentials which guide (the eyes) 

towards the expanse 'khrid-pa 
dbyings-kyi gnad gsum, 338; see also 

gazes, three 
three essentials of objective appearance 

snang-ba yul-gyi gnad gsum, 338 
three presences sdod-pa gsum, 343 
three supportive essentials of the body 

bca'-ba lus-kyi gnad gsum, 338; see 

also postures, three 
three unmoving states mi-'gul-ba gsum, 

343 
Ancient Translations snga-'gyur: the 

teachings of the Nyingma tradition 
which were translated in Tibet up to 

the time of SmJ;tijfHinaklrti, 40, 376, 
396, 522, 523, 545, 666, 671, 696, 

720, 724, 922, 969 
Ancient Translation School snga-'gyur 

mying-ma: adherents of the above 
tradition, 11,41,47, 109, 148, 
198, 237, 372, 378, 394, 400, 401, 
441,442,461,504,523,526,527, 
560,565, 569, 577, 590, 596, 599, 
607,617,624,657,669,674,675, 
677,678,679,683,688,698,699, 
706,707,719,722,723,728,729, 
730,731,733,736,737,738,739, 
747, 750, 762, 770, 783, 789, 794, 
795, 805, 807, 808, 809, 811, 816, 
823,824,827,830,831,833,836, 
838, 842, 852, 856, 861, 862, 86~, 
869,872,873,877,878,881,88.r 

940,962,968,972; see also 

Nyingma . 
relationship to the New Translauon 

School,918-25 

six superiorities of snga-'gyur che-ba 
drug, 375, 889-90 

antigods lha-ma-yin, Skt. asura, 14, 66, 130-
2,466,491 

Anuyoga rjes-su mal-'byor: see under pi{aka 
and vehicle(s) 

Apabhrarpsa zur-chags, 107 
Apathetic phyal-ba, 16, 63, 67 
aphorisms in prose and verse dbyangs-

bsnyad, Skt. geya, 76 

aphoristic verses don-du 'gyur-ba'i tshigs
bcad,705 

apparitional mode/nature (of reality) snang
tshul, 13,56-7,203,210-13,217, 
232, 250-1, 260, 562 

apparition of/apparitional reality chos-can, 
Skt. dhannin: lit. "possessor of 
dhanna", this term refers to the 
concrete reality of apparent objects, 
which is contrasted, in works such as 
the Analysis of Phenomena and 
Reality (Dhannadhannatavibhiiga) , 
with actual reality (chos-nyid, Skt. 
dhannata) or emptiness. In logical 
treatises, it refers to the topic to be 
analysed. For the specific Nyingma 
interpretation, see Longcenpa, 
Treasury of the Supreme Vehicle, 
(p. 82), 37, 38, 95, 191-2, 201, 211, 
215,287,319,325-6, 330 

appearance(s) snang-ba, passim; see also 
form and visionary appearance(s) 

pure appearance/vision dag-snang, 249, 

564, 747-8, 755, 767, 784, 793, 805, 
807, 813, 819, 837, 843, 844, 845, 
847, 848, 852, 853-4, 855, 857, 858, 
860, 865, 866, 871, 935 

three snang-ba gsum, 142, 258, 288 
appraisal of textual traditions gzhung-lugs 

'jal-byed 

key to the appraisal of causal vehicle 
texts 'jal-byed ide-mig, 30, 217-22 

key to the appraisal of secret mantra 
texts sngags-gzhung 'jal-byed, 35, 
290-3 

Arabic chronicles, 399 
arhat dgra-bcom-pa: one who has slain the 

foe of conflicting emotion and 
reached the highest result of the 
vehicles of pious attendants. 
Buddhas and self-centred buddhas 
may be referred to as arhats 
insomuch as they have also realised 

Action Seal- Aspiration 335 

nirvaI).a, 18, 83, 90-1, 93, 159, 174, 
231,423,425,426,428,429,430, 
434,435, 436, 437, 438, 439, 440, 
912, 913, 933 

arithmetic sa-ris: arithmetical calculations 
traced in sand, which are then easily 
erased,869 

arts bzo'i rig-gnas, Skt. silpavidya, 18, 59, 
98-9, 103,418, 860; see also crafts, 
sixty-four 

thirty designated bzor btags-pa sum-cu, 

98 
artistic techniques, eighteen bzo-sbyangs bco

brgyad,99 
arya metre 'phags-pa: in prosody, a stanza 

comprising two half-verses, the first 
of which contains eight feet of thirty 
matra (morae) and the second eight 
feet of twenty-seven matra, 106 

A::;a<;lha chu-stod: July to August, 947 
ascendant conjunction 'char-rtsis: a 

calculation in astrology, 104 
ascetic dge-sbyong, Skt. sramarJ,a, 422, 551 

contemplation dka'-thub-kyi ting-nge
'dzin, 419 

discipline/practice brtul-zhugs-kyi spyod

pa, 221, 270, 501 
four doctrines of a spiritual dge-sbyong-gi 

chos-bzhi, Skt. catvara/J sramarJ,a

dhanna/J, 52 
virtues sbyangs-pa'i yon-tan, Skt. 

dhutagurJ,a, 432, 434, 497; twelve 
sbyangs-pa'i yon-tan bcu-gnyis, 

Skt. dvadasadhUtagurJ,a, 227 
asceticism brtul-zhugs, Skt. vrata, 304 
aspects rkang-pa: the mathematical 

calculations in astrology of the lunar 
path, on which see D. Schuh, 
Untersuchungen zur Tibetischen 

Kalenderrechnung, (p. 124), 104 
aspiration smon-lam, Skt. prarJ,idhiina, 47, 

82, 118-19, 122, 127, 129, 146-7, 
194-6,228,235-6, 266, 422, 552, 
587,641, 728, 743, 744, 745, 747, 
748, 774, 798, 812, 822, 828, 832, 
838, 842, 878, 879, 927, 967, 968, 
969 

enlightened thugs-bskyed, 729, 738, 887, 
926 

perfection of smon-lam-gyi pha-rol-tu phyin
pa, Skt. prar;,idhanaparamita, 902 

superior lhag-bsam, Skt. adhyasaya, 376, 
403 
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aspirationlessness smon-pa med-pa, Skt. 
aprarJ,ihitam, 24, 154, 2l8, 316-17, 

898 
assembly(ies) tshogs, 448, 449; see also 

community 
four (ordinary/monastic) 'khor-bzhi-po, 

74, 423, 426; see also orders, four 

astrology skar-rtsis: i.e. that which is Indian 
in origin, in contrast to the Chinese 
tradition of divination (nag-rtsis), 18, 

103-4, 575,665, 679, 723, 724, 727, 
730,746,775,791, 821, 836, 869, 
939, 946-8, 954 

astrological charts skar-rtsis-kyi ri-mo, 

944 
Atiyoga shin-tu rna 1- 'byor: see Great 

Perfection and under pi~aka and 
vehicle(s) 

atom rdul-phra-rab, Skt. paramiirJ,u: i.e. an 
indivisible atomic particle, 19, 20, 
24,25,38, 117, 156, 159,215, 

224-5, 229 
atomic matter rdul-rdzas, 35, 294, 336-7, 

341 
attainment sgrub-pa, passim 

of elixir sman-sgrub, 686, 757 
great sgrub-chen, Skt. mahiisiidhana, 807 

means for sgrub-thabs, Skt. siidhana: see 
means for attainment 

of medicinal pills from the flesh of one 
born as a brahman seven times skye

bdun (ril-sgrub), 791, 793, 797 
place of sgrub-gnas, 518, 519, 862, 876 
supreme and common mchog-dang thun

mong-gi sgrub-pa, 917 
auspicious coincidence rten-'brel, passim; for 

the philosophical implications of this 
term, see dependent origination 

austerity dka'-thub, Skt. tapas, 64, 270, 351, 
427,548,569,580,946 

awakening(s) mngon-byang, Skt. abhi

sambodhi, 113 
five mngon-byang lnga, Skt. paiiciibhi

sambodhi: according to Yogatantra, 
33, 272-3, 355-6, 412, 645, 703 

four mngon-byang bzhi, Skt. caturabhi

sambodhi, 279 
outer and inner phyi-nang-gi mngon

byang, 413; five phyi-nang-gi mngon

byang lnga, 115 
awareness rig-pa, Skt. vidyii, 2l, 38, 53, 

123,162,171,177,201,204,252, 
276, 280, 297, 308-9, 311-12, 325, 

327,329,332-41,350,358,360, 
365-6,371,403,448,449,476, 588, 
641,771,818,825,830,832,843, 
900,901, 906, 922, 923, 924 

channels of rig-pa'i rtsa, 874 
empowered dbang-bsgyur rig-pa, 281 

expressive play of rig-pa'i rtsal, 684 

in the form of a woman rig-ma, 866 
immediacy of total rig-pa spyi-blugs, 280 

intrinsic rang-rig, Skt. svasaY[lvitti~, 17, 
21,24,25,36,38, 102, 127, 158, 
162, 172, 176, 181,201,213,231, 
234, 259, 263, 275-6, 278, 299-300, 
316, 318, 333-4, 349, 355, 358, 680, 
830; four modes of genuine 
individual so-so yang-dag-pa rang-gi 

rig-pa bzhi, Skt. catu~pratisaY[lvid, 
871; individual or (intuitive) so-so 
rang-gi rig-pa, Skt. pratisa/flvid, 104, 
176,180-1,185,208,272,309,333, 
342; see also pristine cognition of 

intrinsic awareness 

limit of rig-pa'i tshad, 343, 668 
naked rig-pa rjen-pa, 856 
of the present shes-bzhin, Skt. saY[l

prajanya, 94, 236 
and radiance rig-gsal, 902 
total presence of rig-pa cog-bzhag ngang, 

902 
awareness-holder(s) rig- 'dzin, Skt. vidyii

dhara, 31, 34,45,47,259-60,271, 
278,280-2,306,375,397,406,483, 
485,487,489,490,498,543,568, 
573, 579, 625,626,649, 653, 661, 
677,679,683, 700, 731, 750, 765, 
774, 778, 780, 809, 813, 820, 824, 
854, 864, 865, 872, 887, 890, 894, 

918,957 
body of pristine cognition of ye-shes-kyi 

sku-ste rig-pa 'dzin-pa, 259-60 

controlling the duration of life/with 
power over the life-span tshe-dbang 

rig-'dzin, 260, 281-2,470,472, 712, 

804 
of the desire realm 'dod-pa'i rig-'dzin, 301 

eight rig-'dzin brgyad, 757, 791 
of the form realm gzugs-kyi rig-'dzin, 301 
four kinds of rig-'dzin rnam-bzhi, 31, 

260, 281-2, 363 
of the great seal phyag-rgya chen-po'i rig

'dzin, 260, 282, 467, 472; five kinds 
of phyag-rgya chen-po'i rig-'dzin lnga, 

282 

human and non-human rig-'dzin mi-dang 
mi-ma-yin, 452-6 

Mantrapitaka of rig-'dzin-gyi sde-snod: 

see under pitaka 
seven kinds ofrig-'dzin rnam-bdun, 31, 

259-60 
sky-faring mkha'-spyod-pa'i rig-'dzin, 

270, 272, 301 
of (spiritual) maturation rnam-smin rig

'dzin, 260, 281, 470, 837 
of spontaneous presence lhun-grub rig

'dzin, 260, 266, 282, 521, 634 
supramundane Jig-rten-Ias 'das-pa'i rig

'dzin, 31, 259 
three kinds of (mundane) (Jig-rten-pa'i) 

rig- 'dzin rnam gsum, 31, 259 
Awesome Secret gnyan-pa gsang-ba, 508-9, 

949 
axioms gtan-tshigs: see (logical) axioms 

bahal ba-hal/be-hiir: a Newari vihiira, 891 

balirpacarya: a master of torma offerings, 
479 

bardo bar-do, Skt. antariibhava: see 
intermediate state 

Being of Commitment dam-tshig sems-dpa', 

Skt. samayasattva: the deity which is 
creatively visualised, 351, 355 

Being of Pristine Cognition ye-shes sems

dpa', Skt. jiiiinasattva: the real deity 
who enters into the creatively 
visualised Being of Commitment, 
270, 351, 355, 695, 915 

benefits, two don-gnyis, 171,379 
bewilderment 'khrul-pa, Skt. bhriinti, 12, 

26,53-5,117, 2l8, 330, 333, 349, 
355, 853, 866 

four conditions of 'khrul-pa'i rkyen-bzhi, 

54-5 
bhik~u dge-slong: see monk 

birth skye-ba, Skt. jiiti: see under 
intermediate state 

birthplace skye-gnas, Skt. yoni 

four kinds of skye-gnas rigs-bzhi, 279 

purification of skye-gnas sbyang-ba, 416 
blazes, three 'bar-ba gsum, 851 
blessing( s )/consecration byin-gyis brlabs-pa, 

Skt. adhi~(hiina, 17,35,45,74-5, 
117,133-5,144-5,196,255,275, 
293, 295, 343, 345, 353, 355-6, 369, 
414,468,469,546, 551, 552, 555, 
564,595,601,621,624,634,639, 
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655, 658, 706, 721, 734, 745, 746, 
771,792,798,839,841,846,848, 
852, 853, 854, 857, 863, 865, 866, 
871,877,890,918,928,934 

of pristine cognition ye-shes-kyi byin

brlabs, 272, 353, 831 
two byin-brlabs gnyis, 912-13 

which is the ultimate truth without 
symbols, don-dam mtshan-ma med

pa'i byin-brlabs: according to 
Ubhayatantra, 32, 33, 207, 264 

bliss bde-ba, Skt. sukha, passim; see also 
under coalescence/union 

co-emergent lhan-cig-skyes-pa'i bde-ba, 

Skt. sahajasukha, 258, 830, 861 
great/supreme bde-ba chen-po, Skt. 

mahiisukha, 20, 45, 124-5, 145, 185, 
202, 250, 258-9, 263-4, 273, 277, 
281,284,286,296-7,302,313,329, 
343, 365-6, 377,406,462,536,583, 
593, 766, 769, 770, 771, 830, 861, 
877, 909, 972; of purpose yid-bzhin 

bde-ba-mchog, 230-1; indestructible 
discipline of bde-chen rdo-rje'i brtul

zhugs, 405 
melting zhu-bde, 34, 258, 280-1, 829, 830 

Blood-drinkers, fifty-eight khrag-'thung nga

bcu lnga-brgyad: see under deities/ 

conquerors, peaceful and wrathful 

bodhisattva(s) byang-chub sems-dpa', 18, 20, 
27,30,47,68, 78, 82,91,95,98, 
118-19, 129-30, 136, 138, 142, 154, 
164, 167, 173-5, 180, 182, 186, 190, 
232, 315, 322, 393, 423, 424, 430, 
447,449,451,452,474, 524, 571, 
574, 575, 613, 633, 641, 674, 691, 
693, 694, 697, 701, 722, 732, 743, 
746, 747, 758, 760, 767, 803, 842, 
878, 889, 890,900,908, 909, 912-
13,921,928,932,936 

eighth level sa-brgyad-pa'i byang-chub 

sems-dpa', 137,449 
male and female sems-dpa'-dang sems-ma, 

125 
ninth level sa-dgu-pa'i byang-chub sems

dpa', 449 
tenth level sa-bcu-pa'i byang-chub sems

dpa', 912, 913, 916 
third level sa-gsum-pa'i byang-chub sems

dpa', 184 
Bodhi Tree byang-chub shing-sdong, Skt. 

bodhivfk~a: i.e. at Vajrasana (Bodh 
Gaya) in India, 417 
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body sku, Skt. ktiya: i.e. of a buddha, see 
buddha-body( ies) 

body Ius 
conventional brtags-pa'i Ius, 412 
corrupt zag-pa'i Ius, 498 
rainbow 'ja'-lus, 259, 441,540,550, 

556, 642, 783; see also bud~ha-body 
of great/ supreme transformatlO~ 

body-colours sku-mdog: i.e. of the dlfferent 

deities, 125, 137, 915 
book, four-inch: a symbol of buddha

speech according to the Great 

Perfection, 134-5 
brahman bram-dze, 121,440,475,478,485, 

511,607,693,856,912 
seven times born as skye-bdun, 626, 777, 

791 
BrahmaI).a view of mundane aggregates 

bram-dze'i 'jig-tshogs-kyi lta-ba, Skt. 
satktiyadn{i: the view of the 
eternalistic extremists such as the 

Samkhya, 221 
brilliance ~pobs-pa, Skt. pratibhiina, 405, 

493, 577, 636, 641, 666, 681, 704, 

705 708,797,839,928 
eight g;eat treasures of spobs-pa'i gter 

chen-po brgyad, 666, 705, 871 

bse-stone bse, 666, 705, 871 
Buddha sangs-rgyas: defined as one, suc.h as 

Sakyamuni, who has utterly punfied 
obscurations (sangs) and developed 
pristine cognition (rgyas); defined, 

18; passim 
perfectly realised yang-dag-par rdzogs-

pa'i sangs-rgyas, Skt. Samyaksam-

buddha, 421 
buddha-body(ies) sku, Skt. ktiya, 17, 18-23, 

25,26,31,75, 111-48, 161, 171, 
184, 186, 191-5, 203, 207, 209-10, 
212_14,244,246,249,251,255, 
259,263,267,289,313,341-2,356, 
404, 413, 458, 462, 477, 594, 607, 
634, 656, 664, 803, 829, 832, 846, 
851,862,874,877,879,915,960 

of awakening mngon-byang sku, Skt. 
abhisambodhiktiya, 19, 22, 139-40, 

282 
of coalescence zung- 'jug-gi sku, Skt. 

yuganaddhakaya, 413,467, 487,540 
emanational sprul-pa'i sku, Skt. 

nirmanakaya, 11, 12, 19,21-2, 23, 
115, i18, 123, 127-38, 139, 145, 
153, 191-2, 196, 282,299,337, 339, 

343,409,414,415-16,454, 585, 
746,866,961; four kinds of 
instruction of the supreme 'dul-ba 
rnam-bzhi, 21, 131-2, 146,414,415; 
three types of sprul-sku rnam-gsum, 
21, 128-34,415-16; twelve deeds of 
the supreme mchog-gi sprul-sku'i 

mdzad-pa bcu-gnyis, Pis. 6-8; 21, 
129, 137, 415-16, 624; twelve 
teachers of sprul-pa'i sku ston-pa bcu

gnyis, 22, 134-8 
essential ngo-bo-nyid sku, Skt. sva

bhiivikakaya, 115, 184-5, 191-5 
five sku-Inga, Skt. paiicaktiya, 18, 19, 

128, 139-40,282,363, 568, 594,924 
of form gzugs-sku, Skt. rapaktiya, 18, 19, 

26,30,38,115,117, 168, 1~3-4,.22.1, 
259, 263, 335, 341-2, 355; nme slmlles 
for dpe-dgu, 197; twO gzugs-sku gnyis, 

113,168,195-6,237,251,342 
four sku-bzhi, Skt. catuhktiya, 19, 191-2, 

288,923 
(great), of reality chos-sku (chen-po), Skt. 

(mahii)dharmakaya, 11, 12, 18, 19-
20,22,26,27, 30, 31, 32, 34, 38, 
95,113,115-23,127,134,139,144-
5, 165, 168, 171, 184-5, 192-8,201-
2,219,221,237,245-7,250,263-4, 
279,282,309,329,339,342-3,357, 
403,413,415,421,447,448,572, 
585,677,832,837,901,902,924, 

925,947 . '0 ba 
of great/supreme transformatlo~ p~ ~ 

chen-po'i sku, Skt. *mahasankrantl-

k - 38 342 501' see also body, aya, , , ' 
rainbow, buddha-body of light and 

supreme transformation 
1· d 'e'i sku Skt. of indestructible rea lty r o-ry , 

, k - 19 22 139-40, 197, 282, va}ra aya, , , 7 
301 341 414 464,471,480,87 

, , ' 581 
of light 'od-kyi sku, 473, 537, 567, . ' 

588, 695, 809, 812, 855,858,919, e 
see also buddha-body of great/suprem 

transformation 'i 
of perfect rapture longs-spyod-rdzogs-~~ 

sku, Skt. sambhogakaya, 11, 12, ' 
20-1,22,23, 115, 117-18, 122-9~ 
134, 139, 145-6, 196-7, 282, 34 , 
342 3 409 582, 583, 585, 6~0 

-" k ' ku Skt. 
of pristine cognition ye-shes- :)'1 s , 2 

jiianaktiya, 259-60, 350,412,50 , 
595,684,763,804,825,827,829, 

835, 837, 838 

of reality: see buddha-body, (great) of 
reality 

of supreme bliss bde-ba chen-po'i sku, 

Skt. mahiisukhaktiya, 369 
three sku-gsum, Skt. trikaya, 12, 18, 19, 

22, 23, 29, 113, 115, 118, 139, 142, 
148,151,183-4,191,194,196,251, 
280, 306, 352, 357, 363,404,448, 
503, 554, 622 

two sku-gnyis, 18, 26, 169, 379 
youthful vase gzhon-nu bum-pa'i sku: a 

synonym for the great buddha-body 
of reality, 19,38,117,342 

buddha family(ies) rigs, Skt. kula, 448, 561, 
563; see also enlightened family(ies) 

five sangs-rgyas rigs-lnga, 453, 572; see 
also enlightened families, five 

sixth rigs drug-pa, 447,448 
(buddha-)field (sangs-rgyas-kyi) zhing-khams, 

Skt. (buddha)k~etra, 19, 117-20, 123-
4, 127-31, 145, 161, 171,212,214, 
247-8, 253, 259, 263, 283, 307, 339, 
341, 343, 518, 582, 668, 693, 697, 
848, 879 

five, of the emanational body of natural 
expression rang-bzhin sprul-pa'i sku'i 
zhing-khams lnga, 128 

buddhahoodlbuddha nature sangs-rgyas

nyid, Skt. buddhatva, 17, 19,27,29, 
30,36,67,115-17,120-1,129-31, 
141-2, 200, 203, 220, 244, 264-6, 
273, 284, 289, 291, 297-8, 306, 332, 
357, 366, 369,411,412,413,420, 
421,423,432,433,434,447,458, 
545, 568, 582, 594, 622, 641, 642, 
697, 760, 767, 900, 901, 913, 923, 
924, 946, 947 

buddha-mind thugs, Skt. cilla, 17,21,22, 
31,75, 115, 124-5, 132, 135-8, 147, 
171, 181, 186,246,249,255,261, 
270, 334, 338, 340, 350, 356, 404, 
414,451,458,462,475, 594, 634, 
656, 664, 803, 830, 846, 851, 862, 
874, 915, 960; see also intention(s) 
and pristine cognition(s) 

five kinds of thugs-kyi rnam-pa lnga, 283 
innermost point of thugs-kyi thig-le, 832; 

see also seminal point, sole/unique 
bUddha nature: see buddha hood/buddha 

nature 
bUddha-speech gsung, Skt. vak, 17,21,22, 

31,45,71,75, 115, 117, 124-5,132, 
135-8, 147, 186,246,249,255,289, 
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356,404,414,425,447,458,462, 
479, 594, 634, 656, 664, 760, 803, 
830,846,851,862,874,915,944, 
960; see also under indestructible 
reality 

five modes of gsung-lnga, 282-3 
Buddhism, 11, 16, 19,39,41,47,393,394, 

396, 397; see also teaching 

Buddhist nang-pa, 11, 12, 16, 18,23, 36, 
40,41,82,89, 185,393,394, 395, 
398, 463, 471, 472, 485, 493, 503, 
632, 715, 936, 943; see also Insiders 

burnt offerings sbyin-sregs, Skt. homa: refer 
to]. F. Staal, Agni: the Vedic Ritual 

of the Fire Altar, for abundant 
material on the background and 
development of these rites, 290, 292, 
304, 514, 516, 736, 768, 791 

Burushaski bru-sha: an archaic language of 
Gilgit, 11, 489 

Caitra nag: April to May, 947 
campaka flowers me-tog tsam-pa-ka: michelia 

champaca, 913 
Caryatantra spyod-pa'i rgyud: see vehicle of 

Ubhayatantra/Caryiitantra 
causal basis/cause rgyu, Skt. hetu, passim 

of separation from defilements bral-rgyu, 
191-4, 197,254 

causality rten-'brel, 666; see also dependent 

origination 

cause: see causal basis 
celestial mansion/palace gzhal-yas khang, 

Skt. vimana: residence of the deities, 
123, 126, 171,247,255,283,287, 
293,416, 692, 769, 892, 915 

centre(s) rtsa-'dablrtsa-'khor, Skt. cakra: a 
focal point of energy within the 
central channel of the body, 124; 
see also door 

four 'khor-lo bzhi, Skt. catvari cakrar;.i, 
286, 368 

heart-centre snying-gi 'khor-lo, 264 
(of perfect rapture) in the throat mgrin

pa (longs-spyod-rdzogs-pa'i) 'khor-lo, 

Skt. sambhogacakra, 620, 819, 837 
secret (or sexual) mkha'-gsang, 286; two 

mkha'-gsang gnyis, 277, 368 
six 'khor-lo drug, 368 
throat: see centre (of perfect rapture) in the 

throat 
certainty(ies) nges-shes, 872, 968 

five nges-pa lnga, 117, 123, 145; see also 
excellences, five 
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cessation 'gog-pa/zad-pa, Skt. nirodha/k~aya, 
passim 

of all phenomena/things chos-zad, 84, 334 
of (apparitional) reality chos-nyid zad-pa, 

335; see also under visionary 
appearance( s) 

of breathing dbugs chad-pa, 332 
of corruption zag-pa zad-pa, Skt. . 

asravak~aya: according to the vehlcle 
of pious attendants, 203, 226, 227, 
229, 231 

due to individual scrutiny so-sor brtags
pas 'gog-pa, Skt. pratisarrzkhya
nirodha, 157 

independent of individual scrutiny 
brtag-min-gyi 'gog-pa, Skt. 
apratisarrzkhyanirodha, 157 

of intellect/mind blo-zad, 84, 144, 165 
of quiescence zhi-ba'i 'gog-pa, 342 

channel rtsa, Skt. na(!f: see energy channell 
pathway 

charnel ground dur-khrod, Skt. smasana, 
460,469,471,482,490,493,494, 
497,567,609,610,618,626,757, 
772, 791 

chiliocosm stong dang-po'i 'jig-rten-gyi 
khams, 131, 212 

Chinese chronicles, 399 
Chinese silk chu-dar, 663 
clairaudience lha-snyan, Skt. divyasrotra, 

132; see also divine ear 
clairvoyance lha-mig, Skt. divyacak~u~, 132, 

548, 609; see also divine eye 
classes of (living) beings 'gro-ba'i rigs 

five 'gro-ba rigs lnga, 414 
six 'gro-ba rigs drug, 14-15, 99, 166, 250, 

312, 341, 357,414 
twelve dissimilar classes or types of 

living beings to be trained gdul-bya 
rigs mi-mthun-pa bcu-gnyis, 137 . 

twelve thought patterns of living bemgs 
'gro-ba'i rigs mi-'dra-ba-mams-kyi 
rtog-pa bcu-gnyis, 137 

coalescence/union zung- 'jug, Skt. yuga-
naddha, 33, 201, 208, 232, 254, 269, 
274,537,605,643,923 

of appearance and emptiness snang-stong 
zung-'jug, 29, 31, 144-5, 192, 198, 
204,207,209,245,865 

of awareness and emptiness rig-stong 
zung-'jug, 34, 203-4, 273 

of bliss and emptiness bde-stong zung
'jug, 33, 125,204,251,255,273, 

277,281,288,301,362,870,877, 
909 

of the expanse of reality and pristine 
cognition dbyings-dang ye-shes-kYi 
zung-'jug: in Anuyoga, 284-5, 
354-6 

level of zung-'jug-gi sa, 477 
of radiance and emptiness gsal-stong 

zung-'jug, 33-4, 273, 350, 362 
coalescent being zung-'jug-gi sems-dpa, Skt. 

yuganaddhasattva, 259 
co-emergence lhan-skyes, Skt. sahaja, 404, 

830 
colleges and meditation centres/hermitages/ 

retreats bshad-grva-dang sgrub-khang, 
519,625,632,671 

commentary 'grel-pa, Skt. vrtti, 30, 39-41, 
90-2, 99, 102, 142, 182, 186, 230, 
301,393,405,533,658,673,674, 
676, 677, 681, 691, 697, 701, 703, 
705,767, 831, 861, 872, 873, 876, 
878, 894, 925 

on the final promulgation, 95 
on the first promulgation, 93 
on the Fourth Pitaka, 96 
on the intermediate promulgation, 94-5 

commentators 'grel-pa byed-pa-po, 90-1, 440 
commitment(s) dam-tshig, Skt. samaya, 16, 

58, 63, 252-4, 266, 303, 305, 308, 
320,546,567,583,585,630,661, 
668, 686, 787, 798, 832, 852, 864, 
921, 928, 939; see also vows for those 
of the lower vehicles and oath of 
allegiance for those observed by 
doctrinal protectors 

of Atiyoga, 370 
ceremony for the fulfilment of skong

chog: this expiates any violations, 
585, 745, 788, 791 

five basic rtsa-ba dam-tshig lnga: 
according to Kriyatantra, 350 ,. 

fourteen basic violations of bsrung-bya z 
dam-tshig rtsa-ltung bcu-bzhi: 
according to Yogatantra, 361 . 

fourteen particular dam-tshig bcu-bzhz: 
according to Yogatantra, 355 

holder of dam-tshig 'dzin-pa, 841 
nine enumerations of dam-tshig mam

grangs dgu: according to Anuy:)ga, 
367 

of the sacramental substances: see 
sacrament/sacramental objects/ 
substances 

thirteen bye-brag-gi dam-tshig bcu-gsum: 
according to Yogatantra, 350, 355 

thirteen particular bye-brag-gi dam-tshig 
bcu-gsum: according to Kriyatantra, 
350 

three general spyi'i dam-tshig gsum: 
according to Kriyatantra, 350 

twenty, concerning attainment sgrub-pa'i 
nyi-shu: according to Anuyoga, 367 

twenty-eight dam-tshig nyer-brgyad: 
according to Mahayoga, 361 

twenty-eight common thun-mong-gi nyi
shu rtsa-brgyad: according to 
Anuyoga, 367 

twenty-three, relating to discipline brtul
zhugs-kyi nyer-gsum: according to 
Anuyoga, 367 

of Ubhayatantra, 353 

commitment seal of buddha-mind which 
secures the mind of conflicting 
emotions in the pristine cognition of 
sameness mnyam-nyid nyon-yid thugs
dam-rgya, 356 

common savour ro-snyams, Skt. samarasa, 
260-1, 305, 322,404, 571 

community dge-'dun, Skt. sarrzgha, 16, 95, 
394,403,519,731,933; see also 
monastic community and sarrzgha 

compassion snying-rie, Skt. karu]Ja, 13, 18, 
19,22,23,61,68,88,117, 140, 146-
7, 168, 193-4,200-1,231-2, 249, 
251, 281, 322, 393, 403,409,425, 
564, 568, 571, 575, 591, 592, 593, 
604, 622, 623, 641, 652, 653, 664, 
665, 705, 726, 744, 751, 758, 767, 
768, 774, 795, 809, 818, 821, 869, 
871, 887, 924, 934, 937, 939, 959 

great snying-ry'e chen-po, Skt. maha-

karu]Ja: as a stage of Mahayoga, 278-
9,281,360 

component(s) phung-po, Skt. skandha/ 

upadanaskandha, 59, 93, 170,212, 
217,224,247,250,251,259_60, 
276, 315, 333-4, 367, 424, 899 

of consciousness mam-shes-kyi phung-po, 
Skt. vijnanaskandha, 56, 176,212, 
224; see also under consciousness 

eighty-four thousand (doctrinal) (chos
kyi) phung-po brgyad-khri bzhi-stong, 
17,77,86, 133, 763, 925; see also 
extensive teachings, extremely 

of feelings tshor-ba'i phung-po, Skt. 
vedanaskandha, 55-6, 176,212 
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five phung-po lnga, Skt. pancaskandha, 
13, 20, 25, 55-6, 160-1 

five phung-po lnga, Skt. (asamasama)
pancaskandha: i.e. of the enlightened 
ones, 125 

of form gzugs-kyi phung-po, Skt. rupa
skandha, 55, 176,212,214-15 

four nominal ming-bzhi-Ia ldan-pa, 62 
of habitual tendencies 'du-byed-kyi 

phung-po, Skt. sarrzskaraskandha, 56, 
176,212 

of perceptions 'du-shes-kyi phung-po, 
Skt. sarrzjnaskandha, 56, 176, 212 

compounded entities 'du-byas, Skt. 

sarrzskrta, 52-3, 70-1, 93, 197,211, 
225, 297, 319, 321, 426 

Conangpa jo-nang-pa, 833, 850 
concentration bsam-gtan, Skt. dhyana: see 

meditative concentration(s) 
conceptual elaboration spros-pa, Skt. pra

panca, 19,22,24,26,28, 29, 31, 35, 
38, 154, 162, 164, 167, 184-5, 196, 
203-4, 208-9, 215, 219, 232, 234, 
250, 252, 269, 272, 284, 295, 304-6, 
308-9,312,314-15, 317, 320-1, 324, 
330, 336, 342, 354, 360, 362, 365, 
368, 764 

conceptualising/discursive thought mam
rtog, Skt. vikalpa, passim 

condition(s) rkyen, Skt. pratyaya, 93, 118, 
145-6 and passim 

four, of sarpsara 'khor-ba'i rkyen-bzhi, 
54-5 

conduct spyod-pa, Skt. carya, passim 
of Atiyoga, 372 

of the bodhisattvas, 94-5, 236 
disciplined, (of awareness) rig-pa'i dka'-

thub-kyi spyod-pa, 818, 820 
extensive spyod-pa rgyas-pa, 431, 440 
according to Kriyatantra, 270, 351-2 
according to Mahiiyoga, 277, 363 
in the mundane vehicle, 60 
of overpowering discipline brtul-bzhugs-

kyi spyod-pa: in Mahayoga, 281 
of the pious attendants, 93, 227 
of the self-centred buddhas, 230 
of self-restraint in Mahayoga, the eight 

divisions grol-Iam bag-yod-kyi spyod
pa brgyad, 281 

ten modes of doctrinal chos-sPyod bcu, 
60, 862 

three kinds of spyod-pa gsum: according 
to Anuyoga, 369 
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according to Ubhayatantra, 271, 352 
in the vehicle of Brahma, 61 
according to Yogatantra, 357 

conflicting emotions nyon-mongs, Skt. klesa, 
23,25,61, 73, 79, 89, 93, 130, 159, 
171, 174, 195, 198-9,227,229,236, 
255, 265, 292, 302, 309, 311, 321, 
332,341,420,424,930; see also 
defilements 

all-conflicting emotions kun-nas nyon
mongs, Skt. saytlkle§a, 57, 73, 170-1, 
176, 234 

eighty-four thousand nyon-mongs brgyad-
khri bzhi-stong, 133 

five nyon-mongs-pa lnga, 128, 714 
six nyon-mongs-pa drug, 12, 55 
subsidiary nye-bar nyon-mongs, Skt. 

upaklesa, 176 
three nyong-mongs-pa gsum, 88; see also 

poisons, three 
conqueror(s) rgyal-ba, Skt. jina: an epithet 

for the buddhas, who are conquerors 
of Mara, passim 

consciousness rnam-par shes-pa, Skt. 
vijiitina, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 35, 36, 
54-6, 156-205, 250-1, 257, 265, 294, 
424, 863, 896, 903, 905, 906 and 
passim; see also mind 

apperceptive rnam-par rig-byed, Skt. 
vijiiapti, 56 

as a component, 56, 176, 212, 224, 294 
of conflicting emotions nyong-mongs-pa

can yid-kyi rnam-shes, Skt. kli$ta
manovijiitina, 340; see also mind 
which apprehends emotionally 
conflicted thoughts 

contrasted with pristine cognition, 180-
4,201,203,210-11,215-16 

eight aggregates of rnam-shes tshogs 
brgyad, Skt. a~tavijiitinaktiya, 162, 
202,216, 221, 297, 309, 333-4,341 

of the eye mig-gi rnam-shes, Skt. 
cak~urvijiitina, 56 

of the five senses sgo-lnga'i rnam-shes, 
156, 158, 340, 356; see also sensory 
perceptions, five 

of the ground-of-all kun-gzhi'i rnam-shes, 
Skt. tilayavijiitina, 12,27,55, 178, 
340 

of the intellect/mental faculty yid-kyi 
rnam-shes, Skt. manovijiitina, 55, 
156-7,178-9,257,340,356 

proponents of: see Vijiitinavtidin 

six aggregates of rnam-shes tshogs drug, 
Skt. ~a4vijiitinaktiya, 162, 166 

consecration rab-gnas: a ceremony of 
inauguration, 629, 630, 643, 644, 
676, 695, 791, 809, 826, 838, 912 

consort(s), 470, 489, 562,663, 673; see also 
under deity(ies) 

father/male yab: male deities or yogins, 
125, 273, 281 

father and mother yab-yum, 369; deities 
yab-yum-gyi lha, 274 

five characteristic mtshan-ldan gzungs-ma 
lnga, 773 

male and female yab-yum, 277 
mother/female yum: the female adepts 

and deities, 125,273,281,284 
constellations and lunar mansions, the 

moving band of skar-khyim-gyi go-la: 
in astrology, 104, 946, 969 

contemplation(s) ting-nge-'dzin, Skt. 
samtidhi, 23, 34, 75, 117, 121, 125, 
141, 248, 253-6, 259-61, 265-6, 272, 
278,281, 3l2, 334, 340-1, 348-9, 
356-7, 4l2, 421, 423, 424, 456, 475, 
482,486,493,494,498,513,514, 
535, 554, 555, 562, 587, 590, 603, 
625, 629, 659, 695, 696, 700, 774, 
819, 822, 824, 825, 831, 858, 859, 
913 

on all that appears kun-snang-gi ting-nge
'dzin, 279 

blissful, radiant and non-discursive bde
gsal mi-rtog-pa'i ting-nge-'dzin, 579 

of the causal basis rgyu'i ting-nge-'dzin, 
279 

formless gzugs-med-kyi ting-nge-'dzin, 
486 

endowed with four nominal components 
ming-bzhi-la ldan-pa'i ting-nge-'dzin, 
62 

named "Great Lotus" padma chen-po 
zhes-pa ting-nge-'dzin, 130 

of the Great Perfection rdzogs-pa chen
po'i ting-nge-'dzin, 693 

of the "Illumination of the Greater 
Vehicle" theg-pa chen-po rab-tu snang

ba,912 
of just what is de-bzhin-nyid-kyi ting-nge-

'dzin, 279; see also contemplat;on of 
reality, just as it is 

non-conceptual mi-rtog-pa'i ting-nge
'dzin, Skt. nirvikalpasamtidhi, 280, 
287, 368, 854 

non-symbolic mtshan-med ting-nge-'dzin 
34, 248, 354 ' 

of nothing at all ci-yang-med-pa'i ting
nge-'dzin; 412, 419, 693; see also 
meditative absorption(s) 

of the pinnacle/summit of existence srid
rtse'i ting-nge-'dzin, 56, 419 

profound and vast zab-rgyas ting-' dzin 
75, 247, 423 ' 

of reality, just as it is chos-nyid de-bzhin
nyid-kyi ting-nge- 'dzin, 363; see also 
contemplation of just what is 

of the summit of existence: see 
co~templation of the pinnacle/summit of 
eXlstence 

symbolic mtshan-bcas ting-nge-'dzin, 34 
248, 354 ' 

three ting-nge-' dzin gsum: according to 
Mahayoga, 278-81, 358, 360, 362-3 

two kinds of ting-'dzin-la mos-bsgom-dang 
nges-rdzogs gnyis: according to 
Mahayoga, the meditation of 
devotion as in the performance of 
daily ceremonies (mos-bsgom) and the 
definitive perfection of perpetual 
contemplation (nges-rdzogs), 278, 363 

contemplative experiences, five ting-'dzin 
nyams lnga: according to Mahayoga 
34,278 ' 

continents, four gling-bzhi, Skt. caturdvfpa, 
14,56,60, 131,409,438, 515 555 
577 ' , 

continUUm/continua rgyud, Skt. tantra, 12, 
51, 142, 147, 197, 275, 971 

of the basis/ground gzhi'i rgyud, 32, 34, 
154, 169,247,253-5,276,291,348 
~7,9M ' 

of the path lam-gyi rgyud-rnams 32 34 
154, 169, 247, 265-6, 348, ~97,' 90;; 
three characteristics of lam-rgyud-kyi 
mtshan-nyid gsum, 265 

of the result 'bras-bu'i rgyud, 32, 154, 
169, 247, 266-7, 348, 897, 905 

three (comprising the actual or 
expressed meaning) (brjod-bya) 
rgyud-gsum, 32, 185-6, 196-8, 208, 
244, 262-7 

core-penetr t' a tng zang-thallzang-ka-ma dang 
thal-du byung-ba: in the Great 
Perfection, the penetrating openness 
of the very core of reality, which is 
the nucleus of pristine cognition 
335, 337, 344 ' 
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corruption(s) zag-pa, Skt. tisrava: the flux of 
:"orJd-forming deeds caused by 
Ignorance, 132, 157,227,319,330 
423, 615, 879 ' 

three zag-pa gsum, 472 
councils bsdu-ba, Skt. saytlgfti, 75, 410, 

428-31, 441, 456, 949 
covert intention ldem-dgongs, Skt. abhi

sandhi, 30, 218-22 

four kinds of ldem-dgongs bzhi, 30, 220-2 
crafts, sixty-four sgyu-rtsal re-bzhi, 98, 418 
creation and perfection, three aspects of 

bskyed-rdzogs gsum, 83, 358, 476, 
612,615, 616, 619, 650, 651, 652, 
654, 700, 717 

creation stage bskyed-rim, Skt. utpattikrama: 

the elaborate gradual phase of creative 
visualisation according to the tantra 
vehicles, 34, 35, 36, 85, 87, 204, 251, 
274,278-81,284,290-1,293, 300-2, 
305, 335-6, 358-60, 362-3, 365, 370, 
458-83, 486, 496, 523, 531, 647, 681, 
720,721, 723, 726, 787, 829, 836, 
844, 862, 865, 876-7, 880 

Cutting Through Resistance khregs-chod, 
38,334-7,341,371,593 

four creative stages of the path of khregs
. chod lam-gyi bskyed-rim bzhi, 371 
tn the Great Perfection rdzogs-pa chen-po 

khregs-chod, 828 

in primordial purity ka-dag khregs-chod 
877 ' 

cyclical existence 'khor-ba: see samstira 
c;iaka mkha'-'gro: male space-farer~ who 

embody awareness, 442, 451, 490, 
492; see also warrior 

c;iakinfs mkha'-'gro-ma: female space-farers 
who embody emptiness, 135-6, 199, 
406,442, 451, 468, 469, 470, 471, 
472, 482, 485, 486, 490, 492, 493, 
494, 498, 499, 501, 503, 593, 567, 
580, 581, 582, 583, 585, 587, 588, 
609,621,644,670,676,679,697, 
745, 756, 757, 760, 762, 766, 767, 
771, 772, 773, 774, 785, 786, 787, 
802, 814, 820, 825, 829, 832, 846, 
855,856,863,865,887,889,890, 
892, 927, 961 

of the four classes ngs-bzhi'i mkha'-'gro
ma,755 

of pristine cognition ye-shes mkha'-'gro, 
Skt. jiitinaqtikinf, 469, 480, 502, 572, 
755,763,774,837,857 
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of the three abodes gnas-gsum-gyi mkha'-

'gro-ma, 469, 853 , , 
script/symbolic language of mkha - gro 

brda'-yig, 469,580, 745-6, 747, 778, 
837, 844, 857, 865 

damaru qa-ma-ru: a skull-drum, 638 
death 'chi-ba, Skt. mararJ,a, 278-9; see also 

under intermediate state 

four ways of 'chi-lugs bzhi, 543, 547 
deceases, four 'da'-ka-ma bzhi, 923 . 
declension rnam-dbye, Skt. vibhaktl: m 

grammar, 100 
deeds mdzad-pa: i.e. those of a buddha, 

137-8, 146,221,253,415-16,.436, 
812; see also enlightened activtty(lCS) 

deeds, world-forming las, Skt. karman, l3, 
16,51,55-61,63,76,93, 118-19, 
130, 161, 198,214,229,260,277, 
298,321,409,414,450,641,658, 
671, 767, 769, 798, 832, 878, 896, 
898-9, 903, 913; see also karma 

freedom from bya-bral, 896 
three types of las gsum-po, 56 

defilements nyon-mongs, Skt. klesa, 913; see 
also conflicting emotions 

definitive meaning nges-don, Skt. nftartha: 

see under meaning 

deity(ies) lha, Skt. devatti, passim; see also 
consort(s) 

body of lha'i sku, 25~, 281, 35,6, 900 
body, speech and mmd of lha z sku

gsung-thugs, 31, 246,575,647 
centralgtso-bo'i lha, 271, 281 . 
of the expanse of indestructible r~al1ty 

rdo-rje dbyings-kyi lha: accordmg to 
Yogatantra, 32, 33, 207, 264, 272, 
353, 355; see also marJ,qala of 

indestructible (reality's) expanse 

favoured lhag-pa'i lha, Skt. iHade'vata, 

747,818,852,872, 874,927 
guardian srung-ma, 605 
local gzhi-bdag, 847; see also local 

divinity 

male and female lha-dang lha-mo, 304, 

348, 355, 367-8, 641; wrathful khro

bo khro-mo, 125; see also deities/ 

conquerors, .peaceful and wrathful 34 
meditational yz-dam, 91, 108, 510, 5 , 

537,564,585,588,607,615,634, 
647,665,710,711,713,726,766, 
828, 829, 853, 876, 922 , 

of perfect rapture longs-spyod-rdzogs-pa 1 

lha, 692 

of pristine cognition ye-shes-kyi lha, 347, 

923 
of relative appearance kun-rdzob-kyi lha, 

349 
six modes of lha drug: according to 

Kriyatantra, 270, 350-1 
symbolic mtshan-bcas lha, 287,}50-1 
of the three roots rtsa-gsum-pa 1 lh~: ~h~ 

guru, meditational deity and <;iakuu, 
376, 555, 586, 676, 748, 823, 847, 
855 

wrathful khro-bo lha, 713, 767; male and 
female khro-bo khro-mo, 125; see also 
following entry 

deities/conquerors, peaceful and wrathful 
zhi-khro lha/rgyal-ba, 132, 279-80, 
447,511,583,635,679,693, 775, 
853; see also preceding entry 

(Fifty-eight) Blood-drinkers/wrathful 
khrag-'thung/khro-bo lha (nga-brgyad), 

280, 623, 713, 767 
(Forty-two) Peaceful zhi-ba'i lha (zhe

gnyis) , 125-6, 280, 623, 644, 691, 
701 

of the Magical Net sgyu-'phrul zhi-khro, 

628,673,674,691,695,696,700-1, 
730,731,843,849 

delight(s) dga'-ba, Skt. ananda, 301 

co-emergent lhan-skyes dga'-ba, 818 
four dga'-ba bzhi, 818, 830, 877 
sixteen dga'-ba bcu-drug, 125 
supreme mchog-gi dga'-ba, 125, 376 

. h 12 18 34 55, delusion gtz-mug, Skt. mo a, , , , 

130,403, 547, 638, 901, 902, 903, 
904, 924, 938 . 

twenty-one thousand kinds of gti-mug-gz 

cha nyis-khri chig-stong, 77 
dependent (nature) gzhan-dbang-gi mtsha;; 

nyid, Skt. paratantralak~arJ,a, 24, .' 
26, 154, 160-1, 170-2, 182,219-20, 
see also essential natures, three 

dependent origination rten-'brel, Skt. 
-d 227-31 403; see pratftyasamutpa a, . ' 

also auspicious coinczdence and 
causality 

inward nang-gi rten-'brel, 208 
outward phyi'i rten-'brel, 208 . 
twelve antidotes/emptines~e~ belongm: 

to the trend in which 11 1S rtverse . 
rten- 'brellugs-ldog stong-pa bcu-gnyzs, 

230 . 25 
twelve modes of rten- 'breI bcu-gnYls, , 

159, 228 

desire 'dod-chags, Skt. raga, 12, 18, 33, 55-
6,61,64,72, 129, 130,273,302, 
306, 317, 322, 340, 412, 584, 625, 
652, 653, 899, 938 

four kinds of 'dod-chags tshul/rigs bzhi, 
269,413 
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discrete entities rang-rgyud-pa'i chos-rnams, 
104, 640, 641 

discriminative aWareness shes-rab, Skt. 

prajfia, 18, 28, 33, 34, 45, 55, 62, 
79,88,94,99, Il7, 125, 168, 181, 
184, 185, 192, 231-2, 244-5, 247-9, 
260, 269, 273-4, 278, 281, 286, 293, 
296, 300, 302-3, 306, 313, 343-4, 
359-60, 362, 364, 368, 422, 543, 
560, 563, 568, 570, 613, 615, 620, 
637, 703, 704, 773, 869, 871, 872, 
877, 899, 901, 902, 905, 916 

realms 'dod-pa'i khams, Skt. kamadhatu, 
13, 56, 129, 142, 258-9 

twenty-one thousand kinds of 'dod

chags-kyi cha rnam-pa nyis-khri chig
stong, 77 

desired qualities 'dod-yon, Skt. kamagu1}a: 

the five sensual pleasures, 251, 254; 
see also sensual raptures, jive 

determination la-bzla-ba: i.e. that made by 
the view of the Great Perfection 
which transcends or has transcended 
the subject-object dichotomy, 37, 
320 

deva lha: gods within the three realms of 
sarpsara, 451, 452; see also gods 

deviation gol-sa: i.e. from the view of the 

Great Perfection, 36, 37, 295-7, 302, 
323, 330, 340-1, 353, 851, 902, 923 

dhara.l).f gzungs: a mantra-like formula or 
incantation which serves a 
mnemonic function, promoting 
retention of extensive bodies of 
doctrine, 23, 141, 657, 743, 852, 
878, 928 

dharma chos: defined, 51-3; passim; see also 
dOCln'ne(sj 

dhiiti dhil-ti, Skt. avadhiltl: see energy 

channel/pathway, central 

dialectical doctrines (of the causal vehicles) 
rgyu mtshan-nyid-kyi chos, 854; see 
also under vehicle(s) 

dialectical sophistry, eight categories of rtog
ge'i tshig-don brgyad, 101 

born of meditation bsgoms-pa-las byung
ba'i shes-rab, Skt. bhavanamayf
prajfia, 535, 720, 877 

born of thought bsam-pa-las byung-ba'i 
shes-rab, Skt. cintamayfprajfia, 720 

perfection of shes-rab-kyi pha-rol-tu 

phyin-malpa, Skt. prajfiaparamita, 

23, 74-5, 182-3, 185, 188-9, 208, 
236, 300, 308, 901, 902, 909, 947 

superior lhag-pa'i shes-rab, Skt. adhi
prajfia, 71, 424, 707 

three kinds of shes-rab gsum, 185, 277, 
332, 722 

discursive/conceptualising thought rnam

rtog, Skt. vikalpa, passim 

disjunct conditions ldan-min 'du-byed, Skt. 

viprayuktasarrzskara: in Abhidharma, 
those conditions, such as linguistic 
phenomena, cessation of 
consciousness in meditative 
absorption and relations, which are 
not reducible to the categories of 
form and mind, 24, 156-8 

display rol-pa, Skt. lalita, 324, 326-8, 363, 

365-6, 368, 372; see also expressive 
plaY/POWer and play 

disposition (of reality) ngang, 251, 287, 3Il-

12, 315-16, 323, 325, 328, 337, 340, 
342-4,351,357,368,371,571,643, 
832, 896, 900 

dialectician mtshan-nyid-pa, 642, 678 
dialectics mtshan-nyid, 26, 60S, 650, 651, 

672, 704, 723, 757, 850, 898, 907 
three classes of mtshan-nyid sde-gsum: the 

three causal vehicles, 618, 671 
dichiliocosm stong gnyis-pa'i 'jigs-rten-gyi 

khams: a universe of 10002 world 
realms, 131 

dissertation rab-tu byed-pa/pra-ka-ra-rJ,a, 

Skt. Prakara1}a, 102 
distinct attributes of the buddhas, eighteen 

sangs-rgyas-kyi chos ma- 'dres-pa bco
brgyad, Skt. aHadasavenika
buddhadharma, 22, 140 

direct perception mngon-sum, Skt. 

pratyak~a, 21, 275-6, 300, 318, 
340,415,641, 844, 920 

three kinds of mngon-sum gsum, 102 
directions, ten phyogs-bcu, Skt. dasadik, 

412 

divination nag-rtsis: i.e. Chinese divination, 
in Contrast to the Indian tradition of 
astrology (skar-rtsis), 104, 727, 730, 
762,821,869; see also elemental 
divination 
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divination chart gtad-khram: a divination 
device which determines malign 
forces - gtad means entrusting and 
khram the crossing or sealing of 
malign forces, 786 

divine ear lha-snyan, Skt. divyasrotra, 928; 

see also clairaudience 

divine eye lha-mig, Skt. divyacak~u/J, 928; 

see also clairvoyance 

(doctrinal) components (chos-kyi) phung-po 

eighty-four thousand phung-po brgyad

khri bzhi-stong, 17,77,86, 133,763, 
925 

twenty-one thousand phung-po nyis-khri 

chig-stong, 77-8 
doctrinal seal of buddha-speech which 

secures the mental faculty as the 
pristine cognition of discernment sor

rtog yid gsung chos-rgya, 356 

doctrinal terminology chos-skad, 887, 894-5, 
925, 936 

doctrinal tradition chos-lugs, 51-2, 917, 920 
doctrinal wheel(s) chos-kyi 'khor-lo, Skt. 

dharmacakra, 28, 73, 76, 128-9, 131, 
151-5, 188,409,412,416,421,427, 
590,593,695, 726, 731, 823, 830, 
872, 948; see also transmitted precepts 

first promulgation/turning, of the 
middle way which abandons both 
extremes concerning the four truths 
dbu-ma'i lam-gyi bden-pa bzhi'i chos

'khor, 23, 27, 28, 76, 93, 137, 153, 
186-8,423, 896, 946 

second/intermediate promulgation/ 
turning, concerning signlessness 
mtshan-med 'bar-ma'i chos-'khor, 23-4, 

27,28,76,94-5,153-4,172,178, 
184-8, 206, 216, 423-4, 526, 896, 905 

of the secret mantra gsang-sngags-kyi 

chos-'khor, 95-6, 445-50, 458 
(third/final) promulgation/turning, of 

definitive meaning nges-don-gyi chos

'khor (phyi-ma/gsum-pa), 24, 27, 28, 
30,36, 76, 95, 153-4, 160, 170, 178, 
185-8, 190,206,216,236,300-1, 
424, 527, 896, 905, 944; see also 
promulgation of the doctrinal wheel, 

irreversible 
three promulgations/turnings chos-kyi 

'khor-lo gsum, 17, 23-4, 27, 76, 151-5, 
187,425,896,946-7 

twelve different, of speech gsung-chos-kyi 
'khor-Io mi-'dra-ba bcu-gnyis, 137 

doctrine(s) chos, Skt. dharma, defined, 51-3; 
passim; see also under treasure(s) 

ages of, 949 
background rgyab-chos, 658 

of cause and effect rgyu-'bras-kyi chos, 

538, 540 
chronology of, 941-62 
duration of, 943-5 
eye of chos-kyi spyan, 933 

five chos-lnga: i.e. of the Sutra of the 

Descent to Lanka, 128 
four negative nag-po'i chos bzhi, Skt. 

catu/JknlJadharma, 236 
four positive dkar-chos bzhi, Skt. 

catuiJSukladharma, 236 
four, of a spiritual ascetic dge-sbyong-gi 

chos bzhi, 52 

genuine/true dam-pa'i chos, Skt. sad

dharma: the Buddha's teaching, 51, 
59,68,70-2,102,113,137,195, 
217,235,393,403,422,428,498, 
504, 508, 509, 512, 513, 515, 516, 
527, 575,669,675, 705, 723, 748, 
753, 762, 806, 809, 874, 894, 938, 
939, 949 

lord of chos-kyi bdag-po, 761 

mundane 'jig-rten-gyi chos, Skt. 
laukikadharma, 12, 16, 51 

nectar-like bdud-rtsi lta-bu'i, 421, 423, 
648; see also nectar(-like instruction) 

ninety-six, of a single emanational body 
mchog-sprul-gyi chos dgu-bcu dgu-drug, 

22, 138 
of nirvaI)a mya-ngan-las 'das-pa'i chos, 

12, 16-18, 53, 70-2 
perception of chos-shes, Skt. dharma

jfiana, 226; after-effect of chos-kyi 

rjes-su shes-pa, Skt. dharmanvaya

jfiana, 227 
of the purification of the birthplace skye

gnas sbyang-ba'i chos, 416 

of realisation rtogs-pa'i chos, Skt. 
adhigamadharma, 16, 17,71-2,403 

of sarpsara 'khor-ba'i chos, 12-16, 53, 54-
69 

seven divine lha-chos bdun: of Atisa and 
the Kadampa tradition, 853 

sixty chos-kyi rnam-grangs drug-tu, 137 
supramundane 'jig-rten-las-'das-pa'i .;hos, 

Skt. lokottaradharma, 12, 51 
ten meanings of chos-kyi don bcu, 51-3 
thirty-seven aspects of enlightenment 

byang-chub-kyi chos sum-cu-rtsa-bdun, 
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Skt. saptatYZ/Tlsadbodhipaksadharma 
236 .., elemental divination 'byung-rtsis: Chinese 

divination or geomancy, 104; see 
also divination 

of transmission lung-gl chos, Skt. 
agamadharma, 16-17,403,582 

door sgo, Skt. dvara: in general this term 
indicates the apertures of the 
physical body and the gates of the 
five s.enses. In the Context of the path 
of skilful means, it specifically refers 
to the energy centres in the body' 
see also centre(s) , 

nine topics of 'byung-rtsis-kyi don rnam
pa dgu, 104 

elemental properties, five khams-lnga, Skt. 
paficadhatu, 20, 125 

. ~lemental components 'byung-'gyur, 368 
elIXIr sman: spiritual medicine, 867; see also 

nectar(s) 

at~a~nment of sman-sgrub, 686, 757 
elIXIr/water of life tshe-chu, 573, 662-3 

low~r, of one's partner's body gzhan-lus 
og-sgo: the secret centre of the 

partner, embodying awareness and 
emptiness, 277, 363, 368 

lower, of skilful means thabs 'og-sgo 286 

upper, of one's own body rang-Ius s;eng
sgo, 277, 363, 368 

upper, of skilful means thabs steng-sgo 
286 ' 

drama zlos-gar, Skt. natya, 18, 98, 103, 106-
7, 577, 762, 803 

thirty-six characteristics of zlos-gar-gi 

~ts~an-nYid sum-bcu-so-drug, 107 
dramatIC aIrs, nine gar-gyi cha-byad dgu 98 

630 ' , 

dramatic juncture, five sequences of 

~tsham-sbyor-gi yan-lag lnga, 107 
dramatIc manners, four zlos-gar-gi tshul 

bzhi, 107 

sixteen aspects of tshul bzhi'i yan-lag bco
drug, 107 

Drigungpa 'byz'-gung-pa, 592, 681, 823, 

830, 839, 841, 847, 850, 867 868 
929 ' , 

Drukpa Kagyiipa 'brug-pa bka'-brgyud-pa 

_ 823, 841, 847, 850, 868, 922 ' 
Dvaparayuga gnyis-ldan: the third age of the 

aeon, which is particularly suited to 
the practice of Y ogatantra 268 

elabo t' , ra IOn spros-pa, Skt. prapafica 302 
34 ' , 4, 403, 498; see also conceptual 
elaboration 

elder gnas-brtan, Skt. sthavira, 93, 137,429, 
1 430,438-9, 556, 557, 558 

e ement(s) 'byung-ba, Skt. (maha)bhuta 53 

fi 104, 301, 321, 368, 615, 747, 7~3 ' 
ve (g~oss) 'byung-ba (chen-po) lnga, Skt. 

panca(maha)bhuta, 13, 56 104 264 
MO ' , , 

four 'byung-ba bzhi, Skt. caturbhuta 38 
53, 117-18,328,336,542 543 '594' 
M8 ' , , 

789, 790 ' 

nectar-elixir bdud-rtsi sman, 619 651 
775 ' , 

spiritual chos-sman: i.e. the doctrine 
791 ' 

emaho e-ma-ho: an exclamation of wonder 
915 ' 

emanation(s) sprul-pa/sku, Skt. nirmana

(kaya), 68, 113, 118-20, 122, i24, 
127, 129-30, 214, 342,413,415 
468, 478, 492, 496, 526, 555, 556 
592, 594, 560, 572, 582, 58~ 607: 
618, 634, 637, 645, 648, 654, 665, 
677, 683, 698, 704, 719, 727, 733, 
734, 735, 736, 738, 745, 747, 751, 
753, 755, 757, 758, 760, 780, 791 
809,813,821,823,825,833,835' 
839, 841, 854, 859, 922, 934, 936; 
se~ also under buddha-body(ies) 

of artIstry and birth bzo-ba-dang skye-ba
dang, 133, 415 

Supreme mchog-gi sPrul-sku, 415; see also 
under buddha-body(ies) 

emanational teachings of buddha-body, 

speech and mind, three great sPrul

pa'i bstan-pa chen-po gsum: according 
to the Great Perfection, 134-8 

emotional defilement nyon-mongs, Skt. klesa: 
see conflicting emotions 

empowerment(s) dbang-bskur, Skt. abhiseka: 

the required entrance for the tan'tra 
vehicles, passim; see also maturation 

of aw~reness' expressive play/power rig
pa 1 rtsal-dbang: according to 
Atiyoga, 370, 673, 674, 763-4 

of beneficence, ability and profundity 
phan-nus-zab-gsum-gyi dbang, 360, 665 

(common) vase thun-mong-pa'i bum

dbang: according to Kriyatantra and 
Ubhayatantra, 360, 626, 825-6 829 
921 ' , 
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of the corpse of the great charnel ground 
bam-chen ro-yi dbang-bskur, 610 

of discerning/discriminating pristine 
cognition shes-rab ye-shes-kyi dbang: 

see empowerment, third 

eight hundred and thirty-one ancillary 
yan-lag-gi dbang brgyad-brgya so-cig: 

according to Anuyoga, 364 
extremely unelaborate rab-tu spros-med 

dbang-bskur: according to Atiyoga, 
500, 501 

of the fifteen ordinary sacraments sgrub

rdzas thun-mong bco-lnga'i dbang: 

according to Mahayoga, 700-1 
five dbang-lnga: according to the Secret 

Nucleus, i.e. those of beneficence, 
915 

five, of awareness rig-pa'i dbang-lnga: 

according to KriyiHantra and 
Ubhayatantra, i.e. those of ability, 
354; see also empowerment, (common) 

vase 

four snying-thig-gi dbang-bzhi: according 
to Innermost Spirituality, 499-501, 
673, 674-5 

four dbang-bzhi: according to Mahayoga 
360, 546, 613, 755, 825, 863, 923 

fourth dbang bzhi-pa, Skt. caturtha: 

according to Mahayoga, also called 
the empowerment of word and 
meaning. Refer to Mipham 
Rinpoche, spyi-don 'od-gsal snying-po, 

(pp. 149 ff), 360 
of great light rays 'od-zer chen-po'i 

dbang: according to the siitras. This 
is contrasted with the empowerment 
of supreme desire, 142, 912-13 

of the Great Perfection rdzogs-chen-gyi 

dbang-bskur, 370,677; see also 
empowerment of awareness' expressive 

play/power 

inner unelaborate nang spros-med dbang

bskur: according to Atiyoga, 500, 
501, 675 

of the irreversible vase phyir mi-zlog-pa'i 

bum-dbang: according to Yogatantra, 
354; see also empowerment of the 

master of indestructible reality 
"liberating", of the lower rite of 

VajrakIla smad-las sgrol-dbang, 712 
of longevity tshe-dbang, 669, 673, 674; 

for final support mtha'-rten tshe
dbang, 828 

of the master of indestructible reality 
rdo-rje'i slob-dpon-gyi dbang, Skt. 
vajraca:ryabhi~eka: according to 
Yogatantra, 354 

means for the conferral of bskur-thabs, 

601 
of the Mental Class sems-sde (A-don bco

brgyad-kyi) dbang, 700, 701 
of the nine vehicles theg-pa dgu'i dbang: 

according to Anuyoga, 364-5,910-12 
outer elaborate phyi spros-pa'i dbang

bskur: according to Atiyoga, 499-
500, 501, 580, 586, 673, 675 

outer, inner and secret phyi-nang-gsang

gi dbang-bskur, 469 
secret gsang-dbang, Skt. guhyabhi~eka, 

360,619, 830, 866 
six dbang-drug: according to Yogatantra, 

354 
of supreme desire 'dod-chags chen-po'i 

dbang: according to Unsurpassed 
Tantra. It is contrasted with the 
empowerment of great light rays, 
142 

of the Sutra which Gathers All Intentions 

mdo-dbang, 911-13 
symbolic brda'i dbang-bskur, 855 
third dbang gsum-pa: also known as the 

empowerment of discriminating 
pristine cognition. Refer to Mipham 
Rinpoche, spyi-don 'od-gsal snying-po, 

(pp. 146-8),247,301,360,584,866 
thirty-six, ceremonies dbang-chog so

drug: according to Anuyoga, 364-5 
three higher (supreme, uncommon) 

(thin-min mchog-)dbang gong-ma 

gsum, 347, 360, 913; see also 
following entry 

three profound zab-dbang gsum: 
according to Mahayoga, i.e. those of 

profundity, 347, 701 
vajra, bell and name rdor-dril-ming-gsum

gyi dbang: according to Ubhaya

tantra, 352 
vase, of awareness rig-pa spyi-blugs-kyi 

dbang, 493; see also following entry 
vase, that is the conqueror's means/ 

which pours out all the conquerors' 
means rgyal-thabs bum-dbang/rgyal

thabs spyi-blugs-kyi dbang-chen: 
according to Atiyoga. On this, 
Longcenpa, Treasury of the Supreme 
Vehicle, p. 291, says 'khor-'das gnyis-

'" Empowennent - Enlightened Attributes 
ka 1 dbang-bskur, phyi rgyal-thabs 

~Pyi-blugs-su bskur-bas stong-gsum-gyi 
Jlg-rten gling-bzhi n"-rab-dang-bcas

pa-la dbang thob: "Having conferred 
the empowerment of both samsara 
and nirva1).a, outwardly as a ~ouring 
Out ~f all the conquerors' means, one 
obtams the empowerment of the 
tric~iliocosm, together with the four 
Contments and Mount Meru" 345 

349 

453 ' , 

vases for the corners (of the ma1).<;iala) 
dbang-gi bum-grva, 726 

very unelaborate shin-tu spros-med dbang

bskur: according to Atiyoga, 500, 501 
water and crown chu-dang cod-pan-gyi 

dbang: according to Kriyatantra, 
349, 352 

of word and meaning tshig-don-gyi 

. dbang: see empowerment, fourth 
emptmess stong-pa nyid, Skt. sunyata, 23 

29, 31, 35, 37, 38, 45, 55, 144-5,' 
154,168,170-3,178,184-6,188_9 
191-3, 196-214,206,209,217_18 ' 
220,226,230,234, 236, 250,26~4 
272, 274, 280, 294-5, 304-5, 314, ' 
316-18, 321-4, 330-2, 335, 339, 342, 
351,354,356,359-60,365,371, 
403, 404, 583, 638, 653, 818, 830, 
856,877,898,906,923,924,931; 
see also under coalescence/union 

emptiness of stong-pa nyid-kyi stong-n"id 
309 y , 

endowed with all supreme aspects rnam

pa kun-gyi mchog dang-ldan-pa'i 
stong-pa-nyid, Skt. sarvakara

gUrJ.opetasunyata, 125, 185, 203, 250, 
255, 281, 291 

extrinsic gzhan-stong: i.e. the absolute's 

emptiness of extraneous entities or 
other substances, 27, 28, 41, l70-2, 
188; adherents of/apologists for 
gzhan-stong-pa, 207-8 

form of, within a black outline re-kha 

nag-po'i nang-La stong-pa-nyid, 301 
four modes of stong-nyid tshul-bzhi, 877 
great stong-pa chen-po: according to 
. Mahayoga, 278-9, 309 
mtrinsic rang-stong, 27, 28 41 171 

188 ' , , 
, 307; adherents/proponents of 

rang-stong-pa, 171, 186 
two modes of stong-pa-nyid-kyi lu " 

184 gs gnY1S, 

enclosure sbubs-ma, 448, 587, 588 
endowments, ten 'byor-ba bcu, 573 

energy channel(s)/pathway(s) rtsa, Skt. 

naqi, 20, 115, 124, 620, 773, 837 
877, 878 ' 

central dbu-ma, Skt. avadhuti, 341 722 
829, 877 ' , 

and c~rrents rtsa-rlung, 867; and seminal 
pomts rtsa-rlung thig-Ie gsum 20 34 
36,214,247,251,290, 293: 29~, ' 
301, 304, 362-3, 722, 813, 837 

knotted rtsa-mdud, 341, 773, 819, 844 
left rkyang-ma, Skt. lalana, 341 
of light 'od-kyi rtsa, 341 
right ro-ma, Skt. rasana, 341 

energy field below the earth rlung-dkyil, Skt. 
vayumarJ.qala, 131 

enlightened activity(ies) phn"n-Ias, Skt. 

karman, 22, 47, 68, 95, 116, 125, 
135, 137-8, 143, 146-8, 196, 249, 
266-7,288-9, 342-3,414,425,462, 
481,524,584,590, 591, 592,601, 
60S, 610, 612, 643, 647, 648, 655, 
656,660,664,668,672, 717, 720, 
721, 723, 724, 733, 736, 737, 738, 
746, 748, 757, 765, 768, 770, 783, 
788,798-9,801,803,811,812, 
817, 818, 820, 821, 824, 826, 830, 
838,839,844,846,847,848,867, 
880, 90S, 920, 928, 930, 936, 939, 
954, 959, 961; see also deeds and 
rites 

eight arisings of phrin-Ias shar-ba brgyad 
6n ' 

five phrin-Ias lnga, 283 

four kinds of phn"n-Ias rnam-bzhi, 146; 
see also rites, four 

enlightened attitude byang-chub sems, Skt. 

bodhicitta: see enlightened mind/ 
attitude 

enlightened attributes yon-tan, Skt. guna, 

18,23,26,27,28,61,74,95, i24-5, 
140-1, 144-8, l70-1, 174-6, 184, 188 
191, 195, 197-9, 249-50, 263, 266, ' 
269-70,289,297,306,341,342, 
345, 349-50, 376, 462, 480, 613, 
663, 665, 724, 846 

five yon-tan lnga, 283 

four yon-tan bzhi, 186, 212; see also 

transcendental perfection of enlightened 
attributes 

of pristine cognition ye-shes-kyi yon-tan 
349 ' 
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seven distinctions of yon-tan-gyi khyad

par bdun, 259 
sixty-four yon-tan-gyi chos drug-cu-rtsa-

bzhi, 95, 203 
enlightened family(ies) rigs, Skt. kulalgotra, 

29, 130, 189, 191-205,236,298, 
364,416,454,493,498,564,569, 
619,656,664,693, 722, 753, 771, 
772, 796,815,835,849,861,868, 
869,871,876,898,899,908,948; 
see also buddha-family(ies) 

of activity las-kyi rigs, Skt. karmakula, 

353 . 
which is attained sgrub-pa'i rigs: l.e. that 

of in~er growth, 29, 191-2 
five rigs-Inga, Skt. pancakula: according 

to Yogatantra, 11,21,33,273,343, 
346, 355, 357, 447, 453, 561, 563, 
623,660,672,676,691, 746-7 . 

four rigs-bzhi, Skt. catu~kula: accordmg 
to Ubhayatantra, 271-2, 353 

five minor rigs-chung lnga: according to 

Yogatantra, 273 
of inner growth rgyas-'gyur-gyi rigs, Skt. 

samudanTtagotra, 196, 198,202 
intermediaries, male and female pho

nya-dang pho-nya-mo: according to 

Kriyatantra, 271 
which naturally abides: see enlightened 

family, (twofold) which naturally 

abides 
of precious gems rin-chen rigs, Skt. 

ratnakula, 353 
six rigs-drug: according to Kriyatantra, 

271 
six, (of the Father tantras) (pha-rgyud) 

rigs-drug, 274 
six, (of the Mother tantras) (ma-rgyud) 

rigs-drug, 274 

sixth drug-pa, 447 
three (of pure deities of relative 

appearance) (kun-rdzob dag-p~'i lha) 

rigs-gsum, Skt. trikula: accordmg to 
Kriyatantra, 270, 346, 349-5~ . 

twofold buddha/enlightened famlly ngs

rnam-gnyis, 191, 196-7 
(twofold), which naturally abides rang

bzhin gnas-pa'i rigs (gnYls), Skt. 
prakfti~{hagotra, 29, 32, 191-2, 194, 

196, 198, 202, 263 
vajra rdo-rje'i rigs, Skt. vajrakula, 475 

enlightened mind/attitude byang-c~ub sems, 
Skt. bodhicitta: byang meamng pure 

of obscurations and chub meaning 
perfect in enlightened attributes, 94, 
118, 120, 122, 138, 197,232,249, 
251,261,263,285,296-7,308,311, 
320,323, 325-6, 333, 350, 355,661, 
663, 707,839,865,911,913,924 

of aspiration smon-pa'i sems-bskyed, Skt. 
prarJ,idhicittotpada, 235, 842 . 

cultivation/development/generatlOn of 
sems-bskyed, Skt. bodhicittotpada, 

192, 194,235,251, 395,411,412, 
610,677, 763, 805, 849 

of engagement 'jug-pa'i sems-bskyed, Skt. 

prasthdnacittotpiida, 235 
twofold precious rin-chen sems-bskyed 

gnyis, 852 
"enlightened mind" byang-sems: a synonym 

for thig-Ie or seminal pomt, 290, 866 
enlightenment byang-chub, Skt. bodhi, 12, 

29,32,45,83,95,98,120, 129, 147, 
193, 227-8, 232, 235-6, 246-7,256, 
258,266,292,307,313,335,342-3, 
372,411,412,413,414,415,416, 
420,497,498,577,620,703,710, 
766, 771, 901, 911, 913, 943 

aspect of, called physical refinement. 
shin-tu sbyangs-ba, Skt. prasrabdhl, 

561 
seven branches of byang-chub yan-Iag 

bdun, Skt. saptabodhyanga, 236 

three degrees of byang-chub gsum, Skt. 

bodhitraya, 414 
entrance 'jug-pa, passim; see also 

empowerment(s) 

to the Brahma vehicle, 61 
to the vehicle of Anuyoga, 354-5 
to the vehicle of Atiyoga, 370 
to the vehicle of bodhisattvas, 232-4 
to the vehicle of Kriyatantra, 349 
to the vehicle of Mahayoga, 278, 360 

to the mundane vehicle, 58 -4 
to the vehicle of pious attendants, 223 
to the vehicle of self-centred buddhas, 

227-8 
to the vehicle of Ubhayatantra, 352 
to the vehicle of Yogatantra, 354 

envy phra-dog, Skt. fr~a, 12, 55 - 13 
equanimity btang-snyoms, Skt. upek~a, ' 

61,631, 893 f 1 
erotic grace sgeg-pa, Skt. l'ila: i.e. grace u 

song and dance, 98, 107 _ 
esoteric instructions man-ngag, Skt. am-

- 18 39 104 108, 199, 216, naya, , , , 

Enlightened Family-Expanse of Peace 351 

248, 286, 290, 293, 300, 306, 319, 
344, 369, 375, 406, 453, 477, 478, 
483, 489, 496, 500, 535, 538, 539, 
545, 546, 562, 563, 569, 573, 578, 
608,610,614,615,618,619,647, 
650,651,658,666,669,671,673, 
675,677,678,681,689,691,699, 
705, 706, 707, 710, 713, 719, 720, 
721, 725, 730, 734, 737, 757, 762, 
764,807, 813, 820, 821, 822, 842, 
861, 862, 865, 871, 876, 877, 880, 
918,919,921,925,968 

of the Great Perfection rdzogs-chen man

ngag, 921 

of the path of desire chags-lam-gyi man

ngag, 818 
Esoteric Instructional Class man-ngag-gi sde: 

of the Great Perfection, 37-8, 319, 
327, 329-45, 371, 494, 498, 538, 
554-96, 697; see also All-Surpassing 

Realisation and CUlling Through 

Resistance 

four cycles of (man-ngag-sde'i) skor bzhi, 

332, 498, 501,654 
Inner Cycle (which Resembles the Eyes) 

(mig-dang 'dra-ba) nang-skor, 332, 

498,499 
Outer Cycle (which Resembles the 

Body) (Ius-dang 'dra-ba) phyi-skor, 

332, 498, 499 
Secret Cycle(s) (which Resemble(s) the 

Heart) (snying-dang 'dra-ba) gsang

skor, 332, 498, 499, 569, 570, 657, 
658 

three categories of man-ngag sde'i dbye

ba gsum, 37, 331 
Unsurpassedly Secret Cycle (which 

Resembles the Perfection of All) 
(thams-cad rdzogs-pa-dang 'dra-ba) 

yang-gsang bla-na med-pa'i skor, 332, 

498, 500; see also Innermost 

Spirituality 

view and path of man-ngag-sde'i lta-ba

dang lam, 333 

essence ngo-bo(-nyid), Skt. svabhiiva: in 
general this term refers to the 
essence of anything, as opposed to 
its superficial attributes or 
characteristics. In particular it 
indicates the nature of the buddha
body of reality, 22, 32, 54-5, 57, 68, 
71-2,87,116,139,146,167,175, 
184, 189, 197-8,211,243,245,248-

9,251,264,302,307,309,311-13, 
317,320,324,330,335,343,357-8, 
403, 494, 594, 887, 907, 923 

essenceless natures, three ngo-bo-nyid med

pa gsum, Skt. trividhii nilJsvabhiivatii, 
219-20 

essential natures, three mtshan-nyid gsuml 

ngo-bo-nyid gsum/rang-bzhin gsum, 

SkI. trilak~arJ,a/trisvabhdva, 24, 25, 
26,28, 154, 160-1, 170-2, 182-3, 
216; see absolute (nature/reality), 

imaginary (nature) and dependent 

(nature) 

establishment (of reality) bzhag-thabs, 37, 
331, 336 

eternal ism and nihilism rtag-chad, 82, 95, 
144, 164, 252, 324; see also 
extreme(s), extremist(s) and nihilism 

four eternalistic schools rtag-Ita sde-bzhi, 
16, 64-6 

evil destinies/existences ngan-songl-'gro, Skt. 
durgati, 21, 53, 56, 65,88, 127, 147, 
193, 213, 277, 303, 638 

three ngan-song/-'gro gsum, SkI. tisro 

durgatayalJ, 58, 767 
excellences, five phun-sum tshogs-pa lnga, 

22, 137,280,703; see also certainties, 

five 

excellent teaching, ten aspects of legs-gsung

gi rnam-pa bcu, 74 

exegesis bshad-pa, SkI. dkhyii, 47, 65, 104, 
290-3, 376, 403, 489, 523, 526, 527, 
535,601,609,612,645,673,674, 
678, 683, 689, 696, 698, 699, 702, 
717,720,721,722,723,724,726, 
730,733,737,738,762,822,827, 
830,831,848,861,888,895,921, 
938, 950, 954, 962, 968 

three general styles of spyi-don rnam

gsum, 206, 292-3 
Exegetical Lineages, Ten Great Pillars who 

Supported bshad-brgyud 'degs-pa'i ka

chen bcu, 851 

exegetical tradition bshad-Iugs, 41, 139, 678, 
684, 842, 850 

exegetical transmission bshad-Iung, 674, 
675,682,687,691,701,730,733, 
754, 827, 828, 842, 869, 872 

existence and quiescence srid-zhi: a 
synonym for sarpsara and nirval).a, 
passim; see also quiescence 

exorcism glad, 695, 713 
expanse of peace zhi-ba'i dbyings, 848 
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expanse (of reality) (chos-kyi) dbyings, Skt. 
(dhanna)dhatu, 20, 22, 27, 29, 32, 
34,35,36,37,38,71,116-17,119, 
124, 126-8, 139, 144-5, 161, 164-5, 
167,172-5,180-1,183-5,189,191-2, 
195-9,201-3,206-7,209, 231, 234, 
247,250-2,258,284-5, 288, 294-5, 
297,306-7,310,315,320-1,323, 
325,330,332,337-8,342,354-5, 
358,365,368-9,376,403,413,447, 
448,449,494,539,574,584,585, 
594,609,637,679,707,711,726, 
748, 763, 767, 769, 773, 787, 804, 
813,825,830,857,858,867,877, 
879,899,901,908,922,923,924, 

927,947,970 
experiential cultivation nyams-Ien, passim 

exposer of secrets gsang-ston, Skt. raho 

'nusasaka: functionary at an 
ordination ceremony, 515 

expression/expressive words/style brjod-byed 

tshig/brjod-pa, 71-3, 88, 703, 907 
expressive play/power rtsal: the spontaneous 

activity of enlightenment or energy 
of mind-as-such, 37, 55,117,124, 
126, 147,201,204,249,284, 316, 
324-6,328-30, 332, 357-8, 360, 366, 
403, 684, 860; see also display and 

play 
extensive teachings rgyas-pa 

extremely shin-tu rgyas-pa chen-po, 86; 

see also components, eighty-four 

thousand (doctrinal) 
as the nine vehicles rgyas-pa chen-po, 86 

as one of the twelve branches of the 
scriptures shin-tu rgyas-pa, 76-7 

external perception gzhan-snang: the 
condition under which the 
emanational body is perceived, 139, 

145 
extreme(s) mtha', Skt. anta, 94,116,119, 

144, 209, 236, 248, 284, 295, 302, 
324,328,423,751,932,935 

937; see also eternalism and nihilism 

and nihilism 
eternalistic mu-stegs-pa, Skt. tfrthika, 16, 

63-8, 89, 184, 224, 318 
nihilistic mur-stug-pa, 16, 27, 63, 66-9, 

224, 318 
faculties, five dbang-po lnga, Skt. 

paiicendriya: attributes of the . 
bodhisattva path among the thtrty
seven aspects of enlightenment, not 
to be confused with the five sense 

organs, 236 .. 
families rigs, Sk1. gotra: i.e. the famlhes or 

types of sentient beings in cont~a.st to 
the buddha or enlightened famlhes, 

95 
cut-off rigs-med-pa, Skt. agotraka, 64, 

194 
dubious ma-nges-pa'i rigs, Sk1. aniyata-

gotra, 63 
five rigs-can lnga, Skt. paiicagotra, 133 

faith(s) dad-pa, Sk1. sraddha, 59, 568, 575, 
604, 615, 618, 639, 655, 665, 669, 

853, 869 
three dad-pa gsum, 968 

fearlessnesses mi- 'jigs-pa, Sk1. abhaya, 201, 

663, 928 
four mi- 'jigs-pa bzhi, Skt. caLUrvaisa-

radya, 22, 140, 171,266 
feast offering tshogs(-kyi 'khor-Io), Sk1. 

gmJ,acakra: an assembly or 
congregation in which elaborate feast 
offerings are consumed according to 

the teaching of the three highest 
vehicles. See Gonpo Tsetan, The 

Udumbara Bouquet; also GGFTC 
(pp. 923-31), 255, 281, 290,460, 
487,561,580,585,588,590,591, 
621,627,649,676,692,736, 766, 
772, 773, 848, 857, 864, 866, 867 

field zhing-khams, Skt. k~etra: see (buddha-) 

field k 
Followers of Brahma tshangs-pa-ba, S 1. 

Briihma1J,a, 66 
eight mtha'-brgyad, 233 
eternalistic and nihilistic rtag-pa'i mtha'

dang chad-pa'i mtha', 16,252,324 
four mtha'-bzhi, 26, 126, 162, 184,233, 

269, 348, 350-1 
two mtha'-gnyis, 79, 82,95, 162, 252, 

Followers of B~haspati phur-bu-pa, Skt. 
Barhaspatya, 16,67, 197 

Followers of the Conqueror rgyal-ba-pa: 

see Jaina 
Followers of lsvara dbang-phyug-pa: fee 

907 
extremist(s) mu-stegs-pa, Skt. tIrthika, 103, 

146,425,471,472,478,486,493, 
7l5, 767, 803, 819, 913, 932, 936, 

Aisvara 
Followers of Kapila ser-skya-pa, Skt. 

Kiipila: the SalTlkhya School of 
Hinduism, 64-5 

Followers of the Owl 'ug-phrug-pa, Skt. 
Aulukya, 65; see also Vaise~ika 

Followers of the Veda rig-byed-pa, Skt. 
Vaidika, 66 

form gzugs, Skt. rnpa: in Abhidharma, this 
term indicates the apparent or 
sensible forms which comprise the 
objective aspect of phenomena, 156, 
158 and passim; see also under 
component(s) 

physical sku-gzugs: i.e. as the 
emanational teaching of the Great 
Perfection, 115, 135 

form realms gzugs-kyi khams, Skt. 
rnpadhatu, 13, 56,62, 129, 142,258-
9, 301, 340 

extraordinary khyad-par-can, 58,60, 62 
ordinary tsam-po, 58-60,62 

formless realms gzugs-med khams, Skt. 
iirnpyadhiitu, 13, 15,56,61-2, 129, 
142, 146, 165, 176,340; see also 
meditative absorption(s) 

four gzugs-med khams-pa'i gnas-bzhi, Skt. 
caturiirnpyadhiitu, 13, 15, 61-2 

fundamental nature/reality gshis(-lugs), 38, 
146,165,176,211,217-18,232, 
249,294,297-300, 303, 305, 314, 
316-17,320,324,335-7,377 

gandharva dri-za: denizens of the sky, who 
subsist on odours, 423, 425, 609 

garueJa mkha'-lding, 477,763,773,810 
gatherings, three 'du-ba gsum, 851 

Gaurl, Eight gau-rf brgyad, 623, 629 
gaze(s) lta-stangs, 614, 819 

three lta-stangs gsum, 907; see also three 

essentials which guide (the eyes) 

towards the expanse under All

Surpassing Realisation 

of the buddha-body of reality chos-sku'i 

lta-stangs, 572 

Gedenpa dge-Idan-pa: i.e. Gelukpa, 931 
Riwo ri-bo dge-Idan-pa, 868 

Gelukpa dge-Iugs-pa, 29,395,678,681,682, 
683,822,852,867,868,879,923-6, 
954; see also preceding entry 

genyen, twenty-one dge-bsnyen nyer-gcig, 

513 
geomantic centre/focal point/site me-btsa': 

focal points of power on the surface 
of the earth, and especially on the 
body of the supine ogress which 
represents the Tibetan landscape, 
330, 510, 614, 802, 847 
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geometric poetry zung-ldan bya-dka': 

comprising alliteration, lines read in 
two directions (ardhabhrama), 

zigzagging (gomutrika) and lines read 
in all directions (sarvatobhadra), 105 

gesture phyag-rgya, Skt. mudrii, 900; see 
also hand-gesture and under seal(s) 

of menace sdigs-mdzub, 819 

symbolic brda', 230 
of teaching chos-'chad-kyi phyag-rgya, 

879 
ghandhola spire ghan-dho-Ia, Skt. 

gandhiilaya: an offering-shrine, 
usually in the form of a stiipa, 133 

ghatika chu-tshod: a period of twenty-four 
minutes, 946 

ghee mar(-gyi nying)-khu, Skt. ghrta, 465, 
624 

gnostic mantras/spells rig-sngags, Skt. 
vidyiimantra: the mantras of the 
outer tantras, 260, 271, 273, 468, 
478,489, 503, 504, 715, 920, 972; 
see also mantra(s) and mantra 

syllables 

gods lha, Skt. deva: sentient beings of the 
higher realms, 11, 13, 14-15, 57-8, 
60, 65-6, 130, 132, 303, 416, 419, 
422,423,424,425,432,433,441, 
454, 468, 491, 492, 889, 939; see 
also deva 

and demons lha-'dre, 609, 654, 686, 
709, 761, 802, 819, 894, 938, 939 

goddess lha-mo, Skt. devf, 651, 715 
goddesses of the earth, twelve brtan-ma bcu

gnyis, 513 
Gongpo spirits 'gong-po: bewitching 

demons, 782, 939 
grammar sgra'i rig(-gnas), Skt. sabdavidyii, 

18,65,98,99-101, 103,292,512, 
577, 578, 605, 665, 677, 679, 703, 
706, 709, 724, 730, 731, 762, 806, 
821,850,917; see also science, 

linguistic 

Great Madhyamaka, subtle and inner phra

ba nang-gi dbu-ma chen-po, 25-8, 29-
30,32, 161-216; see also under 
Madhyamaka 

Great Perfection rdzogs-pa chen-po, Skt. 
*mahiisandhi: the vehicle of Atiyoga, 
and the ground, path and result 
taught therein; defined, 311-18; 11, 
17, 19,20,35-9,85-7, 124, 134-8, 
207,274,294-345,347, 358-9, 397, 
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451,453-4,461,490-504,524,531, 
538-96,614,619,646,647,651, 
652, 654, 665, 666, 668, 677, 679, 
680, 683, 691, 693, 694, 695, 698, 
707, 718, 722, 732, 734, 762, 766, 
813,818, 820, 828, 837-8, 844, 861, 
876,877,895-910,914,919,921, 
922,923,925,926,936,960-1; see 
also under pi{aka and vehicle(s) 

aural lineage of snyan-brgyud, 473, 494, 
499, 503, 550, 556, 570, 652, 658 

cycles of rdzogs-chen skor-rnams: see 
Esoteric Instrnctional Class 

exegetical tradition of bshad-brgyud, 494, 

556 
Kham tradition of rdzogs-chen khams

lugs, 706 

three classes/traditions of rdzogs-chen sde/ 

lugs-gsum, 36-9, 319-45, 538-96,697, 
854 

two paths of rdzogs-chen-gyi lam gnyis, 

334-45 
the verbal lineage/tantras of tshig-rgyud, 

493, 556, 574, 590 
Great Seal phyag-rgya chen-po, Skt. 

Mahamudra: see under seal(s) 

ground gzhi, Skt. asraya: the abiding nature 
of reality, on which basis buddha
hood may be realised, 36, 54-5, 115-
17,127,141,145,170-1,178,192, 
196,207,250,252,254,257,264-5, 
270-1,323-4,338, 342-3,413,643, 
897, 916; see also under continuum/ 

continua 

actual dngos-gzhi: the main body of 
practice or empowerment, 567, 580 

original gdod-ma'i gzhi, 879 

ground-of-all kun-gzhi, Skt. alaya: the 
substratum or buddha-body of 
reality as the unactualised ground of 
sarp.sara and nirvaI)a alike. It is 
contrasted with the consciousness of 
the ground-of-all (kun-gzhi rnam-par 

shes-pa, Skt. alayavijiiana), which is 
the foundation of all consciousness 
actualised in sarp.sara, 32, 55, 161, 
221,263,312,314,340-1,356 

guidance khrid, passim; see also liberation 
which lays bare the teaching smar/dmar

khrid: teachings which expose the 
nature of reality nakedly as if 
revealing the red (dmar) blood of the 
heart; or alternatively, teaching 

which is abundantly rich (smar) and 
detailed, 601, 843,' 87l 

guru bia-ma: a supreme spiritual teacher, 
passim 

root rtsa-ba'i bia-ma, 657, 718, 719, 835 
861, 868, 871 ' 

three means to delight mnyes-pa gsum, 
658, 680, 871 

Gyelpo spirits rgyal-po: "king" spirits who 
manifest through anger and hatred, 
491, 516, 519, 565,939 

habitual tendencies 'du-byed, Skt. sa1!lskara: 
see under component(s) 

hand gesture lag-pa'i phyag-rgya, Skt. 
mudra, 117, 290; see also gesture and 
under seal(s) 

five kinds of seal phyag-rgya rigs-lnga, 

357 
harmonious tones, seven glu-dbyangs-kyi 

nges-pa bdun, 98, 107 
hatred zhe-sdang, Skt. dve~a, 12, 18, 33, 

130, 273, 306, 322, 340, 899, 938, 
939 

twenty-one thousand kinds of zhe-sdang

gi cha nyis-khri chig-stong, 77 

heart-orb of Vairocana thugs dpal be'u, Skt. 
* cittasnvatsa, 961 

hedonists tshu-rol mdzes-pa-ba, Skt. 
Carvaka, 67 

hells dmyal-ba, Skt. naraka: the lowest level 
of cyclical existence occupied by 
sentient beings, 14, 130, 214 

Sariputra's visit to, 592 
heruka he-rn-ka: the wrathful meditational 

deity, 45, 404, 449, 623, 676, 692, 
837; see also supreme identity 

active las-kyi he-rn-ka, 866 

causal rgyu'i he-rn-ka, 625 
fruitional 'bras-bu'i he-rn-ka, 626, 631, 

632 
higher insight Ihag-mthong, Skt. vipaSyana, 

13, 61-2, 79, 167, 226, 236, 247, 
254-5, 338-9, 906 

higher realms mtho-ris, Skt. svarga, 14-15, 
56,61,65,81,97,920; see also 
Index of Locations 

Hindu/Hinduism phyi-pa: lit. "outsider"
the term may be used to refer to any 
doctrines or adherent of doctrines 
"outside" those taught by the 
buddhas, 394, 503, 936; see also 
Outsiders 

homonym sgra-gcig-Ia don du-ma, 106 

Great Perfection -Innermost Sp" t· . . . zrztua zty 
ldeashdeatlon and scrutiny rtog-dpyod, 61, 

355 

117,247,287,293,295-6,302,314_ 
. 15, 329, 905, 906, 907, 930 

holder of rdo-ry'e 'dzin-pa, Skt. vajradhrk: 

an exponent of the vehicle of 
indestructible reality, not to be 
confused with the thirteenth buddha 
level, which is also called Holder of 

Ignorance ma-rig-pa, Skt. avidya, 12, 24, 
32,54-5,67,69, 104, 159, 161, 166-
7, 175, 195, 228-9, 309, 423, 704 
~9,9~ , Indestructible Reality, 33, 115, 264, 

296, 330,481,515,733, 735, 809, 
814,817,850, 873, 892; see also 
vajra-holder 

co-emergent lhan-czg skyes-pa'i ma-n' _ 
pa,54 g 

of the imaginary kun-tu-brtags-pa'i ma
ng-pa,54 

of individual selfhood bdag-nyid gcig-pu'i 
ma-ng-pa, 54 

knot of rdo-ry'e mdud, 629 

line/phrase/verse of rdo-rje tshig, Skt. 
vajrapada, 35, 290-3, 376, 857 

r.laster of rdo-ry'e slob-dpon, Skt. 
vajriicarya, passim 

three interrelated aspects of ma-rig-pa 
gsum, 12, 54 

illusion, eight similes of sgy " d u-ma 1 pe-
brgyad, 236 

imaginary (nature) kun-brtags-kyi mtshan

nyid, Skt. parikalpitalak~ar:za, 24, 25, 
26, 154, 160, 170, 182,216,219-20' 

. see also essential natures, three ' 
lmmeasurables, four tshad-med bzhi 13 61-

2, 417 ' , 

impermanence mi-rtag-pa, Skt. anitya, 16, 

28, 53, 70-1, 153, 158-9, 186-7, 197, 
. 199,211,226,230,400,419,571 
lmpurity(ies) ma-dag-pa, Skt. asuddhi, 199, 

273, 326 and passim 

five snyigs-ma lnga, Skt. paiicakasa"a 
212 . ~ , 

independent/inherent existence rang-bzhin, 

Skt. svabhava, 26, 57, 94, 128, 154 
158, 164, 167, 171-2, 184, 190, 195', 
206,214-16,224,229,234,255, 
299,314, 317, 335, 653; see also 
substantial existence 

indestructible chain (of light) rdo-rie lu-gu
rgyud, 38, 337-9 

Inde t 'bl s ructl e Nucleus of Inner Radiance 
'od-gsal rdo-rje snying-po: the 
dimension of the buddha-body of 
reality, 19, 115, 118 122 448 722 
887· "" . , 971, see also under vehicle(s) 

Indestructible reality rdo-rje, Skt. vajra: 

defined, 260-I; 45, 95, 122,211 
260-I, 339,404,451,586,853,867, 
971; see also vajra 

of anger zhe-sdang rdO-lje, 604 
dance of rdO-lje'i gar, 514 773 
e b d' , 
m 0 lment of rdo-rje'i bdag, 185; see 

also supreme identity and self, trne 
expanse of rdo-rje dbyings, Skt. 

vajradhatu, 353-4 

of mind thugs-kyi rdo-ry'e 916 946' , , , see 
also buddha-mind 

song of rdo-rje glu, Skt. vajragftii, 572, 
583, 773, 837, 844, 866, 927 

speech rdo-ry'e'i gsung, 468, 934, 944: see 
also buddha-speech 

three (imperishable) rdo-rje (mi-shigs-pa) 
gsum, 264, 594, 830, 853 

Twelve Great Laughs of rdo-ry'e'i gad-mo 
chen-po bcu-gnyis, 336 

. .wings of rdo-ry'e gshog-pa, 627 
IndIvidual gang-zag Skt pud lao d ' . ga. mun ane 

beings, 93, 158, 215, 218-20, 312, 
396,397,398,411,440,933 

eight kinds of gang-zag brgyad: the four 
pairs of sacred beings, 227 

four kinds of gang-zag bzhi, 186 

. three kinds of gang-zag gsum, 932 

Inexpiable sins, five mtshams-med-pa lnga, 

. S kt. paiiciinantanya, 320, 901, 932 
Inference ry'es-dpag, Skt. anumiina, 101 

three logical axioms (of implicit) (dgnos

stobs ryes-dpag-gz) gtan-tshigs gsum 
102, 839 ' 

inherent existence rang-bzhin, Skt. 

svabhiiva: see independentlinherent 
existence 

inner heat gtum-mo, Skt. ca1Jq,ali, 547 548 
922, 936 ' , 

Innermost Spirituality snying-thlg, Skt. 
*cittatilaka: the tradition of the 
unsurpassedly secret cycle of the 
Esoteric Instructional Class of the 
Great Perfection, 122, 332, 494, 500 
501,554-96,668,678, 734, 820, ' 
837, 840, 846, 919, 922, 926; see 
also Unsurpassedly Secret Cycle (which 
Resembles the Perfection of All) under 
Esoteric Instrnctional Class 
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ancient and new snying-thig gsar-rnying, 

838 
inner radiance 'od-gsal, Skt. abhiisvara/ 

prabhiisvara: the radiance or 
luminosity of mind-as-such, 
particuarly as realised between the 
waking and dream states, 38,71, 

intentional symbols dgongs-pa brda': i.e. 
symbols indicative of buddha-mind, 
448; see also symbols/symbolic 

convention/symbolism 

142, 145, 161, 171, 174, 183, 189, 
191_2,195,198,200-1,211,247, 
252, 272, 278, 280, 288, 293-4, 297, 
300,302,311,329,333-5,337,340, 
354,362,369,413,421,462,581, 
582,585,587,588,618,680,726, 

intermediary(ies) pho-nya, Skt. duta, 645 
male and female, of the enlightened 

family pho-nya-dang pho-nya-mo: 

according to Kriyatantra, 271 
intermediate state bar-do, Skt. antarabhava, 

34, 39, 278-9, 339, 363, 496, 582, 

818, 825, 838, 877,919,923 
ten signs of 'od-gsal rtags-bcu, 301 

Insiders nang-pa: i.e. Buddhists, 69 
instruction(s) gdams-pa, passim; see also 

nectar-like (instruction) 
established gtan-la phab-pa, 76-7 
four, of the supreme emanational body 

'dul-ba rnam-bzhi, 21, 131-2, 146, 
414, 415; see also Vinaya 

further advice/instruction rjes-su gdams-

pa, passim 
oral advicelinstruction gdams-ngag, 

passim , 
seven, of Upagupta nyer-sbas-kYl gdams-

ngag bdun, 437 
insubstantiality rang-bzhin med-pa, Skt. 

nihsvabhiivaUi: i.e. lack of 
independent or substantial existence, 

421 
intellect/intelligence blo-gros, Skt. mati, 

passim . 
intention(s) dgongs-pa, Skt. abhipraya: I.e. 

of buddha-mind, 30, 72, 88, 94-6, 
102, 121, 143, 154, 170, 178, 182, 
184, 186, 188, 197,203,207-8,214, 
216_22,246,248,255,282,290-1, 
293,300-1,312,317,326,342,397, 
403, 404, 406, 413, 426, 447, 573, 
574, 582, 585,604,613, 615,619, 
627, 630, 640, 707, 722, 732, 783, 
804,807,819,829,840,848,854, 
856,858,861,871,879,880,894, 
899, 903, 905, 908, 910, 926, 930, 
943; see also buddha-mind 

four kinds of dgongs-pa rnam-bzhi, Skt. 
caturabhipraya, 30, 218-20 

seven powers of dgongs-pa'i rtsal bdun, 

455 
twelve different, of buddha-mind 

dgongs-pa mi-'dra-ba bcu-gnyis, 137 

583, 587, 660 
before birth skye-ba bar-ma, 278 
between the intermediate states of reality 

and rebirth srid-pa bar-ma, 379 

of the birthplace skyes-gnas bar-do, 279, 

344 
of existence rang-bzhin bar-do, 278-80 
four bar-do rnam bzhi, 39, 344-5 
of the moment of death 'chi-ka'i bar-do, 

278-9, 344 
of reality chos-nyid bar-do, 279, 344-5 
of rebirth srid-pa bar-do, 279, 345 

introduction ngo-sprod: i.e. to the face of 
reality, 332, 584, 586, 601, 866 

to the instructions gdams-ngag ngo-sprod, 

762-3 
inventory of treasure doctrines kha-byang, 

561,662,676,745,755,756,763, 
764, 775, 785, 789, 793, 796, 810, 
814, 815, 837, 843, 845, 863, 864 

essential gnad-byang, 845 
prophetic lung-byang, 863, 864, 866, 867 
quintessential snying-byang, 845 
supplementary yang-byang, 763, 789, 

845 /" 
Jaina rgyal-ba-pa: followers of SakyamUlll s 

contemporary, the conqueror 
MahavTra, and of the tfrthahkara 

who preceded him, 16, 66 

Jainism rgyal-ba-pa, 16, 66 , ' 
Jambu tree shing dzam-bu bri-ksha'l ljon-pa, 

Skt. jambuvfk~a: the rose-apple tree, 

409 'd 
just what is, the nature of de-bzhin-nYl , 

Skt. tathata, 31, 79, 124, 154, 172-3, 
183_5,200,217,279,300,307-8, 
313, 320, 334, 362,403, 412, 447, 

539, 901 948 
Jyai~tha snron zla-ba: June to July, 
Kadampa bka'-gdams-pa, 11,29, 198-9, 

395, 548, 805, 853 , 
schools, ancient and new bka -gdar:zs t 

gsar-rnying: the ancient school 1S tha 

of Atisa and his followers, while the 
new one is the Gelukpa school of Je 
Tsongkapa, 526, 850, 929, 951, 954 

Kagyii school bka'-brgyud, 395, 952 
eight minor subsects of bka'-brgyud 

chung brgyad, 395, 853, 952 
four great subsects of bka'-brgyud che 

bzhi, 395, 853, 952 
Kagyiipa bka'-brgyud-pa, 11,29, 199-203, 

823,847,850,852,868,879,922, 
931 

Kalantaka bird ka-lanta-ka, 455 
Kaliyuga snyigs-ma'i dus: the fourth or 

degenerate age of the aeon, which is 
suited for the practice of the 
Unsurpassed Yogatantra, 268 

Kama divinities, six species of 'dod-lha rigs

drug, 60 
Kamtsang kaytl.-tshang: the Karmapa or 

Karma Kamtsang school, 833, 850 
kaptse, (four) gab-rtse (bzhi): diagrams of 

cyclical existence based on the 
Chinese tradition of divination, 104, 
874 

karma las, 13,55-7,661,683; see also 
deeds, world-forming 

Karma Kamtsang karma kaytl.-tshang: the 
Karmapa or Kamtsang school, 841, 
867 

Karmapa karma-pa, 569, 584, 682, 683, 
812,841,847,848,868,956; see 
preceding entry 

Karttika smin-drug: November to 
December, 946-7 

Katokpa ka~-thog-pa: the tradition of Katok 
Monastery, 695 

Kham tradition khams-lugs: see under 
transmitted precepts 

khukco flowers khug-chos me-tog, 563 

kTla phur-ba/phur-bu: a three-bladed ritual 
dagger or spike, 535, 537, 603, 605, 
612,615,639,669, 709, 710, 711, 
713, 714, 715, 716, 751, 755, 781, 
786, 842 

which is a material symbol rdzas-phur, 
715 

ko~a: a bear-like creature, 490 
knowledge, love and power, mkhyen-brtse

nus gsum, 648, 665, 720 
Kriyatantra bya-ba'i rgyud: see under 

vehicle(s) 
Knayuga rdzogs-Idan: the first of the four 

ages of the aeon, which is suited 
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ideally for the practice of 
Kriyatantra, 268, 960, 970 

lama bla-ma: see guru 

lamps sgron-ma: according to All-Surpassing 
Realisation 

four sgron-ma bzhi, 338-9 

six sgron-ma drug, 907 
languages, four skad-rigs bzhi, 107 
lapis lazuli mu-men, 663 

layman dge-bsnyen, Skt. upasaka, 394, 423, 
543, 568, 622, 673, 709, 724, 728, 
805 

three kinds of dge-bsnyen gsum, 70 
laywoman dge-bsnyen-ma, Skt. upasika, 423 

learning, dignity and excellence mkhas-

btsun-bzang, 724, 734, 736 
lecture notes stong-thun, 601 
legend de-lta-bu byung-ba, Skt. itivfttaka, 76 

level(s) sa, Skt. bhUmi, 142,248, 304, 315, 
320, 335, 423, 424, 594, 609, 732, 
832 

of the awareness-holders rig-pa 'dzin-pa'i 

sa: the attainment of the buddha
body of supreme transformation, 
649, 918 

of the Bounteous Array (of Five 
Enlightened Families) (rigs-lnga) 

stug-po bkod-pa'i sa: according to 
Yogatantra, 84, 273, 296 

buddha, 34, 35, 36, 38, 82-3, 204, 207, 
214-15, 237, 270, 352, 369 

of deathlessness 'chi-med sa, 700 
eighth, (Unmoving) sa brgyad-pa (mi

gYo-ba), 282, 449, 691 
eleventh, (Universal Light) sa bcu-gcig

pa (kun-tu 'od), 30, 84, 237, 295, 691 
fifteenth (Great/Supreme Bliss) sa bcu

lnga-pa (bde-ba chen-po), 84, 771 
first, (Joyful) sa dang-po (rab-tu dga'-ba), 

281-2,912 
fourteenth, (Great (Cloud) Mass of Rota

ting Syllables) sa bcu-bzhi-pa (yi-ge 

(sprin-gyi) 'khor-lo tshogs-chen), 84 
fourth, (Flaming) sa bzhi-pa (,od-'phro

ba),613 

of a Holder of Indestructible Reality 
(Vajradhara) rdo-rje 'dzin-pa: the 
thirteenth buddha-level, 254, 462, 
496; of Four Enlightened Families 
rigs-bzhi rdo-rje 'dzin-pa'i sa, 84, 271, 
353; of Three Enlightened Families 
rigs-gsum rdo-rie 'dzin-pa'i sa, 270, 
352 
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indestructible rdo-rye sa: i.e. the 
resultant or buddha levels rather 
than the causal levels, 404 

ninth, (Excellent Intelligence) sa dgu-pa 

(legs-pa'i blo-gros), 449 

of no-return phyir mi-Idog-pa'i sa: the 
penultimate result according to the 
vehicle of pious attendants, 471 

sixteenth, (Unsurpassed Pristine 
Cognition) sa bcu-drug-pa (ye-shes 

bla-ma),84 

of a Sky-farer (of Four Enlightened 
Families) (rigs-bzhi) mkha'-spyod-pa'i 

sa, 84, 272; see also level of a Holder 

of Indestructible Reality 

ten sa-bcu: according to Anuyoga, 34, 
287-8 

ten sa-bcu, Skt. dasabhumi: of bod hi
sattvas, 30, 142, 174,237,281-2, 
341, 416, 574, 746 

tenth, (Cloud of Doctrine) sa bcu-pa 

(chos-kyi sprin-pa), 282, 412, 448, 
912,930 

third, (Illuminating) sa gsum-pa ('od

byed), 91, 184 
thirteenth, (Holder of Indestructible 

RealityNajradhara) sa bcu-gsum-pa 

(rdo-ry"e 'dzin-pa): see level of a Holder 

of Indestructible Reality 

twelfth, (Unattached Lotus Endowed) sa 

bcu-gnyis-pa (ma-chags padma-can), 

254, 757 
liberality sbyin-pa, Skt. dana, 220, 255, 303, 

305-6, 313, 768, 831, 902 
perfection of sbyin-pa'i pha-rol-tu ph yin

pa, Skt. danaparamita, 902 

"liberate"/"liberation" sgrol-ba: to transfer 
forcefully and compassionately the 
consciousness of a sentient being to a 
higher level of existence, thus 
benefitting that being and removing 
obstacles caused by his or her evil 
karma, 469, 535,603,604,605,612, 
615, 620, 622, 642, 711, 713, 767, 
938, 950 

liberated careers rnam-thar: the lives of 
those who attained liberation both 
for themselves and others, 406, 442 

liberating diagram btags-grol, 767 
liberation grol-ba/thar-pa, Skt. mok~a/mukti, 

16,18,19,21,27,28,30,37,38, 
64-7,69,84,88,96-7,108,115, 
125,139,147,192-3,223,228,259, 

261,264, 282, 305, 323-4, 326, 331-
2, 335-6, 342, 345, 359, 364, 370 
411, 415, 416, 425, 430, 432, 449 
540,547,557,571,593,595,641' 
642,655,656, 744, 787, 788, 819' 
873, 877, 888, 894, 898, 899, 903: 
930,944, 

definitely good nges-Iegs, Skt. niMreyasa, 
920 

four great modes of grol-Iugs chen-po 

bzhi, 38, 334 
four ways of grol bzhi, 748 

from limits mtha'-grol, 906 

maturation and smin-sgrol: in this 
context liberation refers to the 
guidance which confers liberation, 
see under maturation 

path of grol-Iam, 643, 683; two modes of 
grol-Iam rnam-gnyis: according to 
Mahayoga, 277-8; three aspects of 
the gradual rim-gyis-pa'i grol-lam 

rnam-gsum: according to Mahayoga 
34, 278-81 

primordial ye-grol, 906 

three approaches to rnam-thar sgo-gsum, 

Skt. tri1Ji vimok~amukhani, 28, 154, 
187,316-17,335,896,898,908 

liberators, eighteen secret gsang-ba'i sgrol-

ging bco-brgyad, 620 

liberties, eight dal-ba brgyad, 573 
life, three phases of skye-lxl'i n'm-gsum 34,278-81 
life-support bla-gnas: a sympathetic energy 

force, either in living or talismanic form, 
adopted to sustain a person's life, 605, 790 

life-supporting wolf-spirit bla-spyang, 

604,605 
limits, four mu-bzhi, Skt. catu~koti, 163-4 
limits, six mtha'-drug: parameters of the 

scriptures, 35, 290-2 
lineage(s) brgyud-pa, Skt. pararrzpara, passim 

of Anuyoga, 485-9, 537, 700, 717-32 
of Atiyoga, 413-14, 490-501; Mental and 

Spatial Classes, 538-53; Esoteric 
Instructional Class, 538, 554-96 

aural, of mundane individuals gang-zag 
snyan-khung-gi brgyud-pa, 397, 404, 
447,452,456-1,601,745,819,844, 
847, 858, 866, 894, 923 

close, of treasures nye-brgyud gter-ma, 

482-4, 741-881 
of the <;lakinls' seal of entrustment 

mkha'-'gro gtad-rgya'i brgyud-pa, 

745 

distant, of transmitted precepts ring-

. brgyud bka'-ma, 597-740, 792 
eIght, of attainment or (great) 

conveyances sgrub-brgyud shing-rta 
(chen-po) brgyad, 852-3, 861 

empowered by enlightened aspiration 
smon-Iam dbang-bskur-gyi brgyud-pa 
745 ' 

indestructible, of Supreme trans
formation 'pho-ba chen-po'i rdo-ry"e 
brgyud-pa, 406 
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logical contrareity and inclusion 'gal-kh\lab 
314 ~ , 

longevity tshe-ringltshe, Skt. dfrghayu~, 99, 

470,550, 564,671,678,712,804, 
842, 863, 874 

long-living tshe-dang !dan-pa, Skt. ayusman 
137, 423 . , 

lord bdag-?olmgon-pol dbang-phyug, passim 

of attamment sgrub-pa'i bdag-po, 322 
of the tenth level sa-bcu'i bdag-po, 117 

intentional, of the conquerors rgyal-ba 

dgongs-pa'i brgyud-pa, 397 404 447-
50, 745 ' , 

127-8, 186 ' 
loving kindness byams-pa, Skt. maitrf, 13 

23,61, 141,232,249,251, 421 5~0 
564, 571 ' , 

lineage-holder brgyud-'dzin 552 642 
733 ' , , 

of Mahayoga, 458-84; class of means for 
attainment sgrub-sde'i brgyud-pa, 475-

84; class of tantra rgyud-sde'i brgyud
pa, 458-74 

of the patriarchs of the teachings bstan
pa'i gtad-rabs, 432-9 

of prophetically declared spiritual 
succession bka'-babs lung-bstan-gyi 
brgyud-pa, 745 

six brgyud-pa drug, 404, 745, 862 
symbolic, of the awareness-holders rig

'dzin brda'i brgyud-pa, 397, 404, 447, 
452-6, 745, 872 

three brgyud-pa gsum, 397, 406, 447 
887, 968 ' 

.. true dam-pa'i brgyud-pa, 861, 969 
IIvmg being/creature 'gro-ba, Skt. gati: see 

families 
local d· .. 

IVmIty gzhi-bdag, 571, 621, 622, 624 
630, 633, 638, 639, 645, 690; see ' 

. also under deity(ies) 

lOgIC gtan-tshigs-kyi rig-gnas, Skt. hetuvidya, 

16, 18, 67, 69, 98, 101-3, 292, 313, 
440, 564, 577, 578, 590, 605, 642, 
650, 665, 679, 705, 706, 709, 732, 

. 805,806,850,873,917 
(logIcal) . 

aXIOms gtan-tshigs, Skt. hetu 163-4 
167, 247 " 

of awareness ng-pa'i gtan-tshigs: in 
Anuyoga, 287 

five kinds of gtan-tshigs lnga 26 
163-4 ' , 

four gtan-tshigs bzhi: of Mahayoga 34 
275-6 ' , 

fOur great gtan-tshigs chen-po bzhi 35 
294 ' , 

three gtan-tshigs gsum, 102, 839 

Madhyamaka dbu-ma, 16, 18, 25-8, 29-30 
41, 108, 128, 160, 162-216, 235-6,' 
315, 317, 323, 564, 577, 650, 805, 
850, 861, 878, 911, 925, 926, 936 

coarse and outer phyi rags-pa'i dbu-ma 
26, 29, 162-9, 206 ' 

five kinds of logical axioms gtan-tshlgs 
lnga, 26, 163-4 

four great axioms of gtan-tshigs chen-po 
bzhi, 35, 294 

subtle and inner nang phra-ba'i dbu-ma 
26-8, 169-216 ' 

Madhyamika dbu-ma-pa: a follower of 
the Madhyamaka, 25, 35, 162, 232 
234-5, 294, 342, 350 ' 

mahapat:t<,iita: great scholar, 703, 806, 821 
Mahasarpghika phal-chen-pa, 429-30 

Mahavasavartin, Akani!:'tha of gnas dbang-

sgyur chen-po'i 'og-min: the deities or 
inhabitants of Akani!:'tha, 449 

Mahayoga rnal-'byor chen-po: see under 
vehicle(s) 

class of means for attainment mahayoga'i 

sgrub-sde, 275, 283, 361-2,461,475-
83, 533, 534-7, 730, 804 

class of tantras mahayoga'i rgyud-sde, 

275, 283, 361-2, 458-74, 533-4 730 
804 ' , 

five aspects of the entrance to 'jug-pa'i 
yan-Iag lnga, 278-81 

four a.xi.o~s of gtan-tshigs bzhi, 34, 275 
two dIVISIOns of sde-gnyis, 462 

mat:t<;lala dkyil- 'khor: a cosmogram of deities 
or enlightened attributes, 20, 34, 36, 
117, 122, 124-6, 132,247,249,251-
3,255-6,266,276,279_81, 287, 291, 
295, 297, 304, 306, 308, 320, 324, 
338-9, 349-50, 362, 366-8, 404, 406, 
447,449,462,475,476,481,485, 
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494,499, 538, 572, 580, 583, 586, 
588,601,606,607,609,615,616, 
620, 621, 623, 628, 643,644,648, 
651,669,676,682,691, 712, 713, 
726, 738, 766, 772, 789, 798, 825, 
828, 829, 854, 862, 900, 903, 915, 
972 

attainment of the mal)Qala clusters 
tshom-bu tshogs-sgrub: in Mahayoga, 
279 

of buddha-body and pristine cognition 
sku-dang ye-shes-kyi dkyil-'khor, 347, 

360 
of buddha-body, speech and mind sku

gsung-thugs-kyi dkyil- 'khor, 31, 246 
centre dkyil: the principal deity or 

attribute, 125-6, 281,916 
ceremony/rite dkyil-'khor-gyi cho-ga, 

Skt. marf4alavidhi, 826, 831, 861 
of cloth ras-kyi dkyil- 'khor, 727, 828 
cluster of deities tshom-bu, 125, 279-81, 

779, 862, 973 
of coloured powders rdul-tshon-gyi dkyil

'khor: a symbolic representation of 
deities, 829, 839 

emanated sprul-pa'i dkyil-'khor, 290, 
718, 727, 729 

fundamental (offspring), of enlightened 
mind byang-sems rtsa-ba'i sras-kyi 
dkyil- 'khor: according to Anuyoga, 
32, 34, 264, 284-5, 366 

of the indestructible body rdo-rje'i sku'i 
dkyil-'khor, 766 

of indestructible (reality's) expanse rdo
rje dbyings-kyi dkyil-'khor, Skt. 
vajradhtitumarf4ala, 354, 466, 538; 
see also deities of the expanse of 
indestructible reality 

material rdzas-kyi dkyil-'khor, 710, 864 
outer, inner and secret phyi-nang-gsang

gi dkyil-'khor, 534 
periphery 'khor: the surrounding deities, 

125-6, 281 
primordial ye-nas dkyil- 'khor: according 

to Anuyoga, 34, 284, 365 
of the seals phyas-rgya'i dkyil-'khor, 246 
spontaneously present, of natural 

expression rang-bzhin lhun-grub-kyi 
dkyil- 'khor: according to Anuyoga, 
34, 284, 366 

three kinds of dkyil-'khor gsum: 
according to Anuyoga, 34, 284-6, 
365-7 

three dkyil-'khor gsum: according to 
Ratnakarasanti, Definitive Order of 
the Three Vehicles, 253 

mandate rjes-su gnang-ba: in this context it 
refers to one kind of the Buddha's 
transmitted precepts, 17, 74-6; for 
its sense in the vehicle of indes
tructible reality, see permissory 
initiation 

manifest in and of itself/self-manifesting 
rang-snang: the perceptual status of 
the buddha-bodies of reality and 
perfect rapture, in contrast to that of 
the emanational body which is 

extraneously manifest (gzhan-snang), 
115, 117, 122-7, 132, 139, 145, 194, 
249, 284, 326, 330, 341-3, 345, 358, 
360,447,448,640,924 

mantra(s) sngags: defined, 31, 257; passim; 
see also gnostic mantra(s)/spells, 
mantra syllables, pi?aka, secret 
mantra, seed-syllables, tantra(s) and 
vehicle(s) 

combined with sutras mdo-sngags, 693, 
695,696,706, 722,724, 725, 737, 
789 

contrasted with deities, 185, 306 
contrasted with sutras, 142-8 
fifteen distinctive features (of the 

superiority of the inner mantra to the 
outer sutra vehicle) sngags-kyi khyad
par bco-lnga, 248-55 

four distinctive features of sngags-kyi 
khyad-par bzhi, 246 

malevolent/malign drag-sngags, 610, 764, 

765 
outer and inner phyi-nang-gi sngags, 477, 

498, see also under secret mantra and 
vehicle(s); ten categories of sngags
phyi-nang-gi de-nyid bcu, Skt. dasa
tattva, 303-5, 308, 349-50, see also 

tantra, ten categories of 
teachingltradition: see under vehicle(s) 
text sngags( -gzhung) , passim 
three kinds of sngags-gsum, 257; see also 

secret mantra, g;Wstic mantras/spells 
and dhiiranf 

vital-heart sro~-snying, 471, 478, 513, 
514,612,615, 622, 629, 843,938; 

see also seed-syllables 
wrathful drag-sngags, 516,601,610, 

612, 615, 662, 679, 682, 690, 713, 
727, 763, 789, 790 

mantra adept sngags-'chang, Skt. mantra
dlJ,rk, passim 
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mantra syllables 'bru-yig, 75, 549, 585, 852, 

863,894,917; see also recitation 
seed-syllables and syllables ' 

(metrical lines) which consist of a 
determined number of morae or 
light syllables, 106 

maturation smin-pa, Skt. viptika: a synonym 
for empowerment, 972 A, 501, 572, 588, 761, 818, 860 

EVAM: lit. "thus" in Sanskrit A d' . ccor 109 
to the t~achings of the Vajrayana, E 

symbolIses emptiness and VAM 

symbolises coalescent bliss, 3i 207 
258, 930 ' , 

four yi-ge bzhi-pa, 547, 548 
HA-RI-NI-SA, 758 

HRII:I, 405, 468, 757 

HOM, 135,469,476,581,931 

hundred yig-brgya, Skt. sattik~ara, 762 
KA,690 

NB" 554 

OM A.I:I HOM, 564 

OM A.I:I HOM SVA.HA., 490 

OM MAl'll PADME HOM, the six-syllable 
mantra yi-ge drug-pa, Skt. $a4aksarf, 
508, 545, 569, 767, 841 . 

OM VAJRA KILl KILAYA, 715 
PHAT, 581, 931 

rulu mantra ru-lu sngags: this refers to 
any of the several mantras of the 
wrathful herukas which include the 
syllables ru-lu, 620, 631, 847 

ten, of Tara yi-ge bcu-pa, 857 
mantrin sngags-pa, passim 
marks mlshan-dpe 

eighty minor dpe-byad brgyad-cu, Skt. 
aSzlyanuvyafijana, 20, 124-5 

major and minor mtshan-dang dpe-byad, 
Skt. lak~arfa and anuvyafijana, 122-4 
128, 135, 191,405,436,447,468 ' 
645, 928 ' 

thirty-two' h major mls an-bzang so-gnyis, 
Skt. dvtitrirrzsanmahtipuru~alaksana 
20, 124-5, 877 . . , 

marvellous events rmad-du byung, Skt. 
adbhutadharma, 76-7 

master slob-dpon Skt - - , 
of ." acarya, passlm 

c;remomes las-kyi slob-spon, Skt. 
Rarmacarya, 515, 525, 551 678 694 
W6 ' , , 

of indestructible reality rdo-rje slob-d'Jo 
Skt. vajracarya passim 1 n, 

l11at . , 
enalist rgyang-'phen-pa, Skt. loktiyata 

16,63-4 67 ' 
l11atra metr Ph' '_ . , 

e yl mo. the many vanations of 
Sanskrit metre based on pada 

and liberation smin-sgrol, 471, 566, 580, 
593,595,721,733, 745, 758, 772, 
773,778,788,794,805,811,813, 
814, 818, 820, 823, 827, 835, 837, 
844, 847, 850, 853, 857, 858, 861, 
871,967; and supporting 

transmission smin-sgrol rgyab-chos 
gsum: these are empowerment 
guidance and transmission ' 

respectively, 442, 851, 856, 871 
seed of smin-pa'i sa-bon, 829 

meaning don, Skt: arlha: i.e. truth, object, 
purpose, SIgnificance, topic or 
concept, passim 

definitive nges-don, Skt. nittirtha, 28-9 
137, 142-3, 148, 162, 164, 169, 17'3, 
182, 184, 187-90, 201, 208, 216-18 
236,276,290,413,424,453,744,' 
896,903, 934, 944, 947; siUras of 
nges-don-gyi mdo-sde-rnams, 154-5 
187-90, 898 ' 

expressed brjod-bya'i don, 71, 73 88 
907 ' , 

provisional drang-don, Skt. neytirtha, 28-
9, 187-90,216-18,290, 301, 893, 

896, 909, 931, 934; slltras of drang
don-gyi mdo-sde, 187-90 

meaningful expression ched-du brjod-pa, 
Skt. udana, 76 

means: see skilful means 

means for attainment sgrub-lhabs, Skt. 

stidhana, 283, 462, 470, 472, 475, 
480,481,482,483,489,498, 535, 
564, 576, 587, 619, 621, 628, 642, 
647, 651, 663, 676, 679, 682, 686, 
691, 696, 703, 710, 715, 719, 722, 

724, 757, 775, 826, 827, 831, 848, 
861, 893, 920, 927; see also under 
Mahtiyoga and pi?aka 

eight classes of sgrub-sde brgyad, 283, 
361-2,475-83,521,534 

five classes of means for attainment of 
deities of pristine cognition ye-shes 
lha'i sgrub-sde lnga: according to 
Mahayoga, 361-2; see also under 
lineage(s) 

general and special classes of sgrub-sde 
spyi bye-brag, 482 
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of the guru bla-sgrnb, Skt. gurusiidhana, 
779 

of longevity tshe-sgrnb, Skt. iiyu~siidha-

na, 470 . 
three common classes of thun-mong-gl 

sgrub-sde gsum: according to 

Mahayoga, 362; see also under 
lineage(s) 

meats, five sha-lnga, Skt. paftcama1?lsa: 
commitments of Unsurpassed 
Y ogatantra, 274 

media, three sgo-gsum, the sensory gates of 
body, speech and mind, 264, 304, 
367; see also door 

medicine/medical science gso-ba'i rig-gnas, 
Skt. cikitsiividyii, 18,65,98-9, 575, 
651,665,677,722,746,762,775, 
791, 809, 850, 860 

meditation sgom-pa, Skt. bhiivanii, passim 
aftermath of rjes-thob, Skt. pnthalabdha, 

147, 168 
of Anuyoga anuyoga'i sgom-pa, 286-7, 

368-9 
as an aspect of discriminative awareness 

bsgom-pa-las 'byung-ba'i shes-rab, 71, 
99, 276 

of Atiyoga atiyoga'i sgom-pa, 334-45, 
370-1 

belt sgom-thag, 540 ,. 
of the bodhisattvas byang-chub sems-dpa 1 

sgom-pa, 236 . 
according to the Brahma vehIcle bram-ze 

theg-pa'i sgom-pa, 61-2 . 
of definitive perfection nges-rdzogs: 10 

Mahayoga, 278, 363 
devotional mos-bsgom: in Mahayoga, 

278, 363 
of Great Madhyamaka dbu-ma chen-po'i 

bsgom-pa, 184-5 . 
of Kriyatantra bya-ba'i rgyud-kYl sgom

pa, 270, 350-1 
vf Mahayoga ma-hii-yo-ga'i sgom-pa, 

278-81,301,361-3 
according to the mundane vehicle 'jig

rten theg-pa'i sgom-pa, 60 
non-meditation sgom-med, 304-5, 317, 

543, 548, 580,641 . 
as one of the transcendental perfectIons 

bsam-gtan phar-phyin, 94 . 
of the outer tantras phyi-rgyud-kYl sgom-

pa,348 ,. 
of the pious attendants nyan-thos-pa 1 

sgom-pa, 226-7 

of the self-centred buddhas rang-rgyal 
theg-pa'i sgom-pa, 230 

of Ubhayatantra upa rgyud-kyi sgom-pa, 
33, 27l, 352 

of Yogatantra rnal-'byor rgyud-kyi sgom
pa, 33, 272, 355-7 

meditational deities yi-dam, Skt. i~tadevatii: 
deities who are the focus of 
meditation and means for 
attainment, and who confer supreme 
accomplishments: see deity(ies) 

meditative absorption( s) snyoms- Jug, Skt. 
samiipatti, 29,93, 157, 164,206, 
254-6, 286, 293, 302, 314, 342, 356, 
368, 454, 549, 561, 581, 584, 639, 
912 

aftermath of rjes-thob, Skt. p'mhalabdha
jftiina, 166-7, 177,206,562 

four formless gzugs-med bzhi, 13, 15, 
61-2 

two methods of 'jog-thabs gnyis-po, 280 
meditative commitment thugs-dam, 773 
meditative concentration(s) bsam-gtan, Skt. 

dhyiina, 61-2, 71, 270, 302, 306, 902 
four bsam-gtan bzhi, Skt. caturdhyiina, 

13, 14-15, 61-2, 115 
fourth bsam-gtan bzhi-pa, 421 
perfection of bsam-gtan-gyi pha-ro!-tu 

phyin-pa, Skt. dhyiinapiiramtta, 902 
three aspects of the reality of bsam-gtan

gyi de-nyid gsum: according to 
Kriyatantra, 270 

meditative equipoise and its aftermath 
mnyam-bzhag-dang rjes-thob, Skt. 
samiihita and pnthalabdha, 75, 125, 
147,166-8,177,194-5,208-9,236, 
272,274,315-16,336,631,829,. 
831, 905; see also under meditatlOn 
and meditative absorption(s) 

meditator great sgom-chen, 622, 709 
.' ched bdun, Menmo sIsters, seven sman-mo m 

581 
Menmo spirit sman-mo: a female demon 

inhabiting the countryside, !73 
mental body yid-lus: the insubsta~tIal body 

assumed by the mind dunng the 
intermediate state after death, 178, 
260 

Mental Class of the Great PerfectioIt sems
kyi sde, 37, 319-26, 327, 370-1,494, 
496, 524, 538-53, 554, 619, 633, 
642, 654, 660, 688, 697, 700, 701, 
706,734,833,845,922 

seven categories of sems-phyogs bdun, 37, 
323-5 
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284,297,307,319-20,324_6, 328, 
334, 346, 350, 358, 369, 903 mental events sems-byung, Skt. caitasika, 24, 

35, 156-8, 164, 166-7, 183, 252, 294, 
314-15,329, 334, 340, 898,904, 
906 

Mind Only sems-tsam, Skt. Cittamiitra: 

Vijiianavada, 25, 27, 28, 159, 161-2, 
170, 178-86, 235, 936 

fifty-one sems-byung lnga-bcu-rtsa-gcig, 
156 

merit bsod-nams, Skt. kusalalPU'fJya, 23, 51-
3, 85, 94, 131, 247, 323, 345, 376, 
378,412,415,416,419,421, 550, 
592, 594, 621, 633, 634, 637, 647, 
661, 666, 768, 928, 934; see also 
under provisions 

dedication of bsngo-ba, Skt. pari'fJiimanii, 
592, 767, 792, 852 

metaphor gzugs, Skt. rapaka: in poetics, 105 
metrical feet dZii-ti, Skt. jiiti, 106, 730 
metrical lines: see piida 

middle path/way dbu-ma'i lam, Skt. 

madhyamapratipad, 95, 162, 182, 
311-12,421,423 

mind sems, Skt. citta: i.e. of an ordinary 
being, passim; see also under 
component(s) and consciousness 

in Abhidharma: this refers in particular 
to the dominant mind, i.e. 
consciousness, which is Contrasted 
with peripheral mental events, 24, 
35, 156-8, 164, 166-7,224-5, 229, 
252, 294, 314-15, 334, 340, 898, 
904,906 

which apprehends emotionally 

conflicted thoughts nyong-mongs-pa
can yid-kyi rnam-shes, Skt. 
kli~tamanovijiiiina, 55; see also 
consciousness of conflicting emotions 

of inner radiance 'od-gsal-gyi sems, Skt. 
prabhiisvaracitta, 189 

in its natural state gnyug-ma'i sems, 41, 
200 

superior lhag-pa'i sems, Skt. adhicitta, 
71, 79, 423, 707; see also meditation 

SUpreme sems chen-po, 116 

those holding the mind to emerge from 
space nam-mkha' yid-can-pa, 67, 197 

vital energy and rlung-sems, 536 
mind thugs, Skt. citta: see buddha-mind, 

mind-as-such and pristine cognition(s) 
mind-as-such sems-nyid: i.e. the 

fundamental reality of buddha-mind, 
30,31,36,37,87, 183, 197, 202, 
214,217,244,248-9,260,264,276, 

mindfulness dran-pa, Skt. smrti, 236; see 
also recollection(s) 

mind-stream rgyud, Skt. santiina, 276; see 
also continuum!continua 

miracle(s) cho-'phrul, Skt. priitihiirya, 131, 
358, 433, 434, 469 

four cho-'phrul bzhi: according to 
Mahayoga-also known as the four 
yogas, 355-6 

miraculous ability/power rdzu-'phrul, Skt. 
rddhi, 21, 132, 135, 137-8, 230, 248, 
281,425,456, 471, 473, 474, 513, 
538, 622, 624, 630, 639, 757, 758, 
791, 803, 811, 889 

four supports for rdzu-'phrul rkang-bzhi, 
Skt. Catviira rddhipiidiiJ;, 236 

monastic community dge-'dun, Skt. sa1?lgha, 
423, 666, 783, 848, 862, 921, 939; 
see also community and sa1?lgha 

monk dge-slong, Skt. bhik~u: i.e. fully

ordained, holding two hundred and 
fifty-three vows, 226, 393, 394, 423, 
424, 426, 429, 430, 440, 450, 515, 
520,521,523,524,526,541,547, 
548, 575, 578, 590, 601, 604, 607, 
626, 630, 632, 633, 672, 675, 694, 
775, 809, 810,921, 936, 950; see 
also under ordination and vows 

morae, Skt. laghumiitrii: light syllables in 
prosody, two of which are equivalent 
to one heavy syllable (Skt. guru
miitrii) , 106 

moral discipline tshul-khrims, Skt. Sfla, 12, 
30, 58, 117, 125, 220-1, 248, 253, 
306, 729, 899, 901, 902; see also 
under commitment(s) and vows 

of Anuyoga, 367 
of Atiyoga, 370 

of the bodhisattvas, 235-6 
of the Brahma vehicle, 61 
of Kriyatantra, 350 
of Mahayoga, 361 

of the mundane vehicle, 58-60 
perfection of tshul-khrims-kyi pha-

rol-tu phyin-pa, Skt. Sfiapiiramitii, 
902 

of the pious attendants, 226 
of the self-centred buddhas, 230 
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superior Ihag-pa'i tshul-khrims, Skt. 
adhiSlla, 71, 79, 423, 707 

Esoteric Instructional Class of 

Atiyoga, 332 
seven particular attributes of rang-bzhin 

three aspects of tshul-khrims gsum: . 
according to the bodhisattva vehlcle, 

235,355 
of Ubhayatantra, 352 

bdun, 20, 124, 251 
natural stems rang-bzhin, Skt. prakrti: in 

grammar, i.e. stems, 100 
natural nouns ming, Skt. niiman: i.e. 

nominal stems, 100 of Yogatantra, 355 
morphological change rnam-'gyur, Skt. 

vikara, 100 
Mu spirits dmu: malignant spirits causing 

natural roots byings, Skt. dhiitu, 100 

natures, three rang-bzhin gsum, Skt. tris
vabhiiva: see essential natures, three 

nectar(s) bdud-rtsi, Skt. amr:ta , 581, 755, 
811, 820, 844, 848, 861, 867; see 

dropsy, 491 
mudra phyag-rgya: see gesture, hand gesture 

and seal(s) 
mudra (las-kyi) phyag-rgya, Skt. (karma-) 

mudra: see seal, action 
Miilasarvastivada tradition gzhi thams-cad 

yod-par smra-ba, 429-30; see also 

Sarvastivada order 
music, eighteen appendages of rol-mo'i bye-

brag bco-brgyad, 98 

naga klu: spirits of the water and 
subterranean regions, usually 
depicted as serpents, 132,423,424, 
427,438-9,441-2,451,452,454, 
466,481,492,514,516,609,623, 
629,630, 631, 632, 649, 663, 763, 

764, 889, 939 
naginl klu-mo: a female naga, 452, 629 

nails, four gzer-bzhi, 647 
Naiyayika rigs-pa-can: an adhere~t of 

the Nyaya tradition of 10glC, 16, 

65 
naked ascetic gcer-bu-pa, Skt. nirgrantha: 

followers of Jainism in the 
Digambara tradition, 66; see also 

Jaina 
narrative rtogs-pa brjod-pa, Skt. avadana, 76 

NateSvara suborder of the Nathapamhas n~
tha-partha'i nang-tshan na4eshva-ra z 

sde, 504 
natural descriptions rang-bzhin brjod-pa, 

Skt. svabhavokti: in poetics, the first 
ornament of sense (Skt. arthii

lamklira) , 105 
natural e~pression rang-bzhin: an attribute 

of the buddha-body of perfect 
rapture, according to the Great 
Perfection, 20, 32, 72, 128-9, 135, 
144, 146, 161, 171, 174-5, 197, 199, 
215,246, 255, 257, 264, 294, 300, 
302,304,308,315,317,338,341, 

359, 403 
according to the four cycles of the 

also elixir 
deathless 'chi-med bdud-rtsi, 548, 575, 

613 
five bdud-rtsi Inga, Skt. paiiciimr:ta: 

sacramental substances, a 
commitment of Unsurpassed 

Yogatantra, 274 
nectar-elixir bdud-rtsi sman, 619, 651, 

775 
nectar(-like instruction) bdud-rtsi, 422, 432, 

577, 594; see also under docmne 

of esoteric instruction man-ngag-gi bdud-

rtsi, 925 
profound bdud-rtsi zab-mo, 416, 421 
of secret injunctions gsung-lshzg bdud-

rlsi,972 
negation dgag-pa, Skt. prali~edha 

explicit med-dgag, Skt. prasa)ya
prali~edha, 28, 164, 184, 196,206, 

208, 250, 326 
implicitly affirmative ma-yin dgag, Skt. 

paryudiisaprati~edha, 164, 208, 326 
new translation school(s) gsar-'gyurlgsar-ma

pa: the teaching tradition(s) based on 
texts translated into Tibetan after the 
time of Smnijfianaklrti, 11, 198-205, 
441-2,550,560, 565,633,643,657, 
665,666,671,672,675,677,683, 
695, 708, 713, 720, 724, 731, 748, 
758,762,768,789,806,807,809, 
811,823,824,827,833,836,842, 
852, 856, 861, 862, 872, 894, 898, 

950, 954 . 
in relation to the Ancient Translatlon 

School, 918-26 
Ngorpa ngor-pa: a subsect of the Sakyqpa 

school, 850, 868 
nihilism chad-Ita, 66-8, 197, 343; see also d 

elernalism and nihilism, extreme(s) an 

extremist(s) 

Morphological Change - Ocf,qiyiina Tradition 365 

Nirakaravadin rnam-rdzun-pa: adherents of 
Vijfianavada who hold sensa to be 
false, 25, 161-2 

Nirgrantha Jain gcer-bu-pa: the Digambara 
or naked ascetics within the Jain 
tradition, 432; see also Jaina 

nirval).a mya-ngan-las 'das: the literal 
meaning in Tibetan is "gone beyond 
the sorrows of sarpsara", 16, 19, 23, 
29, 30, 32, 36, 37, 39,49, 51-3, 70-
2, 80, 84, 95, lO9, 116, 118, 127, 
170, 173-4, 183, 187, 194,200,202, 
206, 213, 225, 229, 244, 248-9, 260, 
263,284,303,305-7,312,317,319, 
321,324-5,329, 331-2, 340, 344, 
372, 415, 426, 428, 432, 433, 435, 
436,437,447,494,500,502,550, 
588, 594, 614, 645, 660, 683, 726, 
746, 764, 897, 898, 922, 924, 930, 
947, 948; see also quiescence 

final yongs-su mya-ngan-las 'das, Skt. 
parinirviiIJa: the final passing away of 
buddhas such as Sakyamuni, 75, 
129, 131,416,426,427,428,430, 
435,437,438,440,441,454,508, 
613, 943, 944, 948 

non-Buddhist phyi-pa, 440, 471, 475, 485, 
715, 936; see also Hindu/Hinduism 

and Outsiders 

non-virtues, (ten) mi-dge-ba (bcu), Skt. 
(dasa)kusala, 13,56,58,60-1,64, 
302-3 

no understanding, those of ma-rtogs-pa, Skt. 
apratipanna, 13-16, 54, 62-4, 67, 873 

nouns, table of ming-gi kun-bshad: in 
grammar, 101 

Northern Treasures byang-gter: those 
discovered by Rikdzin Godemcen, 
782, 783, 802, 806, 808, 919 

novice/novitiate dge-tshul, Skt. srama1Jera: a 
novice monk in the monastic 
tradition, 545, 566, 569,676, 722, 
723, 724, 726, 728, 731, 753, 758, 
950; see also under ordination and 
vows 

nucleus snying-po, Skt. garbha: the nucleus 
of reality, 27, 29, 31, 36, 71, 115, 
154, 161, 174, 190, 192, 197, 199-
201, 213, 216, 247,268,284,299-
302, 308, 326, 330, 333, 337, 345, 
351, 366, 368, 372, 376, 378,403, 
409, 591, 746, 813, 897, 903,924, 
947, 973; see also seed 

of indestructible reality rdo-rje snying-po, 

Skt. vajragarbha, 336 

of the sugata bde-gshegs snying-po, Skt. 
sugatagarbha: the nucleus of 
enlightenment present in all sentient 
beings, 27,116,127,146,171,173, 
178, 189, 194,263,909 

of the tathagata de-gshegs snying-po, Skt. 
tathagatagarbha: the nucleus of 
enlightenment present in all sentient 
beings, 20, 27, 29, 32, 95, 147, 154, 
171, 173-7, 186-7, 194, 198,236, 
291,424 

nun dge-slong-ma, Skt. bhik~uIJf: i.e. 
fully-ordained, 424, 490, 546, 547, 
647; see also under ordination and 
vow(s) 

Nyang/Rong tradition nyang/rong-Iugs, 397, 
616,617-87; see also Zur tradition 

Nyingma (tradition/school) rnying-ma, 11, 
12, 17,22,28, 32-3, 35, 36, 39,40, 
47,208,247, 394, 395, 396, 397, 
399, 413-4, 550, 657, 667, 675, 692, 
883-940; see also Ancient Translation 

School 

Nyingmapa rnying-ma-pa: an adherent of 
the Nyingma or Ancient Translation 
School, 19,29, 39, 86, 115, 378, 
394, 396, 397, 599, 633, 695, 724, 
735-6, 768, 780, 794, 816, 822, 824, 
833, 834, 838, 839, 842, 847, 850, 
852, 879, 883-940, 951, 957, 965 

oath of allegiance, to bind under dam-Ia 

btags-pa, 469, 472, 481, 513, 514, 
519, 584, 622, 629, 639, 764, 802, 
939; see also commitment(s) 

Object of Cutting gcod-yul, 395, 546, 577, 
762, 763, 833, 853, 926, 929 

obscuration(s) sgrib(-pa), Skt. avaraIJa, 17, 

20,23,24, 27, 29, 32, 72, 127, 132, 
140, 159, 171, 175-7, 191-2, 2lO, 
212-13,248, 323, 336, 345,449, 
573, 625, 628, 659, 767, 811, 902, 
906, 908 

four sgrib-bzhi, 923 

three sgrib-gsum, 469 
two sgrib-gnyis, 51, 142, 159, 167, 175, 

378 
two kinds of suddenly arisen glo-bur-pa'i 

sgrib gnyis, 116, 139 
OQQiyana Tradition of Ritual Service and 

Attainment o-rgyan bsnyen-sgrub, 
578; see also rites of/ritual service and 
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attainment of the three indestructible 

realities 
offering mchod-pa, Skt. pilja, 53, 60, 99, 

122, 124,248, 253, 255, 266, 290, 
350, 356-7,420,422,429,499, 546, 
561, 565, 583, 588, 591, 593,619, 
620, 630, 652, 656, 714, 758, 766, 
848, 863, 864; see also torma 

goddesses mchod-pa'i lha-mo, 624, 638, 
water yon-chab, 543 

ogre srin-po, Skt. rak~asa: a cannibalistic 
demon, l36, 454, 455, 516, 520, 
715,887,939 

ogress srin-mo, Skt. rak~asf, 133,455, 507 
supine srin-mo gan-rkyal-du bskyel-ba, 

510 
omniscience thams-cad mkhyen-pa-nyid, Skt. 

sarvajfiata, 24, 82,96, 108, 154, 176, 
289, 298, 305, 342, 425, 707, 887, 
888,913 

openness, vast rgya-yan chen-po, 305, 324 
oracular mirror pra-sen: employed in 

divination to detect past, present and 
future events, 514 

orders, four tshogs rnam-pa bzhi, 137, 226; 
see also assemblies, four (ordinary/ 

monastic) 
ordination rab-tu byung-ba, Skt. pravajya: 

i.e. as a renunciate, 93, 436, 464, 
469,488, 515, 524, 525, 552,667, 
673,675,681, 715, 731, 753, 849; 
see also vows 

complete/full, of a monk/nun bsnyen
rdzogs, Skt. upasampada, 226, 250, 
524, 601, 676, 678, 681, 688, 694, 
723, 806, 821, 823 

according to the current rite lta-da'i cho

ga,435 
novitiate dge-tshul, Skt. srama1Jera, 226, 

524, 681, 723, 841 
three levels/stages of (so-thar) rnam-pa 

gsum/tshig(s)-gsum rim-nod-pa, 524, 

618 
ornaments rgyan, Skt. alarrzkara 

body sku-rgyan, 786, 845 
bone rus-pa'i rgyan, 581, 583, 638 
five wheels of inexhaustible mi-zad-pa'i 

rgyan-gyi 'khor-Io lnga, 866 
in poetics, 105; of enigmatic innuendo 

gab-tshig-gi rgyan, Skt. prahelika, 
105; phonetic sgra'i rgyan, Skt. 
sabdalarrzktira, 105; of sense don
rgyan, Skt. arthalarrzkara, 105 

Outsiders phyi-rol-pa: i.e. non-Buddhists, 
68-70, 82, 89, 104, 169 

Pacification zhi-byed: the tradition of 
Padampa Sangye, 395, 657, 762, 
833, 853, 926, 929; see also listed in 
the first section of the Bibliography 

pada rkang-pa: a metrical line (lit. "foot") of 
verse, 93, 105-6 

PaisacI sha-za'i skad, 107 

paI~Qita mkhas-pa, Skt. pa1J4ita: a scholar or 
expert, passim; see also scholar 

long-eared hat of pa1J-zhva rna-ring, 875 
parable gieng-gzhi, Skt. nidtina, 76-7 
paradigms of the roots byings-mdo, Skt. 

dhatupa~ha: in grammar, 100-1 
path(s) lam, Skt. marga/patha, passim; see 

also under continuum!continua and 
truth(s) 

of Atiyoga: see meditation of Atiyoga 
of conclusion: see path, final/of conclusion 

of connection/connecting sbyor-Iam, Skt. 
prayogamarga, 115, 175,236, 288, 
363, 411; receptiveness on sbyor-Iam 

bzod-pa, Skt. k~anti: on this, see 
Longcenpa, Treasury of Spiritual and 
Philosophical Systems, (pp. 143-6), 
125; middling degree of 
receptiveness on bzod-'bring, 228; 
supreme phenomenon on chos

mchog, Skt. agradharma, 236; feeling 
of warmth on sbyor-Iam drod, Skt. 
u~magata, 159, 236; climax/summit 
on rtse-mo, Skt. milrdhana, 236 

definitive, of skilful means thabs-kyi 
nges-pa'i lam: according to Anuyoga, 
34, 286, 368-9 

finaVof conclusion mthar-Iam, Skt. 
ni~thamarga, 266, 281, 288, 312, 
52l 

five lam lnga, Skt. paficamarga: of 
bodhisattvas, 30, 142, 155, 159, 174, 
230, 237, 634 

five lam-Inga: according to Anuyoga, 34, 
288, 369 

five lam lnga: according to Mahayoga, 
278-81 

four: see paths of leaming, four 
of (great) desire 'dod-chags (chen-po'i) 

lam, 288, 364, 818; esoteric 
instructions of chags-Iam-gyi man

ngag, 818 
indestructible rdo-rje lam, Skt. vajra

marga, 404 

367 
of insight mthong-lam, Skt. darsana

marga, 129, 155, 175,228,236,247, 
259,281,288,411,489 

Offering - Philosophical System 

patriarchs, line of gtad-rabs, 396,410,432-9 
(perfect) rapture longs-spyod (rdzogs-pa), 

Skt. sambhoga, 123-4, 141, 145,254-
5, 349, 357 

of learning slob-pa'i lam, 192, 196-7, 
259; four slob-pa'i lam bzhi 231 
236,287,923 J, 

liberating, of discriminative awareness 
shes-rab-kyi rnam-grol lam: according 
to Anuyoga, 34, 286-7, 368-9; three 
~ays of entering rnam-grol lam-gyi 
Jug-pa rnam gsum, 286-7 

perfection stage rdzogs-rimJ Skt. sampanna

krama: the subtle phase of creative 
visualisation in the vehicles of tant . rn, 
WhICh may be either elaborate 
involving yogic exercises, or ' 
unelaborate, involving meditation on 
emptiness, 34, 36, 85, 87, 204, 251, 
274, 278-81, 284, 291, 293, 295, 
300-2, 305, 312-13, 320, 335, 350, 
359, 362-5, 367, 370, 461, 464,485-
9,496, 523, 531, 537, 571-2, 647, 
681, 720, 721, 723, 726, 829, 836, 
844, 853, 862, 876, 877, 880, 898, 
923 

of liberation grol-lam, 643, 683; two 
modes of grol-lam rnam-gnyis: 

according to Mahayoga, 277-8; three 
aspects of the gradual rim-gyis-pa 
grol-lam rnam-gsum: according to 
Mahayoga 34, 278-81 

of meditation bsgom-lam, Skt. 

bhavanamarga, 155, 159, 175,236, 
281,288,411 

of a messenger (or intermediary in the 
sexual practices) pho-nyaJi lam, 830 

of no-more-learning mi-slob-paJi lam, 

Skt. asaik~amarga, 155, 159,237, 
247, 282, 287-8, 411, 493 

of provisions tshogs-lam , Skt. 

sambharamarga, 159, 175,228,236, 
288, 363, 441 

of skilful means thabs-lam, 618, 619, 
643; two thabs-lam rnam-gnyis: 

according to Mahayoga, 277; two 
esoteric instructions of thabs-lam-gyi 
man-ngag gnyis: according to 
Anuyoga, 34, 286, 368 

sublime eightfold 'phags lam yan-lag 

brgyad, Skt. a~tangamarga, 236 
two lam gnyis: according to Anuyoga, 

the definitive path of skilful means 
and liberating path of discriminative 
awareness (thabs-kyi nges-pa'i lam-

dang shes-rab rnam-par grol-ba'i lam) 
286-7, 368-9 ' 

two stages of lam-gyi rim-gnyis: 

p accord~ng to Mahayoga, 34, 276-81 
ath and FruIt lam- 'bras: the esoteric 

Instructions of Vinlpa primarily 
preserved within the Sakyapa 
tradition, 395, 576, 578, 657, 806 

. 813, 853, 923, 926, 930 ' 
patIence bzod-pa, Skt. k~anti, 94, 193, 306, 

902; see also receptiveness 
perfection of bzod-pa'i pha-rol-tu phyin

pa, Skt. k~antiparamita, 902 

permanence rtag-pa, Skt. nitya, 20, 186, 
211-12, 877, 902 

permissory initiation ry'es-gnang, 673, 826, 
866, 870; see also mandate 

perseverance brtson-'grus, Skt. vfrya: 94, 

153-4, 272, 281, 286, 297, 304, 306, 
353, 615, 620, 723, 833, 850, 853, 
857, 861, 902 

perfection of brtson- 'grus-kyi pha-rol-tu 

phyins-pa, Skt. vfryaparamita, 902 
Phakmotrupa phag-mo-gru-pa: the followers 

of the Kagyii tradition of 
Phakmotrupa, 590, 778 

Phakpa calendrical system 'phags-lugs: the 
system established by ChOgyel 
Phakpa, 400 

phenomena chos, passim; see also dharma 

eighty-four thousand chos brgyad-khri 

bzhi-stong, 55; see also conflicting 
emotions 

twenty-one thousand (dug gsum-ka cha

mnyam-pa-la) nyis-khri chig-stong, 55; 
see also desire, delusion and hatred 

philosophical (and spiritual) system(s)/ 
tenets grub-mtha', Skt. siddhtinta: 11, 
16,23,26, 30, 37,63-4,67-8,88, 
91, 162, 167-8, 176, 184-5, 190,204, 
208-9, 2l6, 249, 260, 287, 324, 340, 
404,411,463, 572, 578,619,625, 
669, 678, 845, 851, 873, 888, 925, 
930 

four grub-mtha' bzhi, 178, 184, 923 
five basic, of wrong view held by 

Outsiders phyi-rollta-ba log-pa'i rtsa
ba'i grub-mtha' lnga, 82; see also five 
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sophistic schools of the extremist 

masters under sophistry 
Phukpa calendrical systems, old and new 

phug-lugs gsar-rnying, 400 
pilgrimage place gnas(-chen), 567, 609, 676, 

807,819,820,847,863,866-7,889, 

957 
pinnacle/summit of existence srid-pa'i 

rtse(-mo), Skt. bhavagra, 62, 69-71, 

94, 197 
pious attendants nyan-thos, Skt. sravaka: 

defined, 223; 24, 25, 35, 75, 78, 82, 
90_1,137,153,156,158-9,174,179, 
180, 186, 196,203, 220, 230, 248, 
294,302,315,411,432,434,440, 

908,913,931,932 
pisacI phra-men: female animal-headed, 

cannibalistic deities of the wrathful 

mal)9ala, 132 
pitaka sde-snod: this comprises all the 

textual traditions of the diverse 
vehicles of the transmitted precepts; 
defined, 78-80; 259, 481, 498, 515, 
665; see also appraisal of textual 

traditions 
Abhidharmapitaka chos mngon-pa'i sde

snod, 17,77-9,91,102,424,428, 
430,431,650,730,753 

of Anuyoga anu-yo-ga'i sde-snod rnams, 

289 
bodhisattvapitaka of extensive teaching 

shin-tu rgyas-pa chen-po byang-chub 

sems-dpa'i sde-snod, Skt. *mahii
vaipulyabodhisaltvapiraka, 77 -8, 154 

of the Esoteric Instructional Class man

ngag-sde'i sde-snod, 332-3 

of the final transmitted precepts bka' 

tha-ma'i sde-snod, 178 

Fourth sde-snod bzhi-pa: the 
Mantrapitaka of the Awareness

holders, 78, 95-6 
of the greater vehicle theg-pa chen-po'i 

sde-snod-rnams, 78, 266, 431, 456 
holder of sde-snod 'dzin-pa, Skt. piraka-

dhara, 656 
of Kriyatantra, 270-1 
of Mahayoga, 283 
Mantrapitaka of the Awareness-holders 

rig-'dzin sngags-kyi sde-snod: the 
Fourth Pitaka, 17,31,77-8,95-6, 
257, 968; see also pitaka of the 
resultant secret mantra and of the 
vehicle of indestructible reality 

of the Mental Class sems-sde'i sde-snod, 

325-6 
of the pious attendants nyan-thos-kyi sde-

snod, 78, 226, 230, 895 
of prose and verse combined dbyangs

bsnyad-pa'i sde, 52 
of the resultant secret mantra 'bras-bu 

gsang-sngags-kyi sde-snod: the 
Mantrapitaka of the Awareness

holders, 241 
of the self-centred buddhas rang-rgyal-

gyi sde-snod, 230 
of the Spatial Class klong-sde'i sde-snod, 

329 
Sutrapitaka mdo-sde'i sde-snod, 17, 52, 

73, 76-9, 423-4, 428, 430 
tantrapitaka rgyud-sde: see under 

tantra(s) 
three/Tripi taka sde-snod gsum, 76, 78-80, 

203,405,428,429,436,437,441, 
468, 511, 560,619,888,893 

three lower sde-snod 'og-ma gsum, 259 
of Ubhayatantra, 272 
of the vehicle of indestructible reality: 

the Mantrapitaka of the Awareness

holders, 259 
Vinayapitaka 'dul-ba'i sde-snod, 17, 77-

80,423,428,430,431,730 
of Yogatantra, 273 

plainness phyal-ba, 370 
planets, (ten) gza'(-bcu), 104,351,469,930 
play rtsal, 584, 829, 832, 849; see also 

display and expressive play/power 

Podongpa bo-dong-pa, 833, 839, 850 
poetics snyan-ngag(-gi rig-gnas), Skt. 

kiivyavidya, 18, 103-5,577,677, 

705,727,731,821 
Point of Enlightenment byang-chub snying

po, Skt. bodhimatJqa, 115, 129, 412, 

416,419 
poison(s) dug, Skt. vi~a: i.e. the conflicting 

emotions 
five dug-Inga, 253, 332, 767, 924 
three dug-gsum, 18, 24, 33-4, 55, 77, 88, 

159, 229, 273, 277 
Pon bon, 690, 936-7, 938-40 
Ponpo bon-po, 508, 509, 632-3, 665, 690, 

760,762, 765, 791, 936-40 

posture(s) 'dug-stangs 
of a bodhisattva sems-dkyil, 879 
of the buddha-body of reality chos-~ku'i 

'dug-stangs, 594 
dramatic stangs-stabs, 304 

lotus pad-ma dkyil-krung, Skt. paryanka, 

190 
of a J;~i drang-srong-gi 'dug-stang, 572 

sedentary vajra-like rdo-rje skyil-mo

krung, 304 
three 'dug-stangs gsum: according to 

Atiyoga, 907; see also three supportive 

essentials of the body under All
Surpassing Realisation 

power(s) stobs, Skt. bala, 201, 236, 902 
five stobs-lnga, Skt. paiicabala, 236 

occult nus-pa/mthu, passim 

perfection of stobs-kyi pha-rol-tu phyin

pa, Skt. balaparamita, 902 
ten yon-tan stobs-bcu, Skt. dasa

tathagatabala: of the tathagatas, 22, 
171, 188,266 

ten dbang bcu, Skt. dasavasita, 405 

ten stobs-l;cu, Skt. dasabala: those 
cultivated by arhats and 
bodhisattvas, 435 

practice which divides sarpsara from 
nirval)a 'khor-'das ru-shan, 500 

Prakrit phal-skad, Skt. prakrta, 107 
Prasangika-Madhyamaka dbu-ma thal-'gyur, 

26, 28, 162, 164-9, 185, 206-8; see 
also Madhyamaka 

dialectic thal-'gyur, Skt. prasanga: the 
reductio ad absurdum in Buddhist 
logic, 69 

Prasangika-Madhyamika dbu-ma thal- 'gyur

ba: an adherent of the Prasangika 
dialectic as the appropriate form of 
argument for the Madhyamaka 
school, 164 

pratimok~a so-thar: see under vows 

preceptor mkhan-po, Skt. upadhyaya, 47, 
425, 509, 513, 514, 515, 522, 524, 
552, 565, 566, 568, 569,601,675, 
678, 688, 694, 708, 714, 728, 734, 
736, 753, 777, 784, 798, 806, 842, 
868,871,879,888 

Precious Jewels, Three dkon-mchog gsum, 

Skt. triratna, 59, 69-70, 95, 203, 
350, 468, 523, 583, 592, 644, 707, 
743, 768, 862, 970, 973 

predictions/prophecies/prophetic 
declarations lung-bstan, Skt. 
vyakaratJa, 76, 91, 397, 416, 438, 
440,498,577,584,586,621,638, 
676,698, 722, 726, 745, 747, 755, 
765, 766, 772, 784, 785, 786, 807, 
810, 812, 814, 820, 829, 832, 839, 
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842, 844, 846, 847, 855, 893, 923, 
927, 934-5, 944, 959, 960-1; see 
also under inventory of treasure 

doctrines 

indestructible rdo-rje lung-bstan, 801, 
823, 838, 853, 854, 859, 930 

preliminary practice sngon-'gro, 567; see also 
ground, actual and under yoga(s) 

prepositional prefixes nye-bsgyur, Skt. 
upasarga: in grammar, 101 

pride nga-rgyal, Skt. abhimana, 12, 55 
primordial purity ka-dag: in Cutting 

Through Resistance, 139, 176, 342, 
403, 550, 566, 585, 619, 679, 726, 
856, 971 

original ground in which primordial 
purity and spontaneous presence are 
coalesced ka-dag lhun-grub zung- 'jug 

gdod-ma'i gzhi: according to Atiyoga, 
207 

pristine cognition(s) ye-shes, Skt. jiiana, 

passim; see also buddha-mind 

of accomplishment bya-ba (grub-pa)'i ye

shes, Skt. krtyanusthanajiiana, 23, 

141, 283, 356 
blissful, radiant and non-conceptual bde

gsal mi-rtog-pa, 340-1, 362 
blessing/consecration of ye-shes-kyi byin

brlabs, 272, 353, 831 
coalescence/indivisibility of pristine 

cognition and reality's expanse 
dbying-ye dbyer-med: according to 
Anuyoga, 207; see also coalescence of 

~he expanse of reality and pristine 

cognition 
co-emergent lhan-cig skyes-pa'i ye-shes, 

Skt. sahajajiiana, 34, 286, 335, 340, 
345, 368, 773, 877 

contrasted with consciousness, 180-2 
of discernment sor-rtog ye-shes, Skt. 

pratyavek~atJajiiana, 23, 117, 283, 
356, 906 

of the expanse of reality chos-dbyings ye

shes, Skt. dharmadhatujiiana, 19, 22, 
117, 140,283,356 

eye of ye-shes-kyi spyan, Skt. jiiana

cak~uh, 535, 873 
five ye-shes lnga, Skt. paiicajiitina, 22-3, 

125, 128, 140-2, 273, 288, 342, 352, 
357, 594 

four kinds of ye-shes bzhi, 124, 251 
genuine/real don-gyi ye-shes, 745, 830, 

837 
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of intuitive awareness/that is intuitively 
aware rang-rig-pa'iye-shes, 1l5, 198, 

326,413 
irresistible descent of ye-shes btsan-thabs-

su dbab-pa, 39, 247 
matrix of ye-shes spyi-gzugs, 309,313, 

876 
which may be exemplified dpe'i ye-shes, 

837 
mirror-like me-long (lta-bu'i) ye-shes, Skt. 

adarsajiilina, 22, 140-1,283,313, 

356 
perfection of ye-shes-kyi pha-rol-tu phyin-

pa, Skt. jiilinaparamitli, 902. .. 
which qualitatively knows (the vIew) }z

lta-ba mkhyen-pa'iye-shes, 1l7, 127, 

140, 141 
which quantitatively knows (phenom

ena) ji-snyed-pa mkhyen-pa'i ye-shes, 

127, 140-2 
of sameness mnyam-nyid ye-shes, Skt. 

samatlijiilina, 19,22, 1l7, 141, 192, 

283, 356, 905 
sixteen moments of ye-shes bcu-drug (i.e. 

sems-kyi skad-cig bcu-drug, Skt. 
~odasacittak~atJ,a), 226-7 

three kinds of ye-shes rnam-gsum: 
according to the Sutra of the Descent 

to Lankli, 180-1 
three subtle ye-shes phra-ba gsum, 342 
twofold ye-shes gnyis: of arhats, 227 
wheel of ye-shes-kyi 'khor-lo, 915 

privy seal rgal-tshig/sgar-tshig, 787 . 
profound/profundity zab: the quallt~ of. 

discriminative awareness whlCh IS 
contrasted with vast or extensive 
(rgyas) skilful means, 28, 37,75,78, 
84, 184,247,305,321,329,331, 
335, 344, 393,412,416,440,448, 
468,488,677,707,726,744,830, 
839,845,871,907,920,923,927, 

931 

and Asati.ga, 180, 182, 184,300-1, 

440-1,849,903 
promulgators of India and Tibet 'phags-bod

kyi shing-rta (chen-po), 859, 873 
proof sgrub-pa: in logic, 101-2,209,327, 

874, 895, 907, 917, 924, 926, 929-33 
syllogistic gtan-tshigs, 708; see also 

(logical) axioms 
propensities bag-chags, Skt. vlisanli: residual 

tendencies established in the con
sciousness of the ground-of-all by past 
actions, 35, 55-6,79, 1l6, 127, 161, 
167,172,183,195,207,209,214-15, 
221, 228, 258, 279-80, 288, 324, 333, 
416,641,658,671,677,726,744-5, 
764, 767,807,809,843,860,903 

five bag-chags lnga: of the subject-object 

dichotomy, 357 
prophecies/prophetic declarations lung~ . 

bstan, Skt. vylikaratJ,a: see predzctIOns/ 
prophecies/prophetic declarations 

prose lhug-pa, Skt. gadya: in poetics, 105, 

107 
prosody sdeb-sbyor, Skt. chandovidyli, 18, 

103, 105-6, 577, 723, 727, 729, 730, 

731,821 
protector( s) of the doctrine/teaching chos

skyong/bstan-srung, Skt. dharmaplila, 
406,580,581,587,589,591,601, 
608, 614, 621, 623, 659, 665, 670, 
727,758,760,763,765,775-6,777, 

802, 829, 847 
"active", of Yamari las-gshin, 615 
of the transmitted precepts bka'-srung, 

581,584,587,632,644,815,866, 

928 
protectress (of mantra) sngags-srung-ma, 

580, 587, 815, 843, 849, 865 
provisions tshogs, Skt. sambhlira, 29, 36, 

168_9,171,220-1,228,247-8,251, 
253_5,258,288,292,297,345,411, 

412,492,621,630,658 
of merit bsod-nams-kyi tshogs, Skt. 

punyasambhiira, 26, 29, 1l5, 146, 
168,177,192,255,303,305,411, 

promulgation of the doctrinal wheel chos
'khor bskor-ba, Skt. dharmacakra
pravartana: see doctrinal wheel(s~ 

irreversible phyir mi-ldog-pa: the thud 
turning of the wheel, 154, 187-8, 
190, see also under doctrinal wheel(s); 
vehicle of the phyir mi-ldog pa'i theg-

420, 462, 625 
of pristine cognition ye-shes-kyi tshogs, 

Skt. jiilinasambhiira, 26, 29, 115, 
147,168,177,192,255,302-3,41)' 

420,462 197 pa,947 
promulgators who were masters of the . 

greater vehicle, two theg-chen-gyz 
slob-dpon shing-rta gnyis: Nagarjuna 

two tshogs-gnyis, 26, 30,175, 194-5, ' 
235, 244, 266, 332, 335, 379,420, 

462, 831 

two, of skilful means and discriminative 
awareness thabs-shes tshogs-gnyis, 192 

provisional meaning drang-don, Skt. 
neylirtha: see under meaning 

psychophysical bases khams, Skt. dhlitu, 21, 
93,131,170,212,217,224,247, 
251,259,276,322,334,367,421, 
424,900 

eighteen khams bco-brgyad, Skt. 
a~{adasadhiitu, 13, 55, 513 

pulse(s) 'gros, 258 
of the active energy currents las-rlung-gi 

rgyu-ba, 877; see also vital energy 
of the energy channels, currents and 

seminal points rtsa-rlung thig-le'i 
'gros, 829; see also under energy 
channels(s)lpathway(s) 

four 'gros-bzhi, 923 
Pure Abodes gtsang-ris gnas, Skt. 

suddhlidhivlisa, 15, 62, 413, 449 
pure essence(s)/essential substance(s) 

dvangs-ma: the elements in their 
refined state, 264, 281-2, 338, 340, 
543, 634, 642 

six dvangs-ma drug, 264 
pure human laws, sixteen mi-chos gtsang-ma 

bcu-drug, 59-60, 512 
pure land (sangs-rgyas-kyi) zhing-khams, Skt. 

buddhak~etra, 722, 812, 890; see also 
buddha-field 

terrestrial sa'i zhing-khams, 832 
purification sbyong-ba, 265, 304 and passim 

two modes of sbyong-tshul gnyis: 
according to Mahayoga, the creation 
and perfection stages, 279 

purificatory fast bsnyen-gnas, Skt. llpavasa/ 
po~adha, 58, 416, 429, 946; see also 
under vows 

purity(ies) dag-pa, Skt. suddhi, 37, 154, 
170, 186, 212, 251-3, 272-3, 293, 
298, 306, 313, 316, 320, 324, 326, 
348,354,518 

three dag-pa gsum: according to 
Kriyatantra, 35, 295-6, 349 

three dag-pa gsum: an axiom of 
Mahayoga, 275-6 

two dag-pa gnyis, 139-40 
Pu~ya rgyal: January to February, 809, 946 
quiescence zhi-ba: i.e. nirval)a, 113, 116, 

164, 167, 175, 188, 199,226,234, 
314, 340-2; see also nirvli1]a 

raja rli-dza: an Indian prince or petty king 
(rgyal-po), 538 
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rakta rak-ta: blood or a sacramental 
substance representing it, 867 

Rafijana lanytsha: an ornamental Indian 
script, widely used among Newari 
Buddhists, 729 

real nature de-kho-na-nyid, Skt. tattva: a 
synonym for reality (chos-nyid, Skt. 
dharmatii), 305-6 and passim 

one's own bdag-gi de-kho-na-nyid: accord
ing to KriyiHantra, 32, 33, 207, 263-4 

realisation rlOgs-pa, Skt. adhigama, 16-17, 
31,33,36,71-2, 79, 85, 94, 116, 
153, 159, 165, 180, 195-6,201,215, 
223, 227, 229, 234, 243, 263, 266, 
277,287,293,295,305-6,318,320, 
322,330,332,338,341,343,345-7, 
350,404,406,412,420,440,442, 
447,460,481, 540, 543, 547, 585, 
603, 609, 637, 639, 640, 641, 652, 
655,659,680,691,721, 722, 723, 
727, 743, 766, 773, 813, 818, 822, 
897,931,968 

emergent mngon-rtogs, Skt. abhisamaya, 
341 

four kinds of rlOgs-bzhi: according to 
Mahayoga, 275 

supreme rtogs-pa chen-po, 116 
two kinds of rtogs-pa gnyis, 16-17, 27, 

71-2, 176-7 
realities 

twenty-five resultant 'bras-chos nyer-lnga, 
34,35,267,288-9, 369 

three de-kho-na-nyid gsum: of the Tantra 
of the Secret Nucleus, 915 

reality chos-nyid, Skt. dharmata: the great 
emptiness of all things, defined in 
Longcenpa, Treasury of the Supreme 
Vehicle, (p. 82), 19,20, 33, 37, 52, 
68, 95, 103, 108, 116, 1l8-19, 123, 
127, 139, 142, 154, 168, 172-3, 175, 
177, 180, 182, 184-5, 191-2, 194, 
198-9,201-6,209,211,214-15,217, 
236,245,251-2,254-6,258,260-1, 
263-5,270-2, 277, 285, 287-8, 293, 
295,299,301-2,305-6,308-9,311, 
317,319,322-30,332-3,338,340-1, 
344, 349-50, 354, 359, 366-8, 398, 
413,424,448, 501, 540, 548, 556, 
569,571,594,603,604,615,625, 
640,642, 879, 900, 901, 906, 907, 
930,932,933,971; see also absolute 
(nature/reality) and abiding nature (of 
reality) 
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excellent analysis of legs-pa rnam-par 

phye-ba, 153-4 

modes of yin-lugs: the specific attributes 
of the abiding nature of reality, 37, 
319, 336 

natural sound of chos-nyid rang-sgra, 

134-5 
realms khams, Skt. dhiitu: see (world) realms 

reason/reasoning rigs-pa, Skt. yukti, 53, 94, 
127, 163-4, 169,216,226,275,920 

threefold tshad-ma gsum: the three kinds 
of valid cognition, 970 

receptiveness bzod-pa, Skt. k~iinti, 125, 227; 
see also path of connection and 
patience 

to the after-effect of the perception of 
the doctrine rjes-shes bzod-pa, Skt. 
anvayajiiiinak$iinti, 227 

to the perception of the doctrine chos

shes bzod-pa, Skt. dharmajiiiinak$iinti, 

226 
recitation bzlas-brjod, Skt. jiipa: i.e. of 

mantras, 246, 266, 270-2, 287, 304, 
320,351,356,368,548,662 

recollection(s) dran-pa, Skt. smrti, 255, 302, 
308, 324, 368, 573, 774, 906 

four essential recollections dran-pa nyer

gzhag bzhi, Skt. catulJsmrtyupasthiina: 

often referred to as the "four 
foundations of mindfulness", 236 

refugees) skyabs-'gro, Skt. saraIJagamana, 

16, 70, 865 
lord of skyabs-rje, 873 

threefold skyabs-gsum, Skt. trisaraIJa, 69, 
728 

refutation 'gag-pa, 101, 163, 170,209,873, 
874,907, 924, 926, 929-33, 940; see 
also negation 

regulation nges-pa, 51-3; see also vows 

relative appearance kun-rdzob, Skt. san:zvrti, 

20,26,28,31,33,94, 119, 140, 162-
3, 166-8, 171, 178,206,208,210, 
225,233,245,247,249,251,264, 
270, 278, 320, 350, 903, 904, 90S, 
931 

two aspects of kun-rdzob gnyis, 166 

relative truth kun-rdzob-kyi bden-pa, Skt. 
san:zvrtisatya: see under truth(s) 

reliance, four kinds of rton-pa bzhi, Skt. 
catulJpratisaraIJa, 186, 215-16, 871 

relics ring-bsrel, 435, 550, 553, 561, 564, 
572, 594, 758, 792; see also reliquary 
and remains 

in the form of letters and stllpas, 656 
four kinds of ring-bsrel rnam-bzhi, 38, 337 
of Sakyamuni/the tathagata(s), 427, 456, 

471, 626; see also remains of 

Sakyamuni 

tooth relics of the Buddha mtshems, 433 

reliquary gdung-rten, 777-8; see also stilpa(s) 

remains gdung, 656, 758, 777-8, 792; see 
also relics 

five (large) gdung (chen) lnga, 561, 572, 
594 

in the form of the syllables OM AI:I HOM, 

564 
and relics gdung-dang ring-bsrel, 557, 572 
representing the five buddha families, 

563 
of Sakyamuni, 435, 626, 786 

renunciate rab-byung, Skt. pravriijaka: one 
who has assumed the preliminary 
monastic vows, 93, 421, 519, 677, 
696, 698, 806; see also under vows 

renunciation spang-ba, Skt. prahaIJa, 16, 24, 
37,63, 72, 80, 116, 158, 184,225-6, 
251,254, 273, 302-3, 316, 319, 331, 
341,370-1,418,422,426,550,619, 
665,809,811,822,869,911; see 
also trainings, four correct 

five, eight, ten and all things to be 
renounced spang-bya lnga-brgyad-bcu

dang thams-cad, 226 

supreme spang-ba chen-po, 116 

two kinds of spang-ba rnam-gnYlS, 27, 
175-7 

resu!t(s) 'bras-bu, Skt. phala: this term 
indicates above all the resultant 
attainment of buddhahood, passim; 

see also under continuum!continua 

of Anuyoga, 287-9, 369 
of an arhat dgra-bcom-pa, 227 

of Atiyoga, 372 
according to the bodhisattvas, 237 
according to the Brahma vehicle, 62 
eight 'bras-bu brgyad, 227 

entering the stream to nirvat:la rgyun-du 

zhugs-pa, Skt. srota'iipanna, 227 
four 'bras-bu bzhi, 227 

of KriyMantra, 270, 352 
of Mahayoga, 281-3, 363 
according to the mundane vehicle, 60-: 
not returning to sarpsara phyir mi- 'ong-

ba, Skt. aniigiimi, 227 
according to the pious attendants, 93, 

227 

according to the self-centred buddh 
230-1 as, 

of separation from obscuration bral
'bras, 192, 194-5 

tied, to a single rebirth lan-gcig phyir 

ong-ba, Skt. sakrdagami, 227 
of Ubhayatantra, 271-2, 353 
of Yogatantra, 272-3, 357 

retention gzungs, Skt. dhiiraIJf, 201, 278, 
405, 424, 435, 535, 704, 851; see 
also dhiiranf 

Rinpungpa rin-sp~ng-pa, 954 
rites las, 770, 831 842· see als I· h 

.. ." 0 en 19 tened 
actlVlty(zes) 

of enrichment rgyas, Skt. pusti 283 
682, 920 .. , , 

four las-bzhi, 283, 478, 669, 721, 829, 
844, 920; see also enlightened 
activities, four kinds of 

of pacification zhi, Skt. siinti 283 682 
920 ' , , 

of sexual union and "liberation" sbyor

~frol, 292-3, 363; see also "liberate"l 
lzberation" 

of subjugation or dominion dbang, Skt. 
vasa, 283, 682, 920 

of wrath drag(-po mngon-spyod), Skt. 
abhiciira, 283, 398, 603, 673, 682, 

. 713, 822, 920; see also sorcery 
nte(s)/ritual(s) cho-ga, Skt. vidhi, 248 608 

642, 676, 713, 729, 861, 864' , 
bean-sprout mak$a'i las-sbyor, 870 

descriptive basis for mngon-rtogs 
586 ' 

to ensure martial victory gYul-rgyal-gyi 
cho-ga, 665 

pill ril-bu'i las-sbyor, 869 

three kinds of cho-ga gsum: according to 
Mahayoga, 279; see also 
contemplations, three 

of the "Tie to the Higher Realms" gnas-
. lung-gi cho-ga, 603, 660-1 

ntes of/ritual service and attainment bsnyen

sgrub, Skt. seviisiidhana, 727, 805, 
806-7, 810, 818, 828, 831, 837, 844, 
852, 857, 863, 874 

four branches of bsnyen-sgrub yan-lag 

bzhi, 280, 297, 494, 847, 903 
four unions of sbyor-ba bzhi, 277; see 
. also preceding entry 

nte of attainment sgrub-pa, Skt. 
sadhana, 277,476, 615, 738 831 
848 ' , 
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rite of great attainment sgrub-chen, Skt. 
mahasadhana, 277, 476, 718, 725, 
727,788,791,867 

ritual service bsnyen-pa, Skt. seva, 277, 
476,569,615,657, 711, 714, 762, 
876; further nye-bar bsnyen-pa, Skt. 
upasevii, 277, 476 

of the three indestructible realities rdo

rje gsum-gyi bsnyen-sgrub: the tradition 
of Orgyenpa RincenpeI, 853 

Rong tradition of transmitted precepts rong

lugs: see Nyang/Rong tradition 
root downfalls rtsa-ltung, Skt. mula patti 

four rtsa-ltung bzhi, 95, 235 
nineteen rtsa-ltung bcu-dgu, 235 
twenty rtsa-ltung nyi-shu, 235 

rosary phreng-ba, Skt. miilii, 542 

bodhi seed bo-dhi-tse'i phreng-ba, 543 
rudrak~a, 662 

r~i drang-srong: a saint or sage, 65, 99 137 
435, 467 ' , 

po~ture of drang-srong-gi 'dug-stangs, 572 
rules: 10 grammar 

for euphonic conjunction mtsham-sbyor 
Skt. sandhi, 100-1, 730 ' 

for syllabic quantity, Skt. vrtta, 101, 106 
sacrament/sacramental objects/substances 

dam-rdzas, 363, 463, 581, 620, 631 
746, 748, 756, 757, 777, 781, 786, ' 
789,791,797,816,846,862 864 
~7 ' , 

of accomplishment grub-rdzas, 609 

five dam-rdzas lnga, 348; see also nectars 
jive ' 

sacramental medicine chos-sman 626. 
see also elixir, spiritual ' , 

Sage thub-pa, Skt. muni: lit. "one who is 
capable", used as an epithet of the 
buddhas, 73, 77, 88, 103, 153, 184 
200-1, 214, 300, 414 ' 

Sakaravadin rnam-bden-pa: Vijiianavadin 
who holds sensa to be veridical 25 
161-2 ' , 

Sakya sa-skya: the school, 395, 823 
Sakyapa sa-skya-pa: the tradition founded at 

Sa~ya by KhOn Koncok Gyelpo, 
which emphasises the teachings of 
the Path and Fruit, 11, 29, 203-4, 
395, 578, 590, 664, 671, 695, 712, 
731, 813, 822, 847, 850, 852, 853, 
867, 868, 879, 922-3, 929, 931 951 
953 ' , 

sal forest/tree shing sa-la, Skt sala, 426, 949 
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sameness mnyam-nyid, Skt. samatti, 31, 36, 
37,60,62, 124,208-9, 212, 215, 
219, 229, 234, 245, 249, 251-3, 259, 
306, 308, 316, 320, 322, 324, 360, 

371,899,900,916,932 
four modes of mnyam-pa bzhi: according 

to Mahayoga, 275-6 
sarpgha dge-'dun, 322, 429, 632, 762, 900, 

928; see also community and monastic 

community 
Sarpkhya grangs-can-pa, 16, 64-5, 931 

twenty-five categories of shes-bya'i grangs 

nyi-shu rtsa-lnga, 16, 64 
SammitIya mang-pos bkur-ba, 429-30 
sarpsara 'khor-ba: the cyclical existence of 

sentient beings who suffer through 
the round of rebirth, 11, 14-16, 18, 
19, 20, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 
32,35,36,37,38,39,49,51,53-69, 
75,81_2,94-5,109,116,127,146, 
153, 166, 170, 173-4, 179, 183, 187, 
193,200,202,210,213-14,221, 
223-6, 228-9, 237, 249, 253, 257, 
260, 263, 265, 277, 280, 284, 302-3, 
305-8, 312, 317, 321, 323-5, 329, 
331-2, 334, 337, 339-41, 344, 363, 
370, 372, 405, 447, 471, 571, 588, 
593,639,641,658,683, 700, 726, 
764, 767, 809, 897, 898, 900, 902, 
907,922,924,930,940 

four conditions of 'khor-ba'i rkyen bzhi, 

54-5 
twenty elements of 'khor-ba'i chos nyi-

shu, 347 
sandhi mtsham-sbyor: see rules for euphonic 

conjunction 
Sanskrit legs-sbyar, 11, 107,312,515,526, 

705, 708, 713, 854, 891, 892, 893 
sarvajfianamahapaf.lQita: lit. "great paf.lQita 

of universal learning" -a title of 
Jamgon Kongtrtil, 861 

Sarvastivada order thams-cad yod-par smra
ba, 515; see also Mulasarvaslivada 

tradition 
Sautrantika mdo-sde-pa, 24-5, 90-1, 155, 

158, 160, 162, 225, 440, 911 
science(s) rig-gnas, Skt. vidya, 59,97-109, 

441,470,481,564,575,577,578, 
677,719,723,724,824,850,860, 

869, 871, 874 
common/ordinary/outer, (four) thun

mong/phyi'i rig-gnas (bzhi), 89, 97-
103,463,665,705,861,871,920 

conventional tha-snyad rig-gnas, 679, 
722,731,732,836; see also 

preceding entry 
five minor rig-gnas chung lnga, 103-7 
five rig-gnas lnga, 98, 108, 860 
inner nang-pa'i rig-gnas, Skt. 

adhyatmavidya: i.e. Buddhist 
teaching, 89, 98, 102-3, 108-9,665, 

705, 860 
linguistic sgra'i rig-gnas, Skt. sabdavidya, 

723, 727, 729; see also grammar 

ten rig-gnas bcu, 821, 850, 860 
scholar pa1J4ita, 102, 144, 167, 249, 404, 

405,430,441,463,492,493,498, 
509,515, 522, 526, 538, 578, 590, 
592,601,603,607,609,656,664, 
671,708,709,736,838,874,887, 

888, 889-95 
schools, eighteen sde-pa bco-brgyad, 429 
scripture gsung-rab, Skt. pravacana, 51-3, 

60,69, 73, 99, 216, 221-2, 393,429, 
441,493,522,537,564,577,590, 
595, 705, 730, 732, 827, 862, 871, 
893, 931, 939, 971; see also pi {aka 

nine branches of gsung-rab-kyi yan-lag 

dgu, 76 
twelve branches of gsung-rab-kyi yan-lag 

bcu-gnyis, 17, 76 
scriptural authority/transmission and 

logical/theoretical reasoning lung
rigs, 102, 189,216,290,577,708, 

839, 873 
scrutiny dpyad-pa/brtag-pa, 37, 214, 305, 

314-15, 330, 332, 339, 344 
eight subjects of brtag-pa brgyad, 97, 99 
three types of dpyad-gsum, Skt. 

triparfk~a: in logic, 102 
seales) phyag-rgya, Skt. mudra, 33, 255, 266, 

271,290,308,350,377,639,829, 
908-9; see also gesture, hand-gesture 

and symbolic hand implements 
action las-kyi phyag-rgya, Skt. karma

mudra: the mudra or seal of action, 
who is the female consort, 293, 301, 
356,449,462,475,476, 773,815; 
embodying the enlightened activity 
which secures the five senses as the 
pristine cognition of accomplishment 
bya-ba sgo-lnga phrin-las las-rgya, 356 

commitment dam-tshig phyag-rgya, SkI. 
samayamudra, 356; of buddha-mind 
which secures the mind of 
conflicting emotions in the pristine 

cognition of sameness mnyam-nyid 
n~on-Yld thugs-dam-rgya, 356 

doctrmal chos-kyi phyag-rgya, Skt. 
dharmamudra, 356; of buddha
speech which secures the mental 
f~culty as the pristine cognition of 
dIscernment sor-rlog yid gsung chos
rgya, 356 

elaborate phyag-rgya spros-bcas: 
according to Mahayoga, 279-80 

of entrustment gtad-rgya, 587, 672, 717, 
719,721,722,723,725,727,734 
828, 927, 928 ' 

five kinds of phyag-rgya rigs-lnga, 357 
four phyag-rgya bzhi, 33, 35, 272, 295-6 

301, 355-6 ' 
four, indicative of the transmitted 

precepts bka'-rtags-kyi phyag-rgya 
bzhi, 16, 70-1 

Great phyag-rgya chen-po, Skt. 
mahtimudra, 258, 272, 291, 356, 365 
461,476,481,545,547,564,569, ' 
689, 762, 908-9, 922, 925, 926, 929, 
931, 936, 973; of buddha-body 
which secures the ground-of-all as 
the mirror-like pristine cognition me
long kun-gzhi sku phyag-chen 356 

of pristine cognition ye-shes phy~g-rgya, 
Skt. jnanamudra, 301 

secret gsang-rgya, 810, 842 
single phyag-rgya gcig-pa: according to 

Mahayoga, 278-81 
subtle and. coarse phyag-rgya phra-rags: 

accordmg to Mahayoga, 360 
thr~e phyag-rgya gsum: impurity, 

Impermanence and suffering, or the 
four seals indicative of the 
transmitted precepts with the 
exception of nirvaf.la, 71 

secret mantra gsang-sngags, Skt. guhya
mantra: defined, 257-62; 47, 75, 77, 
82, 122, 185-6, 257-62; 271, 273, 
302, 454, 609, 613; see also gnostic 
mantras/spells, lineage(s), mantra(s), 
mantra syllables, pitaka, tantra(s) and 
vehicle(s) 

ancient tradition of gsang-sngags mying
ma, 441; see also Ancient Translation 
School 

~ontrasted with causal vehicles, 243-56 
mner and ou.ter classes/traditions of gsang

sngags-kYl phYl-nang lugs, 475, 762; 
see also unaer mantra(s) and vehicle(s) 

Sameness - Selflessness 375 

new tradition of gsar-lugs/gsar-ma: see 
new translation school(s) 

origin of, 443-504 
seed khams, Skt. dhatu, 27, 29, 82-3, 153, 

159, 174, 180, 192, 199; see also 
nucleus and seminal point(s) 

of buddhahood sangs-rgyas-kyi khams, 
203; see also seed, virtuous of 
beginningless reality 

that is enlightened mind khams byang
chub sems, 20, 124, 362 

of enlightenment byang-chub-kyi khams 
64 ' 

in the form of nectar khams bdud-rtsi 
115 ' 

o~ liberation thar-pa'i sa-bon, 787, 829 
VIrtuous, of beginningless reality thog

med-nas chos-nyid-kyi khams dge-ba, 
194, 197-8; see also seed of 
buddhahood 

seed-syllables 'bru-yig, Skt. b'ijaksara 33 
275,287,351,356; see al~o' , 
mantra(s), mantra syllables, recitation 
and syllables 

which have eight dimensions of radiance 
and constancy yig-'bru'i gsal-brtan-gyi 
tshad brgyad, 279 

self bdag, Skt. atma, 16,20, 25, 53, 68, 71, 
158-9, 187, 199,212-13,218, 

true bdag-nyid chen-po, Skt. paramatma: 
the transcendence of the dichotomy 
of self and non-self, 142, 186,212; 
for the significance of this term in 
the vehicle of indestructible reality, 
see also mdestructible reality, 
embodiment of and supreme identity 

self-centred buddha rang-rgyal/rang sangs
rgyas, Skt. pratyekabuddha: defined, 
227; 24-5, 35, 82-3, 153, 159, 174, 
180, 186,227,294,302, 315,411, 
908, 913, 932 

selfhood bdag-nyid, Skt. atma, 28, 62, 229 
two concepts of bdag-gnyis, 184 

selflessness bdag-med, Skt. nairarmya, 35, 
153, 159, 180, 185-6, 212-13, 218, 
226-7, 294 

two kinds of bdag-med don mam-gnyis, 
108,208,216,231,234,237 

of the individual gang-zag-gi bdag-med, 
Skt. pudgalanairatmya, 18,25,223-
4, 229, 234 

of phenomena chos-kyi bdag-med, Skt. 
dharmanairatmya, 18, 181, 224-5, 234 
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self-manifesting rang-snang: see manifest in 

and of itself 

seminal fluids, male and female khu-rdul: 

khu meaning sperm and rdul 

meaning ovum, 279 
seminal point(s) thig-Ie, Skt. bindu: the 

nucleus or seed of the enlightened 
mind, which comprises a range of 
meanings, from the white and red 
seminal fluids of the physical body to 
the seminal points of light which 
appear during All-Surpassing 
Realisation, 20, 38, 186,264,277, 
290,302,312,337,339-40,362,584 

blazing and secretion of thig-le'i 'bar

'dzag, 277 
great thig-le chen-po: the great buddha

body of reality, 306, 337, 339, 370 
pulse of the seminal point of great desire 

'dod-chags chen-po'i thig-le'i 'gros, 258 

sole/unique thig-le nyag-gcig, 763; see 
also buddha-body, (great) of reality 

and seminal point, great 

white and red thig-le dkar-dmar, 142, 341 
seminal retention thig-le dbab-bzung, 489 

Senmo spirits bsen-mo: female spirits who 
manifest through lust and 
attachment, 565, 939 

sensations, four nyams-bzhi: the 
consciousnesses of the four senses
seeing, hearing, smelling and 
tasting-excluding the fifth, i.e. 
touch, 20, 125 

sense objects, (four) yul(-bzhi) , 20, 125, 
257, 449 

sense (organs) dbang-po, Skt. indriya., 21, 

93, 102, 126, 131, 156, 257, 309, 
423, 424, 449 

five dbang-po lnga/sgo lnga, Skt. 
paiicadvtira: lit. "five gates", 56, 463 

four dbang-po bzhi, 20, 125 
of the intellect yid-kyi dbang-po, 56 

six dbang-po drug, 55-6 

sensory perceptions, five sgo-lnga'i shes-pa, 

Skt. paiicadvtirajiitina, 12, 55; see 
also consciousness of the five senses 

sensual raptures, five 'dod-pa'i longs-spyod 

lnga, 258: see also desired qualities 

and (perfect) rapture 
sensum rnam-pa, Skt. tiktira, 25, 158, 225 
sentient beings sems-can, Skt. sattva: these 

are of six classes, passim; see also 
families 

sevenfold service yan-lag bdun-pa, 865 

shang gshang: a Ponpo musical instrument, 
939 

Shangpa Kagyil shangs-pa bka'-brgyud, 395, 

802, 833, 853, 929, 952 
Shing-go-chen-pa shing-sgo chen-pa: lord of 

the land of wooden doors (Tibet), an 
epithet for Til'i Situ Cangcup 
Gyeltsen, 592 

signs mtshan/rtags, passim 

of success, 822, 861; see also 
accomplishment, signs of 

ten, of inner radiance 'od-gsal rtags-bcu, 

301 
signlessness mtshan-ma med-pa-nyid, Skt. 

animittam: one of the three 
approaches to liberation, 23, 153-4, 
218, 316-17,423,898,947 

simile dpe, Skt. upamti: in poetics, 105 
skilful means thabs, Skt. uptiya, 22, 31,32, 

33,45, 69, 84, 120, 122, 129, 143, 
168, 192,232,236,245-8,253,258-
60,262,269-70,273-4,276-7,286, 
290, 292, 296, 302, 306, 313, 321, 
323, 347-8, 352, 359-60, 362-3, 368-
70,414,425,571, 591, 618, 905, 
911, 936, 969 

perfection of thabs-kyi pha-rol-tu phyin

pa, Skt. uptiyaptiramitti, 902 

sky-cord dmu-thag, 507 

sky-farer mkha'-spyod-pa, Skt. khecara, 

535,536,543,547,803; see also 
under awareness-holder 

sophist rtog-ge-ba, Skt. ttirkika, 94, 314, 
416,421, 744 

sophistry rtog-ge, Skt. tarka, 103, 181, 275, 
309, 314, 594,641, 907 

eight categories of dialectical rtog-ge'i 

tshig-don brgyad, 101 
five sophistic schools of the extremist 

masters rtog-ge sde-lnga, 64 

sorcerer nus-pa-can/mngon-spyod-pa, Skt. 
abhictirin, 604, 615 

sorceress (spirit) phra-men-ma: a demoness 
in human form with prophetic 
powers, sometimes equated with the 
pisticf class of deities, 486-7 

sorcery mngon-spyod-kyi las, Skt. abhictira, 

603,612,615,661,662,663,661, 
681,682, 710, 713, 764, 767, 775, 
822; see also rites of wrath 

Southern Treasures lho-gter: especially those 
discovered by Pema Lingpa, 919 
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Spatial Class of the Great Perfection klong-gi 

sde, 37, 326-9, 371, 494, 538-53, 
665,697, 734, 919 

spiritual and temporal well-being phan-bde, 

Skt. hitasukha, 403, 405, 726, 811, 
830, 831, 970 

four categories of klong-sde bzhi, 37, 
326-7 

three branches of klong-sde dkar-nag
khra gsum, 539 

speech ngag, Skt. vtik: especially of a 
mundane being, passim 

twelve different fetters of ('gro-ba'z) 

ngag-gi bcings-pa mi-' dra-ba bcu-gnyis, 
137 

speech gsung, Skt. vtik: especially of a 
buddha, see buddha-speech 

spheres (of existence), three srid-pa/sa gsum, 

Skt. tribhuvana/tribhava, 45, 212, 
301, 405, 971 

spheres, three 'khor-gsum, Skt. tn"mandala: 

those of the subject, object an'ci their 
interaction, 316, 588, 619 

spheres, three 'khor-lo gsum: those of 
exegesis, attainment and work, or of 
renunciation, study and work, 720, 
724, 736, 738, 783, 824, 830, 833, 
835, 840, 848, 852 

spiritual ascetic dge-sbyong, Skt. sramalJa: 
see ascetic 

spiritual benefactor dge(-ba'i) bshes(-gnyen) , 

Skt. kalytilJamitra, 59, 147,226,231, 
525,526,545,571,595,640,641, 
643, 648, 656, 665, 675, 678, 684, 
700, 713, 730, 748, 753, 754, 805, 
831, 850, 852, 861, 868, 871, 872, 
879, 890 

spirituality thugs-rje: the counterpart in 

buddhahood to compassion (snying

ry'e), which is similar to the quality 
cultivated on the path by 
bodhisattvas. In the Great 
Perfection, this is the dynamic aspect 
of primordial enlightenment giving 
rise to the emanational body, 32, 75, 
127, 141, 264, 299, 332, 342,403, 
414,610,616,856,887,923 

spiritual maturation/maturity and liberation 
smin-sgrol: see maturation and 
liberation 

spiritual and philosophical system grub

mtha', Skt. siddhtinta: see philo

sophical (and spiritual) system(s)/tenets 
spiritual son thugs-sras, passim 

spiritual and temporal laws chos-khrims-dang 
rgyal-khrims, 939 

spiritual warrior sems-dpa', Skt. satlva, 75, 

122,376,671,692,696,743,867, 
877, 912, 913, 928 

Spontaneous presence lhun-grub, Skt. 
antibhoga: an attribute in particular 
of All-Surpassing Realisation, 55, 
116-17, 124, 146, 184,252,282, 
317, 342-3, 370-1, 454, 550, 619, 
679,877 

stages, two rim-gnyis, 204, 254, 320, 475, 
476, 496, 877, 879, 923; see also 
creation stage and perfection stage 

Sthavira gnas-brtan-pa, 429-30 

stiipa(s) mchod-rten: a reliquary symbolic of 
buddha-mind, 99, 433, 434, 435, 
436,456,471,493, 508, 549, 550, 
623, 624, 637, 661, 685, 757, 797, 
809,815,831, 851, 900, 915; see 
also reliquary 

eight mchod-rten brgyad, 427 

styles of appraisal/exegesis of the scriptures, 
four jal-byed tshul-bzhi, 35, 206, 
292-3 

subject-object dichotomy gzung-'dzin, Skt. 
grahyagrahaka, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 
29, 33, 37, 56, 127, 158, 181, 206, 
215,221,224-5,236,295-6,309, 
320,336,343-4, 357, 421, 903 

sublime (being) 'phags-pa, Skt. tirya: this 
term generally indicates one who has 
attained the path of seeing, whether 
as a pious attendant, self-centred 
buddha, or bodhisattva, passim 

four classes of 'phags-bzhi, 72, 908 
three lower kinds of 'phags-pa 'og-ma 

gsum, 175 

sublime wealth 'phags-pa'i nor: its seven 
aspects are listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 568, 575 

Subsequent Yoga ry"es-su rnal- 'byor: see 
Anuyoga 

substance dngos-po, Skt. vastu, 16, 52, 156, 
158, 163, 168,201, 214, 225, 264, 
314, 322-3, 337, 349,906 

substantial existence rang-bzhin, Skt. 
svabhtiva, 769, 896,915; see also 
independent/inherent existence 

suffering sdug-bsngal, Skt. dulJkha, 12, 13, 
16, 18, 23, 51, 53, 57-8, 69, 70-1, 
88,117-18,133,153,186-7,193-4, 
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199, 213, 224, 226, 252, 303, 322-4, 
419,571,639,659,769,900,911, 
923; see also under truth(s) 

of change 'gyur-ba'i sdug-bsngal, Skt. 
viparilJdmaduhkhatd, 197, 419 

embraced by conditions of mundane 
existence 'du-byed-kyi sdug-bsngal, 
Skt. sa1f/skdraduMhatd, 419 

of pain itself sdug-bsngal-gyi sdug-bsngal, 
Skt. duhkhaduMhatd, 419 

suffixes ulJd, Skt. ulJddi: in grammar, 101 
sugata bde-bar gshegs-pa: lit. "one who 

has gone to bliss", i.e. a buddha, 

passim 
nucleus of bde-gshegs snying-po, Skt. 

sugatagarbha: the nucleus of 
enlightenment present in all sentient 
beings, 27,116,127,146,171,173, 
178, 189, 194,263,909 

supernormal cognitive power(s) mngon-shes, 
Skt. abhijiid, 288, 465, 473, 516, 
548, 567, 572, 579, 609, 615, 648, 
656,660, 709, 793, 801, 811, 812, 

829, 853 
of clairvoyance and exhaustion of 

corruption lha'i mig-dang zag-pa zad
pa'i mngon-shes, 421, 454,705 

five (mundane) mngon-shes lnga, Skt. 
paiicdbhijiid, 61, 259, 515 

six mngon-shes drug, Skt. ~aejabhijiid, 21, 

132,415 
supreme identity bdag-nyid chen-po, Skt. 

mahatmd, 322, 346-7; see also heruka 
and deities, meditational; for the 
significance of this term in the sutra 
tradition, see self, true 

axiom of gtan-tshigs bdag-nyid chen-po: 
according to Mahayoga, 275-6 

supreme transformation 'pho-ba chen-po, 
Skt. *mahasahkrdnti, 919, 968; see 
also under buddha-body(ies) and 
transference of consciousness 

sutra(s) mdo: defined, 79; passim; see also 
under pi {aka and vehicle(s) 

profounder zab-mo'i mdo-sde: those of 
the Greater Vehicle which focus on 
buddha-attributes, 414 

contrasted with tantra, 142-8, 243-56, 

441, 909 
and mantra/tantra, passim 
tradition/transmission, 153-237,689, 

693, 809, 822, 823, 827, 836, 842, 
848 

Svatantrika-Madhyamaka dbu-ma rang
rgyud, 26, 28, 162-4, 167, 169,906 

Svatantrika-Madhyamika dbu-ma rang
rgyud-pa, 164, 206, 234 

syllablesyi-ge, Skt, ak~ara, 271, 287, 368, 
837; see also mantra(s), mantra 
syllables and seed-syllables 

symbols/symbolic convention/symbolism 
brda', Skt. sa1f/keta, 290, 393, 460, 
545,660, 664, 917; see also 
intentional symbols 

symbolic hand implements phyag-mtshan: 
the emblems held by the deities 
which symbolise their buddha-mind, 

137, 352, 356 
symbolic script brda'-yig: see under ejdkinfs 
sympathetic joy dga'-ba, Skt. muditd: one of 

the four immeasurables cultivated by 

a bodhisattva, 13, 106 
synonym don-gcig-Ia ming du-ma, 106 
synonymics mngon-brjod, Skt. abhidhana

vidyd, 18, 103, 106, 821 
Taklungpa stag-Iung-pa, 823, 830, 847, 850, 

867, 868, 929 
Takpo Kagyli dvags-po bka'-brgyud, 929, 

930 
Taming temples: see n. 543 

Border mtha'-'dullha-khang, PIs. 45,47, 

102; 510 
Further yang-'dullha-khang, PI. 44; 510, 

760 
District Controlling temples ru-gnon lha-

khang, PIs. 38,46; 510 
Tamsi demons/spirits dam-sri: nine sibling 

spirits who violated their 
commitments, said to pose a 
particular danger to infant children, 

589,590,811,939 
tantra(s) rgyud: see also continuum!continua, 

lineage(s), mantra(s) , pi {aka and 

vehicle(s) 
Anuyoga anu-yo-ga'i rgyud-rnams: see 

under vehicle(s) 
Atiyoga ati-yo-ga'i rgyud-rnams: see 

under vehicle(s) 
Caryatantra spyod-pa'i rgyud: see under 

vehicle(s) 
contrasted with sutra, 142-8, 243-56, 

441,909 
distinctions between the inner tantras, 

358-9 
exegetical bshad-rgyud, Skt. dkhydtantra, 

619,658 and passim 

Father pha-rgyud, Skt. yogitantra: a class 
of Unsurpassed Yogatantra, 136, 
274, 358, 362, 936 

five distinctions between the outer and 
inner phyi-rgyud-dang nang-rgyud-kyi 
khyad-par lnga, 346-8 

four tantrapitakalclasses of tantra rgyud
sde bzhi, 32-4,96,203, 263, 268-74, 
473 

inner nang-rgyud: Mahayoga, Anuyoga 
and Atiyoga, 207, 461, 522, 608, 794 

Kriyatantra bya-ba'i rgyud/kriyd: see 
under vehicle(s) 

Mahayoga ma-hd-yo-ga'i rgyud-rnams: 
see under vehicle(s) 

Mother ma-rgyud, Skt. yoginftantra: a 
class of Unsurpassed Yogatantra, 
136, 274, 643, 936 

new rgyud gsar-ma, 562; see also new 
translation school(s) 

Non-Dual gnyis-med rgyud, Skt. 
advayatantra, 274, 936, 972 

outer/lower phyi-rgyud: i.e. Kriyatantra, 
Ubhayatantra and Yogatantra, 207, 
348, 458, 459, 608 

response to criticisms of the Nyingma, 
887-95 

root rtsa-rgyud, passim 
six classes of rgyud-sde drug: the three 

outer tantras- Kriyatantra, 
Ubhayatantra and Yogatantra-and 
the three inner tantras - Mahayoga, 
Anuyoga and Atiyoga, 96 

of skilful means thabs-kyi rgyud, 273 
and sutra, passim 
tantrapitaka rgyud-sde, 65, 73, 78, 136, 

186,214,246,261,441-2,462,463, 
619,674,675,852,861,862,887, 
894, 898, 914, 927, 944 

ten categories of tantralouter and inner 
mantras rgyud-don-gyi dngos-po bcu/ 
sngags phyi-nang-gi de-nyid bcu, 266, 
303-5,308,347,349-50,358 

text rgyud, passim; see also pitaka 
three inner classes of tantraltantrapitaka 

nang rgyud-sde gsum, 396-7, 529-96, 
604, 918 

three kinds of rgyud-gsum: according to 
the Guhyasamdja Tantra, 262 

three outer/lower classes of tantral 
tantrapitaka phyi rgyud-sde ('og-ma) 
gsum: Kriyatantra, Ubhayatantra and 
Yogatantra, 83-4, 268-73, 348-57 
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Ubhayatantra gnyis-ka'i rgyud: see under 
vehicle(s) 

Unsurpassed Y ogatantra bla-med rnal
'byor-gyi rgyud, Skt. Anuuarayoga
tantra: see under vehicle(s) 

verbal, of the Great Perfection rdzogs
chen tshig-rgyud: those concealed by 
Garap Dorje, 493, 927; see also 
Great Perfection 

Yogatantra rnal- 'byor-gyi rgyud: see 
under vehicle(s) 

Yogin! rnal-'byor-ma'i rgyud, 503 
Taoist ha-shang, 936 
tathagata(s) de-bzhin gshegs-pa: lit. "one who 

has gone thus to nirval)a", i.e. a 
buddha, passim 

male and female de-bzhin gshegs-pa-dang 
gshegs-ma, 125 

nucleus of de-gshegs snying-po, Skt. 
tathdgatagarbha: the nucleus of 
enlightenment present in all sentient 
beings, 20, 27, 29, 32, 95, 147, 154, 
171, 173-7, 186-7, 194, 198,236, 
291,424 

Teacher stan-pa, Skt. sdstr: in general this 
refers to those teachers endowed 
with the three buddha-bodies, 
specifically it refers to Sakyamuni 
Buddha, 111-48 and passim 

teaching bstan-pa, Skt. sdsana: i.e. 
Buddhism, passim 

duration of, 134-5 
temporal ages, four dus-bzhi, Skt. caturyuga, 

268-9 
temporal dimensions/times, four dus-bzhi: 

the three times with the addition of 
indefinite time, 20, 125 

thread-cross mdos: a ritual utilising a 
wooden-framed structure crossed 
with many layers of thread or silk as 
a device for trapping and exorcising 
evil forces. This implement is also 
called nam-mkha', 666, 669, 762, 
765 

rites of the Matarabs' vengeance ma-mo 
'khang-phab-kyi mdos, 669 

Tibetan bod-skad: i.e. the language, 11, 
393,496, 515, 522, 526, 705, 773, 
917,921 

ti-shih ti-shri: an imperial preceptor, 719, 
823, 830 

time moment, indivisible dus-kyi skad-cig
ma, Skt. k~alJa, 24, 25, 224-5 
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times 
four dus-bzhi: see temporal dimensions/ 

times, four 

three dus-gsum, Skt. trikiila, 157-8,633 
torma gtor-ma Skt. naivedyalbali: offering 

cakes ceremonially presented to 
deities or spiritual beings for diverse 
purposes connected with rites of 
service and attainment, 292, 304, 
545, 546, 581, 588, 589, 621, 624, 
625, 627, 630, 636, 645, 654, 662, 
666, 736, 766, 767 

empowerment gtor-dbang, 752 

malign zor: a form of sorcery in which 
the torma itself becomes the 
instrument of wrathful action, 669 

offering dance gtor-' chams, 581, 669 
sculpture bca', 727 

water chu-gtor: an offering of water 
specifically consecrated to the 
tormented spirits, who would 
otherwise suffer from thirst, 545, 
654 

tormented spirits yi-dvags, Skt. preta, 14, 

130, 609 
total presence cog-bzhag: the immovable 

presence of fundamental reality in 
Cutting Through Resistance, 902; 
see also Cutting Through Resistance 

tradition lugs, passim 

doctrinal chos-lugs: in this context the 
term has the sense of behaviour or 
conduct, 51-3 

trainings spong- bal bslab-pa 

four correct yang-dag spong-bzhi, Skt. 
catvari praharJani: among the thirty
seven branches of enlightenment, 
these concern the renunciation and 
acceptance in which a bodhisattva 
must correctly train, 236 

three (precious) correct (yang-dag-pa' i) 

bslab-pagsum, Skt. trisik$ii, 70-1, 73, 
79,88,322,403,423,707,879,898, 
900 

tranquillity zhi-gnas, Skt. samatha, 13, 23, 
61,79,226,236, 247, 254-5, 286, 
359, 905 

Transcendent Lady bcom-ldan-'das-ma, Skt. 
Bhagavatf: used here as a title for 
Kurukullii, 824 

Transcendent Lord bcom-ldan-'das, Skt. 
bhagavan: a buddha such as 
Sakyamuni; lit. one who has subdued 

obscurations (bcom), possesses the 
enlightened attributes (ldan), and has 
passed into nirviiI).a ('das), passim 

transcendental perfection(s) pha-rol-tu 

phyin-pa, Skt. paramita, 94, 237, 
245,249,261,266,441,475,524, 
546, 577, 650, 730, 731, 80S, 850, 
861,901,936,971 

of enlightened attributes yon-tan-gyi pha

roZ-tu phyin-pa, Skt. gUrJaparamita, 

212; see also enlightened attributes, 
four 

six phar-phyin drug, Skt. $atparamita, 36, 

235-6, 255, 260, 300, 302, 306, 308, 
320, 656 

ten phar-phyin bcu, Skt. dasaparamita, 

236,901-2 
transference of consciousness 'pho-ba, Skt. 

*saizkriinti: the transference at death 
into a higher realm of existence, 306, 
473; see also under buddha-body of 

great/supreme transformation and 
supreme transformation 

transgressions nyes-byas, Skt. dU$krta 
forty-six nyes-byas zhe-drug, 95 

and natural offences bcas-pa-dang rang

bzhin(-gyi ltung-ba), Skt. prajiiapti

savadya and prakrtisavadya: the 
former are evil deeds caused by the 
transgression of vows, and the latter 
are natural evils such as the ten non
virtues and the five inexpiable sins, 
423 

ten rung-ba ma-yin-pa'i gzhi bcu, 429 

translation sgra-bsgyur: see Ancient 

Translation School and new 

translation school(s) 
translator(s) lo-tsa-ba: the Tibetan term is 

said to be derived from Skt. loka

cak$u/J, lit. "eye of the world", 22, 
47, 393,405, 509, SIS, 522, 526, 
547,601,603, 605, 607, 609, 633, 
643, 671, 675, 696, 708, 709, 725, 
728,733,821,838,859,887,889-
90, 938, 950 

transmission(s) lung, Skt. iigama, 39, 71-2, 
155,211,375,442, 564, 577,580, 
584, 619, 620, 651, 656, 672, 673, 
674,675,677,678,679,681,682, 
683,699,701,706, 720, 721, 723, 
724, 727, 730, 731, 734, 736, 737, 
738, 751, 778, 789, 794, 795, 799, 
808,809,821,827,828,835,841, 

850, 854, 861, 862, 866, 867, 874, 
876, 918, 930 

exegetical bshad-lung: see exegesis 
literary lung, 16, 208, 290, 305 
two methods of, in the Nyingma school: 

the distant lineage of transmitted 
precepts (n'ng-brgud bka'-ma) and 
close lineage of the treasures (nye

brgyud gter-ma), 396, 397 and passim 
transmitted precepts bka', Skt. subha$ita/ 

pravacana, 12, 16, 17-18,37,68,72-
93, 186,216-17,259,300,331,395, 
409-10,428-31,432,441,451,460, 
462, 468, 475-81, 537, 554,675, 
678, 679, 680, 683, 696, 699, 710, 
720, 722, 723, 724, 727, 728, 731, 
733-9, 746, 750, 757-9, 762, 764, 
770,805,808,811,818,822,823, 
827, 828, 829, 830, 831, 835, 836, 
838, 842, 845, 850, 856, 860, 861, 
862, 863, 871, 873, 874, 890-1, 893, 
894,910,921,926,931,965; see 
also doctrinal wheel(s) 

compilation of bka' bsdu-ba, 153-5, 

428-31, 451-7; in Tibet, 515, 523, 
917 

distant lineage of ring-brgyud bka'-ma, 

39,41,396,397,398,597-739, 745, 
845 

final bka' tha-ma, 182, 186, 189, 424, 
905,931 

five classifications of bka '-la dbye-ba 
lnga, 74-87 

four great rivers of bka'i chu-babs chen
po bzhi, 601 

four bka' bzhi: of the Kagyiipa, 853 
four special qualities of bka'i khyad-par 

bzhi, 73 

given in oral teaching zhal-nas gsungs
ba'i bka', 17, 74-5 

intermediate bka' bar-ma, 182, 189,423, 
896,905,947 

Kham tradition of khams-Iugs, 397, 649, 
654,658,688-701,706,725,727 

NyanglRong tradition of nyang/rong-lugs, 
397,616,617-87; see also Zur 
tradition 

sealed bka'-rgya(-ma), 865 

of secret mantra, 445, 451; see also 
vehicle(s) 

seven successions of bka'-babs bdun, 
751-2, 844-7, 854, 855-8 

succession to bka'-babs, 863 
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three kinds of bka' gsum, 74; see also 
doctrinal wheel(s) 

three Successive promulgations of bka' 

rim-pa gsum, 18, 188; see also 
doctrinal wheel(s) 

treasure(s) gter-ma: teachings which have 
been concealed and rediscovered: 
defined, 743-9; 396, 397, 475, 476, 
482-3,498,511,516,518,519,556, 
558, 573, 584, 585, 586, 612, 662, 
675, 677, 678, 679, 680, 683, 695, 
696, 699, 713, 714, 720, 722, 723, 
724,727,731,736,741-881,926, 
927-8, 934-5 

attainment of gter-sgrub, 810, 842, 844 
chest gter-sgrom, 747, 756, 781, 796, 

834, 856 

close lineage of nye-brgyud gter-ma, 39, 
396, 397, 741-881 

doctrine/doctrinal gter-chos, 561, 567, 
679, 719, 727, 730, 743, 744, 745, 
750, 763, 764, 765, 777, 778, 787, 
791, 798, 812, 848, 857, 927; see 
also inventory of treasure doctrines 

earth sa-gter, 744, 746-7, 845-6, 
856-63 

eight great, (of brilliance) (spobs-pa'i) 

gter chen-po brgyad, 666, 705, 871 
four inexhaustible great gter-chen mi-zad

pa bzhi, 743 

guardian/protector gter-srung, 747, 785, 
864, 866 

of intentiOn/mind dgongs-gter, 574, 586, 
744, 747-8, 764, 822, 839, 844, 846, 
857, 877, 880, 922 

lord of gter-bdag, Skt. nidhipati, 662, 
745, 764, 927-8 

material rdzas-gter, 786 

profound zab-gter, 744, 746, 747, 749, 
751,752,770,776,781,782,784, 
814, 815, 838, 843, 844, 845, 862, 
863,867,919 

protector gter-srung: see treasure 
guardian/protector 

public khrom-gter, 662, 811, 828, 846 
of recollection rjes-dran-gyi gter, 844, 

846-7,857-8 

reconcealed yang-gter, 844, 846, 856-7 
secret gsang-gter, 810, 811 
site gter-kha, 743, 755, 786, 789, 790, 

811, 864; see also treasure trmJes 
treasure-finder gter-ston, 397, 482-3, 

554-61,580-90,684,701,726,7",8, 
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730, 733, 734, 736, 737, 745, 748, 
749-881,928,934-5,950 

troves gter-kha, 582, 732, 745, 746, 747, 
748, 757, 764, 777, 790, 793, 796, 
798, 816, 819, 821, 844, 881, see 
also treasure site; ancient and new 
gter-kha gsar-rnying, 859 

treatise(s) bstan-bcos, Skt. {dstra, 17, 18, 39, 
40-1,64,66,72,88-119, 169, 184, 
186,217,292,440,461,464,476-7, 
484,488,496,502, 515, 523, 537, 
552,591,612,675,676,679,703, 
705,708, 727, 732, 775, 850, 851, 
861, 894, 910, 917, 921 

€xegetical gzhung-bshad, 552, 666, 681 
four kinds of bstan-bcos rnam-pa bzhi, 89 

four special attributes of bstan-bcos-kyi 

khyad-chos bzhi, 18, 88 
nine kinds of bstan-bcos rnam-dgu, 89 

quantitative ji-snyed-pa ston-pa'i bstan

bcos, 18,97-107 
qualitative ji-lta-ba ston-pa'i bstan-bcos, 

18, 108 
teaching liberation and omniscience 

thar-pa-dang thams-cad mkhyen-pa 

(thob-pa'i thabs) ston-pa'i bstan bcos, 

108-9 
treasures in the form of dgongs-gter 

bstan-bcos-su bkod-pa, 877, 880 
Tretayuga gsum-ldan: the second age of the 

aeon, which is ideally suited to the 
practice of Ubhayatantra, 268 

trichiliocosm stong-gsum-gyi stong chen-po, 

Skt. trisahasramahdsahasra: one 
billion worlds, 113, 120, 124, 131, 
409, 414 

Tripirakalthree piraka sde-snod gsum, 76, 78-
80, 203, 259, 405, 428, 429, 436, 
437, 441, 468, 511, 560,619, 888, 
893 

troll grul-bum, Skt. kumbhdlJr!a!ku~mdlJ4a, 
132 

true acquisitions, ten de-nyid thob-pa bcu, 

928 
truth(s) bden-pa, Skt. satya, passim 

of cessation 'gog-pa'i bden-pa, Skt. 
nirodhasatya, 16,27,29,32,35, 71-
2, 153, 192, 196,224,226,257,294 

conventional tha-snyad(-kyi bden-pa), 
Skt. vyavahdrasatya, 207, 209-10, 
906, 907, 909 

declaration of bden-lshig, 589, 611, 662, 
713, 745 

four bden-pa bzhi, 23-4, 137, 153, 188, 
224-7,230,421,423,946-7; four 
moments as they apply to bden-bzhi'i 

rnam-pa bzhi, 158, 230 
indivisible gnyis-med bden-pa: according 

to Mahayoga, 32, 34, 207, 209, 249, 
359-61 

of the origin of suffering kun-byung bden

pa, Skt. samudayasatya, 32, 93, 153, 
213, 224, 226, 257, 303 

of the path lam-gyi bden-pa, Skt. mdrga

satya, 17,27,29,32,36,37,71-2, 
85,93,153, 157,224,226,257,302, 
307,319,901 

relative kun-rdzob bden-pa, Skt. sa1?1-

vrtisatya, 26, 29, 57, 162-3, 166, 
178,200,206,209,215,217-18, 
232,234,247,249-51,354,897, 
901; correct yang-dag-pa'i kun-rdzob 

bden-pa, Skt. tathydsa1?1vrtisatya, 
162, 166, 233, 350, 354; erroneous! 
incorrect log-pa'i kun-rdzob bden-pa, 

Skt. mithydsa1?1vrtisatya, 162, 166, 
233, 350, 354 

sixteen minor bden-chung bcu-drug, 24, 

226 
of suffering sdug-bsngal-gyi bden-pa, Skt. 

dufzkhasatya, 32, 93, 153, 213, 224, 
226, 257, 303 

two bden-pa gnyis, Skt. satyadvaya: 

relative and ultimate, 26, 29-30, 32, 
34, 35, 76, 162, 168, 200, 204, 206-
16, 232, 245, 248, 294, 296, 303, 
320,349,351,354,897,901 

ultimate don-dam bden-pa, Skt. para

mdrthasatya, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 33, 
57, 153, 162-5, 167, 174-6, 178-9, 
185, 193,206,208,215,217,232-4, 
247,250,270,278,309,314,320-1, 
349-50, 354,360,897,898,901, 
906, 924, 931, see also ultimate 

reality; which employs synonyms 
rnam-grangs-dang ldan-pa'i don-dam 

bden-pa, Skt. parydyaparamdrtha

satya, 24, 162, 200, 208, 233; seven 
aspects of the spiritual wealth of don
dam bden-pa dkor-bdun, 153, 248-9; 
without synonyms rnam-grangs min

pa'i don-dam bden-pa, Skt. 
aparydyaparamdrthasatya, 24, 154, 
162,201,204,206-9,233 

tsampa rtsam-pa: parched barley flour, 629, 
630, 655, 696 

Tsangpa (dominion/governors) gtsang-pa, 
955, 956 

Tsen spirits btsan: a group of demons 
headed by tsi'u dmar-po. See R. de 
Nebesky-Wojkowitz, Oracles and 

Demons of Tibet, (pp. 166ff.), 491, 
694 

Tsharpa tshar-pa: a division of the Sakyapa 
school, 850 

Tshurpu calendrical system, 400 
Ubhayatantra upa'i rgyud: see under 

vehicle(s) 

udumbara u-dum-va-ra: a mythical lotus of 
a huge size, blooming once in five 
hundred years, 426, 763, 967 

ultimate reality don-dam, Skt. paramdrtha, 

28, 33, 35, 76, 127, 140, 159, 171-2, 
177, 179, 188, 197,201,207-8,210, 
215-16,219-20,224-5,233-4,245, 
249, 252, 254, 271, 294-5, 309, 314, 
322, 355-6, 582, 907; see also truth, 
ultimate 

definitive vehicles of don-dam nges-pa'i 

theg-pa: the vehicles from that of the 
bodhisattva upwards, 285, 454 

ultimate truth don-dam bden-pa, Skt. 
paramdrthasatya: see under truth(s) 

uncompounded (nature) 'dus-ma-byas, Skt. 
asa1?1skrta, 51, 139, 146, 156-8, 196-
8, 206-7, 302, 321, 328, 898 

union zung-'jug, Skt. yuganaddha: see 
coalescence 

union, seven branches of kha-sbyor yan-lag 

bdun, Skt. saptasampu(a, 266 

universal emperor!monarch 'khor-lo bsgyur

ba, Skt. cakravartin, 60, 132, 191, 
196,417,450,894,913 

Unsurpassed (Yoga)tantra bla-na med-pa'i 
(rnal-'byor-gyi) rgyud, Skt. 
Anuttarayogatantra: see under 
vehicle(s) 

twelve excellent divisions of bla-med 

rgyud-kyi rab-tu dbye-ba bcu-gnyis, 
274 

Upayogatantra upa-yoga: see Ubhayatantra 
upper demons steng-gdon, 594 

l1rl)akeSa mdzod-spu: the hair ringlet 
between eyebrows of a buddha
one of the thirty-two major marks, 
912 

u:;;I)Isa gtsug-lor: the protuberance on the 
head of a bUddha-one of the thirty
two major marks, 271 
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UttaraphalgunI khre'u zla-ba: early April, 
557 

Vaibha:;;ika bye-brag-tu smra-ba, 24, 25, 90-
1,93,155-8, 160, 162,225,411,911 

Vaisakha sa-ga zla-ba: May to June, 946-7 
Vaise:;;ika bye-brag-pa, 16, 65 
Vai:;;l)ava khyab- 'jug-pa, 16, 65-6 
vajra rdo-ry'e: see also indestructible reality 

and bell rdo-rje dril-bu, Skt. vajraghalJta, 
305, 350, 634, 645 

crossed-vajra rdo-rje rgya-gram, Skt. 
vifvavajra, 494, 601, 690 

(emblem) (mtshan-pa'l) rdo-rje, 120-2, 

198, 340, 356, 468, 535,609,616, 
623, 646, 787 

hand-sized rdo-ry'e phyag gang-ba: the 
emanational teaching of the Great 
Perfection, 134-5 

master rdo-rje slob-dpon, Skt. vajracdrya, 

494; see also master of indestructible 
reality 

secret gsang-ba'i rdo-rje: the penis, 567, 
766 

vajra-holder rdo-rje 'dzin-pa, Skt. 

vajradhrk: an exponent of the vehicle 
of indestructible reality, 680, 823, 
923; see also indestructible reality, 
holder of 

vajra-like contemplation rdo-rje lta-bu'i 

ting-nge-'dzin, Skt. vajropama
samadhi, 159, 198 

Vajra Queen rdo-ry'e btsun-mo, Skt. vajra
yo~it, 125, 404, 449 

valid cognition tshad-ma, Skt. pramalJa 

of inference, 312; see also inference 

three kinds of (all-embracing) (kun

khyab) tshad-ma gsum, 73, 275, 970 
vast/vastness rgyas: the attribute of skilful 

means in contrast to profound! 
profundity (zab) which is the 
attribute of discriminative 
awareness, 28, 170,247,331,344, 
584, 707, 726, 830, 839, 845, 871 

vehicle(s) {heg-pa, Skt. ydna: defined, 80-7; 
passim 

of Anuyoga rjes-su rnal-'byor-gyi theg-pa, 

17, 32, 34-5, 36,40,81,86-7, 137, 
264, 284-9, 294, 297, 358-9, 363-9, 
396,397,460,461,485-9,531,537, 
746 

of Atiyoga shin-tu rnal-'byor-gyi theg-pa: 
defined, 311-18; 17, 19,29, 32, 34, 
35-9, 40, 81, 86-7, 264, 274, 284, 
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294-345, 347, 358-9, 365, 369-72, 
396,397,461,490-504,531,537, 
558_96,707,746,762,820,861, 
897, 907, 923; see also Great 

Perfection 
of the awareness-holders rig-'dzin lheg-

pa, Skt. *vidyadharayana: the 
vehicle of indestructible reality/secret 

mantra, 81, 248 
basic, of gods and humans sor-bzhag lha

mi'i theg-pa, 57-61, 69, 81-2, 86,97 
of bodhisattvas byang-chub sems-dpa'i 

lheg-pa, Skt. bodhisattvayana, 17, 30, 
81_3,85-7,155,172,223,231-7, 

286, 295 
of Brahma tshangs-pa'i lheg-pa, Skt. 

Brahmayana, 13,54,57,61-2,82,86 
of Caryatantra: see vehicle of Ubhaya

tantra/Caryatantra 
(causal/outer), of dialectics rgyu mtshan

nyid/phyi'i lheg-pa, Skt. *helulak~ana
yana, 12,23-30,36,41,81,144-5, 
151_237,243-56,273,282,285-6, 
292,348,425,441,577,604,861, 
908; three rgyu mtshan-nyid/phyi'i 

theg-pa gsum, 81, 83, 911 
definitive, of ultimate reality don-dam 

nges-pa'i lheg-pa: the vehicles from 
that of the bodhisattva upwards, 

285,454 
of dialectics/dialectical mtshan-nyid theg-

pa: see vehicles, (causal!outer) of 

dialectics 
of direction from the cause of suffering 

kun-'byung 'dren-pa'i theg-pa: the 
three causal vehicles of dialectics, 81 

effortless, bya-rtsol med-pa'i theg-pa: 

Atiyoga, 538, 971 
of extremists mu-slegs-pa'i lheg-pa: non-

Buddhist traditions, 261 
five theg-pa lnga, 17, 81-2, 133 
greater lheg-pa chen-po, Skt. mahayana, 

23, 24, 25-30, 64, 73, 81-5, 95, 115, 
131, 153-5, 160-222, 231-7, 243-4, 
395,396,410,412-13,415,430-1, 
440,441,442,449,455,456,481, 
503, 504, 522, 564, 619, 641-2, 656, 
664,849,869,892,908,912,913, 
931, 944; causal rgyu'i lheg-pa chen
po: i.e. the vehicle of bodhisattvas, 
82, 84, 113, 142-4, 305 

of the Indestructible Nucleus of Inner 
Radiance 'od-gsal rdo-rje snying-po'i 

lheg-pa: the All-Surpassing Real
isation of the Great Perfection, 115 

of indestructible reality rdo-rje theg-pa, 
Skt. vajrayana: defined, 260-1; 12, 
31,83,85,109,148,189,223,237, 
241,244,246,249,260-1,293, 305-
6,372,400,401,409,442,445,454, 
504,527,577,596,599,624,689, 
705, 706, 739, 746, 748, 854, 862, 
871,881,885,894,940 

of (the inner tantras of) skilful means 
nang-pa thabs-kyi rgyud-kyi theg-pa: 

Mahayoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga, 
84, 245-6,252, 286, 346, 357-72, 
493; see also vehicles of overpowering 

(skilful) means 
irreversible phyir mi-zlog-pa'i theg-pa: 

the vehicle of the final promulgation 

of the sutras, 947 
of Kriyatantra bya-ba'i rgyud-kyi theg-pa, 

17,29,31,32,33,35,81,86-7,137, 
245_6,252,264,268-71,292,295-6, 
305, 348-52, 353,449,456, 502, 
531,604,618,619,827,893,936 

lesser lheg-pa chung-ba/theg-dman, Skt. 
hfnayana, 23, 24-5, 81, 83, 153, 155-
9,223_31,248,411-56,481,504, 

522,911,931 
of Mahayoga rnal-'byor chen-po'i lheg-pa, 

17,32,34,35-6,40,77,81,86-7, 
264, 274-83, 294-7, 358-63, 396, 
397,458-83,531,533-7,746 

mundane 'jig-rten-pa'i theg-pa, Skt. _ 
laukikayana: the vehicle of Brahma 
and the basic vehicles of gods and 
humans, 13, 54, 57-61 

nine (sequences of) lheg-pa('i rim-pa) 
dgu, 12, 13, 17,28,30,34,35,40, 
4

c

l, 81, 86, 364-5,625,638-9,861 
outer, of dialectics: see vehicles, (causal! 

outer) of dialectics 
of the outer tantras/mantras of austere 

awareness phyi dka'-thub rig-pa'i 

rgyud-kyi theg-pa: Kriyatantra, 
Ubhayatantra and Yogatantra, 32-3, 
81,286,346-57,493,895,913; three 
phyi dka'-thub rig-pa'i rgyud-kYl theg-

84 269 see also dialectlcS, pa gsum, , , 
three classes of 

of Outsiders phyi-rol-pa'i theg-pa: the 
vehicles of non-Buddhists, 306 

of overpowering (skilful) means db~ng
bsgyur thabs-kyi theg-pa: the vehIcles 

of the inner tantras of skilful means, 
Mahayoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga, 
33,81,245,269,273-4 

of pious attendants nyan-thos lheg-pa, 

Skt. sravakayana, 17,24,30,81-7, 
155, 161, 190,227-31,261,286, 
306, 913 

of pristine cognition ye-shes-kyi lheg-pa: 

Atiyoga, 85 
resultant, (of secret mantra) (gsang

sngags) 'bras-bu theg-pa, Skt. 
*phalayana: the vehicle of 
indestructible reality, 12, 23, 29, 30-
9,81,85,113,142,171,185,203, 
239-372,412-13,442 

of secret mantra gsang-sngags-kyi theg-pa, 

Skt. guhyamantrayana: the vehicle of 
indestructible reality, 28, 83-4, 243-
372,412,443-504, 531-95,608,618, 
619,641,648,651,671,689,691, 
692, 703, 706, 707, 728, 748, 757, 
794, 800, 802, 809, 822, 823, 836, 
842, 843, 848, 854, 878, 887, 888, 
891,892-3,911,914,926,931,935, 
944, 954, 960, 962, 972 

of self-centred buddhas rang sangs-rgyas

kyi theg-pa, Skt. pratyekabuddha

yana, 17,24-5,30,81-7, 155, 161, 
261, 286, 306, 913 

of skilful means: see vehicles of (the inner 

tantras oj) skilful means 

single theg-pa gcig, Skt. ekayana, 80-3, 

85-6, 143, 188,207,320 
six, of definitive attainment nges-pa thob

pa'i theg-pa drug: the greater vehicle, 
295 

supramundane 'jig-rten-Ias 'das-pa'i theg

pa, Skt. lokottarayana: the Buddhist 
vehicles, 68, 70-2 

supreme theg-mchog: Atiyoga, 404, 406, 
413-14, 566, 908, 949, 967, 970 

of the tathagatas de-bzhin gshegs-pa'i 

theg-pa: the vehicle of bodhisattvas, 
whose result is Buddhahood, 82 

three theg-pa gsum, Skt. triyana, 17, 81-
3,174,190,197,285,425 

three, of inner tantras of skilful means 
nang-rgyud thabs-kyi theg-pa gsum: 
Mahayoga, Anuyoga and Atiyoga, 
84 

three, of the outer tantras of austere 
awareness phyi dka'-thub rig-pa'i 
rgyud-kyi theg-pa gsum: see vehicles of 
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the outer tantras/mantras of austere 
awareness 

of transcendental perfection pha-rol-tu 
phyin-pa'i theg-pa, Skt. paramita

yana: the vehicle of bodhisattvas, 
243, 249, 306, 503, 895 

two theg-pa gnyis, 17,81,83 
of UbhayatantraiCaryatantra upa'i/gnyis

ka'i/spyod-pa'i rgyud-kyi theg-pa, 17, 
31,32,33,35,81,86-7,246,264, 
268-9, 271-2, 292, 295-6, 305, 348, 
352-3,449,456, 502, 531,604, 893, 
936 

of Unsurpassed (Yoga)tantra bla-na med

pa'i (rgyud-kyi) lheg-pa, Skt. 
anuttaralantrayana, 32, 33-4, 81, 83-
4, 142,214, 252, 266, 268-9, 273-4, 
301,340,376,448,451,456-7, 502, 
516, 531, 674, 893, 895, 913, 944, 
947 

of Y ogatantra rnal- 'byor-gyi rgyud-kyi 

theg-pa, Skt. yogalanlrayana, 17, 31, 
32,33,35,81,86-7,252,264,268, 
271-3,295-6,348,352-7, 364,450, 
465,468,469,488,502,503,531, 
604,643, 827, 893, 936 

verse tshig-bcad, Skt. padya: in poetics, 76, 
105-7 

mixed, and prose spel-ma, Skt. misra, 

105 
vibhanga rnam-par 'byed-pa: here, the 

analytical texts of Maitreya, 95 
view lta-ba, Skt. dmi, passim 

of Anuyoga, 284-6, 365-7 
of Atiyoga, 294-345, 370 
of the bodhisattvas, 95, 234-5 
of the Brahma vehicle, 61 
of the Great Madhyamaka, 169-216, 234 
of Kriyarantra, 269-70, 349-50 
of Mahayoga, 275-6, 360-1 
of the Mind-OnlyNijnanavada School, 

160-2, 234 
of the mundane vehicle, 58 
of the pious attendants, 158-9, 224-5 
of the Prasangika-Madhyamika, 164-9, 

234 
profound zab-mo lta-ba, 431 
of the Sautrantika, 158, 225 
of the self-centred buddhas, 159, 229 
of the Svatantrika-Madhyamika, 162-4, 

234 
of Ubhayatantra, 271, 352 
of the Vaibha:;;ika, 156-7, 225 
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of Yogatantra, 272, 354-5 
VijiUinavada rnam-rig smra-ba, 25, 27, 30, 

160-3 178, 189,234,301 " ° 294 Vijiianavadin rnam-ng smra-ba, 35, 16 , 
Vinaya 'dul-ba: defined, 80; 93,137,187, 

429, 498, 524, 526, 552, 569, 576, 
688, 730, 731, 748, 80S, 806, 850, 

861, 874; see also under 
instruction(s), ordination, pi~aka 
and vows 

Lower Tibetan Lineage of smad-'dul-gyi 

brgyud-pa, 525,688, 729 
piTaka 'dul-ba'i sde-snod: see under 

pi~aka 
virtue(s) dge-ba, Skt. kusala, 56, 193, 199, 

214, 302-3, 320, 322,604,625, 899, 

900, 901, 903, 944 
fundamental dge-ba'i rtsa-ba, Skt, 

kusalamula, 85, 302, 307, 898, 900, 

90S, 908, 912 
ten (divine) dge-ba bcu, Skt. dasakusala, 

13,56,59,60,61,512,513 
ten, "endowed with corruption" zag-

bcas-kyi dge-ba bcu, 60 " 
visarga: usually the sign of final aSPlratIO~ 

but here it refers to final punctuation 

marks (tig), 916 
vision, pure dag-snang: see under 

appearance(s) , 
visionary appearance(s) snang-ba: m All

Surpassing Realisation, 337, 3~9 
of the cessation of clinging to reahty or 

of the cessation/exhaustion of 
(apparitional) reality chos-nyid-du" 
'dzin-pa'i zad-palchos-nYld zad-pa 1 

snang-ba, 337, 339, 371, 594; see 

also under cessation 
of the direct perception of reality chos-

nyid mngon-sum, 339, 371 
four snang-ba bzhi, 38, 332, 341, 343, 

371,971 . 
of increasing contemplative expenence 

kotakhya, 292 
and mind rlung-sems, 288, 341,643, 721 
of pristine cognition ye-shes-kyi rlung, 

115, 341 
ten kinds of rlung bcu, 292 

Vivarta script bi-barta, 70S, 729 
vows sdom-pa, Skt. saltlvara, 70, 80, 729 

and passim; see also commitment(s) , 
moral discipline and ordination 

bodhisattva byang-chub sems-dpa'i sdom-
pa, Skt. bodhisattvasaltlvara , 78, 423, 
674,729,805,827,849,939 

of celibacy tshangs-spyod, Skt. brahma

carya, 422, 760 
inner, of the awareness-holders rig-'dzin 

nang-gi sdom-pa, 78, 729; see also 

commitment(s) 
lay-vowS dge-bsnyen, Skt. upasaka, 70, 

226, 784, 827, 911; see also layman 
mantra sngags-kyi sdom-pa, 849; see also 

commitment( s) 
monastic sdom-brtsonlrab-byung, 526, 

887; see also ordination 
novitiate dge-tshul, Skt. sramalJera: see 

under ordination 
of Pon bon-gyi sdom-pa, 690 

p6~adha, 911 
pratimok~a so-thar sdom-pa: the vows of 

pious attendants and self-centred 
buddhas, 78, 235, 729, eight so-thar 

sdom-brgyad, 158, 226 
of the purificatory fast bsnyen-gnas, Skt. 

upavasa, 58, 226; eight gso-sbyongl 
yan-lag brgyad(-pa'i khrims), 513 

k . ara 78 
three sdom-pa gsum, S t. lnsaltlv , ' 

300,302,827,831,861 
two hundred and fifty disciplines of the 

Vinaya nyi-brgya lnga-bcu'i 'dul-. 
khrims: the vows of a fully-ordamed 
monk, 230; see also under ordin~twn 

. dp' bo Skt VIm' an heroic bemg warnor a -, .' . 
in terms of spiritual commitment, 
404,460,469,581,588,593,653; 

nyams gong-'phel-ba, 339, 371 , 
of :'eaching the limit of awareness ng-pa 

tshad-phebs, 339, 371 

see also qaka 
water of life tshe-chu: see under elixir 
wheel(s) 'khor-lo, Skt. cakm: see 

centre(s) , " ' i 
cloud-mass, of syllables Yl-ge 1 spnn-gy 

'khor-lo, 877 

vital energy rlung, Skt. vayu, 24, 115, 362, 
489, 536, 578, 618, 669, 676; see 
also energy channels, currents and 

seminal points 
active las-kyi rlung, 877; see also pulse of 

f the doctrine chos-kyi 'khor-lo, Skt. 
o dharmacakra: see doctrinal wheel(s) 

the active energy currents 
of great life-breath srog chen-po'i rlung: 

ignorance, 291 

and promulgation of the doctnnal 

wheel 

of inexhaustible ornament mi-zad-pa'i 
rgyan-gyi 'khor-lo, 126; five mi
zad-pa'i rgyan-gyi 'khor-lo lnga, 
866 

thirty-six actions of the wheels of the 
inexhaustible ornaments of body, 
speech and mind sku-gsung-thugs mi
zad-pa rgyan-gyi 'khor-lo'i mdzad-pa 
sum-cu-rtsa-drug, 121 

Wish-fulfilling Gem yid-bzhin nor-bu, Skt. 
CintamalJi, 133, 147, 195, 198,468-9 

Wishing Tree dpag-bsam-gyi shing, Skt. 
kalpavr:k~a, 133, 148, 198 

(world) realms ('jig-rten-gyi) khams, Skt. 
(loka)dhatu, passim 

six, of existence 'jig-rten-gyi khams drug, 
585 

three khams-gsum, 13, 31, 38, 51, 56, 
73,202,259,302,321, 337, 339-40, 
363,418,458,490,491, 575, 907, 
930 

worldly concerns, eight 'jig-rten chos brgyad, 
723, 852 

wrong understanding, those of log-par rtogs
pa, Skt. vipratipanna, 13, 16, 54, 62-
7, 873 

yak~a gnod-sbyin: a very large class of nature 
spirits, many of which are associated 
with mountains, trees, forests, rocks, 
abandoned buildings, etc. In India 
they are frequently related to 
vegetation, 75, 132, 135-6,433, 435, 
451,452-3,454,466,492,609,614, 
754, 889 

yak~il).I gnod-sbyin-mo: a female yak~a, 465, 
480,481 

year signs and elements lo-rtags-dang khams: 
the twelve animals and five elements 
marking the years of a sexagenary 
cycle, 959, n. 1330 

yoga(s) rnal-'byor: lit. "union in funda
mental reality", 35, 39, 102, 184, 
248, 254, 256, 270, 276, 295, 312, 
320,343-5,357,360,368,413,423, 
459, 490, 547, 579, 588, 630, 653, 
709, 715, 735, 769, 813, 829, 832, 
853, 867, 876, 877, 897, 900, 907, 
926 

of another's body as the seal gzhan-lus 
phyag-rgya, 818; see also under 
seal(s) and door 

daytime nyin-gyi rnal-'byor, 280 
dream rmi-lam, 548 

Vijiitinavtida - Zandre 387 

five rnal-'byor lnga: according to 
Mahayoga, 363 

five rnal-'byor lnga: i.e. the five paths of 
Anuyoga, 288, 369 

four rnal-'byor bzhi, 33, 272; see also 
miracles, four 

of one's own body as the means rang-Ius 
thabs-ldan, 818; see also under door 

preliminary, of accumulation and 
purification sngon- 'gro bsags-sbyong-gi 
rnal-'byor, 862; see also preliminary 
practice 

Six-limbed sbyor-ba yan-lag drug-pa: of 
the Kalacakra Tantra, 301, 546, 577-
8,674, 853 

three rnal-'byor gsum: according to 
Anuyoga, 285-6 

three classes of yo-ga'i sde gsum: the 
vehicles of the inner tantras of skilful 
means, 746 

Yogacara rnal-'byor spyod-pa: this term may 
originally refer to the conduct of the 
bodhisattva path in general, rather 
than to the mentalist school alone, 
315,911; see also Mind Only and 
Vijfianavada 

Yogacara-Madhyamaka rnal-'byor spyod-pa'i 
dbu-ma: Great Madhyamaka, 169 

Yogatantra rnal-'byor-gyi rgyud: see under 
pi~aka and vehicle(s) 

yogic exercises 'phrul-'khor, Skt. yantra, 606 
yogin rnal- 'byor-pa: a male practitioner of 

yoga, 115, 184, 195,201,270,281, 
304, 313, 335, 344, 353, 356, 394, 
447,473,504, 511, 545, 547, 566, 
573,575,580,581,583,585,586, 
588,630,638,641,643, 755, 839, 
854, 903, 926 

twelve orders of dzo-ki sde-tshan bcu
gnyis: followers of Gorak~anatha, 504 

yoginI rnal- 'byor-ma: a female practitioner 
of yoga, 460, 494,538,547,573, 
580,585,586,588,620,630,631, 
700, 772, 773, 859 

YoginI tantras rnal-'byor-ma'i rgyud, 503 
yojana dpag-tshad: a measurement of 

distance; defined, n. 518; 490 
youthful vase body gzhon-nu bum-pa'i sku: 

the great buddha-body of reality: see 
under buddha-body(ies) 

Yungdrung Pon tradition gYung-drung bon
lugs, 852; see also Pan 

zandre za-'dre: a vampire demon, 711 
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Zhalupa zhva-Iu-pa, 850 
zho zho: a half tola of gold (approximately 

5.85g.), ten of which equal one 
srang, 768 

zi-stone gzi: a species of etched agate, 
highly valued in Tibet, 483 

zombie ro-Iangs, SkI. vetiila: lit. "standing 
corpse", 535 

Zur tradition zur-Iugs, l39, 266, 617-49, 
665, 668, 671, 672, 679, 691, 700-2, 
725, 727, 730; see also NyanglRong 
tradition 

Index of Personal Names 



Introduction 

In Indian and Tibetan Buddhist literature, great historical figures are 
often referred to by a diversity of names and epithets. This partly 
reflects the tendency of Buddhist masters to extend their sphere of 
activity through diverse geographical regions, where they are then 
known by diverse names (Padmsambhava being a notable example), 
and partly also the custom of receiving new names to mark increasingly 
advanced stages of meditative attainment or ordination: pratimok~a, 
bodhisattva and mantra. In the case of Dalai Lama V, for example: 
Dalai Lama V refers to his position in the line of incarnations to 
which he belongs; PadmapaI).i indicates his status as an incarnation of 
AvalokiteSvara; Lozang Gyamtso and Ngagi Wangcuk indicate his 
gradual acceptance of monastic ordination; Dorje Thokmetsel indicates 
his prowess as a treasure-finder and mantra adept; and popularly he is 
referred to as the Great Fifth (lnga-pa chen-po) on account of his 
supremacy as a spiritual and temporal leader. This custom of confer
ring names and titles continues to the present day. 

The word order in Tibetan and Sanskrit names is important. Titles, 
such as scholar (par;ejita) , master (slob-dpon, Skt. acarya) , lord of 
accomplished masters (grub-dbang, Skt. siddhefvara), lord of doctrine 
(chos-rye, Skt. dharmasvamin), treasure-finder (gter-ston) and so forth, 
often precede the personal name. Epithets or titles indicative of clan, 
lineage, place of birth or residence, or incarnation line, may also be 
conjoined with personal names, or replace them altogether. 

In this index, for the benefit of those unfamiliar with Tibetan 
conventions, we have listed most of the variations that occur in the 
text separately and referred the reader to one main entry (usually the 
most well-known form) where all these variations appear as sub
entries along with their page references. 

Names are listed in English alphabetical order and letter by letter, 
except on those occasions when we have attempted to list diverse 
incarnations within their proper numerical sequences. Entries begin
ning with "Sakya" follow those beginning with "Sakya". Parentheses 
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have generally been used to indicate elements omitted in shortened 
forms of a name, however it has not been possible to apply this 

convention exhaustively. 
Dates have been supplied utilising information given in the body of 

the text or gathered from other Tibetan historical sources: it is hoped 
that further research will succeed in resolving many of the chrono
logical uncertainties. Where enumerated categories of names occur, 
these are cross-referenced against the Glossary of Enumerations when
ever more information is to be found there. Readers should also 
consult the Notes for occasional biographical information, which has 

not been cross-referenced here. 
Sanskrit names have been restored with reference to original extant 

texts and dictionaries. In the case of a few deities, entered under their 
Sanskrit names - for example Guhyasamaja, Cakrasamvara and 
Kalacakra - it is not always clear from the context whether these 
refer to actual deities or to texts/teaching cycles. In such cases, 
readers should also consult the first part of the Bibliography. 

Finally, line drawings illustrating many of the major figures de
scribed in the History appear throughout Volume One, and page 
references for these are listed in bold face. 
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Abhayakaragupta (c. 1100) 'jigs-med 'byung-
gnas sbas-pa, 477 

Acadru family a-lcags 'gru'i rigs, 841 
Acala mi-gYo-ba, 577 
Acintyaprabhasa slOn-pa khye 'u snang-ba 

dam-pa bsam-gyis mi-khyab-pa: the 
first emanational teacher according 
to the Great Perfection, l36, 897 

Adhicitta, the de va sems-Ihag-canllhag-sems

can, 453, 490 
Advayavajra gnyis-med rdo-rye, 200; see 

Maitripli 

Agayana, the envoy gser-yig-pa a-ga-ya-na 
~2 ' 

Agni, f~i drang-srong agni, 65 
Agnisuci, the deer ri-dvags me'i gtsang-sbra-

can, 214 
~-Hllrp Gyen a-kurtZ rgyan, 784 
A!aneyabalaha cang-shes bha-Ia-ha, l33 
AJatasatru, king ma-skyes-dgra, 428, 433, 

435 

Ajita, (conqueror/regent) (rgyal-ba/rgyal-
lshab) ma-pham-pa, 98, 128, 129, 

_ .__ 170-1,838,930,932; see Maitreya 
~JnatakaUJ)Qinya kun-shes, 115 
~-kar Matisiia Ii-dkar mali-shi-la 510 
Ak-- ' asagarbha nam(-mkha'i) snying(-po), 125 
Akhu Pelbar a-khu dpal-'bar, 545 
Ak~apada rkang-mig, 65 
Ak~obhya mi-bskyod-palmi-'khrugs-pa, 20, 

125,274,355,477,690,878 
Ak~obhyaprabha ston-pa khye'u 'od mi

'khrugs-pa: the second emanational 
teacher according to the Great 
Perfection, 136,904 

Ak~obhyavajra mi-bskyod rdo-rje 416 

All-Positive King kun-bzang rgyal-p~, 317; 
see Samantabhadra 

Aloka mar-me-ma, 125 

AlokabhasvatI, queen of OQQiyana snang-ba 
gsal-ba'i 'od-Idan-ma, 490 

Amarasirpha 'chi-med seng-ge, 106 
Amitabha (Buddha) (sangs-rgyas) 'od

dpag(-lU) med(-pa)lsnang-ba mtha'-

yas, PI. 11; 20,125,274,355,468, 
479, 746 

Amitayus lshe-dpag-med, 470, 549, 564, 624 
Lord of Immortality and his consort 

'chi-med mgon-po yab-yum, 855 

sugata Amitayus bde-bar gshegs-pa lshe
dpag-med, 691 

Amoghasiddhi don(-yod) grub(-pa), 20, 125, 
274,355,481,766 

Amoghavajra, the elder don-yod rdo-rje che

ba,479 
Amoghavajra, the younger don-yod rdo-ry"e 

chung-bala-mo-gha-badzra, 479, 708 
Amftabhai~ajya bdud-rtsi sman(-lha), 452; 

see also Avalokitesvara 

Bhai~ajyaguru sman-bla/sman-gyi bla-ma 
591, 691 J 

Amnakul)Qalin bdud-rtsi 'khyil, 548, 623 
~mnodana bdud-rtsi zas, 434 
Ananda kun-dga'-bo, 75, 421, 428, 432, 433, 
_ 434, 434-5,438, 859, 908, 928, 946 
Ananda, the nun kun-dga'-mo: a teacher of 

Vimalamitra (see bairo 'dra-'bag, 
Ch. 5),469 

Anandagarbha kun-dga' snying-po, 272 
Anantagul)a dakinI (the pakinI of Limitless 

Virtues) .yon-tan mlha'-yas-pa'i 
mkha'- 'gro-ma, 493 

Anathapil)Qada mgon-med zas-sbyin, 137, 
423 

Andzom Drukpa (1842-1924) a-'dzom 'brug
pa, 879 
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Anupamarak~ita dpe-med 'tsho, 674 
Aparajita a-dzi, 548 
Ara4a(kalama) ring-'phur, 419, 422 
Archer mda'-ba/mda'-bsnun, 197; see 

Saraha 
Arhat Suvar1).aprabhasa dgra-bcom-pa gser

'od dam-pa: the eighth emanational·· 
teacher according to the Great 
Perfection, 136 

Ariboga (or Arikbugha) a-re-bho-ga: the 
younger brother of Qubilai Qan, to 
whom in 1264 he conceded defeat, 
661,662 

Aro (Yeshe J ungne) a-ro (ye-shes 'byung

gnas), 231-2, 571, 673,675, 706 
Ar~adhara, king (of Sahor) rgyal-po gtsug

lag 'dzin, 470, 972 
Aryadeva 'phags-pa lha/arya de-ba, 165, 

167,309,413,440,464,498,502, 
596,641, 899 

Aryasura dpa'-bo, 703; see Sura 
Arya Tara 'phags-ma sgrol-ma, 466; see 

Tara 
Asailga thogs(-med), 18,28,91, 108,169, 

182, 184, 189,300-1,404,440,441, 
463, 849, 919, 931 

"Ashen Zombie" ro-Iangs thal-mdog, Skt. 
*Vetala Bhasmavar1).a, 477, 493; see 
Garap Dorje 

Asoka, the religious king chos-rgyal mya

ngan med, 429, 435, 948 
Dharmasoka, king rgyal-po dharma sva

ka,429 
Asvottama (or Asvavarapada) rta-mchog: 

teacher of Vi1).apa, 927 
AsvottamaiSupreme Horse rta-mchog, 274, 

534; see H ayagr'iva 
Atisa, (lord/master) (982-1054) (jo-bo-rje/ 

slob-dpon) a-ti-sha, 184, 198,205, 
395,546,548,550,706,853,889, 
891-2,905-6,914,950,951 

Dlparpkara di-palfl-ka-ra, 914 

Atmaprakasa bdag-nyid gsal-rigs-ma, 498 

Atreya, J;'~i drang-srong rgyun-shes-kyi bu/ 
e-tra'i bu, 66, 99 

Avadhuti a-ba-dhu-ti-pa, 477 
AvalokiteSvara spyan-ras-gzigs, Pl. 12; 75, 

125,261,393,449,451,452,453, 
466, 497, 498, 507, 510, 564, 567, 
572,617,698,757,758,784,791, 
798,802,821,823,826,841; see 
also Amftabhai~ajya and Lords of the 
Three ( Enlightened) Families 

A valokitesvara in the form of the "King 
of Space" spyan-ras gzigs nam-mkha' 
rgyal-po, Skt. Gaganaraja, 591 

eleven-faced A valokitesvara zhal-bcu
gcig-pa, 791 

Great Compassionate One thugs-rje chen
po, Skt. Mahakaru1).ika, 507, 511, 
560, 564, 565, 569, 659, 677, 755, 
762, 765, 770, 784, 828, 829 

LokesvaraiLord of the World (dpa'-bo) 
'jigs-rten dbang-phyug, 47, 404, 916 

Padmapa1).i lag-na padma, 564 

Sublime One 'phags-pa, 510 
Aviddhakar1).a rna ma-phug-pa, 65 

Ba Getong, spiritual benefactor dge-bshes 
sba dge-mthong, 640 

Bagom Tikma 'ba'-sgom dig-ma, 642 
Bagom (Yeshe Cangcup) sba-sgom (ye-shes 

byang-chub), 542-3, 545-6, 548 
Baka Klinzang Rikdzin Dorje rba-kha kun

bzang rig-'dzin rdo-rje, 735 

Baka Rikdzin Khamsum Y ongdrol rba-kha 
rig-'dzin khams-gsum yongs-grol, 735 

Baka Triilku Choki Gyamtso rba-kha sprul
sku chos-kyi rgya-mtsho, 817 

Puwo Baka Triilku Rikdzin Choki 
Gyamtso spu-bo rba-kha sprul-sku rig

'dzin chos-kyi rgya-mtsho, 812 
Balabhadra, king of Bharpdva rgyal-po ba-la 

bha-dra, 504 
Balahaka, bodhisattva byang-chub sems-dpa' 

sprin-gyi shugs-can, 136 

Balapada byis-pa'i zhabs, 462; see 
J alandharipa 

BangWn Cakyu sbangs-ston lcags-kyu, 649 
Ba-ratna rba rat-na, 515, 524; see Ba Trhizi 

of the Zhang family 
Barton 'bar-ston, 549 
Barza Lhayang 'bar-bza' lha-dbyangs, 537 

Ba Selnang sba gsal-snang, 509, 515 
Yeshe Wang po ye-shes dbang-po, 515 

Ba Trhizi of the Zhang family zhang-blon 

dad-pa-can rba khri-gzigs, 515 

Ba-ratna rba ratna, 515, 524 
Pelyang dpal-dbyangs, 515 

Ben 'ban, 650 
Bhadra bzang-po, 429 
Bhadrapala, bodhisattva bzang-skyong, 423 
Bhadrapala, the deva de-ba bzang-skyong, 

463 
Bhadrika rab-bzang, 115 
Bhagavat (mgon-po) legs-ldan, 624; see 

Lekden Degu 

Bhairava 'jigs-byed, 449, 936 
Bhai~ajyaguru sman-blajsman-gyi bla-ma) 

591,691; see Amrtabhai$ajya 
Bhallika bzang-skyong, 421 

Bha1).Ta (or BhaTa) bhat:zta, 435 
Bharadvaja bha-ra-dva-dza, 64 
Bharata bha-ra-ta, 106 

Bharo Tsukdzin, the Newar bha-ro gtsug
'dzin, 766-8, 780 

Bha~ita, r~i drang-srong bha-shi-ta, 466 
467 ' 

Bhaskara, the boy khye'u snang-byed, 193 
BhaTa Hor bhata-hor, 519 
Bhanarika rje-btsun-ma, 572 

Bhavya, master slob-dpon bha-vya or skal-
ldan/legs-ldan, 169, 184, 905 

Bhelaklrti bhe-la kirti, 497 

Bhrgu, r~i drang-srong ngan-spong, 65 
BhrkuTl khro-gnyer-can-ma, 466, 510 
Bhusukuchok bhu-su-ku mchog, 605 

black-hat Karmapa zhva-nag karma-pa, 811; 
see Karmapa X 

"Blue-skirted Pa1).4ita" pat:zq,ita sham-thabs 
sngon-po-can, 918 

Bodhisattva byang-chub sems-dpa', 416-21; 
see Buddha 

Bodhisattva (mkhan-po) bo-dhi sa-tva, 405, 

513-15, 601; see Santaraksita 
Bodhivajra byang-chub rdo-tie, 478 

Bodhi ZhangWn bo-dhi zhang-ston, 689 
Brahma tshang-pa, 16,66, 132,417,422 

624 ' 

four-faced Brahma tshang-pa gdong bzhi
pa,65 

Brahmaratnaprabha tshang-pa rin-chen 'od 
452 ' 

Brahmasarvatara tshang-pa kun-sgrol, 452 
Brahmasikhandara tshang-pa gtsug-phung 

'dzin, 452 
Brahma Sikhin tshang-pa ral-pa-can 214 

Brhaspati (Guru of the Gods) Phur-bu 66-7 
197 ' , 

British dbyin1i, 958 

BUddha sangs-rgyas: Sakyamuni, PIs. 37, 
41; 16, 23,47, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 
80, 83, 91, 120, 129, 138, 147, 154, 
190, 195, 196-7, 199, 212, 213, 226 
244, 289, 295, 299, 307, 313, 315, ' 
318, 322, 336, 393, 394, 400, 409, 
417, 411-27, 430, 433,435, 440, 
441, 454, 456, 472, 504, 518, 583 
605, 610, 622, 643, 644, 646, 648' 
716,747,762, 837, 859, 890-1, 8;3, 
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898, 900, 910, 931, 933, 943-8, 944 
949, 959 ' 

Bodhisattva byang-chub sems-dpa', 416-
21 

Conqueror rgyal-ba, Skt. Jina, 47, 68, 
73,88, 113, 120, 127-8, 143, 146, 
151,278, 307, 308, 312, 315, 324, 
376, 404, 405, 406, 409, 427, 431, 
442, 507, 522, 527, 610, 736, 748, 
824, 859, 874, 877, 894, 930, 943, 
945, 948, 967, 969, 972 

Fourth Guide rnam-'dren bzhi-pa, 409, 
943 

Gautama gau-ta-ma, 422-3 

Lord of Sages/Munindra thub-pa'i 

dbang-po,_ 11, 128, 503, 768, 894 
Lord of the Sakyas sa-kya'i mgon, 130 
Sage thub-pa, Skt. Muni 73 77 103 

184, 200, 204, 300, ~22, '427: 555: 
705, 894, 969 971 

Sakya King sa-kY~'i rgyal-po, 405, 746 
Sakyamuni (Buddha) sa-kya thub-pa, 11, 

17,26,36, 115, 137, 153, 193,221, 
312,396,411-27,430,434,454, 
564, 573, 590, 656, 659, 672, 696, 
768, 894, 946-8 972 

Sakyendra, the Tra~scendent Lord sa
kya dbang-po, 755 

Sarvarthasiddha don-thams-cad grub-pa 
417 ' 

Siddhartha, (prince) (rgyaZ-bu) don-grub, 
412, 575, 946 

Sugata bde-bar gshegs-pa, 22, 138, 186, 
218, 268, 300, 409, 871, 873, 896 
928 ' 

Svetaketu, holy dam-pa tog-dkar, 412 
416 ' 

Tathagata de-bzhin gshegs-pa, 99, 103, 
146, 153-5, 172, 179-80, 189, 192, 
195, 216, 253, 292, 316, 334, 340, 
393,414,422,423,425,426,456, 
471,626, 786, 947 

Teacher ston-pa, Skt. Sastr, 47, 68, 71, 
73-6, 78, 88, 90-1, 104, 109, 113-48, 
153-5, 193,218,231,409,411,413, 
428,429,430,432,434,435,436, 
437,438,439,440, 441, 452, 454, 
458, 613, 637, 705, 894, 906, 946 

Transcendent Lord (Buddha) bcom
ldan- 'das, Skt. Bhagavan, 75-6, 175, 
186, 188, 190, 215, 303, 312, 363, 
428,433,454,455, 747, 898, 944, 
945 
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Buddhaguhya sangs-rgyas gsang-ba, 39, 40, 
92,96, 123, 249, 270, 462, 465, 464-
66,468,470,481,533,829,889, 

916 
Buddhajfiiina (ratna) buddha dznya-na, 607; 

see Nup(cen) Sangye Yeshe 

Buddhajfianapada (sangs-rgyas) ye-shes 
zhabs, 252, 313,412,442,453,464, 
465,475,495,494-6,497,921,931 

Buddha Kalyal)amati sangs-rgyas dge-ba'i 

blo-gros, 121 
Buddhakarabhadra bu-ddha a-ka-ra bha-

dra, 708 
Buddha Kasyapa sangs-rgyas 'od-srnngs, 430, 

509 
Kasyapa, the teacher, the elder stan-pa 

'od-srnng bgres-po: the tenth 
emanational teacher according to the 

Great Perfection, 137 
Buddha Pu~pamaharoca sangs-rgyas me-tag 

mdzes-pa chen-po, 120 

Buddhasanti sangs-rgyas zhi-ba, 464, 465 
Buddhas of the Five Enlightened Families 

rgyal-ba rigs-lnga, 11, 123,623 
Conquerors of the Five (Enlightened) 

Families rgyal-ba rigs lnga, 122,561, 

572,660 
Five Conquerors/Teachers rgyal-ba/stan-

pa lnga, 125, 128 
Herukas of the Five Enlightened 

Families he-rn-ka rigs-lnga, 672 

Tathagatas of the Five (Enlightened) 
Families de-bzhin gshegs-pa rigs-lnga, 

343,691 
Teachers of the Five Buddha! 

Enlightened Families rigs-lnga'i stan-

pa rnams, 19, 21, 117, 448 
Buddhas of the Hundred Authentic 

Families dam-pa rigs-brgya, 591 

Buddhas of the Past, Three 'das-pa'i sangs

rgyas gsum, 423 

Bumrampa Orgyen Kelzang 'bum-ram-pa 

o-rgyan skal-bzang, 833 
Buyantu, the emperor (reigned 1311-20) 

gong-ma bu-yan-thu gan, 669 

Ca Chenpo: see Ca DUldzin Chenpo 
Cadrel Ktinga Pel den bya-bral kun-dga' 

dpal-ldan, 919 
Ca Dtildzin Chen po (1091-1166) bya 'dul

'dzin chen-po, 952 

Ca Chenpo bya chen-po, 685 
Cakrasarpvara lsa-kra sambaral'khor-lo bde

mchog/bde-mchog, 449, 549, 591, 936; 

see also Bibliography 
sixty-two deities of the Cakrasarpvara 

mal)gala bde-mchog drng-cu rtsa-gnyis, 

691 
Cakyungpa Pelden Senge bya-khyung-pa 

dpal-ldan seng-ge, 788 
Camgon Rinpoche of Phurbucok phur-lcogs 

byams-mgon rin-po-che, 778 

(Camgon Ta'i) Situ Perna Nyinje Wangpo 
(1774-1853) (byams-mgon ta'i) si-lU 

padma nyin-byed dbang-po: i.e. Ta'i 

Situ IX, 842, 861 
Campabum (1179-1252) byams-pa 'bum: i.e. 

Katokpa Gyeltsap II, 693-4, 694, 

695,699 
Campa Rinpoche byams-pa rin-po-che, 

694 
Campapel, the translator of Trhopu 

(b. 1172/3) khro-lo byams-pa dpal, 

663 
Trhopu Lotsawa khro-phu IO-lsa-ba, 564 

Campa Phtintsok, lama of Derge sde-dge 
bla-ma byams-pa phun-lshogs, 816 

Campa Rinpoche byams-pa rin-po-che, 694; 

see Campa bum 
Campa Senge byams-pa seng-ge, 663-5; see 

(Zur) Campa Senge 

Canak clan bya-nag-gi rigs, 719 

Cal)akya lsa-r}-a-ka, 97 

BuddhasrI (Sangyepel) bu-ddha shri (sangs
rgyas dpal), 592; see Sangye Pelrin 

BuddhasrIsanti of Oggiyana sangs-rgyas dpal 

zhi-ba, 477 

Candragomin tsa-ndra go-mi, 92, 100, 108, 
441,455, 703, 730, 871 

Candraklrti zla( -ba) grags( -pa), 164-5, 309, 

464, 577 
Candrarak~ita, the king of Ogivisa zla-ba 

Buddha Sucarita<.:akra sangs-rgyas 'khor-lo 

legs-par spyod-pa, 120 
Buddhas, the Thousand sangs-rgyas stang

rtsa: the thousand supreme 
emanational bodies, 136, 409, 624, 

938, 944 
Buddhirak~ita blo-sems 'lsho, 509 
Bumbar 'bum-'bar, 709 

srnng, 441 
Cangcup Dorje, the preceptor/lama mkhan

po/bla-ma byang-chub rdo-rje, 784 
Cangcup Gyeltsen byang-chub rgyal-mtshan: 

i.e. Katokpa Gyeltsap XII, 696 
Cangcup Lodro byang-chub blo-gros: i.e. 

Katokpa Gyeltsap X, 696 

Cangcupmen of the Drom family, the royal 
consort btsun-mo 'brom-bza' byang

chub sman, 554 

Cangcup Pelwa byang-chub dpal-ba: i.e. 
Katokpa Gyeltsap V, 695 

Cangcup Senge byang-chub seng-ge: i.e. 
Katokpa Gyeltsap IX, 696 

Cangcup Senge, lama bla-ma byang-chub 

seng-ge, 688 

(Cangdak) Perna Trhinle (byang-bdag) 

padma phrin-las, 41, 956; see Dorje 

Trak Rikdzin IV 
Cangne Terton byang-nas gter-stan, 590 

Cangpa Rikdzin Ngagiwangpo byang-pa rig

'dzin ngag-gi dbang-po, 679, 681, 
683, 719, 821; see DoYje Trak 

Rikdzin III 
Cangpa Trashi Topgyel (1550-1602) byang

pa bkra-shis stobs-rgyal, 824 

ChOgyel Wangpoide chos-rgyal dbang

po'i sde, 808 

Trashi Topgyel (Wangpbide, the master 
of the Northern Treasure) (byang

bdag) bkra-shis stabs-rgyal (dbang-po'i 

sde), 783, 808, 822 
Caraka tsa-ra-ka, 65 

Carlndra spyod-'chang dbang-po, 693, 927; 
see Kr~r}-acarin 

Carme Tshtilrin byar-med tshul-rin, 552 

Catang Sonam Ozer bya-btang bsod-nams 

'od-zer, 595 

Catri Tsenpo bya-khri blsan-po: the middle 
son of Drigum Tsenpo who fled to 
Puworong, 972 

Cegom, lama bla-ma lce-sgom, 559; see 
Rongnangda Cegom Nakpo 

Cegom Nakpo lce-sgom nag-po, 571; see 
Rongnangda Cegom Nakpo 

Cegom Sakyagyellce-sgom sakya-rgyal, 

622 
Cel (Lotsawa) Ktinga Dorje dpyal (lo-lsa-ba) 

kun-dga' rdo-rje, 359, 653 
Lharje Celpa lha-rje dpyal-pa, 348 

Celuka tsi-lu-pa, 442 

Cendren pa spyan-' dren-pa, 710 

Ce-nga Choki Trakpa spyan-snga chos-kyi 

grags-pa, 553; see Zhamarpa IV 
Ce-nga (Mangpu)wa Sonam Bumpa spyan

snga (mang-phu-)ba bsod-nams 'bum
pa: i.e. Katokpa Gyeltsap III, 694-5 

Ce-nga Neljor spyan-snga rnal-'byor, 547 
Ce-nga Rinpoche spyan-snga rin-po-che, 675-

6; see Zhamarpa IV 
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Cenye, the great preceptor spyan-gYas 

mkhan-chen, 674 
Cerpa Wangtung of Ze gzad-kyi gcer-pa 

wang-lhung, 651 
Ce Sakya Gyeltsen lee sa-kya rgyal-mlshan, 

619 
Ceshak-chok of Gegong dge-gong-gi lce-shag

mchog, 619 
Ce Thupei Wangpo of Nyangro Nyentso 

nyang-ro gnyan-lsho lee lhub-pa'i 

dbang-po, 557 

Ceton Drupabum lee-stan grub-pa 'bum, 665 

Ceton Gyanak (1094-1148) lee-slon rgya-nag, 
648, 650-1 

Co-se of upper Nyang jo-sras nyang-slod

pa,650 

Je Lhakangpa lje lha-khang-pa, 650 
Lharje Gyanak lha-rje rgya-nag, 650, 

651,652 
Cetstin Senge Wangcuk lce-blsun seng-ge 

dbang-phyug, PI. 29; 556, 558, 557-9 
Cetstin, the great lce-blsun chen-po, 561, 

858 
Chak Lotsawa (Dracom) (1153-1216) chags 

lo-tsii-ba (dgra-bcom): uncle of the 
following, 758 

Chak Lotsawa (Chbje Pel) (1197-1264) chag 

lo-tsii-ba (chos-rje dpal), 758, 891 
Chale jo-mo phya-le: consort of Dzeng 

Dharmabodhi,549 
Cham do Gyelwa Phakpa Lha chab-mdo 

rgyal-ba 'phags-pa lha, 833 
Chandaka 'dun-pa, 417, 418 
Chapa ChOki Senge (1109-69) phya-pa chos

kyi seng-ge, 550 

Char Thtilcen, the accomplished master of 
Dokam grub-thob phvar-thul-can, 804 

Chetsenkye of Bru-sha bru-sha'i che-btsan 

skyes, 489,537,607,609 
Chim Carok, the "Crow of Chim" mchims 

bya-rog, 602, 603 
Chim, the deity of mchims-lha, 603 

·Chim Dorje Peucung mchims rdo-rje spre'u 

chung, 753 

Chime Tenyi Yungdrung Lingpa 'chi-med 

bstan-gnyis gYung-drnng gling-pa, 863; 

see Jamgon KonglrUl (Lodro Thaye) 

Chimo Trashi-tsho mchims-mo bkra-shis 

mtsho, 607 
Chodenpa Gbnpo Dorje chos-ldan-pa mgon

po rdo-rje, 686 
Chodrak, father a-pha chos-grags, 706; see 

Rongzompa (Choki Zangpo) 
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Chodrak Gyamtso chos-grags rgya-mtsho, 

973 
Chogyel Phakpa (1235-80) chos-rgyal 'phags-

pa, 953 
Phakpa (Rinpoche, lama) (bla-ma) 

'phags-pa (rin-po-che), 662, 695, 712 
Chogyel Tendzin chos-rgyal bstan-'dzin, 

727-8; see (Locen) GhOgyel Tendzin 
ChOgyel Wangpoide chos-rgyal dbang-po'i 

sde, 808; see Gangpa Trashi Topgyel 
Chogyur (Decen Zhikpo) Lingpa, the great 

treasure finder (1829-70) gter-chen 
mchog-gyur (bde-chen zhig-po) gling
pa, 738, 842,841-8,856, 863, 864-5, 

867,958 
Norbu Tendzin nor-bu bstan-'dzin, 841 
Padmailkusa, bodhisattva byang-chub 

sems-dpa' padma'i myu-gu, 848 
ChOje Drukpa chos-rje 'brug-pa: the first 

Drukcen, 835; see Tsangpa Gyare 
Choje Lingpa chos-rje 'gling-pa, 751, 835; 

see (Rikdzin) GhOje Lingpa 
ChOje Tsharpa (1502-6617) chos-rje tshar-pa: 

i.e. Lodro Gyeltsen (blo-gros rgyal-

mtshan), 922 
Chokdrupde, the king of Kungtang gung

thang rgyal-po mchog-grub sde, 782 
Ch6ki Lama chos-kyi bia-ma, 694; see 

Karmapa II 
Choki Lodro, lama bla-ma chos-kyi blo-gros, 

784 
ChOki Lodro of Sheldrak shel-brag chos-kyi 

Ch6wang Rinpoche chos-dbang rin-po-che, 
838; see Guru Ghdwang 

ChOyingpa chos-dbyings-pa, 791 
Choying Rangdrol (chos-dbyings rang-grol), 

679-83, 684; see (Zurcen) GhOying 

Rangdrol 
Chumikpa chu-mig-pa, 564 
Chusor Namkabum chu-gsor nam-mkha' 

'bum, 696 
Cington of Tsang gtsang-pa bying-ston, 660 

Cobuma jo-'bum-ma, 757 
Cog6n jo-mgon, 552 
Cokro Lotsawa cog-ro lo-tsa-ba, 688 
Cokro Lui Gyeltsen lcog-ro klu'i rgyal-

mtshan, 515, 522, 527, 555, 800, 

889,893 
Cokro pucungmen cog-ro bu-chung sman, 

514 
Cokroza (Cangcupmen) cog-ro-bza' (byang-

chub sman), 537, 711-12 
Cokro Zangkar Dzokur cog-ro zangs-dkar 

mdzod-khur, 706 
(Comden) Rikpei Reldri (bcom-ldan) rig-pa'i 

ral-grilrig-ral, 827, 894,914-17, 930 
Como Dangla jo-mo mdangs-lha: the 

protector, 581 
Como Gyagar jo-mo rgya-gar, 562 
Como Kangmo jo-mo gang-mo, 543 
Como Menmo (1248-83) jo-mo sman-mo, 

772, 771-4, 953 
Pema Tshokyi padma mtsho-skyid, 771 

Como Namar jo-mo sna-dmar: a local 

divinity, 622 
blo-gros, 553 

Choki Shenyen chos-kyi bshes-gnyen, 854; see 
(Jamyang) Khyentse Wangpo 

Choki Sherap, the translator of Korup go
rub lo-tsa-ba dge-slong chos-kyi shes
rab, 708; see Korup Lotsawa 

Como Nyangmo jo-mo nyang-mo, 651 
Como(wa) jo-mo(-ba) , 545, 546 
Como Wangmo jo-mo wang-mo, 653 

Ch6ki Trakpa Yeshe Pelzangpo chos-kyi 
grags-pa ye-shes dpal-bzang-po, 675; 

see Zhamarpa IV 
Chokme Cangsem phyogs-med byang-sems, 

697 
Chokyong Gonpo chos-skyong mgon-po, 809 
Chokyong Zangpo, great translator of Zhalu 

(1441-1527) zha-lu chos-skyong bzang-

po, 955 
Choling Karwang Chime Dorje (b. 1763) 

chos-gling gar-dbang , chi-med rdo-rje, 

957 
Ch6rin sras-po chos-rin, 552 
Chowang Kunzang chos-dbang kun-bzang, 

553 

Como Yumo jo-mo gYu-mo, 637 
Conang Kunzi T61popa jo-nang kun-gzigs 

dol-bo-pa, 953; see TolbupalTolpopa 

(Sherap Gyeltsen) 
Conang Sherap Gyeltsen jo(-nang shes-rab 

rgyal-mtshan), 905; see Tijlbupal 
Tolpopa (Sherap Gyeltsen) 

Conqueror rgyal-ba, Skt. Jina: Sakyamuni 
Buddha, 47, 68, 73, 88,113,120, 
127_8,143,146,151,278,307,308, 
312, 315, 324, 376,404,405,406, 
409,427,431,442,507,522,527, 
610, 736, 748, 824, 859, 874, 877, 
894,930,943,945,948,967,969, 

972; see Buddha 
Conquerors of the Five Enlightened 

Families rgyal-ba rigs Inga, 122, 561, 

Chddrak Gyamtso - Derge Yilungpa Sonam Namgyel 399 

572,660; see Buddhas of the Five 
Enlightened Families 

Co-se (Dzeng) jo-sras, 549, 565, 649; see 
Dzeng Go-se 

Cos em a Dorjekyi jo-sras-ma rdo-rje sk"id 
548 ~ , 

Cosemo Damo Tsuktorcam jo-sras-mo mda'
mo gtsug-tor-Icam, 645 

Co-se Temdrel jo-sras rten-'brel, 929 
Co-se of upper Nyang jo-sras nyang-stod-pa, 

650; see Geton Gyanak 
Co-se Zhanglakyap of Traci gra-phyi'i jo-sras 

zhang-la-skyabs, 551 
Co-so of Central Tibet (b. 1168) dbus-pa jo

bsod, 656, 657 
Cotsun Dorjetra sras-jo-btsun rdo-ry'e grags: 

son of Dropukpa, 650 
Dakcen Lodro Gyeltsen (1444-95) bdag-chen 

blo-gros rgyal-mtshan, 922 
I)aki Ktinzang Chonyi Dekyong Wangmo 

qa-ki kun-bzang chos-nyid bde-skyong 
dbang-mo, 919 

(Dalai Lama I,) Gendtin Trupa (1391-1474) 
dge-'dun grub-pa, 954 

(Dalai Lama II,) Gendtin Gyamtso (1476-
1542) dge-'dun rgya-mtsho 955 

(Dalai Lama IV,) Yonten Gyam:so (1589-
1617) yon-tan rgya-mtsho, 821 

Dalai Lama V, Lozang Gyamtso (1617-82) 
blo-bzang rgya-mtsho, 822, 956 

Dorje Thokmetsel rdo-rje thogs-med rtsal 
821 ' 

(Great) Fifth (Dalai Lama) lnga-pa (chen
po), 682-4, 688, 719, 720, 728, 736-
7,821-4,826,830,831,832-3,926 
931,966 ' 

Lozang Gyamtso blo-bzang rgya-mtsho 
821 ' 

Ngagi Wangcuk ngag-gi dbang-ph\!ug 
821 ~ , 

PadmapaQi, the Great Fifth Dalai Lama 
. phyag-na padma lnga-pa chen-po, 678 

(Dalal Lama VI,) Tshangyang Gyamtso 
(1683-1706) tshangs-dbyangs rgya
mtsho, 824 

Dalai Lama VII, Kelzang Gyamtso (1708-
57) skal-bzang rgya-mtsho 957 

Dalai Lama IX, Lungtok Gyam;so (1805-
15) lung-rlogs rgya-mtsho 957 

Dalai Lama XIII, Thupten Gy~mtso (1876-
1933).thub-bstan rgya-mtsho, 958 

Great Thmeenth (Dalai Lama) bcu
gsum-pa chen-po, 777-8 

Dalai Lama XIV, Tendzin Gyamtso 
(b. 6 July 1935) mnga'-bdag sku
phreng bcu-bzhi-pa chen-po bstan-'dzin 
rgya-mtsho, 959 

Great Fourteenth bcu-bzhi-pa chen-po 
~4 ' 

Darp~rrasena mche-sde, 944 
Danak Tsuktor Wangcuk mda'-nag gtsug-tor 

dbang-phyug, 648 
DanasIia da-na-shi-Ia, 515, 522 
DaQQ.apaQi lag-na be-con, 418 
DaQQ.in dbyug-pa-canlda1J4i, 104, 705 
Dangma (Lhiindrup GyeJtsen, the elder) 

(gnas-brtan) ldang-ma (lhun-grub 
rgyal-mtshan), 556-7, 557, 558, 919 

Dao Zh6nu zla-'od gzhon-nu, 931; see 
Gampopa 

Dapzang Triilku, the great preceptor and 
bodhisattva mkhan-chen byang-sems 
zla-bzang sprul-pa'i sku, 842 

Darcaru paiDarcarwa ' dar-phya-ru-bal' dar
phyar-ba, 714-16 920 

Da ~akyaphel mda' sak;a 'phel, 663, 665 
Datlk (Co-sak of Nakmore) (nag-mo-re'i) 

mda'-tig (jo-sak)lmdal-tig (jo-sak), 
358, 642, 645, 647 

Dawabum gcung-po zla-ba 'bum, 563 
Dawa (Gyeltsen) zla-ba (rgyal-mtshan): the 

spiritual son of Pema Lingpa, 722, 
735, 798, 799 

Dawa Trakpa zla-ba grags-pa, 595 
De, eight middle kings called bar-gyi Ide 

brgyad: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 508, n. 535 

(DeIties of the) Eight Transmitted Precepts 
(of Great Attainment) (sgrub-chen) 
bka'-brgyad(-kyi lha-tshogs), Pis. 5, 
17-24; 591, 828; see also listed separ
ately as Hayagfiva, Malign Mantra 
Matara~, Mundane Praise, Vajrakfla, 
VaJramrta, Yamantaka, Yangdak 
Heruka and as the deity which 
consumes all these Mahottara 

deities, peaceful and wrathful zhi-khro: see 
peaceful and wrathful deities 

Den-gom Ch6ki Trakpa of Dokam mdo
khams-pa 'dan-sgom chos-kyi grags-pa 
595 ' 

Denma Tsemang ldan-ma rtse-mang, 535 
756 ' 

Derge Yilungpa Sonam Namgyel (d. 1952) 
sde-dge yid-lhung-pa bsod-nams rnam
rgyal,919 
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Deshek Gyawo(pa) bde-gshegs rgya-bo(-pa), 

635, 641; see Zurcung(pa Sherap-tra) 

Deshek Zurcungpa bde-gshegs zur-chung-pa, 

643; see Zurcung(pa Sherap-tra) 

Deshek Zurpoche bde-gshegs zur-po-che, 

918; see (Zurpoche) Siikya Jungne 
Deu Gangpa, the preceptor mkhan-po lde'u 

sgang-pa, 565 
Devadatta lhas-byin, 418, 420 
Devakaracandra de-ba-ga-ra tsa-ntra, 708 
Devasarman lha-skyid, 90 
Devendra lha-yi dbang-po/lha-dbang, 400, 

401, 575, 593 
Indra brgya-byin: i.e. Satakratu, 417, 

422 
Indraraja dbang-po'i rgyal-po, 913 

Indrasakra dbang-po brgya-byin, 452 
Sakra, (lord) (dbang-po) brgya-byin: i.e. 

Satakratu, 130, 624, 768 
Surendra lha-dbang, 128 

Devourers and Slaughterers za-gsod: pro
tectors associated with VajrakIla, 713 

Dewacam, the benefactress yon-bdag-mo 

bde-ba-Icam, 617 
Dewachenpo bde-ba-chen-po, 972; see Guru 

Rinpoche 

Dewarshekpa, lama bla-ma bde-bar gshegs

pa, 691; see Katok(pa) Tampa Deshek 

Dhanadhala dha-na-dha-Ia, 607, 614 
D hanarak~ita dha-na-rak$ila/ dharmarak$ita, 

488-9, 607, 609 
Dhanasarpskna dha-na-saJ?l-skri-ta, 483, 

607 
Dharmabhadra dharma bha-dra, 708; see 

Rongzompa (Chdki Zangpo) 

Dharmabodhi (of Magadha) dhar-ma bo-dhi, 

489, 537, 607, 609 
Dharmaklrti chos-grags, 92, 102, 103, 440, 

703 
Dharmamitra chos-kyi bshes-gnyen, 128 
Dharmapala, king (reigned c. 770-810) 

rgyal-po dharma pii-la, 478, 501, 892, 
931 

Dharmaraja(pala) dharma rii-dza (pii-la), 

489, 607, 609 
Dharmasoka, king rgyal-po dharma sva-ka, 

429; see Asoka 

DharmasrI, the great translator lo-chen 

dharma-shri 526, 733; see Locen 
Dharmasrf 

Dharmatasiia dharma-la shi-Ia, 522 
Dharmodgata, bodhisattva byang-chub sems

dpa' chos- 'phags, 624 

DhatvIsvarI dbyings-kyi dbang-phyug-ma, 20, 
125 

DhItika dhi-dhi-ka, 437 
Dhupa bdug-spos-ma, 125 
Dignaga phyogs-kyi giang-po, 91, 92, 101, 

102, 108, 189,440, 703 
Dlparpkara di-paJ?l-ka-ra, 914; see Alisa 

Dlparpkarabhadra mar-me mdzad bzang-po, 

892 
Dlparpkara (Buddha) (sangs-rgyas) mar-me 

mdzad, 416, 624 
Dode Tar mdo-sde dar, 793 
Dodrup I, Jikme Trhinle Ozer (1745-1821) 

rdo-grub 'jigs-med phrin-Ias 'od-zer, 

957 
Trupwang Jikme Trhinle Ozer grub

dbang 'jigs-med phrin-Ias 'od-zer, 839 
Dodrup Ill, Jikme Tenpei Nyima (1865-

1926) rdo-grub 'jigs-med bstan-pa'i 

nyi-ma, 375, 879 
Do Khyungpo Hurp-nying mdo'i khyung-po 

hUJ?l-snying, 708 
pombI Heruka 40mbi he-ru-ka, 253, 471 
Do-nga Lingpa mdo-sngags gling-pa, 854; see 

(Jamyang) Khyentse Wangpo 

Do-nga Tendzin mdo-sngags bstan-'dzin, 

595, 724 
Do-nga Tendzin Norbu, the Dokam 

Kyangkar Trtilku mdo-khams gyang

mkhar sprul-sku mdo-sngags bstan

'dzin nor-bu, 734 
Dong, family of ldong-gi rigs, 722 

Dong Gonpakyap ldong dgon-pa skyabs, 

675 
Dongkar Tshoje (Physician of Dongkar) 

gdong-khar 'tsho-byed, 722; see 
Sodokpa Lodrij Gyeltsen 

Dongkarwa, the aristocrat sde-pa gdong

khar-ba, 722 

Dongton Dorje Nyingpo ldong-ston rdo-rje 

snying-po, 689 
Donyen Menbu rdo-gnyan rman-bu: a local 

divinity, 690 
Dorjebum rdo-rje 'bum, 667; see Yung

tdn(pa) Dorjepel 

Dorje Gyelpo rdo-rje rgyal-po, 771 
Dorje Gyeltsen, myriarch of Yamdrok yar

'brog khri-dpon rdo-rje rgyal-mtshan, 

592 
Dorje Gyeltsen rdo-rje rgyal-mtshan, 686-7 
Dorje Lekpa, (the Oath-bound One/ 

protector) rdo-rje legs-pa/dam-can 
(rdo-rje legs-pa), Skt. Vajrasadhu, 

Deshek Gyawo - Dre Trhocung 401 

555,556,560,560-1, 572, 581, 589, 
591,661 Rikdzin Perna Trhinle rig-'dzin padma 

phrin-Ias, 398, 683, 730, 823, 824, 
828, 833 Dorje Lingpa rdo-rje gling-pa (1346-1405), 

790, 789-92, 954 

Jampel Choki Shenyen 'jam-dpal chos
kyi bshes-gnyen, 791 

Kiinkyong Lingpa kun-skyong gling-pa, 
791 

Orgyen Zangpo o-rgyan bzang-po, 789 
Perna Lingpa padma gling-pa, 791 
Yungdrung Lingpa yung-drung gling-pa, 

791 

Dorje Namgyel, the great spiritual warriorl 
bodhisattva of Tarlung sems-dpa' 

chen-polbyang-chub sems-dpa' dar

lung-pa rdo-rje rnam-rgyal, 697, 701 
Dorje Senge rdo-rje seng-ge, 722 

Dorje Thokmetsel rdo-rje thogs-med rtsal, 
821; see Dalai Lama V 

Dorje Trakpotsel (Expression of the 

Ferocious Vajra) rdo-rje drag-po rtsal: 
Guru Rinpoche's wrathful 
manifestation during the fourth 
month, also known as Perna Dorje 
Trakpotsel, 469; see Guru Rinpoche 

Dorje Trak Rikdzin I, Godemcen (1337-
1409) rdo-rje brag rig-'dzin rgod-ldem
can, 781 

Ngodrup Gyeltsen dngos-grub rgyal
mtshan, 780-3 

Rikdzin Godemcen rig-'dzin rgod-Idem
can, 780-3, 813, 919 

Rikdzinje rig-' dzin-rje, 719 

DorjeTrak Rikdzin II, Lekdenje (1488-1569) 
rdo-rje brag rig-'dzin legs-ldan-rje, 718 

Lekden Dorje legs-ldan rdo-rje, 807 
Rikdzin II, Lekdenje rig-'dzin legs-ldan

rje, 717, 783, 807 
Dorje Trak Rikdzin III, Ngagiwangpo 

(1580-1639) rdor-brag rig-'dzin ngag
gi dbang-po, 782, 812 

Cangpa Rikdzin Ngagiwangpo byang-pa 

rig-'dzin ngag-gi dbang-po, 679, 681, 
683, 719, 821 

Rikdzin III, Ngagiwangpo rig-'dzin 
ngag-gi dbang-po, 783 

Dorje Trak Rikdzin IV, Perna Trhinle 
(1641-1717) rdor-brag n'g-' dzin padma 
phrin-las, 719, 719-20 

(Cangdak) Perna Trhinle (byang-bdag) 
padma phrin-las, 41, 956 

Kiinzang Perna Trhinle kun-bzang 
padma phrin-las, 720 

Rikdzin IV, Zhapdrung Perna Trhinle 
n'g-'dzin bzhi-pa zhabs-drung padma 
phrin-las, 783 

Dorje Trak Rikdzin V, Kelzang Perna 
WangcUk (1719/20-70) rdo-rje brag 
rig-'dzin skal-bzang padma dbang

phyug: see Supreme Emanation of the 
Dorje Trak Rikdzin 

Dorje Trhitsuk rdo-rje khri-gtsug, 607; see 
Nup(cen) Sangye Yeshe 

Dorje TroW (Vajra Pot-belly) rdo-rje gro

(bo-)lod: Guru Rinpoche's 
manifestation during the eleventh 
month, 519, 519; see Guru RinptJche 

Dorje Wangcuk, the layman of Yolcak yol

lcags dge-bsnyen rdo-rje dbang-phyug, 
709 

(Dorje) Yangwangter (rdo-rye) yang-dbang 

gter, 607, 613; see Nup(cen) Sangye 
Yeshe 

(Dorje) Yudronma (rdo-rje) gYu-sgron-ma: 

her "seven sisters" are unidentified, 
581-2, 584, 586, 587, 588 

Dorje ZhOnu, lama bla-ma rdo-rje gzhon-nu, 
802 

Dorje Ziji, the all-knowing kun-mkhyen rdo

ry'e gzi-bry'id, 734; see (Jamyang) 
Khyentse Wang po 

Dorta the Black, (the Mongol) (horlrgya) do
rta nag-po, 766, 953 

Dotokpa Sangye-tra rdo-thogs-pa sangs-rgyas 
grags, 685-6 

Doton Senge mdo-ston seng-ge, 707 
Dra Dorje Zhonu sgra rdo-ry'e gzhon-nu, 

706 

Drangsong TrhOpei Gyelpo drang-srong 

khros-pa'i rgyal-po: the seventh 
emanational teacher according to the 
Great Perfection, 136 

Drghasamiidana, the king of lions yi-dam 
brtan-pa, 132 

Dre Atsara (Nuru) 'bre a-tsa-ra (nu-ru), 712, 
713 

Dre Atsara Sale 'bre a-tsa-ra sa-le, 712 
Dre Gyelwei Lodro 'bre rgyal-ba'j blo-gros, 

535 

Drenpa Koncok Gyeltsen 'dren-pa dkon
mchog rgyal-mtshan, 813 

Dre Trhocung of upper Nyang nyang-slOd
kyi ' bre khro-chung, 619 
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Drigung Choki Gyelpo (b. 1335) 'bri-gung 

chos-kyi rgyal-po, 787 
Drigung Choki Trakpa (b. 1595) 'bri-gung 

chos-kyi grags-pa: the twenty-first 
gdan-rabs of Drigung, 812 

Drigung Koncok Trhinle Zangpo 'bri-
gung dkon-mchog phrin-las bzang-po, 

833 
Drigung Kyopa (1143-1219) 'bri-gung skyob-

pa, 761, 952 
Drigungpa emanations, the two 'bri-gung 

sprul-sku gnyis: i.e. Chetsang and 
Chungtsang ('bri-gung che-tshang 

chung-tshang), 839 
Drigung (Zurpa) Rincen Phtintsok (1509-

57) 'bri-gung-pa chos-rgyal (zur-pa) 

rin-chen phun-tshogs: the sixteenth 
gdan-rabs of Drigung, 571, 595, 676-

7, 681, 798, 807 
Drigung Zurpa Ratna 'bri-gung zur-pa 

rat-na, 681 
Drocam Trhompagyen 'bro-lcam khrom-pa 

rgyan, 805 
Dro, the deity of 'gro-lha, 605 
Drodtil Lingpa 'gro-'dul gling-pa, 794; see 

Ratna Lingpa 
Drogon Namka Ozer 'gro-mgon nam-mkha' 

'od-zer, 757 
(Drogon) Namka Pelwa ('gro-mgon) nam

mkha' dpal-ba, 757, 758 
Ngadak Drogon mnga'-bdag 'gro-mgon, 

763, 765 
Drokben Khyeucung Lotsawa 'brog-ban 

khye'u chung lo-tsa-ba, 535, 813 
Drokmi (Sakya Yeshe), the translator (993-

1050) 'brog-mi lo-tsa-ba (sa-kya ye

shes), 395,633,930,951 
DroicenlDrolmawa Samdrup Dorje (1295-

1376) sgrol-chenlsgrol-ma-ba bsam

'grub rdo-rye, 348, 672, 700, 717, 
720, 721; see Tanak Drolmawa 

Samdrup Dorye 

Dromton (Gyelwei Jungne) (1004-64) 'bram
stan rgyal-ba'i 'byung-gnas, 550, 575, 

950, 951 
Dromza Pamti Chenmo 'brom-bza' spam-ti 

chen-mo, 537 
Dromza Sonamgyen 'brom-bza' bsod-nams 

rgyan, 575 
Dron Kungtangpa mgron gung-thang-pa, 777 

Dropukpa, (the lord of secrets) (gsang-bdag) 
sgro-phug-pa, 346,646-9,650,651, 
660,677,685, 701, 728, 952; see Zur 

(Drapukpa) Sakya Senge 
Dro Rincen Barwa 'bra rin-chen 'bar-ba, 

556 
Drosechung 'gra-sras chung, 603, 605 
Dro Tarseng of lower Nyang nyang-smad 

sgro-dar-seng, 651 
Drotonpa sgro-stan-pa, 632 
Dru Gomgying gru sgom-'gying, 622 
Drukpa (Paksam Wangpo), the all-knowing 

(1593-1641) 'brug-pa (thams-cad 

mkhyen-pa) dpag-bsam dbang-po: the 
fifth Drukcen, 809, 812, 833 

Drukt6n Trakpa of Kharak kha-rag 'brug

stan grags-pa, 562 
Drupcenpa, lama bla-ma sgrub-chen-pa, 721; 

see (Rikdzin) Yudruk Dorye 

Drutsagangpa 'bru-tsha sgang-pa, 698 
Dudjom Rinpoche, (His Holiness) (1904-

87), Pl. 99; 11, 35, 39,41-2, 394, 

398, 400, 888 
Dtijom Trtilku bdud-'joms sprul-sku, 972 

Jikdrel Yeshe Dorje (Gelek Nampar 
Gyelweide) (Fearless Indestructible 
Reality of Pristine Cognition, the 
Victorious Army of All that is Good) 
'jigs- 'bral ye-shes rdo-rye (dge-legs 
rnam-par rgyal-ba'i sde) , 377-8, 379, 

400,972 
Tshojung Gyepei Langtso Tsuklak 

Mawei Nyima (Joyous Youth of the 
Lake-born Lotus, the Sun amongst 

(Droicen) Sangye Rincen (1350-1431) (sgrol

chen) sangs-rgyas rin-chen, 672-4, 

720-1 

Proponents of Scripture) mtsho-byung 

dgyes-pa'i lang-tsho gtsug-lag smra-ba'i 

nyi-ma, 972 
Dtidtil Dorje, (the great treasure-finder) 

(1615-72) (gter-chen) bdud-'dul rdo

rye, 812, 956; see Rikdzin Diidiil 

Sangye Rincen Gyeltsen Pelzangpo 
sangs-rgyas rin-chen rgyal-mtshan 

dpal-bzang-po, 672 
Drolgom, the spiritual benefactor dge-bshes 

sgrol-sgom, 546 
Drolmawa Samdrup Dorje sgrol-ma-ba 

bsam-'grub rdo-rye, 672; see Tanak 
Drolmawa Samdrup Dorye 

Dorye 
Dtidtil, master slob-dpon bdud-'dul, 780 
Dtijom Lingpa, the great treasure-finder 

(1835-1904) gter-chen bdud-'joms 

gling-pa, 919, 920, 958 
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Dtijom Trtilku bdud-'joms sprul-sku, 972; 

see Dudjom Rinpoche 
Dtiltsangma, the nagini klu-mo 'dul-tshang

ma,452 

Dumpa Tondrup Wangyelldum-pa don-grub 

dbang-rgyal, 729-30 

Dumpopa ldum-po-ba, 821 

Dzaborwa rdza-bor-ba, 546 

Dzamton (Drowei Gonpo) 'dzam-ston ('gro

ba'i mgon-po), 688, 689 
Dzemza Lhamo 'dzem-bza' lha-mo, 537 

Dzeng Co-se 'dzeng jo-sras, 550-1, 552 
Co-se (Dzeng) jo-sras, 549, 565, 649 
"Mad" Co-se, the younger Dzeng jo-sras 

'dzeng-chung smyon-pa, 551 

Dzeng (Dharmabodhi) (1052-1136) 'dzeng 

(dha-rma bo-dhi), 544, 543-50, 551, 
552 

Pawo Dzengcung dpa'-bo 'dzeng-chung, 

547 
Dzokcen Gemang rdzogs-chen dge-mang, 

879; see Gyelse Zhenpen Thaye (of 

Dzokcen) 

Dzokcenpa Drukdra Zangpo rdzogs-chen-pa 

'brug-sgra bzang-po, 724 

Dzokcen I, Perna Rikdzin (1625-97) rdzogs

chen-pa padma rig-' dzin, 817, 737 
Perna Rikdzin of Dzokcen rdzogs-chen 

padma rig-'dzin, 736-7 

Dzokcen Perna Rikdzin II, Gyurme 
Thekcok Tendzin rdzogs-chen gnyis

pa 'gyur-med theg-mchog bstan-'dzin, 

833 
Dzokcen IV, Mingyur N amkei Dorje 

(b. 1793) rdzogs-chen sprul-sku bzhi

pa mi-'gyur nam-mkha'i rdo-rye, 737 

Dzokcen Trtilku V, Thupten ChOki Dorje 
(1872-1935) rdzogs-chen lnga-pa thub

bstan chos-kyi rdo-rye, 879, 958 
Dzongsar Ngari ChOje Ktinga Jamyang 

rdzong-gsar mnga'-ris chos-rye kun-dga' 

'jam-dbyangs, 868 

Dzungar(s) jun-gar-pa, 957 

(Eight) Closest Sons nye-sras (brgyad): listed 
in the Glossary of Enumerations, 
624,864 

Eighteen "Secret Liberators" gsang-ba'i 

sgrol-ging bco-brgyad: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 620 

Eight Emanations of the Guru/Guru 
Padmasambhava's Eight Emanations 
gu-ru mtshan brgyad: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations under 

Eight Emanations (of Padmasam

bhava), Pl. 16; 858, 893; see Guru 
Rinpoche 

eightfold group of the Monpa, mounted on 
tigers stag-zhon mon-pa sde-brgyad, 

628 
"Eight-footed Lion", the Shing-go-chen-pa 

shing-sgo chen-pa seng-ge rkang-pa 

brgyad-pa, 592; see Ta'i Situ 
(Cangcup Gyeltsen) 

Eight Gauri gau-ri brgyad: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 623, 639 

"eight glorious adepts of Vajrakila" phur-pa 

mkhan-po-dag dpal brgyad, 605 

eight glorious disciples (of Nyak 
JiUinakumara) (gnyag dznya-na 

kumara'i) slob-ma dpal brgyad, 608, 

918 
eight great accomplished masters grub-pa'i 

slob-dpon chen-po brgyad: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 482-3; see 
also following entry 

eight (great) awareness-holders rig-'dzin 

(chen-po) brgyad, 470, 757, 791; see 
also preceding entry 

eight "rafters" gding-ma brgyad: students of 
Zurcungpa, 640, 642 

Eight Transmitted Precepts bka-'brgyad, 

828; see (Deities of the) Eight 

Transmitted Precepts (of Great 

Attainment) 

Eight Wrathful Goddesses khro-mo brgyad, 

628 
eighty-four accomplished masters grub-thob 

brgyad-cu rtsa-bzhi, 442 

EkajaTi, (the mantra protectress) e-ka-dza-ti 
(sngags-bdaglsngags-srung-ma),561, 

570,570,572,580,587,591,609, 
843, 849, 865 

elixir goddess sman-gyi lha-mo, 757 

E Yeshe Gyelwa dbas ye-shes rgyal-ba, 526 

Fifth Dalai Lama rgyal-mchog lnga-pa: see 
Dalai Lama V 

Fifth Guide rnam-'dren lnga-pa, 749, 971; 
see M aitreya 

Fifty-eight Blood-drinkers khrag-thunglkhro

bo lnga-bcu nga-brgyad: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 623; see 
also peaceful and wrathful deities 

fifty-five realised ones of Yangdzong yang
rdzong-gi rtogs-Idan nga-lnga, 537 

Five-arrowed One mda'-lnga, Skt. 
Paficasara, 421; see Kama 
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Five Conquerors/Teachers rgyal-ba/ston-pa 

lnga: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations under Five Teachers, 

125; see Buddhas of the Five 

Enlightened Families 

five emanational brothers of Yarlung yar

klung sprul-sku mched-lnga, 686 

five kingly treasure-finders gter-ston rgyal-po 

lnga: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 755, 760, 789, 796, 
849 

five (noble) companions lnga-sde bzang-po: 

listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 153, 419, 422, 423, 
643 

five noble ones rigs-can lnga: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 454-5, 
458, 948 

five sons who were successors to the . 
transmitted precepts bka'-babs-kyz 

bu-lnga: students of Nyang-rel 
Nyima Ozer, 759 . 

Forty-two (Peaceful) Buddhas/Deities .(zhz
ba'i) sangs-rgyas/lha zhe-gnyzs: hsted 
in the Glossary of Enumerations, 
125-6,623,644, 691; see also 
peaceful and wrathful deities 

four "black ones" nag-po bzhi: students of 
Dropukpa, 648 . 

four female earth spirits sa-bdag-mo bzhz: 

listed in the Glossary of Enumera-
tions, 481 

four "grandfathers" mes-po bzhi: students of 
Dropukpa, 648-9 

four guardian kings rgyal-chen bzhi, Skt. 
Caturmaharajika: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 419 

great kings of the four directions phyogs

bzhi'i rgyal-chen, 421 

Four Mahakrodha khro-bo chen-po bzhi: 

wrathful male deities, listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 125-6 

Four MahakrodhI khro-mo bzhi: wrathful 
female deities, listed in the Glossary 
of Enumerations, 126 

four "pillars" ka-ba bzhi: students of 
Zurcungpa, 346, 640-2, 645, 647 

four sons who were prophesied lung-bscan 

bu-bzhi: students of Katokpa Tampa 
Deshek,698 

four "summits" rtse-mo bzhi: students of 
Zurpoche, 622, 623, 625, 631, 635, 
638 

four "teachers" ston-pa bzhi: students of 
Dropukpa, 648-9 

Fourth Guide mam-'dren bzhi-pa, 409, 943; 
see Buddha 

Ga, the awareness-holder of Nyo gnyos-kyi 

rig-'dzin sga: the father of Khyentse 
Rinpoche, 854 

Gagasiddhi ga-ga si-ddhi, 489 

Gaje Wangcuk, son of the gods lha'i bu 

dga'-byed dbang-phyug, 136 

Gampo Choktrtil Zangpo Dorje sgam-po 

mchog-sprul bzang-po rdo-rye, 833 
Gampopa Orgyen Drodtil Lingpa sgam-po

pa o-rgyan 'gro-'dul gling-pa, 957 

Gampopa, (the physician of Takpo) 00?9-
1153) sgam-po-pa (dvags-po lha-rye): 

his emanations who were hierachs of 
Taklha Gampo (dvags-lha sgam-po) in 
chronological order include: Gampo 
Trashi Namgyel, Gampopa 
Zhapdrung Norbu Gyenpa, Gampo 
Choktrtil Zangpo Dorje, Gampopa 
Orgyen Drodtil Lingpa, 200, 547, 
908 

Dao ZhOnu zla-'od gzhon-nu, 931 

Nyiwa Rincen snyi-ba rin-chen, 200 

Takpo (Dao Zhonu) dvags-po (zla-'od 

gzhon-nu), 931, 952 
Takpo Lharje dvags-po lha-rje, 649, 853, 

929 
Gampopa Trashi Namgyel 0512/13-87) 

sgam-po-pa bkra-shis mam-rgyal, 955 

Gampopa (Zhapdrung) Norbu Gyenpa 
0588/99-1633) sgam-po-pa (zhabs

drung) nor-bu rgyan-pa, 809, 811, 956 
Gal).apati tshogs-bdag, 713 

Gandha dri-chab-ma, 125 

Gar, the religious minister chos-blon mgar, 

510 
Garap Dorje, (the emanation) (sprul-sku). 

dga'-rab rdo-ry'e, Skt. *PramodavaJra, 
39,358,371,451,477,487,491, 
490-4, 503, 539,922,927, 949, 960 

"Ashen Zombie" ro-langs thal-mdog, Skt. 
*Vetala Bhasmavarl).a, 477, 493 

Prajfiabhava shes-rab 'byung-gnas/pra

dzya-bha-ba, 493 
Sukha the "Zombie" ro-langs bde-ba, 

487-8, 493 ,. 
"Zombie" Sukhasiddhi ro-langs bde-ba z 

dngos-grub, 466 
Garton Tshtiltrim Zangpo 'gar-stan tshul

khrims bzang-po, 703 

Garu<;la khyung-po, 545 

Gautama gau-ta-ma, 422-3; see Buddha 

Gayadhara, (the pal).<;lita) (pa1J,qita) ga-ya-
dha-ra, 633, 930 

Gejong Losel Gyamtso dge-sbyong blo-gsal 
rgya-mtsho, 833 

GelaWn dge-Ia-ston, 603; see (Nyak) Geton 

Gelong Pelden dge-slong dpal-Idan, 572; see 
Kumaradza 

Gemang II, Thupwang Tenpei Nyima dge

mang gnyis-pa thub-dbang bstan-pa'i 
nyi-ma: the second Dzokcen 
Gemang, 919 

Gendtin Gyamtso 0476-1542) dge-'dun rgya
mtsho: i.e. Dalai Lama II, 955 

Gendtin Gyeltsen, the doctrine master chos
ry'e dge-'dun rgyal-mtshan, 678 

Gendtin Trupa (1391-1474) dge-'dun grub

pa: i.e. Dalai Lama I, 954 
Geshe Locungpa dge-bshes lo-chung-ba, 761; 

see PangtO"n Trupei Nyingpo 
Geshe Po dge-bshes spo, 545 

Gewei Yicen (Virtuous-minded), the 
householder dge-ba'i yid-can: father 
of SrI Sirnha, 497 

Ghamapada dnl(-bu-pa), 404 

Ghare (of Minyak) (mi-nyag) gha-ras, 661-2, 
671 

GIta glu-ma, 125 

Glorious HerukaiSrIheruka dpal he-ru-ka, 

475-7, 534, 691; see Yangdak Heruka 
Gocatsha 'go-bya-tsha, 642, 643 

Gocung Wange 'go-chung dbang-nge, 642, 
643 

Go (Khukpa Lhetse, the translator) gos(-lo 
khug-pa lhas-btsas), 643, 709 

Go Lhetse 'gos lhas-btsas, 708, 914, 916, 
930 

Go Lotsawa 'gos lo-tsa-ba, 689 
Go Lotsawa: see preceding entry 
Golo Yezang Tsepa: see following entry 
Golo(tsawa) ZhOnupel 0392-1481) 'gos-lo 

gzhon-nu dpall'gos lo-tsa-ba, 398, 553, 
616, 673, 674-5, 676, 709,914, 921, 
954, 965 
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Gompa Ktinrin of Drigung 'bri-gung sgom
pa kun-rin, 591-2 

Ktinga kun-dga', 591 

Gompa Sonam Nyingpo sgom-pa bsod-nams 
snying-po, 622 

Gonkyap, master slob-dpon mgon-skyabs, 552 

Gonpo Sonam Chokden (of Nesar) 0603-
59) (gnas-gsar-ba) mgon-po bsod-nams 
mchog-ldan, 683, 720, 724-5 

Kangyurwa Gonpo Sonam Chokden 
bka'-'gyur-ba mgon-po bsod-nams 
mchog-ldan, 812 

Gonpo Targye of the Lha clan of Ju 'ju lha
rigs mgon-po dar-rgyas, 869 

Gontse Trtilku of Tshona in Mon mon 

mtsho-sna dgon-rtse sprul-sku, 839 
Gopa sa-'tsho-ma, 418 

Gorak~anatha go-rak~a, 504 

Goriwa, master slob-dpon go-ri-ba, 552 

GoWn Jungne Dorje 'gos-ston 'byung-gnas 
rdo-ry'e, 674 

Gotsangpa 0 189-1258) rgod-tshang-pa: i.e. 
Gonpo Dorje (mgon-po rdo-ry'e), 922 

Go Tsiiungpa 'gos rtsi-Iung-pa, 700 

Go ZhOnupei 'gos gzhon-nu-dpal, 687; see 
GOlo(tsawa) Zhonupel 

Great AII-Pervader khyab-'jug chen-po, Skt. 
Mahavi~l).u, 447; see Samantabhadra 

Great Compassionate One thugs-ry'e chen-po, 

Skt. Mahakarul).ika, 507, 511, 560, 
564, 565, 569, 677, 659, 755, 762, 
765, 770, 784, 828, 829; see 
Avalokitesvara 

(Great) Fifth (Dalai Lama) lnga-pa (chen

po), 682-4, 688, 719, 720, 728, 736-
7, 821-4, 830, 831, 832-3, 926, 931, 
966; see Dalai Lama V 

Great Glorious (Yangdak Heruka) dpal

chen-po (yang-dag he-ru-ka), 617, 
621,623,625-8,630,631-2,634_5, 
639, 643, 644; see Yangdak Heruka 

great kings of the four directions phyogs

bzhi'i rgyal-chen, 421; see four 
guardian kings 

Great Mother yum-chen-mo: Prajfiaparamita, 
623-4 

(Golo) Yezang Tsepa ('gos-lo) ye-bzang 
rtse-pa, 673-4, 675 

Go Zhonupel 'gos gzhon-nu-dpal, 687 
GomadevI, daughter sras-mo go-ma-de-

bi,462 

Goma Neijorma sgom-ma mal-'byor-ma, 655 
Gomdar, attendant nye-gnas sgom-dar, 572 
Gompa, master slob-dpon sgom-pa, 571 

Great Thirteenth (Dalai Lama) bcu-gsum-pa 

chen-po, 777-8; see Dalai Lama XI/I 
Great Translator of Sakya sa-lo chen-po, 642, 

n. 781 

Guhyajfiana, the <;lakinI of pristine cognition 
ye-shes mkha'-'gro-ma gsang-ba ye
shes, 469 
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GuhyapatilLord of Secrets gsang(-ba'i) 
bdag(-po), 282, 377, 405, 430, 441, 
451,454,458,459,460,485,490, 
609,645,648,734,728,923,925, 

948; see Vajrapii1J,i 
Guhyaputra gu-hya-pu-tri: the son of King 

Ja, 485 
Guhyasamaja gsang(-ba) 'dus(-pa): see 

Bibliography 
nineteen-deity mal)Qala of Mafijuvajra 

'jam-pa'i rdo-rje lha bcu-dgu'i dkyil

'khor: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 496 

Guluk, emperor go-lug rgyal-po, 671 

GUl)aprabha yon-tan 'od, 441 , 
Guniru, the yoginI rnal-'byor-ma gu-m-ru, 

494 
Gupta sbas, 435, 436 
Gurkha(s) go-r~a, 838, 957 
(Guru) Chowang or Choki Wangcuk (1212-

70) (gu-ru) chos(-kyi) dbang(-phyug) , 

695,719,758,761,760-70,773, 
789,807,698,835,953 

Chowang Rinpoche chos-dbang rin-po-

che, 838 
Guru Cober 0172-1231) gu-rujo-'ber, 563, 

563-4, 565 
Guru Khyungdra gu-ru khyung-grags, 

662 
Guru Rinpoche gu-ru rin-po-che: Padmasam-

bhava, Pis, 16, 26, 58, 78; 468-74, 
470, 512-21, 585, 676, 746, 755, 
757,766, 789, 791, 793, 814, 841, 
842, 845, 846, 854, 856, 857, 858, 
863, 864, 865,939-40,972 

Eight Emanations of the Guru/Guru, 
Padmasambhava's Eight Emanations 
gu-ru mtshan brgyad: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, PI. 16; 

858, 893 
The twelve manifestations of Guru 

Rinpoche which correspond to the 

twelve months are: 
1) Santarak~ita (Preserver of Peace) sha-

nta-raksita, 469 
2) Loden Chokse (Intelligent Boon

seeker) blo-ldan mchog-sred, 470 

and 
2) Sakyasiqlha (Lion of the Sakyas) sii-

kya seng-ge, 469, 488 
3) Padmakara (Lotus-origin) padma 

'byung-gnas, 469, 517, 787, 889, 892, 
927, 944, 948 

4) (Perna) Dorje Trakpotsel (Expression 
of the Ferocious Vajra) rdo-rje drag-

po rtsal, 469 
5) SiqlhanadaiSenge Dradrok (Lion's 

Roar) seng-ge sgra-sgrog, 472, 845 
6) (Guru) Saroruhavajra (Vajra of the , 

Lake-born Lotus) mtsho-skyes rdo-rye, 

469, 857, 855-6, 866 
7) Khyeucung Khadingtsel (Youth who 

Flies like GaruQa) khye'u chung 

mkha'-lding rtsal, 471 
8) Suryarasmi (Sunbeam) nyi-ma 'od-zer, 

471 
9) Perna (Dorje) Thotrengtsel (Lotus 

whose Expression is a Garland of 
Skulls) padma thod-phreng-rtsal, 471 

10) Padmasambhava, (the great master) 
(slob-dpon chen-po) padma (sam-bha

ba): also used as a general name for 
Guru Rinpoche, 38, 39, 40, 63, 96, 
265, 342, 394, 396, 397,455,470, 
468-74,481,483,488,498, 504, 
512_21,522,532,533,534,535, 
554-5,568, 569, 573, 575, 582, 583, 
584, 585, 587, 591, 595, 601, 605, 
607,676,677,706,710,711,712, 
714, 715, 728, 745, 746, 747, 749, 
757, 760, 768, 771, 773, 784, 785, 
797, 802, 809, 821, 825, 828, 829, 
844, 848, 852, 856, 864, 866, 887, 
888,890,892,893,894,917,921, 
922, 927, 930, 934-5, 938-40, 949-

50,951,972 , 
11) Dorje Trolo (Vajra Pot-belly) rdo-rye 

gro-(bo-)lod, 519, 519 
12) Perna Gyelpo/Padmaraja (Lotus 

King) padma rgyal-po, 471, 854 

Other manifestations/names include: 

Dewachenpo bde-ba-chen-po, 972 
Guru Trakpo gu-ru drag-po, 519, 589, 

590, 591 
King Sikhin (Crested King) rgyal-po 

thor-cog-can, 469 

master slob, 968, 973 , 
Orgyen Dorje Chang o-rgyan rdo-rye 

'chang, 45 
Orgyen (Rinpochelthe precious) o-rgyan 

(rin-po-che): Guru Rinpoche of 
Oddiyana, 557, 746, 751, 764, 765, 
76'6', 774, 775, 784, 786, 789, 790, 
793,796, 809, 837, 841, 847,859, 

860, 863, 935 

peaceful and wrathful Guru bla-ma zhi

drag, 828 
Perna Rikdzin padma rig-'dzin, 866 
Tavihrca ta-bi-hri-tsa: a Ponpo teacher 

identified as a form of Guru 
Rinpoche, 473 

Thukdrup thugs-sgrub, 586 
Wangcuk Dorje dbang-phyug rdo-rje, 755 

Guru of Suvarl)advIpa gser-gling-pa: 

Dharmapala, the guru of Atisa, 184, 
n, 174 

Guru Trakpo gu-ru drag-po, 519, 589, 590, 
591; see Guru Rinpoche 

Guru Yeshe Rapjam gu-ru ye-shes rab

'byams, 595 
Gushri Tendzin ChOgyel, the Mongolian 

(b. 1582) sog-po gu-shri bstan-'dzin 

chos-rgyal, 823 

Gushri Trakpelpa, the preceptor mkhan-po 

gu-shri grags-dpal-pa, 675 

Gyacing Rupa rgya-'chings ru-ba, 685 
Gyadrakpa rgya-brag-pa, 835 
Gya Gyeltstil rgya rgyal-tshul, 708 

Gyakap Kongpa, lama bla-ma rgya-khab 

gong-pa, 660 

Gyanyonpa Tonden rgya-smyon-pa don-ldan, 

757 
Gyapton Dorje Gonpo rgyab-ston rdo-ry'e 

mgon-po, 649 

Gyare rgya-ras, 547 
Gyari, the minister rgya-ri dpon-sa, 727 

Gyat6n rgya-ston, 649 
Gyat6n Lodro rgya-ston blo-gros, 619 

Gyaton Sak-ye rgya-ston silk-ye, 634 
Gyatrtil Perna Do-nga Tendzin rgya-sprul 

padma mdo-sngags bstan-'dzin, 738 

Gyatsang Korwa of upper Nyang nyang

stod-kyi rgya-rtsang skor-ba, 651 
Gya Tsonseng rgya brtson-seng, 650 

Gya Yeshe Gonpo rgya ye-shes mgon-po, 686; 
see (Phungpo) Gya Yeshe Gonpo 

Gya Zhangtrom rgya zhang-khrom, 765; see 
(Tumpa) Gya Zhangtrom 

Gyedor, lama bla-ma dgyes-rdor, 568 

Gyelkangtsewa Peljor Gyamtso rgyal-khang 

rtse-ba dpal-'byor rgya-mtsho, 678 

Gyelmodzom rgyal-mo 'dzom, 677 

Gyelmoyang rgyal-mo gYang, 561 

Gyelmo Yudra Nyingpo rgyal-mo(-rong-gi) 
gYu-grags snying-po, 535; see Yudra 
Nyingpo 

Gyelse Lekpa of Sho (b. 1290) sho'i rgyal
sras legs-pa, 574, 590 
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Gyelse Lharje rgyal-sras lha-ry'e: the second 
son of Mutik Tsepo, refer to the 
Glossary of Enumerations for his 
thirteen incarnations, 751, 805, 835, 
849 

Lhase Chokdrup Gyelpo lha-sras mchog

grub rgyal-po, 775 

Gyelse Norbu Wangyel rgyal-sras nor-bu 

dbang-rgyal, 735 
Gyelse Norbu Yongdra rgyal-sras nor-bu 

yongs-grags, 817 

Gyelse Rincen Namgyel rgyal-sras rin-chen 

rnam-rgyal: i.e. Minling Trhicen III, 
733, 734 

Trincen Rincen Namgyel drin-chen rin

chen rnam-rgyal, 833 

Gyelse Tenpei Nyima rgyal-sras bstan-pa'i 

nyi-ma: DharmasrI's elder brother, 
730 

Gyelse Zhenpen Thaye (of Dzokcen) 
(b. 1800 or 1740) (rdzogs-chen) rgyal-sras 
gzhan-phan mtha'-yas: founder of SrI 
Siqlha College at Dzokcen, 737, 957 

Dzokcen Gemang rdzogs-chen dge-mang, 

879 
Gyelse Zopa rgyal-sras bzod-pa, 593, 595 
Gyeltsap IV, Trakpa Tondrup (of Tshurpu) 

(c. 1550-1617) rgyal-tshab grags-pa 

don-grub, 812 

Gyeltsap V, Trakpa Choyang (of Tshurpu) 
(1618-58) rgyal-tshab grags-pa mchog

dbyangs, 724 

Gyeltsen Pelzang rgyal-mtshan dpal-bzang, 

595 
Gyelwa Choyang rgyal-ba mchog-dbyangs, 

535, 536, 575,675 
J fianendrarak~i ta dznya-na-indra-rakshi

ta, 575 
Ngenlam Gyelwa Choyang ngan-lam 

rgyal-ba mchog-dbyangs, 515 
Yeshe Wangposung ye-shes dbang-po 

srung, 575 

Gyelwa Poton rgyal-ba spo-ston, 547 

Gyelwei Lodro rgyal-ba'i blo-gros, 601; see 
also Nyak Jfiiinakumilra 

Gyepak Sherap dgyes-'phags shes-rab, 605 

Gyi-phan gyi-phan, 524 
Gyurme Chokdrup Pel bar 'gyur-med mchog

grub dpal-'bar: i.e. Lhodrak Thukse 
Dawa Gyeltsen V, 735 

Spiritual Son thug-sras, 839 
Gyurme Dorje, (the great treasure-finder of 

MindrOling) (smin-gling gter-chen) 
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'gyur-med rdo-rje, 726, 728, 729, 730, 
731, 734, 735, 956, 966; see 
(Rikdzin) Terdak Lingpa 

Gyurme Dorjetsel 'gyur-med rdo-rje rtsal: see 
(Rikdzin) Terdak Lingpa, 828 

Gyurme Ngedon Wangpo, (Khyapd~k/all
pervading lord) (khyab-bdag) gyur-

His Presence, the Karmapa sku-mdun 
karma-pa, 579; see Karmapa III 

Ho-shang Mo-ho-yen holhva-shang 
mahiiyana, 511, 896, 899,905, 

906 
Hraza Sonam DrOima dbra-bza' bsod-nams 

med nges-don dbang-po, 734, 868, 919 
Gyurme Phendei Ozer 'khor-Io'i mgon-po 

'gyur-med phan-bde'i 'od-zer: one of 
the Minling Trhicens and a teacher 

of the Author, 734 
Jampel Dewei Nyima, (lord of the (,,) 

mandala circle) ('khor-Io'i mgon-po) 

'ja~~dPal bde-ba'i nyi-ma, 734, 919 
Gyurme Sangye Klinga, the Trhicen of 

Mindroling smin-gling khn-chen 
sangs-rgyas kun-dga': i.e. Minling 

Trhicen VII, 849 
Trhi Sangye Klinga khri sangs-rgyas kun-

dga', 733 
Gyurme Thutop Namgyel of Zhecen zhe

chen-palze-chen 'gyur-med mthu-stobs 

rnam-rgyal, 849, 860 
GyurrneTshewang Chokdrup (1761-18~9) 

(pandita of Katok) (kah-thog pa1Jq,tta) 
'gy~r~med tshe-dbang mchog-grub, 41, 

375,398,736 
Katok PaI).qita Gyurme Tshewang 

Chokdrup kah-thog pa1J4ita 'gyur-med 

tshe-dbang mchog-grub, 966 
Gyurzang 'gyur-bzang: the maternal uncle of 

Mipham Rinpoche, 870 
Haranandin 'phrog-byed dga'-bo, 715, 920 
Haribhadra seng-ge bzang-po, 184 
Haribhadra, king rgyal-po seng-ge bzang-po, 

501 
Haribhala, master slob-dpon ha-ri-bha-la, 

497 
HayagrTva rta-mgrin, PI. 18; 473, 479, 535, 

567,595,623,663,755,757,762, 
784, 802, 828; see also Bibliography 

AsvottamaiSupreme Horse rta-mchog, 

274, 534 
MaheSvara dbang-chen, 535 

Heruka he-ru-ka, 274, 404, 442, 534, 545, 
626,628,893,931; see Yangdak 

Heruka 
Herukas of the Five Enlightened Families 

he-ru-ka rigs-lnga, 672; see Buddhas 
of the Five Enlightened Families 

Hevajra he-badzralkye-rdo-rjeldgyes-pa rdo
rje,449,464,473, 568, 591,911 

sgrol-ma, 675 
Hlilegli hu-Ie-gu: the brother of Qubil~i and 

founder of the Ilkhan dynasty m 

Persia, 664 
Humkara hun:r-ka-ralhun:r-mdzad, 475-7, 

. 476,483,489,516,533,829,864, 

865 
HUqlkara, the wrathful deity khro-bo hun:r-

mdzad,475 
Humnak Mebar, the mantra adept hiln:r-nag 

. me-'bar, 809; see (Rikdzin) Jatson 

Nyingpo 
Ilkhan(s) stod-hor, 664; see Upper Mongol(s) 

Immortal Wish-granting Wheel 'chi-med 
yid-bzhin 'khor-Io: a form of White 

Tara, 857; see Tara 
Indra brgya-byin: i.e. Satakratu, 417,422; 

see Devendra 
Indrabhiiti indra bhu-ti, 252, 277, 300, 346, 

460,462,485,487,921; see Ja 
Indrabhuti, (the Great) indra bhu-ti (chen

po): the king of Oqqiyana, perhaps 
to be identified with Ja, 441,458-9, 

468, 503 
Indrabhuti, the intermediate indra bhu-ti 

bar-pa, 459, n. 472, 502; see Ja 
Indrabhuti, the Younger indra bhu-ti chung

ba!chen-po'i sras, 462, 485-7; see 

Kambalapada 
Indranala brgya-byin sdong-po, 534 
Indraraja dbang-po'i rgyal-po, 913; see 

Devendra 
Indrasakra dbang-po brgya-byin: Indra, 452; 

see Devendra 
Indrasena dbang-po'i sde, 471 
Isvara dbang-phyug: Siva, 16, 65, 132 
Isvarasena dbang-phyug sde, 440 
Ja king (of Sahor) (za-hor) rgyal-po dza, 

, 39,458,459,460,462,466,485, 
487, 502, 613, 948; see also 
Indrabhuti, (the Great) 

Indrabhuti indra bhu-ti, 252, 277, 300, 

346,460,462, 485, 4~7, ~21 -ti 
Indrabhuti, the intermediate Indra bhu 

bar-pa, 459, 502 . 
VyakaraI).avajra lung-bstan rdo-rye, 485 

Jaladatta drva-ba sbyin, 423 

Gyurme Dorjelsel- Jikdrel Yeshe DorJe 409 

Jalandharipa dza-lan-dha-ri-pa, 459, 462, 
473, 494, 603, 693 

Balapada byis-pa'i zhabs, 462 
Jambhala rmugs-'dzinldzam-bha-Ia, 494, 

571,685,713,753 
Jamgon Khyentse Wangpo jam-mgon 

mkhyen-brtse'i dbang-po, 738; see 
(Jamyang) Khyenlse Wangpo 

Jamgon Kongtrlil (Lodro Thaye) (1813-99) 
'jam-mgon kong-sprul (blo-gros mtha'

yas), 41,375,398,735,842,857, 
860, 859-68, 871, 958 

Chime Tenyi Yungdrung Lingpa 'chi
med bstan-gnyis gYung-drung gling-pa, 

863 
Jamgon Yonten Gyamtso (Lodro Thaye) 

'jam-mgon yon-tan rgya-mtsho (blo
gros mtha'-yas), 859, 875, 966 

Jamgon Lozang Trakpa jam-mgon blo-bzang 
grags-pa, 954; see Tsongkapa 

Jamgon Mipham Mawei Senge (1846-1912) 
'jam-mgon mi-pham smra-ba'i seng-ge, 

375; see Mipham Gyamtso 
Jamgon Tsongkapa 'jam-mgon tsong-kha-pa, 

925, 930; see Tsongkapa 

Jamgon Yonten Gyamtso (Lodro Thaye) 
'jam-mgon yon-tan rgya-mtsho (blo

gros mlha'-yas), 859, 875, 966; see 
Jamgon Kongtrnl (Lodro Thaye) 

Jampel ChOki Shenyen jam-dpal chos-kyi 
bshes-gnyen, 791; see Dorje Lingpa 

Jampel Dewei Nyima, (lord of the maI).qala 
circle) ('khor-lo'i mgon-po) 'jam-dpal 
bde-ba'i nyi-ma, 734,919; see 
Gyurme Phendei Qzer 

Jamyang, the attendant nye-gnas 'jam

dbyangs, 669 
Jamyang ChOkyong 'jam-dbyangs chos

skyong, 805 
Jamyang Khyentse Wangcuk (b. 1524) 

'jam-dbyangs mkhyen-brtse dbang

phyug, 717, 824, 922 
(Jamyang) Khyentse Wang po (1820-92) 

'jam-dbyangs mkhyen-brtse'i dbang-po, 

PI. 32; 41, 734, 751, 777, 792, 843, 
848, 850, 849-58, 861, 863, 864, 
865, 867-8, 871, 958 

Choki Shenyen chos-kyi bshes-gnyen, 854 
Do-nga Lingpa mdo-sngags gling-pa, 854 
Dorje Ziji, the all-knowing kun-mkhyen 

rdo-rje gzi-brjid, 734 
Jamgon Khyentse Wangpo 'jam-mgon 

mkhyen-brtse'i dbang-po, 738 

Khyentse Rinpoche mkhyen-brrse rin-po
che, 752, 844, 845, 846, 84g, 849-58, 
863-6, 871, 873, 874-5, 876-7 

Osel Trlilpei Dorje 'od-gsal sprul-pa'i 

rdo-rje, 854 
Perna Osel Do-nga Lingpa padma 'od

gsal mdo-sngags gling-pa, 751, 774, 
778, 804, 849-58, 871 

Jamyang Lodropel jam-dbyangs blo-gros 

dpal,806 
Jamyang Rincen Gyeltsen 'jam-dbyangs rin

chen rgyal-mtshan, 805 
Utsewa Jamyang Rincen Gyeltsen (of 

Ngari) dbu-rtse-ba'i 'jam-dbyangs rin
chen rgyal-mtshan, 717 

Jamyang Sakya PaI).qita 'jam-dbyangs 
sa-skya pa1J4ita, 806; see Sakya 

Pa1J4ita 
Jamyang Samdrup Dorje 'jam-dbyangs 

bsam-grub rdo-rje, 671, 721; see 
Tanak DrOlmawa Samdrup Dorje 

Jang, the king of 'jang rgyal-po, 696 
Japa Do-nga 'ja'-pa mdo-sngags, 875-6 
Jatson Nyingpo 'ja'-tshon snying-po, 813, 

814, 820; see (Rikdzin) Jatsijn 

Nyingpo 
Javaripa dza-bi-ra, 676 
Jedrung Trhinle Campei Jungne rje-drung 

phrin-las byams-pa'i 'byung-gnas, 734, 

868 
Je Guru rje gu-ru, 925; see Tsongkapa 
Je Lhakangpa rje lha-khang-pa, 650; see 

CetOn Gyanak 
Jesus Christ phyi-gling-pa'i ston-pa ye-shu 

ma-shi-ka, 949 

Jetari dze-la-ri, 233, 478 
Je Tsongkapa rje tsong-kha-pa, 395; see 

Tsongkapa 

Jetslin Hak rje-btsun hags, 657 
Jetslin (Klinga) Drolcok (1507-66) rje-btsun 

(kun-dga') grol-mchog, 852, 955 
Jetslin Sonam Tsemo of Sakya (1142-82) sa

skya-pa rje-btsun bsod-nams rtse-mo, 

952 
(Jetslin) Taranatha (1575-1634) (rje-btsun) 

ta-ra-na-tha, 892, 956, 965 
Jikdrel Yeshe Dorje (Gelek Nampar 

Gyelweide) (Fearless Indestructible 
Reality of Pristine Cognition, the 
Victorious Army of All that is Good) 
'jigs- 'bral ye-shes rdo-rje (dge-Iegs 
rnam-par rgyal-ba'i sde) , 377-8, 379, 
400, 972; see Dudjom Rinpoche 
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Jikme Gyelwei Nyugu 'jigs-med rgyal-ba'i 

myu-gu, 839 
Jikme Ktindrol, the learned and 

accomplished master of Mon mon 
mkhas-grub 'jigs-med kun-grol, 839 

Jikme Lingpa jigs-med gling-pa, 41, 92, 
835-40, 965; see (Rikdzin) Jikme 

Lingpa 
Jinamitra dzi-na-mi-tra, 515, 526 
Jinasagara rgyal-ba rgya-mtsho, 591 

Jftanacandra ye-shes zla-ba, 183 
Jftanaketu dznya-na ke-tu, 303 
Jftanaketu (mkhas-grub) dznya-na ke-tu, 696; 

see (Khedrup) Yeshe Gyeltsen (of 

Pubor) 
Jftanaklrti, master slob-dpon ye-shes grags-pa, 

909 
Jftanakumara, the translator of Nyak 

gnyags-lo dznyana ku-mti-ra, 696; see 

Nyak Jiitinakumtira 
Jftananatha ye-shes mgon-po, 849; see Lord of 

Pristine Cognition 
Jftanasena, the translator lo-tsti-wa dznya-na 

se-na, 522; see Zhang Yeshe De 

Jftanasiitra ye-shes mdo, 39,497-501,499 
Jftanavajra bram-ze ye-shes rdo-rje, 478 
J ftan en drarak~i ta dznya-na-indra-rakshi -ta, 

575; see Gyelwa Choyang 

Jora Trtilku, holder of the Podongpa 
teaching bo-dong-pa'i bstan-'dzin 

sbyor-ra sprul-sku, 839 
Ju-on Jikme Dorje, the spiritual benefactor 

dge-bshes 'ju-dbon jigs-med rdo-rje, 

871 
Jvalamukha kha(-la) (me-)'bar, 130 
Kadb Yeshe Nyingpo bka'-sdod ye-shes 

snying-po, 619 
Kalacakra dus-kyi 'khor-lo, 449; see also 

Indrabhiiti, the Younger indra bhu-ti 
chung-balchen-po'i sras, 462, 485-7 

Sakraputra sa-kraltra-putri, 462, 485 
Kam Choki Yeshe kam chos-kyi ye-shes, 

688-9 
Kam Lotsawa (b. 1119) kam lo-tsti-ba, 688 

Kam Yeshe Gyeltsen kam ye-shes rgyal

mtshan, 578 
KaI).ada gzeg-zan, 65 
Kangkar Shame gangs-dkar sha-me: a 

protector, 791 
Kangpa Sakbum gangs-pa stik-'bum, 665, 

666 
Kangyurwa Gonpo Sonam Chokden bka'-

'gyur-ba mgon-po bsod-nams mchog

ldan, 812; see Gonpo Sonam Chokden 

(of Nesar) 
KaI).hapa(da) ka-1Jha-pa, 455, 693; see 

Kf~1Jacarin 
Kani~ka, king ka-ni-~ka, 429, 430, 456 
KaI).thaka bsngags-ldan, 417, 419 
Kapila, the f~i drang-srong ser-skya, 64-5 

KapilabhadrI ser-skya bzang-mo, 432 
Kargi Wangmo, the QakinI mkha'-'gro gar-

gyi dbang-mo, 760 
Karma Chakme (c. 1605-70) karma chags-

med,816 
Karma Lingpa karma gling-palkar-gling, 

679, 800, 800-1 
Karmapa I, Ttisum Khyenpa (1110-93) 

rje dus-gsum mkhyen-pa, 689, 952 
Use, the venerable rje dbu-se, 689 

Karmapa II, Karma Pakshi (1204-83) karma 

pak-shi, 633, 694, 922 
Chbki Lama chos-kyi bla-ma, 694 

Karmapa III, Rangjung Dorje (1284-1339) 
(rje-drunglchos-rje) rang-byung rdo-rje, 

569, 570, 571,573, 572-4, 578, 584, 

666,827,922,931,953 
Bibliography 

Kalacakrapada, the elder and younger dus

'khor zhabs-pa che-chung, 442 

KalagrIva, the naga king klu-rgyal mgrin-pa 

His Presence, the Karmapa sku-mdun 

karma-pa, 579 
Karmapa IV, Rolpei Dorje (1340-83) rgyal

dbang rol-pa'i rdo-rje, 784, 787, 791 
Karmapa V, Tezhinshekpa (1384-1415) 

karma-pa de-bzhin gshegs-pa, 674, 

nag-po, 452 
Kalantaka ka-lanta-ka: a bird, 455 

KalyaI).a dge-ba, 440 
KalyaI).acitta dge-ba'i sems-can ma, 498 
Kama, flower-arrowed me-tog mda'-can, 

911,970 
Five-arrowed One mda'-lnga, Skt. 

Paftcasara, 421 
Smara dran-pa, 421 

Kamalaslla ka-ma-la-shi-la, 607, 906 
Kambalapada lva-ba zhabs, 459, 485-7, 486 

787,954 
Karmapa VI, Thongwa Tonden (1416-53) 

karma-pa mthong-ba don-ldan, 954 

Karmapa VII, ChOdrak Gyamtso (1454-
1506) (rje bdun-palkarma-pa) chos
grags rgya-mtsho, 203,675,676,931 

Karmapa VIII, Mikyo Dorje (1507-54) mi

bskyod rdo-rje, 931, 955 

Jikme Gylewei Nyugu - Katokpa Tampa Deshek 411 

Karmapa IX, Wangcuk Dorje (1554-1603) 
karma dbang-phyug rdo-rje, 956 

Karmapa X, Chbying Dorje (1605-74) 
karma-pa chos-dbyings rdo-rje, 956 

black-hat Karmapa zhva-nag karma-pa 
811 ' 

Karmapa XI, Yeshe Dorje (1676-1702) 
karma-pa ye-shes rdo-rje, 957 

Karmapa XIII, Diidiil Dorje (1734-97) 
karma-pa bdud-'dul rdo-rje, 957 

Karma pa XIV, Thekcok Dorje (1797-1867) 
karma-pa bcu-bzhi-pa theg-mchog rdo

rye, 868 

Karmapa XV, Khakyap Dorje (1871-1922) 
karma-pa bco-lnga-pa mkha'-khyab 

rdo-rje, 868, 958 
Karmapa ,XVI, Rikpei Dorje (1924-81) rig

pa 1 rdo-rje, 958 

Karma Phtintsok Wangpo, the nobleman 
sde-pa karma phun-tshogs dbangs-po 
719 ' 

Karmogyen dkar-mo rgyan, 789 

Karpopa dkar-po-pa, 676; see Khawa 

Karpowa Namka Gyamtso 

Karwang Tshtiltrim Gyeltsen of Ponlung 
bon-lung-pa gar-dbang tshul-khrims 

rgyal-mtshan, 735 

Karza Gonkyi dkar-bza' mgon-skyid 760 

Kasyapa 'od-srung, 83, 172, 432-4, ~35, 906, 
932; see Mahiiktisyapa 

Kasyapa, the teacher, the elder ston-pa 'od

srungs bgres-po: the tenth emanational 
teacher according to the Great 

_, Perfection, 137; see Buddha Ktisyapa 
Kasyapa, the monk dge-slong 'od-srung 

440 ' 

(Katok Gyelse) Sonam Detsen (kalJ,-thog 

rgyal-sras) bsod-nams lde'u-btsan 736 
833 ' , 

Katokpa Choki Senge kalJ,-thog-pa chos-kyi 

seng-ge, 699 

Katokpa Gyeltsap I, Tsangtbnpa Dorje 
Gyeltsen (1126-1216) kalJ,-thog-pa 

rgyal-tshab gtsang-ston-pa rdo-rje 

rgyal-mtshan: see Tsangtonpa 

Katokpa Gyeltsap II, Campabum (1179-
1252) kalJ,-thog-pa rgyal-tshab byams
pa 'bum: see Campabum 

Katokpa Gyaltsap III, Ce-nga Mangpuwa 
Sonam Bumpa (b. 1223) kalJ,-thog-pa 
rgyal-tshab spyan-snga mang-phu-ba 
bsod-nams 'bum-pa: see Ce-nga 
(Mangpu)wa Sonam Bumpa 

Katokpa Gyeltsap IV, Uwbpa Yeshebum 
(b. 1254) kalJ,-thog-pa rgyal-tshab dbu

'od-pa ye-shes 'bum: see Uwopa 

Yeshebum 

Katokpa Gyeltsap V, Cangcup Pelwa kah
thog-pa rgyal-tshab byang-chub dpa'l

ba: see Cangcup Pelwa 

Katokpa Gyeltsar VI, Sonam Zangpo kah
thog-pa rgyal-tshub bsod-nams bzan~
po: see Sonam Zangpo 

Katokpa Gyeltsap VII, Ktinga Bumpa kah
thog-pa rgyal-tshab kun-dga' 'bum-p~: 
see Kiinga Bumpa 

Katokpa Wangcuk Pelwa kalJ,-thog-pa 

dbang-phyug dpal-ba: see Wangcuk 

Pelwa and Glossary of Enumerations 
under thirteen generations of the gurus 

of Katok for an explanation of this 
listing 

Katokpa Gyeltsap VIII, Lodrb Bumpa kah
thog-pa rgyal-tshab bio-gros 'bum-pa:' 

see Lodrii Bumpa 

Katokpa Gyeltsap IX, Lodro Senge kah

thog-pa rgyal-tshab bio-gros seng-;e: 

see Lodrii Senge 

Katokpa Gyeltsap X, Cangcup Lodro kah
thog-pa rgyal-tshab byang-chub bio-' 

gros: see Cangcup Lodro 

Katokpa Gyeltsap XI, Cangcup Senge kalJ,

thog-pa rgyal-tshab byang-chub seng

ge: see Cangcup Senge 

Katokpa Gyeltsap XII, Cangcup Gyeltsen 
kalJ,-thog-pa rgyal-tshab byang-

chub rgyal-mtshan: see Cangcup 

Gyeltsen 

Katokpa Gyeltsap XIII, Yeshe Gyeltsen 
kalJ,-thog-pa rgyal-tshab ye-shes rgyal

mtshan: see (Khedrup) Yeshe Gyeltsen 

(of Pubor) 

(Katokpa) Moktbn Dorje Pelzang(po) (kalJ,

thog-pa) rmog-ston rdo-rje dpal

bzang(-po), 696, 700-1 
Katokpa Namdrol Zangpo kalJ,-thog-pa 

rnam-grol bzang-po, 699 

Katok PaI).Qita Gyurme Tshewang 
Chokdrup kalJ,-thog pa1J4ita 'gyur-med 
tshe-dbang mchog-grub, 966; see 
Gyurme Tshewang Chokdrup 

Katokpa Perna Lodro kalJ,-thog-pa padma 
bio-gros, 723; see Tabla Padmamati 

Katok(pa) Tampa Deshek (1122-92) kah
thog(-pa) dam-pa bde-gshegs, 689'-
688-91, 693, 698, 952 
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Dewarshekpa, lama bla-ma bde-bar 
gshegs-pa, 691 

Matisara, the bodhisattva byang-chub 
sems-dpa' blo-gros snying-po, 691 

Sharwa Popathaye, lama bla-ma shar-ba 
spobs-pa mtha'-yas, 688 

Sherap Senge shes-rab seng-ge, 688 

Tampa Deshek dam-pa bde-gshegs, 698, 
699 

Tampa Dewarshekpa of Katok ka~-thog
pa dam-pa bde-bar gshegs-pa, 688 

Tampa Rinpoche dam-pa rin-po-che, 698 
Katok Situ (Chbki Gyamtso) (1880-1925) 

ka~-thog si-tu (chos-kyi rgya-mtsho): a 
nephew of Khyentse Rinpoche, 879, 
958 

Situ Ktinzi Chbki Gyamtso sl-tu kun-
gzigs chos-kyi rgya-mtsho, 736 

Katyayanaputra ka-tya'i bu, 90 
Kausika kau-shi-ka, 176 
Kawa O-chokdra ka-ba 'od-mchog-grags, 524 

Kawa Peltsek ska-ba dpal-brtsegs, 40, 96, 
224-5, 515, 522, 526, 527, 535, 555, 
889, 893 

Keldenpa skal-ldan-pa, 686 

Keldenpa Chbki Senge skal-ldan-pa chos-kyi 
seng-ge, 569 

Kesamisra skra-'dres-ma, 421 
Ke-wang hva-shang ke-wang, 524 

Khampalungpa (b. 1025) khams-pa lung-pa: 
a disciple of Atisa, 546 

Khamtrtil III, Ngawang Ktinga Tendzin 
(1680-1728) khams-sprul gsum-pa 
ngag-dbang kun-dga' bstan-'dzin, 957 

Ngawang Ktinga Tendzin of Dokam 
mdo-khams-pa ngag-dbang kun-dga' 

bstan- 'dzin, 833 
Khamzhik Taklung Nybnpa khams-zhig 

stag-lung smyon-pa, 784 

Khandro Yeshe Tshogyel mkha'-'gro ye-shes 
mtsho-rgyal, 554; see (Yeshe) Tshogyel 

Khandtilma, the naginI klu-mo kha-'dul-ma, 

452 
Kharak Gomcung kha-rag sgom-chung, 557, 

558 
Kharak Nyingpo kha-rag snying-po, 701 

Lharje Kharakpa lha-rje kha-rag-pa, 347 
Kharak Tbnying kha-rag stan-snying, 657 
Kharap Zhelngane Kbncok Tendzin kha

rab zhal-snga-nas dkon-mchog bstan
'dzin, 729 

Kharcen Pelgi Wangcuk mkhar-chen dpal
gyi dbang-phyug, 535, 706, 711 

Kharcen(-za) Yeshe Tshogyel mkhar
chen(-bza') ye-shes mtsho-rgyal, 535, 
536, 710-11, 714; see (Yeshe) 
Tshogyel 

Khawa Karpowa Namka Gyamtso kha-ba 
dkar-po-ba nam-mkha' rgya-mtsho, 
697 

Karpopa dkar-po-pa, 676 
KhecarI mkha'-spyod-ma, 828 

Khecok Ngawang Lodrb mkhas-mchog ngag

dbang bio-gros, 965 
Khedrup Chbki Trakpa mkhas-grub chos-kyi 

grags-pa, 594-5 

Khedrup Chbkyong Gyeltsen mkhas-grub 
chos-skyong rgyal-mtshan, 730 

Khedrup Chbpel mkhas-grub chos-dpal, 686 
Khedrup Delek Gyamtso of Zhoktarling 

zhog-thar gling mkhas-grub bde-legs 

rgya-mtsho, 594 
Khedrup Lodrb Gyeltsen Pelzangpo mkhas

grub blo-gros rgyal-mtshan dpal bzang

po, 722-3; see Sodokpa Lodro 
Gyeltsen 

Khedrup Khyapdel Lhtindrup mkhas-grub 
khyab-brdal Ihun-grub, 595 

(Khedrup) Yeshe Gyeltsen (of Pubor) (spu

bor-ba mkhas-grub) ye-shes rgyal
mtshan: i.e. Katokpa Gyeltsap XIII, 
696-7, 698 

Jfianaketu mkhas-grub dznya-na ke-tu, 
696 

Puborwa Khedrup Yeshe Gyeltsen spu
bor-ba mkhas-grub ye-shes rgyal

mtshan, 699 
Sukhailkusa, the bodhisattva byang-sems 

bde-ba'i smyu-gu, 697 

Sukhasara bde-ba'i snying-po, 697 
Khenpo Lhakawa mkhan-po la-kha-ba, 552 

Khepa Con am mkhas-pa jo-nam, 656 

Khbn family 'khon-rigs, 395 
Khan Kancok Gyelpo (1034-1102) 'khon 

dkon-mchog rgyal-po, 951 
Khan Ltiiwangpo (Sungwa) 'khon klu'i 

dbang-po (srung-ba), 515, 712, 922, 
951 

Khbnrok Sherap Tshtiltrim 'khon-rag shes

rab tshul-khrims, 951 
(Khbntan) Peljor Lhtindrup (1561-1637) 

(,khon-ston) dpal- 'byor lhun-grub, 677-
80, 822 

Phawangkhapa (Peljor Lhtindrup) pha
wang-kha-pa (dpaZ-'byor lhun-grub) , 
681, 926 

KhOn Trakpa Gyeltsen (l147-1216) 'khon
grags-pa rgyal-mtshan, 562 

Khu Cangcup-a khu byang-chub 'od, 707 
Khugyur Selweichok khu-'gyur gsal-ba'i 

mchog, 541-2 

Khulung Yonten Gyamtso khu-Iung-pa yon

tan rgya-mtsho, 613, 614-15; see Nup 
Khulungpa (YO-men Gyamtso) 

Khurbupa, venerable lje 'khur-bu-pa 709 

Khuton Sonam Gyeltsen khu-ston bs;d-nams 
rgyal-mtshan, 789 

Khuton Tarma-tra yar-lung-gi dge-bshes khu
stan dar-ma grags, 753 

Khuwo Phajo khu-bo pha-jo, 551 

Khuza Peltstinma khu-bza' dpal-btsun-ma 
537 ' 

Khyapdak Gyurme Ngedon Wangpo khyab

bdag 'gyur-med nges-don dbang-po, 

?19; see Gyurme Ngediin Wangpo 
KhyapJuk (Chenpo) khyab-'jug (chen-po), 

59 I, 681, 775; see Riihula 

Khyentse Rinpoche mkhyen-brtse rin-po-che, 

752, 844, 845, 846, 848, 849-58, 
863-6, 871, 873, 874-5, 876-7; see 
(Jamyang) Khyentse Wangpo 

Khyentse Wangpo mkhyen-brtse'i dbang-po: 
see (Jamyang) Khyentse Wangpo 

Khyeucung Khadingtsel (Youth who Flies 
like Garuga) khye'u chung mkha'

Iding rtsal: Guru Rinpoche's mani
festation of the seventh month, 471 

Khyung clan of accomplished masters 
khyung-rgyal grub-rigs, 859 

Khyung Nakshadar khyung nag-zhag-dar 
569 ' 

Khyungpo Neljor(pa) (Tshtiltrim Gbnpo) 
khyung-po rnal- 'byor(-pa) (tshul

khrims mgon-po), 395, 853, 950 951 
952 ' , 

Khyungpo Tshtiltrim Gonpo khyung-po 
tshul-khrims mgon-po, 929 

Katok Situ - Kumaradza 413 

Koncok ChOpel (of Lingme) (gling-smad-pa) 
dkon-mchog chos- 'phel, 681, 821 

Kongcen Namka Pelden kong-chen nam
mkha'dpal-ldan, 807 

Kong-ra Locen (Zhenpen Dorje) (1594-
1654) gong-ra lo-chen (gzhan-phan 
rdo-rje), 718, 723-4, 725, 726 

Locen Zhenpen Dorje lo-chen gzhan
phan rdo-rje, 718, 724 

Kong Rikdzin Nyingpo kong rig-'dzin 
snying-po, 788 

Kongtsiin Sherap Yeshe kong-btsun shes-rab 
ye-shes, 616 

Konjo Dakpo go-'jo bdag-po, 686 

Korampa (Sonam Senge) (1429-89) 
go(-rams-pa bsod-nams seng-ge), 
929, 955 

Konon Radza kor-ston ra-dza, 551 

Korup Lotsawa go-rub Zo-tsii-ba, 708, 709 
ChOki Sherap, the translator of Korup 

go-rub lo-tsii-ba chos-kyi shes-rab, 708 
Ko~a ko-~a: a bear-like creature, 490 
Krkl, king rgyal-po kri-kri, 430 

Krmivarman srin-bu go-cha, 418 

Kr~t:la, lord jo-bo kri-~va: a pandita 708. 
see Kr~vapii .. , , 

Kr~t:la of PaJaliputra, the sublime phags-pa 
nag-po dmar-bu-can, 437 

Kr~t:lacarin nag-po spyod-palnag, 404, 462, 
471,473,603, 693, 706 

Carlndra spyod-'chang dbang-po, 693 
927 ' 

Kat:lhapa(da) ka-r;,ha-pa, 455, 693 
Kr~t:ladhara, minister of righteousness chos

blon kri-~va-'dzin, 469 
Kr~t:lapa kri-~va-pa: a pat:lgita, 708 

Kr~t:la, lord jo-bo kri-~hna, 708 
K~itigarbha sa-snying, 125 
Kubjita sgur-po, 93 

Kukkuraja ku-ku-rii-dza, 39,461, 458-62, 
466, 533, 736 

Kukkuripa ku-ku-ri-pa, 442 
Khyungpo Trase dge-bshes khyung-po 

grags-se, 640-2, 650 
Khyungpo Trhowo khyung-po khro-bo, 685 
Khyungpo Tshultrim Ganpo khyung-po 

tshul-khrims mgon-po, 929; see 
Khyungpo N eljor(pa) 

Kuttaraja ku-ta-rii-dza, 460 

Kukkuraja, the later ku-ku-rii-dza phyi-ma 
487 ' 

~hyungpo Yik-o khyung-po dbyig-'od, 707 
hyung-truk Khace rta khyung-phrug kha

che: a horse, 655 
Khyungtsangpa/wa (Trhiizhi) Lodro Pelden 

khyung-tshang-palba 'khrul-zhig blo-
gros dpal-ldan, 553, 701 

Ku~kuripa ku-ku-ri-pa, 442; see Kukkuriija 
Kuhkas ngs-ldan-gyi rabs: the dynastic kings 

of Shambhala, 948 
Kumaradza (1266-1343) ku-mii-rii-dza, 40, 

568,568-72,573, 579, 580, 581, 
588, 594, 679 

Gelong Pelden dge-slong dpal-ldan, 
572 
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Rikdzin Kumaradza riR-'dzin ku-mii-rii

dza, 953 
Tharpagyen thar-pa rgyan, 568 
Zhonu Gyelpo gzhon-nu rgyal-po, 569 

Kumaravlrabalin gzhon-nu dpa'-bo stobs
ldan: the sixth emanational teacher 
according to the Great Perfection, 

136,449 
Ktindrolbum sras-mo kun-grol-'bum, 698 
Ktinga kun-dga', 591; see Compa Kilnrin of 

Drigung 
Ktinga Bumpa kun-dga' 'bum-pa: i.e. 

Katokpa Gyeltsap VII, 695 
Ktinga Bumpa, the Qakinl mkha-'gro-ma 

kun-dga' 'bum-pa, 846 

Ktinga Dawa kun-dga' zla-ba, 697 
Ktinga Gyamtso, accomplished master of 

Derge sde-dge grub-thob kun-dga' 

rgya-mtsho, 812, 813 
Ktinga Lekpa, the Drukpa madman (1455-

1529) 'brug-pa smyon-pa kun-dga' 

legs-pa, 955 
Ktinga Lhadze sras-mo kun-dga' lha-mdzes, 

821 
Ktinga, master slob-dpon kun-dga', 567 
Ktinga Ozer, master slob-dpon kun-dga' 'od-

zer, 576 
Ktinga Sonam Chopak kun-dga' bsod-nams 

chos- 'phags, 813; see Rikdzin Dildill 

Dorye 
Ktinga of Tingri (1062-1124) ding-ri kun-

dga', 547 
Ktinga Trhinle Wangyel, the lord and 

throne-holder of the Drolma Palace 
of Sakya (b. 1945) sa-skya sgrol-ma

pa'i bdag-khri kun-dga' phrin-las 

dbang-rgyal: the Sakya Trhicen, 959 
Ktinga Zangpo, the madman of Central 

Tibet (b. 1458) dbus-smyon-pa kun

dga' bzang-po, 955 
Kungtang Pal)cen (Shenyen Namgyel) 

gung-thang palJ-chen (bshes-gnyen 

rnam-rgyal), 729, 730 
Ktinkyen Choje kun-mkhyen chos-rye, 590; 

see Longcen Rapjampa 
Ktinkyen Sherap Gyelpo kun-mkhyen shes

rab rgyal-po, 760 

Ktinpangpa, lama bla-ma kun-spangs-pa, 

671 
Ktinzang, (master) (slob-dpon) kun-bzang, 

550, 551-2 
Ktinzang Dorje kun-bzang rdo-rye, 595 
Ktinzang Khyapdel Lhtindrup kun-bzang 

khyab-brdallhun-grub, 817 
Ktinzang Namgyel kun-bzang rnam-rgyal, 

818; see Lhatsiln N amka Jikme 
Ktinzang Peljor, the holder of mantras/ 

mantra adept sngags-'chang kun-bzang 

dpal-'byor, 701, 725 
Ktinzang Perna Trhinle kun-bzang padma 

phrin-las, 720; see Dorye Trak 

Rikdzin IV 
Ktinzang Tenpei Gyeltsen (1763-1817) kun

bzang bstan-pa'i rgyal-mtshan: i.e. 
Lhodrak Sungtrtil VI, 735 

Speech Emanation of Lhodrak lho-brag 

gsung-sprul, 839 
Ktinzang Tenpei Nyima (1843-91) kun

bzang bstan-pa'i nyi-ma: i.e. Lhodrak 

Sungtrtil VIII, 735 
Ktinzang Wangyel, the ancestral throne

holder of Mindroling (b. 1931) smin

gling khri-chen kun-bzang dbang-rgyal: 

the present Minling Trhicen, 959 
Ktinzhon, the governor dpon-chen kun

gzhon, 664 
Kurap, the aristocrat sku-rabs sde-pa, 777 

Lord Kurap sku-rabs sde-dpon, 687 
Kurser, the Horpa King hor gur-ser rgyal-po, 

780 
Kurukulla rig-byed-ma, 824 

Vidya, the transcendent lady bcom-ldan

'das-ma rig-byed-ma, 824 
Kurup Yangdak of Yamdrok yar-'brog-pa 

gu-rub yang-dag, 712 
Kusara, master slob-dpon ku-sa-ra, 511 

Kutsa, doctor ku-tsha sman-pa, 765 
Kuttaraja ku-ta-rii-dza, 460; see Kukkuriija 

Kyebuchenpo, the oath-bound protector 
dam-can skyes-bu chen-po, 587 

Kyere Chokyong kye-re mchog-skyong, 533 
Kyetse Yeshe Wangcuk skye-tshe ye-shes 

dbang-phyug, 552 

Ktinkyong Lingpa kun-skyong gling-pa, 791; 

Kyiben Cangcup Rincen skyi-ban byang
chub rin-chen, 714; see Kyi Kyangyel 

(of Mongu) 
Kyi Choki Senge skyi chos-kyi seng-ge, 

685-6 
Kyi Kyangyel (of Mongu) (mong-dgu'i) skyi 

gyang-sgyel,714 

see Dorye Lingpa 
Ktinpang Doringpa kun-spangs rdo-ring-pa, 

922 
Kilnpang Tonyo Gyeltsen kun-spangs don-

yod rgyal-mtshan, 802 

Kyiben Cangcup Rincen skyi-ban byang
chub rin-chen, 714 

Kyi Nyima Dorje skyi nyi-ma rdo-rye, 77 

KyitOn Tshering Wang po skyi-ston tshe-ring 
dbang-po, 717, 718 

Kyo Kongbupa skyo gong-bu-pa, 358; see 
Kyotiin Siik-ye of Kungbu 

Kyoton skyo-ston, 640-1, 647; see Kyb'lon 
Siik-ye of Kungbu 

KyotOn Choseng skyo-ston chos-seng, 642 
KyotOn Sak-ye of KungbulKongbu gung-bul 

gong-bu skyo-ston siik-ye, 358,640-1, 
642,646 

Kyo Kongbupa skyo gong-bu-pa, 358 
KyotOn skyo-ston, 640-1, 647 

Kyura family skyu-ra rigs, 676 

Labrangpa Chopel Gyeltsen bla-brang-pa 
chos-dpal rgyal-mtshan, 577 

Lacen Dorjechang Trakpa Rincen bla

chen rdo-rye 'chang grags-pa rin-chen, 
722 

Lacen (Gongpa Rapsel) bla-chen (dgongs-pa 

rab-gsal), 524, 526, 618, 706, 821, 
950 

Muzu Labar dmu-gzugs la-'bar, 524 

Sakya Gewarapsel sii-kya dge-ba rab-gsal, 
524 

Lado bla-'dos, 655 
Laketsewa the Ponpo bon-po la-ke-rtse-ba, 

632 
Lak~asva, king rgyal-po lak~a-ashva, 456 
Lala Zicen la-la gzi-chen, 642 

Lalitavajra rol-pa'i rdo-rye, 477, 487 
Lamcok Pelgi Dorje lam-mchog dpal-gyi rdo

lje, 605 
(Langcen) Pelgi Senge (rlangs-chen) dpal-gyi 

seng-ge, 535, 839 
Langdarma (Udumtsen), king (b. 817) glang 

dar-ma ('u-dum btsan), 40, 394, 523, 
609,612,614,918,921,950 

Langdro (Koncok Jungne) lang-gro dkon
mchog 'byung-gnasldkon-'byung, 536, 

720, 734, 793, 
Langdro Konjung lang-gro dkon-'byung, 

858 
Langdro Konjung: see preceding entry 
Lang Khampa Gocha rlang kham-pa go-cha, 

526 
Langlap Cancup Dorje lang-lab byang-chub 

rdo-rje, 712, 713-14 
Langton Tarma Sonam of Shang Lhabu 

shangs lha-bu'i langs-ston dar-ma 
bsod-nams, 649 

Kumaravfrabalin - Len Selwa 415 

Lankajayabhadra lankii rgyal-ba bzang-po, 

455 
Lapdronma lab-sgron-ma, 546; see Macik 

Lapdron 
Lapkyapgon Wangcen Gyerap Dorje lab 

skyabs-mgon dbang-chen dgyes-rab rdo

rye, 870 
Lapton Namka Rincen lab-ston nam-mkha' 

rin-chen, 697 
Laru Pende of upper Onak 'on-nag stod-pa 

gla-ru ban-de, 552 
Lasum Gyelwa Cangcup la-gsum rgyal-ba 

byang-chub, 515, 536, 738 
Lasya sgeg-mo, 125 

Layak Dzawar, the great minister of la-yag 
rdza-bar-gyi dpon-chen, 760 

Lekden Degti bka'-srung legs-ldan lde-gus, 
644,644 

Bhagavat (mgon-po) legs-ldan, 624 

Lekden Dorje legs-ldan rdo-rye, 807; see 
Dorye Trak Rikdzin II 

Lek, six earthly kings called sa'i legs drug: 

listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 507-8, n. 535 

Leki Dorje (1326-1401) las-kyi rdo-rye, 923, 

925 
Namka Gyeltsen, accomplished master 

of Lhodrak lho-brag grub-thob nam
mkha' rgyal-mtshan, 923 

Lekpa Pelzang legs-pa dpal-bzang, 717 
Lekpei Dronme legs-pa'i sgron-me, 613; see 

(Sutiin) Lekpei Drtjnme 

Lelmik Woktsen glal-mig 'og-btsan, 602 
Lencap Parwa glan-chab bar-ba, 358 

Len clan gdung-rus glan, 666 
Len Chogyel glan chos-rgyal, 687 
Len Nyatselpa Sonam Gonpo glan 

nya-tshal-pa bsod-nams mgon-po, 

668 
Lharje Len Nyatselpa lha-rye glan nya

tshal-pa, 657 

Len Sakya Cangcup glan sii-kya byang-chub, 

647 
Lensak Cangcup glan-siik byang-chub, 

642 
Lensak Cangcup: see preceding entry 
Len Sakya Opo glan sii-kya 'od-po, 686 
Len Sakya Zangpo (of Chuwar) (chu-bar-

gyi) glan sii-kya bzang-po, 358, 642, 
647, 701 

Lenton Sakya Zangpo glan-ston sa-kya 
bzang-po, 641 

Len Selwa glan gsal-ba, 668 
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All-Knowing Master from Shang shangs

pa kun-mkhyen, 668 
Lenton Sakya Zangpo glan-ston sli-kya 

bzang-po, 641; see Len 5likya Zangpo 

(of Chuwar) 

Lerap Lingpa, the treasure-finder (1856-
1926) gter-stan las-rab gling-pa, 864, 
868, 879, 958 

Sogyel, the treasure finder gter-ston bsod-' 

rgyal, 879 
Letro Lingpa, the treasure-finder gter-ston 

las-'phro gling-pa, 809; see (Rikdzin) 

Jatson Nyingpo 

Lha, lama bla-ma lha, 552 
Lhabumen lha-bu sman, 515 
Lhadrowa ChOki Wangpo lha-bro-ba chos

kyi dbang-po, 699 
Lhakangpa, (lama) (bla-ma) lha-khang-pa, 

655, 659; see Yontenzung 

Lhakii Ponpo lha-khud bon-po, 666 
Lha Lama, uncle and nephew lha bla-ma 

khu-dbon: Yeshe-o and Cangcup-o, 
918 

Lhalung Pelgi Dorje lha-lung dpal-gyi rdo

rje, 523, 524, 525, 526, 536, 540, 
612, 950 

Lhandzin Yangcen Drolma lha-'dzin 

dbyangs-can sgrol-ma, 825 
Lhapdrema Kongpa lhab-dres-ma gong-pa, 

701 
Lha Pelgi Yeshe lha dpal-gyi ye-shes, 604; 

see Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe 

Lharipel lha-n"-dpal, 565 
Lharje Celpa lha-rje dpyal-pa, 348; see Cel 

(Lotsliwa) Kiinga Dorje 

Lharje Da Senge lha-rje mda' seng-ge, 685 
Lharje Dropukpa lha-rje sgro-phug-pa, 

648; see Zur (Dropukpa) 5likya 

Senge 

Lharje Gyanak lha-ry"e rgya-nag, 650, 651, 
652; see Ceton Gyanak 

Lharje Horpo Dropukpa lha-rje hor-po sgro

phug-pa, 649; see Zur (Dropukpa) 

5likya Senge 

Lharje HOrpcung lha-rje h11rrz-chung, 615 
Lharje Kharakpa lha-rje kha-rag-pa, 347; 

see Kharak Nyingpo 

Lharje Nupme lha-ry"e gnubs-smad, 655 
Lharje Nyariwa lha-ry"e nya-ri-ba, 701; see 

Zur (Dropukpa) 5likya Senge 
Lharje Len Nyatselpa lha-rje glan nya-tshal

pa, 657; see Len Nyatselpa Sonam 
Giinpo 

Lharje Rok Sherap-o lha-ry"e rog shes-rab 'od, 

358; see Rok Sherap-o 

Lharje Shangnak lha-ry"e shangs-nag, 647 

Lharje Ukpalungpa lha-rje 'ug-pa lung-pa, 

632; see (Zurpoche) 5akya Jungne 

Lharje Zurpoche (Sakya Jungne) lha-ry"e zur

po-che (sli-kya 'byung-gnas), 616,617-
35; see (Zurpoche) 5likya Jungne 

Lhase Chokdrup Gyelpo lha-sras mchog-grub 

rgyal-po, 775; see Gyelse Lhary"e 

Lhase Tamdzin Rolpa Yeshetsellha-sras 

dam-'dzin rol-pa ye-shes rtsal, 784; see 
Murnp Tsepo (Yeshe RiJ'lpatsel) 

Lhasung mes-po lha-srnng, 575 
Lha Thotori Nyentsen lha tho-tho-ri gnyan

btsan, 393, 508, 508, 949 
Lha Tsepo, family of lha-btsad-po'i rigs, 818 
Lhatsiin Kiinzang Namgyel: see following 

entry 
LhatsiinNamkaJikme (1597-1652) lha-btsun 

nam-mkha' 'jigs-med, 718, 727, 812, 
816,819, 818-20,956 

(Lhatsiin) Kiinzang Namgyel (lha-btsun) 

kun-bzang rnam-rgyal, 724, 725, 818 
Lhodrak Guru lho-brag gu-rn, 807 
Lhodrak Sungtriil (III, Tshiiltrim Dorje) 

(1598-1669) lho-brag gsung-sprnl 

(tshul-khrims rdo-rje), 681 
(Sungtriil) Tshiiltrim Dorje (gsung-sprnl) 

tshul-khrims rdo-rje, 723, 724, 727, 
735, 956 

Lhodrak Sungtriil IV, Ngawang Kiinzang 
Dorje (1680-1723) lho-brag gsung

sprnl ngag-dbang kun-bzang rdo-ry"e: 

see N gawang Kiinzang Dorje 

Lhodrak Sungtriil VI, Kiinzang Tenpei 
Gyeltsen (1763-1817) lho-brag gsung

sprnl kun-bzang bstan-pa'i rgyal

mtshan: see Kiinzang Tenpei Gyeltsen 

Lhodrak Sungtriil VIII, Kiinzang Tenpei 
N yima (1843-91) lho-brag gsung-sprnl 

kun-bzang bstan-pa'i nyi-ma: see 
Kiinzang Tenpei Nyima 

Lhodrak Thukse Dawa Gyeltsen lho-brag 

thugs-sras zla-ba rgyal-mtshan: the 
spiritual son of Perna Lingpa, see 
Dawa (Gyeltsen) 

Lhodrak (Thuk)-se IV, Tendzin Gyurme 
Dorje (b, 1641) lho-brag sras bstan

'dzin 'gyur-med rdo-rje, 824 
Peling Thukse Tendzin Gyurme Dorje 

pad-gling thugs-sras bstan- 'dzin 'gyur

med rdo-rje, 956 
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Tendzin Gyurme Dorje bstan-'dzin 

'gyur-med rdo-ry"e, 735 
Lhodrak Thukse Dawa Gyeltsen V, 

Gyurme Chokdrup Pelbar lho-brag 

sras zla-ba rgyal-mtshan 'gyur-med 

mchog-grub dpal-'bar: see Gyurme 
Chokdrnp Pelbar 

Lhodruk Zhapdrung Ngawang Namgyel 
lho- 'brng zhabs-drnng ngag-dbang 

rnam-rgyal, 956; see Zhapdrnng I 
Licchavi li-tsli-bi, 454, 460, 485,507,510 
LIlavajra sgeg-pa rdo-rjelsgeg-pa'i zhabs, 40, 

63, 96, 462, 463, 463-4, 465, 494 
Srlmad Uttamabodhibhagavat dpal-ldan 

byang-chub mchog-gi skal-ba dang
ldan-pa, 464 

SOryavat nyi-ma-dang 'dra-ba, 463, 464 
VisvarOpa sna-tshogs gzugs-can, 463, 464 

Ling clan gling-gi rigs, 813 

Lingje Kesar 0038-1124) gling-ry"e ge-sar, 
952 

Lingje Repa (Perna Dorje) (1128-88) gling

rje ras-pa (padma rdo-rje), 773, 952 
Ling Lama ChOjor Gyamtso gling-bla-ma 

chos-'byor rgya-mtsho, 876 
Lingpas gling-pa: the great treasure-finders, 

934 

Ling, the royal house of glzng-tshang, 816 
Lingter III, Gyurme Perna Tendzin gling

gter gsum-pa 'gyur-med padma bstan
'dzin, 919 

Lingtsang Dzapa Trashi Ozer of Dokam 

0859-1935) mdo-khams gling-tshang 
rdza-pa bkra-shis 'od-zer, 919 

Locana spyan-ma, 20, 125 

(Locen) Chogyel Tendzin 0631-1708) 
(lo-chen) chos-rgyal bstan-'dzin, 
726-8 

Locen DharmasrI, Ngawang Chopel 
(Gyamtso) 0654-1717) lo-chen 

dharma-shri ngag-dbang chos-'phel 

(rgya-mtsho), 41, 198, 375,684, 729, 
728-32,824,833,879,957,965 

DharmasrI, the great translator lo-chen 
dharma-shri, 526, 733 

Ngawang Chopel ngag-dbang chos- 'phel, 
728 

Tendzin Jamyang Wangpo bstan-'dzin 
'jam-dbyangs dbang-po, 728 

Locen Ngagiwangpo lo-chen ngag-gi dbang
po, 723 

Locen Rincen Zangpo lo-chen rin-chen 

bzang-po, II; see Rincen Zangpo 

Locen Zhenpen Dorje lo-chen gzhan-phan 

rdo-rje, 718, 724; see Kongra Locen 
(Zhenpen Dory"e) 

Loden Chokse (Intelligent Boon -seeker) blo
ldan mchog-sred: one of Guru 
Rinpoche's manifestations during 
the second month, 470; see Gurn 
Rinpoche 

Lodro Bumpa blo-gros 'bum-pa: i.e. Katokpa 
Gyeltsap VIII, 696 

Lodrochok blo-gros mchog, 594; see Longcen 
Rabjampa 

Lodro Gyamtso, the physician of Zurkar 
(b. 1508) zur-mkhar sman-pa blo-gros 
rgya-mtsho, 955 

Lodro Gyeltsen, the regent (d. 1937) rgyal

tshab blo-gros rgyal-mtshan, 919 
Lodro Senge blo-gros seng-ge: i.e. Katokpa 

Gyeltsap IX, 696 
Lodro Zangpo, master slob-dpon blo-gros 

bzang-po, 595 

Loke:§varaiLord of the World (dpa'-bo) 'jigs

rten dbang-phyug, 47, 404, 916; see 
AvalokiteSvara 

LoktOn Gendiinkyap klog-ston dge-'dun 
skyabs, 552 

Loncen Phakpa blon-chen 'phags-pa, 613; 
see (pagor) Ujncen Phakpa 

Longcen RabjampaiLongcenpa, (the a11-
knowing) (1308-63) (kun-mkhyen) 

klong-chen rab- 'byams-palklong-chen

pa, PIs. 30, 66; 18, 29, 40, 41, 47, 
91, 139, 141, 196-8,208-10,359, 
375, 396, 397, 555, 571, 572, 576, 
575-96,676,677,681,702,707, 
724, 727, 730, 796, 827, 829, 835, 
837,839,876,919,954,965 

Kiinkyen Choje kun-mkhyen chos-rje, 
590 

Lodrochok blo-gros mchog, 594 
Longcen Rabjam Zangpo klong-chen rab

'byams bzang-po, 837 
Samye Lungmangwa bsam-yas lung

mang-ba, 577 

Second Samantabhadra kun-tu bzang-po 
gnyis-pa, 586 

Tathagata Sumerudlpadhvaja de-bzhin 

gshegs-pa ri-rab mar-me'i rgyal
mtshan, 590 

Trime Ozer dri-med 'od-zer, 375, 796, 
818 

Tshiiltrim Lodro lshul-khrims blo-gros, 
576 
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Longcen Rabjam Zangpo: see preceding 
entry 

Longsel Nyingpo klong-gsal snying-po, 736; 
see (Rikdzin) Longsel Nymgpo 

Lo Pelgi Lodro lo dpal-gyi ~lo-gros, 7~4 . 
Lord of Immortality and his consort Chl

med mgon-po yab-yum, 855; see 
Amitiiyus 

Lord Kurap sku-rabs sde-dpon, 687; see 
Kurap 

lord of Neudong, the great sne-gdong gong
ma chen-po: a successor of Ta'i Situ 
Cangcup Gyeltsen, 787 

Lord of Neudong sne-gdong gong-ma, 
595; see Tii'i Situ (Cangcup 

Gyeltsen) 
Lord Nyang mnga'-bdag nyang, 511,661, 

662; see Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer 
Lord Nyang, father and son mnga'-bdag 

nyang yab-sras, 661, n. 809; see 
Nyang-rel Nyima Qzer 

Lord of Pristine Cognition, six-armed 
ye-shes mgon-po phyag-drug-pa: 

}flananatha, 849 
Lord of Sages/Munlndra thub-pa'i dbang

po, 11, 128,503,768,894; see 
Buddha 

Lord of the Sakyas iii-kya'i mgon, 130; see 
Buddha 

Lord of Secrets/Guhyapati gsang(-ba'i) 
bdag(-po), 282, 377, 405, 430, 441, 
451, 454, 458, 459, 460, 485, 490, 
609, 645, 648, 728, 734, 923, 925, 
948; see VajrapiitJi 

Lord of the W orldiLokeSvara 'jig-rten 
dbang-phyugs, 47, 404, 916; see 
Avalokiteivara 

Lords of the Three (Enlightened) Families 
rigs-gsum mgon-po, Skt. trfkulaniitha, 

137, 270, 352, 453, 624, 698, 758, 
798, 889; see also listed separately as 
Avalokiteivara, Manjuirf and 
VajrapiitJi 

(Loro) Recungpa (1084-1161) (10-:0) ras
chung-pa: i.e. Recung DOfJe-tra (ras
chung rdo-rje grags), 657 

Loton Dorje Wangcuk lo-ston rdo-rje dbang

phyug, 524 
Lotuses of the Lake mtsho-nang-gi padma: 

the two wives of Songtsen Gampo, 
Pl. 39; 510 

Trhitslin, the Nepalese princess bal-mo
bza' khri-blsun, 510 

Wen-ch'eng K'ong-jo, the Chinese 
princess rgya-mo-bza' 'un-shing kong
jo, 510 

Lowo Lotsawa glo-bo lo-tsii-ba, 712, 806 
Lozang Gyamtso blo-bzang rgya-mtsho, 821; 

see Dalai Lama V 
Lozang Rapsel, the supreme scholar mkhas-

mchog blo-bzang rab-gsal, 874 
Ludrup klu-sgrub, 813 
Liiipa W.('i-pa), 404 

Luken Sonam Senge glu-mkhan bsod-nams 
seng-ge, 595 

Lume (Tshtiltrim Sherap) klu-mes (tshul
khrims shes-rab), 524, 525-6, 753, 
921 

Lung-ham Chen po rlung-ham chen-po, 546 

Lungre rlung-ras, 547 . 
Ma (Choki Sherap) rma (chos-kYl shes-rab), 

578 
Macik Lapdron (b. 1031, 1049 or 1055; 

d. 1126, 1129 or 1143) ma-gcig lab-

sgron, 929, 952 
Lapdronma lab-sgron-ma, 546 

Macik Zhama (b. 1062) ma-gcig zha-ma, 709 
"Mad" Co-se, the Younger Dzengjo-sras 

'dzeng-chung smyon-pa, 551; see 
Dzeng Co-se . 

"Mad" Samdrup, the ascetic woman ma-}o 

smyon-ma bsam-'grub, 551 

Madhuranirgho~a, the great bodhisattva 
byang-chub sems-dpa' chen-po sgra

dbyangs snyan-pa, 190 
Madhyahnika (Midday) nyi-ma'i gung-pa, 

435,437,438,438-9 
Madhyantika (Midway) chu'i dbus-pa, 

435 
Magyapa, king dmag-brgya-pa, 507 
Mahadeva lha-chen-po, 429, 892 
Mahakala mgon-po (nag-po chen-po), 659, 

691 
four-armed Mahakala mgon-po phyag

bzhi-pa, 569-70 
glorious Mahakala according to the 

tradition of Wrathful Yamantaka . 
dpal-mgon mahiikiila drag-po gshm-rye, 

628 , 
Mahakarmendral)I, the ~akinI mkha' - gro 

las-kyi dbang-mo, 482,483, 697 
Mahakasyapa 'od-srung chen-po, 426, 427, 

428, 432-4, 433 
Kasyapa 'od-srung, 83, 172, 432-4, 435, 

906,932 
Nyagrodhaja nya-gro-dha skyes, 432 

Mahakau~fhila gsus-po-che, 90 
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Maha Lhtinpo ma-hii lhun-po, 656 

Mahamati blo-gros chen-po, 179-80, 455, 
912-13 

Mahapadma, king padma chen-po, 429, 441 
Mahaprajapati skye-dgu'i bdag-mo, 418; see 

Prajiipatf 

465, 466, 478, 495, 535, 545, 592, 
607, 609, 698, 704, 748, 758, 763, 
805, 823, 854, 869, 877, 901; sei 
also Lords of the Three (Enlightened) 
Families 

Mahasanghika(s) phal-chen-pa, 429, 430 
Mahesvara dbang-chen,. 535; see Hayagrfva 

Mahottara (Chemcok) Heruka che-mchog he-

ru-ka, PI. 5; 362, 449, 483, 484, 535 

MafljusrIgho~a jam-dpal dbyangs, 861, 
876, 887 

Mafljugho~a 'jam-pa'i dbyangs, 440, 466, 
477, 512, 577,671, 691, 929 

MafljusrI the Body 'jam-dpal sku, 283, 
361; see Yamiintaka 

Maitreya, (conqueror/regent/lord) (rgyal-ba/ 

rgyal-tshab) byams-pa (mgon-po), 90, 
98, 125, 129, 170, 177, 179, 182, 
205, 207, 212-13, 216, 298, 301, 
430-1,433-4,440,577,590,676, 
691,749,838,859,930,931,932 

Ajita, (conqueror/regent) (rgyal-ba/rgyal

tshab) ma-pham-pa, 98, 128, 129, 
170-1, 838, 930, 932 

MafljusrI in the form of Vadlsirpha 'jam
dpal smra-seng, 869 

MafljusrI, Lord of Life 'jam-dpal tshe
bdag, 610; see Yamiintaka 

(MafljusrI)tIk~l)a(vajra) ('phags-pa 'jam
dpal rdo-ry'e) mon-po, 452, 493 

Fifth Guide mam-'dren lnga-pa, 749, 971 
great regent rgyal-tshab chen-po, 676, 931 
Maitreyanatha byams-pa mgon-po, 440 

Maitripa, lord mnga'-bdag me/mi-tri-pa, 200, 
329, 395 

Advayavajra gnyis-med rdo-rje, 200 
Majo Dowa ma-jo bzlo-ba, 551 
Majo Sherap-kyi ma-jo shes-rab skyid, 635 

Majo Tonden dkon-gnyer ma-jo don-ldan, 
634 

Mala phreng-ba-ma, 125 

Malign Mantra drag-sngags, 283, 362, 483, 
535 

Mama Yungdrung Trashi ma-ma gYung
drung bkra-shis, 632 

MamakI mii-ma-kf, 20, 125, 250 
Mandarava mandii-ra-bil, PI. 16; 470, 536, 

864 

Manda Zangzhticen ma-nda zangs-zhus-can, 
617 

Mang-rawa Perna Diidiil mang-ra-ba padma 
bdud-'dul,717-18 

Mal)igarbha, the bodhisattva byang-chub 

sems-dpa' nor-bu snying-po, 693; see 
Tsangtonpa 

Mal)imalya nor-bu'i phreng-ba, 120 

Mal)i Rincen (the accomplished master of 
Katok) (ka/:l-thog grub-tho b) ma-tJi 
rin-chen, 698, 770 

Mafljugho~a: see fOllowing entry 
Mafljusri 'jam-dpal, 125, 130, 146, 176, 

219, 298, 304, 320, 330, 344,430, 
431,441,449,451,452,453,463, 

MafljusrI-Yamantaka (Lord of Life) 
'jam-dpal ya-miinta-ka (tshe-bdag)l 
'jam-dpal gshin-ry'e, 478, 876; see 
Yamiintaka 

Mafljusrljflana manydzu-shrf dznyii-na, 708 
Mafljusrlklrti 'jam-dpal grags-pa, 305 

Mafljusrlmitra 'jam-dpal bshes-gnyen, 39, 

477-9, 483, 490-4, 492, 495-6, 498, 
837, 854 

Sara, the venerable brahman bram-ze 
snying-po'i zhabs/sa-ra-pa-da, 478 

Sarasiddhi, the brahman bram-ze snying
po grub-pa, 478 

Manjusrlmitra, the younger 'jam-dpal bshes
gnyen phyi-ma, 498, 554 

Mafljusrmk~l)a 'phags-pa 'jam-dpal mon-po, 
493; see Manjusrr 

TIk~l)avajra rdo-ry'e mon-po, 452 

Mafljusrlvarman mandzyu-shrf varma, 708 
Mafljuvajra, nineteen-deity mal)~ala of 

'jam-pa'i rdo-ry'e lha bcu-dgu'i dkyil
'khor: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 496; see Guhyasamiija 

Manorathanandin, the naga klu yid-'ong 
dga'-ba, 452 

Mara bdud: the Buddha's tempter or 
demonic forces in general, 71, 115, 
129-30, 131, 343, 416, 420, 421, 
436,490, 518, 591,913,931,946, 
947 

Marajita, the ~akinI bdud-'dul-ma, 469, 
472 

Margyen, queen btsan-po yum dmar-rgyan, 
603; see Tshepongza 

Ma Rincen-chok rma rin-chen mchog, SIS, 
533,535,608, 707, 889 
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Marpa Choki Wangcuk (1012-96) mar-pa 
chos-kyi dbang-phyug, 395, 708 

Marpa of Lhodrak lho-brag mar-pa, 922 

Marpa, lord mnga'-bdag mar-pa, 200, 

805 
Marpa, (the translator) mar-pa (lo-tsii-

ba), 713, 853, 862, 890, 92l, 950, 

951,952 
Marpa Sherap-o (of Caze in Lhodrak) (lho

brag bya-ze'i) mar-pa shes-rab 'od, 

540,649 
Marpa Topa (1042-1136) mar-pa do-pa, 708, 

709 
Mar Sakyamuni smar sii-kya mu-ni, 524, 525 
Marton, lama bia-ma dmar-ston, 657 
Marutse, the butcher shan-pa ma-ru-tse, 

610; see Nup(cen) Sangye Yeshe 

Masang brothers, nine ma-sangs spun-dgu: 

listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 949 

MatangI(pa) ma-tanggi(-pa), 464, 502, 596 
Mataral:t ma-mo, 283, 362,483, 535, 649, 

669; see also Bibliography 
twelve Mataral:t ma-mo bcu-gnyis, 481; 

see twelve goddesses of the earth 

Matisara, the bodhisattva byang-chub sems
dpa' blo-gros snying-po, 691; see 
Katak(pa) Tampa Deshek 

Matok Jangbar ma-thog byang-'bar, 640, 

644 
Matokpa ma-thog-pa, 642 

Matrarp ma-tra1f/, 622 
Matulasulabha zhang-po bzang-Ien, 418 
Matyaupayika, the ogre srin-po bio-gros 

thabs-Idan, 454 
Maudgalyayana maudgal-gyi bu, 90-1, 423, 

425, 426, 426, 428 
MayadevI sgyu-'phrullha-mo, 416, 946 
Mazhang, the minister ma-zhang, 938 
Megom Sam ten Zangpo of Tsang gtsang-gi 

mes-sgom bsam-gtan bzang-po, 795 

Melgongza Rincentsho mal-gong-bza ' rin

chen mtsho, 536 

Nyangton Locok Dorje nyang-stan blo

mchog rdo-rje, 718-19, 727 
Menlungpa Sakya-o (b. 1239) sman-Iung-pa 

sii-kya 'od, 686 
Menlungpa Sakya Zhonu sman-Iung-pa sii-

kya gzhon-nu, 574 
Menmo sisters, seven sman-mo mched-bdun, 

581 
Menu Gyelwei Nyingpo me-nu rgyal-ba'i 

snying-po, 714 
Menyak KhyungdralJ ungdra me-nyags 

khyung-grags!'jung-grags, 358-9, 622, 

631 
Mepo Pakshi mes-po pak-shi, 663 
Meton Gonpo of Lato la-stad-kyi mes-stan 

mgon-po, 653, 660 
Meton Jungne-o me-stan 'byung-gnas 'od, 

702 
Mikcung Wangseng mig-chung dbang-seng, 

642,643 
Milarepa, venerable (1040-1123 or 1052-

1135) rje-btsun mi-Ia ras-pa, 200-1, 
550,615, 713, 853,922,929, 

952 
Mingyur Namkei Dode mi-'gyur nam

mkha'i rdo-rje, 737; see Dzokcen IV 
Mingyur Peldron, the venerable lady rje

btsun mi-'gyur dpal-sgron, 734, 833 
Minling Trhicen I smin-gling khri-chen: see 

(Rikdzin) Terdak Lingpa 
Minling Trhicen II, Perna Gyurme Gyatso 

(1686-1717) smin-gling khri-chen 
padma 'gyur-med rgya-mtsho: the son 
of Terdak Lingpa, see Pema Gyurme 

Gyatso 
Minling Trhicen III, Gyelse Rincen 

Namgyel smin-gling khri-chen rgyal
sras rin-chen rnam-rgyal: see Gyelse 

Rincen N amgyel 
Minling Trhicen V, Trhinle Namgyel smin

gling khri-chen phrin-Ias rnam-rgyal: 

see Trhicen Trhinle Namgyel 

Mel Kawacenpa (1163-1220 or 1126-1211) 
mal ka-ba-can-pa, 757 

Minling Trhicen VI, Perna Wangyel smin
gling khri-chen padma dbang-rgyal: 

see Trhi Pema Wangyel 
Minling Trhicen VII, Gyurme Sangye 

Klinga smin-gling khri-chen 'gyur-med Melong Dorje (1243-1303) me-long rdo-rje, 

566, 566-8, 569, 673, 675, 953 

Menaka me-na-kii, 421 
Menlungpa Mikyo Dorje sman-Iung-pa mi-

sangs-rgyas kun-dga': see Gyurme 

Sangye Kiinga 
Mipham Jamyang Namgyel (Gyamtso) 

(1846-1912) mi-pham 'jam-dbyangs 
rnam-rgyal (rgya-mtsho), 868,870, 

skyod rdo-rje, 759, 770 
Menlungpa (Nyangton) Locok Dorje 

(d. 1671) sman-lung-pa (nyang-ston) 
blo-mchog rdo-rje, 699, 718, 822 

869-80 

Marpa Chdki Wangcuk - Namkei Dorje 421 

lamgon Mipham Mawei Senge 'jam
. mgon mi-pham smra-ba'i seng-ge, 375 

Mlpham Gyamtso mi-pham rgya-mtsho 
869 ' 

Mipham lampel Gyepa mi-pham 'jam
dpal dgyes-pa, 198 

Mipham Namgyel (Gyamtso) mi-pham 
rnam-rgyal (rgya-mtsho), 958, 966 

Mipham Rinpoche mi-phom rin-po-che, 
29,41,375,397 

Mipham Trashi Lodro, the doctrine master 
chos-rje mi-pham bkra-shis blo-gros, 

809, 810 
M~trayogI rje-btsun mi-tra-dzo-gi, 564, 693 
Mlwang Dlidlil Rapten mi-dbang bdud-'dul 

rab-brtan, 821 
Miwang Sonam Topgyel (d. 1747) mi-dbang 

bsod-nams stobs-rgyal, 812 
Mokton Dorje Pelzang(po) rmog-ston rdo-rje 

dpal-bzang(-po), 696, 701; see 
.. (Katokpa) Mokton Dorje Pelzang(po) 

Mokton lampel Senge rmog-stan 'jam-dpal 
seng-ge, 698 

Mondro Pal).Qita smon-'gro patJqita, 821 
Mon Dzakar Lama Targye mon rdza-dkar 

bia-ma dar-rgyas, 836 
Mon Katokpa Sonam Gyeltsen mon kah

thog-pa bsod-nams rgyal-mtshan 699 
Monpa, eightfold group of mon-pa sd~

brgyad,628 
Mrgaja ri-dvags skyes, 418 
Mukpodongza Singcungma smug-po gdong

bza' sring-chung-ma, 869 

MOlasarvastivada gzhi thams-cad yod-par 
smra-ba, 429-30 

Mundane Praise 'jig-rten mchod-bstod, 283, 

362, 483, 535; see also Bibliography 
Mune Tsepo mu-ne btsad-po, 521, 603 

Mutrhi mu-khri, 518 
MunlndralLord of Sages thub-pa'i dbang-po, 

11, 128,503,768, 894; see Buddha 
Murup Tsepo (Yeshe Rolpatsel) mu-rub 

btsad-po (ye-shes rol-pa rtsal), 519, 
52l, 839, 841 

Lhase Tamdzin Rolpa Yeshetsel lha-sras 
dam-' dzin rol-pa ye-shes rtsal, 784 

~eshe Rolpatsel ye-shes rol-pa rtsal, 841 
MUtlk Tsepo mu-tig btsad-po, 521 

Senalek (Jingyon) sad-na legs (mjing
yon), 22, 521 

Mutrhi Tsenpo mu-khri btsan-po: the son of 
Nyatrhi Tsenpo, 507 

Mutrhi mu-khri, 518; see Mune Tsepo 

Muzu Labar dmu-gzugs la-'bar, 524; see 
Lacen Gongpa Rapsel 

Naga, the elder gnas-brtan klu, 429 
naga demon, the nine-headed (gter-srung) 

klu-bdud mgo-dgu: a treasure 
protector, 763 

Nagabodhi klu-byanglklu'i byang-chub, 317-
18,464 

Nagamitra klu'i bshes-gnyen, 183 
Nagaputra nii-ga pu-tri: the son of King la 

485 ' 

Nagarjuna klulklu-sgrub, 18, 28, 40, 83, 94, 
108,163, 164, 167, 173, 182, 184-5, 
196, 211, 216, 225, 265, 300-1, 305, 
314,317, 32l, 334, 404, 437, 440, 
442,464, 479-80, 483, 502, 577, 
768, 849, 905, 906, 907, 919, 927, 
931,949 

Nagarjunagarbha, the sublime 'phags-pa 
klu-sgrub snying-po, 479 

N:g:r!unagarbha klu-sgrub snying-po, 479 
NagafJunagarbha, the sublime 'phags-pa 

klu-sgrub snying-po, 479; see 
N iigiirjuna 

Nak, the great preceptor of nags-kyi mkhan

chen, 688 
Namco Mingyur Dorje (fl. c. 1660) gnam

chos mi-'gyur rdo-lje, 816 
Namdingpa, lama bla-ma gnam-sdings-

pa, 721; see Zhangtdn Namka 

Dorje 
Namdru Remati nam-gru re-ma-ti: the 

constellation Andromeda, 575, 586 
587 ' 

Namgyel Pelzang, the great pal).Qita of 
Kuge gu-ge patJ-chen rnam-rgyal dpal

bzang, 806 
Namkabum, the Kadampa spiritual 

benefactor bka'-gdams-pa dge-bshes 

nam-mkha' 'bum, 929 
Namka Choki Gyamtso nam-mkha' chos-kyi 

rgya-mtsho, 801 
Namkade nam-mkha' sde, 619 
Namka Drukdra Zangpo nam-mkha' 'brug

sgra bzang-po, 718 
Namka Gyeitsen, accomplished master of 

Lhodrak lho-brag grub-thob nam
mkha' rgyal-mtshan, 923; see Leki 
Dorje 

Namka Pelwa nam-mkha' dpal-ba, 757; see 
(Dragon) Namka Pelwa 

Namkei Dorje of Gyamen rgya-sman-pa 
nam-mkha'i rdo-rje, 569 
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Namkei Neljor of the Jeu clan rje'u rigs-kyi 
nam-mkha'i mal-'byor, 807 

Namkei Nyingpo nam-mkha'i snying-po, 
515 534, 535, 625, 736, 747 

Nup N~mkei Nyingpo gnubs nam-mkha'i 
snying-po, 677 

Namlang Putri nam-langs bu-khrid, 809 

Namolung, household of sna-mo lung, 780 
Nanam Dawei Dorje sna-nam zla-ba'i rdo-

rje, 526 
Nanam Dorje Dtijom sna-nam rdo-ry'e bdud

Joms, 513, 535, 706, 719, 747, 780 
Nanam Sherap Tshtiltrim sna-nam shes-rab 

tshul-khrims, 714 
(Nanam) Zhang Yeshe De (sna-nam-)zhang 

ye-shes sde, 535; see Zhang Yeshe De 
Nanda gcung dga'-bo, 417, 418 
Nanda, king dga'-bo, 429 
Nangsel Rinpoche Ngawang Yeshe Trupa 

snang-gsal rin-po-che ngag-dbang ye
shes grub-pa, 679 

Nangso Gyelwa Tondrup nang-so rgyal-ba 
don-grub, 798 

Nangton Cokyam nang-stonjo-'khyams, 

657 
Nangton Gonpo nang-ston mgon-po, 657 

Nangwa Selwa Raptukhyenma (Sh~ who 
Intuits what is Clearly Mamfest) 
snang-ba gsal-ba rab-tu mkhyen-ma: 

the mother of SrI Sirpha, 497 
Naropa na-ro-pa, 199, 299-300, 301-2, 308, 

312,317,326,333-4,337,395,462, 
546,921 

Narotapa na-ro-ta-pa, 326 

Narotapa: see preceding entry 
NartI gar-ma, 125 

Narton Senge-o snar-ston seng-ge 'od, 77, 78, 
702 

Nata nata, 435 
Na~sok Rangdrol sna-tshogs rang-grol, 595; 

see (Tsele) Natsok Rangdriil . 
Nectar, the Enlightened Attributes bdud-rtsl 

yon-tan, 283, 362; see Vajrdmrta 
Nelba Nyingpo mal-rba snying-po, 642 
Neljorpa Ozer Koca mal-'byor-pa 'od-zer go

cha, 595; see Ozer Koca 
Nelpa PaI).Qita (ft. 1283) nel-pa pa1J4ita, 

509 
Nesarwa Ngawang Ktinga Lekpei Jungne 

(1704-60) gnas gsar-ba ngag-dbang 
kun-dga' legs-pa'i 'byung-gnas, 835 

Neten Ktinzang Ozer gnas-brtan kun-bzang 
'od-zer, 835 

Neudong, the great lord of sne-gdong gong
ma chen-po: a successor of Ta'i Situ 
Cangcup Gyeltsen, 787 

Neudong, Lord of sne-gdong gong-ma, 595; 
see Td'i Situ (Cangcup Gyeltsen) 

Neu Zurpa (1042-1118 or lO62-1138) sne'u 
zur-pa, 546 

Newar SIlamafiju bal-po'i Sfla-manydzu, 714; 
see Sflamaiiju 

Ngadak Drogon mnga'-bdag 'gro-mgon, 763, 
765; see (Drogon) Namka Pelwa 

Ngadak Dtidul mnga'-bdag mdud-'dul, 758 

Ngadak Loden mnga'-b~ag ~!o-ldan, 75~ 
Ngadak Nyang(-rel NYlma Ozer) mnga -

bdag nyang(-rel nyi-ma 'od-zer), 760, 

765, 768, 952; see Nyang-rel Nyima 
Ozer 

Ngagi Wangcuk ngag-gi dbang-phyug, 821; 

see Dalai Lama V 
Ngak Rapjampa Orgyen Chodra ngag-rab

'byams-pa o-rgyan chos-grags, 833 
Ngamdzong (Tonpa) ngams-rdzong (ston-

pa), 200 
Ngamton Gyelwa ngam-ston rgyal-ba, 642 

Ngaripa, master slob-dpon mnga'-ris-pa~569 
Ngari PaI).cen Perna Wangyel (1487-15.3) 

mnga'-ris par:t-chen padma dbang-

rgyal, 805-8, 806 . 
Ngari PaI).cenigreat paI).Qita (of Ngan) 

mnga'-ris par:t-chen, 677, 717, 783 
Perna Wangyel padma dbang-rgyal, 

805-8 
Ngawang Chogyel Wangpo ngag-dban~ chos

rgyal dbang-po, 809; see (Rikdzm) 

Jatsiin Nyingpo 
Ngawang (ChOki) Trtilku ngag-dbang (chos

kyi) sprul-sku, 731, 833 
Ngawang Chopel ngag-dbang chos-'phel, 

728; see Locen DharmaSri 
Ngawang Jungne, spiritual benefactor of 

Bumsar 'bum-gsar dge-bshes ngag

dbang 'byung-gnas, 872 
Ngawang Ktinga Tendzin of Dokam mdo

khams-pa ngag-dbang kun-dga' bstan

'dzin, 833; see Khamtrill I I I 
Ngawang Ktinga Trashi (b. 1517) dpal-ldan 

sa-skya-pa bdag-chen ngag-dbang kun

dga' bkra-shis, 731 
Ngawang Ktinzang Dorje (1680-1723) ngag-

. . Lhodrak dbang kun-bzang rdo-rye: I.e. 
Sungtrtil IV, 735 

Ngawang Lozang Perna ngag-dbang blo
bzang padma, 835 
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Ngawang Mikyo Dorje rje ngag-dbang mi

bskyod rdo-ry'e, 818 
Ngawang Norbu ngag-dbang nor-bu, 735 

Ngawang Perna Tendzin ngag-dbang padma 
bstan-'dzin, 826; see (Rikdzin) 
Terdak Lingpa 

Ngawang Trakpa ngag-dbang grags-pa, 735 

Ngawang Trtilku ngag-dbang sprul-sku, 731; 
see Ngawang (Chdki) Trillku 

Ngenlam Cangcup Gyeltsen ngan-lam 

byang-chub rgyal-mtshan, 541, 918 
Ngenlam Gyelwa Choyang ngan-lam rgyal

ba mchog-dbyangs, 515; see Gyelwa 
Choyang 

Ngentung Cangcup Gyeltsen ngan-thung 
byang-chub rgyal-mtshan, 616 

Ngodrup, the accomplished master grnb
thob dngos-grnb, 511, 757 

NgOdrup, brother a-jo dngos-grnb: the 
brother of Dzeng, 549 

Ngodrup Gyeltsen dngos-grnb rgyal-mtshan, 
780-3; see Dorje Trak Rikdzin I 

Ngok Cangcupel mgog byang-chub dpal, 674 
Ngok Dorje Senge of Zhung gzhung-gi mgog 

rdo-rje seng-ge, 562 

Ngok, the (great) translator mgog lo(-chen

po), 578, 646, 821; see Ngok (Loden 
Sherap) 

Ngok Gyeltse mgog rgyal-rtse, 562 

Ngok Lekpei Sherap mgog legs-pa'i shes-rab, 
577 

Ngok (Loden Sherap) 0059-1109) mgog 

(blo-ldan shes-rab), 221, 646, 862, 
905 

Ngok Lotsawa mgog lo-tsd-ba, 952 
Ngok, the (great) translator mgog 

lo(-chen-po), 578, 646, 821 
Ngok Lotsawa: see preceding entry 
Ngokton Sonam Tendzin mgog-ston bsod

nams bstan-'dzin, 807 
Ngor Ponlop ngor dpon-slob, 879 

Norbu Tendzin nor-bu bstan-'dzin, 841; see 
Chogyur (Decen Zhikpo) Lingpa 

Norbu Yongdrak nor-bu yongs-grags, 735 
Norten Zangpo nor-bstan bzang-po, 805 

Norzang (Gyamtso) nor-bzang (rgya-mtsho), 
681 

Nup(cen) Sangye Yeshe gnubs(-chen) sangs

rgyas ye-shes, 47, 397, 533, 537, 540, 
599,606,608,607-14,616,673, 
674, 684, 724, 747, 791, 827, 847, 
918 

Buddhajfiana (ratna) buddha dznya-na, 
607 

Dorje Trhitsuk rdo-ry'e khri-gtsug, 607 
(Dorje) Yangwangter (rdo-ry'e) yang

dbang gter, 607, 613 

Marutse, the butcher shan-pa ma-ru-tse, 
610 

Sangye Yeshe sangs-rgyas ye-shes, 535, 
607, 614 

Nup clan gnubs-rigs, 607 

Nup Khulungpa (Yonten Gyamtso) gnubs 

khu-lung-pa (yon-tan rgya-mtsho), 47, 
846-7, 922 

Khulung Yonten Gyamtso khu-lung-pa 
yon-tan rgya-mtsho, 613, 614-15 

Yonten Gyamtso yon-tan rgya-mtsho, 
613,616 

Nup Namkei Nyirrgpo gnubs nam-mkha'i 

snying-po, 677; see Namkei Nyingpo 
Nup Paten gnubs dpa'-brtan, 706 

Nup Shangcen: see following entry 
Nup Shangpoche gnubs shangs-po-che, 545, 

548 

Nup Shangcen gnubs shangs-chen, 547 
Nupt6n gnubs-ston, 701 

Nupton Pakma gnubs-ston bag-ma, 642 

Nupt6n Trakpa Wangpo gnubs-ston grags-pa 
dbang-po, 727 

Nup Trhopupa, family gnubs khro-phu-pa'i 
rigs, 723 

Ngtilmo Gyalecam dngul-mo rgya-le-lcam, 
547 Nya family rus-gnya', 685 

Ngurpa, the great preceptor mkhan-chen 
ngur-pa, 552 

Nine-Lamp Yangdakyang-dag mar-me dgu 
685; see Yangdak Heruka 

nine Masang brothers ma-sang dpun-dgu: 
listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 949 

nine "worthy sons" snod-lam-gyi bu-dgu: 
students of Guru Chowang, 770 

NivaraI.1avi~kambhin sgrib-sel, 125 

Nyagrodhaja nya-gro-dha skyes, 432; see 
MahdkdSyapa 

Nyagrodhaketu the brahman bram-ze nya
gro-dha'i tog, 432 

Nyak clan gnyags(-rus), 601 

(Nyak) Geton (gnyags) dge-slOn, 601, 
604-5 

Gelat6n dge-la-slon, 603 
Nyakmar gnyags-dmar, f'''5 

Nyak Jfianakumara gnyags dznydna ku-ma
ra, 397, 398, 533, 534, 535, 540, 
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602, 599-606, 608, 707, 712, 722, 
736, 747, 889, 918 

Gyelwei Lodro rgyal-ba'i blo-gros, 601 

Jfianakumara, the translator of Nyak 
gnyags-Io dznydna ku-md-ra, 696 

Nyakmar gnyags-dmar, 605; see Nyak Geton 
(Nyame) Lhatsewa (mnyam-med) lha-rtse-ba, 

809, 810 
Nyang(ben) Tingdzin Zangpo nyang(-ban) 

ting-'dzin bzang-po, 555-6, 556, 707, 

747,809,918,919 
Nyang Cangcup-tra!Trakpa nyang byang

chub grags(-pa), 542, 543 
Nyang Shawacen nyang sha-ba-can, 542 

Nyang clan nyang-rus, 616 
Nyang Dharmasirpha of Tsentang btsan

thang-pa nyang dharma-sin:tha, 552 
Tsentangpa Nyang Dharmasirpha btsan

thang-pa nyang dharma-sin:tha , 550 
Nyang Kadampa of Meldro mal-dro nyang 

bka'-gdams-pa, 557 
Nyangmi Tarma nyang-mi dar-ma, 556 
Nyangnak Dowo/Dopo/Dopa nyang-nag 

mdo-bolmdo-polmdo-pa 648, 685, 701 
Nyang Nak of Uyuk Rolpo 'u-yug rol-po'i 

nyang-nag, 714 
Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer, lord (1136-1204) 

mnga'-bdag nyang-ral nyi-ma 'od-zer, 

47,695, 756, 755-9, 763, 829, 857, 

892 
Lord Nyang mnga'-bdag nyang, 511, 

661,662 
Lord Nyang, father and son mnga'-bdag 

nyang yab-sras, 661, n. 809 
Ngadak Nyang(-rel Nyima Ozer) mnga'

bdag nyang(-ral nyi-ma 'od-zer), 760, 

765, 768, 952 
Nyang Shawacen nyang sha-ba-can, 542; see 

Nyang Cangcup-tra 
Nyang Sherapchok nyang shes-rab mchog, 

615, 616 
(Nyang) Sherap Jungne (nyang) shes-rab 

'byung-gnas, 542-3 
N yang Tingdzin Zangpo nyang ting-' dzin 

bzang-po, 555-6, 707,918,919; see 
Nyang(ben) Tingdzin Zangpo 

Nyangt6n Chen po of Chongpo Kharu 
'phyong-po kha-ru'i nyang-ston chen-

Nyangt6n, the great: see preceding entry 
Nyangton Locok Dorje nyang-ston blo-mchog 

rdo-rje, 718-19, 727; see Menlungpa 

(NyangtOn) Locok Dorje 
(Nyang) Yeshe Jungne (of Cholung) (chos

lung-gi nyang) ye-shes 'byung-gnas, 

616,619 
Nyaring, the Ponpo bon-po gnya'-ring, 760 

Nyatrhi Tsenpo (King of the Shoulder
borne Sedan-chair) gnya'-khri btsan

po, 507,949,959 
Nyel Nyima Ozer gnyal nyi-ma 'od-zer, 770 

Nyelpa Delek(pa) gnyal-pa bde-Iegs(-pa), 

672,725 
Nyelpa gnyal-pa, 701 

Nyelwa Zhikpo gnyal-ba zhig-po, 685 
Nyemdo, the All-Seeing of (b. 1263 or 

1217 -77) snye-mdo thams-cad gzigs
pa: i.e. Ktinga Tondrup (kun-dga' 

don-grub), 702 
Nyemo Gomcen snye-mo sgom-chen, 203 

Nyen, lama bla-ma gnyen, 686 
Nyenak Wangdrak of Ytilser yul-gser-gyi 

gnyan-nag dbang-drag, 619 
Nyencen Pelyang gnyan-chen dpal-dbyangs, 

605 
(Nyencen) Thangla (gnyan-chen) thang-Iha: 

the protector, 581, 791, 856 
Nyen Lotsawa gnyan lo-tsd-ba, 713 

Nyenre gnyan-ras, 569 
Nyerton Lama gnyer-ston bla-ma, 657 
Nyeton ChOki Senge of Gongdring sgong-

drings-pa nye-ston chos-kyi seng-ge, 

660 
Nyeton Choseng nye-ston chos-seng, 649 
Nyeton Nyima Dorje snye-ston nyi-ma rdo-

rje,653 
Nyibukpa (Langdro Tshewang Gyelpo) nyi

sbug-pa (lang-gro tshe-dbang rgyal-po) , 

717 
Nyibum (1158-1213) nyi-'bum, 562, 561-3, 

953 
Nyima Raptu Nangje, son of the gods lha'i-

bu nyi-ma rab-tu snang-byed, 136 

Nyima Senge nyi-ma seng-ge, 663-4; see 
(Zur) Nyima Senge 

po, 686 
Nyangton Choki Khorlo nyang-ston chos-kyi 

Nyima Trakpa, the great treasure finder 
gter-chen nyi-ma grags-pa, 737 

Nyima Zangpo nyi-ma bzang-po, 803 
Nyimei Nyingpo nyi-ma'i snying-po: a 

member of the Zur family, 617 
Nyinda Ghoje nyi-zla chos-rje: the son of 

Karma Lingpa, 801 

'khor-Io, 755 
Nyangton, the great nyang-ston chen-po, 

757 

Nyinda Sangye nyi-zla sangs-rgyas: the 
father of Karma Lingpa, 800 

Nyinda Sangye, the great awareness-holder 
rig-'dzin chen-po nyi-zla sangs-rgyas, 

677; see Rangdriil Nyinda Sangye 
Nyipuwa Rikdzin Nyingpo snyi-phu-ba rig

'dzin snying-po, 723 

Nyiwa Rincen snyi-ba rin-chen, 200; see 
Gampopa 

Nyo Chuworipa gnyos chu-bo-ri-pa, 657 

Nyo clan gnyos-rigs, 724, 733, 796, 849 
Nyotingmawa Sangye Trakpa myos-mthing-

ma-ba sangs-rgyas grags-pa, 577 
Nyot6n (Sangdak) Trhinle Lhtindrup gnyos

ston (gsang-bdag) phrin-las lhun-grub, 

684, 825; see Sangdak Trhinle 
Lhundrup (Pelzangpo) 

Nyo Tragyel gnyos grags-rgyal, 759 

Oceza Kargyelma 'o-lce-bza'skar-rgyal-ma, 
537 

O<;l<;liyana, the great preceptor mkhan-chen 

o44i-yd-na, 733; see Orgyen Tenzin 
Dorje 

Ode Kungyel 'o-lde gung-rgyal: the 
protector, 581 

Odren Pelgi Wangcuk 'o-bran dpal-gyi 

dbang-phyug, 535 
Odren Pelgi ZhOnu 'o-bran dpal-gyi gzhon

nu, 540, 604, 605, 606, 607 
offering goddesses mchod-pa'i lha-mo: listed 

in the Glossary of Enumerations 
under eight offering goddesses, 624 

Oki Kyinkorcen 'od-kyi dkyil-'khor-can: 

ruler of Ngenlam, 575 
Olka, an artist of 'ol-kha'i lha-bris-pa, 550 

Oncen dbon-chen, 723 
On Lama Perna Targye dbon bla-ma padma 

dar-rgyas, 869 
On Ozer Trhinle dbon 'od-zer phrin-las, 840 

On Sakya Bumpa dbon sd-kya 'bum-pa, 686 

On Sangshe dbon sangs-shes, 569 
Orgyen (Rinpoche/the precious) o-rgyan rin

po-che: Guru Rinpoche of O<;l<;liyana, 
554, 746,751,764,765,766,774, 
775, 784, 786, 789, 790, 793, 796, 
809, 837, 841, 847, 859, 860, 863, 
935; see Guru Rinpoche 

Orgyen Do-nga Choki Nyima o-rgyan mdo
sngags chos-kyi nyi-ma, 738 

Orgyen Dorje Chang o-rgyan rdo-rje 'chang, 
45; see Guru Rinpoche 

Orgyen Lingpa (of Yarje) (c. 1323-60) (yar
rje) o-rgyan giing-pa, 775-9, 776 
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Orgyen NamdrOl Gyamtso o-rgyan rnam-grol 
rgya-mtsho, 735 

Orgyenpa (Rincenpel) (1230-1309) o-rgyan
pa (rin-chen dpal), 568, 569, 571, 
659, 853, 891,914, 922, 953 

Orgyen Perna Lingpa o-rgyan padma gling

pa, 796; see Pema Lingpa 
Orgyen Tendzin Dorje, the great preceptor 

o-rgyan bstan-'dzin rdo-rje, 733, 734 
O<;l<;liyana, the great preceptor mkhan

chen o44i-ya-na, 733 
Orgyen Tendzin (of Trakna) o-rgyan bstan

'dzin/brag-sna chos-rje o-rgyan bstan
'dzin, 678, 814 

Orgyen Tshepel o-rgyan tshe-'phel, 724; 
see Sangdak Trhinle Lhundrup 
(Pelzangpo) 

Orgyen Zangpo o-rgyan bzang-po, 789; see 
Dorje Lingpa 

Osel-chok of Ngari mnga'-ris-pa 'od-gsal 
mchog, 718 

Osel, lama bla-ma 'od-gsal, 878, 879 
Osel Lhawang ZhOnu Tsuktorcen 'od-gsal 

lha-dbang gzhon-nu gtsug-tor-can, 617 
Osel Trtilpei Dorje 'od-gsal sprul-pa'i rdo-rje, 

854; see (Jamyang) Khyentse Wangpo 
Osung, king mnga'-bdag 'od-srungs, 523 

o Thaye, son of the gods lha-sras 'od-mtha'
yas: a previous incarnation of Guru 
ChOwang, 768 

Ozer Koca, the yogin rnal-'byor-pa 'od-zer 

go-cha, 580, 585, 588 
Neljorpa Ozer Koca rnal-'byor-ba 'od-zer 

go-cha, 595 
Ozer Raptutrhowa, tathagata de-bzhin 

gshegs-pa 'od-zer rab-tu 'phro-ba, 693; 

see Tsangtiinpa 
Padmakara (Lotus-origin) padma 'byung

gnas: Guru Rinpoche's manifestation 
during the third month, Pl. 13; 469, 
517, 787, 889, 892, 927, 944, 948; 
see Guru Rinpoche 

PadmanarteSvara padma gar-gyi dbang

phyug/padma gar-dbang, 274, 449, 
609 

Padmatikusa, bodhisattva byang-chub sems
dpa' padma'i myu-gu, 848; see 
Chogyur (Decen Zhikpo) Lingpa 

Padmapal).i lag-na padma, 564; see 
AvalokiteSvara 

Padmapal).i, the Great Fifth Dalai Lama 
phyag-na padma lnga-pa chen-po, 678; 
see Dalai Lama V 
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PadmarajaiPema Gyelpo (Lotus King) 
padma rgyal-po: Guru Rinpoche's 
manifestation during the twelfth 
month, 471, 854; see Guru Rinpoche 

Padmasambhava, (the great master) (slob
dpon chen-po) padma (sam-bha-ba): 
Guru Rinpoche's manifestation 
during the tenth month, and used 
also as a general name for Guru 
Rinpoche, PIs. 16, 26, 58, 78; 38, 
39, 40, 63, 96, 265, 342, 394, 396, 
397,455,470,468-74,481,483, 
488,498, 504, 512-21, 522, 532, 
533,534,535,554-5,567,569,573, 
575,582,583,584,585,587,591, 
595, 601, 605, 607, 676, 677, 706, 
710, 711, 712, 714, 715, 728, 745, 
746, 747, 749, 757, 760, 768, 771, 
773, 784, 785, 797, 802, 809, 821, 
825, 828, 829, 844, 848, 852, 856, 
864, 866, 887, 888, 890, 892, 893, 
894,917,921,922,927,930,934-5, 
938-40,949-50,951,972; see Guru 

Rinpoche 
Padmavajra, the preceptor of Dzokcen 

Monastery rdzogs-chen mkhan-po 

padma badzra, 871 
(Pagor) L6ncen Phakpa (spa-gor) blon-chen 

'phags-pa, 613, 616 
Tongtsap Phakpa Rinpoche tong-tshab 

'phags-pa rin-po-che, 616 

Pagor Vairocana pa-gor bai-ro-tsa-na, 515 
Pakshi Sakya-6(po) pak-shi sa-kya 'od(-po), 

660-3; see Zurpa Sakya-o 
PaI)cen Lama IV, Lozang Ch6ki Gyeltsen 

(1567-1662) palJ-chen bla-ma blo

bzang chos-kyi rgyal-mtshan, 821, 
925 

PaI)cen Rinpoche palJ-chen rin-po-che, 

821, 823 
PaI)cen (Lama) IX, Ch6ki Nyima (1883-

1937) palJ-chen chos-kyi nyi-ma, 958 
PaI)cen Rinpoche palJ-chen rin-po-che, 821, 

823; see PalJcen Lama IV 
PaI)Qaravasinl gos-dkar-mo, 20, 125 
Pangangpa Rincen Dorje spang-sgang-pa rin

chen rdo-rje, 582; see Pema 
Lendreltsel 

Pang family spang-mi-rabs, 765 
Pang( -gen) Sangye G6npo spang-rgan sangs

rgyas mgon-po, 540, 541, 541 
Pang Mipham G6npo spang mi-pham 

mgon-po, 541, 919 

Pangka Tarcung(wa) spang-ka dar
chung(-ba), 643, 708 

Pangje Tsentram spang-rje btsan-khram, 

760 
Pang Lo Lodr6 Tenpa: see following 

entry 
Pang Lotsawa (Lodr6 Tenpa) (1276-1342) 

dpang-Io chen-po (blo-gros brtan-pa) , 
100 

Pang Lo Lodr6 T enpa dpang-Io blo-gros 

brtan-pa, 577 
Pang Mipham G6npo spang mi-pham mgon

po, 541, 919; see Pang(-gen) Sangye 
Giinpo 

Pang Rak$ita spang rak~ita, 540 
Pang Rikdzin Nyingpo spang rig-'dzin 

snying-po, 760 

Pangt6n Ch6wang Lhlindrup dpang-ston 
chos-dbang lhun-grub, 553 

Pangt6n Karma Guru(pa) dpang-ston karma 
gu-ru-pa, 553, 701 

Pangt6n Klinzang Ch6gyel dpang-ston kun

bzang chos-rgyal, 553 
Pangton Trupei Nyingpo spang-ston grub

pa'i snying-po: the father of Guru 
Ch6ki Wangcuk, 760-5 

Geshe Locungpa dge-bshes lo-chung-ba, 
761 

PaI)ini palJi-pa, 99 
ParameSvara pa-ra-me-shva-ra, 708 
Pari, lama (b. 1040) bla-ma ba-ri-pa, 545 

Parsva rtsibs-Iegs, 430 
Patafijali chur-Ihung-gi bu, 64 
Patsel pa-tshal, 662 
Pawo Ch6gyel T6ndrup dpa'-bo chos-rgyal 

don-grub, 798 
Pawo Dzengcung dpa'-bo 'dzeng-chung, 547; 

see Dzeng (Dharmabodhi) 
Pawo II, Tsuklak Trhengwa (1504-66) dpa'

bo gtsug-Iag phreng-ba, 955, 965 
Pawo III, Tsuklak Gyamtso (1567-1633) 

dpa'-bo gtsug-Iag rgya-mtsho 
Tsuklak Gyamtso gtsug-Iag rgya-mtsho, 

724 
Pawo VIII, Tsuklak Ch6ki Gyelpo (b. 1781) 

dpa'-bo gtsug-Iag chos-kyi rgyal-po, 

841 
peaceful and wrathful deities zhi-khro, PI. 2; 

125-6, 623, 829 
Fifty-eight Blood-drinkers khrag-thungl 

khro-bo lnga-bcu nga-brgyad: listed 
in the Glossary of Enumerations, 
623 
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Forty-two Peaceful Buddhas/Deities zhi

ba'i sangs-rgyas/lha zhe-gnyis: listed in 
the Glossary of Enumerations, 125-
6, 623, 644, 691 

Peltrtil Rinpoche dpal-sprul rin-po-che, 
872, 876 

Peltrlil Rinpoche: see preceding entry 
Pelyang dpal-dbyangs, 515; see Ba Trhizi of 

peaceful deities of the Magical Nel sgyu
'phrul zhi-ba, 628 

peaceful and wrathful deities of the 
Magical Net sgyu-'phrul zhi-khro, 691 

wrathful deities, male and female khro
bo khro-mo, 125-6, 623 

peaceful and wrathful Guru bla-ma zhi

drag, 828; see Guru Rinpoche 
Pehar pe-har, 520, 545 

Shingjachen, the Gyelpo spirit rgyal-po 
shing-bya-can, 519 

Pektse, the Sogdian sog-po beg-tse, 604; see 
Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe 

Pelbarwa Namka Dorje, venerable rje-btsun 

dpal-'bar-ba nam-mkha' rdo-lje, 699 
Pelbudor bal-bu-dor, 549 

Pelcok of Trhopu, the master khro-phu'i 
slob-dpon dpal-mchog, 665 

Pelcokpa, lama bla-ma dpal-mchog-pa, 595 
Pelgi Rincen dpal-gyi rin-chen, 712; see 

Rongben Yiinten (Rincen) 
Pelgi Senge dpal-gyi seng-ge, 535; see 

(Langcen) Pelgi Senge 

Pelgi Wangcuk of LaW la-stod dpal-gyi 
dbang-phyug, 689 

Pelgi Yeshe, the Sogdian sog-po dpal-gyi ye

shes: see Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe 

Pelhlin Ytilgyel of Tingri ding-ri dpal-Ihun 

gYul-rgyal: i.e. Ngawang Samdrup 
(ngag-dbang bsam-sgrub), 378 

Peling Thukse Tendzin Gyurme Dorje pad

gling thugs-sras bstan-' dzin 'gyur-med 

rdo-rje, 956; see Lhodrak (Thuk-)se 
IV 

Pel Jikpa Kyopei Yi dpal 'jigs-pa'i skyobs

pa'i yid: the third emanational 
teacher according to the Great 
Perfection, 136, 909 

Peljor Lhlindrup dpal-'byor lhun-grub, 680; 

see (KhOnton) Peljor Lhundrup 
Pelkortsen, king (d. 983 or 985) dpal-'khor

btsan, 523 

Pel Taklung Thangpa dpal stag-lung thang
pa, 952; see Taklung Thangpa 
Trashipel 

the Zhang family 

Pelylil Gyatrlil dpal-yul rgya-sprul, 879 
Pemabar padma 'bar, 701 

Perna Dewatsel padma bde-ba rtsal, 755 
Perna Gyelpo/Padmaraja (Lotus King) 

padma rgyal-po: Guru Rinpoche's 
manifestation during the twelfth 
month, 471, 854; see Guru Rinpoche 

Perna Gyurme Gyamtso (1686-1717) padma 

'gyur-med rgya-mtsho: i.e. Minling 
Trhicen II, the son of Terdak 
Lingpa, 833 

Perna Karpo, the all-knowing Drukpa 
(1527-92) 'brug-pa kun-mkhyen 
padma dkar-po, 955, 965 

Perna Karwang Gyurme Dorje padma gar
dbang 'gyur-med rdo-rje, 825; see 
(Rikdzin) Terdak Lingpa 

Perna Khyentse Ozer padma mkhyen-brtse'i 
'od-zer, 835; see (Rikdzin) Jikme 
Lingpa 

Pemakyi rigs-Idan padma skyid, 815 

Perna Lendreltsel (1292-1316) padma las
'brel rtsal, 555, 593 

Pangangpa Rincen Dorje spang-sgang-pa 
rin-chen rdo-rje, 582 

Perna Lingpa (1450-1521) padma gling-pa: 

for the incarnations of his speech 
and spiritual son, see Lhodrak 

Sungtrii.l and Lhodrak (Thuk-)se, 722, 
727, 735, 796-8, 797, 824, 919, 955 

Orgyen Perna Lingpa o-rgyan padma 
gling-pa, 796 

Vajragarbha Buddha rdo-ry"e snying-po, 
798 

Perna Lingpa padma gling-pa, 791; see Dorje 
Lingpa 

Perna Norbu, the great accomplished 
master grub-chen padma nor-bu, 817 

Perna Osel Do-nga Lingpa padma 'od-gsal 

mdo-sngags gling-pa, 751, 774, 778, 
804, 849-58, 871; see (Jam yang) 
Khyentse Wangpo 

Perna Peldzom padma dpal-'dzom, 771 
Perna Rikdzin padma rig-'dzin: a form of 

Guru Rinpoche, 866; see Guru 
Rinpoche 

Peltrlil Orgyen Jikme Ch6ki Wang po 
(1808-87) dpal-sprul o-rgyan 'jigs
med chos-kyi dbang-po, 871,875, 
958 Perna Rikdzin of Dzokcen rdzogs-chen 

padma rig-'dzin, 736-7; see Dzokcen I 
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Pemasel, princess lha-lcam padma gsal: see 
the Glossary of Enumerations for her 
five pure incarnations, 554-5, 796 

Perna Thekcok Loden, the great preceptor 
of Dzokcen rdzogs-chen mkhan-chen 

padma theg-mchog blo-ldan, 919 

Perna Thotrengtsel (Lotus whose 
Expression is a Garland of Skulls) 
padma thod-phreng-rtsal: Guru 
Rinpoche's manifestation during 
the ninth month, 471; see Guru 

Rinpoche 

Perna Tondrup Trakpa padma don-grub 

grags-pa, 735 

Perna Tshokyi padma mtsho-skyid, 771; see 
Como Menmo 

Perna Wangcen padma dbang-chen, 770 

Perna Wangcen the Glorious dpal padma 

dbang-chen, 837; see (Rikdzin) Jikme 

Lingpa 

Perna Wangcuk, the mantra adept of Gom 
sgom-pa sngags-' chang padma dbang

phyug, 841 
Perna Wangyel padma dbang-rgyal, 615-16 

Perna Wangyel padma dbang-rgyal, 805-8; 

see Ngari PatJcen Pema Wangyel 

Pengarpa (Jampel Zangpo) (fl. mid-fifteenth 
century) ban-sgar-pa ('jam-dpal 

bzang-po), 675 

Phadampa (Sangye) (ft. c. 11th-12th 
centuries) (grub-chen) pha-dam-pa 

(sangs-rgyas), 395, 544-5, 548, 549, 
647-8,853,921,929,952 

Phago Tokden Gyelpo pha-rgod rtogs-ldan 

rgyal-po, 595 

Phakmotrupa, (the Central Tibetan) 0110-
70) (dbus-pa) phag-mo gru-pa, 551, 
567, 590, 657, 688 

Phak-o, the all-knowing kun-mkhyen 'phags

'od,768 

Phakpalha Gyelwa Gyamtso 'phags-pa lha 

rgyal-ba rgya-mtsho, 731 
Phakpa (Rinpoche, lama) (bfa-ma) 'phags-pa 

(rin-po-che), 662, 695, 712; see 
Chogyel Phakpa 

Phamtingpa pham-mthing-pa, 921 

Phawangkhapa (Peljor Lhiindrup) pha

wang-kha-pa (dpal- 'byor lhun-grub) , 
681, 926; see (Khonton) Peljor 

Lhiindrup 
Phodrak, king pho-brag btsad-po, 659 
(Phungpo) Gya Yeshe Gonpo (phung-po) 

rgya ye-shes mgon-po, 686-7 

Pltasankara gakinI ( the Yellow Bliss-giving 
l!akinI) bde-byed ser-mo mkha'-'gro

ma,493 

Podong Kiinkyen Jikdrel (1375-1451) bo

gdong kun-mkhyen 'jigs-bral, 954 

Poluma bo-lu-ma, 813 
Pomdrakpa, (the great spiritual warrior) 

(1170-1249) (sems-dpa' chen-po) spom

brag-pa, 692-3, 694 
Pongom Topa bon-sgom do-pa, 642 

Ponlop Loter Wangpo (184 7 -1914~ dpon

slob blo-gter dbang-po, 872 

Thartse Ponlop Jamyang Loter Wangpo 
thar-rtse dpon-slob 'jam:dbyangs blo

gter dbang-po, 868 

Ponlop Namka Osel dpon-slob nam-mkha' 

'od-gsal, 737 

Ponlungpa Tshiiltrim Gyeltsen bon-lung-pa 

tshul-khrims rgyal-mtshan, 724 

Pon Pelcengon dpon dpal-chen mgon, 665 

Ponpo Cangdrup dpon-po byang-sgrub, 571 

Ponpo Traktsel bon-po drag-rtsal, 765 

Prabhahasti pra-bha-ha-sti, 467, 467-8, 469, 
481,488 

Sakyaprabha sii-kya 'od, 467-8, 488 
PrabhavatI, the gakinI mkha'-'gro 'od-'chang

ma,469 

PradIpaloka snang-ba sgron-me, 477 

Prajapati skye-dgu'i bdag-mo, 423, 425 
Mahaprajapati skye-dgu'i bdag-mo, 418 

Prajapatibrahma skye-dgu'i bdag-po tshang

pa,452 
Prajfi.abhava shes-rab 'byung-gnaslpra-dznya

bha-ba, 493; see Garap Dorje 
Prajfi.aparamita shes-rab-kyi pha-rol-tu phyin

ma,291 

Prajfi.arasmi pra-dznya rasmi, 835; see 
Sherap Qzer 

Prakasalarpkara, (the brahman) (bram-ze) 

gsal-ba'i rgyan, 607, 608-9; see 
S ukhoddyotaka 

Pramoda, the gandharva dri-za rab-dga', 

425 
Puborwa Khedrup Yeshe Gyaltsen, 699; see 

(Khedrup) Yeshe Gyaltsen (of Pubor) 

PUl)garIka pad-dkar-ma, 421 
PUl)yadhara, king of Nepal dge-'dzin, 472 

PUl)yakIrti of Maru bsod-nams grags-pa, 

467 
Piirl)a gang-po, 90 
Piirl)opasanti, the gakini mkha'-'gro-ma 

pUrIJa-nye-bar zhi-ba, 451 
Pu~pa me-tog-ma, 125 

Put on (Rincentrup of Zhalu) (1290-l364) 
(zhal-lu-pa) bu-ston (rin-chen grub), 
892, 905, 947, 953 

Put on Rinpoche bu-ston rin-po-che, 666 
768, 894 ' 
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Santipa, (master) (slob-dPon) sa-ntl-pa 
77, 105,455 ' 

Puwo Baka Triilku Rikdzin ChOki Gyamtso 
spu-bo rba-kha sprul-sku rig-'dzin 

chos-kyi rgya-mtsho, 812; see Baka 
Triilku ChO"ki Gyamtso 

Ratnarak~ita ralna ra-k~i-ta, 522 

Ratnasambhava, the bodhisattva rin-chen 
'byung-gnas, 423 

Ratnasambhava, the Conqueror rgyal-ba 

n'n-'byungln'n-chen 'byung-gnas, 20, 
125, 274, 355,480 

Ratnavajra, the brahman bram-ze n'n-chen 
rdo-ry'e, 485 

Qarloq gar-log, 524 

Qubilai Qan (reigned 1260-94) se-chen gan: 

the first Yiian emperor, 438, 661-3 
685-6 ' 

Rahu: see following entry 

Rahula gza'ira-hu-la, 572, 591, 681, 682, 
775 

Khyapjuk (Chenpo) khyab-'jug (chen
po), 591, 681, 775 

Rahu gza'idus-me, 422, 946 
Rahula sgra-gcan 'dzin: the son of 

Sakyamuni, 421, 434, 946 
Rahula sgra-gcan-'dzin, 185, 464; see Saraha 

Rahulabhadra, the scholar patJ4ita sgra

gcan-'dzin bzang-po, 475; see Saraha 
Rak~itapada (of Konkana) (koizkana-ru) 

srung-ba'i zhabs, 464, 494, 496, 502 
Ra Lotsawa (Dorje-tra) (b. 1016) rva lo-tsii

ba (rdo-rje grags), 688, 7l3-14 
Rama, king rgyat-po ra-ma-tJa, 455 

Rambuguhya ram-bu gU-hya: i.e. Rambu
guhya Devacandra (devatsandra) 
~3 ' 

Rangdrol slob-dpon rang-grot, 552 

Rangdrol Nyinda Sangye rang-grol nyi-zla 
sangs-rgyas, 677, 926 

Nyinda Sangye, the great awareness
holder rig-'dzin chen-po nyi-zla sangs
rgyas, 677 

Rangjung Dorje rang-byung rdo-rje: see 
Karmapa III 

Rangrik Dorje, the treasure-finder gter-ston 
rang-rig rdo-rje, 919 

Rashak Treasure-finder ra-shag gter-ston, 
755, 765 

Ratha, the yak~a gnod-sbyin shing-rta, 435 
Ratnadatta n'n-byin, 322, 899 

Ratna Lingpa, (the great treasure-finder) 

(1403-79) (gter-chen) ratna gling-pa, 
734, 744, 793-5, 794, 814, 935, 954 

Drodiil Lingpa 'gro-'dul gling-pa, 794 
Zhikpo Lingpa zhig-po gling-pa, 794 

Ratnakarasanti rin-chen 'byung-gnas zhi-ba 
105, 184 ' 

Raton rva-ston, 835 

Ratung Sherap Tshiiltrim 'ra-lhung shes-rab 
tshul-khrims, 616 

Raval)a sgra-sgrogs(-kyi-bu), 455 
"R dM " easter a-tsa-ra dmar-po: Guhya-

prajfi.a, 918 

Red Yamari (gshin-rje-)gshed dmar, Skt. 
Raktayamari, 546; see also 
Bibliography 

Relpacen, king khri ral-pa-can, 393, 394, 
521-2, 610, 612, 751 

Trh~ Detsukten khri lde-gtsug-brtan, 521 
Trhl Relpacen khri ral-pa-can, 397, 521, 

523, 939, 950 

Remdawa (1349-1412) rye-btsun red-mda'

ba: i,e. Remdawa ZhOnu Lodro 
930 ' 

Repa Gomtak ras-pa sgom-lhag, 547 

R~pa Trimeo ras-pa dri-med 'od, 565 

Rldongpa Sherap Gyeltsen n'-gdong-pa shes-
rab rgyal-mtshan, 687 

Rikcok, lama bla-ma rig-mchog, 876 

Ri~dzi~ rig-'dzin, 784; see Sangye Lingpa 

(Rlkdzm~ Choje Lingpa (rig-'dzin) chos-rje 

glmg-pa: the twelfth emanation of 
Gyelse Lharje, 751, 835 

Rikdzin Dorje, the scribe rig- 'dzin rdo-rie 
378 'J , 

Rikdzin Dorje Thokme rig- 'dzin rdo-rje 
thogs-med, 957 

Rikdzin Diidiil Dorje (1615-72) n'g-'dzin 

bdud-'dul rdo-rje, 736, 8l3-17, 814 
DOdOI Dorje, (the great treasure-finder) 

(gter-chen) bdud- 'dul rdo-rye, 736, 
812, 820, 956 

KOnga Son am Chopak kun-dga' bsod
nams chos-'phags, 813 

Rikdzin Godemcen rig- 'dzin rgod-ldem-can, 

780-3, 781, 813, 919; see Dorye Trak 
Rikdzin I 

Rikdzin Gyurme Dorje rig- 'dzin 'gyur-med 
rdo-ry'e, 684, 701, 733; see (Rikdzin) 
Terdak Llngpa 
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(Rikdzin) Jatson Nyingpo (1585-1656) (rig
'dzin) 'ja'-tshon snying-po, 809-12, 

810,813,814,820,956 
Huqmak Mebar, the mantra adept huytl

nag me-'bar, 809 
Letro Lingpa, the treasure-finder gter

stan las- 'phro gling-pa, 809 
Ngawang Chogyel Wang po ngag-dbang 

chos-rgyal dbang-po, 809 
Rikdzinje rig-'dzin-rje, 719; see Dorje Trak 

Rikdzin I 
(Rikdzin) Jikme Lingpa (1730-98) (rig-'dzin) 

'jigs-med gling-pa, Pi. 31; 41, 92, 
835-40, 836, 957, 965 

Perna Khyentse Ozer padma mkhyen

brtse'i 'od-zer, 835 
Perna Wangcen the Glorious dpal padma 

dbang-chen, 837 
Rikdzin Khyentse Ozer rig-'dzin 

mkhyen-brtse'i 'od-zer, 595-6 

Rikdzin Khyentse Ozer: see preceding 

entry 
Rikdzin Kumaradza rig- 'dzin ku-ma-ra-dza, 

953; see Kumaradza 
Rikdzin Ktinzang Sherap (1636-98) rig-'dzin 

kun-bzang shes-rab, 738, 738 
Rikdzin II, Lekdenje rig-'dzin legs-ldan rje, 

717, 807; see Dorje Trak Rikdzin II 

(Rikdzin) LongselNyingpo (1625-1682) (rig
'dzin) klong-gsal snying-po, 736, 816-17 

Rikdzin III, Ngagiwangpo rig-'dzin ngag-gi 

dbang-po, 783; see Dorje Trak 

Rikdzin III 
Rikdzin Ngawang Pelzang (1879-1941) rig

'dzin ngag-dbang dpal-bzang: i.e. 
Khenpo Ngaga (mkhan-po ngag

dga'),736 
Rikdzin Osel Rangdrol rig-'dzin 'od-gsal 

rang-grol, 595 
Rikdzin Perna Dtidtil (d. 1883) rig-'dzin 

padma bdud-'dul, 919 
Rikdzin Perna Trhinle rig-'dzin padma 

phrin~as, 398,683, 730, 823, 824, 
828, 833; see Dorje Trak Rikdzin IV 

(Rikdzin) Terdak Lingpa (1646-1714) (rig

'dzin) gter-bdag gling-pa: the 
successive throne-holders of 
Mindroling who followed Terdak 
Lingpa are cross-referenced under 
Minting Trhicen, Pi. 89; 29, 198, 
365, 375, 396, 397, 398, 553, 595, 
734, 735, 736, 737, 778, 822, 823, 
824, 826, 825-34, 879 

Gyurme Dorje , (the great treasure
finder of Mindroling) (smin-gling 

gter-chen) 'gyur-med rdo-rje, 726, 728, 
729, 730, 731, 734, 735, 956, 966 

Gyurme Dorjetsel 'gyur-med rdo-rje rtsal, 

828 
Ngawang Perna Tendzin ngag-dbang 

padma bstan-'dzin, 826 
Perna Karwang Gyurme Dorje padma 

gar-dbang 'gyur-med rdo-rje, 825 

Rikdzin Gyurme Dorje rig-'dzin 'gyu~
med rdo-rje, 684, 701, 733 

Rikdzin Thukcok Dorje rig-'dzin thugs

mchog rdo-rje, 835 
Rikdzin Trhinle Lhtindrup rig- 'dzin phrin

las lhun-grub, 595, 727, 812; see 
Sangdak Trhinle Lhundrup 

(Pelzangpo) 
Rikdzin Tshewang Norbu (1698-1755) rig

'dzin tshe-dbang nor-bu, 736, 957, 

966 
Rikdzin Tshewang Norgye rig-'dzin tshe-

dbang nor-rgyas, 926; see Tshewang 

Norgye 
(Rikdzin) Yudruk Dorje (rig-'dzin) gYu

'brug rdo-rje, 721, 722 
Drupcenpa, lama bla-ma sgrub-chen-pa, 

721 
Rikdzin Zangpo, the preceptor of Orgyen 

Mindroling o-rgyan smin-grol-gling-gi 

mkhan-po rig-'dzin bzang-po, 849 

Rikdzin IV, Zhapdrung Perna Trhinle rig
'dzin bzhi-pa zhabs-drung padma 

phrin-las, 783; see Dorje Trak 

Rikdzin IV 
Rikpei Reldri rig(-pa'i) ral(-gri), 827, 894, 

914-17,930; see (Comden) Rikpei 

Reldri 
Rincen Gyamtso rin-chen rgya-mtsho: the 

grandfather of Zurpoche Sakya 
Jungne, 617, 618 

Rincen Lingpa rin:chen gling-pa, 584, 585 
Rincen Tshtiltrim rin-chen tshul-khrims, 712; 

see Rongben (Rincen) Tshultrim 

(Rinpoche) 
Rincen Zangpo, the (great) translator (958-

1055) lotsaballo(-chen) rin-chen bzang

po, 751, 893, 918, 950, 951 
Locen Rincen Zangpo lo-chen rin-chen 

bzang-po, 11 
Rindor, master slob-dpon rin-rdor, 582 
Rinpungpa administration (1435-1565) sde

srid rin-spungs-pa, 954 
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Rinpoche Maseng rin-po-che smra-seng, 723 
Rinpoche Trak-ye rin-po-che grags-ye, 569 

Ritro Lungcung ri-khrod rlung-chung, 546, 
547 

Rok clan rog-rus, 575 

Rokpoga, the lama of ThOpa thod-pa'i bla
ma rog-po-dga', 551 

Rok Sakya Jungne rog sa-kya 'byung-gnas, 
619,620-1,918 

Rok Sherap-o rog shes-rab 'od, 47, 347, 
701-2 

Lharje Rok Sherap-o lha-rje rog shes-rab 

'od,358 
RoktOn Tsenpo rog-ston btsan-po, 701 
Rok Tsondrti Senge rog brtson-'grus seng-ge, 

609 
Rongben Pelgi Rinpoche rong-ban dpal-gyi 

rin-po-che: see Rongben Yonten 

(Rincen) 
Rongben (Rincen) Tshtiltrim (Rinpoche) 

rong-ban (rin-chen) tshul-khrims (rin

po-che): the father of Rongzompa 
Ch6ki Zangpo, 703, 706, 712 

Rongben Y6nten (Rincen) rong-ban yon-tan 
(rin-chen), 706, 712 

Pelgi Rincen dpal-gyi rin-chen, 712 

Rongben Pelgi Rinpoche rong-ban dpal
gyi rin-po-che, 703 

Rongmenza Tshtiltrim-dron rong-sman-bza' 

tshul-khrims sgron, 537 
Rongnangda c'egom Nakpo rong-snang-mda' 

lce-sgom nag-po, 559 

Cegom Nakpo lce-sgom nag-po, 571 
Lama Cegom bla-ma lce-sgom, 559 

Rongpa rong-pa, 706 

RongtOn Sheja Ktinzi (l367-1449) rong(-stan 
shes-bya kun-gzigs), 929 

Rongzompa (Choki Zangpo) (11th century) 
rong-zom-pa (chos-kyi bzang-po), 29, 

47,92,97,198,396,703-9,704, 
712, 730, 889-91, 919 

Dharmabhadra dharma bha-dra, 708 
father ChOdrak a-pha chos-grags, 706 

Rongzom Pal)Qita rong-zom palJ4ita, 40, 
712, 827 

Rongzom Pal)Qita: see preceding entry 
R~abha rgyal-ba dam-pa, 66 
Rudra drag-po, 449 
Rudrakulika (or Rudracakrin) rigs-ldan 

drag-po lcags-'khor-can: the future 
king of Shambhala, 960, 961 

Rtiza Tondrupma rus-bza' don-grub-ma, 
537 

Sacen Ktinga Nyingpo (1092-1158) sa-chen 
kun-dga' snying-po, 952 

Sakyapa Ktinga Nyingpo sa-skya-pa kun
dga' snying-po, 649 

SadhusastrI sa-dhu-sa-stri, 477 
Sagara, the naga king klu'i rgyal-po rgya

mtsho, 944 
Sage thub-pa, Skt. Muni, 73, 77, 103, 184, 

200, 204, 300, 422, 427, 555, 705, 
894,969, 971; see Buddha 

Saknyen sak-gnyen, 655 
Sakra, (lord) (dbang-po) brgya-byin: i.e. 

Satakratu, l30, 624, 768; see 
Devendra 

Sakrabhuti sa-kra-bu-ti, 462; see Uparaja 
Sakraputra sa-kraltra-putri, 462, 485; see 

Kambalapada 
Sakya Dakcen sa-skya bdag-chen, 798 

Sakya, the Great Translator of sa-lo chen-po, 

642, n. 781 
Sakya Pal)QitalPal)cen, (the doctrine master) 

(1182-1251) (chos-rje) sa-skya 

palJ4italpalJ-chen, 105, 203-4, 564, 
695,715, 763, 827, 874,907,920, 
929, 953 

Jamyang Sakya Pal)Qita 'jam-dbyangs sa

skya palJ4ita, 806 
Sakyapa Dorje Rincen sa-skya-pa rdo-rje rin

chen, 849 
Sakyapa Ktinga Nyingpo sa-skya-pa kun

dga' snying-po, 649; see Sacen Kunga 
Nyingpo 

Sakya Trhicen Ktinga Trashi sa-skya khri
chen kun-dga' bkra-shis, 833 

Sakya Trhicen Ngawang Pelden Ch6kyong 
sa-skya khri-chen ngag-dbang dpal

ldan chos-skyong, 839 
Sakya Chokden, (the great pal)Qita of 

Zilung) (1428-1507) (zi-lung-pa palJ
chen) sa-kya mchog-ldan, 893-4, 917, 
929,955 

Zilungpa (Sakya Chokden), the great 
pal)Qita palJ-cen zi-lung-pa (sa-kya 

mchog-ldan), 931 
Sakyadeva sa-kya de-ba, 607 

SakyadevI sa-kya de-bi, 472 
Sakya (clan) sa-kya('i rigs), 417, 418, 420 
Sakya Gewarapsel sa-kya dge-ba rab-gsal, 

524; see Lacen Gongpa Rapsel 
Sakyag6n1G6n(po) sa-kya mgon(-po), 660, 

661,662 
Sakya Gyel po (1384-1474) (slob-dpon) sa

kya rgyal-po, 552-3 
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Sakya Jungne sa-kya 'b~ung-gnas, 671-2; 
see (Zur Ham) Sakya Jungne 

Sakya Jungne sa-kya 'byung-gnas , 618; see 
(Zurpoche) Sakya Jungne 

Sakya King sa-kya'i rgyal-po, 405, 746; see 

Buddha 
Sakyamati sa-kya bio-gros, 108 
Sakyamitra sa-kya bshes-gnyen, 468, 488, 

488 
Sakyamuni (Buddha) sa-kya thub-pa, 11, 

17,26,36, 115, 137, 153, 193,221, 
312,396, 411-27, 417, 430, 434, 
454, 564, 573, 590, 656, 659, 672, 
696, 768, 894, 946-8, 972; see 

Buddha 
Sakya-oIOpo, the teacher stan-pa sa-kya 

'od(-po), 660, 662-3; see Zur(pa) 

Sakya-o 
Sakyaprabha sa-kya 'od, 441 
Sakyaprabha sa-kya 'od, 467-8, 488; see 

Prabhahasti 
Sakyaprabha, the younger sa-kya 'od chung-

ba,488 
Sakya Senge sa-kya seng-ge, 646; see Zur 

(Dropukpa) Sakya Senge 

Sakyasirpha (Lion of the Sakyas) sa-k~a 
seng-ge: one of Guru Rinpoche s 
manifestations during the second 
month, 469, 488; see Guru Rinpoche 

Sakyasrl, the great paI).Qita (1127-1225) pafJ
chen sa-kya shri, 660, 758, 914, 921, 

947 
Tonpa Khace stan-pa kha-che, 757 

Sakyendra, the transcendent lord sa-kya 

dbang-po, 755 
Sakya Y eshe, master slob-dpon sa-kya ye-

shes, 784 
Sakzang, the governor dpon-chen sak-bzang, 

662 
Sakya Zangpo, the treasure-finder of 

Trangpo drang-po grer-stan sa-kya 

bzang-po, 806 

Samantabhadra, the bodhisattva byang-sems 

kun-tu bzang-po, 125, 508 
Samantabhadra, Second kun-tu bzang-po 

gnyis-pa, 586; see Longcen Rabjampa 

Samantabhadra, the yak~a gnod-sbyin kun-tu 

bzang-po, 452 
SamantabhadrI kun-tu bzang-mo, Pl. 1; 34, 

37,116,284,319,365,366,448, 

923 
Samayatara dam-tshig sgrol-ma, 20, 125; see 

Tara 
Sambhata, aristocrat mi-chen sam-bha-ta, 

663 
Samding Trupapel bsam-sdings grub-pa dpal, 

665 
Samdrup Rincen, preceptor of Samye bsam

yas mkhan-po bsam-grub rin-chen, 576 

SammitIya(s) mang-pos bkur-ba, 429 
Samye Lungmangwa bsam-yas Iung-mang-

ba, 577; see Longcen Rabjampa 

Samye, the yogin yo-gi bsam-yas, 566 
Sanavasika sa-fJa'i gos-can, 433, 435-6, 436 
Sa~gdak Trhinle Lhtindrup (Pelzangpo) 

(1611-62) gsang-bdag phnn-Ias Ihun

grub (dpal-bzang-po), 701, 724-6, 

725, 827, 956 
Nyoton (Sangdak) Trhinle Lhtindrup 

gnyos-ston (gsang-bdag) phrin-Ias Ihun-

grub, 684, 825 
Orgyen Tshepel o-rgyan tshe- 'phel, 724 
Rikdzin Trhinle Lhtindrup rig-'dzin 

phrin-Ias lhun-grub, 595, 727,812 
Trhinle Lhtindrup (Pelzangpo, the great 

awareness-holder of Tarding) (dar
lding rig-' dzin chen-po) phrin-Ias lhun

grub (dpal-bzang-po), 683, 724, 728, 

733 
Sangton Yes he Lama gsang-stan ye-shes bla-

ma,540 
Sangye Bar sangs-rgyas 'bar, 751 

Samantabhadra kun-tu bzang-po: the 
primordial buddha-body of reality, 
Pl. 1; 11, 19,21,34,35,113,115-
19, 116, 120, 122, 126, 135, 183, 
198, 212, 276, 284, 297, 342, 366, 
372, 397,403, 430, 447-8, 448, 567, 

Sangye ChOdar, the spiritual benefactor dge

bshes sangs-rgyas chos-dar, 730 

Sangye Gyamtso, regent (1655-1705) 
rgyal-tshab sangs-rgyas rgya-mtsho, 

833 
Sangye Konglawa of Takpo dvags-po'i sangs-

rgyas gong-la-ba, 686 
Sangye Ktinga, master slob-dpon sangs-rgyas 

kun-dga', 590, 595 
574, 680, 923 

All-Positive King kun-bzang rgyal-po, 

317 
Great All-Pervader khyab-'jug chen-po, 

Skt. Mahavi~I).u, 447 

Sangye Lama (c. 990-1070) sangs-rgyas bla-

ma, 751-2, 752, 835 
Sangye Lingpa, (the great treasure-finder) 

(1340-96) (gter-chen) sangs-rgyas 

gling-pa, 784-8, 785, 835, 847, 856-
7,865,954 

Rikdzin rig-'dzin, 784 
Sangye Zangpo sangs-rgyas bzang-po, 

784 
Sangye Lingpa III: see Triilku Sangye 

Pelden 

Sangye Nyigom, lama bla-ma sangs-rgyas 
nyi-sgom, 760 

Sangye Onpo sangs-rgyas dbon-po, 595 
Sangye Onpo of Sengegyap seng-ge rgyab-pa 

sangs-rgyas dbon-po, 567; see Trhiizhi 
Sengegyap 

Sangye Onton sangs-rgyas dbon-ston, 660 

Sangye Pelrin sangs-rgyas dpal-rin, 595 
BuddhasrI (Sangyepel) bu-ddha shri 

(sangs-rgyas dpal), 592 

Sangye Repa sangs-rgyas ras-pa, 567 
Sangye Rincen Gyeltsen Pelzangpo sangs

rgyas rin-chen rgyal-mtshan dpal-
bzang-po, 672; see (Drolcen) Sangye 

Rincen 
Sangye Takcung sangs-rgyas dvags-chung, 

653 
Sangye Tshencen, the madman of Tsang 

(1452-1507) gtsang-smyon sangs-rgyas 

mtshan-can, 955 
Sangye Yeshe sangs-rgyas ye-shes, 535, 607, 

614; see Nup(cen) Sangye Yeshe 

Sangye Zangpo, the great preceptor mkhan
chen sangs-rgyas bzang-po, 552 

Sangye Zangpo sangs-rgyas bzang-po, 784; 

see Sangye Lingpa 

Sailkara, the brahman bram-ze sha1!l-ka-ra, 
511 

Santamati zhi-ba'i blo-gros, 340 

Santapurlpa sha-nta-pu-ri-pa, 595; see 
Sherap Ozer 

Santarak~ita zhi-ba 'tsho, Pl. 14; 394, 
397,405,509,513,514,515,522, 
601, 848, 852, 864, 888, 889, 921, 
938 

Bodhisattva (mkhan-po) bo-dhi sa-tva, 
405, 513-15, 601 

preceptor mkhan, 968, 973 
Santarak~ita (Preserver of Peace) sha-nta

rak~ita: Guru Rinpoche's mani
festation during the first month, 469; 
see Guru Rinpoche 

Santarak~ita, the QakinI mkha'-'gro-ma zhi
ba'i 'tsho, 469 

Santideva zhi-ba lha, 92, 94, 300, 441,693, 
904 
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Santigarbha zhi-ba'i snying-po, 483, 515, 
534, 607, 610 

Santigupta rdo-rje slob-dpon chen-po sha-nta
gu-pta, 504, 921 

Santihasta zhi-ba'i lag-pa, 498 
Santipa, (master) (slob-dpon) sha-nti-pa, 77, 

105, 455; see Ratnakarasanti 
Santiprabha zhi-ba 'od, 467 

Sara, the venerable brahman bram-ze snying
po'i zhabslsa-ra-pa-da, 478; see 
M aiijusnmitra 

SaradvatIputra sha-ra-dva-ti'i bu, 178; see 
Sariputra 

Saraha, (the great brahman) (bram-ze chen
po) sa-ra-ha, 200, 335, 345,404, 
440,442 

Archer mda'-balmda'-bsnun, 197 
Rahula sgra-can-'dzin, 185,464 
Rahulabhadra, the scholar pafJ4ita 

sgra-gcan-'dzin bzang-po, 475 
Sarahapiida, (the brahman) (bram-ze) sa

ra-ha zhabs, 471, 927 
Sarahapada, (the brahman): see preceding 

entry 
Sarasiddhi, the brahman bram-ze snying-po 

grub-pa, 478; see Maiijusrfmitra 
SarasvatI dbyangs-can-malmtsho-ldan-ma, 

577 
Sariputra sha-ri'i bu, 75, 90-1, 214, 423, 

424, 425-6, 428 
SaradvatIputra sha-ra-dva-ti'i bu, 178 

Saroruha mtsho-skyes, 459, 471, 916, 927 
Saroruhavajra (Vajra of the Lake-born 

Lotus) mtsho-skyes rdo-rje: Guru 
Rinpoche's manifestation during the 
sixth month, 469,857,855-6,866; 
see Guru Rinpoche 

Sarvajfladeva thams-cad mkhyen-pa'i lha, 515 
Sarvakamin thams-cad 'dod, 93 

Sarvamitra kun-gyi bshes-gnyen, 418 
Sarvarthasiddha don-thams-cad grub-pa, 417; 

see Buddha 
Sarvavid-Vairocana kun-rig(s) rnam-snang, 

624; see Vairocana (Buddha) 
Sat ya(vacas) , the f~i drang-srong 

bden(-smras), 65 
Sauripada of Vajrasana sau-ri-pa, 477 
Sazang (Mati PaI).cen), the great translator 

(1294-1376) sa-bzang lo-chen (ma-ti 
pafJ-chen),671 

"Sebak Komdtinma" se-'bag goms-bdun-ma, 
670 

Sedur Lungpa se-dur lung-pa, 657 
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Selungpa, the preceptor mkhan-po se-lung
pa, 566 

Selwa Wangcuk gsal-ba dbang-phyug, 607 
Senalek CJingyon) sad-na legs (mjing-yon), 

22, 521; see Mutik Tsepo 

Senge DradokiSirphanada (Lion's. Roar) , 
seng-ge sgra-sgrogs: Guru Rmpoche s 
manifestation during the fifth 
month, 472, 845; see Gurn Rinpoche 

Sengegyapa, the middle seng-ge rgyab-pa 

bar-pa, 565 ,. 
Sengepa of Ukpalung, lama 'ug-pa-lung-pa 1 

bla-ma seng-ge-pa, 668 
Senge Trak of Korong go-rong-pa seng-ge 

brag, 524 
Serlungpa gser-lung-pa, 550, 552, 566 
Setrom Gyamtsobar se-khrom rgya-mtsho 

'bar, 708 
Seven Generations of Buddhas sangs-rgyas 

rabs-bdun: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 136, 591,624 

seven men who were tested sad-mi mi-bdun: 
the "seven trial monks", listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 511, 515, 
575,950 

Shage Lotsawa sha-gad lo-tsa~ba, 914 
Shami Dorje Gyeltsen sha-ml rdo-rye rgyal

mtshan, 721 
Shang, the All-Knowing Master from 

shangs-pa kun-mkhyen, 668; see Len 
Selwa 

Shangparepa shangs-pa ras-pa, 559 
Sharwa Popathaye, lama bla-ma shar-ba 

spobs-pa mtha'-yas, 688; see 
Katok(pa) Tampa Deshek 

Shekar Dorjetsho shel-dkar rdo-rje mtsho, 

536 
Shenpa Sokdrupma shan-pa srog-sgrnb-ma: 

the protectress, 580, 587 
Shenrap Miwoche gshen-rab mi-bo-che, 632 

Shenyen Koncok Zangpo bshes-gnyen dkon
mchog bzang-po, 700 

Sherap Dorje shes-rab rdo-rje, 698 . 
Sherap Dronma, the Khotanese lady It-yul

bza' shes-rab sgron-ma, 540 

Sherap Gyeltsen shes-rab rgyal-mtshan, 687, 
698 

Sherap Jungne shes-rab 'byung-nas, 543; see 
(Nyang) Sherap Jungne 

Sherap Ozer, the great treasure-finder 
(1517-84) gter-chen shes-rab 'od-zer, 
595,837,955 

Prajflarasmi pra-dznya rasmi, 835 

Santapurlpa sha-nta-pu-ri-pa, 595 
Sherap Pelwa shes-rab dpal-ba, 698 
Sherap Senge shes-rab seng-ge, 688; see 

Katok(pa) Tampa Deshek 
Sherap-tra shes-rab grags, 549 

Sherap Tshtiltrim of Denma ldan-ma shes
rab tshul-khrims, 619 

Shing-go-chen-pa shing-sgo chen-pa, 592; see 
Ta'i Situ (Cangcup Gyeltsen) 

Shingjachen, the Gyelpo spirit rgyal-po 
shing-bya-can, 519; see Pehar 

Shongbu, the translator shong-bu lo-tsa-ba, 

546 
Shore sho-ras, 547 
Shiibuza Sherapma shud-bu-bza' shes-rab

ma,537 
Shtipu Pelgi Senge shud-bu dpal-gyi seng-ge, 

535, 753 
ShtilOn Dadra shud-ston zla-grags, 642 
Siddhartha, (prince) (rgyal-bu) don-grnb, 

412, 575, 946; see Buddha 
Sikhin, king rgyal-po thor-cog-can: an 

emanation of Guru Rinpoche, 469; 
see Gurn Rinpoche 

SIlamafiju (from NepaVthe Newar, master) 
(bal-po'i slob-dpon) fila-manydzu, 38, 

511,714 
SIlapalita, master slob-dpon tshul-khrims 

bskyang, 947 

SIlendrabodhi shi-Iendra bo-dhi, 522 

Sirpha, the merchant ded-dpon se.ng-ge,. 455 
Simha seng-ge: the leonine form m WhICh 

. the Buddha appears to animals, 130 
Simhanada/Senge Dradok (Lion's Roar) 

. seng-ge sgra-sgrogs: Guru Rinpoche's 
manifestation during the fifth 
month, 472, 845; see Gurn Rinpoche 

Sirphaputra seng-helsing-ha putra, 487 
Simharaja seng-halsing-ha ra-dza, 462 

Sit~rkyi srid-thar skyid, 674 

Sitar Men srid-thar sman, 793 
Situ, the All-Knowing (Dharmakara): see 

following entry 

Situ VIII, Choki Jungne s~~tu .chos-kyi 7 
'byung-gnas: i.e. Ta I Snu VII~, 95 

All-knowing Situ (Dharmakara) sHU 

kun-mkhyen, 203 . 
Situ Ktinzi Choki Gyamtso si-tu kun-gzlgs 

chos-kyi rgya-mtsho, 736; see Katok 

Situ (ChOki Gyamtso) . 
Situ Perna Nyinje Wangpo si-tu padm~ nytn

byed dbang-po, 842; see (Camgon 
Ta'i) Situ Pema Nyinje Wangpo 

Situ Sakya Zangpo, the myriarch of upper 
Uru dbur-stod khri-dpon si-tu sa-kya 
bzang-po, 592 

six adornments of Jambudvlpa 'dzam-bu

gling mdzes-pa'i rgyan-drng: listed in 
the Glossary of Enumerations, 440-1 

six emanational treasure-finders sprnl-pa'i 

gter-ston drng: disciples of Perna 
Lingpa, 798 

six great accomplished masters grnb-thob 

chen-po drng: disciples of Perna 
Lingpa, 798 

six great sons who manifestly disclosed 

signs of accomplishment grnb-rtags 
mngon-sum thon-pa'i bu-chen-drng: 
disciples of Perna Lingpa, 798 

six pal).<;litas of the gates mkhas-pa sgo-drng, 

Skt. :;aq,dvaraparpjita: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 442 

Six Sages (Embodying Awareness) (rig-pa'i 

skyes-bu) thub-pa drng: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 129-30, 
414 

six species of Kama divinities 'dod-Iha rigs

drng: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 60 

sixteen "beams" ph yam bcu-drng, 640 

Sixteen Elders gnas-brtan chen-po bcu-drng: 

listed in the Glossary of Enumera
tions, Pis. 9-10; 432, 438, 590 

Smara dran-pa, 421; see Kama 

Smrtijfianaklrti slob-dpon smri-ti dznya-na 
ki-rti, 11, 703 

Socung Gendtinbar so(-cung) dge-'dun 'bar, 
578 

Sodokpa Lodro Gyeltsen (1552-c.1624) sog

bzlog-pa blo-gros rgyal-mtshan, 722-3, 
955 

Dongkar Tshoje (Physician of Dongkar) 
gdong-khar 'tsho-byed, 722 

Khedrup Lodro Gyeitsen Pelzangpo 
mkhas-grnb blo-gros rgyal-mtshan dpal 
bzang-po, 722-3 

Sogdian Lhapel: see following entry 
Sogdian Pelgi Yeshe sog-po dpal-gyi ye-shes, 

Selunf!pa - 5rfheruka 435 

Solpon Perna gsol-dpon padma, 872 
So Mangtsen so-mang-btsan, 547 

SomayogI slob-ma so-ma dzo-gi, 693 

Sonam Detsen bsod-nams lde'u btsan, 736; 
see (Katok Gyelse) Sonam Detsen 

Sonam Gyamtso, the all-knowing (great 
translator) (lo-chen) thams-cad 

mkhyen-pa bsod-nams rgya-mtsho, 
675,677 

Sonamgyel, the scholar of Len glan-mkhas 
bsod-nams rgyal, 686 

Sonam Gyeltsen, the great preceptor 

mkhan-chen bsod-nams rgyal-mtshan, 
552 

Sonam Lhtindrup, the great preceptor of 
Lowo (1420-89) glo-bo mkhan-chen 
bsod-nams lhun-grnb, 806 

Sonam Rincen bsod-nams rin-chen, 726 

Sonam Trakpa, the doctrine master chos-rje 
bsod-nams grags-pa, 671 

Sonam Wangpo, an adept of the Great 
Perfection rdzogs-pa chen-po bsod
nams dbang-po, 818 

Sonam Yeshe of Gar 'gar bsod-nams ye-shes, 
650 

Sonam Zangpo, the great preceptor of 
Coten jo-bstan mkhan-chen bsod-nams 
bzang-po, 787 

Sonam Zangpo bsod-nams bzang-po: i.e. 
Katokpa Gyeitsap VI, 695 

Sonam Zangpo of Zhangkar zhang-mkhar 
bsod-nams bzang-po, 687 

Song, lama bfa-ma srong, 660 

Songtsen Gampo, king srong-btsan sgam-po, 

Pis. 39, 60; 393, 397,404, 510-12, 
511, 522, 835, 838, 949 

So-nytin Dang so-snyun gdangs, 546 

So Tarma Senge so dar-ma seng-ge, 701 
SOlOn so-ston, 552 

(So) Yeshe Wangcuk (so) ye-shes dbang
phyug, 613, 616 

533, 540, 604-6, 606, 608 
Lha Pelgi Yeshe lha dpal-gyi ye-shes, 604 
Pektse, the Sogdian sog-po beg-tse, 604 
Sogdian Lhapel sog-po lha-dpal, 535 

Speech Emanation of Lhodrak and the 
Spiritual Son, 839; see Lhodrak 

Sungtriil IV and Lhodrak Thukse 
Dawa Gyeltsen V 

SrldevI dpal-Idan lha-mo, 624, 690, 690, 691 
Srldhara, the grammarian sgra-mkhas dpal

'dzin, 594 

Sogyel, the treasure-finder gter-ston bsod
rgyal, 879; see Lerap Lingpa 

Sokza Sonamtsho sog-bza' bsod-nams mtsho, 
849 

Srldhara, the <;lakinI mkha'-'gro dpal-'dzin
ma,961 

SrIgupta, master slob-dpon dpal-sbas, 108 
Srlheruka (dpal) yang-dag he-rn-ka, 475-7, 

534; see Yangdak Hernka 
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Srlmad Uttamabodhibhagavat dpal-ldan 
byang-chub mchog-gi skal-ba dang

ldan-pa, 464; see Lllavajra 
Sri Sirpha shri sing-ha, 40, 470, 496, 497, 

497-501,515,538,539,554,607, 

610 
Sthavara sa'i lha-mo brtan-ma, 420 
Sthavira(s) gnas-brtan-pa, 429-30 
Sthiramati blo-brtan, 429, 489 
Subhadra, the mendicant kun-tu-rgyu rab-

bzang, 425 
Subhu~aQ.a legs-rgyan-ma, 421 
Subhuti rab-'byor, 75, 172, 176, 183,307 

Sublime One 'phags-pa, S 10; see 

AvalokiteSvara 
Sucandra zla-ba bzang-po, 451 
Sudana, a householder legs-sbyin, 120 
Sudarsana legs-mthong, 437 
Sudatta, the brahman youth bram-ze'i 

khye'u legs-byin, 121 
Suddhodana, king rgyal-po zas-gtsang-ma, 

417,419 
Sudharma su-dharma, 490 
Sugata bde-bar gshegs-pa, 22, 138, 186, 218, 

268,300,409,871,873,896,928; 

see Buddha 
Sujata legs-skyes-ma, 419 
Sujaya, king rgyal-po legs-rgyal, 440 
Sukhacakra bde-ldan 'khor-lo, 498 
Sukhankusa, the bodhisattva byang-sems 

bde-ba'i smyu-gu, 697; see (Khedrup) 

Yeshe Gyeltsen (of Pubor) 

Sukhasara bde-ba'i snying-po, 697; see 
(Khedrup) Yeshe Gyeltsen (of Pubor) 

Sukhasaravati bde-ba'i snying-ldan-ma, 490 
Sukha the "Zombie" ro-langs bde-ba, 487-8, 

493; see Garap Dorye 
Sukhoddyotaka bde-ba gsal-mdzad, 489, 

607,609 
Prakasalarpkara, (the brahman) (bram

ze) gsal-ba'i rgyan, 607, 608-9 
"summit ridge" rtse-lkog, 622, 623; see Tsak 

Lama 
Sumpa Yebar sum-pa ye- 'bar, 643 
(Sungtrtil) Tshtiltrim Dorje (gsung-sprul) 

tshul-khrims rdo-rye, 723, 724, 727, 
735,956; see Lhodrak Sungtriil III 

Supreme Emanation of the Dorje Trak 
Rikdzin (1719/20-70) rdo-rye rig- 'dzin 

mchog-gi sprul-sku: i.e. Dorje Trak 

Rikdzin V, 839 
Supreme Horse/Asvottama rta-mchog, 274, 

534; see H ayagfiva 

Supreme Pair mchog-zung: i.e. Buddha 
Sakyamuni's disciples Sariputra and 

Maudgalyayana, 91 
Sura, (master) (slob-dpon) dpa'-bo, 69, 71, 

99,641 
Aryasura 'phags-pa dpa'-bo, 703 

Surendra lha-dbang, 128; see Devendra 

Surendrabodhi su-rendra-bodhi, 522 
SuryakiraQ.a, the <;lakinI mkha'-'gro-ma nyi-

ma 'od-zer, 493 
Suryaprabhasirpha slob-dpon nyi-'od seng-ge, 

40,63,688,916 
Suryarasmi (Sunbeam) nyi-ma 'od-zer: Guru 

Rinpoche's manifestation during the 

eighth month, 471; see Guru 

Rinpoche 
Suryavat nyi-ma-dang 'dra-ba, 463, 464; see 

Lllavajra 
(Suton) Lekpei Dronme (sru-ston) legs-pa'i 

sgron-me, 613 
Suza Dronkyi sru-bza' sgron-skyid, 601 

Svastika bkra-shis, 419 
Svetaketu, holy dam-pa tog-dkar, 412, 416; 

see Buddha 
Tabla, the former and later/elder and 

younger ta-bla(-ma) snga-phyi, 788, 

833 
Tabla Padmamati ta-bla padma-ma-ti, 

812 
Katokpa Perna Lodro kalJ-thog-pa padma 

blo-gros, 723 
Takla Padmamati of Katok kalJ-thog 

stag-bla padma-mati, 681 
Tago Cadrel Choje stag-mgo bya-bral chos

rye, 595 
Ta'i Situ (Cangcup Gyeltsen) (1302-73) ta'i 

si-tu (byang-chub rgyal-mtshan), S92, 

777, 778, 954 
"Eight-footed Lion", the Shing-go-chen

pa shing-sgo chen-pa seng-ge rkang-pa 

brgyad-pa, 592 
Lord of Neudong sne-gdong gong-ma, 

595 
Ta'i Situ VIII, Choki Jungne (1700-74) ta'i 

si-tu chos-kyi 'byung-{{nas: see Situ 

VIIl, Choki Jungne 
Ta'i Situ IX, Perna Nyinje Wangpo (1774-

1853) ta'i si-tu padma nyin-byed 
dbang-po: see (Camgon Ta'i) Situ 

Pema Nyinje Wang po 
Ta'i Situ X, (Perna Ktinzang Chogyel) 

(1854-85) ta'i si-tu bcu-pa: alias si-

rgod-ma, 868 

Snmad Uttamabodhibhagavat- TatO"n Cobum 437 

Ta'i Situ XI, (Perna Wangcuk Gyelpo) 
(1886-1952) ta'i si-tu bcu-gcig-pa, 868 

Takdra Lhanang stag-sgra lha-nang, 601 
Takla Padmamati of Katok kalJ-thog stag-bla 

padma-mati, 681; see Tabla 
Padmamati 

Taklung Lotsawa stag-lung lo-tsa-ba: see 
Taktsang Lotsawa Sherap Rincen 

Taklung Ma Rinpoche stag-lung ma rin-po

che, 841 
Taklungpa Tendzin Sizhi Namgyel stag

lung-pa bstan- 'dzin srid-zhi rnam

rgyal, 833 
Taklung Trapa stag-lung grva-pa, 730 
Taklung Sangye Yarjon (1203-72) stag-lung 

sangs-rgyas yar-byong, 953 
Taklung Thangpa Trashipel (1142-1210) 

stag-lung thang-pa bkra-shis dpal 
Pel Taklung Thangpa dpal stag-lung 

thang-pa, 952 
Takpa Khace stags-pa kha-che, 650 
Takpo (Dao Zhonu) dvags-po (zla-'od gzhon

nu), 931, 952; see Gampopa 
Takpo Gyare dvags-po rgya-ras, 653 
Takpo Lharje dvags-po lha-rye, 649, 853, 

929; see Gampopa 
Tak~aka, the naga king kIu-rgyal 'jog-po, 

452, 454 
Takshamcen stag-sham-can, 547 
Taksowa, lama bia-ma stag-so-ba, 562 
Takton Chogyel Tendzin dvags-ston chos-

rgyal bstan-'dzin, 701, 828 
Taktsang Lotsawa Sherap Rincen (b. 1405) 

stag-tshang Io-tsa-ba shes-rab rin-chen, 
929-30, n. 1303 

Tampa Deshek dam-pa bde-gshegs, 698, 699; 
see Katok(pa) Tampa Deshek 

Tampa Dewarshekpa of Katok kalJ-thog-pa 
dam-pa bde-bar gshegs-pa, 688; see 

Katok(pa) Tampa Deshek 
Tampa Pormang dam-pa spor-mang, 651 
Tampa Rinpoche dam-pa rin-po-che, 698; 

see Katok(pa) Tampa Deshek 
Tampa Sedrakpa dam-pa se-sbrag-pa, 651-2, 

654, 655 
Ton-sak of Central Tibet dbus-pa slOn

sak, 651 
Tampa (Sonam Gyeltsen of Sakya), lama 

(1312-75) (sa-skya-pa) bia-ma dam-pa 
(bsod-nams rgyal-mtshan), 578, 787, 
922 

Tampa Yolcungwa dam-pa yol-chung-ba, 
652 

Tanak Drolmawa Samdrup Dorje (1295-
1376) rca-nag sgrol-ma-ba bsam-grub 
rdo-rye, 665, 667-8, 668, 669 

DrolceniDrolmawa Samdrup Dorje 
sgrol-chenisgrol-ma-ba bsam-'grub rdo
rye, 348, 672, 700, 717,720, 721 

Jamyang Samdrup Dorje 'jam-dbyangs 

bsam-grub rdo-rye, 671, 721 
Tanak Dtidtil rta-nag bdud-'dul, 663 
T'ang T'ai-tsung (reigned 626-49) thung 

spyi'u: father of Wen-ch'eng K'ong
jo,438 

Tara sgrol-ma, PI. 43; 510, 560, 567, 762, 
789, 791, 857 

Arya Tara 'phags-ma sgrol-ma, 466 
Immortal Wish-granting Wheel 'chi-med 

yid-bzhin 'khor-lo: a form of White 
Tara, 857 

Samayatara dam-tshig sgrol-ma, 20, 125 
Tara, who protects from the eight fears 

sgrol-ma 'jigs-pa brgyad-skyobs, 624 
White Tara sgrol-dkar, 857, 874 

Taranatha ta-ra-na-tha, 892; see (Jetsiin) 
Taranatha 

Tarje Pelgi Trakpa dar-rye dpal-gyi grags-pa, 

533, 605 
Tarma Dode dar-ma mdo-sde, 713 
Tarma Gonpo dar-ma mgon-po, 569 
Tathagata de-bzhin gshegs-pa, 99, 103, 146, 

153-5, 172, 179-80, 189, 192, 195, 
216,253,292, 316, 334, 340, 393, 
414,422,423,425,426,456,471, 
626, 786, 947; see Buddha 

Tathagata Ozer Raptutrhowa de-bzhin 
gshegs-pa 'od-zer rab-tu 'phro-ba, 693; 
see Tsangtonpa 

Tathagata Sakyamuni de-bzhin gshegs-pa sa

kya mu-ni, 190, 193 
Tathagata SumerudIpadhvaja de-bzhin 

gshegs-pa ri-rab mar-me'i rgyal

mtshan, 590; see Longcen Rabjampa 

Tathagatas of the Five (Enlightened) 
Families de-bzhin gshegs-pa rigs-Inga, 

343, 691; see Buddhas of the Five 
Enlightened Families 

Tathagata Vairocana, king of form de-bzhin 
gshegs-pa gzugs-kyi rgyal-po, 128, 
221; see Vairocana (Buddha) 

Tathagata Vimalacandraprabha de-bzhin 
gshegs-pa dri-med zla-'od, 220 

Tathagata Vipasyin de-bzhin gshegs-pa rnam
p2r gzigs, 219 

Taton Coburn (b. 1174) rta-stonjo-'bum, 657 
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823, 824, 825-34, 879; see (Rikdzin) 

Terdak Lingpa 
(Taton) Co-so (1167-97 or 1168-98) (rta

ston) jo-bsod, 657, 659-60 
TalOn Co-ye (1163-1230) rta-ston jo-ye, 

Thabula, the royal lady dpon-mo tha-bu-Ia, 

656-9 
Taton Ziji rta-ston gzi-brjid, 660, 665 
Taviht;ca ta-bi-hri-tsa: Ponpo teacher 

identified as a form of Guru 
Rinpoche, 473; see Guru Rinpoche 

Teacher ston-pa, Skt. Sastt;, 47, 68, 71, 73-
6,78,88,90-1, 104, 109, 113-48, 
153_5,193,218,231,409,411,413, 
428,429,430,432,434,435,436, 
437,438,439,440,441,452,454, 
458,613,637,705,894,906,946; 

see Buddha 
Teachers of the Five Buddha/Enlightened 

Families rigs-Inga'i ston-pa rnams, 19, 
21, 117,448; see Buddhas of the 

Enlightened Families 
Teachers/Conquerors, Five ston-palrgyal-ba 

lnga: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 125, 128; see 
Buddhas of the Enlightened Families 

Temo Rinpoche srid-skyong de-mo rin-po
che: from 1886 to 1895 the regent of 

Tibet, 777, n. 1036 
Tendzin Gyurme Dorje bstan-'dzin 'gyur

med rdo-rje, 735; see Lhodrak 

(Thuk-)se IV , . ,. 
Tendzin Jamyang Wangpo bstan- dzm Jam

dbyangs dbang-po, 728; see Locen 

DharmaSri 
Tendzin Trakpa bstan-'dzin grags-pa, 595 
Tendzin Yeshe Lhilndrup bstan-' dzin ye-shes 

lhun-grub, 836 
Tendzin Yungdrung bstan-'dzin gYung-

drung, 859 
Teng, two celestial kings called . 

stod-kyi ltengs gnyis: listed III the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 507, 

n. 535 
Tengi Yontenchok dan-gyi yon-tan mchog, 

613 
Ten Great Pillars who Supported the 

Exegetical Lineages bshad-brgyud 

'degs-pa'i ka-chen bcu: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 851 

670 
Thagana tha-ga-na, 703 
Thakorwa mtha'-skor-ba, 762, 765 
Thakpa Gomcen thags-pa sgom-chen, 635; 

see (Zur) Thakpa Gomcen . 
Thakzang Pelgi Dorje thag-bzang dpal-gyz 

rdo-rje, 605 
Thangdrok-on Perna Chokdrup thang-'brog-

dbon padma mchog-grub, 836 
Thangla thang-Iha: the protector, 791; see 

(Nyencen) Thangla 
Thangtong Gyelpo (1385-1464 or 1361-

1485) thang-stong rgyal-po, 802-4, 

803, 853, 855, 954 
Tharpagyen thar-pa rgyan, 568; see 

Kumdnidza 
Tharpa Lotsawa (Nyima Gyeltsen) thar

lo(-tsd-ba nyi-ma rgyal-mtshan), 665, 

914, 944 . 
Thartse Khen Rinpoche thar-rtse mkhan nn-

po-che, 849 
Thartse Ponlop J amyang Loter Wangpo 

thar-rtse dpon-slob 'jam-dbyangs blo

gter dbang-po, 868; see Ponlop Loter 

Wangpo 
Tha'u, the royal lady dpon-mo tha'u, 671 
Thazhi Trakpa Rincen mtha'-bzhz grags-pa 

rin-chen, 552 
Themurdar, (the emperor's messenger) 

(rgyal-po'i pho-nya) the-mur-dar, 671 
Thilise, the translator thi-li-se lo-tsd-ba, 509 
thirteen disciples of the great treasure-finder 

Diljom Lingpa who attained the 
rainbow body bdud-'joms gling-pa'i 

bu-slob 'ja'-lus thob-pa bcu-gsum , 919 

thirteen generations of accomplished 
masters in the line of Mok grub-thob 

rmog-rabs bcu-gsum, 698 
thirteen generations of the gurus of. Kato.k 

kah-thog bla-rabs bcu-gsum: hsted III 

th~ Glossary of Enumerations, 688-

98 

Tenpasung, master slob-dpon bstan-pa srung, 

thirteen generations of Trung drung-rabs 
bcu-gsum: i.e. the attendant lamas of 
Katok Monastery, 698-9, n. 887 

thirteen hunting gods mgur-Iha bcu-gsum: 

listed in the Glossary of 575 
Ten Phakpa, master slob-dpon dan-'phags-

pa,577 
Terdak Lingpa gter-bdag gling-pa, 29, 198, 

365,375,396,397,595,736,822, 

Enumerations, 513 . 
thirty mantra adepts of Sheldrak shel-brag-gz 

sngags-pa sum-cu, 537 

Thokme Gyagarwa thogs-med rgya-gar-ba, 

792 
ThOnmi Sambhora thon-mi sam-bho-(a, 512, 

522 
ThOpei Tumbutsel, the spiritual warrior 

dpa'-bo thod-pa'i dum-bu-rtsal, 867 
ThOtreng, the king of ogres srin-po'i rgyal

po rak~a thod-phreng, 520 
Thousand Buddhas sangs-rgyas stong-rtsa 

gcig: the thousand supreme 
emanational bodies, 136, 409, 624, 
938, 944 

three ancestral religious kings mes-dbon 

rnam-gsum: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 47, 510-22, 523, 889 

three ancestral Zurs zur mes-dbon gsum: 

listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 617-49, 728 

three authors of fundamental texts gzhung

byed-pa-po gsum: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 440 

Three Buddhas of the Past 'das-pa'i sangs

rgyas gsum: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 423 

Three Gyamtsos rgya-mtsho rnam-gsum: 

listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 954 

three from Gyelmorong who just had to 
listen rong-po thos-chog rnam-gsum, 

698 
three men from Kham khams-pa mi-gsum: 

listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 952 

three supreme emanations mchog-gi sprul-sku 

gsum: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 755, 760, 780, 934 

three "useless men" go-ma-chod mi-gsum, 

640,642,643 
Thukdrup thugs-sgrub: a form of Guru 

Rinpoche, 586; see Guru Rinpoche 

Thuken (Lozang Choki Nyima) (1737-1802) 
thu'u bkvan (blo-bzang chos-kyi nyi

ma),735 

Thil Khambar, lama bla-ma thud kha-'bar, 

547 
Thupa Dorje, spiritual son thugs-sras thub

pa rdo-rje, 673 
Thupwang Tenpei Nyima, Gemang II dge

mang gnyis-pa thub-dbang bstan-pa'i 
nyi-ma: the second Dzokcen 
Gemang, 919 

llk:mavajra rdo-rje man-po, 452; see 
Mafijusrflfk!wa 
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Tilopa ti-lli-palti-Io-pa, 199, 462 
Tise Trogyang Sarwa ti-se gro-gyang gsar-ba, 

762 
Tokden ChOnyi Rangdrol rtogs-Idan chos

nyid rang-grol, 723 

Tokden Jampel Gyamtso (1365-1428) rtogs

ldan 'jam-dpal rgya-mtsho, 925 

Toktsewa tog-rtse-ba: a student of Garap 
Dorje, 922 

TolbupaITolpopa (Sherap Gyeltsen), the 
all-knowing (1292-1361) kun-mkhyen 

dol-bu-pa (shes-rab rgyal-mtshan), 

676,931 
Conang Kilnzi Tolpopa jo-nang kun-gzigs 

dol-bo-pa, 953 
Conang Sherap Gyeltsen jo(-nang) shes

rab rgyal-mtshan, 905 
Tolpa Sangye, the all-knowing kun

mkhyen dol-pa sangs-rgyas, 204 
Tolpa Sangye, the all-knowing: see 

preceding entry 
Tolpopa: see preceding entry 
Tom Atsara Pel Metok dom a-tsa-ra dpal 

me-tog, 706 
Toncar Cangyon ston-'char byang-yon, 565 

Tondrup Gyelpo don-grub rgyal-po, 788 
Tondrup Zangpo of the Nyo clan myos-rigs-

kyi don-grub bzang-po, 796 
Tongtsap Cangcup tong-tshab byang-chub, 

619 
Tongtsap Phakpa Rinpoche tong-tshab 

'phags-pa rin-po-che, 616; see (Pagor) 

Lancen Phakpa 

Tonpa Gongyel ston-pa mgon-rgyal, 699 
Tonpa Khace ston-pa kha-che, 757; see 

Sdkyasn 

Tonpa Lakyap ston-pa bla-skyabs, 653 

Tonpa Rahu ston-pa rd-hu, 662 
Tonpa Sonam Wangcuk ston-pa bsod-nams 

dbang-phyug, 780 
Tonpa Wangjor ston-pa dbang-'byor, 698, 

699 
Ton-sak of Central Tibet dbus-pa ston-sdk, 

651; see Tampa Sedrakpa 

Tontshill ston-tshul, 576 
Tonyo Dorje don-yod rdo-'tje, 627 
Towarepa of Tshurpu mtshur-phu'i do-ba-

ras-pa, 567 
Tragon Ce-nga Zhonu ChOpel brag-dgon 

spyan-snga gzhon-nu chos-dpal, 678 
Trakbum, the Nepali bal-yul-gyi grags-'bum, 

564 
Trakpa Ozer grags-pa 'od-zer, 595 
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Trakpapel grags-pa dpal, 595 

Tralungpa, lama bla-ma bkra-Iung-pa, 571 

Trama, the minister of the Zhang family 
zhang-drva-ma, 515 

Trampa Pondrongpa sram-pa bon-grong-pa, 

622, 629, 630 
Trang Phurbugo of Rong rong-gi skrang 

phur-bu mgo, 714 

Transcendent Lord (Buddha) bcom-Idan

'das, Skt. Bhagavan, 75-6, 175, 186, 
188, 190, 215, 303, 312, 363, 428, 
433,454,455, 747, 898, 944, 945; 
see Buddha 

Trao Chobum, the great learned and 
accomplished master mkhas-grub 

chen-po bra'o chos-'bum, 696, 700 
Trao Choki Bumpa bra'o chos-kyi 'bum

pa,699 

Trao Choki Bumpa: see preceding entry 
Trapa Ngonshe 0012-90) grva-pa mngon

shes, 753-4, 754, 755, 763,950,951 
Wangcuk Bar dbang-phyug 'bar, 753 

Tra Pelgi Nyingpo gra dpal-gyi snying-po, 

540, 605 
Trapu~a ga-gon, 421 

Trashi Dorje bkra-shis rdo-rje, 559; see 
Zhangton (Trashi Dorje) 

Trashi Gyamtso, master slob-dpon bkra-shis 

rgya-mtsho, 687 

Trashi Jungne bkra-shis 'byung-gnas, 792 

Trashi Gzer, lama (1836-1910) bla-ma bkra

shis 'od-zer, 777 

Trashi Rincen, master slob-dpon bkra-shis 

rin-chen, 576 

Trashi Topgyel (Wangpoide, the master of 
the Northern Treasure) (byang-bdag) 

bkra-shis stobs-rgyal (dbang-po'i sde), 

783, 808, 822; see Cangpa Trashi 

Topgyel 

Trashi Tsheten, the great accomplished 
master grub-chen bkra-shis tshe-brtan, 

813 
Trashi Tsho, the yoginI rnal-'byor-ma bkra

shis mtsho, 859 

Tratiwa of Kongpo kong-po pra-ti-ba, 811 
Trayap Dongtrtil Khecok Ngawang Tamco 

Gyamtso brag-yab gdong-sprul mkhas

mchog ngag-dbang dam-chos rgya

misho, 868 
treasure-finders, hundred gter-ston brgya

rtsa, 752 
Tre Gangpa, master slob-dpon bkras-sgang

pa, 565 

Trehor Choktrtil (Karma Tendzin Targye) 
tre-hor mchog-sprul (karma bstan-'dzin 

dar-rgyas),833 

Tremo, the nun dge-slong-ma bre-mo, 649 

Trenka Mukti bran-ka mu-kti, 533 

Treshongpa (Nyakton Chogyel Dorje, the 
great guru) (bla-chen) bres-gshongs-pa 

(gnyags-ston chos-rgyal rdo-rje) , 717, 
718 

Trhaktung Nakpo khrag-'thung nag-po, 607, 

610 
Trhalaringmo, acarya a-tsa-ra phra-la ring

mo,703 
Trhapa Sakya, the all-knowing kun-mkhyen 

khrab-pa sd-kya, 789 

Trhengso Orgyen Chozang phreng-so 

o-rgyan chos-bzang, 807 

Trhengwa, the local divinity gzhi-bdag 

phreng-ba, 645 

Trhicen Trhinle Namgyel khri-chen phrin

las rnam-rgyal: i.e. Minling Trhicen 
V, 733, 734 

Trhi Detsukten khri lde-gtsug-brtan, 521; see 
Relpacen, king 

Trhinle ChOdron, the venerable lady rje

btsun phrin-las chos-sgron, 734 

Trhinle Lhtindrup (Pelzangpo, the great 
awareness-holder of Tarding) (dar

lding rig-'dzin chen-po) phrin-las lhun

grub (dpal-bzang-po), 683, 724, 728, 
733; see Sangdak Trhinle Lhundrup 

(Pelzangpo) 

Trhinle Namgyel, the supreme emanation 
mchog-sprul phrin-Ias rnam-rgyal, 727 

Trhi Perna Wangyel khri padma dbang

rgyal: i.e. Minling Trhicen VI, 733 
Trhi Relpacen khri ral-pa-can, Pl. 60; 397, 

521, 521, 523, 939, 950; see 
Relpacen 

Trhi Sangye Ktinga khri sangs-rgyas kun

dga': i.e. Minling Trhicen VII, 733; 
see Gyurme Sangye Kiinga 

Trhi, seven heavenly kings called gnam-gyi 

khri bdun: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 507, n. 535 

Trhisong (Detsen), king khri-srong (lde

btsan), PIs. 15,60; 393, 394, 397, 
405, 512, 512-21, 522, 531, 534, 
535,538, 555,601,613-14,710, 
714,734,751,756, 760, 768, 789, 
790,805,807,821,823,833, 835, 
841, 843, 848, 849, 852, 864, 887, 
888, 926, 938, 949 

religious king chos, 968, 973 
Tshangpa Lhei Metok, the religious 

king chos-rgyal tshangs-pa lha'i me
tog, 755 

Trhitsun, the Nepalese princess bal-mo-bza' 
khri-btsun, PI. 37; 510 

Trhopu Lotsawa khro-phu lo-tsd-ba, 564; see 
Campapel 

Trhopupa khro-phu-pa: a teacher of 
Longcenpa, 576 

Trhumza Shelmen phrum-bza' shel-sman, 
537 

Trhuzhi Norbu Choten 'khrul-zhig nor-bu 
chos-brtan, 724 

Trhtizhi Sengegyap 'khrul-zhig seng-ge 

rgyab-pa, 564-6, 565, 567 
Sangye Gnpo of Sengegyap seng-ge 

rgyab-pa sangs-rgyas dbon-po, 567 
Trime Kunga dri-med kun-dga', 935; see 

Trime Lingpa 

Trime Lhtinpo, the treasure-finder gter-ston 
dri-med lhun-po, 786 

Trime Lingpa, the great treasure-finder 
gter-chen dri-med gling-pa, 836 

Trime Ktinga dri-med kun-dga', 935 

Trime Gzer dri-med 'od-zer, 375, 796, 818; 
see Longcen Rabjampa 

Trime Gzer, the son of the treasure-finder 
Dtijom Lingpa bdud- )"oms-gter-sras 
dri-med 'od-zer, 919 

Trime Zhingkyong Gonpo dri-med zhing
skyong mgon-po, 736 

Trincen Rincen Namgyel drin-chen nOn-chen 

rnam-rgyal, 833; see Gyelse Rincen 
Namgyel 

trio of Se, Cak and Shel bse-lcags-shel gsum: 

protectors of VajrakIla, 714 
Trojor, lama bla-ma drod-'byor, 547 

Trongma Peldzom grong-ma dpal-'dzom, 
796 

TrotOn Pelden-tra gro-ston dpal-ldan-grags, 
700 

Trtilku Chokden Gonpo sprul-sku mchog
ldan mgon-po, 798 

Trtilku Dawa sprul-sku zla-ba, 595 

Trulku Natsok Rangdrol sprul-sku sna-tshogs 
rang-grol, 799 

Trtilku Gbar Senge sprul-sku 'od- 'bar seng
ge,552 

Trtilku Orgyen Peljor sprul-sku o-rgyan dpal
'byor, 818 

Trtilku Peljor Gyamtso sprul-sku dpal- 'byor 
rgya-mtsho, 595 

Trakpapel - Tsangtiinpa 441 

Trulku Sangye Pelden sprul-sku sangs-rgyas 

dpal-ldan: the third emanation of 
Sangye Lingpa, 788 

Trulkuwa sprul-sku-ba, 574 

Trtilku Zhangton sprul-sku zhang-ston, 559; 
see Zhangtijn (Trashi Dorje) 

Trum Shinglakcen grum shing-glag-can, 706 

Trungcen Rincen Wangyel drung-chen rin
chen dbang-rgyal, 849 

Trungpa Koncok Rincenpa drung-pa dkon
mchog rin-chen-pa, 679 

Trung Thuje Yeshe drung thugs-rje ye-shes, 
698, 699 

Trupwang Jikme Trhinle Gzer grub-dbang 

)"igs-med phnon-las 'od-zer, 839; see 
Dodrup I 

Trupwang SakyasrI (1853-1919) grub-dbang 
sd-kya shri, 879, 958 

Trupwang Srlniitha of Mindroling smin

gling grub-dbang shri-nd-tha, 836 
Tsade Ce-nga(wa) Namka Dorje tsa-sde 

spyan-snga(-ba) nam-mkha' rdo-rje, 
698, 699 

Tsak Lama bla-ma rtsags, 622 

"summit ridge" rtse-lkog, 622, 623 
Tsak, lama bfa-ma rtsags, 657 

Tsak Sakring rtsag Sdk-rings, 642 

Tsangmo Rincengyen gtsang-mo rin-chen 
rgyan, 688 

Tsangnak Gbar rtsangs-nag 'od-'bar, 660 

Tsangom Hrtilpo gtsang-sgom hrul-po, 655 

Tsangpa governors/dominion sde-srid 

gtsang-pa: this refers in particular to 
the Tsangpa ruler Karma Tenkyong 
executed in 1642, but see also 
Zhingshakpa (Tshelen Dorje), 683, 
955, 956 

Tsangpa Citon rtsangs-pa byi-ston, 649 

Tsangpa Gyare 0161-1211) gtsang-pa rgya

ras: the first Drukcen, 953 
Choje Drukpa chos-ryOe 'brug-pa, 835 

Tsangpa Peldra of the Ga clan sga-rigs 

gtsang-pa dpal-sgra, 688 

Tsangpa, the preceptor mkhan-po gtsang-pa, 
568 

Tsang Rapsel gtsang rab-gsal, 524, 525 
Tsang Sakdor rtsangs sdk-dor, 540 

TsangtOnpa, the doctrine master (1126-
1216) chos-rje gtsang-ston-pa: i.e. 
Katokpa Gyeltsap I, Tsangtonpa 
Dorje Gyeltsen, 692, 691-3, 699 

Manigarbha, the bodhisattva byang-chub 
sems-dpa' nor-bu snying-po, 693 
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Tathagata Ozer Raptutrhowa de-bzhin 
gshegs-pa 'od-zer rab-tu 'phro-ba, 693 

Tsariwa, lama bla-ma tsa-ri-ba, 565 
(Tsele) Natsok Rangdrol (b. 1608) (rtse-le) 

sna-tshogs rang-grol, 595, 812, 838 
Tsele Perna Lekdrup rtse-le padma legs

grub,723 
Tsele Perna Lekdrup: see preceding entry 
Tsen, five linking kings called tshig-la btsan

lnga: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 508, n. 535 

Tsen Khawoche, the spiritual benefactor 
(b. 10 11) dge-bshes btsan kha-bo-che, 

545 
Tsengo Chenpo, the treasure protector gter

srung btsan-rgod chen-po, 785 
Tsengonpa, master slob-dpon btsan-dgon-pa, 

577 
Tsentangpa Nyang Dharmasiqlha btsan

thang-pa nyang dharma-si1flha, 550; 
see Nyang Dharmasi1flha of Tsentang 

Tsetrom Cangpel tshe-phrom byang-dpal, 

642 
Tsewe Rolpei Lodro brtse-bas rol-pa'i blo

gros: the ninth emanational teacher 
according to the Great Perfection, 

137 
Tshamton Koca mtshams-ston go-cha, 708 
Tshangpa Lhei Metok, the religious king 

chos-rgyal tshangs-pa lha'i me-tog, 

755; see Trhisong Detsen 
Tshangpa Tungto (Brahma Wearing a 

Crown of Conch Shells) tshangs-pa 
dung-thod: a form of Pehar, protector 
of the Yangdak maI).Qala, 620-1 

Tshangyang Gyamtso, the awareness-holder 
(1683-1706) rig-' dzin tshangs-dbyangs 

rgya-mtsho: i.e. Dalai Lama VI, 824 
Tshargu Kyide mtshar-dgu skyid-bde, 543 

Tshar Tengpa mtshar-stengs-pa, 569 
Tshelpa Situ Monlam Dorje tshal-pa si-tu 

smon-lam rdo-rje, 893 
Tshenamza Sangye Tsho tshe-nam-bza' 

sangs-rgyas mtsho, 536 
Tshenden Yidzin mtshan-ldan yid-'dzin, 679 

Tshenden Zurmo Obum mtshan-ldan zur-mo 

'od-'bum, 635 
Tshepong-za, queen btsun-mo tshe-spong 

bza', 601 
Margyen, queen btsan-po yum dmar

rgyan, 603 
Tshering Yangtso lshe-ring gYang-mtsho, 

841 

Tshewang Norgye, a master of the Khon 
family 'khon-rigs slob-dpon tshe-dbang 

nor-rgyas, 677 
Rikdzin Tshewang Norgye rig-'dzin tshe

dbang nor-rgyas, 926 
Tshewang Trakpa lshe-dbang grags-pa, 735 

Tshogyel mtsho-rgyal, 518, 586; see (Yeshe) 

Tshogyel 
Tshojung Gyepei Langtso Tsuklak Mawei 

Nyima (Joyous Youth of the Lake
born Lotus, the Sun amongst 
Proponents of Scripture) mtsho-byung 
dgyes-pa'i lang-tsho gtsug-lag smra-ba'i 

nyi-ma, 972; see Dudjom Rinpoche 
Tshokpa Cholungpa tshogs-pa chos-lung-pa, 

667 
Tshombuza Pematsho tshom-bu-bza' padma 

mtsho, 536 
Tshozang Mikpoche mtsho-bzang mig-po

che, 617 
Tshiil Gyelwa, lama bla-ma tshul rgyal-ba, 

687 
Tshiiltrim Dorje tshul-khrims rdo-rje, 735, 

956; see Lhodrak Sungtrill III 
Tshiiltrim Lodro tshul-khrims blo-gros, 576; 

see Longcen Rabjampa 

Tshiiltrim Pel tshul-khrims dpal, 805 
Tshiiltrim Peljor, the great preceptor of the 

Conangpa residence jo-gdan mkhan

chen tshul-khrims dpal-'byor, 798 

Tshiiltrim Zangpo tshul-khrims bzang-po, 

804 
Tshurpu Gyeltsap VI, (Norbu Zangpo) 

(1659-98) mtshur-phu rgyal-tshab (nor

bu bzang-po), 833 
Tshurton, father and son mtshur-ston yab

sras, 762 
Tshurton Yige tshur-ston dbyig-ge, 706 
Tsondru Wangcuk, lama bla-ma brtson-'gruS 

dbang-phyug, 552 
Tsongkapa, venerable/J e rje tsong-kha-pa 

(1357-1419),204,395,923,925, 

929,954 
Jamgon Lozang Trakpa 'jam-mgon blo-

bzang grags-pa, 954 
Jamgon Tsongkapa 'jam-mgon tsong-kha-

pa, 925, 930 
Je Guru rje gu-ru, 925 

Tsuklak Gyamtso gtsug-lag rgya-mtsho: i.e. 

Pawo III, 724 
Tsuklak Pelge gtsug-lag dpal-dge, 489, 607 
Tsukru Rincen Zhonu gtsug-ru rin-chen 

gzhon-nu, 533 

Tu Dorje Gyeltsen, (lama) (bla-ma) du rdo
rje rgyal-mtshan, 550, 552 

Tuwa, master slob-dpon du-ba, 551 
(Tumpa) Gya Zhangtrom (b. 1016) (dum

pa) rgya zhang-khrom, 713, 765 
Tungkyong, the naga klu dung-skyong, 623 
Tungtrengcen, the yogin rnal-'byor-pa dung

phreng-can, 815 
Turtropa dur-khrod-pa, 686 

TutOn Tepa Tsondrii du-ston dad-pa brtson
'grus, 552 

TutOn Vajresvara du-ston badzra-shva-ra, 552 
Tuwa, master slob-dpon du-ba, 551; see Tu 

Dmje Gyeltsen 

twelve goddesses of the earth brtan-ma bcu
gnyis, 513, 537, 715 

twelve Mataral) ma-rno bcu-gnyis, 481 
twelve masters who were renowned at 

VikramasIla rnam-gnon tshul-gyi 
bsngags-pa'i slob-dpon bcu-gnyis: listed 
in the Glossary of Enumerations, 442 

twelve teachers of the emanational body 
sprul-sku'i ston-pa bcu-gnyis, 22, 
134-8 

twenty-five Qakinls who attained bodies of 
light 'od-skur gshegs-pa'i mkha'-'gro 
nyer-lnga, 537 

twenty-five great accomplished masters of 
Chimpu mchims-phu'i grub-chen nyer
lnga, PI. 26; 534-7 

twenty-one genyen dge-bsnyen nyer-gcig: 

listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 513 

two "great meditators" sgom-chen mi gnyis, 
640,642 

two "Jamgons" 'jam-mgon rnam gnyis: i.e. 
Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo and 
Jamgon Kongtriil, 864, 868 

two marvellous masters rmad-byung-gi slob

dpon gnyis: i.e. Santideva and 
Candragomin, 441 

two naga demons of Wokdong, brother and 
sister 'og-gdong klu-bdud ming-sring 
gnyis, 632 

two promulgators shing-rta gnyis: i.e. 
Nagarjuna and Asailga, 180, 300-1, 
849; see also two supreme ones 

two "simple ones" dkyus-pa gnyis, 640 
two supreme ones mchog-gnyis: i.e. 

Nagarjuna and Asati.ga, 441; see also 
two promulgators 

two "venerable ones" sta-gu-ra mi gnyis, 
640,642 
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Udraka lhag-spyod, 419, 422 
Udrenpa, lama bla-ma dbu-'dren-pa, 547 
Uighur hor, 524 

Ukpalungpa, lama/lharje bla-mallha-rje 'ug
pa lung-pa, 621, 632, 635; see 
(Zurpoche) Sakya Jungne 

Ulkamukha, the yak~a gnod-sbyin skar-mda' 
gdong, 453, 454 

Umdze Tondrup Pel bar dbu-mdzad don-grub 
dpal-'bar, 799 

Upa Choseng dbus-pa chos-seng, 649 
Upagupta nyer-sbas, 93, 435, 436-7, 437 
Upajlvaka nye-bar 'tsho, 422 
Upali nye-bar-'khor, 428 

Uparaja nye-bar rgyal-polupa-ra-dza, 460, 
462, 485 

Sakrabhiiti sa-kra-bu-ti, 462 

Uparaja, king u-pa-ra-dza, 490, 492 
Upa Sator dbus-pa sa-'thor, 642 
Upa Tosel dbus-pa do-gsal, 605 

Upayasrlmitra u-pa-ya shri mi-tra, 708 

Upper Mongols stod-hor: the Ilkhan 
dynasty, 664 

Ilkhans stod-hor, 664 

Urton Lama Tsharton dbur-ston bla-ma 
mtshar-ston, 657 

Uru ZhOlma Gecok dbu-ru gzhol-ma dge
mchog, 556 

Use, the venerable rje dbu-se, 689; see 
Karmapa I 

Utsewa Jamyang Rincen Gyeltsen dbu-rtse
ba 'jam-dbyangs rin-chen rgyal
mtshan, 717 

Uttara bla-ma, 440 

Uwo(pa) Yeshebum (b. 1254) dbu-'od(-pa) 

ye-shes 'bum: i.e. Katokpa Gyeltsap 
IV, 695 

Uyukpa Daton u-yug-pa mda'-ston, 708 
Vadlsiqlha smra(-ba'i) seng(-ge), 869; 

see Mafijufrf in the form of 
Vadfsi1flha 

Vagbhata, 99 

VagIsvaraklrti ngag-gi dbang-phyug grags-pa, 
467 

Vairocana (Buddha) (sangs-rgyas) rnam-par 

snang-mdzad, PI. 4; 19,20, 117, 125, 
215,274,355,409,449,477,639, 
756, 766, 859 

Sarvavid-Vairocana kun-rig(s) rnam
snang, 624 

Tathagata Vairocana, king of form de
bzhin gshegs-pa gzugs-kyi rgyal-po, 
128, 221 
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Vairocana the Great Glacial Lake (of 
Pristine Cognition) rnam-par snang

mdzad (ye-shes) gangs-chen mtsha, 

Skt. Vairocana *Jfianamahahima-
sagara, 118, 123, 130, 409, 961 

Vairocana-Samantamukha rnam-par kun

tu zhal, 623 
Vairocana, (the translator) bai-ra-tsa-na, 

Pl. 28; 394, 397, 515, 522, 527, 533, 
535,539,538-40,554,601,684, 
688, 706, 747, 728, 734, 753, 756, 
760,789,791,825,829,859,889, 

920,944 
VaisravaJ)a bai-sra-ma-1Jalrnam-thas-sras, 

516, 713 
Vajradhara rda-rje 'dzin, 75, 313,403,453, 

462 
Vajradhara, (the Sixth Conquerorlteacher) 

(drug-pa) rda-rje 'chang, 113, 121, 
120-2, 136, 257, 274, 282, 404, 414, 
447,448,503,521,892,913,961 

Vajradharma rda-rje chas: a peaceful form of 
VajrapaJ)i, 68, 90, 450, 451, 482; see 

Vajrapa1Ji 
Vajradhatu QakinI (the QakinI of the 

Indestructible Expanse) rda-rje 

dbyings-kyi mkha'-'gra-ma, 493 

Vajraditya rda-rje nyi-ma, 274 
Vajragarbha rda-rje snying-pa: author of the 

Cammentary which Epitomises the 

Hevajra Tantra, 451 

Vajragarbha rda-rje snying-pa: the 
bodhisattva, 75, 451, 912 

Vajragarbha Buddha rda-rje snying-pa, 798; 

see Pema Lingpa 
Vajrahasya rda-rje bzhad-palba-dzra hasya, 

466-7, 468, 488, 533 
Vajra Heruka badzra he-ru-ka, 476; see 

Yangdak H eruka 
VajrakIla rda-rje phur-pa, 283, 362,468, 

472,481,482,535,548,601,603, 
604,606,616,620,685,709,710-
16, 716, 762, 780, 828, 839, 854, 
920, 922, 936; see also Bibliography 

Vajrakumara rda-rje gzhan-nu, 481, 713, 

829 

Vajranatha rda-rje mgan-pa, 676 
VajrapaJ)i phyag-na rda-rjelphyag-rdarlrda-rje 

'dzin-pa, 125, 135,282,306,431, 
441,449,452,453,454,459-60, 
490,510,521,549,563,564,646, 
647,648,693,698,728,734,758, 
762, 810, 923, 925; see also Lards af 

the Three (Enlightened) Families 

GuhyapatilLord of Secrets gsang(-ba'i) 

bdag(-pa), 282, 377, 405, 430, 441, 
451,454,458,459,460,485,490, 
609,645,648,734,728,923,925, 

948 
Vajradharma rda-rje chas: a peaceful 

form ofVajrapaJ)i, 68, 90, 450, 451, 

482 
VajrapaJ)i badzra pa-1Ji: disciple of Nyang 

Dharmasirpha, 552 
VajrapaJ)i, the Indian (b. 1017) rgya-gar 

phyag-na, 692 
VajrapaJ)i, the yak~a gnad-sbyin lag-na rda-

rje, 453 
Vajraphala badzra pha-la, 563 
Vajra Queen rda-rje btsun-ma, Skt. 

Vajrayo~it, 125, 404, 449, 772 
Vajrasattva rda-rje sems-dpa': the buddha

body of perfect rapture, Pl. 3; 122, 
256, 258, 261, 274, 403, 453, 459, 
460,490,493,498,567,632,639, 
640, 648, 663, 670, 762, 763, 791, 

829,916,917 
VajravarahI rda-rje phag-ma, 469, 536, 548, 

569, 570, 581-3, 584, 772, 784, 786 
red VarahI phag-dmar, 567 

VarahI phag-ma, 451, 567, 663 
white VarahI phag-dkar, 577 

VajrayoginI rda-rje rnal-'byar-ma, 829 

Valmlki grags-mkhar, 66 
Vanaratna, the great scholarlpaJ)Qita (1384-

1468) pa1J-chen nags-kyi rin-chenlpa1J

chen ba-na ratna, 455, 674 
VarahI phag-ma, 451,567,663; see 

Vajravarahf 
VarahI, red phag-dmar, 567; see Vajravarah'i 

VarahI, white phag-dkar, 577; see 
Vajravarah'i 

Vajrakumara: see preceding entry 
Vajramna rda-rje bdud-rtsi: the embodiment 

of enlightened attributes, 480, 480-1, 

Vasubandhu dbyig-gnyen, 71, 91,157,301, 

440, 703, 944 
Vasudhara, (king of Nepal) (bal-pa'i rgyal

pa) ba-su-dha-ra, 489, 537, 607, 608, 
601 

Nectar the Enlightened Attributes bdud
rtsi yan-tan, 283, 362; see also 
Bibliography 

610 
Vasudhara nar-rgyun-ma, 494 
Vasukalpa, king rgyal-pa ba-su kalpa, 442 

Vasumitra ba-su mi-traldbyigs-bshes, 90, 430 
Vatslputra, the elder gnas-brtan ma'i bu, 430 

Vemacitra thag-bzang-ris, 130, 132 
Vidya, the transcendent lady bcam-ldan-

'das-ma rig-byed-ma, 824; see 
Kurukulla 

Vidyavajra rig-pa'i rda-rje, 459 

Vidyutprabha glag-gi 'ad, 121 

Vigatasoka mya-ngan-bral, 429 

Vimalaklrti the Licchavi li-tsa-bi dri-ma 

med-par grags-pa, 454, 460, 485 
Vimala(mitra) bi-ma-la (mi-tra)ldri-med 

bshes-gnyen, 38, 39, 63, 77, 92, 278, 
342, 394,480-1,483,497-501, 500, 
515, 533, 534, 554, 555-6, 558, 559, 
561,567,572,573, 581, 582, 583, 
585,588-9,594,601,603,604,607, 
649, 707, 714, 733, 734, 735, 736, 
747,751,760,818,829, 835, 843, 
847,849,854,855,858,887,889, 
890, 921, 922, 944 

Vimalatejas dri-med gzi-bry'id, 743, 747, 928 
Vimukticandra rnam-gral zla-ba, 75 

Vlrasena, king dpa'-ba'i sde, 429 

Vinlpa bi-ru-pa, 395,471,473,853,927 
Visakha, the laywoman dge-bsnyen-ma sa-ga, 

423 
Vi~J)u khyab-'jug, 16,65-6 
Visvamitra bi-shva mi-tra, 533, 915, 916 
Visvarilpa sna-tshags gzugs-can, 463, 464; 

see Lflavajra 

VisvarilpI, a great ogress srin-ma chen-ma 

vishva-ru-pf, 455 

Vitapada, 313 
VyakaraJ)avajra lung-bstan rda-rje, 485; see 

Ja 
Wangcuk Bar dbang-phyug 'bar, 753; see 

Trapa Ngonshe 

Wangcuk Dorje dbang-phyug rda-rje: a form 
of Guru Rinpoche, 755; see Guru 

Rinpache 
Wangcuk Pelwa dbang-phyug dpal-ba: one of 

the Katokpa Gyeltsaps, refer to the 
Glossary of Enumerations under 
thirteen generatians af the gurus af 

Katok,695 
Wangdrakpa Gyeltsen dbang-grags-pa rgyal-

mtshan, 674 
Wangtsiil, master slab-dpan dbang-tshul, 578 
Wang-ye, master slab-dpan dbang-ye, 576 
Wangyelwa dbang rgyal-ba, 686 
We Jampel dbas 'jam-dpal, 533 
We Lodr6 dbas bia-gras, 556 
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Wen-ch'eng K'ong-jo, the Chinese princess 
rgya-ma-bza' 'un-shing kang-ja, 

Pl. 39; 510 
White Tara sgral-dkar, 857, 874; see Tara 

wrathful deities, male and female khra-ba 

khro-ma, 125-6, 623; see also peaceful 

and wrathful deities 
Yab Ng6ndzok Gyelpo yab mngan-rdzags 

rgyal-pa: the eleventh emanational 
teacher according to the Great 
Perfection, 137 

Yakde Dtildzin Khyenrap Gyamtso gYag

sde 'dul-'dzin mkhyen-rab rgya-mtsha, 

965 
Yakde PaJ)cen (1299-1378) gYag-sde pa1J

chen, 579, 667, 787, 929 
Yak Dorje Dzinpa gYag rdo-rje 'dzin-pa, 

709 
Yakt6n Dawa Ozer of Pung-ring spung-ring 

gYag-stan zla-ba 'ad-zer, 550, 552 
Yama gshin-rjelgshin-pa-gshed, 130, 661 
Yamantaka gshin-ry'e gshed, Pl. 17; 477-8, 

478,483, 609, 610, 611, 611, 614, 
662, 666, 713-14, 762, 828 

MafijusrI the Body 'jam-dpal sku, 283, 

361 
MafijusrI, Lord of Life 'jam-dpaltshe

bdag, 610 
MafijusrI-Yamantaka (Lord of Life) 

'jam-dpal ya-manta-ka (tshe-bdag)l 

'jam-dpal gshin-rje, 478, 876 
Yamari, (black and red) gshin-rje (dmar

nag), 614, 615; see also Bibliography 
Yamc6 N g6dru p, master slab-dpan yam-chas 

dngas-grub, 701 

Yamdrok, the myriarch of yar-'brag khri

dpan, 821 
Yamdrokza Choki Dronma yar-'brag-bza' 

chas-kyi sgran-ma, 537 

Yamshii yam-shud, 701 

Yamshti Gyelwa-o yam-shud rgyal-ba 'ad, 

753 
Yangdak Heruka yang-dag he-ru-ka, Skt. 

Srlheruka, PI. 19; 472, 473, 475-7, 
481,516,534,535,617,619,620, 
623,624,625,626-8,627,630,633, 
710, 828, 829, 922 

Glorious Heruka/Srlheruka dpal he-ru

ka, 475-7, 691 
Great Glorious (Yangdak Heruka) dpal

chen-pa (yang-dag he-ru-ka), 617, 
621,623,625-8,630,631-2,634-5, 
639, 643, 644 
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Heruka he-rn-ka, 274, 404, 442, 534, 

545, 626, 628, 893, 931 
Nine-Lamp Yangdak yang-dag mar-me-

dgu,685 
Vajra Heruka badzra he-rn-ka, 476 
Yangdak Heruka, nine-deity mal).Qala of 

yang-dag lha-dgu, 621, 669 
Yangdak the Mind yang-dag thugs, 283, 

361,475,923 
Yang-gonpa (Gyeitsenpel) (1213-58) yang

dgon-pa (rgyal-mtshan-dpal), 571, 922 
Yangkeng (Lama) of Kyonglung skyong

lung-gi yang-kheng (bla-ma), 642, 647 
Yangkye Lama (of Shap) (shab-kyi) yang

khyed bla-ma, 708, 709 
Yangtro Tshilitrim Gyeitsen yang-khrod 

tshul-khrim rgyal-mtshan, 699 

Yangwangter yang-dbang gter, 613; see 
Nup(cen) Sangye Yeshe 

Vasal). grags(-pa), 93, 429, 436, 440 
YasasvT Varapala, the deva/god grags-Idan 

mchog-skyong, 452, 454 
YasasvT Varapala, the yak~a grags-Idan 

mchog-skyong, 453 
Yasodhara grags-' dzin-ma, 417, 418, 946 
Yatri Tarma Sherap ya-phri dar-ma shes-rab, 

540 
(Ya)zi Ponton (ya-)zi bon-stan, 706 

Yedrak ye-grags, 706 
Yegon, master slob-dpon ye-dgon, 571 
Yegyeiwa (the bodhisattva) (byangs-sems) ye-

rgyal-ba, 574, 674 
Yerwapa, the preceptor mkhan-po yer-ba-pa, 

569 
Yeshe-chok, the translator lo-tsii-ba ye-shes 

mchog, 692 
Yeshe Dorje ye-shes rdo-rje, 788 
Yeshe Gyamtso ye-shes rgya-mtsho, 615 
Yeshe Gyeltsen, king ye-shes rgyal-mtshan, 

524 
Yeshe Gyeitsen ye-shes rgyal-mtshan, 698; 

see (Khedrnp) Yeshe Gyeltsen (of 

Pubor) 
Yeshe Jungne ye-shes 'byung-gnas , 616; see 

(Nyang) Yeshe Jungne (of ChO"lung) 

Yeshe Kongpel, the preceptor of Gyilme 
rgyud-smad mkhan-po ye-shes gong-

773,790,791,810,829,835,854, 

864 
Khandro Yeshe Tshogyel mkha'-'gro ye-

shes mtsho-rgyal, 554 
Kharcen(-za) Yeshe Tshogyel mkhar

chen(-bza') ye-shes mtsho-rgyal, 535, 

536, 710-11, 714 
Yeshe Wangcuk ye-shes dbang-phyug, 613, 

616; see (So) Yeshe Wangcuk 
Yeshe Wangpo ye-shes dbang-po, SIS; see 

Ba Selnang 
Yeshe Wang po sung ye-shes dbang-po srnng, 

575; Gyelwa Choyang 
Yesheyang, master slob-dpon ye-shes 

dbyangs, 535 
Yezang Tsepa ye-bzang rtse-pa, 674-5; see 

Golo(tsiiwa) ZhO"nupel 
Yo Gejung gYo dge-'byung, 524, 525 
Yondopa Trashi Lhilndrup yon-do-pa bkra

shis lhun-grnb, 723 
Y ongdzin N gawang Trakpa yongs-' dzin 

ngag-dbang grags-pa, 722 
Yontengon, lama bla-ma yon-tan mgon, 

665 
Yonten Gyamtso, the conqueror (1589-

1617) rgyal-ba yon-tan rgya-mtsho: 

i.e. Dalai Lama IV, 821 
Yonten Gyamtso yon-tan rgya-mtsho, 613, 

616; see Nup Khulungpa (Yo'nten 

Gyamtso) 
Yon ten Wangcuk of Catarlamo bya-tar la

mo-pa yon-tan dbang-phyug, 702 

Yontenzung, (1126-95) yon-tan gzungs, 651, 

654,659 
(Lama) Lhakangpa (bla-ma) lha-khang-

pa, 655, 659 
Yudra Nyingpo gYu-sgra snying-po, 524, 

526, 540, 555, 601, 684, 706, 728, 

733, 833 
Gyeimo Yudra Nyingpo rgyal-mo(-rong-

gi) gYu-grags snying-po, 535 
Yudronma gYu-sgron-ma, 586, 587, 588; see 

(Dorje) Yudronma 
Yudruk Dorje gYu-'brng rdo-rje, 722; see 

(Rikdzin) Yudrnk Dorje 
Yugom Cobar gYu-sgom jo-'bar, 622 
Yillgom Nakmo yul-sgom nag-mo, 622 

Yumo yu-mo, 546 . 
'phel,868 

Yeshe Rolpatsel ye-shes rol-pa rtsal, 841; see 
Murnp Tsepo (Yeshe Rolpalsel) 

(Yeshe) Tshogyei (ye-shes) mtsho-rgyal, 
Pis. 16, 27; 394, 518, 586, 587, 711, 
710_12,734,746-7,755,757,771, 

Yungdrung Lingpa gYung-drnng glmg-pa, 

791; see Dorje Lingpa 
Yung-lo, the emperor (reigned 1403-24) ye

dbang: the third Ming emperor (ta-

ming),438 

Yungton(pa) Dorjepel (1284-1365) gYung
ston(pa) rdo-rje dpal, 40, 348, 574, 
664,665,666-7,667,671,677,680, 
684, 730, 953 

Dorjebum rdo-lje 'bum, 667 
Yutok Yonten Gonpo (1127-1203) gYu-thog 

yon-tan mgon-po, 753 
Yutokpa gYu-thog-pa, 99 

YutOn Horpo gYu-ston hor-po, 649 
Zadam Rincen-yik za-dam rin-chen dbyig, 

541 
Zalungpa, (the accomplished master) (grnb

thob) za-lung-pa, 566, 567, 576 
Zam, master slob-dpon zam, 550 
Zangom Sherap Gyelpo bzang-sgom shes-rab 

rgyal-po, 620, 622, 631 
Zangpo Trakpa of Manglam mang-lam 

bzang-po grags-pa, 780 

Zang-ri Drore zangs-ri 'bro-ras, 657 
Zang-ri Gyare zangs-ri rgya-ras, 657 

Zangton Hordra bzang-ston hor-grags, 657 
Zere Zetsen, the local divinity gzhi-bdag ze-

re ze-btsan, 621 
Zermo Gelong zer-mo dge-slong, 540 
Zhakla Khedrup Yeshe Bumpa bzhag-bla 

mkhas-grnb ye-shes 'bum-pa, 699 

Zhalu Locen of Tratang gra-thang-pa'i zhva

lu lo-chen, 807 
Zhalu Sonam Chokdrup (1602-81) zhva-lu 

bsod-nams mchog-grnb, 822 
Zhamarpa II, Khaco Wangpo (1350-1405) 

zhva-dmar-pa mkha'-spyod dbang-po, 

787 
Zhamarpa IV, ChOki Trakpa (1453-1524) 

zhva-dmar bzhi-pa chos-kyi grags-pa, 

675-6 
Ce-nga ChOki Trakpa spyan-snga chos

kyi grags-pa, 553 
Ce-nga Rinpoche spyan-snga rin-po-che, 

675-6 
Choki Trakpa Yeshe Pelzangpo chos

kyi grags-pa ye-shes dpal-bzang-po, 

675 
Zhamarpa V, Koncok Yenlak (1525-83) 

zhva-dmar-pa dkon-mchog yan-lag, 
798 

Zhamar VI, Choki Wangcuk (1584-1635) 
zhva-dmar chos-kyi dbang-phyuglkar
ma-pa zhva-dmar, 723, 811 

Zhang Dronyon zhang 'gro-smyon, 547 
Zhang family Zhang-rigs, 515 
Zhang Gocung(wa) zhang 'gos-chung(-ba), 

622,631 

Yang-gO"npa - Zhapdrung I 447 

Zhang Gyelwei Yonten zhang rgyal-ba'i yon
tan, 533, 608 

ZhanglOn zhang-blon: i.e. the yak~a 
Zhanglon Dorje Dildiil, 753 

Zhangmo Yontengyen zhang-mo yon-tan 

rgyan, 622 
Zhangom DharmakTrti zhang-sgom dharma 

ki-rti, 836 
Zhang Tarmatra zhang dar-ma grags, 952; 

see Zhang (Tshelpa Rinpoche) 

Zhangton zhang-ston, 649 
ZhangtOn Namka Dorje zhang-ston nam

mkha' rdo-rje, 720-1 

Namdingpa, lama bla-ma gnam-sdings
pa,721 

Zhangton Ngase zhang-stan sngags-se, 642 
ZhangtOn (Trashi Dorje) (1097-1167) 

zhang-stan (bkra-shis rda-rje), 559, 
559-61 

Trashi Dorje bra-shis rda-lje, 559 

Trillku Zhangton sprnl-sku zhang-stan, 
559 

Zhang (Tshelpa Rinpoche), lama (1122/3-
93) bla-ma zhang (tshal-pa rin-po

che), 201-2, 576, 649, 655, 683, 761 
Zhang Tarmatra zhang dar-ma grags, 952 
Zhang, the "Unborn" 'gro-mgan skye

med zhang, 683 
Zhang Yudrakpa zhang gYu-brag-pa, 

562, 921 
Zhang, the "Unborn": see preceding entry 
Zhang Yeshe De zhang ye-shes sde, SIS, 

522, 889, 893 
Jfianasena, the translator lO-lsii-ba dznya

na se-na, 522 
(Nanam) Zhang Yeshe De (sna

nam-)zhang ye-shes sde, 535 
Zhang Yudrakpa zhang gYu-brag-pa, 562, 

921; see Zhang (Tshelpa Rinpoche) 

Zhangzhang Yonten-tra zhang-zhang yan-tan 

grags, 706 
Zhapdrung Chongye zhabs-drnng 'ph yang

rgyas, 595 
Zhapdrung Norbu Gyenpa zhabs-drnng nar

bu rgyan-pa, 809; see Gampopa 
(Zhapdrnng) Norbu Gyenpa 

Zhapdrung I, Thucen Ngawang Namgyel 
of Bhutan (1594-1651) lha-'brng 
zhabs-drnng mthu-chen ngag-dbang 
rnam-rgyal, 788 

Lhodruk Zhapdrung Ngawang Namgyel 
lha-'brng zhabs-drnng ngag-dbang 
rnam-rgyal, 956 
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Zhapdrung of Tsedong along with his 
successor rtse-gdong zhabs-dnmg khu

dbon, 833 

Zhapdrung Yizhin Lekdrup zhabs-drung 

yid-bzhin legs-grub, 833 

Zhecen Gyeltsap, Gyurrne Perna Narngyel 
(1871-1926) zhe-chen rgyal-tshab 'gyur
med padma rnam-rgyal, 41, 375, 879, 
919 

Zhecen Rapjam I, Tenpei Gyeltsen zhe-ehen 

rab- 'byams bstan-pa'i rgyal-mtshan, 

737 
Zhecen Rapjam IV, (Karwang Choki 

Gyeltsen) zhe-ehen rab- 'byams, 879 

Zheldam, lama bla-ma zhal-gdams, 548 
Zhenpen Choki Nangwa, the great 

preceptor of Dzokcen 0871-1927) 
rdzogs-ehen mkhan-ehen gzhan-phan 

ehos-kyi snang-ba: i.e. Khenpo Zhe
nga, 919 

Zhikpo of Central Tibet dbus-pa zhig-po, 

651,652-3 
Zhikpo (Dtitsi) (d. 1199) zhig-po (bdud-rlsi), 

653-6, 657-8, 659, 759 
Zhikpo Lingpa, the treasure-finder 0524-

83) gter-ston zhig-po gling-pa; 722 

Zhikpo Lingpa zhig-po gling-pa, 794; see 
Ralna Lingpa 

Zhikpo Nyima Senge zhig-po nyi-ma seng-ge: 

a student of Padampa Sangye, 757 
Zhikpo Nyiseng zhig-po nyi-seng, 929 

Zhikpo Nyiseng: see preceding entry 
Zhingshakpa (Tsheten Dorje), the governor 

of Tsang sde-sn·d gtsang-pa zhing

shag-pa ({she-brtan rdo-rye): rose to 
power in 1565, 783, n. 1046 

Zhiwa Zangpo zhi-ba bzang-po, 731 

Zhondor gzhon-rdor, 577 

ZhOndor of Shuksep-ri shug-gseb-ri gzhon-

rdor, 578 
Zhongyel, master slob-dpon gzhon-rgyal, 577 

ZhOnubum gzhon-nu 'bum, 565 

Zhonu Gyelpo gzhon-nu rgya/-po, 569; see 
Kumanidza 

Zhonu Rolpa Nampar Tsewa gzhon-nu rol

pa rnam-par brtse-ba: the fourth 
emanational teacher according to the 
Great Perfection, 136 

Zh()nupel, the preceptor mkhan-po gzhon-nu 

dpa/,784 
Zhonu Sangye gzhon-nu sangs-rgyas, 588, 595 
Zh()nu Sherap, the great preceptor nzkhan

chen gzhon-nu shes-rab, 552 

Zhonu Tondrup gzhon-nu don-grub, 577 

Zhonu Trakpa, master slob-dpon gzhon-nu 
grags-pa, 552 

Zhuton Sonam Sakya zhu-slOn bsod-nams sa

kya, 619 

Zicen of Lake Manasarovar, the naga klu'i 

ma-dros gzhi-ean, 514 
Zijibar gzi-brjid 'bar, 709 

Zik Yeshe (Wang)po gzig ye-shes (dbang-)po, 

550, 552 
Zilnon Namkei Dorje, the great treasure

finder gter-ehen zil-gnon nam-mkha'i 

rdo-rje, 919 

Zilungpa (Sakya Chokden), the great 
pal.1<;lita patJ-ehen zi-lung-pa (sa-kya 

mehog-ldan), 931; see Sakya Chokden 

Ziton Sogyel of LaW la-stod zi-slOn bsod

rgyal,642 

Ziza Tecok zi-bza' des-ehog, 551 
"Zombie" Sukhasiddhi ro-langs bde-ba'i 

dngos-grub, 466; see Garap Dory·e 

Z ur A tsara zur atsa-ra, 617 

(Zur) Campa Senge (zur) byams-pa seng-ge, 

663-5, 664, 666, 667, 669 
(Zurcen) Choying Rangdrol 0604-57/69) 

(zur-ehen) ehos-dbyings rang-grol, 

678, 680, 679-83, 684, 720, 724, 
821,822 

Zurcen Zhonu Tondrup zur-ehen gzhon-nu 

don-grub, 679 

Zurcung(pa Sherap-traiTrakpa) 0014-74) 
zur-ehung(-pa shes-rab grags-pa), 346, 

358,617,622,624-31,634,636, 
635-45,646-7,674,950,951 

Deshek Gyawo(pa) bde-gshegs rgya

bo(-pa), 635, 641 
Deshek Zurcungpa bde-gshegs zur-ehung

pa,643 

Z ur (Dropukpa) Sakya Senge (l 074-113 5) 
zur (sgro-phug-pa) sa-kya seng-ge, 

540, 624, 645-9, 646, 688 
Dropukpa, (lord of secrets) (gsang-bdag) 

sgro-phug-pa, 346, 646-9, 650, 651, 
660, 677, 685, 701, 728, 952 

Lharje (Horpo) Dropukpa lha-rje (hor-

po) sgro-phug-pa, 648, 649 
Lharje Nyariwa lha-rje nya-ri-ba, 701 

Sakya Senge sa-kya seng-ge, 646 
Zur family zur-rigs, 47, 139, 266, 397, 599, 

617-49,660-5,669-72,676-7,679-
83,691,696,701,727,728,730, 
827,919 

Zur Gomcung zur sgom-ehung, 617 

Zhapdrung of Tsedong - Zurzang Sherap Jungne 449 

Zurgom Dorje Jungne zur-sgom rdo-rje 
'byung-gnas, 617 

Zurgom Dorjung zur-sgom rdor-'byung, 
622 

Zurgom Dorjung: see preceding entry 
Zur Gyelwa Sumdra zur rgyal-ba gsum

sgrags, 617 

(Zur Ham) Sakya Jungne (zur-ham) sa-kya 

'byung-gnas, 669, 670, 671-2, 717, 
720 

Zur Sakya Jungne of Yangen yan-dben

pa'i zur sa-kya 'byung-gnas, 668, 700 
Zur Khacenlakcen zur kha-can lag-can, 617 

Zurlungpa Druptop Shenyen zur-lung-pa 

grub-thob bshes-gnyen, 665 

Zurmo (Gendtinbum) zur-mo (dge-'dun 
'bum), 700, 720 

Zurnak Khorlo zur-nag 'khor-lo, 648 

(Zur) Nyima Senge (zur) nyi-ma seng-ge, 
663-4 

Zur Pakshi zur pak-shi, 671; see Zur 
Zangpopel 

Zur(pa) Sakya-o zur(-pa) sa-kya 'od, 662 

Pakshi Sakya-o pak-shi sa-kya 'od, 660-3 

Sakya-o/Opo, the teacher ston-pa sa-kya 
'od(-po), 660, 662-3 

Zurpa Shenyen Takdracen zur-pa bshes
gnyen stag-sgra-ean, 617 

(Zurpoche) Sakya Jungne, (lamallharje) 
(lOth-lith centuries) (bla-mallha-rje) 
(zur-po-ehe) sa-kya 'byung-gnas, 616, 
618, 617-38, 643, 671, 914 

Deshek Zurpoche bde-gshegs zur-po-ehe, 
918 

Ukpalungpa, lamallharje bla-mallha-rje 
'ug-pa lung-pa, 621, 632, 635 

Zur Sakya Jungne of Yangen yang-dben-pa'i 

zur sa-kya 'byung-gnas, 668, 700; see 
(Zur Ham) Sakya Jungne 

Zur Sakya Senge zur sa-kya seng-ge: see Zur 

(Dropukpa) 5akya Senge 

(Zur) Thakpa Gomcen (zur) thag-pa sgom
chen, 617, 635 

Zurton Lama zur-slOn bla-ma, 617 

ZurWn Sakya Shenyen zur-ston sa-kya bshes
gnyen, 700 

Zur Wangcen Opoche zur dbang-ehen 'od
po-ehe, 660 

Zur Zangpopel zur bzang-po dpal, 669-71 

Zur Pakshi zur pak-shi, 671 

Zurzang Sherap J ungne zur-bzang shes-rab 
'byung-gnas, 617 
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Introduction 

The locations listed in this index include both the Indian and Tibetan 
geographical sites enumerated in Section One and those buddhafields 
and non-human realms to which the original texts refer. Since, how
ever, the majority of entries relate to Tibet, the following introduction 
is intended as a brief explanation of the formation of Tibetan place 
names, and of our treatment of them here. 

The mountainous terrain of Tibet provides the Tibetan language 
with a number of technical geographical terms usually appended to 
place names as an affix. For example, -cu (chu) indicates a river, -do 
(mdo) a confluence of rivers, -tso (mtsho) a lake and -ka (kha) the 
region around the source of a river. Similarly, -ri (ri) means mountain 
or hill, -trak/Trak (brag) a rock, -puk (phug) a cave and gang/Gang 
(sgang) a plateau or occasionally a watershed. Valleys are indicated in 
different ways: lung (lung) meaning a small valley, -rong/Rong (rong) 
referring to the long deep gorges formed by the rivers in Eastern 
Tibet and -trhang (phrang) meaning a narrow precipitous gorge. The 
affix -pu (Phu) indicates the upper part of a valley, while -tij (stod) and 
-me (smad) respectively refer to the upper and lower parts of a valley 
or region. Flat open plains are known as -thang (thang), or -shiJ (shod) 
when they lie below a high ridge. The terms -yill (yul) and -jong 
(ljongs) indicate districts or regions, while dzong (rdzong) indicates a 
fortress or an administrative district governed by a fortress. 

In Tibetan, place names are usually listed in the order of region, 
place and so forth. Nesting has therefore been utilised in this index to 
group many, though not all, of the Tibetan place names under local 
or regional headings. For example, the "Blue St11pa at Samye" will be 
found under "Samye", as will its "central shrine", the small hill 
behind Samye called "(Samye) Hepori" and the "Sangcen Metok" 
cave located at Chimpu. Alternative names can also appear as sub
entries, for example "Wokmin Tshurpu" under "Tshurpu". As a 
general convention, mountains have been grouped together under 
their prefix "Mount". 
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Throughout this index we have attempted to identify as accurately 
as possible the actual location of the places mentioned, both geo
graphically and by giving their modern name. Prior to 1978 Tibet was 
little known to foreign travellers, but in recent years the country has 
opened slightly and fieldwork has contributed greatly to our task. 

Reference has also been made to secondary works available on 
Tibet. In particular to George Roerich's translation of the Blue Annals 
(Blue Annals); Turrell Wylie's The Geography of Tibet according to the 
'Dzam-gling rgyas-bshad (GT); Alphonsa Ferrari's translation of mK'yen 
brtse's Guide to the Holy Places of Central Tibet (KGHP) and Keith 
Dowman's recent reworking of the same text including the excellent 
results of his fieldwork entitled The Power Places of Central Tibet 
(PPCT); Stephen Batchelor's The Tibet Guide (TG) and Gyurme Dor;e's 
Tibet Handbook with Bhutan (TH). Page references have been given in 
parentheses for passages in these and other works describing the places 
listed in more detail. Further information on geographical data contained 
in the Blue Annals in particular will be found in Turrell Wylie's A Place 
Name Index to George N Roerich's Translation of the Blue Annals. 

Where numerical categories of locations occur, these have been cross
referenced to the Glossary of Enumerations whenever more information 
is to be found there. Occasional additional information in the Notes, how
ever, has generally not been cross-referenced. 

Finally, many of the Indian and Tibetan locations mentioned in Sec
tion One have been plotted in the series of specially prepared maps which 
form the final section of this book, and grid references for the Tibetan 
locations in particular have been listed following the page numbers. As an 
aid to the reader, we have included grid references both for those loca
tions which are specifically identified on the maps and for others which 
cannot be precisly indicated, either because their exact longitude and 
latitude are unknown or because the scale of the maps renders their 
inclusion impractical. In the latter cases the index itself often reveals that 
such locations are in close proximity to more important sites which have 
been indicated. 
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Abhasvara (Inner Radiance) 'od-gsal: the 
highest realm of form attainable 
through the second meditative 
concentration, 15 

Abhirati mngon-dga': the eastern buddha
field of Ak~obhya and the eastern 
buddha-field of Akani~tha, 128, 878; 
see also Buddha-field of Ak~obhya 

Aeon of Great Brahma tshangs-chen-gyi 

bskal-pa: the temporal dimension of 
the emanational body, 19, 118 

Akani~tha (Highest) 'og-min: highest of the 
Five Pure Abodes, 15, 21, 126-9, 
131, 199,213,354,412,422,425, 
454, 583 

Akani~tha-GhanavYiiha Realm 'og-min 

stug-po bkod-pa'i zhing, 413; see also 
Bounteous Array and Ghanavyuha 
Realm 

Akani~tha of the Mahavasavartin dbang
sgyur chen-po'i 'og-min, 449 

Citadel of Akani~tha, the Gathering 
Place of the Great Assembly 'og-min 

. tshogs-chen 'dus-pa'i grong-khyer, 649 
CItadel of the Indestructible Array 'og-

. min rdo-rye bkod-pa'i grong-khyer, 645 
Imputed Akani~tha btags-pa'i 'og-min, 

128-9, 449 

(indestructible) Great Akani~tha (rdo
ry'e'i) 'og-min chen-po, 447, 449 

ordi~ary Akani~tha 'og-min tsam-po, 449 
speCial Akani~tha khyad-par-can-gyi 'og

mm,448 

AlakavaH l~ang-po-can: the abode of yak~as 
preSIded over by Guhyapati 
Vajrapal)i in the form of Vaisravana 
or Kubera, 925 . 

AlOi Peldeu a-lo'i dpal de'u: a treasure site 
(gter-kha) of Kongtriil Rinpoche, 
possibly Ulakdo north of Zhecen in 
Dzacukha, 867; Map 10, F23 

Amdo a-mdo, 513, 690, 733 

Anabhraka (Cloudless) sprin-med: the lowest 
realm of form attainable through the 
fourth meditative concentration, 15 

Anavatapta Lake ma-dros mtsho: Lama A. 
Govinda, The Way of the White 

Clouds, (pp. 197-211); M. Henss, 
Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmaler, (Ch. 
III); Map 4, H06; see Lake 
M anasarovar 

Aparagodanlya (Enjoyer of Cattle) ba-lang 

spyod: the western continent 
inhabited by human beings, 14 

Appearance in the Womb of Conception 
chags- 'byung mngal-du snang-ba, 136 

Apramal)abha (Immeasurable Radiance) 
tshad-med 'od: the middling realm of 
form attainable through the second 
concentration, 15 

Apramal)asubha (Immeasurable Virtue) 
tshad-med dge: the middling realm of 
form attainable through the third 
meditative concentration, 15 

Array of Attributes, pure aeon of bskal-pa 
yon-tan bkod-pa, 697 

Array of Gem Clusters, mountain of n"n-po

che'i phung-po rnam-par bkod-pa, 121 
Array of Natural Expression, field of rang

bzhin rnam-par bkod-pa, 120 
Arrow-born Well mda'-chu khron-pa skyes: 

near Kapilavastu 418 
Arya-Nang (Sublime an~ Inner) arya-nang: 

Nangcen, south of Jyekundo and 
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north of Riwoche in Kham, 841; 
Map 7, F21 & Map 10, FIG 21/22 

Asura Cave a-su-ra'i brag-phug: to the 
north-west of India and not to be 
confused with the Asura Cave at 
Yangleshb (mentioned on p. 472), 

489 
Atapa (Painless) mi-gdung-pa: second of the 

Five Pure Abodes, 15 
AtavI 'brog, 427 
Auspicious Myriad Gate Temple bkra-shis 

khri-sgo: in China, 498, 500 
Avid hell mnar-med-pa'i dmyal-ba, 425, 933 
Avrha (Slightest) mi-che-ba: lowest of the 

Five Pure Abodes, 15, 62 
Bahuputraka Caitya bu-mangs mchod-rten: 

between Rajagrha and Nalanda, 432 
Banyan Cave nyagrodha'i phug: at Rajagrha, 

428 
Beauteously Arrayed Realm mdzes-ldan 

bkod-pa, Skt. * Prasadikavyuhak~etra, 
961 

Benares ka-shi: Varal)asI, 432 
Bengal barrz-ga-la, 395 
Bhai~ajyavana sman-gyi nags, 427 
Bharpdva bharrz-dva-kyi yul: in the Vindhya 

Mountains, 504 
Bhasing Forest in Nepal bal-po bha-sing-gi 

nags, 500, 501, 540 
Bhirya bhi-rya, 501 
Bhutan lho-'brugllho-monlmon, 378, 590, 

591,667, 710, 788, 838; Map 6, KlL 
14/16; see also Man 

Blazing Fire Mountain Charnel Ground (of 
Most Secret Display) (gsang-chen rol

pa) dur-khrod me-ri 'bar-ba, 136, 490 
Bodhi Tree byang-chub-kyi shing: the Tree 

of Enlightenment at Vajrasana, 137, 
417, 419, 946 

Bodhi Tree Temple byang-chub shing-gi lha

khang: in China, 498 
Border Taming temples mtha'-'dullha

khang, Pis. 45,47,102; 510, n. 543 
Bounteous Array stug-po bkod-pa(,i khams), 

Skt. Ghanavyuha, 117,273,296, 
354, 357; see also Akani~{ha-Ghana
~JYuha Realm and Ghanavyuha Realm 

Brahma's Drumbeat tshangs-pa rnga-sgra: 

see (Fields oj) Brahma's Drumbeat 

Brahmakayika (Stratum of Brahma) tshangs

ris: the lowest realm of form 
attainable through the first 
meditative concentration, 14,61,62 

Brahmapurohita (Priest Brahma) tshangs-pa 
mdun-na 'don: the middling realm of 
form attainable through the first 
meditative concentration, 15 

Brahma realms gtsang-gnas, 62; see also 
higher realms 

Brhatphala (Great Fruition) 'bras-bu che: the 
highest realm of form attainable 
through the fourth meditative 
concentration, 15 

Britain dbyin(-yul), 958 
Bru-sha bru-sha'i yul: HunzaiGilgit area, 11, 

489, 537, 607, 609 
Buddha-field of Ak~obhya sangs-rgyas mi

'khrugs-pa'i zhinglmi-bskyod-pa'i 

zhing-khams, 477, 691, 693; see also 

Abhirati 
Buddha-field of Bhai~ajyaguru sman-gyi bla

ma'i zhing-khams, 691 
Buddha-field whose Foundation and Centre 

are Adorned with Flowers gzhi-dang 

snying-po me-tog-gis brgyan-pa'i zhing, 

Skt. Kusumatalagarbhlilarrzkarak~etra, 
131,409 

Buddha-field of the Lotus Array padma 
bkod-pa'i zhing-khams, 798; see also 
Camara( dVfpa) and Sukhlivatf 

Great Lotus Palace pad-ma chen-po'i 

gzhal-med khang, 913 

Lotus-covered Pure Land to the west 
nub-phyogs zhing-khams pad-mas 

khebs-pa, 848 
Lotus Light, (great realm of) padma

'od(-kyi zhing-khams chen-po), 683, 

832, 840; see also Citadel of Lotus 

Light 
Palace of Lotus Light (in Camara) pho

brang padma-'od-kyi bkod-palpadma

'od-kyi gzhal-yaslpadma- 'od-kyi pho

brang, 520,678, 770, 795, 802, 816, 

855 
western Citadel of SantapurI nub-phyogs 

sha-nta pu-ri'i grong-khyer, 867 

(Buddha-field of) Padmakuta padma 
brtsegs-pa('i zhing): the western 
Buddha-field of Akani~tha, 128, 

590 
Buddhasaral)a bu-ddha sa-ra-lJa: in SrI 

Lanka, 456 
Bumsar 'bum-gsar: north-east of Sershul in 

Dzacukha, 872; Maps 9/10, E23 
Bumthang bum-thang: in Bhutan, 582, 590; 

Map 6, LI5; see also Man Bumthang 

Dorje Tsekpa in Bumthang bum-thang 
rdo-rje brtsegs-pa, PI. 50; 519 

Longevity Cave at the Campa Temple in 
Bumthang bum-thang byams-pa lha
khang-gi tshe-phug, Pl. 47; 790 

Burma payigu'i gling: Payigudvlpa, 455 
Cagbshong bya-rgod gshong: a Border 

Taming temple near Podong and 
treasure site of Sangye Lingpa; 
KGHP (p. 67, n. 572), 786; Map 6, 
Jl2 

Cakpur lcags-phur: KGHP (pp. 57, 138), 
TH (pp. 210-11), 764; Map 6, K16 

Capu Cakpurcen bya-phu lcags-phur-can: 

in Kharcu; KGHP (pp. 57, 138), 
815; Map 6, K16 

Caityagiri mchod-rten ri: Saiki in Madhya 
Pradesh, 427 

Caktepma phyag mtheb-ma: a treasure site of 
Guru Chbwang, 764 

Camara(dvIpa) rnga-yab gling, 455, 516, 
520, 678, 747, 765, 829, 847, 855, 
950; see also Buddha-field of the 

Lotus Array and Copper-coloured 
Mountain 

Camgbn Temple of Odu/Orngu 'o-rdu/'o

rngu byams-mgon-gyi gtsug-lag-khang: 

temple in the Gyelmorong region of 
Kham, 688 

Candradvipa tsa-ndra dz'ipa: island at the 
delta of the River Ganges, in the Bay 
of Bengal, 504 

Cangcupling byang-chub gling: monastery 
near Tsari, south of Takpo, 784, 
787; Map 8, K18 

Cangdrok GegyeI byang-'brog dge-rgyal, 857; 
Map 7, G17 

Cang Trhengdze byang 'phreng-mdzes: 

entrance to }bnpalung, 810 
Cangtsik lcang-tshigs: near Phukpoche, 545; 

Map 6, }16 
Carung Khashor StOpa mchod-rten bya-rung 

kha-shor: Bodhnath or Bauddha, 
Nepal, for the traditional account 
of which, see K. Dowman, The 

Legend of the Great Stupa; PI. 97; 
837 

Caryiil in the south lho-rgyud byar-yul: south 
ofTakpo;11-I (p.l98);818;Map8,KI7 

CatarIamo bya-tar la-mo: in north Lata, 702; 
Map 4, KlO/ll 

Caturmaharajakayika (Four Great Kings) 
rgyal-chen bzhi'i ris: the lowest of the 

Asura Cave - Chokorgang 457 

desire realms inhabited by Kama 
divinities, 14 

Cave of the Most Wrathful Sage rab-tu 

khros-pa drang-srong-gi phug-pa, 135 
Cel, upper valley of jal-gyi phu, 558 

Cerna Senge bye-ma seng-ge: near Uyuk, 
668; Map 6, }13 

Central Asia hor, 393,430,516; see also 
Mongolia and Turkestan 

Central India 'phags-yul, 464, 475, 489, 504 
Central Tibet dbus, 397, 513, 524-5, 533, 

540,545,561,574, 591-2,603,607, 
609-10,615,618,651-3,655,657, 
663,671,674,688,696,697-9, 721, 
724,751,773,784, 785, 798, 799, 
801,807-8,811,816,824,830,857, 
868, 870, 921, 950, 955; Maps 5 & 6 

Ceylon singhala, 460; see also Lanka and 
Singhala 

(Chak) Cangcupling (chag) byang-chub gling, 
724-5 

Chamdo in Dokam mdo-khams chab-mdo: 
on the Mekong River;TH (pp. 395-
401); Map 10, G22 

chiliocosm stong dang-po, 131, 212 
Chimpu mchims-phu: KGHP (pp. 45-6, 

115); PPCT (pp. 226-32); PI. 57; 
517, 533, 537, 542, 554, 558, 561, 
593, 620, 790, 807; Map 6, }16; see 
also Samye and Trakmar 

Gegong in Chimpu mchims-phu'i dge
gong, 555, 619 

Rimochen in Chimpu mchims-phu'i ri

mo-can: KGHP (p. 117),580,585, 
586 

Tregugeu in glorious Chimpu dpal-gyi 

mchims-phu'i bre-gu dge'u: PPCT 
(p. 231), 534 

Womin Pelgi Chimpu 'og-min dpal-gyi 

mchims-phu: Samye, 596 
China rgya-nag/rgya/rgya-yul, 104, 393, 438, 

473,497-8,499,507,511,516,555, 
559, 574, 603, 656, 663, 666, 669, 
670,671,683,706,763,787,824, 
839,851,852,930,936,953,958-9 

Chingwardo 'phying bar-mdo: in Chongye; 
PPCT (pp. 196-8), 838; Map 6, }16 

ChOden chos-ldan, 686; Map 6, }16 
ChOding chos-sdings: On River valley; 

KGHP (pp. 47, 119); PPCT 
(p. 240), 655; Map 6, Jl6 

Chakorgang chos-'khor sgang, 673; Map 8, 
Jl7 
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Cholung chos-lung: in Olka behind Mount 
Odekungyel; PPCT (pp. 249-50), 

616,619; Map 8, J17 
Chongpo Kharu 'phyong-po kha-ru: in 

Yarlung, 686; Map 6, J16 
Chongye 'phyong-rgyas; near Yarlung; ~ee 

Henss, Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmaler 
(Ch. V, Sect. 3-4); TH (pp. 201-6); 
PI. 52; 838; Map 6,J16 

Chongye Taktse 'phyong-rgyas stag-rtse: 
KGHP (pp. 52, 130); PPCT 
(pp. 198-9),821; Map 6, J16 . 

Gokang Tikle N yakcik sgo-khang thlg~le 
nyag-gcig: hermitage connected with 
the monastery of Pelri; PPCT (pp. 
202-3), 836; Map 6, J16 

Gyamen in Chongye 'phyong-rgyas rgya

sman, 685; Map 6, K16 
Gyamen Taktsepa rgya-sman stag-rtse-pa, 

685; Map 6, K16 
Namdrol Yangtse Hermitage in 

Tshering valley tshe-ring-ljongs-kyi 
yang-dben mam-grol yang-rtse, 840; 

Map 6, J16 
Pelgi Riwo College (dpal-gi ri-bo'i chos-

grva), Pelri Thekpachok-gi Ling . 
(dpal-ri theg-pa mchog-gi gling), Peln 
Monastery (dpal-ri dgon-pa), 
Chongye Pelri College ('phyong-rgyas 
dpal-ri grva-tshang): founded b~ 

Citadel of Lotus Light padma 'od-kyi grong
khyer, 378; see also Buddha-field of 

the Lotus Array 
Citadel of SantapurI, western nub-phyogs 

sha-nta pu-ri'i grong-khyer, 867; see 
also Buddha-field of the Lotus Array 

Citavara tsi-ta-ba-ri'i yul: in Rajasthan, 467 
Citta Sangpuk (Secret Cave of Mind) tsi-tta 

gsang-phug: at Dzongsho Deshek 
Dupa, 863; Map 10, G23 

Copper-coloured Mountain, glorious zangs
mdog dpal-ri, 520, 676, 765, 774, 
793, 808, 814, 829, 847; see also 
Buddha-field of the Lotus Array and 

Ciimaradvfpa 
Crystal Retreat in Tentik da~-tik. shel-gyi 

yang-dgon: the main pilgnmage place 
of buddha-mind in East Tibet, on 
the Huang-ho River in Amdo; TH 
(pp. 560-1); 524; Map 9, B26 

Da, upper valley of mda'-phu, 647 
Dagam Wangpuk zla-gam dbang-phug: .. a 

treasure site of Jamgon Kongtrul at 
Mesho, between Pelpung and 
Dzongsho, 866; Map 10, G23 

Dam 'dam: north of Lhasa; KGHP (p. 81); 
PPCT (p. 131),618; Map 5, H16 

Damsho Nyingdrung 'dam-shod snying
drung: a treasure site of Kongtriil 
Rinpoche, 856; Map 5, HIS 

Damcoktse Pass 'dams-cog-rtse-la: near 
Tshurpu, 633; Map 6, J15 

Damidodvlpa qa-mi-qo dvi-pa: the 
. . Dravidian south of India, 504; see 

She rap Ozer and restored by Jikme 
Lingpa; KGHP (pp. 53, 130); PPCT 
(pp. 202-3); TH (pp. 205-6); 595, 
726-7,835,836; Map 6,J16 

Pel Tshering-jong Perna Osel Thekcok
ling dpal tshe-ring ljang padma 'od
gsal theg-mchog gling: PPCT (p. 202); 
TH (p. 205); PI. 90; 838; Map 6,J16 

Chukpo Trak phyug-po brag: in Zurkardo; 
KGHP (p. 46, n. 161); PPCT 

also Driiviqa 
Danatika, river chu-bo dan-tik, 494 
Danyin Khala Rongo zla-nyin kha-la r~ng

go: a treasure site of Chogyur Lmgpa 
in Nangcen, representing the 
attribute of buddha-body, 845; 

(pp. 219-21), 585, 588; Map 6, 

J16 
Chumik Ringmo chu-mig ring-mo: near 

Narthang; KGHP (pp. 62, 146), 

632; Map 6, J13 
Chuwar chu-bar: south-west of Sakya, 642, 

647,717; Map 6, K12 
Chuwori chu-bo-ri: a sacred mountain by 

the Tsangpo River, 32 miles south
west of Lhasa; KGHP (pp. 71, 163); 
PPCT (pp. 137-8),657, 720, 790 

Pel Chuwori dpal chu-bo-ri, 537, 847; 
Map 6, }15 

Map 7, F21 
Dartsedo in lower Gyelmorong smad-rgya(l) 

dar-rtse-mdo: the former capital of 
the Chakla kingdom, and present 
capital of the Kanze Autonomous 
Prefecture in Sichuan, known also as 
Kangdin orTachieniu;TH (pp. 447-
51); 783; Map 10, H26 

Decen (Drolma), hermitage of dben-gnas . 
bde-chenlbde-chen-gyi sgrub-khang: m 
Tanak, 721; Map 6, J13 

Decen Samdrup in Nyipu, monastery of 
snyi-phu bde-chen bsam- 'grub-kYl 

dgon-pa: the main seat of Sangye 
Lingpa, 787; Map 8, H18 

Deer Park of Rl;iipatana drang-srong lhung-ba 
ri-dvags-kyi nags-tshal: Sarnath, near 
Varal)asI, 153 

Den 'dan: Tentik in Amdo, 524; Map 9, 
B26 

Denma ldan-ma, 619 
Derge sde-dge: Henss, Tibet: Die Kultur

denkmaler (Ch. XIII, Sect. 3); TH 
(pp. 467-70); 812, 813, 815, 816, 
852; Map 10, G23 

Derge Goncen sde-dge'i dgon-chen: 
TH (pp. 468-9); 879 
Ngiilpunang in Derge, valley of sde-dge 

dngul-phu nang: perhaps connected 
with rngul-mda' pho-brang in front of 
Lhiindrup Teng, which represents 
the body aspect of enlight~ned 
attributes, 813 

TerIung Tingo, Derge District, Dokam, 
village of mdo-khams sde-dge gter
klung dil-mgo'i grong: birthplace of 
Jamyang Khyentse Wangpo, west of 
Longtang Drolma, 849; Map 10, 
F22 

desire realm 'dod-khams, Skt. kiimadhiitu, 
13,56,60, 129, 142,258,301,340, 
420; see also Kiima divinities 

ten higher levels of the desire realm 
'dod-khams-kyi mtho-ris gnas-bcu: 
listed in the Glossary of Enumera
tions, 14, 60 

three lower levels of the desire realm 
ngan-song gsum, 14 

Devlkota de-bi-ko-fa: in north Bengal; 
Taranatha, History of Buddhism in 
India, (p. 214),473 

Devikoti, the forest of Phawangkha yul 
devikofi'am pha-vang-kha'i nags
khrod: north-west of Lhasa; KGHP 
(pp. 42, 102); PPCT (pp. 65-6),678; 
Map 6, J16; see also Phawangkha 

Dewachenpo in Punakha spung-thang bde-ba 
chen-po: the seat of Zhapdrung I, 
Thucen Ngawang Namgyel in 
Bhutan, 788; Map 6, Ll4 

Ohaki-nying Cavern at Trakar Trashiding 
brag-dkar bkra-shis sdings qhii-ki 
snying-gi phug: in Sikkim, PI. 85; 
820; Map 6, Ll3 

Dhanakosa (Treasury of Wealth) isle dha
na-ko-sha('i mtsho-gling): a district of 

Cholung - Dra 459 

Oggiyana, 469, 472, 490, 492, 538, 
746,966 

Dhanasrldvipa dhanasrf'i gling: Sumatra; 
Taranatha, History of Buddhism in 
India, (p. 332),455, 504; see also 
Suva17Jadvfpa 

Dharmagafiji dharma-ganydzi: palace in 
Oggiyana, 503, 927 

Dhumasthira (Place of Smoke) dhu-ma sti
ra: the capital of Oggiyana, 485, 
502,503 

great charnel ground of Dhumasthira 
du-ba'i gnas-kyi dur-khrod, 539 

dichiliocosm stong bar-ma, 131 
District Controlling temples ru-gnon-gyi 

gtsug-lag-khang, Pis. 38,46, 100; 
510, n. 543 

Do rdo: mountain range west of On in 
Central Tibet, 721; Map 6, J16 

Dokam mdo-khams: i.e. Amdo and Kham, 
53,617-18,647,688,691,703,731, 
736, 777, 788, 799, 801, 804, 813, 
815,841,847,849,851,853,859, 
868, 869, 919; Maps 7-11 

lower Dokam mdo-khams smad, 851 
upper Dokam mdo-khams stod, 851 

Dorje Trak rdo-rje brag: monastery founded 
in 1632 by Rikdzin III, Ngagi
wangpo; north of the Tsangpo 
River, south-west of Oncangdo, 
north of CedezhOl and west of Dra; 
GT (p. 89, n. 485); KGHP (pp. 46, 
118); PPCT (pp. 206-9); TH (pp. 
162-3); PI. 75; 720, 812, 828, 833; 
Map 6,}16; see also Khar Dorje Trak 
and Thubten Dorje Trak 

Dorje Tse-nga Cave rdo-rje'i rtse-lnga'i phug: 
on the frontier of India and Nepal, 
607 

Dorje Tsheten in Tsang gtsang-gi sa-cha'i 
rdo-rje tshe-brtan, 662 

Dorte, Nangsel Rock in the upper valley of 
rdor-thes phu'i snang-gsal brag, 659; 
Map 6, J16 

Dotokthel rdo-thogs thel: monastery at 
Gyamen in Chongye, 685; Map 6, 
K16; see also Chongye 

Dra sgrags: west of Zurkar; KGHP (pp. 46, 
117); PPCT (pp. 205-15),611; Map 
6, 116; see also Nup Yillrong 

Black Pass of Dra sgrags-la nag-po, 611 
Dra Yangdzong sgrags yang-rdzong: 

pilgrimage site of buddha-body in 
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the interior of Dra; KGHP 
(pp. 117-18); PPCT (pp. 210-13), 
537, 542, 609, 720, 807, 845 

uplands of Dra in the mountains of 
Central Tibet dbus-ri'i brgyud sgrags
kyi phu, 566, 607 

Yangdzong in Dra sgrags yang-rdzong: 
see Dra Yangdzong 

Zhokteng in the upper valley of Dra 
sgrags-kyi phu'i zhogs-steng, 566 

Dravi<;la 'gro-Iding-ba'i yul, 472, 503, 
889, 892, 921; see also l)amiq,odvfpa 

Drepung, glorious dpal-idan 'bras-spungs: 
monastery west of Lhasa, founded in 
1416 by }amyang Choje Tashi 
Palden; KGHP (pp. 41, 96-7); TG 
(Ch. 6); Henss, Tibet: Die Kultur
denkmaIer, (Ch. XI, Sect. 2); PPCT 
(pp. 67-72), 821, 826; Map 6, }16 

Ganden Palace dga'-Idan pho-brang: 
residence of the Dalai Lamas in 
Drepung; PPCT (pp. 70-1); TG 
(Ch. 6), 682-3, 824, 956 

Dri region 'bri-rgyud, 698; Map 5, H16/17 
Drigung 'bri-gung: monastery founded 

in 1179 by Menyak Gomring; GT 
(pp. 87-8, n. 469); KGHP (pp. 44, 
111-12); PPCT (pp. 113-16); TG 
(Ch. 21), 395, 591, 595,676,830, 
841; Map 5, H17 

Drigung Kunyergang in upper Uru 
dbur-stod 'bri-gung sku-gnyer sgang; 
TH (pp. 150-1); 676; Map 5, H17 

Dritang Koro Trak 'bri-thang ko-ro brag: 
a treasure site of Ratna Lingpa, 793; 
Map 5, H16 

Dri Tiramdo, monastery of 'bri-ti-ra-mdo'i 
dgon-pa: on the Yangtze River, 691 

Drida Zelmogang 'bri-zia zal-mo-sgang: 
Yangtze area between Derge and 
DrOlma Lhakang; R. A. Stein, 
Recherches sur I'epopee et Ie barde au 
Tibet, (p. 225), 859; Map 10, F/G23 

Drigyel Tampa ChOcuk 'bri-rgyal dam
pa chos-phyug: birthplace of Karmapa 
II, Karma Pakshi, near Derge, 694 

Perna Lhartse in Drida Zelmogang 'bri
zia zal-mo-sgang-gi padma Iha-rtse: at 
Dzongsar, 859; Map 10, G23 

D ri } etsiln Cave in Perna Lhartse padma 
lha-rtse'i dbus-ri tje-btsun phug, 864 

Dromcola sgrom-chos la: a treasure site of 
Guru Chowang, 764 

Dropuk in Nyari nya-ri sgro-phug, 632-3, 
644-5,647,648; Map 5, H13 

Dropuk (Temple) sgro-phug (Iha-khang), 
633, 634 

Lharidong in Dropuk sgro-phug-gi Iha-ri 
gdong, 633 

Takla Ridong in Dropuk sgro-phug-gi 
stag-Iha ri-gdong, 649 

Druptso Pemaling sgrub-mtsho padma gling: 
in Lhodrak; KGHP (pp. 57, 139); 
TH (p. 212); 802; Map 6, K15 

Dildill Shrine bdud-'duIIha-khang: in 
Derge, 816 

Dvikrama rim-pa gnyis-pa, 477 
Dzeng 'dzeng: in Takpo, 549; Map 8, Jl7 
Dzengdrak Karpo, three stone pillars of 

'dzeng-brag dkar-po'i rdo-ring gsum: 
on the summit of Mount Trazang, 
780; Map 4, }11 

Dzepu Kang-ra 'dzed-phu gangs-ra: in 
Lhodrak, 755; Map 6, K15 

Dzing Namgyel 'dzengl'dzing mam-rgyal: 
near Dzongsho, 816; Map 10, G23 

Namgyel Temple in Dzing 'dzing-du 
mam-rgyaIIha-khang, 695 

Dzokcen rdzogs(-chen): monastery founded 
in 1685 by Perna Rikdzin; TH (pp. 
471-3); Pis. 71-2; 733, 736-7, 847, 
848,867,871,879, 957; Map 10,F23; 

see also Rudam Kyitram and Samten 
ChOIing 

Dzongsho Deshek Dupa rdzong-shod bde
gshegs 'dus-pa: in Dzing, repre
senting the attribute aspect of 
enlightened attributes, opened by 
Chogyur Lingpa, 858, 862, 863, 866; 
Map 10, G23 

E e-yul: south of Olka and west of Takpo; 
TH (p. 220); KGHP (pp. 51, 126); 
571,577, 777; Map 8,}17 

Etongmen e-mthong sman, 727 
Khyungcen Dingwei Trak in Zarmolung 

in E e-gzar-mo-Iung khyung-chen 
lding-ba('i brag guru'i sgrub-gnas 
bde-chen gsang-phug): location of the 
Secret Cave of Supreme Bliss, 771 

lower village of Edam Ngcnpo e-'dam 
sngon-po grong-smad, 726 

Zarmolung in Eyill, the birthplace of 
awareness e-yul rig-pa'i 'byung-gnas
kyi (guru'i sgrub·phug) gzar-mo-Iung: 
KGHP (pp. 51, 126), 771 

East Asia, 393 

eight charnel grounds dur-khrod brgyad: 
listed in the Glossary of Enumera
tions, 626, 791 

eight ogre islands sn'n-po'i gling brgyad 
520 ' 

Draviqa - Gorum 461 

Further Taming temples yang-'dul-gyi gtsug
lagllha-khang, PI. 44; 510, n. 543, 
760 

eight stfipas mchod-rten brgyad: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 427 

Emar Dorjepo e-dmar rdo-rje spo: in 
Shang, 638; Map 6, Jl4 

Gajane gadzane'i yul: Ghazni?, 488 
Ganden dga'-ldan: monastery north-east of 

Lhasa, founded in 1409 by 
Tsongkapa; KGHP (pp. 42, 98); 
PPCT (pp. 99-103); Henss, Tibet: 

Enetrakri, shrine of dben-gnas brag-ri lha

khang: a treasure site of Nyang-rel 
Nyima Ozer, 757; Map 6, K16 

Ensermo, southern peak of dben ser-mo'i 
lho-ri: in Ukpalung, 623; Map 6, 
Jl4; see also Ukpalung 

Entseigo dben-rtsa'i sgo: a treasure site of 
Guru ChOwang, 764 

Evarpcokgarwa (Camp Troops of Evam 
Tower) e-varrzlcog-sgar-ba: a na~e 
for the community of Dorje Trak 
before the monastery was re
established in 1672 at its present 
site, 783 

(Fields of) Brahma's Drumbeat tshangs-pa 
mga-sgra'i zhing: dimension of the 
buddha-body of perfect rapture 19 
118 ' , 

Field of the Indestructible Nucleus of Inner 
Radiance 'od-gsal rdo-rje snying-po'i 
zhing: dimension of the buddha
body of reality, 19, 118 

form realms gzugs-khams, 13, 56, 129, 142, 
258, 301, 340 

extraordinary form realms gzugs-khams 
khyad-par-can: i.e. the Five Pure 
Abodes, 58, 60 

ordinary (form) realms so-skye'i gnas, 
14-15, 58-9, 60 

seventeen realms of form gzugs-khams 
gnas-ris bcu-bdun, 13-15,61 

twelve ordinary realms of the four 
concentrations so-skye'i gnas bcu
gnyis: the twelve lower Brahma 
realms, 14-15, 62 

formless realms, (four) gzugs-med-kyi 

khams(-pa'i gnas bzhz): listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations 13 15 
56, 61-2, 129, 142, 340 ' , , 

f, t '. 
or Y pn~clpalities sil-ma bzhi-bcu, 507, 949 

four contments gling-bzhi, Skt. caturdvfpa' 
l~sted in the Glossary of Enumera- . 
nons, 14, 56, 60, 131, 409 438 515 
577 ' , , 

Die Kulturdenkmdler, (Ch. XI, 
Sect. 1); TG (Ch.16); PPCT (pp. 99-
103),681, 823, 870; Map 6, J16 

Drok Riwo Ganden 'brag ri-bo dga'-ldan
gyi chos-sde, 954 

Riwo Ganden n'-bo dga'-ldan, 839 

Shartse and Cangtse Colleges of Ganden 
dga '-ldan shar-byang mam-gnyis: 
KGHP (p. 107); TG (Ch. 16), 839 

Ganden Palace dga'-ldan pho-brang: in 
Drepung: PPCT (pp. 70-1); TG 
(Ch. 6), 682-3, 824, 956; Map 6, J16 

Gandhamadana Mountain ri-spos-ngad-ldan: 
in Kashmir, 439 

Ganges, river (chu-bo) ganga, 170, 184, 190, 
195, 248, 435, 471, 714, 773, 824 

Gar 'gar, 650; Map 4, F05 

Garden of Sustaining Youth 'tsho-byed 
gzhon-nu'i ldum-ra, 136 

Ghanavyiiha Realm stug-po bkod-pa'i zhing, 
19, 413; see also Akanistha
Ghanavyuha Realm and' 'Bounteous 
Array 

Gau<;la, 105 

god realms lha'i-yullgnas, Skt. devaloka, 11, 
453; see also Brahma realms, form 
realms, higher realms and Kama 
divinities 

Golok (region of Amdo) (a-mdo) mgo-log-gi 

(yul): the smar-khog region; TH (pp. 
596-609, 638-40); J. F Rock, The 
Amnye Ma-cchen Range and Adjacent 
Regions, (pp. 123ff), 733, 869; 
Map 9, DIE 23/27 

Gomde Tranang in YertO yer-stod-dang 'brel
bar sgom-sde grva-nang: southern 
Dokam, birthplace of Chogyur 
Lingpa in Nangcen; Blue Annals 
(p. 549), 841 ' 

Gom sgom, 841 
Gongdring sgong-drings, 660 
Gorum, temple of sgo-rum-gyi glsug-Iag 

khang: at Sakya, founded in 1073 by 
Khan Koncok Gyelpo; KGHP 
(pp. 63, 148); PPCT (pp. 275-6); 
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TG (Ch. 42),951; Map 6, KI2/13; 
see also Sakya 

Great Shrine of a Hundred Thousand 
Images which Liberates when Seen 
sku-'bum mehong-grol chen-mo: built 
by Terdak Lingpa at Mindroling, 
831; Map 6, J16 

Gujarat gudzi-rath, 504 

GUQavera, great Caitya of gU1Javera zhes-pa'i 

mchod-rten: in Lanka, 456 
Gurmo mgurl'gur-mo: one of six myriarchies 

in Tsang (de) visited by SakyasrI; 
GT (p. 129); KGHP (p. 90), 548 

Gyagen, swamp of rgya-rgan-gyi thang

mtsho: near Serthar above Gyarong, 
663; Map 5, H16 

Gyala Shinjei Badong rgya-Ia gshin-rje'i rba

dong: in Powo, north-west of the 
N amcak Barwa and south of the 

Gyala Pelri massives; TH (p. 231), 
786; Map 8, }19 

Gyama rgya-ma: birthplace of Songtsen 
Gampo south-east of Lamo; KGHP 
(pp. 44, 109); PPCT (pp. 103-5); 

PI. 36; 593; Map 6, J16 
(Gyamei) Cokla Cave (rgya-ma'i) cog-Ia 

brag-phug, 579, 584 
Gyamnyeduka rgyam-nye-du-kha: at 

Phungpo Riwoche in Tsang, 542; 

Map 6, J14 
Gyang Ybnpolung rgyang yon-po lung: near 

Lhartse; KGHP (p. 66, n. 557); 
PPCT (pp. 278-9), 780; Map 6, 

J12 
Gyang-ro Tshelma rgyang-ro tshal-ma, 

545 
Gyelmorong (rgyal-mo) rong: river valley 

running from the watershed above 
Serthar and Dzamtang, south-east 
through Barkham and Dartsedo; east 
and north-east of Minyak, also 
known as Gyelrno Tshawarong; TH 
(pp. 616-24), 698, 699, 733, 794; 

Map 10, H/G 26/27; see also 
Tshawarong 

(Gyelmo) Taktse Castle (rgyal-mo) stag

rtsc mkhar, 540, 541; Map 10, H27 
lower Gyelmorong smad-rgya(l), 783 

Rongtrak in Gyelmorong, temple of the 
protector at rgyal-rong brag-fa mgon

po'i dgon-pa, 540; Map 10, H26 
Gyelpori rgyal-po ri, 550; see also Mount 

Sumeru 

Gyer Cemakarpo dgyer bye-ma dkar-po: a 
treasure site of Sangye Lingpa, 786 

Gytime rgyud-smad: tantric college in Lhasa; 
PPCT (pp. 61-2); TG (Ch. 9), 868; 
Map 6, J16 

Haogol Rock ha'o sgol-gyi brag, 616 

Hastisthala glang-po'i sgang: probably to be 
identified with Hastinapura in 
modern Himachal Pradesh, 498; see 
also following entry 

Hastivana glang-po'i eshal, 481 

Hawo Kang ha-bo gangs, 764, 768; see 
(Samye) Hepori 

hells dmyal-ba'i gnaslnaraka, 130, 214 
Hepori has-po-ri: see (Samye) Hepori 

higher realms, twenty-one khams gong-ma 

nyi-shu resa-gcig, 14-15,56,61,65, 
97, 661; see also Brahmd realms, 

Pure Abodes and seventeen realms of 

form under form realms 

Himalayas ri kha-ba-can, 466 

Homtrang in Traklung brag-lung hom

'phrang: in Kongpo, 810; Ma~ 8, }19 
Hurmudzu hu-rmu-dzu: a district of 

Oc,i<;liyana, possibly Hunza, 472 
Indestructible Seat rdo-rje'i gdan: at Bodh 

Gaya, Bihar, PI. 96; 409, 419, 462, 
498, 854; see also Point of 

Enlightenment and Vajrdsana 

India 'phags-yullrgya-dkarl-gar, 16, 39, 100, 
103, 393-4, 396,404,441-2,460, 
462,467-8,470,472-3,477,485, 
489,498-9,503,507,511,515,517, 
522, 526, 538, 544, 545, 548, 573, 
607-8,609-10,612,614,617,626, 
656, 679, 693, 706, 737, 744, 746, 
748, 767, 768, 770, 803, 812, 819, 
824, 829, 838, 853, 854, 859, 873-4, 
888-9, 890-2, 905, 914,917-18, 
936, 967, 972; Maps 1 & 2 

Central India 'phags-yul, 464, 475, 489, 

504 
South India lho-phyogs, 504, 947 

West India nub-phyogs, 490, 498 
Indus River chu-klung sindhu, 488; Map 4, 

G05/F04 
Island of Ogresses srin-nlO'i gfing, 133 
Jalandhara dza-Iandhd-ra, 430 

Jalandhara Monastery dza-Iandhd-ra'i 

dgon-pa, 430 
JambudvIpa 'dzam-bu'i gling: the southern 

continent inhabited by human 
beings, 14, 134-5, 193,409,412, 

415-16,432,435,455,458,462, 
471,495, 507, 520, 521, 534, 588, 
973; see also Rose-Apple Continent 

sixteen great cities of JambudvIpa 

'dzam-bu gling-gi grong-khyer chen-po 
bcu-drug: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 438 

Great Shrine - Kannari 463 

Kampo kaytlpo'i gnas: perhaps this is skam

po gnas-nang near Lithang, founded 
in 1164 by Karmapa I, Ttisum 

Khyenpa (H. E. Richardson, oral 
communication); R. de Nebesky
Wojkowitz, Oracles and Demons of 

Jang 'iang: currently in north-west Yunnan 
696,697; Map 11, L25/26 ' 

Tibet, (p. 226), 689; Map 11, J25 
KancI kanytsa'i yul: Conjeevaraml 

Kancipuram, an ancient capital of 
Dravi<;ia, 472 

Java nas-gling: Yavadvfpa, 455 

Jeworong rje-bo rong: in the Kongpo area, 
786; Map 8, }19 

Jokhang jo-bo: the main temple in Lhasa, 

built by Songtsen Gampo's Nepalese 
queen; KGHP (pp. 73, 86-7); PPCT 
(pp. 41-8); TG (Ch. 2); Henss, 

Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmiiler, (Ch. IV, 

Sect 2);TH (pp. 78-88), PI. 40; 510, 
758,791,807,815,949; Map 6,}16; 
see also Emanational Temple of Lhasa 
under Lhasa, and (Rasa) TrhUlnang 

Jonpalung ljon-pa lung: in Kongpo, 810; 
Map 8,}19 

Ju 'iu: a subdistrict of the Dzacukha region, 
north-west of Dzokcen; GT 

(pp. 119-230);TH (pp. 475-77), 
869; Map 10, F23 & Map 9, E23 

Junyung, hermitage of 'iu-nyung ri
khrod, PI. 94; 869; Map 9, E23 

Mehor Sa-nga Choling in Ju 'iu me-hor 
gsang-sngags chos-gling, 869 

JvalinI Cave 'bar-ba'i phug: said to be 

located south of Magadha, in 
modern Madhya Pradesh; 

Taranatha, History of Buddhism in 
India, (pp. 188, 286), 427 

Kailash kailasha: TG eCho 45); TH (pp. 
336-49),507: see also Mount Kailash 

Kalimpong ka-(lon-)sbugl-spungs, 42, 378, 
379,400 

Kalinga ka-ling yul: ancient name for 
Southern Orissa, 579 

Kama divinities, six species of 'dod-lha 

rigs-drug, 14, 60; see also desire 
realm 

KamalasIia, eastern city of ka-ma-la-shi-la'i 

shar-gyi grong-khyer: in East India, 
498 

Kamarilpa kd-ma-ru-palkd-ma-ru'i (grong
khyer): region and city of Assam, 
472, 501 

Kamata in India rgya-gar ka-ma-ta: M. Aris, 
Bhutan, (p. 174),803 

KaQ<;iala, a dense forest ka1Jejala zhes-pa'i 
nags: in SrI Lanka, 456 

Kangbar gangs-bar, 546, 550 

Kangpori gangs-po-ri: mountain above 

Tsetang, legendary birthplace of the 
Tibetan race; KGHP (pp. 49, 123); 
PI. 33; 590; Map 6, }16; see also 
Kongpori Lawalung 

Samtenling in Kangpori, monastery of 
gangs-po-ri'i bsam-gtan gling: PPCT 
(p. 253), 674 

Kangri Thbkar gangs-ri thod-dkar: above 

Shuksep; PPCT (pp. 143-5); Pis. 37, 
105; 586, 591; Map 6,}16 

Kangri gangs-ri, 591 

Orgyen Dzong (in Kangri Thokar) 

(gangs-ri thod-dkar) o-rgyan rdzong: a 
meditation cave of Longcenpa; 
PPCT (p. 144), 587, 588, 591 

Qzer Trin-ki Kyemotsel (Pleasure 

Garden of Clouds of Light) at 

Orgyen Dzong in Kangri Thbkar 
gangs-ri thod-dkar o-rgyan rdzong 'od
zer spn'n-gyi skyed-mos tshal, 588 

Kangzang gang-bzang: Nojin Kangzang, 

mountain range around Karo-Ia on 

the Gyaltse-Yamdrok road; TH (pp. 
216,253); PI. 65; 609; Map 6, K15 
K15 

Kapilavastu ser-skya'i gnaslgrong: city-state 

west of LumbinI in Nepal, 420, 427 
Karcung Temple of the Indestructible 

Expanse skar-chung rdo-rje dbyings

kyi gtsug-lag khang: at ra-ma sgang 

near Lhasa, PI. 104; 521; Map 6, }16 
Kardzuk Trhang dkar-'dzug 'phrang: a 

treasure site of Sangye Lingpa, 786; 
Map 8,}19 

Karmaprasiddhi las-rab grub-pa: the 

northern field of Akanil:'tha, 128 
Karmari karma-ri: a seat of Chogyur Lingpa 

in Nangcen, near Karma Monastery, 
848; Map 7, G21 
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Karma Peldeu kanna'i dpal mde'u: a 
treasure site of Chogyur Lingpa, 846 

Wokmin Karma 'og-min kanna: here 
this refers to a retreat of Chogyur 
Lingpa, 844, 845 

Khardong Yonmo mkhar-gdong yon-mo: 
location of the geomantic centre (me

btsa') of Tsukrum Tawu, 614 
Khar Dorje Trak mkhar-rdo-rje brag, 663; 

see Dorje Trak 

Karnikavana Temple rna-rgyan-gyi gtsug-lag 
. khang: in Kashmir, 430; see also 

Kuvana Monastery 

Khar in Yama ya-ma'i mkhar, 611 

Kashmir kha-che'i yullka-shmi-ra, 430, 435, 
438-9,468,488,501,862 

Kathmandu bal-yul yam-bulne-pa-la'i khul: 

city and valley in Nepal, 766, 807; 

Map 4, LlO 
Katil kah-thil: at Katok, 689; Map 10, 

G23 
Katok (Dorjeden) (Vajra Seat) kah(-thog 

rdo-rje'i gdan): monastery above 
Horpo, founded in 1159 by Katokpa 
Tampa Deshek, and the main 
pilgrimage place of enlightened 
activity in East Tibet; GT (p. 103, 
n. 666);TG (Ch. 52);TH (pp. 513-
15); PI. 70; 375, 681, 688, 701, 720, 
733, 736, 770, 816, 847, 848, 867, 
879; Map 10, G23 

Phaktso 'phag-mtsho: hermitage, 697 
Pangtro spang-khrod: hermitage, 695 
Partro bar-khrod: hermitage, 695-6 
Ritsip ri-rtsibs: hermitage, 696 
Tampuk dam-phugs: hermitage, 695 

KausambI kaushambhi: Kosam near 
Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh, 427 

Kawacen ka-ba-can, 567 
Kela Norbu Pun sum ke-la nor-bu spun-gsum: 

a treasure site of Chogyur Lingpa, 
846; Map 10, F22; see also Tsike 

N orbu Pilnsum 
Kham khams, 5l3, 524, 526, 533, 555, 574, 

618,683,686,688-701, 703, 706, 
724, 733, 735-9, 770, 782, 793-5, 
801,807,811,820,823,824,830, 
839,848,850,868,950,952,954, 

955,956 
Khandro Bumdzong mkha'-'gro 'bum

rdzong: a treasure site of Chogyur 
Lingpa in lower Nangcen, 
representing the attribute aspect of 
buddha-mind, 846; Map 7, G21 

Kharak kha-rag: birthplace of Taranatha in 
rong-mdo; KGHP (p. 155), 562; 

Map 6, J15 
Kharcu (in Lhodrak) (lho-brag) mkhar-chu: 

see under Lhodrak 

Khawa Karpo kha-ba dkar-po: mountain in 
Tshawarong between the Salween 
and Mekong rivers, representing the 
body aspect of buddha-speech; TH 
(pp.417-9),697,n.885,698;Map 

11, L23 
Khenpajong mkhen-pa ijongs: in Bhutan; 

Aris, Bhutan, (pp. 45 ff.), 567, 
n. 640; Map 6, Ll5/16 

Khenpaling mkhan-pa gling, 567, n. 640 
Khoklang Rock khog-glang brag: near 

Mustang in Ngari, 751 
Khore 'khor-re: the Sakyapa temple of 'khor

'chags or Kojarnath below Taklakot 
on the Karnali River; TH (pp. 352-
3),713; Map 4, H06 

Khotan lz-yul, 500, 507, 540, 590 
Khoting (Temple) mkho-mthing (lha-khang): 

LhodrakLhakang;TH (pp. 209-10), 
661,756,760; Map 6, K16 

Khoyishinmar mkho-yi shin-dmar: a treasure 
site of Guru Chowang, 764 

Khyonmi khyon-mi yul, 614 
Khyungcen Rock khyung-chen brag: a 

treasure site of Ratna Lingpa, 793 
Khyunglung Ngulkar in To swd khyung

lung dngul-mkhar: Tralung, the 
birthplace of Shenrap Miwoche, 782; 

Map 4, G05 
Koki ko-ki'i yul: South-East Asian 

mainland, 504, n. 530 
KongbulKungbu gong-bulgung-bu, 642, 647 
Kongpo/Kongyiil kong-po/kong-yu!: TH 

(228-42); KGHP (pp. 48, 122);TG 
(Ch. 57), 571, 574, 699, 724, 811, 
818,830; Map 8 J19 

Kongpo Chimyul kong-po mchims-yul: in 

Gyamda district, 602, 603, 786 
Kongpo Tamrul kong-po dam-rul, 786 
Kongpo Tsagongphu kong-po tsa-gong-

phu, 591 
Lake Castle of Kongpo kong-po'i mtsho-

rdzong: Traksum Dorje Trak; Blue 

Annals, (p. 874), 547; Map 8, 

H18 
Nyangpo district rf" Kongpo nyang-po 

kong-po'i yul: l. i (p. 96, n. 571); 

KGHP (pp. 48, 122); TG (Ch. 57), 
784; Map 8, H/J18 

Orsho Lungdrom 'or-shod rlung-sgrom: a 
treasure site of Sangye Lingpa, 786 

Orsho Thoteng Monastery in Kongpo 
kong-po 'or-shod mtho-stengs dgon-pa, 

568; Map 8, H18 
Pucu in Kongpo kong-po bu-chu: TH 

(p. 233); PI. 45; 810 
Traksum Dorje Trak brag-gsum rdo-lie 

brag: birthplace of Sangye Lingpa; 
GT (p. 96, n. 575);TH (pp. 240-42); 
PI. 79; 784; Map 8, H18 

Waru Namtsti.! in Kongpo kong-po wa-ru 

gnam-tshul, 809 

Kongpori Lawalung gongs-po-ri'i gla-ba

lung: a seat of Longcenpa at 
Kangpori, 591 

Kong-ra Lhundrupding gong-ra lhun-grub 

sding, 718, 725 
Kong-ra gong-ra, 727 

Kongtrang Gediine kong-'phrang dge-'dun 

gnas: a treasure site of Jatson 
Nyingpo in Kongpo, 811; Map 8, 
119 

KongyuliKongpo kong-yullkong-po: see 
Kongpo 

Konjo Tsade, monastery of go-'jo tsa-sde 

dgon-pa: south-west of Pelyiil; 
E. Teichman, Travels of a Consular 

Officer in Eastern Tibet, (pp. 175 -7), 
698; Map 10, H23 

Koitkana kongka-na: northern Karnataka, 
464, 494, 502 

Korong go-rong, 524 
Korup go-rub, 708; Map 6, 114 
Kosala yul kosala: either the region around 

SravastI, or the area once known as 
Mahakosala between Raipur, 
Madhya Pradesh, and Orissa, 488 

K~emakara, city of grong-khyer skyid-pa'i 

'byung-gnas, 485 

Kuge gu-ge: in Ngari, north of the Sutlej River; 
G. Tucci, Indo- Tibetica; KGHP (pp. 
79,98, 120); TG (Ch. 47); TH (pp. 
353-67); Lama Govinda, The T%y of 
the White Clouds, 806; Map 4, G04/05 

Kuladzokpa sku-La rdzogs-pa: charnel 
ground, 471 

Kumcok Decen Cave sku-mchog bde-chen 
phug: a treasure site of Kongtrul 
Rinpoche, 864; Map 10, G23 

KungbU/Kongbu gung-bu/gong-bu, 642, 647 

KarlJikdvana Temple - Kyorlung 465 

Kungtang gung-thang: i.e. Tshel Kungtang, 
the location of Tshel Monastery, 
founded in 1175 by Zhang Tsondrii 
Trakpa, 683 

Kungtang in Mangyti.! mang-yul gung-thang: 

KGHP (pp. 66, 154), 518, 520, 652, 
782; Map 4, 1lKIO 

Kupavana, a forest behind Varal).asI ku-pa'i 

tshal, 494 
Kurelung in Bhutan mon ku-re-lung, 378; 

Map 6, Ll6 
Kusinagara grong-khyer rtsa-can: Kasia, 

Deoria District, Uttar Pradesh, 425, 
947 

Kusumakutarama gnas me-tog brlsegs

pa'i kun-dga' ra-ba: in 1alandhara, 
430 

Kuvana Monastery ku-ba-na'i dgon-pa: in 
Kashmir, 430; see also KaY7Jikavana 

Temple 

Kuvana Temple of 1alandhara Monastery 
ku-ba-na'i gtsug-lag khang, 430 

Kyambu Pelgi Geding skyam-bu dpal-gyi 

dge-sdings, 591 
Kyangsar gyang-gsar, 763 

Kyapne Dzong skyabs-gnas rdzong, 567 

Kyawophukring skya-bo phug-ring: perhaps 
skya-bo kha-dong near Saga; KGHP 
(p. 65), 764; Map 4, 110 

Kyengi Karteng Trhang rkyen-gyi dkar-steng 

'phrang, 786; Map 8, ]19 
Kyicu skyid-shod: i.e. the river valley, 521, 

590, 758; Map 6, ]15116 
Kyikung skyid-khung: source of the Kyicu 

River, 548; Map 6, 116 
Kyilkar Lhakang skyil-mkhar lha-khang: the 

ancestral residence of Ceton 
Gyanak; TH (p. 262), 654; Map 6, 
K14 

Kyilung skyi-lung: in Shang, 829; Map 6, 
114 

Kyingpu Yulung, cultivated valley of gying

phu gYu-lung-gi mda'-gdab: in the 
Nyangpo district of Kongpo, 784; 
Map 8, ]18 

Kyirong skyid-grong: TH (pp. 306-8); 513, 
715,826,891; Map 4, KI0 

Kyonglung skyong-lung, 642, 647 
Kyoriung, college of skyor-lung grva-lshang: 

north of Nyetang, on the north bank 
of the Kyicu River, founded in 1169 
by Belti (sbal-ti); KGHP (pp. 73, 
167), 552; Map 6, ]15 
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Labar, charnel ground of dur-khrod la-bar, 

567 
Ladak in To Ngari stod-mnga'-ris la-dvags, 

783; Map 4, F03/04 
Lake Manasarovar ma-dros, 514, 970; Map 

4, H06; see also Anavatapta Lake 

Lake Mebar me-'bar mtsho: Tang District of 
Bhutan; Aris, Bhutan, (p. 38), 796; 
Map 6, LIS 

Lake Monka Sermo mon-kha zer-mo'i mtsho: 

in Bhutan, 547 
Lamo la-mo: east of Lhasa; KGHP (pp. 43, 

109), 525; Map 6, }16 
Land of Ogres srin-yul: near Oggiyana, 468, 

473; see also eight ogre islands 

Land of Snows/Snow Mountains gangs-can 

'jongs: see Tibet 

Langdro Chepa Takdra lang-gro 'chad-pa 

stag-'dra, 558, 559 
Lanka lanka'i yul/singhala, 454, 455-6, 889; 

see also Ceylon and Singhala 

Lato la-stod: east of Mangyill, south of the 
Tsangpo River; KGHP (pp. 66, 
153); PPCT (pp. 280-2);TH (pp. 
296-314),569,642,653,665,689,751, 
786; Map 4, Kll/12; see also Tingri 

northern and southern districts of LaW 
la-stod byang-dang lho, 702 

Tshowar in LaW la-stod mtsho-bar, 751 

Layak la-yag: see under Lhodrak 

Len glan, 686 

Lhabap Stupa lha-babs mchod-rten: at 
Chongye; PPCT (pp. 189-90), 838 

Lhadrak lha-brag: Zangzang Lhadrak, 780; 
Map 4, }11 

Lhamdo Burmo Trak lha-mdo 'bur-mo brag: 

between Bakung and Pelyill; 
Teichman, Travels of a Consular 

Officer in Eastern Tibet, (pp. 206, 
239), 863 

Decen Pemako in Lhamdo Burmo lha

mdo 'bur-mo bde-chen padma-bkod: a 
treasure site of Kongtrtil Rinpoche, 
864 

Lhari Osel Nyingpo in Sikkim 'bras-gshongs 

lha-ri 'od-gsal snying-po, 820; Map 6, 
LI3 

Lhari (in Phukpoche) (phug-po-che) lha-ri: 

mountain in Central Tibet, 542, 543; 
Map 6, }16; see also Trak Lhari and 
Phukpoche 

Lharing Trak lha-ring brag: a seat of 
Longcen pa, 591 

Lhasa lha-sa: KGHP (pp. 39-41); PPCT 
(pp. 38-72); TG (Chs. 1-15); TH 
(pp. 65-130), 523, 564, 590, 618, 
656,659, 681, 715, 757, 758, 768, 
777,784,815,823,949; Map 6,J16 

Emanational Temple of Lhasa lha-Idan 
sprul-pa'i gtsug-lag khang: the 
}okhang, 807; see also Jokhang and 
(Rasa) Trhiilnang 

stone dikes (of Lhasa) rdo-rags/jo-bo'i 

chu-rags, 656 

Trak Lhalu Cave at Lhasa lha-sa brag 

lha-klu phug: KGHP (pp. 41, 92); 
PPCT (pp. 49-50); TG (Ch. 10), 
556 

Lhazermo lha-zer-mo, 644 

Khandro Lhakang (I)akinls' Shrine) 
mkha'-'gro lha-khang, 644 

Lhazur (Monastery) lha-zur (dgon-pa), 548, 

549; Map 8, K17 
Lhe, charnel ground of dur-khrod lhas: 

perhaps in Lhodrak; KGHP (pp. 58, 
140), 609; Map 6, K15 

Lhodrak lho-brag; TH (pp. 208-14), 791, 
807,839,922-3; Map 6, K15/16 

Caze in Lhodrak lho-brag bya-ze, 649 

Dzepu Kang-ra 'dzed-phu gangs-ra, 755 

Guru Temple in Layak la-yag guru 

lha-khang: in west Lhodrak; KGHP 
(pp. 58, 140); PI. 108; 768; Map 6, 
K15; see also Samdrup Dewachenpo 

Kharcu (in Lhodrak) (lho-brag) mkhar

chu: pilgrimage site of buddha-mind; 
TH (pp. 210-11); PI. 103; 567,569, 
570,661,791,870; Map 6, K16 

Layak Dzawar la-yag rdza-bar, 760; 

Map 6, K15 
Layak Pangdrong in west Lhodrak 

lho-brag nub la-yag spang-grong, 773; 

Map 6, K15 
Lhalung, stiipa of lha-lung-gi me hod

rten, 763; Map 6, K15 
Lhalung in Lhodrak lho-brag lha-lung(-gi 

gdan-sa): seat of the Peling Sungtrill 
in west Lhodrak; TH (pp. 213-14); 
PI. 140; 799; Map 6, K15 

Lhodrak Gonkar lho-hrag dgon-dkar, 807 

Lhilndrup Palace in Trushtil gru-shul 
lhun-grub pho-brang: seat of Ratna 
Lingpa, 795; Map 6, K16 

Na Cave at Kharcu in Lhodrak lho-brag 
mkhar-chu sna'i brag-phug, 603; 
Map 6, K16 

Labar - Malung 467 
Namkecen in Layak Nyin, valley of 

la-yag nyin-gyi lung-pa gnam-skas-can 
763; Map 6, K15 ' 

Locung in the vicinity of E e'i 'dabs blo

chung, 777; Map 8, Jl7; see also 
under E 

Namkecen in Lhodrak lho-brag gnam
skas-can, 793; Map 6, K15 

Lomo yul-lo-mo, 542, 546 

Phukring in Kharcu mkhar-chu dpal-gyi 

phug-ring: KGHP (pp. 57, l38), 793; 
Map 6, K16 

Longpo Cangde Bumpa long-po byang-sde 
'bum-pa: between Takpo and 
Kongpo; KGHP (pp. 48, 122), 786; 
Map 8, Jl8119 

Phurmongang in upper Lho lho-stod 

phur-mong-sgang bya-ba'i dgon-pa, 
653 

Sergon in Dzesa, a part of Tamshill in 
Lhodrak lho-brag gtam-shul-gyi bye
brag 'dzed-sa ser-dgon, 755; Map 6, 
K16 

Sinca Rock in Namkecen gnam-skas-can
gyi srin-bya brag, 757; Map 6, K15 

Tamshtil in Lhodrak lho-brag gtam-shul: 
valley in east Lhodrak, modern 
Tsho-me Dzong; TH (pp. 206-7), 
755; Map 6, K16 

Trushtil in Lhodrak lho-brag gru-shul: 
between Nyel and Loro; KGHP 
(pp. 51, 127), 793; Map 6, K16 

Lhodrok lho-'brog: area south of Yamdrok 
591; Map 6, K15/16 ' 

Lho Kyercu, temple of lho skyer-chu'i lha

khang: Paro Kyercu in Bhutan; Aris, 
Bhutan, (pp. 3-5ff.); PI. 44; 797; 
Map 6, LI4 

Lhtindrup Teng lhun-grub steng: the Goncen 
in Derge, founded in 1616 at a site 
originally consecrated by Thangtong 
Gyelpo;TH (pp. 468-69); Map 10, G23 

great Stiipa of Lhilndrup Teng lhun-grub 

steng-gi mchod-sdong chen-mo: TG 
(Ch. 51), 851 

seminary of glorious Lhtindrup Teng 
dpallhun-grub steng-gi chos-grva, 
813 

Lhilndrup Teng, upper valley of lhun-grub 

steng-gi phu: in Tsari, 785; Map 8, 
K18 

Lingmokha gling-mo-kha: in Bhutan; Aris, 
Bhutan, (p. 158), 791 

Ling, residence of the royal house of gling

tshang: near Derge, 816; Map 10, 
F23/24 

Lo glo: Mustang, Nepal, 690, 805; Map 4 
J08 ' 

Lowo (Matang) mnga '-ris glo-bo ma
thang: Mustang, 717, 805, 806 

Locung lo-chung, 546 

Longpo Kada Trhang long-po ka-mda' 
phrang, 786 

Longpo Kying long-po gying, 788 

Longpo Trongsar, valley below long-po 
grong-gsar mda', 784; Map 8, JI8 

Longtang Drolma (in Mekam) (smad-khams

kyi) klong-thang sgrol-ma: the Tara 
Temple at Tingo/Denkhok, 706, 
782; Map lO, F23 

Lowo Gekar in Ngari, temple of mnga'-n's 

glo-bo dge-skar-gyi gtsug-lag khang 
751 ' 

Lumbini Grove lumbi'i tshal, 416, 417, 946 
Lungseng (Windy Hollow) rlung-gseng: at 

Zangzang Lhadrak, 780; Map 4, JIl 
LungshO klung-shod: valley of the Kyicu 

River near Drigung Dzongsar; 
KGHP (p. Ill); PPCT (p. lO6), 
676; Map 5, H16 

Madhima ma-dhi-ma: an island in 
Oggiyana, 463 

Magadha ma-ga-dha: the region of southern 
Bihar, 409, 419, 422, 432, 437, 489, 
656, 892 

Mahabrahma (Great Brahma) tshangs-pa 

chen-po: the highest realm of form 
attainable through the first 
meditative concentration, 14 

Makkolam sa-dkar-can, 427 

Malaya Buddha-field ma-la-ya'i zhing-bkod 
624 ' 

MalayagirilMalaya Mountain ri ma-la

ya, 454, 455, 458; see also Mount 
Malaya 

Malla country gyad-kyi yul, 947 
Malung rma-lung: the Huang-ho Valley in 

Amdo; J. F, Rock, The Amnye Ma
cchen Range and Adjacent Regions, 
(pp, 61ff. and 72ff.); Map 9 

Dorjei Trakra Encung Namdzong in 
Malung rma-lung rdo-lje'i brag-ra an
chung gnam-rdzong: near Centsha, also 
called .rma-smad rdo-lje'i brag, and rep 
resentmg the mind aspect of buddha
mind;TH (pp, 568-70),524; Map 9, B27 
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Manglam mang-lam, 780 
Mangy til mang-yul: west of LaW; KGHP 

(pp. 66, 154), 889; Map 4, J08/1O 
Mal)ikha (Entrance to Jewels or Entrance to 

the Six-Syllable Mantra of 
AvalokiteSvara) ma-'fJ,i-kha, 841 

Maratika (Cave) (brag-phug) ma-ra-ti-ka: at 
Haileshi, near Rumjitar in Nepal, 
470, n. 488, 864 

Marong Trugu Trashi Terdzong rma-rong 
gru-gu bkra-shis gter-rdzong: north
west of Dzokcen, 864; Map 10, F23 

Marpo HilVMarpori (Red Mountain) dmar
po-ri: site of the present Potala 
Palace at Lhasa: PPCT (p. 51); TG 
(Ch. 3), 513, 823; Map 6, J16 

Maru ma-ru'i yul: an ancient name for 
Rajasthan; Taranatha, History of 
Buddhism in India, (p. 253), 467 

Maru, palace pho-brang ma-ru: at 
Nyangdren Phawongkha in the 
valley of the Kyicu; KGHP (pp. 41, 
94-5), 510; Map 6, J16 

Mathura bcom-brlag: on the Yamuna River 
in Uttar Pradesh, 435 

Mawocok Rock sma-bo cog-gi brag: 
residence of Nyang-rel Nyima Ozer 
in east Lhodrak; TH (pp. 207-8); PI. 
106; 755; Map 6, K16 

Meldro mal-dro: a river valley south of the 
Zha Temple, on the main road from 
Lhasa to Kongpo; KGHP (pp. 44, 
108-10),557; Map 6, J16 

Melodious Crown gtsud-phud dbyangs-ldan, 
961 

Mindroling smin(-grol) gling: monastery 
founded in 1670 by Terdak Lingpa; 
KGHP (pp. 54, 132); PPCT 
(pp. 165-7);TH (pp. 169-72);Tucci 

To Lhasa and Beyond; PI. 88; 375, 
728,733-4,735-7,824-34,838,847, 
849, 879, 919, 956, 959; Map 6, 

J16 
Orgyen Mindroling, (seminary of) 

o-rgyan smin-grol-gling(-gi chos-grva) , 
526,831,849,869 

Minyak mi-nyag: east and north-east of 

lithang, across the Nyag-chu River;TH 
(pp. 443-46), 661, 691;Map 10,H26 

Moisture Gathering Light Mass drod-gsher 
'dus-pa 'od-kyis spung-ba, 136 

Mon (lho-)mon: Bhutan and surrrounding 
region, 591, 690, 699, 714, 791, 798-

9, 802, 824, 830, 839, 973; Map 6, 
KlL 14116; see also Bhutan 

Khandroling in Mon mon-gyi mkha'
'gro'i gling: a seat of Melong Dorje, 
569 

Mon Bumthang mon bum-thang, 764, 
792, 796; Map 6, L15; see also 
Bumthang 

Mongar, town of mon- 'gar grong-mo-che: 
East Bhutan, south-east of Bum
thang on the Kuru-chu River, 549; 
Map 6, L16 

Mongu mon-dgu, 714 
Monkateng mon-kha steng: upper 

Monkar; KGHP (pp. 56, 136), 764 
Namseling in Monkar mon-mkhar rnam

sras gling, 719 
(Nering) Sengedzong (in Monka) (mon

kha ne/sna-ring) senge-rdzong: north 
of Lhiintse Dzong in Bhutan, a 
pilgrimage site of buddha-activity; 
KGHP (pp. 56, 136), 518, 710; 
Map 6, L16 

Mongolia hor/sog, 395, 574,661,663,683, 
695, 823-4, 839; see also Central 
Asia and Turkestan 

Mount Abu a-bhu zhes-pa'i ri: in Rajasthan, 
456 

Mount Bhaskara ri-bo snang-byed, 501 
Mount Dra Riwoche sgrags ri-bo-che, 607; 

Map 6, J16; see also uplands of Dra 
in the mountains of Central Tibet 
under Dra 

Mount Drong-ri Chukpo 'brong-ri chugs-po: 
Zurpoche's gold-mine near 
Drongtse, 624; Map 6, Jl4 

Mount Gampodar sgam-po gdar-gyi ri: a 
treasure site of Karma Lingpa, 801; 

Map 8, J18 
Mount Kailash gangs/ri ti-se: Henss, Tibet: 

Die Kulturdenkmaler (Ch. III); TH 
(pp. 336-49),466,533, 794; Map 4, 
G06; see also Kailash 

Mount Kangpori gangs-po-ri: see Kangpori 
Mount Khawa Karpo kha-ba dkar-po: see 

Khawa Karpo 
Mount Kongmo Wokma at Sengcen 

Namdrak seng-chen gnam-brag-gi ri 
gong-mo 'og-ma: a treasure site of 
Chogyur Lingpa in the Yangtze 
valley region at Dzomto, also called 
'dzom-thog phu seng gnam-brag and 
representing the activity aspect of 

Manglam - Nangcen Chinghu 469 
enlightened attributes, 846; Map 10 
G23 ' Mount Wu-t'ai-shan ri-bo rtse-lnga: in 

Shanxi Province, China, PI. 63; 495, 
497, 555, 763, 858 

Mount Kosala n-bo kosala, 500 

Mount Kukkurapada ri-bya rkang, 433 
Mount L~a~i Rolpa lha-n" rol-pa: perhaps 

thIS IS to be identified with Lhabapri 
near Sheldrak; PI. 34; 507 

Mount Malaya n ma-la-ya, 135, 154, 468, 

478, 493, 889, 947, 948; see also 
Malayagiri under Malaya Buddha
field 

Mugulung~yugulung mu-gu-lunglmyu-gu_ 
lung: 10 TsangWn Mangkar, not to 
be confused with the monastery of 
the same name in north-central 
Nepal, founded in 1043 by Drokmi' 
Aris, Bhutan, (pp. 134-5); D. L. ' 
Snellgrove, Himalayan Pilgrimage; 
633; Map 6, K12 

Mount Medril mas- 'gril-gyi n, 663 
Mount Mucilinda ri btang-bzung, 768 
Mount Murul)<,iaka mu-ru'fJ,qaka-la: near 

O<,i<,iiyana, 487 

Mount Namcak Barwa gnam-lcags 'bar-ba: 
see Duri N amcak Barwa in Puwo 
under Puwo(rong) 

(Mount) Nyemo Lhari snye-mo lha-ri: a 

treasure site of Jatson Nyingpo 810-
11 ' 

Mount Pangpo spang-po-n: at Sakya, 951; 
Map 6, K12 

Mount Pleasant yid-bzang brrsegs-pa'j ri-sul: 
Sumanakiira or Adam's Peak in SrI 
Lailka, 455 

Mount Potalaka ri pO-la-lalyul gru- 'dzin: the 

~bode of Avalokitesvara, reputedly 
10 South India, 466, 507 

Mount Rincen Pung ri-bo rin-chen spung: in 
Kalimpong, 378; Map 6, L13 

Mount Shampo sham-po ri: PPCT (pp. 184-

5), 758; Map 6, K16; see also Yarlha 
Shampo 

Mount Sumeru ri-rab-kyi rtseln"-rgyal lhun
po, 56,172,449,490,515,577,611, 
624,906,971; see also Gyelpori 

Mount Trakar Kongcen n-bo brag-mkhar 
gong-can, 714 

(Mount) Trak Gyawo brag-rgya-bo, 622, 
631,634, 638-9, 642, 644, 645; see 
also Gyawo and Thak under Riwo 
Gudu 

Mount Trazang n"-bo bkra-bzang: KGHP 

(pp. 65, 153),780; Map 4, Jll 
Mount Tsepo Purkang n"-bo btsad-po pur

khang: near Ukpalung, 627; Map 6 
114 ' 

Mount Tukdriil Pungdra brag_n° dug-sbrul 
spungs-'dra: at Zangzang Lhadrak 
780; Map 4, ]11 ' 

Mount Vimalasvabhava bi-ma la bh '" " - -sva- a-
7Ja 1 n: see Vimalasvabhava Nlountain 

Muksang, hermitage of rmugs-sang-kyi 
sgrub-gnas: near Pelyiil in Kham 
813; Map 10, G23 ' 

Muse mus-srad: a temple in the Mu valley; 

KGHP (pp. 68, 158), 716; Map 6 
113 ' 

Mutik Shelgi Pagong/Bamgong mu-tig shel
" gyi spa-gonglsbam-gong, 757, 790 

mynad oceanic world systems rab-'byams
kyi rgya-mtsho, 131 

myria~ world systems rab- 'byams, 131, 146 
senes, of myriad world systems rab

'byams rgyud, 131 

Nabiin Dzong na-bun rdzong: a treasure site 
of Diidtil Dorje, 816, 845; Map 7 
F21 ' 

nagas, domain of klu-yullgnas, 452 
Nairafijana River chu-klung nairaiidzana: 

Lilajan River in Gaya District 
Bihar, 412, 419 ' 

Naivedyasala Pagoda, nine-storey lha'j bshos 
khang-brtsegs-dgu: at Vajrasana, 488; 
see also Nine-Storey Pagoda 

Nak nags, 688 

Nakmore nag-mo-re, 642 

Naktsel Sumdril, a wood nags-tshal gsum
sgril, 619 

Nalanda, (glorious) (Sri-)nalendra: seven 

miles north of Rajgir, Bihar, 426, 
464,467,475,489 

Namkecen gnam-skas-can: see under 
Lhodrak 

Namtso Chukmo gnam-mtsho phyug-mo: a 

large lake, 120 miles north of Lhasa' 
TH (pp. 139-40),519; Map 5, HIS 

Nandanavana dga'-ba'i (lshal): charnel 
ground,469 

Nangcen Chinghu nang-chen ching-hu: 
Nangcen district in Kham, which 
since 1727 has been associated 
loosely or otherwise with the 
Kokonor Territory (Qinghai), 
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i.e. Chinghu;TH (pp. 485-89), 841; 
Map 7, F21 & Map 10, F/G 21/22 

Naring Trak sna-ring brag: near the Tang 
River in Bhutan; Aris, Bhutan, 
(p. 4), 796; Map 6, LIS 

Nariung-rong, a subdivision of Rulak in 
lower Tsang gtsang-smad ru-lag-gi sa
cha'i snar-lung-rong, 703; Map 6, }14 

Shukla Nakpo in Nar snar-gyi shug-la 
nag-po, 614 

Narttaka Vihara in the Northern Vindhya 
Mountains ri-bo 'bigs-byed gar
mkhan-gyi gtsug-lag-khang, 93 

Nelpa Meu nel-pa sme'u, 788 
Nepal bal/bal-yul/bal-po'i yul, 394, 472, 

475, 489, 509, 511, 540,607,608, 
610,652,656,717,746,748,766, 
768, 770, 805, 812, 837, 889, 890, 
891 

Nesar gnas-gsar, 683; Map 6, }13; see also 
Tanak Nesar 

Nesar gnas-gsar: see Nyangtotsi under 
Nyangru and also Tsiki Temple 

Netang, plain of ne-thang: perhaps to be 
identified with Nyetang, 605; 
Map 6, }15 

Neten Gang gnas-brtan sgang: seat of 
Chogyur Lingpa at Yegyel 
Namkadzo, 848; Map 7, G21 

Neudong sne'u gdong: south of Tsetang; 
KGHP (pp. 49, 123-4); PPCT 
(pp. 176-7),595, 787, 833; Map 6, 
}16 

Neudong Fort sne'u gdong rtse: PPCT 
(p. 176), 777, 778; Map 6, }16 

Pentsang Monastery/Monastic College 
(in Neudong) (sne'u gdong) ban
gtsang dgon/grva-tshang, 777-8; 
Map 6, }16 

Nezhi Gangpo gnas-gzhi sgang-po: in 
the Tamshlil River valley, Lho
drak; TH (p. 208), 763; Map 6, 
K16 

Ngadak Rock in Podong bo-dong mnga'
bdag brag: in Tsang; KGHP (pp. 67, 
156),621; Map 6,}13 

Ngamongtrhang rnga-mong phrang: on the 
Tsangpo River, 645 

Ngamsho ngam-shod: above Densathil near 
Phukpoche, 545; Map 6, }16 

lower Ngamsho ngam-shod smad, 657 
sands of Ngamsho ngam-shod-kyi bye

ma, 516 

valleys ofNgamshO ngam-shod lung-po, 549 
Ngarcung ngar-chung, 567 
Ngari mnga'-ri(s):TG (Chs. 45-7);TH (pp. 

325-70),513,523,717-18,751,804, 
830,953; Map 4 

twenty mountain caves of Ngari mnga'
ris skor-du gangs-brag nyi-shu: listed 
in the Glossary of Enumerations, 518 

Ngarpuk ngar-phug: at Yangdzong in Dra; 
KGHP (p. 46), 569; Map 6, }16 

Ngenlam ngan-lam: in Uru, 541, 575,675 
three-valley district of Ngenlam in Uru 

yul-dbu-ru ngan-lam ral gsum, 541 
Ngor ngor: monastery south-east of 

Nartang, founded in 1429 by Ktinga 
Zangpo; KGHP (pp. 62-4); PPCT 
(p. 274), 813; Map 6, }13 

NIla, river chu-klung nila, 472 
Nine-Island Lake of Yamdrok yar- 'brog 

gling-dgu'i mtsho, PI. 65; 609; Map 6, 
}/KI5; see also Yamdrok-gang 

Nine-Storey Pagoda at the Indestructible 
Seat in India rdo-rje gdan-gyi ke'u 
tshang rim-pa dgu-pa: at Vajrasana, 
854; see also Naivedyasala Pagoda 

Nine-Storey Pagoda, the Great ke'u tshang 
chen-po dgu-brtsegs: in the sandal
wood forest of Dhanakosa, 538 

NirmaJ).arata (Delighting in Emanation) 
'phrul-dga': the penultimate desire 
realm inhabited by Kama divinities, 
14 

Nopki Phutak Phudrak-ring near Dzing 
Namgyel nobs-kyis phu-stag phu-brag 
ring, 816; Map 10, G23 

Norbu Lingka nor-gling (pho-brang): the 
summer palace of the Dalai Lamas in 
Lhasa; TG (Ch. 4); Henss, Tibet: 
Die Kulturdenkmiiler, (Ch. IV, Sect. 
5), 777; Map 6, }16 

Nup Ytilrong gnubs yul-rong: in the lower 
valley of Dra; PPCT (p. 215), 548, 
611; Map 6, }16; see also Dra 

(Nup) Khulung (gnubs) khu-lung, 614; 
Map 6, }14 

Nyagrodhika in Magadha nya-gro-dha-can: 
near Kapilavastu, 432 

Nyangdren Phawongkha (in the Kyicu 
valley) nyan-bran pha-bong-kha, 510, 
511; Map 6, }16; see also Maru 

Nyangpo nyang-po, 813; Map 8, J/HI8 
Nyangru nyang-ru: the Nyangcu valley 

including Gyantse, Tsang: PPCT 

(pp. 269-70); TG (Chs. 35-7), 640; 
Map 6, }/KI4 

Khtiytil in upper Nyang nyang-stod khu
yul, 560 

Kyibuk in lower Nyang nyang-smad 
skyid-sbug, 722 

lower Nyang nyang-smad: KGHP (pp. 
60,.144); PPCT (pp. 269-73),651, 
703; Map 6, }13114 

Nyangro Nyentso yul nyang-ro gnyan
tsho, 557 

Nyangnak Olpo nyang-nag 'ol-po, 654 
NyangtOtsi, temple of nyang-stod rtsis-kyi 

lha-khang: Border Taming Temple at 
Tsi Nesar; Aris, Bhutan, (p. 25); 
KGHP (pp. 59, 142); PPCT 
(p. 271),623; Map 6, J14; see also 
Tsiki Temple 

Patsap in lower Nyang nyang-smad pa
tshab, 560 

Tsegyel in lower Nyang, hermitage of 
nyang-smad rtse-rgyal-gyi sgom-khang, 
700 

upper Nyang nyang-stod: KGHP 
(pp. 59, 143); PPCT (pp. 268-9), 
556,619,650,651; Map 6, K14 

upper Yudruk in Nyang yul nyang gYu
'brug stod-pa, 542 

Nyari nya-ri, 632, 647; Map 5, H13; see 
also Dropuk in Nyari 

N yarong nyag-rong: south of Kanze and 
north-east of Lithang; TH (pp. 498-
99),869; Map 10, G25 

Nyemo Cekar yul snye-mo bye-mkhar: 
birthplace of Vairocana, near Uyuk; 
KGHP (pp. 69, 161-2); PPCT 
(130-1),538; Map 6, }15; see also 
Pagor in Yeru 

Ce Fortress in Nyemo snye-mo bye
mkhar, 611 

Nyemo Lhari snye-mo lha-ri: see (Mount) 
Nyemo Lhari 

Nyetang snye-thang: ten miles south-west of 
Lhasa on the north bank of the 
Kyicu River, the deathplace of Atisa; 
KGHP (pp. 72, 165); PPCT 
(pp. 134-6); TG (Ch. 22); Henss, 
Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmiiler, (Ch. 
VII), 557, 605; Map 6, }15 

Nyingmei Yutso, the Turquoise Lake 
rnying-ma'i gYu-mtsho: at Tsari 
Nyingma, 571; Map 8, K18; see also 
Tsari and Yutso Rincen Trak 

Naring Trak - On 471 

Nyipu snyi-phu; Map 6, }16 

(Nyipu) Shuksep (snyi-phu) shug-gseb: 
PPCT (pp. 142-3), 580, 588 

Shuksep-ri shug-gseb-ri, 578 
Nyuk, palace of gnyug-gi rgyal-khang, 717; 

Map 6, J13 

Nyuktsel, hollow of (o-rgyan-gyi sgrub
gnas) gnyugs-tshal sbug, 570 

OdantapurI Monastery otantapuri'i gtsug-Iag 
khang: at Bihar Shariff, 515 

Oggiyana oc/4iyana/o-rgyan, 135, 441-2, 
449,461,463,464-5,468-9, 
471-2,477,485-7, 490, 494, 
501-3, 518, 534, 569-70, 582, 710, 
712, 745, 768, 785, 787, 889-92, 
914, 927, 944, 960, 972; see also 
Dhanakosa, Dharmaganji, Dhuma
sthira, Hurmudzu, Madhima, 
Rukma, Saizkaraku(a, Sikhodhara, 
Sindhu Lake and Vajra Cavern of 
Oc/4iyana 

Oggiyana, the Land of the I)akinls 
o-rgyan mkha'-'gro'i gling, 442 

self-created temple of Heruka heruka'i 
lha-khang-rang-byung: in Oggiyana, 
442 

Ogivisa ocf,i-bisha: Orissa, 441 
Ogre Cave endowed with the Sound of the 

Rulu Mantra sn'n-phug ru-Iu'i sgra
dang ldan-pa, 136 

Okar Rock (in the lower valley of Cing) 
(bying-mda') o-dkar brag: KGHP 
(pp. 54, 132); PPCT (pp. 161-2), 
549, 789, 828; Map 6, J16 

Olka 'ol-kha: on the north bank of the 
Tsangpo River, east of Zang-ri; 
KGHP (pp. 48, 121); PPCT 
(pp. 245-50), 550; Map 8, }17 

Olmotshel 'ol-mo tshal, 609 

Olpa Lhartse in upper Tsang gtsang-stod '01-
pa lha-rtse: birthplace of Thangtong 
Gyelpo, currently under the 
administration of Ngamring Dzong; 
GT (p. 67, n. 176); PPCT (pp. 276-
8), 802; Map 6, }12 

Omeitshel 'od-ma'i tshal, 609 
On 'on: mountain range, and a river flowing 

south into the Tsangpo beyond 
Tsetang; KGHP (pp. 47, 119); 
PPCT (pp. 236-42), 545, 721; 
Map 6, J16 

bnbar Sardzingka in Yoru gYo-ru 'on
bar gsar-rdzing-kha, 568 
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On Montang 'on smon-thang, 808; 

Map 6, J16 
"tiger den" at Onpuk 'on-phug stag

tshang: KGHP (pp. 47, 120); 
PPCT (pp. 241-2), 776; Map 6, 

J16 
upper Onak 'on-nag stod, 552 

Oncangdo Peme Trashi Gepel, temple of 
(skyid-smad) 'on-cang rdo dpe-med 
bkra-shis dge- 'phel-gyi gtsug-lag khang: 

in the lower Kyicu valley; GT 
(p. 147); KGHP (pp. 72-3, 166); 
PPCT (pp. 241-2); PI. 105; 522; 

Map 6, J15 
ordinary (form) realms tsam-po: see under 

form realms 
Orgyen ChOling o-rgyan chos-gling: at Mon 

Bumthang; Aris, Bhutan, (pp. 40, 

158), 792; Map 6, LIS 
Orgyen Dzong o-rgyan rdzong: see under 

Kangri Thiikar 
Oseltse 'od-gsal rtse: cottage/hermitage at 

Mindroling, 828; Map 6, J16 
Oyuk river-basin 'o-yug mda', 560; Map 6, 

J14; see also Uyuk 
Oyuk Chigong 'o-yug phyi-gong: a retreat 

of Cetsiin Senge Wangcuk, 558, 559; 

Map 6, J14 
Pad makuta padma brtsegs-pa: see (Buddha

field oj) Padmaku{a 
Padrak dpa'-brag: perhaps the rock of Pawo 

Wangcen, treasure site of the Dokam 
Inventory, 867; Map 10, G23 

Pagoda of Tu~ita dga'-ldan brtsegs-pa, 136; 

see also Tu~ita 
Pagor in Yeru, upper valley of gYas-ru'i ba

gor: in Nyemo Cekar, 653; Map 6, 

J15 
Pangri (Jokpo) bang-ri ('jog-po): in Kongpo; 

TH (pp. 239-40), 811, 812, 813; 

Map 8,J18 
Pangshong Lharika spang-gshong lha-ri-kha, 

789 
Pangtro spang-khrod: hermitage at Katok, 

695 
Pare ba-red, 525 

through the second meditative 
concentration, 15 

Parlttasubha (Little Virtue) dge-chung: the 
lowest realm of form attainable 
through the third meditative 
concentration, 15 

Park am bar-khams, 816 
Parma Lhateng bar-ma lha-steng: between 

Puwo and Riwoche in Tshawagang; 
Blue Annals, (p. 550), 816 

Paro (in Bhutan/Mon) (mon-)spa-gro, 661, 
667,791; Map 6, LI4 

Taktsang, the "tiger den" at Paro in 
Mon mon spa-gro stag-tshang, PI. 55; 

802 
White Rock in Paro spa-gro'i brag-dkar, 

519 
Partro bar-khrod: hermitage at Katok, 

695-6; Map 10, G23 
Paru~akavana (Coarse Wood) rtsub-'gyur 

tshal,469 
Pataliputra skya-nar-bu/dmar-bu-can: near 

Patna, Bihar, 435, 437 
Pawo Wangcen, rock of dpa'-bo dbang-chen 

brag: a treasure site of Chogyur 
Lingpa at Dagam Wangpuk, 846; 
Map 10, G23; see also Padrak 

Payigudvlpa payigu'i gling: Burma, 455 
Pehar Kordzoling/treasury of Pehar dpe-har 

dkor-mdzod gling: at Samye: PPCT 
(pp. 223-4), 892, 914; Map 6, 

J16 
Peking pe-cing: modern Beijing, 823 
Pelbu, forest of bal-bu'i nags: near Ph uk

poche, 543; Map 6, J16 
Pelkar in Samdruptse in Tsang gtsang bsam

'grub rtse'i dpal-dkar: in Shigatse, 

717; Map 6, J13 
Pelpung, (seat of) dpal-spung(-kyi gdan-sa): 

south of Derge Goncen, founded 
in 1727 by Situ VIII, Choki Jungne; 
D. Snellgrove and H. Richardson, 
A Cultural History of Tibet, (p. 137); 
TH (pp. 466-67), 842, 848, 879; 

Map 10, G23 

Paranirmitavasavartin (Mastery over 
Transformation) lha'i gzhan-'phrul 

dbang-byed: highest of the desire 
realms inhabited by Kama divinities, 

PeJtsap Sumpa, temple of dpal-tshab gsum

pa'i lha-khang: at Samye, 797, 
n. 1069; Map 6, J16 

Pel Tshering-jong Perna Osel Thekcokling 
dpaltshe-ring ljongs padma 'od-gsal 

theg-mchog-gling: see under Chongye 

Pelung dpal-lung, 551 
14,60 

Parlttabha (Little Radiance) 'od-chung: the 
lowest realm of form attainable 

Pelytil dpal(-yul):TH (pp. 462-64) 

Oncangdo Peme Trashi Gepel- Potala 473 

Namgyel Cangcup Ling (dpal-yul) rnam
rgyal byang-chub gling-gi (chos-sde): 

founded in 1665 by Kiinzang 
Sherap, PI. 74; 733, 738-9, 847, 867, 
879; Map 10, G23 

Perna Ja-o Sheldzong padma 'ja'-'od shel

rdzong: a haunt of Lhatsiin Namka 
Jikme in Sikkim, 819 

Pemako, (secret land of) (sbas-yul) padma

bkod: J. Bacot, Le Tibet Rivolti: Vers 

Nipimakii, la terre promise des 

Tibetains;TH (pp. 407-8), 811, 816, 
957,972; Map 8, ]19/20 

Pemashel Cave in Marshodzam smar-shod

dzam-nang padma shel-phug: a treasure 
site of Chogyur Lingpa near Pelpung 
and Dzongsho, also called rme-shod 

padma shel-phug, representing the 
speech aspect of enlightened 
attributes, PI. 93; 845-6; Map 10, 
G23; see also Terlung Pemei Shelri 

Perna Tsekpa Rock, crystal cave brag padma 

brtsegs-pa'i shel-phug: a treasure site 
of Orgyen Lingpa behind Sheldrak 
in Yarlung: PPCT (p. 193),775; 
Map 6, J16 

Persia ta-sig: "Persia" here denotes both 
modern Iran and all the other 
regions of Inner Asia in which 
Iranian languages are or once were 
spoken, 489 

Pewar, great pilgrimage place of (tsa-'dra'i 

gnas-lag) dpe-war gnas-chen: an 
adjunct of Tsandra Rincen Trak, 
opened by Kongtriil Rinpoche, 867; 
Map 10, G23 

Phakmotru phag(-mo-gru): Densathil in 
Yarlung, founded in 1158 by 
Phakmotrupa Dorje Gyelpo; KGHP 
(pp. 47, 120); PPCT (pp. 242-4), 
569, 830, 954; Map 6, J16 

Phaktso, hermitage of 'phag-mtsho'i ri

khrod: a branch of Katok, 697; 
Map 10, G23 

Phangtang, palace at 'phang-thang-gi pho

brang, 513 
Phawang Gyelep (Eight Boulders' Landing) 

pha-vang brgyad-sleb: at Katok, 690; 
Map 10, G23 

Phawangkha pha-vang-kha: situated on the 
hillside behind Sera; KGHP (pp. 42, 
101-2); PPCT (pp. 65-6),680, 822; 
Map 6, J16; see also Devfko(i 

Phen-gi Khangon phan-gyi khang-sngon: 

second household of Zurcungpa, 637 
Phenyiil 'phan-yul: between Taklung and 

Lamo, site of Nalendra Monastery, 
founded in 1436 by Rongton Sheja 
Kiinzi; KGHP (p. 39); PPCT 
(pp. 83-6),688; Map 6, J16 

Kawa N amoche in Phenyiil 'phan-yul 

ka-ba na-mo-che, 522 

Phodrang Yutso pho-brang gYu-mtsho: in 
Tsari, 814 

Phukcungrong phug-chung rong: at Phuk
poche, 546; Map 6, ]16 

Phukpoche phug-po-che: near NgamshO, 
542, 545, 548, 549; Map 6, ]16; see 
also Lhari (in Phukpoche) and Trak 

Lhari 

Phungpo Riwoche in Gyamnyeduka in 
Tsang gtsang rgyam nye-du-kha'i 

phung-po ri-bo-che: Riwoche on the 
south bank of the Tsangpo River; 
KGHP (pp. 70, 162), 542, 667, 791; 
Map 6, J14 

Phiintsoling, the Conangpa residence jo

gdan phun-tshogs-gling: founded in 
1615 or 1627 by Taraniitha, and 
forcibly converted to the Gelukpa 
school in 1650; KGHP (pp. 66-7, 
155-6); PPCT (p. 279), 798; Map 6, 
J12 

Phurbucok phur-lcogs: hillside north-west of 
Sera; GT (p. 83); KGHP (pp. 43, 
103); PPCT (p. 66), 778; Map 6, 
J16 

Pleasure Grove of Anathapit:lQada mgon-med 

zas-sbyin-gyi kun-dga' ra-ba: at 
Jetavana in SravastI, 137 

Point of Enlightenment byang-chub snying

po, Skt. Bodhimm:uja, 115, n. llO, 
154,412,416,419; see also 
Indestructible Seat and Vajrasana 

Ponlung bon-lung, 735 

Pornetrak spor-ne brag: at Riwoche in 
Kham, representing the activity 
aspect of buddha-mind: TG (Ch. 
54),816; Map 7, G21 

Potala (Palace) (pho-brang chen-po) potala: 

the winter residence of the Dalai 
Lamas and seat of the Tibetan 
Government, situated on Marpori in 
Lhasa. It was constructed at the 
order of Dalai Lama V, beginning in 
1645-8; KGHP (pp. 40, 88); PPCT 
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(pp. 51-8); Henss, Tibet: Die 
KulLUrdenkmaler, (Ch. IV, Sect. 4); 
TG (Ch. 3); TH (pp. 96-104); PI. 
86; 513, 777, 823, 824; Map 6,}16 

Prabhaskara, great charnel ground of rab-LU 
snang-byed ces-pa'i dur-khrod chen-po, 

501 
Puburgang in Dokam mdo-khams bu-'bur 

sgang: a plateau lying between the 
Yangtze and the southern Yalung 
rivers, 688; Map 10 H24/25 

Pubor bu-'bor, 696, 697 
Tsangzhel, part of Puburgang bu-'bur 

sgang-gi bye-brag gtsang-zhal, 691 
Puguto spu-gu-do: near Gyamen in 

Chongye, 685; Map 6, K16 
Pum, Rong and Zhak bum-rong-bzhag: see 

three districts of Pum, Rong and Zhak 

Pung-ring spung-ring, 551, 552 
PUI).yaprasava (Increasing Merit) bsod-nams 

'phel: the middling realm of form 
attainable through the fourth 
meditative concentration, 15 

Purang spu-'rangs: in Ngari, south of Lake 
Manasarovar; GT (p. 61), 569; 

Map 4, H06 
Pure Abode(s) gtsang-ma'i gnas/ris dag, Skt. 

Suddhanivasa, 413, 449 
Five Pure Abodes gtsang-ma'i gnas lnga: 

listed in the Glossary of Enumera

tions, 15, 62 
Piirvavideha (Surpassing the Body) lus

'phags: the eastern continent 
inhabited by human beings, 14 

Puwo(rong) spu-bo (rong): comprising upper 
Puwo, or the valleys of the Puta and 
Parlung Tsangpo, and lower Puwo, 
or the valley of the Yi'ong Tsangpo; 
TH (pp. 405-7); Map 8,HI9/20 &}20 

Decen Sangwa Cave at the Dongcu in 
Puwo spu-bo 'dong-chu bde-chen 
gsang-ba phug, 815; Map 8, H20 

Decen Thang in Puta spu-stod bde-chen 
thang: Puta River valley, 816; 

Map 8, H20 
Dongcu in Puwo spu-bo 'dong-chu, 815; 

Map 8, H20 
Duri Namcak Barwa in Puwo spu-bo 

bdud-ri gnam-lcags 'bar-ba: Mount 

Kanam in Puworong spu-bo rong-gi ka
gnam, 972; Map 8, }20 

Puri Rincen Barwa spu-ri rin-chen 'bar
ba: a treasure site of Sangye Lingpa; 
TH (pp. 231,407-8),786 

Puri Shelgi Yangdrom spu-ri shel-gyi 
yang-sgrom, 815 

Puri Takdzong spu-ri dvags-rdzong: a 
treasure site of Dtidtil Dorje, 815 

Puta spu-stod: the Puta and Parlung (Po) 
river valleys;TH (p. 407),815,816; 

Map 8,H20 
Qarloq gar-log, 524 
Ragye ra-'gyel: a centre of Lume, 525 
RajagJ;'ha rgyal-po'i khab: Rajgir, Bihar, 

136, 154,419,427,428,431,489 
Rakcok rag-cog: perhaps near Katok, 698; 

Map 10, G23 
Ramoche ra-mo-che: temple in Lhasa built 

by Songtsen Gampo's Chinese 
queen; KGHP (pp. 40, 87); PPCT 
(pp. 59-60); TG (Ch. 8); Henss, 
Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmaler, (Ch. IV, 
Sect. 3); PI. 42; 510, 590; Map 6, 

}16 
(Rasa) Trhtilnang (ra-sa) 'phrul-snang: the 

}okhang in Lhasa, 510, 815, 949; 
see also Emanational Temple of Lhasa 

under Lhasa, and Jokhang 
RatnapurI ratna pu-ri: Tshopema or 

Rewalsar, in Sahor, modern Mandi 
District, Himachal Pradesh, PI. 51; 

972 
Ratsak, stone stiipa of ra-tsag-rdo'i mchod

rten: KGHP (p. 73, n. 693), 815; 

Map 6, }15 
Ratum Trak ra-LUm brag, 667 
"Real Origin of the pakinTs", a cave mkha'

'gro-ma mngon-par 'byung-ba'i phug, 

493 
Realm of the Bounteous Array sLUg-po bkod-

pa'i khams: see Bounteous Array 
realm of desire 'dod-khams, Skt. kamadhtiLU: 

see desire realm 
Red Mausoleum (of King Songtsen Gampo) 

(srong-btsan) bang-so dmar-po: in 
Chongye; KGHP (pp. 53, 130); 
PPCT (pp. 199-201); TG (Ch. 33); 
TH (p. 204); Tucci, Tombs of the 
Tibetan Kings, 835, 838 N amcak Barwa; TH (pp. 231, 407-

8); Pl. 83; 815; Map 8,}20 
great cavern of Puri spu-ri phug-mo-che: a 

treasure site of Sangye Lingpa, 785 

reliquary of the great translator Ngok mgog-
10 chen-po'i gdung-rten: at Sangpu, 
578, n. 661; Map 6, }16 

Repkong re-bkong: modern Tongren, south 
of the Huang-ho River and Rongpo 
Goncen;TH (pp. 570-5), 879; Map 
9, C26 

Rikdzin Sangpuk rig-' dzin gsang-phug: a 
treasure site of Dtidtil Dorje, 815 

Rincen Shelri Mukpai Gatsel rin-chen shel-ri 
smug-po'i dga'-tsal: a haunt of 
Lhatstin Namka }ikme, 819 

Ritsip ri-rtsibs: a branch of Katok, 696 
Riwo Gudti ri-bo dgu-'dus, 621, 622, 638; 

Map 6, }14; see also Gyawo under 
Thak, and (Mount) Trak Gyawo 

Riwo Wangzhu ri-bo dbang-gzhu: a 
treasure site of Chogyur Lingpa, 
847 

Riwoche, glorious dpal ri-bo-che: i.e. Cung 
Riwoche, south-west of Zangzang 
Lhadrak, 804; Map 4, }11 

Riwoche ri-bo-che: north-west of Chamdo in 
Kham: TH (pp. 390-4),816; Map 
7, G21 

Rizar Gapo, valley of ri-gzar rgod-po, 558 
Rong rang: river valley in Tsang flowing 

north into Tsangpo at Rinpung; 
KGHP (pp. 70, 162), 703; Map 6, 
}14115 

Rong Hot Springs rong chu-tshan: this is 
dum-pa chu-tshan-kha; KGHP 
(pp. 71, 163),649; Map 6, }15 

Rong Rock rong-brag, 764 
(Rongme) Karmo, "tiger den" of rong-me 

dkar-mo stag-tshang/dkar-mo stag
tshang: a treasure site of Chogyur 
Lingpa near Derge, 846, 866, 876; 
Map 10, G23 

Rongyap, hidden valley of rong-rgyab sbas
pa' ljongs: birthplace of Kongtrtil 
Rinpoche in Drida Zelmogang, 859; 
Map 10, G24 

Rongka Sheldrak 0dzong rong-kha she l
brag 'od-rdzong: a treasure site of 
Kongtrul Rinpoche, 864; Map 10, 
G24 

Rose-Apple Continent 'dzam-bu'i gling, Skt. 
Jambudvfpa: the southern continent 
inhabited by human beings, 409; see 
also Jambudvfpa 

R~ipatana, Deer Park of drang-srong lhung
ba ri-dvags-kyi nags-tshal: Sarnath, 
near VaraI),asl, 153 

Rudam Kyitram ru-dam skyid-khram (lung): 
valley behind Dzokcen Monastery; 

Prabhaskara - Samye 475 

TG (Ch. 50); PI. 72; 737; Map 10, 
F23; see also Dzokcen 

Rudam Kangtra ru-dam gangs-khrod: ru
dam gangs-kyi ra-ba, the main 
pilgrimage place of enlightened 
attributes in East Tibet, 846; Map 
10, F23/24 

Rukma ruk-ma: a district of Oggiyana, 472 
Rulak in lower Tsang gtsang-smad ru-Iag: 

i.e. the western region of Tsang; 
PPCT (p. 286), 703 

Sacred Stiipa mchod-rten mam-dag, Skt. 
Visuddha StiJpa, 419, n. 400 

Sahor sa/za-hor, 458, 460, 467,470-1, 5l3, 
821,889,948,972 

Saketa sar-bcas: near Ayodhya in Uttar 
Pradesh, 427 

Sakya sa(-skya): on the "Great Temple" 
(fha-khang chen-mo), founded in 1268 
by Pancen Sakya Yeshe and other 
older sites at Sakya, refer to PPCT 

(pp. 275-6);TG (Ch. 42);TH (pp. 279-
87); Henss, Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmaler 
(Ch. VIII), 395, 578, 669, 813, 823, 
830,952; Map 6, K12; see also Gorum 

Dralma Palace of Sakya sa-skya sgrol-ma 
pho-brang, 959; Map 6, K12 

Sakyak sa-skyags, 570; Map 6, K16 
Samdrup Dewachenpo bsam- 'grub bde-ba 

chen-po('i lha-khang): the Guru 
Temple in Layak, west Lhodrak, 
built by Guru Chawang; KGHP 
(pp. 58, 140); PI. 108; 768; Map 6, 
K15 

Samdrupling, seminary of bsam- 'grub gling
gi chos-grva, 806; Map 4, }08 

Sarp~ara $ar(l-$a-ra: birthplace of LTlavajra, 
463 

Samten Chaling, retreat centre of sgrub-sde 
bsam-gtan chos-gling: Dzokcen 
Monastery; TH (pp. 471-3), 737; 
Map 10, F23; see also Dzokcen 

Samtentse bsam-gtan rtse: cottage/hermitage 
at Mindraling, 828; Map 6, }16 

Samye, glorious (Temple of Unchanging 
Spontaneous Presence) dpal bsam-yas 
(mi- 'gyur lhun-gyis grub-pa'i gtsug-Iag 
khang)lbsam-yas chos-grva; KGHP 
(pp. 44, 1l3-14); PPCT (pp. 216-

25);TH (pp. 172-82);Tucci, To lltasa 
and Beyond; Henss, Tibet: Die 
Kulturdenkmaler, eCho VI); PI. 101; 
514-15,517,521,523,575,579, 
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592-3,620,710,753,763,776-7, 
807,819,823,837-8,857,889,892, 
914, 949; Map 6, J16; see also 
Chimpu and Trakmar 

Blue StOpa at Samye bsam-yas mchod

rten sngon-po: KGHP (pp. 44, 114); 
PPCT (p. 221),624 

central shrine dbu-rtse: PPCT (pp. 222-
4);TG (Ch. 27);TH (pp. 174-8); Pl. 
53; 515,753,815 

Red Stupa at Samye bsam-yas mchod-rten 

dmar-po: PPCT (p. 221), 775 
Samye Arya bsam-yas arya: the shrine of 

Aryapalo or Tamdrinling, to the 
south of the main temple at Samye; 
PPCT (p. 224); TG (Ch. 27), 764 

Samye Chimpu bsam-yas mchims-phu: 

PPCT (pp. 226-32); TH (pp. 180-
2); Pl. 57; 542, 573, 588, 591, 757, 
786,796,802,837 

(Samye) Hepori (bsam-yas) has-po-ri: 

PPCT (p. 225); KGHP (p. 45), 514, 
847; see also H awo Kang 

Sangcen Metok, cave of gsang-chen me

tog phug: KGHP (p. 45); PPCT 
(p. 228);TH (p. 180),837 

three shrines of the three queens 
btsun-mo gsum-gyi gling gsum: PPCT 

(p. 221), 515 
Sanglung Nakpo charnel ground in India 

rgya-gar-dur-khrod gsang-lung nag-po, 

609 
Sangpu gsang-phu: college founded in 1073 

by Ngok Lekpei Sherap on the south 
bank of the Kyicu River, south of 
Nyetang and north of Oncangdo; 
KGHP (pp. 72, 165); PPCT 
(pp. 140-2), 590, 678, 687; Map 6, 

J16 
Gyar Kelok in Sangpu, monastery of 

gsang-phu'i rgyar-gas-logs-kyi dgon-pa, 

656 
Lingme gling-smad: college at Sangpu; 

PPCT (p. 141), 821 
Lingto gling-stod: college at Sangpu; 

KGHP (pp. 72, 165); PPCT 
(p. 141), 577 

Sangpu Neutok, seminary of gsang-phu 

ne'u thog-gi chos-grva, 577 

Sati.karakuta Caitya mchod-rten bde-byed 
brtsegs-pa: near Vajrasana at the 
SHavana charnel ground, 482-3, 
858 

Sankarakuta, great temple of bde-byed 
brtsegs-pa zhes-bya-ba'i lha-khang 

chen-po: in OQQiyana, 490 
secret lands of upper, lower and central 

Tibet stod-smad-bar gsum-gyi sbas-yul, 

518, n. 558 
Sedrak in Tsang gtsang-du se-sbrag, 655 

Sekar sras-mkhar: Milarepa's tower in 
Lhodrak; KGHP (pp. 57, 138); 
TH (pp. 211-12), 764; Map 6, 
K15 

Sengedzong seng-ge rdzong: see (Nering) 

Sengedzong (in Manka) under Man 

Sengegyap (in Sizhel) (sri-zhal-gyi) seng-ge 

rgyab, 565, 567 
Sera Monastery se-ra dgon-pa: due north of 

Lhasa, founded in 1419 by Camcen 
Choje Sakya Yeshe; GT (p. 158, 
n. 374); KGHP (pp. 42,99-100); 
PPCT (pp. 63-5); TG (Ch. 5); 
Henss, Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmdler, 

(Ch. XI, Sect. 3), 716; Map 6, J16 
Sera Ce, college of se-ra byes grva-tshang: 

the largest of the three colleges at 
Sera; KGHP (p. 100); PPCT (pp. 
64-5); TG (Ch. 5), 678 

Serakcok bse-rag cog, 816 
Serlung (Monastery) gser-lung (dgon-pa), 

551-2 
Shabam sha-'bam, 694 
Shambhala shambhala/shambhaka, 442, 449, 

507,879,889,948,960 
Shambhara in Rongmu rong-smu'i sham

bha-ra, 718 
Shang shangs: TH (pp. 250-1), 558, 561, 

570,622,625,635, 643, 668; Map 

6,}14 
lower valley of Shang in Yeru g Yas-ru 

shangs-kyi mda', 622 

Shang Lhabu shangs lha-bu, 649 

Shang River shang(s)-chu: KGHP 
(p. 157), 622, 638 

Shang Tanak shangs rta-nag: i.e. Shang and 

Tanak,561 
Shap shab: river valley between Trhopu and 

Nyingri; KGHP (pp. 67-8, 157), 

708; Map 6, J13 
Shawuk Tago sha- 'ug llag-sgo: a treasure site 

of Terdak Lingpa east of Bhutan and 
the residence of Karmapa I, Tusum 
Khyenpa; Aris, Bhutan, (p. 101); 
Blue Annals, (p. 196), 567, 828; 
Map 6, Ll6 

Sheldrak shel-brag: PPCT (pp. 190-3); 
PI. 77; 537, 553, 828; Map 6, J16; 
see also Crystal Cave under Yarlung 

ShinglOtsel, the southern district of Mon 
lho-mon shing-lo'i tshal: Bhutan, 973 

Shocen shod-chen, 829 

Shokyam, city of grong-khyer sho-khyam: in 
China, perhaps to be identified with 
Khotanese Svahvam, Chinese 
Suofeng in Ningxia, 497 

Sho(kyam) sho(-skyam): the seat of master 
Tuwa, perhaps Serlung Monastery, 
551, 574, 590 

Shuksep shug-gseb: see (Nyipu) Shuksep 

Sikkim 'bras-yull'bras-gshongs/sbas-yul 'bras

mo-ljongs, 378, 723, 782, 788, 820; 
Map 6, L13 

Sikodhara si-ko-dha-ra: a district of 
OQQiyana, 492 

Siljin charnel ground, great bsil-byin zhes

pa'i dur-khrod chen-po: in China, 
498, 499 

Sindhu Lake sindhu'i mtsho: in OQQiyana, 
405, 948 

Singu Yutso si-ngu gYu-mtsho: a treasure 
site of Khyentse Rinpoche, near 
Derge, 856; Map 10, G24 

Siti.ghala singhala'i gling: SrI Lanka, 455, 
456, 460, 890; see also Ceylon and 
Lanka 

Sinmo Parje Rock brag srin-mo spar-rjes: a 
treasure site of Nyang-rel Nyima 
Ozer in the Tamshul River valley; 
KGHP (pp. 56, 136); PI. 107; 755; 
Map 6, K16; see also Sinca Rock 

under Namkecen 

Sinpo Mountain srin-po-ri: perhaps this is 
Sinpori in YartOkhyam, north of 
Chuwori at the confluence of the 
Kyicu and Tsangpo rivers, 656; 
Map 6, 115 

Sisumara Hill byis-pa gsod: at Mathura; 
Taranatha, History of Buddhism in 

India, (p. 34), 427 
SHavana (charnel ground) (dur-khrod) bsil

ba'i tshal, 469, 482, 493, 593, 712, 
757 

six great countries where the true doctrine 
was propagated dam-pa'i chos dar
ba'j yul-chen-po drug: listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 507 

six realms of existence 'jig-rten-gyi khams
drug, 585 

Samye - Td'i-tu 477 

sixteen fields beneath the crossed legs of 
Vairocana the Great Glacial Lake 
mam-par snang-mdzad gangs-chen 

mtsho'i zhabs-kyi skyil-krung man

chad-las . .. zhing-khams bcu-drug, 

123 
six worlds 'jig-rten drug: listed in the 

Glossary of Enumerations, 414 
SosadvIpa, charnel ground of so-sa gling-gi 

dur-khrod, 469, 494, 497-8 
SravastI mnyan-yod: modern Sahet Mahet, 

Uttar Pradesh, 427, 430,518 
SrI Dak~il)a, Stiipalcity of mchod-rten/grong

khyer dpal yon-can: SrI Dhanyakataka 
Caitya, 485, 489 

SrI Dhanyakataka Caitya shri dhana'i gling/ 

dpal-ldan 'bras-spungs: on the Kr~l)a 
River in Andhara Pradesh, 485, 947 

SrImat dpal-dang ldan-pa: the southern field 
of Akani~tha, 128 

SrIpaduka shri pa-du-ka: footprint of 
Sakyamuni Buddha in SrI Lanka, 
456, n. 469 

SrIparvata shri par-va-ta: Nagarjunakol)Qa 
in Andhara Pradesh, 480, n. 507 

Starlike Array, aeon of bskal-pa skar-ma 

bkram-pa lta-bu, 691 

Stupa of Sorcery phra-men mchod-rten: at 
Zha in Uru, 590; Map 6, 116 

SudarSana (Extreme Insight) shin-tu mthong: 

the penultimate level among the Five 
Pure Abodes, 15 

Sudrsa (Attractive) gya-nom snang-ba: the 
third of the Five Pure Abodes, 15 

SukhavatI (Buddha-field/paradise) bde-ba

can/bde-chen zhing/bde-Idan zhing, 21, 

127,213,405,468,634,668,691, 
693, 697, 757, 829; see also Buddha

field of the Lotus Array 

Sumatra: see Suvan]advzpa 

Sungnyen, hermitage of gsung-snyan ri

khrod, 818 
Suryaprakasa, precipice of ri-bo nyi-ma rab

tu snang-byed, 493 

Suvarl)advIpa gser-gling: the island of 
Sumatra, 184; see also Dhanasrfdvzpa 

Suvarl)advIpa city/district of Kashmir in 
West India grong-khyer gser-gllng/gser

gyis brgyan-pa'i gling/kha-che'i yul 

gser-gling, 498, 501 
Ta'i-tu, royal palace of pho-brang ta'j tu: 

Peking; GT (p. 111, n. 806), 669, 
n.830 
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Taklung slag-lung: monastery north of 
Lhasa, founded in 1178 by Taklung 
Thangpa Trashipel; PPCT (pp. 88-
90);TG (Ch. 19);TH (pp. 145-6), 
830; Map 5, H16 

Takpo dvags-po: region east of alka; KGHP 
(pp. 48, 121); PPCT (pp. 255-63), 
544,547,550,551,686,687,771, 
777,812,818; Map 8, J17/18 

Khyerdrup above Takpo dvags-po'i yul
gyi slOd khyer-gntb, 800 

Takpo Zhu dvags-po zhu, 548; Map 8, 

J18 
Taktoling, (monastery of) dvags-slOd 

gling(-gi-dgon-pa): KGHP (pp. 47, 
120), 726, 727, 728 

Tamdrin rla-mgrin: a treasure site of Guru 
Chowang, probably Tamdrinling 
(Tamdrinzhap) at Samye, 764; 
Map 6, J16 

Tamdringtil, rock of brag rta-mgrin mgul: in 
Mustang, 751; Map 4, J08 

Tamdrinzhap rta-mgrin zhabs: Tamdrinling 
at Samye; KGHP (p. 45, n. 142); 
PPCT (p. 224), 764; Map 6, J16 

Tampuk dam-phug: hermitage at Katok, 
695; Map 10, G23 

Tamralipti zangs-gling: Tamluk on the 
Bengal coast, 455 

Tanak rla-nag(-gi lung-pa): valley on the 
north bank of the Tsangpo River, 
north-west of Shigatse; KGHP 
(pp. 68, 157),561,621,635; Map 6, 

J13 
Lagu-ngo in Tanak, Yeru, hermitage of 

gYas-ru rla-nag-gi la-rgu-rngos-dgon, 

721; Map 6, J13 
Tanak Namding, hermitage of rta-nag 

gnam-sdings/gnam-sdings dpal-gyi 
sgrub-khang, 721 

Tanak Nesar rla-nag gnas-gsar: i.e. sgrol
ma phug; KGHP (p. 68), 667 

Tang River stang-chu: in Bhutan; M. Aris, 
Bhutan, (pp. 38-40), 796; Map 6, 

LIS 
Tarding/Tarling dar-lding/dar-ling: see 

under Tra 
Tartang Do-nga Shedrup Ling dar-thang 

mdo-sngags bshad-sgrub gling; a branch 
ofPelyi.il founded in the mid-nineteenth 
century by Gyatrtil Rinpoche, in the 
Perna Dzong district of Golok; TH 
(pp. 605-6), 738; Map 9, E25 

TashO Kyilkor Thang rta-shod dkyil-'khor 
thang: a treasure site of Dtidtil 
Dorje, 816 

Tawu rta'u phyogs: Taofu, between Trehor 
and Dartsedo in Kham; TH (pp. 
501-2), 817;Map 10,H26 

Tenpak dan-phag: north-west of Lhasa, 702; 
Map 6, J16 

Terlung Pemei Shelri gler-klung padma'i 
shel-ri: a treasure site of Khyentse 
Rinpoche, PI. 93; 856; Map 10, 
G23; see also Pemashel Cave in 
Marshiidzam 

Thak thag, 640; Map 6, J13 
Deshek Gyawo, college of bde-gshegs 

rgya-bo'i bshad-gvra, 641 
Gyawo, rock of brag rgya-bo, 622; see 

also Riwo Gudii and (Mount) Trak 

Gyawo 
Gyawo in Thak thag-gi rgya-bo, 633 
Thak Dongkar in Yeru, Tsang gtsang 

gYas-ru'i thag gdong-khar, 722; 

Map 6, J13 
Thak, river valley of thag-gi mdo: i.e. 

span thag-ma north of Shigatse; 
KGHP (p. 70), 639 

Thangdrok, college of lhang-'brog grva
tshang, 818 

Thangi Yangdong thang-gi yang-gdong: near 
Dropuk, 633; Map 6, J13 

Thangwar thang-bar: in Mustang, 751; 
Map 4, J08 

Tharpaling, monastery of thar-pa gling: in 
Bumthang, founded by Longcenpa; 
Aris, Bhutan, (pp. 155, 315); PI. 68; 

590 
Tharu kingdoms tha-ru'i rgyal-khams: 

eastern Nepal, 472 
Thekcokling in Tsang gtsang theg-mchog 

gling: a small side valley between 
Drongtse and Nesar, 718; Map 6, 

J14 
Thoyor Nakpo, district of tho-yor nag-po'i 

yul: birthplace of Rikdzin Godemcen 
near Mount Trazang, 780; Map 4, 

J11 
three districts ljongs-gsum: Sikkim (i.t:. 

Dremojong), Khenpajong and 
Lungsumjong, 518 

three districts of Pum, Rong and Zhak bum
rong-bzhag gsum: north-east Kham. 
Rong may be Rongtrak in Gyel
morong, while Zhak may be bzhag-

ra lha-rtse in Minyak, representing 
the body aspect of buddha-mind, 
698; Map lO, H26 

three districts of Tra and Tol gra-dol-yul 
gsum: Traci, Tranang and Tol: GT 
(p. 166); PPCT (pp. 155-70), 516; 
Map 6, J16 

three divine realms lha-gnas gsum: listed in 
the Glossary of Enumerations, 458 

three evil destinies/existences ngan- 'gro/-song 
gsum: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 58, 767 

three (world) realms (jig-rten-gyi) khams 
gsum: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 13,31,38,51,56, 
73, 202, 259, 302, 321, 337, 339-40, 
363, 418, 490, 491, 575, 907, 930 

Thubten Dorje Trak thub-bstan rdo-ry·e brag, 
683, 783; see Dorje Trak 

Tibet bod, passim 
four Tibetan provinces bod ru-bzhi: Uru 

and Y oru in Central Tibet with Yeru 
and Rulak in Tsang, 708 

Land of Snows/Snow Mountains gangs
can 'longs, 47, 404-5, 409, 507, 512, 
522,599,728,758, 791, 821, 838, 
852,861,887,893,901,905,920, 
926, 948, 949, 953, 967-8, 972 

three provinces of Tibet bod 'chol-ka 
gsum: Ngari in Upper Tibet, Central 
Tibet including Tsang, and Amdo 
and Kham in Lower Tibet, 823, 953 

upper, middle and lower Tibet bod stod
dbus-smad gsum, 747 

Tidro ti-sgro: see Zhoto Tidro 
Tingri (in LaW) ding-ri (la-stod): PPCT 

(p. 281); TH (pp. 296-303); 378, 
547,569,647,773,952; Map 4, Kll 

Namar in Tingri ding-ri sna-dmar, 571 
Tirahuti ti-ra-hu-ti: the region of Tirhut 

around Muzaffarpur in north-east 
India; Taranatha, History of 
Buddhism in India, (pp. 133, 
210, 314, 318),472 

Toklashong, temple of dog-la gshongs-kyi 
glsug-lag khang: built by Nyang 
Sherapchok,615 

Tol dol: i.e. Tolpo in north-west Nepal -
not to be confused with the valley of 
the same name above Cedezhol, 544; 
Map 4, J08 

Dong-na in Tol dol-gyi gdong-sna, 543 
Tshercung in Tol dol-gyi 'tsher-chung, 543 

Taklung- Tra 479 

Tolung slOd-lung: valley of the Tolung River 
which flows into the Kyicu River, 
west of Drepung; KGHP (pp. 73, 
167); PPCT (pp. 122-31), 572, 659; 
Map 6, J15 

Tongbap, narrow pass of dong-bab-kyi 
'phrang: at Kungtang in Mangy til , 
517 

Tongku (shar-phyogs) lOng-ku: South-East 
Asia in general, but specifically 
Tongkin, 824 

Tonkar Valley, uplands of don-mkhar lung
po'i phu: the location of Tshering
jong in Chongye; PPCT (pp. 201-2); 
TH (p. 205),838; Map 6,]16 
Map 6, J16 

Tra yul grva: KGHP (pp. 54-5); PPCT 
(pp. 157-70), 753; Map 6, ]16 

Kyi in Tra, Yoru gYo-ru grva'i skyid, 
753 

Phuso Getreng in Tra, Yoru, village of 
gYo-ru gra'i phu-so gad-phreng-gi 
grong, 564 

TardingiTarlingiTargye Choling in 
Tranang dar-lding/dar-gling grva-nang 
dar-dgyas chos-gling: the residence of 
Sangdak Trhinle Lhilndrup; KGHP 
(pp. 55, 133); PPCT (p. 170), 683, 
727,825 

Todrong in the Tra Valley of Yoru, 
village of gYo-ru gra'i cha slOd-grong: 
birthplace of Longcenpa; PPCT 
(p. 169), 575 

Traci gra-phyi: on the south bank of the 
Tsangpo River opposite Ora; KGHP 
(pp. 54, 132); PPCT (pp. 160-1, 
164-7),551 

Traci Khangmar gra-phyi khang-dmar, 
685 

Trakpoche in Traci gra-phyi brag-po-che, 
776 

Tranang, lower valley of gra-nang-gi 
mda': KGHP (pp. 54, 132); PPCT 
(pp. 157-60), 753 

Tranang Entsa gra-nang dben-rtsa, 789 
Trapu gra-phu: PPCT (pp. 164-70), 

591 
Yarje in Tranang, Yoru gYo-ru gra-nang

gi yar-rje: KGHP (p. 55); PPCT 
(pp. 169-70), 775 

Yugong Rock in Tra gra'i gYu-gong 
brag: a treasure site of Orgyen 
Lingpa, 776 
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Trakar Dzongcung brag-dkar rdzong-chung: 

a treasure site of Chogyur Lingpa, 
perhaps he brag-dkar, which 
represents the activity of buddha

body, 845 
Trakar Lhacu brag-dkar lha-chu: perhaps 

this is Lhacu near Tolung Decen, 
813; Map 6, J15 

Trak Daweidong brag zla-ba'i gdong, 516 

Trak Gyawo brag rgya-bo: see (Mount) Trak 

Gyawo 
Trak Lhari brag lha-ri, 773; see also Lhari 

(in Phukpoche) 

Traklong brag-long, 791 
Trakmar brag-dmar: three miles north of the 

Tsangpo River, in the Samye area; 
KGHP (pp. 44, 113); PPCT 
(p. 230), 513, 516, 764; Map 6, J16; 
see also Chimpu and Samye 

"Peacock Lake" of Trakmar brag-dmar 

mtsho-mo mgul-sngon, 516 

Trakmar Chimpu brag-dmar mchims

phu: KGHP (pp. 44-5); PPCT 
(p. 230), 828 

Trakmar Drinzang, (temple at) brag

dmar mgrin-bzang(-gi lha-khang): 

north of Samye; KGHP, (pp. 44, 
113); PPCT (p. 233), 513, 856 

Trakmar Gegong in Chimpu mchims-phu 

brag-dmar dge-gong: the cave of 
Trakmar Keutsang at Trakmar 
Chimpu; PPCT (p. 230); Pis. 56, 58; 

558 
Tamarisk Forest of Trakmar brag-dmar 

'om-bu'i tshal, 513 
Trakmar Gondzong in Tongkungrong stong

khung-rong-gi brag-dmar dgon-rdzong: 

in Kham, 540; Map 11, J23 
Trakna brag-sna, 678; Map 6, J12 
Trak Sengei YaW (Lion-Skull Rock) brag 

seng-ge'i ya-thod: in Vkpalung, 625; 

Map 6, J14 
Trampagyang gram-pa rgyangs: near Lhartse 

Dzong; KGHP (pp. 66, 154), 802; 

Map 6, J12 
Trampa, hermitage of sram-pa grub-khang: 

at Shangda Pe1cen in Shang; KGHP 
(pp. 69, 159), 632, 634; Map 6, 

J14 
Trangpo drang-po, 806 
Trangpo Vlu sprang-po 'u-lu, 654 
Trap Tsangka grab gtsang-kha, 778; Map 8, 

}17 

Trashi Gomang Temple bkra-shis sgo-mangs 

lha-khang: in lower Shang, 624; Map 

6, J14 
Trashiling, Sikkim 'bras-yul bkra-shis gling, 

723; Map 6, L13 
Trakar Trashiding brag-dkar bkra-shis 

sdings, PI. 85; 820 
Tratang gra-thang: in Tranang; KGHP 

(p. 54, 132); PPCT (pp. 158-9), 807; 

Map 6, J16 
Tratang, the great seminary of glorious 

dpal grva-thang-gi chos-grva chen-po: 

founded by Trapa Ngonshe; KGHP 
(p. 54); PPCT (pp. 158-9), 753 

Tra and Tol, three districts of gra-dol-yul 

gsum: see three districts of Tra and 

Ta"l 
Trayatrirpsa (Heaven of the Thirty-three 

Gods) sum-cu rtsa-gsum, 14, 66, 135, 
193,438, 453, 944 

Tresho Khangmar tre-shod khang-dmar: 

located in Tre-boffrehor in Kham, 
near tre-shod lcags-mdud kha-ba lung 

which represents the activity aspect 
of buddha-speech; Stein, Recherches 

sur l'epopee et Ie barde au Tibet, 

(pp. 214-16); TG (Ch. 49),675; 
Map 10, G24 

Trhadruk Temple at Tsitang Samtenling 
rtsis-thang bsam-gtan gling-du khra

'brug: Trhadruk is possibly the 
oldest of Songtsen Gampo's 
geomantic temples; PPCT (pp. 177-
9);TH (pp. 191-3); Henss, Tibet:Die 

Kulturdenkmiiler, (Ch. V, Sect. 5); 
Pis. 38, 100; 676; Map 6, J16 

Como Tara at Trhadruk, image of khra

'brug jo-mo'i sku: KGHP (pp. 50, 
125); PI. 43; 789 

Trhadruk Khyamto khra-'brug khyams

stod: KGHP (p. 50, n. 237), 777 
Trhap khrab: near Phukpoche, 545; Map 6, 

J16 
Trhaplakha khrab-la-kha, 552 

Trhomzil Trhomkaryak khrom-zil khrom

dkar-yag: a treasure site of Dtidtil 
Dorje in the district of Derge, 
perhaps to be identified with khro-ri 

rdo-rje zil-khrom in Rudam, the main 
pilgrimage place of enlightened 
attributes, 815; Map 10, F24 

Trhopu khro-phu: founded in 1171 by 
Gyeltsa Rincen-gon (rgyal-tsha rin-

chen-mgon), 660, 663, 664, 665; 
Map 6, J13 

Great StOpa of Trhopu khro-phu'i 'bum

chen, 663 
Trhowoma khro-bo-ma, 566 

Trhtilnang Temple 'phrul-snang-gi glsug-lag 

khang: see (Rasa) Trhulnang 

Trhtin 'phrun, 546 

trichiliocosm, (great) stong-gsum-gyi stong 

(chen-po), Skt. trisahasramaha

sahasra, 113, 120, 124, 131, 409, 414 
Trikmo-Iha, meadow of krig-mo-lha'i ne'u-

sing: in Tsari, 570; Map 8, K18 
Trokpoi Sumdo grogs-po'i sum-mdo: near 

Vkpalung, 631; Map 6, J14 
Tsandra (Rincen Trak) tsa-'dra (rin-chen 

brag): at Pelpung, associated with 
Jamgon Kongtrtil and Chogyur 
Lingpa, 862, 866, 867; Map 10, 
G23; see also Pewar 

Secret Cave of Yeshe Tshogyel at 
Tsandra Rincen Trak lsa-'dra rin

chen brag-gi mtsho-rgyal gsang-phug: 

at Pelpung in Derge district, 
representing the mind aspect of 
enlightened attributes; see E. G. 
Smith, Shangs-pa bKa'-brgyud, 

(p. 1), 864; Map 10, G23 
Tsang gtsang, 513, 524-5, 533, 544-5, 547-8, 

574,592,619,660,663,671,674, 
682,685,696,699,715, 717, 751, 
773,798-9,801,807,811,813,818, 
824, 830, 850, 858, 868, 921, 950, 
955 

Tsangpo River gtsang-po: the Brahmaputra, 
619, 645 

Tsang-rok Trashi Tsekdzong gtsang-rog 

bkra-shis brtsegs-rdzong: a treasure 
site of Kongtrtil Rinpoche, 864 

Tsangton Mangkar gtsang-ston mang-dkar: 

gorge between Lhartse and Shekar; 
KGHP (pp. 64-5, 152); PPCT 
(pp. 279-80), 702; Map 6, K12 

Tsari lsci-ri: south of Takpo; PPCT 
(p. 263);TH (pp. 224-7),570,784, 
786,819; Map 8, K18 

New Tsari Hermitage lsci-ri dgon-gsar, 

574; Map 8, K18 
Palace of Secret Mantra in Tsari tsci-ri 

gsang-sngags pho-brang, 802; Map 8, 
K17 

Tsari Sarma tsci-ri gsar-ma, 571; Map 8, 
K18 

Trakar Dzongcung - Tsike Dildo 481 

Tsari Tshokar tsci-ri mtsho-dkar, 751; 
Map 8, K18 

Zi1cen Phuk in Tsari tsci-ri zil-chen phug, 

802; Map 8, K18 
Tse Palace rtse pho-brang: the Potala in 

Lhasa, 777; Map 6, J16 
Tsecen Trak rtse-chen brag: a treasure site of 

Sangye Lingpa, 786 
Tsedong rtse-gdong: i.e. Tsetang and 

Neudong, 833; Map 6, J16 
Tsele, early and later rtse-le gong-'og: 

monasteries in Takpo, 788, n. 1055 
Tsetang, great seminary of (glorious) chos

grva chen-po rtses-thangldpal-gyi rtses: 

founded in 1352 by Lama Tampa 
Sonam Gyeltsen of Sakya: PPCT 
(p. 174),678,681; Map 6, J16 

Tshawa Drodrak tsha-ba sgro-brag: a 
treasure site of Dtidtil Dorje in 
Tshawagang; TG (Ch. 56), 815; 
Map 10, H22 

Tshawarong lsha-ba-rongl(lho) tsha-ba-rong: 

lower valley of the Salween River, 
south of Tshawa Pasho, 690, 699; 
Map 10, H22 

Tshawarong tsha-ba-rong: the river valley of 
Gyelmo Tshawarong in the far east 
of Kham, 540; Map 10, G/H 26/27; 

see also Gyelmorong 

(Gyelmo) Taktse Castle (at Tsharong) 
(tsha-ronglrgyal-mo) stag-rlse mkhar, 

540, 541: Map 10, H27 
Tshometeng mtsho-smad sleng, 727; Map 6, 

K16 
Tshona, in Mon mon mtsho-sna: TH (pp. 

199-201);Aris, Bhutan (p. 130),839 
Tshongdti tshong-'dus: a centre built by 

Lume in Traci; PPCT (p. 161), 525, 
666; Map 6, J16 

Tshongdti Gurmo tshong-'dus mgur-mo: a 
temple built by Guru Chowang at 
Gurmo, 768 

Tshurpu mtshur-phu: north-west of Lhasa, 
founded in 1189 by Karmapa I, 
Tiisum Khyenpa; TH (pp. 135-7); 
KGHP (pp. 69, 162, 168); PPCT 
(pp. 124-9); TG (Ch. 18),567,569, 
570, 633; Map 6, 115 

Wokmin Tshurpu 'og-min mlshur-phu, 

848 
Tsike Diido rtsi-ke 'dus-mdo:. a seat of 

Chogyur Lingpa in Nangcen, 848; 
Map 10, F22 
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Tsike Norbu Piinsum rtsi-ske nor-bu spun
gsum, 845, 856; see also Kela Norbu 

Piinsum 
Tsiki Temple rtsis-kyi lha-khang, 764; see 

Nyangtotsi under Nyangru 

Tsukrum Tawu gtsug-rum lta-bu, 614; see 
also Khardong Yonmo 

Tukdriil Pungdra, rock mountain of 
brag-ri dug-sbrul spungs-'dra: at 
Zangzang Lhadrak, 780; Map 4, 

J11 
Tunglung dung-lung, 567 
Turkestan hor, 473; see also Central Asia, 

Mongolia and Uighur 

Turquoise Eyebrow in Mongolia sog-po 

gYu'i smin-ma-can, 137 

Turtro Monastery dur-khrod dgon-pa: at 
Tsetang in Yarlung, 552; Map 6, J16 

Tu~ita (Joyful) dga'-ldan (lha'i) gnas: the 
fourth of the desire realms inhabited 
by Kama divinities, 14,21, 127, 
129, 213, 416, 449, 944; see also 
Pagoda of Tu~ita 

twelve different realms (of the emanational 
body) (sprul-pa'i) gnas-ris bcu-gnyis, 

134-7 
twelve minor kingdoms rgyal-phran bcu

gnyis: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 507,949 

twenty-five fields/world systems (on 
Vairocana's hands) zhing-khams nyi

shu-rtsa-lnga: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 123, 130, 409 

twenty-five great pilgrimage places of Kham 
and Amdo mdo-khams-su gnas-chen 

nyer-lnga: listed in the Glossary of 
Enumerations, 518, 846 

twenty-five places of attainment in Central 
Tibet and Tsang dbus-gtsang-du 

sgrub-gnas nyer-gcig, 518 
twenty-four lands gnas nyer-bzhi: the sacred 

sites of ancient India, listed in the 
Glossary of Enumerations, 889 

twenty mountain caves of Ngari mnga'-ris 

skor-du gangs-brag nyi-shu: listed in 
the Glossary of Enumerations, 518 

Uighur hor-yul, 524; see also Central Asia 

and Turkestan 
Ukjalung 'ug-bya lung, 665; see also 

following entry 
Ukpalung (dpal) 'ug-pa lung: south of 

Tsangpo, opposite Shang; KGHP 
(pp. 70, 162); PPCT (p. 272), 623-6, 

631-2,642,644,660,668,696, 795; 

Map 6, J14 
Gyotsang Gyapup, the "Pavillion of 

Pure Remorse" 'gyod-tshang rgya

phub: at Ukpalung, 623 
Heruka Rock in Ukpalung 'ug-pa lung-gi 

heruka'i brag, 627 
Uru dbu-ru: the area of Central Tibet north 

of Lhasa, 584, 818 
upper Uru dbur-stod, 590, 592 

Urumul)<;la Mountain ri mu-ru-rJ,qa: at 
Mathura; Taranatha, History of 

Buddhism in India, (p. 34), 435 
Uttarakuru (Unpleasant Sound) sgra mi

snyan: the northern continent 
inhabited by human beings, 14 

Uttarasara Forest uttasara'i tshal, 488 
Uyuk 'u-yug: valley in Tsang, north of 

Rinpung; KGHP (pp. 69, 160); 

TH (pp. 248-9); PI. 61; 558; Map 6, 
J 14; see also Oyuk river-basin 

lower valley of Uyuk in Tsang gtsang 'u

yug-gi mdo, 857-8 
Uyuk Rolpo 'u-yug rol-po, 714 

Vaisall yangs-pa-can: near modern Basarh in 
northern Bihar, 154,418,419,427, 

429,435 
"Vajra Bolt" rdo-rje'i gtan-pa: at Trokpoi 

Sumdo in Ukpalung, 631; Map 6, 

J14 
Vajra Cavern of O<;l<;liyana rdo-rje'i phug, 

489 
Vajrakuta rdo-rje brtsegs-pa, 460 
Vajrasana rdo-rje gdan: Bodh Gaya, PI. 96; 

115,135,137,409,411-12,419, 
471-2,477,478,488,493,494,609, 
696; see also Indestructible Seat and 
Point of Enlightenment 

Varal)asI va-ra-'f},a-silchos-skor gnas: i.e. 
Sarnath in eastern Uttar Pradesh, 
153, 422, 423, 427, 465, 466, 608, 

947; see also Benares 
Vast Conduct, realm of yangs-pa spyod-pa, 

SkI. Vipalacaryak~etra, 961 
Vel)upura 'od-ma'i grong: the village of the 

grove of Vel)uvana near Rajagrha, 

427 
Vikramasiia rnam-gnon tshullbi-kra-ma-shf

La: identified with Sultangafij at 
Bhagalpur in eastern Bihar, 442, 

479 
Vimalasvabhava Mountain bi-ma-la-sva-bha-

va'i ri, 431 

Vindhya Mountains 'bigs-byed ri-bo'i khong/ 

ri bhindra, 504 

Vrk~araju, city of grong-khyer shing-lhag-can, 

426 
Vulture Peak bya-rgod phung-po'i 

ri: Grddhrakuta at Rajagrha, 136, 
137,154,423,590,947 

Wa Senge CavernlTrak va seng-ge brag: in 
Gyelmorong, 541-2; Map lO, H26 

Wok dong 'og-gdong: uphill from Trampa in 
lower Shang; Blue Annals, (p. 111), 
632; Map 6, J14 

world realm of desire 'dod-pa'i 'jig-rten-gyi 

khams: see desire realm 

world (system) of Patient Endurance mi

mjed 'jig-rten-gyi khams, Skt. 
Sahalokadhiitu, 21, 130, 136, 151, 
190, 214, 409 

Yacii Tingcung ya-chu'i ding-chung: 

birthplace of Mipham Rinpoche, 
869; Map lO, F24 

yak~as, domain of gnod-sbyin-gyi gnas, 452-3 

Yalung rdza-chu, 869 
Yamalung gYa'-ma lung: north of Samye, a 

treasure site of Terdak Lingpa; 
KGHP (pp. 44, 113); PPCT 
(p. 233); PI. 59; 573, 828; Map 6, 

J16 
Yama (Strifeless) 'thab-bral: the third realm 

of desire occupied by Kama 
divinities, 14 

Yamdrok-gang yar-'brog sgang: KGHP 
(pp. 71, 163); PPCT (pp. 265-8), 
603; Map 6, J/K 15; see also Nine

Island Lake of Yamdrok 

Yamdrokyar-'brog, 592,601,605,712, 
821 

Yamdrok Tonang yul-yar-'brog do-nang: 

the main hill complex in the middle 
of Lake Yamdrok, 559 

Yamshii yam-shud: a centre built by Lume, 
identified with Traplakha, 525; 
Map 6, J16 

Yang-en yang-dben: in Ukpalung, Shang, 
668,700,717; Map 6, J14 

Yang-en Ngonmo yang-dben sngon-mo, 

625 
Yang-en Sangakling yang-dben gsang

sngags gling: in Ukpalung between 
Panam and Shigatse; KGHP (pp. 60, 
144); PPCT (p. 272), 700; Map 6, 
]14 

Yang-en Sermo yang-dben ser-mo, 624 

Tsike Norbu Piinsum - Yarlung 483 

Yangkyil, hermitage of yang-'khyil dben-pa'i 

gnas: a retreat of Chogyur Lingpa, 
844; Map lO, F22 

Yanglesho (Cave) yang-le-shod(-kyi brag

phug): at Pharping, Nepal, 481, 6lO, 
790; Map 4, LIO 

Yangpacen yangs-pa-can: the Zhamarpa 
residence, north of Tshurpu; GT 
(p. 78); PPCT (pp. 129-30), 676; 
Map 5, HIS 

Yangtze River 'bri-chu/klung dal- 'bab, 688 
Yardzong (or Sarmo) in Dokam mdo-khams

kyi sa-cha yar-rdzong ngam gsar-mo: 

birthplace of Zurpoche, 617; Map 7, 
G21 

Yarlha Shampo yar-lha sham-po: south of 
Yarlung; KGHP (pp. 50, 126); 
PPCT (pp. 184-5), 591; Map 6, 
K16; see also Mount Shampo 

Shampo sham-po, 571 
Yartokyam, uplands of yar-slOd skyam-kyi 

phu: mountains dividing the Kyicu 
from the Tsangpo River; KGHP 
(pp. 47,119),579; Map 6, J16 

Yaru Khyungcen Rock dbyar-ru khyung

chen brag: the birthplace of Khyentse 
Rinpoche west of Longtang Drolma, 
849; Map lO, F23 

Yarlung yar-lung: KGHP (pp. 49-50, 
125-6); PPCT (pp. 171-95); TG 
(Chs. 28-30); TH (pp. 190-1); 
Henss, Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmaler 
(Ch.V, Sect. 1),545, 753; Map 6,J16 

Ce in Yarlung yar-klung byas, 652 
CM in Yarlung yar-klung 'phyos; KGHP 

(pp. 53, 131),541,599; Map 6, J16 
Crystal Cave/Rock yar-(k)lung shel-gyi 

brag(-phug): Yarlung Sheldrak/Shepa 
south-west oITsetang, north of Chongye; 
GT (p. 90, n. 506); KGHP (pp. 51, 
128); PPCT (pp. 190-3); TH (pp. 
190-1);Pl. 77; 601, 775; see also Sheldrak 

Menlung, a monastery in Yarlung yul 

yar-klung dgon-pa sman-lung, 686 
Namolung in Yarlung yar-klung na-mo

lung, 619 
Shelri Lhei Dingkang in Yarlung yar

lung shel-ri lha'i lding-khang: a haunt 
of Lhatsiin Namka Jikme at 
Sheldrak, 819; Map 6, )16 

Shepa in Yarlung yar-klung shel-pa: i.e. 
Yarlung Sheldrak, 599; see above 
Crystal Cave 
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Thangcung in Yarlung yar-Iung thang

chung, 543 
Tsentang Gozhiffsentang in Yarlung 

(yar-klungs) btsan-thang (sgo-bzhi): 

KGHP (pp. 52, 129); PPCT 
(pp. 190,195),507,552; Map 6, J16 

Tsharteng in Yarlung yar-klungs mtshar

steng, 570 
Yavadvlpa nas-gling: Java, 455 
Yaze Trakdong, rock at ya-zad brag-gdong

gi brag: in Shang, 629; Map 6, 

J14 
Yegyel Namkadzo ye-rgyal nam-mkha'i 

mdzod: a treasure site of Chogyur 
Lingpa in southern Nangcen, 
representing the attribute aspect of 
buddha-speech, 845; Map 7, G21 

"Store of the Sky" nam-mkha' mdzod, 

843 
Yubel Rock, south of Yegyel ye-rgyal 

lho-phyogs gYu-'bal brag, 846 

Yerpa yer-pa: north-east of Lhasa; GT 
(p. 83); KGHP (pp. 43, 103-4); 
PPCT (pp. 73-9); TG (Ch. 17); 
Pl. 49; 525, 537, 591; Map 6, J16 

Como Nagyel, upper cave of jo-mo nags

rgyal-gyi phug-pa, 715 
Moon Cave (Dawa Phuk) at Yerpa yer

pa zla-ba phug: KGHP (pp. 43, 104); 
PPCT (p. 75), 715 

Sewalung in Yerpa, rock of yer-pa se-ba 

lung-gi brag, 715 
Yeru, Tsang gYas-ru gtsang: eastern Tsang, 

635, 721 
Yesuthar gYas-su thar: at Trak Gyawo in 

Thak, 622; Map 6, J13 
Yige Trukma yi-ge drug-ma: in Bhutan, 796 
Vola Rock yol-ba brag: at Sedrak in the 

northern mountains of Tsang, 652 
Yolcak yol-lcags, 709 
Yoru gYo-ru: area in Central Tibet, south of 

Lhasa, 591, 753, 818 
upper Yoru gYo-ru stod, 657 

Ytilser yul-gser, 619 
Yumbu Lagang Palace pho-brang yum-bu 

gla-sgang: in Yarlung; KGHP 
(pp. 49, 124, 125); PPCT (pp. 179-
83); TG (Ch. 30); TH (pp. 194-5); 
Henss, Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmaler (Ch. 
V, Sect. 4); PI. 35; 508; Map 6,J16 

Yungdrung Rincen Terne gYung-drung rin
chen gter-gnas: perhaps Yungdrung
ling in Yeru, 609 

Yuri Gango gYu-ri sgang-'go: the residence 
of Dtidtil Dorje in Puto, 816; Map 8, 
H20 

Yutso Rincen Trak gYu-mtsho rin-chen brag: 

at Tsari Nyingma, 815; Map 8, K18; 
see also Nyingmei Yutso and Tsari 

Shinje Donka in Yutso gYu-mtsho gshin

rje'i dong-kha: a treasure site of 
Dtidtil Dorje, 815; Map 8, K18 

Zabulung zab-bu-Iung: in Shang; KGHP 
(pp. 69, 160),819; Map 6, J14 

Metsornyen at Zaplung, cave of zab-Iung 

me-tshor gnyan-gyi phug-pa, 791 

Zaplung zab-Iung, 791 

Zamka zam-kha, 561 
Zangcen district in Tsang gtsang-gi gnas-gzhi 

bzang-can, 544 
Zangdok Pelri, monastery of zang-mdog 

dpal-ri dgon-pa: in Kalimpong, West 
Bengal, 42, 379; Map 6, L13 

Zang-ri zangs-ri: north oITsangpo, east of Den
sathil; KGHP (pp. 47-8); PPCT (pp. 
245-8);TII (pp. 217-20); 545; Map 8,J17 

Zangtso zang-mtsho, 567 
Zangzang Lhadrak (brag-ri dug-sbrul spung

'dra sked-pa) zang-zang lha-brag(-gi 

phug-pa): the location of a cave on 
the slopes of Mount Tukdrtil Pung
dra, near Trazang; KGHP (p. 65, 
n. 539),780-1,807; Map 4, J11 

Ze gzad(-lung): valley adjacent to Shuksep 
and close to the Kyicu River, 651, 
653,654, 655; Map 6, J16 

Dong in Ze, monastery of gzad-kyi gdong 

dgon-pa, 653 
Lhadong Monastery in Ze gzad-kyi lha

gdong dgon-pa, 653 

Talung in the upper valley of Ze, 
monastery of gzad-phu 'j da-Iung 

dgon-pa, 656 
Thangkya in Ze, temple of gzad thang

skya'i gtsug-Iag khang: not to be 
confused with Thangkya Lhakhang, 
on which see PPCT (pp. 109-10), 
656,659 

Uke (Monastery in Ze) (gzad-kyi) 'ug-skad 

(dgon-pa), 653, 655, 656, 658, 791 
Zecen ze-chen, 860; see Zhecen 

Zecen Tenyi Targyeling ze-chen bstan

gnyis dar-rgyas-gling, 869 
Zha in Uru dbu-ru zha: KGHP (pp. 44, 

110); PPCT (pp. 111-12); TH (pp. 
149-50),542,589-90; Map 6,J16 

Zha Temple in Uru dbu-ru zha'i lha

khang, Pl. 64; 556, 589, 811 
Zhalu zha-lu: in Tsang, founded in 1040; 

KGHP (pp. 60, 143); PPCT 
(p. 271);TG (Ch. 39);TH (pp. 271-
5), Henss, Tibet: Die Kulturdenkmaler 
(Ch. IX), 905, 955; Map 6,]13 

Zhang-Zhung zhang-zhung yul: the Kuge 
region east of Gartok-an important 
kingdom of western Tibet before the 
rise of the Yarlung dynasty, 473; 
Map 4, G/H05 

Zhapje, monastery of zhabs-ryes dgon-pa: in 
Takpo, 777; Map 8, }18 

Zhecen zhe(-chen): monastery-in Derge 
district between N angdo and 
Dzokcen founded in 1735 by Zhecen 
Rapjam II, Gyurme Ktinzang 

Namgyel; TH (pp. 473-4);Teich
man, Travels of a Consular Officer in 
Eastern Tibet (pp. 81, 231); PI. 73; 
733, 847, 849, 867, 869, 879; Map 
10, F23; see also Zecen 

Zhoktarling zhog-thar gling, 594 

ZhOl Pillar rdo-ring zhol: at Lhasa, 520 
Zhoto Tidro gzho-slOd ti-sgro: KGHP 

(pp. 44, 112); PPCT (pp. 117-21); 
TH (pp. 151-2); PI. 69, 517, 554, 
591,676,791; Map 5, H17 

Crystal Cave of Zhoto Tidro gzho-stod ti
sgro'i shel-phug, 548 

Yavadvrpa - Zurrnang Monastery 485 

great assembly hall of the Qakinls at 
Tidro ti-sgro'i tshogs-khang chen-mo: 
PPCT (p. 119),676 

Tidro Rock in Zho gzho'i ti-sgro brag: 
PPCT (p. 119), 557 

Zhugi Dorje Gombu zhug-gi rdo-rje sgom-bu, 
609 

Zhung gzhung, 562; Map 6, J16 
Zhungtrezhing gzhung spre-zhing: the Kagyti 

residence of Ngok Choku Dorje, in 
tht' N amrap valley, east of Gongkar; 
KGHP (pp. 55, 134); PPCT 
(pp. 154-5), 807; Map 6, J16 

Zingpa Tago zing-pa stag-mgo, 679 

Zotang zo-thang: a gold-field, 545 
Zungkar zung-mkhar: near Thangkya, 659; 

Map 6, J16 
Zurkar zur-mkhar: KGHP (pp. 46, 117), 

516, 955; Map 6, J16 
(Stone) StfIpas of Zurkardo zur mkhar

rdo'i mchod-rten: five stfIpas by the 
Tsangpo River, west of Samye; 
KGHP (pp. 46, 117); PPCT 
(pp. 219-21); Pl. 54; 585, 776 

Zurmang Monastery/Seat zur-mang dgon/ 

gdan-sa: founded in 1475, north-east 
of Nangcen on the Dzacu River; 
TH (pp. 484-87); C. Trungpa, Born 
in Tibet (Chs. 2-3), 675, 842; Map 7, 
F21 
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Introduction 

The maps in this section have been specially prepared to illustrate the 
geographical scope of Indo-Tibetan Buddhism over the centuries from 
the Nyingma standpoint in particular. Their primary function is to 
assist the reader in locating the various places mentioned in the 
History, and although current international frontiers including the de 
facto Sino-Indian border are shown as a visual aid, their inclusion 
should under no circumstances be interpreted as authoritative or as a 
statement on recent political events. 

The geographical areas illustrated here are: 

I Buddhist India and Adjacent Regions 
2 North-Central India 
3 Tibet 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Western Tibet and Nepal 
North-Central Tibet 
South-Central Tibet and Bhutan 
North-West Kham 
South-West Kham 
Amdo 
North -East Kham 
South-East Kham 
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